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Genetic linguistics produces the most comprehensive taxonomies of ethnic units or cultures. 

It can generate a precision, as well as breadth, in taxonomy unmatched by the other 

[anthropological] disciplines, even by biogenetics. It also can produce statements about 

social or cultural contacts in different time periods, including quite precise notions of the 

movements of cultural content between or among ethnic units. This great power remains 

unchallenged, despite recent controversies. 
Harold C. Fleming (2006, p. 4) 

 

 

Foreword 
 

The Basque people of the western Pyrenean region of Spain and France have always 

aroused curiosity, and have been a favorite topic of writers and scholars, whether for their 

history of fierce independence, their folklore, cuisine, art, or distinctive physical 

characteristics. Not the least is the peculiarity of their language, which by conventional 

wisdom is considered “unrelated,” or at least “unrelatable,” to any other language on earth. 

Thus, for example, in Wikipedia: “All hypotheses on the origin of Basque are controversial, 

and the suggested evidence is not generally accepted by most linguists.” The late R.L. Trask, 

author of an authoritative book about Basque, was even more emphatic, that 

Except that we have now identified the immediate ancestor of the language 

[Aquitanian], Basque remains today as genetically isolated as it was a hundred years 

ago. 

In direct contradiction of these kinds of statements, the thesis of this book is that Basque is 

demonstrably related to other languages, i.e., that a scientific analysis of the evidence leads to 

the most probable conclusion that Basque is, at first remove, most closely related to the North 

Caucasian language family.1  

An immediate disclaimer: I assert in the title that this book propounds “a new 

paradigm”; but I must also pay homage to my predecessors, whose efforts will be discussed 

in detail later in the text of this book, and of which the most prestigious and influential were 

Christianus Cornelius Uhlenbeck (1866 – 1951), a Dutch linguist and anthropologist, Georges 

Dumézil (1898 – 1986), a French linguist, and René Lafon (1899 – 1974), a French philologist 

and linguist.2 All three of these savants found the Basque language to be genetically related in 

some way to languages in the Caucasus region, and all three published strong evidence in 

favor of what Lafon called the “Euskaro-Caucasian” hypothesis.3 However, they failed to 

convince more than a minority of historical linguists; as detailed later in this book (pp. 6-7, et 

passim), this was due more to conditions beyond their control (limited comparative studies of 

Caucasian languages; less developed methods in genetic linguistics, at the time) than to any 

shortcoming in these masters’ erudition and skill. The idea of Euskaro-Caucasian is old, but 

                                                           
1 For the sake of easier reading in this introductory text, many references are purposely omitted. The reader is 

referred to the relevant chapters, where one can find more comprehensive discussions, explanations, and 

bibliographical references. 
2 Alfredo Trombetti (1866–1929) and Karl Bouda (1901–1979) should also be mentioned as amassing large 

amounts of raw Euskaro-Caucasian comparanda, all of which should be subjected to scrutiny, as discussed below 

(Assumption 4). 
3 Lafon went so far as to affirm that “La parenté du basque et des langues caucasiques . . . peut-être aujourd’hui 

tenue pour certaine.” 
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the current fine tuning and presentation of the hypothesis, with extensive lexical, grammatical, 

and phonological evidence, are new.  

The new paradigm, as used here, refers to a fuller use of resources and methods that 

were not yet available to my predecessors. With the help of these advantages, the material in 

this book constitutes the most thorough and detailed comparative study of Basque and the 

North Caucasian languages, to date, and includes more than 600 etymologies, a detailed 

scheme of comparative phonology, and outlines of comparative morphology. I intend this 

book not as an end product, but as a beginning stage in the scientific study of this topic. I 

encourage any thoughtful researcher to engage honestly with the evidence presented in this 

book, either to confirm, modify or correct it, or to refute it and come up with a better solution. 

Why does it matter? What is the difference whether Basque is shown to be related to 

any other language, or remains in its current status (according to a consensus of linguists) as 

the sole completely isolated language of Europe? As an anthropologist, I have long believed 

that there is no more validity for accepting the linguistic isolation of a language than there is 

for accepting the biological isolation of a human population (or of any animal whatever). I 

cannot accept the “virgin birth” of a language, any more than the spontaneous origin of an 

animal species. In the case of the latter biologists compare diagnostic characteristics of the 

animals, and often are able to form a judgment about classification based on a relatively small 

number of such diagnostics. Thus, they are able to make the rather surprising inference that 

the prairie-dog-like hyrax belongs in a clade (Paenungulata) together with the aquatic manatee 

and the colossal elephant; this classification has been based on a small number of diagnostic 

features.  

It is an assertion in this book (and not unique to my work) that genetic linguistics can, 

and should, proceed in a similar manner, i.e. the careful examination of diagnostic features, in 

basic lexicon, grammar, and phonology. The specific diagnostic features that I find to be 

strong evidence for the genetic kinship of Basque and the North Caucasian languages will be 

discussed in great detail in the text of this book.  

Moreover, from the point of view of paleoanthropology, the seemingly isolated 

position of the Basque language is a problem that must be solved. This question has wide-

ranging implications for the prehistory of Europe, and of the world in general. While the 

“splendid isolation” of Basque may have romantic connotations for some, and may be a source 

of nationalistic pride for others, none of this is consistent with science. The science of genetic 

linguistics has many tools at its disposal, and it is another assertion in this book that these tools 

can, and must, be put to work in solving the problem of the linguistic isolation of Basque.  

The mystery of the Basque language is a huge gap in our knowledge of the prehistory 

of Europe. To continue with the current conventional wisdom, that Basque is irrevocably 

isolated, should be unacceptable to any anthropologist. Archaeologists and geneticists have 

freely put on record their models of the historical and biological origins of the Basque people, 

often based on rather small amounts of evidence, so why should a historical linguist hesitate 

to put his or her “best explanation” for the linguistic origins of Basque up for discussion? 

In forming and refining the Euskaro-Caucasian hypothesis I have depended on the 

classical “comparative method” of historical linguistics (i.e., genetic linguistics). 

The Classical Comparative Method.  By the comparative method we mean here the 

methods pioneered in the late 18th and early 19th century by Rasmus Rask, Franz Bopp, and 
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others in demonstrating the Indo-European (IE) family of languages. As stated by a modern 

linguist, the comparative method in genetic linguistics involves analyzing “evidence from 

three sources: basic vocabulary, grammatical evidence …, and sound correspondences.” 

These are the same methods used by me in assembling and evaluating the evidence presented 

in this book, which includes, as mentioned above, more than 600 lexical etymologies (about 

80% “basic” and 20% “cultural”),4 some 140 pages devoted to comparative phonology (i.e. 

“sound correspondences”), and a relatively briefer discussion of comparative grammar. 

Misuse of the Comparative Method:  Some scholars, in criticizing certain long-

range linguistic proposals, have operated under a false syllogism: 

 

Related languages exhibit regular sound correspondences 

A certain proposed group exhibits (seemingly) irregular sound correspondences 

Ergo, said proposal is invalid 

 

The aforementioned Professor Trask tried this false technique on my own work two decades 

ago. A prominent specialist in Uralic recently tried to disprove a proposed relationship 

between Uralic and Yukaghir using a similar procedure. Another reviewer disputed the Sino-

Caucasian hypothesis with similar methods, and so forth. Sergei Starostin answered this last-

mentioned attempt with a brilliant rebuttal, showing that even the relationship between 

German and Russian, accepted by virtually all linguists because of their common IE origin, 

can be “disproved,” using this false technique, since by a superficial examination of standard 

German-Russian cognates the sound correspondences seem chaotic, e.g. /g/ in German may 

match any of /g/, /k/, /s/, /c/, /č/, /z/, or /ž/ in Russian cognates, in different etymologies. It is 

only in a broader context that includes all Germanic languages, all Slavic languages, and 

indeed other Indo-European languages, that the regularity of the correspondences is made 

clear. (This also emphasizes the importance of multilateral comparison — see below.)  

While regularity of correspondence is the overriding tendency among related 

languages, these kinds of apparent irregularities arise over time due to a host of countervailing 

forces. As a prominent linguist has noted, “It would probably not be a stretch to say that at 

least a third part of all accepted Indo-European etymologies suffer from ‘non-corresponding 

sound correspondences’ in at least one branch, and that’s putting it rather mildly.” In this light, 

it is a little surprising that I have been able to establish regular correspondences between 

Basque and Proto-North Caucasian, a relationship (Euskaro-Caucasian) that is some twenty-

five centuries older than Indo-Hittite, according to recent glottochronological calculations.  

Multilateral Comparison:  “Multilateral comparison” (MC), a term used by Joseph 

Greenberg to replace the less apt “mass comparison,” is a technique that stresses the scientific 

comparison of more than two languages in judging the genetic interrelationships, if any, 

among them. While some linguists who do not understand MC properly have attacked it as 

some kind of alien technique that is in conflict with the comparative method, a look at the 

history of genetic linguistics shows this belief to be false. MC was used by Strahlenberg in the 

early 18th century to classify the languages of the Russian empire, with basically correct 

results. Later that century Sir William Jones deduced the Indo-European family by 

                                                           
4 The differences between basic and cultural vocabulary are discussed in detail in the text of this book. 
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multilaterally comparing Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit with other languages he knew, such as 

Hebrew, Arabic, and Turkish, and concluding, from “roots of verbs and the forms of grammar” 

that only the first three languages were in this family. And we saw above that the nature of the 

indirect relationship between German and Russian is only clear when more Indo-European 

languages are brought into consideration. In this book (chapter I) I show that a multilateral 

comparison of twelve basic words in seven languages allows one to distinguish the three 

families the seven languages belong to. 

However, the use of MC for genetic linguistics, as in chapter I, is only a preliminary 

stage in the full demonstration of a language family. It is possible that some of the 

resemblances (look-alikes) identified in the first stage may turn out to be “false friends” 

(invalid cognates), like Chechen kur ‘horn’ & Italian corno ‘horn’, Hungarian füst ‘smoke’ & 

Italian fumo ‘smoke’ in chapter I.5 The demonstration becomes more convincing when regular 

sound correspondences are identified, and grammatical paradigms (or parts of them) can be 

detected. Thus, in this book I did not stop at the first stage but have gone on to further steps 

in the fuller demonstration of Euskaro-Caucasian. 

False (Unempirical) Assumptions:  I believe that at least some of the hesitancy in 

accepting Euskaro-Caucasian can be attributed to assumptions that cannot be empirically 

verified, in other words, conjectures that are simply false and without factual basis. These are 

some of them: 

Unempirical Assumption 1:  The Basque language is a direct descendant of the 

language of the original Cro-Magnon population of the region, some 35,000 years 

ago, so by definition it is impossible to recover any linguistic relatives the Basque 

language may have had. This vast time span surpasses the capacity of historical 

linguistics.  

§  While many people probably believe in this assertion, and it may be, for some, a 

source of nationalistic pride, it is difficult to judge how many serious linguists and 

anthropologists accept this assumption, and perhaps rely on it to justify their agnostic approach 

to the linguistic affinities of Basque. 

 To any seasoned historical linguist or anthropologist it should be clear that this 

assumption is highly questionable, given the widespread prevalence of language replacement, 

i.e., the adoption of a new language, often due to the arrival of a new political, religious, or 

cultural regime (e.g., Roman Empire, Islam, Neolithic). René Lafon, the eminent proponent 

of Euskaro-Caucasian mentioned above, explicitly proposed that the Basque language was not 

autochthonous, but a foreign language adopted by the natives of the Basque Country and 

Aquitania, and he identified this foreign culture with copper-using, megalith-building 

immigrants near the end of the third millennium BCE.  

In the model proposed in this book the date has been pushed back to several millennia 

earlier, i.e. coinciding instead with the “Impressa” (Cardial) culture that arrived on the coasts 

of Spain ca. 5500-5800 BCE. This model is still evolving, but at this point it seems, based on 

recent human genetic studies, that the present-day Basques represent an amalgam of native 

hunter-gatherers and the later-arriving farmers, a mix later modified by genetic drift and 

cultural and linguistic isolation. Within this narrower time frame, which is about one quarter 

                                                           
5 These false friends, and others, have been detected thanks to etymological work already done in Indo-European, 

Uralic, and North Caucasian. 
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of the supposed Paleolithic scenario, it is entirely conceivable that linguistic relatives of 

Basque could be identified. After all, Afro-Asiatic, a macrofamily universally accepted by 

specialists in African linguistics and anthropology, is possibly twice as old as the putative 

Euskaro-Caucasian.6  

Corollary 1.a: A sub-assumption associated with Assumption 1 is the so-called 

“aizkora controversy,” an old idea that Bsq haitz ‘rock, stone’ is etymologically connected 

with aizkora ‘ax’, aitzur ‘hoe’, aiztur(rak) ‘shears’, ainztur ‘tongs’ and dialectal ai(n)zto 

‘knife’, and that this somehow proves that the tools were originally made from stone, and thus 

the Basque language shows evidence of “a terminological continuity since the stone age.” To 

his credit, Trask, on purely internal evidence, dismissed this idea in his characteristic sardonic 

manner:  

… what interesting conclusions can we draw? That the Basques have ancestors who used 

stone tools? Everybody has ancestors who used stone tools. That the Basques must have 

been in the modern Basque Country since the Stone Age? This is a shrieking non sequitur.  

The most obvious flaw, as noted by Trask, is the word aizkora ‘ax’, a loanword from Latin 

asciola ‘small ax’. In my analysis, I propose that the other words come from three distinct 

etyma (see chapter XII: The importance of external comparison, pp. 228-30). 

Unempirical Assumption 2:  Luis Michelena, universally acclaimed as the 

foremost Basque linguist, dismissed the Euskaro-Caucasian hypothesis, along with all 

other theories. So the matter is settled for all time: there is no reason to discuss 

external relations of Basque any further.   

§  It seems that this assumption has decided the question of genetic affiliation of 

Basque for most linguists and anthropologists, and become, as stated above, the conventional 

wisdom. Examining more closely, we find that Michelena’s opinion was more nuanced than 

the formulation promoted by Trask. Michelena was indeed keenly interested in the possibility 

of external relations of his native language, and several of his writings addressed these issues. 

In the last of these, published shortly after his death in 1987, he noted that there were “two 

major hypotheses as those taken seriously by ‘linguists of great authority’: Basque + 

Afroasiatic (Hamito-Semitic), and Basque + Caucasian languages,” and of these the latter 

(Euskaro-Caucasian) was “the only hypothesis that has been the object of serious and 

laborious testing … The suspicion that the two small conservative islands situated at both 

extremes of the Mediterranean were the only evidence that has come down to us from a 

formerly very extensive linguistic family was a perfectly natural one … .” However, based on 

the limited state of the evidence at that time, Michelena, with his typical cautious, evidence-

based scientific sense, had to conclude that the theory of “Basque-Caucasian linguistic kinship 

has been shown to be, up to now, singularly unfruitful.”  

Yet Michelena was careful not to rule out the possibility of a fuller demonstration and 

held out some hope for future progress. He wrote about the possibility of “lost links,” “new 

techniques” and “more powerful instruments” that might, one day, solve the genetic affiliation 

of Basque. It is another thesis of this book that more “lost links” have indeed been found 

thanks to “more powerful instruments,” such as a better understanding of basic lexicon. These 

issues are discussed extensively in this book (see Introduction, pp. 6-8). 

                                                           
6 Afro-Asiatic is glottochronologically dated at -14.76 ky by G. Starostin, i.e. ca. 16.78 kya. The late Harold 

Fleming (e.g., 2008b) thought this was an underestimate, and that Afro-Asiatic had to be at least 20 ky old. 
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Corollary 2.a:  This sub-assumption runs like this:  Since Michelena has “proved” 

the total isolation of Basque, there can be no external cross-check (as, e.g., Spanish has with 

Latin), and therefore etymologies can be formulated according to the author’s speculations 

and imagination. The results of this are exemplified by a well-known Basque etymologist who 

proposes, for example, that Basque esne ‘milk’ is derived from behi ‘cow’ + semi  ‘son’ + 

edabe ‘drink’ (!). In doing so he totally ignores the external cognates proposed long ago by 

Trombetti and others, including Andi š:imu ‘milk’, Akhwakh Tsegob s:in ‘milk’ and Chechen 

šin ‘udder’ (see etymology P.3: Bsq *e=śene ‘milk’), presumably because he operates on the 

assumption that Michelena has invalidated or nullified all external cognates of native Basque 

words. The absurd results of this corollary are discussed in chapter XII, pp. 228-30. 

Unempirical Assumption 3:  Bengtson started with a predetermined conclusion, 

and has simply assembled “evidence” that confirms it.  

§  I do not recall that anyone has explicitly stated this claim, but nevertheless I shall 

address it. I have no political or nationalistic motive to “want” the Euskaro-Caucasian 

hypothesis to be demonstrated. My approach has been strictly scientific, weighing the 

probabilities of alternative explanations, and judging them according to the classical tools of 

comparative / historical (genetic) linguistics and general anthropology. After some three 

decades of studying this issue, I find the Euskaro-Caucasian solution to be the most 

satisfactory explanation, and the evidence discovered continues to increase. (Simultaneously, 

some of the older evidence has had to be rejected or modified: see Assumption 4.) 

Unempirical Assumption 4:  From the looks of it — more than 600 etymologies 

— Bengtson has simply compiled, uncritically, all the etymologies proposed by 

predecessors like Trombetti, Uhlenbeck, and Bouda.   

§  Quite to the contrary, the early etymologies available to me have all been closely 

scrutinized according to my model of Basque phonology, North Caucasian phonology, 

possibilities of borrowing from other languages, and other historical and linguistic data. This 

process forced me to reject, or seriously amend, a large number of earlier proposals; for 

example, I had to reject the comparison by Trombetti and Bouda of Basque burdi, gurdi 

‘wagon, cart’ with Chechen-Ingush vuorda ‘wagon’, Abkhaz a-wardɨn, Abaza wandɨr id. In 

spite of similar phonetics, all of the NC words are loanwords from Ossetic wardon (< Iranian); 

on the other hand, the Basque word *gur-di has good North Caucasian cognates like Karata 

guri ‘wheel, circle’: see etymology Q.44). Some examples of this process are listed in the 

section “winnowing of early Euskaro-Caucasian etymologies” (part of chapter XII, pp. 242-

44. Nevertheless, I still had to admit some (about one quarter) of the early etymological 

proposals, as long as they passed muster according to the criteria listed above. In the 

etymology section of the book (chapter XIII) I credit the pioneering authors in the notes to 

each etymology. Besides the early proposals, some of the 600+ etymologies are entirely 

“new,” i.e. discovered by me, or by Sergei Starostin and other colleagues.     

  

The Nature of the Evidence for Euskaro-Caucasian — Lexical, Phonetic, 

and Grammatical:  The full expositions of evidence are presented, along with extensive 

notes and explanations, in the body of this book. Some selected excerpts are cited here.  

Lexical Evidence:  An important principle, the stability through time of basic lexicon, 

has been followed in the selection of evidence. Table 0.1 focuses on the 35 most stable 
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meanings, which have been shown, from lexicostatistical studies of many languages, to be 

highly stable over long periods of time. It follows that the best chance of detecting very old 

cognates is by examining lexical comparisons involving these 35 word/meanings.7 

 

Table 0.1. Basque words from the 35 most stable meanings, with exact semantic matches in 

representative North Caucasian languages. All comparisons in the table are presented in a fuller form, 

with attested forms and explanatory notes, in the etymology section (chapter XIII).  
 (gloss) Basque Chechen Avar 

(or 
Andian) 

Lak / 
Dargi 

Lezgi Proto-West 
Caucasian 
(PWC) 

Proto-East 
Caucasian 

(PEC) 

Etym. 
No. in 
Chapter 
XIII 

die  
*hil =al- =al ̉- 

 =i=č ả / 

=ibk’-8 
q’i- *ƛǝ̣- / *ƛạ-9 *=iwƛẸ̆ R.19 

dog  *hor pħu10 hoy D χa χor11
 *Łˤʷa12 *χHwĕy- N.1 

ear  *be=laṙi ler-g  D liħi  *ŁA- *ɫĕHi13 A.7 

fire  
*śu ts’e ts’a 

ts’u / 

ts’a 
ts’ay 

*mA= 

c ̣wa *cặyɨ̆ F.1 

horn *a=daṙ kur tɬ:ar  firi14  *ƛwɨ̆rV A.4 

I  
(1st p. sg. 
pronoun) 

*ni   na / nu   *nɨ̆ U.1 

know  
*e=akin χ-aʔa15 =eq -̉16 

=aya- / 

=aq’-17 
 *q:́ˤʷA18 *=ĭq̇Ē V.49 

thou  
 
(2nd p. sg. 
pronoun) 

*hi ħo  D ħu hu-n19  *ʁwV̄ U.3 

                                                           
7 This list, formulated by Yakhontov, and similar lists by Swadesh, Dolgopolsky, S. Starostin, and G. Starostin 

are discussed in detail in the Introduction, chapter XII, and Appendix A. 
8 The Lak, Dargi, and Lezgi forms here attest to regular changes of PNC lateral affricates to velars or uvulars, 

especially in eastern Dagestan (see NCED 52-55). Lak /č’/ is palatalized < *k’ < PNC *ƛ.̣ 
9 In PWC and PEC reconstructions (columns 7 and 8) the symbols /ƛ/, /ƛ/̣, and /Ł/ are equivalent to the lateral 

affricates otherwise transcribed as /tɬ/, /tɬ’/, and /dɮ/, respectively; these are structurally unit phonemes, not 

clusters. 
10 ‘male dog’. 
11 Lezgi proper has a different root for ‘dog’: kits’ (see etym. N.2). The form cited is from Budukh, another 

Lezgian language. 
12 One of many idiosyncratic changes in WC, here of uvular fricative to a lateral affricate, with further changes in 

Abkhaz a-lá ‘dog’, Abaza la, Circassian ħa, Ubykh wʕa ‘dog’. 
13 NCED has *łĕHłĕ ~ *łĕHłi, but since the Hurrian word leːlǝ apparently does not mean ‘ear’, as previously 

thought, and this was the only evidence of the second *ł, the PNC form should be *łĕHĕ ~ *łĕHi, based on Proto-

Nakh *la, Proto-Dargi *leħi, and PWC *ŁA- / *ĺA- ‘ear; to listen’. -r- in the Nakh languages and Basque appears 

to be an oblique stem marker: PNakh *la-ri-k,̣ Basque be=la-ṙi. 
14 ‘mane’: a peculiar semantic development, probably via ‘braid’ (cf. the related Budukh fur ‘braid, plait’), 

possibly because in some braided hairstyles the braids wrap around or across the head, like the shape of some 

ram’s horns.   
15 χ- is a preverb; the root is -aʔa- ‘to know’. 
16 Form cited from Akhwakh, an Andian language. 
17 ‘to hear’ in both languages; Dargi also has an ablaut variant =iq’- ‘to hear’. 
18 ‘to hear; to be heard’. 
19 The form cited is from the Nidzh dialect of Udi; otherwise in Lezgian languages this root is used only in Rutul 

and Tsakhur ʁu, the latter in free variation with wu of a different origin (see etym. U.3). 
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 (gloss) Basque Chechen Avar 
(or 
Andian) 

Lak / 
Dargi 

Lezgi Proto-West 
Caucasian 
(PWC) 

Proto-East 
Caucasian 

(PEC) 

Etym. 
No. in 
Chapter 
XIII 

tongue20  
*minhi mott mats’:21 

maz / 

mez 
mez *bǝźA *mĕlcị̆ A.9 

tooth  
*horc  gožó22 

k:arč:i / 
k:anži23 

gʷarž24  *gə[l]ǯwē A.10 

two  
*bi  k’i-go 

k’i-a / 

k’wi 
p:ạ25 *tqˤ:́ʷA *q̇Hwǟ M.3 

what?  
*se-r stē-(n)- s:u-n- 

s:a- / 

s:e 
 *sA *sāy U.9 

 

Phonological Evidence:  Here one example of consonant correspondences and one 

example of vowel correspondences, between Basque and Proto-North Caucasian (PNC), have 

been selected. The most interesting, and most convincing, examples are “non-trivial” 

correspondences, i.e., those in which a particular phoneme in one language consistently 

matches a different phoneme in the other language. An example from Indo-European includes: 

 

Table 0.2. Non-trivial Correspondences in Indo-European. 

English Dutch Latin Old Irish 

father vader pater athir 

fish vis piscis īasc 

floor vloer plānus (flat) lār 

full vol plēnus lān 

 

Thus, the correspondences are: English /f/, Dutch /v/, Latin /p/, Old Irish Ø. In the model of 

Euskaro-Caucasian phonology presented in this book there are both trivial and non-trivial 

correspondences. While the latter type may seem more interesting and more convincing than 

the former, both types are equally valid as evidence, other factors being equal. 

In Euskaro-Caucasian we have the situation of a rather simple phonetic system 

(Basque) compared with a more complex phonetic system (PNC); it naturally follows that 

Basque has merged many phonemes that remain distinct in PNC: this is abundantly clear in 

the case of lateral consonants, where modern Basque has one lateral, /l/, and PNC has six (see 

chapter VI). In the following table we examine the correspondence of Basque initial *l- with 

the PNC glottalized lateral affricate *tɬ’ (= *ƛ ̣in Nikolayev & Starostin’s notation). Since *tɬ’ 

is generally well-preserved in Avar, Andian, and Tsezian languages, some examples from 

these languages are cited. However in Andi the PNC phoneme *ƛ ̣(but not the tense variant 

*ƛ:̣) has shifted to simple /l/; this is partially convergent with Bsq (cf. Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘ulcer, 

rennet’ = Andi loχʷo ‘pus’, and Bsq *lira-in ‘lithe’ = Andi =elora, ‘thin’. in Table 0.3). 

                                                           
20 For this row see the special section of Phonology: The Case of Basque *minhi ‘tongue’ ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ 

‘tongue’, pp. 219-24. 
21 Andi mits’:i ‘tongue’ has a syllabic structure parallel to Bsq *minhi. 
22 NCED glosses this Avar word as ‘fang, canine tooth’; but SKJa (76) has зуб ‘tooth’, also клюв ‘beak’. 
23 Lak k:arč:i means ‘tooth’; Dargi k:anži means ‘fang, canine tooth’. 
24 ‘prong (of rake)’ in Agul, a Lezgian language. 
25 The form cited is Udi; the Lezgi form is q’we-d ‘two’. 
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Note that the full etymologies presented in chapter XIII include lexical material from 

other NC languages, as well as from dialects of Basque, so this table is a greatly abridged 

summary of information from chapters IX and XIII.26 And these thirteen lexical comparisons 

represent about 2% of the total etymologies, and less than 2% of the phonological discussion, 

in this book. Much the same can be said about the next table, a comparison of vowels. 

 

Table 0.3. The correspondence of Basque initial *l- = PNC *tɬ’ (= *ƛ)̣; see pp. 154-58.  

Basque simplified 

gloss 

Proto- 

Basque 

Avar, Andian, Tsezian PNC Etymology 

No. (chapter 

XIII) 

lahar  ‘bramble, 

creeping 

thorn’27  

 *lahaṙ Akhwakh tɬ’ã-de ‘leaf’, 

Karata tɬ’ale  

*ƛẉɨ̆rʡV  C.17 

laia  ‘fork, 

pitchfork, 

spade’  

 *lai[h]a Avar tɬ’:oχ:-órχ:o ‘rake’, 

Akhwakh tɬ’:oχ:-oχ:or, 

Karata tɬ’:oχ:-oroχ:; Bezhta 

tɬaχ-dami ‘rake’, Hunzib tɬɔχ-

tɬelaru ‘curry-comb’ 

*ƛṾχwV  Q.15 

laino  ‘mist, fog, 

vapor’  

 *lainho Karata hantɬ’u ’cloud, fog’,  

Godoberi hanlu, Chamali 

hãla ‘fog’, Tindi hinalu 

‘cloud’28 

*ɦemƛẶ  G.7 

lape  ‘shelter’   *lape Avar tɬ’eb ‘stone’; (with 

metathesis) Khwarshi botɬ’o 

‘stone plate, stone for fastening the 

roof’ 

*ƛẹ̆ṗV̄  Q.2 

lar  

larri  

‘too much’  

‘big, large, 

much’  

 *laṙ 

 *laṙi 

Avar tɬ’:ara ‘fat, stout’ [*ƛạrV]  R.13 

larri  ‘sadness, 

worry, fear’  

 *laṙi Avar tɬ’:er- ‘to be frightened’; 

Tsezi =otɬ- 

*=VrƛṾ(r)  K.4 

lasto  ‘straw’   *laś-to Akhwakh tɬ’ača ‘some edible 

plant’ 

*ƛạčă  C.27  

laz  ‘beam, rafter’   *las Akhwakh tɬ’:eč’a ’log’, Andi 

tɬ’:erč’o id., Chamali tɬ’:eč’a 

‘thin log, pole’; Tsezi, Hinukh 

tɬ’iš ‘pole(s) for planking the 

ceiling’, Bezhta tɬ’ešä ‘board, step 

(of stairs)’  

*ƛṾćV  Q.61 

legar  ‘ulcer, 

rennet’  

 *lega-ṙ Karata tɬ’ʷaχa ‘pus’, Andi 

loχʷo id.; (with metathesis) Tsezi 

*ƛẉĕ[n]χV 

 

 A.94  

                                                           
26 Karl Bouda (1948) discovered this correspondence, matching Bsq larri ‘big’ + Avar tɬ’:ara; Bsq larri ‘fright’ 

+ Avar tɬ’:er-; and Bsq lozer ‘wasp’ + Avar tɬ’:ož. 
27 For the semantics of PNC ‘leaf’ ~ Bsq ‘thorn’ cf. Old Indic tŕ̥na- ‘grass, blade of grass, straw’, cognate with 

Slavic trŭnŭ, Gothic þaurnus, Eng. thorn, etc. Most other semantic matches in this table are exact or 

typologically common. 
28 This comparison involves metathesis: Bsq *lainho < *ƛẶmHV vs. PNC *ɦemƛẶ. Metathesis is very common in 

North Caucasian languages and in Euskaro-Caucasian etymologies, and there is a comprehensive discussion of 

this in chapter X: “Irregular” Changes: metathesis, pp. 201-03. 
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Basque simplified 

gloss 

Proto- 

Basque 

Avar, Andian, Tsezian PNC Etymology 

No. (chapter 

XIII) 

ħitɬ’, ħetɬ’ ‘snot’, Khwarshi 

χitɬ’ 

leizor, 

lozer  

‘hornet, 

wasp’  

 *lose-ṙ ~ 

*leiso-ṙ 

Avar tɬ’:ož, tɬ’:užna, tɬ’:onž 

‘wasp’, Karata tɬ’:ižur, 

Akhwakh tɬ’:ũžara, 

tɬ’:ižwara, etc. 

[*ƛṾ(n)ǯV]  B.33 

lirain  ‘slender, 

lithe, agile’  

 *lira-in Karata =etɬ’ara- ‘thin’, Andi 

=elora, Godoberi =elera, 

Akhwakh =atɬara-, Tindi 

=erala-  

*=iƛɨ̣̆lV  R.52 

lerro  ‘line, file, 

row’  

 *leṙo Avar tɬ’:er ‘garden-bed; terrace; 

row, rank’ 

*ƛẉăr(ɦ)ǝ̆  I.9 

lobi(r)o  ‘cattle yard, 

corral, fence’  

 *lobi- Akhwakh tɬ’uhu-r ‘shed, barn’ 

(Tsegob dialect t’obo-r ‘shed’); 

Bezhta tɬ’ibe ‘shed, hayloft’, 

Hunzib tɬ’ibe-r  

*ƛẉibV  Q.6 

 

As with consonants, the Basque vowel system is simple (5 vowels, with no original length 

distinction), versus the PNC system (9 vowels, each of which may be long or short; see chapter 

VI). A mid-central vowel *ə, which may be long or short, is reconstructed for PNC. In this 

model PNC *ə, whether long or short, corresponds to the mid-front Basque vowel *e. 

 

Table 0.4. The correspondence Basque *e = PNC *ə (*ǝ̆, *ǝ̄) ; see p. 100. 

Basque  Proto- 

Basque29 

Selected 

NC 

cognates30 

PNC Etymology 

No. 

(chapter 

XIII) 

aketz  ‘boar’  *a=kec  Lak q:ạča 

‘bull-calf’ 

*ɢǝčV ‘calf, bull-calf’  N.23 

behe  ‘bottom; 

below, down’ 

*b=ehe  Tindi b=eχ:i 

‘bottom, 

buttock’ 

*w=ǝ̆χA / *r=ǝ̆χA 

‘bottom, lower part’  

I.14 

behi  ‘cow’  *behi  

< *besị 

Avar bóts’:i 

‘cattle’  

*bħǝrcẉV ‘cattle’  N.6 

bider  ‘chin’   *bi=deṙ  

< *bi=rdeṙ 

Tindi ertɬ:i 

‘jaw’ 

*HƛǝlV ‘mouth; jaw’  A.16 

                                                           
29 The segments *a=, *b(e/i)=, *e=, *o= represent putative fossilized class prefixes (see pp. 58-71), 

corresponding to PEC class (gender) prefixes, still productive in some EC languages, e.g. Tindi b=eχ:i ‘bottom, 

buttock’, Karata r=eχ:i ‘lower part, below’ (with different class prefixes). Tindi b=eχ:i corresponds historically 

to Bsq behe < *b=ehe, but in Bsq the affix is now fused (fossilized), with its former morphological function 

obsolete: see chapter V.    
30 The dialectal reflexes of PNC *ə are diverse; note that in these examples PNC *ə becomes /a/ in Lak and 

Dargi, /o/ in Avar, and /e/ in Tindi (convergent with Basque). All these correspondences are spelled out by 

Nikolayev & Starostin (1994).  
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Basque  Proto- 

Basque29 

Selected 

NC 

cognates30 

PNC Etymology 

No. 

(chapter 

XIII) 

eretze, 

eretz, 

ertz  

‘corner, edge, 

side’, etc. 

*e=rece   Chechen 

=ist ‘edge, 

end’ 

*ʔrǝycwĕ ‘hind, 

bottom’  

I.3 

erle  ‘bee; beehive’  *erle  Tsezi reɬ̣o ~ 

riɬ̣o ‘beehive’  

*Hλwǝ̆rV̄ 

‘honeycombs; wax’  

B.32 

ez, ze ‘not’ [negative 

morpheme]  

*ese   Bezhta -eč’e 

‘not’ 

*ʒ́ǝ̆ / *c ̣́ ǝ̆ ‘not’ 

[negative particle]  

V.73 

ezkondu  

eztai, 

eztegu  

‘to marry’ 

‘marriage, 

wedding’  

*es-kon-  

*es-t-ai, 

*es-t-egu  

Archi as 

‘husband’, as-

mus deqʕes 

‘to marry’ 

*yǝlsV ‘husband’  J.20 

esku  ‘hand’ *eśku < 

*e=śegu 

Khinalug  

čigi-n 

‘shoulder’ 

*ćəgwV / *gwəćV 

‘arm’  

A.66 

gernu  ‘urine’  *gernu  Godoberi 

hirk:u 

‘urine’31 

*ɦnǝ̄rkẉV̄ ‘urine, 

bladder’  

A.90  

hegi  ‘ridge, crest; 

border’, etc.  

*hegi  Avar ʕorq:í 

‘boundary’ 

*ɦwǝ̄rqē ‘mountain 

ridge, boundary’  

D.11 

herri  ‘people, 

nation’, etc.  

*heṙi  Lak ạra-l 

‘army, troops’ 

*ʡwə̆hri ‘troops, 

army’  

J.1 

hogei  ‘twenty’  *hogei  Avar q’:ó-go 

‘twenty’  

*ɢǝ̆ ‘twenty’  M.9 

okeɫu  ‘stable, hall, 

corner, yard’  

*o=keɫu  Dargi qali 

‘house, room’ 

*qǝ̆lV̆ ‘house, hut’  Q.5 

zelai  ‘plain, prairie’, 

etc.  

*seɫhai  Avar ts’:or 

‘plain’ 

*ʒǝlV ‘plain, plateau’  D.5 

segaila  ‘yearling goat’  *śega-iɫa  Dargi čaq:a 

‘sheep’ 

*čwǝ̆rqū ‘sheep, 

lamb’  

N.19  

 

Grammatical (morphological) Evidence:  Several types of morphological evidence 

are discussed in this book, in chapters V (general), XIII (section U: pronouns, and 

section V: verbs). Here some selected examples are discussed. 

The Euskaro-Caucasian noun.  There is ample evidence that the nominal system 

was characterized by a class (gender) system, with multiple noun classes, typologically similar 

to those in Bantu; similar class systems are still productive in most of the East Caucasian 

languages (except Lezgi, Agul and Udi), and traces may be found in West Caucasian 

                                                           
31 Another example of metathesis (cf. note to Bsq *lainho ‘mist’ in Table 0.3). Bsq *gernu represents older 

*Kǝ̄r(H)nU, with a transposition of consonants in PEC *ɦnǝ̄rkẉV̄ (see metathesis, pp. 201-03). 
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(Abkhaz). Already in the 1920s Uhlenbeck suggested the fossilized nature of a frequent be- 

segment in Basque (cf. Bsq *b=ehe ‘bottom, below’ and *bi=deṙ ‘chin’ in Table 0.4). Basque 

*b=ehe, for example, has a NC cognate in Tindi b=eχ:i ‘bottom, buttock’, Avar boχ: ‘leg’ (< 

*b=oχ: ‘lower part’, with a specialized semantic development), Lak uχ ‘lower base, stump’ 

(without a prefix, vs. b=uχ-lič:a ‘pelvic bone’ with the class prefix), etc. (see etymology I.14). 

Besides *be= (~ *bi=, *b=), which seems to correspond to Proto-East Caucasian 

(PEC) *b= (Deeters 1963) = *b=/*w= (Nikolayev & Starostin), a marker of III-class 

(inanimate) singular, I have suggested the addition of several other Bsq initial segments. Bsq 

*e=/*i= seems to correspond to PEC *y=, marker of II-class (feminine) singular: cf. Bsq 

*e=ɫhu-ṙ ‘snow’, corresponding to Tabasaran yif ‘snow’ (< PEC *yĭ=wλV < *y(ĭ)=λĭwV 

‘snow’, with class prefix), vs. Chechen lūo ‘snow’ < PEC *λĭwV ‘snow’, with no prefix (see 

etymology G.17). Bsq formations such as *e=purdi ‘rump’ (A.45), *i=sta- ‘groin’ (A.46) are 

analogous to PNC *i=rĕkẉĭ ‘heart’ (with a different root); likewise PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ 

(Lak lažin ‘face’, etc.) < *i=ɦălǯē(-nV): cf. Bsq *ailcin ‘front, space in front’ (I.7). And Bsq 

*o=/*u= seems to correspond to PEC *u̯=, marker of I-class (masculine) singular. Thus Bsq 

osaba ‘uncle’ (*o=śa-ba : see J.13, J.14), with a relic class opposition to izeba ‘aunt’ (*i=se-

ba: see J.14, J.16). But apart from these vestiges, grammatical gender or noun class is totally 

absent from modern Basque, and appears to have been unproductive for a long time before 

the Basque language was first recorded (10th – 11th centuries CE).  

A development convergent with Basque was the loss of grammatical gender in some 

of the Lezgian languages: Lezgi, Agul, and Udi.32 But there, as in Basque, some fossilized 

relics of class prefixes remain, e.g. Lezgi rufun < *ru(=)fun ‘belly’, vs. unprefixed Agul fun 

‘belly’; Agul bat’ar- ‘beautiful, handsome’ < *b(=)at’-ar-, vs. Khwarshi ut’ey ‘red’, etc. See 

chapter V for more details about these residual traces in Basque as well as in NC languages.    

Several noun-forming suffixes can be traced to Euskaro-Caucasian. Among these are 

a diminutive suffix reflected as -to / -ta in Basque and as -t’o, -t’u, -t’a in East Caucasian, e.g. 

Bsq *mis-to ‘sting (of bee), bite (of snake)’ (see A.9), *neś-ka-to ‘little girl’ (J.8), *laś-to 

‘straw’ (C.27), *ɦorś-to ‘leaf’ (C.51), even, with a root of Latin origin, Zuberoan aizkol-ta 

‘hatchet’; cf. Tindi miš-ta ~ niš-ta ‘gadfly, dragonfly’ (B.43), Karata anži-to ‘ax’ (Q.13), 

Bezhta dibi-t’o ‘drum’ (Q.46), q’asq’a-t’o ‘throat’, Khinalug k’unk’u-t’a ‘weasel, marten’. 

Another is Basque *-ko = PNC *-kṾ / *-kV, a diminutive suffix seen in Bizkaian ama-ko 

‘mommy’ (J.10) and aita-ko ‘daddy’ (J.9), western Bsq mutil-ko, muti-ko ‘little boy’ (J.4), 

common Bsq otso-ko ‘wolf cub’ (B.1), etc.: cf. Avar yasi-k’o ‘little girl, doll’ (< yas ‘girl, 

daughter’), wats:a-ko ‘little brother’ (< wats: ‘brother’); Andi yeši-k’wa ‘young lady’ (< yoši 

‘daughter’); Tabasaran sum-ag ‘small lamb’ (< *s:äm ‘lamb’); Dargi čič-ik’-an ‘small stone’ 

(D.17), etc. (See chapter V, pp. 55-58.) 

There is a lateral suffix *-lV / *-ɫV that appears in both Basque and NC anatomical 

words, some of them also cognate in this model: (a) Bsq (Lapurdian) tinto-la ‘uvula’, tinti-lla 

‘glands (hanging from a goat)’ ~ Bezhta t’ot’i-lo ‘pimple’ (A.34); (b) Bsq *gibe-l / *bige-l 

‘liver, back part’ ~ Tindi beǵa-l ‘thigh, hip’ (A.49); (c) Bsq maga-l ‘lap, flank’ ~ Karata 

bak’ʷa-l ‘belly’ (A.43). In other semantic fields cf. (d) Bsq *sisa-li ‘worm’ (> EB zizare) ~ 

                                                           
32 These languages are either geographically close to, or, in the case of Udi, surrounded by Turkic languages that 

likewise lack grammatical gender. 
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Tsakhur semsä-lä ‘ant’ (B.47); (e) Bsq muti-l ‘boy; apprentice; worker’ (< *murti-l) ~ Dargi 

mur(g)u-l, murʔu-l, ‘man, husband’ (J.4). 

Noun case suffixes and oblique stem markers.  Basque is rather archaic in 

preserving some of the same case suffixes reconstructed for PNC (or PEC, PWC):  
 Bsq *-en [genitive] = PNC *-nV [genitive]  

 Bsq *-i [dative] = PEC *-Hi [dative]  

 Bsq *-(e)s [instrumental] = PNC *-sː [instrumental animate] 

 Bsq *-la [allative] = PEC *-ɫV [dative] (→ Chechen -l, -lla [translative], Tsez -r [dative, 

(al)lative], Khinalug -li [general locative], etc.) 

 Bsq *-t- in [essive / translative (“prolative”)] *-ca-t = PNC *-dV [general locative] 

 Bsq *-c in compound suffixes *-(r)a-n-c [directional]; Northern Bsq *-(r)a-ko-c 

[destinative], *-ca-t [essive / translative (“prolative”)] = PEC *-čṾ [locative]  

 Bsq *-k [ergative] = PWC *-kṾ [instrumental, comitative] 

Comparisons like this have been criticized because the segments are short, typically one 

consonant. However, note that it is not any individual affix that demonstrates the scheme, but 

the aggregate of the affixes in a coherent system.   

Oblique stem markers.  In the EC languages noun inflection typically involves 

multiple stems: a base stem, an oblique stem (singular and plural), and a plural stem. In most 

languages the base stem coincides with the direct stem and plural stem, and the case-endings 

follow the oblique stems. An EC language may also have multiple oblique stems (allomorphs), 

typified by different consonantal markers (Sergei Starostin posited six different oblique stem 

markers in PEC). For example, in Hunzib direct and oblique forms (only a few of the possible 

variants are shown here): 

 Hunzib ože ‘boy’:  genitive ož-di-s ‘boy’s’ 

 Hunzib koč ‘bush’:  gen. koč-li-s 

 Hunzib xo ‘meat’:  gen. xo-lo-s 

 Hunzib k’o ‘squirrel’:  gen. k’o-ro-s 

 Hunzib maru ‘nose’: gen. mar-a-s 

It is proposed here that a similar system, with multiple oblique stems, existed in Proto-

Euskaro-Caucasian, and that this helps explain some puzzling facts about Basque noun 

inflection and compound nouns. The evidence for oblique stems in Basque case inflection is 

extremely rare, but it is preserved, for example, in the inflection of Bsq su (*śu) ‘fire’ (F.1), 

which historically varies regionally.   

Basque *śu (~ *i=ću) ‘fire’,33 with its rounded vowel, does not match the PNC direct 

form *cặyɨ̆ [*ts’ăyɨ̆] ‘fire’, but the postulated oblique base *cụ̆y-, attested in Lak ts’u ‘fire’, 

which matches the Lezgi oblique base ts’u- (< Proto-Lezgian *cọyɨ-); Starostin proposed a 

parallel oblique allomorph: Proto-Lezgian *cọy-rV- or *cọ-rV-, with vowel ablaut as well as 

the oblique stem marker *-r-, based on forms like the Archi [locative] ts’ere-qˤ ‘in (the) fire’. 

(Cf. the Hunzib k’o ‘squirrel’ / [oblique] k’o-ro-, above.) Some other EC languages also have 

oblique bases with the *-r- marker, e.g. Chechen ts’era-, Lak ts’ara-.  

Other EC nouns have oblique stems with a dental marker, e.g. Hunzib ož-di- ‘boy’ 

(see above); Lak ha-t:a- (direct haw ‘grave, tomb’), Chamali ho-d-dali ‘graves’ (direct hob): 

                                                           
33 *i=ću, a unique prefixed form, is attested in the archaic southern Bsq form {isçu arri} ‘flint’ = *i=ću haṙi 

‘fire-stone’ (Landucci 1562). 
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for the last two words I have proposed the Bsq cognate *hobi ‘grave, tomb’ (see L.4),34 and 

there is a neat match to the EC oblique forms in Bsq hobitegi ‘graveyard’ (analyzed as *hobi-

t-hegi): cf. Lak ħa-t:a-lu ‘graveyard’, Kryz χu-d-il ‘tombstone’. 

Returning to the inflection of Bsq *śu ‘fire’, I propose there is vestigial evidence for 

both of the aforesaid oblique markers, rhotic *-r- (or *-ṙ-) and coronal *-t-, in the 

historical/regional variations outlined by Michelena, simplified here as a table: 

 

Table 0.5. Regional distribution of fossilized oblique markers in inflection of Bsq *śu ‘fire’. 

direct oblique [locative] oblique [allative] regional distribution 

*śu *śu-a-n *śu-ra(t) northern, 

High Navarrese 

*śu *śu-ta-n *śu-ta-ra southern, (some H.N.) 

*śu *śu-r-ta-n *śu-r-ta-ra Gipuzkoan, Bizkaian, 

(some northern) 

 

This distribution also matches that of the relic Bizkaian word surtopil = EB sutopil ‘bread 

baked under ashes’.35 In Basque compound nouns the fossilized oblique markers *-t-, *-r- 

and *-a- (cf. Hunzib -di-/-du-, -ro-, -a-, respectively, as cited above) are rather frequent: 

 *argi ‘light, bright’ + *i=saṙ ‘star’ > ar-t-izar ‘morning star, Venus’ (< *argi-t-isaṙ: see 

G.21, G.23) 

 *behi ‘cow’ + *sani ‘guardian’ > be-t-zain ‘cowherd, cowboy’ (N.6) 

 *egun ‘day’ + *aldi ‘time’ > egu-r-aldi ‘weather’ (H.4) 

 *śoin ‘upper body’ + *buru ‘head’ > so-r-buru ‘upper back, shoulder’ (A.38, A.65, Z.2) 

 *e=će ‘house’ + *b=ehe ‘bottom, low’ > etx-a-be ‘cellar, basement’ (Q.1, I.14) 

 *oćo ‘wolf’ + *suɫɦo ‘hole’ > ots-a-zulo ‘wolf’s den’ (B.1, I.12) 

This and other noun morphology topics are more extensively discussed in chapter V.  

Verbal morphology.  Comparative Euskaro-Caucasian verbal morphology is 

comprehensively discussed in chapter XIII, section V. Among other topics is the question 

whether the Basque participial morpheme *-tu is of native origin, or borrowed from Latin -

tum. Trask wavered on this issue between a 1990 article, in which he asserted that “pre-Basque 

did in fact contain a small class of verbs with participles in -tu, and the coincidentally similar 

form of the Latin borrowings merely served to reinforce and expand the class,” and his 1997 

book, in which he favored a purely Latin origin. In my analysis I noted the striking parallel of 

a similar affix -t:u in the NC (Lezgian) language Archi, where putative cognates with Basque 

exist: 

 Archi guli-t:u- ‘hidden, secret’ ~ Bsq *gal-tu ‘lost, disappeared’ (V.7) 

 Archi hiba-t:u- ‘good’ ~ Bsq *hobe-tu ‘made better, improved’ (R.11) 

 Archi họlo-t:u- ‘liquid’ ~ Bsq *hur-tu ‘melted, watered, poured’ (E.1) 

 Archi χala-t:u- ‘old’ ~ Bsq *agure-tu ‘aged, become old’ (J.6)36  

                                                           
34 Not original with me: Trombetti (1903) matched Basque hobi and Avar χob ‘grave’. 
35 Bsq opil ‘bun, (bread-)roll’ is analyzed as *ogi-t-bil ‘bread ball’: see *ogi ‘bread’ (O.9) and *bil ‘round thing’ 

(R.47). 
36 This dissents from the traditional derivation from Lat. (vocative) avule ‘grandpappy’ (see Etym J.6: Bsq 

*agure ~ PEC *=ŏnqVlV ‘old [person]’).  

Owner
Sticky Note
Add: Archi q’ˁʷaq’ˁʷar-t:u ‘narrow’ ~ Bsq *garhi-tu ‘made (oneself) thin, slimmed down’ (see p. 416).
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The Archi affix -t:u ~ -t:i [adjective substantivator; participial suffix] is not restricted to this 

language, and cognates exist in both East and West Caucasian languages; from these Starostin 

reconstructed PNC *-d- / *-t-̣ [adjective substantivator]. This evidence, along with the fact 

that the Bsq “-tu class” includes a “small group of clearly ancient verbs for which no Latin 

etymology is available” (Trask), including the aforesaid *gal-tu, supports the theory that Bsq 

*-tu is native, with a cognate affix in NC, but has secondarily been expanded under the 

influence of Latin/Romance -tum. 

Negation of the verb.  Both Trombetti and Dumézil connected common Basque ez 

‘not’ (in archaic Bizkaian also ze) with various EC negative morphemes containing sibilants 

or sibilant affricates, e.g. Chechen tsa-, Batsbi tso-, Avar -č’o, and Lezgi -č. Michelena 

proposed Proto-Bsq *eze (= *ese in the current model: see V.73), Trask *eza ~ *eze, with the 

variants ze ~ ez arising from different accentuations of phrases, and Nikolayev & Starostin 

reconstructed PEC *ʒ́ǝ̆ / *ćǝ̣̆ [negative particle]; the two PEC variants, voiced and glottalized, 

most likely also arose from different accentuations of this frequently unstressed particle.37 

Note that Bsq *(e)se and PEC *ʒ́ǝ̆ are perfect phonetic matches, since Bsq *e = PNC *ə is 

regular (see chapter VIII, and Table 0.4, above), as is Bsq *s = PNC *ʒ́ (see chapter IX). 

These odds and ends give hints of the extensive evidence for Euskaro-Caucasian 

presented and discussed throughout the next several hundred pages.   

Finally, in chapter XIV, I propose a holistic anthropological scenario for Euskaro-

Caucasian that coordinates the linguistic evidence with recent results in archeology and human 

genetics. The picture that emerges is that of a colony (or colonies) of farmers, equipped with 

cereal crops and large and small cattle, settling along the Mediterranean coasts. From 

archeological evidence (e.g., “impressed ware” ceramics) it is posited that these farmers came 

from Anatolia, and from linguistic evidence, as detailed in this book, that they spoke a 

language, or languages, related to the present-day North Caucasian languages, and that the 

Anatolian antecedent of Basque may have already been diverging from the precursor of the 

North Caucasian languages as long as a millennium ahead of the emigration.     

The genetic node that includes Basque, Aquitanian, and North Caucasian will be 

denoted here as “Euskaro-Caucasian.” This term was used by René Lafon (e.g., 1968) with a 

slightly more inclusive sense (he included Kartvelian: see further on this below). “Euskaro-

Caucasian” is not to be confused with a quite different hypothesis, “Ibero-Caucasian.”38 

Before, and contemporary with, Lafon and other scholars referenced above, the embryo of 

Euskaro-Caucasian was nurtured by several eminent savants, including Hugo Schuchardt 

(1842–1927), Heinrich Winkler (1848–1930), and Nikolay Yakovlevich Marr (1865–1934), 

though it should be noted that for some of these theorists the proposed relationships were more 

inclusive. The lexical and grammatical comparisons of these authors, and others, have been 

critically sifted in this model, to the extent that only a fraction of them can now be considered 

valid, or probable, evidence for Euskaro-Caucasian (see the preface to the Etymology section, 

Chapter XII).     

                                                           
37 Like English not vs. -n’t, which are themselves reduced forms of naught < OE nā wiht ‘no whit’). 
38 In this case “Iberia” refers not to the western European Iberia but the ancient Georgian kingdom of Iberia, and 

the Ibero-Caucasian hypothesis by Arnold Chikobava sought to unite the Kartvelian and North Caucasian 

language families (see Tuite 2008). 
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The Euskaro-Caucasian taxon broadly agrees with recent findings of the Moscow 

Circle: according to George Starostin39 the Euskaro-Caucasian subgroup is approximately 

dated at 8,900 years (since its dispersal).40 As to higher-order taxa, the next closest relative of 

Euskaro-Caucasian is probably the Burusho-Yeniseian (“Karasuk”) group which, according 

to Starostin’s calculations, dispersed quite soon (about 300 years) after than Euskaro-

Caucasian.41 In this model Euskaro-Caucasian and Burusho-Yeniseian together make up the 

western moiety of Sino-Caucasian, the eastern moiety being “Sino-Dene” (Sino-Tibetan + Na-

Dene), the taxon Edward Sapir proposed in the 1920s (Bengtson 1994b). The split of eastern 

from western Sino-Caucasian is dated by Starostin about 12,670 ya.42 But, as stated earlier, 

the focus of this book will be upon Euskaro-Caucasian, and secondarily on Burusho-

Yeniseian, with very occasional references to Sino-Dene material. 

This book is primarily an etymological study. Comparative phonology, as a subsidiary 

but important component of etymology, will also be discussed in detail. Comparative 

morphology, also an important auxiliary to etymology, will occupy a relatively smaller space. 

The reasons for this lesser emphasis include (a) the fact that morphological systems inevitably 

diverge, often radically, after millennia of separation, and solid parallels are difficult to detect, 

(b) since Dumézil (1933) not much has been done in the field of North Caucasian comparative 

morphology, and (c) a thorough morphological comparison of Basque and North Caucasian 

could be the subject of an extensive monograph in itself. In the present work this is limited to 

aspects that most immediately impact etymology.    

Another axiom followed here is that in general, lexicon provides the best evidence for 

detecting more remote linguistic relationships. As stated, morphological systems diverge 

greatly over the course of millennia, but all along the morphemes contained in them, whether 

grammatical particles or independent words, pass from generation to generation, like 

biological genes. In this process these segments constantly mutate, in sound or meaning, 

sometimes but not always beyond recognition, and some drop completely out of use. To 

counter this process of mutation and loss historical linguists have found ways to focus on the 

most stable portions of a given language’s lexicon, since investigating these subsets (using the 

well-known “Swadesh List” and more recently devised 50-word and 35-word lists) increases 

the probability of detecting the oldest words, and thus the “genetic” material of the language 

and its closest relatives.     

                                                           
39 Russian State University for the Humanities; Russian Presidential Academy.  
40 “The split of the Basque–NCauc. proto-language into the Basque and NCauc. branches glottochronologically 

occurred in the first half of the 7th millennium BC” (Kassian 2010: 425, citing G. Starostin, using calculations 

based on the 50 most stable basic lexemes). 
41 “According to glottochronology the Burushaski-Yenisseian proto-language splits at the middle of the 7th 

millennium BC” (Kassian 2010: 430). “Karasuk” as a linguistic taxon is a term proposed by van Driem (2001), 

though the Karasuk culture (2nd millennium BCE) was far too young to have been home to the Burusho-

Yeniseian protolanguage.  
42 See the table cited by Kassian (2010: 424). S.A. Starostin proposed the taxon name “Sino-Caucasian” and in 

his earlier studies this only included North Caucasian, Yeniseian, and Sino-Tibetan. He later added Burushaski 

and eventually Basque as well, but considered the inclusion of Na-Dene promising but not yet sufficiently 

demonstrated, and thus never used the term “Dene-Caucasian” himself; the latter was popularized by V. 

Shevoroshkin (e.g. 1991) and later by Ruhlen (e.g. 1994a, 1994b). Some Moscow-School scholars continue to 

use “Sino-Caucasian,” even when Na-Dene is included.   
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My work comparing Basque and North Caucasian over three decades owes its 

inspiration, and considerable instruction, discussion, and support, to the “Moscow Circle” of 

comparative linguistics. In December 1985 the eminent anthropologist Dell Hymes sent me 

some information about a group of scholars in Moscow who took their inspiration from 

Vladimir M. Illič-Svityč, Aharon Dolgopolsky, and Vladimir A. Dybo, and he put me in touch 

with Vitaly Shevoroshkin, an emigré associate of the Moscow Circle and then a professor at 

the University of Michigan. Over the course of the next months and years Vitaly sent me a 

large amount of handwritten notes about the Moscow Circle and its hypotheses (including 

Nostratic and Sino-Caucasian), and also copies of some important texts: Illič-Svityč’s 

Nostratic Dictionary and proceedings from Russian conferences. Among the latter were S.A. 

Starostin’s proposal of the Sino-Caucasian language family (1984) and Chirikba’s comparison 

of Basque and North Caucasian (1985), works which kindled my interest in this ostensibly 

improbable taxon. 

In the mid and late 1980s several other events converged to help shape my approach 

to the genetic classification of languages. In March 1986 I had the privilege of attending the 

Symposium on Genetic Classification of Languages,43 where I met Vitaly Shevoroshkin, and 

also some other scholars who would prove to be important influences on and eventually 

collaborators in my work in this field, principally Mary Ritchie Key and Merritt Ruhlen. 

Presentations by and discussions with Raimo Anttila, Ian Catford, Søren Egerod, Sheila 

Embleton, Mark Kaiser, and Sydney Lamb, among others, were also helpful.44 

Later that same year, August 1986, another American scholar discovered the Moscow 

Circle, when Boston University anthropologist Harold (Hal) Fleming attended the Ninth 

International Conference of Ethiopian Studies in a Moscow beginning to feel the changes 

wrought by glasnost and perestroika. Hal felt strongly drawn to these adventurous inquirers 

who were immune to the taxonomic timidity that had prevailed in his own country for the past 

two decades. After returning home Hal took his role as representative of the Moscow Circle 

seriously to heart, with a series of letters and circulars that culminated in the newsletter Mother 

Tongue (later Long Ranger; 1987-2003). 

In November 1988 Vitaly Shevoroshkin and Benjamin Stolz organized the 

International Symposium on Language and Prehistory, at the University of Michigan, Ann 

Arbor. Prominent among the presenters was a contingent from the U.S.S.R. Academy of 

Sciences, whose presence had been made possible by perestroika. For most of them it was 

their first visit to the United States. Most important from the standpoint of this book were the 

presentations by Sergei Starostin (“Sino-Caucasian”) and Sergei Nikolayev (“On the Sino-

Caucasian Character of Na-Dene”). Both Sergeis were the authors of a new reconstruction of 

Proto-North Caucasian, published six years later as NCED (1994). The Symposium was also 

my first chance to meet others who would be prominent among my future colleagues: Václav 

                                                           
43 At Rice University, Houston, Texas, sponsored by the Department of Linguistics and Semiotics and directed 

by Sydney Lamb, James Copeland, and Douglas Mitchell. See Lamb & Mitchell (1991) for particulars, and 

several stimulating articles by the presenters.  
44 Unfortunately I arrived at the Symposium late, after Joseph H. Greenberg had left. I would eventually 

correspond with him and meet him in the flesh ten years later. 
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Blažek, Allan Bomhard, Aharon Dolgopolsky, Hal Fleming, Irén Hegedűs, Alexis Manaster 

Ramer, Ilia Peiros, and Roger Wescott. 

These events and discussions eventually led to the founding, by Fleming and 

Bomhard, of a new learned society, the Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory 

(ASLIP),45 and the journal Mother Tongue (since 1995). Discussions of so-called “deep” and 

“distant” linguistic hypotheses (Nostratic, Sino-Caucasian, Austric, Proto-Human, and others) 

and mysterious “isolates” (e.g. Basque, Sumerian, Nihali, Kusunda, and Ainu) have been 

among the major topics throughout the issues of these periodicals. Of particular interest for 

this book are the discussions of Basque, particularly in the 1995, 1996, and 1999 issues (see 

References). It has been my privilege to edit or co-edit fourteen issues of Mother Tongue, to 

date. 

A large part of the first issue of  Mother Tongue (journal), edited by ASLIP president 

Hal Fleming and vice-president Allan Bomhard, was devoted to a discussion of possible 

external relations of the Basque language. This section was spearheaded by a long discussion 

(80 pp.) by R.L. “Larry” Trask of the Dene-Caucasian hypothesis in relation to Basque, and 

homing in on work by Chirikba and myself. I responded to the criticisms in about twenty 

pages, and eleven other discussants chimed in. Some representatives of the Moscow Circle 

were invited but declined to participate in the discussion. In an editorial (p. 229) Fleming 

declared that “not one of the Muscovites whom we contacted lifted a pen in Bengtson’s 

defense … comrade Bengtson was just abandoned.” 

In the next issue (Mother Tongue II, 1996) Sergei Starostin took up the challenge, 

playfully describing Fleming’s designation of “comrade Bengtson” as “characteristic 

Communist terminology,” and explaining that he had been reluctant to join the discussion 

because he generally found such discussions “not productive.” His article began with some 

agreements (29) with Trask’s criticisms and eleven cases which were “faulty from the 

Caucasian or Yenisseian side, but continued with 54 Basque-Sino-Caucasian comparisons 

which he found to be “quite plausible, both phonetically and semantically,” and finally “the 

most significant group: a small number [20] of comparisons pertaining to the most basic 

vocabulary.” The last group included, for example, Basque *agoṙ ‘barren, dry’ = Proto-North 

Caucasian (PNC) *=iɢwĂr ‘dry, to dry’ (see Etymology R.20); Basque *i=saṙ ‘star’ = PNC 

*ʒwhărī /*ʒwăhrī ‘star’ (G.21); and Basque *śu ‘fire’ = PNC *cặyɨ̆ /*cụ̆y- ‘fire’ (F.1). These 

comparisons had actually been proposed decades earlier by Trombetti, Bouda, Lafon, and 

others. Note the precise semantics and the common North Caucasian character (EC + WC) of 

the words cited. The relevant sound correspondences are discussed in detail in this book.46  

Starostin’s comments were followed by a response from Trask, a counter-response by 

Starostin, a second response from Trask, and a further discussion between Trask and Merritt 

Ruhlen. Several times in the 1990s Starostin had journeyed to the University of Michigan, 

Ann Arbor, as a guest professor sponsored by his friend Vitaly Shevoroshkin. Sergei kindly 

invited me to visit in December 1996, and I stayed with him a few days, during which we 

discussed our common interests in many areas, including distant genetic relationships, and 

specifically what he had defined as the Sino-Caucasian language family.  

                                                           
45 http://aslip.org/ 
46 It may be of interest that, of the 74 “plausible” comparisons discussed by Starostin, about seven have since 

been rejected by me according to stricter testing during the ensuing two decades. 

http://aslip.org/
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At first, two decades ago, I bristled at the criticisms from Trask (not only in Mother 

Tongue, but also in the Australian journal Dhumbadji!, and later in his 1997 book). Over time, 

I came to realize that Trask’s influence was beneficial. In the early stages (about 1988-94) I 

was writing for my “long ranger” colleagues, caring more about piling up large amounts of 

comparanda than about ensuring that the Basque words being cited were not loanwords, or 

incorrectly segmented. Trask’s critiques forced me to be more careful about these kinds of 

details, and to do more basic study of Vasconic research, especially that of Michelena. Trask 

even wrote me some personal letters and sent me a few of his publications, indicating, perhaps, 

that he may have held some dim hope that the Euskaro-Caucasian might eventually “pan out,” 

and force him to revise his view of the genetic isolation of Basque. As far as I know, he never 

changed that view, and I am sorry that we lost him to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis in 2004.    

In the year following the Trask-Bengtson-Starostin discussions, December of 1997, 

Murray Gell-Mann organized a workshop conference at the Santa Fe Institute, “Arrows of 

Time and Founder Effects in Language Evolution.” It included several of my earlier scholarly 

contacts (Bomhard, Dolgopolsky, Fleming, Ruhlen, and Starostin), as well as some other 

prominent authorities including L.L. Cavalli-Sforza, William S-Y. Wang, and Stephen 

Zegura. At this conference Gell-Mann articulated his hopes for the future of the study of 

language evolution:  

  

The most important topic relates to linguistic classification. If the ideas of Greenberg, Ruhlen, 

Starostin, Dolgopolsky, and some other researchers are largely correct, then many of the widely 

acknowledged language families can be grouped into much bigger taxa with much greater time 

depth. Moreover, all known languages may be descended from a single world proto-language 

presumably spoken at or before the time of the great cultural explosion of the Upper Paleolithic. 

Numerous etymologies have been proposed for large groupings such as Amerind, Eurasiatic, 

and Dene-Caucasian, and a number of global etymologies have been suggested as well. But this 

work is rejected by most historical linguists … The differences of opinion have led to polemical 

controversies. Can ideas from biological taxonomy and from probability theory help to resolve 

some of these controversies?47  

 

Here and elsewhere Gell-Mann expressed his impatience with the general reluctance of 

historical linguists to propose, or even to accept as working models, any linguistic taxa that 

went deeper than an arbitrary limit of eight to ten millennia. After all, biologists routinely 

propose and discuss models with far greater time depths. Over the next several months Gell-

Mann continued these discussions and by 2001, with Ruhlen and Starostin, he had established 

the Evolution of Human Language Project (EHL), funded by the Santa Fe Institute.48 Under 

the auspices of EHL Sergei Starostin and I had many fruitful discussions leading, among other 

things, to the initial (2007) versions of the Basque Etymological Database and Sino-Caucasian 

Etymological Database.49 Sergei’s sudden death on September 30, 2005, was a huge shock to 

                                                           
47 Gell-Mann, letter to workshop participants, 10 Nov. 1997. 
48 See http://ehl.santafe.edu/ for current status. 
49 See http://starling.rinet.ru/cgi-bin/main.cgi?root=config. These databases were revised by George Starostin and 

me in 2015. 

http://ehl.santafe.edu/
http://starling.rinet.ru/cgi-bin/main.cgi?root=config
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all who knew him.50 Fortunately for EHL George Starostin has ably continued his father’s 

projects. 

In November 2010 it was my privilege and honor to present a lecture on “Basque 

language: history and origin” at the Koldo Mitxelena Kulturunea (Centro Cultural Koldo 

Mitxelena) in Donostia (San Sebastián), Gipuzkoa, Spain.51 This has been my only visit to the 

Basque Country so far, and I greatly enjoyed seeing and hearing the vigorous Basque language 

and culture in that city.   

 
 

                                                           
50 “It is difficult for Starostin’s friends (scattered around the world) to adequately describe our sense of loss at his 

death. Sergei was a great scientist, but above that he was a wonderfully kind, gentle man, with a brilliant sense of 

humor. It was always a great pleasure to be in his presence, and it is difficult to accept that we will not 

experience this pleasure again” (Baxter 2006). 
51 http://jatorria.blogariak.net/2010/11/06/euskara-historia-eta-jatorria-john-d-bengtson/ 
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1 

 
Truly speaking, it is not instruction, but provocation, that I can receive from another soul. 

What he announces, I must find true in me, or reject; and on his word, or as his second, be 

he who he may, I can accept nothing. 

― Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Portable Emerson        

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

The Basque language has mystified and intrigued historical linguists ever since the 

birth of their science. Any literate layman more or less familiar with any of the Romance 

languages that currently surround Basque can easily see that its vocabulary and grammar have 

little or nothing in common with its neighbors, apart from cultural words that have diffused 

from them. And any competent historical linguist can readily see that there is a deep genetic 

chasm between Basque and all other western European languages, be they Indo-European or 

Uralic. This gap is so vast that most of them have given up on finding linguistic relatives of 

Basque, or have acquiesced in the generally accepted opinion that the language is utterly 

isolated from all others, or at least that there is no firm evidence for any such relatives. The 

late R.L. Trask, generally regarded as a major authority on Basque in the Anglophone world, 

went so far as to pronounce that there is “zero evidence” of any kinship between Basque and 

other languages, apart from the obvious case of ancient Aquitanian: 
Moreover, not one of [the proposals comparing Basque with other languages] has succeeded 

in shedding even the tiniest amount of light on the prehistory of Basque. Except that we have 

now identified the immediate ancestor of the language [Aquitanian], Basque remains today 

as genetically isolated as it was a hundred years ago (HB 415; see also Trask 1995). 

As mentioned, this position has become the conventional wisdom, and is found in virtually all 

books and articles about the Basque language. And of course it did not originate with Trask, 

but was carried over by him from predecessors.  

I got seriously interested in the question of the genetic classification of Basque about 

three decades ago (see Foreword). My approach was based on the recognition that the presence 

of this anomalous and seemingly isolated language on the western edge of Europe constituted 

a major problem for the prehistory of that continent, and for human prehistory in general, and 

that a solution was required, including the genetic classification of the Basque language and a 

better understanding of its prehistory. I had confidence that the standard methods of historical 

linguistics could be used to solve this problem. And, as will be described in detail below, I 

believe this solution is quite clear, and not nearly as intractable as many have imagined. 

 

On the Methodology of Genetic Linguistics. At the outset I find it necessary to 

explicitly define the methodological basis of this study, based on answering the question: what 

evidence, and what amount of evidence, is required to demonstrate the validity of a language 

family, macrofamily, or relationship (i.e., classification)? How is it possible for one “expert” 

(Trask) to firmly believe that there is “zero evidence” for Euskaro-Caucasian, while another 

(Lafon) was just as firmly convinced that Euskaro-Caucasian was “certain”?1 How do we 

decide?     

                                                           
1 “La parenté du basque et des langues caucasiques . . . peut être aujourd’hui tenue pour certaine” (Lafon 1949: 

200). 
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Some linguists have gone so far as to demand that a language family or relationship 

be “proved beyond a reasonable doubt.” It hardly needs saying that this requirement may be 

appropriate to a court of law, but few scientists – whether in the “hard” sciences of physics, 

chemistry, etc., or in the “softer” social or historical sciences – would take it seriously as a 

guideline. Other linguists understand the relativity of proof, and they, the “relativists,” “seem 

to treat probable [linguistic] affiliations as differing in degree, some being more probable than 

others,” while the “absolutists appear to regard some genetic connections as indisputable and 

others as inconceivable” (Wescott 1999). The following quotes (with emphasis added) 

epitomize the “Relativist” position:  
Historical linguistics is not a branch of mathematics or formal logic. As Greenberg [1995] 

has argued brilliantly . . . the concept of proof is misused by linguists – from a scientific 

standpoint. ... Charles Darwin’s theory has never been proven, has it? It just gets less and 

less likely to be false or more and more likely to be true. ‘Proof’ is for algebra or courts of 

justice (Fleming 1994). 

  

In all empirical sciences . . . all that we can get are results so close to certainty that for all 

practical purposes we can consider them true, that is, a hypothesis which is overwhelmingly 

better than any other in accounting for the facts (Greenberg 1995: 207). 

 

Rather than define ‘proof’ in linguistic investigations of genetic relatedness by proposing 

pseudo-specific percentages of various sorts, I would like to replace this notion with the 

fuzzier, but pragmatically more realistic, concept of ‘superior hypothesis.’ . . .  Once the 

historical linguist has identified a diagnostic core of traits that cannot plausibly be 

coincidental, are too extensive to be explained by known language contact phenomena, and 

clearly do not exist together in any other languages, the hypothesis of genetic relatedness 

becomes the best explanation (Vajda 1999: 88-90). 

 

The job of the comparative linguist is to provide the best explanation possible consistent 

with the facts. In proposing a classification, it is not necessary that the linguist ‘prove’ that 

the classification is absolutely certain by the presentation of conclusive evidence. In response 

to widely speculative classifications . . .  many careful, empirically based linguists jumped to 

the opposite extreme and took the position that all languages should be treated as unrelated 

unless and until proved otherwise. . . .  However, on closer inspection, this requirement turns 

out to be untenable and not in keeping with standard scientific procedures (Newman 2000: 

261).  

 

The essential point is that historical data cannot be manipulated in a laboratory to test 

hypotheses; instead, its probability is evaluated. To do this, the scientist is obliged to seek as 

much relevant data as can be discovered, testing probabilities of interpretations – a process 

known as IBE (inference to the best explanation) … Inductive logic recognizes probability 

rather than simple true-or-false, seeks to include all relevant data, and is especially 

concerned with the strength of links between data and conclusion (Kehoe 2016: 20, 35). 

These opposing camps have also been characterized as Lumpers vs. Splitters: “the so-called 

‘lumpers’ who are generally favorably inclined towards notions of genetic relationships, and 

the ‘splitters’ who are generally critical of such proposals expecting successful family 

relations to be proven by the most rigorous standards of scholarship.”2 The opposing camps 

also correspond, to some extent, with those described as Geneticists vs. Diffusionists by 

                                                           
2 Cited from the Wikipedia article “Amerind languages” at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amerind_languages 

(Nov. 30, 2010). I find the Lumper/Splitter terminology less apt than Relativist/Absolutist or 

Geneticist/Diffusionist, though each set of dichotomies has slightly different connotations. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amerind_languages
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Merritt Ruhlen (1994c). That is, Geneticists tend to be Relativists, and Diffusionists tend to 

be Absolutists. (See below about “Heritagists” vs. “Arealists.”) 

Lamb (2001) describes the opposing camps in terms of “cognitive styles,” noting that 

extreme absolutists tend to be more analytical and rely heavily on left-brain operation, while 

relativists, with more right-brain thinking, are more intuitive and holistic. But Lamb stresses 

that a good balance of both hemispheric types of thinking is necessary to avoid the extremes 

of rigidity and gullibility.  

Absolutists also tend to believe that there is an absolute time depth, beyond which 

genetic relationships cannot be demonstrated.  
A temporal ceiling of 7000 to 8000 years is inherent in the methods of comparative linguistic 

reconstruction. We can recover genetic relationships that are that old, but probably no earlier 

than that (Kaufman 1990:23).  

 

But the comparative method does not apply at time depths much greater than about 8000 

years (this is the conventional age of Afroasiatic, which seems to represent the upper limit of 

detectability by traditional historical method) . . .  the comparative method when applied at 

time depths greater than its cut-off point of some 8,000 years gives no way of choosing 

between competing claims of relatedness (Nichols 1992: 2-3, 5-6). 

 

Like many linguists, I am deeply skeptical of the very possibility of identifying genetic links 

at the kind of time-depth [15,000-20,000 BP] envisaged here: my prejudice, based upon 

decades of experience, is that language change is just too rapid and too remorseless (Trask 

1999b).  

Relativists dispute the validity of this temporal ceiling, for example: 
This book [Nichols 1992] is based on an absurd assumption – that the comparative method in 

linguistics is only capable of discovering the obvious: Indo-European, Uralic, Dravidian, 

Bantu, Algonquian, and other families of recent origin (Ruhlen 1994e: 641). 

 

One often hears from critically-minded people that if two languages exist separately for a 

time span of more than 5-6 thousand years, they may lose all traces of similarity and any 

comparison becomes impossible. They forget, however, that one may deal not with modern 

languages, but with reconstructed intermediate stages which – for all practical and theoretical 

reasons – must have been closer to each other than their modern descendants (Starostin 

1999). 

 

On the first view [that there is a general limit on time depth which is a property of the 

methods of historical linguistics . . . regardless of the details of any particular investigation] 

the limit on time depth is a general one, like the speed of light or Planck’s Constant. This 

view seems to be widespread among historical linguists, though it is rarely argued for 

explicitly, and we know of no good evidence or arguments for it (except for uninteresting 

time depths, such as times prior to our emergence as a species). . . . (Baxter & Manaster 

Ramer 2000). 

 

In the sub-fields of prehistory, basically a part of anthropology, we have such a fallacy which 

came to full flower about twenty years ago and has reigned supreme ever since. It is the 

notion, fundamentally a heuristic proposition, that genetic linguistics and especially the 

revered Comparative Method cannot work on, cannot produce good results from, language 

relationships which are more than 6000 to 8000 years old. Presuming that this is empirically 

based, rather than a simple fallacy, we find very little evidence to support it, particularly 

since there are a number of linguistic phyla around the world which are patently older than 

6000 to 8000 years. . . . If, then, the 6000-8000 year rule contained a fairly obvious fallacy at 

its core, why would intelligent and well-informed linguists accept it , embellish it, and draw 
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it into the heart of their research? The answer to that question is probably hidden, although 

formal appeals to quality standards and rigor or rigorous applications of a Neogrammarian 

version of the Comparative Method can be heard (Fleming 2008a). 

The extreme application of the Absolutist position can only result in a classification of human 

languages consisting of a host of unrelated, mainly lower-level and obvious language families. 

That this is not hyperbole is shown by the fact that the current “consensus” model of 

Amerindian language classification (e.g., Campbell & Mithun 1979, Campbell 1997) consists 

of more than 200 “unrelated”3 families in the Americas, as opposed to Greenberg’s (1987) 

model of only three major (macro-)families. Now, whatever the objections to Greenberg’s 

hypothesis (and there are many), “common sense” would indicate that a model positing three 

migrations into the Americas, with each sufficient to found a language stock, is far more likely 

than a model positing 200 migrations, with each establishing a separate linguistic taxon. For 

this reason non-linguistic scientists interested in human prehistory (geneticists, archaeologists, 

paleoanthropologists) will inevitably view Greenberg’s model as more consistent with reality. 
We need to have some classification of the world’s languages. The traditional classification 

(which lists several hundred language families) is a perpetual challenge for comparative 

linguists. Are there any genetic links between at least some of the world’s major linguistic 

families? If not, how did this extremely strange situation arise? As far as I know, nothing of 

the kind exists in other disciplines dealing with Homo sapiens, e.g., in the biological sciences 

(Starostin 1999). 

So from a Relativist (Geneticist) viewpoint the preferable solution is to accept Greenberg’s 

model as a working hypothesis, subject to all available forms of testing, until a better 

alternative is proposed. As far as I know no such alternative models exist.4  

George Starostin has recently offered a different way to describe the opposing camps 

discussed here: 

It may, in fact, be noted that the old distinction between the so-called ‘lumpers’ (i. e. those 

who believe in the historical reality and demonstrability of linguistic macrofamilies) and 

‘splitters’ (those in firm opposition to at least the idea of demonstrability of such 

macrofamilies) can, today, be all but reinterpreted as a distinction between ‘heritagists’ and 

‘arealists’. Macrofamily hypotheses such as Altaic, Nostratic, Austric, Amerind, Khoisan, 

etc., are nowadays most commonly declined by their opponents not so much because the 

similarities between their members are perceived as random (this factor is still frequently 

wielded as a counterargument; however, the more rigorous work is being done on these 

hypotheses, the more it recedes into the background), but primarily because their proponents 

– so we are told – lack the proper means of separating true traces of common genealogical 

descent from the effects of ‘horizontal transmission’ (Starostin 2010b: 80). 

In the real world, most historical linguists probably fall somewhere on a continuum between 

these somewhat caricatured extreme “Geneticist-Heritagist-Relativist” and “Diffusionist-

Arealist-Absolutist” positions. It is mainly to this “silent majority” of linguists and 

anthropologists that this book is directed. 

                                                           
3 In this case the “unrelatedness” is not necessarily absolute. Campbell et al. claim only that there is insufficient 

evidence to reduce the number of distinct families below 200. 
4 As of this writing I have heard of work going on in the Evolution of Human Language Project (Santa Fe 

Institute) to classify Amerindian languages independently of Greenberg’s model. 

Owner
Sticky Note
See Gell-Mann, et al., 2009, page 26, where "a very preliminary proposal," apparently by I. Peiros, is briefly discussed.
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Based on the foregoing argumentation, I consider the Geneticist-Relativist approach 

preferable to the Diffusionist-Absolutist, and the former will be applied in what follows. Thus 

the goal is a model that provides the best available explanation of the facts. The model should 

not be regarded as a final product whose details are fixed, but as a tentative framework that 

will surely be modified, corrected, and refined as work on the model continues over decades 

and centuries. Those who continue to insist that a linguistic classification must be “proved 

beyond any reasonable doubt” may as well cease reading at this point, since the goal of this 

book, to demonstrate a linguistic relationship that, most likely, would exceed the purported 

limit of seven or eight millennia, is by their definition impossible. 

The late R.L. Trask, generally regarded as a major authority on Basque in the 

Anglophone world, went so far as to pronounce that there is “zero evidence” of any kinship 

between Basque and other languages, apart from the obvious case of ancient Aquitanian: 
Moreover, not one of [the proposals comparing Basque with other languages] has succeeded 

in shedding even the tiniest amount of light on the prehistory of Basque. Except that we have 

now identified the immediate ancestor of the language [Aquitanian], Basque remains today 

as genetically isolated as it was a hundred years ago (HB 415; see also Trask 1995). 

So with this sweeping pronouncement – expressed as a fact, not an opinion – all of the 

evidence assembled by Uhlenbeck, Dumézil, Lafon, et al., is dismissed. As mentioned above, 

this position has become the conventional wisdom, and is found in virtually all books and 

articles about the Basque language. And of course it did not originate with Trask, but was 

carried over by him from predecessors. 

At this point I think it would be pertinent to discuss the more nuanced opinion of the 

Master of Basque linguistics. As a preamble let us consider a study by Irel Urreiztieta-Rivera 

(1980), a Basque-American, whose survey of the evidence for Euskaro-Caucasian was 

roughly contemporary with Michelena’s conclusions as described below.  

The author compiled linguistic evidence related to the hypothesis that Basque and the 

Caucasian languages are phylogenetically related. Before presentation of this evidence, a 

discussion of the major methods employed in establishing ancient genetic relationships is 

included. The comparative method, the lexicostatistical method, and the typological method 

are studied in some detail (ibid., p. x).   

According to the methodological approach used in this model, as described in the preceding 

pages, only one of the three methods enumerated – the comparative method – can be effective 

in “establishing ancient genetic relationships.” Urreiztieta-Rivera essentially agrees with this, 

stating that “Of all the diachronic methods which have been employed, the most successful in 

terms of determining genetic affiliations is unquestionably the comparative method” (ibid., p. 

3). Urreiztieta-Rivera presents a good discussion of the lexicostatistical method, as attempted 

by Tovar, et al. (1961). (See Appendix C for my discussion of this article.) As to the 

typological method, while of great interest in its own right, typology, by itself, cannot be used 

definitively to determine genetic connections. As Greenberg (e.g., 1966:1) put it, “the first of 

these [fundamentals] is the sole relevance in comparison of resemblances involving both 

sound and meaning in specific forms” (emphasis added). For a critique of recent attempts to 

use typology in genetic classification, see Ruhlen (1994e). 
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Michelena on External Relations of Basque 

 

 Luis Michelena (in Basque: Koldo Mitxelena, 1915-1987) is acknowledged by 

everybody interested in Basque linguistics as the preeminent giant of the field. His Fonética 

Histórica Vasca (1961) is an indispensable guide to the vast realm of Basque vocabulary, 

through time and space, and the numerous phonetic changes the words, whether native or 

borrowed, have undergone over centuries. Naturally, he was keenly interested in the 

possibility of external relations of his native language, and several of his writings addressed 

these issues. The last of these, as far as I know, was his Sobre historia de la lengua vasca, 

published in 1988, soon after his death. We may regard this book as his last word on the 

question of external relations of Basque.  

In the chapter “Relaciones de parentesco de la lengua vasca” Michelena only briefly 

summarizes various theories, singling out two major hypotheses as those taken seriously by 

“linguists of great authority”: Basque + Afroasiatic (Hamito-Semitic), and Basque + 

Caucasian languages.5 The first, supported by the eminent linguist Hugo Schuchardt, among 

others, is quickly dismissed by Michelena in less than two pages. A major point of difference 

for Michelena is the fact that Basque (and Iberian) morphemes “demonstrate a constant form,” 

i.e. there is no trace of grammatical ablaut,6 while “internal flexion–variation of vowels within 

a fixed consonantal framework” is a salient characteristic of Afroasiatic languages. He also 

mentions the “extreme superficiality” of Basque-Afroasiatic lexical comparisons, like the 

frequently cited Basque umerri ‘lamb’ ~ Akkadian immeru ‘sheep, goats, ram’, where the Bsq 

word is quite easily analyzed as a compound of *hume ‘young, offspring’ + *beṙi ‘new, 

recent’.7  

Michelena then goes on to describe the Basque-Caucasian proposal as “the only 

hypothesis that has been the object of serious and laborious testing … The suspicion that the 

two small conservative islands situated at both extremes of the Mediterranean were the only 

evidence that has come down to us from a formerly very extensive linguistic family was a 

perfectly natural one …” [emphasis added by JDB].8 

Michelena devotes several pages to a concise (and still useful) description of the 

general characteristics of the Caucasian languages, taken as a geographical and not genetic 

group. There he states that the “specialists seem to be in agreement that the northern Caucasian 

languages constitute a family in the genetic sense.” (As discussed elsewhere in this book, even 

this issue is not resolved to everyone’s satisfaction.) 

In the concluding paragraphs of this essay Michelena, in spite of some lexical 

comparisons he finds “extremely tempting,” and some grammatical parallels that are 

“impressive,” concludes that the theory of “Basque-Caucasian linguistic kinship has been 

                                                           
5 Some quotations in English included here are thanks to the translation by Linda White and M. Dean Johnson 

(Salaburu 2008).  
6 Note, however, the traces of submerged or fossilized ablaut in Bsq, pp. 106-110.  
7 Blažek (1991, 1992a) compared the Basque-Afroasiatic and Basque-(North) Caucasian hypotheses, leaving the 

decision to the reader. I have discussed the Basque-Afroasiatic theory, with a conclusion essentially agreeing 

with Michelena’s, in Bengtson (2009).    
8 One wonders if Michelena was influenced by discussions with Lafon; cf. the latter’s statement that “the only 

languages which lend themselves to comparison with Basque, according to the rules of the comparative method, 

are the Caucasian languages” (Lafon 1968: 1785). 
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shown to be, up to now, singularly unfruitful.” Nevertheless, he is careful not to rule out the 

possibility of a fuller demonstration and holds out some hope – however dim – for future 

progress:  

It is possible that we will always lack certain lost links that would be indispensable in order 

to reveal the mystery [of genetic affiliation of Basque]. It is also possible, but not very 

probable, that such links exist although we have not been able to recognize them … Also it is 

possible that an improvement in current methods or the discovery of new techniques might 

put more powerful instruments in our hands. … We hope that Fortune, always the friend of 

the bold and persevering, will see fit to smile upon us. 

One can only agree with Michelena’s pessimistic opinion, given the state of the Basque-

Caucasian hypothesis in the early 1980s. In spite of some valiant efforts by scholars such as 

Karl Bouda and René Lafon, the definition of terms of the comparison (does the Caucasian 

side include North Caucasian as well as Kartvelian, or not?), and the comparative material 

available (no deep reconstructions of the Caucasian families) could only lead to results that 

are inconclusive for most historical linguists. 

 

Building on Michelena’s Desiderata 

 

It should be apparent by now that the author of this book believes the time hoped for 

by Michelena has arrived. I shall begin by enumerating some advances made in Caucasian 

studies since Michelena’s time: 

 Etymological dictionaries of Kartvelian: Klimov (1964: in Russian; apparently unknown or 

inaccessible to Michelena); Klimov (1998; in English); Fähnrich & Sardzhveladze (1995; in 

German). 

 Pioneering studies in North Caucasian phonology and lexis by the Kabardian scholar Auez 

Abdokov (1981; 1983). 

 An etymological dictionary of North Caucasian: Nikolayev & Starostin (1994). 

 A general comparative dictionary of Caucasian languages: Klimov & Xalilov (2003). 

 An accessible summary of the West (Northwest) Caucasian family: Chirikba (1996). 

Along with these publications and others has come a clearer definition of the Caucasian 

families, and a growing realization that the fundamental opposition is between the former 

“South Caucasian” family (now usually called Kartvelian) and the “North Caucasian” family.9 

Scholars of the “Moscow Circle”10 and others who generally agree with them11 find good 

evidence that Kartvelian belongs to the Nostratic macrofamily (and is thus genetically closer 

to Indo-European, Altaic, etc., than to North Caucasian), and that North Caucasian is part of 

a “Sino-Caucasian” or Dene-Caucasian macrofamily (and thus genetically closer to Basque, 

Burushaski, Yeniseian, etc., than to Kartvelian). 

                                                           
9 The separateness of Kartvelian was recognized already by Deeters (1931). 
10 The term “Moscow Circle,” as used in this book, refers to a specific group of scholars, led by V.A. Dybo and 

the late V.M. Illič-Svityč, A.B. Dolgopolsky, and S.A. Starostin, who believe that the deep comparison of 

language families, leading to “macrofamily” hypotheses, is not only possible but imperative. 
11 E.g., Václav Blažek, Allan Bomhard, V.A. Chirikba, Merritt Ruhlen, and the present author, among others. 

This “general agreement” is on the possibility and necessity of long-range and macrofamily comparison, rather 

than on all details of results or even methods.  
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In this regard it is interesting that as early as Uhlenbeck’s (1924) catalog of 65 Basque-

Caucasian lexical comparisons only four of them involved Basque + Kartvelian exclusively, 

nineteen involved Basque + Kartvelian + (West and/or East) Caucasian, while the great 

majority (42) compared Basque words exclusively with (West or East) Caucasian words.  

Dumézil, as well, in his comparison of Basque and North Caucasian morphology, 

remarked that South Caucasian (Kartvelian) hardly figured in the chapter, and hinted that 

Basque and North Caucasian might have a closer relationship than either does with Kartvelian: 

“Having, like many others, tried to clarify the structure of Basque by South Caucasian, I had 

given up: grammatical relationships were too fragmentary. But with North Caucasian the 

coincidence [with Basque], on all the important points, is almost complete.”12 Thus, already 

by the 1920s and 1930s there was a growing, but still dim, awareness that North Caucasian, 

rather than Kartvelian, was the closest relative of Basque in the Caucasus region, but this 

insight was not made explicit until some decades later in a brief article by Chirikba (1985). 

For these reasons Basque-Caucasian comparisons in this book will consist entirely of those 

that include North Caucasian and not Kartvelian.13 (There is a more detailed discussion of 

Kartvelian in this context in Appendix B.)  

Besides improvements in materials available for Basque-Caucasian comparison, I 

believe Michelena’s hopes that “new techniques might put more powerful instruments in our 

hands” have been fulfilled, and again we must credit the Moscow Circle for these: 

 A honing of the definitions of basic vocabulary for use in genetic comparisons, from the 

200-word (1952) and 100-word (1955) “Swadesh List” known to Michelena, to refinements 

such as the 15-item “Dolgopolsky List” (Dolgopolsky 1964, 1986), the 35-item “Yakhontov 

List” (as used by S.A. Starostin 1991: 59-60), and the 50-item “ultra-stable list” (see S.A. 

Starostin 2007d; G.S. Starostin 2010b).14 

 The concept of the scientific recovery of remote family, and even “macrofamily,” 

relationships, not solely by the comparison of present-day or even anciently recorded 

languages, but also by the systematic and rigorous comparison of reconstructed 

protolanguages.  

For the purposes of this book the honed 15- (or 35- or 50-) item lists are not going to be used 

for glottochronology, which is outside the scope of this author’s expertise, and furthermore is 

not necessary to the demonstration of genetic relationship. In this book these lists of stable 

words (actually of meanings) are only used as a guide to selecting the most likely candidates 

for comparison, i.e. not just any words but words with the highest possible stability: 
Of all types of linguistic data that can be used for historical purposes, it is the so-called 

“basic lexicon” that generally persists the longest over time. Focusing our attention on the 

                                                           
12 “Après avoir, comme beaucoup d’autres, essayé d’éclairer la structure du basque par le caucasien du Sud, 

j’avais renoncé: les rapports grammaticaux étaient trop fragmentaires. Mais avec le caucasien du Nord, la 

coïncidence est, sur tous les points importants, presque complète. … Peut-être même faut-il prévoir une notation 

ICNO [ibéro-caucasien du Nord-Ouest], correspondant à une parenté plus étroite du basq. et du CNO[caucasien 

du Nord-Ouest]” (Dumézil 1933, pp. 123-5, & note 5). 
13 This is not to say that a study of Basque-Kartvelian lexical parallels (if plausible ones actually exist) would not 

be valuable, but such a study would probably reflect ancient cultural contacts rather than shed light on genetic 

origins.  
14 It must be mentioned that Yakhontov (Jaxontov), a specialist in Southeast Asian languages, is not considered a 

member of the “Moscow Circle” (as defined here), and has in fact attacked S.A. Starostin’s Sino-Caucasian 

hypothesis as an “unreliable theory” (Yakhontov 2000).  
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comparison of small groups of words, such as the Swadesh wordlist, and tracing their 

evolution on micro- and [macro]-levels, reduces the amount of “noise” (such as borrowings, 

from which no language is free) and helps strengthen the case for many proposals of long-

range relationship.15 

Thus, for the purpose of genetic comparisons, words with meanings such as ‘tea’, ‘cards’, 

‘glue’,16 ‘coffee’, ‘sugar’, etc. (words with a high probability of cultural borrowing) are to be 

avoided in favor of the most basic and stable meanings like ‘tongue’, ‘name’, ‘tooth’, ‘louse’. 

This kind of procedure provides the researcher with a clear focus on the portions of the lexicon 

that are most likely to yield genetic cognates. Nevertheless, it must always be kept in mind 

that even words with the most basic meanings may be borrowed.17  
This 35-item list, in Jaxontov’s opinion, constituted the generally more stable part of the 

Swadesh list, and the theoretical idea behind it was that any two or more related languages 

always had to show a larger percent of matches within this section than within the remaining 

65-item section, the reverse situation indicating language contact rather than [genetic] 

language relationship (G.S. Starostin 2010b: 91). 

S.A. Starostin enthusiastically adopted the Yakhontov List and used it in his study of Altaic 

(1991), but later, finding that the list was biased by Yakhontov’s focus on Southeast Asian 

languages (causing him to overrate the stability of some items and underrate that of others, 

from a world-wide perspective), modified it to produce the 50-item “ultra-stable list” now 

used by the Moscow Circle (S.A. Starostin 2007d). 

As regards the other improved technique mentioned above, the scientific recovery of 

remote linguistic relationships by the systematic and rigorous comparison of reconstructed 

protolanguages, this is nothing but a logical extension of the scientific historical linguistic 

methods that have been practiced since the Junggrammatiker of the late nineteenth century. 

As described by S.A. Starostin:18 

The science of historical linguistics has developed a very powerful tool – the comparative 

method – that allows the reconstruction of unattested language stages, so-called proto-

languages, based on systematic comparison of their present day descendants. With the 

gradual accumulation of this data over the past 200 years, it has become evident that, while 

modern languages may vary significantly, protolanguages in many cases tend to be much 

more similar to one other. Thus, modern English, Finnish, and Turkish may have very little 

in common (and what little there is is practically indistinguishable from chance), but their 

respective ancestors – Proto-Indo-European, Proto-Uralic and Proto-Altaic – appear to have 

many more common traits and common vocabulary. This means that it is possible, in theory 

and on practice, to extend the time perspective and reconstruct even earlier stages of human 

language. In fact, much of this research has already been conducted.  

I believe that these new techniques and improved methods, developed since Michelena’s time, 

constitute the “more powerful instruments” that he hoped might increase the chances of 

demonstrating genetic links between Basque and other languages. 

                                                           
15 This quote comes from the mission statement of the Evolution of Human Language project, written by S.A. 

Starostin. I have amended the phrase “micro- and micro-levels” to the obviously intended “micro- and [macro]-

levels”: see http://ehl.santafe.edu/ 
16 The phrase “tea, cards, and glue,” exemplifying common borrowed words in Southeast Asia, is borrowed from 

my late friend Paul K. Benedict.  
17 In the case of Basque, for example, such words as luma ‘feather’ and harea ‘sand’ < Latin plūma, harēna, 

respectively (cf. Trask: HB 353-57). 
18 Mission statement of the Evolution of Human Language project: see http://ehl.santafe.edu/ 

http://ehl.santafe.edu/
http://ehl.santafe.edu/
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The other possibility raised by Michelena was that “links [between Basque and 

Caucasian languages] exist although we have not been able to recognize them.” I believe that 

the Master was correct on this point, and that some of these heretofore hidden links have in 

fact been recognized. Furthermore, as new links are discovered they provide keys to the 

discovery of even more links.   It is my goal in the remainder of this book to itemize and 

discuss a significant number of these links. For the moment, I shall only mention two of them, 

one phonological and one grammatical. 

A. A Basque-North Caucasian Phonological Link (non-trivial). One of the 

most distinctive features of North Caucasian languages is the lateral affricate, of which three 

are reconstructed for Proto-North Caucasian (PNC),19 voiceless *ƛ [tɬ], glottalized*ƛ ̣[tɬ’], and 

voiced (lenis) *Ł [dɮ].20 Determining the Basque correspondences to these peculiar phonemes 

has been a long process. The discovery that at least some of them, in initial position only, 

corresponded to Basque initial *l, was made quite some time ago by Karl Bouda (1948), at 

least for Basque-Avar correspondences, and Avar is quite conservative in preserving PNC 

lateral affricates. One of the examples Bouda cited was Bsq larru (*laṙu) ‘skin, hide, leather’ 

~ Avar ƛ’:er = tɬ’:er ‘color’, which NCED derives from PEC *Łŏli ‘skin, color’.21 This 

comparison, now expanded, remains in our current repertoire of Basque-North Caucasian 

etymologies. It is now apparent that all three PNC lateral affricates (*ƛ, *ƛ,̣ *Ł) correspond to 

Bsq *l in initial position. See the Etymology section (chapter XIII) for details of this set (see 

A.25), and the Phonology section (chapter IX) for more examples of the correspondence.  

But determining the Basque intervocalic correspondences with PNC lateral affricates 

required more time to be discovered. In my earliest publications (1990, 1991) I had not yet 

found the key. With more study it became apparent that in many cases the Bsq intervocalic 

correspondence was *-rd- (phonetically [ṙð] in most dialects), for example Bsq *erdi ‘half, 

middle’ ~ PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘half, middle’ (cf. Bezhta =atɬo ‘middle’, =atɬo-kos ‘half’, etc.: see 

I.11).22 In a few cases however the Bsq reflex is *-rt-, as in Bsq *urte ‘year’ ~ PNC *ʔVƛẉV 

‘last year’ (cf. Bezhta itɬ’e ‘last year’, etc.: see H.2) As usual, see the Etymology section for 

details of these sets, and the Phonology section for more examples of the correspondences.  

For some time I could not explain this difference, *-rd- /*-rt-, in Bsq reflexes, until I 

became aware of S.A. Starostin’s discovery of a correlation between North Caucasian 

tenseness, indicated by an underline (_) of the tense protophoneme, and a Proto-Yeniseian 

glottal stop, for example PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘half, middle’ (with a tense lateral affricate) corresponds 

to PY *ʔaʔl ‘half’ (with glottal stop);23 whereas PNC *cɦ̣wäme ‘eyebrow’ (with no tenseness) 

corresponds to PY *cǝŋe ‘hair’ (with no glottal stop: see SCP 2-6). After considering evidence 

from Sino-Tibetan, Starostin concluded that PNC tenseness reflected “a distinction [in PSC] 

in the position of dynamic accent” (SCP 9), and reconstructed the relevant PSC protoforms as 

                                                           
19 PNC (following NCED) is the standard designation of Proto-(North)-Caucasian throughout this book. 
20 The phonetic forms shown are only approximate: in some languages, such as Archi, there is a velarized onset, 

i.e. more like [kɬ], [kɬ’], [gl], and in some Cauc subgroups of eastern Dagestan (Lak, Dargi, Khinalug, and most 

of Lezgian) the lateral affricates have become pure velars, [k], [k’], [g], etc. (NCED 52-55). 
21 For ‘skin’ ~ ‘color’, cf. Gk. χρώς, χρῶμα ‘skin, complexion, color’ (Buck 4.12, 15.61). 
22 As discussed in more detail elsewhere (Morphology: chapter V) = indicates that a PNC word could have 

changing class prefixes, or in the case of Bsq, a fossilized class prefix is posited, for example Tindi b=eχ:i 

‘bottom, buttock’ ~ Bsq *b=ehe ‘bottom, ground, below’, etc.  
23 “… yielding in modern Ket tones 2 and 3 in mono-/disyllables and 5 in polysyllables.” 
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*=é̆ƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’ and *cɦ̣wä̆mḗ ‘hair’, respectively. It must be emphasized that Starostin 

arrived at this insight with no consideration of Bsq evidence (Bsq does not figure at all in his 

SCP). So I propose that we provisionally formulate the rule: PSC intervocalic lateral affricates 

become Bsq *-rd- when preceded by the dynamic accent, as in Bsq *erdi ‘middle, half’ < PSC 

*=ĕ̆́ƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’, but Bsq *-rt- when the dynamic accent follows, e.g. Bsq *urte ‘year’ < 

PSC *ʔVƛẉV̆́  ‘last year’ (SCP 24, 67). 

These insights have naturally led to the discovery of more etymologies, e.g. Bsq 

*b=ardin ‘same, equal; even’, etc. ~ PEC *=ăƛwVn ‘similar, to resemble’24 < PSC *=ă̆́ƛwVn 

(see R.48); Bsq *urten ‘to go out, leave’ ~ PEC *=VmƛṾ ‘to go, come’ (Chadakolob t’wén- 

‘to go away’) ~ Burushaski *=ltá ‘to follow, pursue, reach’ < PSC *=VmƛṾ̆́ ; (see V.45); and 

several more examples are cited in the Phonology section (chapter IX). 

B. A Basque-North Caucasian Morphological Link.  In 1927 C.C. Uhlenbeck 

published an article, “Die mit b- anlautenden Körperteilnamen des Baskischen,” that was to 

have a lasting influence on Basque studies ever since. The gist of the article is summarized by 

P. Bakker (2009: 250): 

 … Uhlenbeck used internal reconstruction to suggest forms in earlier stages of Basque. In 

(1927a) he dealt with the frequency of initial b- in body parts. First he lists some 50 non-

borrowed words that do not start with b-, then 17 words starting with b-, which Uhlenbeck 

considers [a] relatively large number. Uhlenbeck proposes an origin in a prefix, even though 

there are only few cases in which the root without bV- can be related to another word, as 

behatz, atz ‘finger’. Uhlenbeck thinks that the prefix was originally a third person possessive 

prefix, and the possessive pronoun bere ‘his own’ and the form bera ‘self’ would be 

cognates. On the other hand, there are also many words like those for ‘cow’, ‘grass’ and 

‘mare’ that start with be-, which Uhlenbeck compares with Bantu-type [class] prefixes, 

suggesting a different source for a formally similar prefix. The argumentation is not very 

persuasive. 

Viacheslav Chirikba (1985) seized upon this idea of the separability of initial *be=/*bi= in 

several lexical comparisons (§§47, 48, 49, 50, 52), and the theme was taken further by me 

(beginning in 1993, and most explicitly in 2008a), where I extended the repertoire of fossilized 

prefixes beyond *be=/*bi= to also include *e=/*i=, *o-/*u-, *a=.25 Uhlenbeck gave the 

example of behatz, atz ‘finger’. This set is of course much more complicated, with meanings 

widely varying in the dialects. In literary Lapurdian hatz means ‘paw’ and be-hatz means 

‘finger, thumb’, but in Bizkaian atz is ‘finger, inch’ and be-atz is ‘toe’, and so on (see 

Etymology: A.68). This is not the only example of the separability of *be=/*bi=. In the 

Gipuzkoan dialect there is a word bilder ‘drool, slaver’ (< *bi=ɦelde-ṙ), but other dialects 

have the unprefixed *ɦelde-ṙ, or another variant *ɦerde (see A.80). This kind of separability 

is observed with other prefixes as well, for example the Bsq word for ‘smoke’ is most 

commonly ke, (B) kee, but some Pyrenean dialects (Bzt, AN-Ulzama, Azk, BN-Baigorri, Sal, 

R) have the prefixed form: eke ‘smoke’ < *e=kē (see F.2). 

                                                           
24 With changing class prefixes *r=, *b=, *y= in some EC languages. It is hypothesized here that the *b= 

[inanimate] class marker was fossilized in the Bsq word, as with many others (see Morphology, pp. 58-71). 
25 It is postulated that some of the prefixes had mid- and high-vowel allomorphs, thus *be=/*bi=; *e=/*i=; *o-

/*u- represent three distinct morphemes, not six.  
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In this model Bsq *be=/*bi= corresponds to the North Caucasian (NC) inanimate 

class prefix *w=/*b=.26 In some NC languages this prefix alternates with others in some 

nouns, e.g. Avar w=as ‘son’ / y=as ‘daughter’ / b=as ‘young of animal’; Dargi w=ạħ ‘face 

(of a man)’ / r=ạħ ‘face (of a woman)’ / b=ạħ ‘face (of an animal)’, etc. In other NC languages 

the morphological function of class has been lost, but the prefix *w=/*b= has become 

lexicalized (or “fossilized”) in some words, e.g. Tsakhur wu=xun ‘belly’, Rutul u=xun id. (cf. 

Lezgi ru=fun with a different class prefix); Adyghe, Kabardian b=ʁʷə ‘side’, p̕=ś̕ə ‘ten’, 

Ubykh b=ɮa ‘eye’ (cf. Bsq *be=gi ‘eye’, with a different noun root).27 We also see this prefix 

in Bsq *be=laṙi ‘ear’ (cf. Chechen Cheberlo lari-g ‘ear’, etc.: see A.7), *bi=hoc ‘heart’ (cf. 

Dargi k’ats’ ‘spleen’, etc.: see A.48), *bi=si ‘life, alive’ (cf. Lak s:iħ ‘breath, vapor’, etc.: see 

A.87), and others, discussed in more detail in the Morphology section (chapter V). 

These fossilized prefixes appear to be “stage III articles” (Greenberg 1978), i.e. pre-

fixes that once marked class distinctions and remained as phonetic segments after their 

morphological meaning was lost. A familiar example would be Haitian Creole words like lalin 

‘moon’, a lexicalization of French la lune. As in Bsq, the lexicalization of articles seems 

sporadic, with no discernible rule as to whether an article is lexicalized or not. 

It must be emphatically stated that we do not propose that all Bsq nouns beginning 

with /b/ contain this *be=/*bi= prefix. Clearly in some other cases the /b/ belongs to the noun 

stem, not a prefix, e.g. Bsq *bisa-ṙ ‘beard’ (cf. Khwarshi biša-nde ‘beard’, etc.: see A.24), 

Bsq *barda ‘belly’ (cf. Bezhta batɬa ‘large intestine’, etc.: see A.51), Bsq *beśo ‘arm’ (cf. 

Tsezi baša ‘finger’, etc.: see A.62), and so on.28  

While the Bsq fossilized prefix *be=/*bi= is strongly associated with names of body 

parts, or of body fluids and attributes (cf. *bi=ɦelde-ṙ and *bi=si, above), the parallel prefix 

*e=/*i= seems to have a correlation instead with mass-nouns and uncountables, e.g. Bsq 

*e=ɫhu-ṙ ‘snow’ (cf. Chechen lō ‘snow’, etc.: see G.17), *(e=)kē ‘smoke’ (cf. Avar k’:uy 

‘smoke’, etc.: see F.2), *e=Sne ‘milk’ (cf. Chechen šin ‘udder’, etc.: see P.3), *i=saṙ ‘star’ 

(cf. Tindi ts:aru ‘star’, etc.: see G.21), *i=toi ‘drop (liquid)’ (cf. Chechen tuy ‘spittle’, etc.: 

see A.84), and so on. Bsq *e=/*i= seems to correlate with PNC *i=, primarily 

[animate/feminine], but in some NC languages it has acquired an inanimate function, for 

example in Andi, where y- is the 2-class [feminine sing. and plur.] and also the 3-class 

[inanimate plur.] marker, and there are similar tendencies in Tsezian and Lezgian languages. 

So while the predominant nature of Bsq *e=/*i= seems to be that of a fossilized [inanimate 

plural/collective] marker, there may remain a trace of the original [feminine] in Bsq *i=se-ba, 

*i=se-ko ‘aunt’ (see J.14, J.16), opposed to *o=śa-ba ‘uncle’ (see J.13), with the old 

[masculine] prefix *o=/*u=. 

*  *  * 

                                                           
26 “In modern [Cauc] languages verbal and adjectival stems frequently contain prefixed class markers, going 

back to original animate *u- (masc.), *i- (fem.), and inanimate *w-/*b-, *r-/*d-” (SCP 2). 
27 At a greater taxonomic remove cf. the mysterious fossilized prefixes in Sino-Tibetan, with e.g. *b= in  Tibetan 

b=źin ‘face’, b=raŋ ‘chest’, Garo bi=bik ‘bowels’, bi=mik ‘sprout’, bi=či ‘egg’, etc. analogous to PNC *w-/*b- 

and Bsq *be=/*bi=. The ST prefixes, on nouns, verbs, and adjectives, have a distribution consistent with an 

underlying noun class system that lost its productivity some millennia ago. 
28 The North Caucasian words cited as examples are only partial indications of the full datasets, for which see the 

Etymology section. 
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These are just two examples of the “lost links” between Basque and North Caucasian 

that Michelena thought might eventually be discovered. Many more will be discussed 

throughout this book. The value of external comparison is also shown by its keys to the 

solution of some of the mysteries of Basque. For example, the possible reason for the variation 

of the first vowel in (generally western Bsq) negar ‘tears, weeping’ vs. (generally eastern Bsq) 

nigar id. The Bsq regional split of *nega-ṙ / *niga-ṙ (see A.78) might stem from what were 

earlier grammatical ablaut variants, as in PEC [direct] *nĕwq̇ŭ / [oblique] *nĭwq̇V̆- ‘tear(s), 

pus’. Euskaro-Caucasian ablaut (grammatical apophony), which is no longer productive in 

Basque, is explored in detail in chapter V. Basque Morphology in Euskaro-Caucasian 

Perspective. 

 External comparison lends itself to new solutions of ancient Basque compounds like 

(EB) giltzurrin ‘kidney’, azkonar ‘badger’, erbinude ‘weasel’, masusta ‘blackberry’, etzidamu 

‘three days from today’: 

 EB giltzurrin ‘kidney’ (Bzt gultxurrin, etc.) can be analyzed as *gult- ‘internal organ’ (= 

PEC *kwɨltṾ ‘internal organ [kidney, bladder, stomach]’) + *suṙin (= PEC *ʒwĕre ‘urine’),29 

i.e. ‘urinary organ’. The Lezgian language Rutul preserves both elements as independent 

words: k’ut’un ‘kidney’ and zur ‘urine’ (see A.56a, A.56b). 

 EB azkon, azkonar ‘badger’ has many dialectal variants, but one which seems the most 

archaic, is Zuberoan harzkṹ ‘badger’, probably a compound harz-kṹ, of which the first 

element looks like the Bsq word for ‘bear’ (ursidae), which is hartz in Zuberoan as well as in 

standard Bsq (EB). In this model Bsq *harc ‘bear’ (which resolves to *hars- in compounds) 

is etymologically related to NC words like Dargi Akusha χạrts’ ‘marten’, Dargi Chiragh 

χʕ:arts’ ‘squirrel’; Chechen and Ingush χešt ‘otter’; the second element, probably originally 

*-kone, is matched here with NC words like Ubykh qʷǝnǝ́ ‘mouse, rat’, and, at a greater 

taxonomic remove, Ket ku:ńe4, ‘wolverine’, etc. Badger, marten, otter, and wolverine are all 

mustelids; bears belong with mustelids to a higher sub-order, Caniformia, and by typological 

comparison we know that words for mustelids commonly shift to denoting rodents, as we see 

in the Chiragh and Ubykh words cited here (see B.4, B.5). 

 EB erbinude ‘weasel’ (B.9, B.10): The first element is indeed identical with erbi ‘hare’ (= 

PNC *rĭgwĂ ‘weasel, squirrel, mouse’), but the second part has nothing to do with (EB) 

inude ‘wetnurse’ (a secondary formation by folk-etymology). More archaic forms like (A) 

ergunedi ‘weasel’ (dated 1562), (G) ergaiñude, ergonei, give the clues to the origin proposed 

here: a compound *ergu(i)-nedi, with the same elements as NC forms such as Godoberi 

ʕandi-rutɬ’:i ‘weasel’ (< Proto-Andian *handa-riƛ:̣u), but in reversed order.30 

 EB masusta ‘blackberry’ (P.18, P.19): More conservative forms are (L) marzusta 

‘blackberry, mulberry’, (R) marzuza, indicating a likely compound of Bsq *mar- (= 

PEC *mer(ʔ)V) + *-susa (= PEC *ʒimʒV); some Bsq dialects add the diminutive suffix *-ta 

(see chapter V); the Lezgian language Tabasaran retains both elements as distinct words: 

mer-er ‘blackberry’, zimz-ar ‘raspberry’ (cf. Agul ziwz-ar ‘strawberry’). 

 EB etzidamu ‘three days from today’ (H.8, H.9):  Cf. archaic forms like (B) etzi-limo, etzi-

lume, which give a clue to NC forms like Batsbi lamŏ ‘the day after tomorrow’ (PEC 

                                                           
29 i.e. *dzwĕre. 
30 This reversal is to be expected, since Basque is SOV/NA and Andian languages are SVO/AN.   
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*ŁV̆mV); the Bsq element etzi, by itself, means ‘day after tomorrow’: cf. NC forms like 

Dargi Chiragh ža-ʕle ‘tomorrow’ (PNC *ǯwĕ ‘today, now’). 

As elsewhere throughout this book, more particulars about each proposed etymology, with 

selected NC forms and Basque dialect words, are spelled out in the Etymology section 

(chapter XIII: see the respective etymology numbers, such as A.56a, etc.). 

In the next two chapters the question of the genetic classification of Basque will be 

approached from several different angles. 
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I 

 

Exercise 1: An Experiment in Classification (Taxonomy)1 
 

In order to discover the “genetic” origin of the Basque language, as with any more or 

less “isolated” language, it is necessary to examine the oldest layers of vocabulary. Historical 

linguists have determined which word meanings are most stable over long periods of time, 

and they have compiled lists of stable meanings such as the well-known “Swadesh 100-word 

list.”  

In the following experiment we have taken twelve basic word meanings from the 

Swadesh list (blood, die, ear, eye, fire, heart, horn, not, smoke, thou, tongue, tree)2 and 

compared the semantically equivalent words from seven “mystery languages,” all spoken on 

the European continent. In the first step of this experiment we shall ignore the identity of the 

languages and simply compare the words on the basis of superficial similarity.  

 

Table I.1: Twelve basic words in seven languages.3 
(gloss) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

blood  odol vér sangue bi blod very ts’iy 
die  hil hal morire =alʔ- dö kuolla =al- 
ear  belarri fül orecchio ʕin öra korva lerg 
eye  begi szem occhio ber öga silmä bʕärg 
fire  su tűz fuoco ts’a eld tuli ts’e 
heart  bihotz szív cuore rak’ hjärta sydän dog 
horn  adar szarv corno tɬ:ar horn sarvi kur 
not  ez nem non heč’o inte ei tsa 
smoke  ke füst fumo k’:uy rök savu k’ur 
thou  hi te tu mun du sinä ħo 
tongue  mihi nyelv lingua mats’: tunga kieli mott 
tree  zuhaitz fa albero ɢwet’ träd puu ditt 

 

For example, in the words for ‘blood’ there is a very clear similarity between language 

2 (vér) and language 6 (veri). We can symbolize this match as 2+6. Another, less clear 

similarity is between languages 1 (odol) and 5 (blod), both of which have the sounds o, d and 

l, though in different sequences. We’ll call the match 1+5 for the time being. Of the remaining 

three words (3,4,7) nothing looks similar, either to each other or to 1+5 or 2+6. 

                                                           
1 The method of this experiment is owed to Joseph H. Greenberg, as described in detail by Merritt Ruhlen 

(1994a). 
2 Eight of the words (blood, die, ear, eye, fire, horn, thou, tongue) are also part of a smaller and particularly basic 

subset, the Yakhontov 35-word list (discussed above), and four of them (eye, thou, not, tongue) belong to 

Dolgopolsky’s (1986) proposed list of most stable words; all are also on the “ultra-stable” 50-item list (see 

above). 
3 Throughout this book the symbol /=/ in the citation of morphemes denotes (1) prefixes (any inflectional morphs 

preceding a noun or verb stem), e.g. Basque h= [2nd pers. sg. actant marker], Burushaski gu= [2nd pers. sg. actant 

or possessive marker], and (2) noun or verb stems that require a prefix (class, actant marker, etc.), e.g. 

Burushaski =yátịs ‘head’. This symbol is useful in denoting Dene-Caucasian languages, which make much use of 

prefixed morphs.   
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For the next word ‘die’ there are again clear similarities among 1 (hil), 2 (hal), 4 

(=alʔ-) and 7 (=al-). Even a person who knows nothing about historical linguistics is aware 

that hal and al, or hil and il, are easily relatable, just from observing dialects of their own 

language (e.g., Standard English hat ~ British dialect ʼat, and the similar situation in Basque 

dialects: Northern hamar ‘10’ vs. Southern amar, etc.). At a higher level of expertise, since 

we know that initial /h/ is frequently related to /k/ (as in Eng. hund-red = Latin /kentum/ 

centum),4 we can add language 6 (kuolla), thus 1+2+4+6+7. For the other two words (3, 5) 

there are no similarities with each other or the group described.  

This process is repeated for all 12 words.  

 

These are the matches according to superficial phonetic similarities:5 

 
Word (meaning) Matches Basis of matches    
blood 
    

1 + 5 o + d + l [transposed] 

2 + 6 v – e/é - r 

die 1 + 2 +4 + 6 +7 (C)Vl 

ear 
    

1 + 2 +7 (P) – l – (R) 

3 + 5 o/ö - r - 

eye    
   

1 + 4 +7 b – (r) – (g) 

2 + 6 S – (l) – m 

3 + 5 o/ö – K 

fire 
   

1 + 4 +7 S – V 

2 + 6 t – V – C 

heart 
   
   

2 + 6 S – V – C 

3 + 5 k/h – r - 

4 + 7 d/r – K 

horn 
   
   

1 + 4 T/L – a – R 

2 + 6 S – r – v 

3 + 5 +7 k/h – r – (n) 

not 
   

1 + 4 +7 (V) – S – (V) 

2 + 3 +5 - n - 

smoke 
   

1 + 4 +7 K – V – (C) 

2 + 3 f – u/ü – (C)(C) 

thou 
    

1 + 7 H – V 

2 + 3 +5 T – V 

tongue 
    

1 + 4 +7 m V C 

3 + 5 T/L V ng V 

tree 2 + 6 P V 

 
Key: C = any consonant; V = any vowel; P = any labial (p, b, f, etc.); S = any sibilant or sibilant affricate (s, z, ts, č, 
etc.); K = any velar (k, g, etc.); T = any coronal (d, t, etc.); H = any laryngeal  
 

In this first step we have ignored anything we might know about the identities of the languages 

and their known relationships, and simply matched words on the basis of superficial 

similarities. We have however made use of one elementary principle of historical linguistics: 

                                                           
4 Historical methods will be used very sparingly in this “first pass.” For “sound laws” see the following page.  
5 While I tried to be objective, the matches made here were inevitably subjective to some degree. Other linguists 

might make slightly different choices, though I doubt that they would significantly change the results I got. For a 

more objective method of matching, see the next section (Dolgopolsky-Baxter-Manaster method). 
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the concept of recurrent phonetic correspondences, or “sound laws.” For example, we noticed 

that in two matches (‘eye’ and ‘horn’) /sz/ in language 2 = /s/ in language 6; and in two matches 

(‘heart’ and ‘horn’) /k/ (written c) in language 3 = /h/ in language 5. We suspected there might 

be a similar relationship between /h/ and /k/ in some of the words for ‘die’, thus allowing us 

to connect 1 (hil), 2 (hal), and 6 (kuolla). /p/ and /f/ are also known to be related (cf. Eng. 

father : Latin pater), so we could match the words for ‘tree’ in languages 2 and 6. But at this 

stage, remember, there is no deep historical study, only provisionally matching superficially 

similar words. 

 

This is the preliminary classification based on recurrent matches: 

 
blood  1 +  5 

   2 + 6 

die  1 + 2 + 4 + 6 + 7 

ear  1 + 7 

    3 + 5 

eye  1 + 4 + 7 

   2 + 6 

    3 + 5 

fire  1 + 4 + 7 

   2 + 6 

heart   2 + 6 

    3 + 5 

     4 + 7 

horn  1 + 4 

   2 + 6 

    3 + 5 + 7 

not  1 + 4 + 7 

   2 + 3 + 5 

smoke  1 + 4 + 7 

   2 + 3 

thou  1 + 7 

   2 + 3 + 5 

tongue  1 + 4 + 7 

    3 + 5 

tree   2 + 6 

 
1 + 4 + 7   (6 cases)   1 + 7  (9 cases) 4 + 7 (8 cases) 1 + 4   (8 cases) 

 

2 + 6 (7 cases) 2 + 3  (3 cases) 2 + 5 (2 cases)   

 

3 + 5 (7 cases) 

 

 The groups that emerge are (A) 1 + 4 + 7; (B) 2 + 6; and (C) 3 + 5. 

 The matches 2 + 3 and 2 + 5 may or may not indicate a deeper relationship between 

groups B  and C. 

 Matches between A and either B or C are only sporadic. 
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In the following section we shall see what happens to the provisional classification after 

identification of languages and historical analysis of the words and their putative ancestors 

(proto-forms). 

 

The identity of languages and their respective families revealed: 

Group A =  Basque + Avar + Chechen   Euskaro-Caucasian family 

Group B =   Hungarian + Finnish  Finno-Ugric < Uralic family    

Group C =   Italian + Swedish  Indo-European family 

The Euskaro-Caucasian family, a subgroup of the proposed Dene-Caucasian macrofamily, is 

not yet accepted by most historical linguists. In my opinion this is not based on the linguistic 

evidence itself, but mainly because of some extra-linguistic factors: most linguists are not 

familiar with, or even aware of, evidence for the family; the geographic scope and internal 

diversity are difficult to comprehend; the hypothesis has not been properly discussed, or even 

allowed publication, in major journals, etc. (cf. Bengtson 1998). Add to these the supposed 

“temporal ceiling” or “cut-off point” discussed above, and the situation described by Baxter 

& Manaster Ramer (2000: 167):   
Lacking reliable techniques for extracting maximal information from minimal data, and 

having plenty of other things to do, historical linguists have tended to focus on problems 

where meaningful results seemed assured, and have avoided investing time in riskier 

endeavours. Though the inherent interest and seductive appeal of the remote linguistic past 

are undeniable, pushing back the frontiers of time has generally not been a high priority for 

those actually working in historical linguistics. 

In the following discussion it will be a working assumption that the relatively young Dene-

Caucasian (Sino-Caucasian) hypothesis, in spite of its shortcomings, constitutes the best 

available explanation for the classification of non-Nostratic languages in northern Eurasia 

(Bengtson 2008e). 

Now the words in Table I.1 will be analyzed with the tools of historical linguistics: 

historical phonology (sound correspondences) and reconstruction of proto-languages. 
Blood: The provisional match of Basque odol and Swedish blod is not borne out by deeper 

analysis. According to the Dene-Caucasian hypothesis the Basque word is probably to be analyzed as 

*o=dol, and distantly related to Na-Dene *dəɬ ‘blood’ and Proto-Sino-Tibetan *t(h)ə̆lH ‘flesh’, while 

Swedish blod < Proto-Germanic (PGmc) *blō-þa- / *blō-ða-, an innovative noa-word (related to Eng. 

blow, bloom) that replaced the taboo Proto-Indo-European (PIE) word *esH-er/n- ‘blood’ (still 

retained in Italian sangue, Latvian asins, Pashai Areti ōstr, etc.). Finnish & Hungarian are indeed 

cognate, < Proto-Finno-Ugric (PFU) *wire ‘blood’. 
Die:  Basque, Chechen & Avar < Proto-Dene-Caucasian (PDC) *=iwƛẸ̆. Finnish & 

Hungarian < Proto-Uralic (PU) *kola. These two protoforms do not appear to be related, but cf. 

another PDC root: *=ilqwV ‘to die’ < *qwilV- (SCG 104). 

Ear: Basque and Chechen ‘ear’ < PDC *łĕHĕ ‘ear’, with *b= class prefix (lexicalized in 

Basque but absent from the Chechen word).6 Final -g in Chechen is from an old diminutive suffix, 

also seen in the Chechen word for ‘eye’. Avar ʕin ‘ear’ comes from a distinct PNC root (*ʕwănʕV). 

Hungarian fül < PFU *peljä is not likely to be related to the PDC form, since the initial *p- is part of 

the noun stem and not a prefix. (Furthermore, class markers, as well as noun classes or genders in 

                                                           
6 NCED (756) has *łĕHłĕ ~ *łĕHłi, but since the Hurrian word leːlǝ apparently does not mean ‘ear’, as previously 

thought, and this was the only evidence of the second *ł, the PNC form should be *łĕHĕ ~ *łĕHi, based on Proto-

Nakh *la, Proto-Dargi *leħi, and PWC *ŁA- / *ĺA- ‘ear; to listen’. *-r- in the Nakh languages and Basque 

appears to be an oblique stem marker: PNakh *la-ri-k,̣ Basque be=la-ṙi (see etymology, chapter XII, no. A.7). 

See also chapter V (Morphology), esp. pp. 50-64, for the fossilized class affix *be= and the fossilized oblique 

stem marker *-ṙ-. 
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general, are absent from Uralic languages.) Swedish and Italian ‘ear’ < PIE *ous-, with rhotacism 

(*s/*z > /r/) independently in Italian (orecchio < auri-cu-lu-m < *auzi-) and Swedish (< PGmc 

*auzṓ).       

Eye:  Chechen & Avar < Proto-North Caucasian (PNC) *ʡwĭlʡi ‘eye’ (NCED 250). Basque 

*begi is transparently similar to Chechen bʕärg, and is sometimes thought to be related to the 

Chechen and other North Caucasian words, but the precise phonetic development is still unclear. For 

the moment we shall regard it as not cognate with the Chechen and Avar words.7 Swedish & Italian < 

PIE *okw- ‘eye’. Finnish & Hungarian < PU *śilmä ‘eye’. The apparent difference between Finnish s 

and Hungarian sz is entirely graphic: the sounds are essentially the same.     
Fire:  Basque, Chechen & Avar < PDC *cặyɨ̆ ‘fire’ (SCG 23: one of the clearest Dene-

Caucasian etymologies: see F.). None of the other languages happen to have cognates with each other 

in this meaning. Hungarian tűz and Finnish tuli appear similar, but the former goes back to Proto-

Ugric *tüɣV-tV ~ *tüwV-tV (cf. South Khanty tüt), while the Finnish word is little changed from PU 

*tule, a distinct root. 
Heart:  Chechen & Avar < PNC *yĕrḳwĭ < *i=rĕḳwĭ ‘heart’ (NCED 678); Basque has 

*bi=hoc, from a different root.8 Swedish & Italian < PIE *ḱerd- ‘heart’. Finnish & Hungarian < PU 

*śüδä(-mV) ‘heart’.  

Horn:  Chechen & Avar < PNC *ƛwɨrV ‘horn; braid, mane’ (the change of PNC *ƛw > 

Chechen /k/ is regular [NCED 53], thus a relationship of Chechen kur to PIE *ḱr̥-n- is unlikely). 

Basque *adaṙ is relatable to PNC by the hypothetical development *a=rdaṙ > *adaṙ.9 Swedish & 

Italian < PIE *ḱr̥-n-. Finnish & Hungarian < PFU *śorwa, itself a loanword from Indo-Iranian (cf. 

Avestan srū-, srvā- ‘horn’, etc. < PIE *ḱeraw- / *ḱrū-), but for our purposes here it is a legitimate 

Finno-Ugric cognate. 

Not:  Chechen & Avar < PNC *ʒ́ə̆ / *c ̣́ ə [negative particle] (NCED 1101), likely cognate 

also with Basque *es / *se (ez ~ dialectal ze). Despite the presence of /n/ in Swedish inte and Italian 

non ‘not’, they are not etymologically related. Italian non is indeed derived from the PIE negative 

morpheme *ne- (cf. Swedish nej ‘no’), but Swedish inte (the most common form of ‘not’) comes 

from Old Swedish ingte ‘nothing, none’, neuter form of ingin ~ ængin, in which the element in- ~ æn- 

is derived not from PIE *ne- ‘not’ but from PIE *oino- ‘one’ (i.e. ‘not one’ = ‘none’) (Hellquist 
1966).10 According to the Nostratic and Eurasiatic macrofamily hypotheses Hungarian nem and 

Italian non are cognates. 

Smoke:  The only likely cognates are Basque *kē and Avar k’:uy (< PNC *kẉɨnħV: NCED 

738 < PDC *kẉɨ́̆ŋħV: SCG 124; see etym. F.2). Besides Basque and Avar, the nasal was lost in other 

North Caucasian languages as well: cf. Bezhta qo, Dargi gaw ‘smoke’; forms like Tindi k:wĩ ‘smoke’ 

represent an intermediate stage in which the vowel was nasalized. Chechen k’’ur, on the other hand, 

despite its resemblance to Avar k’’:uy, is from a different root *ḳur ‘smoke’ that seems to be 

restricted to Nakh languages.11 Italian fumo and Hungarian füst were matched in the initial process, 

but a little historical analysis shows that the Italian word comes from PIE *dhū-mó- while the 

Hungarian comes from Proto-Ugric *pičV / *pićV, thus the similarity disappears.    

                                                           
7 See the discussion in BP (180). However, it now seems likely that Basque *begi is not related to Chechen 

bʕärg, Avar ber, etc., at all, but is a distinct formation from a PDC root *=agwV ‘to see’, i.e. Proto-Basque 

*be=gi ‘eye’ (see the complete set in Etymology section, no. A.8). Thanks to G. Starostin for this suggestion. 
8 In the Etymology section (A.48) I propose the cognation of Bsq *bi=hoc with Dargi k’ats’ ‘spleen’; Circassian 

k’wats’  ‘entrails, intestines’, etc. < *kẉĭcẸ̆ ~ *cị̆kẉĔ ‘internal organ’. The element *bi= is posited to be the same 

fossilized class prefix as in Bsq *be=laṙi ‘ear’ and *b=egi ‘eye’ (see above) and many other anatomical words 

(see chapter V, pp. 58-71).  
9 To be discussed in detail in the Phonology section, pp. 154-58, 203-07. 
10 The other Swedish words for ‘not’, icke and ej, are not related to PIE *ne- either.  
11 The Hurrian word χubr- ‘smoke’ (NCED 731) is now read as hiuri; the Hur word hubr-išhi ‘incense burner’ 

may or may not be related; the Nakh term *ḳur could be borrowed from Hurro-Urartian (Kassian 2010: 416-7; 

435-6).   

Owner
Sticky Note
Typo for k'ur

Owner
Sticky Note
Typo for k':uy 
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Thou:  Basque *hi and Chechen ħo ‘thou’ are putative reflexes of PDC *xɢu ‘thou’.12 

Swedish & Italian < PIE *tū̆ ‘thou’; Finnish & Hungarian < PU *tE ‘thou’ (Finnish sinä < *ti-nV: cf. 

Mordvin, Udmurt ton, etc.). According to the Nostratic and Eurasiatic macrofamily hypotheses PIE 

*tū̆ and PU *tE are cognate at a deeper level. 

Tongue:  Basque, Chechen & Avar can be traced back to a common etymon, PDC *mé̆lcị̆ 

‘tongue’ (see etym. A.9; NCED 802; SCG 141).13 Swedish & Italian are cognate < a common PIE 

root (*dn̥ǵhū, *dn̥ǵhu̯ā or *dlenǵhu̯- ?). Finnish & Hungarian have different roots (PU *kēle and PFU 

*ńälmä, respectively) for this word. 

Tree: Finnish & Hungarian < PU *puwe ‘tree’. (No other matches for this meaning.)    

 

In the next view (Table I.2) only actual (or putative) cognates are shown, Euskaro-Caucasian 

cognates in italic type, Indo-European cognates in bold, and Finno-Ugric cognates 

underlined: 

 

Table I.2: Cognate table from the experiment after historical analysis. 
In this view the items have been rearranged according to relative rank of stability according to the 50-

item list. 
(gloss) Basque Avar Chechen Hunga-

rian 
Finnish Italian Swedish Rank on 

50-item 
list 

eye   ber bʕär-

g 

szem silmä occhio öga 4 

thou  *hi  ħo te sinä tu du 5 

fire  *śu ts’a ts’e     7 

tongue  *minhi mats’: mott   lingua tunga 8 

die  *hil =alʔ̉- =al- hal kuolla   13 

heart   rak’ dog szív sydän cuore hjärta 14 

blood     vér veri   20 

not  *es heč’o tsa     30 

ear  *be=laṙi
14 

 ler-g   orecchio öra 32 

smoke  *kē k’:uy      36 

tree     fa puu   37 

horn  *a=daṙ tɬ:ar kur szarv sarvi corno horn 44 

  

So what did we find out in the historical analysis? A number of red herrings were removed, 

such as the vague resemblance between Basque odol ‘blood’ and Swedish blod id. Other 

superficial resemblances, Basque hil and Hungarian hal ‘die’, Basque belarri and Hungarian 

fül ‘ear’, Chechen kur and Italian corno ‘horn’, Hungarian füst and Italian fumo ‘smoke’, were 

also shown to be mere look-alikes with no probable historical connections. It is a basic 

                                                           
12 See etym. U.3: cf. also Dargi ħu ‘thou’, Rutul (dial.) ʁu, Tsakhur ʁu (~ wu), Udi Nidzh hu-n; Burushaski *gu / 

*go ‘thou’ (oblique); Ket uk / ūk ‘thy, thine’; Lepcha hó ‘thou’, Tibetan khyi-d, khyo-d ‘thou, you’, etc. (SCG 

225-6). 
13 The development from PDC *mé̆lcị̆ > Basque *minhi is discussed in detail in the Phonology section of this 

book, pp. 219-24. 
14 The reconstruction *be=raṙi (M 339) is also possible, without affecting the validity of the Basque-Caucasian 

comparison. 
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principle of historical linguistics that true cognates become more similar as earlier forms are 

discovered or reconstructed, while false cognates become less similar from the same process. 

Some false “cognates” were even detected within genetic groups, e.g. Basque begi  Chechen 

bʕärg, Avar ber ‘eye’; Hungarian tűz Finnish tuli ‘fire’; Italian non  Swedish inte ‘not’; 

Basque *kē, Avar k’:uy Chechen k’ur ‘smoke’. Besides these, a cognation was discovered 

that was not noticed in the initial process: Hungarian te and Finnish sinä ‘thou’ (< *ti-nV).  

But the most interesting thing is that the status of the three groups, A, B, and C, 

detected in the initial process was not affected one whit by the historical analysis. Even though 

one match (Hungarian tűz Finnish tuli ‘fire’) was dismissed by historical analysis, it was 

replaced by another one (Hungarian te = Finnish sinä ‘thou’) not detected in the superficial 

comparison, thus Group B had seven matches before the analysis and seven matches after it. 

Group C had one of its seven matches dismissed (Italian non  Swedish inte ‘not’) but still 

ended up with six matches. Some minor adjustments were made to Group A, but in the end 

there were still five matches involving all three members (‘die, fire, horn, not, tongue’) and 

five involving two of the three (‘ear, eye, heart, smoke, thou’). 

Conclusions from Exercise 1:  The so-called “mass comparison” or, better, 

“multilateral comparison” method, as described by Joseph H. Greenberg and extensively 

discussed by his student Merritt Ruhlen, has been roundly attacked and dismissed by many 

historical linguists, even some who are considered “lumpers” or “long rangers,” as if it were 

some alien method in opposition to orthodox historical linguistic methods. 

To the contrary, this experiment shows that multilateral comparison can be an 

effective preliminary method of language classification, not only at relatively shallow time 

depths (such as distinguishing Germanic languages from Slavic languages), but also for 

substantially deeper taxonomic levels, as seen here. The divergence of Uralic languages was 

some six millennia ago, of Indo-European languages somewhat earlier (about 6.5 ky), and the 

Euskaro-Caucasian split between Basque and North Caucasian was even earlier (ca. 8.9 ky 

ago),15 but a significant number of cognates, diagnostic of each family, is still more or less 

identifiable even within this small 12-word sample. An experiment using a different set of 

basic words would arrive at the same basic results of three groups A, B, and C.16  

I also find it significant that the small sample contains two pieces of evidence (‘not’ 

and ‘thou’) for a deeper relationship between B and C (cf. the Nostratic and Eurasiatic 

hypotheses), while there was no evidence connecting A with either B or C. The latter does not 

mean that A cannot be related to B and/or C at some deeper level, just that this limited set of 

meanings does not provide any such evidence.17   

It should thus be evident that multilateral comparison is not diametrically opposed to 

the other methods of historical linguistics (such as historical phonology and reconstruction), 

                                                           
15 George Starostin, using a 50-item word list and applying S.A. Starostin’s method of glottochronology, 

estimates the split between Basque and Caucasian at approximately 7 millennia BCE. 
16 I urge anyone who might like to test this experiment to try it, but the selection of meanings must come from 

one of the basic lists described above. (This is actually done, in a different way, in the next experiment.) 
17 For example, if ‘to be’ were compared we would find Basque izan (*isa-n), naiz ‘I am’ (*n=a-is) ~ Italian 

essere, (io) sono, with an old “Borean” root represented in many subfamilies. With more semantic latitude we 

would find e.g. Basque *lapaṙ ‘bramble’ ~ Swedish löv ‘leaf’; Basque *barc ‘nit’ ~ Italian pulce ‘flea’, and 

possibly others. S.A. Starostin (1989) did an analogous comparison of Nostratic and Sino-Caucasian.   
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nor is it a replacement of them. As Greenberg and Ruhlen have persistently maintained, 

multilateral comparison is nothing but taxonomy in practice, and this method has been used – 

either consciously or unconsciously – in the discovery of all language families (see, e.g., 

Ruhlen 2005). Manaster Ramer (1996) confirms Greenberg’s and Ruhlen’s view that there is 

nothing new or unusual about multilateral comparison, which was used by Strahlenberg in the 

early 18th century to classify the languages of the Russian empire, with basically correct 

results. Later that century Sir William Jones deduced the Indo-European family by 

multilaterally comparing Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit with other languages he knew, such as 

Hebrew, Arabic, and Turkish, and concluding, from “roots of verbs and the forms of grammar” 

that only the first three languages were in this family. There was still no concept of “sound 

laws,” which began to be recognized in the next century (Rask, Schlegel, et al.).     

It is also clear that historical phonology and reconstruction are of “value, and great 

value, in later stages of the inquiry when one has elaborated a whole [taxonomic] structure 

and would like to test it. That is accomplished by the discovery and control of borrowings. 

And that is aided by sound laws” (Fleming 1987: 206). We have also seen in the experiment 

that historical methods can detect false cognates (chance resemblances) and even add new 

cognates not noticed in the initial stages, though the overall conclusions, at least in this 

experiment, were not changed. 
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II 

 

Exercise 2: A Different Approach 

 

As mentioned above, the determination of matches in Exercise 1 is to some degree 

subjective, however objective the investigator may think he or she is. In this next exercise we 

shall use a method that is mechanically objective, as pioneered by Dolgopolsky (1964, 1986) 

and applied later by Baxter and Manaster Ramer (2000). In this method words match if their 

initial consonants belong to the same one of the 10 classes of consonants defined by 

Dolgopolsky: 

 

Table II.1: The 10 ‘Dolgopolsky classes’ 
 Type Description 
1 P labial obstruents [p ~ b ~ f ~ v] 

2 T dental obstruents [t ~ d ~ θ ~ đ] 
 (except hissing and hushing sibilants) 

3 S [s ~ š ~ z ~ ž] 

4 K velar and postvelar obstruents  

[k ~ g ~ x ~ q]  

and affricates [ts ~ tš ~ dz ~ dž] 
5 M [m] 

6 N [n] ~ [ñ] ~ noninitial [ŋ] 

7 R [r ~ l] 

8 W  [w] ~ initial [u] 

9 J [j] 

10 Ø laryngeals ~ zero consonant ~ initial [ŋ] 

 

In their 2000 article Baxter and Manaster Ramer (henceforth BMR) use a modified Yakhontov 

list (see above) with 33 stable words. Because a probable relationship between Basque and 

Chechen has already been suggested by Exercise 1, here we shall use the same wordlist, 

comparing the Basque and Chechen equivalents of the 33 words, along with their respective 

consonant classes in the Dolgopolsky model:  

 

Table II.2: 33-word list for Basque and Chechen1 
 Basque 

  
 

class 
Chechen  

class 

blood odol Ø ts’iy K 

bone hezur Ø däʕaχk T 

to die hil Ø =al- Ø 

dog1 zakur ~ txakur S žʕäla S 

dog2 (h)or2 Ø  P 

                                                           
1  The Basque words are drawn from the Swadesh list provided by Trask (1997: 352-357), with some 

modifications as indicated by notes. The Chechen list is from the files assembled by S.A. Starostin & S.L. 

Nikolayev for the Evolution of Human Language Project (EHL).  
2 Trask gives or, the most widespread form, but evidence from the Zuberoan dialect indicates *hor. 
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 Basque 
  

 

class 
Chechen  

class 

ear belarri  

~ beharri ~ begarri3 

P lerg  R 

egg arraultza ~ arrauntza Ø hoʔa Ø 

eye begi P bʕärg P 

fire su S ts’e  K 

fish arrai(n) Ø č’āra K 

full bete P =üz-na Ø 

to give eman Ø =al- Ø 

hand esku Ø küg K 

horn adar Ø kur K 

I ni N so S 

know  (fact) jakin J χaʔa K 

louse zorri S meza M 

moon1 (h)il-argi4 Ø butt P 

moon2 (argi-zagi5) Ø   

name izen  Ø ts’e K 

new berri  P ts’ina K 

one bat P tsħaʔ  K 

salt gatz K tüχa T 

stone harri Ø qēra K 

sun eguzki ~ eki Ø malχ M 

tail buztan P ts’oga K 

this haur ~ hau Ø ha-ra Ø 

thou1 hi Ø ħo Ø 

thou2 zu S   

tongue mihi ~ min M mott M 

tooth1 hortz6 Ø tser-g K 

tooth2 hagin Ø   

two biga ~ bi  P šiʔ S 

water (h)ur7 Ø χi K 

what1 zer S stē-(n)-8 S 

what2   hu-n Ø 

wind haize Ø moχ M 

year urte Ø šo S 

 

                                                           
3 Forms of type *beharri (> beharri, begarri, bearri, biárri) were apparently contaminated with the verb *beha- 

‘to listen, look’. Trask (1997), following Michelena (1961), regards *berarri as the most ancient form. 
4 Trask cites only ilargi, but forms from aspirating dialects such as ilhargi ‘moon’, hila-bete ‘month’ indicate 

original h-.  
5 Trask does not cite this variant from the eastern Basque dialects. 
6 Trask cites hortz ‘incisor’, hagin ‘molar’, but agin is the general word for ‘tooth’ in Bizkaian.   
7 Trask cites ur, the most widespread form, but evidence from Zuberoan indicates *hur. 
8 This is the ergative form, with the etymologically unrelated hun as the direct form.  
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The lexical matches resulting from this process are shown in Table II.3. 

 

Table II.3: Basque-Chechen lexical matches 
(according to Dolgopolsky consonant classes) 

  Basque 
  

 

class 
Chechen  

class 

A to die hil Ø =al- Ø 
B dog1 zakur ~ txakur S žʕäla S 
C egg arraultza ~ arrauntza Ø hoʔa Ø 
D eye begi P bʕärg P 
E to give eman Ø =al- Ø 
F this haur ~ hau Ø ha-ra Ø 
G thou1 hi Ø ħo Ø 
H tongue mihi ~ min M mott M 
I what zer S stē-(n)-  [erg.] S 

 

The computer-assisted analysis performed by BMR will not be attempted here. However, I do 

find it interesting and significant that the number of matches in this case, nine, is equal to the 

number found between English and Hindi by BMR.  

But, are the Basque-Chechen matches, or any of them, historically connected? Just as 

was done in Exercise 1, the lexical matches in Table II.3 will now be analyzed with the tools 

of historical linguistics, historical phonology and reconstruction, to see if we can determine 

the historical validity (or not) of the nine matches: 

(A) Basque hil – *hil – ‘to die’ (also ‘kill; dead; death, corpse’) ~ Chechen =al- ‘to 

die’, the latter from PNC *=iwƛẸ̆ ‘to die; to kill’ (NCED 661). This is one of the firmest 

Dene-Caucasian etymologies (cf. Burushaski *=l- ‘to hit; to kill’, etc.: TOB; SCG 108). 

[cognation +]   

(B) Basque zakur, txakur /čakur/ ‘dog’ ~ Chechen žʕäla ‘dog’: at first glance this 

comparison appears promising. However, Chechen žʕäla < Proto-Nakh *ǯʡali(y) is an 

atypical word for ‘dog’ in East Caucasian (the more usual term being *χHwĕye / oblique 

base *χHwĕy-rV), and is suspected of being a loan from Kartvelian *ʒ₁aɣl- ‘dog’ (EHL, 

SKJa 246 = *ʒ́aɣl- TOB). Furthermore, the final liquid in Basque *sakuṙ / *čakuṙ is an 

underlying trilled rhotic (i.e., the definite forms are zakurra /txakurra ‘the dog’), and this 

trilled rhotic *ṙ never corresponds to North Caucasian *l, only *r (BP). All in all, the case 

for Basque zakur, txakur and Chechen žʕäla being genetic cognates will be dismissed here. 

(The best Basque-Chechen ‘dog’ cognate appears instead to be Basque *hor ‘dog’ + 

Chechen pħu ‘male dog’ (oblique base pħära-), Batsbi pħu ‘dog’, pl. pħar-č ‘dogs’: see 

below.) [cognation -] 

(C) Basque arraultza, arrauntza ‘egg’ ~ Chechen hoʔa ‘egg’: this match is easily 

dismissed, since these words have nothing in common but the initial (H)V-, just as in (E) 

below. Furthermore in Basque the original initial is really /r/, since initial rhotics do not 

occur in native Basque words and must be preceded by prothetic vowels. The Basque word 

has been claimed to be a derivative of errun ‘to lay eggs’ (EDB 107), though this does not 

explain the /l/ in most of the variants. Chechen hoʔa ‘egg’, on the other hand, goes back to 
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Proto-Nakh *foʔ ‘grain, egg’, in turn from PNC *λwɨ̆ʔwV ‘millet’ (NCED 763), which I have 

compared with Basque *oɫho ‘oats, wild oats’ (BP 145, #7.31). [cognation -] 

(D) Basque begi ‘eye’ ~ Chechen bʕärg ‘eye’: this match is very close on a 

superficial level. Chechen bʕärg is derived from the general PNC word for ‘eye’: *ʡwĭlʡi 

(NCED 250) > Proto-Nakh (oblique stem) *bʡare- + diminutive suffix -ḳ > Chechen bʕärg. 

It seems likely that the PNC form incorporates the inanimate class prefix *w=, thus 

*w=ʡĭlʡi > *ʡwĭlʡi. Burushaski *=́l-ći, *il- ‘eye’ and Yeniseian *de-s ‘eye’ (< *le-) have this 

root without the class prefix (TOB; SCG 267). However, it now seems likely that Basque 

*begi is not related to Chechen bʕärg, Avar ber, etc., at all, but is a distinct formation from a 

PDC root *=agwV ‘to see’, i.e. Proto-Basque *be=gi or *b=egi ‘eye’. [cognation -]  

(E) Basque eman ‘to give’ ~ Chechen =al- ‘to give’: again, as with (C), the only 

commonality is the initial vowel. Basque eman – *e=man – has tentatively been connected 

with Proto-Yeniseian *pVn ‘to give’ (Kott hipēnaŋ ‘ich gebe es’, etc.: TOB);9 while Chechen 

=al- is from PEC *=ĭŁV ‘to give’ (NCED 641; cf. PST *lăH ‘to take, give’: TOB). 

[cognation -] 

(F) Basque hau-r ‘this’ ~ Chechen ha-ra ‘this’: the latter from PEC *hă (emphatic 

demonstrative stem: NCED 486). Note also the common suffix -r(a). In Basque “*-r [is a 

h]ypothetical formative which may possibly be present in nor ‘who?’ (from interrogative 

stem no-), zer ‘what?’ (from interrogative stem ze-), and perhaps haur ‘this’ ... ” (EDB 334; 

cf. Michelena 1961: 335-336). Thus this match very likely represents true cognation, though 

the phonetic content – *ha- – is minimal. [cognation +] 

(G) Basque hi ‘thou’ ~ Chechen ħo ‘thou’: it must be noted that “it is clear that this 

[Basque hi] was once the only second-singular pronoun in the language, but its function has 

in the historical period been almost wholly usurped by the formerly plural zu ... ” (EDB 

215).10 This special status of Basque hi is of course the result of the recent spread of a “T-V 

distinction” in Europe. Otherwise the cognation of Basque hi ‘thou’ ~ Chechen ħo ‘thou’ 

seems solid (within the Dene-Caucasian hypothesis, see e.g. BP 180, #12.3; SCG 225 *xɢwV 

thou’). Note that the other, more general, Basque word for ‘thou’, *su (orthographic zu), 

which was originally plural,11 appears to be cognate with Chechen šu ‘you’ (pl.) (cf. Lak zu, 

Khinalug zu-r, etc. id.: NCED 1086). [cognation +] 

                                                           
9 For the sound correspondence cf. PY *pan ‘to sit’ ~ Basque (EB) ipini ‘put, place, set’ (dial. imiñi, etc. < 

*e=beṅ-i per EDB 227).  
10 Trask (op. cit.) continues: “Today hi is confined to an extraordinarily limited range of functions. Though 

details vary somewhat from place to place, the general rules are roughly as follows. This pronoun is obligatory 

(1) between siblings, and (2) between close friends of the same sex and roughly the same age who grow up 

together. It is usual (3) in teasing or abusing people or animals. It is optional, but not especially usual, (4) in 

addressing children, one’s own or someone else’s, and (5) in certain styles of writing. It is never used in 

addressing an adult of the opposite sex, except a sibling (not even a lover or a spouse); it is never used in 

addressing animals (except when abusing them); it is never used in addressing a significantly older person (not 

even a parent); it is never used in addressing a person of markedly superior status; and it is never used in 

addressing God.” However, in old Bsq religious texts, such as Leiçarraga’s (1571) Bible, hi is used in addressing 

God, e.g. “Sanctifica bedi hire Icena” ‘hallowed be thy name’ (now … zure izena). 

http://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leizarraga  
11 “It is clear that this pronoun was originally strictly plural, contrasting with singular hi” (EDB 379). 

http://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leizarraga
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(H) Basque mihi, min ‘tongue’ ~ Chechen mott ‘tongue’: at first glance, only the 

initial consonant is common. However, the PNC form behind Chechen mott is *mĕlcị̆ 

(NCED 802), and I propose that the Proto-Basque form is *minhi,12 so the comparison is 

actually the more plausible Basque *minhi ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆. [cognation +] 

(I) Basque zer ‘what’ ~ Chechen stē-(n)- ‘what’ (ergative form): it is universally 

accepted that the Basque word is segmented as ze-r (i.e. *se-r) (see [F], above), and the 

Chechen word goes back to PNC *s:āy ‘what’ (NCED 958). This sibilant-based interrogative 

stem is widely attested in Dene-Caucasian languages (SCG 190). [cognation +] 

 

So out of the nine Dolgopolsky matches of Basque and Chechen in Table II.3, only five (A, 

F, G, H, I), are genuine cognates, according to the Euskaro-Caucasian hypothesis. This is also 

similar to the English-Hindi results of BMR, who found (p. 177) that “of the nine [English-

Hindi] matches above, only six – ‘egg’, ‘name’, ‘new’, ‘sun’, ‘tooth’, and ‘two’ – are actually 

connected etymologically.”13 

Undetected cognates: BMR (pp. 177-178) also point out that “the algorithm is too 

crude to identify such true cognates on the list as ‘horn’ ... and ‘know’.” In addition to these, 

there are two other undetected cognates, Eng. one (< PIE *oi-no-) ~ Hindi ek (< *ēkka = 

Sanskrit ēka < PIE *oi-ko-); what (< PIE *kwo-d) ~ Hindi kyā (< PIE *kwi-m). So four 

undetected cognates plus the six detected cognates = 10 cognates on the 33-word list. I think 

there is a similar situation with the Basque-Chechen lists, i.e., some cognates were undetected: 

(J)  Basque belarri ~ beharri ~ begarri ‘ear’ (< *be=laṙi or *be=raṙi)14 ~ 

Chechen lerg ‘ear’ < Proto-Nakh *la-ri-ḳ < PNC *ɫĕHe or *ɫĕHi ‘ear’ + [oblique marker] 

*rV + [diminutive suffix] *-ḳV (NCED 756). The Basque segmentation as be=larri is 

justified by the frequent occurrence of a segment be= or bi=, which internal reconstruction 

shows to be separable in some etyma, and apparently represents one of several “stage II 

articles” left from a former system of noun classification (see further below, and MCG 81-

88). This etymon for ‘ear’, *(be=)laṙi ~ *ɫĕHi, seems to be one of the innovations that set 

Basque and North Caucasian (West Caucasian, Nakh, and Dargi) apart from the other Dene-

Caucasian languages, since a different root for ‘ear’, reconstructed as *ʕwănʕV́, is 

characteristic of Sino-Tibetan, Yeniseian, and some East Caucasian languages (NCED 239; 

SCG 268). 

(K) Basque *śu (orthographic su) ‘fire’ ~ Chechen c’e = ts’e ‘fire’ < PNC *cặyɨ̆ 

‘fire’ (NCED 354): these lookalikes were not matches according to the Dolgopolsky test 

because initial /s/ or /ś/ is classed as S, while the affricate /c’/ or /ts’/ is classed as K. 

                                                           
12 For details see the Phonology section of this book, particularly pp. 219-24. 
13 In a footnote BMR (p. 185, note 7) point out that one of the six matches (Eng. sun ~ Hindi sūraj) is technically 

invalid because the Hindi word is a loan from Sanskrit (see T 13574: sūrya-). We can also note that the Hindi 

word nām for ‘name’ cited by BMR is a loan either from Sanskrit or Persian, since the natural reflex of the word, 

retained in Hindi dialects, is nã̄u, nã̄wã̄ (cf. Romani nav: T 7067); and there is even doubt about the status of 

Hindi ek ‘one’ (see T 2462). This was never a problem for Basque and Chechen, since they have no ancient texts 

nor “classical” antecedents, and were themselves only written in relatively recent times. But even for languages 

like Chechen there can be undetected loans from other dialects, or from closely related languages like Batsbi; cf. 

Eng. fox / vixen from different dialects. At some point the requirement of absolute “purity” must be relaxed.        
14 The Eastern Basque variants beharri ~ begarri ~ biárri have apparently been influenced (contaminated) by the 

verb *beha- ‘to listen, look’ (Michelena 1961: 221).   
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Nevertheless, as mentioned above, this comparison ranks as one of the firmest Basque-North 

Caucasian etymologies (SCG 23). The prefixed form *i=ću is attested (in the compound 

ysçu arria ‘fire-stone’ = ‘flint’) in an archaic text dated 1562. 

(L) Basque adar ‘horn’ (*adaṙ or *a=daṙ)15 ~ Chechen kur ‘horn’ < PEC *ƛwɨ̆rV 

‘horn; braid, mane’ (NCED 771):16 Again, not detected as matches because of the class 

designations: Ø vs. K. The PEC cluster *ƛw regularly yields Chechen /k/ (NCED 53), and as 

I have shown in other papers (e.g. BP, MCG), PNC/PEC lateral affricates regularly 

correspond to Basque *-rd- or *-rt- in the intervocalic position. (See also the Phonology 

section of this book.) As with (J), there is an initial stage II article, *a=, in the Basque word, 

which has a probable development such as *a=ƛaṙ = *a=tɬaṙ > *ardaṙ > adaṙ. As 

recognized by Trask and Michelena before him, “any rhotic may dissimilate to /l/ or be lost 

if the word contains any second rhotic, as in the widespread adore ‘ardour’, from earlier 

ardore [< Latin]” (EDB 29; M 339). 

(M) Basque jakin < *e=akin ‘to know (a fact)’ ~ Chechen χ=aʔa ‘to know’ < 

PNC *=ĭq̇Ē ‘to know; to hear’ (χ= is a preverb: NCED 646): The Dolgopolsky logarithm 

classed these as J vs. K. In reality both initial consonants are prefixes: Vasconists agree that 

Basque j17 in this word comes from a Proto-Basque prefix *e=, and the initial /χ/ in Chechen 

is historically a preverb, leaving the glottal stop /ʔ/ as the reflex of the PNC glottalized 

uvular *q̇. The same PNC *q̇ corresponds regularly to Basque *k: cf. e.g. Basque *keru ‘bad 

odor, stench’, *ker-ać ‘bitter; sour; stench/to stink’ ~ PNC *q̇ĕɦlV ‘bitter’: Chechen q’äħa 

‘bitter’, Khinalug q’al ‘bitter’, q’il-ez ‘salty’, etc. (NCED 912; MCG 64-65), and other 

examples are listed in the Phonology section of this book.  

   

Table II.4: Cognates Not Detected 

  Basque class Chechen class 

J ear *be=laṙi P ler-g R 

K fire *śu / *i=ću S ts’e K 

L horn *a=daṙ Ø kur K 

M know  (fact) *e=aki-n J χ=aʔa K 

 

In sum, according to the present state of the Euskaro-Caucasian hypothesis, Basque and 

Chechen share nine cognates within the BMR 33-word list. Once again, this is roughly 

comparable to the results (10 cognates) obtained by BMR for English and Hindi.18 It may 

                                                           
15 The symbol *ṙ /ṙ/ denotes the trilled rhotic, thus in Basque speech adarra [ađáṙa] ‘the horn’, contrasted with 

(h)ura [úra] or [húra] ‘the water’.  
16 External comparison (Basque *a=daṙ and Burushaski *=ltúr, both ‘horn’) indicates that ‘horn’ is probably the 

oldest meaning. 
17 Basque orthographic j has a variety of dialectal outcomes, ranging from /j/ and /dž/ to /ž/ in Zuberoa and /χ/ in 

Gipuzkoa (Trask 1997: 85-86, with map). Thus, ironically, if we compare Gipuzcoan /χakin/ ‘to know’ and 

Chechen /χaʔa/ ‘to know’ we get a match in the Dolgopolsky logarithm, even though both /χ/s have entirely 

separate origins.  
18 The English-Hindi situation is different from the Basque-Chechen situation, in the respect that Hindi, in 

particular, has been influenced by older stages of Indic, mainly Sanskrit. The status of Sanskrit, as a continuous 

influence on modern Indo-Aryan languages, is similar to the status of Classical Latin vis-à-vis Romance 

languages, and of Ancient Greek vis-à-vis Modern Greek. English, Basque, and Chechen all lack this kind of 

classical influence from direct predecessors.   
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seem surprising to think that Basque and Chechen are roughly, or nearly, as close as the Indo-

European languages are to each other. But, according to the latest glottochronological 

calculations by George Starostin of the Moscow School, “the split of the Basque–NCauc. 

proto-language [or “Euskaro-Caucasian”] into the Basque and NCauc. branches 

glottochronologically occurred in the first half of the 7th millennium BC.,”19 thus roughly 

8000-9000 years ago. It is widely believed that the Indo-European languages began diverging 

about 6000-7000 years ago,20 thus somewhat later (and “younger”) than Euskaro-Caucasian. 

So nine Basque-Chechen cognates vs. ten English-Hindi cognates would not be very far from 

the expected range. Since some may argue that we “cheated” in this experiment by selecting 

the ergative form of Chechen ‘what’, rather than the unrelated direct form hu-n, we can easily 

eliminate this comparison and end up instead with eight Basque-Chechen cognates, which 

might in fact be more plausible for the probable time depth. But see G. Starostin’s (2010b: 

100-110) lengthy discussion of the vexing problem of synonymity, which is more pertinent 

for establishing precise glottochronological dates (which we are not doing here) than for this 

experimental exercise.  

  
Table II.5: Cognates (per Euskaro-Caucasian hypothesis) 

  Basque Chechen < PEC / PNC 

A to die *hil =al- *=iwƛẸ̆ 
D ear *be=la-ṙi le-r-g *ɫĕHi21 
K fire *śu / *i=ću ts’e *cặyɨ̆ / *cụ̆y- 
L horn *a=daṙ kur *ƛwɨ̆rV 
M know  (fact) *e=aki-n χ=aʔa *=ĭq̇Ē 
F this *hau(-r) ha-ra *hă 
G thou *hi ħo *ʁwV̄ 
H tongue *minhi mott *mĕlcị̆ 
I what *se-r stē-(n)-  (erg.) *sāy 

 

Since both Exercises 1 and 2 have given positive results for a genetic relationship between 

Basque and Chechen (and by transitivity, the East Caucasian language family, and ultimately 

the deeper North Caucasian family)22 we can now investigate whether this positive result is 

“real,” and borne out by a convincing level of lexical, morphological, and phonological 

evidence, or is a false positive that withers away under close examination. 

                                                           
19 As cited by A. Kassian (2010: 424-5); cf. G. Starostin (2010). 
20 Also confirmed by Moscow School glottochronology (accessed June 2013): 

http://starling.rinet.ru/images/globet.png 
21 This form with final *-i is an alternative possibility to the citation form *łĕHe (NCED 756) 
22 There is a more thorough discussion of the terms “Caucasian,” “North Caucasian,” West Caucasian (= 

“Northwest Caucasian” = Abkhaz-Adygean), and East Caucasian (= “Northeast Caucasian” = Nakh-

Dagestanian), further on in this book. Since the former “South Caucasian” is now universally known as 

Kartvelian, the “North” in these terms should no longer be necessary. Nevertheless, the traditional term “North 

Caucasian” (or NC; PNC = Proto-North Caucasian) will be used in this book. The small Kartvelian language 

family, though historically deeply associated with, and influenced by, North Caucasian languages, is considered 

by the Moscow Circle and others to be genetically distinct, and not a part of the Dene-Caucasian macrofamily. 

Kartvelian, especially Georgian, as a national language and the oldest literary language in the region, has in turn 

influenced North Caucasian languages, especially the geographically adjacent ones.   

http://starling.rinet.ru/images/globet.png
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III 
 

Dialects of Basque  
 

Traditionally, there are seven provinces of Basque Country (Euskal Herria), four in 

Spain (Bizkaia, Gipuzkoa, Araba, Nafarroa) and three in France (Lapurdi, Nafarroa Beherea, 

Zuberoa). Present-day dialect boundaries only roughly correspond to provincial borders, with 

many areas of overlap. There have been several classifications of the Basque dialects. The 

first major attempt was by Prince Louis-Lucien Bonaparte in the nineteenth century, and 

revisions have been made by R.M. de Azkue, Luis Michelena, and Koldo Zuazo, among 

others.  

Bonaparte thought the main division was between Bizkaian and the rest (non-

Bizkaian),1 and divided non-Bizkaian into seven dialects: Gipuzkoan, High Navarrese 

(northern), High Navarrese (southern), Lapurdian, Low Navarrese (western), Low Navarrese 

(eastern), and Zuberoan. Each of the “French Basque” dialects has a sub-dialect on the 

Spanish side of the border, thus Baztanese (of Lapurdian), Aezkoan (of western Low-

Navarrese), Salazarese (of eastern Low-Navarrese), and Roncalese (of Zuberoan). The last 

three, located at higher elevations than most of the others, are sometimes known as the 

Pyrenean dialects and have some characteristics in common, as well as their own peculiarities. 

Azkue (1905) assumed a slightly different set of seven major dialects, Bizkaian, 

Gipuzkoan, Lapurdian, High Navarrese, Low Navarrese, Roncalese, and Zuberoan, 

designating words from each dialect in his dictionary with the letters B, G, L, AN [alto 

navarro], BN [bajo navarro], R, and S [suletino], respectively.2 Subdialects were indicated as 

AN-b (Baztanese), BN-aezk (Aezkoan), BN-s (Salazarese), and even finer designations down 

to local communities may be indicated, e.g. B-a-ots ̃= Bizkaia: Arratia, Otxandiano. 

On the basis of lexical, grammatical, and syntactic innovations Zuazo (2008, 2013) 

has revised the classification into five major dialects: Western (= Bizkaian), Central (= 

Gipuzkoan), Navarro-Lapurdian (Lapurdian + Low Navarrese), Navarrese (= High 

Navarrese), and Zuberoan. Each major dialect has several sub-dialects.3  

The southwestern province of Araba (Álava) has not figured in most of the 

classifications, since the Basque language has been extinct in most of it for centuries. Basque 

remains a living language in only a tiny corner of Araba, and there it is linguistically part of 

the Western or Bizkaian area.4 Zuazo (1999) determined that the old Araba dialect, attested in 

                                                           
1 For a different view: “Bizkaian is just a Basque dialect. It is one among various branches … not one among 

two” (Michelena 1981, trans. in Salaburu, ed. 2008, p. 310); The “popular perception that the Bizkaian dialect … 

is the single most divergent variety … is not supported by linguistic evidence” (Trask 1997: 5). 
2 Essentially the same codes are used in this book, excepting only Z (Zuberoan) for S, and with the addition of 

Bzt, Azk, and Sal. 
3 Zuazo (2013, in English) is a highly readable and fascinating book, which not only describes linguistic 

differences between the dialects, but also emphasizes the role of market towns and economic and social activities 

in maintaining cohesiveness of regional dialects; for example, espadrille making and cheese making led to 

contacts, and linguistic influences, across the Spanish-French border between Zuberoans and Roncalese.  
4 As a part of the Basque Autonomous Region, Basque is (along with Spanish) an official language in Araba, and 

it is taught in schools, increasing the number of people who speak Basque as a second language (HB 3). 

https://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabako_euskara 

https://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabako_euskara
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one book (Landucci 1562), and a few other sources, belonged mainly to the Western 

(Bizkaian) dialect.5 When it is cited in the etymologies in this book it is designated as A 

(Araban). In another small area along the southern fringe of the Basque-speaking area, known 

as Burunda (see Map 1), a transitional dialect with characteristics of Navarrese, Gipuzkoan, 

and Araban is spoken. As concerned in this book the major dialects are as follows: 

 

Table III.1 Dialects of Basque 
Primary 

Dialects 

Sub-dialects Abbreviation 

used in this 

book 

Spanish 

French 

Basque 

Notes 

Biscayan,  

Bizkaian 
B 

vizcaíno 

biscaïen  

bizkaiera 

Literary dialect since 16th c.  

Most divergent Basque dialect, per 

Bonaparte.  

Gipuzkoan G 

guipuzcoano 

guipuscoan 

gipuzkera 

The central Basque dialect. Literary 

form is basis of euskara batua (Unified 

Basque). 

High (Upper) 

Navarrese  
AN 

alto-navarro 

haut-

navarrais 

goi nafarrera 

Southern variety has been losing 

ground: from about Iruñea (Pamplona) 

and south Castilian is dominant. 

Lapurdian, 

Labourdin 

Lapurdian  
L 

labortano 

labourdin 

lapurtera 

Coastal “French Basque” dialect. 

Prestigious literary language since 16th 

c. 

Baztanese 

Bzt 

baztanés 

baztanais 

baztanera 

Spanish variety of Lapurdian. It has 

many lexical peculiarities and 

archaisms. Lacks phonemes /h/, /x/, 

and /f/. 

Low(er) 

Navarrese 

Low 

Navarrese 
BN 

bajo-navarro 

bas-

navarrais 

behe 

nafarrera 

The central “French-Basque” dialect. 

Subdivided into eastern and western 

varieties. 

Aezkoan 
Azk 

aezcoano 

aezcoan 

aezkera 

Pyrenean dialect still spoken by older 

people, but endangered. 

Salazarese 
Sal 

salacenco 

salazarien 

zaraitzuera 

As of 2002 only two native speakers of 

this Pyrenean dialect survived. 

Zuberoan, 

Souletin 

Zuberoan 

Z 

suletino 

souletin 

zuberera 

Old literary dialect since 17th c. Most 

easterly Basque dialect, with 

idiosyncratic phonetic and 

grammatical forms. 

Roncalese 
R 

roncalés 

roncalais 

erronkariera 

Was the most easterly Basque dialect 

in Spain. Last native speaker died in 

1991. 

                                                           
5 Since this was first written I became aware of another source for Araban, by Juan Pérez de Lazarraga (ca. 

1548 – 1605), a nobleman of Álava. The ms. was discovered in 2004. 

http://www.ehu.eus/monumenta/lazarraga/framesetSarrera.html 

http://www.ehu.eus/monumenta/lazarraga/framesetSarrera.html
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Map 1: Basque Dialects6 

 

 
 

Legend:  A: Araban; AN: High Navarrese; Azk: Aezkoan; BN: Low Navarrese; B: Bizkaian; Bzt: 

Baztanese; G: Gipuzkoan; L: Lapurdian; R: Roncalese; Sal: Salazarese; Z: Zuberoan. Light gray 

areas represent parts of the traditional Basque provinces where Basque is no longer the dominant 

language. Dialect names in upper-case roman type are according to Zuazo (2008, 2013). 

 

The diversity of Basque dialects, in phonetics, grammar, and vocabulary, is quite marked, and 

is roughly comparable in range to the differences between the dialects of Dargi (Dargwa) in 

the Caucasus (see ECLF 151; NCED 116-121), or between the continental Scandinavian 

languages (Norwegian, Swedish, Danish). An idea of the lexical diversity of Basque dialects 

can be seen in Table III.2, below.   

 

                                                           
6 Modified from http://www.kondaira.net/irudiak/euskalkiakengh.jpg. In the black and white edition of this book 

the color contrasts are lost: please see original source.  

http://www.kondaira.net/irudiak/euskalkiakengh.jpg
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Table III.2: Lexical Diversity in Basque Dialects1  
 Standard 

(Euskara 

Batua) 

Bizkaian Gipuz- 

koan 

High  

Navarrese 

n(orth), 

s(outh) 

Lapur- 

dian 

Low 

Navarrese 

Baztanese 

Aezkoan 

Salazarese 

Ronc- 

alese 

Zub- 

eroan 

shame 
lotsa / 

ahalkea 
lotsa lotsea 

alkea (n) 

lotsa (s) 
ahalkea 

lotsa 

~ ahalkea 

lotsa ~ 
alkea (b) 

alkea (a, s) 

ãlkea ãhã́lkea 

hair 
ilea / 
biloa 

ullea ilea/ilia illea, biloa  ilea ilia 

ilia (b) 
biloa/eilea 

(a) 

biloa/ilea 
(s) 

bilua/illie bílhua 

ear belarria belarrie belarrie 

belarrie 
~ bearrie 

(n) 

biarrie (s) 

beharria beharria 

begarrie 

(b) 

biarria (a) 
begarria 

(s) 

biarria behárria 

fog lainoa leñue lainua lañoa 

lanhoa 

~ 

lainhoa 

lañhoa 

lanua, 
lañoa (b) 

lañoa (a) 

lañua, 
llanua (s) 

lantxerra lãnhũa 

sun 
eguzkia 
~ ekia 

eguzkie 

iguzkie 

~ 

iruzkie 

iguzkie 
~ iruzkie 

iguzkia iguzkia ekia (s) ekia ékhia 

moon ilargia 
iretargie 

~ irargie 
illargie 

illargie 

~ illergie 
ilhargia argizagia 

ilargia  

~ ilargie  

(b, a, s) 
ilaskia (s) 

argizagia argizágia 

iron burdina burdiña 

burnie 

~ 
burnixa 

burnie (n) 

burdina (s) 
burdina burdiñe 

burdiñe (b) 

burdina (a) 
burriña (s) 

burduña 

~ 
burruña 

bürdǘña 

five bost bost bost bortz bortz bortz 

bortz (b, a, 

s) 

borz (b) 

bortz 
~ borz 

bost 

three hiru iru iru iru hiru hiru 
iru (b) 

irur (a, s) 
írur, íror híu 

to say esan / 

erran 
esan esan 

erran (n)  

esan (s) 
erran erran erran erran érrãn 

we 

are gara gara gera 
gara 

~ gaa 
gare gira 

gara (b) 

gira (a) 

gra (s) 

gra 
gira 

~ gia 

this 

man gizon hau gizon au 
gizon 

au 

gizon gau 

/ au (n) 
gizon gau 

(s) 

gizon 

hau 
gizon haur 

gizon au 

(b) 

gizon gau 

(a) 

gizon kau 

(s) 

gizon 

kaur 

gízũn 

haur 

                                                           
1 This table was created mainly from information on the website http://www.euskarabidea.es/. Standard Basque 

as in Aulestia & White (1992). Nouns are cited in their definite form (lotsa “the shame,” etc.). Within each 

regional dialect there may be even more variants, sometimes from village to village. Only some representative 

forms are shown. 

http://www.euskarabidea.es/
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IV 

 

Basque Phonology in Euskaro-Caucasian Perspective 
 

This is only a sketch of some of the information found in standard texts (e.g., Michelena 

1961; Trask 1997; Hualde 1991). 

A common Basque consonant inventory is as follows (modified from Hualde 1991): 

 

Table IV.1: Basque Consonants 
Labial Dental / Alveolar Palatal Velar Laryngeal 

p t  t́ k  

b d  d́ g  

f s ś š [x] [h] 

 c ć č   

m n  ñ   

 l  ĺ   

 r     

 ṙ     

 

In standard Basque orthography, the phonemes /p, t, k, b, d, g, f, m, n, ñ, l, r/ are written with 

the corresponding Latin or Spanish letters: p, t, k, b, d, g, f, m, n, ñ, l, r. The remaining 

phonemes are represented as follows: 

 

Table IV.2: Basque Consonants in Standard Orthography 

Phonetic  

symbol 

Basque  

orthography 
Example word Notes 

t ́ = ty tt  
ttipi  
‘very small, tiny’ (BN, Z) 

diminutive of  tipi 

d́  = dy dd 
 onddo  
‘toadstool, fungus’ 

thought to be an expressive distortion 

of Lat fungu-   

s  z  zazpi    ‘seven’  

c  = ts  tz  hotz    ‘cold’  

ś  s  sei    ‘six’  

ć  = tś  ts  huts   ‘fault, empty’  

š  x  xexen    ‘small bull’  diminutive of zezen ‘bull’ 

č  = tš  tx  tximitxa    ‘bedbug’  

ĺ  = ly  ll 
 bello  
‘warmish, lukewarm’ 

 (Z, R, Sal)  
diminutive of bero ‘hot, warm’ 

ṙ  rr  harri    ‘stone’ trilled rhotic 

x  j  jan   ‘to eat’  
only in western Basque, 

mainly Gipuzkoa (see below) 
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Outside of Gipuzkoa the grapheme j is pronounced as [dž] (Bizkaia), [j] (Alto Navarro), [d́] 

(Lapurdi, Basse Navarre), [ž] (Zuberoa), and other local variants.1 

Northern (“French” Basque) dialects (Lapurdi, Basse Navarre, Zuberoa) also have a 

phoneme /h/, generally corresponding to orthographic h. These same dialects lack the 

phoneme /x/, and also tend to have aspirated consonants, such as Zuberoan (Z) phíper ‘pepper’ 

(but BN, L bipher), thu ‘spit,’ khózü ‘contagion,’ ãnhṹã ‘provisions,’ íñhar ‘a little,’ alhába 

‘daughter,’ ǘrhe ‘gold,’ etc. The usage of /h/ varies among the northern dialects (M 209-210), 

e.g. Lapurdian (L) has hauzo ‘neighbor’ but Z has áizo id.; on the other hand L prefers ur 

‘water’ where Z has hur (of which see further below.)     

The voiced obstruents written b, d, g have stop [b, d, g] or fricative [β, δ, γ] 

allophones, depending on their position in the word or phrase.2 Trask (1997) prefers to call 

the latter “continuants” (approximants with no audible friction). 

The Basque vowel system is a simple 5-vowel system: /a, e, i, o, u/. Only the Zuberoan 

dialect, and two neighboring BN villages (Amikuse and Bardos) differ in also having the front-

round vowel /ü/.3 Zuberoan and Roncalese also have a contrastive set of nasal vowels /ã, ẽ, ĩ, 

õ, ũ/, with nasal /ü̃/ only in Zuberoan. In words in which /h/ is surrounded by nasal vowels, 

the aspirate is, naturally, voiced and nasalized as well, thus Z [mĩ́ɦ̃ĩ] ‘tongue’ = BN, L mihi.     

 

On the “Pre-Basque” Phonology by Michelena and Trask 

 

At this point it is necessary to address the differences between my model of Proto-

Basque versus the “Pre-Basque” phonology proposed by Luis Michelena (Koldo Mitxelena, 

1957, 1961) and further developed by R.L. Trask (1997; see also EDB), and others.  

First it is important to acknowledge that Michelena’s Fonética histórica vasca (1961) 

is an extremely important pioneering work that remains the most valuable reference for 

anyone attempting a study of Basque historical phonology. In the nineteenth chapter 

Michelena addressed “El sistema consonantico antiguo” of Basque and proposed the 

opposition of fortis vs. lenis consonants: 

 

FORTIS: - t c ć k N L R   

LENIS: b d s ś g n l r 

 

In M’s notation /c/ and /ć/ represent the affricates written <tz> and <ts> respectively in 

Standard Basque, with /s/ and /ś/ standing for the sounds written <z> and <s>, respectively; 

/R/ and /r/ represent the opposition of the strong trilled <rr> vs. the soft flapped <r>, 

respectively (in this book the symbol /ṙ/ is used for the former); /n/ represents an historically 

verifiable /n/ that disappears between vowels, sometimes with the addition of aspiration, and 

leaving nasal vowels in Zuberoan and Roncalese, as in the loanword ahate ‘duck’ (Z ãhã́te) < 

Lat. anate(m), versus /N/ that remains between vowels as /n/, as in the loanword ano(a) ‘food 

                                                           
1 Hualde (1991: 10-11); see the map in Trask (1997, p. 86). 
2 This pattern is similar to, but not identical with, the pattern in Castilian Spanish (see Hualde 1991). 
3 In Z the timbre is more like a close [ö], as in French gueuse (M 51-52; Larrasquet 1939) in words with 

historical *u. 
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supply’ < Latin annona(m), or in a few native Bsq words such as *aiṅegu ‘rye’4 (my notation 

for the fortis nasal is /ṅ/ in this book). /l/ stands for the lateral that changed to /r/ between 

vowels, as in the loanword borondate ‘will’ < Lat. voluntate(m), and native words such as 

*hali ‘thread’ > modern hari ~ ari,5 versus the fortis /L/ that remains /l/ between vowels, as 

in the loanword gaztelu ‘castle’ < Lat. castellu(m), and in native words such as bele ‘crow, 

raven’ (my notation for the fortis lateral is /ɫ/ in this book).  

Notably missing from M’s scheme are the fortis labial /p/, the nasal labial /m/, and the 

fortis and lenis shibilants /č/ and /š/, all present in modern and historically attested Basque. 

The aspirate /h/, which is still a contrastive phoneme in northern dialects (L, BN, Z), and is 

attested in older texts of the southern dialects as well, is treated separately by Michelena, who 

“clearly assumed that a phoneme *h was found in Proto-Basque” (Jacobsen 1995: 123) and 

Trask (1995: 9), who thought that the “pre-Basque aspiration was not etymological, but was 

merely a suprasegmental feature.”  

Let us begin with the purported absence of /m/ in Proto-Basque. S.A. Starostin 

(1996b: 122) objected to this on the grounds of typology: “In Eurasia, at least, I do not know 

of any languages without a labial nasal ...”6 The prominent Vasconist Jacobsen (1995: 122) 

also demurs: “... I see no clear evidence that *m- was absent from early Basque. ... I am not 

convinced that this assumption suffices to exclude from being native Basque several words 

[such as] ... muin ‘pith, marrow, inner part’ ..., and mutur ‘snout, muzzle’ ...”7 Trask (EDB 14) 

lays down the dictum: “Note that no *m can be reconstructed for Pre-Basque. The modern m 

was introduced into the language by the phonological changes P**{2}, P**{3} and P**{7}, 

described in section 6.” These three processes are described by Trask (EDB 25-26) as follows: 

 

P2. Assimilation of /n/ 

P1 was competing with another change, which sometimes won out. Intervocalic */n/ was sporadically 

assimilated to a preceding high vowel: to /ñ/ after /i/, to /m/ after /u/. The first was very frequent, the 

second uncommon. For example, Latin pinum ‘pine’ was borrowed as *pinu, which developed to piñu, 

and Latin cunam ‘cradle was borrowed as *kuna, which yields modern kuma in some varieties, 

alongside kua. This development, where it occurred, protected the nasal from loss by P1. 

P3. /nb/ reduction 

The cluster */nb/ is usually reduced to /m/. For example, *senbe yields common seme ‘son’, and *unbe 

yields common ume ‘child’. … 

P7. /b/ nasalization 

Original */b/ has almost invariably changed to /m/ in the configuration */bVn/, by a process of nasal 

assimilation. This process clearly preceded P1. For example, original *banats ‘grapes’ has developed 

                                                           
4 Cf. PNC *ħnǟrqwĔ ‘a kind of cereal (oats, barley)’ > Lak nịqa ‘oats’ (O.3). 
5 With the stem variant *hal- remaining in compounds (see Etymology Q.33), and confirmed by the lateral in the 

putative PEC cognate *χāɫV ‘thread, sinew’. 
6 In a response to this statement Trask (1996b: 128) lists a number of languages, mostly in the Americas, that 

lack the phoneme /m/; outside of the Americas the only languages cited are the Burmic Hakka, Kpelle (Mande, 

West Africa), and the Papuan Rotokas. The absence of /m/ in Hakka and Kpelle is contrary to the information 

found in Ruhlen (1975: 203, 225). Trask’s claim that Navajo has no /m/ would be a surprise to the thousands of 

Navajos who use words such as ’amá ‘mother, maternal aunt’ and mã’ii ‘coyote’ (though the existence of /m/ in 

Proto-Athabaskan is clearly questionable).  
7 See the etymologies proposed for these words in the etymological section. 
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to *manats and then to mahats; original *bini ‘tongue’ has developed *mini > mihi (and other variants); 

and Latin sabanum ‘covering’, borrowed as *sabanu, appears today as zamau in some varieties. In rare 

cases, mainly in loan words, */b/ developed to /m/ even in the absence of a conditioning nasal, as in 

*zubel ‘holm oak’ > B zumel. 

I have no argument with P2, but some of the examples given for P3 and P7 are highly 

questionable. For example, *senbe and *unbe are based on the Aquitanian inscriptions 

SEMBE, OMBE- / VMME (which may or may not be connected with Bsq seme and ume 

[better *hume, as in BN hume, Z hüme]), which seems to be wobbly evidence for this grand 

generalization. There is no direct evidence for *banats ‘grapes’,8 where the *b is simply 

generalized from other cases of *bVn > *mVn. Evidence is also scanty for the idea that zumel 

‘holm oak’ comes from zur ‘wood’ + *bel- ‘black’ (EDB 134, 381), an almost “folk-

etymological” guess unsupported by external evidence.9 As stated by Jacobsen (1995: 122) 

the whole problem with this claim of the non-existence of /m/ is “overgeneralization.” Just 

because some instances of Basque /m/ can be ascribed to Trask’s P2, P3, and P7 does not 

necessarily mean that all /m/s are of secondary origin. In Azkue’s (1905) standard dictionary 

of Basque words with initial /m/ span pages 733 through 790;10 it is hard to believe that all of 

these /m/s are of secondary origin or borrowed. As will become clear in the etymologies I 

propose below, I also see no good evidence that Proto-Basque lacked the phoneme /m/, 

especially since a significant number of words in both Basque and North Caucasian which I 

consider cognates have *m in both (proto-)languages: 

 Bsq *mahać ‘grape(s)’ ~ (with metathesis) PNC *ʕämćō ‘apple; medlar’ (NCED 237; 

P.17)11 

 Bsq *maɫi-, *mal- ‘weak, soft, flexible’ ~ PEC *mhălV- / *mhănV- ‘warm, weak’, etc. 

(NCED 807; R.63) 

 Bsq *malka-ṙ ‘straw’ ~ PEC *mħĕlq̇wV ‘root; shoot, offspring’ (NCED 809; C.28) 

 Bsq *manhai ‘table’ ~ PEC *mɦăʡnē ‘door; part of door’ (NCED 813; Q.9) 

 Bsq *mar[c]-ɦarde ‘fork, pruning hook’ ~ PNC *mä̆rć(w)Ē ‘knife, sickle’ (NCED 822; 

Q.17) 

 Bsq *mardo, *mardul ‘robust’, etc. ~ PEC *mōrŁV ‘male’ (NCED 830; R.58) 

 Bsq *maṙuhi /*mahuṙi ‘strawberry’ ~ PEC *mer(ʔ)V ‘berry’ (NCED 804; P.18) 

 Bsq *meda-ṙ ‘narrow, tight’ ~ PEC *ɦmV̄ƛṾ̆ ‘thin, narrow’ (NCED 521; R.39) 

 Bsq *mihu-ri ‘seed, stone’ ~ PEC *mǝ̆hwV ‘grain, seed; a kind of cereal’ (NCED 806; C.33) 

 Bsq *miko ‘little (bit)’ ~ PEC *mikẉV ‘small; young one’ (NCED 821; R.32) 

 Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’, *minco ‘speech’ ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ (NCED 802; A.9) 

 Bsq *moc ‘sex organs’ ~ PEC *mǝ̆čụ ‘hair; fibre, strip’ (< ‘*pubic hair’: NCED 805; A.61) 

 Bsq *moku-ṙ ‘tree trunk, tree base’ ~ PEC *mħŏqwe ‘oak tree’ (NCED 811; C.42) 

 Bsq *mordo ‘bunch, group’ ~ PEC *mä̆r[ƛ]o ‘handful, armful’ (NCED 798; L.9) 

                                                           
8 See the etymology below positing Bsq *mahać ‘grapes’ and connecting it with North Caucasian words such as 

Chechen ħamc ‘medlar’, etc. < PNC *ʕämćō ‘apple; medlar’ (P.17). 
9 Cf. instead North Caucasian words such as Budukh ǯuməl ‘cornel, dogwood’ (see etymology C.2, below). 
10 Likewise in Aulestia & White’s (1992) dictionary, where words with initial /m/ are found on pages 272-295. 
11 As throughout this book, the reference with a bold letter and number (e.g., P.17) indicates the relevant 

etymology in chapter XIII, which contains the complete information on Basque and North Caucasian dialect 

forms, and phonetic and semantic explanations. 
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 Bsq *moś-ko-ṙ ‘tree trunk’ ~ PNC *mučỤ̆ ‘stick, wood’ (C.41; C.41) 

 Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face, kiss’ ~ PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ ‘protruding part’, etc. (NCED 811; A.17)  

 Bsq *muga ‘boundary, limit’ ~ PEC *mŏrqwV̆ ‘line, stripe’ (NCED 831; L.2) 

 Bsq *mune ‘brain, marrow, pith’ ~ PEC *mä̆ɦnɨ̅ ‘brain, head’ (NCED 797; A.1) 

 Bsq *muśtu-ṙ / *mucu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle’ ~ PEC *mHărčwV ‘snot, mucus, pus’ (NCED 816; 

A.19) 

 Bsq *muti-l ‘boy; apprentice; worker’ ~ PNC *mɨ̆lƛṾ̆ ‘husband, male, worker’ (NCED 826; 

J.4) 

Trask’s dictum requires us to believe that all the /m/s in these words came from some other 

consonant (presumably /b/), and that all of the /b/s changed to /m/s in Basque as well as in 

North Caucasian. This would constitute entia multiplicanda vs. the more parsimonious 

solution of PSC *m > Bsq *m, PNC *m.     

Regarding some of the other initial consonants of “pre-Basque” Trask (e.g., 1997: 

360) lays down the rule: “No native Basque lexical item of any period (except for imitative 

items of no great antiquity) can begin with any of p-, t-, d-, or r-.” I agree completely with this 

statement as it pertains to /r/, and also as regards /d/, but the evidence I put forward here shows 

that initial *p- and *t- must have existed in Proto-Basque. The evidence for Proto-Basque *p- 

is, I admit, rather scanty and sketchy, but consider some examples: 
 Bsq *pać ‘pomace (of apples, grapes)’ ~ PEC *bHaćwe ‘bark, skin, leaf’ (NCED 297; C.47) 

 Bsq *paita ‘duck’ ~ PEC *bHǝ̄mtṾ ‘duck’ (NCED 301; N.24)
12

 

 Bsq *pata-ṙ ‘slope’ ~ PEC *bVdV ‘side’; cf. Burushaski *p(h)at ‘side’ (NCED 315; D.9) 

 Bsq *pinc ‘membrane’ ~ PLezgian *pinc ̣w ‘eyelash, feather’ (NCED 365; A.28) 

 Bsq *pinpilin ‘butterfly’ ~ PNC *părVpăɫV ‘butterfly, moth’ (NCED 867; B.30) 

 Bsq *piri-n ‘lightning’ (in *ɦors-pirin) ~ PEC *pārē ‘lightning’ (NCED 866; G.13) 

 Bsq *pista ‘rheum’ ~ PNC *pĭncẉĂ ‘resin, juice’ (NCED 871; A.79) 

 Bsq *pot- ‘testicle, kiss’ ~ PEC *pūṭi / *būṭi ‘genitals’ (NCED 876; A.59) 

 Bsq *purdi / *e=purdi ‘rump, buttocks’ ~ PEC *pHVrṭwV ‘some inner organ (intestine, 

bladder, lung)’ (NCED 871; A.45) 

 Bsq *puś- ‘bubble, blister, bladder’ ~ PNC *päršwV ‘bubble, bladder’ (NCED 868; A.57)
13

  

As acknowledged above, this evidence is hardly overwhelming, given several possible 

problems with the comparisons. In several cases there is a following voiceless consonant to 

which the initial consonant may have assimilated, e.g. *pać < *bać (?). Nevertheless I know 

of no example of Bsq initial *b corresponding to PNC *p. 

The evidence for Proto-Basque initial *t- is, I think, somewhat stronger (BP 103-106; 

MCG 47-50, TOB):  
 Bsq *tak- ‘stick, wood’ ~ PNC *dwɨ̆q̇(w)V̅ ‘log, stump’ (Adyge tāq:a ‘stump, block’; NCED 

408; Q.55) 

 Bsq *tak-  ‘heel (of shoe)’ ~ PNC *dHāqwĀ ‘back of head, neck’ (NCED 399; Q.36) 

 Bsq *tala ‘twig’ ~ PEC *ṭwēlʔe ‘stick, beam’ (Budukh t’ul ‘twig, rod’; NCED 1006; Q.52)  

 Bsq *tanka ‘drop (of liquid)’ ~ PNC *ṭHanḳŏ ‘drop, spray’ (Rutul t’ank’ ‘spray’; NCED 

1000; E.12) 

 Bsq *tintV ‘gland, uvula’ ~ PEC *ṭēmṭV ‘freckle, spot’ (Rutul t’it’ ‘wart, nipple’; NCED 

998; A.34) 

 Bsq *ti-pi ‘small, little’ ~ PNC *tịHV / *HitṾ ‘small, little’ (NCED 1001; R.55) 

                                                           
12 Native status, both in Bsq and in Cauc, is dubious (see Etym N.24).  
13 There has been some blending in Bsq with Romance words like OSpan vexiga ‘bladder’. 
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 Bsq *tor-to ‘bud (of flower)’ ~ PEC *ṭwǝ̄rʔi ‘nipple, pimple’ (Tabasaran t’ur ‘bud’; NCED 

1007; C.30) 

 Bsq *toś-ka ‘(fine white) clay’ ~ PEC *tɦVrcẉV ‘dirt, bog’ (NCED 992; D.20)  

 Bsq *toś-ko ‘block of wood’ ~ PEC *dŭčV ‘wood, firewood’ (NCED 401; Q.59) 

 Bsq *tuka ‘spittle’ ~ PEC *twǝyV ‘spittle’ (Ingush tug; NCED 994; A.84) 

 Bsq *tuntun ‘tambourine’ ~ PNC *dwānʔV ‘rhythm instrument’ (Agul damdam ‘drum’; 

NCED 406; Q.46) 

 Bsq *tupV ‘barrel, kettle’ ~ PNC *ṭāpV ‘vessel’ (Hunzib t’ɨpi ‘small barrel’; NCED 996; 

Q.28)  

 Bsq *tutu ‘tube, horn’, etc. ~ PEC *dɦwōdwō ‘tube, pipe’ (Lak dụdu ‘speaking-tube’; NCED 

400 ; Q.47) 

As discussed further below, the evidence shows that all PSC initial coronal (dental) stops: *d-, 

*t-, and *t’-) merged in Basque, in initial position only, as (fortis) *t-. Any ancient instances 

of Bsq initial *d- can be traced to (originally unstressed) verbal affixes, e.g. dakit (*d=a=ki-

t) ‘I know it’, da ‘is’, di-ra ‘are’, etc.14  

Regarding Proto-Basque initial *k- Trask (1995: 7) uttered the stringent rule, referred 

to above, that “no native Basque word can begin with any of p, t, k, d, or r.” Hualde (1995: 

115) objected that “this is too strong,” citing Basque words such as ke ‘smoke’, koipe ‘grease’, 

kirats ‘stench’. Later Trask (1997: 360) moderated his 1995 canon with the rather strange 

pronouncement “Virtually no native Basque lexical item of any antiquity can begin with k-” 

(emphasis added). It is difficult to know what “virtually” means here – one word such as ke 

‘smoke’, or a few words? It seems to me that a rule should not contain the word “virtually”: 

Proto-Basque either had initial *k-, or it did not.   

Basque ke ‘smoke’ in particular is a good case to discuss. ‘Smoke’, as discussed above 

in the Exercises, is one of the 50 most stable meanings (no. 36: see S.A. Starostin 2007d; G. 

Starostin 2010b), and the Proto-Basque form in my model is *kē15 or *e=kē (AN, BN, R eke)16 

which I have compared with the PNC form with the same meaning: *kẉɨ̆nħV ‘smoke’ (NCED 

738). The loss of the original nasal in Basque is matched in several North Caucasian languages 

(e.g., Avar k’:uy ‘smoke’, Bezhta qo, Dargi k:aw ~ gaw, Ubykh ʁʷa, etc.), and some Andian 

forms (e.g., Tindi k:wĩ, Karata k’:ũyi ‘smoke’) preserve an intermediate stage with a nasal 

vowel. It seems likely that the Basque word went through a similar process such as *kenhV > 

*kẽhV > *kē. A parallel loss of nasal is seen in Bsq *kaiHo ‘large seagull’ and in other Bsq 

words as discussed below under nasal resonants. 

But of course one etymology does not prove a correspondence. We have to see if this 

correspondence of Bsq *k- = PNC *k’ = * ḳ [glottalized or ejective velar] is confirmed by any 

other etymologies (see BP 128-130, MCG 62-63).     
 Bsq *kain ‘fog, mist, storm clouds’ ~ PNC *ḳwɨ̆mhV ‘cloud, fog’ (NCED 737; G.6)

17
 

 Bsq *kako ‘hook’ ~ PNC *ḳwӗḳӗ ‘edge, point, corner’ (NCED 733; Q.38) 

                                                           
14 There is a typological parallel in English, where the OE voiceless fricative þ has become voiced /ð/ in 

pronouns and adverbs (they, that, then, etc.) but remained voiceless in nouns, adjectives and verbs (thorn, thin, 

thank, etc.); similarly in continental Scandinavian, e.g. Swedish de, det, då vs. törne, tunn, tacka, respectively.   
15 The word has a long or doubled vowel /ke:/ or /kee/ in some dialects of Bizkaian, Gipuzkoan, and Roncalese 

(Michelena 1961: 156). 
16 The *e= represents a fossilized class prefix, as discussed in more detail in Morphology, pp. 58-71. 
17 For the correspondence of Bsq *n ~ PNC *m cf. Bsq *sain ‘vein, nerve, root’ ~ PNC *sēħmV ‘muscle, vein; 

intestine’, etc. (A.58). Basque does not permit final /m/.  
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 Bsq *kankano ‘fruit-stone, kernel’ ~ PNC *ḳV̆rḳV̆nV ‘nut, egg, small stone’ (NCED 730; 

C.34) 

 Bsq *kē / *e=kē ‘smoke’ ~ PNC *ḳwɨ̆nħV ‘smoke’ (NCED 738; F.2) 

 Bsq *koipe (~ *goipe) ‘rendered fat, grease’ ~ PEC *kạ̄mpǝ̄  ‘butter; sour cream’ (NCED 

716; P.9) 

 Bsq *kokoṙ / *kor-ka ‘throat’ ~ PNC *ḳwVrV ‘craw, crop’ (NCED 740; A.31) 

 Bsq *koroc (~ *goroc) ‘dung, manure’ ~ PEC *k[̣u]rčṾ / *k[̣u]rc ̣́ V ‘dung, excrement’ 

(NCED 728; A.96) 

 Bsq *kuko ‘bug, insect’ ~ PEC *ḳăḳV ‘insect’ (NCED 715; B.36) 

 Bsq *-kunca ‘vulva (of cattle)’
18

 ~ PEC *ḳħəlčṾ ‘hole; vulva’ (NCED 724; A.60) 

As an aside, PNC voiceless, non-glottalized *k, described in NCED (p. 56) as an affricate, like 

all other velars, thus phonetically something like [kx]. Its correspondence in Bsq is normally 

the laryngeal *h, probably via the velar fricative /x/. The articulation of Bsq /h/, in the northern 

dialects that still possess it, is described as “a brusque contraction of the diaphragm [that] 

produces a rapid and intense puff of air” (Michelena 1961: 203).19 As some examples of the 

Bsq *h = PNC *k correspondence (note that Bsq *h also has multiple correspondences in 

PNC): 

 Bsq *hac, *be=hac ‘finger, paw, thumb, toe’, etc. ~ PNC *kwăčẹ̆ ‘paw, knee’ (NCED 704; 

A.68) 

 Bsq *har- ‘to take, receive’ ~ PNC *=ikĂr ‘to take with, provide’ (NCED 632; V.10) 

 Bsq *haundi ‘great, big, large’ ~ PCircassian *khwandə ‘much, many’ (Č 149; R.12) 

 Bsq *hoć ‘noise, fame, passion’, etc. ~ PEC *kwɨ̄ycV ‘form, appearance’ (NCED 710; L.14) 

 Bsq *hon ‘good’ ~ PEC *=ĭkwVn / *=ĭnkwV ‘good, right’ (NCED 643; R.27) 

 Bsq *huri ‘village, town, city’ ~ PNC *kiɫū ‘farmstead, hut’ (L.5; L.5) 

 Bsq *a=huc ‘cheek, gullet’ ~ PEC *kVcṾ ‘chin’ (NCED 701; A.14) 

 Bsq *a=huine ‘kid’, *a=hu(i)n-c ‘goat’ ~ PEC *kwɨ̄ʡnǝ̆ ‘ram’ (‘goat’ in Lezgian; NCED 710; 

N.18) 

 Bsq *a=huṙ ‘hollow of hand, palm’ ~ PEC *kHwǝ̄rV ‘hole, pit’ (NCED 691; A.67) 

Another set of Bsq words with initial *k- have etymologies relating them to North Caucasian 

words with uvulars, PNC aspirated uvular affricate *q and glottalized *q̇ (see BP 133-135, 

MCG 63-65). As discussed below, the old PSC uvulars *q, *q̇, *ɢ merged in Basque with the 

velars *k and *g: 

 Bsq *kaiHo ‘a kind of seagull’ ~ PEC *qǝnɦǝ̄ / *qǝmɦǝ̄ ‘raven, crow’ (NCED 889; B.15) 

 Bsq *kaiku ‘wooden bowl’ ~ PEC *qwăqwV̄ ‘trough, basket’ (NCED 899; Q.25) 

 Bsq *kasa-l ‘bark, shell, scale’ ~ PEC *qHǟćwa ‘skin’ (NCED 891; C.46) 

 Bsq *keda-ṙ  ‘soot’ ~ PEC *q̇idV / *q̇ädV ‘soot, dust’ (NCED 927; F.6) 

 Bsq *keru ‘stench’; *ker-ać ‘bitter; sour; stench’ ~ PNC * q̇ĕɦlV ‘bitter; salty; sweet’ (NCED 

912; R.14) 

 Bsq *kiri- ‘hedgehog’ ~ PEC *q̇Hwɨr-dV ‘hedgehog’ (B.11; B.11) 

 Bsq *koco ‘male quadruped’ ~ PEC *q̇HŏcV ‘kid, hornless goat’ (N.10; N.10) 

 Bsq *koću  ‘vessel, bowl’ ~ PEC *q̇HečwV  ‘vessel, jar’ (NCED 920; Q.26) 

 Bsq *kolko (~ *golko) ‘breast, bosom’ ~ PEC *qHwilqwV ‘part of stomach’ (NCED 894; 

A.41) 

                                                           
18 In (Bzt) ema-kuntza ‘vulva (of cattle)’; ema- = ‘female’ (see J.5, J.10).  
19 Translation by White & Johnson (Salaburu, ed., 2008, p. 61). 
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 Bsq *konko-ṙ  ‘hump, knob, joint’ ~ PNC *q̇ămq̇(w)ă  ‘knee, leg-bone’ (NCED 907; A.76) 

 Bsq *kuku- ‘crest, top, summit’20 ~ PEC *q̇HwV̅q̇V ‘hill; pillar, post’ (NCED 927; D.12) 

 Bsq *kuṙi/u ‘crane (bird)’ ~ PNC *q̇wVrV ‘crane’ (NCED 914; B.17) 

In light of the twenty-odd words with initial Bsq /k/ discussed above, it is difficult to 

understand Trask’s rule that “Virtually no native Basque lexical item of any antiquity can 

begin with k-.” There is no evidence that any of the words with initial *k- discussed here are 

anything but “native Basque,” and possibly more will eventually be adduced.  

In conclusion, I see no good evidence for Trask’s rule, quoted above, that “no native 

Basque word can begin with any of p, t, k ... .” In my model of Basque phonology there is 

abundant evidence for Proto-Basque initial *k- (corresponding to PNC *ḳ, *q, and *q̇), 

somewhat less for Proto-Basque initial *t- (corresponding to a merger of PNC *d, *t, and *ṭ), 

and yet scantier evidence for Proto-Basque initial *p- (= PNC *p and *bH [?]). Let us continue 

with some of the other rules established by Michelena and followed by Trask. 

As noted above, Michelena did not include the fortis and lenis palatals /č/ and /š/ 

(traditionally written tx and x, respectively) in the Proto-Basque sound system because he 

regarded them as always secondary in origin. It is true that these sounds (along with the other 

palatals tt /t´/, dd /d´/, ll /ĺ/ and ñ)21 are often demonstrably derived from unpalatalized 

consonants, either by phonological palatalization usually following an historic *i (e.g., 

Bizkaian nax [naš] ‘I am’ < *n=a=is, axe [aše] ‘wind’ < *ɦaise; oiña, oña ‘the foot’ < *hoina) 

or expressive palatalization (e.g. xexen [šešen] ‘little bull’ ~ zezen [sesen] ‘bull’; Zuberoan 

béllo [béĺo]‘warmish’, ‘warm’ (speaking to child) beside the usual béro [béro, béo] ‘warm’: 

see Michelena (1961: chapter 10 “Consonantes palatalizadas”); Hualde (1991: 121-123); 

Trask (1997: 146-149). Leaving aside phonological palatalization for the moment, let us 

consider expressive palatalization. 

It is unknown how long expressive (or affective) palatalization has existed in Basque. 

“In all likelihood, these ‘palatal’ segments ... were already present in Pre-Basque, but we 

cannot be sure of that, since they never appeared in ordinary lexical items, except possibly as 

allophones of other coronal segments ...” (Trask 1997: 146). I think there may be some 

evidence that expressive palatalization existed a very long time ago, i.e., some ten millennia 

ago in the putative ancestor of Basque and North Caucasian. Consider some Basque and North 

Caucasian words for insects: 
 Bsq *simi(n)ca ‘bedbug’ (B.38)  ~ PNC *ʒimiʒĂ / *miʒĂ ‘a kind of stinging insect’ 

 (‘ant, scorpion, centipede, grasshopper, butterfly, moth’ 

in attested forms: NCED 823) 

cf. PEC *ǯimǯV ~ *ʒ́imʒ́V ‘biting insect; leech’ (‘bug, 

insect, ant, fly, wasp, spider, cicada, leech’ in attested 

forms: NCED 1109) 

 Bsq *čimiča ‘bedbug’ (B.39) ~ PEC *ćịmVćṾ ‘butterfly, fly; quail’ (NCED 379) 

Traditionally Basque zimi(n)tza and tximitxa have been regarded as variants of the same word, 

with the latter as an expressive variant of the former. This may be so, but the evidence from 

North Caucasian suggests that a parallel process of expressive palatalization existed in PNC 

as well, though it is not acknowledged as such in NCED, and the three North Caucasian etyma 

cited here are listed in separate entries in NCED. However, Nikolayev & Starostin do 

                                                           
20 E.g., kukuta ‘crest, top, summit’, (R, Sal) kukula ‘treetop’, (Z) küküla ‘cock’s comb, tuft’, etc.  
21 In IPA notation [c, ɉ, ʎ, ɲ] respectively. 
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acknowledge the “expressive” nature of these words (see the entries cited).22 Expressive 

palatalization is discussed in more detail in Chapter X (“Irregular” Phonetic Changes). 

However, as admitted by Trask (1997: 148), some apparently expressive words have 

no attested unmarked variant: “The word for ‘calf’is everywhere (t)xahal, and we can’t even 

tell what the original sibilant was.” Indeed, there is a series of Basque words with initial tx /č/ 

or x /š/, without plausible unpalatalized counterparts, that can be compared with North 

Caucasian words with the ejective palatals *ć ̣and *č:̣  

 Bsq *čahal ‘calf, heifer’ ~ PEC *Hćẉɨ̅lV̅ ‘heifer’ (NCED 556; N.11) 

 Bsq *čamo ‘weevil, caterpillar’ ~ PEC *čɨ̣̆mhV ~ *čẉɨ̆nhV ‘flea; nit’ (NCED 394; B.45) 

 Bsq *čank- ‘lame, hobbled’ ~ PEC *čạ̈̆nkṾ ‘trap, obstacle’ (NCED 384; R.31) 

 Bsq *čaṙ ‘bad, naughty’, etc. ~ PEC *HćṾrē ‘wild’ (NCED 555; R.5) 

 Bsq *čehume ‘half-span’ (measurement) ~ PNC *čṾ̆mħV ‘span’ (NCED 391; L.7) 

 Bsq *činčV ‘small stone, pebble’ ~ PEC *čạ̈̆čẉV ‘small stone’ (NCED 382; D.17)  

 Bsq *čo[l]i ‘bird’ ~ PEC *čḤwēlV ‘small bird’ (NCED 388; B.19) 

 Bsq *čonta ‘finch, chaffinch’ ~ PEC *čṾ̄ʁVliṭV ‘a kind of bird’ (NCED 391; B.20)  

 Bsq *čoṙu ‘hair, fiber’ ~ PEC *ćħ̣wə̅rə ‘hair’ (NCED 378; A.22) 

 Bsq *č- [expressive/diminutive prefix] ~ PEC *č-̣ [expressive preverb] (see chapter X, pp. 

56, 207-08)23 

It is interesting that in some words of this type the northern Basque dialects (Lapurdian, Behe-

Nafarroan, Zuberoan, and Roncalese) tend to have initial x /š/, not tx /č/ as in the southern 

dialects. These are xahal /šahal/ (R xãl /šãl/) ‘calf’, xalma /šalma/ ‘pack-saddle’, xara /šara/ 

‘rockrose bramble’, xehume (Z xehǘne, R xeme) ‘half-span’; this is not necessarily an 

exhaustive list of such cases.24 There is some variation from this, e.g. some Zuberoan and 

Roncalese varieties have txori ‘bird’ as well as xori, probably due to interdialectal influences 

and borrowings. Thus it is possible that Basque lenis /š/ (rather than fortis /č/) was the original 

sound in these words, later changed to the fortis /č/ in the southern dialects, much as Spanish 

changes foreign /š/ > /č/ (champú, chal, etc.).  I think these etymologies are strong evidence 

that the Basque palatal tx /č/ and/or x /š/ existed, at least in some words, in Proto-Basque, 

independently of expressive palatalization. 

In sum, I must state that I have been most reluctant to question the hypotheses put 

forth by Michelena, the universally acknowledged Master of Basque linguistics. In fairness to 

Michelena, it must be noted that on every point he was quite guarded and circumspect, 

frequently acknowledging the dangers of overgeneralizing from too little evidence. On the 

other hand Trask adopted these hypotheses as dogma that needed no further verification. I 

have only doubted them when external evidence (especially from North Caucasian), by 

definition not available to Michelena and Trask, forced me into different conclusions. 

I can also state that I have expanded on one of Michelena’s important principles: that 

certain phonemic contrasts in Basque that are neutralized in initial position are fully 

                                                           
22 Similar words in languages neighboring Basque and North Caucasian (e.g., Spanish chinche ‘bedbug’; 

Georgian č’ianč’vela ‘ant’, Mingrelian č’anǯi ‘fly, bug’) can be attributed to borrowing (NCED 1109, SKJa 236-

237). 
23 In Bsq, e.g. (G) txenara ‘swallow (bird)’ = (EB) enara; (B) txabur ‘short’ = (EB) labur; (B) txagin ‘tooth’ 

(child speech) = Bsq *agin. In NC, cf. Hunzib č’iχu ‘far’ (PEC *=ārχV); Lezgi čuχʷa- ‘to scratch, scrape’ (PNC 

*HĕrχwA), etc. 
24 (t)xalma and (t)xara are of Latin and Arabic origin, respectively (Dicc; REW 7511, 7674). In some previous 

articles I erroneously treated them as native Bsq. 
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recognizable only between vowels (M 375-6). I believe this principle has also been verified 

by the development of Proto-Dene-Caucasian laterals in Basque. 

As discussed in more detail below, Proto-Sino-Caucasian (PSC) is thought to have 

possessed a rich array of six lateral consonant phonemes (SCP 63-71): two resonants *l and 

*ɫ, a voiceless fricative *λ (i.e. [ɬ]), and three lateral affricates, voiceless/fortis *ƛ [tɬ],  

voiced/lenis *Ł [dɮ], and glottalized *ƛ ̣ [tɬ’].25 The last three corresponded in articulation, 

more or less roughly, with the Navajo sounds conventionally written tɬ, dl, and tɬ’, e.g. Navajo 

tɬah ‘salve, ointment’, dloh ‘laughter’, tɬ’oh ‘grass’, respectively (Wall & Morgan 1994).26 As 

far as we can tell the contrast of PSC *l ~ *ɫ was lost in Basque,27 and reflexes of the affricates 

*ƛ / *Ł / *ƛ ̣have also merged in Basque.28 

In Basque the six PSC laterals have all merged in initial position (and probably also 

in final position, though there are fewer examples) as the simple resonant *l. However, in 

intervocalic position the six laterals produce as many as five different contrastive reflexes: /l/, 

/r/, /lh/, /rd/, and /rt/. This is concisely shown in the following tables. Only one example of 

each development is shown, with more examples provided in the lateral affricate section of 

Phonology (Chapter X, pp. 132-135): 

 

Table IV.3: Basque initial reflexes of PSC laterals (resonants, fricatives, and affricates). 

 PSC 
phoneme 

phonetic  
value 

PNC 
example 

 Basque 
initial 

reflex 

Basque 
cognate 

 
Etym. 

no. 

resonant 
l [l] *lVysV narrow, dense 

*l 

*luse long R.33 

ɫ [ɫ]? *ɫamV to lick *lami- to lick V.5 

fricative λ [ɬ] *λwirdɨ manure; pus *lirdi saliva A.81 

affricate 

ƛ [tɬ] 
*ƛwilcẉV bog, marsh *lincu-

ra 

bog, 

marsh 

E.6 

Ł [dɮ] 

*Łŏli skin, color *laṙu skin, 

hide, 

leather 

A.25 

ƛ ̣ [tɬʼ] 
*ƛặnχwV cobblestones, 

ruins 

*lega-ṙ pebble, 

gravel 

D.16 

 

While the Basque initial reflexation of PSC laterals is very simple (only *l-), the 

corresponding intervocalic reflexation is much more complex, in line with Michelena’s 

                                                           
25 SCP (63) also mentions *L (= voiced lateral fricative [ɮ]) but it is not mentioned after that. Its PEC counterpart 

exists in only one word, the 1st pers. pl. inclusive pronoun *Lǟ (NCED 53, 786), so the projection of *L into PSC 

is probably not justified.  
26 These are given as easily comprehensible examples of lateral affricates, especially for North Americans and 

non-linguists. The hypothesis that the Navajo (and Na-Dene in general) lateral affricates have been preserved 

from PSC (Nikolayev, Bengtson) will be passed by for the moment. 
27 As also in Burushaski and Yeniseian; the contrast was maintained in Sino-Tibetan as *r ~ Ø (< *l) vs. *l ~ *ɫ 

(< *ɫ) (SCP 68). However in Proto-Basque there is a “new” *l ~ *ɫ contrast, which is apparently an innovation of 

Bsq and has no correspondence with the PSC *l ~ *ɫ contrast. 
28 Likewise in “Sino-Tibetan and Burushaski all lateral affricates behave similarly”; but in Yeniseian “all three 

affricates changed to *j- [y] in initial position … but give quite distinct reflexes word-medially” (SCP 64). 
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“phonemic contrasts in Basque that are neutralized in initial position are fully recognizable 

only between vowels”:   

 

Table IV.4: Basque intervocalic reflexes of PSC laterals 

 
PNC 

phoneme 

phonetic 

value 

PNC 

example 
 

Basque 

medial 

reflex 

Basque 

cognate 
 

Etym. 

no. 

resonant 

l [l] 

*ǯīlV wattle *-r- *siri 

peg, 

wedge, 

pole 

Q.57 

*qǝ̆lV̆ house, hut *-ɫ- *o=keɫu 

stable, 

hall, 

corner, 

yard 

Q.5 

ɫ [ɫ]? 

*śiɫɨ̄ 
dung (of 

sheep) 
*-r- *siri-n 

bird feces, 

diarrhea 

A.95 

*ɢHwV̄ɫV 
crow, 

jackdaw 
*-ɫ- *beɫe 

crow, 

raven 

B.16 

fricative λ [ɬ] *yĭ=λĭwV snow *-ɫh- *e=ɫhu-ṙ snow G.17 

affricate 

ƛ [tɬ] 
*=ăƛwVn 

be 

similar, 

resemble 

*-rd- *b=ardin 

same, 

equal, 

even, 

smooth 

R.48 

*ʔVƛẉV last year *-rt- *urte year H.2 

Ł [dɮ] 

*c ̣́ āŁwV blood, life *-rd- *i=serdi sweat, sap A.89 

*Łǝdwi grain *-rt- *arto 
millet > 

maize 

O.6 

ƛ ̣ [tɬʼ] *=ĕƛẸ̆ 
middle, 

half 

*-rd- *erdi 
middle, 

half 

I.11 

*-rt- *arte 
space; 

between 

I.11 

 

The Basque reflexation of PSC laterals in intervocalic position is further complicated by 

peculiarly Basque developments.  

One is the general change of intervocalic /l/ to tapped /r/, which was apparently recent 

(after contact with Romans), to judge by loanwords like aingeru < Lat. angelu(m) ‘angel’; but 

this change has not been fully implemented, with exceptions in remote or peripheral areas, 

such as (BN-Hasparren) olitz ‘colostrum’ vs. horitz ~ oritz in most other places (see *ɦolaic), 

or (B) sale ‘grill’ vs. (c) sare (see *śare / *śal- ~ PEC *čɦaɫē). Further, many Bsq words with 

/r/ < *-l- in the direct form have stem variants that retain the old /l/, often encountered in 

compounds, such as (B, G) sal-etxe ‘sheepfold, barn’ < *śal- + *e=će ‘house’. Yet, some Bsq 

words universally have /l/ between vowels, symbolized as *L by Michelena and here as *ɫ. 

This Proto-Bsq *l /*ɫ contrast is apparently an innovation of Bsq and has no correspondence 

with the PSC *l /*ɫ contrast, as can be seen from the examples in Table IV.4. 
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The other Basque development is the contrast between *-rd- and *-rt- (shown in Table 

IV.4) as intervocalic reflexes of PSC lateral affricates. The reason for these split reflexes is 

not entirely clear, but it seems likely that they are related to the difference between PNC tense 

articulation, indicated by underlining in NCED, and lax articulation, e.g. *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’ 

(with tense *ƛ)̣ vs. *ʔVƛẉV ‘last year’ (with lax *ƛ)̣: the posited Bsq cognates are *erdi 

‘middle, half’ and *urte ‘year’, respectively; thus PNC tense articulation corresponding to Bsq 

voiced reflex and PNC lax articulation to Bsq voiceless reflex. Starostin (SCP 2-9), taking 

into account evidence from North Caucasian, Yeniseian and Sino-Tibetan (but not Basque!) 

further posited that the PNC tense/lax contrast stemmed from “position of dynamic accent,” 

thus PSC *=ĕ̆́ƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’ > Bsq *erdi vs. PSC *ʔVƛẉV̆́  ‘[last] year’ > Bsq *urte. If these 

tendencies prove to be more or less consistent, it would imply a Verner-like Law for Euskaro-

Caucasian. But details remain to be worked out (see pp. 154-58).        

The Basque reflexation of PSC laterals in stem-final position is apparently also, as in 

initial position, simply the resonant *-l, with two exceptions, as noted below. Note that stem-

final is not always word-final, thus the stem-final reflex appears in compound nouns (like 

[BN] hal-i-ko ‘ball of yarn’: see below), and in verb participles and other verb forms (thus 

*e=al-i, *e=al-ki ‘to go out, leave’: see below). However, in only two Bsq nouns a stem-final 

tapped /r/ corresponds to PNC *l or *ɫ: *hur ‘water’ (EB ur ‘water’, ura ‘the water’) and *sur 

‘wood’ (EB zur ‘wood’, zura ‘the wood’) (M 336; Hualde 1991: 13; HB 144). These two 

words are probably the result of regular developments such as *hul ‘water’/*hura ‘the 

water’;29 *sul ‘wood’/*sura ‘the wood’, subsequently analogically leveled, with a 

redistribution of allomorphs, to *hur/*hura; *sur/*sura, except in parts of Bizkaia, where the 

leveling resulted instead in zul/zula ‘wood’ (M 336; Koch 1996: 231ff.). 

 

Table IV.5: Basque stem-final reflexes of PSC laterals30 

 
PNC 

phoneme 

phonetic 

value 

PNC 

example 
 

Basque 

stem-final 

reflex 

Basque 

cognate 
 

Etym. 

no. 

resonant 

l [l] 

*=HĭcẶl 

naked, 

bare 

 

*-l / *-r 

*ɦućal 
poor, 

barren 

R.8 

*ɦwɨ̆lV 
river, 

reservoir 
*hur water 

E.1 

ɫ [ɫ]? *χāɫV 
thread, 

sinew 

*hal- 

 

thread, 

yarn 

Q.33 

                                                           
29 There may be a trace of *hul ‘water’ in (B-Lekeitio) ul-aize ‘viento de tierra, con nevada / vent de terre, suivi 

de neige’, i.e. ‘land breeze, which brings snow’, if the segment ul- refers to water, and the compound is 

reconstructed as *hul-ɦaise ‘water-wind’ (see G.3 *ɦaise ‘wind’). Cf. OEH: URHAIZE ‘Mareas y vientos (prop. y 

fig.)’, i.e., ‘tides and winds.’  
30 No examples of stem-final Bsq *-l corresponding to PNC *λ could be found. There are, however, examples in 

which a resonant+*λ corresponds in Bsq to a single resonant that has absorbed (swallowed up) the weak fricative 

that followed: Bsq *ɦaṙ ‘male’ = PEC *ʔɨ̄rλwV ‘male’ (J.3); Bsq *ben(e) ‘serious, meek; power’, etc. = PNC 

*wēnλwē (see R.49). 

‘luck, good’; cf. the similar process with affricates: Bsq *huṙ ‘hazelnut’ = PNC *ʔwōrŁV ‘nut’ (C.35); Bsq 

*oi=hal ‘cloth’ = PEC *χw[a]lŁV ‘a kind of clothing’ (Q.32).   
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PNC 

phoneme 

phonetic 

value 

PNC 

example 
 

Basque 

stem-final 

reflex 

Basque 

cognate 
 

Etym. 

no. 

 [stem 

variant]31 

*ʒ́w[ĕ]ɫɨ̄ 

twig, rod, 

sheaf *sur 
wood, 

timber 

C.1, 

C.3, 

Q.51 

fricative λ [ɬ] — — 

*-l 

— — — 32 

affricate 

ƛ [tɬ] 
*=iƛwVn to run 

(away) 

*e=al-i, 

*e=al-ki 

to go out, 

leave 

V.24 

Ł [dɮ] *χw[a]lŁV clothing *oi=hal cloth Q.32 

ƛ ̣ [tɬʼ] 
*=iwƛẸ̆ to die, kill *hil  to die; 

dead 

R.19 

 

To sum up, these patterns of reflexation, as described in Tables IV.3-5, are perfectly consistent 

with Michelena’s maxim: certain phonemic contrasts in Basque that are neutralized in initial 

position are fully recognizable only between vowels. The few exceptions, *hur ‘water’ and 

*sur (B zul) ‘wood’ result from analogical interactions of the intervocalic *l > /r/ rule with the 

stem-final rule retaining /l/ (redistribution of allomorphs). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
31 As in (BN) hali-ko ‘ball of yarn or thread’; otherwise the direct form is hari or ari ‘thread, yarn, wire’. 
32 No example available in the current corpus of etymologies. 
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V 

 

Basque Morphology in Euskaro-Caucasian Perspective 
 

While some historical linguists look for a balance of lexical and morphological 

evidence, others demand that morphological evidence is more important than lexical, on the 

logic that words, even basic words, are easily passed from one language to another, while 

morphological patterns (paradigms) are much less likely to be altered or borrowed through 

interlingual contact. For example, whenever Edward Sapir proposed a genetic relationship 

(Na-Dene, Algic) he began by laying out some unmistakable morphological homologies, 

followed later by lexical parallels. 

This very issue of “grammar or lexicon” was tackled by G. Starostin (2014) in his 

recent manifesto about genetic linguistics at deep chronological levels. It is so relevant to this 

case that it is quoted at length: 

Morphology need not matter. (Note that this is quite different from “morphology does not 

matter”, which would be completely wrong.) The presence of strong, cohesive isoglosses 

that suggest a common paradigmatic morphology for the ancestor of the compared languages 

is a very strong argument for relationship (on “macro-comparative” levels, chunks of 

paradigmaticity may perhaps be glimpsed in Niger-Congo and Afro-Asiatic languages, but 

even in those macro-families the importance of morphology tends to be exaggerated, mainly 

through “linguistic hearsay”); however, the lack of such evidence essentially means nothing 

(cf. the case of Russian and English, where, other than a tiny bunch of archaic participial 

suffixes, transparent morphological isoglosses no longer exist). 

The reverse, however, is not true: basic lexicon always matters — I am willing to 

risk stating that there is not even a single case of commonly accepted genetic relationship, no 

matter how close or distant, where it would not be possible to demonstrate it on the basis of 

basic lexicon alone; and in quite a few cases (e. g. the isolating languages of Southeast Asia), 

it is only possible to demonstrate it on the basis of basic lexicon. Consequently, in generating 

and testing hypotheses of long-range relationship, it is recommendable to always begin with 

the basic lexicon … (G. Starostin 2014: 7).   

Decades earlier Joseph Greenberg put the same idea this way: 

The emphasis on sound-meaning resemblances does not imply in principle exclusive reliance 

on either root morphemes (vocabulary) or affix morphemes (grammar). Related languages, of 

course, show resemblances both in vocabulary and grammar and contradictions no more 

appear in Africa than they do in Europe or the Near East, provided only that irrelevant 

resemblances in form or meaning only are excluded (Greenberg 1966: 1). 

In broad agreement with this Harold Fleming (1969) stated:  

Despite the widespread preference among Africanist linguists for the supposedly more solid 

evidence offered by grammar, a preference which approaches sacred doctrine for some, it is 
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clear that vocabulary is a powerful and independent spource of evidence for genetic 

connections and historical contacts among languages. 

Mainly because of the background and training of this author, the foci of this book are 

overwhelmingly lexical (etymologies) and taxonomic (genetic classification), but since the 

lexicon of Basque is inextricably intertwined with its morphology, it will be necessary to 

briefly discuss some of the salient features of Basque grammar, both actual (currently 

productive) and submerged (fossilized). 

 

Productive Morphology 

 

As might be suspected after eight or nine millennia of separate development, there are 

only relatively few traces of the original Euskaro-Caucasian paradigmatic morphology 

remaining in Basque. Trombetti (1925), Dumézil (1933), and more recently Lafon were 

among those who tried to find those traces. Urreiztieta-Rivera (1980 = Urz) has succinctly 

summarized 35 of  Lafon’s (1951, 1952) grammatical comparisons. Here I shall analyze some 

of them from the perspective of the model in this book. 

1. Basque dative -i = Avar-Andian -j, -je, -ji, -ja [dative]. § Essentially valid, but 

more widespread (see below about dative *-i). 

2. “Basque suffix -*r of the dative case (kept only in the plural dative suffix -er of 

the northeastern [Bsq] dialects) [=] Dido [Tsezi] (Northeast Caucasian) -r, dative suffix” 

(Urz 77). § The Tsezi dative -r comes from PEC *-ɫV [dative], according to Starostin (2002); 

see below about Bsq [dative] or [(al)lative] *-lV. The NE Bsq dative *-r is possibly better 

matched by PEC *-rV [locative; directive]: Nakh *-r-, Avar-Andian *-r-, Tsezian *-r, 

Khinalug -r (Starostin 2002).  

3. “Basque -z, older form -tz, instrumental case suffix, Northeast Caucasian suffix 

of the instrumental or ergative case characterized by an affricate c” (Urz 77). § According to 

Starostin (2002) PNC *-cV [instrumental; comitative] is found in Nakh (Chechen, Ingush 

[instrumental], Batsbi [comitative]), Avar [ergative inanimate], and Abkhazian [comitative] 

(in verbal forms). In the analysis below Bsq *-(e)s [instrumental] is compared instead with 

PNC *-sː [instrumental animate]. 

4. “Basque suffix -a of the allative case (still productive in only a few dialects)” is 

compared with Old Georgian -a, Megrelian -o, and Chechen -a [allative] (Urz 77). § As 

frequently in Lafon and other contemporaries, both Kartvelian and North Caucasian forms 

are cited. Here the suffix in all languages is a single vowel, and thus can only be of little 

value. 

5. “Basque suffix -t or -at, suffix indicating the duration of a movement, Kartvelian 

-d, -ad, suffix expressing direction, goal, or manner” (Urz 77). § See below about locative *-

d- / *-t-. The Kartvelian form is, at best, a very ancient and remote (Borean) parallel, like 
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Indo-European *-ēd / *-ōd [ablative].1 (The same can be said about other Basque-Kartvelian 

parallels.) 

6.  “Basque suffix -antz, -ontz, suffix meaning ‘towards’, Abkhaz -(a)nζa and 

variants, Ubykh -ô(n)ζa (Northwest Caucasian) meaning ‘up to’” (Urz 77). § Lafon’s /ζ/ = 

/dz/, also written /ʒ/ in this book. Chirikba (BS 96, no. 9) also wrote about this compounded 

suffix, implying that the comparison is plausible from a West Caucasian perspective.2 Trask 

(1995: 15, no. 21) objects that the Bsq affix is a “late accretion,” and that the Bsq-WC 

comparison was dismissed by Michelena as “insignificant.” See below about locative *-čṾ. 

7. “Basque suffix -la expressing direction or manner,” and parallels in Abkhaz, 

Ubykh, Batsbi, and Andi (Urz 77). § I.e., Bsq *-ɫa, as in EB hala ‘in that way, so, like that, 

like so, thus’ (AW), nola ‘how?’, based on the demonstrative stem *ha- (see U.10) and 

interrogative stem *no- (see U.5 – U.8). The same comparison was noted by Dumézil (1933: 

128-9), Marr (1938: 183), Chirikba (BS 95, no. 2), and discussed by Trask (1995: 50). 

Chirikba suggests adding the PEC oblique case suffix *-ɫ(ĕ), presumably the same as 

Starostin’s (2002) *-ɫV [oblique stem marker] and [adverbial]. 

8. “Basque -gan, postposition which can be enlarged by case suffixes and which 

expresses accompaniment and diverse spatial determinations, Georgian (Kartvelian) -gan, 

postposition and gan- preverb particle which expresses origin or distancing. (There may be 

traces of this morpheme in the Northeast Caucasian group)” (Urz 78). § Lafon (1951: 237) 

specifically mentioned Chechen -ge-, Ingush -ga-, Batsbi -go-. Since, in this model, 

Kartvelian is “unrelated” to Basque, it remains to be seen whether the Georgian forms are 

true remote cognates, borrowed (in either direction), or simply chance resemblances. See 

below about locative series *-g-. 

9. “Basque -tzu plural suffix used for names of numbers and some pronouns, 

Abkhaz -c°a nominal plural suffix, Abkhaz and Ubykh (Northwest Caucasian) -c°, suffix 

which expresses excess” (Urz 78). § The Bsq suffix is defined by Trask (1995: 65) as 

[indefinite plural]. In addition to Abkhaz -cwa- (-tswa-) [plural] and Ubykh -cwa- (-tswa-) 

morph signifying ‘excess’, Chirikba (BS 96, no. 5) cites PEC *-cwV [noun plural] > Nakh *-

č id., forming part of the compounded plural suffixes in Chechen -r-čiy, Ingush -r-č, and 

Batsbi -ar-č, -air-č, -ail-č (TOB); *-rV and *-ɫV are other plural morphs attested in a wide 

range of NC languages (Starostin 2002), the former also in Bsq (see the Basque fossilized 

suffix *-ṙ, below).   

10. “Basque -i, suffix used to form the plural of demonstratives, and Northeast 

Caucasian -i, -j, plural suffixes.” § The demonstratives referred to are EB haiek ‘those, those 

ones, they’ and haien ‘of those, of those ones, their, theirs’ (see demonstrative stems: U.10 – 

U.13). Blažek suggests the same element in Bsq *hoge-i ‘twenty’, contrasted with PY *χɔɢa 

‘ten’ (in comparison with these PEC *ɢǝ̆ ‘20’ is a reduced form: see M.9). The plural *-i or 

                                                           
1 Cf. Greenberg’s Eurasiatic “ablative T” (2000: pp. 157-160). 
2 In his 1996 book Chirikba (Č 375) cites Common Abkhazian *-nə-ʒa, Ubykh -aw-n-ʒa ‘till, up to’ as verbal 

inflectional affixes. 
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*-y is found in several EC languages, e.g. Avar ħinč’: ‘bird’ – ħanč’:i ‘birds’ (cf. Bsq *honc 

/ *hunc ‘owl’: B.23) (Lafon 1951: 238; MDE XV 853; Starostin 2002; Blažek 2010a: 110). 

Some of Lafon’s other grammatical comparisons are discussed elsewhere in this book, e.g. 

under pronouns (U.1 – U.14) and verbs (V.1 – V.73). 

 

Noun declension: In my earlier writings (most recently Bengtson 2008d) I have 

discussed the Euskaro-Caucasian noun case endings, some of which seem to be quite well-

preserved in Basque:3 

 

Genitive *-n:4 

 Basque *-en [genitive], e. g. EB gizon-a-r-en ‘the man’s’, mendi-a-r-en ‘the mountain’s’, 

hitz-e-n ‘of the words’, etc. Cf. also *-n [locative].5 

 North Caucasian *-nV [genitive] → [genitive] in Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi, Lezgi, Tabasaran, 

Agul, Tsakhur, Archi, Udi; shifted to [dative] (Lak), [ablative] (Avar), [ergative] (Ubykh, 

also [possessive] -na), and other functions in some languages. The archaic function 

[genitive] is indicated by its presence in peripheral languages (Nakh, Lezgian).   

Dative *-i: 

 Basque *-i, e. g. EB gizon-a-r-i ‘to the man’, mendi-a-r-i ‘to the mountain’, hitz-a-r-i ‘to 

the word’, etc. With pronouns: EB ni-r-i ‘to me’, (B, Z) en-i id. 

 North Caucasian: PEC *-Hi [dative] → [dative] (Avar, Andi, Botlikh, Godoberi, Karata, 

Hunzib); shifted to [ergative], [instrumental], [genitive], [infinitive], and other functions in 

some languages. E.g., Hunzib [dative] ož-di-i ‘to the boy’, Avar [dative] di-ye ‘to me’; 

Khinalug halám-i ‘sheep’ [ergative], etc. (ECLF 161, 177).6 

Dative or (al)lative *-lV:7  

 Basque *-la [allative], realized as -ra in most dialects (e.g. EB etxe-ra ‘to[ward] the 

house’, mendi-ra ‘toward the mountain’), while some northern dialects have the form -la, 

also in the compound locatives -ra-t and/or -la-t, e.g. (Z) banuk huila (hu[r]-i-la) ‘je vais à 

l’eau (= auprès de l’eau)’; versus banuk oihanilát (oihan-i-lá-t) ‘je vais dans la forêt 

                                                           
3 For the present purpose examples will be limited to Euskaro-Caucasian (Basque and North Caucasian). Unless 

otherwise stated, Basque forms and examples are from Trask (1997); North Caucasian from NCED and Starostin 

(2002). For more remote parallels (Burushaski, Yeniseian, Sino-Tibetan) see Bengtson (2008d). 
4 Note that PSC *ŋ has merged with *n in Basque and North Caucasian: see Phonology, pp. 184-85. 
5 Dumézil (1933: 126) thought Basque genitive *-en and locative (inessive) *-n went back to the same original 

case ending. Trask (1997: 201), following Michelena, questions the antiquity of *-n as genitive. A linking -r- 

appears as a hiatus-breaker in non-plural case forms (HB 94). It is tempting to identify this -r- with a specialized 

adaptation of the fossilized oblique marker *-r- posited here, e.g. (EB) egu-r-aldi ‘weather’, oiha-r-bide ‘forest 

path’, etc. 
6 Hunzib -di- is an oblique stem marker. See below about the postulated fossilized oblique stem markers in Bsq, 

e.g. su-t-argi ‘firelight’. 
7 The terms ʽallativeʼ and ʽlativeʼ are generally equivalent, expressing the goal of a motion. 
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(dedans)’, jauzi dük huilát (hu[r]-i-lá-t) ‘il a sauté dans l’eau (dedans)’, i.e. with penetration 

of the object (M 400; HB 93, 205-206; Larrasquet 1939: 200). 

 North Caucasian: PEC *-ɫV [dative] → Chechen -l, -lla [translative], Tsez -r [dative, 

(al)lative], Khinalug -li [general locative], etc. In Tsezi, for example, the (al)lative -r is 

appended to other case suffixes to indicate multiple parameters, distality, orientation, and 

direction, e.g. -tɬ-er [allative + under + non-distal], -q-āz-a-r [allative + on (vertical) + 

distal], etc. (ECLF 163). This kind of agglutination of local cases is characteristic of East 

Caucasian, and to some extent, of Basque (see also below). 

Locative *-d- / *-t-: 

 Basque *-t- in [essive / translative (“prolative”)] *-ca-t, e.g. EB seme-tzat daukat ‘I consider 

him my son’, ni-re-tzat ‘for me’; Northern Basque [allative] *-ra-t ~ *-la-t, e.g. etxe-rat ~ 

etxe-lat ‘to the house’ (see above). 

 North Caucasian: Dargwa -ad [elative], Lezgi, Agul -di [lative, allative], Tabasaran -di 

[directive], etc. < PNC *-dV [general locative]. Cf. Archi (archaic) q’arq’i-t:a ‘on the lawn’; 

(as a part of compound locatives) Lezgi lam-ra-w-di ‘towards near the donkey’, lam-ra-q-di 

‘towards behind the donkey’, lam-ra-k-di ‘towards under the donkey’, etc. (HU 76-7). 

Locative *-čṾ = *-č’V: 

 Basque *-c in compound suffixes *-(r)a-n-c [directional], e.g. EB mendi-rantz ‘toward the 

mountain’; probably in other agglutinated case forms, e.g. Northern Basque *-(r)a-ko-c 

[destinative], *-ca-t [essive / translative (“prolative”)]. 

 North Caucasian: PEC *-čṾ [locative] > Lak q:atlu-č’a ‘near the house’, Udi beʁʕ-nu-č’ 

[allative] ‘toward the sun’, etc. (HU 78-9; ECLF 162). 

Instrumental/ergative *-s:  

 Basque *-(e)s [instrumental] = orthographic -(e)z, e. g. EB esku ‘hand’, esku-z ‘by hand, with 

the hand’, buru-z ‘by the head, from memory’, oin-ez ‘on foot’, zure giltza-z ‘with your key’, 

(B) itxaso-z ta leorr-ez ‘by sea and by land’, etc. 

 North Caucasian *-sː [instrumental animate] > Nakh -s [ergative animate], Archi -s:, Lezgi -z 

[dative], Tsezi, Hunzib -s [genitive], etc. (HU 75; Starostin 2002).8  

Instrumental/ergative *-kṾ = *-k’V: 

 Basque *-k [ergative], e.g. Jon-ek ‘John’ [erg.], zu-ek ‘you’ [erg]. 

 North Caucasian: West Caucasian *-k’V [instrumental, comitative, etc.], e. g. Circassian 

(Bzhadygh) λʷaqwa-k’e ‘on foot’, maste-m-k’e ‘with a needle’, etc. (Dumézil 1932: 67-68; 

Dumézil 1933: 126-127). This resembles the Burushaski fossilized [instrumental] -k /-ak: 

thúr-ak ‘with a whip’, hundó-k – bundó-k ‘with sticks and stones’, etc. (Berger 1998: I, 61).9 

                                                           
8 “… *-s·V [= *-s:V] in PEC had perhaps originally been ergative or instrumental. Its original function obtains in 

[Nakh] … -s ‘ergative suffix (with animated nouns)’. In other languages it has changed its function … into dative 

[in Lezgian & Dargi] or genitive [Tsezian] … Cf. also [PWC]: Abkh[az] -ś, Abaza -s ‘a transformative and 

adverbial suffix’ (this probably confirms the reconstruction of an original instrumental meaning; the instrumental 

case is often used with a transformative sense, e.g. in Russian)” (HU 75). Note that this was postulated without 

any consideration of Basque. 
9 This suffix is lexicalized and only occurs with certain nouns and with verbs meaning “strike” or “shoot”. 
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As seen in the preceding comparison, there is a close typological connection between 

[instrumental] and [ergative]. 

Locative series *-g-: 

 Basque *-gan- [locative morph] used in western Bsq in forming local cases (locative, 

ablative, allative) of animate NPs; possibly also Bizkaian -gaz (plural -kaz) [comitative], e.g. 

gizonarengan ‘in/on the man’ (*gison-a-r-en-gan), gizonagaz ‘with the man’ (*gison-a-gas), 

gizonakaz ‘with the men’ (*gison-a-kas). Tentatively, the final *-s of *-ga-s, *-ka-s could be 

related to instrumental *-(e)s (see above). 

 North Caucasian: *-g- / *-k- [locative series marker], i.e., forming part of a series of 

agglutinated morphs (see compound locative cases, below) > Nakh *-go [ad series], Avar-

Andian *-g- [elative], [super series], Tsezian *-k- / *-g- [proximity series], Lezgian *-k- 

[lateral series], Khinalug -ko-li [lative], WC *-ḱwə / *-ǵwə [preverb super], [preverb ad, close 

to]; e.g. Batsbi šu-gu-iħre ‘from (the side of) you (pl.)’;10 Akhwakh beča-g-e ‘on the 

mountain’, beča-g-u ‘from the mountain’;11 Tabasaran tsali-k-an ‘from the wall’, etc. 

(Starostin 2002; HU 75, 79-80).   

 

Compound locative cases:  As noted briefly above (Bsq Z banuk oihan-i-lá-t ‘I go = ‘I 

go into the woods’; cf. Tsezi tsiqe-ɬ-ay baiχ zey ‘woods-in-from goes bear’ = ‘a bear is going 

out of the woods’), Basque and most Dagestanian languages make use of compound locative 

cases, actually agglutinative chains of affixes that denote multiple parameters such as 

distality, orientation, and direction (HB 92-95, 206-8; Laka 1996: 3.3; ECLF 162-3; Catford 

1977: 301-3; HU 77). This in itself is a typological feature, but since it is so alien to western 

European languages it probably represents, in my analysis, at least a tendency in the 

linguistic drift inherited from Euskaro-Caucasian. There is a similar tendency to agglutinate 

locative cases in another isolated Sino-Caucasian language, Burushaski (Berger 1998, vol I: 

58-77; Bengtson 2008d: 92). 

Criticism of grammatical comparisons:  Along with some valid criticisms, 

R.L. Trask (1995a: 74-5) commented on my grammatical comparisons from a few years 

earlier (Bengtson 1991) that  

languages with rich case systems often have some case-ending or other containing an 

unmarked segment like -n, or -i, or -s, or -k. … Indeed, it is not an easy task to find case 

systems which don’t exhibit striking similarities to that of Basque: for example, the 

Kartvelian language Laz and the Muskogean language Koasati both share with Basque 

absolutive zero and ergative -k.  

True enough, as far as it goes, but this criticism can be leveled against almost any 

grammatical comparison, including the well-known Indo-European case system. With the 

latter, as with the Euskaro-Caucasian system proposed here, it is not any individual affix that 

demonstrates the scheme, but the aggregate of the affixes in a coherent system. From the 

                                                           
10 Batsbi šu ‘you’ (pl.) = Bsq *su ‘you’: see U.4. 
11 Akhwakh beča ‘mountain’ = Bsq *baśo ‘forest, wilderness, mountains’ (see Q.49). 
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above list of parallels, I find it significant that Basque in several cases (genitive, dative, 

instrumental) preserves a function that matches the oldest reconstructed function in PNC 

(the latter without any consideration of Bsq evidence). 

 

Formation of Nouns 

 

Diminutive suffix *-to / *-ta. This common Bsq suffix is discussed by Azkue (p. 1013), 

noting that it is no longer productive, though other suffixes -tto /tó/, -txo /čo/, -ko, and -ño 

are still productive in various dialects. It is thought to have been attested in Aquitanian, e.g. 

NESCATO [female name] (cf. modern Bsq neskato ‘little girl’: see *neś-ka, J.8). For -to 

Azkue also cites (L) ezkilato ‘little bell’; (Bzt) elixato ‘small chapel’ (double diminutive, 

since elixa is itself a diminutive of eliza ‘church’); (Bzt) eltxeto ‘small pot’ (also a double 

diminutive of eltze), and others.  

The form (B, G) mizto ‘sting (of bee), bite (of snake)’ is interesting in preserving the 

archaic form *mis- ‘tongue’ (cf. NC: Andi mits’:i ‘tongue’, etc.: see Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’, 

*minco ‘speech’: A.9). Azkue also cites “perhaps” lasto ‘straw’ and osto ‘leaf’, in accord 

with our analysis (see *laś-to C.27, *ɦorś-to C.51; also *tor-to ‘bud’ C.30).12 Bsq *-to / *-ta 

is considered “of unknown origin” by Trask (EDB 348), who also cites the variants -tto (L, 

BN, Z), -txo (B, G, AN, L), and -txu (B, L). Trask (EDB 83) also cites Bsq (BN) haixkolta, 

(Z) aixkolta ‘hatchet’, with “an otherwise unknown dimin. suffix [*-ta]” added to a word of 

Latin origin (asciola). This “unknown suffix” also seems to appear in Bsq (L) marzusta 

‘blackberry, mulberry’, (BN) mazuzta, (B, G) masusta, (B-Durango) masustra (see P.18, 

P.19). In this analysis Bsq *-to / *-ta is considered etymologically distinct from *-čo (see 

below), though in modern Bsq these originally distinct suffixes have probably blended. Here 

Bsq *-to / *-ta is compared with the East Caucasian expressive suffix *-tṾ, which is most 

richly attested in the Tsezian subgroup and less extensively in other EC languages: 

 Bezhta papa-t’o ‘butterfly’, Hinukh, Hunzib papa-t’u id. (NCED 867) 

 Bezhta kuku-t’o ‘cuckoo’, Hunzib k’u’ku-t’o id. (NCED 441) 

 Bezhta dibi-t’o ‘drum’ (NCED 406) 

 Bezhta q’asq’a-t’o ‘throat’ (NCED 908) 

 Tsezi č’emu-t’a ‘a kind of plant (‘пастушья сумка’ / ‘lady’s purse’: NCED 383) 

 Tindi miš-ta ~ niš-ta ‘gadfly, dragonfly’ < *mižV-tạ (NCED 289) 

 Tindi miža-tu ‘beard’, Chamali miza-t’w, Bagwali miža-t’w id. (NCED 303) 

 Karata anži-to ‘ax’ (NCED 533); cf. Bsq (h)aixkol-ta ‘hatchet’ (with root of Latin origin) 

 Karata Rachabaldi q’:uru-n-t’a ‘crane’ = Karata q’:uru-n, Andi q’:urru id. (NCED 915); cf. 

Bsq (Sal) kurru ‘crane’ (B.47) 

 Khinalug k’unk’u-t’a ‘weasel, marten’ (NCED 918) 

 Lak uṛwa-t’i ‘frog’, Khosrekh uṛba-t’i ‘frog’ (NCED 942) 

                                                           
12 Azkue also added asto ‘donkey’, but in our analysis the coronal is part of the root: see *aśto, compared with 

Abkhaz a-čada ‘donkey’, etc. 
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Diminutive/augmentative suffix *-ko. Azkue (p. 647) discusses this suffix, also, like *-

to / *-ta, unproductive (“sufijo muerto”) in the majority of dialects. It is thought to have 

been attested in Aquitanian, e.g. BELEXCO [male name] (cf. Bsq beltz ‘black’: R.2). Modern 

examples include (Bzt) oako ‘cradle’ (see *ohe ‘bed’: Q.10), (R) etxako ‘hut, cabin’ (see 

*e=će ‘house’: Q.1), (B) amako ‘mommy (madrecita)’ (J.10), (B) aitako ‘daddy (padrecito)’ 

(J.9), (AN-Elkano) neskako ‘little girl’ (parallel to neskato, see above) (J.8), (B, G) mutilko, 

mutiko ‘little boy’ (see *mutil: J.4), (c) otsoko ‘wolf cub’ (see *oćo: B.1), etc. Other 

examples include (G) musu-ko ‘muzzle’, (BN) mos-ko ‘beak’ (cf. Chechen muts’-ar ‘snout, 

muzzle, trunk’), (Sal) titi-mus-ko ‘nipple’ (Avar móts’:u ‘teat, nipple’), (Z-arc) mus-ko 

‘sting’ (cf. Dargi Chiragh muts:e ‘sting’) (A.17); Bsq *san-ko ‘leg, foot’, etc. (A.71; cf. Lak 

s:an ‘foreleg, paw’); (L) nini-ko ‘pupil of the eye’ (J.19; cf. Lezgi wilin nini id.); (BN, L) 

mol-kho ‘cluster’ (L.9; cf. Hinukh metɬu ‘handful’); (BN) hali-ko ‘ball of yarn or thread’ 

(Q.33; cf. Chechen χal ‘piece of thread’), and others.13 To a lesser extent, according to 

Azkue, -ko could also function as an augmentative, so that amako sometimes denotes ‘girl 

big for her age’ and aitako ‘boy big for his age’; Trask (HB 376) cites zatiko (BN zathiko) 

‘big piece’.14          

For North Caucasian a suffix *-kẶ [diminutive or singulative] is postulated. “The 

morpheme is expressive, thus correspondences are not quite regular (sometimes 

glottalisation disappears). The suffix is still productive in Nakh and Abkh.-Abaz., but it has 

left numerous traces in other languages (including Tsezian and Dargwa)” (NCED 722). 

Examples include Avar yasi-k’o ‘little girl, doll’ (< yas ‘girl, daughter’), wats:a-ko ‘little 

brother’ (< wats: ‘brother’); Andi yeši-k’wa ‘young lady (девушка)’ (< yoši ‘daughter’); 

Tabasaran sum-ag ‘small lamb’ (< *s:äm ‘lamb’); Dargi Chiragh čič-ik’-an ‘small stone’. 

This diminutive suffix is abundantly represented in Nakh languages, e.g. Chechen, Ingush 

t’elg ‘finger’, Batsbi t’ark’ (< PN *tạl-ik ̣< PEC *tɨ̣̆ɫʔV ‘finger’); Chechen mām-ag ‘female 

breast’ (< *mām-ak)̣; Chechen ölg, Ingush olg ‘cake, cookie’ (< PN *ʔol-ek)̣. In some cases 

the original diminutive replaced the ordinary form, as in words for ‘eye’ and ‘ear’, 

Chechen bʕärg, lerg (< PN *bʡare-k,̣ *lari-k,̣ respectively).15 There is a precise formal 

match between Nakh *dače-k(̣a) (> Chechen dečig ‘wood, firewood’, Ingush daχča id.) and 

Bsq *toś-ko ‘block or chunk of wood’ (Q.59). Cf. also Ingush täl-g ‘chock’ < PN *tāl-ik)̣ in 

relation to Bsq *i=dul-ki ‘block of wood; pedestal’ (Q.58).   

 

Diminutive/expressive suffix *-čo: In present-day Basque this suffix ([c] -txo, [B] -txu) 

is regarded as a variant of *-to / *-ta (expressive -tto /tó/, see above), but we have reasons to 

                                                           
13 See the respective etymologies for full Bsq and NC attestations and reconstructions. 
14 Here the perceptive Indo-Europeanist may recall forms like Old Indic putra-ká- ‘little son’, etc. Starostin 

(1989) specifically compared PNC *-k’V [diminutive] with Proto-Nostratic *-k’a [diminutive]. Antonio Tovar 

compared the Bsq relational (sometimes diminutive) suffix -ko with PIE *-ko [derivational; diminutive], and this 

is discussed at length by Trask (HB 373-6).   
15 This tendency in Nakh languages is typologically similar to Romance, where some Vulgar Latin diminutives 

replaced the corresponding Classical words, e.g. auris > auri-cula ‘ear’; genū > genu-culu ‘knee’; sōl > soli-culu 

‘sun’, etc. (Buck 1.52; 4.22, 4.36). 
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consider it distinct in origin. Indeed, Michelena (M 186-7; cf. EDB 348) suspected this, 

since Aquitanian distinguished -TO / -TTO from -XO / -XSO; and *-čo is found in early Bsq 

texts, e.g. in Landucci’s (1562) dictionary of Araban Bsq: e.g. {çarrichoa} = zarri-txo-a 

‘(the) suckling piglet’ (see Bsq *seṙi ‘pig’: N.22); {azcolchoa} = azkol-txo-a ‘(the) adze’, 

and in the next century (ca. 1664) by Silvain Pouvreau: ume-txo ‘little child’ (EDB 356). 

Other examples include (BN) alaba-txo ‘small daughter’ (J.15), (AN) ama-txo 

‘grandmother, granny’ (J.10), zerbaitxo ‘a little (something)’ (Azkue ‘un poco, alguito’ / ‘un 

peu, quelque peu’ < [EB] zerbait [*se-r-bait-] ‘something’: see *se- [interrogative]: U.9). 

This *-čo seems to be a permutation of the same expressive element that otherwise 

appears initially in Bsq, e.g. *č-agin ‘tooth’ (B txagin ‘tooth’ [child speech]), for normal 

*hagin ‘tooth’ (A.11), and is cognate with the PNC expressive preverb *č-̣ (also 

unglottalized as *č-), e.g. Lezgi č-uχʷa- ‘to scratch, scrape’, Tabasaran ǯ̌-u=χ- ‘to comb’, 

Agul ž-irχ- id. < PNC *HĕrχwA / *HĕwχwA (NCED 562); or Hunzib č’-iχu ‘far’, Bezhta ts’-

iχo id. < PEC *=ārχV (NCED 269: cf. Rutul χɨrɨ-dɨ ‘far’ ~ Bsq [A, B] urru-ti ‘far’: I.16). As 

a suffix this possibly appears in NC words like Khwarshi q’urq’-ač ‘lizard’ (NCED 942). 

See further Phonology: Expressive forms.  

 

Noun suffix *-l, *-la /*-ɫa, *-lo /*-ɫo: Nominal suffixes with a lateral are common both 

in Basque and North Caucasian. We have posited these suffixes in several Bsq anatomical 

words: 

 Bsq *asa-l ‘skin, bark’ (A.26): cf. Kryz, Budukh ʕič ‘skin, hide (of cattle)’, etc. (PNC 

*ʔwǟrćwǝ̆) 

 Bsq (AN, Z-Maule) zurzuil ‘nape’, (Bzt) zinzil ‘mucus’ (A.30): cf. Dargi Akusha surs 

‘throat’, Chiragh s:us: ‘neck’, etc. (PEC *ćwĭrsV) 

 Bsq (L) tintola ‘uvula’, tintilla ‘glands (hanging from a goat)’ (A.34): cf. Bezhta t’ot’i-lo 

‘pimple’, Rutul t’it’ ‘wart, nipple’, etc. (PEC *tẹ̄mtṾ) 

 Bsq *gibe-l / *bige-l ‘liver, back part’ (A.49): cf. Tindi beǵa-l ‘thigh, hip’, etc. (< PNC 

*gǝ̄bǝ̄ / *bǝ̄gwǝ̄ ‘side’) 

 Bsq *urdai-l ‘stomach, abomasum’ (A.50): cf. Tindi b=etɬ’u ‘stomach, rennet’ (with class 

prefix), etc. (PEC *=ɨ̄r(a)ŁV) 

 Bsq *maga-l ‘lap, flank’ (A.43): cf. Avar bak’ʷá-li ‘stomach’, Karata, Bagwali bak’ʷa-l 

‘belly’, etc. (PNC *bVnkẉĂ)   

 Bsq *śabe-l ‘belly’ (A.52): cf. Bezhta šebo ‘liver’, Hunzib šebu id., etc. (PNC *ǯă[b]V) 

 Bsq *kasa-l: (Z) kazál-da ‘dandruff’; (AN) az-kazal, ez-kazal ‘hoof’, etc. (C.46): cf. Bezhta 

χeš ‘skin, shell’, etc. (PEC *qHǟćwa) 

 Bsq *nega-l ‘skin rash, scurf, herpes’ (A.78): cf. Chechen not’q’a ‘pus’, etc. (PEC *nĕwq̇ŭ) 

These parallels are most impressive when both Bsq and NC forms have the putative cognate 

suffix: Bsq tinto-la = Bezhta t’ot’i-lo (A.34); Bsq bige-l = Tindi beǵa-l (A.49); Bsq maga-l = 

Karata bak’ʷa-l (A.43). 

Lateral suffixes also appear in NC words where they are lacking in Bsq, or Bsq has a 

different suffix: 
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 Bezhta biza-l-ba ‘moustache’ (PEC *bilʒ́V ‘beard’): cf. Bsq *bisa-ṙ ‘beard’ (A.24) 

 Hinukh moqo-li ‘back’ (PNC *bŏnq̇ō): cf. Bsq *moko-ṙ ‘backside, buttocks’ (A.44) 

 Andi ručo-l ‘intestine’ (PNC *rHĂčV ~ *HĂrčV): cf. Bsq *ɦerce / *ɦeśte ‘intestines, guts’ 

(A.54) 

 Chadakolob k’ut’ú-li ‘kidney’ (PEC *kwɨltṾ): cf. Bsq *gult-suṙin ‘kidney’ (A.56.a, A.56.b) 

 Dargi Sirgokala qarč’a-l ‘shoulder’ (PEC *qărćẉV̆): cf. Bsq *galca-ṙ ‘arm, flank’ (A.64) 

 Lak qaṛqa-la ‘third stomach’ (PEC *qHwilqwV): cf. Bsq *golko ‘bosom’ (A.41) 

Lateral suffixes occur frequently in NC animal names, usually denoting smaller animals and 

birds, e.g. Tabasaran herži-l ‘marten, hamster’ (cf. Bsq *Hun[c]e ‘rabbit’: B.8); Chechen 

šorša-l ‘blackbird, thrush’ (cf. Bsq *soso / *šošo ‘blackbird’: B.18); Avar č’oró-lo ‘quail’ 

(cf. Bsq *čori / *čol- ‘bird’: B.19); Chechen, Ingush saga-l ‘flea’ (cf. Bsq *siga-ṙ ‘mite’: 

B.44); Tindi k’urk’u-la ‘butterfly’ (cf. Bsq *kuko ‘bug’, *kuku-śo ‘flea’: B.36); Dargi 

Chiragh zimiza-l ‘ant’ (cf. Bsq *siminca ‘bedbug’: B.38); Lak č’imuč’a-li ‘butterfly’ (cf. Bsq 

*čimiča ‘bedbug’: B.39). Lateral suffixes seem less frequent in Bsq, but see Bsq *kuṙu-

ɫo/*kuṙi-ɫo ‘crane’ (B.17; cf. Andi q’:urru ‘crane’, etc.); Bsq *sisa-li ‘worm’ (> EB zizare, 

etc.: B.47), a close formal match to Tsakhur semsä-lä ‘ant’. 

In tree names, NC has, e.g., Bezhta biʁo-la ‘aspen’ (cf. Bsq *burki ‘birch’?: C.8); 

Tindi žwa-la ‘birch tree’, Karata eže-la ‘pine tree’ (cf. Bsq [R] atze ‘tree’ < *haice: C.1). A 

lateral suffix seems to be attested in Bsq (A) errexal ‘tree’ (if < *eṙeša-l: C.4; cf. Andi reša 

‘tree’, etc.); and there is a close formal match in Budukh ǯum-əl ‘cornel (dogwood)’, Lezgi 

č:um-al id. ~ Bsq (B) zume-l ‘kermes oak’ (C.2). 

There is one example in the human realm: Bsq *muti-l ‘boy; apprentice; worker’ 

(J.4 < *murti-l) ~ Dargi Muiri murgu-l ‘man, husband’, Urakhi murʔu-l, Akusha muru-l id. 

< PNC *mɨ̆lƛṾ̆ ‘husband, male, worker’ (NCED 826).16 

Some notes on Basque verbal morphology can be found in the chapter on Verbs 

(chapter XIII, section V). 

 

Submerged (Fossilized) Morphology 

 

In 1927 the eminent linguist and anthropologist Christianus Cornelis Uhlenbeck 

published an article, “Die mit b- anlautenden Körperteilnamen des Baskischen,” that was to 

have a lasting influence on Basque studies ever since. The gist of the article is summarized by 

P. Bakker (2009: 250): 
… Uhlenbeck used internal reconstruction to suggest forms in earlier stages of Basque. In 

(1927a) he dealt with the frequency of initial b- in body parts. First he lists some 50 non-

borrowed words that do not start with b-, then 17 words starting with b-, which Uhlenbeck 

considers [a] relatively large number. Uhlenbeck proposes an origin in a prefix, even though 

there are only few cases in which the root without bV- can be related to another word, as 

behatz, atz ‘finger’. Uhlenbeck thinks that the prefix was originally a third person possessive 

                                                           
16 Note the different reflexations of PSC -lƛ-̣: *-rt- in Bsq > /t/ by dissimilation (see Phonology: pp. 203-07); *-

lL- > *-rK- in Dargi (NCED 66), secondarily > /rʔ/ > /r/.  
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prefix, and the possessive pronoun bere ‘his own’ and the form bera ‘self’ would be cognates. 

On the other hand, there are also many words like those for ‘cow’, ‘grass’ and ‘mare’ that start 

with be-, which Uhlenbeck compares with Bantu-type [class] prefixes, suggesting a different 

source for a formally similar prefix. The argumentation is not very persuasive. 

Chirikba (1985) seized upon this idea of the separability of initial b- in several lexical 

comparisons (§§47, 48, 49, 50, 52), and the theme was taken further in my studies of Basque 

(beginning in 1993, and most explicitly in 2008d), as it gradually became clear that Bsq words, 

when compared with putative NC cognates, frequently have “leftover” initial segments that 

appear to be fossilized prefixes. The most striking of these is probably *be=/bi=. The original 

separability of this element is shown by internal reconstruction in words such as Bsq *hac 

‘finger, paw’ vs. *be=hac ‘thumb, toe’ (meanings vary widely depending on dialect: see 

A.68);17 Bsq *ɦerde / *ɦelde-ṙ ‘drool, slaver’ is bilder (< *bi= + *ɦelde-ṙ) in the Gipuzkoan 

dialect (A.80). These and other examples are listed with probable cognates in other SC 

languages:18 

 Bsq *be=hac ‘thumb, toe’ (vs. unprefixed *hac ‘finger, paw’) (A.68) ~ Avar kwač’ ‘paw’, etc. < 

PEC *kwăčẹ̆ (NCED 704)  

 Bsq *be=ɫaṙi ‘ear’ (A.7) ~ Batsbi lark’ ‘ear’ < PNakh *lari-k,̣ etc. < PNC *ɫĕHi (NCED 756) 

 Bsq *be=egi ‘(or *b=egi) ‘eye’ (A.8) ~ Bezhta =egā- ‘to see’, etc. < PEC *=agwV (NCED 255)   

 Bsq *be=ɫhaun / *be=ɫhaur- ‘knee’ (A.74) ~ Akhwakh etɬelo ‘elbow’, etc. < PEC *(Hi)ƛwilV 

(NCED 770) 

 Bsq *bi=deṙ ‘chin’ < *bi=rder ̇ (A.16) ~ Chamali ertɬ:w ‘jaw’, etc. < PEC *HƛǝlV (NCED 589) 

 Bsq *bi=hoc ‘heart’ (A.48) ~ Dargi k’ats’ ‘spleen’, etc. < PNC *kẉĭcẸ̆ ~ *cị̆kẉĔ (NCED 735) 

 Bsq *bi=si ‘life, alive’ (A.87) ~ Lak s:iħ ‘breath, vapor’, Chechen sa ‘soul’, etc. < PNC *sĭHwV 

(NCED 961)  

 Bsq *bi=ska-ṙ ‘back’ (A.39) ~ Abkhaz *zǝkʷa ‘back’; cf. Burushaski *=sqa ‘on one’s back’ 

(with changing pronominal prefixes); PY *suga / *ʔuska ‘back’ (adverb) (TOB) 

 Bsq (G-Gabiria, Iziar) bilder ‘drool, saliva’ vs. unprefixed (h)elder, (h)erde in other dialects 

(A.80) ~ Karata hanl’a ‘sweat’, etc. < PEC *ɦămƛặ (NCED 509) 

Semantically, all of these words have to do with body parts or body fluids (saliva), or attributes 

(‘life’ < ‘breath’) of the body. But let me emphasize that in this model *be=/*bi= is not simply 

a “body-part prefix.” I propose that it occurs in other Bsq nouns, as well as in some adjectives 

and adverbs, and perhaps the verb *bil(-tu) (V.67): 

 Bsq *bahe ‘sieve’ < *b=ahe (Q.21) ~ Tsakhur w=ex:ʷa ‘sieve’, Ubykh =xa- ‘to sift’, etc. < PNC 

*=ifV ‘to sift’ (NCED 630) 

                                                           
17 E.g., in Bizkaian atz ‘finger’ is opposed to beatz ~ biatz ‘toe’, but in northern (“French”) Bsq dialects (BN, L, 

Z) hatz ‘paw’ is opposed to behatz ‘thumb’ or ‘finger’. Trask’s (1995: 38) ad hoc explanation of behatz as ‘lower 

finger’ (*behe-hac) works only for B ‘toe’ but obviously not for the other meanings.   
18 In some of the examples throughout this section a single or only a few NC cognates are cited. Note that this is 

shorthand for the fuller etymologies in the Etymology section of this book, which are themselves sometimes 

abbreviated excerpts of the complete etymologies in NCED, SCG, and other references cited.  
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 Bsq *behe ‘ground, lower part’ < *b=ehe (I.14) ~ Tindi b=eχ:i ‘bottom, buttock’, Karata r=eχ:i 

‘lower part, below’, etc. < PEC *w=ǝ̆χA ~ *r=ǝ̆χA ‘bottom, lower part’ (with changing class 

prefixes) (I.14) 

 Bsq *bi=lduṙ ‘fear, fright’ < *bi=rduṙ (K.4) ~ Archi itɬ’: ‘fright’, etc. < PEC *=VrƛṾ(r) ‘to be 

afraid’ (NCED 1031) 

 Bsq *b=iɫhu-ṙ ‘binding, tether’ (Q.31) ~ PNC *=VλwE(n) /*=VλwE(n) ‘to bind, knit, plait’ 

(NCED 1021) 

 Bsq *burdina ‘iron’ <*b=urdina (cf. *urdin ‘blue, green, gray’) (Q.41) ~ (with metathesis) PNC 

*nHǟƛẉV̆ ‘blue’; *hnǟƛụ̄ ~ *hǟnƛẉV̆ ‘blue thing, metal’ (Q.41; R.3) 

 Bsq *bardin ‘same, even, flat’ < *b=ardin (R.48) ~ Dargi mešu-si ‘similar, alike’ (<*mixV < 

*b=ix̃V < *b=ixVn-); (with a different prefix) Avar r(=)etɬ:ara- ‘similar’ < PEC *=ăƛwVn 

‘similar, to resemble’ (R.48)19 

 Bsq *barda ‘last night’ < *b=arda (H.6) ~ Avar notɬ’: ‘yesterday evening, yesterday night’ < 

PNC *r(=)VmƛĂ ‘night, evening’ (NCED 955) 

 Bsq Bsq *belc < *b=elc ‘black’ (R.2) ~ Botlikh, Godoberi =eč’er ‘black’ (with changing class 

prefixes), etc. <PEC *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (NCED 556) 

 Bsq *b=uśte-l ‘rotten’ (R.45) ~ Udi b=ašʕa(y) ‘rotten’, etc. < PNC *=VršĒ ‘to rot, ferment’ 

(R.45) 

 Bsq *bil < *b=il ‘to gather, collect, amass’ (V.67) ~ Andi hilu-b ‘all’, etc. < PEC (Avar-Andian) 

*=VnƛṾ ~ *=VnƛṾ ‘all’; cf. PY *bɨĺ- (< *b=ɨĺ-) ‘all’ (SCG 213) 

Besides the cases already mentioned, there is additional NC evidence for the fossilization / 

lexicalization of class prefixes in adjectives and adverbs: 

 Avar ba(=)ʕára-b ‘red’ vs. Tindi heri ‘blood’, etc. < *ɦirV ‘red’ (NCED 519); cf. Bsq *hori 

‘yellow’ (R.4) 

 Karata b=atɬ’:i ‘in the middle, between’, Avar b=átɬ’:u-ɬ: ‘in the middle, between’; Ubykh 

b(=)ɮa- ‘between, inside’, etc. < PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’ (NCED 412); cf. Bsq *erdi ‘half, 

middle’ (I.11) 

 Agul b(=)at’-ar- ‘beautiful, handsome’, etc. vs. Khwarshi ut’ey ‘red’, Dargi ħunt’-ena id., etc. < 

PEC *ɦwVmtṾ ‘red’ (NCED 541)20 

 Abkhaz a-b(=)zía ‘good’, Ubykh p’(=)ć’a ‘clean’ vs. Chechen ts’ena ‘clean, pure’, etc. < PNC 

*HăʒĔm- (NCED 552); cf. Bsq *susen ‘right, correct, just’, *sin ‘oath, truth; true’ (R.43) 

In a Euskaro-Caucasian context, the most obvious comparison of Bsq *be=/*bi= is with the 

East Caucasian class element reconstructed as PNC *b- (Deeters 1963) or *w-/*b- (Nikolaev 

& Starostin 1991; Starostin 2002) [marker of III class singular],21 usually marking verb or 

                                                           
19 This comparison resolves Trask’s problem (EDB 135): “The second sense [‘smooth’] is puzzling, as is the 

widespread appearance of the second form [bardin], apparently by P59, outside B[izkaian].” This is because 

bardin (with Bsq *a = PEC *ă; secondarily berdin) has in origin nothing to do with *ber- ‘same, self’, as Trask 

and Michelena supposed. By the way, ‘same ~ smooth’ is quite ordinary: cf. Skt sama- ‘equal, even, smooth, 

level’, etc. (Buck 12.91, 15.77; WP II 490).  
20 ‘red’ ~ ‘beautiful’ is common: cf. Czech krásný ‘beautiful’ ~ Rus. krasnyj ‘red’; Lat, pulcher ‘beautiful’ ~ 

MIrish erc ‘gay-colored, red’, etc. (Buck 16.81). 
21 *w= may alternate with *b= depending upon phonetic context in a particular form. 
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adjective forms, but sometimes prefixed to nouns as well. In some languages this *b= may 

alternate with other class markers, e.g. Dargi b=ạħ ‘face (of an animal)’ vs. w=ạħ ‘face (of a 

man)’, r=ạħ ‘face (of a woman)’; Avar b=as ‘young (of animal’) / w=as ‘son’ / y=as 

‘daughter’ (Schulze 1992: 213; NCED 258, 671).22 In some NC languages, including those 

that have lost class marking, *w=/*b=, as well as other class prefixes, can be lexicalized, e.g.: 

 Tindi b(=)etɬ’:u ‘stomach’, Bezhta b(=)etɬ ‘rennet, abomasum’, etc. < PEC *=ɨ̄r(a)ŁV (NCED 

670); cf. Bsq *u=rda-il ‘stomach, abomasum, womb’ (A.50) 

 Godoberi b=utɬ’:ir ‘heat’ vs. Chamali =utɬ’:- ‘to burn, be hot’, etc. < PEC *=iŁVr ‘to be hot, 

bitter’ (NCED 640); cf. Bsq *i=doṙ ‘dry, arid’ < *i=rdoṙ (R.21) 

 Tsakhur wu(=)xun ‘belly’, Rutul u(=)xun id.; Avar maxá ‘abomasum’ < *bV=xwVn; (with a 

different class prefix) Lezgi ru(=)fun ‘belly’; vs. unprefixed Agul fun, Dargi k(w)ani ‘belly’, etc. <  

PEC *ƛwɨ̆nʔi (NCED 771) 

 Godoberi re(=)ʁil ‘leg’, Botlikh re(=)ʁil ‘thigh’, etc., vs. unprefixed Tsakhur q:el ‘foot, leg’, etc. 

< PEC *ɢēɫu (NCED 455)  

In some West Caucasian words there is an initial /b/, /p/, or /p’/, which, in the light of external 

comparison, seems to reflect fossilized forms of PNC *w=/*b=, e.g. Ubykh b(=)ɮa ‘eye’ 

(NCED 250), p(=)č’a ‘guest’ (NCED 612); Adyge, Kabardian b(=)ʁʷə ‘side’ (NCED 472).23 

This kind of fossilized remnant is exactly what Chirikba and I see in Bsq *be=/*bi=. PNC 

even has examples parallel to Bsq *hac /*be=hac and *ɦerde /*ɦelde-ṙ /*bi=ɦelde-ṙ: a NC 

word for ‘worm’ has two different reconstructed forms, PNC *ɦwe(m)tị and *bēmtṾ (the latter 

from *b(e)=ɦwe(m)tṾ:24 

 PNC *ɦwe(m)tị > Avar ħut’ ‘worm’, Bezhta hat’o-la, Lak yaṭ’i, etc.  (NCED 535) 

 PNC *bēmtṾ > Hunzib bǝt’i ‘worm’, Lezgi büt’-rük ‘larva’, Abkhaz á-mat ‘snake’, etc. (NCED 

290) 

R.L. Trask vehemently objected to this proposal of fossilized class prefixes in Bsq, in spite of 

the fact that Michelena had endorsed the idea of a “body-part” prefix, related to Bsq bere 

‘his/her own’, essentially agreeing with Uhlenbeck’s explanation (Trask 1995: 73). Among 

other things, Trask objected that 

… there is no b- in the names of the majority of body parts, … an ancient word-forming 

prefix *be- would be a striking anomaly in Basque … Basque is, apart from a few prefixes 

involved in constructing verb forms, and two or three prefixes acquired recently under 

Romance influence, exclusively suffixing.  

First, it has never been our contention that all anatomical words in Bsq must contain this 

fossilized prefix, only that in some Bsq words, when compared with putative North Caucasian 

                                                           
22 Note that the *w= in these examples is the I-class (masculine) marker (PEC *u̯=), distinguished in these 

languages from the III-class (inanimate) marker *b= (PEC *w-/*b-). 
23 (=) in these examples denotes a historical prefix that is now fused to the noun stem and lexicalized. For the 

sake of simplicity the parentheses are omitted in Bsq examples, since all of these prefixes are lexicalized in Bsq, 

e.g. *bi=hoc ‘heart’ rather than *bi(=)hoc. 
24 In NCED these are listed as separate entries, but the link is provided in the note to PEC *ɦwVmtṾ ‘red’ (NCED 

541). For precise semantics see the respective NCED (TOB) etymologies. 
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cognates, contain an initial segment that looks like a fossilized prefix (see below about 

“movable” affixes). And the fact that present-day Basque is primarily a suffixing language is 

irrelevant: this hypothesis explicitly deals with segments that ceased to be productive long 

before the Bsq language was recorded.       

Trask (1995: 74) also objected that several of the other Pre-Proto-Basque class 

prefixes discussed below (namely *e=/*i=, *o=/*u=, and *a=) are found in anatomical words. 

In fact, the apportioning of body part words in more than one noun class is typologically usual. 

For example, in Lak ya ‘eye’, niq:a ‘heel’, qi ‘horn’, etc., belong to the III-class, while k:arč:i 

‘tooth’, s:ursu ‘throat’, ka ‘hand, arm’, etc. belong to the IV-class (Bouda 1949). In Hunzib, 

bɨcu ‘arm’ and habu ‘wing’ belong to III, bil ‘lip’ and gogor cheek’ belong to IV, k’oč’ 

‘nostril’ and tɬõra ‘bone’ belong to V, etc. (van den Berg 1995). Outside of Sino-Caucasian, 

e.g. Swahili (Bantu) moyo ‘heart’ is III-class, jino ‘tooth’ is V-class, ulimi ‘tongue’ is XI-class, 

etc. It is well-known in Indo-European that such words may be masculine, feminine, or neuter, 

e.g. German Mund ‘mouth’ (m), Nase ‘nose’ (f), Herz ‘heart’ (n). 

Note that the present model does not hold that all Bsq names of body parts with initial 

b- contain the prefix *be=/*bi=; it is clear from careful comparison that frequently the initial 

b- is part of the root, not a prefix. Thus Bsq *barda ‘belly’ (A.51; cf. Bezhta batɬa ‘large 

intestine’); Bsq *beko ‘forehead’ (A.6; cf. Rutul buk’ ‘part of the face [lips + nose]’),  Bsq 

*beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead’ (A.5; cf. Kryz bel id.); Bsq *beśo ‘arm’ (A.62; cf. Tsezi baša ‘finger’); 

Bsq *biɫho ‘hair, mane’ (A.20; cf. Lak p’iħulli ‘feather’); Bsq *bisa-ṙ ‘beard’ (A.24; cf. 

Khwarshi biša-nde id.); Bsq *buɫha-ṙ ‘chest, breast’ (A.40; cf. Avar ʁwári ‘udder’);25 possibly 

also Bsq *busta-n ‘tail’ (A.47; cf. Tsakhur bɨṭ id.). (See each respective etymology for fuller 

information about other cognates, PNC/PEC reconstructions, and phonetic and semantic 

notes.)  

Trask (1995: 73-74) also objected that many Basque nouns carry no fossilized prefixes 

at all, which is true. However, as we can see from the North Caucasian examples, it is typical 

of stage III articles that they appear “with some nouns but not with others in a quite sporadic 

way that differs from language to language” (Greenberg 1978: 47). For example, Basque *huṙ 

‘hazelnut’ (C.35) vs. *a=huṙ ‘hollow of hand’ (A.67); *luHuṙ ‘earth’ (D.1) vs. *e=ɫhu-ṙ 

‘snow’ (G.17); *laṙi ‘sadness’ (K.4) vs. *be=ɫaṙi ‘ear’ (A.7). Cf. also Tibetan gun ‘loss’ vs. 

r=gun ‘vine, grape’, d=gun ‘winter’. These examples and others suggest that some stage III 

articles may serve to distinguish homonyms. 

In some of my previous work (e.g. Bengtson 2008d) I have suggested that the most 

plausible explanation for these fossilized prefixes is that they are “stage III articles” 

(Greenberg 1978), that is, morphemes that formerly marked class distinctions and at some 

time in the past became degrammaticalized, i.e., lexicalized and fused with the noun stem 

(Croft 2003: 260). There are typological parallels in far-flung languages, e.g. the Nilo-Saharan 

                                                           
25 < PEC *ɢwălɦē ‘udder, breast’, with a frequent change of PSC *ɢw > Bsq *b (see Etymology A.40 and 

Phonology). 
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“movable-k” (Greenberg 1981). Greenberg’s description of movable-k is strikingly similar to 

the pattern proposed for Bsq *be=/*bi= (and other fossilized segments: see below): 

This [movable-k] is a prefix which occurs, basically on nominals, in an apparently capricious 

manner. In the same etymology, forms with and without k- may occur as free variants in the 

same language (e.g. Keliko karI ~ arI ‘blood’), in closely related dialects or languages (e.g. 

Maasai ol-oioto, Teso a-koit ‘bone’), or in different sub-families of Nilo-Saharan (e.g. 

Turkana a-kiriŋ; Mangbetu ri, riŋi ‘meat’).  

Compare the distribution of Bsq *hac and *be=hac, described above, which variants are not 

synchronically in free variation, but the semantic patterns suggest free variation at some time 

in the past, after which specific meanings were assigned to each variant differently in each 

dialect. In closely related Bsq dialects we see this kind of “capricious” alternation, e.g. 

Gipuzkoan (Gabiria, Iziar) bilder ‘drool, saliva’ (< *bi=ɦelde-ṙ) vs., e.g., Lapurdian elder 

with the same meaning (A.80). In the Bsq word for ‘smoke’ some northeastern (mainly 

Pyrenean) dialects have the variant eke, vs. ke or khe in most other dialects, kee /ke·/ in the far 

west (B, G) and far east (R-Vidángoz) (see Etymology F.2, reconstructed as *(e=)kē ‘smoke’, 

and compared with Avar k’:uy ‘smoke’, etc.). There is a similar variation in the Bsq word for 

‘thing, material’, mainly western gai ~ gei vs. mainly northeastern ek(h)ai ~ ek(h)ei (see 

Etymology L.13: *gai ~ *e=kai, related to Lak q’ay ‘thing(s), ware(s)’, etc.). Another Bsq 

word that refers to ‘meat’26 has several phonetic forms: (L-arc) geheli, (B) geeli, (B, R, Bzt) 

geli; (BN) ikhel, (AN) ikela; (B, Z) okela, (L) okhela, okheli. Accordingly I have reconstructed 

the underlying variants *geHeɫi (no fossilized prefix) / *i=keɫ(a) / *o=keɫV, all related, in this 

analysis, to PEC *q̇ɦwĕɫV̄ ~ *q̇wĕɫɦV̄ ‘large female domestic animal (cow, mare)’ (see 

Etymology P.12).27 Here as well we see prefixed and unprefixed variants that apparently were 

once in free variation and eventually became fixed in phonetic form and meaning differently 

in different Bsq dialects.  

There are a few other more sporadic cases: a Bsq word for ‘buttocks, arse’ appears in 

some Pyrenean dialects as (Bzt, BN-Aldude) purdi, whereas all other dialects have the 

prefixed forms epurdi, ip(h)urdi, iphürdi, ipirdi, eperdi, etc. (see Etymology A.45, where this 

word is related to Archi pạrt’i ‘one of the large intestines’, etc.). In the Gipuzkoan dialect the 

word for ‘birch (tree)’ is epurki, versus (generally eastern) burki and (generally western) urki 

(see Etymology C.8, where this word is connected with Karata berχo-tɬ: (roša) ‘birch (tree)’, 

etc.). In this and other cases (cf. *gai /*e=kai; *geHeɫi /*i=keɫ(a) /*o=keɫV: see above) there 

is an interesting phonetic tendency for the unprefixed form to have a voiced stop vs. a voiceless 

stop in the prefixed form. 

Finally, the Italian lexicographer Landucci (1562) recorded an interesting form in his 

early Castilian-Basque glossary. The Bsq dialect here was probably the far western dialect of 

Araba (HB 50; Zuazo 1999), and of interest for the current topic is the Bsq gloss of pedernal 

                                                           
26 With precise meanings varying by dialect: ‘(fresh) beef’, ‘(fresh) beef, fresh meat’, ‘lean meat’, ‘fattened ox’, 

‘meat’, ‘piece (of meat, cheese), morsel’, etc. (see Etymology P.12). 
27 As described more fully in the relevant Etymology, we respectfully demur from Michelena’s ingenious, but 

fanciful, derivation of okela < Lat. buccella ‘mouthful’. 
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‘flint’, itsu arri. This is obviously equivalent to the general Bsq word for ‘flint’, (EB) suharri, 

a compound of *śu ‘fire’ + *haṙi ‘stone’, but this isolated prefixed form allows us to posit 

another alternating pair, *śu ~ *i=ću ‘fire’ (see Etymology F.1, where this word is compared 

with Lak ts’u ‘fire’, etc.). In sum, I believe we have here significant evidence for the original 

separability of the Bsq fossilized prefixes *be=/*bi=, *e=/*i=, and *o=/*u=.  

Since the allomorphs *be=/*bi= involve an alternation between two similar vowels, 

one high and one mid, I have proposed that the e- and i- prefixes be conflated as *e=/*i=. The 

number of words in this group is quite large, so they will be divided here according to several 

semantic fields: 

 

Liquids / mass or uncountable nouns: 

Bsq *e=ɫhu-ṙ ‘snow’ (G.17) ~ Chechen lō ~ lūo ‘snow’, etc. < PEC *λĭwV / *yĭwλV (NCED 

684) 

Bsq *e=uli ‘rain’ (G.10: cf. *hur ‘water’: E.1) ~ Archi họlo-t:u- ‘liquid’, etc. < PEC *ɦwɨ̆lV 

/ *lɨ̆ɦwV ‘river, reservoir’ (NCED 537)    

Bsq *e=kē / *kē ‘smoke’ (F.2) ~ Avar k’:uy ‘smoke’, etc. < PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV (NCED 738) 

Bsq *e=ṙoic ‘cliff, fissure’ (D.13) ~ PEC *hrŏmcẉe ‘stone’ (NCED 495) 

Bsq *e=śene ‘milk’ (P.3) ~ Akhwakh (Tsegob) s:in ‘milk’, etc. < PNC *šä̆mʔV (or *šä̆nʔu) 

‘milk, udder’ (NCED 982; Starostin 1996a: 105) 

Bsq *e=sko < *e=Seko ‘(bees-)wax’ (A.85) ~ Budukh č’uq’ ‘ear-wax’, etc. < PNC *čḤɨ̆q̇wĂ 

‘dung, ordure, dirt’ ( NCED 387) 

Bsq *i=soc ‘frost, ice’ (G.16) ~ PEC *ʒwVnć(w)V ‘snowdrift, snowstorm’ (NCED 1100) 

Bsq *i=cal ‘shadow’ (G.20) ~ Botlikh =eč’er ‘black’, etc. < PEC *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (NCED 

556) 

Bsq *i=saṙ ‘star’ (G.21) ~ Akhwakh ts’:wari id., etc. < PNC *ʒwhărī ~ *ʒwăhrī ‘star’ (G.21) 

Bsq *i=ću ‘fire’ (Araban itsu) / *śu id. (F.1) ~ Lak ts’u ‘fire’, etc. < PNC *cặyɨ̆ / *cụ̆y- ‘fire’ 

(NCED 354) 

Bsq *i=ća(-)śo ‘sea’ (E.8) < PEuC *čä́HV ‘salt’ ~ PWC *ǯ́ǝ / *č́ǝ ‘salt’ (E.8) 

Bsq *i=til ‘pool, pond’ (E.3) ~ Budukh ʕa=t’il- ‘to drip’, etc. < PNC *=itṾl (NCED 659) 

Bsq *i=toi ‘drop (of liquid)’ (A.84) ~ PEC *twǝyV ‘spit, spittle’ (NCED 994) 

Bsq *i=tuṙi ‘fountain, spring’ (E.5) ~ Karata t’or- ‘to drop, drip, flow’, etc. < PEC *=V̄tẉV-

r- ‘to pour, soak’ (NCED 1034)   

Bsq *i=hunc ‘dew’ (E.11) ~ Lak xunts’a ‘bog’, etc. < PEC *xwɨ̆mcẉɨ̄ ‘bog, dirt’ (NCED 

1065) 

 

Artifacts and conventions (intangibles): 

Bsq *e=guṙ ‘firewood’ (Q.66) ~ Khwarshi giri ‘log’, etc. < PEC *gōrV / *gɨ̄rV (NCED 440) 

Bsq *e=kai / *gai ‘thing, material’ (L.13) ~ Lak q’ay ‘thing(s), ware(s)’, etc. < PEC *q̇wăyē 

‘thing(s), possession(s)’ (L.13) 

Bsq *e=će ‘house’ (Q.1) ~ Khinalug ts’wa ‘house’, etc. < PNC *c[̣ī]yu ‘house’ (NCED 364) 

Bsq *e=rece ‘corner, edge, side’, etc. (I.3) ~ PEC *ʔrǝycwĕ ‘hind, bottom’ (NCED 221) 
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Bsq *e=sari ‘measure’ (L.8) < *=cali ~ PNC *=ălcŬ-m ‘to measure, weigh’ (NCED 260) 

Bsq *e=ɫhe ‘word, speech’ (L.11) ~ Inkhokwari loye ‘word, sound, voice’ < PEC *lĕHwV / 

*ɫĕHwV ‘word’ (NCED 744) 

Bsq *i=ɫhinti ‘firebrand, ember’ (F.3) ~ Andi ɬudi ‘firewood, wood’, etc. < PEC *λwɨndV id. 

(NCED 764) 

Bsq *i=dul-ki ‘block of wood’ (Q.58) ~ Ingush täl-g ‘chock’, etc. < PEC *dwāɫɨ̄ (Q.58) 

 

Anatomical terms: 

Bsq *e=gal ‘wing’28 (A.62) ~ Lak qa ‘wing’, Lezgi, Agul ʁil ‘hand’, etc. < PEC *qɨ̆lʔi 

(A.62) 

Bsq *e=purdi / *purdi ‘rump, buttocks’ (A.45) ~ Archi pạrt’i ‘one of the large intestines’, 

etc. < PEC *pHVrṭwV (NCED 871) 

Bsq *eṙai ‘entrails, pluck’ (< *e=ṙahi) (A.55) ~ PEC *rēkV / *kērV ‘chest, belly, entrails’ 

(NCED 693) 

Bsq *eśku ‘hand’ (< *e=śegu) (A.66) ~ PEC *ćəgwV / *gwəćV ‘arm’ (NCED 448) 

Bsq *e=staṙi ‘throat’ (A.32) ~ Agul s:ür ‘gullet’, etc. < PNC *swĔri / *riswĔ ‘neck’ (NCED 

953) 

Bsq *i=serdi ‘sweat; sap’ (A.89) ~ Chechen ts’iy ‘blood’, etc. < PEC *ćạ̄ŁwV ‘blood; life’ 

(NCED 376) 

Bsq *i=sta- ‘groin, thigh’ (A.46) ~ PCircassian *sʷt:ǝ́ ‘genitals’ (Kuipers 1963: 87; Č 137); 

cf. Burushaski *=́sṭ-̣iŋ ‘loins, waist, kidney area’ 

Bsq *i=śtu ‘spittle, saliva’ (A.82) ~ Batsbi šatŏ ‘spittle, saliva’, etc. < PEC *šHătV id. 

(NCED 984) 

 

Plants: 

Bsq *e=ɫhoṙi ‘thorn, spine, hawthorn’ (C.20) ~ PNC *λĂl(H)V ‘arrow’ (NCED 758) 

Bsq *e=ṙe[s]a-l ‘tree’ (C.4) ~ PEC *rä̆śwē ‘tree, wood’ (NCED 945) 

Bsq *i=haṙ ‘maple (tree)’ (C.13) ~ Dargi χur ‘linden tree’, etc. < PEC *χwārē / *rāχwē 

(C.13) 

Bsq *i=śać ‘broom, sorghum’ (C.26) ~ Chechen šač ‘sedge’, etc. < PEC *šērčV (NCED 

983) 

Bsq *i=soṙo ‘root’ (C.45) ~ Lezgi sur ‘ramson’, etc. < PEC *sɨwirV (NCED 964) 

 

Animate beings: 

Bsq *e=ɫanha / *e=ṅhala ‘swallow, swift’ (bird) (B.21) ~ PEC *lɨ̆nƛwē ‘pigeon, dove’ 

(B.21) 

Bsq *e=lco ‘gnat, midge, mosquito’ (B.31) ~ Akhwakh ɬats’:u ‘ant; bug, bed-bug’, etc. < 

PEC *ƛămcṾ (NCED 766) 

                                                           
28 The form in aspirating dialects, (BN, L) hegal ‘wing, fin’, (Z) hégal, has apparently blended with Bsq *hega- 

‘to fly’, of separate origin = PEC *=HiχV ‘to fly’ (NCED 582).  
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Bsq *erle ‘bee; beehive’ (B.32) < *e=ṙeɫhe < *Hrǝ̆λwV̄ ~ PNC *Hλwǝ̆rV̄ ‘honeycombs; wax’ 

(NCED 589) 

Bsq *e=uɫi ‘fly’ (insect) (Z.14) ~ Burushaski *haúl-al- ‘butterfly, moth’ 

Bsq *i=se- ‘aunt (maternal or paternal)’ (J.16) ~ Tsakhur iči ‘girl’, etc. < PEC *=īlćwī 

(NCED 952) 

Bsq *i=di ‘ox’ (N.8) ~ Abkhaz a-tǝ́ ‘ram’, etc. < PNC *dwănHV (NCED 405) 

Bsq *i=kel(a) ‘fatted ox’ (P.12) ~ Dargi q’ʕwal ‘cow’, etc. < PEC *q̇ɦwĕɫV̄ (NCED 917)  

Bsq *i=tain ‘tick’ (B.41) ~ Akhwakh t’ani ‘nit’, etc. < PNC *ṭaHnā (B.41) 

 

The semantic categories represented in this group may seem quite heterogeneous, but this 

should not be surprising, based on what we know about actual languages with multiple classes 

or genders. For example, in Swahili, a Bantu language with multiple noun classes, the 5-class 

includes body-part terms such as jicho ‘eye’ and jino ‘tooth’, natural objects such as yai ‘egg’ 

and jiwe ‘(large) stone’, artifacts such as shoka ‘axe’ and tezo ‘adze’, intangibles such as jina 

‘name’, and animate beings such as jimbi ‘cock, rooster’ and jibwa ‘very large dog’ 

(augmentative of mbwa ‘dog’) (Tucker & Bryan 1957: 59-62; Johnson 1969a). Friedman 

(1996, p. 192, n. 7) notes that while the Lak IV-class generally includes words for inanimate 

objects, it also includes animate beings such as ssurmux’x’u ‘female slave’ (archaic), accalaw 

‘goblin, scarecrow’, mamaw ‘bogey’, cịkuri ‘bride’ (Vicxi dialect), barzukka ‘dragonfly’, 

xxälcu ‘spider’, etc.29    

The Bsq *e=/*i= prefix phonetically resembles the East Caucasian class marker 

reconstructed as *y= (*j-) [II-class singular] (Diakonoff & Starostin 1986; NCED; Starostin 

2002) or [feminine rational] (Deeters 1963). For example, in the Avar-Andian languages this 

prefix appears in words for ‘sister’ (e.g. Avar y=ats; Chechen y=iša) and ‘daughter’ (Avar 

y=as), as opposed to words for ‘brother’ (Avar w=ats; Chechen w=aša) and ‘son’ (Avar 

w=as), which have reflexes of the I-class prefix *u̯- (see below). In other NC languages these 

oppositions have been obscured (e.g. Dargi Akusha uzi ‘brother’ / ruzi ‘sister’, where r- comes 

from the old [IV-class inanimate] marker *r=), or totally lost (Hinukh essu ‘brother, sister’, 

though with different agreement markers for the respective meanings). There may possibly be 

a trace of this [feminine] quality in Bsq *i=se- ‘aunt’ (izeba, izeko: J.16), opposed to *o=śa-

ba ‘uncle’ (J.13), with Bsq *o=/*u= putatively corresponding to the PEC I-class [masculine] 

marker *u̯-. 

Bsq formations such as *e=purdi ‘rump’, *i=sta- ‘groin’ are analogous to that of S.A. 

Starostin’s reconstruction of PNC *i=rĕkẉĭ ‘heart’ (SCG 179: the earlier reconstruction 

*yĕrkẉĭ, as in [NCED 678], is reckoned to be a later “fusion with a class prefix *i-”). Similarly, 

some of the words for ‘snow’ in Lezgian languages (Lezgi žiw, Tabasaran yif, Agul ibx́) come, 

according to NCED, from PEC *yĭwλV ‘snow’, which also appears to reflect an incorporated 

*y= prefix analogous to *e= in the Bsq word *e=ɫhu-ṙ ‘snow’, i.e. *yĭwλV < *y(ĭ)=λĭwV; on 

the other hand the synonymous Nakh words (Chechen lō ~ lūo, Ingush lɔ ~ loa, Batsbi law) 

                                                           
29 These words have been left in Friedman’s transcription, which differs from that of NCED. 
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stem from the unprefixed PEC form *λĭwV ‘snow’ (NCED 684). This suggests that some other 

PNC/PEC forms with initial *y- could reflect this kind of fusion with an original class prefix. 

In these cases Bsq has no prefix: 

 PEC *yōmćV ‘earth’ < *i=HōmćV: cf. Bsq *hauć ‘ashes, powder’ (F.5) 

 PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ < *i=ɦălǯē(-nV): cf. Bsq *ailcin ‘front, space in front’ (I.7) 

 PEC *yä̆lcẉV ‘stick, branch; wedge, stake’ < *i=Hä̆lcẉV: cf. Bsq *ulce ‘nail’ (Q.40) 

 PNC *yămʒĂ ‘snow’ < *i=HămʒĂ: cf. Bsq *Hainc- ‘frost, ice’ (G.15) 

Akhwakh etɬelo ‘elbow’, an isolated form in Andian (other cognates are all in the Tsezian 

and Lezgian subgroups) looks suspiciously like another of the words with a fossilized *i= 

(*y=) prefix. NCED (770) reconstructs Proto-Andian *ʔi-ƛilV (~ *ʔi-ƛirV) < PEC *HiƛwilV, 

but the Tsezian and Lezgian forms can be traced back to *ƛwilV. It is hypothesized here that 

the Bsq cognate is *be=ɫhaun / *be=ɫhaur- ‘knee’, with a different prefix (see A.74).  

Parallel with *be=/*bi= and *e=/*i=, I have proposed to conflate the o- and u- 

prefixes as *o=/*u=.30 As with the *e=/*i= group, these words can be apportioned to 

several semantic fields: 

 

Natural phenomena: 

Bsq *oi=han ‘forest, desert, mountain’ (Q.50) ~ Chechen ħun ‘forest’, etc. < PNC *fănV 

(Q.50)  

Bsq *o=ɫho ‘oats’ (O.5) ~ PNC *λwɨ̆ʔwV ‘millet’ (NCED 763) 

 

Artifacts and conventions (intangibles): 

Bsq *o=he ‘bed’ (Q.10) ~ Tabasaran aχi-n ‘bed’, etc. < PEC *=aχV-r ‘to lie, fall’ (NCED 

273) 

Bsq *o=hol ‘board, plank’ (Q.62) ~ Rutul χɨl ‘wooden trough’, etc. < PEC *χulV / *χuɫV 

(NCED 1078) 

Bsq *oi=hal ‘cloth’ (Q.32) ~ Bezhta χitɬo ‘trousers’, etc. < PEC *χw[a]lŁV (NCED 1081) 

Bsq *o=ṙac ‘needle, pin’, *o=ṙase ‘comb’ (Q.34) ~ Tsezi rits’u ‘wedge’, etc. < PNC *rǝ̆wcẹ̄ 

/ *cǝ̣̆wrē ‘pointed stick’ (NCED 363) 

Bsq *o=rdu ‘time, hour occasion’ (H.1) ~ Akhwakh že-tɬa ‘today’, etc. < PNC *ƛăyV ‘time, 

day’ (NCED 766)  

Bsq *o=śki ‘shoe’ (Q.35) < *o=śoki ~ Tabasaran šaq’ʕ ‘heel’, etc. < PEC *šwŏq̇HwV / 

*q̇HwŏšwV ‘heel, ankle’ (NCED 926) 

Bsq *u=lce ‘(metal) nail’ (Q.40) ~ PEC *y(=)ä̆lcẉV ‘stick, branch; wedge, stake’ (NCED 

676)31 

Bsq *u=pel ‘barrel, cask’ (Q.29) ~ Tsezi pelu ‘pipe, reed pipe’, etc. < PEC *HpēɫV̄ ‘pipe; 

vein’ (NCED 601) 

                                                           
30 Also *oi=, in some cases preceding *h: see *oi=hal, *oi=han.  
31 If this interpretation is correct, it would reflect different class prefixes in Bsq (originally animate/masculine 

*u=) and NC (originally animate/feminine *y=). 
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Anatomical terms: 

Bsq *o=dol ‘blood’ (Z.7) ~ PST *t(h)ǝ̆lH ‘meat’ flesh’ (ST II: 158); cf. Na-Dene: Eyak deɬ 

‘blood’, Navajo dìɬ ‘blood’, etc. 

Bsq *o=kela ‘meat’ (P.12) ~ Dargi q’ʕwal ‘cow’, etc. < PEC *q̇ɦwĕɫV̄ (NCED 917) 

Bsq *o=koc ‘chin; snout; nape’ (A.15) ~ Rutul q’ats’ ‘chin’, etc. < PEC *q̇ăcɨ̣̆ / *q̇ăcụ̆ ‘bite; 

mouth’ (NCED 907) 

Bsq *u=rda-il ‘stomach, abomasum, womb’ (A.50) ~ Andi b=otɬ’:i ‘rennet, abomasum’, etc. 

< PEC *=ɨ̄r(a)ŁV (NCED 670) 

Animate beings: 

Bsq *o=śa-ba ‘uncle’ (with Bsq kinship element *śa- / *śe- / *-śo: J.13) ~ PNC *=ɨ̆šwĔ 

‘son, daughter’ (with changing class prefixes) (NCED 671) 

Bsq *o=hoin ‘thief’ (J.24) ~ PEC *=ēʕwVn ‘to lose, get lost’ (‘to steal’ in Dargi) (NCED 

409) 

Bsq *u=ṙi[ś]a ‘female (animal); woman’ (N.15) ~ PEC *r=ɨ̆šwĔ ‘heifer; female child’ 

(NCED 671) 

  

This *o=/*u= prefix is possibly cognate with PEC *w- (Deeters 1963) or *u̯- [I-class singular] 

(Diakonoff & Starostin 1986; Nikolaev & Starostin 1991; Starostin 2002). I-class is the 

human-masculine class in North Caucasian, and a vestige of that gender category may perhaps 

be seen in Bsq *o=śa-ba ‘uncle’, as opposed to *i=se-ba ‘aunt’ (see above under Bsq 

*e=/*i=).32 

  Bsq also has a fossilized prefix in the shape *a=. As with the *e=/*i= group, these words 

are quite abundant and can be apportioned to several semantic fields: 

 

Animate (human): 

Bsq *a=ćo ‘old woman’ (J.7) ~ Lak c:u- ‘female’, etc. < PNC *cẉŏyV ‘woman, female’ 

(NCED 374) 

Bsq *a=gure ‘old man’ (J.6) ~ Andi =oχor ‘old (of a person)’, etc. < PEC *=ŏnqVlV 

(NCED 862) 

Bsq *a=ɫha-ba ‘daughter’ (J.15) ~ Archi ɬ:on:-ol ‘woman’, etc. < PEC *λɨnɦV (NCED 762) 

 

Animate (non-human): 

Bsq *a=kec ‘boar’ (N.23) ~ Lak q:ạča ‘bull-calf’, etc. < PEC *ɢǝčV (N.23) 

Bsq *a=hune ‘kid’, *a=hun-c ‘goat’ (N.18) ~ Andi kun ‘ram’, etc. < PEC *kwɨ̄ʡnɨ̄ (NCED 

710) 

Bsq *a=hari / *a=hal- ‘ram, sheep’ (N.16) ~ Hunzib χor ‘ram’, etc. < PEC *χ[ǝ]lV (N.16) 

Bsq *a=śto ‘ass, donkey’ (N.13) ~ Abkhaz a-čada id., etc. < PWC *čǝdǝ (Č 314, SKJa 239) 

Bsq *a=bere / *a=bel- ‘cattle, domestic animal’ (N.4) ~ Udi bele ‘cattle’, etc. < PNC *bü̆ɫV 

(NCED 314) 

                                                           
32 This possible class distinction was noticed by Trombetti (1925, p. 62). 
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Bsq *a=rdi ‘flea’ (B.37) ~ Archi tɬ’:é tɬ’:u ‘a kind of worm’, etc. < PEC *ƛṾƛṾ (NCED 781) 

Bsq *a=kain ‘(large) tick’ (B.40) ~ Dargi q’i ‘nit’, etc. < PEC *q̇ǟnʔV ‘louse, nit, worm’ 

(B.40) 

 

 

 

Plants and their parts: 

Bsq *a=mec ‘a kind of oak; gall oak’ (C.5) ~ Chechen naž ‘oak tree’, etc. < PNC *nV̆čẹ̄ (? 

*mVnčẹ̄) ‘oak tree’ (NCED 857) 

Bsq *a=śtigaṙ ‘maple tree’ (C.12) ~ Batsbi stagar ‘maple tree’, etc. < PNakh *stagar 

Bsq *a=hoc ‘chaff, husk, straw’ (C.48) ~ (metathesis) PNC *cḤwekĔ ‘straw, chaff’ (NCED 

364) 

Bsq *a=kal (~ *mo=kol) ‘shell, husk’ (C.38) ~ Tsezi q’ʕul ‘bark’, etc. < PEC *q̇wăɫV (C.38) 

Bsq *a=ɫhe ~ *a=ɫho- ‘seed, grain’ (C.32) ~ Archi ɬ:win ‘seed’, etc. < PEC *=VλwV-n ‘to 

sow’, *λwĭnʔɨ̄ ‘seed’ (C.32) 

Anatomical terms: 

Bsq *a=ho ‘mouth’ (Z.4) ~ PNC *χwɨ- ‘*mouth’in *χwɨm[V]ṗV ‘mouthful, gulp’ (Z.4); cf. 

PY *χowe ‘mouth’ 

Bsq *a=huc ‘cheek’ (A.14) ~ Hunzib kotso-r ‘chin’, etc. < PEC *kVcṾ (NCED 701) 

Bsq *a=huṙ ‘hollow of hand, palm’ (A.67) ~ Dargi kur ‘pit’, etc. < PEC *kHwǝ̄rV (NCED 

691) 

Bsq *a=daṙ ‘horn’ (A.4) < *a=rdaṙ ~ Avar tɬ:ar ‘horn’, etc. < PEC *ƛwɨ̆rV (NCED 771) 

 

Artifacts and conventions (intangibles): 

Bsq *a=śka ‘trough, manger, crib’ (Q.22) ~ Abkhaz a-č́aq’ʷá ‘wooden scoop’, etc. < PNC 

*ćä̆q̇wă / *ćạ̈̆qwă (NCED 332) 

Bsq *a=kać ‘nick, notch, fault’ (L.1) ~ Lezgi q’ats’ ‘notch, nick’, etc. < PEC *q̇ăcɨ̣̆/*q̇ăcụ̆ 

(L.1) 

Bsq *a=ṙae ‘palm (of hand), span’ (Z.5) ~ Bur *=reŋ ‘hand’, PY *ŕɔŋ id. < PSC *ŕVŋHV 

‘hand’ (SCG 184) 

Bsq *a=meć ‘dream, sleep’ (K.14) ~ Bezhta niše ‘night’, etc. < PNC *ɦnićwV̆ (NCED 524) 

 

There is no apparent counterpart to this *a= prefix among the East Caucasian class markers. 

*a=  could of course represent the trace of a class lost in the East Caucasian system, or it could 

correspond to the West Caucasian *a- ‘possessive prefix of third person singular’, as for 

example Abkhaz á-la ~ á-bla ‘its eye’ (Chirikba 1996: 364f). 

For a few words I have tentatively suggested a fossilized prefix *ar=. If this is valid, 

it would correspond to the PEC [inanimate] class marker *r= / *d=: 

 Bsq *ar=han ‘sloe, plum’ (P.15) ~ PEC *ɣōnʡV ‘pear’ (NCED 475); cf. Burushaski *ɣa-íŋ 

‘grapes’ (< *ɣã-) 

 Bsq *ar=dano ‘wine’ (P.22) ~ PNC *ʒ́w[ǝ̆]nʔi ‘wine, honey’ (NCED 1104); cf. PNC *ðwǝ̄nʡi 

‘wine’ (NCR 15) 
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Finally, one must mention a segment about which Michelena stated “One can not doubt, 

however, the reality of a nominal prefix m(a)-” (M 271).33 This is also mentioned by Trask 

(HB 257; EDB 278), along with a long list of “expressive” Bsq words with initial m- (M 271-

2; HB 257-8; EDB 273-77). However, firm examples of *mV- as a nominal prefix in a 

Euskaro-Caucasian context are difficult to come by. Often cited is (B, AN, BN, L, Z) 

ma(=)dari ‘pear’, contrasted with (G, Bzt, Sal, BN-Aldude, L-Ainhoa) u(=)dare ‘pear’, for 

which no likely SC cognate has been found. Consider also: 

 Bsq *mo=kol(o) ‘shell (of egg, nut), husk (of maize)’, beside (Bzt) akal ‘empty (of a 

chestnut shell)’, (B) kakol ‘shell’ (C.38) ~ Akhwakh q’oli ‘crust, rind’, Tsezi q’ʕul ‘bark’, 

Bezhta q’eq’el-ba ‘birch bark’, etc. < PEC *q̇wăɫV ‘bark, crust’ (C.38) 

 Bsq *ma=kac ‘nick, scratch’ (cf. *ma=keć ‘deformed or defective thing’, *a=kać ‘cut, nick, 

notch, scratch; fault, defect’, *o=koc ‘chin’: L.1) ~ Lezgi q’ats’ ‘notch, nick’, etc. < PEC 

*q̇ăcɨ̣̆ /*q̇ăcụ̆ (L.1) 

 Bsq *ma=kur ‘curved, bent, hunched’, etc., alongside *okeṙ ‘bent, curved, twisted, crooked’ 

(R.10) ~ PNC *=ŏkụ̆r ‘to roll, rotate’ (R.10) 

 Bsq (R, Sal) magal ‘wing’ < *ma=gal (cf. *e=gal, above: A.62) ~ Lak qa ‘wing’, Lezgi, 

Agul ʁil ‘hand’, etc. < PEC *qɨ̆lʔi (NCED 895) 

 Bsq *m=uśke-ṙ ‘lizard’ (~ *śuś-ke-ṙ id.: B.24) ~ Lezgi čurč-ul ‘lizard’, etc. < PNC *čVrčV / 

*čṾrčṾ ‘lizard, snake, worm’ (NCED 348) 

The last example reminds us of the “expressive prefix” m- (see above) and the Bsq practice of 

m-reduplication, e.g. txinta-minta ‘whispering’, zarra-marra ‘remains’, ziri-miri ‘drizzle; 

trifle’, etc. (EDB 277), and in all the evidence for *m=/*ma=/*mo= is scanty. Nevertheless 

there are some similar examples in NC, especially in WC, e.g. Abkhaz á=m=ca ‘fire’, 

á=m=ra ‘sun’, Abaza m=ca ‘fire’, ma=ra ‘sun’, Ubykh mə=ǯ́á ‘fire’, n=dʁa ‘sun’, in words 

where EC has no prefix: PNC *cặyɨ̆ / *cụ̆y-34 ‘fire’ (NCED 354) ~ Bsq *śu / *i=ću ‘fire’ (F.1); 

PNC *(wi=)rǝ̄q̇Ă ’sun’ (NCED 1051) ~ Bsq *argi ‘light, bright’, *(hil-)argi ‘moon’, *argi(-

sagi) id. (G.23; G.24). 

Cf. also Avar mi(=)ɬír ‘wing’ (PEC *λila ‘wing’: NCED 762); ma(=)xá ‘abomasum’ 

(< *bV=xwVn < PEC *ƛwɨ̆nʔi: NCED 771); me(=)géž ‘beard’ (PNC *kặmʒ́ĕ ‘beard’: NCED 

717); me(=)héd ‘brisket’ (PEC *qVdV ~ χ:VdV: NCED 897), though some of the Avar forms 

may be explained by other forces (contamination, blending, nasalization of the *b= class 

prefix). There is a nasalized *b=/*w= prefix in Udi muč:ur ‘clear sky’ < *w=onč:̣-Vr  (cf. 

Avar r=ots’:n- ‘to clear up’, Bsq *soha-ṙ ‘clear [sky]’: G.14). Burushaski seems to have a 

few examples of an *m-prefix, e.g. Bur *mu=ltán ‘blood’ (cf. PNC *ƛĔwnV ‘internal fat; 

blood’: see TOB), Bur (Y) mú=r-puli- ‘eyelid’ (cf. Bsq *be[gi]-t-buru ‘eyebrow’: A.8, Z.2), 

and *m= is very frequent in Sino-Tibetan, e.g.: 

 Tibetan m=ćhin ‘liver’ < PST *sĭn ~ PNC *cwä̆jmĕ ‘gall; anger’; Bsq *(beHa-)sun ‘bile, 

gall’ (A.88, Z.10), Burushaski *=sán ‘spleen’; PY *seŋ ‘liver’; Na-Dene (PAE) *sən-t’ id. 

(SCG 22)  

                                                           
33 “No se puede poner en duda, por el contrario, la realidad de un prefijo nominal m(a)-  … .” 
34 Direct / oblique stems, respectively. 
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 Tibetan m=chan ‘night’ < PST *chĕn ~ Kott šame ‘dream’; PNC *ɦćwinV̆ / *ɦnićwV̆ ‘night, 

evening’; Bsq *a=meć ‘dream, sleep’ (K.14) (SCG 92) 

 Tibetan m=gal ‘jaw’ < PST *Kal ~ PEC *ħkẉĕɫV̄ ‘palate, mouth’, PY *χol ‘cheek’, Na-Dene 

(Eyak) l=quhɬ ‘cheek’ (SCG 230)  

I have developed the theme of noun class / gender in Sino-Caucasian (SC) languages in more 

detail in some earlier articles (see especially Bengtson 2008d: note that some details of the 

hypothesis have evolved and been refined over the years). Some brief notes will be mentioned 

here.    

There is evidence from all branches of SC that there was a system of noun 

classification or gender in Proto-SC. Systems of this type, more or less transformed, persist to 

this day in many (28) North Caucasian languages,35 Burushaski,36 and Yeniseian (Ket).37 In 

the other languages (particularly Basque and Sino-Tibetan) only fossilized vestiges remain. 

Within Sino-Caucasian the most abundant supply of stage III articles is probably found in 

Sino-Tibetan, for example: Tibetan m=ćhin ‘liver’, b=źin ‘face’, r=nag / s=nag ‘pus’, d=gun 

‘winter’, l=ga / s=ga ‘ginger’, s=ked-pa ‘waist’, etc. Note in some of these the alternation of 

prefixes observed above in Bsq and NC languages. In some Sino-Tibetan languages a vowel 

has developed between prefix and stem, convergent with the development in Basque 

*be=/*bi=: Garo bi=bik ‘bowels’, bi=kha, ba=kha ‘liver’, bi=bal ‘flower’, bi=mik ‘sprout’, 

bi=tši ‘egg’, etc.38 As discussed above, in the North Caucasian languages (whether or not they 

still have productive class systems) relics of stage III articles appear more sporadically. 

In Yeniseian there are some unaccounted-for initial segments (*ʔa-, *ʔə-, *ʔɨ-, *ʔu-) 

that could also be fossilized prefixes:39 

 PY *ʔa=lit ‘woman’ (SSE 180): cf. Avar ɬ:ádi ‘wife’, etc. (NCED 764); ? Bsq *a=ɫhar-gun 

‘widow(er)’ (J.21) 

 PY *ʔa=lVp ‘tongue’ (SSE 180): cf. Hatti alef ‘tongue’; Tsez tɬ’epu ‘lip’, etc. (NCED 774; 

Kassian 2010: 324 et passim) 

 PY *ʔə=mas ‘thorn’ (SSE 191): cf. Archi mač ‘nettle’, etc. (NCED 808)  

 PY *ʔɨ=ɢɨn ‘(tree-)bark’ (SSE 196): cf. Lushai vun ‘skin, pelt’, etc. < PST *q(h)win (ST V: 

169) 

 PY *ʔɨ=pVl ‘aspen tree’ (SSE 196): cf. Dargwa Tsudakhar paḷ ‘aspen’, etc. (NCED 870); cf. 

Bsq *es-pel ‘box tree’ (C.11) 

 PY *ʔu=lVk ‘bladder, bubble’ (SSE 200): cf. Godoberi req’:wa ‘bladder’, etc. (NCED 946) 

 PY *ʔV=čilV ‘bird’ (SSE 204): cf. Chamali č’or ‘bird’, etc. (NCED 388); cf. Bsq *čori / 

*čol- ‘bird’ 

 

                                                           
35 For East Caucasian, see, e.g., Catford (1977, 1991); Schulze (1992); Schmidt (1994); van den Berg (2005). In 

West Caucasian only Abkhaz and Abaza preserve a distinction human-nonhuman (Catford 1977: 298). 
36 See Berger (1974, 1998). 
37 See Werner (1994). 
38 Cf. Benedict (1972: 110ff). In these examples the symbol = is used, analogous to my practice with Bsq. 
39 Developed from a suggestion by S.A. Starostin (Jan. 2004). 
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An explanation of Basque stem variants: Fossilized oblique stem markers 

 

Any grammar of Basque makes note of stem variants in which an intrusive consonant 

appears to be inserted between the elements of compound nouns, or between a noun and a 

suffix (M 237, 309; HB 184-190). Some of the most common of these are *-t- and *-r-: In 

many cases the *-t- disappears but devoices the following voiced plosive: 

 *be=gi ‘eye’ (A.8) + *asa-l ‛skin’ (A.26) > (c) be-t-azal ‛eyelid’ (< *begi-t-asal) 

 *argi ‘light, bright’ (G.23) + *i=saṙ ‘star’ (G.21) > (c) ar-t-izar ‘morning star’ (< *argi-t-

isaṙ) 

 *elhi > erhi ‘finger’ (A.69) + *gain ‘top’ (I.13) > (L) erkhain ‘fingertip’ (< *erhi-t-gain) 

 *behe ‘low’ (I.14) + *heṙi ‘country’ (J.1) > (G) be-t-erri ‘lowland (in Gipuzkoa)’  

 *behi ‘cow’ (N.6) + *sani ‘guardian’ > (c) be-t-zain ‘cowherd, cowboy’ 

 *śu ‘fire’ (F.1) + *argi ‘light’ (G.23) > (B, BN, Sal) su-t-argi ‘firelight’ 

 *śagu ‘mouse’ (B.11) + *iću ‘blind’ (R.16) > (G, AN) sa-t-itsu ‘shrew’ 

 *egun ‘day’ (H.4) + *aldi ‘time’ > (c) egu-r-aldi ‘weather’ 

 *be=ɫhaun ‘knee’ (A.74) + *-ika- [verbalizer] > (L) belhau-r-ika-tu ‘to kneel’ (*be=ɫhaur-) 

 *oi=han ‘forest’ (Q.50) + *bide ‘road’ > (c) oiha-r-bide ‘forest road’ 

 *śoin ‘upper body’ (A.38) + *buru ‘head’ (Z.2) > (c) so-r-buru ‘upper back’ 

 *o=hoin ‘thief’ (J.24) + *-go [abstract nominal] > (L-arc) oho-r-go(a) ‘theft’ 

 *e=aun ‘lord, master’ + *heṙi ‘country’ (J.1) > (c) jau-r-erri ‘shire, lord’s domain’    

With some, but not all, disyllabic nouns ending in the vowels -e, -o the stem variant changes 

the vowel to -a-: 

 *e=će ‘house’ (Q.1) + *-ko [diminutive] > (R, Sal) etx-a-ko ‘outbuilding, pavilion’ 

 *urde ‘pig’ (N.21) + *-ki ‘meat’ > (AN, BN, Z) urd-a-ki ‘bacon, pork’ 

 *baśo ‘forest, wilderness, mountains’ (Q.49) + *urde ‘pig’ (N.21) > (B, G) bas-a-urde ‘wild 

pig’ 

 *beśo ‘arm’ (A.62) + *behe ‘low(er part)’ (I.14) > (B) bes-a-be ‘underarm, armpit’ 

 *oćo ‘wolf’ (B.1) + porru ‘leek’ (< Latin) > (G, R) ots-a-porru ‘wild leek’ 

The case of *gison ‘man, person’ / *gisa- (J.2) seems to be unique, e.g. (B, G, AN) giza-bide 

‘conduct, behavior’ (< ‘way of a man’), and many other such derivatives. And note that many 

Bsq words deviate from these examples, often using the unaltered noun or an alternative way 

of forming the stem variant, e.g. (G-Andoain, Bzt, R) su-argi ‘firelight’ vs. (B, BN, Sal) su-t-

argi id. (see above); (c) soin-buru ‘upper back’ vs. so-r-buru (see above), etc. 

It is generally assumed, typologically, that unexplained, synchronically unmotivated 

segments can often, if not always, be explained as degrammaticalized, “fossilized” remnants 

of earlier grammatical morphs (e.g., Greenberg 1978). Since Bsq morphology shows multiple 

points of agreement with North Caucasian and other SC languages, especially within the 

proposed “Western Sino-Caucasian” subgroup, it would be reasonable to look for morphs in 

them that do not have a functional equivalent in Bsq, but that could correspond phonetically 

and positionally with the Bsq segments. “Reconstruction of degrammaticalization requires the 

identification of the semantically bleached morph with a cognate that has actual content” 
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(Koch 1996: 242). Since, as shown above, there is strong evidence that class markers were 

degrammaticalized as lexicalized noun prefixes in Bsq, it would be logical to identify the 

mysterious Bsq segments *-t-, *-r-, and *-a- with East Caucasian oblique stem markers, which 

occupy the same position, directly after the noun root, in inflected nouns, and also match them 

phonetically. Thus I have proposed that Bsq *-t- corresponds to the PEC oblique stem marker 

*-d-, (cf. also Ket-Yug *-da-),40 and Bsq *-r- corresponds to the PEC oblique stem marker *-

r- and/or *-l- (Bengtson 2008a: 89-90).41 The Bsq -a- in words ending in a vowel could 

correspond to the PEC oblique stem marker *-yV-, attested in Tsezian and Lezgian.42 

Compare, for example, these examples of productive oblique stem markers in Hunzib (van 

den Berg 1995: 37-38; only a few of the possible variations are shown): 

 Hunzib ože ‘boy’:  genitive ož-di-s ‘boy’s’ 

 Hunzib azu ‘summer’:  gen. az-du-s 

 Hunzib koč ‘bush’:  gen. koč-li-s 

 Hunzib xo ‘meat’:  gen. xo-lo-s 

 Hunzib k’o ‘squirrel’:  gen. k’o-ro-s 

 Hunzib maru ‘nose’: gen. mar-a-s 

After the noun-class system lost its grammatical content (possibly rather early in the 

development of pre-Basque) the former class prefixes and oblique stem markers became 

lexicalized, and the stem markers were reorganized on a phonetic basis, so that *-t- came to 

be preferred in nouns containing a plosive (usually d or g) or even h (e.g. BN-Aldude bethalde 

‘herd of cows’ < *behi ‘cow’ (N.6) + *alte), and *-r- became associated with nouns containing 

final n.43   

There are also several cases in which Basque appears to preserve former oblique stems 

as the direct stem. It is not uncommon in some EC languages that oblique forms (noun root + 

oblique stem marker) can become the direct form, for example in Kryz χʷar ‘dog’ and Budukh 

χor ‘dog’, from the Proto-Lezgian oblique stem *χ:ʷäy-rV-, and Khinalug pχra ‘dog’, all from 

the PEC oblique stem *χHwĕy-rV- ‘dog’ (NCED 1073). The same seems to have happened in 

                                                           
40 In Yeniseian certain morphs are inserted before oblique case markers, correlated with class and number. For 

example, in Ket -da- appears in I-singular cases: -da [genitive], -da-ŋa [dative], -da-ta [benefactive], etc., while -

di- is used in the corresponding position with II- and III-singular and III-plural forms, -na- with II-III plurals; cf. 

Kott -a:- / -i- / -ŋ- ~ -n- with a similar distribution (Werner 1994: 55-56). 
41 Bsq has two rhotic phonemes, flapped r [r] and trilled rr [ṙ]; the latter is realized only in intervocalic positions, 

e.g. lur ‘earth’ but lurra ‘the earth’. Bsq trilled rr always corresponds to PNC *r, while the flapped r usually 

corresponds to PNC *l or *ɫ, except in a few cases where only Bsq and Yeniseian distinguish a “hard” PSC *r 

from a soft or palatal PSC *ŕ (see Phonology, pp. 90, 188-89). The linking r in Bsq words like egu-r-aldi 

‘weather’ is flapped, and could come from PSC *l, *ɫ, or *ŕ. 
42 Hunzib, for example, also has the stem marker -a- (see examples). 
43 Hualde (1991: 83-84) accounts for the *-t- element synchronically as a purely phonological rule (“If the final 

consonant after Truncation is an oral stop, it is changed to /t/”), which works for most of the examples, but 

obviously not for cases such as su-t-argi ‘firelight’, where the stem *śu ‘fire’ lacks a final consonant. It also does 

not account for examples such as (G) be-t-erri ‘lowland’, (c) be-t-zain ‘cowherd’, where the base forms do not 

have oral stops but the aspirate /h/: *behe ‘low’, *behi ‘cow’, respectively. 
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Bsq *hor ‘dog’, which has a flapped /r/ (*hora = common, but mostly northern, Bsq ora ‘the 

dog’: see etymology N.1).  

Another case in which the Bsq form reflects the old oblique stem is (c) belarri ‘ear’, 

with a clear parallel in Nakh languages, where the reconstructed oblique form was *la-ri- 

‘ear’, from which was built a diminutive form *la-ri-k,̣ and in Nakh languages this diminutive 

became the ordinary word for ‘ear’: Chechen and Ingush lerg, Batsbi lark’.44 Thus the Bsq 

word can be etymologically analyzed as *be=ɫa-ṙi (class marker + noun root + oblique stem 

marker: see etymology A.7).  

Yet another case of this is Bsq su (*śu) ‘fire’ (F.1), with a shape similar to Lak ts’u 

‘fire’. An oblique stem for PNC *cặyɨ̆ ‘fire’ is reconstructed as PNC *cụ̆y- on the basis of the 

Lak word cụ = ts’u, Lezgian oblique stem *cọyɨ-, and the labialized forms in West Caucasian 

*mAc ̣̫ a ‘fire’. Thus the Bsq word *śu ‘fire’ appears to correspond to the PNC oblique form 

*cụ̆y- ‘fire’. The addition of oblique stem markers *-r- and/or *-t- is discussed below. NCED 

(355) remarks that “many [EC] languages reflect an old oblique base [of *cặyɨ̆ ‘fire’] formed 

with the *-rV suffix (*cạj-rV-), cf. PN[akh] *cạri-, PA[ndian] *cạri- (reflected in Akhv. čạri), 

Lak. *cạra-, PL[ezgian] *cạ(j)-rV-.” In this light it is interesting to consider a similar 

extension to the Bsq word *śu ‘fire’, cited by Azkue (1905-06, p. 969) as:  

Sur : … 3º (B - a - d - o, L, Etchev. Manual), Var. de SU, « fuego, » en la declinación de ciertos 

casos y en algún compuesto …  

In Azkue’s characteristic notation this means that Bsq sur, which otherwise means ‘nose’, as 

a western contraction of EB sudur ‘nose’ (M 113; EDB 342), or ‘search, pursuit’ (only in 

Baztanese), is a variant of Bsq su ‘fire’ in certain noun case forms, and in compounds, but 

dialectally restricted to some communities in Bizkaia (Arratia, Durango, Orozko), and in 

Lapurdian, including literary use by Joanes Etcheberry of Ziburu in his Manual Devotionezcoa 

(‘Devotional Manual’: Bordeaux: 1627; see HB 51).45 The specific case forms cited by Azkue 

are surtan, surten ‘in the fire’ [locative] and surtara ‘to the fire’ [allative], the latter of which 

he also attributes to Zegama (Gipuzkoa). In the current model we can analyze this sur as *śu-

r-, historically a noun stem + (now fossilized) oblique stem marker. 

We are fortunate to have some notes about the oblique forms *śu-t- and *śu-r-t- by 

the master Michelena (OEH: SU ‘fuego’):46 

In its main inessive [locative] use …, the forms most used in the South (also by some High-

Navarrese authors) are [locative] sutan, [ablative] sutatik, [allative] sutara, etc .; in the North 

these appear (alternating with suan, sutik, etc.) in Etcheberri Ciboure [17th c.], Pouvreau [17th 

c.], Gasteluçar [17th c.], Baratciart [18th c.] and Monho [18th c.]. Surta-, less frequent, is 

encountered in Gipuzkoan and Bizkaian authors, also in some northern ones such as Voltoire 

                                                           
44 Typologically similar to the ancestor of the Romance words for ‘ear’ (Fr. oreille, Sp. oreja, etc.), the Latin 

diminutive auri-cula ‘ear’, orig. ‘little ear’ < Classical auris ‘ear’. The diminutive form then supplanted the 

original form. 
45 Also: https://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joanes_Etxeberri_Ziburukoa 
46 The author’s translation. Michelena’s references to specific works have been removed and replaced by 

indications of the authors’ time span (e.g. [17th c.]), to emphasize the archaic nature of the forms. 

https://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joanes_Etxeberri_Ziburukoa
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[17th c.], Etcheberri Ciboure [17th c.], or Mirande [20th c.]. The northern and High-Navarrese 

authors (including Mendiburu [18th c.]) generally used suan, sutik, sura(t), etc., forms 

sometimes used by western writers such as Añibarro [17th - 18th c.], Iturriaga [17th - 18th c.], 

[etc.]. 

In other words, for the model proposed here, the oblique stems *śu-t-, *śu-r-, and (double-

oblique) *śu-r-t-, alternating with simple *śu-, have somewhat different dialectal distributions 

in older Bsq texts. Bsq *śu-r- ‘fire’ [oblique stem] agrees well with PEC *cạy-rV- ‘fire’ 

[oblique stem] (see above); the Bsq vowel /u/ here is consistent with the PNC stem *cụ̆y- (with 

ablaut), as mentioned above. This is the clearest evidence that Basque not only has relic 

oblique stem markers in compound words, but that there are also some traces in the declension 

of nouns that are parallel to EC declensional forms. 

Among the compound nouns involving *śu-r- cited by Azkue we find (AN-Lezaka, 

Bzt) surdoki ‘firesteel, a piece of steel which is used to rub flint to make sparks’, (Z) surdakei 

id.; the latter is also attested with the meaning ‘brick’, but the second elements, -doki, -dakei, 

are unclear. These forms imply that the segment *śu-r- is also attested in AN, Bzt, and Z. 

There is a clearer historical analysis of the relic Bizkaian (Orozko) form surtopil ‘bread baked 

in embers’, more or less semantically equivalent to another form cited by Pouvreau (17th c.): 

sukopil ‘subcinericius panis’ (M 247-8). Michelena analyzes the latter as *suko opil ‘torta del 

fuego’ (our *śu-ko *ogi-t-bil).47 I would tentatively analyze (B) surtopil as *śu-r-t-ogi-t-bil, 

with two fossilized oblique stem markers after *śu ‘fire’, just as in the (mainly western) Bsq 

case forms surtan [locative] (<*śu-r-t-an) cited above. 

This double marking also appears in the form (EB) orkoi ‘form, mold, shoe block’ 

(AW) = (Bzt, L) orkoi ‘shoe block, last’, (L, Z) orkhei id. (M 309; EDB 306-7). This word 

was recorded in a more archaic form, hortkhoi, by Axular (17th c.), and this can be analyzed 

as *ho-r-t-gai (see *hoin ‘foot’ [A.72], *gai ‘thing, material’ [L.13], with progressive umlaut 

in L and Bzt); cf. also (Z) orpheko ‘pedal’ < *ho-r-t-behe-ko (see *behe ‘lower, below’ [I.14], 

*-ko [noun-forming suffix]).48  

Hermann Berger (1956, p. 9, note 16) compared Burushaski (Hunza) =l-pur ‘eyelid’49 

with Bsq be-puru ‘eyebrow’ [A.8, Z.2], which leads to more interesting observations about 

oblique stems.50 The unvoicing of the second element in both languages indicates an 

underlying *-t- after the first element, thus the Hunza form can be alalyzed as *=l-t- ‘eye’ (= 

PNC *ʡwĭlʡi ‘eye’ + oblique stem marker *-dV) + *bur ‘hair’, and the Bsq forms as *be(gi)-

                                                           
47 With the Bsq relational suffix *-ko (HB 90, et passim). Bsq (EB) opil ‘bun, roll’ (AW), (Z) óphil, can be 

analyzed as *ogi-t-bil ‘bread’ + *-t- + ‘round thing’. 
48 On the other hand, (BN, L) orthuts ‘barefoot’, etc., are not related to these, except secondarily: see Bsq *ortúć 

‘barefoot’ (R.9) and the verb *e=ortu-śi ‘to take off (shoes, stockings)’ (V.34), related in this model to PEC 

*=ōmŁV ‘to put on (trousers, shoes)’. 
49 Nager =́r-pur (with assimilation); Yasin =mú-r-pul- (with fossilized prefix and metathesis of l and r), and more 

variants.  
50 ~ (L) be-phuru, (Z) be-phürü, ber-phürü. 
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t- ‘eye’51 + *buru ‘head’. Cf. the situation in Lak, where “the old oblique base [of Lak ya 

‘eye’] … had been i-t:a-, and it is preserved in adverbial forms like it:a-w ‘into eyes’, it:a-lu 

‘under eyes’ etc., as well as in some old compounds [e.g., it:a-ts’ani ‘eyebrow’].” This Lak i-

t:a- (< PNC *ʡwĭlʡi ‘eye’ + oblique stem marker *-dV) is parallel in formation with 

Burushaski *=l-t- ‘eye (in compounds)’. Besides *=l-t-bur ‘eyelid’ cf. Bur *=l-t-éṣ ‘eyebrow’ 

(possibly cognate with Lak i-t:a-ts’ani, Tabasaran ul-č’vim / ul-č’vam , Kryz ʕül-ts’äm 

‘eyebrow’, etc.: NCED 364).52 

I have proposed that the segments corresponding to Bur *=l-t- ‘eye’ and Lak [oblique] 

i-t:a- ‘eye’ (< PNC *ʡwĭlʡi-dV-) are present in a Bsq word for ‘eye-tooth, canine tooth, fang’: 

(G, AN, BN, Sal) letagin ‘eye-tooth, canine tooth, fang’, (Z) letágĩn, (AN, L) litagin, (BN, L) 

letain, (Bzt) litain, (B, AN) latagin, analyzed here as *le-t-hagin (see Etym A.12 for details). 

There is a precise Bsq-NC correspondence involving the words for ‘grave, tomb’, Bsq 

*hobi (L.4) ~ PEC *fi[b]ɨ ‘grave’ (NCED 428).53 For this meaning Lak has the word haw 

‘grave’, with oblique base ha:-t:a-, and the derivative ħa-t:a-lu ‘graveyard’, in the Khosrekh 

dialect ha-̣t:a-lu id. The Lezgian language Kryz has χu-d ‘tombstone’ (with the oblique marker 

incorporated in the direct form)54 and the derivative χu-d-il ‘tombstone’. Basque has (EB) 

hobitegi ‘graveyard’, which I analyze as *hobi-t-hegi, of which *hegi seems to be the same 

word as *hegi ‘crest, ridge, border, edge, corner’, etc. (D.11). Some other formations with 

*hegi include (G, Sal) itegi ‘stable’ < *idi-t-hegi ‘place for oxen’, (B, G) ardandegi ‘wine 

cellar, tavern, wine shop’ < *ardan-d-hegi ‘wine-place’, etc. That *hegi (not -tegi or -degi) is 

original is shown by forms such as (c) jauregi < *iau-r-hegi ‘lord’s place’ (*iaun = [c] jaun 

‘lord, sir’) (see M 245, 250; HB 184 et passim). Secondarily *-t-hegi has been abstracted from 

these compounds and become an independent word: (c, EB) tegi ‘stable, corral, pen, enclosed 

space for livestock’ (AW). 

 

The Basque fossilized suffix *-ṙ 

 

As stated by Trask (1999a: 85), in his comments on my article in Mother Tongue V 

(Bengtson 1999a): 

                                                           
51 In earlier works I tried to reconcile Bsq *begi ‘eye’ (transparently similar to Chechen bʕärg, etc.) with PNC 

*ʡwĭlʡi ‘eye’, but now it seems preferable, following a suggestion by G. Starostin, to derive it from a verbal root 

‘to see’, cf. PNC *=agwV ~ *=igwV id. (see etymology A.8).  
52 Medial and final PSC *m often disappear in Burushaski (with hypothetical nasalization of the preceding 

vowel), but may be preserved in plural and inflected forms. Thus the Bur cognate of PNC *cɦ̣wĕme ‘eyebrow’ 

seems to be *śe[m] ‘wool’, based on the direct stem śe and the plural form śémiŋ,  usually interpreted as śé-miŋ , 

but probably originally *śém-iŋ. Similarly Bur *ya[m] ‘bear’ in relation to PEC *ʕwamħV ‘wolf’, etc. 
53 The PEC reconstruction is uncertain, expressed in NCED as *fiwɨ (~ -b-, -o), since there is not enough 

information to decide between the second consonant *w or *b, and final vowel *ɨ or *o. If the PEC form was 

*fibo or *fiwo there was metathesis of vowels either in PEC or in Bsq *hobi. 
54 As mentioned earlier, in an analogous fashion Kryz has χʷa-r ‘dog’, incorporating the oblique marker *-rV-: 

cf. Budukh χo-r, Bsq *ho-r ‘dog’ (N.1).  
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In fact, it has long been noticed that Basque possesses a sizeable number of nouns all of 

which end in -ar and most of which denote things more commonly encountered in bunches 

than individually: (h)ondar ‘sand’, ‘remains, residue’; izar ‘star’; ilar ~ idar ‘pea’; negar ~ 

nigar ‘tears’; sagar ‘apple’; and quite a few others. It has accordingly been suspected that 

this -ar (not -r) might represent a fossilized collective (not plural) suffix, but the evidence is 

not sufficient to draw such a conclusion. 

First, two comments on this quote. Trask asserted that the suffix is “-ar (not -r),” but in my 

analysis the proposed suffix is *-ṙ, since it is frequently preceded by vowels other than /a/: 

e.g. *ɦelde-ṙ ‘drivel’ (A.80), *lance-ṙ ‘drizzle, fog’ (G.9), *moko-ṙ ‘buttocks’ (A.44), *konko-

ṙ ‘joint’ (A.76), *sincu-ṙ ‘throat’ (A.30), *saku-ṙ ‘dog’ (N.2), to name a few. (To my 

knowledge Bsq *-i-ṙ does not occur.) Further, it is not my proposal that all nouns that end in 

/ar/ contain this putative suffix. For example, in Trask’s brief list only three of the words have 

the suffix (in my notation: *ɦonda-ṙ [D.18]; *iɫha-ṙ [O.8]; *nega-ṙ / *niga-ṙ [A.78]), but in 

the cases of ‘star’ and ‘apple’ the final -r is part of the root (*i=saṙ [G.21]: cf. PNC *ʒwhărī 

/ *ʒwăhrī ‘star’; *śagaṙ [P.14]: cf. Lezgi č:üχʷer ‘pear’, Bur *śuɣurí ‘pear’). To this list we 

can add Bsq *a=daṙ ‘horn’ (A.4: PEC *ƛwɨ̆rV, Bur *=ltur), *kokoṙ ‘throat’ (A.31: PEC 

*ḳwVrV), *ha[m]aṙ ‘worm’ (B.46: PEC *ɦabarV), *(gara-)gaṙ ‘barley’ (O.1, O.2: PEC 

*q̇[ǝ̄]rV), and others, in which /r/ belongs to the noun root, not a suffix. 

On the other hand, to the list of nouns that do contain the proposed suffix we can add: 

Bsq *beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead’ (A.5: PEC *bʕāɫhŏ), *sama-ṙ ‘fleece, pelt’ (A.23: PEC *cɦ̣wĕme 

‘eyebrow’), *bisa-ṙ ‘beard’ (A.24: PEC *bilʒ́V), *gonga-ṙ ‘windpipe’ (A.33: PEC 

*ɢwVnɢwV), *keda-ṙ ‘soot’ (F.6: PEC *q̇idV), *sisto-ṙ ‘icicle’ (G.18: PEC *sɨ̄rVsV), and 

quite a few others. The etymological separability of *-ṙ is clearly shown by the variants either 

lacking the *-ṙ, or having a different suffix, i.e. *ɦerde / *ɦelde-ṙ ‘drivel, drool’ (A.80); 

*sincu-ṙ (A.30: > zintzur, züntzür ‘throat’) vs. *sirsu-ɫo (> zurzulo ‘nape’); *nega-ṙ ‘tears’ vs. 

*nega-l ‘skin rash’ (A.78).  

 Many of these nouns do seem to have an underlying collective sense (in Trask’s 

words, “things more commonly encountered in bunches than individually”), for example 

*ɦonda-ṙ ‘sand, beach’ (D.18), *lega-ṙ ‘small stones, gravel’ (D.16), *iɫha-ṙ ‘peas, beans’ 

(O.8), *beɫha-ṙ ‘grass, hay’ (C.21), *malka-ṙ ‘straw (of vetch)’ (C.28), *sama-ṙ ‘fleece’ 

(A.23), *e=ɫhu-ṙ ‘snow’ (G.17), *lance-ṙ ‘drizzle’ (G.9), *nega-ṙ ‘tears, weeping’ (A.78), 

*ɦelde-ṙ ‘drivel’ (A.80), *lega-ṙ ‘rennet, ulcer’ (A.94), *keda-ṙ ‘soot’ (F.6), *lapa-ṙ ‘bramble’ 

(C.15: ‘thorns’), *siga-ṙ ‘mite’ (B.44), etc. Some others designate parts of the body that exist 

in pairs or multiples: *i=ste-ṙ ‘thigh’ (A.46), *moko-ṙ ‘buttocks’ (A.44), *buɫha-ṙ ‘breast’ 

(A.40), *galca-ṙ ‘armpit, arm, bosom’ (A.64), *bi=ska-ṙ ‘back’ (A.39: i.e. ‘vertebrae’), *bisa-

ṙ ‘beard’ (A.24), *mutu-ṙ ‘snout’ (A.18: ‘nostrils’), *hac-tapa-ṙ̄ ‘finger, claw, paw’ (A.68, 

A.70).  

 Now for the external cognates of Bsq *-ṙ: in East Caucasian there has been a similar 

development in which the well-known plural suffix *-r, attested in all branches of North 

Caucasian, has been lexicalized in a significant number of words, e.g. Avar bucú-r 

‘fortification, dike’, Tabasaran marca-r ‘hearth’ (historical plurals of PNC *bŏlcĒ: NCED 
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308); Agul ib-ur, Rutul ub-ur, Budukh ib-ir ‘ear’, historically ‘ears’ (pl. of PLezg. *ʔIam: < 

PEC *ʕwănʕV ‘ear’: NCED 240); Khinalug cul-oz ‘tooth’ (< -or: PNC *cɨ̆ɫɦV̄ ‘tooth’: NCED 

326); Tsakhur kuwa-r, Kryz kʷahä-r, Budukh küwe-r ‘young goat’ (“possibly originally 

plural, *-r” < PEC *kwɨ̄ʡnɨ̄: NCED 710); Andi beli-r ‘deer’ (“suffixed -rV [probably originally 

plural], commonly present in many animal names”: NCED 293). 

Possibly the most remarkable Bsq-NC parallel (in regard to the *-ṙ suffix) involves 

the Dargi words for ‘tear(s)’ (saline fluid of eyes): Akushi nerʁ, Kaitag nerʁ, merʁ < Proto-

Dargwa *nerʁw < earlier *neʁw-r- ‘tears’ (NCED 849),55 are parallel in development with 

Basque *nega-ṙ ‘tears, weeping’ (A.78), except for the metathesis in Dargi. Cf. also Tindi χʷā-

r ‘pus’(< *χʷaƛạ-r < *ƛ ̣̫ oχo-r: NCED 783) = Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘mouth ulcer; rennet’ (A.94); Agul 

mužu-r ‘beard’ (plural of PEC *bilʒ́V: NCED 304) = Bsq *bisa-ṙ ‘beard’ (A.24); Dargwa 

Chiragh k’ap:a-ra ‘leaf’ (PNC *ƛặpi: NCED 774) = Bsq *lapa-ṙ ‘bramble’ (C.15); Chechen, 

Ingush χowχa-r ‘little lamb’ < PEC *χɨnχwV-r ‘children, young (of animals)’ = Bsq *hau-ṙ 

‘child’ (J.18).

                                                           
55 NC /ʁ/ is a voiced uvular fricative, not very different from Bsq intervocalic -g- /ɣ/, though the latter is more 

lightly articulated (continuant), like the Spanish g in pagar (Hualde 1991: 99 ff.; HB 84). 
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VI  
 

North Caucasian Phonology in Euskaro-Caucasian Perspective 
 

At this point the reader might well ask “what is the Caucasian language family (as 

defined in this book)?” More precisely, is there a genetic unity between (North-)West 

Caucasian (Abkhaz-Adygean) and (North-)East Caucasian (Nakh-Dagestanian); and what is 

their relationship, if any, with what was formerly called “South Caucasian,” and now 

Kartvelian?1  

 

Map 2: North Caucasian Languages2 

 

These issues have been evolving over the past century or more. At first, many linguists 

simply lumped all three groups together as “Caucasian,” but on little or no linguistic evidence. 

N.S. Trubetzkoy (1922, 1926, 1930) pioneered in the scientific classification of WC and EC, 

finding they had enough basic vocabulary in common, with regular phonetic correspondences, 

to be regarded as a North Caucasian family. Soon after that Georges Dumézil (1932, 1933) 

came to the same conclusion based on grammar. Since then a consensus has been growing 

that Kartvelian is genetically distinct from the other two, so much so that it is no longer called 

“South Caucasian” by anyone. However, whether a unified (North) Caucasian family, i.e. WC 

+ EC, exists, or can be demonstrated, is still controversial to some (see below, on NCED).  

S.A. Starostin (1995a) has shown that, out of the 35 allegedly “ultra-stable” lexical 

items on the Swadesh list (the so-called “Yakhontov subset”), East and West Caucasian share 

a common origin for no fewer than 24, linked to each other through regular correspondences, 

                                                           
1 Henceforth “East Caucasian” (EC) and “West Caucasian” (WC), following e.g., Chirikba 1996, van den Berg 

2005, NCED, will be used in preference to “Northeast” and “Northwest,” respectively, though some scholars still 

prefer the latter usage.    
2 This map is modified, licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license, 

from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Caucasian_languages#/media/File:Caucasic_languages.svg 
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whereas the nearby Kartvelian languages only share, at most, around 4 or 5 look-alikes with 

each branch, partly accidental similarities, partly the result of areal diffusion.  

The Abkhazian scholar V.A. Chirikba cites the work of B.X. Balkarov, A.K. 

Shagirov, and A.I. Abdokov (as well as Trubetzkoy and Dumézil) and claims that “these 

works provided a final proof for the existence of a compact North Caucasian linguistic family 

with two branches, a Western, or Abkhazo-Adyghean, and an Eastern, or Nakh-

Daghestanian.” He goes on to cite 54 basic West Caucasian-East Caucasian lexical 

etymologies (essentially the same as those in NCED), juxtaposed with their Kartvelian 

equivalents, and concludes that “Common West Caucasian shows a remarkable closeness to 

East Caucasian in all sections of its basic vocabulary … On the contrary, the corresponding 

Kartvelian items demonstrate far-reaching differences on all lexical levels” (Chirikba 1996: 

402-406). 

So with the cumulative results since Trubetzkoy and Dumézil, and particularly the 

evidence found in the dictionary “NCED” (discussed below), I think we can comfortably 

accept North Caucasian as a valid language family. A discussion of Kartvelian and its 

differences from North Caucasian (and Basque) is presented in Appendix B. 

There is no space here for a long discussion of the merits of Nikolayev & Starostin’s 

North Caucasian dictionary (NCED, 1994), which has had strong critics (e.g., Nichols 1997, 

Schulze 1997), as well as endorsements by some leading experts on Caucasian languages (e.g., 

Alekseyev & Testelets 1996; Chirikba 1996). For our purposes here it should be sufficient to 

state that NCED, like any pioneering work, is not an absolute solution but a set of hypotheses 

that will have to be tested and modified, where necessary, over the coming decades. My 

citation of the PNC, PEC, and PWC reconstructions found in NCED (or Č, K, M, or any other 

source) should not be construed as unconditional endorsement of their validity in every detail, 

but like any “starred forms” they are hypotheses, each of which must be evaluated and 

reformulated as needed, just as Brugmann’s Indo-European reconstructions, for example, 

continue to be re-evaluated and reworked to this day. The fact remains that NCED is still the 

only comprehensive source for North Caucasian etymologies, and it would hardly be possible 

to proceed with a systematic comparison of Basque and North Caucasian etymologies without 

it.    

As is well known among linguists, the North Caucasian languages possess some of 

the most complex phonemic systems in the world. Besides a treble distinction of stops and 

affricates (voiceless-aspirated / glottalized / voiced), a postvelar (uvular) series [q, q’, ɢ, χ, ʁ], 

a treble contrast of sibilants and their respective affricates [s / š / ś], etc., pharyngeals and 

laryngeals [ʡ, ħ, ʕ, ʔ, h, ɦ], and a rich array of laterals [l, ɬ, tɬ, tɬ’], these are often further 

complicated by additional features such as labialization (shown here, e.g., as [kw, qw], etc. = 

[k˚, q˚] in other transcriptions), tensing (shown here as, e.g. [k:] = [k̄] or [·k] elsewhere), 

pharyngealization of consonants (shown here as [q̰ˁ, q’ˁ, χˁ, ʁˁ, ḥ], elsewhere, e.g. NCED, as 

[qI, q̇I, χI, ʁI, hI], respectively, and also pharyngealization of vowels (shown here as [ạ, ẹ, ị, 
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ọ, ụ] = [aI, eI, iI, oI, uI] in NCED, etc.).3 To account for these features and others Nikolayev 

& Starostin (1994) published the first comprehensive systematic reconstruction of the North 

Caucasian proto-language, based on lower-level reconstructions of West Caucasian and East 

Caucasian subgroup proto-languages, and on an extensive etymological inventory of North 

Caucasian lexemes. The following scheme of Proto-North Caucasian consonants is borrowed 

(with slight modifications) from their North Caucasian Etymological Dictionary (NCED). 

 

Table VI.1: Proto-North Caucasian Consonants 
Place of 

articulation 

Voiceless  
stops / 

affricates  

Glottalized 
stops / 

affricates 

Voiced  
stops / 

affricates 

Voiceless 

fricatives 

Voiced 
fricatives 

Nasal 
resonants 

Liquids Glides 

Labial p  ṗ b f  m w u̯ 
Dental t ṭ d (ϑ) (ð) n r  
Alveolar c c ̣ ʒ s z    
Postalveolar č č ̣ ǯ š ž    
Alveo-

palatal  

ć  ć  ̣ ʒ́ ś ź   y 

Lateral ƛ  ƛ ̣ Ł λ (L)  ł, l  
Velar k ḳ g x (ɣ)    
Uvular q q̇ ɢ χ ʁ    

Pharyngeal ʡ   ħ ʕ    

Laryngeal ʔ   h  ɦ    
 

Note: The rare dental fricatives *ϑ and *ð, the voiced velar fricative *ɣ, and voiced lateral 

fricative *L = [ɮ] are reconstructed for East Caucasian but not PNC (NCED 41).  

 

This system of 53 consonants is far more complex than that of Basque, which is closer to the 

western European norm. However, this kind of complexity is not atypical of North Caucasian 

languages, e.g. Avar, with 45 consonants (ECLF 152, quoting Charachidze). Chirikba (1996: 

173-4) reconstructs some 102-110 consonants for Proto-West Caucasian.  

 

Proto-North Caucasian Vowels 

 

Nikolayev & Starostin reconstruct nine vowels for PNC (or 18 vowels, considering the length 

feature) in medial (non-final) position (NCED 72). 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 I find the transcriptions with the paločka [I] misleading, at least for western scholars, since they can easily be 

confused with the vowel I = i, and (in some fonts) also with the consonant l. 
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    Table VI.2: Proto-North Caucasian Vowels 

 front mid back 

high ĭ ī ü̆ ǖ   ɨ̆ ɨ̄ ŭ ū 
mid ĕ ē   ə̆ ə̄   ŏ ō 
low ä̆ ǟ   ă ā     

 

Clearly this vowel system is much more complex than the general five-vowel system of 

Basque (see below). In the comparative phonology described in detail below it will be shown 

that, in general, vowels have merged in Basque, though we can also not rule out that PNC 

innovated and increased the number of vowels in some ways.  

In the ensuing discussions of etymologies the phonetic symbols used in NCED will 

be retained for the PNC, PWC, and PEC reconstructions cited, but transcriptions of attested 

forms will be modified in the following ways:4 

(a) the glottalized consonants [ṗ, ṭ, c,̣ č,̣ ƛ,̣ ḳ, q̇, q̇I] are shown as [p’, t’, ts’, č’, tɬ’, k’, 

q’, q’ˁ], respectively; 

(b) the affricates [c, c,̣ ƛ, ƛ]̣ are shown as [ts, ts’, tɬ, tɬ’], respectively;  

(c) the lateral fricative [λ] will appear as [ɬ] (= Navajo ł, Welsh ll);  

(d) the pharyngealized consonants and vowels will appear as [qˁ, q’ˁ, χˁ, ʁˁ, ḥ; ạ, ẹ, ị, 

ọ, ụ], as described above.  

These modifications are intended to make North Caucasian phonetic forms more transparent 

and accessible to readers outside of Russia. 

Excellent and readable surveys of the Caucasian languages, including phonetics, 

grammar, and classification, have been provided by Catford (1977, 1991).  

Common phonetic changes in North Caucasian: In the process of examining 

the Basque-North Caucasian etymologies proposed below, one will notice that the phonetic 

similarity of Basque words and their hypothetical North Caucasian cognates is often quite 

transparent, purely by the chance operations of phonetic change, either the relative 

transparency of phonetic changes on both sides, or parallel phonetic changes (convergence). 

Take for example these Basque-Andi comparisons: 

 

  Table VI.3: Some Basque – Andi lexical comparisons 

Basque 
general 

gloss 
Andi 

Andi 

gloss  
 (if different 

from general 
gloss) 

PNC / PEC 

Etymology 

number 

in chapter 

XIII 

*minhi  tongue mits’:i   *mĕlcị̆ A.9 

*hune 
brain, 

marrow 
honu brain *ɦwōmdV  A.2 

*horc tooth guži 
molar 

tooth 
*gəlǯwē A.10 

                                                           
4 The only minor changes are *y (for NCED *j) and *ɢ (for NCED *G). 
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Basque 
general 

gloss 
Andi 

Andi 

gloss  
 (if different 

from general 
gloss) 

PNC / PEC 

Etymology 

number 

in chapter 

XIII 

*hac 
paw, 

finger 
kwač’a paw *kwăčẹ̆ A.68 

*śu  fire ts’a   *cặyɨ̆  F.1 

*esti honey hunts’i  *hwmĭʒū P.21 

*i=ɫhinti firebrand ɬudi (fire-)wood *λwɨndV F.3 

*kē  smoke k’:woy   *kẉɨ̆nħV F.2 

*oćo  wolf bots’o   *bħĕrcẹ̆ B.1 

*hor dog χwoy  *χHwĕye N.1 

*[H]unce rabbit onži hedgehog *ɦwVlǯĔ B.8 

*kuṙu/i 
crane 

(bird) 
q’:urru  *q̇wVrV B.17 

*ha[m]aṙ  worm habara   *ɦabarV B.46 

*kankano kernel k’ork’on egg *ḳV̆rḳV̆nV C.34 

*lincu-ra 
bog, 

marsh 
ɬents’:u  *ƛwilcẉV E.6 

*tanka 
drop (of 

liquid) 
t’onk’il  *ṭHanḳŏ E.12 

*e=će house č’a-ri-ko 
house, 

household  
*c[̣ī]yu Q.1 

*arhe harrow ʁari  *ʁarhV Q.14 

*hori yellow hiri red *ɦirV R.4 

*lirain 
slender, 

lithe 
=elora thin *=iƛɨ̣̆lV R.52 

 

It is immediately apparent that the similarity of phonetic shapes is more or less transparent in 

all these comparisons, and the meanings are usually identical or nearly identical. (A few 

semantic differences, such as ‘rabbit ~ hedgehog’, ‘kernel ~ egg’, ‘yellow ~ red’ are 

commonplace and have typological parallels in other languages).  Historical linguists will 

make note of several trivial phonetic matches: Basque *n = Andi n (4 examples), *h = h (3), 

*r = r (3), *a = a (3), *i = i (4), *o = o (3), *u = u (3), *m = m (2), *l = l (2). It can be seen 

in the detailed etymologies (later in this volume) that some of these matches are results of 

convergence, not common retention of original proto-phonemes.5 They may also notice some 

recurrent non-trivial matches: Basque *k = Andi k’ (3), Basque *ṙ = Andi r (2). 

It will also be noted that there are other, apparently “irregular,” matches, such that 

Basque *h is matched not only with Andi h, but also with Andi g, kw, and χw. The short answer 

to this is that, as shown above, Basque has a very simple consonantal structure (fewer 

                                                           
5 For example, in the comparisons of Bsq *Hunce ‘rabbit’ ~ Andi onži ‘hedgehog’ (PNC *ɦwVlǯĔ) and Bsq 

*lincu-ra ‘bog, marsh’ ~ Andi ɬents’:u id. (PEC *ƛwilcẉV), Bsq and Andi have convergently changed *l to /n/ in 

this type of lateral+affricate cluster (PNC *-lǯ-, *-lc-̣). 
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phonemic contrasts) in comparison with Proto-North Caucasian or Andi,6 and thus Basque has 

merged many originally distinct phonemes of the Dene-Caucasian proto-language. These 

correspondences and others will be discussed in detail in the following pages. Some apparent 

irregularities are also caused by forces such as assimilation, dissimilation, and contamination 

(blending), and these are discussed in detail at the end of the Phonology section.  

On the other hand, in some etymologies offered here one will encounter North 

Caucasian words that have little or no resemblance with the proposed Basque cognates. For 

example, for Basque *lanbro ‘fog, mist, drizzle’ (G.8) we offer the North Caucasian cognates 

Avar and Chadakolob nak’ ‘cloud’; Chechen, Ingush doχk ‘fog’, Batsbi doχk’ ‘cloud’; and 

Khinalug unk’ ‘cloud’. There is no similarity whatsoever between the Basque and North 

Caucasian words, but from these words and a few others Nikolayev & Starostin reconstructed 

PEC *rä̆nƛẉV̆ ‘cloud, fog’ (NCED 947). In the first 199 pages of this dictionary the authors 

lay out the phonetic correspondences that led them to reconstruct this word, and all the other 

etyma in the dictionary.7 I can mention only a few of them here.  

PNC *r is stable in most languages, but changes to /d/ in Nakh languages and Dargi, 

thus the Nakh words for ‘cloud’, doχk, doχk’ < Proto-Nakh *doχk ̣< PEC *rä̆nƛẉV̆. Otherwise, 

*r is subject to additional changes when another resonant follows in the same root (NCED 

45), thus, for example, initial PNC *r changes to /n/ in Avar when there is a subsequent *n in 

the PEC root, resulting in Avar nak’ < PEC *rä̆nƛẉV̆. In an analogous way initial PNC *n can 

change to /m/ when there is a following *w, e.g. Avar máʕu ‘tear’, Akhwakh maq’a id. < PEC 

*nĕwq̇ŭ / *nĭwq̇V̆- ‘tears; pus’ (cf. A.78: Bsq *nega-ṙ / *niga-ṙ ‘tears, weeping’, *nega-l 

‘scurf, herpes, (skin) rash’).   

One will also notice radical changes to the second consonant in this word, originally 

the glottalized lateral affricate *ƛ ̣= /tɬ’/. Lateral affricates are definitely not stable in most of 

the North Caucasian ‘daughter’ languages. The reflexes are generally most stable (i.e., 

remaining as lateral affricates or other laterals) in Avar-Andian and Tsezian, somewhat less 

so in Nakh and Lezgian,8 and completely transformed to velars or uvulars (and sometimes 

other reflexes such as /š, ž, č, ǯ/) in Lak, Dargi, and Khinalug (NCED 52). Lateral affricates 

are also reconstructed for Proto-West Caucasian, but most of the present-day reflexes are a 

large variety of other types of consonants (see NCED 182-3). Thus in the word under 

discussion (PEC *rä̆nƛẉV̆ ‘cloud, fog’), even Avar (which preserves lateral affricates in many 

other environments) changes PNC *ƛẉ to the glottalic velar /k’/, and the other languages cited 

have also changed this proto-cluster to some kind of velar, or, in Nakh languages, the uvular-

velar cluster /χk’/, deglottalized in Chechen and Ingush. 

                                                           
6 Andi has 58 consonant phonemes (Ruhlen 1975: 158). 
7 For those who do not have access to the printed book, pages 7-199 of NCED are available as a PDF on the TOB 

website: http://starling.rinet.ru/texts_new.php?lan=en 
8 Lateral affricates are reconstructed for Proto-Lezgian, but only Archi preserves some of them intact with a 

velarized articulation, approx. /kɬ/, /kɬ’/, but also as simple velars under certain conditions (Catford 1977: 291, 

citing K.S. Mikailov and A.E. Kibrik).  

http://starling.rinet.ru/texts_new.php?lan=en
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To further complicate this, the opposite change, original velars to lateral affricates, 

can take place in East Caucasian, for example Tindi retɬ’:u ‘weasel’ < PNC *rĭgwĂ (NCED 

56). Here Basque makes different changes: syncope to *ergui, then labialization to *erbi 

‘hare’, *erbi-nude ‘weasel’, alongside archaic and dialectal ergunedi, erguniri, ergaiñude, etc. 

(see B.9, B.10).  

These kinds of non-trivial correspondences, and the resulting non-transparently 

similar cognates, are of course perfectly normal in languages separated for five or ten 

millennia, a famous example being Armenian erkow, the non-transparent cognate of Latin 

duo, Greek δύο, English two, etc. And who would ever guess that English wolf, Albanian ujk,9 

and Persian garg, with no consonants in common, were cognate, but they are indeed (< PIE 

*u̯l̥kʷos ~ *lukʷos: Buck 3.71; WP I 316).10 Similar cases of non-transparent cognates will be 

found throughout the proposed Basque-North Caucasian etymologies. Andi was used as an 

example above simply because Andian languages tend to be conservative and preserve both 

the PNC phonemic system and its syllabic structure. Basque, as will be shown below, often 

preserves old syllabic structures but has been very innovative in phonemic structure, with a 

sparser and simpler repertoire of phonemes. Nevertheless, it was quite easy to assemble a list 

of transparently similar Basque-Andi cognates. 

Some other common types of phonetic change in North Caucasian languages should 

be mentioned. Pharyngealization of consonants and vowels was briefly mentioned above. In 

such cases the NCED authors reconstructed laryngeals and pharyngeals, e.g., for Dargi 

Akusha pạħạla ‘feather’ (with two pharyngealized vowels) and other forms they reconstructed 

PNC *ṗVħVɫV ‘feather, mane’ (NCED 879: the proposed Basque cognate, *biɫho ‘hair, mane’ 

[A.20] has a cluster); for Rutul arχˁ ‘spring wool’, Tsakhur arχˁ ‘autumn wool’ (with 

pharyngealized uvular fricatives) and other words the reconstruction is PEC *ʡālχV ‘wool’ 

(NCED 242: the proposed Basque cognate is *uɫhe ‘wool, hair’ [A.21]). 

Other common North Caucasian phonetic changes involve the proto-phoneme *w, 

which remains /w/ only in Lezgian (but /b/ in Archi and Udi), Khinalug, and PWC; elsewhere 

it has changed to /b/, for example, PEC *wē[r]qwV (NCED 1043) > Lezgi werχ ‘birch’, 

Tsakhur woχʕ id., but Andi beχu ‘birch’, Avar bihá-ro ‘poplar’, etc.; there is an analogous 

change in Basque, e.g. *burki ‘birch’ (C.8: with subsequent loss of /b/ in western dialects);11 

cf. also PEC *whǝ̆rʒĭ ‘edge, tip’ (NCED 1045) > Agul wart: ‘top’, Rutul wɨt ‘corner, (external) 

angle’, Tsakhur wut id.; (with metathesis) Karata ts’:iber  ‘edge’ ~ Basque *baste-ṙ ‘edge, 

corner’ (I.1).12 

                                                           
9 Archaic ulk in the Cham dialect. 
10 Leaving aside the issue that lupus is not ‘true’ Latin but a loanword from another Italic dialect. Interdialectal 

borrowing is widespread in all large language families.  
11 Note that there is an alternative etymology < Germanic (see C.8). 
12 Cf. the analogous change of Latin /w/ > /v/ > /b/ in Castilian, e.g. vacca ‘cow’ > vaca /baka/, which could be 

areal (like some other Basque-Castilian typological similarities); note a similar change in Dalmatian baka, 

Sardinian bakka (REW 9109).   
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The PNC lateral fricative *λ, phonetically [ɬ], is also unstable, remaining as [ɬ] in most 

Avar and Andian reflexes (occasionally also [h]), often as [ɬ] in Tsezian (but also [l], [r], [h]), 

changing to the voiced resonant [l] in Nakh, and the voiceless velar fricative [x] or tense [x:] 

in Lak, Dargi, and Khinalug (NCED 52). In Lezgian Archi is the most conservative (as with 

the lateral affricates), preserving *λ as [ɬ], but the other Lezgian languages change *λ to [x], 

[χ], [š], [ž] and even (from labialized *λw) [f] and [v] (NCED 144). In West Caucasian the 

transformations of PNC *λ, *λw are also extensive, e.g. to [x], [ś], [š], [š́], [sw], etc. Thus in 

the etymology for ‘snow’ (G.17: Bsq *e=ɫhu-(ṙ) = PEC *λĭwV ~ *yĭwλV) we find the fairly 

straightforward Chechen lō, Ingush lɔ, Batsbi law; as well as the strange transformations in 

Lezgi žiw ‘snow’, Tabasaran yif, Agul ibx́, Agul Burshag yišv, Agul Burkikhan üx  ‘snow’. 

As mentioned above in connection with PNC *r, when resonants are followed in the 

same root by another resonant, reflexes of the initial resonant are frequently modified. With 

the PNC sequence *wVn- many languages change the initial to /m/, thus PEC *wĕnƛṾ ‘beak, 

horn, head’ > Bezhta, Hunzib motɬ’o ‘beak’, Inkhokwari mạtɬ’u ‘mouth, lip’; Batsbi marɬŏ 

‘nose’, etc. (NCED 1041). An analogous change has taken place in Basque (*murtu-ṙ >) 

*mutuṙ ‘snout, muzzle’ (A.18) and Burushaski *-múltur ‘nostril’.13 Similarly with PNC 

*wēnλwē ‘luck, good’ (Chechen mēla ‘good deed, good [religious]’, etc. NCED 1041) in 

relation to Basque *ben > ben, men ‘formal, serious; meek, docile; power, potency’, etc. (see 

R.49). A similar change occurs in Basque loans from Romance, e.g. (B, AN) zamau, zamu 

‘tablecloth’ < *samãu < Lat. sabanu-; and (B, L) magina ‘sheath, scabbard’, (B-arc) bagina 

< Lat. vagīna (M 152, 268; REW 7478, 9122; EDB 26, 279, 369).   

Another common change in North Caucasian, as well as in Basque, is the nasalization 

of vowels before original nasal resonants, and often the subsequent loss of nasalization, e.g. 

Akhwakh s:e, Chamali s:ē ‘sinew, muscle’ < *s:ẽ < PEC *sēħmV (NCED 959): here Basque 

has preserved the nasal as *sain ‘vein, nerve, root’ (A.58). In other cases Basque has lost the 

resonant as well as nasality of the vowel, with convergent changes in some North Caucasian 

languages, e.g. Basque *śai(e) ‘vulture’ (B.13) in relation to Tsezi tse(y) ‘eagle, vulture’, 

Hinukh tsoy, Chamali s’ũy, Karata ts’:ũyi ‘eagle’, etc. < PEC *cẉämʔV̆ (NCED 370); and 

Basque *kē ‘smoke’ (F.2) in relation to Dargi k:aw ‘smoke’, Avar k’:uy, Karata k’:ũyi, etc. < 

PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV ‘smoke’ (NCED 738), and more. (The difference between preservation of 

resonant in Bsq *sain, versus loss in *śai(e) and *kē, may be related to the position of the 

laryngeal in PNC, i.e. before the nasal resonant in the first case, and after the resonant in the 

other two.) 

Any other unexpected phonetic changes in North Caucasian will be addressed as they 

arise in the etymologies.    

                                                           
13 I think it is more likely that the original PSC form was closer to *mĕwƛṾ, since the outliers Basque, 

Burushaski, and peripheral NC languages (Nakh, Khinalug) all have initial /m/, and the metathetic variant 

*wĕnƛṾ may be an innovation of the core EC languages.  
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VII 
 

Euskaro-Caucasian Comparative Phonology I: Introduction 
 

As a preliminary to the discussion of Basque-North Caucasian phonetic 

correspondences it may be of interest to compare some typological frequencies of initial stop 

consonants in North Caucasian and in Basque: 

 

Table VII.1: Frequency of Proto-North Caucasian Initial Stop 

Consonants1 
 voiced  

(lenis) 

 voiceless 

(aspirated, fortis) 

 glottalized 

(ejective) 

total for the  

articulation point 
labial b   (92) ← p  (33) ← ṗ   (6) 131 
coronal 

(dental) d   (32) ← t    (14) → ṭ  (33) 79 
velar g  (54) → k  (64) → ḳ  (70) 188 
post-velar 
(uvular) ɢ  (58) → q  (61) → q̇  (89) 208 

  
In this table we can see some notable tendencies: (A) There are significantly lower frequencies of the 

labial ejective *ṗ (6) and the fortis coronal *t (14); otherwise frequencies are relatively evenly spread. 

(B) In the labial row there is a “leftward” tendency of frequency, and thus of unmarkedness, away 

from ejective *ṗ and fortis *p toward lenis *b, which is more than twice as frequent (92) than the 

ejective and fortis combined (39). (C) In the velar and postvelar rows there is the opposite 

“rightward” tendency in which the ejectives *ḳ and *q̇ are more frequent, and thus unmarked, than 

the lenis and fortis, though not nearly as extreme as in the labial row. (D) In the coronal row there is a 

“centrifugal” tendency in which lenis *d (32) and ejective *ṭ (33) have virtually the same frequency, 

each being more than twice as frequent as the fortis *t (14). When the totals for each articulation point 

are combined (last column) the frequencies range in the order coronal (79) → labial (131) → velar 

(188) → post-velar (208). 

 

Table VII.2: Frequency of Basque Initial Stop Consonants2 

 voiced  
(lenis) 

 voiceless 
(aspirated, fortis) 

total for the  
articulation point 

labial 

b   (71) ← p    (34) 105 

coronal 
(dental) d     (13) → t   (38) 51 

velar 

g   (61) ←→ k   (57) 118 

 

                                                           
1 Based on frequencies of each initial proto-phoneme (excluding grammatical affixes) in the Caucasian 

Etymological Database (EHL, TOB), generally identical with the data in NCED. 
2 Based on approximate numbers of pages with each initial letter (excluding grammatical affixes) in Azkue’s 

(1905) Basque dictionary. 
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The Basque consonant system is much more simple than the Proto-North Caucasian, having only 

three points of articulation (labial – coronal – velar) rather than four, and only two laryngeal features 

(lenis : fortis) rather than the three of North Caucasian. Note these tendencies: (A) Within each point 

of articulation row the most extreme differences in frequency are between fortis t (38) and lenis d 

(13), a ratio of roughly 3/1; and between lenis labial b (71) and fortis labial p (34), a ratio of roughly 

2/1. (B) In the labial row the “leftward” tendency (fortis p → lenis b) is essentially similar to the same 

tendency in North Caucasian. (C) The most extreme frequency difference is seen in the coronal row, 

between lenis d (13) and fortis t (38). (D) In the velar row the fortis and lenis consonants are 

statistically about even (61 – 57). When the totals for each articulation point are combined (last 

column) the frequencies range in the order coronal (51) → labial (105) → velar (118), essentially the 

same tendency as in North Caucasian (minus the post-velar row). 

 

The most significant difference between Basque and North Caucasian seems to be in the 

coronal row. In Basque fortis t (38) outnumbers lenis d (13) by about 3 to 1, while in North 

Caucasian lenis *d (32) and ejective *ṭ (33) have virtually the same frequency, each being 

more than twice as frequent as the fortis *t (14). My explanation of this difference is that the 

evidence shows that PSC initial *d, *t, and *ṭ have all merged (neutralized) in Basque *t- (see 

above). However, in intervocalic position (even when the first vowel is part of a fossilized 

prefix) Basque maintains the contrast between fortis *-t- (corresponding to PNC *ṭ) and lenis 

*-d- (corresponding to PNC *d):  
Bsq *i=tain ‘tick’ ~ PNC *ṭaHnā ‘nit’ (B.41) 

Bsq *e=te-n ‘to cut, break’ ~ PNC *=ĭṭV ‘to cut, divide’ (V.40) 

Bsq *guti ‘few, little’ ~ PNC *kwHə̅ṭV̅ ‘short’ (Lezgi güt’ü ‘narrow’, etc.) (R.23) 

Bsq *u-dagera ‘otter’ ~ PEC *darq̇wV ‘weasel, ermine’ (B.6) 

Bsq *i=dul-ki ‘block, pedestal’ ~ PEC *dwāɫɨ̅ ‘stick’ (Q.58) 

Bsq *ɦodoe ‘cloud, thunder’ ~ PEC *dwiHV ‘wind’ (G.4)3         

The historical phonology of Basque is difficult due to its shallow time depth of attestation 

and limited potential for internal reconstruction. However significant advances have been 

made in recent years. Basque phonology in relation to its closest relative (Proto-)North 

Caucasian (PNC),4 and at a greater remove to (Proto-)Dene-Caucasian, has been treated at 

length in my earlier articles, principally (Bengtson 2008b, 2008d); some special topics were 

treated in (Bengtson 2004). What follows is a restatement of some of the main points, some 

of which have changed in the years since these publications.  

Archaic features of Basque:  Vowels: The Basque vowel system in general is 

quite simple (apart from peculiar dialects such as Zuberoan). Some recurrent vowel 

correspondences between Basque and PNC are discussed in detail in a later section of this 

book. It is notable that Basque is archaic in preserving final stem vowels, often maintained 

in a parallel way in some EC languages (especially Avar-Andian and Dargi), e.g.: 

 

                                                           
3 Attested only in Dargi dʷạʕ ~ dạʕ ‘wind’ and Archi di ‘odor, scent’, possibly representing relics of an old 

etymon corresponding (by metathesis) to Bsq *ɦodoe ‘cloud, thunder’ 
4 By convention the abbreviation “PNC” will be used here for Proto-(North) Caucasian, though the term “South 

Caucasian” is quite obsolete and has been superseded by “Kartvelian.” 
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Table VII.3: Final vowels in Basque and Tindi (Andian family) 

 Basque Bsq gloss Tindi Tindi gloss  

(if different from 

Bsq) 

Etymology number (chapter XIII) 

and Notes 

i  

 

*minhi  tongue    mits:i  A.9 

*erdi   middle, half   b=atɬ’:i in the middle, 

between 

I.11; Tindi with class prefix b= 

*i=ɫhinti  firebrand  ɬuyi  firewood Tindi < PAndian *λundV < PEC 

*λwɨndV; Bsq with fossilized class 

prefix *i= 

*esti  sweet, honey   hunts:i honey P.21 

*hori  yellow   heri  red R.4 

*ɦaseri /  

*aseɦari  

fox    sari   B.2 

*bihi  seed, grain   beč’i-n  barley O.7 

e  

~  

i 

*b=ehe  bottom, 

ground, below  
 b=eχ:i bottom, buttock I.14;  Tindi with class prefix b= 

 (= fossilized *b= in Bsq) 

*śale  net, grill, 

manger  
 čali  enclosure for 

milking sheep 

Q.7 

o  

~  

u 

*sinho  tallow, grease   ts’inɬu-   fat (adj.) P.8 

*lainho  fog, mist   hinalu  cloud G.7 

*ośo  whole, 

complete  
 =ets’u-  full R.65 

u  

 

*iću  blind   =ets:u-  R.16 

a  *eṙeka  ravine, gorge   reḱ:a  D.8 

 

Sibilants:  The Basque consonant system is also quite simple, but a remarkable 

feature is the preservation of three articulation points for sibilants (and sibilant affricates). 

This triple contrast is reconstructed for Proto-North Caucasian (*s / *ś / *š: see NCED 40), 

and is also preserved in Burushaski (s / ś / s)̣, but has been simplified or transformed in 

Yeniseian (SCP 52-63).5 

 

   Table VII.4: Basque sibilants (phonetic) 

lamino- 

alveolar 

apico- 

alveolar 

palatal 

s ś š 

c ć č 

       

In standard Basque orthography the same sounds are written as: 

 

                                                           
5 PY only has hissing (*s, *c, *ʒ) or hushing (palatal: *č, *ǯ) sibilants and affricates, and, according to Starostin, 

some PSC sibilants were changed, under certain conditions, to *d (apparently via *z > *ð, or the like).   
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   Table VII.5: Basque sibilants (orthographic) 

lamino-

alveolar 

apico-

alveolar 
palatal 

z s x 

tz ts tx 

 

These contrasts can be seen in the Bsq words zezen /sesen/ ‘bull’, sasi /śaśi/ ‘bramble’, xoxo 

/šošo/ ‘blackbird’; hatz /hac/ ‘finger, paw’, hats /hać/ ‘breath’, txiki /čiki/ ‘small’, 

respectively.  

Rhotics: In common with Yeniseian, the distinction between PSC ordinary *r and 

palatal *ŕ (SCP 59) is maintained in medial position as Basque *ṙ (trilled) vs. *r (flap), 

respectively, e.g. PSC *kẉVrV́ ‘throat’ (SCG 124) > Bsq *kokoṙ ‘throat’ (A.31 = PY *kərV-

d ‘throat’), vs. PSC *sV̆ŕV́ ‘yellow, gray’ (SCG 190) > Bsq *suri ‘white’ (R.1 = PY *suŕ- 

‘yellow’); PSC *ʔŕV́ycwĕ (SCG 258) > Bsq *e=rece ‘edge’, etc. (I.3 = PY *ŕɔs ‘vulva’).6 So 

far there are few examples, since here we are comparing languages that are more distantly 

related than Bsq and PNC are. 

Syllabic structure (archaic): Bsq frequently exhibits archaic unsyncopated 

forms, reduced in NC: Bsq *barace ‘garden, orchard’ (Q.8), *Koroc ‘dung’ (A.96), *oroć 

‘male animal’ (N.14): cf. PEC *[b]ărǯV ‘enclosure’, *k[̣u]rčṾ ‘dung’, *wHilćV ‘calf’, 

respectively, with syncope. Bsq (BN, Z) eretze ‘side; location; position’ (I.3) recapitulates 

PNC *ʔrǝycwĕ ‘hind, bottom’ (Chechen, Ingush =ist ‘edge, end’, etc.), but the trisyllable has 

been reduced regionally in two ways: apocope in (Z) é(r)etz, syncope in (G) ertze ‘edge, 

corner’, apocope + syncope in (B, G, AN) ertz ‘corner, edge’, etc. Cf. also Bsq baratze 

‘garden’ (~ PEC *[b]ărǯV), also reduced in the same ways: apocope in (G, AN, L, Bzt, Sal, 

R) baratz, syncope in (R-Uztárroz, Isaba) bartze (see below on Bsq syncope). 

Syllabic structure: Transposition (metathesis) as a Euskaro-Caucasian 

morphological feature: In some cases, both within Bsq, and in NC as well, we encounter 

an apparent transposition of phonemes that creates allomorphs. On the first page of 

Starostin’s “Sino-Caucasian Phonology” (SCP) he states that “there are many cases where 

we have to reconstruct verbal root structures like *CVRV or *RVCV, based on ST [Sino-

Tibetan] and Yenisseian evidence, while in NC their reflexes look like *=VRCV (with a 

reduction of the second vowel, and a regular development -CR- > -RC-).” Within the set of 

Basque-North Caucasian etymologies discussed here there are several examples, all 

involving transpositions of the resonants *r, *l, and *n. In these Bsq often preserves the 

postulated original *CVRV structure, but also exhibits cases of the transposition *=VRCV, 

or reflexes of both types:  

                                                           
6 On the semantics of Bsq *e=rece ‘corner, edge, bank, shore, side; fringe (of garment); part(ing) of hair; 

comparison, relation’, etc., cf. NC cognates such as Agul ays ‘bottom’; Chechen, Ingush =ist ‘edge, end’; the 

extension to anatomy (like PY *ŕɔs ‘vulva’) is found also in Bsq (B-Bergara, Salinas) ertz ‘female genitals’ 

(‘verenda mulieris’); and NC: Chadakolob rots ‘vagina’, Avar rots: ‘lower side, anus’, Andi rus:i ‘anus, behind, 

bottom’, Bagwali rus: ‘tail’. 
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 Bsq *belc ‘black’ (R.2) is analyzed here as *b=elc, with a fossilized, originally inanimate, 

class prefix: cf. EC changing class prefixes, e.g. Botlikh b=eč’er ‘black’ [3rd class 

inanimate], y=eč’er [2nd class human feminine], etc. Bsq *i=cal ‘shadow’ (G.20) represents 

the *CVRV configuration of the same root (cf. Lezgi č’ulaw ‘black’), with Bsq *b=elc 

representing the transposition *=VRCV (cf. Chechen ʕärža ‘black’). 

 Bsq *eihurin ‘meal, flour’ (P.1) is related to *eihera ‘mill’ (Q.20) and the verb *eiho ‘to 

grind’ (V.68), matched here with PNC *HĕmχwV ‘to grind’. The Nakh languages happen to 

have preserved cognates of the same words, e.g. Batsbi ħayrŭ, ħayrĭ ‘meal, flour’, 

ħayrĭ, ħayră ‘mill’, and aħ- ‘to grind’. Bsq *orhe ‘dough’ (P.1) seems to be a transposition 

of the same consonants: cf. Dargi Chiragh urχ:ʷab ‘mill, millstone’, with a similar 

transposition. 

 Bsq *e=sari ‘measure’ (L.8) is compared here with PNC *=ălcŬ-m ‘to measure, weigh’ 

(Avar =ortsn-, etc.), which would imply a transposition of the usual kind. 

 Bsq *-hali ‘meal, repast’ (P.2), abstracted from words like EB gosari ‘breakfast’, bazkari 

‘lunch’, bazkaldu ‘have lunch’, etc., seems to be related to Bsq *hel-tu ‘to bite’ (V.2) ~ 

Hinukh hil- ‘to bite’, etc. < PEC *=iʡwVl ‘to feed on, eat, bite’. There is a transposition in 

Bsq *aɫha ‘feeding, grazing’ (N.25). 

 In this analysis Bsq *hagin ‘tooth’ (A.11) may represent an archaic form of the type 

*HĂɢĕmV, rebuilt in PNC as *HĕmɢĂ ‘to bite’; some NC forms such as Andi q’:am-, Tindi 

q’:an- ‘to bite’ may reflect the same transposition as in Bsq. 

 Bsq *hoin ‘foot’ (A.72), probably via a sequence such as*hoiŋ < *hoingV, is cognate in this 

model with PEC *ʡĭnɢwV̆ ‘heel, ankle’. A more remote cognate, Burushaski *-ɣā́n ‘heel’, 

suggested to Starostin a more archaic structure, which he posited as PSC *ʡĭɢwVnV́ ‘heel’, of 

which the transposition to *-nɢ- is common to Bsq and NC (SCG 265).   

 Bsq *hon ‘good’ (R.27) is compared with PEC *=ĭkwVn / *=ĭnkwV ‘good, right’, of which 

the second form is transposed  

 Bsq *ɦośin ‘deep water, pool, well’ (E.2) reflects an archaic structure, while PEC *ʔwɨ̄ncV̆ 

‘spring, source (of water’ (Chechen ħast, Avar its:, etc.) is a typical transposition as 

described by Starostin; remote cognates, PY *sin- ‘spring, glade’, PST *ciǝ̆ŋH ‘well, pond’ 

(SCG 261) confirm the archaic structure of Bsq *ɦośin. 

 Bsq *huṙu- ‘far’ (I.16) is compared here with PEC *=ārχV ‘far’, which implies a 

transposition; but Rutul χɨrɨ-dɨ ‘far’ may be a relic of the original structure (PSC *χVrV-) and 

matches the formation of Bsq (A, G) urru-ti ‘far’. 

 Bsq *laṙain ‘threshing floor’ (Q.18) is compared here with Barsbi arl- ‘to thresh’, 

Tindi =eli-̃, Bezhta =ol-, etc. < PEC *=V̄rŁV ‘to thresh’, while Bsq *laṙ- implies the 

transposed order *ŁVrV ‘to thresh’. Burushaski has *daltá-n- ‘to thresh’ < *rVŁV́ (SCG 

182). 

 Bsq *lau-r ‘four’ (M.5) in this model is cognate with PWC *p’ƛ́’ə ‘4’ (Č 406) and PEC 

*bǖnŁe ‘8’, which looks like a form with a class prefix, *b=ǖnŁe; the comparison then is 

between Bsq *lau- ‘4’ and PEC =ǖnŁe ‘8’, again a classic case of transposition. 
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Innovative features of Basque:  The Basque phonetic system is quite simple, so 

much of the story consists of mergers in Basque of distinct PSC phonemes. The trinary 

contrast in PSC between voiceless, voiced, and glottalized stops (symbolized as T / D / T’) is 

replaced by a binary distinction between voiceless and voiced (T / D). In general voiceless 

and glottalized stops merged as voiceless. However in noun stems in initial position all 

coronals are neutralized as *t, e.g.: PSC *twəyV ‘to spit, spittle’ > Bsq *tu ‘spit’ (A.84); PSC 

*[ṭ]Hänḳó̆ ‘drop (of liquid)’ > Bsq *tanko/ *tanka id. (E.12); PSC *dɦwōdwō ‘tube, pipe’ > 

Bsq *tutu id. (Q.47) (BP 98ff., MCG 45ff.). 

Uvulars:  The PSC postvelar (uvular) series of obstruents, which contrasts, to 

varying degrees, with velar consonants in North Caucasian, Burushaski, and Yeniseian, is 

lost in Basque and these phonemes have merged with the velars or the laryngeal /h/, e.g. 

PSC *ŕí̆q̇wĂ (~*ŕí̆xq̇wĂ) ‘ravine, precipice’ > Bsq *eṙeka ‘ravine, rivulet, arroyo’ (D.8); 

PNC obl. stem *χHwĕj-rV- ‘dog’ ~ Bsq *hor ‘dog’ (N.1), etc. (BP 133-138, 147-150; MCG 

63-67, 71-72).   

Laterals:  All PSC lateral consonants yield initial and final *l in Basque, e.g. PSC 

*ƛHwémV ‘liquid, soak’ > *limuri ‘damp, humid; slippery, smooth’ (R.53); PNC *χwĭlŁV 

‘clothes’ ~ Bsq *oihal ‘cloth’ (Q.32). Medially the lateral affricates (*ƛ, etc.) are neutralized 

as rhotic+coronal clusters, usually *-rd-, thus PSC *=ĕ́ƛẸ̆ ‘half, middle’ > Bsq *erdi id. 

(I.11), but *-rt- when preceding a PSC accented syllable, e.g. PSC *ʔVƛẉV́ ‘(last) year’ > 

Bsq *urte ‘year’ (H.2) (BP 121-127; MCG 59-61; SF 38-41). In inlaut the PSC voiceless 

lateral fricative *λ yields the Bsq cluster *-ɫh-, as in PSC *=V́̆ λ́wV̆ ‘to rest; quiet, silent’ > 

Bsq *oɫhe ‘meek(ly), mild(ly), gentle/y’ (R.35) etc. (BP 144-146; MCG 70). 

Syncope with rhotics and laterals:  Initial rhotics are not permitted in Basque, 

so the PSC structure (H)r(H)VCV is regularly changed to (H)VrC(V). The syncope in Bsq 

*elco is somewhat analogous.  

 Bsq *argi ‘light, bright’ (G.23), *(hil-)argi ‘moon’, *argi(-sagi) id. ~ PNC *(wi=)rǝ̄q̇Ă ‘sun’ 

(NCED 1051) 

 Bsq *ergu-, *erbi- (in words for ‘weasel’), *erbi ‘hare’ (B.9) ~ PNC *rĭgwĂ ‘weasel, mouse’ 

(NCED 951) 

 Bsq *ergi ‘steer, young ox’, etc. (N.9) ~ PNC *rV̄xwV / *rV̄xwV ‘cattle’ (NCED 956) 

 Bsq *erle ‘bee; beehive’ (B.32) < *eṙeɫhe < *Hrǝ̆λwV̄ (cf. Tsezi reɬ̣o / riɬ̣o ‘beehive’) ~ PNC 

*Hλwǝ̆rV̄ ‘honeycombs; wax’ (NCED 589) 

 Bsq *elco ‘gnat, midge’ (B.31) < *elVso ~ PEC *ƛămcV ‘a biting insect’ (NCED 766) 

Syncope with sibilants: The PSC structure *SV(R)CV (in which S = sibilant / 

sibilant affricate) is regularly changed in Basque to VSCV, e.g.  

 Bsq *aśka ‘trough, manger, crib’ (Q.22) < *a=śaka ~ PNC *ćä̆q̇wă / *ćạ̈̆qwă ‘wooden vessel, 

scoop, spoon’ (NCED 332) 

 Bsq *aśko ‘much, many’ (R.34) < *a=śeko ~ PNC *čḤəqwV ‘big’ (NCED 386) 

 Bsq *esko ‘(bees-)wax’ (A.85) < *e=Seko  ~ PNC *čḤɨ̆q̇wĂ ‘dung, ordure, dirt’ (Budukh ‘ear-

wax’, etc.: NCED 387) 

 Bsq *eśku ‘hand’ (A.66) < *e=śegu ~ PEC *ćəgwV / *gwəćV ‘arm’ (NCED 448) 
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 Bsq *ośki ‘shoe’ (Q.35) < *o=śoki ~ PEC *šwŏq̇HwV / *q̇HwŏšwV ‘heel, ankle’ (NCED 926). 

 Bsq *i=śtu ‘spittle, saliva’ (A.82) < *i=śatu ~ PEC *šHătV ‘spittle, saliva’ (NCED 984) 

Voiced/ voiceless alternations in verbs: Michelena (M 231-2) observed this in 

several verb paradigms, some forms of which are attested only in older texts, but a few are 

still extant in present-day dialects, e.g.: 

 Bsq *e=aurti ‘to throw, hurl, launch’ (V.35): EB jaurti ~ (BN-arc) [gerund]{aurditen}, 

[participle] {aurdigui} (Leiçarraga, 16th c.): cf. PNC *=äƛĔw ‘to lie; to put; to lead’ (NCED 

278)7 

 Bsq (c) igan, igo ‘to go up, ascend, climb’, (Z) igáñ ~ (L-arc) ikan, (BN, L) ikhan, etc. 

(V.46): cf. Avar =aq:n- ‘to stand up’, etc. < PNC *=HiqĒ(n) ‘to rise, grow’ (NCED 575) 

Michelena (M 231-33) very astutely suggested a historical explanation of such alternations:   

Clearly that there was an ancient alternation, which already in the earliest texts shows the 

characteristics of an archaism with no precise value, and was on the way to slow 

disappearance. Though the original distribution of the alternating consonants is obscured, it 

would seem that the participle (and naturally the verb root) exhibited a voiced occlusive as 

against a voiceless one in the verbal noun and in other nouns of action and of agent. … The 

dialectal distribution of modern Basque could be due to the different idioms having 

generalized one or the other of the variants of the same morpheme. 

This kind of explanation may also account for some apparent alternations in nouns, such as 

Bsq *erdi ‘middle, half’ ~ *arte ‘space, interval’ (AN erte), *arte-an ‘between, among’ (AN 

ertean): cf. Tsezi r=otɬo ‘middle’, r=otɬi-ku ‘half’ / otɬtɬo ‘between’, etc. < PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ 

‘middle, half’ (NCED 412: see I.11).    

Change of voiced labiovelars and labiouvulars > *b, /b/:  In general, the 

Basque reflexes of PSC velars and uvulars are straightforward and even trivial, e.g. PSC 

*k(h) > Bsq *h; PSC *ḳ, *q, and *q̇ > Bsq *k; PSC *g and *ɢ > Bsq *g (BP 127-138, MCG 

61-67).8 But in a significant number of cases PSC *gw, *ɢw (or *xɢHw), *xq̇wV, *mχw, 

*mxw have become Basque *b, in the environment of the high vowels /e/, /i/ and /u/ (cf. BP 

130-137). In some words the Basque dialects waver between /g/ and /b/, indicating that the 

change did not carry through in all dialects: 

 Bsq *ɦibai ‘river’ (E.7) ~ PEC *yimχwĂ ‘river’ (NCED 683) 

 Bsq *ɦog(w)en > (h)ogen ~ (h)oben ‘fault, sin, harm’, etc. (K.2) < PSC *HāgwV ‘bad’ (TOB)  

 Bsq *bi ‘two’ (M.3) < *gwi < PSC *(t)xq̇wV̅ ‘two’ (SCG 202):9 convergently Udi p:a ̣‘two’ 

                                                           
7 See Verbs: V.35 for semantic and phonetic explanations. 
8 Starostin also reconstructed some hypothetical clusters such as *xk, *xq, *xg, *xɢ, etc. (see SCP, TOB). As far 

as I can determine the reflexes of these clusters in Basque are the same as the simple consonants *k, *q, etc. As 

suggested by Starostin himself, these clusters could represent suprasegmental features rather than segmental.  
9 The initial *t- is only found in West Caucasian and is probably a fossilized class prefix: cf. WC forms such as 

Ubykh t-χʷa ‘ashes’, and ST numerals such as Tibetan drug, Lepcha tărăk ‘six’ < PST *T-rŭk ‘six’ (SCG 257), 

etc.  
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 Bsq *bihuṙ- ‘to bend, twist, turn’ (V.1); cf. *bur-di / *gur-di ‘wagon, cart’ (Q.44),10 *gur-pil 

‘wheel’ <  PSC *=igwVr ‘to bend’ (Karata guri ‘wheel’, etc. SCG 102) 

 Bsq *ergu-, *erbi- (in words for ‘weasel’), *erbi ‘hare’ (B.9) ~ PNC *rĭgwĂ ‘weasel, mouse’ 

(NCED 951) < PSC *HrĭgwĂ ‘a kind of rodent or small predator’ (SCG 79) 

 Bsq *beɫe, *beɫa-c ‘crow, raven, rook, hawk’ (B.16) ~ PNC *ɢHwV̄ɫV ‘crow, jackdaw’   (NCED 

460) 

 Bsq *ho[g]i ‘gums (mouth flesh)’ (A.13) > (BN, L, Z) hobi11 ~ PEC *ɦŏmɢwĭ ‘mouth, throat’ 

(NCED 526) < PSC *ɦŏ́mxɢwV ‘mouth’ (SCG 94) 

 Bsq *buɫha-ṙ ‘chest, breast’ (A.40) ~ PEC *ɢwălɦē ‘udder, breast’ (NCED 465) 

 Bsq *bur(a)ho ‘curse, blasphemy’12 (K.1) < PSC *ɢwāɫħó ‘angry, anger, quarrel’ (SCG 55) 

 Bsq *hag(w)une ~ *gahune ‘foam’ (E.10): (L) habuiñ ~ PEC *xwamV / *xwamxwV ‘foam, liquid’ 

(E.10) 

                                                           
10 I.e., (AN, B) burdi ‘cart, wagon’, (G) gurdi id., gurpil ‘wheel’, etc.  
11 Bsq *hobi ‘grave’ (L.4) is a homonym in some dialects, but is etymologically distinct.  
12 A protoform is difficult to reconstruct; based on forms such as (B) bira(g)o, (L) burho, (Z) burhau, etc. 
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One must remember that a genetic relationship among languages is not a relationship of 

words and formative elements in and of themselves, but that it is a relationship of systems.1 

— Uhlenbeck 1924: 587 

 

VIII 

 

Euskaro-Caucasian Comparative Phonology II: Vowels 
 

In his “Sino-Caucasian Phonology” (SCP, 2005a) Sergei Starostin remarked on the 

difficulty of reconstructing Proto-Sino Caucasian vowels. Since these observations are 

pertinent to the task attempted here, I quote them at length: 
The vocalic system of Proto-Sino-Caucasian is very far from being satisfactorily 

reconstructed. 

This is due to several factors:  

a) the general difficulty of reconstructing temporally remote vowel systems. It will not 

be an exaggeration to say that vowels are very hard to reconstruct in any family older than 

three to four thousand years of divergence.2 

b) all subgroups of Sino-Caucasian possess more or less productive systems of Ablaut 

(vocalic alternations), both in nominal and verbal stems. This adds additional problems that 

can be resolved only after extremely thorough morphonological analysis of all individual 

subgroups and languages (SCP, p. 19). 

According to G. Starostin’s latest calculations (2015) Euskaro-Caucasian is some 38 centuries 

younger than Dene-Caucasian, but also some 25 centuries older than Indo-Hittite.3 

Nevertheless, although some details remain to be resolved, numerous examples verify the 

general trends of Euskaro-Caucasian vowel correspondences. Some seemingly irregular 

matches, which may be explained by Euskaro-Caucasian ablaut variants, and other secondary 

changes, are discussed after the main correspondences.  

 

Basque *a, (sometimes as first element of a diphthong), matches North Caucasian *a (*ă, 

*ā) in numerous cases; thus it is the most abundantly supported Bsq-NC vowel 

correspondence: 

Bsq *adaṙ ‘branch’ < *ardaṙ < PSC *ɦălƛṾrV ~ PEC *ɦălƛṾɫV ‘branch; pod’ (C.39) 

Bsq *aihen ‘branch, stock’ ~ PEC *HăχVnV ‘log, beam’ (C.40) 

Bsq *ailci-n ‘front, front part’ ~ PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ (I.7) 

                                                           
1 Orig.: “Il faut se rappeler qu’une parenté entre des langues n’est pas une parenté de mots et d’éléments 

formatifs en eux-mêmes, mais que c’est une parenté de système.” English translation from Urz 22. 
2 Some may note here that the Indo-European (Indo-Hittite) family is older than this, by about two KY, and 

nevertheless most of the vowel correspondences are quite well understood. But in this case reconstruction was 

greatly helped by the existence of extensive texts more than two KY old for several major branches (Anatolian, 

Indo-Aryan, Hellenic, Italic), in some cases as much as three to almost four KY old. There is no such help for 

Euskaro-Caucasian, since no texts for Basque or North Caucasian languages are more than a few centuries old.     
3 More precisely, the Proto-Dene-Sino-Caucasian node is dated -10.66 (i.e. ~12,675 ybp) and Vasco-Caucasian 

(= Euskaro-Caucasian) at -6.88 (~8895 ybp). In the same tree Indo-Uralic is dated ~10,375 ybp, Indo-Hittite 

~6355 ybp and Narrow Indo-European ~5885 ybp (see also KHat, p. 424).  
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Bsq *a=kać ‘nick, notch, fault’, *ma=kac ‘nick, scratch’ ~ PEC *q̇ăcɨ̣̆ / *q̇ăcụ̆ ‘piece, bite, 

incision’ (L.1) 

Bsq *a=kal ‘empty (shell, husk)’ ~ PEC *q̇wăɫV ‘bark, crust’ (C.38) 

Bsq *aṅai- / *ne- ‘brother’, *an-his-ba ‘sister’ ~ PNC *ʔānV(yV) ‘mother’ (J.12)4  

Bsq *aṙaṅo ‘eagle’ ~ PEC *ʔār- (in *ʔār-cẉämʔV̆ / *ʔwār-cạ̈mʔV̆) ‘eagle’ (B.14)) 

Bsq *ard-ac ‘axle, spindle’ ~ PEC *ʕănƛṾ ‘(part of) a spindle’ (Q.45) 

Bsq *arhe ‘harrow, rake’ < *harhe ~ PEC *ʁarhV ‘harrow’ (Q.14) 

Bsq *bage / *gabe ‘without, lacking’ ~ (vowel metathesis) PNC *büga ‘side’ (I.5)5 

Bsq *barace ‘garden, orchard’ ~ PEC *bărǯV / *wărǯV ‘enclosure’ (Q.8) 

Bsq *b=ardin ‘same, even, flat’ ~ PEC *=ăƛwVn ‘similar, to resemble’ (R.48) 

Bsq *galca-ṙ (< *garca-ṙ) ‘arm; flank’ ~ PEC *qărćẉV̆ ‘shoulder, arm’ (A.64) 

Bsq *gapa-ṙ ‘creeping plant, thorny bush’ ~ PEC *ɢwābV ‘root’ (C.18) 

Bsq *garhi ‘thin, slender’ ~ PEC *q̇warHV ‘narrow, thin’ (R.59) 

Bsq *gau / *gab- ‘night’ < *gaw̃ ~ PLezgian *χ̰:am: / *χ̰:an: ‘evening, night’ (H.5) 

Bsq *ha-, -a [article, demonstrative] ~ PEC *hă [demonstrative stem] (U.10) 

Bsq *hac, *be=hac ‘finger, paw, thumb, toe’, etc. ~ PNC *kwăčẹ̆ ‘paw, knee’ (A.68) 

Bsq *Hace ‘back part; track’ ~ PNC *hāmcẸ̆ ‘half, middle’ (Ubykh ǯ́a ‘back part’) (I.8) 

Bsq *haga ‘long pole’ ~ PEC *hăḳwV ‘bush, branch, sprout’ (Q.56) 

Bsq *hagune / *gahune ‘foam’ ~ PEC *xwamV / *xwamxwV ‘foam, liquid’ (E.10) 

Bsq *haice ‘tree’ ~ PNC *Hă(r)ǯwē‘a kind of tree’ (C.1) 

Bsq *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, pickax’ ~ PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’ (Q.13) 

Bsq *haisto, *haisto-ṙ ‘knife, shears’ ~ PNC *HăyʒV̄ ‘chisel’ (Q.11) 

Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ PNC *ʡămsǝ ‘breath, soul; cloud, sky; god’ (G.3) 

Bsq *ha[m]aṙ ‘worm’ ~ PEC *ɦabarV ‘worm’ (B.46) 

Bsq *Hapal ‘shelf’ ~ PEC *ʔapVɫV ‘board, cover; pole’ (Q.65) 

Bsq *Hapo ‘hoof’ ~ PNC *HaṗV̆ ‘paw, extremity’ (A.73) 

Bsq *haraic ‘oak tree’ < PSC *ʔăɫʔăyʒV ~ PNC *ʔăyʒăɫʔV ‘a kind of deciduous tree’ (C.6)  

Bsq *hari / *hali- ‘thread, yarn’ ~ PEC *χāɫV ‘thread, sinew’ (Q.33) 

Bsq *haro ‘weather, season’ ~ PNC *h[ă]ɫʔa ‘vapor, breath’ (G.1) 

Bsq *Haro ‘stick, pole’ ~ PEC *ʡăɫV ‘branch’ (Q.53) 

Bsq *haundi ‘great, big, large’ ~ PCircassian *kwandə ‘much, many’ (R.12) 

Bsq *ɦibai ‘river’ ~ PEC *yimχwĂ ‘river’ (E.7) 

Bsq *i=haṙ ‘maple (tree)’ ~ PEC *χwārē / *rāχwē ‘a kind of deciduous tree’ (C.13) 

Bsq *i=saṙ ‘star’ ~ PNC *ʒwhărī / *ʒwăhrī ‘star’ (G.21) 

Bsq *kaiku ‘wooden bowl or cup’ ~ PEC *qwăqwV̄ ‘trough, basket’ (Q.25) 

Bsq *labain- ‘to slip, slide, polish, whet’ < PSC *λāwV-n- ~ PNC *ʔāλwE ‘to whet, sweep; 

whetstone’ (Q.12) 

                                                           
4 See the etymology for explanation of the semantic difference. 
5 See the etymology for full semantic explanation: cf. OInd sanutar ‘away, aside’, Gothic sundro ‘apart, aside’, 

OHG suntar ‘without’, etc. 
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Bsq *lapa-ṙ ‘bramble’ ~ PNC *ƛặpi ‘leaf’ (C.15) 

Bsq *laś-to ‘straw (of cereal plants)’ ~ PEC *ƛạčă ‘leaf, plant’ (C.27) 

Bsq *maɫi-n, *mal- ‘weak, soft, flexible’ ~ PEC *mhălV- / *mhănV- ‘warm, weak’, etc. 

(R.63) 

Bsq *manhai ‘table’ ~ PEC *mɦăʡnē ‘door; part of door’ (Q.9) 

Bsq *naś-ka ‘disgust, revulsion’ ~ PEC *n[a]čV / *n[a]ćV ‘shame’ (K.3) 

Bsq *oi=hal ‘cloth’ ~ PEC *χw[a]lŁV ‘a kind of clothing’ (Q.32) 

Bsq *oi=han ‘forest, woods, mountain, desert’ ~ PNC *fănV ‘mountain, hill’ (Q.50) 

Bsq *pać ‘pomace (of apples, grapes)’ ~ PEC *bHaćwe ‘bark, skin; leaf’ (C.47) 

Bsq *śabe-l ‘belly’ ~ PNC *ǯă[b]V ‘kidney, gall’ (A.52) 

Bsq *śagu ‘mouse’ ~ PNC *cārgwV ‘mouse, weasel, marten’ (B.11) 

Bsq *śa-ɦarde ‘pitchfork, fork’, *mar[c]-ɦarde ‘fork, pruning hook’ ~ PEC *yă[l]ƛwV 

‘wooden shovel’ (Q.16; Q.17) 

Bsq *saka-ṙ ‘rough, coarse; crust, scab’ ~ PEC *cặq̇V ‘strength, power’ (R.46) 

Bsq *śare / *śal- ‘net, grill’ ~ PEC *čɦaɫē ‘enclosure, fence’ (Q.7) 

Bsq *śarsi > *śaśi ‘thorn, bramble’ ~ PNC *ʒāʒĕ ‘thorn, prick’ (C.16) 

Bsq *tak-(hoin) ‘heel (of a shoe’ ~ *dHāqwĀ ‘back of head, neck’ (Q.36) 

Bsq *u-dagera ‘otter’ ~ PEC *darq̇wV ‘weasel, ermine’ (B.6); cf. PY *täχVr ‘otter’ (SSE 

283) 

In several verb roots Bsq *a matches PNC *a (*ā *A, *Ă, *Ā): 

Bsq *aci-tu ‘to catch, take, seize, steal’ ~ PNC *=ācĒ(n) ‘to catch, take’ (V.3) 

Bsq *aśe ‘to be filled, full, sated’ ~ PEC *=ɦ[a]cṾ ‘to be filled, full’ (V.66) 

Bsq *e=aici ‘to milk (a cow)’ ~ PNC *=āmʒŬ ‘to milk’ (V.26) 

Bsq *e=gari / *e=gaṙi ‘to carry, bear, endure’ ~ PNC *=ăɢĂr ‘to hold, take’ (V.16) 

Bsq *e=isa-n ‘to be’ ~ PNC *=ä̆sA ‘to sit, stay’ (V.38) 

Bsq *e=ca-n ‘to lie down, put down’ ~ PNC *=icẶ ‘to give, compensate; to put’ (V.51) 

Bsq *har-tu ‘to take, receive’ ~ PNC *=ikĀr ‘to take with, provide’ (V.10) 

Bsq *haśi ‘to begin, start’ ~ PNC *=āčĂn ‘to go, to lead’ (V.58) 

Bsq *hera-ki ‘to boil’ (trans.) ~ PEC *=VrλĂ-n ‘to boil’ (V.56) 

Bsq *lami- / *limi- / *mili- ‘to lick, taste’ ~ PEC *ɫamV ‘licking, to lick’ (V.5) 

Bsq *a matches PNC *a as a final vowel (sometimes followed by a suffix): 

Bsq *a=śka ‘trough, manger, crib’ ~ PNC *ćä̆q̇wă / *ćạ̈̆qwă ‘wooden vessel, scoop, spoon’ 

(Q.22) 

Bsq *e(=)ṙeka ‘ravine, stream’ ~ PNC *rĭq̇wǍ ‘mountain, rock; cave’ (‘ravine, valley’ in 

Andian) (D.8) 

Bsq *iɫha-ṙ ‘pea(s), bean(s)’ ~ PEC *hōwɫ[ā] ‘bean(s), lentil’ (O.8) 

Bsq *kasa-l ‘bark, shell, skin’ ~ PEC *qHǟćwa ‘skin’ (C.46) 

Bsq *pista ‘rheum, gleet’ ~ PNC *pĭncẉĂ ‘resin, juice’ (A.79) 

Bsq *sisa-li ‘worm’, *sisa-ni ‘leech’ ~ PEC *sēmsā ‘tadpole, water flea, bug, ant’ (B.47) 

Bsq *simi(n)c(a) ‘bedbug’ ~ PNC *ʒimiʒĂ / *miʒĂ ‘a kind of stinging insect’ (B.38) 
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In a significant number of cases Basque *a matches the PNC fronted low vowel *ä (*ä̆, *ǟ). 

This match seems to reflect a merger of *a and *ä in the simpler Bsq vowel system:  

Bsq *a=kain ‘(large) tick’ ~ PEC *q̇ǟnʔV ‘louse, nit, worm’ (B.40) 

Bsq *anc(i) / *anco ‘likeness, manner, skill’, etc. ~ PNC *ɦwǟlʒ́ĭ ‘mark, sign’ (L.12) 

Bsq *asa-l ‘skin, bark’ ~ PNC *ʔwǟrćwǝ̆ ‘skin, color’ (A.26)  

Bsq *čank- ‘lame, hobbled’ ~ PEC *čạ̈̆nkṾ ‘trap, obstacle’ (R.31) 

Bsq *gar-/*gaṙ- ‘head; height, high’ ~ PNC *qwǟrhV ‘horn’ (A.3) 

Bsq *gac ‘salt’, gasi ‘salty; sour’, *gasta-na ‘cheese’ < PSC *g(w)ǟcṾ, (with glottal 

assimilation) *k(̣w)ǟcṾ ~ PEC *cạ̈̄kẉV ‘sour, raw’ (P.5, P.23, R.57)  

Bsq *i=ća(-)śo ‘sea’ < PSC *čä́HV ‘salt’ ~ PWC *ǯ́ǝ / *č́ǝ ‘salt’ (E.8) 

Bsq *kako / *gako ‘hook, point, key’ ~ PNC *kẉä̆kẹ̆ ‘edge, point, corner’ (Q.38) 

Bsq *kasa-l ‘bark, shell, skin’ ~ PEC *qHǟćwa ‘skin’ (C.46) 

Bsq *lanbro ‘fog, mist, drizzle’ < PSC *ƛạ̈́̆mrV̆ ~ PEC *rä̆nƛẉV̆ ‘cloud, fog’ (G.8) 

Bsq *lance-ṙ ‘drizzle, fog’ ~ PEC *λä̆[m]cṾ ‘to filter, sift’ (G.9) 

Bsq *mahać ‘grape(s)’ ~ PNC *ʕämćō ‘apple; medlar’ (P.17) 

Bsq *mar[c]-ɦarde ‘fork, pruning hook’ ~ PNC *mä̆rć(w)Ē ‘knife, sickle’ (Q.17) 

Bsq *śaie ‘vulture’ ~ PEC *cẉämʔV̆ ‘eagle, vulture’ (B.13) 

Bsq *tanka, *tanko ‘drop (of liquid)’ ~ PNC *ṭHänḳŏ ‘drop, spray’ (E.12) 

Bsq *u-hain ‘wave (in water), current; otter’ ~ PEC *xä̆nɦɨ̆ ‘water’ (E.9) 

In the following cases Bsq *a matches the PNC [mid high unrounded] vowel *ɨ. This 

development is partially convergent with the NC subgroups Nakh, Avar, Lak, and 

(conditionally) in Dargi, in which PNC short *ɨ̆ becomes /a/, also long *ɨ̄ > *ā in Nakh; all 

mid vowels became /a/ in WC (NCED 73-74: see examples below). Note however the 

somewhat less frequent match of Bsq *i with PNC *ɨ, below. The conditioning factors for 

this reflex split are still unclear.  

Bsq *a=ɫhar-gun ‘widower, widow’ ~ Lak š:ar ‘wife’, Dargi xade ‘woman’ < PEC *λ(w)ɨ̆r-

(dV) ‘woman, female’ (J.21) 

Bsq *baśo ‘forest, wilderness, mountains’ ~ PEC *wɨ̄ce / *cɨ̄we ‘mountain’ (Q.49) 

Bsq *čahal ‘calf, heifer’ ~ Ingush ʕasa ‘calf’ < PEC *Hćẉɨ̄lV̄ / *Hlɨ̄ćẉV̄ ‘heifer, calf’ (N.11) 

Bsq *e=gal ‘wing’, *ma=gal ‘wing’ ~ Lak qa ‘wing’ < PEC *qɨ̆lʔi ‘elbow, arm, wing’ 

(A.62) 

Bsq *e=ɫanha / *e=ṅhala ‘swallow, swift’ (bird) ~ Dargi Akusha laha ‘pigeon’ < PEC 

*lɨ̆nƛwē ‘pigeon, dove’ (B.21) 

Bsq *ga[ś]te ‘young (person), youth’ ~ PNC *kwɨrčẸ̆ / *kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ ‘young (of animals, birds)’ 

(R.66) 

Bsq *(hac)-taba-ṙ ‘paw, hand, finger’ ~ PEC *tẉɨbi / *tẉǝbi ‘finger’ (A.70) 

Bsq *ɦaṙ ‘male’ ~ Batsbi ayrɬ ‘ram’ < PEC *ʔɨ̄rλwV ‘male’ (J.3) 

Bsq *san-ko, *san-ka-ṙ ‘foot, leg, bone, stalk’, etc. ~ Lak s:an ‘foreleg, paw, pad’ < PEC 

*sɨ̄nŏ / *sɨ̄nə̆ ‘long bone’ (A.71) 
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Bsq *saɫhui ‘quick, nimble, flexible’, etc. ~ Abaza lasǝ ‘light (of weight)’6 < PNC *sɨlV / 

*sɨɫV (R.42) 

Bsq *śapa-ṙ ‘thicket, bramble’ ~ PEC *cɨ̣bV ‘berry, plant with berries’ (C.19) 

Bsq *tako ‘block, chock’, *tak-et ‘stake, post’ ~ Adyge tāq:a ‘block, stump’ < PNC 

*dwɨ̆q̇(w)V̄ ‘log, stump’ (Q.55) 

 

Basque *e, by itself or as onset of a diphthong, corresponds most frequently to the North 

Caucasian mid vowels *e and *ə: 

 

Basque *e = PNC *e (*ĕ, ē): 

Bsq *aseɦari / *ɦaseri ‘fox’ ~ PNC *chwōlĕ < *cEhwōlĕ ‘fox, jackal’ (B.2) 

Bsq *beko ‘forehead, face’ ~ PEC *bĕḳwo ‘part of face, mouth’ (A.6) 

Bsq *beɫha-ṙ ‘grass, hay’ ~ PEC *u̯elɣV ‘burdock, nettle’ (C.21) 

Bsq *bene ‘power, authority’, *ben ‘serious, meek; power’, etc., *ben-te ‘dominion; century’ 

~ PNC *wēnλwē ‘luck, good’ (R.49)7 

Bsq *b=uśte-l ‘rotten’ ~ PNC *=VršĒ ‘to rot, ferment’ (R.45) 

Bsq *eiho ‘to grind’, *eihera ‘mill’ ~ PNC *HĕmχwV ‘to grind’ (Q.20, V.68) 

Bsq *e=ɫhe ‘word, speech’ ~ PEC *lĕHwV / *ɫĕHwV ‘word’ (L.11) 

Bsq *elhi ‘finger’ ~ PEC *χĕɫHe ‘sleeve’ (A.69) 

Bsq *eme / *ema- ‘female’ (~ *ama ‘mother’) ~ PEC *ʔēmV ‘father; paternal uncle’ (J.10) 

Bsq *erdi ‘middle, half’ ~ PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’ (I.11) 

Bsq *eulci ‘heap of grain for threshing’ ~ PEC *ʔēlśV ‘a bundle of sheaves’ (Q.19) 

Bsq *i=keɫ(a)/ *o=keɫV / *geHeɫi ‘beef, meat’ ~ PEC *q̇ɦwĕɫV̄ / *q̇wĕɫɦV̄ ‘large female 

domestic animal (cow, mare)’ (P.12) 

Bsq *kelu ‘stench, bad taste’, *ke[l]ać ‘bitter, sour; stench’ ~ PNC *q̇ĕɦlV ‘bitter; salty; 

sweet’ (R.14) 

Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘ulcer, rennet’ ~ PEC *ƛẉĕ[n]χV ‘pus, snot’ (A.94) 

Bsq *leheṙ ‘pine (tree)’ ~ PEC *λɦwĕɫū ‘a kind of tree’ (C.7) 

Bsq *leka ‘pod (of a vegetable)’ ~ PEC *lĕkṾ / *ɫĕkṾ ‘grain, stone (of fruit)’ (C.49) 

Bsq (western) *nega-ṙ ‘weeping, tears’ ~ PEC *nĕwq̇ŭ [direct stem] ‘tear(s); pus’ (A.78) 

Bsq *neś-ka ‘girl, maiden’ ~ PNC *nEcV / *cEnV ‘a relative in the 2nd or 3rd generation’ 

(J.8) 

Bsq *u=pel ‘barrel, cask’ ~ PEC *HpēɫV̄ ‘pipe; vein’ (Q.29) 

Bsq *sen-[-bera] ‘soft cheese, cream cheese’ ~ PEC *Hʒ́ĕmɨ̄ ‘curds, butter’ (P.6) 

Basque *e = PNC *e (*ĕ, ē), as final vowel: 

Bsq *bene ‘power, authority’ ~ PNC *wēnλwē ‘luck, good’ (R.49) 

Bsq *e=rece ‘corner, edge, side’, etc. ~ PEC *ʔrǝycwĕ ‘hind, bottom’ (I.3) 

                                                           
6 “The PWC form can be analyzed as ‘light inside’ (with the common WC morpheme *Łʷa- ‘inner, inside; to 

enter’). In this case the correspondence is established between PL *s:ɨlä- and PWC *-sǝ” (NCED). 
7 With difficult semantic shifts: see R.49. 
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Bsq *ga[ś]te ‘young (person), youth’ ~ PNC *kwɨrčẸ̆ / *kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ ‘young (of animals, birds)’ 

(R.66) 

Bsq *gośe ‘hunger, hungry’ ~ PNC *gašē ‘hunger’ (R.30) 

Bsq *habe ‘beam, pillar’ ~ PNC *hwĕbē ‘post, pole; tower’ (Q.60) 

Bsq *Hace ‘back part; track’ ~ PNC *hāmcẸ̆ ‘half, middle’ > Ubykh ǯ́a ‘back part’ (I.8) 

Bsq *haice ‘tree’ ~ PNC *Hă(r)ǯwē‘a kind of tree’ (C.1) 

Bsq *Hunce ‘rabbit’ ~ PNC *ɦwVlǯĔ ‘marten, weasel, hedgehog’ (B.8)  

Bsq *koce ‘nape’ ~ PEC *kŏcẹ ‘a kind of bone’ (A.35) 

Bsq *śare / *śal- ‘net, grill’ ~ PEC *čɦaɫē ‘enclosure, fence’ (Q.7) 

Basque *e = PNC *ə (*ǝ̆, *ǝ̄): 

Bsq *a=kec ‘boar’ ~ PEC *ɢǝčV ‘calf, bull-calf’ (N.23) 

Bsq *b=ehe ‘bottom; below, down’ ~ PEC *w=ǝ̆χA / *r=ǝ̆χA ‘bottom, lower part’ (I.14) 

Bsq *behi ‘cow’ < *besị ~ PEC *bħǝrcẉV ‘cattle’ (N.6) 

Bsq *bi=deṙ ‘chin’ < *bi=rdeṙ) ~ PEC *HƛǝlV ‘mouth; jaw’ (A.16) 

Bsq *e=rece ‘corner, edge, side’, etc. ~ PEC *ʔrǝycwĕ ‘hind, bottom’ (I.3) 

Bsq *erle ‘bee; beehive’ ~ PNC *Hλwǝ̆rV̄ ‘honeycombs; wax’ (Tsezi riɬ̣o / reɬ̣o ‘beehive’) 

(B.32) 

Bsq *ese ‘not’ [negative morpheme] ~ PEC *ʒ́ǝ̆ / *c ̣́ ǝ̆ ‘not’ [negative particle] (V.73) 

Bsq *es-kon- ‘to marry’, *es-t-ai, *es-t-egu ‘marriage, wedding’ ~ PEC *yǝlsV ‘husband’ 

(J.20) 

Bsq *eśku ‘hand’ (< *e=śegu) ~ PEC *ćəgwV / *gwəćV ‘arm’ (A.66) 

Bsq *gernu ‘urine’ < PSC *kǝ̣́̄rnHwV̄ ~ PEC *ɦnǝ̄rkẉV̄ ‘urine, bladder’ (A.90) 

Bsq *hegi ‘ridge, crest; border’, etc. ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄rqē ‘mountain ridge, boundary’ (D.11) 

Bsq *heṙi ‘people, nation’, etc. ~ PNC *ʡwə̆hri ‘troops, army’ (J.1) 

Bsq *hogei ‘twenty’ ~ PEC *ɢǝ̆ ‘twenty’ (M.9) 

Bsq *o=keɫu ‘stable, hall, corner, yard’ ~ PEC *qǝ̆lV̆ ‘house, hut’ (Q.5) 

Bsq *seɫhai ‘plain, prairie’, etc. ~ PEC *ʒǝlV ‘plain, plateau’ (D.5) 

Bsq *śega-iɫa ‘yearling goat’ ~ PEC *čwǝ̆rqū ‘sheep, lamb’ (N.19) 

Basque *e = PNC *ə (*ǝ̆, *ǝ̄) as a final vowel: 

Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ PNC *ʡămsǝ ‘breath, soul; cloud, sky; god’ (G.3) 

Bsq *koipe ‘rendered fat, grease’ ~ PEC *kạ̄mpǝ̄ ‘butter; sour cream’ (P.9)8 

Bsq *kone in *hars-kone ‘badger’ ~ PNC *ɦq̇wǝ̄nǝ̄ / *ɦnǝ̄q̇wǝ̄ ‘mouse, rat’ (B.5) 

Bsq *urde ‘swine, pig’ ~ PNC *wHārƛẉǝ ‘pig, boar’ (N.21) 

Basque *e apparently also corresponds to the rare PNC phoneme *ü, though so far there are 

very few examples. There are convergent changes of *ü > /e/ in Avar and Lezgian: 

Bsq *a=bere / *a=bel- ‘cattle, domestic animal’ ~ Udi bele ‘cattle’, Avar bel ‘chamois’ < 

PNC *bü̆ɫV ‘horned animal’ (N.4) 

                                                           
8 The PEC form has an alternative reconstruction *kạ̄mpā. 
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Bsq *bage / *gabe ‘without, lacking’ ~ (vowel metathesis) Rutul bey-dɨ ‘near, at the side of” 

< PNC *büga ‘side’ (I.5)9 

Bsq *beśo ‘arm’ ~ PEC *bü̆šV (/ *wü̆šV) ‘hand, finger’ (A.62) 

 

Basque *i corresponds to PNC [front high unrounded] *i and [mid high unrounded] *ɨ. This 

appears to represent a merger of these two high vowels in the simpler Basque vowel system. 

(But see above, the matches of Bsq *a ~ PNC *ɨ.) 

 

Bsq *i = PNC [front high unrounded] *i: 

Bsq *biči ‘jewel; pretty; god(-parent, -child)’ ~ PEC *bīrčV ‘rich, honorable’ (J.17; R.41) 

Bsq *bil, *bil(i)bil ‘round, round thing’ ~ PEC *ʡwilʡă ‘wheel’ (R.47) 

Bsq *bisa-ṙ ‘beard’ ~ PEC *bilʒ́V ‘beard’ (A.24) 

Bsq *biśa-ṙ ‘wildcat, marmot’ ~ PEC *bĭsV ‘pussy-cat’ (B.3) 

Bsq *bi=si ‘life, alive, lively’ ~ PNC *sĭHwV ‘breath; to breathe’ (A.87) 

Bsq *čiki ‘small, little’ < PSC *čịḳV ~ PNC *ǯĭḳwĂ / *ḳĭǯwĂ ‘short’ (R.54) 

Bsq *čimiča ‘bedbug’, *čimiṙi- ‘butterfly’ ~ PEC *ćịmVćṾ ‘fly, butterfly’ (B.39) 

Bsq *ɦauśin / *ɦaśuin ‘nettle’ ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄mšwi ‘a kind of herb or weed’ (C.23) 

Bsq *ɦibai ‘river’ ~ PEC *yimχwĂ ‘river’ (E.7) 

Bsq *hic ‘word’ ~ PNC *=[ī]mcŪ ‘to speak, tell, talk’ (L.10; V.52) 

Bsq *hil ‘to die; dead’ ~ PNC *=iwƛẸ̆ ‘to die, kill’ (R.19) 

Bsq *ɦiṙi ‘laugh, laughter’ ~ PEC *=HirχwV ‘to play’ (K.10) 

Bsq *ise- ‘aunt (maternal or paternal)’ ~ PEC *=īlćwī ‘girl, woman’ (J.16) 

Bsq *miko ‘a little, little bit’ ~ PEC *mikẉV ‘small, young one’ (R.32) 

Bsq (eastern) *niga-ṙ ‘weeping, tears’ ~ PEC *nĭwq̇V̆- [oblique base] ‘tear(s); pus’ (A.78) 

Bsq *pinc ‘membrane’ ~ PLezgian *pinc ̣w ‘eyelash, feather’ (A.28) 

Bsq *pista ‘rheum, gleet’ ~ PNC *pĭncẉĂ ‘resin, juice’ (A.79) 

Bsq *siki-ro ‘gelded ram’, *siki-te ‘gelded goat’ ~ PNC *ʒĭkV̆ / *kĭʒV̆ ‘goat, kid’ (N.17) 

Bsq *simi(n)c(a) ‘bedbug’ ~ PNC *ʒimiʒĂ / *miʒĂ ‘a kind of stinging insect’ (B.38) 

Bsq *[s]ingo ‘hail’ ~ PEC *ʒ́igV ‘hail, rain’ (Khwarshi zang-) (G.19) 

Bsq *sinca, *since-ṙi, *sinci-ɫa ‘bell, cowbell’ ~ PNC *ʒĭ[l]ʒV ‘brass; item made of brass’ 

(Q.48) 

Bsq *siri-n ‘excrement (of birds), diarrhea’ ~ PEC *śiɫɨ̄ ‘dung (of sheep)’ (A.95) 

Bsq *ti-pi ‘small, little’ ~ PNC *tịHV/ *HitṾ ‘small, little’ (R.55) 

Bsq *i = PNC *i as a final vowel: 

Bsq *anci ‘likeness, manner, skill’, etc.10 ~ PNC *ɦwǟlʒ́ĭ ‘mark, sign’ (L.12) 

Bsq *bihi ‘seed, grain, fruit’ < *bisị ~ PEC *bħĕ[r]čị-nV ‘a cereal’ (O.7) 

Bsq *e=staṙi ‘throat’ ~ PNC *swĔri / *riswĔ ‘neck’ (A.32) 

                                                           
9 See the etymology (I.5) for full semantic explanation: cf. OInd sanutar ‘away, aside’, Gothic sundro ‘apart, 

aside’, OHG suntar ‘without’, etc. 
10 (B-Mundaka, Oñate, Otxandiano) antzi ‘likeness, appearance, skill, knack, cunning’. Other forms go back to 

*anco or *anc. 
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Bsq *heṙi ‘people, nation’, etc. ~ PNC *ʡwə̆hri ‘troops, army’ (J.1) 

Bsq *hog[w]i ‘gums’ (mouth flesh) ~ PNC *ɦŏmɢwĭ ‘mouth, throat’ (A.13) 

Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’ (< *minsị) ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ (A.9) 

In these cases the reconstruction of the PNC/PEC final vowel is uncertain, but Bsq *-i 

matches the final /i/ of more or less isolated forms:11 

Bsq *behi ‘cow’ ~ Avar bóts’:i ‘cattle’, Andi buts’:i-r, Botlikh buts’:i < PEC *bħǝrcẉV 

(N.6) 

Bsq *čori / *čol- ‘bird’ ~ Tindi čuri-ʁaʁa ‘quail’ < PEC *čḤwēlV (B.19) 

Bsq *eɫhi ‘cattle, herd’ < *helhi ~ Chechen ħēlī ‘cows’ < PEC *χwōlhV / *χHwōlV (N.5) 

Bsq *e=purdi ‘rump, buttocks’ ~ Archi pạrt’i ‘large intestine’ < PEC *pHVrṭwV (A.45)12 

Bsq *gurhi ‘butter, grease’ ~ Lezgi ʁeri ‘butter’, Tsezi χuri ‘piece of dry cheese’ < PEC 

*χǝrHV / *χHǝrV (P.7) 

Bsq *i=ɫhinti ‘firebrand, ember’ ~ Andi ɬudi ‘firewood, wood’, Chamali ɬunni < PEC 

*λwindV / *λwɨndV (F.3)  

Bsq *ondi-ko ‘misery, unease’ ~ Avar únti ‘sickness, ailment’ < PEC *ʔuntV / *ʡuntV (K.5) 

In the following cases Bsq *i matches PNC [mid high unrounded] *ɨ. Note however the 

frequent matches of Bsq *a with PNC *ɨ (see above). The conditions for this reflex split are 

still unclear. 

Bsq *an-his-ba ‘sister (of woman)’ ~ PNC *=ɨ̆̇ćĭ ‘brother, sister’ (with changing class 

prefixes; J.11) 

Bsq *lirain ‘slim, svelte’ ~ PNC *=iƛɨ̣̆lV ‘thin’ (R.52) 

Bsq *ni ‘I’ [1st prs sg] ~ PEC *nɨ̆ ‘I’ [1st prs sg] (U.1) 

Bsq *sirin ‘excrement (of birds), diarrhea’ ~ PEC *śiɫɨ̄ ‘dung (of sheep)’ (A.95) 

Bsq *siseṙ, *sisoṙ ‘hail’, *sistoṙ ‘icicle’ ~ PEC *sɨ̄rVsV ‘icicle, hoarfrost’ (G.18) 

Bsq *uṙi[ś]a ‘female (animal); woman’ ~ PEC *r=ɨ̆šwĔ ‘heifer; female child’ (N.15) 

Bsq *i = PNC *ɨ as a final vowel: 

Bsq *hobi ‘grave, tomb’ ~ PEC *fiwɨ / *fibɨ ‘grave’ (L.4) 

Bsq *lirdi ‘drool, saliva, slime’ ~ PEC *λwirdɨ ‘pus; dung’ (A.81) 

Bsq *soṙi ‘louse’ ~ PEC *šǟrɨ̄ ‘worm’ (B.42) 

In several cases Bsq *i matches PNC *wi or *wɨ. It is so far uncertain whether this 

represents an innovation in PNC (insertion of *w) or metathesis of a class prefix *w=, or 

something else. (But see below about Bsq *u matching PNC *wi / *wɨ.) 

Bsq *i=ɫhinti ‘firebrand, ember’ ~ PEC *λwindV / *λwɨndV ‘firewood, wood’ (F.3) 

Bsq *kino ‘bad odor, bad taste’ (cf. *(e=)kē ‘smoke’) < PSC *kẉɨ́̆ŋħV ~ PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV 

‘smoke’ (F.2) 

Bsq *kiri-ki- ‘hedgehog’ ~ PEC *q̇Hwɨr-dV ‘hedgehog’ (B.11) 

                                                           
11 Thus the match could reflect (a) common inheritance < PSC final *-i, or (b) convergent development from 

different protophonemes. 
12 For semantic typology cf. OInd gudá- ‘intestine, bowels, anus’ > Pali guda ‘anus’, Sindhi g̠uī ‘anus, posterior’, 

etc. (T 4194). 
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Bsq *lincu-ra ‘marsh, bog’, *lisun ‘mold, mildew; moldy, musty’ (< *lincu-n) ~ PEC 

*ƛwilcẉV ‘bog, marsh’ (E.6; R.36) 

Bsq *lindila ‘lizard’ (in compounds) ~ PEC *λwitλwiɫV ‘lizard’ (B.25) 

Bsq *lirdi ‘drool, saliva, slime’ ~ PEC *λwirdɨ ‘pus; dung’ (A.81) 

Bsq *sirsu- / *sincu-ṙ ‘throat’ ~ PEC *ćwĭrsV ‘gullet’ (A.30) 

In a significant number of cases Basque *i also matches PNC [long front mid-low 

unrounded] *ē. Note that in these cases the long *ē precedes consonant clusters in PNC or 

PSC: 

Bsq *hiro ‘pus, rot’ ~ PEC *x[ē]rxV ‘slime; spittle; snot’ (A.92) 

Bsq *iɫhu-n ‘dark, night’ < *liɫhu-n < PSC *ƛēʔlă ~ PNC *ʔlēƛă ‘night’ (R.18) 

Bsq *sinho ‘fat, tallow, grease’ ~ PEC *cẹ̄nxwV ‘fat (adj.)’ (P.8) 

Bsq *sisa-li ‘worm’, *sisa-ni ‘leech’ ~ PEC *sēmsā ‘tadpole, water flea, bug, ant’ (B.47) 

Bsq *tintV ‘gland, uvula’ ~ PEC *ṭēmṭV ‘freckle, spot’ (A.34) 

This correspondence (Bsq *i = PNC *Ē) is frequent in some of the most basic verb roots: 

Bsq *aci-tu ‘to catch, take, seize, steal’ ~ PNC *=ācĒ(n) ‘to catch, take’ (V.3) 

Bsq *e=ući ‘to consider, think’ ~ PNC *=īčẉĒ ‘to count; to understand’ (V.18) 

Bsq *e=henśi ‘fleeing, to flee’ ~ PNC *hilčwĒ ‘to run’ (V.21) 

Bsq *e=gi-n ‘to do, to make’ ~ PNC *=Hŏq̇Ē ‘to do, make; to be, become’ (V.42) 

Bsq *e=aki-n ‘to know (fact)’ ~ PNC *=ĭq̇Ē ‘to know, to hear’ (V.49) 

Basque *i matches PNC *ē as a final vowel (sometimes followed by a suffix): 

Bsq *ailci-n ‘front’ ~ PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ (I.7) 

Bsq *hegi ‘ridge, crest; border’, etc. ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄rqē ‘mountain ridge, boundary’ (D.11) 

Bsq *ɦosi ‘germ, shoot’ < PSC *ʔwí̆sē ~ PNC *śwĭʔē ‘a kind of cereal’ (C.31) 

Bsq *manhai ‘table’ ~ PEC *mɦăʡnē ‘door; part of door’ (Q.9) 

Bsq *piri-n ‘lightning’ ~ PEC *pārē ‘lightning’ (G.13) 

Bsq *siHi ‘reed, rush’ ~ PEC *cẉǝ̄nHē / *Hnǝ̄cẉē ‘reed, cane’ (C.24) 

 

Basque *o corresponds to PNC *o (ŏ, ō): 

Bsq *a=ćo ‘old woman’ ~ PNC *cẉŏyV ‘woman, female’ (J.7) 

Bsq *e=ṙoic ‘cliff, fissure’ ~ PEC *hrŏmcẉe ‘stone’ (D.13) 

Bsq *hog[w]i ‘gums (mouth flesh)’ ~ PEC *ɦŏmɢwĭ ‘mouth, throat’ (A.13) 

Bsq *ɦolaic ‘beestings, colostrum’ ~ PNC *=HoǯĂl / *=HolǯĂ ‘to milk; strain; pour; drink’ 

(P.4) 

Bsq *koce ‘nape’ < PSC *ḳŏce ~ PEC *kŏcẹ ‘a kind of bone’ (A.35) 

Bsq *koco ‘male quadruped’ ~ PEC *q̇HŏcV ‘kid, hornless goat’ (N.10) 

Bsq *kola ‘nape’ ~ PEC *qHwŏɫV ‘neck, collar’ (A.36) 

Bsq *lohi ‘body’ < PSC *lɦōxwV ~ (metathesis) PEC *xwōlɦV ‘bosom’ (A.37) 

Bsq *moko-ṙ ‘bottom, buttocks’ ~ PNC *bŏnq̇ō ‘back’ (A.44) 

Bsq *moku-ṙ ‘tree trunk, tree base’ ~ PEC *mħŏqwe ‘oak tree’ (C.42)  

Bsq *okeṙ ‘bent, curved, twisted, crooked’ ~ PNC *=ŏkụ̆r ‘to roll, rotate’ (R.10) 

Bsq *onci ‘vessel, ship’ ~ PEC *bōnʒ(w)V ‘a kind of vessel’ (Q.27) 
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Bsq *ortú-śi ‘take off (shoes, stockings); barefoot’ ~ PEC *=ōmŁV ‘to put on (trousers, 

shoes)’ (R.9; V.34) 

Bsq *ośo ‘whole, complete, entire’ ~ PNC *=ɦŏcṾ ‘full, to fill’ (R.65) 

Bsq *soko ‘corner, nook’ ~ PEC *cọ̆q̇V ‘sharp’ (I.2) 

Bsq *solhi ‘ripe, mature’, etc. ~ PNC *ʒŏɫV ‘healthy, whole’ (R.44) 

Basque *o = PNC *o (ŏ, ō) as a final vowel (sometimes followed by a suffix): 

Bsq *beko ‘forehead’ ~ PEC *bĕḳwo ‘part of face, mouth’ (A.6) 

Bsq *bur(a)ho ‘curse, blasphemy, hatred’ ~ PEC *ɢwāɫħo ‘gossip; offence’, etc. (K.1) 

Bsq *moko-ṙ ‘bottom, buttocks’ ~ PNC *bŏnq̇ō ‘back’ (A.44) 

Bsq *mordo ‘bunch, group’ ~ PEC *mä̆r[ƛ]o ‘handful, armful’ (L.9) 

Bsq *tanko (~ *tanka) ‘drop (of liquid)’ ~ PNC *ṭHänḳŏ ‘drop, spray’ (E.12) 

Many instances of Basque *o are results of secondary changes such as u-umlaut and 

labialization (see below).  

 

Basque *u (*au, *eu) corresponds to North Caucasian *u: 

Bsq *busta-n ‘tail’ ~ PNC [*bHuʒV ~ *bHōʒV] > PLezg *p:oIc:̣- > Tsakhur bɨṭ / bɨṭ:e- ‘tail’ 

(A.47) 

Bsq *čupa-tu ‘to suck’ ~ PEC *cụṗV ‘sucking’ (V.9) 

Bsq *e=augi-n ‘to come’ ~ PNC *=Huq̇Ŭn ‘to come, to go’ (V.41) 

Bsq *e=auśi ‘to fall’; *Huśi-n ‘blizzard, avalanche’ ~ PEC *=ŭśV ‘to descend; to fall, be 

scattered’ (G.11; V.20) 

Bsq *es-kuṙ ‘acorn, beechnut’ ~ PEC *kụrVkṾ ‘a kind of fruit’ (C.37) 

Bsq *heugali / *heu[l]agi ‘much, abundant, numerous’ ~ PNC *HāχuɫV ‘long’ (R.38) 

Bsq *huri ‘village, town, city’ < PSC *kūli ~ PNC *kiɫū ‘farmstead, hut’ (L.5) 

Bsq *mune ‘brain, marrow’ < PSC *mū́ɦnä̆13 ~ (metathesis) PEC *mä̆ɦnū ‘brain, head’ (A.1) 

Bsq *sumhe ‘a kind of tree (willow, oak)’ ~ PEC *ǯɦŭmV ‘bush, herb; a kind of fruit’ (C.2) 

Bsq *śu ‘fire’ ~ PEC *cụ̆y- (oblique base) ‘fire’ (F.1) 

Bsq *urdin ‘blue, green, gray’; *b=urdina ‘iron’ ~ (metathesis) PNC *h-nǟƛụ̄ ‘blue thing, 

metal’ (Q.41; R.3) 

Basque *u = PNC *u: in final vowels: 

Bsq *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’ ~ PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū ‘saliva, mucus; herpes’ (A.93) 

Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face’ ~ PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ ‘protruding part, point, edge’ (A.17) 

Basque *-u as final vowel = PNC *-wV (sometimes with convergent -u in PNC languages): 

Bsq *eśku ‘hand’ (< *e=śegu) ~ PEC *ćəgwV (~ *gwəćV) ‘arm’ (A.66) 

Bsq *gernu ‘urine’ < PSC *kǝ̣́̄rnHwV̄ ~ PEC *ɦnǝ̄rkẉV̄ ‘urine, bladder’ (cf. Godoberi hirk:u 

‘urine’) (A.90) 

Bsq *kaiku ‘wooden bowl or cup’ ~ PEC *qwăqwV̄ ‘trough, basket’ (Q.25) 

Bsq *koću ‘bowl, vessel’ ~ PEC *q̇HečwV ‘vessel, jar’ (Q.26) 

                                                           
13 Starostin wavered on the PSC form, as *mV̆́ɦnū ~ *nV̆́ɦmū “(or perhaps rather *ŋwV̆́ɦnū)” (SCG 149; SCP 12). 
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Bsq *lincu-ra ‘marsh, bog’, *lisu-n ‘mold, mildew; moldy, musty’ ~ PEC *ƛwilcẉV ‘bog, 

marsh’ (cf. Godoberi ɬ:ints:u) (E.6; R.36) 

Bsq *muśtu-ṙ / *mucu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle’, etc. ~ PEC *mHărčwV ‘snot, mucus, pus’ (cf. Andi 

maču ‘snot’) (A.19) 

Bsq *negu ‘winter’ < PSC *nʔĭʁwV ~ PNC *ʁwĭnʔV ’name of a season’ (G.2) 

Bsq *śagu ‘mouse’ ~ PNC *cārgwV ‘mouse, weasel, marten’ (cf. Avar tsatɬ’:ú ‘weasel’) 

(B.11) 

Basque *u (or *au) sometimes corresponds to PNC *Vm sequences: 

Bsq *e=urte-n ‘to go out, leave’ ~ PEC *=VmƛṾ ‘to go, to come’ (V.45) 

Bsq *hauć ‘ashes, powder’ ~ PEC *yōmćV ‘earth’ (F.5) 

Bsq *ɦauśin / *ɦaśuin ‘nettle’ ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄mšwi ‘a kind of herb or weed’ (C.23) 

Bsq *hu[m]ki ‘to touch’14 ~ PEC *fimkẉV ‘fist’ (V.13) 

Bsq *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’ ~ PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū ‘saliva, mucus; herpes’ (A.93) 

Bsq *i=hunc ‘dew’ ~ PEC *xwɨ̆mcẉɨ̄ ‘bog, dirt’ (E.11) 

Bsq *luHuṙ ‘earth, ground, land’ ~ PNC *lhĕmŁwɨ̆ ‘earth’ (D.1) 

Bsq *-susa (in *mar-susa ‘blackberry, mulberry’) ~ PEC *ʒimʒV ‘a kind of berry (or flower, 

blossom)’ (P.19) 

Bsq *usen ‘name’ ~ PNC *=[ī]mcŪ ‘to speak, tell, talk’ (L.10; V.52) 

In a series of verbal roots Bsq UC = PNC CwV, CVw: i.e., a metathesis of the labial vowel 

or /w/ in relation to the obstruent: 

Bsq *e=aući ‘to go down, descend’ ~ PNC *=ic ̣́ wĔ ‘to come; to return’ (Lak, Dargi ‘go 

down’: V.22) 

Bsq *e=aurti ‘to throw, hurl, launch’ ~ PNC *=äƛĔw ‘to lie; to put; to lead’ (V.35) 

Bsq *e=uci ‘to leave, let’ ~ PEC *=ičẉV / *=ic ̣́wV ‘to run’ (Andian ‘run away’: V.25) 

Bsq *e=ući ‘to consider, think’ ~ PNC *=īčẉĒ ‘to count; to understand’ (V.18) 

Bsq *e=ući ‘to take, hold, keep’ ~ PNC *=ăčwV̆ ‘to take, carry’ (V.33) 

Bsq *e=uka-n / *e=uki ‘to have’ ~ PNC *=iqwV ‘to hold, catch’ (V.47) 

Bsq *hauśi ‘to break, shatter’ ~ PEC *=ičV(w) ‘to break, hit, wound’ (V.59)  

Bsq *Husi ‘to divide, split’ ~ PNC *=V̄rswE ‘to cut (in parts)’ (V.64)  

 

The pattern that seems to emerge (see Table VIII. 1) is a simplification of the original 9-

vowel system (if one assumes the NC system to be more original) to the simpler 5-vowel 

system characteristic of Basque. In general, Basque has merged the original front and mid 

vowels. Naturally, not all vowel matches in the Bsq-NC etymologies adhere strictly to these 

general tendencies. The following notes and examples indicate some of the complicating 

forces, mainly (a) grammatical alternations (Ablaut), and (b) vowel assimilations (Umlaut). 

 

 

                                                           
14 (BN, L) hunki-(tu), (Z) hunki-(tü); loss of nasal in (AN, G, L) uki-tu; with lowered vowel (Sal) onki-tu (see 

Ablaut, pp. 106-110).  
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Table VIII.1. Principal Euskaro-Caucasian Vowel Correspondences 

Proto-Euskaro-

Caucasian 

Proto-North 

Caucasian 

Proto-Basque 

a a 
a 

ä ä 
ü ü 

e e e 
ǝ ǝ 
ɨ ɨ a ~ i 
i i i 
o o o 
u u u 

 

Euskaro-Caucasian ablaut (grammatical vowel apophony):  I first thought about 

this possibility when I discovered the regional variation in Bsq words for ‘tear(s), weeping’ 

and a possible correlation with North Caucasian nominal ablaut. First, some background on 

PNC ablaut. 

PNC ablaut is discussed in NCED, principally on pages 81-82, and elsewhere in 

regard to developments in subgroups and in individual etymologies. As it affects nouns, it is 

thought that the gradation was MID [direct] / HIGH [oblique], with much evidence for the 

alternations *e/*i and *ə/*ɨ, with a parallel *o/*u gradation mentioned as a possibility. The 

mid vowels, *e, *ə, [*o] characterize the direct nominal stem and the high vowels, *i, * ɨ, 

[*u] characterize the oblique stem. This ablaut system was lost in most of the PEC 

subgroups (some of which have newer, secondary forms of ablaut and umlaut), but the best 

evidence, according to NCED, is found in Nakh, Lezgian, and, “in a relic shape,” in Tsezian. 

“Apparently there is a connection between the ablaut in these languages and the PWC ablaut 

*ə/a.” Two other types of nominal ablaut are not mentioned on pp. 81-82, but elsewhere in 

the NCED text: *a [direct] / *u [oblique] and *ə [direct]/ *o [oblique] (see below). 

In the Bsq adjective *ośo ‘whole, complete’ and the verb *aśe ‘to be filled, satiated’ 

(V.66) we see traces of an ablaut alternation cognate with that seen in PNC *=ɦŏcṾ / 

*=ɦăcṾ ‘full, to fill’ (NCED 525), as in Proto-Nakh *=uc-̣ ‘to be filled, satiated’ / *=ac-̣i(n) 

‘heavy’ (Chechen =üz-na ‘full’ / =eza ‘heavy’), corresponding to Bsq *ośo / *aśe. There 

were also other verbal ablaut alternations, which will be ignored for the moment. 

Some of the Basque words for ‘tear(s), weeping’ (A.78) exhibit a regional variation 

in the first vowel that, as far as I know, has not been addressed by Michelena or other 

Vasconists. In brief, Basque negar ‘tears, weeping’ is cited from Bizkaia, Gipuzkoa, (most 

of) High Navarre, Salazar (near), and Roncal (nexar),15 while nigar is found in Cinco Villas 

(Bortziriak),16 Low Navarre, Baztan, Aezkoa, and Zuberoa (nĩ̆́gar). The French Bsq province 

                                                           
15 nexar /nešar/ < *nežar < *neyar < *negaṙ. The change /y/ > *ž > /š/ is common in Pyrenean dialects. 
16 In the far northern corner of High Navarre, bordering Baztan and Lapurdi. 
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Lapurdi has both variants, thus, generally, southwestern /e/ vs. northeastern /i/ (see Azkue; 

MDE XXI 958; OEH).17  

This Bsq word has been compared with reflexes of PEC *nĕwq̇ŭ (= *nĕwq’ŭ) 

‘tear(s); pus’ by several earlier scholars, including Trombetti and Bouda (Orig 249; MDE 

XXI 958). In regard to the regional variation in Bsq negar ~ nigar it is interesting that 

Nikolayev & Starostin postulated ablaut variation in this noun: *nĕwq̇ŭ [direct] vs. *nĭwq̇V̆- 

[oblique] (NCED 848). In this particular root the original ablaut gradation has remained 

intact only in the Tsezian subfamily Hunzib-Bezhta, where the variants are reconstructed as 

*mɔq̇u [direct] / *mɨq̇a- [oblique].18 In the modern languages the allomorphs are as 

follows:19 

Hunzib mɔq’u [direct] / mɨq’a- [oblique] ‘tear’ 

Bezhta maq’o [direct] / miq’a- [oblique] ‘tear’ 

 The thesis here is that the Bsq regional split of negar ~ nigar might stem from what were 

earlier grammatical ablaut variants, as in PNC *nĕwq̇ŭ / *nĭwq̇V̆-, i.e., that western Bsq 

generalized the direct allomorph and eastern Bsq the oblique one. Elsewhere I have 

discussed how some original oblique stems have been generalized in Bsq *śu ‘fire’ = PEC 

*cụ̆y- ‘fire’ [oblique] (F.1); Bsq *be=ɫa-ṙi ‘ear’ = Proto-Nakh *la-ri ‘ear’ [oblique] < PNC 

*ɫĕHi ‘ear’ (A.7); Bsq *ho-r ‘dog’ = Budukh χo-r ‘dog’ < PNC *χHwĕy-rV- ‘dog’ [oblique] 

(N.1). (The words for ‘ear’ and ‘dog’ also contain fossilized oblique stem markers, as 

discussed in more detail under Morphology.) Here the possibility that redistribution of 

direct and oblique stems could explain some apparently irregular vowel correspondences 

between Bsq and NC will be discussed.  

 

PSC *e / *i ablaut: in the following cases Bsq may have retained the [direct] *e 

grade vs. PNC [oblique] *i:  

Bsq *a=meć ‘dream, sleep’ ~ PNC *ɦnićwV̆ ‘night, evening’ (K.14) 

Bsq *e(=)ṙeka ‘ravine, stream’ ~ PNC *rĭq̇wǍ ‘mountain, rock; cave’ (D.8)20 

Bsq *egu-ski ‘sun’, *egu- ‘day’; *eki ‘sun’ ~ PEC *Hwīq̇V ‘day’ (G.22; H.4) 

Bsq *keda-ṙ ‘soot’ ~ PEC *q̇idV (/ *q̇ädV) ‘soot, dust’ (F.6) 

Bsq *negu ‘winter’ < PSC *nʔĕʁwV ~ PNC *ʁwĭnʔV ’name of a season’ (G.2) 

Bsq *es-pel ‘box (tree)’ ~ PEC *pħīlV ‘a kind of deciduous tree’ (C.11) 

                                                           
17 “La forma general al Sur es negar y al Norte nigar; hay a veces ambas formas en un mismo autor (Etcheberri 

de Ziburu, Maister, Goyhetche, Mirande, Xalbador, Orixe, Lizardi, S. Mitxelena...)” (OEH: NEGAR). Cf. also 

(BN-Aldude, L-Ainhoa, Bzt) negal ‘skin rash, scurf, herpes’, (AN-Lezaka, BN-Garazi, L-Gethari, Z) negel id., 

which seems to be the same root with a different suffix -l. For semantics cf. the putative cognates Batsbi not’q’ 

‘pus’ vs. nat’q’-ayrĭ ‘tears’. 
18 With labialization of the initial nasal (or feature metathesis) from the following *w, a not uncommon change in 

NC languages: cf. Avar máʕu ‘tear’, Andi moɢo, Lak maq’ id., with the same change. The origin of the PTsez 

direct vowel *ɔ is discussed in NCED (pp. 72 ff.). 
19 van den Berg (1995: 319) cites the forms as mαq’u ‘tears’ / [genitive] mɨq’a-s (no plural); in Cyrillic: ма̇κъу / 

мы́κъас (Isakov & Xalilov 2001). 
20 ‘ravine, valley’ in Andian. 
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In verbal roots: 

Bsq *e=henśi ‘fleeing, to flee’ ~ PNC *hilčwĒ ‘to run’ (V.21) 

Bsq *erho ‘to kill’ ~ PNC *HīrχA ‘to beat, hit, throw’ (V.71) 

Bsq *hega-n ‘to fly’ ~ PEC *=HiχV ‘to fly’ (V.43) 

Bsq *herći, *herś-tu ‘to close, squeeze’, etc. ~ PNC *HičẶn / *HičẶn ‘to press, squeeze’ 

(V.62) 

PSC *e / *i ablaut: in the following cases Bsq may have retained the [oblique] *i grade vs. 

PNC [direct] *e:  

Bsq *limu-ri ‘slippery, moist, smooth’, etc. ~ PEC *ƛHwemV ‘liquid’ (adj.) (R.53) 

Bsq *śić ‘moth’ (~*śać) ~ PEC *šwĕʒV ‘a kind of biting insect’ (B.29) 

Bsq *sinaguṙi ‘ant’ (insect) ~ PNC *ʒHĔmVḳĂ ‘ant’ (B.35) 

Bsq *sisa-li ‘worm’, *sisa-ni ‘leech’ ~ PEC *sēmsā ‘tadpole, water flea, bug, ant’ (B.47) 

 

PSC *ə / *ɨ ablaut: in the following cases Bsq may have retained the *e [direct] grade 

(regularly = PNC *ə) vs. PNC [oblique] *ɨ: 

Bsq *esko < *e=Seko ‘(bees-)wax’ ~ PNC *čḤɨ̆q̇wĂ ‘dung, ordure, dirt’ (A.85)21 

Bsq *ɦesu-ṙ ‘bone’ ~ PEC *HɨśɨwV(-ɫī) ‘rib; side’ (A.75) 

Bsq *(e=)kē ‘smoke’ < *kẽHe ~ PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV ‘smoke’ (F.2) 

Bsq *lerde-n ‘straight, slender’ < PSC *ləƛṾ-n ~ PNC *=iƛɨ̣̆lV ‘thin’ (R.52) 

In the third set we have an interesting alternation, also involving metathesis, between Bsq 

*lerde-n ‘straight, slender’ (< PSC *ləƛṾ-n ) vs. *lira-in ‘slim, svelte’ = PNC *=iƛɨ̣̆lV. 

Another similar alternation is possibly Bsq *(e=)kē ‘smoke’ / *kino ‘bad odor, bad taste’. 

 

PSC *ə / *ɨ ablaut: in the following cases Bsq may have retained the *i [oblique] grade 

(regularly = PNC *ɨ) vs. PNC [direct] *ə: 

Bsq *biha- ‘next day, tomorrow’ < PSC *bɨká- ~ PEC *bǝgǝ / *bǝgo ‘morning, evening’ 

(H.7)22 

Bsq *gibe-l / *bige-l ‘liver, back side’ < PSC *gɨbV- / *bɨgV- ~ PNC *gǝ̄bǝ̄ / *bǝ̄gwǝ̄ ‘side’ 

(A.49) 

Bsq *higuni ‘hate, hatred’ ~ PNC *=HǝχwAn ‘to quarrel, fight’ (K.7) 

Bsq *mihu-ri ‘seed, kernel’ ~ PEC *mǝ̆hwV ‘grain, seed’ (C.33) 

 

If we assume that the PSC or Proto-Euskaro-Caucasian ablaut system was symmetrical, 

there would also have been a *o [direct] / *u [oblique] gradation in noun stems (though 

NCED does not fully commit to this: “it is not yet clear whether a similar gradation *u/*o 

had existed”). Nevertheless, seemingly irregular correspondences between Bsq *o and *u 

and PNC *o and *u could independently confirm this possibility. In the following cases we 

                                                           
21 Budukh ‘ear-wax’, etc. 
22 Also ‘tomorrow’ in Rutul bɨga, Agul baga, Lezgi p:ak:a, Budukh paga ‘tomorrow’. 
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could be seeing the reflexes of the Bsq retention of the direct *o gradation vs. PNC oblique 

*u: 

Bsq *koroc / *goroc ‘dung, manure’ ~ PEC *k[̣u]rčṾ / *k[̣u]rc ̣́ V ‘dung, excrement’ (A.96) 

Bsq *moś-ko-ṙ ‘tree trunk’ ~ PNC *mučỤ̆ / *čụmŬ ‘stick, wood’ (C.41) 

Bsq *o=hol ‘board, plank’ ~ PEC *χulV / *χuɫV ‘wooden vessel’ (Q.62) 

Bsq *oɫhe ‘meek, mild’ ~ PEC *=uλwV ‘to be silent, quiet’ (R.35) 

Bsq *ondi- ‘misery, unease’ ~ PEC *ʔuntV / *ʡuntV ‘defect, sickness’ (K.5) 

Bsq *soha-ṙ ‘clear (sky, weather)’ < PSC *ǯóHV- ~ PEC *=HuǯV-n ‘to clear up (of 

weather)’ (G.14) 

Bsq *toś-ko ‘block, chunk (of wood)’ ~ PEC *dŭčV ‘wood, firewood’ (Q.59) 

These examples could reflect the reverse case: Bsq retention of the oblique *u gradation vs. 

PNC direct *o:  

Bsq *e=guṙ ‘firewood’ ~ PEC *gōrV ‘pole, piece of log’ (Q.66) 

Bsq *hune ‘marrow, brain’ ~ PEC *ɦwōm-dV ‘brain’ (A.2) 

Bsq *huṙ ‘hazelnut’ ~ PNC *ʔwōrŁV ‘nut’ (C.35) 

Bsq *muga ‘boundary, limit’ ~ PEC *mŏrqwV̆ ‘line, stripe’ (L.2) 

Bsq *suɫɦo ‘hole’ ~ PEC *śwōɫV ‘hollow tube’ (I.12) 

Bsq *tutu ‘tube, horn’, etc. ~ PEC *dɦwōdwō ‘tube, pipe’ (Q.47) 

Bsq *urso ‘dove’ ~ PEC *=ōrsA ‘bird; to fly, to jump (from above)’ (B.22) 

Bsq *usta ‘harvest’ ~ PEC *=ōcV ‘to mow’ (H.11) 

 

Another PNC ablaut gradation, *a [direct] / *u [oblique], is fleetingly mentioned in NCED 

in connection with the nouns *ŁwănʡV / *ŁŭnʡV- ‘awn’ (NCED 787), with no known Bsq 

cognate, and *cặyɨ̆ / *cụ̆y- ‘fire’, mentioned above (NCED 354), and a few other cases 

without apparent Bsq cognates (see NCED 165). In this and the following cases Bsq has 

apparently generalized the oblique *u grade:  

Bsq *buɫha-ṙ ‘breast, chest’ ~ PEC *ɢwălɦē ‘udder, breast’ (A.40) 

Bsq *śu ‘fire’ = PEC *cặyɨ̆ ‘fire’ / [oblique] *cụ̆y- (F.1) 

Bsq *i=dul-ki ‘block’ ~ PEC *dwāɫɨ̄, *dwāɫɨ̄-kṾ ‘stick’ (Q.58) 

Bsq *tuntun ‘tambourine’ ~ PNC *dwānʔV ‘rhythm instrument’ (Q.46) 

Bsq *uɫhe ‘hair, wool’ ~ PEC *ʡālχV ‘wool’ (A.21) 

Bsq *urde ‘swine, pig’ ~ PNC *wHārƛẉǝ ‘pig, boar’ (N.21)23 

An a reverse case, Bsq *a vs. PNC *u: 

Bsq *ba[r]da (in solbarda ~ sorbalda ‘shoulder’ < *śor-barda) ~ PNC *bŭƛṾ ‘upper part of 

body’ (A.38; A.65) 

 

Yet another PNC ablaut gradation, [direct] *ə / [oblique] *o, is mentioned in the PEC 

etymology of ‘sun’: *wirǝ̄q̇Ă / *wirōq̇V- (NCED 1051). In this model PEC *wirǝ̄q̇Ă ‘sun’ is 

                                                           
23 In Bsq *ord-oć ‘boar’ the first vowel was altered (lowered) by assimilation to *-oć: probably by haplology < 

*urda-oroć (see *oroć ‘male animal’). 
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tentatively analyzed as *wi=rǝ̄q̇Ă, with a class prefix, and matched with Bsq *argi ‘light, 

luminary’, and a component in Bsq words for ‘moon’ such as il-argi and argi-zagi (G.23; 

G.24). This *ə / *o gradation may help to explain a series of words in which Bsq *o 

(reflecting the oblique stem) matches PNC *ə (reflecting the direct stem): 

Bsq *borc / *bośt ‘five’, *bośte-ko ‘hand’ ~ PEC *b[ǝ][r]cV ‘paw; part of arm or leg’ (M.6) 

Bsq *čoṙu ‘hair, fiber’ ~ PEC *ćħ̣wǝ̄rə ‘hair’ (A.22) 

Bsq *horc ‘tooth’ < PSC *ko[r]ǯV́ ~ PEC *gə[r]ǯwē ‘fang, tooth, molar’ (A.10) 

Bsq *ɦorci / *ɦośti ‘sky, storm’ ~ PEC *Hǝ̄rčwVn ‘to become cloudy, gloomy’ (G.12) 

Bsq *moc ‘sex organs’ ~ PEC *mǝ̆čụ ‘hair; fibre, strip’ (A.61) 

Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face’ ~ PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ ‘protruding part, point, edge’ (A.17) 

Bsq *ondo1 ‘joint’ ~ PEC *ʡǝmdV ‘joint, bone’ (A.77) 

Bsq *tor-to ‘bud, bunch’ ~ PEC *tẉǝ̄rʔi ‘nipple, pimple’ (‘bud’ in Lezgi) (C.30) 

 

An alternation *a / *o was mentioned above in connection with Bsq *ośo ‘whole, complete’ 

/ *aśe ‘to be filled, satiated’ (R.65; V.66), cognate with PNC *=ɦŏcṾ / *=ɦăcṾ ‘full, to fill’ 

(NCED 525): e.g. as in Proto-Nakh *=uc-̣ ‘to be filled, satiated’ / *=ac-̣i(n) ‘heavy’. It is 

tentatively suggested that this alternation (for which we need more evidence) might explain 

some cases in which Bsq *a matches PNC *o: Bsq *ar=han ‘sloe, plum’ ~ PEC *ɣōnʡV ‘pear’ 

(P.15) 

Bsq *barhe ‘slug, snail’ ~ PEC *bHōr- / *wHōr- (in *bHōr-ƛwVɫV / *wHōr-ƛwVɫV ‘snake, 

snail, worm’) (B.28) 

Bsq *gari / *gal- ‘wheat’ ~ PEC *ɢōlʔe ‘wheat’ (O.1) 

Bsq *hama- ‘ten’ ~ PEC *χŏmHɨ / *mHŏχɨ ‘handful’ (M.7) 

Bsq *hamu ‘tree’ ~ PNC *ʁwōnV ‘tree’ (C.3) 

Bsq *i=cal ‘shadow’ ~ PEC *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (G.20) 

Bsq *mardo ‘robust; luxuriant’, *mardu-l ‘healthy, strong’ ~ PEC *mōrŁV ‘male; man, hero’ 

(R.58) 

In the reverse case, Bsq *o may match PNC *a: 

Bsq *gośe ‘hunger, hungry’ ~ PNC *gašē ‘hunger’ (R.30) 

Bsq *ɦog(ʷ)en ‘blame, sin’ ~ PNC *HāgwV ‘bad, small’ (e.g. Lak ụk:i-s:a ‘bad’) (K.2) 

Bsq *ɦonda-ṙ ‘sand, residue’ ~ PEC *ʔantV / *ʔamtV ‘earth, dirt’ (Q.12) 

Bsq *ɦorś-to ‘leaf’ ~ PEC *ʔărćṾ ‘a kind of reed’ (C.51) 

Bsq *koipe ‘rendered fat, grease’ ~ PEC *kạ̄mpǝ̄ ‘butter; sour cream’ (cf. Tsegob k’obo ‘sour 

cream’) (P.9) 

Bsq *konko-ṙ / *kunku-ṙ ‘hump, joint, bone’ ~ PNC *q̇ămq̇(w)ă ‘knee, leg-bone’ (cf. Dargi 

Kadar q’unq’a ‘knee’) (A.76) 

Bsq *mo=kol(o) ‘shell, husk’ (vs. *a=kal ‘shell, husk’) ~ PEC *q̇wăɫV ‘bark, crust’ (cf. 

Akhwakh q’oli ‘crust, rind’) (C.38) 

 

Umlaut: vowel assimilation: Michelena (M 64-66) discussed the raising of vowels from 

the influence of following /i/ (and /u/), e.g., in recent times, (Z) thipíl-tü ‘pluck, pull out 
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(hair)’ < Lat. dēpilāre (EDB 143); (AN-Bortziriak, BN-Amikuse) mindi ‘mountain’ = (c) 

mendi id. With a following /e/ cf. (AN) erte < *arte ‘space’ (M 70). In a Euskaro-Caucasian 

context cf. the following: 

 

Raising: Expected *e > *i: 

Bsq *bihi ‘seed, grain, fruit’ < *bisị ~ PEC *bħĕ[r]čị-nV ‘a cereal’ (O.7) 

Bsq *limu-ri ‘slippery, moist, smooth’, etc. ~ PEC *ƛHwemV ‘liquid’ (adj.) (R.53) 

Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’ < *minsị < *milsị ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ (A.9) 

Bsq *sihi ‘wedge, skewer, spit’ (< *sehi < *sahi) ~ PNC *cạ̈̄nHV ‘arrow, bow’ (Q.42) 

Bsq *siHi ‘reed, rush’ (< *seHi) ~ PEC *cẉǝ̄nHē / *Hnǝ̄cẉē ‘reed, cane’ (C.24) 

Fronting/Raising: Expected *a > *e (> *i): 

Bsq *gehi ‘quantity’, *gehi-ago ‘more’, etc. < PSC *ʁăhE24 ~ PNC *ɦăχE ‘big, more, 

enough’ (R.37) 

Bsq *hese / *heśe ‘fresh, green, moist’ ~ PNC *=HäćwĂ ‘to pour, wash’ (R.25) 

Bsq *i=serdi ‘sweat; sap’ ~ Batsbi ts’eygĭ ‘blood’ < PEC *ćạ̄ŁwV ‘blood; life’ (A.89) 

Bsq *piri-n ‘lightning’ ~ PEC *pārē ‘lightning’ (G.13) 

Bsq *sede ‘boundary, marker’ ~ PEC *śwǟdV ‘rock, stone; tombstone’ (L.3) 

Bsq *seṙi ‘pig’ ~ PEC *ǯa[r](-)q̇V ‘sow, pig’ (N.22) 

 

In regard to the rounded vowels *o and *u, instructive hints are provided by NC languages. 

For example, in Proto-Nakh PNC *ĕ changes to *ŏ after and before labials, and PNC *ä̆ > 

*ŏ after labial consonants; and in Proto-Tsezian PNC *ɨ̆ develops into *u after labial 

consonants, PNC *ǝ̆ yields *o after labialized consonants, but *u after *m-, and so on 

(NCED 76-77). Many examples seem to reflect similar assimilations in Bsq. For some of 

them convergent developments (to /o/ or /u/) in NC languages are cited: 

 

Labialization: Bsq *o for expected *a: 

Bsq *gopo-ṙ ‘small bowl’ ~ PEC *gä̆ṗē ‘a kind of vessel’ (cf. Lak k:up:i)25 (Q.24) 

Bsq *holc ‘plank, wall of planks’ ~ PEC *ħwǟlsǝ̆ ‘wood, stick, tree’ (cf. Inkhokwari 

hõs ‘pole’) (Q.63) 

Bsq *mordo ‘bunch, group’26 ~ PEC *mä̆r[ƛ]o ‘handful, armful’ (cf. Ingush morh 

‘armful’) (L.9) 

Bsq *śolho ‘meadow, field’ ~ PEC *čHäɫu ‘earth, ground, sand’ (D.3) 

Labialization: Bsq *o for expected *e: 

Bsq *a=hoc ‘chaff, husk, straw’ < PSC *kHwecẸ̆ ~ PNC *cḤwekẸ̆ / *cḤwekĔ ‘straw, chaff’ 

(cf. Tsakhur ts’oqʕ ‘chaff’) (C.48) 

Bsq *čo[l]i ‘bird’ ~ PEC *čḤwēlV ‘a small bird’ (e.g. Chamali č’or ‘bird’) (B.19) 

                                                           
24 Precise form is uncertain, but there was some kind of metathesis: see pp. 201-03. 
25 ‘earthenware jug with a narrow mouth’. 
26 A form mardo is also attested, in the works of Larramendi (1690-1766), and Añibarro (1748-1830), also morda 

and marda, etc. (OEH: MORDO). 
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Bsq *gogoṙ ‘hard’, *goṙ ‘deaf’ ~ PEC *ɢwērV ‘stone’ (cf. Khwarshi ʁur ‘stone’) (R.28) 

Bsq *hoc ‘cold’, *hos- ‘be cold’ ~ PNC *HEčẉV / *čẉEHV ‘cold’ (cf. Hinukh =oč’č’u 

‘cold’) (R.17) 

Bsq *hor ‘dog’ ~ PNC *χHwĕye ‘dog’ / oblique base *χHwĕy-rV- (cf. Budukh χor ‘dog’) 

(N.1) 

Bsq *koću ‘bowl, vessel’ ~ PEC *q̇HečwV ‘vessel, jar’ (cf. Khinalug k’učɨ ‘small jug’) 

(Q.26) 

Bsq *moko ‘beak, point, face’ < PSC *wĕmq̇V́ ‘eye’ ~ PEC *wĭmq̇V ‘witness, true’ (Z.3); cf. 

Burushaski *=moq-is ̣‘face’, *=moq-ot ‘cheek’ (with convergent change) 

Bsq *oćo ‘wolf’ < *boćo ~ PNC *bħĕrcẹ̆ ‘wolf, jackal’ (cf. Chechen borz id.) (B.1)27 

Bsq *o=hoin ‘thief’ ~ PEC *=ēʕwVn ‘to lose, get lost’ (Dargi ‘to steal’) (J.24) 

Bsq *ondo2 ‘side, bottom’ ~ PEC *ʔĕndū ‘forehead’ (cf. Andi honno id.) (I.4) 

Bsq *śoin ‘shoulder, (upper) back’, etc. ~ PEC *Hcẉēynǝ̆ ‘leg bone’ (cf. Tsakhur ts’om 

‘shin-bone’) (A.38) 

Labialization: Bsq *o for expected *i: 

Bsq *a=ho ‘mouth’ ~ PNC *χwɨ- ‘*mouth’ (in *χwɨm[V]ṗV ‘mouthful, gulp’: NCED 1082); 

cf. Khinalug χob ‘mouthful, gulp’; PY *χowe ‘mouth’ (Z.4) 

Bsq *a=ɫhon- ‘seed, grain’ ~ PEC *ʎwĭnʔɨ̄ ‘seed’ (cf. Avar xon ‘seed, flax(seed)’: C.32) 

Bsq *boc ‘happy, happiness’ ~ PEC *bičē ‘moral experience; god’ (K.8) 

Bsq *hobi ‘grave, tomb’ ~ PEC *fiwɨ / *fibɨ ‘grave’ (cf. Chamali hob ‘grave’: L.4) 

Bsq *hoć ‘noise, fame, passion’, etc. ~ PEC *kwɨ̄ycV ‘form, appearance’ (cf. Archi kus 

‘habit’: L.14) 

Bsq *ɦosi ‘germ, shoot’ < PSC *ʔwí̆sē ~ PNC *śwĭʔē ‘a kind of cereal’ (C.31) 

Bsq *ɦośin ‘deep water, pool, well’ < PSC *ʔwɨ̄[c]V́ńV̆ ~ PEC *ʔwɨ̄ncV̆ ‘spring, source (of 

water)’ (E.2); cf. PY *sin- ‘spring, glade’ 

Bsq *kolko / *golko ‘breast, bosom’ ~ PEC *qHwilqwV ‘part of stomach’ (cf. Archi χʕurχʕu 

‘belly, stomach’: A.41) 

Bsq *lobi- ‘cattle yard, corral’ ~ PEC *ƛẉibV ‘shed, barn, granary’ (cf. Tsegob t’obo-r 

‘shed’: Q.6) 

Labialization: Bsq *u for expected *a: 

Bsq *buɫha-ṙ ‘breast, chest’ ~ PEC *ɢwălɦē ‘udder, breast’ (A.40) 

Bsq *burca, *burcainc ‘squirrel’ ~ PEC *bHărVnćV ‘badger’ (B.7) 

Bsq *bursunc ‘trembling aspen’ ~ PNC *ʕwmǟrcọ̆ ‘a kind of deciduous tree or shrub’ (cf. 

Akhwakh muts’:o-tɬ:i ruša ‘willow tree’) (C.10) 

                                                           
27 Andi bots’o ‘wolf’ (= bocọ in NCED) closely recapitulates Bsq *oćo ‘wolf’. (Andi lacks the Bsq rule /bo/ > 

/o/: cf. Bsq *onci ‘vessel’ ~ PEC *bōnʒ(w)V id.) However, the convergent development to /o/ in both languages 

(but not the cognation) is fortuitous, since PNC *ĕ regularly changes to Andian *o (NCED 74), i.e. PNC 

*bħĕrcẹ̆ > PA *bocọ ‘wolf’.  However, Batsbi bʕorts’, Chechen, Ingush borz ‘wolf’, have, like Bsq *oćo, /o/ 

from labial influence.  
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Bsq *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’ ~ PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū ‘saliva, mucus; herpes’ (cf. Lak uṇts’u ‘snot) 

(A.93) 

Bsq *kunku-ṙ / *konko-ṙ ‘hump, joint, bone’ ~ PNC *q̇ămq̇(w)ă ‘knee, leg-bone’ (cf. Dargi 

Kadar q’unq’a ‘knee’) (A.76) 

Bsq *muśtu-ṙ / *mucu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle’ ~ PEC *mHărčwV ‘snot, mucus, pus’ (A.19) 

Bsq *puś- ‘bubble, blister, bladder’ ~ PNC *päršwV / *pälšwA ‘bubble, bladder’ (cf. Udi 

pụšpụš ‘lungs, liver’) (A.57) 

Bsq *tupV ‘pot, cask’ ~ PNC *tạ̄pV ‘a kind of wooden vessel’ (cf. Tsakhur t’opi ‘jug, jar’) 

(Q.28) 

Labialization: Bsq *u for expected *e: 

Bsq *gur-di ‘wagon, cart’, *gur-t-bil ‘wheel’ ~ PNC *gwērV ‘circle, round, to roll’ (cf. 

Karata guri ‘wheel, circle’) (Q.44; R.46) 

Bsq *hune ‘brain, marrow, pith’ ~ PEC *hwĕʔnV ‘blood’ (~ ‘meat’) (A.2) 

Bsq *su ‘you’ (orig. plural, now sg.) ~ PNC *źwĕ ‘you’ (2d person pl.) (cf. Chechen šu, Lak 

zu, etc.) (U.4) 

Bsq *su[l] ‘wood, timber’ ~ PEC *ʒ́w[ĕ]ɫɨ̄ ‘twig, rod, sheaf’ (cf. Avar žul ‘broom, besom’) 

(Q.51) 

Bsq *(gult-)suṙin ‘kidney’ ~ PEC *ʒwĕre ‘urine’ (cf. Agul zur id.) (A.56.b) 

Bsq *a=huṙ ‘hollow of hand, palm’ ~ PEC *kHwǝ̄rV ‘hole, pit’ (cf. Dargi, Udi kur ‘pit’) 

(A.67) 

Bsq *guti ‘few, a little’ ~ PNC *kwHə̄ṭV̄ (~*kHə̄ṭwV̄) ‘short’ (cf. Dargi kut’i-l id.) (R.23) 

Bsq *luṙuin ‘steam, vapor, odor’ ~ PNC *λwǝ̄ɫʔV ‘wind; to blow’ (cf. Archi ɬul ‘hope’28) 

(G.5) 

Bsq *tu ‘to spit’, *tuka ‘spitting’ ~ PEC *twǝyV ‘spit, spittle’ (cf. Avar tuy- ‘to spit’) (A.84) 

Labialization: Bsq *u for expected *i: 

Bsq *a=hune ‘kid’, *a=hun-c ‘goat’ ~ PEC *kwɨ̄ʡnɨ̄ ‘ram’ (cf. Andi kun ‘ram’) (N.18) 

Bsq *gult-(suṙin) ‘kidney’ ~ PEC *kwɨltṾ ‘internal organ’ (cf. Dargi k’ult’a ‘stomach, belly’) 

(A.56.a) 

Bsq *gune ‘place, space’, etc. ~ PNC *ɢwinʡV ‘house, village’ (cf. Hunzib qun ‘farmstead’) 

(I.10) 

Bsq *hu[m]ki ‘to touch’ ~ PEC *fimkẉV ‘fist’ (cf. Dargi χunk’ ‘fist’) (V.13) 

Bsq *honc / *hunc ‘owl’ ~ PNC *ɦnɨ̄ć(̣w)ĭ / *ɦć(̣w)ɨ̄nĭ ‘small bird’ (cf. Dargi hunuts’ ‘eagle’ 

[poetic]) (B.23) 

Bsq *hur ‘water’, *e=uli ‘rain’ ~ PEC *ɦwɨ̆lV / *lɨ̆ɦwV ‘river, reservoir’ (cf. Lezgi hül ‘sea’) 

(E.1; G.10) 

Bsq *i=hunc ‘dew’ ~ PEC *xwɨ̆mcẉɨ̄ ‘bog, dirt’ (cf. Lak xunts’a ‘bog’) (E.11) 

Bsq *muti-l ‘boy; apprentice; worker’ ~ PNC *mɨ̆lƛṾ̆ ‘husband, male, worker’ (cf. Dargi 

Muiri murgu-l ‘man, husband’) (J.4) 

                                                           
28 < *‘inspiration’ < ‘wind’. 
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Bsq *muki ‘gum, resin from trees’ ~ PEC *bħĭnḳwV ‘pine-tree’ (cf. Tabasaran muk’-ruk’ 

‘fir-tree’) (C.29) 

Bsq *sunda ‘odor, stench; sniff, smell’ ~ PEC *sHwintṾ ‘snuff, smell; snot’ (cf. Avar s:únt’ 

‘snuff’) (L.15) 

Bsq *susun ‘poplar, aspen (tree)’ ~ PNC *swɨ̆nē ‘barberry; currants’ (cf. Lak sunū 

‘pomegranate’, sus ‘barberry’) (C.9)  

Labialization: Bsq *o, *u = PNC *wV (vowel of uncertain reconstruction): 

Bsq *hon ‘good’ ~ PEC *=ĭkwVn / *=ĭnkwV ‘good, right’ (cf. Khwarshi =agu ‘good’) 

(R.27) 

Bsq *oɫha ‘forge, cabin’ ~ PEC *ɦwVla-qē ‘hearth’ (Q.4) 

Bsq *ordo ‘flat, level’, *ordo-ki ‘plain’ ~ PEC *ɦwVnƛṾ ‘wide, spacious’ (cf. Bezhta 

Khoshar-Khota hutɬ’-iyo id.) (D.6) 

Bsq *e=hu-n ‘to weave’ ~ PEC *=irχwVn ‘to knit, weave, spin’ (V.54) 

Bsq *e=sun-ki ‘to put out (light), extinguish’ ~ PEC *=Hi[s]wVn / *=Hi[š]wVn ‘to 

extinguish, go out (of light)’ (V.57) 

Bsq *kuṙu(-ɫo) / *kuṙi(-ɫo) ‘crane (bird)’ ~ PNC *q̇wVrV ‘crane’ (cf. Andi q’:urru id.) (B.17) 

The PNC sequence *-ĭw- gives Proto-Nakh *ŭ ~ *ŏ or *ăw, e.g. Chechen lō ~ lūo ‘snow’, 

Ingush lɔ ~ loa, Batsbi law id. < PEC *λĭwV ‘snow’ (NCED 684); cf. Bsq *e=ɫhu-ṙ ‘snow’ 

(G.17). Similarly PNC *ɨw matches Bsq *u or *o in a few cases: Bsq *ɦesu-ṙ ‘bone’ ~ PEC 

*HɨśɨwV ‘rib; side’ (A.75); Bsq *i=soṙo ‘root’ ~ PEC *sɨwirV ‘a kind of fragrant herb’ 

(C.45). 

 

Vowel opening (mainly /e/ > /a/) conditioned by *r (and laterals?):  Michelena (M 

60-63) remarked on various occurrences of vowel opening in Bsq, including the well-known 

cases like Bizkaian barri ‘new’, garri ‘waist’, txarri ‘pig’, garnu ‘urine’ etc. (vs. EB berri, 

gerri, txerri, gernu, respectively). With laterals he cited the case of (B) baltz ‘black’, (A) 

balz, contrasted with EB beltz and ancient Aquitanian BELEX, and even Iberian BELES, BELS 

(M 63). There are some signs that this western Bsq tendency continues an ancient Bsq 

linguistic drift, since there is a significant number of examples of Bsq *a matching PNC *e 

and *ə (both of which normally correspond to Bsq *e) in the environment of rhotics and 

laterals: 

Bsq *argi ‘light, bright’, *(hil-)argi ‘moon’, *argi(-sagi) id. ~ PNC *(wi=)rǝ̄q̇Ă ’sun’ (G.23) 

Bsq *arte ‘space, interval; between, among’ (beside *erdi ‘half, middle’) ~ PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ 

‘middle, half’ (I.11) 

Bsq *barda ‘belly, bowels’ ~ PEC *bɦĕrƛṾ ‘(large) intestine’ (A.51) 

Bsq *barc ‘nit’ (louse egg) ~ PNC *bēlǯwi ‘a stinging insect’ (B.43) 

Bsq *baste-ṙ ‘edge, margin, corner’ ~ PNC *whǝ̆rʒĭ ‘edge, tip’ (I.1) 

Bsq *e=staṙi ‘throat’ ~ PNC *swĔri / *riswĔ ‘neck’ (A.32) 

Bsq *gaṙ (in *gara-gaṙ ‘barley’) ~ PEC *q̇[ǝ̄]rV ‘(wild) cereal; weed’ (O.2) 

Bsq *ɦaragi ‘meat, flesh’ ~ PNC *rĕnχwĂ ‘fat, butter’ (P.11) 
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Bsq *haṙi ‘stone’ < PSC *χHĕr[i] ~ (reduplicated) PEC *χHĕrχV ‘small stones, gravel’ 

(D.14) 

Bsq *i=śać ‘broom, sorghum’ ~ PEC *šērčV ‘a kind of herb’ (C.26) 

Bsq *lainho ‘fog, mist’ < PSC *ƛẹmHV ~ PEC *ɦemƛẶ ‘dream’ (‘fog, cloud’ in Andian) 

(G.7) 

Bsq *lape ‘shelter under the eaves of a roof’ ~ PEC *ƛẹ̆ṗV̄ ‘shed, stone plate’ (Q.2) 

Bsq *laṙe ‘pasture, meadow’ < PSC *Ł(w)ĕrV ~ PEC *ŁwĕɫV ‘enclosure, fence’ (D.2) 

Bsq *malka-ṙ ‘straw’ ~ PEC *mħĕlq̇wV ‘root; shoot, offshoot’ (C.28) 

Bsq *sahaṙ ‘old’ (human)’ ~ PNC *swĕrho / *r(h)ĕswo ‘old; year’ (R.40) 

Bsq *tara,*tali-ka ‘twig, sprig, sprout’ ~ PEC *ṭwēlʔe ‘stick; beam, cross-beam’ (Q.52) 

 

Residual vowel issues:  There remain some cases of Bsq-PNC vowel matches that cannot 

be fitted into the principal correspondence patterns. This should not be surprising, 

considering the rather long period of separate development (probably at least nine 

millennia), and numerous countervailing forces that obscure the regular patterns over time 

(see Starostin’s observation, quoted above). They are listed below with the possibility that 

they might eventually be resolved by future study.29 

 

Bsq *e matches PNC *ä (the usual correspondence is Bsq *a = PNC *ä): 

Bsq *aiṅegu ‘rye’ ~ PNC *ħnǟrqwĔ ‘a kind of cereal (oats, barley)’ (O.3) 

Bsq *e=ṙesa-l ‘tree’ ~ PEC *rä̆śwē ‘tree, wood’ (C.4) 

Bsq *hese / *heśe ‘fresh, green, moist’ ~ PNC *=HäćwĂ ‘to pour, wash’ (R.25) 

Bsq *sede ‘boundary, marker’ ~ PEC *śwǟdV ‘rock, stone; tombstone’ (L.3) 

Bsq *sendo-ṙ ‘load of wood’ ~ PEC *ʒändV ‘fuel’ (Q.67) 

Bsq *a matches PNC long *ǝ̄ (the usual correspondence is Bsq *e = PNC *ə): 

Bsq *haś ‘bare, naked’ ~ PNC *ɦǝ̄ćẸ̆ ‘empty, hollow’ (R.7) 

Bsq *ɦauśin / *ɦaśuin ‘nettle’ ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄mšwi ‘a kind of herb or weed’ (C.23) 

Bsq *mako ‘forked pole, crook’, *mak-et ‘heavy club’ ~ PNC *bħǝ̄nq̇V̆ ‘pole, post’ (Q.54) 

Bsq *a matches PNC *e (the usual correspondence is Bsq *e = PNC *e; or Bsq *a = PNC 

*a, *ä, or *ɨ): 

Bsq *habe ‘beam, pillar’ ~ PNC *hwĕbē ‘post, pole; tower’ (Q.60) 

Bsq *Hangio ‘pasture, meadow’ ~ PEC *HēnqwV ‘meadow, plot’ (D.4) 

Bsq *sama-ṙ ‘fleece, shorn wool; mane’, etc. ~ PEC *cɦ̣wĕme ‘eyebrow’ (A.23) 

Bsq *śami-n ‘bitter, sour, pungent’ ~ PEC *cẹ̆mhV / *cẉĕnhV ‘salt, salty’ (R.15) 

Basque *e matches PNC *a: 

Bsq *beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead, side, edge’ ~ PEC *bʕāɫhŏ ‘edge, end’ (Kryz bel ‘forehead’) (A.5) 

Bsq *berc / *beśt ‘cauldron, pail’ ~ PEC *parćē ‘water jug’ (Q.23) 

                                                           
29 There is some scanty evidence that early Bsq could have had an *a / *e alternation: cf. Bsq *ama ‘mother’ / 

*eme ‘female’ (J.10); Bsq *a=kać ‘nick, notch, fault’, *ma=kac ‘nick, scratch’ / *ma=keć ‘defective thing’ (L.1) 

(see M 272). If so, it could explain some of the residual cases listed here. 
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Bsq*i=serdi ‘sweat; sap’ ~ PEC. *ćạ̄ŁwV ‘blood; life’ (A.89) 

Bsq *seṙi ‘pig’ ~ PEC *ǯa[r](-)q̇V ‘sow, pig’ < *ǯarV-q̇ōmkā? (N.22) 

Bsq *i matches PNC *ä: 

Bsq *bi, *bi-da, *bi-ga ‘two’ (< *ɢwi) ~ PNC *q̇Hwǟ ‘two’ (M.3) 

Bsq *bil-oć ‘lamb’ ~ PEC *bhä̆ƛẉí̆ ‘small cattle (sheep, goats)’ (N.20) 

Bsq *-bino / *-bina ‘wasp’ (in comp.) ~ PEC *pä̆nqwV ‘bee’ (B.34) 

Bsq *gilc ‘key’ ~ PEC *ɢHwälćV ‘bolt, stick, board’ (Q.39) 

 

Final Vowels in Basque:  Final vowel correspondences have been rather difficult to 

reconstruct in PNC, both because many languages dropped some or all final vowels 

(apocope), and final vowels were by definition weaker than medial vowels (NCED 79-81). 

The reconstructed PNC final vowels in NCED are based only on Avar, Lak, Proto-Dargi, 

and Proto-Lezgian evidence, and when this evidence does not allow precise reconstruction 

of a definite vowel, we see the frequent symbol -V (indeterminate final vowel). 

In Basque as well it is obvious that many nouns, adjectives and adverbs have clear 

final vowels, -a, e, -i, o, -u, and others have none, presumably by apocope. In nouns of the 

latter category (apocope) the resulting final consonants are overwhelmingly resonants (n, l, 

r, ṙ) or sibilants (s, ś, c, ć). 

Selected examples of final vowel retention and apocope are cited below. If the 

precise PNC vowel is indeterminate (*-V), Bsq and the cited language may have developed a 

convergent result through different mechanisms. This would reflect linguistic drift rather 

than strict inheritance of the same vowel. 

 

Final vowels retained: Bsq final *-a = PNC final *-a:  In the following examples the 

Basque final vowel is identical with the reconstructed PNC/PEC vowel and/or the final 

vowel in a modern language. In the Bsq examples final vowels + suffix are also included. 

Bsq *aśka < *a=śaka ‘trough, manger, crib’ ~ Abkhaz a-č́aq’ʷá ‘wooden scoop with a 

handle’; Tabasaran č’aq’a ‘wooden jar’, etc. < PNC *ćä̆q̇wă / *ćạ̈̆qwă (Q.22) 

Bsq *barda ‘belly, bowels’ ~ Bezhta batɬa ‘large intestine, Chechen bʕara ‘liver sausage’ < 

PEC *bɦĕrƛṾ (A.51)  

Bsq *čimiča ‘bedbug’ ~ Lak č’imuč’a-li ‘butterfly’ < PEC *ćịmVćṾ (B.39) 

Bsq *eihera ‘mill’ ~ Ingush ħayra ‘mill’, etc. < PEC *HĕmχwV-rV (Q.20) 

Bsq *e(=)ṙeka ‘ravine, stream’ ~ Tindi reḱ:a ‘gorge, ravine’ < PNC *rĭq̇wǍ (D.8) 

Bsq *haga ‘long pole’ ~ Karata hak’wa ‘branch’ < PEC *hăḳwV (Q.56) 

Bsq *Haiɫa ‘tail; stem’ ~ Khinalug χala ‘burdock’ < PEC *χǖɫV / *χǖɫV (C.43) 

Bsq *iɫha-ṙ ‘pea(s), bean(s)’ ~ PEC *hōwɫ[ā] ‘bean(s), lentil’ (O.8) 

Bsq *kasa-l ‘bark, shell, skin’ ~ Karata q:oča ‘sheepskin’ < PEC *qHǟćwa (C.46) 

Bsq *leka ‘pod (of a vegetable)’ ~ Lak lač’a ‘wheat’ < PEC *lĕkṾ / *ɫĕkṾ (C.49) 

Bsq *maga-l ‘lap, flank’ ~ Karata bak’wa-l ‘belly’ < PNC *bVnkẉĂ (A.43) 

Bsq *muga ‘boundary, limit’ ~ Chechen moʁa ‘line, row’ < PEC *mŏrqwV̆ (L.2) 

Bsq *pista ‘rheum, gleet’ ~ PNC *pĭncẉĂ ‘resin, juice’ (A.79) 
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Bsq *simi(n)ca ‘bedbug’ ~ Dargi zimiza-l ‘ant’ < PNC *ʒimiʒĂ (B.38) 

Bsq *sisa-li ‘worm’, *sisa-ni ‘leech’ ~ Chechen sēsa ‘tadpole’ < PEC *sēmsā (B.47) 

Bsq *u[r]-dagera ‘otter’ (‘water-weasel’) ~ Andi darɢwa ‘weasel, marten’; Lak t:arq’a 

‘weasel, ermine’ < PEC *darq̇wV (B.6) 

Final vowels retained: Bsq final *-e = PNC final *-e or *-ǝ: 

Bsq *e=ɫhe ‘word, speech’ ~ Inkhokwari loye ‘word, sound, voice’ < PEC *lĕHwV / *ɫĕHwV  

(L.11) 

Bsq *erle ‘bee; beehive’ < *e=ṙeɫhe ~ PNC *Hrǝ̆λwV̄ / *Hλwǝ̆rV̄ ‘honeycombs; wax’ (B.32) 

Bsq *ga[ś]te ‘young (person), youth’ ~ Inkhokwari k’uč’e ‘puppy’ < PNC *kwɨrčẸ̆ / 

*kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ  (R.66) 

Bsq *gośe ‘hunger, hungry’ ~ PNC *gašē ‘hunger’ (R.30) 

Bsq *habe ‘beam, pillar’ ~ PNC *hwĕbē ‘post, pole; tower’ (Q.60) 

Bsq *Hace ‘back part; track’ ~ Inkhokwari hit̃s’ts’e ‘waist’ < PNC *hāmcẸ̆ (I.8) 

Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ PNC *ʡămsǝ ‘breath, soul; cloud, sky; god’ (G.3) 

Bsq *Hunce ‘rabbit’ ~ PNC *ɦwVlǯĔ ‘marten, weasel, hedgehog’ (B.8) 

Bsq *koce ‘nape’ ~ PEC *kŏcẹ ‘a kind of bone’ (A.35) 

Bsq *kone in *hars-kone ‘badger’ ~ Ubykh qʷǝnǝ́ ‘mouse, rat’ < PNC *ɦq̇wǝ̄nǝ̄ / *ɦnǝ̄q̇wǝ̄ 

(B.5) 

Bsq *śare / *śal- ‘net, grill’ ~ PEC *čɦaɫē ‘enclosure, fence’ (Q.7) 

Bsq *senhe ‘tiny, small’ < PSC *śV́nHV ~ Hunzib iš̃e ‘few, little’ < PEC *HVnśV (R.56) 

Bsq *ulce ‘(metal) nail’ ~ Akhwakh ruts’:e ‘twig’ < PEC *yä̆lcẉV (Q.40) 

Bsq *urte ‘year’ ~ Bezhta itɬ’e ‘last year’ < PEC *ʔVƛẉV (H.2) 

Final vowels retained: Bsq final *-i = PNC final *-e or *-ǝ: 

Bsq *aseɦari / *ɦaseri ‘fox’ ~ Akhwakh šari ‘fox’, Tindi sari id. < PNC *chwōlĕ < 

*cEhwōlĕ ‘fox, jackal’ (B.2) 

Bsq *erdi ‘middle, half’ ~ Karata b=atɬ’:i ‘in the middle, between’ < PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘middle, 

half’ (I.11) 

Bsq *elhi ‘finger’ ~ PEC *χĕɫHe ‘sleeve’ (A.69) 

Bsq *haundi ‘great, big, large’ ~ PCircassian *kwandə ‘much, many’ (R.12) 

Bsq *hegi ‘ridge, crest; border’, etc. ~ Avar ʕorq:í ‘boundary’ < PEC *ɦwǝ̄rqē (D.11) 

Bsq *Hoṙi ‘leaf’ ~ PEC *χērə̆ ‘grass, herb’ (C.50) 

Bsq *ɦosi ‘germ, shoot’ < PSC *ʔwí̆sē ~ Avar š:ʷayí ‘fine chaff’ < PNC *śwĭʔē (C.31) 

Bsq *-lari [suffix of profession] ~ Archi tɬele ‘men’ < PEC *ŁĭwlĔ / *lĭwŁĔ (J.23) 

Bsq *o=ṙasi ‘comb’ ~ PNC *rǝ̆wcẹ̄ / *cǝ̣̆wrē ‘pointed stick’ (Q.34) 

Bsq *śarsi > *śaśi ‘thorn, bramble’ ~ Dargi Chiragh ts:ats:e ‘thorn, prick’, Kharbuk 

ts:ants:i, Akusha zanzi, Urakhi ʒanʒi id., etc. < PNC *ʒāʒĕ (C.16) 

Final vowels retained: Bsq final *-i = PNC final *-i or *-ɨ: 

Bsq *bihi ‘seed, grain, fruit’ < *bisị ~ Chamali beč’i ̃‘barley’ < PEC *bħĕ[r]čị-nV (O.7) 

Bsq *čiki ‘small, little’ < PSC *čịḳV ~ Tabasaran žiq:i ‘short’ < PNC *ǯĭḳwĂ / *ḳĭǯwĂ 

(R.54) 

Bsq *čori / *čol- ‘bird’ ~ Tindi č’uri-ʁaʁa ‘quail’ < PEC *čḤwēlV (B.19) 
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Bsq *e=purdi ‘rump, buttocks’ ~ Archi pạrt’i ‘large intestine’ < PEC *pHVrṭwV (A.45) 

Bsq *e=staṙi ‘throat’ ~ Andi res:i ‘throat’ < PNC *swĔri / *riswĔ (A.32) 

Bsq *garhi ‘thin, slender’ ~ Avar q’:warí-da- ‘narrow, cramped’ < PEC *q̇warHV (R.59) 

Bsq *guti ‘few, a little’ ~ Dargi Kaitag kut’i-l ‘short’ < PNC *kHə̄ṭwV̄ / *kwHə̄ṭV̄ (R.23) 

Bsq *heṙi ‘people, nation’, etc. ~ PNC *ʡwə̆hri ‘troops, army’ (J.1) 

Bsq *heugali / *heu[l]agi ‘much, abundant, numerous’ ~ Lezgi yarʁi ‘long’ < PNC *HāχuɫV 

/ *HālχV (R.38) 

Bsq *hobi ‘grave, tomb’ ~ PEC *fiwɨ / *fibɨ ‘grave’ (L.4) 

Bsq *hori ‘yellow’ ~ Andi hiri ‘red’, Kryz iri id. < PEC *ɦirV (R.4) 

Bsq *i=ɫhinti ‘firebrand, ember’ ~ Andi ɬudi ‘firewood, wood’ < PEC *λwindV / *λwɨndV 

(F.3) 

Bsq *lirdi ‘drool, saliva, slime’ ~ PEC *λwirdɨ ‘pus; dung’ (A.81) 

Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’ < *minsị ~ Andi mits’:i ‘tongue’, Akusha lezmi id. < PNC *mĕlcị̆ (A.9) 

Bsq *muki ‘gum, resin from trees’ ~ Bezhta niqe ‘pine tree’ < PEC *bħĭnḳwV (C.29) 

Bsq *onci ‘vessel, ship’ ~ Karata muts’:i ‘jar, pot’ < PEC *bōnʒ(w)V (Q.27) 

Bsq *siri / *sil- ‘peg, wedge, thin pole’ ~ Tsezi želi ‘wattle fence’ < PEC *ǯīlV (Q.57) 

Bsq *soṙi ‘louse’ ~ Dargi Akusha širi ‘worm, helminth’ < PEC *šǟrɨ̄ (B.42) 

Final vowels retained: Bsq final *-o = PNC final *-o, *-u, *-wV: 

Bsq *aśko ‘many, much’ < *aśeko ~ PNC *čḤəqwV ‘big’ (R.34) 

Bsq *beko ‘forehead’ ~ PEC *bĕḳwo ‘part of face, mouth’ (A.6) 

Bsq *beṙho ‘bramble, thicket’ ~ Inkhokwari boru ‘thorn’; Lak bụrū ‘thistle’ PEC *bHŏrV 

(C.14) 

Bsq *bero ‘warm, hot’ ~ Proto-Tsezian *bobo[l]u ‘hot’ (R.61) 

Bsq *bur(a)ho ‘curse, blasphemy, hatred’ ~ PEC *ɢwāɫħo ‘gossip, rumor; offence, anger’ 

(K.1) 

Bsq *činčo-ṙ, *činčo-la ‘pebble, gravel’ ~ Andi č’ič’o-m ‘small stone, gravel’ < PEC 

*čạ̈̆čẉV (D.17) 

Bsq *esko < *e=Seko ‘(bees-)wax’ ~ PNC *čḤɨ̆q̇wĂ ‘dung, ordure, dirt’ (A.85) 

Bsq *Hangio ‘pasture, meadow’ ~ PEC *HēnqwV ‘meadow, plot’ (D.4) 

Bsq *hardo ‘tinder’ ~ Lak urt:u ‘grass’ < PEC *HwVrdV ‘a kind of herb’ (F.4) 

Bsq *kolko / *golko ‘breast, bosom’ ~ Archi χʕurχʕu ‘belly, stomach’ < PEC *qHwilqwV 

(A.41) 

Bsq *lanbro ‘fog, mist, drizzle’ < PSC *ƛạ̈̆mrV̆ ~ PEC *rä̆nƛẉV̆ ‘cloud, fog’ (G.8) 

Bsq *liSto-ṙ ‘hornet, wasp’, *e=lco ‘gnat, mosquito’ ~ Akhwakh ɬats’:u ‘ant; bug, bed-bug’ 

< PEC *ƛămcṾ (B.31) 

Bsq *mardo ‘strong, robust’, etc. ~ PEC *mōrŁV ‘male; man, hero’ (R.58) 

Bsq *miko ‘a little, little bit’ ~ Chamali mik’u-b ‘small’ < PEC *mikẉV (R.32) 

Bsq *moko-ṙ ‘buttocks, backside’ ~ Hinukh moqo-li ‘back’ < PNC *bŏnq̇ō (A.44) 

Bsq *mordo ‘bunch, group’ ~ Hinukh metɬu ‘handful’ < PEC *mä̆r[ƛ]o (L.9) 

Bsq *ondo2 ‘side, bottom’, (B) ad-ondo ‘forehead (of cattle)’ ~ Karata handu ‘forehead’ < 

PEC *ʔĕndū (I.4) 
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Bsq *ordo ‘flat, level’ ~ Bezhta hũtɬ’tɬ’o ‘wide, spacious’ < PEC *ɦwVnƛṾ (D.6) 

Bsq *ośo ‘whole, complete, entire’ ~ Tabasaran ats’u ‘full’ < PNC *=ɦŏcṾ (R.65) 

Bsq *[s]ingo ‘hail’ ~ PEC *ʒ́igV ‘hail, rain’ (Khwarshi zang-) (G.19) 

Bsq *sinho ‘tallow, grease’ ~ Tindi ts’inɬu- ‘fat’ (adj.) < PEC *cẹ̄nxwV (P.8) 

Bsq *śolho ‘meadow, field’ ~ Lak š:ạlu ‘earth, ground’ < PEC *čHäɫu ‘earth, ground, sand’ 

(D.3) 

Bsq *suɫɦo ‘hole, cave’ ~ Avar šulu ‘pipe’ < PEC *śwōɫV (I.12) 

Bsq *tako ‘block, chock’ ~ Chechen duq’ū ‘log, beam’ < PNC *dwɨ̆q̇(w)V̄ (Q.55) 

Bsq *tanko (/ *tanka) ‘drop (of liquid)’ ~ Tindi t’ik’u-n id. < PNC *ṭHänḳŏ (E.12) 

Final vowels retained: Bsq final *-u = PNC final *-u, *-o, *-wV: 

Bsq *eśku ‘hand’ (< *e=śegu) ~ PEC *ćəgwV (~ *gwəćV) ‘arm’ (A.66) 

Bsq *gernu ‘urine’ < PSC *kǝ̣́̄rnHwV̄ ~ Godoberi hirk:u ‘urine’ < PEC *ɦnǝ̄rkẉV̄ (A.90) 

Bsq *ɦesu-ṙ ‘bone’ ~ Karata esebo ‘side’ < PEC *HɨśɨwV ‘rib; side’ (A.75) 

Bsq *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’ ~ Lak uṇts’u ‘snot, nasal mucus’ < PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū (A.93) 

Bsq *kaiku ‘wooden bowl or cup’ ~ PEC *qwăqwV̄ ‘trough, basket’ (Q.25) 

Bsq *koću ‘bowl, vessel’ ~ PEC *q̇HečwV ‘vessel, jar’ (Q.26) 

Bsq *lincu-ra ‘marsh, bog’, *lisu-n ‘mold, mildew; moldy, musty’ ~ Godoberi ɬ:ints:u ‘bog, 

marsh’ < PEC *ƛwilcẉV (E.6; R.36) 

Bsq *mihu-ri ‘seed, kernel’, (Z) mũhṹi ~ Andi muhu ‘grain’ < PEC *mǝ̆hwV (C.33) 

Bsq *moku-ṙ ‘tree trunk, tree base’ ~ PEC *mħŏqwe ‘oak tree’ (C.42) 

Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face’ ~ Avar móts’:u ‘teat, nipple; tip’ < PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ (A.17) 

Bsq *muśtu-ṙ / *mucu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle’, etc. ~ Andi maču ‘snot’ < PEC *mHărčwV (A.19) 

Bsq *mutu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle, end’ < *murtu- ~ Inkhokwari mạtɬ’u ‘mouth, lip’ < PEC 

*wĕnƛṾ (A.18); cf. Burushaski *=múltu-r ‘nostril’30 

Bsq *śagu ‘mouse’ ~ Avar tsatɬ’:ú ‘weasel’ < PNC *cārgwV ‘mouse, weasel, marten’ (B.11) 

 

Final vowels lost:  Basque also has many words in which final vowels (to judge by 

comparison with PNC) have been lost (apocope). In nouns of this category the resulting final 

consonants are overwhelmingly resonants (n, l, r, ṙ) or sibilants (s, ś, c, ć). The Basque 

examples are numerous and only selected cases are cited here. Usually NC forms with 

convergent apocope can be cited. 

 

Final vowels lost after resonants:  PSC *n, *m, *l, *ɫ, *r:31 

Bsq *aihen ‘branch, stock’32 ~ Tindi aχin ‘ceiling beam’ < PEC *HăχVnV (C.40) 

Bsq *oi=han ‘forest, mountain, desert’ ~ Chechen ħun ‘forest’ < PNC *fănV (Q.50) 

Bsq *gain ‘top, surface; above’ ~ Andi ɢʷon ‘horn’ < PEC *hq̇wĕmV̄ ‘head, horn’ (I.13) 

                                                           
30 Bsq *mutu-ṙ and *muśtu-ṙ are frequently bunched together in etymologies, but simple phonetics, along with 

external comparison with NC, show that the words are of distinct origins, but synchronically blended. 
31 PSC *ŋ and *ń (see SCP) can be ignored here, since both Bsq and PNC have merged these proto-phonemes 

with *n. 
32 In connection with the NC meanings cf. (BN-Heleta) aihen ‘place where roof-beams cross each other’. 
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Bsq *sain ‘vein, root, nerve, root (of hair)’ ~ Chamali s:ē, s:ey ‘sinew, muscle’ < PEC * 

sēħmV / *ħēmsV (A.58) 

Bsq *susen ‘right, correct, just’, *sin ‘oath, truth; true’ ~ Batsbi ts’ayn ‘clean, pure’ < PNC 

*HăʒĔm- (R.43) 

Bsq *Hapal ‘shelf’ ~ Avar epel ‘lid, cover’ < PEC *ʔapVɫV ‘board, cover; pole’ (Q.65) 

Bsq *o=hol ‘board, plank’ ~ Rutul χɨl ‘wooden trough’ < PEC *χulV / *χuɫV (Q.62) 

Bsq *hur ‘water’ ~ Avar ʕor ‘river’ < PEC *ɦwɨ̆lV / *lɨ̆ɦwV (E.1; G.10) 

Bsq *sur ‘wood, timber’, (B) zul ~ Avar žul ‘broom, besom’ < PEC *ʒ́w[ĕ]ɫɨ̄ (Q.51) 

Bsq *hor ‘dog’ ~ Budukh χor ‘dog’ < PNC *χHwĕy-rV- ‘dog’ [oblique] (N.1) 

Bsq *a=huṙ ‘hollow of hand, palm’ ~ Dargi, Udi kur ‘pit’ < PEC *kHwǝ̄rV (A.67) 

Bsq *i=haṙ ‘maple (tree)’ ~ Dargi χur ‘lime (linden) tree’ < PEC *χwārē / *rāχwē (C.13) 

Bsq *sahaṙ ‘old’ (human) ~ Lezgi sur ‘old’ < PNC *swĕrho / *r(h)ĕswo ‘old; year’ (R.40) 

Bsq final *-n, *-l and *-ṙ can also come from original clusters of resonant + lateral 

fricatives/affricates. In Bsq only the resonant remains: 

Bsq *bene ‘power, authority’, *ben ‘serious, meek; power’, etc. ~ PNC *wēnλwē ‘luck, 

good’ (R.49)33 

Bsq *ɦaṙ ‘male’ ~ Batsbi ayrɬ ‘ram’ < PEC *ʔɨ̄rλwV ‘male’ (J.3) 

Bsq *huṙ ‘hazelnut’ ~ Ingush bʕar ‘nut’ < PNC *ʔwōrŁV ‘nut’ (C.35) 

Bsq *oi=hal ‘cloth’ ~ PEC *χw[a]lŁV ‘a kind of clothing’ (Q.32) 

 

Final vowels lost after sibilants:  (Basque *s, *ś, *c, *ć): The Basque examples are 

numerous and only selected ones are cited. Usually NC forms with convergent apocope can 

be cited.34 

Bsq *las ‘beam, rafter’ ~ Tsezi, Hinukh tɬ’iš ‘pole(s) for planking the ceiling’ < PEC *ƛṾćV 

(Q.61) 

Bsq *haś ‘bare, naked’ ~ Dargi =ats’ ‘empty’ < PNC *ɦǝ̄ćẸ̆ ‘empty, hollow’ (R.7) 

Bsq *hac, *be=hac ‘finger, paw, thumb, toe’, etc. ~ Avar kwač’ ‘paw’ < PNC *kwăčẹ̆ (A.68) 

Bsq *bi=hoc ‘heart’ ~ Dargi k’ats’ ‘spleen’ < PNC *kẉĭcẸ̆ / *cị̆kẉĔ (A.48) 

Bsq *a=mec ‘a kind of oak; gall oak’ ~ Ingush naž, nač: ‘oak tree’ < PNC *nV̆čẹ̄ < *mVnčẹ̄ 

(C.5) 

Bsq *koroc / *goroc ‘dung, manure’ ~ Archi k’urč’ ‘dung (of sheep)’ < PEC *k[̣u]rčṾ / 

*k[̣u]rc ̣́ V (A.96) 

Bsq *e=rece ‘corner, edge, side’, etc. > eretz, ertz ~ Avar rots: ‘lower side, anus’ < PEC 

*ʔrǝycwĕ (I.3) 

Bsq *hoć ‘noise, fame, passion’, etc. ~ Archi kus ‘habit’ < PEC *kwɨ̄ycV (L.14) 

Bsq *mahać ‘grape(s)’ ~ Khinalug mɨč ‘apple’ < PNC *ʕämćō (P.17) 

                                                           
33 With difficult semantic shifts: see R.49. 
34 Bsq final /s/ and /ś/ (written z and s, respectively) occur relatively rarely in nouns and adjectives; much more 

frequent are the corresponding affricates /c/ and /ć/ (written tz and ts, respectively). As far as I can determine, 

final /š/ and /č/ are not attested in the ancient Bsq words considered in these etymologies (HB 136-9).  
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Bsq *pać ‘pomace (of apples, grapes)’ ~ Agul p’ạž ‘leaf’, Bezhta beš ‘bark, shell’ < PEC 

*bHaćwe (C.47) 

Bsq *śić / *śać ‘moth’ ~ Lak suts’ ‘tick’ < PEC *šwĕʒV (B.29) 

Apocope has also occurred with resonant + sibilant clusters:  

Bsq *harc ‘bear’, *hars-kone ‘badger’ ~ Dargi Akusha χạrts’ ‘marten’ < PEC *χHVr[c ̣́ ]V 

(B.4) 

Bsq *berc / *beśt ‘cauldron, pail’ ~ Tsakhur parč ‘water jug’ < PEC *parćē (Q.23) 

Bsq *hols / *holc ‘plank, wall of planks’ ~ Inkhokwari hõs ‘pole’ < PEC *ħwǟlsǝ̆ (Q.63) 

Bsq *i=hunc ‘dew’ ~ Avar xuts’: ‘bog, marsh’ < PEC *xwɨ̆mcẉɨ̄ ‘bog, dirt’ (E.11) 

Bsq *honc / *hunc ‘owl’ ~ Avar ħinč’: ‘bird’ < PNC *ɦnɨ̄ć(̣w)ĭ / *ɦć(̣w)ɨ̄nĭ (B.23) 

 

Basque diphthongs:  Several diphthongs occur in Bsq, primarily /ai/, /au/, /ei/, /oi/; less 

frequently /eu/ and /ui/ (HB 85). All of these figure in the Bsq-NC comparisons in this book, 

e.g.: 

 

Basque *ai:  

Bsq *gaic ‘bad, sick, difficult’, *gaiso ‘poor’, etc. ~ PEC *gwVćV ‘lean, meager; left’ (R.6) 

Bsq *ɦibai ‘river’ ~ PEC *yimχwĂ ‘river’ (E.7) 

Bsq *lirain ‘slim, svelte’ < PSC *ƛɨ̣lV-n ~ PNC *=iƛɨ̣̆lV ‘thin’ (R.52) 

Basque *au: 

Bsq *auṙe ‘front, front part’ ~ PEC *ʔwɨrV ‘front, in front’ (I.6) 

Bsq *e=auśi ‘to fall’ ~ PEC *=ŭśV ‘to descend; to fall, be scattered’ (G.11; V.20) 

Bsq *ɦauso ‘neighbor, neighborhood’ ~ PNC *HV̄čẉĔ ‘guest’ (J.22) 

Bsq *lau-r ‘four’ ~ PWC *p’ƛ́’ə ‘4’; PWC *p(:)=əƛə̣ ‘4’; PEC *bǖnŁe ‘8’ < *b=ǖnŁe (M.5) 

Basque *ei: 

Bsq *eiho ‘to grind’, *eihera ‘mill’ ~ PNC *HĕmχwV ‘to grind’ (Q.20; V.68) 

Bsq *hogei ‘twenty’ ~ PEC *ɢǝ̆ ‘twenty’ (M.9) 

Bsq *leiso-ṙ (~*lose-ṙ) ‘hornet, wasp’ ~ PEC *ƛṾ[n]ǯV (?) ‘wasp’ (not in NCED: see B.33) 

Basque *oi: 

Bsq *hoin ‘foot’ < PSC *ʡĭɢwVnV́ (SCG 265)35 ~ PEC *ʡä̆nɢwV̆ ~ *ʡĭnɢwV̆ ‘heel, ankle’ 

(A.72) 

Bsq *o=hoin ‘thief’ ~ PEC *=ēʕwVn ‘to lose, get lost’ (Dargi ‘to steal’) (J.24) 

Bsq *śoin ‘shoulder, (upper) back’, etc. ~ PEC *Hcẉēynǝ̆ ‘leg bone’ (A.38) 

Basque *eu: 

Bsq *euli < *e=uli ‘rain’ (~*hur ‘water’) ~ PEC *ɦwɨ̆lV / *lɨ̆ɦwV ‘river, reservoir’ (E.1; 

G.10) 

Bsq *eulci ‘heap of grain for threshing’ ~ PEC *ʔēlśV ‘a bundle of sheaves’ (Q.19) 

Bsq *heugali / *heu[l]agi ‘much, abundant, numerous’ ~ PNC *HāχuɫV / *HālχV ‘long’ 

(R.38) 

                                                           
35 Alternatively, the development may have been *hoiŋg(V) > *hoiŋ > *hoin, or sim. 
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Basque *ui: 

Bsq *ergui ‘hare; weasel’ (> EB erbi-) ~ PNC*rĭgwĂ ‘weasel, mouse’ (A.72) 

Bsq *luṙuin ‘steam, vapor, odor’ ~ PNC *λwǝ̄ɫʔV ‘wind; to blow’ (G.5) 

Bsq *saɫhui ‘quick, nimble, flexible’, etc. ~ PNC *sɨlV / *sɨɫV ‘light (of weight)’ (R.42) 

In at least three cases Bsq *ai corresponds to the PNC sequence *ăy (= NCED *ăj): 

Bsq *gai / *e=kai ‘thing’ ~ PEC *q̇wăyē ‘thing(s), possession(s)’ (L.13) 

Bsq *haisto, *haisto-ṙ ‘knife, shears’ ~ PNC *HăyʒV̄ ‘chisel’ (Q.11) 

Bsq *haraic ‘oak tree’ < PSC *ʔăɫʔăyʒV ~ (metathesis) PNC *ʔăyʒăɫʔV ‘a kind of deciduous 

tree’ (C.6) 

In the following verbs the Bsq sequence *euC matches the PNC sequence *VCw: 

Bsq *euci < *e=uci ‘to leave; to let’ ~ PEC *=ičẉV /*=ic ̣́wV ‘to run (away)’ (V.25) 

Bsq *eući < *e=ući ‘to take, hold, keep’ ~ PNC *=ăčwV̆ ‘to take, carry’ (V.33) 

Bsq *eući < *e=ući ‘to consider, think’ ~ PNC *=īčẉĒ ‘to count; to understand’ (V.18) 

 

In a significant number of cases Bsq diphthongs were created when PSC internal *m 

disappeared, leaving a trace as Bsq *u or *i: 

Bsq *e=aici ‘to milk (a cow)’ ~ PNC *=āmʒŬ ‘to milk’ (V.26) 

Bsq *eiho ‘to grind’, *eihera ‘mill’ ~ PNC *HĕmχwV ‘to grind’ (Q.20; V.68) 

Bsq *e=ṙoic ‘cliff, fissure’ ~ PEC *hrŏmcẉe ‘stone’ (D.13) 

Bsq *gau / *gab- ‘night’ ~ PLezgian *χI:am: ‘evening, night’ (H.5)36 

Bsq *ɦaic ‘stone, rock, crag’ ~ PNC *ɦǝ̄mVcọ̆ ‘stone’ (D.15)37 

Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ PNC *ʡămsǝ ‘breath, soul; cloud, sky; god’ (G.3) 

Bsq *hauć ‘ashes, powder’ ~ PEC *yōmćV ‘earth’ (F.5) 

Bsq *ɦauśin / *ɦaśuin ‘nettle’ ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄mšwi ‘a kind of herb or weed’ (C.23) 

Bsq *kaio ‘seagull var.’ ~ PEC *qǝmɦǝ̄ ‘raven, crow’ (B.15) 

Bsq *kain ‘fog, clouds’ ~ PNC *ḳwɨ̆mhV ‘cloud, fog’ (G.6) 

Bsq *koipe ‘rendered fat, grease’ ~ PEC *kạ̄mpǝ̄ ‘butter; sour cream’ (P.9) 

Bsq *paita ‘duck’ < PSC *ṗHǝ̄m[t]̣V̆ ~ PEC *bHǝ̄mtṾ ‘duck’ (N.24) 

Bsq *śaie ‘vulture’ ~ PEC *cẉämʔV̆ ‘eagle, vulture’ (B.13) 

Cf. these cases, in which a trace of nasal remains as Bsq *n:  

Bsq *gain ‘top, surface; above’ ~ PEC *hq̇wĕmV̄ ‘head, horn’ (I.13) 

Bsq *Hainc(-eihaṙ) ‘frost’ ~ PNC *yămʒĂ ‘snow’ (G.15) 

Bsq *kain ‘fog, clouds’ ~ PNC *ḳwɨ̆mhV ‘cloud, fog’ (G.6) 

Bsq *lainho ‘fog, mist, vapor’ < PSC *ƛẹmɦĂ ~ PEC *ɦemƛẶ ‘dream’ (‘fog, cloud’ in 

Andian) (G.7) 

In another set of Bsq words it seems that a new diphthong was created when an originally 

allophonic *i or *y was inserted between a vowel and an original laryngeal or uvular 

fricative: 

                                                           
36 In an alternative notation: *χʕ:am: / *χʕ:an: (tense pharyngealized uvular fricative). 
37 Here we assume the Bsq word came from a syncopated form such as PSC *ɦVmcṾ. 
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Bsq *aihen ‘branch, stock’ < *ayhen ~ PEC *HăχVnV ‘log, beam’ (C.40) 

Bsq *aiheṙ ‘supposition, propensity’, etc. < *áyheṙ ~ PNC *=HǝχVr ‘to know, perceive’ 

(V.23) 

Bsq *eihaṙ / *leihoṙ ‘dry’ < *e=yhaṙ / *le=yhoṙ ~ PEC *hwēri ‘morning, dawn’ (R.22) 

Bsq *lai[h]a ‘two-pronged fork’38 < *layha ~ PEC *ƛṾχwV / *ŁVχwV ‘rake’ (Q.15) 

Bsq *oihal ‘cloth’ < *o=yhal ~ PEC *χw[a]lŁV ‘a kind of clothing’ (Q.32) 

Bsq *oihan ‘forest, mountain’ < *o=yhan ~ PNC *fănV ‘mountain, hill’ (Q.50) 

In some cases the diphthong /ai/ seems to have been motivated by a following affricate /c/:   

Bsq *ailcin ‘front, front part’ ~ PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ (I.7) 

Bsq *gaic ‘bad, sick, difficult’, etc. ~ PEC *gwVćV ‘lean, meager; left’ (R.6) 

Bsq *haice ‘tree’ ~ PNC *Hă(r)ǯwē‘a kind of tree’ (C.1) 

Bsq *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, pickax’ ~ PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’ (Q.13) 

Bsq *ɦolaic ‘beestings, colostrum’ ~ PNC *=HolǯĂ / *=HoǯĂl ‘to milk; strain; pour; drink’ 

(P.4) 

 

Nasal vowels  

 

It is postulated that earlier stages of Basque had nasal vowels, and indeed they are still 

attested in Bizkaian texts up to the 17th c., and some have been retained to the present day in 

Zuberoan and the recently extinct Roncalese. (See M 299-310; HB 139-142; EDB 125-6 for 

details.) In most cases the Z and R nasal vowels are straightforwardly derived from historical 

nasal resonants, whether in loanwords or Bsq words with NCauc cognates:    

 (Z) ũhṹ(r)e ‘honor’, (R) õre ‘funeral honors’; denasalized vowels in (BN, L) ohore, (AN) oore 

‘honor’ < Latin honorem (M 300; EDB 312)  

 (Z) ãhĩzpa, (R) ãĩzpa ‘sister (of woman)’; denasalized vowels in (BN) ahizpa, (G, AN) aizpa, (B) 

aizta < *an-his-ba (for complex construction of this word see J.11, J.14) 

 (R) ãr ‘worm’; but (Z, BN, L) har, (B-arc) haar, (B) aar, (G, AN) ar < *ha[m]aṙ ‘worm’39 ~ 

PEC *ɦabarV ‘worm’ (B.46) 

 (Z) harz-kṹ, haz-kṹ, (R) az-koĩ ‘badger’; (BN) az-koin, (L) az-kuin, (B, G, AN) az-konar ‘badger’ 

< *hars-kone ‘badger’; cf. PEC *χHVr[c ̣́ ]V ‘marten, otter’; PY *χas ‘badger’ + PNC *ɦq̇wǝ̄nǝ̄ 

‘mouse, rat’; PY *kūń ‘wolverine’ (B.4; B.5) 

 Basque (Z, R) zĩ ‘acorn’, (Sal) zi < *sini ‘acorn’ ~ PNC *cẉāynV / *cẉāynV ‘fruit’ (C.36) 

In a number of cases R exhibits nasal vowels for which there seems to be no etymological 

justification, i.e. no nasal resonant in presumed cognate words: 

 (R) ẽzur ‘bone’; but (Z) ézür, (BN, L) hezur, (A, G, AN) ezur, (B) azur < *ɦesu-ṙ ‘bone’ ~ PEC 

*HɨśɨwV(-ɫī) or *HɨśɨwVɫī ‘rib; side’ (A.75) 

                                                           
38 All attestations of this word come from non-aspirating dialects, so we do not know whether there was ever an 

/h/. 
39 Bsq *ha[m]aṙ matches fairly well with PEC *ɦabarV (expressive nasalization in Bsq?). Blažek (1999: 60) 

suggested the progression *Habr(a) [‘the worm’] > *HaMr(a) > *hãṙ(a), with nasal vowel denasalized in all but 

(R). 
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 (R) õl ‘board, shingle’; but (Z) óhol, (BN, L) ohol, (Bzt) ogol, (G, AN, Sal) ol id. < *o=hol ~ 

PEC *χulV / *χuɫV ‘a wooden vessel’ (Q.62)  

 (R) ũr ‘hazelnut’; but (Z) hür, (BN, L) hur, (B, G, AN) ur id. < *huṙ ~ PNC *ʔwōrŁV ‘nut’ 

(C.35) 

 (R) xãl [šãl] ‘heifer, female calf’; but (Z) xáhal, (BN, L) xahal, (B) txaal, txal [čal], Sal xal, etc. < 

*čahal ~ PEC *Hćẉɨ̄lV̄ ~ *Hlɨ̄ćẉV̄ ‘heifer, calf’ (N.11) 

 (R) zũr ‘wood’; but (Z, c) zur, (B-Arratia, Orozko) zul < *su[l] ~ PEC *ʒ́w[ĕ]ɫɨ̄ ‘twig, rod; sheaf’ 

(Q.51) 

And to the contrary, in at least one case Z has a nasal vowel, but not R: 

 (Z) ãhã́(r)i ‘ram’; but (R) ári, (BN, L) ahari, (B, AN) aari, (B, G, Sal) ari  < *a=hari / *a=hal- 

~ PEC *χ[ǝ]lV / *χ[ǝ]rV ‘ewe, ram’ (N.16) 

 

It is now evident that some nasal vowels in Bsq may have had an origin other than the 

former proximity of nasal resonants. Roncalese in particular, as the easternmost of the 

known Bsq dialects, may have preserved more archaic traces of these old nasal vowels, and 

this dialect may provide clues to alternative causations of nasal vowels. In North Caucasian, 

for example, nasal vowels can be reflexes of non-nasal resonants, particularly “in 

P[roto-]Ts[ezian] some resonants have left a trace by having nasalized the previous vowel” 

(NCED 63). Some examples that have figured in the Bsq-NCauc comparisons in this book 

include: 

 Hunzib ɨz̃ ‘a bundle of sheaves’ < PTsez *ʔɨz̃(:) / *ʔɨs̃ < PEC *ʔēlśV (NCED 208) ~ Bsq *eulci 

‘heap of grain for threshing’; (Bzt) untzi (Q.19) 

 Hunzib ʁõši ‘bar, bolt, door-bolt’ < PTsez *χʷẽš:u < PEC *ɢHwälćV  ~ Bsq *gilc ‘key’ (Q.39) 

 Hunzib ič̃’ur ‘weed’, Inkhokwari ãč’e id. < PTsez *ʔü̃čṾrV < PEC *ʔV̄lc ̣́ Ĕr (NCED 223) ~ Bsq 

*hunc ‘ivy’ (C.22) 

 Hunzib kõt’ ‘urinary bladder’ < PTsez *kʷɨt̃ ̣~ *kõt ̣< PEC *kwɨltṾ (A.56.a) ~ Bsq *gult-(suṙin) 

‘kidney’ (> B kuntzurrun, guntzurrun) 

 Hunzib =ũč- ‘to run (away)’, (Bezhta =öč-, Khwarshi ič- id.) < PNC *hilčwĒ ‘to run’ (NCED 

490) ~ Bsq *e=henśi ‘fleeing, to flee’ (V.21) 

 Hunzib hũts’o ‘wedge, stake’, Bezhta hũts’u id. < PTsez *hũcṾ / *ħũcṾ < PEC *yä̆lcẉV ‘stick, 

branch; wedge, stake’ (Q.40) ~ Bsq *ulce ‘(metal) nail’ > (B-Angioza, Markina) ultze ‘nail’, (A) 

ilze, (B) untze, (G) iltze / (*ince > *ĩce) > (AN-Esteribar, Bzt, BN, L, Z, R, Sal) itze id. 

 Inkhokwari hõs ‘pole’ < PTsez *hɔ̃s(:) < PEC *ħwǟlsǝ̆ ‘wood, stick, tree’ (Q.63) ~ Bsq *holc 

‘plank, wall of planks’ 

 Khwarshi ũž ‘axe’ < PTsez *ʔũž(:) < PEC *ɦwālźV (NCED 533) ~ Bsq *hailcu-ṙ ‘pickax, hoe’ > 

(AN) ailtzur, altzur, alzur, eltzur, (L) haintzur, (R) aintzur / *haĩcu-ṙ > (BN, L) haitzur, etc. 

(Q.13)  

Note also, in the Bsq cognates, the convergent but incomplete change of VLS > VNS > 

ṼS > VS, with Bsq *gilca (*gilsa), *holc remaining at the first stage; *hunc and *e=henśi at 

the second stage; *gult-(suṙin) and *eulci made it to the second stage only in dialects; and 

*ulce and *hailcu-ṙ, with all stages attested. Cf. also, from Andian: 
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 Akhwakh tɬ’ãde ‘leaf’ < *ƛọl-di-r (with lateral assimilation) < PEC *ƛẉɨ̆rʡV (NCED 784) ~ Bsq 

*lahaṙ ‘bramble’ (C.17) 

In these NC examples we have seen nasal vowel reflexes of original V+lC, presumably from 

an intermediate stage of V+nC. Note also that in most of the cases of “anomalous” R and Z 

nasal vowels the postulated NC cognates contain a lateral resonant or affricate:  

 (Z) ãhã́(r)i ‘ram’ ~ PEC *χ[ǝ]lV ‘ewe, ram’ (N.16) 

 (R) õl ‘board, shingle’ ~ PEC *χulV / *χuɫV ‘a wooden vessel’ (Q.62)  

 (R) ũr ‘hazelnut’ ~ PNC *ʔwōrŁV ‘nut’ (C.35) 

 (R) xãl [šãl] ‘heifer, female calf’ ~ PEC *Hćẉɨ̄lV̄ ‘heifer, calf’ (N.11) 

 (R) zũr ‘wood’ ~ PEC *ʒ́w[ĕ]ɫɨ̄ ‘twig, rod; sheaf’ (Q.51) 

In the case of (R) ẽzur ‘bone’ ~ PEC *HɨśɨwV(-ɫī) ‘rib; side’ the PEC lateral is apparently 

part of a suffix, and this lateral is attested only in Tsezian and Dargi (probably also Lak čul 

‘side’), but is absent from most Andian cognates and all Lezgian ones. Nevertheless NCED 

(584) leaves open the possibility that the original stem was “one of several very rare cases of 

tetrasyllabic roots in PEC,” thus *HɨśɨwVɫī, with -ɫī secondarily reinterpreted as a suffix in 

Andian and Lezgian. If so, nasality in R was transferred to the first syllable. In sum, the 

seemingly “anomalous” nasal vowels in R and Z can be traced to an underlying PSC lateral 

that disappeared, but left the preceding Bsq vowel nasalized. Subsequently the nasal vowels 

were denasalized in all dialects but R, and in at least one case in Z. The precise phonetic 

rules for the retention or loss of nasal vowels in Z and R are yet to be specified and may be 

quite complex. 
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IX 
 

Euskaro-Caucasian Comparative Phonology III: Consonants 
 

First, a note about the similarities and differences between Proto-Euskaro-

Caucasian, Proto-Sino-Caucasian (PSC), and Proto-North Caucasian (PNC). In the view of 

Sergei Starostin, author of the PNC and PSC reconstructions used here, Proto-North 

Caucasian, based on some 35 North Caucasian languages, was highly archaic and 

conservative, in comparison with the two other components of the original Sino-Caucasian 

family (Starostin 1982, 1984), Proto-Yeniseian (PY) and Proto-Sino-Tibetan (PST), which 

Starostin regarded as more phonetically evolved than PNC.1 Thus, in Starostin’s final 

descriptions of PSC phonology the PSC forms are almost identical with PNC forms,2 but 

with some important differences:  

 The PNC feature of tenseness, notated by underlining of the tense sibilants, affricates, velar, and 

postvelar consonants (e.g. *s, *ƛ, *k, *q) is not found in PSC, having been attributed to accentual 

conditions which yielded a glottal stop in PY, thus PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’ (with a tense 

affricate) = PY *ʔaʔl ‘half, mid-’ (with glottal stop) = Bsq *erdi ‘middle half’ (I.11). After 

considering evidence from Sino-Tibetan,3 Starostin concluded that the “development in ST 

strongly suggests that what we are dealing with here is a distinction in the position of dynamic 

accent,” so the PSC form for ‘half, middle’ is thus *=é̆ƛẸ̆, with accent on the syllable before the 

affricate (SCP 2-9, SCG 46). In Basque the tentative finding is that the PSC accentual pattern 

CV́RV (= PNC tenseness and PY glottal stop) corresponds to a voiced reflex *-rd- of the PSC 

lateral affricates, thus PSC *=ĕ́ƛẸ̆ ‘half, middle’ > Bsq *erdi id., while the PSC pattern CVRV́ 

corresponds to the Bsq voiceless reflex *-rt-, e.g. PSC *ʔVƛẉV́ ‘year’ > Bsq *urte ‘year’ (H.2: cf. 

Avar utɬ’i-sa, Bezhta itɬ’e ‘last year’ < PEC *ʔVƛẉV). The impact of the accentual patterns on 

other Bsq consonants is so far unclear. 

 Most other PSC consonants are identical with PNC consonants, with two salient exceptions: (1) 

the PSC velar nasal resonant *ŋ merged with *n in PNC as well as in Bsq (with some cases of *m 

in labial environments), thus PST *ŋā- ‘I, we’ = PNC *nɨ̆ ‘I’ (Lak & Dargi) = Bsq *ni ‘I’ (U.1).  

                                                           
1 18th or early 19th century linguists might have declared PY and PST to be more “degraded” or “corrupted” in 

comparison with PNC. In ethnographic terms, the linguistic conservatism of PNC could be attributed to the 

relative isolation and cultural conservatism of the Caucasian mountaineers, in contrast to the cultural upheavals 

undergone by the Yeniseians, who had to adjust to a Siberian taiga environment and contacts with migrating 

Uralic and Altaic-speaking tribes; and the Sino-Tibetans, most of whom moved from a highland environment to 

lower lands to the southeast and east, and contacts with Kra-Dai, Hmong-Mien, and Austronesian-speakers 

leading to different degrees of creolization (DeLancey, n.d.).  
2 As in Sino-Caucasian Phonology (SCP, 2005a) and Sino-Caucasian Glossary (SCG, 2005b), mostly identical to 

the data in Sino-Caucasian Etymological Database (TOB).   
3 In ST the syllable type CVR correlates with PNC tenseness, PY glottal stop, and a PSC accentual pattern 

CV́RV, and the syllable type CRV with lack of PNC tenseness and PY glottal stop, and the PSC pattern CVRV́ 

(SCP 7-9).   
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 (2) The PSC palatal rhotic *ŕ merged in PNC with unmarked *r, but the two rhotics were kept 

distinct in PY (*ŕ / *r) and Bsq (*r / *ṙ), e.g. PSC *ʔŕV́ycwĕ > PY *ŕɔs ‘vulva’ and Bsq *e=rece 

‘edge, corner, side’ (I.3; SCP 59; SCG 258).4 

 Some other differences between PNC and PSC, including the “st”-type clusters, “xk”-type 

clusters, and “xq”-type clusters (SCP 75-81) do not impact the main objects of our comparison, 

Basque and North Caucasian, and will not be discussed here. 

 

The development of the Sino-Caucasian consonantal system to that of Basque is 

quite well understood in most respects, with some clear trivial correspondences (PSC *b, 

*g > Bsq *b, *g; PSC *s > Bsq *s), along with some interesting non-trivial correspondences 

(e.g., the internal PSC cluster *-nχ- > Bsq *-g-; the three PSC lateral affricates *ƛ, *ƛ’, *Ł 

merged as Bsq initial *l-, and stem-final *-l, but in medial position as the coronal cluster *-

rd-/*-rt- (voiced or voiceless, probably originally conditioned by accent). 

In some other respects the PSC-Bsq correspondences are not yet fully understood, 

for example the split correspondences of PSC *q’ (= NCED *q̇) to Bsq *k or *g. These kinds 

of difficulties should not, I believe, cause us to reject the whole enterprise out of hand. 

Remember, for example, that the Indo-European family had been accepted for a long time 

before Karl Verner (1877) explained the apparent exceptions to Grimm’s Law. Before the 

advent of the Neogrammarians nobody had been thinking in terms of “exceptionless 

correspondences,” much less that exceptions to Grimm’s Law would cause anyone to reject 

the validity of the Indo-European family. Up to the present time the notion of “sound laws” 

and their exceptions is still widely discussed. One of the theories to explain irregular change 

is “lexical diffusion” (e.g., Wang 1969, 1979; Chen & Wang 1975; Durie & Ross 1996). 

Nevertheless, in the discussions of Basque phonology in this book every effort will 

be made to explain apparent irregularities. That some “loose ends” still remain should not be 

surprising; this is a young enterprise, beginning, in embryonic form, with Bengtson (1992), 

and, assuming this field of study proves fruitful, will continue for many years to come.  

Morphologically conditioned variants: Regarding consonants, it has been 

noted that their development may be different, depending upon whether the consonant is in 

absolute initial position, or after a morpheme boundary, including the fossilized class 

prefixes on nouns (see Morphology, pp. 58-71) and the *e= participial prefix on verbs (see 

Verbs, chapter VIII, section V). This tendency was noticed by Michelena, who noted such 

forms as (Azk, Bzt) eken-du ‘taken away’, (EB) ken-du, etc. (with voiceless /k/) vs. (R) gén-

tu id. (with voiced /g/) (see V.11); (G 18th c.) epurki ‘birch tree’ vs. (BN) burkhi, (EB) urki 

id. (C.8); (A) itsu arri ‘flint’ (‘fire-stone’) vs. (EB) suharri id. (M 156-7). To these one can 

add:  

 Bsq *bete ‘full, fill’ / (BN) iphete ‘obese’ (R.26);  

 Bsq *geHeɫi ‘(fresh) beef’ / *i=keɫ(a) ‘fattened ox’, *o=keɫV ‘piece (of meat, cheese)’ 

(P.12);  

 Bsq *gai ‘thing, material’ / *e=kai id. (L.13). 

                                                           
4 As concerns the semantic development of PY *ŕɔs ‘vulva’, analogous anatomical terms are met with in NC 

(Chadakolob rots ‘vagina’) and Bsq (Bizkaian [Bergara, Leintza] ertz ‘female genitals’).  
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(See the respective etymologies for details.) Like Michelena’s first two examples, these 

show a pattern of voiced initial in the simplex (unprefixed) form, versus a voiceless stop in 

the prefixed form. In this regard cf. Bsq *a=kec ‘boar’ ~ PEC *ɢǝčV ‘calf, bull-calf’ (N.23), 

where one would expect Bsq *gec. 

With regard to Bsq *i=ću / *śu ‘fire’ the contrast is affricate (with prefix) / sibilant 

(without prefix), where the corresponding NC cognate is PNC *cặyɨ̆ / *cụ̆y- ‘fire’ (F.1);5 

parallel cases are: 

 Bsq *a=ćo ‘old woman’ ~ PNC *cẉŏyV ‘woman, female’ (J.7); 

 Bsq *e=će ‘house’ ~ PNC *c[̣ī]yu ‘house’ (Q.1);  

also showing the Bsq affricate *ć (post-prefix) corresponding to PNC glottalized affricate 

*c.̣ On the other hand  

 Bsq *śaie ‘vulture’ ~ PEC *cẉämʔV̆ ‘eagle, vulture’ (B.13);  

 Bsq *śapa-ṙ ‘thicket, bramble’ ~ PEC *cɨ̣bV ‘plant with berries’ (C.19);  

 Bsq *śoin ‘shoulder, (upper) back’ ~ PEC *Hcẉēynǝ̆ ‘leg bone’ (A.38); 

like Bsq *śu ‘fire’, have instead the sibilant *ś when there is no prefix. With a different PSC 

affricate (probably *č) cf. Basque *i=c̆́ a-śo ‘sea’ in relation to PWC *č́ǝ / *ǯ́ǝ ‘salt’ (E.8). 

(See the respective etymologies for details and references.)   

In this analysis these alternations, *b / *p, *g / *k, *ś / *ć, are examples of 

morphologically conditioned reflexes.  

 

Labial Consonants 
 

Proto-Sino-Caucasian (PSC) is thought to have had a trinary contrast of the stops 

(fortis or aspirated) *p / (glottal) *ṗ = *p’ / (lenis or voiced) *b (SCP 28-35). The fricative *f 

probably did not exist at the SC level (PNC *f consistently matches Bsq *h). For the 

resonant/glides *m, *w (and the rare *u̯) see below under Resonants. Throughout the 

Phonology chapters (VI-XI), as elsewhere, the relevant etymologies in chapter XIII are 

referenced by their respective letter-number symbols, e.g. A.28, B.30, etc.  

 

PSC *p > Bsq *p-, *-p- (no final): While one must agree with Trask (HB, p. 126, following 

Michelena) that “the evidence for p in Pre-Basque is decidedly scanty,” there are some 

examples of Bsq *p, both initially and medially, and the evidence below calls into question 

the statement that “fortis/lenis contrast [here, /p/ vs. /b/] was entirely confined to medial 

position.” 

Bsq *pinc ‘membrane’ ~ Proto-Lezgian *pinc ̣w ‘eyelash, feather’ (A.28) 

Bsq *pinpilin ‘butterfly’ ~ PNC *părVpăɫV ‘butterfly, moth’ (B.30) 

Bsq *piri-n ‘lightning’ (in the compound *ɦors-pirin) ~ PEC *pārē ‘lightning’ (G.13) 

Bsq *pista ‘rheum, gleet’ ~ PNC *pĭncẉĂ ‘resin, juice’ (A.79) 

Bsq *pot- ‘testicle, kiss’ ~ PEC *pūṭi / *būṭi ‘genitals’ (A.59) 

Bsq *purdi / *e=purdi ‘rump, buttocks’ ~ PEC *pHVrṭwV ‘some inner organ’ (A.45)6  

                                                           
5 Direct / oblique stems, respectively. 
6 Cf. Burushaski *-phát ̣‘gizzard, stomach (of fowl)’, with retroflex /t/̣ from the PSC cluster *-rt-̣. 
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Bsq *puś- ‘bubble, blister, bladder’ ~ PNC *päršwV / *pälšwA ‘bubble, bladder’ (A.57) 

PSC *p > Bsq medial *-p-: 

Bsq *gapa-ṙ ‘creeping plant, thorny bush’ < PSC *ɢwāpV ~ PEC *ɢwābV ‘root’ (C.18)7 

Bsq *Hapal ‘shelf’ ~ PEC *ʔapVɫV ‘board, cover; pole’ (Q.65) 

Bsq *lapa-ṙ ‘bramble’ ~ PNC *ƛặpi ‘leaf’ (C.15) 

Bsq *tupV ‘pot, cask’ ~ PNC *tạ̄pV ‘a kind of wooden vessel’ (Q.28) 

Bsq *u=pel ‘barrel, cask’ ~ PEC *HpēɫV̄ ‘pipe; vein’ (Q.29) 

PSC clusters: see the discussion of PSC *m-clusters, in which *m frequently disappears in 

Bsq (and/or modifies preceding vowels), under Resonants: 

Bsq *koipe ‘rendered fat, grease’ ~ PEC *kạ̄mpǝ̄ ‘butter; sour cream’ (P.9) 

In this case there is apparently a new Bsq cluster formed by compounding: 

Bsq *es(-)pel ‘box (tree)’8 ~ PEC *pħīlV ‘a kind of deciduous tree’ (C.11)  

Here the original *p has been distorted to Bsq /b/, /f/, or /m/ due to its position as final 

element of a compound (see B.34): 

Bsq *-bino / *-bina ‘wasp’ (in comp.)9 ~ PEC *pä̆n(-)qwV ‘bee’ (B.34); cf. Burushaski 

*phen ‘fly’ (SCG 159) 

 

PSC glottal *ṗ = *p’:  There are few examples of Proto-North Caucasian *p’, but, 

because of a set of reflexes different from those of *p and *b, it seems that /p’/ was more 

frequent in Proto-Sino-Caucasian, and in many cases had already changed to *b in PNC (see 

SCP 29-30). Final labial stops do not exist in Bsq. 

 

PSC *ṗ-, *ṗH- > Bsq initial *b- ~ *p-: there are only a few examples, and the Bsq evidence 

is ambiguous: 

Bsq *balća ‘pool, pond’ ~ PNC *ṗɦĭlcẉǝ̆ ‘mud, dirt’ (E.4) 

Bsq *bete ‘full, to fill’, *i=pete ‘obese’ < PSC *ṗVtV́̄ ‘firm, tough’ (SCG 168; SCP 30) ~ 

PNC *bVtV̄ ‘hard, tough’ (R.26) 

Bsq *biɫho ‘hair, mane’ < PSC *ṗVħVɫV (SCG 166; SCP 69) ~ PNC *ṗVħVɫV ‘feather, 

mane’ (A.20); cf. Burushaski *phol-(ɣuy)̣ ‘feather’ 

Bsq *pać ‘pomace, pulp’ < PSC *ṗHaćwé ‘skin, leather’ (SCG 165; SCP 30) ~ Agul p’ạž 

‘leaf’ < PEC *bHaćwe ‘bark, skin; leaf’ (C.47) 

Bsq *pata-ṙ ‘slope’ < PNC *ṗVdV ‘side’ (SCP 30) ~ PEC *bVdV ‘side’ (D.9); cf. Burushaski 

*p(h)at ‘side’10 

Bsq *paita ‘duck’ < PSC *ṗHǝ̄m[t]̣V̆ (SCG 165; SCP 30) ~ PEC *bHǝ̄mtṾ ‘duck’ (N.24) 

 

PSC *ṗ > Bsq medial *-p-: 

Bsq *apa ‘kiss’ ~ PNC *ṗăʔV ‘kiss’ (K.16) 

                                                           
7 Voicing assimilation in PEC *b < *p. 
8 Bsq *es- may be a reduced form of *haice ‘tree’ (C.1); cf. also *es-kuṙ ‘acorn, beechnut’ (L hezkur: C.37).  
9 The distorted forms include -biña, -bio, -bi, -fina, -fin, -miño, and more. 
10 In this and other words with two stops there has probably been some assimilation and/or dissimilation at work: 

orig. *padV > Bsq *pata- ~ PEC *bVdV? 
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Bsq *čupa-tu ‘to suck’ ~ PEC *cụṗV ‘sucking’ (V.9) 

Bsq *gopo-ṙ ‘small bowl’ ~ PEC *gä̆ṗē ‘a kind of vessel’ (Q.24) 

Bsq *Hapo ‘hoof’ ~ PNC *HaṗV̆ ‘paw, extremity’ (A.73) 

Bsq *lape ‘shelter under the eaves of a roof’ ~ PEC *ƛẹ̆ṗV̄ ‘shed, stone plate’ (Q.2) 

Bsq *śapa-ṙ ‘thicket, bramble’ < PSC *cɨ̣́p ̣̇ V ? ~ PEC *cɨ̣bV ‘plant with berries’ (C.19) 

 

PSC *b:  Unlike the scanty evidence for other labial stops, there is abundant evidence that 

PSC *b generally becomes Basque *b. When followed by a nasal cluster, initial PSC*b- 

changes to Basque *m- (see *maga-l, *mak-, *moko-ṙ, *muki). The pre-Bsq sequence *bo- 

resolves as simple /o/ (see *onci, *oćo). 

Bsq *bage / *gabe ‘without, lacking’ ~ (vowel metathesis) PNC *büga ‘side’ (I.5)11 

Bsq *barace ‘garden, orchard’ ~ PEC *bărǯV / *wărǯV ‘enclosure’ (Q.8)12 

Bsq *barc ‘nit’ (louse egg) ~ PNC *bēlǯwi ‘a stinging insect’ (B.43) 

Bsq *ba[r]da (in solbarda ~ sorbalda ‘shoulder’ < *śor-barda) ~ PNC *bŭƛṾ ‘upper part of 

body’ (A.38; A.65) 

Bsq *barda ‘belly, bowels’ ~ PEC *bɦĕrƛṾ ‘(large) intestine’ (A.51) 

Bsq *barhe ‘slug, snail’ ~ PEC *bHōr- / *wHōr- (in *bHōr-ƛwVɫV / *wHōr-ƛwVɫV ‘snake, 

snail, worm’: B.28) 

Bsq *behi ‘cow’ ~ PEC *bħǝrcẉV ‘cattle’ (N.6)  

Bsq *beko ‘forehead’ ~ PEC *bĕḳwo ‘part of face, mouth’ (A.6) 

Bsq *beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead, side, edge’ ~ PEC *bʕāɫhŏ ‘edge, end’ (Kryz bel ‘forehead’, etc.) 

(A.5) 

Bsq *berc / *beśt ‘cauldron, pail’13 < PSC *barćē? ~ PEC *parćē ‘water jug’ (Q.23) 

Bsq *beṙho ‘bramble, thicket’ (> ‘hedge, fence’, etc.) ~ *bHŏrV (or *wHŏrV)14 ‘a kind of 

thorny plant’ (C.14); cf. Burushaski *buru ‘a kind of thorny bush’ 

Bsq *bero ‘warm, hot’ ~ PTsezian *bobo[l]u ‘hot’; PWC *bla/ǝ ‘to burn’ (R.61) 

Bsq *beśo ‘arm’ ~ PEC *bü̆šV (~ *wü̆šV) ‘hand, finger’ (A.62) 

Bsq *biči ‘jewel; pretty; god-(-parent, -child)’ ~ PEC *bīrčV ‘rich, honorable’ (J.17; R.41) 

Bsq *bige-l / *gibe-l ‘liver, back side’ ~ PNC *gǝ̄bǝ̄ / *bǝ̄gwǝ̄ ‘side’ (A.49) 

Bsq *biha- ‘next day, tomorrow’ < PSC *bǝkǝ́- ~ PEC *bǝgǝ / *bǝgo ‘morning, evening’ 

(H.7)  

Bsq *bihi ‘grain, seed’ ~ PEC *bħĕ[r]čị-nV ‘a kind of cereal’ (O.7) 

                                                           
11 See the etymology for full semantic explanation: cf. OInd sanutar ‘away, aside’, Gothic sundro ‘apart, aside’, 

OHG suntar ‘without’, etc. 
12 For a number of PNC reconstructions the evidence is ambiguous whether the initial or medial consonant was 

*b or *w, since the original *b / *w contrast was maintained only in West Caucasian, Khinalug, and Lezgian 

(except Archi and Udi). Where evidence is lacking from these latter languages the reconstruction is *b / *w: all 

other NC languages, like Bsq, merged *b and *w.     
13 Evidence is ambiguous whether the original Bsq initial was *p or *b, since Bsq dialects vary between /b/, /p/ 

and /ph/, but it seems slightly more likely that *b was original, with /p/ as an innovative devoicing assimilation in 

central dialects (G) and /b/ retained in the peripheral (Z), with variation elsewhere. The same devoicing 

assimilation could have happened in the Dagestanian languages.   
14 In both of the Cauc languages where the word is attested (and also in Bsq and Bur), /b/ can derive from either 

PEC (PSC) *w or *b. 
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Bsq *bil-oć ‘lamb’ ~ PEC *bhä̆ƛẉí̆ ‘small cattle (sheep, goats)’ (N.20) 

Bsq *bisa-ṙ ‘beard’ ~ PEC *bilʒ́V ‘beard’ (A.24) 

Bsq *biśa-ṙ ‘wildcat, marmot’ ~ PEC *bĭsV ‘pussy-cat’ (B.3) 

Bsq *boc ‘happy, happiness’ ~ PEC *bičē ‘moral experience; god’ (K.8) 

Bsq *borc / *bośt ‘five’, *bośte-ko ‘hand’ ~ PEC *b[ǝ][r]cV ‘paw; part of arm or leg’ (‘fist’ 

in Tsezian: M.6) 

Bsq *burca, *burcainc ‘squirrel’ ~ PEC *bHărVnćV ‘badger’ (B.7) 

Bsq *busta-n ‘tail’ ~ PNC [*bHuʒV / *bHōʒV] > PLezg *p:oIc:̣- > Tsakhur bɨṭ / bɨṭ:e- ‘tail’ 

(A.47)  

PSC *b > Bsq medial *-b-: 

Bsq *a=bere / *a=bel- ‘cattle, domestic animal’ ~ PNC *bü̆ɫV ‘horned animal’ (N.4) 

Bsq *gibe-l / *bige-l ‘liver, back side’ ~ Tindi beǵa-l ‘thigh, hip’ < PNC *gǝ̄bǝ̄ / *bǝ̄gwǝ̄ 

‘side’ (A.49) 

Bsq *habe ‘beam, pillar’ ~ PNC *hwĕbē ‘post, pole; tower’ (Q.60) 

Bsq *hac-taba-ṙ ‘paw, hand, finger’ ~ PEC *tẉǝbi / *tẉɨbi ‘finger’ (A.70) 

Bsq *hobe ‘better’, *habo-ro ‘more’ ~ PNC *HV̆bV / *bV̆HV ‘big, many’ (R.11) 

Bsq *lobi- ‘cattle yard, corral’ ~ PEC *ƛẉibV ‘shed, barn, granary’ (Q.6) 

Bsq *śabe-l ‘belly’15 ~ PNC *ǯă[b]V ‘kidney, gall’ (A.52) 

Pre-Bsq *bo- > /o/: cf. Bsq*oroć ‘male (animal)’ (see PSC *w). In at least one case the 

same change has occurred from original *g[w]: see Bsq *gopo-ṙ ‘small bowl’ > (*bopoṙ) > 

(AN, B, G, L) opor (Q.24). 

Bsq *oćo ‘wolf’ < *boćo ~ Andi bots’o ‘wolf’, etc. < PNC *bħĕrcẹ̆ ‘wolf, jackal’ (B.1) 

Bsq *onci ‘container, ship’ < *bonci ~ Karata muts’:i ‘jar, pot’ < PEC *bōnʒ(w)V ‘a kind of 

vessel’ (Q.27) 

Pre-Bsq *bu- > /u/: this is an uncompleted change affecting only certain dialectal forms; cf. 

the analogous change from PSC *w- in Bsq *burki > urki ‘birch tree’; *ug-ac ‘teat’; *urde 

‘pig’ (see PSC *w). Cf. also Bsq (B, G, AN) une ‘place, space; situation’ < *bune < *gune 

(= PNC *ɢwinʡV). 

Basque (Sal) urxa ‘squirrel’, (AN, BN, L) urtxintx, (Z) ürxántx, (AN) urxantx, (BN, L) 

urxints, but (Sal, Azk) burtxintx, (AN) burintxa, burintza, buxintxa, < *burca, 

*burcainc (B.7) 

PSC structure *bVn > Bsq *mV: cf. the parallel change of PSC *wVN > Bsq *mV (under 

PSC *w). Some NC languages have convergent developments. 

Bsq *maga-l ‘lap, flank’ ~ Abkhaz á-mgwa ‘belly’ < PNC *bVnkẉĂ ‘belly, stomach’ (A.43) 

Bsq *mako ‘forked pole, crook’, *mak-et ‘heavy club’ ~ Bezhta maq ‘stake’ < PNC *bħǝ̄nq̇V̆ 

‘pole, post’ (Q.54) 

Bsq *moko-ṙ ‘bottom, buttocks’ ~ Hinukh moqo-li ‘back’ < PNC *bŏnq̇ō ‘back’ (A.44)16 

                                                           
15 Problematic second consonant, *ǯăwV in NCED, but *b or *p required by other DC cognates. See note in SCG 

196, SCP 77. Also, Bsq initial *ś would be more compatible with PSC *č, *c,̣ *c ̣́ , or *č ̣than with *šd. 

Contamination, assimilation, dissimilation, and/or morphological reanalysis may explain the problems. 
16 According to (SCG 165, SCP 30) this is from PSC *ṗŏ́nq̇ō (see SCP *ṗ).  
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Bsq *muki ‘gum, resin from trees’ ~ Tabasaran muk’-ruk’ ‘fir tree’ < PEC *bħĭnḳwV ‘pine-

tree’ (C.29) 

PSC *b > 0: In a weak position it seems that PSC *b disappeared in Bsq in this case: 

Bsq *ogi ‘bread; wheat’ ~ PNC *ɦwVgǝbV̆ / *ɦwVbǝgV̆ ‘a kind of cereal’ (O.9) 

 

PSC *f (?):  With only a few examples, Bsq *h is the consistent correspondence to the PNC 

voiceless labial fricative *f (which may have been bilabial [ɸ]). It is uncertain whether *f 

can be projected back to PSC (see SCP 31, 50). The convergent reflex /h/ is also found in 

some NC languages and Burushaski (e.g. Bsq *oi=han ‘forest, mountain’ ~ Lak han ‘shady 

slope’ ~ Bur. *hun ‘wood’). This change is parallel to the Castilian change of Latin f > h 

(Basque influence is strongly denied by Trask: HB 424-9). 

 

PSC *f > Bsq initial *h: 

Bsq *hobi ‘grave, tomb’ ~ Tindi hoba ‘grave’ < PEC *fiwɨ / *fibɨ ‘grave’ (L.4) 

Bsq *hu[m]ki ‘to touch’ ~ Bagwali hunk’a ‘fist’ < PEC *fimkẉV ‘fist’ (V.13) 

PSC *f > Bsq medial *h: 

Bsq *bahe < *b=ahe ‘sieve’ ~ Tsakhur w=ex:wa ‘sieve’ < PNC *w=ifV (=ifV ‘to sift’) 

(Q.21) 

Bsq *behoṙ ‘mare’ (< *behi-hoṙ ?) ~ Lezgi χʷar ‘mare’ < PNC *far-nē ‘horse, mare’ (N.12) 

Bsq *oi=han ‘forest, woods, mountain, desert’ ~ PNC *fănV ‘mountain, hill’ (Q.50) 

 

Coronal Occlusives 
 

PSC is thought to have had the usual treble contrast of coronal stops, (fortis or aspirated) *t 

~ (glottal) *t ̣ = *t’ ~ (lenis or voiced) *d (SCP 36-46). As with the labials, there are few 

examples of initial coronals,17 but in contrast with labials, velars, and uvulars, all initial PSC 

coronals merge in Bsq initial position as *t- (i.e., all contrasts are neutralized). In this 

analysis all Bsq words with initial /d/ are either verbal forms (e.g., EB da ‘is’, dut ‘I have’, 

dator ‘s/he is coming’) or loanwords (EB diru ‘money’, dorre ‘tower’, etc.).18 However, in 

medial position Bsq has the contrast /t/ (< PSC *t and *t)̣ / /d/ (< PSC *d). 

 

PSC *t > Bsq initial *t-: 

Bsq *tanta, *tanto ‘drop, dung pellet’ ~ PEC *tĕmtV ‘dirt, dust’ (~ ‘saliva, foam’) (E.13) 

Bsq *toś-ka ‘(fine white) clay, kaolin’ ~ PEC *tɦVrcẉV ‘dirt; bog’ (D.20) 

Bsq *tu ‘to spit’, *tuka ‘spitting’, *i=toi ‘drop (of liquid)’ ~ PEC *twǝyV ‘spit, spittle’ 

(A.84); cf. Burushaski *thu ‘to spit’ 

PSC *t > Bsq medial *t-: 

Bsq *bete ‘full, to fill’, *i=pete ‘obese’ ~ PNC *bVtV̄ ‘hard, tough’ (R.26) 

                                                           
17 The paucity of *t-words may seem troubling, but cf. the NCED, which has only fourteen etymologies with 

initial *t-, versus 33 with initial *t-̣ = *t’-. Conversely, it has 33 with initial *p-, but only 6 with *ṗ- = *p’-.  
18 It is possible that some modern Bsq words with initial /d/ (secondarily) are of native origin, but if so none of 

these have occurred in the 600+ Bsq-NC etymologies discussed here. 
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PSC *t-clusters: The PEC cluster *-tλw- is unique (cf. Bsq *-nd-). 

Bsq *ɦonda-ṙ ‘sand, residue’ ~ PEC *ʔantV / *ʔamtV ‘earth, dirt’ (D.18) 

Bsq *lindila ‘lizard’ (in compounds) ~ PEC *λwitλwiɫV ‘lizard’ (B.25) 

Bsq *ondi- ‘misery, unease’ ~ PEC *ʔuntV / *ʡuntV ‘defect, sickness’ (K.5) 

Bsq *tanta, *tanto ‘drop, dung pellet’ ~ PEC *tĕmtV ‘dirt, dust’ (~ ‘saliva, foam’) (E.13) 

This new cluster was created by syncope: 

Bsq *i=śtu ‘spittle, saliva’ < *i=śutu (?) ~ PEC *šHătV ‘spittle, saliva’ (A.82) 

 

PSC *t ̣= *t’:  In most positions PSC *t ̣is reflected as Bsq *t, or as Bsq *d for some PSC 

clusters (*-rṭ-, *-nṭ-).  

 

PSC *t ̣> Bsq initial *t-: 

Bsq *tanka, *tanko ‘drop (of liquid)’ ~ PNC *ṭHänḳŏ ‘drop, spray’ (E.12) 

Bsq *tara,*tali-ka ‘twig, sprig, sprout’ ~ PEC *ṭwēlʔe ‘stick; beam, cross-beam’ (Q.52) 

Bsq *tintV ‘gland, uvula’ ~ PEC *ṭēmṭV ‘freckle, spot’ (A.34) 

Bsq *ti-pi ‘small, little’ ~ PNC *tịHV / *HitṾ ‘small, little’ (R.55) 

Bsq *tor-to ‘bud, bunch’ ~ PEC *tẉǝ̄rʔi ‘nipple, pimple’ (‘bud’ in Lezgi: C.30) 

Bsq *tupV ‘pot, cask’ ~ PNC *tạ̄pV ‘a kind of wooden vessel’ (Q.28) 

PSC *t ̣> Bsq medial *-t-, stem final *-t: 

Bsq *bat / *bed- ‘one’ ~ PEC *w=ĭtṾ / *w=ŭtṾ ‘part, to separate’ (B.41) 

Bsq *guti ‘few, a little’ ~ PNC *kHə̄ṭwV̄ / *kwHə̄ṭV̄ ‘short, short-eared (animal)’ (R.23) 

Bsq *i=tain ‘tick’ ~ PNC *ṭaHnā ‘nit’ (B.41) 

Bsq *i=til ‘puddle, pool, pond’ ~ PNC *=itṾl ‘to drip, drop, pour; wet’ (E.3) 

Bsq *i=tuṙi ‘fountain, spring’, *i=to- ‘gutter’ ~ PEC *=V̄tẉV-r- ‘to pour, soak’ (E.5; Q.3)  

Bsq *lot-tu ‘to tie, bind’ ~ PNC *yelat-̣ /*yetạl- ‘to tie, bind; untie’ (V.12) 

Bsq *pot- ‘testicle, kiss’ ~ PEC *pūṭi / *būṭi ‘genitals’ (A.59) 

PSC *t ̣> Bsq medial *-t- in verb roots: 

Bsq *e=te-n ‘to break’ ~ PEC *=ĭtṾ ‘to cut, divide’ (Tsakhur, Agul ‘break’) (V.40) 

Bsq *e=toṙi ‘to come’, etc. ~ PEC *=ĭtṾr ‘to run’ (V.17) 

Bsq *ito ‘to drown, suffocate’ ~ PEC *=V̄tẉV ‘to pour, soak’ (V.65) 

PSC *t-̣clusters: 

Bsq *e=purdi ‘rump, buttocks’ ~ PEC *pHVrṭwV ‘some inner organ’ (A.45)  

Bsq *gult-(suṙin) ‘kidney’ ~ PEC *kwɨltṾ ‘internal organ (kidney, bladder, stomach)’ 

(A.56.a) 

Bsq *paita ‘duck’ < PSC *ṗHǝ̄m[t]̣V̆ ~ PEC *bHǝ̄mtṾ ‘duck’ (N.24) 

Bsq *sunda ‘odor, stench; sniff, smell’ ~ PEC *sHwintṾ ‘snuff, smell; snot’ (L.15) 

Bsq *tintV ‘gland, uvula’ ~ PEC *ṭēmṭV ‘freckle, spot’ (A.34) 

New cluster created by compounding: 

Bsq *(hac)-taba-ṙ ‘paw, hand, finger’ ~ PEC *tẉǝbi / *tẉɨbi ‘finger’ (A.70) 

 

PSC *d:  The PSC voiced coronal *d manifests as Bsq voiceless *t- initially, but remains *-

d- medially and generally in clusters. 
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PSC *d > Bsq initial *t-: 

Bsq *tako ‘block, chock’, *tak-et ‘stake, post’ ~ PNC *dwɨ̆q̇(w)V̄ ‘log, stump’ (Q.55) 

Bsq *tak-(hoin) ‘heel (of a shoe)’ ~ PNC *dHāqwĀ ‘back of head, neck’ (Q.36) 

Bsq *toś-ko ‘block of wood’ ~ PEC *dŭčV ‘wood, firewood’ (Q.59) 

Bsq *tuntun ‘tambourine’ ~ PNC *dwānʔV ‘rhythm instrument’ (Q.46) 

Bsq *tutu ‘tube, horn’, etc. ~ PEC *dɦwōdwō ‘tube, pipe’ (Q.47) 

PSC *d > Bsq medial *-d-: 

Bsq *ɦodoe ‘cloud’ < PSC *HVdwi ~ PEC *dwiHV ‘wind’ (G.4) 

Bsq *i=di ‘ox’ ~ PNC *dwănʔV / *dwănhV ‘sheep, ram’ (N.8) 

Bsq *i=dul-ki ‘block’ ~ PEC *dwāɫɨ̄, *dwāɫɨ̄-kṾ ‘stick’ (Q.58) 

Bsq *keda-ṙ ‘soot’ ~ PEC *q̇idV / *q̇ädV ‘soot, dust’ (F.6) 

Bsq *sede ‘boundary, marker’ ~ PEC *śwǟdV ‘rock, stone; tombstone’ (L.3) 

Bsq *u-dagera ‘otter’ ~ PEC *darq̇wV ‘weasel, ermine’ (B.6); cf. PY *täχVr ‘otter’ (SSE 

283; SCG 39) 

PSC *d-clusters: 

Bsq *hardo ‘tinder’ ~ PEC *HwVrdV ‘a kind of herb’ (F.4) 

Bsq *haundi ‘great, big, large’ ~ PCircassian *kwandə ‘much, many’ (R.12) 

Bsq *i=ɫhinti ‘firebrand, ember’19 ~ PEC *λwindV / *λwɨndV ‘firewood, wood’ (F.3) 

Bsq *lirdi ‘drool, saliva, slime’ ~ PEC *λwirdɨ ‘pus; dung’ (A.81) 

Bsq *ondo1 ‘joint’ ~ PEC *ʡǝmdV ‘joint, bone’ (A.77) 

Bsq *ondo2 ‘side, bottom’ ~ PEC *ʔĕndū ‘forehead’ (I.4) 

Bsq *sendo-ṙ ‘load of wood’ ~ PEC *ʒändV ‘fuel’ (Q.67) 

New cluster created by syncope:  

Bsq *aśto ‘ass, donkey’ < *a=śVdo ~ PWC *čǝdǝ ‘ass’ (N.13)

 

Sibilants and Sibilant Affricates 
 

Proto-North Caucasian (according to NCED) had a rich inventory of sibilants and 

sibilant affricates, with three points of articulation, and for each of the three laryngeal 

features (plain voiceless, glottalized, and voiced). The Basque consonant system is simpler, 

but a remarkable feature is the preservation of three articulation points for sibilants (and 

sibilant affricates), which is highly unusual, especially in European languages. This triple 

contrast (Bsq s / ś / š) is, as mentioned, also reconstructed for Proto-North Caucasian (*s / *ś 

/ *š; with corresponding voiceless, glottalized, and voiced affricates: see NCED 40), and is 

also preserved in Burushaski (s / ś / s;̣ with corresponding affricates), but has been simplified 

or transformed in Yeniseian (SCP 52-63).1 As will be seen in the correspondences below, 

the triple contrast is generally maintained in Bsq (except Bizkaia and parts of Gipuzkoa, 

                                                           
19 The voiceless cluster /nt/, attested not only in eastern Bsq but also western (B ilinti, illenti, B, G, AN, L illeti) 

is anomalous, in comparison with PEC *-nd-. There is perhaps some other factor (expressive?) involved. 
1 PY only has hissing (*s, *c, *ʒ) or hushing (palatal: *č, *ǯ) sibilants and affricates, and, according to Starostin, 

some PSC sibilants were changed, under certain conditions, to *d (apparently via *z > *ð, or the like).   
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where /s/ and /ś/ merge), but in individual etymologies there has been “migration” between 

points of articulation, as when Bsq *ośo ‘whole, complete, entire’ (with apical sibilant) 

corresponds to PNC *=ɦŏcṾ ‘full, to fill’ (with laminal or “hissing” affricate). (See further 

below.) 

In general, PSC sibilant affricates, [laminal or ‘hissing’] *c, *c,̣ *ʒ; [apical, alveo-

palatal or ‘hissing-hushing’] *ć, *ć,̣ *ʒ́; [palatal or ‘hushing’] *č, *č,̣ *ǯ, tend to have a non-

affricate reflex /s/ or /ś/ in Bsq, initially, between vowels, before suffixes, or in compounds, 

but an affricate /c/ or /ć/ in final position: cf. the EB allomorphs hitz ‘word / hiz-lari 

‘speaker’ (PNC *=[ī]mcŪ ‘to speak, tell, talk’; see L.10); EB orratz ‘needle, pin’ / orrazi 

‘comb’ (PNC *rǝ̆wcẹ̄ ‘pointed stick’; see Q.34); EB hauts ‘dust, powder; ash’ / haus-bero 

‘hot ash’, haus-tu ‘to pulverize’ (PEC *yōmćV ‘earth’; see F.5); (Z) hatz ‘breed, lineage’ / 

EB hazi ‘to grow, raise’ (PEC *=Vʒ́V ‘to grow’; see V.69); EB mahats ‘grape, bunch of 

grapes’ / mahas-ti ‘vineyard’ (PNC *ʕämćō ‘apple; medlar’; see P.17), etc. The exceptions 

to this, e.g. (BN, L, Z) has ‘bare, naked’ (PNC *ɦǝ̄ćẸ̆ ‘empty, hollow’; see R.7), (L) laz 

‘beam rafter’ (PEC *ƛṾćV ‘log, pole’; see Q.61), are explained by Michelena as due to 

reorganization of allomorphs (M 289; HB 137). In some common words dialectal variants 

persist, such as EB amets ‘dream’ ~ (B, G) ames id., but generally ames- in compounds, e.g. 

EB ames-lari ‘dreamer’ (see K.14 *a=meć). 

The major exception is in the initial Bsq reflexes of the PSC glottalized affricates *ć ̣

and *č,̣ which merge as Bsq *č (northern Bsq /š/), e.g. Bsq *čahal ‘calf, heifer’, (BN, L) 

xahal /šahal/ ‘calf’, (PEC *Hćẉɨ̄lV̄ ‘calf, heifer’; see N.11), Bsq *činčV ‘pebble, gravel’ 

(PEC *čạ̈̆čẉV ‘pebble’; see D.17). 

 

§ Migration from one sibilant class to another: By this is meant the change, for 

example, of a PSC laminal or ‘hissing’ sibilant (e.g. *c, *c,̣ or *ʒ) to a Bsq apical or ‘hissing-

hushing’ sibilant (e.g. *ś or *ć).   

The most general changes of this type include a general shift of PSC apical *ś, *ć to 

Bsq laminal *s or *c (some conditioned exceptions retain *ś, *ć); PSC post-alveolar or 

‘hushing’ *š and *č to Bsq apical *ś or *ć; and a general shift of all PSC sibilant affricates to 

Bsq *-c in final position (some conditioned exceptions have *-ć instead). Examples of all 

these changes are listed below. 

A common type of conditioned ‘migration’, or shift of point of articulation, is the 

frequent shift from PSC laminal *c, *c,̣ or *ʒ to Bsq apical *ś or *ć. The conditions that 

determine this kind of migration or shift are not yet completely understood, but at least some 

instances are associated with proximity to labial vowels, and perhaps also to labial 

consonants.2 As with other Bsq developments, parallel NC developments can provide a clue, 

for example, in “PN [Proto-Nakh], as the table shows, hissing sounds are preserved as they 

are, but are transformed if a -w- follows. The disappearing labialization in this case 

transforms hissing sounds into hushing” (NCED 46); for example, PNC *swĕrho ‘old; 

                                                           
2 I am grateful to the late Sergei A. Starostin (p.c.) for his help in detecting the conditioning factors. 
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year’ > Chechen, Ingush šira ‘old (of age)’, šo ‘year’ (NCED 968); cf. Bsq *sahaṙ ‘old’ 

(person), which retains the hissing (laminal) quality (R.40). 

 

Bsq apical (*ś, *ć) conditioned by labial vowels (*o, *u):  

Bsq *a=ćo ‘old woman’ ~ PNC *cẉŏyV ‘woman, female’ (J.7) 

Bsq *auśi-ki ‘to bite’ ~ PEC *=VcṾ ‘to drink; to gulp, to eat’ (V.55) 

Bsq *baśo ‘forest, wilderness, mountains’ ~ PEC *wɨ̄ce / *cɨ̄we ‘mountain’ (Q.49) 

Bsq *e=će ‘house’ ~ PNC *c[̣ī]yu ‘house’ (Q.1) 

Bsq *Hauśo ‘blizzard, torrent’, *eɫh-auśo ‘avalanche’; *e=auśi ‘to fall’ ~ PEC 

*=ŭśV ‘to descend, fall, be scattered’ (G.11; V.20) 

Bsq *hoć ‘noise, fame, passion’, etc. ~ PEC *kwɨ̄ycV ‘form, appearance’ (L.14) 

Bsq *honća ‘well’ (adv.); ‘good’ (n.) ~ PEC *ʡV(n)ǯV ‘good’ (R.64) 

Bsq *ɦośin ‘deep water, pool, well’ < PSC *ʔwɨ̄[c]V́ńV̆ ~ PEC *ʔwɨ̄ncV̆ ‘spring, 

source (of water’ (E.2) 

Bsq *huć ‘empty, bare’, *ɦućal ‘poor, barren’ ~ PNC *=HĭcẶl / *=HĭlcṾ- ‘naked, 

bare’ (R.8) 

Bsq *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’ ~ PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū ‘saliva, mucus; herpes’ (A.93) 

Bsq *iću ‘blind; blind person’ ~ PEC *=VcV / *VćV ‘blind, dark’ (R.16) 

Bsq *ośo ‘whole, complete, entire’ ~ PNC *=ɦŏcṾ ‘full, to fill’ (R.65) 

Bsq *śoin ‘shoulder, (upper) back’, etc. ~ PEC *Hcẉēynǝ̆ ‘leg bone’ (A.38)  

Bsq *śu / *i=ću ‘fire’ ~ PNC *cặyɨ̆ / *cụ̆y- ‘fire’ (F.1) 

Bsq apical (*ś, *ć) < PSC *rS-clusters, adjacent to Bsq labial vowel: 

Bsq *e=aśo ‘to lift, raise, carry’ ~ PEC *HĕrcṾ- ‘to stand up, to raise’ (V.72) 

Bsq *e=ośi ‘to sew’ ~ PNC *=irśE ‘to weave’ (V.32) 

Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face’ ~ PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ ‘protruding part, point, edge’ (A.17) 

Bsq *oćo ‘wolf’ ~ PNC *bħĕrcẹ̆ ‘wolf, jackal’ (B.1) 

Bsq *toś-ka ‘clay (kaolin)’ ~ PEC *tɦVrcẉV ‘dirt; bog’ (D.20) 

Bsq apical (*ś, *ć) from influence of PSC labial consonants: 

Bsq *a=meć ‘dream, sleep’ ~ PNC *ɦnićwV̆ ‘night, evening’ (K.14) 

Bsq *balća ‘pool, pond’ ~ PNC *ṗɦĭlcẉǝ̆ ‘mud, dirt’ (E.4) 

Bsq *hauć ‘ashes, powder’ ~ PEC *yōmćV ‘earth’ (F.5)  

Bsq *mahać ‘grape(s)’ ~ PNC *ʕämćō ‘apple; medlar’ (P.17) 

Bsq *oroć ‘male animal’ ~ Agul urč ‘calf’, etc. < PEC *wHilćV (N.14) 

Bsq *pać ‘pomace (of apples, grapes)’ ~ PEC *bHaćwe ‘bark, skin, leaf’ (C.47) 

Bsq *śagu ‘mouse’ ~ PNC *cārgwV ‘mouse, weasel, marten’ (B.11) 

Bsq *śaie ‘vulture’ ~ PEC *cẉämʔV̆ ‘eagle, vulture’ (B.13) 

Bsq *śami-n ‘bitter, sour, pungent’ ~ PEC *cẹ̆mhV / *cẉĕnhV ‘salt, salty’ (R.15) 

Bsq *śapa-ṙ ‘thicket, bramble’ ~ PEC *cɨ̣bV ‘plant with berries’ (C.19) 

       

§ A note on Basque /ls/ ~ /lc/, /lś/ ~ /lć/, /ns/ ~ /nc/, /nś/ ~ /nć/, /rs/ ~ /rc/, 

/rś/ ~ /rć/ clusters: 
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As noted by Michelena (M 290) sibilants in modern Bsq tend to be neutralized after 

/l/, /n/, /r/, either as /s/ and /ś/, on one hand, /c/ and /ć/, on the other. In Gipuzkoan 

(G), and some neighboring parts of High Navarre (AN), Lapurdi (L), and Bizkaia 

(B), the neutralization favors the affricates /c/, /ć/; Michelena cites the examples, of 

Latin-Romance origin, galtzak ‘trousers’ (Lat *calcea), intsentsu ‘incense’, 

kontzientzia ‘conscience’, paltso ‘false’ (EB faltsu), pentsatu ‘to think’, pultsu 

‘pulse’, bertso ‘verse’. Standard Bsq (EB) follows this pattern.  

On the other hand, in the 17th century Landucci’s transcription of a 

southwestern (Araban) Bsq dialect indicates neutralization to the plain sibilants /s/, 

/ś/, written ç, s, respectively, e.g. {arça} ‘the bear’ (EB hartza), {ençun} ‘to hear’ 

(EB entzun), {pensadu} ‘to think’ (EB pentsatu), etc. In the following century the 

Zuberoan Bertrand Zalgize (Sauguis) wrote {cinçarria} ‘the (cow-)bell’, {onsa} 

‘well, (the) good’, {belz} ‘black’, {holça} ‘the wall of planks’, {salsa} ‘sauce’, with 

neutralization to plain sibilants after /n/ and /l/, but after /r/ a contrast was 

maintained, e.g. {urçoac} ‘pigeons’ vs. {hartza} ‘the bear’. The last two examples 

match well with PNC (*=ōrsA ‘bird; to fly’, *χHVr[ć]̣V ‘marten, otter’), and 

probably the original PSC situation. In modern Zuberoan the affricates are 

generalized after /n/ and /l/, but the contrast is maintained after /r/: tzĩntzárri ‘bell’, 

ṹntsa ‘well, good’, beltz ‘black, sáltsa ‘sauce’; but ǘrzo ‘pigeon’ vs. hártza ‘the 

bear’ (Larrasquet 1939). The northeastern Bsq dialects (BN, Sal, R), as well as Z) 

have urzo ‘pigeon’ vs. (B, G, AN, L-Ainhoa) uso id. See the separate discussion, 

Liquid + sibilant clusters, pp. 195-200, for more about these types of clusters.           

 

§ Basque “st-clusters” developed from sibilants:   

Basque “st-clusters” sometimes correspond to PNC sibilants (usually tense) *s, *c, 

*c,̣ *ʒ, *ś. This development is relatively rare in Bsq, and seems to have been highly 

constrained by a precise set of conditions. The coexistence of Bsq *gasta-na 

‘cheese’ (with the /st/ development) along with related words like *gac ‘salt’, *gasi 

‘salty; sour’, *gas-hur ‘whey’, suggests that the difference may have originated 

from different prosodic allomorphs of the same root. Within NC the Nakh languages 

exhibit a similar tendency: “Most difficult to explain are cases of PN reflecting PEC 

hissing (and hissing-hushing …) affricates and fricatives as a *st (*st)̣ cluster (both 

in initial and non-initial positions) … probably as a result of distant palatalization) 

after or before a *j … or following the resonant *l” (NCED 47, 51). Bsq /st/ 

realizations coincide with Nakh /st/ in only a few cases: Bsq (B) bea-ztun ‘gall, bile’ 

~ Chechen stim ‘gall’; Bsq (R) aizto ‘knife’ ~ Chechen sto ‘chisel’, Ingush osta, 

Batsbi st’o id.; Bsq *aśtun ‘heavy’ ~ Chechen, Ingush =arst- ‘to fatten, become fat’, 

Batsbi =arst’- id. This suggests that the conditions producing Bsq /st/ clusters were 

at least slightly different from those underlying Nakh /st/ clusters. This is a topic for 

future study.   
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§ Other sibilant clusters in Basque: There are some significant variations in 

internal sibilant clusters between /sn/ ~ /śn/, /st/ ~ /śt/, and /sk/ ~ /śk/. 

 The Bsq word for ‘milk’, EB esne /eśne/, which is typical of the widest 

range of dialects, (B, G, AN, BN, L, Azk, Sal) esne, while the far east (Z 

and R) and the early BN writer Leiçarraga (16th c.) favor ezne /esne/, with 

voicing in (Z) /ezne ́/; but some early western witnesses, Landucci (1562) 

and RS (1596), also have ezne. The existence of a trisyllabic variant in (G-

Burunda, Etxarri-Aranaz; AN-Larraun, Ulzama, Erro, Olza; Bzt) esene 

/eśene/ ‘milk’ prompted Michelena (M 163-4) to suggest that the middle 

vowel was an innovation. In any case, an original *e=śene or *e=śne is 

consistent with the proposed cognate, PNC *šä̆mʔV (or *šä̆nʔu) ‘milk, 

udder’, since the usual correspondence is Bsq *ś = PNC *š (see details 

below).   

 For the Bsq word for ‘young’, EB gazte, /st/ is favored in a majority of 

dialects and authors, though /śt/ is typical for some northern and Navarrese 

dialects: (AN-Eguesibar, Artzi, L-Sara, BN-Beskoitze, Urketa) gaste. It is 

difficult to determine whether /st/ ~ /śt/ is original, but /śt/ seems more 

consistent with the proposed cognate, PNC *kwɨrčẸ̆ / *kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ ‘young (of 

animals, birds)’.  

 A Bsq word for ‘disgust, revulsion, abomination’, EB nazka, varies between 

(G, AN) /naska/ and (G) /naśka/; in this model /ś/ could correspond to either 

PNC *č or *ć : cf. PEC *n[a]čV ‘shame’ (~ *n[a]ćV) (NCED 844). See Bsq 

*aśka ‘trough’, *eśku ‘hand’, under PSC *ć (below). 

 

PSC *s:  

Bsq *e=staṙi ‘throat’ ~ PNC *swĔri / *riswĔ ‘neck’ (A.32) 

Bsq *sisto-ṙ ‘icicle’ ~ PEC *sɨ̄rVsV ‘icicle, hoar-frost’ (G.18) 

PSC *c: 

Bsq *(beHa-)sun ‘bile, gall’ / (B) beaztun ~ PNC *cwä̆ymĕ ‘gall, anger’ (Chechen 

stim, etc.) (A.88)  

Bsq *usta ‘harvest’ ~ PEC *=ōcV ‘to mow’ (H.11) 

PSC *c:̣ 

Bsq *gasta-na ‘cheese’ (~ *gac ‘salt’, *gasi ‘salty; sour’) ~ (metathesis) PEC 

*cạ̈̄kẉV ‘sour, raw’ (P.5, P.23, R.57)   

Bsq *hestu-n ‘ring, link’ ~ PEC *HV̆cṾ ‘ring, bracelet’ (Q.37) 

Bsq *listo- / *liśto- ‘hornet, wasp’ ~ PEC *ƛămcṾ ‘a biting insect’ (B.31) 

Bsq *pista ‘rheum, eye secretion’ ~ PNC *pĭncẉĂ ‘resin, juice’ (A.79) 

PSC *ʒ: 

Bsq *baste-ṙ ‘edge, margin, corner’ ~ PNC *whǝ̆rʒĭ ‘edge, tip’ (I.1) 

Bsq *busta-n ‘tail’ ~ Tsakhur bɨṭ / [oblique] bɨṭ:e- ‘tail’ < Proto-Lezgian *p:oIc:̣- < 

PNC [*bHuʒV / *bHōʒV] ‘tail’ (A.47) 

Bsq *esti ‘honey, sweet’ ~ PEC *mĭʒV ‘sweet’ / *hwmĭʒū ‘honey’ (P.21) 
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Bsq *haisto, *haisto-ṙ ‘knife, shears’ ~ PNC *HăyʒV̄ ‘chisel’ (Chechen sto, etc.) 

(Q.11)  

Bsq *susa / *susta (in *mar-sus[t]a ‘blackberry, mulberry’) ~ PEC *ʒimʒV ‘a kind 

of berry (or flower, blossom)’ (P.19)3 

PSC *s̆́ : 

Bsq *aśtun ‘heavy’ ~ PNC *=HrV̆yśĒ ‘thick, dense, fat’ > Chechen =arst-, etc. 

(R.29) 

PSC *č:̣ 

Bsq *ga[ś]te ‘young (person), youth’ ~ PNC *kwɨrčẸ̆ / *kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ ‘young (of animals, 

birds)’ (R.66) 

 

§ Sibilant harmony:  It is a well-known characteristic of Bsq, that a “lexical item may 

contain only laminal sibilants (/z tz/) or only apical sibilants (/s ts/). When, by word-formation or 

borrowing, both orders of sibilant arise in a single word, the laminal assimilates to the apical” (EDB 

42; cf. M 283-4; HB 88-9). This phenomenon affects some etymologies proposed here, for example 

Bsq *śać / *śić ‘moth’ for expected *śac / *śic, cognate with PEC *šwĕʒV ‘a kind of biting insect’ 

(B.29). The archaic Bsq zinetsi ‘believe’ reveals its original components (*sin ‘true’ + *eući 

‘consider’), but is now harmonized with apicals in modern Bsq (BN, L, Z) sinhetsi, (EB) sinetsi id. 

Sibilant harmony is, however, only a strong tendency, not an absolute rule, and there are many 

examples of its “violation,” even in modern forms. For example, general Bsq zazpi ‘seven’ has been 

recorded in dialects with all possible combinations of sibilants: (B-Bergara, Leintza) zaspi, (B, G-

Beterri, BN-Beskoitze, Urketa) saspi, (B-Otxandiano) sazpi; both zaspi and saspi have been heard in 

G (Azpeitia). 

Bsq *śaśi ‘bramble, thorn’ (C.16) was recorded as {çarci} = zarzi /sarsi/, along with {sassi} 

/śaśi/ by Oihenart (17th c.). The modern form seems to be the result of the changes *sarsi > *saśi (as 

in *urso > western Bsq /uśo/ ‘pigeon’, B.22) > *śaśi. The archaic *sarsi, along with the loanwords 

Old Spanish {sarça}, modern Spanish zarza (with anticipatory sibilant harmony), Portuguese sarça, 

point to an old *rs cluster, and this may be confirmed by a more distant cognate, Burushaski *ćhaṣ 

‘buckthorn’ (if the last has the retroflex /s/̣ from *rs).4 Similar developments are seen in (R) marzuza 

‘blackberry’ > *maśusa > (Z) masǘsa, (EB) masusta /maśuśta/ (P.18, P.19); and (Z-arc) bürzüntz 

‘trembling aspen’ > *buśunc > modern Z müsǘnts /müśǘnć/ (with nasal assimilation of the initial as 

well as sibilant harmony: see C.10). 

 

PSC *s: This proto-phoneme is remarkably stable in Basque, with a well-established reflex 

of laminal *s (orthographic z) in most positions. In a few cases the Bsq reflex is the cluster 

*st (see *e=staṙi ‘throat’; *sisto-ṙ ‘icicle’). There is a seemingly “irregular” reflex (*ś for 

                                                           
3 If it does not contain the diminutive suffix *-ta (see chapter V). 
4 I have favored a theory that at least some Burushaski retroflexes derive from PSC clusters such as *lt, *rṭ, *rd, 

e.g. Bur *phaṭ ‘gizzard’ < *phart ~ PEC *pHVrṭwV ~ Bsq *e-purdi ‘buttocks, rump’ (A.45) (SCG 160; Bengtson 

& Blažek 2011: 27-30). For *rs > /s/̣ consider Bur *-̇s-̣ ‘neck, throat’ ~ Hunzib rɨs ‘throat’, etc. < PNC *riswĔ / 

*swĔri ~ Bsq *e=staṙi ‘throat’ (A.32). 
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expected *s) in Bsq *biśa-ṙ ‘wildcat, marmot’ ~ PEC *bĭsV ‘pussy-cat’ (B.3), probably an 

expressive change.5 

   

PSC *s > Bsq initial *s-: 

Bsq *sahaṙ ‘old’ (human), ‘old person’ ~ PNC *swĕrho / *r(h)ĕswo ‘old; year’ (R.40) 

Bsq *sain ‘vein, root, nerve, root (of hair)’ ~ PEC *sēħmV / *ħēmsV ‘muscle, vein; intestine’ 

(A.58) 

Bsq *saɫhui ‘quick, nimble, flexible’, etc. ~ PNC *sɨlV / *sɨɫV ‘light (of weight)’ (R.42) 

Bsq *san-ko, *san-ka-ṙ ‘foot, leg, bone, stalk’, etc. ~ PEC *sɨ̄nŏ / *sɨ̄nə̆ ‘long bone’ (A.71)  

Bsq *saur-ne ‘pus, matter’ ~ PEC *swüre ‘dirt, soot, sand’ (A.91) 

Bsq *se- [interrogative stem] ~ PNC *sāy [interrogative pronoun] ‘what’ (U.9) 

Bsq *sisa-li ‘worm’, *sisa-ni ‘leech’ ~ PEC *sēmsā ‘tadpole, water flea, bug, ant’ (B.47) 

Bsq *sise-ṙ, *siso-ṙ ‘hail’, *sisto-ṙ ‘icicle’ ~ PEC *sɨ̄rVsV ‘icicle, hoarfrost’ (G.18) 

Bsq *sunda ‘odor, stench; sniff, smell’ ~ PEC *sHwintṾ ‘snuff, smell; snot’ (L.15) 

Bsq *suri ‘white’ ~ PEC *sV̆rV ‘gray’ (R.1); cf. PY *su(ʔ)ŕ- ‘yellow’ 

Bsq *susun ‘poplar, aspen (tree)’ ~ PNC *swɨ̆nē ‘barberry; currants’ (C.9) 

PSC *s > Bsq medial *-s-: 

Bsq *bi=si ‘life, alive, lively’ ~ PNC *sĭHwV ‘breath; to breathe’ (A.87) 

Bsq *i=soṙo ‘root’ ~ PEC *sɨwirV ‘a kind of fragrant herb’ (C.45) 

Bsq *luse ‘long’ ~ PEC *lVysV ‘narrow, dense’ (R.33) 

Bsq *sise-ṙ, *siso-ṙ ‘hail’ (~ *sisto-ṙ ‘icicle’) ~ PEC *sɨ̄rVsV ‘icicle, hoarfrost’ (G.18) 

Final: 

Bsq *-s [instrumental] (noun case) ~ PNC *-s [instrumental animate; general attributive] (see 

Morphology, pp. 50, 53) 

In verb roots: 

Bsq *e=isa-n ‘to be’ ~ PNC *=ä̆sA ‘to sit, stay’ (V.38) 

Bsq *e=sun-ki ‘to put out (light), extinguish’ ~ PEC *=Hi[s]wVn / *=Hi[š]wVn ‘to 

extinguish, go out (of light)’ (V.57)6 

/st/ reflex: 

Bsq *e=staṙi ‘throat’ ~ PNC *swĔri / *riswĔ ‘neck’ (A.32) 

Bsq, *sisto-ṙ ‘icicle’ (beside *sise-ṙ, *siso-ṙ ‘hail’) ~ PEC *sɨ̄rVsV ‘icicle, hoarfrost’ (G.18) 

 

PSC *s-clusters: see also the separate discussion, Liquid + sibilant clusters, pp. 195-200.  

In the word for ‘dove’ /rs/ is maintained in northeastern Bsq (Z, R, Sal, BN-Amikuse), 

elsewhere it has changed to /ś/ (M 362).  *ls is reduced to /s/ when it would produce an 

awkward *lsk or *lst cluster:  

Bsq *es-kon- ‘to marry’, *es-t-ai, *es-t-egu ‘marriage, wedding’ ~ Archi as ‘husband, etc. < 

PEC *yǝlsV ‘husband’ (J.20) 

Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ PNC *ʡămsǝ ‘breath, soul; cloud, sky; god’ (G.3) 

                                                           
5 The change of sibilant in *biśa-ṙ might also have served to distinguish it from the near-homonym *bisa-ṙ 

‘beard’ (A.24). 
6 NC forms vary between hissing *s and hushing *š: see V.57.  
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Bsq *hols > *holc ‘plank, wall of planks’ ~ PEC *ħwǟlsǝ̆ ‘wood, stick, tree’ (Q.63) 

Bsq *sirs- (~ *sincu-ṙ) ‘throat’ [second /s/] ~ PEC *ćwĭrsV ‘gullet’ (A.30) 

Bsq *urso ‘dove’ ~ PEC *=ōrsA ‘bird; to fly, to jump (from above)’ (B.22) 

Clusters are generally reduced to the sibilant in verb roots: 

Bsq *Husi ‘to divide, distribute’ ~ PNC *=V̄rswE ‘to cut (in parts); shear, clip’ (V.64) 

 

PSC *c:  In most positions PSC *c [ts] corresponds to Bsq laminal /s/ (orthographic z), with 

some cases of migration to apicals /ś/ (orthographic s) or /ć/ (orthographic ts) (see above). In 

final position the Bsq reflex is laminal /c/ (orthographic tz), unless shifted to apical by a 

rounded vowel (see *hoć). The Bsq words *e=śan ‘say’, *usen ‘name’ and *hic ‘word’ 

seem to reflect different permutations of the same PSC root.7 

 

PSC *c > Bsq medial laminal *s or *c:  

Bsq *aseɦari / *ɦaseri ‘fox’ ~ PNC *chwōlĕ < *cEhwōlĕ ‘fox, jackal’ (B.2) 

Bsq *(beHa-)sun ‘bile, gall’ (B beaztun) ~ PNC *cwä̆ymĕ ‘gall, anger’ (A.88) 

Bsq *e=rece ‘corner, edge, side’, etc. ~ PEC *ʔrǝycwĕ ‘hind, bottom’ (I.3) 

Bsq *e=sari ‘measure’ < [*=cali]8 ~ PNC *=ălcŬ-m ‘to measure, weigh’ (L.8) 

Bsq *koce ‘nape’ (expressive *koče) < PSC *kọ̆ce ~ PEC *kŏcẹ ‘a kind of bone’ (A.35) 

Bsq *koco ‘male quadruped’ ~ PEC *q̇HŏcV ‘kid, hornless goat’ (N.10) 

Migration to apical *ś or *ć: 

Bsq *baśo ‘forest, wilderness, mountains’ ~ PEC *wɨ̄ce / *cɨ̄we ‘mountain’ (Q.49) 

Bsq *hoć ‘noise, fame, passion’, etc. ~ PEC *kwɨ̄ycV ‘form, appearance’ (L.14) 

Bsq *ɦośin ‘deep water, pool, well’ < PSC *ʔwɨ̄[c]V́ńV̆ ~ PEC *ʔwɨ̄ncV̆ ‘spring, source (of 

water’ (E.2); cf. PY *sin- ‘spring, glade’ (SCG 261) 

Bsq *iću ‘blind; blind person’ ~ PEC *=VcV (~ *VćV) ‘blind, dark’ (R.16)9 

Bsq *śagu ‘mouse’ ~ PNC *cārgwV ‘mouse, weasel, marten’ (B.11) 

PSC *c > Bsq final *-c: 

Bsq *e=rece ‘corner, edge, side’, etc. > eretz, ertz ~ PEC *ʔrǝycwĕ ‘hind, bottom’ (I.3) 

Bsq *hic ‘word’ ~ PNC *=[ī]mcŪ ‘to speak, tell, talk’ (L.10; V.52) 

Verb roots: 

Bsq *aci-tu ‘to catch, take, seize, steal’ ~ PNC *=ācĒ(n) ‘to catch, take’ (V.3) 

Bsq *e=cuɫi ‘to turn (over), return’, etc. ~ PEC *=īrcVl ‘to twirl, turn round’ (V.36) 

Bsq *e=śa-n ‘to say’ ~ PNC *=[ī]mcŪ ‘to speak, tell, talk’ (L.10; V.52) 

Bsq *e=seo, *e=se-ki ‘to burn, kindle’ ~ PNC *=ĕrcĂ ‘to roast (grain); to singe’ (V.60) 

Old cluster *-mc-: 

Bsq *usen ‘name’ ~ PNC *=[ī]mcŪ ‘to speak, tell, talk’ (L.10; V.52) 

New cluster with shift to apical: 

                                                           
7 The apical in Bsq *e=śa-n ‘to say’ is mysterious, if it even belongs with *hic ‘word’ and *usen ‘name’. 
8 The PNC form represents a common permutation, with the Bsq form retaining a more archaic shape (see SCP 

1).  
9 Due to paucity of attestation (only Avar-Andian-Tsezian) the original vowels are uncertain, as well as the 

internal consonant (tense *c or *ć). 
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Bsq *neś-ka ‘girl, maiden’ ~ PNC *nEcV / *cEnV ‘a relative in the 2nd or 3rd generation’ 

(J.8) 

*st-reflexes: 

Bsq (B) beaztun / (non-Bizkaian) *[beHa-]sun ‘bile, gall’, (L-Sara) beasuma ~ Dargi sume, 

etc. <PNC *cwä̆ymĕ ‘gall, anger’ (A.88)10 

Bsq *usta ‘harvest’ ~ PEC *=ōcV ‘to mow’ (H.11) 

PSC *-rc- > Bsq *rc ~ *s̆́ t alternation (see Liquid + sibilant clusters, pp. 195-200): 

Bsq *borc / *bośt ‘five’, *bośte-ko ‘hand’ ~ PEC *b[ǝ][r]cV ‘paw; part of arm or leg’ (‘fist’ 

in Tsezian: M.6) 

 

PSC glottal *c ̣= *c̓: The Bsq reflexes of this proto-phoneme are conditioned by position 

and surrounding vowels: laminals *s (orth. z) or *c (orth. tz) before or after non-rounded 

vowels *a, *e, *i; laminal *c in the clusters *lc, *nc (orth. ltz, ntz); apical *ś or *ć (orth. s or 

ts) before rounded vowels *o, *u, or in labial environments (e.g. PSC *cẉ). For peculiar 

developments of tense PSC *c ̣> Bsq *st (*gasta-na, *hestu-n, *listo-, *pista), and of the 

PSC clusters *-lc-̣ / -rc-̣ to Bsq *(n)h (*minhi, *bihi, *behi) see the section on Liquid + 

sibilant clusters, pp. 195-200. 

   

Initial *s:  

Bsq *sagi /*-ski ‘moon, luminary’ ~ PEC *cẉɨ̆yVkwŏ ‘brand, spark, brilliance’ (G.24) 

Bsq *saka-ṙ ‘rough, coarse; crust, scab’ ~ PEC *cặq̇V ‘strength, power’ (R.46) 

Bsq *saku-ṙ ‘dog’ ~ PEC *cị̄kɨ̄ / *kīcɨ̣̄ ‘puppy’ (N.2) 

Bsq *sama-ṙ (~ expressive *čama-ṙ) ‘fleece, shorn wool; mane’, etc. ~ PEC *cɦ̣wĕme 

‘eyebrow’ (A.23) 

Bsq *siHi ‘reed, rush’ ~ PEC *cẉǝ̄nHē / *Hnǝ̄cẉē ‘reed, cane’ (C.24) 

Bsq *sihi ‘wedge, skewer, spit’ ~ PNC *cạ̈̄nHV ‘arrow, bow’ (Q.42) 

Bsq *sinho ‘tallow, grease’ ~ PEC *cẹ̄nxwV ‘fat’ (adjective) (P.8) 

Bsq *sini ‘acorn’ ~ PNC *cẉāynV / *cẉāynV ‘fruit’ (C.36) 

Bsq *soko ‘corner, nook’ ~ PEC *cọ̆q̇V ‘sharp’ (I.2) 

Bsq *soṙoc ‘sharp’ (cf. *o=ṙac ‘needle, pin’) ~ PNC *cǝ̣̆wrē / *rǝ̆wcẹ̄ ‘pointed stick’ (R.50) 

Medial *s or *c: 

Bsq *-cu ‘*ten’ (in *bed-era-cu ‘9’) ~ PNC *ʡĕncẸ̆ ‘ten’ (M.8)11 

Bsq *gasi ‘salty, sour’ (~ *gac ‘salt’, *gazta-na ‘cheese’) < PSC *g(w)ǟcṾ, (with glottal 

assimilation) *k(̣w)ǟcṾ ~ (metathesis) PEC *cạ̈̄kẉV ‘sour, raw’ (P.5, P.23, R.57)  

Bsq *gison / gisa- ‘man’ ~ PNC *ɢĀcẸ̆ ‘man’ > PWC *q:aćạ id. (J.2) 

Bsq *o=ṙasi ‘comb’ (cf. *o=ṙac ‘needle, pin’, *soṙoc ‘sharp’) ~ PNC *rǝ̆wcẹ̄ / *cǝ̣̆wrē 

‘pointed stick’ (Q.34) 

Apical reflexes *ś or *ć (see above about ‘migration’): 

Bsq *a=ćo ‘old woman’ ~ PNC *cẉŏyV ‘woman, female’ (J.7) 

Bsq *auśi-ki ‘to bite’ ~ PEC *=VcṾ ‘to drink; to gulp, to eat’ (V.55) 

                                                           
10 See Z.10 for the first element *beha-. 
11 Note Trask’s objections to this analysis (HB 273f., EDB 58, 129). 
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Bsq *e=će ‘house’ ~ PNC *c[̣ī]yu ‘house’ (Q.1) 

Bsq *huć ‘empty, bare’, *ɦućal ‘poor, barren’ ~ PNC *=HĭcẶl / *=HĭlcṾ- ‘naked, bare’ 

(R.8) 

Bsq *o=koć / *kokoc ‘chin; snout; nape’12 ~ PEC *q̇ăcɨ̣̆ / *q̇ăcụ̆ ‘bite; mouth’ (A.15) 

Bsq *ośo ‘whole, complete, entire’ / *aśe ‘(to be) full, sated’ ~ PNC *=ɦŏcṾ ‘full, to fill’ / 

*=ɦ[a]cṾ ‘to be filled, full’ (V.66) 

Bsq *śaie ‘vulture’ ~ PEC *cẉämʔV̆ ‘eagle, vulture’ (B.13) 

Bsq *śami-n ‘bitter, sour, pungent’ ~ PEC *cẹ̆mhV / *cẉĕnhV ‘salt, salty’ (R.15) 

Bsq *śapa-ṙ ‘thicket, bramble’ ~ PEC *cɨ̣bV ‘plant with berries’ (C.19) 

Bsq *śoin ‘shoulder, (upper) back’, etc. ~ PEC *Hcẉēynǝ̆ ‘leg bone’ (A.38)  

Bsq *śu / *i=ću ‘fire’ ~ PNC *cặyɨ̆ / *cụ̆y-13 ‘fire’ (F.1) 

Final *-c:  

Bsq *a=hoc ‘chaff, husk, straw’ < PSC *kHwecẸ̆ ~ PNC *cḤwekẸ̆ / *cḤwekĔ ‘straw, chaff’ 

(C.48) 

Bsq *a=huc ‘cheek’ ~ PEC *kVcṾ ‘chin’ (A.14) 

Bsq *ma=kac ‘nick, scratch’ (but *a=kać ‘nick, notch, fault’, *ma=keć ‘defective thing’) ~ 

PEC *q̇ăcɨ̣̆ / *q̇ăcụ̆ ‘piece, bite, incision’ (L.1) 

Bsq *bi=hoc ‘heart’ < PSC *kwí̆cẸ̆ ‘vital organ’ ~ (with assimilation) PNC *kẉĭcẸ̆ / *cị̆kẉĔ 

‘spleen, intestine’ (A.48) 

Bsq *e=ṙoic ‘cliff, fissure’ ~ PEC *hrŏmcẉe ‘stone’ (D.13) 

Bsq *gac ‘salt’ (~ *gasi ‘salty, sour’, *gazta-na ‘cheese’) < PSC *g(w)ǟ́cṾ, (with glottal 

assimilation) *k(̣w)ǟ́cṾ ~ (metathesis) PEC *cạ̈̄kẉV ‘sour, raw’ (P.5, P.23, R.57)  

Bsq *ɦaic ‘stone, rock, crag’ ~ PNC *ɦǝ̄mVcọ̆ ‘stone’ (D.15) 

Bsq *o=ṙac ‘needle, pin’ (cf. *soṙoc ‘sharp’) ~ PNC *rǝ̆wcẹ̄ / *cǝ̣̆wrē ‘pointed stick’ (Q.34) 

Verb roots: 

Bsq *e=ca-n ‘to lie down, put down’ ~ PNC *=icẶ ‘to give, compensate; to put’ (V.51) 

Bsq *e=ncu-n ‘to hear, listen’ ~ PNC *=ămcẸ̆ ‘to know, see’ (V.48) 

Bsq *e=sagu-n ‘to know, be acquainted’, etc. ~ PNC *cẸnχV(n) ‘to search, ask’ (V.50) 

PSC clusters (see separate discussion of Clusters):  

Bsq *balća ‘pool, pond’ ~ PNC *ṗɦĭlcẉǝ̆ ‘mud, dirt’ (E.4) 

Bsq *behi ‘cow’ ~ PEC *bħǝrcẉV ‘cattle’ (N.6) 

Bsq *bihi ‘seed, grain, fruit’ < *bisị ~ PEC *bħĕ[r]čị-nV ‘a cereal’ (O.7) 

Bsq *bursunc ‘trembling aspen’ ~ PNC *ʕwmǟrcọ̆ ‘a kind of deciduous tree or shrub’ (C.10) 

Bsq *e=aśo ‘to lift, raise, carry’ ~ PEC *HĕrcṾ- ‘to stand up, to raise’ (V.72) 

Bsq *e=lco ‘gnat, mosquito’ ~ PEC *ƛămcṾ ‘a biting insect’ (B.31) 

Bsq *gesi ‘arrow, dart’ < PSC *gwVlcṾ ~ PNC *kẉVlVʒV / *gwVlVcṾ ‘weapons, armor’ 

(Q.43) 

Bsq *Hace ‘back part; track’ ~ PNC *hāmcẸ̆ ‘half, middle’ > Ubykh ǯ́a ‘back part’ (I.8) 

Bsq *i=hunc ‘dew’ ~ PEC *xwɨ̆mcẉɨ̄ ‘bog, dirt’ (E.11) 

                                                           
12 We expect final *-ć here – variation with *-c caused by contamination with another root? *kokoc by 

contamination with *kokot ‘nape’. 
13 Direct / oblique stems, respectively. 
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Bsq *lance-ṙ ‘drizzle, fog’ ~ PEC *λä̆[m]cṾ / *λwä̆cṾ ‘to filter, sift’ (G.9) 

Bsq *lincu-ra ‘marsh, bog’, *lisun ‘mold, mildew; moldy, musty’ (< *lincu-n) ~ PEC 

*ƛwilcẉV ‘bog, marsh’ (E.6; R.36) 

Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’, *minco ‘speech, voice’, *mis-to ‘sting’ ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ (A.9) 

Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face’ ~ PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ ‘protruding part, point, edge’ (A.17) 

Bsq *oćo ‘wolf’ ~ PNC *bħĕrcẹ̆ ‘wolf, jackal’ (B.1) 

Bsq *toś-ka ‘clay (kaolin)’ ~ PEC *tɦVrcẉV ‘dirt; bog’ (D.20) 

Bsq *ulce ‘(metal) nail’ (*u=lce ?) ~ PEC *yä̆lcẉV ‘stick, branch; wedge, stake’ (Q.40) 

New clusters by syncope: 

Bsq *elco ‘gnat, mosquito’ < *e=leco ~ PEC *ƛămcṾ ‘a biting insect’ (B.31) 

Bsq *(ema-)ste ‘woman’ < *sete ~ PSC *cḤV̆dV id. or PEC *ʒHV̆tṾ ‘woman, female’ (J.5) 

*st-reflex (in these cases PNC has the tense affricate *c)̣: 

Bsq *gasta-na ‘cheese’ (~ *gac ‘salt’, *gasi ‘salty; sour’) < PSC *gǟ́c(̣w)V, (with glottal 

assimilation) *kạ̈̄́c(̣w)V ~ (metathesis) PEC *cạ̈̄kẉV ‘sour, raw’ (P.5, P.23, R.57)   

Bsq *hestu-n ‘ring, link’ ~ PEC *HV̆cṾ ‘ring, bracelet’ (Q.37)  

Bsq *listo- / *liśto- ‘hornet, wasp’ ~ PEC *ƛămcṾ ‘a biting insect’ (B.31) 

Bsq *pista ‘rheum, eye secretion’ ~ PNC *pĭncẉĂ ‘resin, juice’ (A.79) 

  

PSC *ʒ = *dz:  In all positions the Basque reflexes are laminal *s (orth. z), *c in the cluster 

*nc (orth. ntz). The only exceptions are (1) Bsq *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’, with an apical due to 

the surrounding labial vowels (cf. PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū); and (2) Bsq *śić / *śać ‘moth’, by 

assimilation of the second sibilant to the initial apical (cf. PEC *šwĕʒV). In a few cases Bsq 

*-st- corresponds to PEC tense *ʒ (see *baste-ṙ, *busta-in, *esti, *haisto, and the discussion 

of st-clusters, above).  

 

PSC *ʒ- > initial Bsq *s-: 

Bsq *seɫhai ‘plain, prairie’, etc. ~ PEC *ʒǝlV ‘plain, plateau’ (D.5) 

Bsq *sendo-ṙ ‘load of wood’ ~ PEC *ʒändV ‘fuel’ (Q.67) 

Bsq *sesen ‘bull’ ~ Proto-Avar-Andian *zin-HV ‘cow’ < PNC *ʒVn- (N.7) 

Bsq *siki-ro ‘gelded ram’, *siki-te ‘gelded goat’ ~ PNC *ʒĭkV̆ / *kĭʒV̆ ‘goat, kid’ (N.17) 

Bsq *simi(n)c(a) bedbug’ ~ PNC *ʒimiʒĂ / *miʒĂ ‘a kind of stinging insect’ (B.38) 

Bsq *sinaguṙi ‘ant’ (insect) ~ PNC *ʒHĔmVḳĂ ‘ant’ (B.35) 

Bsq *sinca, *since-ṙi, *sinci-ɫa ‘bell, cowbell’ ~ PNC *ʒĭ[l]ʒV ‘brass; item made of brass’ 

(Q.48) 

Bsq *solhi ‘ripe, mature’, etc. ~ PNC *ʒŏɫV ‘healthy, whole’ (R.44) 

Bsq *suṙin (in *gult-suṙin ‘kidney’) ~ PEC *ʒwĕre / *rĕʒwe ‘urine’ (A.56.b) 

Bsq *susa (in *mar-susa ‘blackberry, mulberry’) ~ PEC *ʒimʒV ‘a kind of berry (or flower, 

blossom)’ (P.19) 

Bsq *susen ‘right, correct, just’, *sin ‘oath, truth; true’ ~ PNC *HăʒĔm- ‘clean, to clean’ 

(R.43) 

PSC *ʒ > medial Bsq *-s-: 

Bsq *i=saṙ ‘star’ ~ PNC *ʒwhărī / *ʒwăhrī ‘star’ (G.21) 
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Bsq *i=soc ‘frost, ice’ ~ PEC *ʒwVnć(w)V ‘snowdrift, snowstorm’ (G.16) 

PSC *ʒ > final Bsq *-c: As mentioned above, Bsq *śać / *śić ‘moth’ has been changed, by 

sibilant harmony, from the expected *śac / *śic ~ PEC *šwĕʒV ‘a kind of biting insect’ 

(B.29).  

Bsq *haraic ‘oak tree’ < PSC *ʔăɫʔăyʒV ~ (metathesis) PNC *ʔăyʒăɫʔV ‘a kind of deciduous 

tree’ (C.6) 

PSC cluster (*-mʒ-, *-nʒ-, *-lʒ-): 

Bsq *e=aici ‘to milk (a cow)’ ~ PNC *=āmʒŬ ‘to milk’ (V.26) 

Bsq *Hainc(-eihaṙ) ‘frost’ ~ PNC *yămʒĂ ‘snow’ (G.15) 

Bsq *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’ ~ PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū ‘saliva, mucus; herpes’ (A.93) 

Bsq *onci ‘vessel, ship’ ~ PEC *bōnʒ(w)V ‘a kind of vessel’ (Q.27) 

Bsq *sinca, *since-ṙi, *sinci-ɫa ‘bell, cowbell’ ~ PNC *ʒĭ[l]ʒV ‘brass; item made of brass’ 

(Q.48) 

st-reflexes: 

Bsq *baste-ṙ ‘edge, margin, corner’ ~ PNC *whǝ̆rʒĭ ‘edge, tip’ (I.1) 

Bsq *busta-n ‘tail’ ~ PNC [*bHuʒV ~ *bHōʒV] > PLezg *p:oIc:̣- > Tsakhur bɨṭ / bɨṭ:e- ‘tail’ 

(A.47) 

Bsq *esti ‘honey, sweet’ ~ PEC *mĭʒV ‘sweet’ / *hwmĭʒū ‘honey’ (P.21)  

Bsq *haisto, *haisto-ṙ ‘knife, shears’ ~ PNC *HăyʒV̄ ‘chisel’ > Chechen sto, etc. (Q.11)  

Bsq (BN) mazuzta ‘blackberry, mulberry’, (L) marzusta, (B, G) masusta, (B-Durango) 

masustra vs. (R) marzuza, etc. PEC *mer(ʔ)V ‘berry’ + *ʒimʒV ‘berry’ (P.18, 

P.19)14 

PSC *s̆́  / *z̆́ :  The few examples indicate that the usual Bsq reflex of PSC *s̆́  is laminal *s 

(orthographic z). Between labial vowels the Bsq reflex may instead be the apico alveolar *ś 

(orthographic s): see Bsq *Hauśo /*e=auśi. (Compare the similar situation with PSC *ć, 

whose Bsq reflexes vary between /s/ and /ć/ in an analogous way: see the discussion of 

‘Migration’, above.) There are so far only two Bsq-NC etymologies involving PNC *ź: see 

*su ‘you’ and *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, pickax’. As with other fricatives, *ź was originally probably a 

voiced allophone of *s̆́ .   

 

PSC *s̆́  > Bsq initial *s-: 

Bsq *sede ‘boundary, marker’ ~ PEC *śwǟdV ‘rock, stone; tombstone’ (L.3) 

Bsq *senhe ‘tiny, small’ < PSC *śV́nHV ~ (metathesis) PEC *HVnśV ‘small’ (R.56) 

Bsq *sirin ‘excrement (of birds), diarrhea’ ~ PEC *śiɫɨ̄ ‘dung (of sheep)’ (A.95) 

Bsq *suɫɦo ‘hole, cave, pipe (in body)’ ~ PEC *śwōɫV ‘hollow tube, pipe’ (I.12) 

PSC *s̆́  > Bsq medial *-s-: 

Bsq *e=ṙe[s]a-l ‘tree’ ~ PEC *rä̆śwē ‘tree, wood’ (C.4) 

Bsq *ɦesu-ṙ ‘bone’ ~ PEC *HɨśɨwVɫī ‘rib; side’ (A.75) 

Bsq *ɦosi ‘germ, shoot’ < PSC *ʔwí̆śē ~ PNC *śwĭʔē ‘a kind of cereal’ (C.31) 

PSC *s̆́  > Bsq final *-s: 

                                                           
14 Or, possibly, this word contains the diminutive suffix *-ta (see chapter V). 
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Bsq *ihas ‘last year’ < PSC *yHá̆śwV ~ (metathesis) PEC *śwăy(H)V ‘last year’ (H.3) 

PSC *s̆́  > Bsq *s̆́  (by labial influence): 

Bsq *Hauśo ‘blizzard, torrent’, *eɫh-auśo ‘avalanche’; *e=auśi ‘to fall’ ~ PEC *=ŭśV ‘to 

descend, fall, be scattered’ (G.11; V.20) 

Bsq *e=ośi ‘to sew’ ~ PNC *=irśE ‘to weave’ (V.32) 

PSC clusters: 

Bsq *e=ośi ‘to sew’ ~ PNC *=irśE ‘to weave’ (V.32) 

Bsq *eulci ‘heap of grain for threshing’ (dial. eulzi, ulzi) ~ PEC *ʔēlśV ‘a bundle of sheaves’ 

(Q.19) 

Bsq *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, axe’ ~ PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’ (Q.13) 

st-reflexes: 

Bsq *aśtun ‘heavy’ ~ PNC *=HrV̆yśĒ ‘thick, dense, fat’ > Chechen =arst-, etc. (R.29) 

 

PSC *ć:  In most positions the Bsq reflex is laminal *s (orthographic z); there is dialectal 

variation, for unclear reasons, between *s and *ś in one word (see *hese ~ *heśe). In final 

position Bsq has the usual *s or *c (see *las, *gaic), but when there is a labial in the PSC 

form Bsq has final or medial /ć/ (see *a=meć, *hauć, *iću, *mahanć, *oroć, *pać). 

 

PSC *ć > Bsq *s-, *-s-: 

Bsq *hese / *heśe ‘fresh, green, moist’ ~ PNC *=HäćwĂ ‘to pour, wash’ (R.25) 

Bsq *kasa-l ‘bark, shell, skin’ ~ PEC *qHǟćwa ‘skin’ (C.46) 

Bsq *sirsu- / *sincu-ṙ ‘throat’ (first /s/) ~ PEC *ćwĭrsV ‘gullet’ (A.30) 

 

PSC *ć > Bsq final *-c, *-s (no labial environments): 

Bsq *gaic ‘bad, sick, difficult’, etc. ~ PEC *gwVćV ‘lean, meager; left’ (R.6) 

Bsq *las ‘beam rafter’ ~ PEC *ƛṾćV ‘log, pole’ (Q.61) 

PSC *ć > Bsq *-ć-, *-ć (from labial environments): 

Bsq *a=meć ‘dream, sleep’ ~ PNC *ɦnićwV̆ ‘night, evening’ (K.14) 

Bsq *hauć ‘ashes, powder’ ~ PEC *yōmćV ‘earth’ (F.5)  

Bsq *iću ‘blind; blind person’ ~ PEC *VćV ‘blind, dark’ (~ *=VcV) (R.16)15 

Bsq *mahać ‘grape(s)’ ~ PNC *ʕämćō ‘apple; medlar’ (P.17) 

Bsq *oroć ‘male animal’ ~ Agul urč ‘calf’, etc. < PEC *wHilćV (N.14) 

Bsq *pać ‘pomace (of apples, grapes)’ ~ PEC *bHaćwe ‘bark, skin, leaf’ (C.47) 

*rc ~ *s̆́ t alternation: 

Bsq *berc / *beśt ‘cauldron, pail’ ~ PEC *parćē ‘water jug’ < *barćē ? (Q.23) 

PSC clusters (see the separate discussion of Clusters): 

Bsq *asa-l ‘skin, bark, peel’ ~ PNC *ʔwǟrćwǝ̆ ‘skin, color’ (A.26) 

Bsq *burca / *burcainc ‘squirrel’ < *bHărćV́nćV ~ PEC *bHărVnćV ‘badger’ (B.7) 

Bsq *gilc ‘key’ ~ PEC *ɢHwälćV ‘bolt, stick, board’ (Q.39) 

Bsq *ise- ‘aunt (maternal or paternal)’ ~ PEC *=īlćwī ‘girl, woman’ (J.16) 

                                                           
15 Due to paucity of attestation (only Avar-Andian-Tsezian) the original vowels are uncertain, as well as the 

internal consonant (tense *c or *ć). 
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Bsq *i=soc ‘frost, ice’ ~ PEC *ʒwVnć(w)V ‘snowdrift, snowstorm’ (G.16) 

Bsq *mar[c]-ɦarde ‘fork, pruning hook’ ~ PNC *mä̆rć(w)Ē ‘knife, sickle’ (Q.17)16 

New clusters (by syncope, compounding, or suffixing): 

Bsq *an-his-ba ‘sister (of woman)’ ~ PNC *=ɨ̆̇ćĭ ‘brother, sister’ (with changing class 

prefixes; J.11) 

Bsq *aśka ‘trough, manger, crib’ (< *a=śaka) ~ PNC *ćä̆q̇wă / *ćạ̈̆qwă ‘wooden vessel, 

scoop, spoon’ (Q.22) 

Bsq *eśku ‘hand’ (< *e=śegu) ~ PEC *ćəgwV / *gwəćV ‘arm’ (A.66) 

Bsq *naś-ka ‘disgust, revulsion’ ~ PEC *n[a]ćV ‘shame’ (~*n[a]čV) (K.3) 

 

PSC *š / *ž:  The Basque reflex is generally apical *ś (orthographic s). In the word for 

‘milk’ the dialects vary between the internal cluster /śn/ and /sn/. “The [PNC] voiced 

fricative *ž is reconstructed only for one root — the 1st pers. pl. excl. pronoun [*ži ‘we’]” 

(NCED 49). It is unlikely that this PNC pronoun has a Bsq cognate (see Pronouns).  

 

PSC *š > Bsq initial *ś-: 

Bsq *śać / *śić ‘moth’17 ~ PEC *šwĕʒV ‘a kind of biting insect’ (B.29) 

Bsq *śama ‘neck’ ~ PEC *šVmV ~ *mVšV ‘spine; edge’ (A.29) 

Bsq *śe-me ‘son’, *śa-/*-śo [element in kinship terms] ~ PNC *=ɨ̆šwĔ ‘son, daughter’ (J.13) 

 

PSC *š > Bsq medial *-ś-: 

Bsq *beśo ‘arm’ ~ PEC *bü̆šV (~ *wü̆šV) ‘hand, finger’ (A.62) 

Bsq *e=śene ‘milk’ ~ PNC *šä̆mʔV (or *šä̆nʔu) ‘milk, udder’ (P.3) 

Bsq *e=śe-ri ‘to sit, set; become’ ~ PNC *=išA ‘to move, to come’ (V.30) 

Bsq *gośe ‘hunger, hungry’ ~ PNC *gašē ‘hunger’ (R.30) 

Bsq *i=śać ‘broom, sorghum’ ~ PEC *šērčV ‘a kind of herb’ (C.26) 

Bsq *uṙi[ś]a ‘female (animal); woman’ ~ PEC *r=ɨ̆šwĔ ‘heifer; female child’ (N.15) 

PSC clusters: 

Bsq *ɦauśin / *ɦaśuin ‘nettle’ ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄mšwi ‘a kind of herb or weed’ (C.23) 

New clusters (by syncope): 

Bsq *i=śtu ‘spittle, saliva’ < *i=śVtu ~ PEC *šHătV ‘spittle, saliva’ (A.82) 

Bsq *ośki ‘shoe’ < *o=śoki ~ PEC *šwŏq̇HwV / *q̇HwŏšwV ‘heel, ankle’ (Q.35) 

st-reflex: 

Bsq *b=uśte-l ‘rotten’ ~ Udi b=ašʕa(y) ‘rotten’ < PNC *=VršĒ ‘to rot, ferment’ (R.45) 

 

PSC *č:  This proto-phoneme corresponds consistently to Basque apicals in most positions: 

initial and medial *ś (orthographic s); after a fossilized prefix or in verb stems the Bsq reflex 

is *ć (orth. ts) (see *i=ća-śo ‘sea’; *e=ući ‘to take, seize’, *hauć- ‘to break, tear’). For the 

PSC internal cluster *-rč- the Bsq reflex is *-śt-, or an alternation of *-rc- / *-śt-, probably 

the result of an old paradigmatic alternation (see *mucu-ṙ / *muśtu-ṙ, *ɦorci / *ɦośti, *ɦerce 

                                                           
16 Attested forms all have the sibilant tx /č/, probably derived < *c, with expressive palatalization. 
17 Probably by sibilant harmony (HB 88) from *sitz (= *śic in our notation). 
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/ *ɦeśte). There are analogous Bsq reflexes of PSC *-rć- (see *berc / *beśt) and PSC *-rc- 

(see *borc / *bośt). In absolute final position the Bsq reflex is /c/.   

 

PSC *č > Bsq initial *ś-: 

Bsq *śagaṙ ‘apple’ ~ PEC *čVχʷVr ‘pear’ (?: see P.14; NCED 893, 1107); cf. Burushaski 

śuɣurí ‘pear’ 

Bsq *śare / *śal- ‘net, grill’ ~ PEC *čɦaɫē ‘enclosure, fence’ (Q.7) 

Bsq *śega-iɫa ‘yearling goat’ ~ PEC *čwǝ̆rqū ‘sheep, lamb’ (N.19) 

Bsq *śolho ‘meadow, field’ ~ PEC *čHäɫu ‘earth, ground, sand’ (D.3) 

PSC *č > Bsq medial *-c̆́ -: 

Basque *i=ća-śo ‘sea’ < PSC *čä́HV ‘salt’ ~ PWC *ǯ́ǝ / *č́ǝ ‘salt’ (E.8) 

Bsq *koću ‘bowl, vessel’ ~ PEC *q̇HečwV ‘vessel, jar’ (Q.26) 

PSC *č > Bsq medial *-c̆́ - or *-ś- in verb roots: 

Bsq *e=ući ‘to take, hold, keep’ ~ PNC *=ăčwV̆ ‘to take, carry’ (V.33) 

Bsq *haśi ‘to begin, start’ ~ PNC *=āčĂn ‘to go, to lead’ (V.58) 

Bsq *hauśi ‘to break, shatter’ ~ PEC *=ičV(w) ‘to break, hit, wound’ (V.59) 

PSC *č > Bsq final *-c: 

Bsq *a=kec ‘boar’ ~ PEC *ɢǝčV ‘calf, bull-calf’ (N.23) 

Bsq *boc ‘happy, happiness’ ~ PEC *bičē ‘moral experience; god’ (K.8) 

PSC clusters (see the separate discussion of Clusters): 

Bsq *biči ‘jewel; pretty; god(-parent, -child)’ < *bići 18 ~ PEC *bīrčV ‘rich, honorable’ (J.17; 

R.41) 

Bsq *e=henśi ‘fleeing, to flee’ ~ PNC *hilčwĒ ‘to run’ (V.21) 

Basque *ɦerce / *ɦeśte ‘intestine’ ~ PNC *HĂrčV (~ *rHĂčV ~ *čĂrHV) ‘stomach, 

abomasum’ (A.54) 

Bsq *ɦorci / *ɦośti ‘sky, storm’ ~ PEC *Hǝ̄rčwVn ‘to become cloudy, gloomy’ (G.12) 

Bsq *i=śać ‘broom, sorghum’ ~ PEC *šērčV ‘a kind of herb’ (C.26) 

Bsq *mucu-ṙ (< *murcu-ṙ) / *muśtu-ṙ ‘snout; edge, extremity’ ~ PEC *mHărčwV ‘pus; 

mucus, snot’ (A.19) 

Bsq *śuś-ke-ṙ ‘lizard’ ~ PNC *čVrčV / *čṾrčṾ ‘lizard, snake, worm’ (B.24) 

New clusters (from syncope or suffixing): 

Bsq *aśto < *a=śato ‘ass, donkey’ ~ PWC *čǝdǝ ‘ass’ (N.13) 

Basque *laś-to ‘straw (of cereal plants)’ ~ PEC *ƛạčă ‘leaf, plant’ (C.27) 

Bsq *naś-ka ‘disgust, revulsion’ ~ PEC *n[a]čV ‘shame’ (~ *n[a]ćV) (K.3) 

Bsq *toś-ko ‘block, chunk (of wood)’ ~ PEC *dŭčV ‘wood, firewood’ (Q.59) 

 

PSC *c̆́ ,̣ *č:̣ There seems to be no difference in Basque reflexes of these PSC glottalized 

affricates, so they are conflated here. The Bsq reflexes are generally initial *č- (orthographic 

tx), varying with /š/ (orth. x) in some northeastern dialects; medial *-s- (orth. z); final *-c 

(orth. -tz) and in the cluster *-nc; and *ś in most clusters.  

                                                           
18 Palatal /č/ by expressive palatalization and/or position between two /i/s (Trask’s P30 and M9: see EDB 30, 

45). 
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PSC *c̆́ ,̣ *č ̣> Bsq initial *č: 

Bsq *č- [expressive/diminutive prefix] ~ PEC *č-̣ [expressive preverb] (see pp. 56, 207-08)19 

Bsq *čahal ‘calf, heifer’ ~ PEC *Hćẉɨ̄lV̄ / *Hlɨ̄ćẉV̄ ‘heifer, calf’ (N.11) 

Bsq *čamo ‘weevil, caterpillar’ ~ PEC *čɨ̣̆mhV / *čẉɨ̆nhV ‘flea; nit’ (B.45) 

Bsq *čank- ‘lame, hobbled’ ~ PEC *čạ̈̆nkṾ ‘trap, obstacle’ (R.31) 

Bsq *čaṙ ‘bad, weak’, etc. ~ PLezgian *čụrɨ- ‘wild’ < PEC *Hc ̣́ Vrē ‘wild; wasteland’ (R.5) 

Bsq *čehume ‘half-span’ ~ PNC *čṾ̆mħV ‘span’ (L.7) 

Bsq *čiki ‘small, little’ < PSC *čịḳV ~ PNC *ǯĭḳwĂ / *ḳĭǯwĂ ‘short’ (R.54)20 

Bsq *čimiča ‘bedbug’, *čimiṙi- ‘butterfly’ ~ PEC *ćịmVćṾ ‘fly, butterfly’ (B.39) 

Bsq *činčV ‘pebble, gravel’ ~ PEC *čạ̈̆čẉV ‘small stone’ (D.17)  

Bsq *čo[l]i ‘bird’21 ~ PEC *čḤwēlV ‘a small bird’ (B.19)22  

Bsq *čonta ‘chaffinch’; *čindo-ṙ ‘robin, redstart’ ~ PEC *čṾ̄ʁVliṭV ‘a kind of bird’ (B.20) 

Bsq *čoṙu ‘hair, fiber’ ~ PEC *ćħ̣wə̅rə ‘hair’ (A.22) 

Bsq *čupa-tu ‘to suck’ ~ PEC *cụṗV ‘sucking’, but Kryz č’uw-, Budukh č’up- (V.9)23 

PSC *c̆́ ,̣ *č ̣> Bsq medial *-c-, *-s-: 

Bsq *ɦauso ‘neighbor, neighborhood’ ~ PNC *HV̄čẉĔ ‘guest’ (J.22) 

Bsq *i=cal ‘shadow’ ~ PEC *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (G.20) 

Bsq*i=serdi ‘sweat; sap’ ~ PEC *ćạ̄ŁwV ‘blood; life’ (A.89); Cf. Hurr. zur-gi ‘blood’; PY 

*sur ‘blood, red’ 

PSC *c̆́ ,̣ *č ̣> Bsq final *-c:24 

Bsq *a=mec ‘a kind of oak; gall oak’ ~ PNC *nV̆čẹ̄ (? *mVnčẹ̄) ‘oak tree’ (C.5); cf. 

Burushaski *me[n]ṣ ‘sapling, bush’ 

Bsq *hac, *be=hac ‘finger, paw, thumb, toe’, etc. ~ PNC *kwăčẹ̆ ‘paw, knee’ (A.68) 

Bsq *hać ‘breath, stench’ ~ PEC [*ħVčṾ] ‘odor’ (A.86) 

Bsq *haś ‘bare, naked’ ~ PNC *ɦǝ̄ćẸ̆ ‘empty, hollow’ (R.7) 

Bsq *hoc ‘cold’, *hos- ‘be cold’ ~ PNC *HEčẉV / *čẉEHV ‘cold’ (R.17) 

Bsq *koroc (~ *goroc) ‘dung, manure’ ~ PEC *k[̣u]rčṾ / *k[̣u]rc ̣́ V ‘dung, excrement’ (A.96) 

Bsq *lić, (*liś-tu) ‘spittle, saliva’ ~ PEC *ƛă(mV)čṾ ‘saliva, pus’ (A.83) 

Bsq *moc ‘sex organs’ ~ PEC *mǝ̆čụ ‘hair; fibre, strip’ (A.61); cf. Burushaski *=múś-ki 

‘pubic hair’ (SCG 143) 

PSC clusters (see the separate discussion of Clusters):  

Bsq *belc < *b=elc ‘black’ < PSC *=VlčṾ ~ PEC *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (R.2)  

                                                           
19 In Bsq, e.g. (G) txenara ‘swallow (bird)’ = (EB) enara; (B) txabur ‘short’ = (EB) labur; (B) txagin ‘tooth’ 

(child speech) = Bsq *agin. In NC, cf. Hunzib č’iχu ‘far’ (PEC *=ārχV); Lezgi čuχʷa- ‘to scratch, scrape’ (PNC 

*HĕrχwA), etc. 
20 With either assimilation or dissimilation explaining the differences of initial consonant.  
21 We find this etymology more plausible and straightforward than the ingenious, but fanciful and convoluted, 

derivation proposed by Michelena (M 180) and promoted by Trask (e.g., 1995, p. 64; HB, p. 296; EDB 377-8)). 
22 The PEC reconstruction is cited as *čḤwīlV, with initial *c ̣́ - also possible, and *-ē- or -ɨ̄- also possible as the 

first vowel. 
23 A PEC root with many irregular expressive variants. If cognate, the Kryz and Budukh forms could represent 

expressive shushing of *cụṗV (see Expressive Forms). 
24 Bsq final apical *ć or *ś in a few cases is unexplained. 
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Bsq *bihi ‘grain, seed’ ~ PEC *bħĕ[r]čị-nV ‘a kind of cereal’ (O.7)25 

Bsq *esko < *e=Seko ‘(bees-)wax’ ~ PNC *čḤɨ̆q̇wĂ ‘dung, ordure, dirt’ (Budukh ‘ear-wax’, 

etc.: A.85) 

Bsq *ga[ś]te ‘young (person), youth’ ~ PNC *kwɨrčẸ̆ / *kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ ‘young (of animals, birds)’ 

(R.66) 

Bsq *harc ‘bear’, *hars-kone ‘badger’ ~ PEC *χHVr[c ̣́ ]V ‘marten, otter’ (B.4); cf. PY *χas 

‘badger’ 

Bsq *honc / *hunc ‘owl’ < PSC *ɦ(w)ɨ́̄nć(̣w)ĭ ~ PNC *ɦnɨ̄ć(̣w)ĭ / *ɦć(̣w)ɨ̄nĭ ‘small bird’ 

(B.23) 

Bsq *isu ‘fright, terror’ ~ PNC *ħVmćṾ ‘fear, fright’ (K.6) 

Bsq *-kunca ‘(animal’s) vulva’ ~ PEC *kħ̣ǝlčṾ ‘vulva, hole’ (A.60) 

New clusters (from syncope or suffixing): 

Bsq *aśko ‘many, much’ < *aśeko ~ PNC *čḤəqwV ‘big’ (R.34)  

Bsq *ɦorś-to ‘leaf’ ~ PEC *ʔărćṾ ‘a kind of reed’ (C.51) 

Bsq *liś-tu, (*lić) ‘spittle, saliva’ ~ PEC *ƛă(mV)čṾ ‘saliva, pus’ (A.83) 

Bsq *moś-ko-ṙ ~ *mos-ko-ṙ ‘tree trunk’ ~ PNC *mučỤ̆ / *čuṃŬ ‘stick, wood’ (C.41) 

In verb roots: 

Bsq *e=aući ‘to go down, descend’ ~ PNC *=ic ̣́ wĔ ‘to come; to return’ (Lak & Dargi ‘go 

down’: V.22) 

Bsq *e=sari ‘to put, sit’ ~ PEC *=VmćṾr ‘to stand, stay’, etc. (V.31) 

Bsq *e=uci ‘to leave; to let’ ~ PEC *=ičẉV /*=ic ̣́wV ‘to run (away)’ (V.25) 

Bsq *e=ući ‘to consider, think’ ~ PNC *=īčẉĒ ‘to count; to understand’ (V.18) 

Bsq *herći, *herś-tu ‘to close, squeeze; squeezed, tight, narrow’, etc. ~ PNC *HičẶn / 

*HičẶn ‘to press, squeeze’ (V.62) 

 

PSC *ʒ̆́ , *ǯ (= *dź, *dž):  As with the voiceless glottalized affricates *c̆́ ,̣ *č ̣(see above) 

there is no difference between the Bsq reflexes of the voiced (lenis) affricates *ʒ̆́ , *ǯ: the 

initial Bsq reflexes are consistently laminal: initial and medial *s (orth. z) or *c (orth. tz); 

final *-c (orth. -tz); the only exception seems to be in the internal cluster *-nć- (see *honća), 

where we have ‘migration’ from the labial influence of /o/. In the word for ‘wine’, which has 

a fossilized prefix, the unusual Bsq reflex is *d. See also Clusters.  

 

PSC *ʒ̆́ , *ǯ > Bsq initial *s-: 

Bsq *sen[-bera] ‘soft cheese, cream cheese’ ~ PEC *Hʒ́ĕmɨ̄ ‘curds, butter’ (P.6) 

Bsq *seṙi ‘pig’ ~ PEC *ǯa[r](-)q̇V ‘sow, pig’ < *ǯarV-q̇ōmkā? (N.22) 

Bsq *siga-ṙ ‘mite’ (parasite) < PSC ʒ́ä̆ḳwə̆ ~ PNC *ćạ̈̆kwǝ̆ ‘a biting insect (flea, nit, bug)’ 

(B.44) 

Bsq *[s]ingo ‘hail’ ~ PEC *ʒ́igV ‘hail, rain’ (Khwarshi zang-) (G.19) 

Bsq *siri / *sil- ‘peg, wedge, thin pole’ ~ PEC *ǯīlV ‘wattle, fence, pen’ (Q.57) 

Bsq *soha-ṙ ‘clear (sky, weather)’ < PSC *ǯóHV- ~ (umlaut) PEC *=HuǯV-n ‘to clear up (of 

weather)’ (G.14) 

                                                           
25 See the special discussion The Case of Basque *minhi ‘tongue’ ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ 
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Bsq *sul (B) > *sur (c) ‘wood, timber’ ~ PEC *ʒ́w[ĕ]ɫɨ̄ ‘twig, rod, sheaf’ (Q.51) 

Bsq *sumhe ‘a kind of tree (willow, oak)’ ~ PEC *ǯɦŭmV ‘bush, herb; a kind of fruit’ (C.2) 

PSC *ʒ̆́ , *ǯ > Bsq medial *-c-, *-s-: 

Bsq *barace ‘garden, orchard’ ~ PEC *bărǯV / *wărǯV ‘enclosure’ (Q.8) 

Bsq *eci ‘day after tomorrow’ ~ PNC *ǯwĕ ‘today, now’ (H.8) 

Bsq *ese ‘not’ [negative morpheme] ~ PEC *ʒ́ǝ̆ / *c ̣́ ǝ̆ ‘not’ [negative particle] (V.73) 

PSC *ʒ̆́ , *ǯ > Bsq final *-c: 

Bsq *e(=)rhac ‘broom (plant); broom’ ~ PEC *HrVǯV̆ ‘heap of grass, stack’ (C.25) 

Bsq *hac ‘breed, lineage’ (*hasi ‘to grow, raise’) ~ PEC *=Vʒ́V ‘to grow’ (V.69) 

Bsq *ɦolaic ‘beestings, colostrum’ ~ PNC *=HoǯĂl (~ *=HolǯĂ) ‘to milk; strain; pour; 

drink’ (P.4) 

PSC clusters (see the separate discussion of Clusters): 

Bsq *ailcin ‘front, front part’ ~ PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ (I.7) 

Bsq *anc(i), *anco ‘likeness, manner, skill’, etc. ~ PNC *ɦwǟlʒ́ĭ ‘mark, sign’ (L.12) 

Bsq *barc ‘nit’ (louse egg) ~ PNC *bēlǯwi ‘a stinging insect’ (B.43) 

Bsq *bisa-ṙ ~ PEC *bilʒ́V ‘beard’ (A.24) 

Bsq *haice ‘tree’ ~ PNC *Hă(r)ǯwē‘a kind of tree’ (C.1) 

Bsq *honća ‘well’ (adv.); ‘good’ (n.) ~ PEC *ʡV(n)ǯV ‘good’ (R.64) 

Bsq *horc ‘tooth’ ~ PEC *gə[r]ǯwē ‘fang, tooth, molar’ (A.10) 

Bsq *Hunce ‘rabbit’ ~ PNC *ɦwVlǯĔ ‘marten, weasel, hedgehog’ (B.8)  

Bsq *lose-ṙ ~ *leiso-ṙ ‘hornet, wasp’ ~ PEC *ƛṾ[n]ǯV (?) ‘wasp’ (not in NCED: see B.33) 

Verbal root: 

Bsq *hasi ‘to grow, raise’, etc., (*hac ‘breed, lineage’) ~ PEC *=Vʒ́V ‘to grow’ (V.69) 

With prefix: 

Bsq *ar=dano ‘wine’ ~ PNC *ʒ́w[ǝ̆]nʔi ‘wine, honey’ (P.22); cf. PNC *ðwǝ̄nʡi ‘wine’ (NCR 

185)  

 

Lateral Fricatives and Affricates 
 

It is clear that lateral fricatives and affricates existed in PSC, and indeed are some of 

the most characteristic sounds of Sino-Caucasian (SCP 63-67). They are definitely 

reconstructed for Proto-North Caucasian, and most NC languages retain multiple lateral 

phonemes at present, and for Proto-Na-Dene and most present-day ND languages.26 In Basque 

however the inventory of PSC lateral phonemes has been drastically reduced and reorganized. 

This is in keeping with western European areal tendencies, by which most languages have 

only one (English, Dutch, German, French, etc.) or two lateral phonemes (e.g. Castilian /l/ and 

palatal /ʎ/, Welsh /l/ and voiceless /ɬ/).  

 

                                                           
26 E.g. Navajo łóód ‘sore’ (cf. PEC *λwirdɨ ‘pus; dung’, Bsq *lirdi ‘drool, slime’); Navajo tł’ézhii ‘bee’ (cf. Avar 

tɬ’:ož ‘wasp’, Bsq *lose-ṙ / *leiso-ṙ ‘hornet’); Navajo dlǫ́ǫ́’ ‘prairie dog’ (cf. PNC *ŁărV ‘hare’), etc. (Wall & 

Morgan 1994). Peiros & Starostin (1996) also reconstruct a lateral affricate *ƛ for Proto-Sino-Tibetan.  
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PSC *λ: The PSC voiceless lateral fricative *λ = [ɬ], like other PSC laterals, has conditioned 

reflexes in Bsq. In initial position it becomes the ordinary lateral resonant /*l/, but the 

distinction between PSC *λ and *l is maintained, to varying degrees, in medial position in 

the northern Bsq dialects (BN, L, Z), where the former is typically reflected as the aspirated 

resonant /lh/, in these cases we reconstruct PBsq *ɫh: The apparently unique PEC medial 

cluster *-tλw- is matched by Bsq /nd/ (see *linda-ra).  

 

PSC *λ > Bsq initial *l-: 

Bsq *labain- ‘to slip, slide, polish, whet’ < PSC *λāwV-n- ~ PNC *ʔāλwE ‘to whet, sweep; 

whetstone’ (Q.12) 

Bsq *lance-ṙ ‘drizzle, fog’ ~ PEC *λä̆[m]cṾ / *λwä̆cṾ ‘to filter, sift’ (G.9) 

Bsq *leheṙ ‘pine (tree)’ ~ PEC *λɦwĕɫū ‘a kind of tree’ (C.7) 

Bsq *lindila ‘lizard’ (in compounds) ~ PEC *λwitλwiɫV ‘lizard’ (B.25)  

Bsq *lirdi ‘drool, saliva, slime’27 ~ PEC *λwirdɨ ‘pus; dung’ (A.81) 

Bsq *luṙuin ‘steam, vapor, odor’ ~ PNC *λwǝ̄ɫʔV ‘wind; to blow’ (G.5) 

PSC *λ > Bsq medial *-ɫh-: 

Bsq *a=ɫha-ba ‘daughter’ ~ PEC *λɨnɦV ‘woman, female’ (J.15) 

Bsq *a=ɫhar-gun ‘widower, widow’ ~ PEC *λ(w)ɨ̆r-(dV) ‘woman, female’ (J.21) 

Bsq *a=ɫhe / *a=ɫho- ‘seed, grain’ ~ PEC *=VλwV-n ‘to sow’, *λwĭnʔɨ̄ ‘seed’ (C.32) 

Bsq *b=iɫhu-ṙ ‘binding, tether’ ~ PNC *=VλwE(n) / *=VλwE(n) ‘to bind, knit, plait’ (Q.31) 

Bsq *e=ɫhoṙi ‘thorn, spine, hawthorn’ ~ PNC *λĂl(H)V ‘arrow’ (C.20) 

Bsq *e=ɫhu-ṙ ‘snow’ ~ PEC *yĭ=λĭwV ‘snow’ (G.17) 

Bsq *i=ɫhinti ‘firebrand, ember’ ~ PEC *λwindV / *λwɨndV ‘firewood, wood’ (F.3) 

Bsq *oɫhe ‘meek, mild’ ~ PEC *=uλwV ‘to be silent, quiet’ (R.35) 

Bsq *oɫho ‘oats, wild oats’ ~ PNC *λwɨ̆ʔwV ‘millet’ (O.5) 

In the following case there was probably a metathesis such as *e=ṙeɫhe < *Hrǝ̆λwV̄ 

(analogous to Tsezi reɬ̣o / riɬ̣o ‘beehive’), later contracted, with syncope, to *erle: 

Bsq *erle ‘bee; beehive’ ~ PNC *Hλwǝ̆rV̄ ‘honeycombs; wax’ (B.32) 

In the following case there was a development partially similar to *erle. Here we had a form 

such as *e=roɫhi. As frequent in verb roots the*ɫh lost its aspiration, subsequently *e=roli, 

with the common change of medial *l > /r/:   

Bsq *e=rori ‘to fall (down)’ ~ PNC *HraλwE ‘to fall, go down’ (V.19) 

The case of Bsq *be=ɫhaun / *be=ɫhaur- ‘knee’ requires some discussion.28 The NC cognate seems to 

be PEC *(Hi)ƛwilV ‘elbow’ (NCED 770), but the phonetic match of Bsq *-ɫh- and PEC *-ƛ- is 

irregular, since Bsq *-ɫh- should normally correspond to the PEC fricative *-λ-, not the affricate *-ƛ-, 

and PEC *-ƛ- should correspond to Bsq *-rd- or *-rt-, not *-ɫh-. The situation leaves us at least two 

possibilities to account for the apparent irregularity, (a) the PEC reconstruction is incorrect (a 

                                                           
27 The opposition of (G) lirdi : (BN, Bazt) lerde suggests that the latter was reshaped by the influence of the 

synonym *ɦerde (A.80). Only G has lirdi, and it appears to lack *ɦerde. 
28 The alternation of final n ~ r is seen in several other Bsq words, e.g. *egu-n- / *egu-r- ‘day’ (M 309), which I 

attribute to fossilized oblique markers (see Morphology, pp. 72-76). 
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possibility mentioned by the NCED authors),29 or (b) there has been assimilation or dissimilation on 

the pre-Bsq side or the Cauc side (or both). If we take option (b) we can solve the problem as follows: 

Bsq *be=ɫhaun / *be=ɫhaur- ‘knee’ < PSC *=λwilV ‘joint’ ~ (with dissimilation) PEC 

*(Hi)ƛwilV ‘elbow’ (? *i=ƛwilV) (A.74)30 

In PSC clusters of resonant + *λ the lateral fricative is lost in Bsq reflexes. Where PNC has 

the internal cluster *-nλ-, in Bsq only the nasal resonant /n/ remains; in the case of PNC *-

rλ- only the rhotic /r/ or /ṙ/ remains in Bsq: 

Bsq Bsq *bene ‘power, authority’, *ben ‘serious, meek; power’, etc.,*ben-te ‘dominion; 

century’ ~ PNC *wēnλwē ‘luck, good’ (R.49)31 

Bsq *ɦaṙ ‘male’ ~ PEC *ʔɨ̄rλwV ‘male’ (J.3) 

Bsq *hera-ki ‘to boil’ (trans.) ~ PEC *=VrλĂ-n ‘to boil’ (V.56) 

 

Lateral Affricates 

 

The original pattern, which is still intact in many Na-Dene languages,32 was a contrast 

of voiceless or fortis *ƛ = [tɬ] with glottalized *ƛ ̣= [tɬ’] and voiced or lenis *Ł = [dɮ]. In 

Basque the reflexes of all three fall together, though patterned in an interesting way: 

 In initial position all PSC lateral affricates *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł converge in Basque as the lateral resonant 

*l-. 

 In medial position all PSC lateral affricates *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł converge in Basque as rhotic-coronal 

clusters *-rd- ~ *-rt- (variation conditioned by position of PSC accent). 

 In final position all PSC lateral affricates *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł converge in Basque as the lateral resonant *-l. 

This pattern is structurally similar to that of Basque reflexes of PSC *λ (see above) where 

the contrast between *l and *lh only occurs between vowels. It is also structurally similar to 

the pattern of lateral affricate reflexes in Burushaski:33  

 

PSC lateral affricates *ƛ,*ƛ ̣(= *ƛ’), *Ł have the Basque reflex *l- in initial position. The 

examples are quite abundant:  

Bsq *labo ‘shortsighted’, *labu-ṙ ‘short, brief’ < PSC *ƛ[̣a]w- ~ PEC *=VƛṾw- ‘to beat, hit’ 

(R.51) 

Bsq *lahaṙ ‘thorn, bramble’ ~ PEC *ƛẉɨ̆rʡV ‘leaf’ (C.17) 

Bsq *lai[h]a ‘two-pronged fork’ < *layHa ~ PEC *ƛṾχwV / *ŁVχwV ‘rake’ (Q.15) 

                                                           
29 NCED notes: “The reconstruction is not very reliable for several reasons: an isolated position of the Akhv. 

reflex within Andian; a unique reflex *ƛw- > *h- (through *x- ?) in PTs[ezian] (although this is the only case and 

there are no contradicting examples); generally sparse reflexation of the root.” 
30 The form *(Hi)ƛwilV may reflect *i=ƛwilV, with the class prefix *i= / *y=: cf. Akhwakh etɬelo ‘elbow’. Bsq 

has selected a different class prefix *be= < *b= / *w=. 
31 With difficult semantic shifts: see R.49. 
32 In some Caucasian (mainly Avar-Andi-Tsezian) languages lateral affricates are retained, but not in the original 

trinary *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł pattern. Akhwakh, for example, has a fourfold contrast based on the features ± tense [:] and ± 

glottalized [’]: /tɬ/ ~ /tɬ:/ ~ /tɬ’/ ~ /tɬ’:/ (Catford 1977: 290). 
33 In initial position all PSC lateral affricates *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł converge in Bur as the coronal stop *t-; in medial position 

(and after prefixes) all PSC lateral affricates *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł converge in Bur as the lateral-coronal cluster *-lt-; in final 

position all PSC lateral affricates *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł converge in Bur as the lateral resonant *-l. 
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Bsq *lainho ‘fog, mist, vapor’ < PSC *ƛẹmɦĂ ~ PEC *ɦemƛẶ ‘dream’ (‘fog, cloud’ in 

Andian) (G.7) 

Bsq *(eci-)[lamu] ‘two days after tomorrow’34 ~ PEC *ŁV̆mV ‘one day (two days) after 

tomorrow’ (H.9) 

Bsq *lan ‘work’ ~ PEC *=iŁV ‘to put’ (L.6)  

Bsq *lanbro ‘fog, mist, drizzle’ < PSC *ƛạ̈̆mrV̆ ~ PEC *rä̆nƛẉV̆ ‘cloud, fog’35 (G.8) 

Bsq *lapa-ṙ ‘bramble’ ~ PNC *ƛặpi ‘leaf’ (C.15); Cf. Burushaski *[l]tap ‘leaf, petal’; PY 

*yǝ̄pe ‘leaf’  

Bsq *lape ‘shelter under the eaves of a roof’ ~ PEC *ƛẹ̆ṗV̄ ‘shed, stone plate’ (Q.2) 

Bsq *laṙain ‘threshing floor’ < PSC *ŁVrV ‘to thresh’ ~ PEC *=V̄rŁV ‘to thresh’ (Q.18) 

Bsq *laṙe ‘pasture, meadow’ < PSC *Ł(w)ĕrV ~ PEC *ŁwĕɫV ‘enclosure, fence’ (D.2) 

Bsq *-lari, *-le [suffix of profession] ~ Nakh *-law [suffix of profession] < PEC *ŁĭwlĔ / 

*lĭwŁĔ ‘man, male’ (J.23)  

Bsq *laṙi ‘sadness, anxiety’, *larde ‘apprehensive’ ~ PEC *=VrƛṾ(r) ‘to be afraid’ (K.4) 

Bsq *laṙi ‘big, large’ ~ Avar tɬ’:ara ‘fat, stout’ < PNC [*ŁarV ~ *ƛạrV]36 

Bsq *laṙu ‘skin, hide, leather’ ~ PNC *Łŏli ‘skin, color’ (A.25) 

Bsq *laś-to ‘straw (of cereal plants)’ ~ PEC *ƛạčă ‘leaf, plant’ (C.27) 

Bsq *lau-r ‘four’ ~ PWC *p’ƛ́’ə ‘4’ (Č 406); PWC *p(:)=əƛə̣ ‘4’; PEC *bǖnŁe ‘8’ < 

*b=ǖnŁe (M.5) 

Bsq *las ‘beam rafter’ ~ PEC *ƛṾćV ‘log, pole’ (Q.61) 

Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘ulcer, rennet’ ~ PEC *ƛẉĕ[n]χV ‘pus, snot’ (A.94) 

Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘pebble, gravel’ ~ PEC *ƛặnχwV ‘cobblestones, ruins’ (D.16) 

Bsq *leheṙ ‘to burst’ ~ PEC *=ēƛẉV(l) ‘to burst, tear’ (V.61) 

Bsq *lehia ‘zeal, eagerness’, etc. < *ŁinHwV(?)37 ~ PEC *=inŁwV ‘to love, want’ (K.12) 

Bsq *leṙa-tu ‘to slip, slide, skid’ ~ PEC *ʔVƛV(r) ‘to crawl, glide’ (V.8) 

Bsq *leṙo ‘line, row’ ~ PEC *ƛẉăr(ɦ)ǝ̆ ‘boundary, line, row’ (I.9) 

Bsq *lić, *liś-tu ‘spittle, saliva’ ~ PEC *ƛă(mV)čṾ ‘saliva, pus’ (A.83) 

Bsq *limu-ri ‘slippery, moist, smooth’, etc. ~ PEC *ƛHwemV ‘liquid’ (adj.) (R.53) 

Bsq *lincu-ra ‘marsh, bog’, *lisun ‘mold, mildew; moldy, musty’ (< *lincu-n) ~ PEC 

*ƛwilcẉV ‘bog, marsh’ (E.6; R.36)  

Bsq *lirain ‘slim, svelte’ / *lerden ‘straight, slender’ < PSC *ƛɨ̣lV-n / *lɨƛṾ-n ~ PNC *=iƛɨ̣̆lV 

‘thin’ (R.52)    

                                                           
34 The segment *[lamu] only occurs in a compound with *eci ‘day after tomorrow’, but as a separate morpheme 

has the initial reflex *l- (rather than the medial reflexes *-rd- or *-rt-); subsequently the *l, now in a medial 

position, has shifted to /r/ or /d/ in most Bsq dialects, with original /l/ only in some Bizkaian dialects. 
35 None of the attested forms preserve initial *r- or the internal tense lateral affricate *ƛ.̣ As detailed in NCED 

(preface) PNC initial resonants frequently change to /d/, or /n/ (when the next consonant is a nasal), and lateral 

affricates have often changed to velars and uvulars. Nevertheless, PEC *rä̆nƛẉV̆ (reconstructed from 

circumstantial evidence in six languages, without any reference to the Bsq word) bears a striking likeness to Bsq 

*lanbro (assuming metathesis: see pp. 201-03).  
36 This etymon is not discussed in NCED: these are possible reconstructions (others are also possible). The 

comparison of Bsq + Avar was by K. Bouda (BK 83). 
37 The exact form is uncertain, but this type of transposition (*ŁinHwV > PEC *=inŁwV) is frequent in the 

development of PNC/PEC; cf. Bsq *laṙain ‘threshing floor’ in relation to PEC *=V̄rŁV ‘to thresh’ < PSC *rVŁV́ 

~ *ŁVrV́ (see pp. 90-91). 
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Bsq *listo- ‘hornet, wasp’ ~ PEC *ƛămcṾ ‘a biting insect’ (B.31) 

Bsq *lo ‘sleep’ ~ PNC *=HVwƛẠ̄n ‘to sleep’, *m=hewƛụ̆ ‘sleep, dream’ (K.15) 

Bsq *lobi- ‘cattle yard, corral’ ~ PEC *ƛẉibV ‘shed, barn, granary’ (Q.6) 

Bsq *lose-ṙ ~ *leiso-ṙ ‘hornet, wasp’ ~ PEC *ƛṾ[n]ǯV (?) ‘wasp’ (not in NCED: see B.33) 

Bsq *luHuṙ ‘earth, ground, land’ ~ PNC *lhĕmŁwɨ̆ ‘earth’ (D.1)38  

 

PSC lateral affricates *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł have, predominantly, the Bsq cluster reflex *-rd- in medial 

position; the same is true of most internal clusters (e.g. *-rƛ-). In a smaller number of cases 

the Bsq reflex is the unvoiced *-rt-, a reflex split probably originally conditioned by PSC 

accent (i.e., V́rdV vs. VrtV́). In several cases, when conditioned by a preceding or 

following rhotic, original *-rd- has been dissimilated to simple /d/, or to /ld/. 

We may perhaps have traces of an ancient Vasconic *-rd- / *-rt- alternation, 

originally conditioned by place of accent, in these three cases: 

 Bsq *arte ‘space, interval’ (AN erte), *arte-an ‘between, among’ (AN ertean) is 

suspiciously similar to Bsq *erdi ‘middle, half’, which is compared in this model with PNC 

*=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’. In some NC languages the meanings ‘half’ vs. ‘between’ are expressed 

by different forms of the same root, sometimes with changing class prefixes (r=, b=), e.g. 

Avar r=atɬ’:-q:én ‘half of body, carcass’ / b=átɬ’:u-ɬ: ‘between, in the middle’ (note the 

accentuations); Tindi r=atɬ’:a-ɬ:i-la mak’wa ‘middle’ / b=atɬ’:i ‘between, in the middle’; 

Tsezi r=otɬo ‘middle’, r=otɬi-ku ‘half’ / otɬtɬo ‘between’, etc. (NCED 412). Thus, 

provisionally, we may posit something like Bsq *erdi ‘middle, half’ < *étɬ’i vs. *arte ‘space; 

between’ < *atɬ’é (see I.11). 

 Bsq *e=aurti ‘to throw, hurl, launch’ (EB jaurti) is matched in this model with PNC 

*=äƛĔw ‘to lie; to put; to lead’ (NCED 278) (see V.35).39 Michelena (M 232) noticed some 

archaic forms used by the 16th century writer Leiçarraga which had /rd/ rather than the usual 

/rt/: {aurditen} and {aurdigui}; see also OEH under AURTIKI. Michelena discussed this in the 

context of a few other verbs that exhibit more or less sporadic voicing alternations that he 

suspected were ancient and later leveled out (see also Bsq *e=ka-n ‘to go up, climb’ = EB 

igan, igo ~ PNC *=HiqĒ(n) ‘to rise, grow’: V.46). 

 Bsq *ortú-śi ‘take off (shoes, stockings); barefoot’ (EB ortoztu, ortozik) is compared in this 

model with PEC *=ōmŁV ‘to put on (trousers, shoes)’ (NCED 861). The Gernika dialect of 

Bizkaian has ordostu ‘take off (shoes, stockings)’, with /rd/. This is quite sporadic, but could 

reflect a relic of the type of alternation discussed by Michelena (see R.9, V.34). 

Examples of both kinds of reflex (Bsq /rd/ and /rt/) are listed below. 

 

PSC *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł > Bsq medial *-rd-: 

Bsq *a=rdi ‘flea’ ~ PEC *ƛṾƛṾ ‘a kind of insect, larva’ (B.37) 

                                                           
38 It is difficult to determine a satisfactory PSC antecedent to Bsq *luHuṙ and PNC *lhĕmŁwɨ̆, but given the 

semantic identity and common sequence of two liquids or laterals, with a laryngeal between them, cognacy 

seems highly probable. See further under Metathesis and Dissimilation (pp. 182-87). 
39 For the semantic connection of Bsq ‘throw, hurl’ ~ NC ‘put, lie’, etc., cf. English shot-put, to put the shot, i.e. 

‘to hurl or launch the heavy metal ball’; Latin iaceō ‘lie’, etc. ~ iaciō ‘throw’, etc. (see V.35). 
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Bsq *b=ardin ‘same, even, flat’ ~ PEC *=ăƛwVn ‘similar, to resemble’ (R.48) 

Bsq *erdi ‘middle, half’ ~ PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’ (I.11) 

Bsq*i=serdi ‘sweat; sap’ ~ PEC *ćạ̄ŁwV ‘blood; life’ (A.89) 

Bsq *lerden ‘straight, slender’ (~*lirain ‘slim, svelte’) < PSC *lɨƛṾ-n (~*ƛɨ̣lV-n) ~ PNC 

*=iƛɨ̣̆lV ‘thin’ (R.52) 

Bsq *ordu ‘hour, time, occasion’ ~ PNC *ƛăyV ‘time, day’ (H.1) 

Bsq *urdin ‘blue, green, gray’; *b=urdina ‘iron’ < PSC *Hūƛạ̈̄nV ~ PNC *nHǟƛẉV̆ ‘blue’; 

*h-nǟƛụ̄ / *h-ǟnƛẉV̆ ‘blue thing, metal’ (Q.41; R.3) 

PSC clusters of resonant + *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł > Bsq medial *-rd-: 

Bsq *ard-ac ‘axle, spindle’ ~ PEC *ʕănƛṾ ‘(part of) a spindle’ (Q.45) 

Bsq *barda ‘belly, bowels’ ~ PEC *bɦĕrƛṾ ‘(large) intestine’ (A.51) 

Bsq *b=arda ‘last night’ ~ PNC *r=VmƛĂ ‘night, evening’ (H.6) 

Bsq *ɦerde (~ *ɦelde-ṙ) ‘spittle, drool’ ~ PNC *ɦămƛặ ‘sweat’ (A.80) 

Bsq *mardo ‘robust; luxuriant’, *mardu-l ‘healthy, strong’ ~ PEC *mōrŁV ‘male; man, hero’ 

(R.58) 

Bsq *mordo ‘bunch, group’ ~ PEC *mä̆r[ƛ]o ‘handful, armful’ (L.9) 

Bsq *ordo ‘flat, level’, *ordo-ki ‘plain’ ~ PEC *ɦwVnƛṾ ‘wide, spacious’ (D.6) 

Bsq *śa-ɦarde ‘rake, pitchfork, fork’, *marc-ɦarde ‘fork, hook’ ~ PEC *yă[l]ƛwV ‘wooden 

shovel’ (Q.16) 

Bsq *u=rda-il ‘stomach, abomasum, womb’ < PSC *=ɨ́̄rŁV (SCG 112) ~ PEC *=ɨ̄r(a)ŁV 

‘stomach; rennet, abomasum’ (A.50) 

Bsq *urde ‘swine, pig’, *ord-oć ‘boar’ ~ PNC *wHārƛẉǝ ‘pig, boar’ (N.21) 

Bsq *VrdV ‘to come, go’ ~ PNC *=ǝ̄rƛŬ ‘to go, walk, enter’ (V.63) 

PSC *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł > Bsq medial *-rd-, further dissimilated to /d/:40 

Bsq *a=daṙ ‘horn’ < *a=rdaṙ ~ Avar tɬ:ar ‘horn’, etc. < PEC *ƛwɨ̆rV ‘horn; braid, mane’ 

(A.4); cf. Burushaski *=ltur ‘horn’ 

Bsq *adaṙ ‘branch’ < *ardaṙ < PSC *ɦắlƛṾrV ~ PEC *ɦălƛṾɫV ‘branch; pod’ (C.39) 

Bsq (B) adur ‘drool, saliva’ < *ɦaduṙ < *ɦerdu-ṙ (cf. *ɦerde-ṙ above) ~ PNC *ɦămƛặ 

‘sweat’ (A.80) 

Bsq *bi=deṙ ‘chin’ < *bi=rdeṙ ~ PEC *HƛǝlV ‘mouth; jaw’ (A.16) 

Bsq *i=doṙ, *a=doṙ ‘dry, arid’, etc. < *i=rdoṙ ~ PEC *=iŁVr ‘to be hot, bitter’ (R.21) 

Bsq *meda-ṙ ‘narrow, tight’ < *merda-ṙ ~ PEC *ɦmV̄ƛṾ̆ ‘thin, narrow’ (R.39) 

PSC *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł > Bsq medial *-rd-, further dissimilated to /ld/: 

Bsq *ba[r]da (in solbarda, sorbalda ‘shoulder’ < *śor-barda) ~ PNC *bŭƛṾ ‘upper part of 

body’ (A.38; A.65) 

Bsq *bi=lduṙ ‘fear, fright’ < *bi=rduṙ ~ PEC *=VrƛṾ(r) ‘to be afraid’ (K.4) 

Bsq *ɦelde-ṙ ‘spittle, drool’ <*ɦerde-ṙ (see *ɦerde above) ~ PNC *ɦămƛặ ‘sweat’ (A.80) 

PSC *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł > Bsq medial *-rt-: 

Bsq *arte ‘space, interval; between, among’ (beside *erdi ‘middle, half’) ~ PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ 

‘middle, half’ (I.11) 

                                                           
40 See Phonology: Dissimilation (pp. 203-07) for a general discussion of these and related changes. 
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Bsq *arto ‘millet > maize’ ~ Chechen yalta ‘grain’, etc. < PEC *Łǝdwi / *ŁǝŁǝdwi ‘grain’ 

(O.6) 

Bsq *e=aurti ‘to throw, hurl, launch’ ~ PNC *=äƛĔw ‘to lie; to put; to lead’ (V.35) 

Bsq *e=urte-n ‘to go out, leave’ ~ PEC *=VmƛṾ ‘to go, to come’ (V.45) 

Bsq *ortú-śí ‘take off (shoes, stockings)’; *ortú-ć barefoot’ ~ PEC *=ōmŁV ‘to put on 

(trousers, shoes)’ (R.9; V.34) 

Bsq *urte ‘year’ ~ PEC *ʔVƛẉV ‘last year’ (H.2)  

PSC *ƛ,*ƛ,̣ *Ł > Bsq medial *-rt-, further dissimilated to /t/: 

Bsq *muti-l ‘boy; apprentice; worker’ < *murti-l ~ PNC *mɨ̆lƛṾ̆ ‘husband, male, worker’ 

(J.4) 

Bsq *mutu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle; end’ < *murtu-ṙ ~ PEC *wĕnƛṾ ‘beak, horn, head’ (A.18) 

The case of Bsq *e=ɫanha / *e=ṅhala ‘swallow, swift’ (bird) ~ PEC *lɨ̆nƛwē ‘pigeon, dove’ (B.21) is 

difficult to fit into the above types. If the comparison is not simply wrong, perhaps a dissimilation of 

the type *lɨ́̆nƛwē > *lɨ́̆nxwē, though there is no analogous case that I know of. 

PSC lateral affricates *ƛ,*ƛ ̣(= *ƛ’), *Ł have the Basque reflex /l/ in stem-final 

position. From PSC resonant-lateral affricate clusters *-rŁ-, *-lŁ-, only the resonant remains 

in final position in Bsq (see *huṙ, *oi-hal). 

Bsq *bil < *b=il ‘to gather, collect, amass’ ~ Andi hilu-b ‘all’, etc. < PEC (Avar-Andian) 

*=VnƛṾ / *=VnƛṾ ‘all’; cf. Cf. PY *bɨĺ- (< *b=ɨĺ-) ‘all’ (V.67; SCG 213) 

Bsq *bil-oć ‘lamb’ ~ PEC *bhä̆ƛẉí̆ ‘small cattle (sheep, goats)’ (N.20) 

Bsq *hel-tu ‘to come, arrive’ ~ PEC *ʔīƛṾ ‘to run, leap’ (Dargi ‘walk, go’) (V.4) 

Bsq *hil ‘to die; dead’ ~ PNC *=iwƛẸ̆ ‘to die, kill’ (R.19) 

Bsq *huṙ ‘hazelnut’ ~ PNC *ʔwōrŁV ‘nut’ (C.35) 

Bsq *oi=hal ‘cloth’ ~ PEC *χw[a]lŁV ‘a kind of clothing’ (Q.32)    

In this verb the root is stem-final *=al-: 

Bsq *e=ali, *e=al-ki ‘to go out, leave’ ~ PEC *=iƛwVn ‘to run (away)’ (V.24) 

The following comparison is somewhat problematic, phonetically and semantically. If correct, it 

would imply some kind of metathesis, such as *ɦeṙuɫi < *ɦeṙul-li < *ɦrá̆ŁV, or the like. (Cf. Bsq 

*erle ‘bee’ < *e=ṙeɫhe < *Hrǝ̆λwV̄, above.) In any event, words for small creeping animals are 

notoriously prone to irregular and expressive changes and blending (see etymologies B.24-B.48).  

Bsq *ɦeṙuɫi (?) ‘salamander; scorpion’ ~ PNC *ŁăɦrV ‘snake’ (B.26)

 

Velar Occlusives 
 

In regard to the Bsq velars, whether of PSC velar or uvular origin, I have observed 

frequent variability in (a) Bsq initial velars in dialectal variants of the same word, e.g. Bsq 

*koroc ~ *goroc ‘dung, manure’ (A.96: cf. PEC *k[̣u]rčṾ / *k[̣u]rc ̣́ V ‘dung’), or Bsq *koipe 

~ *goipe ‘rendered fat, grease’ (P.9: cf. Tindi k’wabi ‘sour cream’, etc. < PEC *kạ̄mpǝ̄), and 

(b) cases in which a Bsq velar reflex varies from the expected or usual correspondence to a 

PNC velar or uvular. Examples of (b) include Bsq *garhi ‘thin, slender’, vs. the expected 

*karhi, since Bsq *k is the more usual correspondence to PNC glottal *q̇ (R.59: cf. Avar 

q’:warí-da- ‘narrow, cramped’ < PEC *q̇warHV). Some such cases can be explained by 
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forces such as assimilation or dissimilation, e.g. Bsq goipe dissimilated from *koipe (if *k 

was original, as suggested by PEC *k)̣. Some such explanations will be suggested for the 

examples below.  

But some cases elude explanation, such as Bsq *garhi ~ PEC *q̇warHV, just mentioned. 

There also also some cases of this kind of variation in medial velars, such as Bsq *e(=)ṙeka ‘ravine, 

stream’ ~ PNC *rĭq̇wǍ ‘mountain, rock; cave’ (D.8: with Bsq *k = PNC *q̇) vs. Bsq *egu-ski ‘sun’, 

*egu- ‘day’ ~ PEC *Hwīq̇V ‘day’ (G.22; H.4: with Bsq *g = PNC *q̇). Robert Blust (1996) has 

discussed a typologically similar situation in the Austronesian languages, in which “the reflex of *g or 

*k in one member of a cognate set exhibits a contrary value for voicing.” Blust calls this phenomenon 

“voicing crossover,” which turns out to be an apt term for some of the developments of Bsq velars 

(and their correspondences to NC velars and uvulars) in the etymologies listed below. After a lengthy 

discussion of voicing crossover and its implications for the Neogrammarian ideal of “exceptionless” 

sound change, Blust concludes that it is “pointless to resort to mechanical contrivances” to salvage the 

violated “sound laws”; better to accept that “irregularity appears to be an integral part of the natural 

process of language change” (p. 153). In the Basque-NC lexical comparison listed below cases of 

voicing crossover will be pointed out. 

 

PSC *k: There is substantial evidence that PSC *k, like PNC *k (NCED 56), was 

phonetically a strongly aspirated affricate [kh] or [kx] that is consistently reflected, initially 

and between vowels, as Basque *h, most likely through an intermediary stage of a velar 

fricative *x. In Pyrenean dialects (R, Sal, Azk) and sometimes in Baztanese and Bizkaian 

this *x is occasionally retained  as a voiced velar fricative or continuant [ɣ], traditionally 

spelt g, e.g. bigar ‘tomorrow’, bigotz ‘heart’, agotz ‘bran, straw’, agur ‘palm (of hand), logi 

‘mud, dirty’ (from *biha-, *bi=hoc, *a=hoc, *a=huṙ, *lohi, respectively). In clusters PSC 

*k remains Bsq /k/: 

  

PSC *k > [*x >] Bsq initial *h-: 

Bsq *hac, *be=hac ‘finger, paw, thumb, toe’, etc. ~ PNC *kwăčẹ̆ ‘paw, knee’ (A.68) 

Bsq *har-tu ‘to take, receive’ ~ PNC *=ikĂr ‘to take with, provide’ (V.10) 

Bsq *haundi ‘great, big, large’ ~ PCircassian *kwandə ‘much, many’ (R.12) 

Bsq *hon ‘good’ ~ PEC *=ĭkwVn / *=ĭnkwV ‘good, right’ (R.27) 

Bsq *horc ‘tooth’ < PSC *kəlǯwē ~ (assimilated) PEC *gəlǯwē ‘fang, tooth, molar’ (A.10)  

Bsq *hoć ‘noise, fame, passion’, etc. ~ PEC *kwɨ̄ycV ‘form, appearance’ (L.14) 

Bsq *huri ‘village, town, city’ < PSC *kūli ~ PNC *kiɫū ‘farmstead, hut’ (L.5) 

PSC *k > Bsq medial *h-: 

Bsq *a=hoc ‘chaff, husk, straw’, (R, Sal) agotz < PSC *kHwecẸ̆ ~ PNC *cḤwekẸ̆ ~ 

*cḤwekĔ ‘straw, chaff’ (C.48) 

Bsq *a=huc ‘cheek, gullet’ ~ PEC *kVcṾ ‘chin’ (A.14) 

Bsq *a=hune ‘kid’, *a=hun-c ‘goat’ ~ PEC *kwɨ̄ʡnɨ̄ ‘ram’ (N.18) 

Bsq *a=huṙ ‘hollow of hand, palm’, (R, Bzt) agur ~ PEC *kHwǝ̄rV ‘hole, pit’ (A.67) 
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Bsq *b=eha-(tu) ‘to look, listen’1 ~ PEC *H[o]kV ‘to look, search’ (V.6) 

Bsq *biha- ‘next day, tomorrow’, (B) bigar < PSC *bǝkǝ́- ~ (with voicing assimilation) 

Rutul bɨga ‘tomorrow’, etc. < PEC *bǝgǝ / *bǝgo ‘morning, evening’ (H.7)  

Bsq *bi=hoc ‘heart’, (R, Bzt) bigotz < PSC *kwí̆cẸ̆ ‘vital organ’ ~ (with glottal assimilation) 

PNC *kẉĭcẸ̆ / *cị̆kẉĔ ‘spleen, intestine’ (A.48) 

Bsq *eṙai ‘entrails, pluck’ (< *e=ṙahi) ~ PEC *rēkV / *kērV ‘chest, belly, entrails’ (A.55) 

Basque *lohi ‘mud, dirt, dirty’, (Bzt, Sal) logi ~ PEC *Hɫǝ̆kV̄ / *Hkǝ̆ɫV̄ ‘dirt’ (D.19)  

Voicing crossover: Bsq *g matches PNC *k: 

Bsq *ga[ś]te ‘young (person), youth’ ~ PNC *kwɨrčẸ̆ / *kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ ‘young (of animals, birds)’ 

(R.66) 

Bsq *gult-(suṙin) ‘kidney’ ~ PEC *kwɨltṾ ‘internal organ (kidney, bladder, stomach)’ 

(A.56.a) 

Bsq *guti ‘few, a little’ ~ PNC *kHə̄ṭwV̄ ~ *kwHə̄ṭV̄ ‘short, short-eared (animal)’ (R.23) 

Cluster: 

Basque *bi=ska- ‘back, crest’ ~ PWC *zǝkwa ‘back’ (A.39) 

   

PSC *k ̣= *k’:  The Basque reflex of the PSC glottal velar is predominantly the voiceless 

stop *k. While evidence for Proto-Bsq initial *p- and *t- is relatively meager (see above), 

there is abundant evidence for initial Bsq *k- (see also under PSC *q and *q’). The internal 

PSC cluster *-nk-̣ resolves as Bsq *-g- (*maga-l).  

  

PSC *k ̣> Bsq initial *k: 

Bsq *kain ‘fog, clouds’ ~ PNC *ḳwɨ̆mhV ‘cloud, fog’ (G.6) 

Bsq *kako (~ *gako) ‘hook, point, key’ ~ PNC *kẉä̆kẹ̆ ‘edge, point, corner’ (Q.38) 

Bsq *kankano ‘large fruitstone, kernel, almond’ ~ PNC *ḳV̆rḳV̆(-nV) ‘small stone, grain, 

egg’ (C.34) 

Bsq *(e=)kē ‘smoke’, *kino ‘bad odor, bad taste’ ~ PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV ‘smoke’ (F.2)   

Bsq *koce ‘nape’ < PSC *ḳŏcẹ or *ḳŏce = PEC *kŏcẹ ‘a kind of bone’ (A.35) 

Bsq *koipe (~ *goipe) ‘rendered fat, grease’ ~ PEC *kạ̄mpǝ̄ ‘butter; sour cream’ (P.9) 

Bsq *kokoṙ / *kor-ka ‘throat’ ~ PNC *ḳwVrV ‘craw, crop’ (A.31) 

Bsq *koroc (~ *goroc) ‘dung, manure’ ~ PEC *k[̣u]rčṾ / *k[̣u]rc ̣́ V ‘dung, excrement’ (A.96) 

Bsq *kuko ‘bug, louse’, *kuku-śo ‘flea’ ~ PEC *ḳăḳV ‘a kind of insect’ (B.36) 

Bsq *-kunca ‘(animal’s) vulva’ ~ PEC *kħ̣ǝlčṾ ‘vulva, hole’ (A.60) 

PSC *k ̣> Bsq medial *k: 

Bsq *beko ‘forehead’ ~ PEC *bĕḳwo ‘part of face, mouth’ mouth’ (A.6) 

Bsq *čiki ‘small, little’ < PSC *čịḳV (glottal assimilation) ~ PNC *ǯĭḳwĂ / *ḳĭǯwĂ ‘short’ 

(R.54) 

Bsq *kako / *gako ‘hook, point, key’ ~ PNC *kẉä̆kẹ̆ ‘edge, point, corner’ (Q.38) 

Bsq *leka ‘pod (of a vegetable)’ ~ PEC *lĕkṾ / *ɫĕkṾ ‘grain, stone (of fruit)’ (C.49) 

                                                           
1 The Bsq verb contains a preverb or fossilized class prefix *b=; cf. PY *b=[ǝ̄]k- ‘to find’ (SCG 78). 
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Bsq *miko ‘a little, little bit’ ~ PEC *mikẉV ‘small, young one’ (R.32) 

Bsq *okeṙ ‘bent, curved, twisted, crooked’ ~ PNC *=ŏkụ̆r ‘to roll, rotate’ (R.10) 

Bsq *saku-ṙ ‘dog’ < PSC *cṾkṾ- ‘dog’2 (glottal assimilation) ~ PEC *cị̄kɨ̄ / *kīcɨ̣̄ ‘puppy’ 

(N.2) 

PSC *k ̣> Bsq *k in clusters: from a PSC sequence of the type *bVnK the nasality is 

transferred to the initial labial in Bsq as *mVk (see also Bsq *maga-l, below, and other 

examples under PSC *q̇). 

Bsq *čank- ‘lame, hobbled’ ~ PEC *čạ̈̆nkṾ ‘trap, obstacle’ (R.31) 

Bsq *muki ‘gum, resin from trees’ ~ PEC *bħĭnḳwV ‘pine-tree’ (C.29) 

Bsq *tanka, *tanko ‘drop (of liquid)’ ~ PNC *ṭHänḳŏ ‘drop, spray’ (E.12) 

New cluster (Bsq *es- seems to be a reduced form of *haice ‘tree’, C.1): 

Bsq *es-kuṙ ‘acorn, beechnut’ ~ PEC *kụrVkṾ ‘a kind of fruit’ (C.37) 

Voicing crossover: initial (see the introduction to velars, above). Some cases may be 

explained by secondary dissimilation in Bsq (e.g. gako < kako). Note the parallel voicing 

crossovers under PSC *q̇ = Bsq *g, below: 

Bsq *gac ‘salt’, *gasi ‘salty, sour’, *gazta-na ‘cheese’ < PSC *g(w)ǟcṾ, (with glottal 

assimilation) *k(̣w)ǟcṾ ~ (metathesis) PEC *cạ̈̄kẉV ‘sour, raw’ (P.5, P.23, R.57)  

Bsq *gako (~ *kako) ‘hook, point, key’ ~ PNC *kẉä̆kẹ̆ ‘edge, point, corner’ (Q.38)  

Bsq *gernu ‘urine’ < PSC *kǝ̣́̄rnHwV̄ ~ PEC *ɦnǝ̄rkẉV̄ ‘urine, bladder’ (A.90) 

Bsq *goipe (~ *koipe) ‘rendered fat, grease’ ~ PEC *kạ̄mpǝ̄ ‘butter; sour cream’ (P.9) 

Bsq *goroc (~ *koroc) ‘dung, manure’ ~ PEC *k[̣u]rčṾ / *k[̣u]rc ̣́ V ‘dung, excrement’ (A.96) 

Voicing crossover: medial: 

Bsq *haga ‘long pole’ ~ PEC *hăḳwV ‘bush, branch, sprout’ (Q.56) 

Bsq *maga-l ‘lap, flank’ ~ PNC *bVnḳwĂ ‘belly, stomach’ (A.43) 

Bsq *sagi, *-ski ‘moon, luminary’ < PSC [*cạḳi] or [*cạgi] ~ cf. Avar ts’:wáki ‘brilliance’; 

PEC *cẉɨ̆yVkwŏ ‘brand, spark, brilliance’ (G.24) 

Bsq *siga-ṙ ‘mite’ (parasite) < PSC ʒ́ä̆ḳwə̆ ~ (glottal metathesis) PNC *ćạ̈̆kwǝ̆ ‘a biting 

insect (flea, nit, bug)’ (B.44) 

Bsq *sinagu-ṙi ‘ant’ (insect) < PSC *ʒHĔnVḳwĂ ~ PNC *ʒHĔmVḳĂ ‘ant’ (B.35) 

 

PSC *g:  The usual correspondence of the PSC voiced velar *g is Bsq *g, unvoiced to /k/ in 

the cluster *śk (see *eśku). Under certain conditions PSC *g(w) has the Bsq reflex /b/ (see 

*ɦogen, *gur-di, *ergu-). In some of the cases (gopor ~ opor, gurdi ~ burdi, etc.) there is 

dialectal variation between the two types of reflex: 

  

PSC *g > Bsq initial *g: 

                                                           
2 The presence of Bsq hard /k/ in the word requires that its PSC predecessor had the glottal phoneme *k ̣= [k’] 

rather than *k (which would become /h/ in Bsq). The assimilation and dissimilation of glottality is unpredictable: 

note the forms such as Rutul ts’ik’, Batsbi k’ats’ ‘puppy’, with different configurations of glottality than the 

proto-form. 
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Bsq *gabe / *bage ‘without, lacking’ ~ (vowel metathesis) PNC *büga ‘side’ (I.5)3 

Bsq *gaic ‘bad, sick, difficult’, etc. ~ PEC *gwVćV ‘lean, meager; left’ (R.6) 

Bsq *gal-tu ‘to lose, get lost’ ~ PEC *=igwVɫ ‘to lose, get lost; steal’ (V.7) 

Bsq *gibe-l / *bige-l ‘liver, back side’ ~ PNC *gǝ̄bǝ̄ / *bǝ̄gwǝ̄ ‘side’ (A.49) 

Bsq *gośe ‘hunger, hungry’ ~ PNC *gašē ‘hunger’ (R.30) 

Bsq *gesi ‘arrow, dart’ < PSC *gwVlcṾ ~ PNC *kẉVlVʒV / *gwVlVcṾ ‘weapons, armor’ 

(Q.43) 

Bsq *gopo-ṙ ‘small bowl’ ~ PEC *gä̆ṗē ‘a kind of vessel’ (Q.24) 

Bsq *gur-di ‘wagon, cart’, *gur-t-bil ‘wheel’ ~ PNC *gwērV ‘circle, round, to roll’, *gīrgwV 

‘circle, round’ (Q.44; R.46) 

PSC *g > Bsq medial *g: 

Bsq *bage / *gabe ‘without, lacking’ ~ (vowel metathesis) PNC *büga ‘side’ (I.5) 

Bsq *b=egi ‘eye’ ~ PEC *=agwV ‘to see’ (A.8) 

Bsq *bige-l / *gibe-l ‘liver, back side’ ~ PNC *bǝ̄gwǝ̄  / *gǝ̄bǝ̄ ‘side’ (A.49) 

Bsq *e=guṙ ‘firewood’ ~ PEC *gōrV / *gɨ̄rV ‘pole, piece of log’ (Q.66) 

Bsq *ogi ‘bread; wheat’ ~ PNC *ɦwVgǝbV̆ / *ɦwVbǝgV̆ ‘a kind of cereal’ (O.9) 

Bsq *śagu ‘mouse’ ~ PNC *cārgwV ‘mouse, weasel, marten’ (B.11) 

PSC cluster *-rg- > Bsq *-g-: see parallel cases under PSC *q (*-rq- > Bsq *-g-): 

Bsq *e=go-n ‘to be, stay, remain’ ~ PEC *=argwVn ‘to stay’ (V.39) 

PSC *g is apparently lost in Bsq in this case (unclear): 

Bsq *huṙ-an ‘near’ ~ PNC *ɦĭgVrV ‘near’ (I.15) 

PSC *gw > Bsq *b: or Bsq dialectal variation between /g/ ~ /b/ (or Ø); see parallel cases 

under PSC *ɢ (*ɢw > Bsq *b):  

Bsq *bihuṙ-tu ‘to bend, twist, curve’ ~ PNC *=ig(w)Vr ‘to bend, fold’ (V.1) 

Bsq *gopo-ṙ ‘small bowl’ > (*bopoṙ) > (AN, B, G, L) opor ~ PEC *gä̆ṗē ‘a kind of vessel’ 

(Q.24) 

Bsq *gur-di ‘wagon, cart’, *gur-t-bil ‘wheel’ > (B, AN) burdi, (B) burpil ~ PNC *gwērV 

‘circle, round, to roll’, *gīrgwV ‘circle, round’ (Q.44; R.46) 

Bsq *ergu-, *erbi- (in words for ‘weasel’), *erbi ‘hare’ ~ PNC *rĭgwĂ ‘weasel, mouse’ 

(A.72) 

Bsq *ɦog(ʷ)en ‘blame, sin’ > (BN) hoben, (B) oben ~ PNC *HāgwV ‘bad, small’ (K.2)  

Bsq *śagu ‘mouse’ > (BN-Aldude) sabu id. ~ PNC *cārgwV ‘mouse, weasel, marten’ (B.11) 

 

PSC *x / *ɣ:  There is some evidence that the PSC velar fricatives *x and *ɣ were 

originally allophonic variants of the same phoneme, since in some cases PNC *x matches 

Bsq *g (see *ergi), as well as *h, while in others PNC *ɣ matches Bsq *h (see *ar=han, 

*beɫha-ṙ), as well as *g. Note that Bsq *g is realized between vowels as a more-or-less weak 

continuant [ɣ], which can easily result from a weakly articulated development of *h. It 

                                                           
3 See the etymology for full semantic explanation: cf. OInd sanutar ‘away, aside’, Gothic sundro ‘apart, aside’, 

OHG suntar ‘without’, etc. 
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appears that the Bsq reflexes of the PSC velar fricatives *x / *ɣ fall together with those of 

the uvular fricatives *χ / *ʁ (see below), consistent with the overall merger of PSC velars 

and uvulars in Bsq. 

    

Bsq *h = PNC *ɣ:   

Bsq *ar=han ‘sloe, plum’ ~ PEC *ɣōnʡV ‘pear’ (P.15); cf. Burushaski *ɣaíŋ ‘grapes’ 

Bsq *beɫha-ṙ ‘grass, hay’ ~ PEC *u̯elɣV ‘burdock, nettle’ (C.21) 

Bsq *h = PNC *x: 

Bsq *hagune / *gahune ‘foam’ ~ PEC *xwamV / *xwamxwV ‘foam, liquid’ (E.10) 

Bsq *heṙo ‘root; nipple, udder; tentacle’ ~ PNC *xwɨ̄ʔrV ‘vein’ (C.44) 

Bsq *hiro ‘pus, rot’ ~ PEC *x[ē]rxV ‘slime; spittle; snot’ (A.92) 

Bsq *i=hunc ‘dew’ ~ PEC *xwɨ̆mcẉɨ̄ ‘bog, dirt’ (E.11) 

Bsq *lohi ‘body’ < PSC *lɦōxwV ~ (metathesis) PEC *xwōlɦV ‘bosom’ (A.37) 

Bsq *sinho ‘tallow, grease’ ~ PEC *cẹ̄nxwV ‘fat’ (adjective) (P.8) 

Bsq *u-hain ‘wave (in water), current; otter’ ~ PEC *xä̆nɦɨ̆ ‘water’ (E.9) 

Bsq *g = PNC *x: 

Bsq *ergi ‘steer, young ox’ ~ PNC *rV̄xwV / *rV̄xwV ‘cattle’ (N.9) 

Bsq *gahune / *hagune ‘foam’ ~ PEC *xwamV / *xwamxwV ‘foam, liquid’ (E.10) 

Bsq /b/ < *g[w] = PNC *mxw:  

Bsq (L) habuiñ, haboin ‘foam (of the mouth)’ < *hag[w]une ~ PEC *xwamxwV ‘foam, liquid’ 

(E.10) 

 
Uvular Occlusives 

 

In general, PSC uvulars (post-velars) merge in Bsq with the velars *k and *g. For 

some velars and post-velars the Bsq reflex is the aspirate (laryngeal) *h, specifically the PSC 

affricate*k(h) > Bsq *h; and the PSC fricatives *x and *χ also become Bsq *h. (See examples 

in the respective sections.) 

  

PSC *q:  The Basque reflex of PSC *q is predominantly *k, but see also some cases of *q > 

Bsq *g (= voicing crossover, discussed above):    

 

PSC *q > Bsq initial *k-: 

Bsq *kaio ‘seagull (large sp.)’ ~ PEC *qǝmɦǝ̄ ‘raven, crow’ (B.15) 

Bsq *kaiku ‘wooden bowl or cup’ ~ PEC *qwăqwV̄ ‘trough, basket’ (Q.25) 

Bsq *kasa-l ‘bark, shell, skin’ ~ PEC *qHǟćwa ‘skin’ (C.46) 

Bsq *kola ‘nape’ ~ PEC *qHwŏɫV’neck, collar’ (A.36) 

Bsq *kolko (~ *golko) ‘breast, bosom’ ~ PEC *qHwilqwV ‘part of stomach’ (A.41) 

PSC *q > Bsq initial *g-, medial *-g-: (voicing crossover?): 

Bsq *e=gal ‘wing’, *ma=gal ‘wing’ ~ PEC *qɨ̆lʔi ‘elbow, arm, wing’ (A.62) 

Bsq *gar-/*gaṙ- ‘head; height, high’ ~ PNC *qwǟrhV ‘horn’ (A.3) 
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Bsq *galca-ṙ (< *garca-ṙ) ‘arm; flank’ ~ PEC *qărćẉV̆ ‘shoulder, arm’ (A.64) 

PSC *q > Bsq medial *k-: 

Bsq *kaiku ‘wooden bowl or cup’ ~ PEC *qwăqwV̄ ‘trough, basket’ (Q.25) 

Bsq *moku-ṙ ‘tree trunk, tree base’ ~ PEC *mħŏqwe ‘oak tree’ (C.42) 

Bsq *o=keɫu ‘stable, hall, corner, yard’ ~ PEC *qǝ̆lV̆ ‘house, hut’ (Q.5) 

PSC *q > Bsq *k in verb roots: 

Bsq *e=ka-n ‘to go up, climb’ (~ igan)4 ~ PNC *=HiqĒ(n) ‘to rise, grow’ (V.46) 

Bsq *e=kaṙi ‘to bring, bear’ ~ PNC *=HīqVr ‘to pull, take out; to drag, carry’ (V.15) 

Bsq *e=ken-tu ‘to take away, leave’ ~ PEC *HVqVn- / *HVqVm- ‘to take, snatch’ (V.11) 

Bsq *e=uka-n / *e=uki ‘to have’ ~ PNC *=iqwV ‘to hold, catch’ (V.47) 

PSC *q > Bsq stem-final *k: 

Bsq *ok-(arhan) ‘plum, sloe’ ~ PEC *ʔĕqV ‘grape; fruit; orchard, vineyard’ (P.16) 

Bsq *tak-(hoin) ‘heel (of a shoe’ ~ *dHāqwĀ ‘back of head, neck’ (Q.36) 

PSC *q in clusters: parallel to PSC *-rg- clusters (> Bsq *-g-), PSC *-rq- yields Bsq *-g-. 

This voiced reflex seems to be general from PSC resonant+q clusters:  

Bsq *aiṅegu ‘rye’ ~ PNC *ħnǟrqwĔ ‘a kind of cereal (oats, barley)’ (O.3) 

Bsq *a=gure ‘old man’ ~ PEC *=ŏnqVlV ‘old (person)’ (J.6) 

Bsq *Halgara ‘laughter, guffaw’ ~ PEC *=HilVqVr ‘to laugh, rejoice’ (K.9) 

Bsq *Hangio ‘pasture, meadow’ ~ PEC *HēnqwV ‘meadow, plot’ (D.4) 

Bsq *hegi ‘ridge, crest; border’, etc. ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄rqē ‘mountain ridge, boundary’ (D.11) 

Bsq *muga ‘boundary, limit’ ~ PEC *mŏrqwV̆ ‘line, stripe’ (L.2) 

Bsq *śegaiɫa ‘yearling goat’ ~ PEC *čwǝ̆rqū ‘sheep, lamb’ (N.19) 

New cluster created by syncope: 

Bsq *aśko ‘many, much’ < *aśeko ~ PNC *čḤəqwV ‘big’ (R.34) 

 

PSC *q̇ = *q̓:  The Basque reflex of the PSC glottalized uvular stop/affricate is 

normally *k (with voicing crossover to *g in a few cases). For Bsq *bi ‘two’, see 

under PSC *ɢ, below: 

  

PSC *q̇ > Bsq initial *k-: 

Bsq *keda-ṙ ‘soot’ ~ PEC *q̇idV / *q̇ädV ‘soot, dust’ (F.6) 

Bsq *kelu ‘stench, bad taste’, *ke[l]ać ‘bitter, sour; stench’ ~ PNC *q̇ĕɦlV ‘bitter; salty; 

sweet’ (R.14) 

Bsq *kiriki- ‘hedgehog’ ~ PEC *q̇Hwɨr-dV ‘hedgehog’ (B.11) 

Bsq *koco ‘male quadruped’ ~ PEC *q̇HŏcV ‘kid, hornless goat’ (N.10) 

Bsq *koću ‘bowl, vessel’ ~ PEC *q̇HečwV ‘vessel, jar’ (Q.26) 

                                                           
4 Basque (B, AN, R, Sal) igan ‘to go up, ascend, climb’, (Z) igáñ, (L-arc) ikan, (BN, L) ikhan, (AN-Ulzama) ien, 

(B) igon id. Michelena (M 231-2) remarked on several verbs, including this one, in which voiced and voiceless 

consonants historically vary (see pp. 93, 156). He thought these were traces of ancient alternations, now leveled 

in most modern forms. Could this be the result of old accentual patterns (cf. Verner’s Law)? Cf. the voiced and 

voiceless Bsq reflexes of PSC lateral affricates (pp. 154-58).  
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Bsq *koko ‘egg; food’ (children’s word) ~ PEC *q̇wāq̇wV(-ɫV) ‘egg, grain, seed’ (P.13) 

Bsq *kone in *hars-kone ‘badger’ ~ PNC *ɦq̇wǝ̄nǝ̄ / *ɦnǝ̄q̇wǝ̄ ‘mouse, rat’ (B.5); cf. PY 

*kūń ‘wolverine’ 

Bsq *konko-ṙ / *kunku-ṙ ‘hump, joint, bone’ ~ PNC *q̇ămq̇(w)ă ‘knee, leg-bone’ (A.76) 

Bsq *kuku- (with various suffixes) ‘peak, top, crest’ ~ PEC *q̇HwV̄q̇V ‘hill; pillar, post’ 

(D.12) 

Bsq *kuṙu(-ɫo) ~ *kuṙi(-ɫo) ‘crane (bird)’ ~ PNC *q̇wVrV ‘crane’, (with redupl.) *q̇ə̄rə̄q̇wV 

id. (B.17); cf. Burushaski *qarū́-yọ ‘heron’ 

PSC *q̇ > Bsq initial *g- (voicing crossover): 

Bsq *gai ‘thing, material’ (~ *e=kai) ~ PEC *q̇wăyē ‘thing(s), possession(s)’ (L.13) 

Bsq *gain ‘top, surface; above’ ~ PEC *hq̇wĕmV̄ ‘head, horn’ (I.13)5 

Bsq *gaṙ (in *gara-gaṙ ‘barley’) ~ PEC *q̇[ǝ̄]rV ‘(wild) cereal; weed’ (O.2) 

Bsq *garhi ‘thin, slender’ ~ PEC *q̇warHV ‘narrow, thin’ (R.59) 

Bsq *geHeɫi ‘beef, meat’ / *i=keɫ(a) / *o=keɫV ~ PEC *q̇ɦwĕɫV̄ / *q̇wĕɫɦV̄ ‘large female 

domestic animal (cow, mare)’ (P.12) 

PSC *q̇ > Bsq medial *-k- (including after fossilized prefixes): 

Bsq *a=kain ‘(large) tick’ ~ PEC *q̇ǟnʔV ‘louse, nit, worm’ (B.40) 

Bsq *a=kać ‘nick, notch, fault’, *ma=keć ‘defective thing’ ~ PEC *q̇ăcɨ̣̆ / *q̇ăcụ̆ ‘piece, bite, 

incision’ (L.1) 

Bsq *a=kal, *-kol-, *mo=kol ‘shell, husk’ ~ PEC *q̇wăɫV ‘bark, crust’ (C.38) 

Bsq *e=kai ‘thing’ (~ *gai) ~ PEC *q̇wăyē ‘thing(s), possession(s)’ (L.13) 

Bsq *eki ‘sun’ (cf. *egu-ski ‘sun’, *egu- ‘day’) ~ PEC *Hwīq̇V ‘day’ (G.22; H.4) 

Bsq *e(=)ṙeka ‘ravine, stream’ ~ PNC *rĭq̇wǍ ‘mountain, rock; cave’ (‘ravine, valley’ in 

Andian) (D.8) 

Bsq *o=koc ‘chin; snout; nape’ ~ Rutul, Tsakhur q’ats’ ‘chin’ < PEC *q̇ăcɨ̣̆ / *q̇ăcụ̆ ‘bite; 

mouth’ (A.15) 

Bsq *saka-ṙ ‘rough, coarse; crust, scab’ ~ PEC *cặq̇V ‘strength, power’ (R.46) 

Bsq *soko ‘corner, nook’ ~ PEC *cọ̆q̇V ‘sharp’ (I.2) 

Bsq *tako ‘block, chock’, *tak-et ‘stake, post’ ~ PNC *dwɨ̆q̇(w)V̄ ‘log, stump’ (Q.55) 

SC *q̇ > Bsq medial *-g- (voicing crossover): 

Bsq *argi ‘light, bright’, *(hil-)argi ‘moon’, *argi(-sagi) id. ~ PNC *(wi=)rǝ̄q̇Ă ’sun’ (G.23) 

Bsq *egu-ski ‘sun’, *egu- ‘day’ (cf. *eki ‘sun’) ~ PEC *Hwīq̇V ‘day’ (G.22; H.4) 

Bsq *nega-ṙ / *niga-ṙ ‘tears, weeping’, *nega-l ‘rash, herpes’ ~ PEC *nĕwq̣̇ ŭ / *nĭwq̇V̆- 

‘tear(s); pus’ (A.78) 

PSC *q̇ > Bsq medial *-k- ~ *-g- in verb roots:6 

                                                           
5 The PNC cluster *hq̇ seems to be unique in this word. NCED 85 discusses what is termed the *HCVRV syllabic 

structure.  
6 As remarked above (regarding V.46: Bsq *e=ka-n ‘to go up, climb’ ~ igan), Michelena (M 231-2) remarked on 

several verbs in which voiced and voiceless consonants historically vary. He thought these were traces of ancient 

alternations, now leveled in most modern forms. Could this be the result of old accentual patterns (cf. Verner’s 

Law)? See pp. 93, 156. 
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Bsq *e=aki-n ‘to know (fact)’ ~ PNC *=ĭq̇Ē ‘to know, to hear’ (V.49) 

Bsq *e=augi-n ‘to come’ ~ PNC *=Huq̇Ŭn ‘to come, to go’ (V.41) 

Bsq *e=gi-n ‘to do, to make’ ~ PNC *=Hŏq̇Ē ‘to do, make; to be, become’ (V.42) 

PSC *q̇ in clusters > Bsq *k: note the change of PSC *b/wVnq̇ > Bsq *mVk, parallel to 

*bVnk ̣> Bsq *mVK (see above under PSC *k ̣>): 

Bsq *e=ku(-)śi ‘too see’ ~ PEC *=Hirq̇V /*=Hārq̇V ‘to see, to find’ (V.28) 

Bsq *mako ‘forked pole, crook’, *mak-et ‘heavy club’ ~ PNC *bħǝ̄nq̇V̆ ‘pole, post’ (Q.54) 

Bsq *malka-ṙ ‘straw’ ~ PEC *mħĕlq̇wV ‘root; shoot, offshoot’ (C.28) 

Bsq *moko ‘beak, point, face’ < PSC *wĕmq̇V́ ‘eye’ ~ PEC *wĭmq̇V ‘witness, true’ (Z.3; 

SCG 216) 

Bsq *moko-ṙ ‘bottom, buttocks’ ~ PNC *bŏnq̇ō ‘back’ (A.44) 

New Bsq clusters created by syncope: 

Bsq *argi ‘light, bright’, *(hil-)argi ‘moon’, *argi(-sagi) id. < *aragi ~ PNC 

*(wi=)rǝ̄q̇Ă ’sun’ (G.23) 

Bsq *aśka < *a=śaka ‘trough, manger, crib’ ~ PNC *ćä̆q̇wă / *ćạ̈̆qwă ‘wooden vessel, 

scoop, spoon’ (Q.22) 

Bsq *esko < *e=Seko ‘(bees-)wax’ ~ PNC *čḤɨ̆q̇wĂ ‘dung, ordure, dirt’ (Budukh ‘ear-wax’, 

etc.: A.85) 

Bsq *ośki ‘shoe’ < *o=śoki ~ PEC *šwŏq̇HwV / *q̇HwŏšwV ‘heel, ankle’ (Q.35) 

 

PSC *ɢ: The general reflex of the PSC voiced uvular *ɢ is the Bsq voiced velar *g. In the 

case of Bsq *a=kec ‘boar’ the reflex /k/ is exceptional, and may have been conditioned by 

its post-prefix position (cf. Bsq *gai / *e=kai ‘thing, material’, above). PSC *ɢw becomes 

Bsq *b under certain conditions (cf. PSC *gw > Bsq *b, above). 

 

PSC *ɢ > Bsq initial *g-: 

Bsq *gapa-ṙ ‘creeping plant, thorny bush’7 ~ PEC *ɢwābV ‘root’ (C.18) 

Bsq *gari / *gal- ‘wheat’ ~ PEC *ɢōlʔe ‘wheat’ (O.1) 

Bsq *gilc ‘key’ ~ PEC *ɢHwälćV ‘bolt, stick, board’ (Q.39) 

Bsq *gison / gisa- ‘man’ ~ PNC *ɢĀcẸ̆ ‘man’ > PWC *q:aćạ id. (J.2) 

Bsq *gogoṙ ‘hard’, *goṙ ‘deaf’ ~ PEC *ɢwērV ‘stone’ (R.28) 

Bsq *gonga-ṙ ‘windpipe, esophagus’ ~ PEC *ɢwVnɢwV ‘throat, larynx’ (A.33) 

Bsq *gune ‘place, space; situation’, etc. ~ PNC *ɢwinʡV ‘house, village’ (I.10) 

PSC *ɢ > Bsq medial *g-: 

Bsq *a=goṙ ‘dry, barren, sterile’, *e-gaṙi ‘thirst’) ~ PNC *=iɢwĂr ‘dry, to dry’ (R.20) 

Bsq *e=gari / *e=gaṙi ‘to carry, bear, endure’ ~ PNC *=ăɢĂr ‘to hold, take’ (V.16) 

Bsq *hogei ‘twenty’ ~ PEC *ɢǝ̆ ‘twenty’ (M.9)  

Bsq *hagin ‘tooth’ < PSC *HÁ̆ɢĕmV ~ PNC *HĕmɢĂ ‘to bite’ (A.11) 

                                                           
7 Voicing assimilation in (B) kapar and (Z) khápar. 
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Bsq *maguli / *malugi ‘strawberry’ ~ Akhwakh muq’:ali ‘blackberry’ < PEC *niwɢV ‘a 

kind of berry’ (P.20) 

PSC *ɢw > Bsq *b-, *-b- (cf. PSC *gw > Bsq *b, above): 

Bsq *beɫe, *beɫa-c ‘crow, raven, rook, hawk’ ~ PNC *ɢHwV̄ɫV ‘crow, jackdaw’ (B.16) 

Bsq *bi, *bi-da, *bi-ga ‘two’ (< *ɢwi) ~ PNC *q̇Hwǟ ‘two’ (M.3); cf. PWC *dɢwə ‘two’ (Č 

398, 406)  

Bsq *buɫha-ṙ ‘breast, chest’ ~ PEC *ɢwălɦē ‘udder, breast’ (A.40) 

Bsq *bur(a)ho ‘curse, blasphemy, hatred’ ~ PEC *ɢwāɫħo ‘gossip, rumor; offence, anger’ 

(K.1) 

Bsq (BN, L, Z) hobi ‘gums (mouth flesh)’,8 (Bzt) ogi, (Sal) oegi id. < *hog[w]i ~ PEC 

*ɦŏmɢwĭ ‘mouth, throat’ (A.13) 

Bsq (Bzt, Sal) malubi, (Azk) maulubi, etc. ‘strawberry’ vs. (AN) magauri, maguri id., etc. < 

*maguli ~ *malug[w]i ~ Akhwakh muq’:ali ‘blackberry’ < PEC *niwɢV ‘a kind of 

berry’ (P.20) 

Bsq (B, G, AN) une ‘place, space; situation’, etc. < *bune < *gune ~ PNC *ɢwinʡV ‘house, 

village’ (I.10) 

PSC cluster: in this case the development was possibly *hoing(V) > *hoiŋ > Bsq *hoin, or 

the like (final /ŋ/ is not permitted in Bsq):   

Bsq *hoin ‘foot’ ~ PEC *ʡä̆nɢwV̆ / *ʡĭnɢwV̆ ‘heel, ankle’ (A.72)   

 

PSC *χ / *ʁ:  These are the uvular counterparts to *x / *ɣ, and the probable allophonic 

variation is similar in both sets, which appear to merge in Bsq as *h and *g (i.e., PNC *χ 

sometimes matches Bsq *g, and PNC *ʁ sometimes matches Bsq *h). That the Bsq *h ~ *g 

alternation originated from some kind of suprasegmental (prosodic) alternation is hinted by 

the related forms represented by Bsq (G, AN) igerri ‘to find out, guess, notice, divine’ and 

(BN, L) aiher ‘propensity, inclination’. This is not my proposal but that of Michelena (see M 

69, 215; MDE XV 888; EDB 219). My analysis suggests that Bsq igerri ~ igarri may be the 

result of a pretonal voicing of original *e=héṙi, with aiher (Z áiher) from a form with 

different accent such as *á(=)heṙ. 

The probable earlier stage of *h, the velar or postvelar fricative [x ~ χ], was recorded by 

Moutard (1975) in BN dialects, e.g., [a(x)hwa] ‘the mouth’ (see *a=ho), [oxhja] ‘the bed’ (see *ohe). 

The voiced “softening” of this [x ~ χ] is attested in some dialects as the velar continuant [ɣ], 

traditionally spelt g, e.g. Bsq (B, G, AN, R, Sal) ago [aɣo] ‘mouth’, (B, G) oge [oɣe] ‘bed’,9 etc. The 

development of labialized PSC *χw > Bsq *b (*ɦibai) is parallel with that of *gw, *ɢw > *b (see above. 

The PSC internal cluster *-nχ- regularly corresponds to Bsq *-g-. 

   

PSC *χ / *ʁ > Bsq initial *h-: 

                                                           
8 Bsq *hobi ‘grave’ (L.4) is an unrelated homonym.  
9 Labialized forms are found in some dialects: (B-Arratia, Orozko) abo [aβo] ‘mouth’; (AN) obe [oβe] ‘bed’, 

(BN-Aldude, Baigorri) ofe id. 
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Bsq *Haiɫa ‘tail; stem’ ~ PEC *χǖɫV / *χǖɫV ‘stalk, grass’ (C.43) 

Bsq *hama-(ṙ) ‘ten’ ~ PEC *χŏmHɨ / *mHŏχɨ ‘handful’ (M.7) 

Bsq *hamu ‘tree’ < PSC *χ[a]mV ~ PNC *ʁwōnV ‘tree’ (C.3)10 

Bsq *harc ‘bear’, *hars-kone ‘badger’ ~ PEC *χHVr[c ̣́ ]V ‘marten, otter’ (B.4); cf. PY *χas 

‘badger’ 

Bsq *hari / *hali- ‘thread, yarn’ ~ PEC *χāɫV ‘thread, sinew’ (Q.33) 

Bsq *haṙi ‘stone’ ~ PEC *χHĕrχV ‘small stones, gravel’ (D.14) 

Bsq *hauṙ ‘child’11 ~ PEC *χɨnχwV-r ‘children, young (of animals)’ (J.18) 

Bsq *hor ‘dog’ ~ PNC *χHwĕye ‘dog’ / [oblique] *χHwĕy-rV- (N.1) 

Bsq *Hoṙi ‘leaf’ ~ PEC *χērə̆ ‘grass, herb’ (C.50) 

Bsq *huṙu- ‘far’ < PSC *χVrV- ~ PEC *=ārχV ‘far’ (I.16)12 

PSC *χ / *ʁ > Bsq initial *g-: 

Bsq *gau / *gab- ‘night’ < *gaw̃ ~ PLezgian *χ̰:am: / *χ̰:an: ‘evening, night’ (H.5) 

Bsq *gehi ‘quantity’, *gehi-ago ‘more’, etc. < PSC *ʁăhE13 ~ PNC *ɦăχE ‘big, more, 

enough’ (R.37) 

Bsq *gurhi ‘butter, grease’ ~ PEC *χǝrHV / *χHǝrV ‘butter, cheese’ (P.7) 

PSC *χ / *ʁ > Bsq medial *-h-: 

Bsq *a=hari / *a=hal- ‘ram, sheep’ ~ PEC *χ[ǝ]lV ‘ewe, ram’ (N.16) 

Bsq *a=ho ‘mouth’ ~ PNC *χwɨ- ‘*mouth’ (in *χwɨm[V]ṗV ‘mouthful, gulp’: Z.4); cf. PY 

*χowe ‘mouth’ 

Bsq *aihen ‘branch, stock’ < *hayhen ~ PEC *HăχVnV ‘log, beam’ (C.40) 

Bsq *aiheṙ ‘supposition, propensity’ (~ *e=geṙi ‘to guess, find out, suppose’) ~ PNC 

*=HǝχVr ‘to know, perceive’ (V.23) 

Bsq *behe ‘bottom; below, down’ < *b=ehe ~ PEC *w=ǝ̆χA / *r=ǝ̆χA ‘bottom, lower part’ 

(with changing class prefixes: I.14) 

Bsq *eihurin (?) ‘fine meal, flour’, *orhe ‘dough’ ~ PEC *χHwVrV ‘meal, flour’ (Q.20; 

V.68)14 

Bsq *i=haṙ ‘maple (tree)’ ~ PEC *χwārē / *rāχwē ‘a kind of deciduous tree’ (C.13) 

Bsq *ohe < *o=he ‘bed’ ~ PEC *=aχV-r ‘to lie, fall’ (Tabasaran aχi-n ‘bed’) (Q.10) 

Bsq *o=hol ‘board, plank’ ~ PEC *χulV / *χuɫV ‘wooden vessel’ (Q.62) 

Bsq *oi=hal ‘cloth’ ~ PEC *χw[a]lŁV ‘a kind of clothing’ (Q.32) 

PSC *χ / *ʁ > Bsq medial *g: 

Bsq *hega-n ‘to fly’ ~ PEC *=HiχV ‘to fly’ (V.43) 

                                                           
10 Metathesis of labiality of the type *ʁwōnV ~ *ʁōnwV = *ʁōmV (see metathesis: pp. 201-03). 
11 In accord with the “one-aspirate rule” (see pp. 169, 177), *hauṙ is the result of loss of one aspirate < *hahu-ṙ 

(or the like). 
12 The change of PSC *χVrV- > PEC *=ārχV reflects a common Cauc transposition *CVRV > *=VRCV, as 

described by Starostin (SCP, p. 1).    
13 Precise form is uncertain, but there was some kind of metathesis (pp. 201-03). 
14 A peculiar word (phonetically) as remarked by Michelena (M 80). Perhaps an unwieldy original form such as 

*eihurin (related to *eiho ‘to grind’ and *eihera ‘mill’) was reduced variously as (B) urun, (A) urun, irin, (c) 

irin, (Z) irín > iín.   
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Bsq *heugali / *heu[l]agi ‘much, abundant, numerous’ ~ PNC *HāχuɫV / *HālχV ‘long’ 

(R.38) 

Bsq *higuni ‘hate, hatred’ ~ PNC *=HǝχwAn ‘to quarrel, fight’ (K.7) 

Bsq *negu ‘winter’ < PSC *nʔĕ[ʁ]wV / *[ʁ]wĕnʔV (SCG 185; SCP 16) ~ PNC 

*ʁwĭnʔV ’name of a season’ (G.2) 

Bsq *śagaṙ ‘apple’ ~ PEC *čVχʷVr ‘pear’ (see P.14; NCED 893, 1107); cf. Burushaski 

śuɣurí ‘pear’ 

PSC *χ / *ʁ lost in weakly stressed position: 

Bsq *e=o ‘to hit, strike’ ~ PNC *=HiʁwE ‘to beat’ (V.70) 

Bsq *laia ‘two-pronged fork’ < *layha ~ PEC *ƛṾχwV / *ŁVχwV ‘rake’ (Q.15) 

“One-aspirate” rule:  Because Basque does not permit two aspirates /h/ in the same word 

(M 211-212; EDB 16), in the following cases the hypothetical first /h/ was dropped, thus 

*heiho > *eiho ‘to grind’; *heɫhi > *eɫhi ‘cattle’; *helhi > *elhi > *erhi ‘finger’. In the case 

of *hauṙ ‘child’ the second /h/ was dropped.  

Bsq *eiho ‘to grind’, *eihera ‘mill’ < *heih- ~ PNC *HĕmχwV ‘to grind’ (Q.20; V.68) 

Bsq *eɫhi ‘cattle, herd’ < *helhi ~ Chechen ħēlī ‘cows’, etc. < PEC *χwōlhV / *χHwōlV 

‘cattle, cows’ (N.5) 

Bsq *elhi ‘finger’ < *helhi ~ Rutul χɨli-dɨ ‘mitten’, etc. < PEC *χĕɫHe ‘sleeve’ (A.69) 

Bsq *hau-ṙ ‘child, baby’ < *hahu-ṙ ~ PEC *χɨnχwV-r ‘children, young (of animals)’ (J.18)  

PSC *-nχ- cluster > Bsq medial *-g-: 

Bsq *e=sagu-n ‘to know, be acquainted’, etc. ~ PNC *cẸnχV(n) ‘to search, ask’ (V.50) 

Bsq *ɦaragi ‘meat, flesh’ ~ PNC *rĕnχwĂ ‘fat, butter’ (P.11) 

Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘ulcer, rennet’ ~ PEC *ƛẉĕ[n]χV ‘pus, snot’ (A.94) 

Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘pebble, gravel’ ~ PEC *ƛặnχwV ‘cobblestones, ruins’ (D.16) 

Bsq *ug-ac ‘breast, teat, mother’s milk’ ~ PEC *wHenχe / *wHenχa ‘udder’ (A.42) 

PSC *-mχ- cluster > Bsq medial *-ih-: 

Bsq *eiho ‘to grind’, *eihera ‘mill’ ~ PNC *HĕmχwV ‘to grind’ (V.68) 

PSC *-mχw- cluster > Bsq medial *b-:  

Bsq *ɦibai ‘river’ ~ PEC *yimχwĂ ‘river’ (E.7) 

PSC *-lχ- cluster > Bsq medial *-ɫh-: 

Bsq *uɫhe ‘hair, wool’ ~ PEC *ʡālχV ‘wool’ (A.21) 

PSC *-rχ- clusters have varying outcomes in Bsq. In four cases Bsq has the trilled rhotic /ṙ/, 

in one the rhotic is lost but /h/ remains (*e=hu-n), and in one case Bsq has the flapped 

cluster /rh/ (*erho). More study is needed to explain the different reflexes. (See also under 

PSC *r.) 

Bsq *e=hu-n ‘to weave’ ~ PEC *=irχwVn ‘to knit, weave, spin’ (V.54) 

Bsq *erho ‘to kill’ ~ PNC *HīrχA ‘to beat, hit, throw’ (V.71) 

Bsq *e=ṙa-n ‘to say’ ~ PNC *HarχU ‘to sound, shout’ (V.53) 

Bsq *haṙi ‘stone’ ~ PEC *χHĕrχV ‘small stones, gravel’ (D.14) 

Bsq *haṙo ‘proud, bold’ ~ PEC *=irχwVr ‘to rejoice’ (K.11) 

Bsq *ɦiṙi ‘laugh, laughter’ ~ PEC *=HirχwV ‘to play’ (K.10) 
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Laryngeals 
 

PNC is thought to have had six laryngeals, including three laryngeals proper:15  

 *ʔ [glottalized laryngeal (glottal) stop] 

 *h [voiceless laryngeal fricative] 

 *ɦ [voiced laryngeal fricative] 

and three pharyngeals:16 

 *ʡ [glottalized emphatic laryngeal stop] 

 *ħ [voiceless emphatic laryngeal fricative] 

 *ʕ [voiced emphatic laryngeal fricative] 

But even within North Caucasian “laryngeals are the most unstable class of consonants … 

Their exact reflexes are often hard to establish (especially in PN[akh] and PA[ndian], where 

in some cases we use the symbol H, denoting an arbitrary laryngeal)” (NCED 62). Even 

more so, in the reconstruction of Proto-Sino-Caucasian “laryngeals in general are very 

unstable phonemes and tend to disappear easily. They are most numerous and best 

reconstructed in PNC, with … correspondences in other families” (SCP 22). It is still 

uncertain how many laryngeals to reconstruct for PSC. In many cases there is not enough 

information in the attested forms to determine precisely which laryngeal to reconstruct, and 

is denoted as *H (uncertain laryngeal). 

In Basque we can probably reconstruct, at the most, two laryngeals: *h, which 

remains as /h/ in all three of the aspirating dialects (BN, L, Z = “French” Basque dialects), 

and *ɦ which has the reflex /h/ in BN and L but zero in Z. Whether this *h / *ɦ opposition 

should really be traced back to Proto-Bsq is, so far, uncertain; possibly it is the result of 

dialect borrowing or some other force. It may be of interest, however, that the PNC uvular 

fricative *χ always corresponds to Bsq *h, never to Bsq *ɦ (see PSC *χ, above). 

Both *h and *ɦ are lost in the non-aspirating dialects (B, G, AN, R, Bzt, Azk, Sal = 

“Spanish” Basque dialects), except in some of the earliest records,17 and in some cases 

where old *h between vowels has become the voiced velar continuant [ɣ], phonemically /g/ 

and traditionally spelt g, e.g. (B, G, AN) igar [iɣar] ‘dry’ < *eihaṙ (see R.22). This seems to 

happen only in cases of VHA, VHO, VHU, but not VHE, VHI (M 221 et seq.). 

Basque also preserves some laryngeals in combination with resonants, often with the 

laryngeals no longer existing as such in modern Caucasian languages. For example, the EC 

etymon represented by Avar q’:warí-da-b ‘narrow, cramped’, etc., was reconstructed by 

Nikolayev & Starostin as PEC *q̇warHV ‘thin, narrow’ (NCED 933). I have proposed that 

this word is cognate with Bsq *garhi ‘thin’, attested with /rh/ in traditional Zuberoan gárhi 

                                                           
15 Definitions as in NCED. 
16 There is some difficulty, especially in translations from Russian or Georgian, in defining which sounds are 

“pharyngeal” or “emphatic laryngeal” (the latter favored by NCED and SCP): see Catford (1977: 289).  
17 For example, Old Bizkaian (1596) haar ‘worm’ (now aar or ar) = (BN, L, Z) har ‘worm’ (cited by M 114; see 

also M 206). 
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(modern gáhi: Larrasquet 1939), with the /h/ in the same position as reconstructed for PEC.18 

In actual EC languages the only reflex of the reconstructed *h in this word is the 

pharyngealization of the initial consonant in Lezgian languages, such as Agul q̣
 ʕ:ure-f ‘thin, 

emaciated’, Archi q’ʕwaq’ʕwar-t:u ‘narrow’ (see R.59).19 Note also Bsq *buɫha-ṙ ‘breast, 

chest’ ~ PEC *ɢwălɦē ‘udder, breast’ (A.40: here PEC *ɦ is attested as [ʔ] in Andi ʁaʔa 

‘udder’). In other cases there has been a transposition of the laryngeal, as in Bsq *sahaṙ 

‘old’ (human), ‘old person’ ~ PNC *swĕrho ‘old; year’ (R.40). More examples of both types 

are listed below. 

At the end of stems laryngeals disappear in all attested forms of Bsq: see Bsq *bi=si 

‘life, alive’ ~ Lak s:iħ ‘breath, vapor’, Chechen sa ‘soul’, etc. < PNC *sĭHwV (A.87). 

As in North Caucasian, there may not be enough information to determine whether 

Proto-Bsq had *h or *ɦ in a particular word (usually when it is only attested in non-

aspirating dialects, or not attested in Z): in such cases the segment is denoted as *H 

(uncertain laryngeal). 

Because of the great instability of laryngeals, not only within PSC but within PNC 

and within Basque itself, it is difficult to establish firm correspondences. Basque-NC 

comparisons involving laryngeals are listed below.  

 

Bsq initial *h-: 

Bsq *habe ‘beam, pillar’ ~ PNC *hwĕbē ‘post, pole; tower’ (Q.60) 

Bsq *hać ‘breath, stench’ ~ PEC [*ħVčṾ] ‘odor’ (A.86) 

Bsq *haga ‘long pole’ ~ PEC *hăḳwV ‘bush, branch, sprout’ (Q.56) 

Bsq *hagin ‘tooth’ ~ PNC *HĕmɢĂ ‘to bite’ (A.11) 

Bsq *haice ‘tree’ ~ PNC *Hă(r)ǯwē‘a kind of tree’ (C.1) 

Bsq *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, pickax’ ~ PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’ (Q.13) 

Bsq *haisto, *haisto-ṙ ‘knife, shears’ ~ PNC *HăyʒV̄ ‘chisel’ (Q.11) 

Bsq *ha[m]aṙ ‘worm’20 ~ PEC *ɦabarV ‘worm’ (B.46) 

Bsq *haraic ‘oak tree’ < PSC *ʔăɫʔăyʒV ~ (metathesis) PNC *ʔăyʒăɫʔV ‘a kind of deciduous 

tree’ (C.6) 

Bsq *hardo ‘tinder’ ~ PEC *HwVrdV ‘a kind of herb’ (F.4) 

Bsq *haro ‘weather, season’ ~ PNC *h[ă]ɫʔa ‘vapor, breath’ (G.1)  

Bsq *haś ‘bare, naked’ ~ PNC *ɦǝ̄ćẸ̆ ‘empty, hollow’ (R.7) 

Bsq *hasi ‘to grow, raise’, etc., *hac ‘breed, lineage’ ~ PEC *=Vʒ́V ‘to grow’ (V.69) 

Bsq *haśi ‘to begin, start’ ~ PNC *=āčĂn ‘to go, to lead’ (V.58) 

Bsq *hauśi ‘to break, shatter’ ~ PEC *=ičV(w) ‘to break, hit, wound’ (V.59) 

Bsq *hega-n ‘to fly’ ~ PEC *=HiχV ‘to fly’ (V.43) 

                                                           
18 Note that Basque data were not taken into account in this or any other reconstruction in NCED. 
19 Cf. formation of Bsq (BN, L) gari-tu ‘made (oneself) thin, slimmed down’. 
20 The only evidence for a nasal is the Roncalese form ãr (with nasal ã). The Old Bizkaian form haar and modern 

Bizkaian aar bear witness to an original disyllabic form compatible with PEC*ɦabarV. Blažek (1999: 60) has 

suggested the progression *Habr(a) > *HaMr(a) > hãr(a).  
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Bsq *hegi ‘ridge, crest; border’, etc. ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄rqē ‘mountain ridge, boundary’ (D.11) 

Bsq *hel-tu ‘to come, arrive’ ~ PEC *ʔīƛṾ ‘to run, leap’ (Dargi ‘walk, go’) (V.4) 

Bsq *hel-tu ‘to bite’, *-hali ‘meal’, *aɫha ‘graze’ ~ PEC *=iʡwVl ‘to feed on, eat, bite’ 

(N25; P.2; V.2) 

Bsq *heṙi ‘people, nation’, etc. ~ PNC *ʡwə̆hri ‘troops, army’ (J.1) 

Bsq *herći, *herś-tu ‘to close, squeeze; squeezed, tight, narrow’, etc. ~ PNC *HičẶn / 

*HičẶn ‘to press, squeeze’ (V.62) 

Bsq *hese / *heśe ‘fresh, green, moist’ ~ PNC *=HäćwĂ ‘to pour, wash’ (R.25) 

Bsq *hestu-n ‘ring, link’ ~ PEC *HV̆cṾ ‘ring, bracelet’ (Q.37) 

Bsq *heugali ~ *heu[l]agi ‘much, abundant, numerous’ ~ PNC *HāχuɫV / *HālχV ‘long’ 

(R.38) 

Bsq *higuni ‘hate, hatred’ ~ PNC *=HǝχwAn ‘to quarrel, fight’ (K.7) 

Bsq *hobe ‘better’, *habo-ro ‘more’ ~ PNC *HV̆bV / *bV̆HV ‘big, many’ (R.11) 

Bsq *hog[w]i ‘gums (mouth flesh)’21 ~ PEC *ɦŏmɢwĭ ‘mouth, throat’ (A.13) 

Bsq *hoc ‘cold’, *hos- ‘be cold’ ~ PNC *HEčẉV / *čẉEHV ‘cold’22 (R.17) 

Bsq *hoin ‘foot’23 ~ PEC *ʡä̆nɢwV̆ / *ʡĭnɢwV̆ ‘heel, ankle’ (A.72) 

Bsq *holc ‘plank, wall of planks’ ~ PEC *ħwǟlsǝ̆ ‘wood, stick, tree’ (Q.63) 

Bsq *honća ‘well’ (adv.) ~ PEC *ʡV(n)ǯV ‘good’ (R.64) 

Bsq *honc / *hunc ‘owl’ < PSC *ɦ(w)ɨ́̄nć(̣w)ĭ ~ PNC *ɦnɨ̄ć(̣w)ĭ / *ɦć(̣w)ɨ̄nĭ ‘small bird’ 

(B.23) 

Bsq *hori ‘yellow’ ~ PEC *ɦirV ‘red’ (R.4) 

Bsq *huć ‘empty, bare’ (but*ɦućal ‘poor, barren’) ~ PNC *=HĭcẶl / *=HĭlcṾ- ‘naked, bare’ 

(R.8) 

Bsq *hune ‘marrow, brain, pith’ ~ PEC *hwĕʔnV ‘blood’ (A.2) 

Bsq *hunc ‘ivy’ ~ PEC *ʔV̄lćẸ̆r ‘weed’ (C.22) 

Bsq *hur ‘water’, *e=uli ‘rain’ ~ PEC *ɦwɨ̆lV / *lɨ̆ɦwV ‘river, reservoir’ (E.1; G.10) 

Bsq *huṙ ‘hazelnut’ ~ PNC *ʔwōrŁV ‘nut’ (C.35) 

Bsq *huṙ-an ‘near’ ~ PNC *ɦĭgVrV ‘near’ (I.15) 

Bsq initial *ɦ-: 

Bsq *ɦaic ‘stone, rock, crag’ ~ PNC *ɦǝ̄mVcọ̆ ‘stone’ (D.15) 

Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ PNC *ʡămsǝ ‘breath, soul; cloud, sky; god’ (G.3)  

Bsq *ɦaṙ ‘male’ ~ PEC *ʔɨ̄rλwV ‘male’ (J.3) 

Bsq *ɦaran ‘valley’ ~ PEC *ʔārV ‘plain’ (NCED 202) 

Bsq *ɦaseri / *aseɦari ‘fox’ ~ PNC *chwōlĕ < *cEhwōlĕ ‘fox, jackal’ (B.2) 

Bsq *ɦauśin / *ɦaśuin ‘nettle’ ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄mšwi ‘a kind of herb or weed’ (C.23) 

Bsq *ɦauso ‘neighbor, neighborhood’ ~ PNC *HV̄čẉĔ ‘guest’ (J.22) 

                                                           
21 Bsq *hobi ‘grave’ is an unrelated homonym.  
22 The PNC reconstruction *čẉErHV / *rHEčẉV has been modified to *čẉEHV / *HEčẉV, since the -r- seems to 

be derived from the class prefix *r=. 
23 Development was possibly *hoing(V) > *hoiŋ > *hoin, or the like. Bsq does not permit final nasals, other than 

/n/, or /ñ/ in some dialects. 
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Bsq *ɦerce / *ɦeśte ‘intestine’ ~ PNC *HĂrčV / *rHĂčV / *čĂrHV ‘stomach, abomasum’ 

(A.54) 

Bsq *ɦerde / *ɦelde-ṙ ‘spittle, drool’ ~ PNC *ɦămƛặ ‘sweat’ (A.80) 

Bsq *ɦesu-ṙ ‘bone’ ~ PEC *HɨśɨwVɫī ‘rib; side’ (A.75) 

Bsq *ɦibai ‘river’ ~ PEC *yimχwĂ ‘river’ (E.7) 

Bsq *ɦiṙi ‘laugh, laughter’ ~ PEC *=HirχwV ‘to play’ (K.10) 

Bsq *ɦodoe ‘cloud’ < PSC *HVdwi ~ PEC *dwiHV ‘wind’ (G.4) 

Bsq *ɦog(ʷ)en ‘blame, sin’ ~ PNC *HāgwV ‘bad, small’ (K.2) 

Bsq *ɦolaic ‘beestings, colostrum’ ~ PNC *=HoǯĂl ( / *=HolǯĂ) ‘to milk; strain; pour; 

drink’ (P.4) 

Bsq *ɦonda-ṙ ‘sand, residue’ ~ PEC *ʔantV / *ʔamtV ‘earth, dirt’ (D.18) 

Bsq *ɦorci / *ɦośti ‘sky, storm’ ~ PEC *Hǝ̄rčwVn ‘to become cloudy, gloomy’ (G.12) 

Bsq *ɦorś-to ‘leaf’ ~ PEC *ʔărćṾ ‘a kind of reed’ (C.51) 

Bsq *ɦosi ‘germ, shoot’ < PSC *ʔwí̆sē ~ PNC *śwĭʔē ‘a kind of cereal’ (C.31) 

Bsq *ɦośin ‘deep water, pool, well’ < PSC *ʔwɨ̄[c]V́ńV̆ ~ PEC *ʔwɨ̄ncV̆ ‘spring, source (of 

water’ (E.2) 

Bsq *ɦućal ‘poor, barren’ (but *huć ‘empty, bare’) ~ PNC *=HĭcẶl / *=HĭlcṾ- ‘naked, bare’ 

(R.8)   

Bsq initial *H-: *H in these words is provisional, usually due to attestation in non-

aspirating Bsq dialects, and may simply be Ø:  

Bsq *Halgara ‘laughter, guffaw’ ~ PEC *=HilVqVr ‘to laugh, rejoice’ (K.9) 

Bsq *Hangio ‘pasture, meadow’ ~ PEC *HēnqwV ‘meadow, plot’ (D.4) 

Bsq *Hapal ‘shelf’ ~ PEC *ʔapVɫV ‘board, cover; pole’ (Q.65) 

Bsq *Hapo ‘hoof’ ~ PNC *HaṗV̆ ‘paw, extremity’ (A.73) 

Bsq *Haro ‘stick, pole’ ~ PEC *ʡăɫV ‘branch’ (Q.53) 

Bsq *Hace ‘back part; track’ ~ PNC *hāmcẸ̆ ‘half, middle’ > Ubykh ǯ́a ‘back part’ (I.8) 

Bsq *Hunce ‘rabbit’ ~ PNC *ɦwVlǯĔ ‘marten, weasel, hedgehog’ (B.8)  

Bsq medial and internal laryngeals: 

Bsq *ahul ‘weak, feeble’ ~ PEC *ħălVħV ‘slow’ (R.62) 

Bsq *an-his-ba ‘sister (of woman)’ ~ PNC *=ɨ̆̇ćĭ ‘brother, sister’ (J.11) 

Bsq *aseɦari / *ɦaseri ‘fox’ ~ PNC *chwōlĕ < *cEhwōlĕ ‘fox, jackal’ (B.2) 

Bsq *bur(a)ho ‘curse, blasphemy, hatred’ ~ PEC *ɢwāɫħo ‘gossip, rumor; offence, anger’ 

(K.1) 

Bsq *e=henśi ‘fleeing, to flee’ ~ PNC *hilčwĒ ‘to run’ (V.21) 

Bsq *ei=haṙ ‘dry’ (animate), *lei=hoṙ ‘dry’ (inanimate) ~ PEC *hwēri ‘morning, dawn’ 

(R.22) 

Bsq *eɫhe ‘word, speech’ < *e=ɫehe ~ PEC *lĕHwV / *ɫĕHwV ‘word’ (L.11) 

Bsq *e=oha-n ‘to go; go away’ ~ PEC *=VʔwV-n ‘to go, to come’ (V.44) 

Bsq *geHeɫi ‘beef, meat’ / *i=keɫ(a) / *o=keɫV ~ PEC *q̇ɦwĕɫV̄ / *q̇wĕɫɦV̄ ‘large female 

domestic animal (cow, mare)’ (P.12) 
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Bsq *gehi ‘quantity’, *gehi-ago ‘more’, etc. < PSC *ʁăhE24 ~ PNC *ɦăχE ‘big, more, 

enough’ (R.37) 

Bsq *leheṙ ‘pine (tree)’ ~ PEC *λɦwĕɫū ‘a kind of tree’ (C.7) 

Bsq *lehia ‘zeal, eagerness’, etc. < *ŁinHwV (?)25 ~ PEC *=inŁwV ‘to love, want’ (K.12) 

Bsq *mihu-ri ‘seed, kernel’ ~ PEC *mǝ̆hwV ‘grain, seed; a kind of cereal’ (C.33) 

Bsq *nahi ‘will, desire, wish’ ~ PEC *ʔnV̄hV̄ / *ʔnV̄ʕV̄ ‘fright, shame’ (K.13) 

Bsq *o=hoin ‘thief’ ~ *=ēʕwVn ‘to lose, get lost’ (Dargi ‘to steal’) (J.24) 

Bsq *sihi ‘wedge, skewer, spit’ ~ PNC *cạ̈̄nHV ‘arrow, bow’ (Q.42) 

PSC medial laryngeal clusters: In most cases (northern) Bsq retains a laryngeal:  

Bsq *arhe ‘harrow, rake’ < *harhe ~ PEC *ʁarhV ‘harrow’ (Q.14) 

Bsq *beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead, side, edge’ ~ PEC *bʕāɫhŏ ‘edge, end’ (Kryz bel ‘forehead’) (A.5) 

Bsq *buɫha-ṙ ‘breast, chest’ ~ PEC *ɢwălɦē ‘udder, breast’ (A.40) 

Bsq *bur(a)ho ‘curse, blasphemy, hatred’ ~ PEC *ɢwāɫħo ‘gossip, rumor; offence, anger’ 

(K.1) 

Bsq *elhi ‘finger’ < *helhi ~ PEC *χĕɫHe ‘sleeve’ (A.69) 

Bsq *garhi ‘thin, slender’ ~ PEC *q̇warHV ‘narrow, thin’ (R.59) 

Bsq *gurhi ‘butter, grease’ ~ PEC *χǝrHV / *χHǝrV ‘butter, cheese’ (P.7) 

Bsq *iɫhu-n ‘dark, night’ < PSC *ƛēʔlă ~ PNC *ʔlēƛă ‘night’ (R.18) 

Bsq *kai(H)o ‘seagull, large sp.’26 ~ PEC *qǝmɦǝ̄ ‘raven, crow’ (B.15) 

Bsq *lainho ‘fog, mist, vapor’ < PSC *ƛẹmɦĂ ~ PEC *ɦemƛẶ ‘dream’ (‘fog, cloud’ in 

Andian) (G.7) 

Bsq *manhai ‘table’ ~ PEC *mɦăʡnē ‘door; part of door’ (Q.9) 

PSC initial laryngeal clusters: Initial CH- and HC- clusters have been reconstructed for 

PNC, which were preserved as clusters only in the Nakh family (e.g. Batsbi /bʕ/, Chechen 

/t’q’/), but had various reflexes in other EC languages: in Avar they are associated with the 

barytonal accent paradigm A, and in eastern Dagestanian (Lak, Dargi, Lezgian) with 

pharyngeal vowels /ạ, ẹ, ị, ụ/ or pharyngeal consonants, e.g. /qʕ/ (NCED 82). As far as I can 

determine, these PNC CH-/HC- clusters have the same correspondences in Bsq as the 

corresponding plain consonants, but I cannot rule out that correlations might be found in the 

future. The Basque-NC etymologies involving these PNC initial clusters are quite numerous: 

Bsq *a=huṙ ‘hollow of hand, palm’, (R, Bzt) agur ~ PEC *kHwǝ̄rV ‘hole, pit’ (A.67) 

Bsq *aiṅegu ‘rye’ ~ PNC *ħnǟrqwĔ ‘a kind of cereal (oats, barley)’ (O.3) 

Bsq *a=meć ‘dream, sleep’ ~ PNC *ɦnićwV̆ ‘night, evening’ (K.14) 

Bsq *aśko ‘many, much’ < *aśeko ~ PNC *čḤəqwV ‘big’ (R.34) 

Bsq *balća ‘pool, pond’ ~ PNC *ṗɦĭlcẉǝ̆ ‘mud, dirt’ (E.4) 

Bsq *barda ‘belly, bowels’ ~ PEC *bɦĕrƛṾ ‘(large) intestine’ (A.51) 

                                                           
24 Precise form is uncertain, but there was some kind of metathesis (pp. 201-03). 
25 The exact form is uncertain, but this type of transposition (*ŁinHwV > PEC *=inŁwV) is frequent in the 

development of PNC/PEC; cf. Bsq *laṙain ‘threshing floor’ (Q.18) in relation to PEC *=V̄rŁV ‘to thresh’ < PSC 

*rVŁV́ ~ *ŁVrV́. 
26 This word is only attested in B and G, non-aspirating dialects, so the *H here is not certain.  
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Bsq *baste-ṙ ‘edge, margin, corner’ ~ PNC *whǝ̆rʒĭ ‘edge, tip’ (I.1) 

Bsq *behi ‘cow’ ~ PEC *bħǝrcẉV ‘cattle’ (N.6) 

Bsq *beɫe, *beɫa-c ‘crow, raven, rook, hawk’ ~ PNC *ɢHwV̄ɫV ‘crow, jackdaw’ (B.16) 

Bsq *beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead, side, edge’ ~ PEC *bʕāɫhŏ ‘edge, end’ (Kryz bel ‘forehead’) (A.5)  

Bsq *bihi ‘grain, seed’ ~ PEC *bħĕ[r]čị-nV ‘a kind of cereal’ (O.7) 

Bsq *bil-oć ‘lamb’ ~ PEC *bhä̆ƛẉí̆ ‘small cattle (sheep, goats)’ (N.20) 

Bsq *burca, *burcainc ‘squirrel’ ~ PEC *bHărVnćV ‘badger’ (B.7) 

Bsq *bursunc ‘trembling aspen’ ~ PNC *ʕwmǟrcọ̆ ‘a kind of deciduous tree or shrub’ (C.10) 

Bsq *busta-n ‘tail’ ~ PNC [*bHuʒV ~ *bHōʒV] > PLezg *p:oIc:̣- > Tsakhur bɨṭ / bɨṭ:e- ‘tail’ 

(A.47)  

Bsq *čahal ‘calf, heifer’ ~ PEC *Hćẉɨ̄lV̄ / *Hlɨ̄ćẉV̄ ‘heifer, calf’ (N.11) 

Bsq *čaṙ ‘bad, weak’, etc. ~ PLezgian *čụrɨ- ‘wild’ < PEC *Hc ̣́ Vrē ‘wild; wasteland’ (R.5) 

Bsq *čo[l]i ‘bird’ ~ PEC *čḤwēlV ‘a small bird’ (B.19) 

Bsq *čoṙu ‘hair, fiber’ ~ PEC *ćħ̣wə̅rə ‘hair’ (A.22) 

Bsq *e(=)rhac ‘broom (plant); broom’ ~ PEC *HrVǯV̆ ‘heap of grass, stack’ (C.25) 

Bsq *erle ‘bee; beehive’ ~ PNC *Hλwǝ̆rV̄ ‘honeycombs; wax’ (B.32) 

Bsq *esko < *e=Seko ‘(bees-)wax’ ~ PNC *čḤɨ̆q̇wĂ ‘dung, ordure, dirt’ (Budukh ‘ear-wax’, 

etc.: A.85) 

Bsq *gain ‘top, surface; above’ ~ PEC *hq̇wĕmV̄ ‘head, horn’ (I.13) 

Bsq *geHeɫi ‘beef, meat’ / *i=keɫ(a) / *o=keɫV ~ PEC *q̇ɦwĕɫV̄ / *q̇wĕɫɦV̄ ‘large female 

domestic animal (cow, mare)’ (P.12) 

Bsq *gilc ‘key’ ~ PEC *ɢHwälćV ‘bolt, stick, board’ (Q.39) 

Bsq *guti ‘few, a little’ ~ PNC *kHə̄ṭwV̄ / *kwHə̄ṭV̄ ‘short, short-eared (animal)’ (R.23) 

Bsq *harc ‘bear’, *hars-kone ‘badger’ ~ PEC *χHVr[c ̣́ ]V ‘marten, otter’ (B.4; B.5) 

Bsq *haṙi ‘stone’ ~ PEC *χHĕrχV ‘small stones, gravel’ (D.14) 

Bsq *hor ‘dog’ ~ PNC *χHwĕye ‘dog’ / [oblique] *χHwĕy-rV- (N.1) 

Bsq *iɫhu-n ‘dark, night’ < PSC *ƛēʔlă ~ PNC *ʔlēƛă ‘night’ (R.18) 

Bsq *i=cal ‘shadow’ ~ PEC *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (G.20) 

Bsq *i=śtu ‘spittle, saliva’ ~ PEC *šHătV ‘spittle, saliva’ (A.82) 

Bsq *kasa-l ‘bark, shell, skin’ ~ PEC *qHǟćwa ‘skin’ (C.46) 

Bsq *kiriki- ‘hedgehog’ ~ PEC *q̇Hwɨr-dV ‘hedgehog’ (B.11) 

Bsq *koco ‘male quadruped’ ~ PEC *q̇HŏcV ‘kid, hornless goat’ (N.10) 

Bsq *koću ‘bowl, vessel’ ~ PEC *q̇HečwV ‘vessel, jar’ (Q.26) 

Bsq *kola ‘nape’ ~ PEC *qHwŏɫV’neck, collar’ (A.36) 

Bsq *kolko (~ *golko) ‘breast, bosom’ ~ PEC *qHwilqwV ‘part of stomach’ (A.41) 

Bsq *kone in *hars-kone ‘badger’ ~ PNC *ɦq̇wǝ̄nǝ̄ / *ɦnǝ̄q̇wǝ̄ ‘mouse, rat’ (B.5) 

Bsq *kuku- (with various suffixes) ‘peak, top, crest’ ~ PEC *q̇HwV̄q̇V ‘hill; pillar, post’ 

(D.12) 

Bsq *-kunca ‘(animal’s) vulva’ ~ PEC *kħ̣ǝlčṾ ‘vulva, hole’ (A.60) 

Bsq *limu-ri ‘slippery, moist, smooth’, etc. ~ PEC *ƛHwemV ‘liquid’ (adj.) (R.53) 

Bsq *lohi ‘mud, dirt, dirty’, (Bzt, Sal) logi ~ PEC *Hɫǝ̆kV̄ / *Hkǝ̆ɫV̄ ‘dirt’ (D.19) 
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Bsq *luHuṙ ‘earth, ground, land’ ~ PNC *lhĕmŁwɨ̆ ‘earth’ (D.1) 

Bsq *mako ‘forked pole, crook’, *mak-et ‘heavy club’ ~ PNC *bħǝ̄nq̇V̆ ‘pole, post’ (Q.54) 

Bsq *maɫi-n, *mal- ‘weak, soft, flexible’ ~ PEC *mhălV- / *mhănV- ‘warm, weak’, etc. 

(R.63) 

Bsq *malka-ṙ ‘straw’ ~ PEC *mħĕlq̇wV ‘root; shoot, offshoot’ (C.28) 

Bsq *manhai ‘table’ ~ PEC *mɦăʡnē ‘door; part of door’ (Q.9) 

Bsq *meda-ṙ ‘narrow, tight’ < *merda-ṙ ~ PEC *ɦmV̄ƛṾ̆ ‘thin, narrow’ (R.39) 

Bsq *moku-ṙ ‘tree trunk, tree base’ ~ PEC *mħŏqwe ‘oak tree’ (C.42) 

Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face’ ~ PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ ‘protruding part, point, edge’ (A.17) 

Bsq *mucu-ṙ (< *murcu-ṙ) / *muśtu-ṙ ‘snout; edge, extremity’ ~ PEC *mHărčwV ‘pus; 

mucus, snot’ (A.19) 

Bsq *muki ‘gum, resin from trees’ ~ PEC *bħĭnḳwV ‘pine-tree’ (C.29) 

Bsq *nahi ‘will, desire, wish’ ~ PEC *ʔnV̄hV̄ / *ʔnV̄ʕV̄ ‘fright, shame’ (K.13) 

Bsq *negu ‘winter’ < PSC *nʔĭʁwV ~ PNC *ʁwĭnʔV ’name of a season’ (G.2) 

Bsq *oćo ‘wolf’ < *boćo (cf. Andi bots’o) ~ PNC *bħĕrcẹ̆ ‘wolf, jackal’ (B.1) 

Bsq *oroć ‘male animal’ < *boroć ~ Agul urč ‘calf’, etc. < PEC *wHilćV (N.14) 

Bsq *pać ‘pomace, pulp’ < PSC *ṗHaćwé ‘skin, leather’ (SCG 165) ~ PEC *bHaćwe ‘bark, 

skin; leaf’ (C.47) 

Bsq *paita ‘duck’ < PSC *ṗHǝ̄m[t]̣V̆ ~ PEC *bHǝ̄mtṾ ‘duck’ (N.24) 

Bsq *purdi / *e=purdi ‘rump, buttocks’ ~ PEC *pHVrṭwV ‘some inner organ (intestine, 

bladder, lung)’ (A.45) 

Bsq *sama-ṙ (~ expressive *čama-ṙ) ‘fleece, shorn wool; mane’, etc. ~ PEC *cɦ̣wĕme 

‘eyebrow’ (A.23) 

Bsq *śare / *śal- ‘net, grill’ ~ PEC *čɦaɫē ‘enclosure, fence’ (Q.7) 

Bsq *sen[-bera] ‘soft cheese, cream cheese’ ~ PEC *Hʒ́ĕmɨ̄ ‘curds, butter’ (P.6) 

Bsq *sinaguṙi ‘ant’ (insect) ~ PNC *ʒHĔmVḳĂ ‘ant’ (B.35) 

Bsq *śoin ‘shoulder, (upper) back’, etc. ~ PEC *Hcẉēynǝ̆ ‘leg bone’ (A.38) 

Bsq *śolho ‘meadow, field’ ~ PEC *čHäɫu ‘earth, ground, sand’ (D.3) 

Bsq *sunda ‘odor, stench; sniff, smell’ ~ PEC *sHwintṾ ‘snuff, smell; snot’ (L.15) 

Bsq *tak-(hoin) ‘heel (of a shoe)’ ~ PNC *dHāqwĀ ‘back of head, neck’ (Q.36) 

Bsq *tanka, *tanko ‘drop (of liquid)’ ~ PNC *ṭHänḳŏ ‘drop, spray’ (E.12) 

Bsq *toś-ka ‘(fine white) clay, kaolin’ ~ PEC *tɦVrcẉV ‘dirt; bog’ (D.20) 

Bsq *tutu ‘tube, horn’, etc. ~ PEC *dɦwōdwō ‘tube, pipe’ (Q.47) 

Bsq *ug-ac ‘breast, teat, mother’s milk’ ~ PEC *wHenχe / *wHenχa ‘udder’ (A.42) 

Bsq *u=pel ‘barrel, cask’ ~ PEC *HpēɫV̄ ‘pipe; vein’ (Q.29) 

Bsq *urde ‘swine, pig’, *ord-oć ‘boar’ ~ PNC *wHārƛẉǝ ‘pig, boar’ (N.21) 

Bsq transposed laryngeals (in relation to PNC): 

Bsq *barhe ‘slug, snail’ ~ PEC *bHōr- / *wHōr- (in *bHōr-ƛwVɫV / *wHōr-ƛwVɫV ‘snake, 

snail, worm’: B.28) 

Bsq *biɫho ‘hair, mane’ ~ PNC *ṗVħVɫV ‘feather, mane’ (A.20); cf. Burushaski *phol- 

‘feather’ 
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Bsq *čahal ‘calf, heifer’ ~ PEC *Hćẉɨ̄lV̄ ~ *Hlɨ̄ćẉV̄ ‘heifer, calf’ (N.11) 

Bsq *čehume ‘half-span’ ~ PNC *čṾ̆mħV ‘span’ (L.7) 

Bsq *ɦodoe ‘cloud’ < PSC *HVdwi ~ PEC *dwiHV ‘wind’ (G.4) 

Bsq *iɫha-ṙ ‘pea(s), bean(s)’ ~ PEC *hōwɫ[ā] ‘bean(s), lentil’ (O.8) 

Bsq *lahaṙ ‘thorn, bramble’ ~ PEC *ƛẉɨ̆rʡV ‘leaf’ (C.17) 

Bsq *leheṙ ‘pine (tree)’ ~ PEC *λɦwĕɫū ‘a kind of tree’ (C.7) 

Bsq *mahać ‘grape(s)’ ~ PNC *ʕämćō ‘apple; medlar’ (P.17) 

Bsq *oɫha ‘forge, cabin’ ~ PEC *ɦwVla-qē ‘hearth’ < *ɦwVla-qǝ̆lV̆ ? (Q.4) 

Bsq *sahaṙ ‘old’ (human), ‘old person’ ~ PNC *swĕrho / *r(h)ĕswo ‘old; year’ (R.40) 

Bsq *soha-ṙ ‘clear (sky, weather)’ < PSC *ǯóHV-r- ~ PEC *=HuǯV-n ‘to clear up (of 

weather)’ (G.14) 

Bsq *śolho ‘meadow, field’ ~ PEC *čHäɫu ‘earth, ground, sand’ (D.3) 

Bsq *sumhe ‘a kind of tree (willow, oak)’ ~ PEC *ǯɦŭmV ‘bush, grass; a kind of fruit’ (C.2) 

Reduction (dissimilation) of laryngeals: Bsq does not permit two aspirates in the same 

word (M 211-212; EDB 16). This applies as well to “new” laryngeals, i.e. Bsq /h/ derived 

from PSC *k or *χ:  

Bsq *aihen ‘branch, stock’ < *haihen ~ PEC *HăχVnV ‘log, beam’ (C.40) 

Bsq *arhe ‘harrow, rake’ < *harhe ~ PEC *ʁarhV ‘harrow’ (Q.14) 

Bsq *eiho ‘to grind’, *eihera ‘mill’ < *heih- ~ PNC *HĕmχwV ‘to grind’ (Q.20; V.68) 

Bsq *eɫhi ‘cattle, herd’ < *heɫhi ~ PEC *χwōlhV / *χHwōlV ‘cattle, cows’ (N.5) 

Bsq *elhi ‘finger’ < *helhi ~ PEC *χĕɫHe ‘sleeve’ (A.69) 

Bsq *erho ‘to kill’ < *Herho ~ PNC *HīrχA ‘to beat, hit, throw’ (V.71) 

Bsq *uɫhe ‘hair, wool’ < *huɫhe ~ PEC *ʡālχV ‘wool’ (A.21) 

Bsq *lohi ‘mud, dirt, dirty’ ~ PEC *Hɫǝ̆kV̄ / *Hkǝ̆ɫV̄ ‘dirt’ (D.19) 

There are some interesting cases in which Bsq laryngeals match PNC *y (see p. 67): 

Bsq *Hainc-eihaṙ ‘frost’ ~ PNC *yămʒĂ ‘snow’ (G.15) 

Bsq *ɦarde (in *śa-ɦarde ‘pitchfork, fork’, *marc-ɦarde ‘fork, pruning hook’) ~ PEC 

*yă[l]ƛwV ‘wooden shovel’ (Q.16; Q.17) 

Bsq *hauć ‘ashes, dust, powder’ ~ PEC *yōmćV ‘earth’ (F.5) 

Bsq *ɦibai ‘river’ ~ PEC *yimχwĂ ‘river’ (E.7) 

Archaic Bsq laryngeals, (apparently) lost in PNC: There are four cases, all involving 

PNC tense sibilants (*s, *ś, *ʒ), in which the Bsq cognate contains a laryngeal. NCED 

provides a hint: “The [PEC] root [*śwăyV] ‘last year’ may have also contained a laryngeal” 

(NCED 975: cf. pharyngeal vowel [ạ] in Archi šʷạš ‘last year’). The implication is that Bsq 

preserves an archaic laryngeal that was lost in PNC or absorbed into the tense sibilant; other 

interpretations may be possible.   

Bsq *ihas ‘last year’ < PSC *yHăśwV (vel sim.) ~ PEC *śwăyV (< *śwăyHV?) (H.3) 

Bsq *saɫhui ‘quick, nimble, flexible’, etc. ~ PNC *sɨɫV ‘light (of weight)’ (<*sɨɫHV?) (R.42) 

Bsq *seɫhai ‘plain, prairie’, etc. ~ PEC *ʒǝlV ‘plain, plateau’ (< *ʒǝlHV?) (D.5) 

Bsq *suɫɦo ‘hole’ ~ PEC *śwōɫV ‘hollow tube’ (< *śwōɫHV?) (I.12) 

No Bsq laryngeal: 
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Bsq *adaṙ ‘branch’ < *ardaṙ < PSC *ɦălƛṾrV ~ PEC *ɦălƛṾɫV ‘branch; pod’ (C.39) 

Bsq *ailcin ‘front, front part’ ~ PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ (I.7) 

Bsq *anc(i), *anco ‘likeness, manner, skill’, etc. ~ PNC *ɦwǟlʒ́ĭ ‘mark, sign’ (L.12) 

Bsq *aṙaṅo ‘eagle’ ~ PEC *ʔār- (in *ʔār-cẉämʔV̆ / *ʔwār-cạ̈mʔV̆) ‘eagle’ (B.14)) 

Bsq *ard-ac ‘axle, spindle’ ~ PEC *ʕănƛṾ ‘(part of) a spindle’ (Q.45) 

Bsq *auṙe ‘front, front part’ ~ PEC *ʔwɨrV ‘front, in front’ (I.6) 

Bsq *e=aṙi ‘to sit down, set, put’ ~ PNC *=eʔ(w)Vr ‘to sit, be quiet’ (V.29) 

Bsq *e=aśo ‘to lift, raise, carry’ ~ PEC *HĕrcṾ- ‘to stand up, to raise’ (V.72) 

Bsq *eulci ‘heap of grain for threshing’ ~ PEC *ʔēlśV ‘a bundle of sheaves’ (Q.19) 

Bsq *isu ‘fright, terror’ ~ PNC *ħVmćṾ ‘fear, fright’ (K.6) 

Bsq *ogi ‘bread; wheat’ ~ PNC *ɦwVgǝbV̆ / *ɦwVbǝgV̆ ‘a kind of cereal’ (O.9) 

Bsq *ok-(arhan) ‘plum, sloe’ ~ PEC *ʔĕqV ‘grape; fruit; orchard, vineyard’ (P.16) 

Bsq *ondi- ‘misery, unease’ ~ PEC *ʔuntV / *ʡuntV ‘defect, sickness’ (K.5) 

Bsq *ondo1 ‘joint’ ~ PEC *ʡǝmdV ‘joint, bone’ (A.77) 

Bsq *ondo2 ‘side, bottom’ ~ PEC *ʔĕndū ‘forehead’ (I.4) 

Bsq *ordo ‘flat, level’, *ordo-ki ‘plain’ ~ PEC *ɦwVnƛṾ ‘wide, spacious’ (D.6) 

Bsq *ośo ‘whole, complete, entire’ / *aśe ‘(to be) full, sated’ ~ PNC *=ɦŏcṾ  / *=ɦăcṾ ‘full, 

to fill’ (R.65; V.66) 

Bsq *urdin ‘blue, gray’ < PSC *Hūƛạ̈̄nV ~ PEC *nHǟƛẉV̆ ‘blue’ (Q.41; R.3) 

Bsq *uśu or *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’ ~ PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū ‘saliva, mucus; herpes’ (A.93) 

 

Resonants 
 

Proto-Sino-Caucasian had several resonants and glides, *m, *n, *ń, *ŋ, *r, 

*ŕ, *l, *w, *y. Some examples of Basque reflexes are as follows: 

 

PSC *m:  There is substantial evidence that PSC *m is retained as Basque /m/, initially and 

medially. No Bsq dialects permit final /m/: all final nasals become /n/ or /ñ/ (see *hagin, 

*sain). The following etymologies require us to re-examine the proposal by Michelena (and 

enthusiastically seconded by Trask) that Pre-Bsq had no phoneme *m. PSC clusters of the 

type *-mɢw-, *-mχw- become Bsq *b. In most other medial PSC clusters original *m 

disappears in Bsq (see Clusters). 

 

Initial Bsq *m-: < PSC *m-, *mH-, *Hm-: 

Bsq *maguli ~ *malugi ‘strawberry’ ~ PEC *niwɢV ‘a kind of berry’: Akhwakh muq̕:ali 

‘blackberry’ (P.20) 

Bsq *mahać ‘grape(s)’ ~ (metathesis) PNC *ʕämćō ‘apple; medlar’; cf. Khinalug mɨč ‘apple’ 

(P.17) 

Bsq *maɫi-n, *mal- ‘weak, soft, flexible’ ~ PEC *mhălV- ~ *mhănV- ‘warm, weak’, etc. 

(R.63) 
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Bsq *malka-ṙ ‘straw’ ~ PEC *mħĕlq̇wV ‘root; shoot, offshoot’ (C.28) 

Bsq *manhai ‘table’ ~ PEC *mɦăʡnē ‘door; part of door’ (Q.9) 

Bsq *mar[c]-ɦarde ‘fork, pruning hook’ ~ PNC *mä̆rć(w)Ē ‘knife, sickle’ (Q.17) 

Bsq *mardo ‘robust; luxuriant’, *mardu-l ‘healthy, strong’ ~ PEC *mōrŁV ‘male; man, hero’ 

(R.58) 

Bsq *maṙuhi ~ *mahuṙi ‘strawberry’, *mar-/*maṙ ‘blackberry’ ~ PEC *mer(ʔ)V ‘a kind of 

berry’ (P.18) 

Bsq *meda-ṙ ‘narrow, tight’ ~ PEC *ɦmV̄ƛṾ̆ ‘thin, narrow’ (R.39) 

Bsq *mihu-ri ‘seed, kernel’ ~ PEC *mǝ̆hwV ‘grain, seed; a kind of cereal’ (C.33) 

Bsq *miko ‘a little, little bit’ ~ PEC *mikẉV ‘small; young one’ (R.32) 

Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’, *minco ‘speech’ ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ (A.9) 

Bsq *moc ‘sex organs’ ~ PEC *mǝ̆čụ ‘hair; fibre, strip’ (A.61); cf. Burushaski *=múś-ki 

‘pubic hair’ (SCG 143) 

Bsq *moku-ṙ ‘tree trunk, tree base’ ~ PEC *mħŏqwe ‘oak tree’ (C.42) 

Bsq *mordo ‘bunch, group’ ~ PEC *mä̆r[ƛ]o ‘handful, armful’ (L.9) 

Bsq *moś-ko-ṙ ‘tree trunk’ ~ PNC *mučỤ̆ / *čụmŬ ‘stick, wood’ (C.41) 

Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face, kiss’ ~ PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ ‘protruding part’, etc. (A.17)   

Bsq *muga ‘boundary, limit’ ~ PEC *mŏrqwV̆ ‘line, stripe’ (L.2) 

Bsq *mune ‘brain, marrow, pith’ ~ PEC *mä̆ɦnɨ̅ ‘brain, head’ (A.1) 

Bsq *mucu-ṙ (< *murcu-ṙ) / *muśtu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle’ ~ PEC *mHărčwV ‘snot, mucus, pus’ 

(A.19) 

Bsq *mutil ‘boy; apprentice; worker’ ~ PNC *mɨ̆lƛṾ̆ ‘husband, male, worker’ (J.4) 

Bsq medial *-m-: < PSC *-m-, *-mH-: 

Bsq *ama ‘mother’, *eme / *ema- ‘female’ ~ (with gender reversal) PEC *ʔēmV ‘father; 

paternal uncle’ (J.10) 

Bsq *čamo ‘weevil, caterpillar’ ~ PEC *čɨ̣̆mhV / *čẉɨ̆nhV ‘flea; nit’ (B.45) 

Bsq *čehume ‘half-span’ ~ PNC *čṾ̆mħV ‘span’ (L.7) 

Bsq *čimiča ‘bedbug’, *čimiṙi- ‘butterfly’ ~ PEC *ćịmVćṾ ‘fly, butterfly’ (B.39) 

Bsq *e=meṅi ‘to put’ ~ *ʔima- ‘to stay, to be’ < *ʔiman- (V.27) 

Bsq *(eci-)[lamu] ‘two days after tomorrow’ ~ PEC *ŁV̆mV ‘one day (two days) after 

tomorrow’ (H.9) 

Bsq *hama-(ṙ) ‘ten’ ~ PEC *χŏmHɨ / *mHŏχɨ ‘handful’ (M.7) 

Bsq *lami- / *limi (~ *mili-) ‘to lick, taste’ ~ PEC *ɫamV ‘licking, to lick’ (V.5) 

Bsq *limu-ri ‘slippery, moist, smooth’, etc. ~ PEC *ƛHwemV ‘liquid’ (adj.) (R.53)  

Bsq *sama-ṙ (expressive diminutive *čama-ṙ) ‘fleece, shorn wool; mane’, etc. ~ PEC 

*cɦ̣wĕme ‘eyebrow’ (A.23) 

Bsq *simi(n)c(a) ‘bedbug’ ~ PNC *ʒimiʒĂ ‘a kind of stinging insect’ (B.38) 

Bsq *sumhe ‘a kind of tree (willow, oak)’ ~ PEC *ǯɦŭmV ‘bush, herb; a kind of fruit’ (C.2) 

Bsq *śama ‘neck’ ~ PEC *šVmV / *mVšV ‘spine; edge’ (A.29) 

Bsq *śami-n ‘bitter, sour, pungent’ ~ PEC *cẹ̆mhV / *cẉĕnhV ‘salt, salty’ (R.15) 

Bsq stem-final /n/ < PSC *-m-, *-Hm-, *-mH-: 
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Bsq *gain ‘top, surface; above’ ~ PEC *hq̇wĕmV̄ ‘head, horn’ (I.13) 

Bsq *hagin ‘tooth’ < PSC *HĂɢĕmV ~ PNC *HĕmɢĂ ‘to bite’ (A.11) 

Bsq hagun, haboin, gahǘ̃n, etc. < *hagune / *gahune ‘foam’ ~ PEC *xwamV / *xwamxwV 

‘foam, liquid’ (E.10) 

Bsq *kain ‘fog, clouds’ ~ PNC *ḳwɨ̆mhV ‘cloud, fog’ (G.6) 

Bsq *sain ‘vein, root, nerve, root (of hair)’ ~ PEC *sēħmV /*ħēmsV ‘muscle, vein; intestine’ 

(A.58) 

Bsq *sen-[-bera] ‘soft cheese, cream cheese’ ~ PEC *Hʒ́ĕmɨ̄ ‘curds, butter’ (P.6) 

PSC *-mC- clusters:  PSC *m in these clusters is highly unstable in its Bsq reflexes. In 

some cases it seems to disappear with no trace (see *Hace, *hic, *listo-, *sisa-li); in others it 

facilitates the labial vowels /u/ (see *hu[m]ki, *[ɦ]uśu, *i=hunc,*sus[t]a) or /o/ (see 

*hog[w]i, *ɦonda-ṙ, *i=soc, *konko-ṙ / *kunku-ṙ, *ondo, *ortúć-) or /b/ (see *ɦibai, 

*hog[w]i > hobi); or the development of a diphthong (see *ɦaic, *Hainc-, *ɦaise, *paita, 

*eiho, *e=ṙoic, *koipe, *gau, *hauć, *ɦauśin); in only a few cases a trace of the original 

nasal is left as Bsq /n/ (see *Hainc-, *hu[m]ki, *i=hunc, *lainho, *lance-ṙ, *ondo, *tanta, 

*tintV). 

Bsq *eiho ‘to grind’, *eihera ‘mill’ ~ PNC *HĕmχwV ‘to grind’ (Q.20; V.68) 

Bsq *e=ṙoic ‘cliff, fissure’ ~ PEC *hrŏmcẉe ‘stone’ (D.13) 

Bsq *gau / *gab- ‘night’ < *gaw̃ < PSC *χV́[m]HV ~ PLezgian *χI:am: / *χI:an: ‘evening, 

night’ (i.e. *χʕ:am: / *χʕ:an:) (H.5; SCG 245-6)27 

Bsq *Hace ‘back part; track’ ~ PNC *hāmcẸ̆ ‘half, middle’ (Ubykh ǯ́a ‘back part’) (I.8) 

Bsq *ɦaic ‘stone, rock, crag’ ~ PNC *ɦǝ̄mVcọ̆ ‘stone’ (D.15) 

Bsq *Hainc-eihaṙ ‘frost’ ~ PNC *yămʒĂ ‘snow’ (G.15) 

Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ PNC *ʡămsǝ ‘breath, soul; cloud, sky; god’ (G.3) 

Bsq *hauć ‘ashes, powder’ ~ PEC *yōmćV ‘earth’ (F.5) 

Bsq *ɦauśin / *ɦaśuin ‘nettle’ ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄mšwi ‘a kind of herb or weed’ (C.23) 

Bsq *ɦibai ‘river’ ~ PEC *yimχwĂ ‘river’ (E.7) 

Bsq *hic ‘word’ ~ PNC *=[ī]mcŪ ‘to speak, tell, talk’ (L.10; V.52) 

Bsq *hog[w]i ‘gums (mouth flesh)’, (BN, L, Z) hobi ~ PEC *ɦŏmɢwĭ ‘mouth, throat’ (A.13) 

Bsq *ɦonda-ṙ ‘sand, residue, bottom’ ~ PEC *ʔamtV ‘earth, ground’ (D.18)28 

Bsq *hu[m]ki ‘to touch’ ~ PEC *fimkẉV ‘fist’ (V.13) 

Bsq *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’ ~ PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū ‘saliva, mucus; herpes’ (A.93) 

Bsq *i=hunc ‘dew’ ~ PEC *xwɨ̆mcẉɨ̄ ‘bog, dirt’ (E.11) 

                                                           
27 S.A. Starostin reconstructed PSC *χV́[n]HV ‘dark’, based on Bsq *gau ‘night’, Proto-Lezgian *χI:an: 

‘evening’, PY *χoʔn- ‘dark’, and PST *ɣVm(H) ‘dark, shade’ (TOB: Sino-Caucasian Database; SCG 245-

6). With the symbol *[n] in the reconstruction S.A.S. left open the possibility of a different nasal, namely *m, 

which is supported by the PST form, the Proto-Lezgian alternate form *χI:am: ‘evening’ (Tsakhur χʕam ‘night’), 

and the Bsq labial vowel in *gau, *gab- (in compounds). I have suggested the addition of Burushaski *ɣuhá[m] 

‘new moon, time without moonlight’, *ɣuhá-sa ‘moonless night’, also supporting a labial second consonant.  
28 Because this PEC reconstruction was based on only three Dagestanian languages, Tsezi, Hinukh, and 

Khinalug, the nature of the internal nasal (whether *m or *n) was not clear. Based on the Bsq evidence with the 

vowel /o/, *m may be preferable.  
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Bsq *i=soc ‘frost, ice’ < PSC *ʒVmć(w)V ~ PEC *ʒwVnć(w)V ‘snowdrift, snowstorm’ 

(G.16)29 

Bsq *isu ‘fright, terror’ ~ PNC *ħVmćṾ ‘fear, fright’ (K.6) 

Bsq *koipe ‘rendered fat, grease’ ~ PEC *kạ̄mpǝ̄ ‘butter; sour cream’ (P.9) 

Bsq *konko-ṙ / *kunku-ṙ ‘hump, joint, bone’ ~ PNC *q̇ămq̇(w)ă ‘knee, leg-bone’ (A.76) 

Bsq *lainho ‘fog, mist, vapor’ < PSC *ƛẹmɦĂ ~ PEC *ɦemƛẶ ‘dream’ (‘fog, cloud’ in 

Andian) (G.7) 

Bsq *lance-ṙ ‘drizzle, fog’ ~ PEC *λä̆[m]cṾ / *λwä̆cṾ ‘to filter, sift’ (G.9) 

Bsq *listo- ‘hornet, wasp’, *e=lco ‘gnat, midge, mosquito” ~ PEC *ƛămcṾ ‘a biting insect’ 

(B.31) 

Bsq *moko ‘beak, point, face’ < PSC *wĕmq̇V́ ‘eye’ ~ PEC *wĭmq̇V ‘witness, true’ (SCG 

216, Z.3) 

Bsq *ondo1 ‘joint’ ~ PEC *ʡǝmdV ‘joint, bone’ (A.77) 

Bsq *ortú-śi ‘take off (shoes, stockings); barefoot’ ~ PEC *=ōmŁV ‘to put on (trousers, 

shoes)’ (R.9; V.34) 

Bsq *paita ‘duck’ < PSC *ṗHǝ̄m[t]̣V̆ ~ PEC *bHǝ̄mtṾ ‘duck’ (N.24) 

Bsq *śaie ‘vulture’ ~ PEC *cẉämʔV̆ ‘eagle, vulture’ (B.13) 

Bsq *sisa-li ‘worm’, *sisa-ni ‘leech’ ~ PEC *sēmsā ‘tadpole, water flea, bug, ant’ (B.47) 

Bsq *susa (in *mar-sus[t]a ‘blackberry, mulberry’) ~ PEC *ʒimʒV ‘a kind of berry (or 

flower, blossom)’ (P.19) 

Bsq *tanta, *tanto ‘drop, dung pellet’ ~ PEC *tĕmtV ‘dirt, dust’ (~ ‘saliva, foam’) (E.13) 

Bsq *tintV ‘gland, uvula’ ~ PEC *ṭēmṭV ‘freckle, spot’ (A.34) 

PSC *-mS- in verb roots (see PSC *-mC- clusters, above):  

Bsq *e=aici ‘to milk (a cow)’ ~ PNC *=āmʒŬ ‘to milk’ (V.26) 

Bsq *e=ncu-n ‘to hear, listen’ ~ PNC *=ămcẸ̆ ‘to know, see’ (V.48) 

Bsq *e=sari ‘to put, sit’ ~ PEC *=VmćṾr ‘to stand, stay’, etc. (V.31) 

 

PSC *n:  PSC *n regularly has the trivial correspondence with Bsq /n/ in initial position. In 

medial position PSC *n remains, but frequently disappears, leaving a nasalized vowel in 

some dialects (usually Z and/or R: see *sinV …), but may retain the /n/ intact in compound 

words (see *ar=dano, *gasta-na). Michelena (M 305-307) posited a ‘strong’ *N (notated 

here as *ṅ: see *aiṅegu, *aṙaṅo, *aṅai-, *e=meṅi, *niṅi) that remains as Bsq /n/ between 

vowels. For clusters of PSC *n with laryngeals and other consonants, see Clusters. 

 

Bsq initial *n- < PSC *n, *Hn: Initial Bsq *n- is surprisingly less frequent (about 1/3 as 

many instances) than initial *m- (at least in this corpus of Euskaro-Caucasian etymologies). 

                                                           
29 The lack of /n/ in the Bsq word could suggest that it came from PSC *ʒVmć(w)V, related by labial metathesis 

to PEC *ʒwVnć(w)V (see pp. 201-03). An *m-cluster would more readily explain the loss of nasal and 

development of the labial vowel /o/ than an *n-cluster (see PSC *-nC- clusters, below). 
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It may be of interest that for PNC the ratio is similar: cases of initial *n- are about 28% of 

those of initial *m- (in the etymologies in NCED).  

Bsq *nahi ‘will, desire, wish’ ~ PEC *ʔnV̄hV̄ / *ʔnV̄ʕV̄ ‘fright, shame’ (K.13) 

Bsq *naś-ka ‘disgust, revulsion’ ~ PEC *n[a]čV / *n[a]ćV ‘shame’ (K.3) 

Bsq *nega-ṙ / *niga-ṙ ‘tears, weeping’, *nega-l ‘rash, herpes’ ~ PEC *nĕwq̣̇ ŭ / *nĭwq̇V̆- 

‘tear(s); pus’ (A.78) 

Bsq *negu ‘winter’ < PSC *nʔĕ[ʁ]wV / *[ʁ]wĕnʔV (SCG 185; SCP 16) ~ PNC 

*ʁwĭnʔV ’name of a season’ (G.2) 

Bsq *neś-ka ‘girl, maiden’ ~ PNC *nEcV / *cEnV ‘a relative in the 2nd or 3rd generation’ 

(J.8) 

Bsq *niṅi ‘child, doll, pupil (of eye)’ ~ Lezgi nini ‘doll’, wilin nini ‘pupil of the eye’ (wil 

‘eye’), etc. < PNC *nănV ‘child, doll, pupil (of eye)’ (J.19) 

Bsq *no- [interrogative stem] ~ PNC *hī-nV [interrogative pronoun] (U.5-U.8) 

Bsq medial *-n- < PSC *n, *Hn, *nH: 

Bsq *a=hune ‘kid’, *a=hun-c ‘goat’ ~ PEC *kwɨ̄ʡnɨ̄ ‘ram’ (N.18) 

Bsq *ardano or *ar=dano ‘wine’ ~ PNC *ʒ́w[ǝ̆]nʔi ‘wine, honey’ (P.22) 

Bsq *-bino / *-bina ‘wasp’ (in comp.) ~ PEC *pä̆nqwV ‘bee’ (B.34) 

Bsq *gune ‘place, space’ (-gue in place names) ~ PNC *ɢwinʡV ‘house, village’ (I.10)30 

Bsq *higuni ‘hate, hatred’ ~ PNC *=HǝχwAn ‘to quarrel, fight’ (K.7) 

Bsq *hune ‘marrow, brain, pith’ ~ Avar han ‘meat’ < PEC *hwĕʔnV ‘blood’ (A.2) 

Bsq *manhai ‘table’ ~ PEC *mɦăʡnē ‘door; part of door’ (Q.9) 

Bsq *mune ‘brain, marrow, pith’ < PSC *mV́̆ɦnū / *nV́̆ɦmū (SCG 149; SCP 12)~ PEC 

*mä̆ɦnɨ̅ ‘brain, head’ (A.1) 

Bsq *sini ‘acorn’ (> zĩ > zi) ~ PNC *cẉāynV / *cẉāynV ‘fruit’ (C.36) 

Bsq medial ‘fortis’ *ṅ < PSC *n, *Hn: 

Bsq *aiṅegu ‘rye’ (possibly *Haiṅegu) ~ PNC *ħnǟrqwĔ ‘a kind of cereal (oats, barley)’ 

(O.3) 

Bsq *aṅai- / *ne- ‘brother’ ~ PNC *ʔānV(yV) ‘mother’ (J.12) 

Bsq *aṙaṅo ‘eagle’ ~ PEC *ʔār- (in *ʔār-cẉämʔV̆ / *ʔwār-cạ̈mʔV̆) ‘eagle’ (B.14)) 

Bsq *e=meṅi ‘to put’ ~ PEC *ʔima- ‘to stay, to be’ < *ʔiman- (V.27) 

Bsq *niṅi ‘child, doll, pupil (of eye)’ ~ PNC *nănV ‘child, doll, pupil (of eye)’ (J.19) 

Bsq final *-n < PSC *n, *Hn, *nH: 

Bsq *aihen ‘branch, stock’ ~ PEC *HăχVnV ‘log, beam’ (C.40) 

Bsq *ailcin ‘front, front part’ ~ PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ (I.7) 

Bsq *b=ardin ‘same, even, flat’ ~ PEC *=ăƛwVn ‘similar, to resemble’ (R.48) 

Bsq *e=sun-ki ‘to put out (light), extinguish’ ~ PEC *=Hi[s]wVn / *=Hi[š]wVn ‘to 

extinguish, go out (of light)’ (V.57) 

Bsq *hon ‘good’ < PSC *=kUn- ~ PEC *=ĭkwVn / *=ĭnkwV ‘good, right’ (R.27) 

Bsq *i=tain ‘tick’ ~ PNC *ṭaHnā ‘nit’ (B.41) 

                                                           
30 Starostin derived this PNC *n < PSC *m: PSC *ɢwímʡV (SCG 57; SCP 16) 
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Bsq *oi=han ‘forest, woods, mountain, desert’ ~ PNC *fănV ‘mountain, hill’ (Q.50) 

Bsq *san-ko, *san-ka-ṙ ‘foot, leg, bone, stalk’, etc. ~ PEC *sɨ̄nŏ / *sɨ̄nə̆ ‘long bone’ (A.71) 

Bsq *sesen ‘bull’ ~ Proto-Avar-Andian *zin-HV ‘cow’ < PNC *ʒVn- (N.7) 

Bsq *tuntun ‘tambourine’ ~ PNC *dwānʔV ‘rhythm instrument’ (Q.46) 

Bsq *u-hain ‘wave (in water), current; otter’ ~ *xä̆nɦɨ̆ ‘water’ (E.9) 

Bsq *urdin ‘blue, green, gray’; *b=urdina ‘iron’ < PSC *Hūƛạ̈̄nV ~ (metathesis) PNC 

*nHǟƛẉV̆ ‘blue’; *h-nǟƛụ̄ / *h-ǟnƛẉV̆ ‘blue thing, metal’ (Q.41; R.3) 

PSC *-nH- cluster > Ø (nasal lost) in Bsq: 

Bsq *a=ɫha-ba ‘daughter’ < *a=ɫhã-ba ~ PEC *λɨnɦV ‘woman, female’ (J.15) 

Bsq *i=di ‘ox’ < *i=dĩ < *i=dã (?) ~ PNC *dwănʔV / *dwănhV ‘sheep, ram’ (N.8) 

Bsq *lehia ‘zeal, eagerness’, etc. < *lẽhia < *ŁenHV (?)31 ~ PEC *=inŁwV ‘to love, want’ 

(K.12) 

PSC *-nC- clusters:  Bsq reflexes of PSC *n in clusters are much more stable than those of 

PSC *m (see PSC *-mC- clusters, above): in most cases. Note especially the transfer of 

nasality from internal *-n- to initial *m- in the four Bsq words beginning with *m- < from 

*bVnC or *wVnC; also Bsq *ben(e) ~ *men with recently attested variation.  

Bsq *Hangio ‘pasture, meadow’ ~ PEC *HēnqwV ‘meadow, plot’ (D.4) 

Bsq Bsq *bene ‘power, authority’, *ben (EB men) ‘serious, meek; power’, etc.,*ben-te (EB 

mende) ‘dominion; century’ ~ PNC *wēnλwē ‘luck, good’ (R.49)32 

Bsq *čank- ‘lame, hobbled’ ~ PEC *čạ̈̆nkṾ ‘trap, obstacle’ (R.31) 

Bsq *e=ɫanha / *e=ṅhala ‘swallow, swift’ (bird) ~ PEC *lɨ̆nƛwē ‘pigeon, dove’ (B.21) 

Bsq *gonga-ṙ ‘windpipe, esophagus’ ~ PEC *ɢwVnɢwV ‘throat, larynx’ (A.33) 

Bsq *i=ɫhinti ‘firebrand, ember’ ~ PEC *λwindV / *λwɨndV ‘firewood, wood’ (F.3) 

Bsq *i=soc ‘frost, ice’ ~ PEC *ʒwVnć(w)V ‘snowdrift, snowstorm’ (G.16)33 

Bsq *haundi ‘great, big, large’ ~ PCircassian *kwandə ‘much, many’ (R.12) 

Bsq *honća ‘well’ (adv.); ‘good’ (n.) ~ PEC *ʡV(n)ǯV ‘good’ (R.64) 

Bsq *ɦonda-ṙ ‘sand, residue, bottom’ ~ PEC *ʔantV / *ʔamtV ‘earth, ground’ (D.18)34 

Bsq *maga-l ‘lap, flank’ ~ PNC *bVnkẉĂ ‘belly, stomach’ (A.43) 

Bsq *mako ‘forked pole, crook’, *mak-et ‘heavy club’ ~ PNC *bħǝ̄nq̇V̆ ‘pole, post’ (Q.54) 

Bsq *moko-ṙ ‘bottom, buttocks’ ~ PNC *bŏnq̇ō ‘back’ (A.44) 

Bsq *muki ‘gum, resin from trees’ ~ PEC *bħĭnḳwV ‘pine-tree’ (C.29) 

Bsq *mutu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle; end’ < *murtu-ṙ ~ PEC *wĕnƛṾ ‘beak, horn, head’ (A.18) 

                                                           
31 The exact form is uncertain, but this type of transposition (*ŁinHwV > PEC *=inŁwV) is frequent in the 

development of PNC/PEC; cf. Bsq *laṙain ‘threshing floor’ in relation to PEC *=V̄rŁV ‘to thresh’, etc. (see pp. 

90-91). 
32 With difficult semantic shifts: see R.49. 
33 The lack of /n/ in this word could suggest that it actually came from PSC *ʒVmć(w)V, related by labial 

metathesis to PEC *ʒwVnć(w)V (see pp. 201-03). An *m-cluster (see PSC *-mC- clusters, above) would more 

readily explain the loss of nasal and development of the labial vowel /o/.  
34 Because this PEC reconstruction was based on only three Dagestanian languages, Tsezi, Hinukh, and 

Khinalug, the nature of the internal nasal (whether *m or *n) was not clear. Based on the Bsq evidence with the 

vowel /o/, *m may be preferable.  
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Bsq *onci ‘vessel, ship’ ~ PEC *bōnʒ(w)V ‘a kind of vessel’ (Q.27) 

Bsq *ondi- ‘misery, unease’ ~ PEC *ʔuntV / *ʡuntV ‘defect, sickness’ (K.5) 

Bsq *ondo2 ‘side, bottom’ ~ PEC *ʔĕndū ‘forehead’ (I.4) 

Bsq *pinc ‘membrane’ ~ PLezgian *pinc ̣w ‘eyelash, feather’ (A.28) 

Bsq *sendo-ṙ ‘load of wood’ ~ PEC *ʒändV ‘fuel’ (Q.67) 

Bsq *senhe ‘tiny, small’ < PSC *śV́nHV ~ PEC *HVnśV ‘small’ (R.56) 

Bsq *sunda ‘odor, stench; sniff, smell’ ~ PEC *sHwintṾ ‘snuff, smell; snot’ (L.15) 

Bsq *tanko ‘drop (of liquid)’ ~ PNC *ṭHänḳŏ ‘drop, spray’ (E.12) 

PSC *-nχ- cluster > Bsq medial *-g-: 

Bsq *e=sagu-n ‘to know, be acquainted’, etc. ~ PNC *cẸnχV(n) ‘to search, ask’ (V.50) 

Bsq *ɦaragi ‘meat, flesh’ ~ PNC *rĕnχwĂ ‘fat, butter’ (P.11) 

Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘ulcer, rennet’ ~ PEC *ƛẉĕ[n]χV ‘pus, snot’ (A.94) 

Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘pebble, gravel’ ~ PEC *ƛặnχwV ‘cobblestones, ruins’ (D.16) 

Bsq *ug-ac ‘breast, teat, mother’s milk’ ~ PEC *wHenχe / *wHenχa ‘udder’ (A.42) 

Bsq final *-n <  *-ŋ- < PSC *-nɢ- (see pp. 91, 167): 

Bsq *hoin ‘foot’ ~ PEC *ʡä̆nɢwV̆ / *ʡĭnɢwV̆ ‘heel, ankle’ (A.72) 

Metathesis of labialization: 

Bsq *a=meć ‘dream, sleep’ ~ PNC *ɦnićwV̆ ‘night, evening’ (K.14) 

Intrusive (expressive) /n/: This kind of expressive change is well known (cf. the NC 

examples). 

Bsq *činčV ‘pebble, gravel’ ~ cf. Ingush č’inž-arʁa ‘elderberry’ < PEC *čạ̈̆čẉV ‘small stone’ 

(D.17) 

Bsq *[s]ingo ‘hail’ ~ cf. Khwarshi zang-eru ‘hail’ < PEC *ʒ́igV ‘hail, rain’ (G.19) 

 

PSC *ń: According to Starostin (SCP 59) PSC palatalized *ń was preserved as such only in 

Proto-Yeniseian. Elsewhere it merged with one of the other nasals, *n in Bsq and PNC and 

*ŋ in PST. Because of this (existence of the contrast only in a small, distantly related family) 

there are very few firm examples of PSC *ń with Bsq cognates: 

Bsq *ɦośin ‘deep water, pool, well’ < PSC *ʔwɨ̄[c]V́ńV̆ (SCG 261) ~ PEC *ʔwɨ̄ncV̆ ‘spring, 

source (of water’ (E.2); PY *siʔn- or *sin- ‘spring, glade’;35 PST *ciǝ̆ŋH ‘well, 

pond’ 

Bsq *kone in *hars-kone ‘badger’ < PSC xq̇wǝ́̄ńǝ̄ (SCG 241) ~ PNC *ɦq̇wǝ̄nǝ̄ / *ɦnǝ̄q̇wǝ̄ 

‘mouse, rat’ (B.5); PY *kūń ‘wolverine’  

 

PSC *ŋ: Starostin (SCP 48) posited PSC *ŋ with the following basic correspondences: 

PNC *n, Sino-Tibetan *ŋ in all positions, Yeniseian initial *b- (probably via *m), *ŋ in other 

positions; Burushaski *h or Ø in initial position, *ŋ otherwise. For the PSC cluster *ŋw the 

correspondences are the same except that Caucasian and Burushaski have *m or *n (SCP 

                                                           
35 “There are also several cases where PY superficially has *n in the same [*ń] row, but this is most probably a 

result of secondary neutralisation either after a front vowel, or in the end of disyllabic verbal stems” (SCP 60). 
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50). In Bsq the reflexes of PSC *ŋ are as follows: In initial position PSC *ŋ seems to merge 

with Bsq *n, thus a common merger with PNC, as in many other ways, though at the present 

stage there are very few examples in initial position.   

 

PSC *ŋ > Bsq initial *n-: there are so far very few firm Bsq cognates in initial position: 

Bsq *ni ‘I’ [1st person singular pronoun], *n- [1st person singular verbal prefix] ~ PEC *nɨ̆ ‘I’ 

[1st person singular pronoun] > Lak na, Dargi (Akushi) nu ‘I’, nu-ša ‘we’ 

(exclusive) (U.1); cf. Burushaski *a- [1st person singular pronominal prefix] < *ŋa-; 

PY *b- / *ʔab ‘I’ [1st person singular pronoun]; PST  *ŋā-  ‘I, we’ (SCG 156; SCP 

49)  

Bsq *niṅi ‘child, baby; pupil (of eye); doll’ ~ Lezgi nini ‘doll; pupil (of eye)’ < PNC *nănV 

(J.19); cf. Burushaski *=i ‘son, daughter’ < *ŋi; PST *ŋe(y) ‘child, young’ < PSC 

*ŋiHV (SCG 156; SCP 49) 

Bsq final *-n, medial *-n- < PSC *ŋ(w), *ŋʔ, *Hŋ: 

Bsq *a=kain ‘(large) tick’ ~ PEC *q̇ǟnʔV ‘louse, nit, worm’ (B.40); cf. Burushaski *khen 

‘flea’ < PSC *xq̇ǟŋ́ʔV̆ (SCG 236; SCP 3, 10, 17)  

Bsq *(beHa-)sun ‘bile, gall’ ~ PNC *cwä̆ymĕ ‘gall, anger’ (A.88); cf. Burushaski *-sán 

‘spleen’ < PSC *cwä́̆yŋĕ (SCG 22; SCP 11, 17, 50) 

Bsq *e=hun ‘to weave’ ~ PEC *=irχwVn ‘to knit, weave, spin’ (V.54) < PSC *=írχwVŋ 

(SCG 106; SCP 49) 

Bsq *e=śene ‘milk’ ~ PNC *šä̆mʔV ‘milk, udder’ (P.3) < PSC *šä̆ŋʔwV (SCG 196; SCP 63) 

Bsq *i=tain ‘tick’ ~ PNC *ṭaHnā ‘nit’ (B.41) < PSC *tṾHŋV (TOB)  

Bsq *kain ‘fog, clouds’ ~ PNC *ḳwɨ̆mhV ‘cloud, fog’ (G.6); cf. PY *qo(ʔ)ŋ ‘fog’ < PSC 

*xkẉǝ́̆ŋhV (SCG 231; SCP 78) 

Bsq *śoin ‘(upper) body, shoulder’ ~ PEC *Hcẉēynǝ̆ / *Hcẉēymǝ̆ ‘leg bone’ (A.38); cf. 

Burushaski *=śáŋ ‘limbs, body parts’ < PSC *Hcẉḗyŋǝ̆ (SCG 66) or *Hcẉä́̄yŋǝ̆ 

(SCP 49) 

Bsq *susen ‘right, correct, just’, *sin ‘oath, truth; true’ ~ Chechen, Ingush ts’ena ‘clean, 

pure’, etc. < PNC *HăʒĔm- ‘clean, to clean’ (R.43); cf. Burushaski *sesin- ‘clean, 

clear’ < PSC *Há̆ʒĭŋw- (SCG 64; SCP 50) 

Bsq loss of nasal < PSC *-ŋH- clusters:  

Bsq *a=ṙae ‘palm (of hand), span’ < PSC *ŕVŋHV ‘hand’ (Z.5); cf. Burushaski *=reŋ 

‘hand’; PY *ŕɔŋ id. 

Bsq *kaio ‘seagull var.’ ~ Akhwakh qwa ‘jackdaw, rook’ < PEC *qǝmɦǝ̄ /*qǝnɦǝ̄ ‘raven, 

crow’ (B.15) < PSC *qV́̄ŋɦǝ̄ (SCG 170; SCP 6, 72) 

Bsq *(e=)kē ‘smoke’ < *e=ke(H)e ~ Avar k’:uy ‘smoke’, etc. < PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV ‘smoke’ (F.2) 

< PSC *kẉɨ́̆ŋħV  (SCG 124; SCP 16) 

Bsq *sihi ‘wedge, skewer, spit’ ~ Bagwali ts’i ‘arrow’, etc. < PNC *cạ̈̄nHV ‘arrow, bow’ 

(Q.42) < PSC *cṾŋHV́ (SCG 28; SCP 54) 
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PSC *r, *r̆́:  Starostin posited a PSC trilled *r (SCG 41) as well as a less frequent and 

marked palatal *r̆́ (SCG 59). 

 

PSC *r > Bsq (trilled) *ṙ: with numerous examples (only some are cited here): 

Bsq *a=goṙ ‘dry, barren, sterile’, *e-gaṙi ‘thirst’ ~ PNC *=iɢwĂr ‘dry, to dry’ (R.20) 

Bsq *auṙe ‘front, front part’ ~ PEC *ʔwɨrV ‘front, in front’ (I.6) 

Bsq *čaṙ ‘bad, weak’, etc. ~ PLezgian *čụrɨ- ‘wild’ < PEC *Hc ̣́ Vrē ‘wild; wasteland’ (R.5) 

Bsq *čoṙu ‘hair, fiber’ ~ PEC *ćħ̣wə̅rə ‘hair’ (A.22) 

Bsq *e=aṙi ‘to sit; set, place, put’ ~ PNC *=eʔ(w)Vr ‘to sit, be quiet’ (V.29) 

Bsq *e=gaṙi ~ *e=gari ‘to carry, bear, endure’ ~ PNC *=ăɢĂr ‘to hold, take’ (V.16) 

Bsq *e=guṙ ‘firewood’ ~ PEC *gōrV ~ *gɨ̄rV ‘pole, piece of log’ (Q.66) 

Bsq *e=kaṙi ‘to bring; bear’ ~ PNC *=HīqVr ‘to pull, take out; to drag, carry’ (V.15) 

Bsq *eṙai ‘entrails, pluck’ (< *e=ṙahi?) ~ PEC *rēkV / *kērV ‘chest, belly, entrails’ (A.55) 

Bsq *e(=)ṙes-al ‘tree’ ~ PEC *rä̆śwē ‘tree, wood’ (C.4) 

Bsq *e=ṙoic ‘cliff, fissure’ ~ PEC *hrŏmcẉe ‘stone’ (D.13) 

Bsq *es-kuṙ ‘acorn, beechnut’ ~ PEC *kụrVkṾ ‘a kind of fruit’ (C.37) 

Bsq *e=staṙi ‘throat’ ~ PNC *swĔri / *riswĔ ‘neck’ (A.32) 

Bsq *e=toṙi ‘to come’, etc. ~ PEC *=ĭtṾr ‘to run’ (V.17) 

Bsq *gaṙ (in *gara-gaṙ ‘barley’) ~ PEC *q̇[ǝ̄]rV ‘(wild) cereal; weed’ (O.2) 

Bsq *ha[m]aṙ ‘worm’ ~ PEC *ɦabarV ‘worm’ (B.46) 

Bsq *heṙi ‘people, nation’, etc. ~ PNC *ʡwə̆hri ‘troops, army’ (J.1) 

Bsq *huṙ-an ‘near’ ~ PNC *ɦĭgVrV ‘near’ (I.15) 

Bsq *huṙu- ‘far’ < PSC *χVrV- ~ PEC *=ārχV ‘far’ (I.16) 

Bsq *i=doṙ, *a=doṙ ‘dry, arid’, etc. < *i=rdoṙ ~ PEC *=iŁVr ‘to be hot, bitter’ (R.21) 

Bsq *i=saṙ ‘star’ ~ PNC *ʒwhărī ~ *ʒwăhrī ‘star’ (G.21) 

Bsq *laṙain ‘threshing floor’ < PSC *ŁVrV ‘to thresh’ ~ PEC *=V̄rŁV ‘to thresh’ (Q.18) 

Bsq *leṙa-tu ‘to slip, slide, skid’ ~ PEC *ʔVƛV(r) ‘to crawl, glide’ (V.8) 

Bsq *leṙo ‘line, row’ ~ PEC *ƛẉăr(ɦ)ǝ̆ ‘boundary, line, row’ (I.9) 

Bsq *okeṙ ‘bent, curved, twisted, crooked’ ~ PNC *=ŏkụ̆r ‘to roll, rotate’ (R.10) 

Bsq *sahaṙ ‘old’ (human), ‘old person’ ~ PNC *swĕrho / *r(h)ĕswo ‘old; year’ (R.40) 

Bsq *seṙi ‘pig’ ~ PEC *ǯa[r](-)q̇V ‘sow, pig’ (N.22) 

Bsq *soṙi ‘louse’ ~ PEC *šǟrɨ̄ ‘worm’ (B.42) 

Bsq *uṙi[ś]a ‘female (animal); woman’ ~ PEC *r=ɨ̆šwĔ ‘heifer; female child’ (N.15) 

PSC *r + coronal clusters:  Bsq has *rd (merging with the *rd < lateral affricates (see 

above): 

Bsq *e=purdi ‘rump, buttocks’ ~ Archi pạrt’i ‘large intestine’ < PEC *pHVrṭwV  (A.45); cf. 

Burushaski *-phát ̣‘gizzard, stomach (of fowl)’ 

Bsq *gur-di ‘wagon, cart’, *gur-t-bil ‘wheel’ ~ Bezhta ger-diyo ‘round’, Hunzib ger-du id. < 

PNC *gwērV ‘circle, round, to roll’; cf. *gīrgwV ‘circle, round’ (Q.44; R.46) 

Bsq *hardo ‘tinder’ ~ Dargi Akusha ħorda ‘henbane’ < PEC *HwVrdV ‘a kind of herb’ (F.4) 

Bsq *lirdi ‘drool, slaver, slime’ ~ Avar xwerd ‘pus, Agul furd ‘dung’ < PEC *λwirdɨ (A.81) 
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PSC *r + sibilant (*RS) clusters:  Bsq reflexes are *rs or *rc, with many secondary 

changes (see the respective etymologies): 

Bsq *burca, *burcainc ‘squirrel’ ~ Archi baṛšu ‘badger’ < PEC *bHărVnćV (B.7) 

Bsq *bursunc ‘trembling aspen’ ~ Lezgi marts:-ar ‘bird-cherry’ < PNC *ʕwmǟrcọ̆ (C.10) 

Bsq *mar[c]-ɦarde ‘fork, pruning hook’ ~ PNC *mä̆rć(w)Ē ‘knife, sickle’ + *yă[l]ƛwV 

‘wooden shovel’ (NCED 673, 822) 

Bsq *mar-sus(t)(r)a ‘blackberry, mulberry’ ~ PEC *mer(ʔ)V ‘berry’ + *ʒimʒV ‘berry’ (P.18, 

P.19)   

Bsq *sirsu- / *sincu-ṙ ‘throat’ ~ Dargi surs ‘throat’ < PEC *ćwĭrsV ‘gullet’ (A.30) 

Bsq *urso ‘dove’ ~ Dargi artsa-n ‘bird’ < PEC *=ōrsA ‘bird; to fly, to jump (from above)’ 

(B.22) 

PSC *rc-̣clusters resolve as Bsq apicals, *ś or *ć, in the environment of /o/.  

Bsq *e=aśo ‘to lift, raise, carry’ ~ PEC *HĕrcṾ- ‘to stand up, to raise’ (V.72) 

Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face’ ~ PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ ‘protruding part, point, edge’ (A.17) 

Bsq *oćo ‘wolf’ ~ PNC *bħĕrcẹ̆ ‘wolf, jackal’ (B.1) 

Bsq *toś-ka ‘clay (kaolin)’ ~ PEC *tɦVrcẉV ‘dirt; bog’ (D.20) 

PSC *RS-clusters in verb roots: Here the rhotic element disappears: 

Bsq *e=aśo ‘to lift, raise, carry’ ~ PEC *HĕrcṾ- ‘to stand up, to raise’ (V.72) 

Bsq *e=cuɫi ‘to turn (over), return’, etc. ~ PEC *=īrcVl ‘to twirl, turn round’ (V.36) 

Bsq *e=ośi ‘to sew’ ~ PNC *=irśE ‘to weave’ (V.32) 

Bsq *e=seo, *e=se-ki ‘to burn, kindle’ ~ PNC *=ĕrcĂ ‘to roast (grain); to singe’ (V.60) 

Bsq *Husi ‘to divide, distribute’ ~ PNC *=V̄rswE ‘to cut (in parts); shear, clip’ (V.64) 

PSC *RS-clusters: The Bsq /rc/ ~ /śt/ alternation (see the section Liquid + sibilant 

clusters). In a small set of nouns Bsq exhibits an interesting *rc ~ *śt stem alternation: 

Bsq *berc / *beśt ‘cauldron, pail’ ~ Tsakhur parč ‘water jug’, etc. < PEC *parćē (Q.23) 

Bsq *borc / *bośt ‘five’, *bośte-ko ‘hand’ ~ Tsezi besi ‘fist’, etc. < PEC *b[ǝ][r]cV ‘paw; 

part of arm or leg’ (M.6)36 

Bsq *ɦerce / *ɦeśte ‘intestine’ ~ Avar ʕorčo ‘intestine’, etc. < PNC *HĂrčV / *rHĂčV / 

*čĂrHV ‘stomach, abomasum’ (A.54)  

Bsq *ɦorci / *ɦośti ‘sky, storm’ ~ PEC *Hǝ̄rčwVn ‘to become cloudy, gloomy’ (Avar róč:n-: 

G.12) 

Bsq *mucu-ṙ (< *murcu-ṙ ) / *muśtu-ṙ ‘snout; edge, extremity’ ~ PEC *mHărčwV ‘pus; 

mucus, snot’ (A.19)37 

PSC *r + lateral clusters:  In medial position PSC *r+lateral yields the Bsq reflex *-rd-, 

but simply flapped *r from the rhotic+lateral fricative cluster *-rλ- (though there is only one 

                                                           
36 Problematic: outside of Bsq the cluster *rc is supported only by Avar púrts:i ‘ham’ (which may be secondary, 

< *bVc:-ri: see NCED). 
37 The *mucu-ṙ variant, < *murcu-ṙ, is attested only in (BN, R-Uztárroz) mutzur-keta ‘furrow, rooting made by 

snout of a pig’, lit. ‘snout-activity’.  
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example so far: see *hera-ki). In stem-final position the rhotic dominates, leaving Bsq trilled 

*ṙ (see *aṙ, *huṙ):38    

Bsq *barda ‘belly, bowels’ ~ PEC *bɦĕrƛṾ ‘(large) intestine’ (A.51) 

Bsq *ɦaṙ ‘male’ ~ PEC *ʔɨ̄rλwV ‘male’ (J.3) 

Bsq *hera-ki ‘to boil’ (trans.) ~ PEC *=VrλĂ-n ‘to boil’ (V.56) 

Bsq *huṙ ‘hazelnut’ ~ PNC *ʔwōrŁV ‘nut’ (C.35) 

Bsq *mardo ‘robust; luxuriant’, *mardu-l ‘healthy, strong’ ~ PEC *mōrŁV ‘male; man, hero’ 

(R.58) 

Bsq *mordo ‘bunch, group’ ~ PEC *mä̆r[ƛ]o ‘handful, armful’ (L.9) 

Bsq *urde ‘swine, pig’, *ord-oć ‘boar’ ~ PNC *wHārƛẉǝ ‘pig, boar’ (N.21) 

Bsq *VrdV ‘to come, go’ ~ PNC *=ǝ̄rƛŬ ‘to go, walk, enter’ (V.63) 

In the following case the Bsq *r + lateral cluster is secondary, probably < *e=ṙeɫhe < 

*Hrǝ̆λwV̄, with syncope (cf. *ergi, *ergui, below): 

Bsq *erle ‘bee; beehive’ ~ Tsezi reɬ̣o / riɬ̣o ‘beehive’ < PNC *Hλwǝ̆rV̄ / *Hrǝ̆λwV̄ (B.32)  

PSC *r + velar/uvular clusters:  In combination with a following velar or post-velar 

obstruent (*-rg-, *-rq-, *-rq̇-, *-rχ-) PSC *r is lost in Basque.  

Bsq *aiṅegu ‘rye’ ~ PNC *ħnǟrqwĔ ‘a kind of cereal (oats, barley)’ (O.3) 

Bsq *e=go-n ‘to be, stay, remain’ ~ PEC *=argwVn ‘to stay’ (V.39) 

Bsq *e=hu-n ‘to weave’ ~ PEC *=irχwVn ‘to knit, weave, spin’ (V.54) 

Bsq *e=ku(-)śi ‘too see’ ~ PEC *=Hirq̇V /*=Hārq̇V ‘to see, to find’ (V.28) 

Bsq *hegi ‘ridge, crest; border’, etc. ~ PEC *ɦwǝ̄rqē ‘mountain ridge, boundary’ (D.11) 

Bsq *muga ‘boundary, limit’ ~ PEC *mŏrqwV̆ ‘line, stripe’ (L.2) 

Bsq *śega-iɫa ‘yearling goat’ ~ PEC *čwǝ̆rqū ‘sheep, lamb’ (N.19) 

The preceding rule does not apply to “new” clusters created by syncope (q.v.): 

Bsq *argi ‘light, bright’, *(hil-)argi ‘moon’, *argi(-sagi) id. ~ PNC *(wi=)rǝ̄q̇Ă ’sun’ (G.23) 

Bsq *ergi ‘steer, young ox’ ~ PNC *rV̄xwV / *rV̄xwV ‘cattle’ (N.9) 

Bsq *ergui ‘hare; weasel’ ~ PNC*rĭgwĂ ‘weasel, mouse’ (A.72) 

 

There is also a smaller set of cases of PNC *r = Basque /r/ (single tap), possibly reflecting a 

phonemic distinction *r ~ *ŕ that was lost in North Caucasian. S.A. Starostin (SCP 59) 

proposed that “[Proto-Sino-Caucasian] *ŕ is preserved only in Yenisseian; in other languages 

it has the same reflex as normal *r.” (Bsq was not included in this study.) Of the nine 

examples of *ŕ cited in that study there are two Bsq cognates with “soft” [r] corresponding 

to Yeniseian *ŕ (see Bsq *e=rece ‘edge’, etc., *suri ‘white’). The other examples below 

could represent reflexes of PSC *ŕ but there is no confirmation from Yeniseian. Bsq *u-

                                                           
38 Note that in Bsq clusters like /rd/ the phonetic output is with a trilled [ṙ] and fricative [ð], thus [baṙða] for 

barda (Hualde 1991), but the phonemic spelling is /barda/ because [ṙ] and [ð], in this context are allophones of /r/ 

and /d/, respectively. Similarly, the phonetic outputs of the final rhotics *aṙ, *huṙ are simply /ar/, /hur/ or /ur/, 

with the /ṙ/ ~ /r/ contrast neutralized except in definite or other suffixed forms: /huṙa/ or /uṙa/ ‘the hazelnut’ vs. 

/hura/ or /ura/ ‘the water’.   
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dagera ‘otter’ has a Yeniseian cognate (*täχVr ‘otter’), but with r in final position, where 

the contrast was neutralized.  

 

PSC *ŕ > Bsq medial or final (flapped) *r: 

Bsq *arhe ‘harrow, rake’ < *harhe ~ PEC *ʁarhV ‘harrow’ (Q.14) 

Bsq *barace ‘garden, orchard’ ~ PEC *bărǯV / *wărǯV ‘enclosure’ (Q.8) 

Bsq *barhe ‘slug, snail’ ~ cf. Lak baṛ-čalu ‘snail’ < PEC *bHōr- / *wHōr- (in *bHōr-ƛwVɫV 

/ *wHōr-ƛwVɫV ‘snake, snail, worm’: B.28)39 

Bsq *e=gari / *e=gaṙi ‘to carry, bear, endure’ ~ PNC *=ăɢĂr ‘to hold, take’ (V.16) 

Bsq *eihera ‘mill’ ~ Ingush ħayra ‘mill’ < PEC *HĕmχwV-rV ‘mill, mill-stone’ (Q.20) 

Bsq *eihurin (?) ‘fine meal, flour’, *orhe ‘dough’ ~ PEC *χHwVrV ‘meal, flour’ (P.1) 

Bsq *e=rece ‘corner, edge, side’, etc. ~ PEC *ʔrǝycwĕ ‘hind, bottom’ (I.3); cf. PY *ŕɔs 

‘vulva’ 

Bsq *e(=)rhac ‘broom (plant); broom’ ~ PEC *HrVǯV̆ ‘heap of grass, stack’ (C.25) 

Bsq *erho ‘to kill’ ~ PNC *HīrχA ‘to beat, hit, throw’ (V.71) 

Bsq *e=rori ‘to fall (down)’ ~ PNC *HraλwE ‘to fall, go down’ (V.19) 

Bsq *e=sari ‘to put, sit’ ~ Lak =iza-n ‘to stand up; to plant (smth.)’ < PEC *=VmćṾr (V.31) 

Bsq *gar-/*gaṙ- ‘head; height, high’ ~ PNC *qwǟrhV ‘horn’ (A.3) 

Bsq *garhi ‘thin, slender’ ~ PEC *q̇warHV ‘narrow, thin’ (R.59) 

Bsq *gurhi ‘butter, grease’ ~ Lezgi ʁeri ‘butter’ < PEC *χǝrHV / *χHǝrV (P.7) 

Bsq *Halgara ‘laughter, guffaw’ ~ PEC *=HilVqVr ‘to laugh, rejoice’ (K.9) 

Bsq *ɦaragi ‘meat, flesh’ < *a=ragi ? ~ PNC *rĕnχwĂ ‘fat, butter’ (P.11) 

Bsq *ɦaran ‘valley’ ~ PEC *ʔārV ‘plain’ (NCED 202) 

Bsq *hiro ‘pus, rot’ ~ Chiragh xirix ‘snot’, etc. < PEC *x[ē]rxV ‘slime; spittle; snot’ (A.92) 

Bsq *hor ‘dog’ ~ Budukh χor ‘dog’ < PNC [oblique] *χHwĕy-rV- ‘dog’ (N.1) 

Bsq *hori ‘yellow’ ~ Andi hiri ‘red’, etc. < PEC *ɦirV ‘red’ (R.4) 

Bsq *kiriki- ‘hedgehog’ ~ Agul Burshag q’iri-biri id. < PEC *q̇Hwɨr-dV ‘hedgehog’ (B.11) 

Bsq *koroc / *goroc ‘dung, manure’ ~ PEC *k[̣u]rčṾ / *k[̣u]rc ̣́ V ‘dung, excrement’ (A.96) 

Bsq *piri-n ‘lightning’ (in the compound *ɦors-pirin) ~ PEC *pārē ‘lightning’ (G.13) 

Bsq *suri ‘white’ ~ PEC *sV̆rV ‘gray’ (R.1); cf. PY *su(ʔ)ŕ- ‘yellow’ 

Bsq *u-dagera ‘otter’ ~ PEC *darq̇wV ‘weasel, ermine’ (B.6); cf. PY *täχVr ‘otter’ (SSE 

283) 

PSC *l, *ɫ:  Starostin (2005a) posited two lateral resonants for PSC, ordinary (front) *l and 

a back or velarized *ɫ. However, they are distinguished only in North Caucasian and Sino-

Tibetan. Basque also has a distinction, only medial, between *l and *ɫ (= Michelena’s *l and 

*L), but it does not seem to correspond to the PSC distinction (i.e., some words with PSC *ɫ 

correspond to Basque *l), and there are relatively few clear-cut cases of Basque *ɫ (see 

                                                           
39 With a possible reconstruction *wHōr- (in *wHōr-ƛwVɫV). In either case, Bsq *b can come from PSC *b or 

*w. 
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below). At any rate, all PSC laterals are realized as Basque *l /l/ in initial and stem-final 

position, and *ɫ after a fossilized prefix (?). See below for the reflexes in medial position:  

 

PSC *l, *ɫ > Bsq initial *l-: 

Bsq *lami- / *limi- / *mili- ‘to lick, taste’ ~ PEC *ɫamV ‘licking, to lick’ (V.5) 

Bsq *leka ‘pod (of a vegetable)’ ~ PEC *lĕkṾ / *ɫĕkṾ ‘grain, stone (of fruit)’ (C.49)  

Bsq *le-t-hagin ‘eyetooth, fang’ ~ PNC *ʡwĭlʡi ‘eye’ (NCED 250) 

Bsq *lohi ‘body’ < PSC *lɦōxwV ~ (metathesis) PEC *xwōlɦV ‘bosom’ (A.37) 

Bsq *lohi ‘mud, dirt, dirty’ ~ PEC *Hɫǝ̆kV̄ / *Hkǝ̆ɫV̄ ‘dirt’ (D.19) 

Bsq *lot-tu ‘to tie, bind’ ~ PNC *yelat-̣ /*yetạl- ‘to tie, bind; untie’ (V.12) 

Bsq *luse ‘long’ ~ PEC *lVysV ‘narrow, dense’ (R.33) 

PSC *l, *ɫ > Bsq *-ɫ- after a fossilized prefix:40  

Bsq *be=ɫa(-)ṙi ‘ear’ ~ PNakh *la(-)ri-k ̣< PNC *ɫĕHi ‘ear’ (NCED 756) 

PSC *l, *ɫ > Bsq stem-final *-l: 

Bsq *ahul ‘weak, feeble’ ~ PEC *ħălVħV ‘slow’ (R.62) 

Bsq *a=kal, *mo=kol, *kakol ‘shell, husk’ ~ PEC *q̇wăɫV ‘bark, crust’ (C.38) 

Bsq *bil, *bil(i)bil ‘round, round thing’ ~ PEC *ʡwilʡă ‘wheel’ (R.47) 

Bsq *čahal ‘calf, heifer’ ~ PEC *Hćẉɨ̄lV̄ / *Hlɨ̄ćẉV̄ ‘heifer, calf’ (N.11) 

Bsq *es-pel ‘box (tree)’ ~ PEC *pħīlV ‘a kind of deciduous tree’ (C.11) 

Bsq *gal-tu ‘to lose, get lost’ ~ PEC *=igwVɫ ‘to lose, get lost; steal’ (V.7) 

Bsq *Hapal ‘shelf’ ~ PEC *ʔapVɫV ‘board, cover; pole’ (Q.65) 

Bsq *e=gal ‘wing’, *ma=gal ‘wing’ ~ PEC *qɨ̆lʔi ‘elbow, arm, wing’ (A.62) 

Bsq *hel-tu ‘to bite’ (cf. *-hali ‘meal’, *aɫha ‘graze’) ~ PEC *=iʡwVl ‘to feed on, eat, bite’ 

(NCED 625) 

Bsq *ɦućal ‘poor, barren’ ~ PNC *=HĭcẶl / *=HĭlcṾ- ‘naked, bare’ (R.8) 

Bsq *i=cal ‘shadow’ ~ PEC *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (G.20) 

Bsq *i=dul-ki ‘block’ ~ PEC *dwāɫɨ̄, *dwāɫɨ̄-kṾ ‘stick’ (Q.58) 

Bsq *i=til ‘puddle, pool, pond’ ~ PNC *=itṾl ‘to drip, drop, pour; wet’ (E.3) 

Bsq *o=hol ‘board, plank’ ~ PEC *χulV / *χuɫV ‘wooden vessel’ (Q.62) 

Bsq *u=pel ‘barrel, cask’ ~ PEC *HpēɫV̄ ‘pipe; vein’ (Q.29) 

PSC *lC clusters (see also Liquid + sibilant clusters, pp. 195-200): 

Bsq *ailcin ‘front, front part’ ~ PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ (I.7) 

Bsq *anc(i), *anco ‘likeness, manner, skill’, etc. ~ PNC *ɦwǟlʒ́ĭ ‘mark, sign’ (L.12) 

Bsq *balća ‘pool, pond’ ~ PNC *ṗɦĭlcẉǝ̆ ‘mud, dirt’ (E.4) 

Bsq *belc < *b=elc ‘black’ < PSC *=VlčṾ ~ PEC *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (R.2) 

Bsq *e=henśi ‘fleeing, to flee’ ~ PNC *hilčwĒ ‘to run’ (V.21) 

Bsq *eulci ‘heap of grain for threshing’ ~ PEC *ʔēlśV ‘a bundle of sheaves’ (Q.19) 

Bsq *gesi ‘arrow, dart’ < PSC *gwVlcṾ ~ PNC *kẉVlVʒV ~ *gwVlVcṾ ‘weapons, armor’ 

(Q.43) 

                                                           
40 Alternatively, *beɫaṙi ‘ear’ comes from *beraṙi , with dissimilation to *beɫaṙi (M 339). 
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Bsq *gilc ‘key’ ~ PEC *ɢHwälćV ‘bolt, stick, board’ (Q.39) 

Bsq *gult-(suṙin) ‘kidney’ ~ PEC *kwɨltṾ ‘internal organ (kidney, bladder, stomach)’ 

(A.56.a) 

Bsq *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, pickax’ ~ PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’ (Q.13) 

Bsq *Halgara ‘laughter, guffaw’ ~ PEC *=HilVqVr ‘to laugh, rejoice’ (K.9) 

Bsq *holc ‘plank, wall of planks’ ~ PEC *ħwǟlsǝ̆ ‘wood, stick, tree’ (Q.63) 

Bsq *Hunce ‘rabbit’ ~ PNC *ɦwVlǯĔ ‘marten, weasel, hedgehog’ (B.8) 

Bsq *kolko / *golko ‘breast, bosom’ ~ PEC *qHwilqwV ‘part of stomach’ (A.41) 

Bsq *-kunca ‘(animal’s) vulva’ ~ PEC *kħ̣ǝlčṾ ‘vulva, hole’ (A.60) 

Bsq *lincu-ra ‘marsh, bog’, *lisu-n ‘mold, mildew; moldy, musty’ (< *lincu-n) ~ PEC 

*ƛwilcẉV ‘bog, marsh’ (E.6; R.36) 

Bsq *malka-ṙ ‘straw’ ~ PEC *mħĕlq̇wV ‘root; shoot, offshoot’ (C.28) 

Bsq *sinca, *since-ṙi, *sinci-ɫa ‘bell, cowbell’ ~ PNC *ʒĭ[l]ʒV ‘brass; item made of brass’ 

(Q.48) 

Bsq *ulce ‘(metal) nail’ (*u=lce ?) ~ PEC *yä̆lcẉV ‘stick, branch; wedge, stake’ (Q.40) 

The PSC cluster *-ls- is reduced to Bsq /s/ in a position that would produce the awkward (for 

Bsq) clusters /lsk/, /lst/ (for constraints on Bsq consonant clusters see M 367-8; HB 163-4; 

EDB 13, 18-19): 

Bsq *es-kon- ‘to marry’, *es-t-ai, *es-t-egu ‘marriage, wedding’ ~ Archi as ‘husband’, as-

mus deqʕes ‘to marry’, etc. < PEC *yǝlsV ‘husband’ (J.20)    

In intervocalic position, and exceptionally at the end of a few monosyllables (see *hur 

‘water’, *sur ‘wood’) PSC *l and *ɫ become Bsq /r/ (single tap). The latter change is not 

quite complete in its operation: there are a few cases of retention of /l/, mostly in the West 

(Bizkaian), but also sporadically in other dialects (M 314 f.). Some Bsq words have 

allomorphs (stem variants) with /r/ in the free form vs. /l/ in compounds (e.g., *gari / *gal- 

‘wheat’).  

Bsq *a=gure ‘old man’ ~ PEC *=ŏnqVlV ‘old (person)’ (J.6) 

Bsq *a=hari / *a=hal- ‘ram, sheep’ ~ PEC *χ[ǝ]lV ‘ewe, ram’ (N.16) 

Bsq *aseɦari / *ɦaseri ‘fox’ / (compound form) *ɦasel-41  ~ PNC *chwōlĕ < *cEhwōlĕ ‘fox, 

jackal’ (B.2) 

Bsq *bero ‘warm, hot’ ~ PTsezian *bobo[l]u ‘hot’; PWC *bla/ǝ ‘to burn’ (Č 393) 

Bsq *bil(i)bil ‘round, round thing’ > biribil, etc. ~ PEC *ʡwilʡă ‘wheel’ (R.47) 

Bsq *bur(a)ho ‘curse, blasphemy, hatred’ ~ PEC *ɢwāɫħo ‘gossip, rumor; offence, anger’ 

(K.1) 

Bsq *čori / *čol- ‘bird’ ~ PEC *čḤwēlV ‘a small bird’ (B.19) 

Bsq *erhi / *el- ‘finger’ ~ PEC *χĕɫHe ‘sleeve’ (A.69) 

Bsq *gari / *gal- ‘wheat’ ~ PEC *ɢōlʔe ‘wheat’ (O.1) 

Bsq *haraic ‘oak tree’ < PSC *ʔăɫʔăyʒV ~ PNC *ʔăyʒăɫʔV ‘a kind of deciduous tree’ (C.6) 

                                                           
41 (B-Bergara, Leintza) axel-eme ‘vixen’ (Azkue), aixal-eme id., aixal-amia ‘zorra madre’, aixal-ar ‘zorro 

macho’ (OEH: AZERI-EME, AZERI-AMA, AZERI-AR, citing Izaguirre [1970]). 
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Bsq *hari / *hali- ‘thread, yarn’ ~ PEC *χāɫV ‘thread, sinew’ (Q.33) 

Bsq *-hari / *-hal- ‘meal’, (cf. *hel-tu ‘to bite’, *aɫha ‘graze’) ~ PEC *=iʡwVl ‘to feed on, 

eat, bite’ (NCED 625) 

Bsq *haro ‘weather, season’ ~ PNC *h[ă]ɫʔa ‘vapor, breath’ (G.1) 

Bsq *Haro ‘stick, pole’ ~ PEC *ʡăɫV ‘branch’ (Q.53) 

Bsq *heugali / *heu[l]agi ‘much, abundant, numerous’ ~ PNC *HāχuɫV / *HālχV ‘long’ 

(R.38) 

Bsq *ɦolaic ‘beestings, colostrum’ > (h)oritz, etc. ~ PNC *=HoǯĂl / *=HolǯĂ ‘to milk; 

strain; pour; drink’ (P.4) 

Bsq *hur ‘water’, *e=uli ‘rain’ ~ PEC *ɦwɨ̆lV / *lɨ̆ɦwV ‘river, reservoir’ (E.1; G.10) 

Bsq *huri ‘village, town, city’ < PSC *kūli ~ PNC *kiɫū ‘farmstead, hut’ (L.5) 

Bsq *e=sari ‘measure’ < *=cali ~ PNC *=ălcŬ-m ‘to measure, weigh’ (L.8) 

Bsq *kelu ‘stench, bad taste’, *ke[l]ać ‘bitter, sour; stench’ > keru, kerats, etc. ~ PNC 

*q̇ĕɦlV ‘bitter; salty; sweet’ (R.14) 

Bsq *-lari [suffix of profession] ~ PEC *ŁĭwlĔ / *lĭwŁĔ ‘man, male’ (J.23) 

Bsq *lirain ‘slim, svelte’ < PSC *ƛɨ̣lV-n ~ PNC *=iƛɨ̣̆lV ‘thin’ (R.52) 

Bsq *oroć ‘male (animal)’ < PSC *wVlVćV > PEC *wHilćV ‘calf’ (N.14) 

Bsq *śare / *śal- ‘net, grill’ ~ PEC *čɦaɫē ‘enclosure, fence’ (Q.7) 

Bsq *siri / *sil- ‘peg, wedge, thin pole’ ~ PEC *ǯīlV ‘wattle, fence, pen’ (Q.57) 

Bsq *sirin ‘excrement (of birds), diarrhea’ ~ PEC *śiɫɨ̄ ‘dung (of sheep)’ (A.95) 

Bsq *solhi ‘ripe, mature’, etc. > zorhi, zori ~ PNC *ʒŏɫV ‘healthy, whole’ (R.44) 

Bsq *śolho ‘meadow, field’ (B solo) > sorho, soro ~ PEC *čHäɫu ‘earth, ground, sand’ (D.3) 

Bsq *sul (B) > *sur (c) ‘wood, timber’ ~ PEC *ʒ́w[ĕ]ɫɨ̄ ‘twig, rod, sheaf’ (Q.51) 

Bsq *tara,*tali-ka ‘twig, sprig, sprout’ ~ PEC *ṭwēlʔe ‘stick; beam, cross-beam’ (Q.52) 

PSC *l / *ɫ + (velar fricative, post-velar fricative, laryngeal) is preserved as /lh/ in northern 

(N) Bsq dialects, /l/ in southern (S) Bsq. In some southern dialects the change of *lh > l 

must have been very early, resulting in the change of  -l- to –r- discussed above, then 

sometimes –r- > -d-, by dissimilation; thus, for example, Roncalese *bulhaṙ > bular > 

burar > budar ‘breast’.42 Alternatively, these words with /ɫh/ followed by /ṙ/ (*beɫha-ṙ, 

*beɫɦa-ṙ, *buɫha-ṙ, *iɫha-ṙ) could have undergone the usual change of *-l- > /r/, i.e. *berha-

ṙ, etc. (see the group of words above), with subsequent dissimilation to *beɫha-ṙ, etc., which 

is the solution favored by Michelena (M 315-6).43 See also Assimilation and Dissimilation.    

Bsq *aɫha ‘graze’ (cf. *hel-tu ‘to bite’, *-hali ‘meal’) ~ PEC *=iʡwVl ‘to feed on, eat, bite’ 

(NCED 625) 

Bsq *beɫha-ṙ ‘grass, hay’ ~ PEC *u̯elɣV ‘burdock, nettle’ (C.21) 

Bsq *beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead, side, edge’ ~ Kryz bel ‘forehead’ < PEC *bʕāɫhŏ ‘edge, end’ (A.5)  

                                                           
42 Note that in the sets concerning Bsq *sełhai and *sułɦo Basque has a cluster with laryngeal (-łh-, -łɦ-), though 

there is no laryngeal in PNC. However, note that in each case PNC has a tense consonant (*ʒ, *ś). 
43 Two other words with a similar structure, *e=ɫhu-ṙ ‘snow’ and *bi=ɫhu-ṙ ‘binding’, have their /ɫh/ from a 

lateral fricative (see Laterals). 
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Bsq *biɫho ‘hair, mane’ ~ PNC *ṗVħVɫV ‘feather, mane’ ~ Burushaski *phol- ‘feather’ 

(A.20) 

Bsq *buɫha-ṙ ‘breast, chest’ ~ PEC *ɢwălɦē ‘udder, breast’ (A.40) 

Bsq *e=ɫhe ‘word, speech’ ~ PEC *lĕHwV / *ɫĕHwV ‘word’ (L.11) 

Bsq *iɫha-ṙ ‘pea(s), bean(s)’ ~ PEC *hōwɫ[ā] ‘bean(s), lentil’ (O.8) 

Bsq *iɫhu-n ‘dark, night’ < *liɫhu- < PSC *ƛēʔlV ~ (metathesis) PNC *ʔlēƛă ‘night’ (R.18) 

Bsq *oɫha ‘forge, cabin’ ~ PEC *ɦwVla-qē ‘hearth’ (Q.4) 

Bsq *saɫhui ‘quick, nimble, flexible’, etc. ~ PNC *sɨlV / *sɨɫV ‘light (of weight)’ (R.42)  

Bsq *seɫhai ‘plain, prairie’, etc. ~ PEC *ʒǝlV ‘plain, plateau’ (D.5) 

Bsq *suɫɦo ‘hole’ ~ PEC *śwōɫV ‘hollow tube’ (I.12) 

Bsq *uɫhe ‘hair, wool’ ~ PEC *ʡālχV ‘wool’ (A.21) 

Bsq medial fortis *-ɫ- = PNC *ɫ, *l: 

Bsq *beɫe, *beɫa-c ‘crow, raven, rook, hawk’ ~ PNC *ɢHwV̄ɫV ‘crow, jackdaw’   (B.16) 

Bsq *e=ɫanha / *e=ṅhala ‘swallow, swift’ (bird) ~ PEC *lɨ̆nƛwē ‘pigeon, dove’ (B.21) 

Bsq *Haiɫa ‘tail; stem’ ~ PEC *χǖɫV / *χǖɫV ‘stalk, grass’ (C.43) 

Bsq *geHeɫi ‘beef, meat’ / *i=keɫ(a) / *o=keɫV ~ PEC *q̇ɦwĕɫV̄ / *q̇wĕɫɦV̄ ‘large female 

domestic animal (cow, mare)’ (P.12) 

Bsq *maɫi-n, *mal- ‘weak, soft, flexible’ ~ PEC *mhălV- / *mhănV- ‘warm, weak’, etc. 

(R.63) 

Bsq *o=keɫu ‘stable, hall, corner, yard’ ~ PEC *qǝ̆lV̆ ‘house, hut’ (Q.5) 

In these verb roots the liquid is fortis *-ɫ-: 

Bsq *e=biɫi ‘walk, go about’; cf. *bil ‘round thing’, *bil(i)bil ‘round’ ~ PEC 

*ʡwilʡă ‘wheel’ (R.47; V.37) 

Bsq *e=cuɫi ‘to turn (over), return’, etc. ~ PEC *=īrcVl ‘to twirl, turn round’ (V.36) 

 

PSC *w, *u̯:  The Basque reflex is generally /b/. This development is convergent with that 

of Latin v in Castilian, which merged with Latin b (e.g., vaca [baka], etc.). The very rare 

PNC phoneme *u̯ seems to merge in Bsq with *w (> /b/), but so far we know of only one 

example (see *beɫha-ṙ). Initial PSC *w(H)V- frequently develops to Bsq /u/, probably via 

*bu (see *burki, *urde, *ug-ac). Initial PSC *wVn- > Bsq *mV-, like the analogous change 

of *bVn- > Bsq *mV- (see *moko, *mutu-ṙ). Bsq *b also seems to reflect the PSC initial 

cluster *ʡw- (see *bil). Also listed here are some words with the frequent Bsq fossilized 

class marker *be= / *bi= / *b=, which I tentatively correlate with PNC *w / *b [3 class 

inanimate] (see pp. 58-71). 

 

PSC *w, *wH, *Hw, *u̯ > Bsq initial *b-:    

Bsq *barhe ‘slug, snail’ ~ PEC *wHōr- (~ *bHōr-) (in *wHōr-ƛwVɫV / *bHōr-ƛwVɫV ‘snake, 

snail, worm’) (B.28) 

Bsq *baśo ‘forest, wilderness, mountains’ ~ PEC *wɨ̄ce / *cɨ̄we ‘mountain’ (Q.49) 

Bsq *baste-ṙ ‘edge, margin, corner’ ~ PNC *whǝ̆rʒĭ ‘edge, tip’ (I.1) 

Bsq *beɫha-ṙ ‘grass, hay’ ~ PEC *u̯elɣV ‘burdock, nettle’ (C.21) 
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Bsq *bene ‘power, authority’, *ben > men ‘serious, meek; power’, etc.,*ben-te ‘dominion; 

century’ ~ PNC *wēnλwē ‘luck, good’ (R.49)44 

Bsq *beṙho ‘bramble, thicket’ (> ‘hedge, fence’, etc.) ~ PEC *wHŏrV (or *bHŏrV) ‘a kind of 

thorny plant’ (C.14); cf. Burushaski *buru ‘a kind of thorny bush’ 

Bsq *beśo ‘arm’ ~ PEC *wü̆šV (~ *bü̆šV) ‘hand, finger’ (A.62) 

Bsq *bil, *bil(i)bil ‘round, round thing’ ~ PEC *ʡwilʡă ‘wheel’ (R.47) 

PSC *w > Bsq medial *b-:  

Bsq *labain- ‘to slip, slide, polish, whet’ < PSC *λāwV-n- ~ PNC *ʔāλwE ‘to whet, sweep; 

whetstone’ (Q.12)  

Bsq *labo ‘shortsighted’, *labu-ṙ ‘short, brief’ < PSC *ƛ[̣a]w- ~ PEC *=VƛṾw- ‘to beat, hit’ 

(R.51) 

PSC *w(H)V > Bsq *bo, *bu > /o/, /u/: cf. the parallel changes under PSC *b.  

Bsq *burki ‘birch (tree)’ > (B, G, AN) urki ~ Rutul ḥuχʕ ‘birch tree’, etc. < PEC 

*wē[r]qwV ‘a kind of deciduous tree’ (NCED 1043)45 

Bsq *oroć ‘male (animal)’ ~ Agul urč ‘calf’, etc. < PEC *wHilćV ‘calf’ (N.14) 

Bsq *ug-ac ‘breast, teat, mother’s milk’ ~ PEC *wHenχe / *wHenχa ‘udder’ (A.42) 

Bsq *urde ‘swine, pig’, *ord-oć ‘boar’ ~ PNC *wHārƛẉǝ ‘pig, boar’ (N.21) 

PSC *wVN- > Bsq *mV-: cf. the parallel change of PSC *bVn > Bsq *mV (under PSC *b).  

Bsq *moko ‘beak, point, face’ < PSC *wĕmq̇V́ ‘eye’ ~ PEC *wĭmq̇V ‘witness, true’ 

(SCG 216, Z.3) 

Bsq *mutu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle; end’ < *murtu-ṙ ~ PEC *wĕnƛṾ ‘beak, horn, head’ 

(A.18) 

Words with fossilized class prefix *w= / *b= > Bsq *be= / *bi= / *b=: (see Morphology, 

pp. 58-71): 

Bsq *b=ahe ‘sieve’ ~ PNC *w=ifV ‘sieve’ < =ifV ‘to sift’ (Q.21) 

Bsq *b=arda ‘last night’ ~ Avar notɬ’: ‘yesterday evening, yesterday night’ < PNC 

*r(=)VmƛĂ ‘night, evening’ (H.6) 

Bsq *b=ardin ‘same, even, flat’ ~ PEC *=ăƛwVn ‘similar, to resemble’ (R.48) 

Bsq *bat / *bed- ‘one’ ~ PEC *w=ĭtṾ ~ *w=ŭtṾ ‘part, to separate’ (B.41) 

Bsq *b=egi ‘eye’ ~ Bezhta =egā- ‘to see’, etc. < PEC *=agwV (A.8) 

Bsq *be=hac ‘thumb, toe’ (vs. unprefixed *hac ‘finger, paw’) ~ Avar kwač’ ‘paw’, etc. < 

PEC *kwăčẹ̆ (A.68) 

Bsq *b=ehe ‘bottom; below, down’ ~ PEC *w=ǝ̆χA ~ *r=ǝ̆χA ‘bottom, lower part’ (with 

changing class prefixes: I.14) 

Bsq *be=ɫaṙi ‘ear’ ~ Batsbi lark’ ‘ear’ < PNakh *lari-k,̣ etc. < PNC *ɫĕHi (NCED 756) 

Bsq *b=elc ‘black’ < PSC *=VlčṾ ~ PEC *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (R.2) 

Bsq *be=ɫhaun / *be=ɫhaur- ‘knee’ ~ Akhwakh etɬelo ‘elbow’, etc. < PEC *(Hi)ƛwilV 

(A.74) 

                                                           
44 With difficult semantic shifts: see R.49. 
45 There are phonetic reasons to think that Bsq *burki comes instead from a Germanic word (see C.8). 
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Bsq *bi=deṙ ‘chin’ < *bi=rder ̇ ~ Chamali ertɬ:w ‘jaw’, etc. < PEC *HƛǝlV (A.16) 

Bsq *bi=hoc ‘heart’ ~ Dargi k’ats’ ‘spleen’, etc. < PNC *kẉĭcẸ̆ ~ *cị̆kẉĔ (A.48) 

Bsq *bi=lduṙ ‘fear, fright’ < *bi=rduṙ ~ Archi itɬ’: ‘fright’, etc. < PEC *=VrƛṾ(r) ‘to be 

afraid’ (K.4) 

Bsq *b=iɫhu-ṙ ‘binding, tether’ ~ PNC *=VλwE(n) ~ *=VλwE(n) ‘to bind, knit, plait’ (Q.31) 

Bsq *bi=si ‘life, alive’ ~ Lak s:iħ ‘breath, vapor’, Chechen sa ‘soul’, etc. < PNC *sĭHwV 

(A.87)  

Bsq *bi=ska-ṙ ‘back’ ~ Abkhaz *zǝkʷa ‘back’; cf. Burushaski *=sqa ‘on one’s back’ (with 

changing pronominal prefixes); PY *suga / *ʔuska ‘back’ (adverb) (A.39) 

Bsq *b=uśte-l ‘rotten’ ~ Udi b=ašʕa(y) ‘rotten’, etc. < PNC *=VršĒ ‘to rot, ferment’ (R.45) 

 

Consonant clusters: Basque preserves some PSC consonant clusters, sometimes more 

faithfully than in North Caucasian languages. For example, Bsq *malka-ṙ ‘straw (of vetch)’ 

preserves the /lk/ cluster reconstructed in PEC as *-lq̇-, e.g. *mħĕlq̇wV ‘root; shoot, 

offspring’, preserved in Ingush merɢa ‘shoot, offspring; a single straw’ (with change of *l > 

/r/), and simplified in Andi moq’ ‘stem, stalk’, Dargi mạq’ ‘root’, etc. (see C.28). 

 

Liquid + sibilant clusters:  PSC had a rich phonological system, including medial 

clusters of liquid resonants and sibilant affricates. PSC clusters of liquid (*l, *r) and sibilant 

or sibilant-affricate (*s, *ś, *š, *c, *ć, *č, *c,̣ *c ̣́ , *č,̣ *ʒ, *ʒ́, *ǯ) have different reflexation 

patterns in Bsq, depending on whether the noun or adjective stem retains a stem vowel (*-a, 

*-e, *-i, *-o, *-u) or deletes it (see Final Vowels). Much remains to be determined, but 

already some tendencies are clear.  

In general, when the Bsq word is monosyllabic, or is a monosyllabic first component 

of a cluster (see *burs-unc ‘trembling aspen’, *hars-kone ‘badger’), both liquid and affricate 

remain intact, the latter as /s/ or /c/. While PSC *l + sibilant clusters are quite stable in Bsq, 

usually yielding reflexes of the types *lS or *nS, PSC *l changes to Bsq *r in only two 

cases: *barc ‘nit’ and *horc ‘tooth’; for both of these the proposed PNC cognates have the 

cluster *lǯ (see below). (For the alternation of *rc ~ *śt in a few words, see the separate 

discussion below.)  

 

PSC *ls: 

Bsq *holc ‘plank, wall of planks’ < *hols1 ~ Inkhokwari hõs ‘pole’, etc. < PEC *ħwǟlsǝ̆ 

(Q.63) 

PSC *lć: 

Bsq *gilc ‘key’ ~ Rutul qʕʷarč ‘stake, wedge’, etc. < PEC *ɢHwälćV ‘bolt, stick, board’ 

(Q.39) 

PSC *lc ̣̆́ : 

Basque *hunc ‘ivy’ < *hulc ~ Godoberi hanč’ir ‘weed’, etc. < PEC *ʔV̄lćẸ̆r (C.22) 

                                                           
1 /hols/, written holz(a), holç(a), olz(a) is attested in archaic Bsq texts (M 290).  
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PSC *lč:̣ 

Bsq *b(=)elc ‘black’ ~ Batsbi ʕarč’i ̃‘black’ < PEC *HōlčṾ̄ / *Hčọ̄lV̄ ‘black’ (R.2) 

PSC *lǯ: 

Bsq *barc ‘nit’ ~ Agul murž ‘gadfly’, etc. < PNC *bēlǯwi (B.43)   

Bsq *horc ‘tooth’ ~ Lak k(w):arč:i ‘tooth’ < PEC *gəlǯwē ‘tooth, fang’ (A.10)   

PSC *rc: 

Bsq *borc (~ *bośt) ‘five’, *bośte-ko ‘hand’ ~ Avar púrts:i ‘ham’ < PEC *b[ǝ][r]cV ‘paw; 

part of arm or leg’ (M.6) 

PSC rc:̣ 

Bsq *burs-unc ‘trembling aspen’ ~ Agul merzʷ ‘raspberry’ < PNC *ʕwmǟrcọ̆ ‘a kind of 

deciduous tree or shrub’ (C.10) 

PSC rc̆́ : 

Bsq *berc / *beśt ‘cauldron, pail’ ~ Tsakhur parč ‘water jug’, etc. < PEC *parćē (Q.23) 

Bsq *burc-ainc ‘squirrel’ < *bHărćVnćV ~ PEC *bHărVnćV ‘badger’ (B.7) 

Bsq *mar[c]-ɦarde ‘fork, pruning hook’ ~ PNC *mä̆rć(w)Ē ‘knife, sickle’ (Q.17) 

PSC rc̆́ :̣ 

Bsq *harc ‘bear’, *hars-kone ‘badger’ ~ Dargi Akusha χạrts’ ‘marten’ < PEC *χHVr[ć]̣V 

(NCED 1073)  

Bsq *ɦorś-to ‘leaf’ ~ Chechen erz ‘reed, cane’ < PEC *ʔărćṾ ‘a kind of reed’ (C.51) 

In multisyllabic nouns there is a tendency for the liquid to delete, leaving the sibilant 

element intact. Some convergent NC examples (also deleting the liquid) are cited: 

 

PSC rs: 

Bsq *sirs- (~ *sincu-ṙ) ‘throat’, (Bzt) zurzulo ‘nape’, (c) zintzur ‘throat’ ~ Dargi Akusha surs 

‘throat’ < PEC *ćwĭrsV ‘gullet’ (A.30) 

Bsq *urso ‘dove’, (BN, R, Sal) urzo, (Z) ǘrzo: (B, G, AN) uso id. ~ Dargi Akusha artsa-n 

‘bird’, urtse-s ‘to fly’ < PEC *=ōrsA ‘bird; to fly, to jump (from above)’ (B.22) 

PSC rc:̣ 

Bsq *oćo ‘wolf’ < *boćo ~ Andi bots’o ‘wolf’, etc. < PNC *bħĕrcẹ̆ ‘wolf, jackal’ (B.1) 

Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face’ ~ Avar móts’:u ‘teat, nipple; tip’, etc. < PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ (A.17) 

PSC rʒ: 

Bsq *baste-ṙ ‘edge, margin, corner’ ~ Rutul wɨt ‘corner, (external) angle’, etc. < PNC 

*whǝ̆rʒĭ ‘edge, tip’ (I.1) 

Bsq *mar-sus(t)(r)a ‘blackberry, mulberry’, (L) marzusta ‘blackberry, mulberry’, (R) 

marzuza, (BN) mazuzta, (B, G) masusta, (B-Durango) masustra, (Z) masǘsa 

‘mulberry’ ~ PEC *mer(ʔ)V ‘berry’ + *ʒimʒV ‘berry’ (P.18, P.19) 

PSC rc̆́ : 

Bsq *asa-l ‘skin, bark, peel’ ~ Kryz, Budukh ʕič ‘skin, hide (of cattle)’ < PNC 

*ʔwǟrćwǝ̆ (A.26) 

PSC rš: 
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Bsq *puś-ika, -iɫa ‘bubble, blister, bladder’ ~ PNC *päršwV (~ *pälšwA) ‘bubble, 

bladder’ (A.57)2 

PSC rč: 

Bsq *bići (> *biči) ‘original, pretty thing; god(-parent)’ ~ Avar bečé-da= ‘rich’, etc. 

< PEC *bīrčV ‘rich, honorable’ (J.17; R.41) 

Bsq *i=śać ‘broom, sorghum’ ~ Chechen šač ‘sedge’ < PEC *šērčV ‘a kind of herb’ 

(C.26) 

Bsq *śuś-ke-ṙ ‘lizard’ ~ Budukh čič ‘worm’ < PNC *čVrčV / *čṾrčṾ ‘lizard, snake, 

worm’ (B.24) 

PSC *rč:̣ 

Bsq *ga[ś]te ‘young (person), youth’ ~ PNC *kwɨrčẸ̆ / *kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ ‘young (of animals, 

birds)’ (R.66) 

PSC rǯ: 

Bsq *haice ‘tree’ ~ Hinukh aže ‘tree’, etc. < PNC *Hă(r)ǯwē‘a kind of tree’ (C.1) 

PSC lc:̣ 

Bsq *gesi ‘arrow, dart’ < PSC *gwVlcṾ ~ PNC *kẉVlVʒV / *gwVlVcṾ ‘weapons, armor’ 

(Q.43) 

PSC lć: 

Bsq *ise-ba, *ise-ko ‘aunt (maternal or paternal)’ ~ Tsakhur iči ‘girl’, etc. < PEC *=īlćwī 

‘girl, woman’ (J.16) 

PSC lʒ̆́ : 

Bsq *bisa-ṙ ‘beard’ ~ Khwarshi biša-nde ‘beard’, etc. < PEC *bilʒ́V ‘beard’ (A.24)  

In Bsq verbal roots the PSC *r is deleted from *rS clusters: 
Bsq *e=aśo ‘to lift, raise, carry’ ~ PEC *HĕrcṾ- ‘to stand up, to raise’ (V.72) 

Bsq *e=cuɫi ‘to turn (over), return’, etc. ~ PEC *=īrcVl ‘to twirl, turn round’ (V.36) 

Bsq *e=ośi ‘to sew’ ~ PNC *=irśE ‘to weave’ (V.32) 

Bsq *e=seo, *e=se-ki ‘to burn, kindle’ ~ PNC *=ĕrcĂ ‘to roast (grain); to singe’ (V.60) 

Bsq *Husi ‘to divide, distribute’ ~ PNC *=V̄rswE ‘to cut (in parts); shear, clip’ (V.64) 

 

However, PSC *l + sibilant clusters tend to be more stable than *r + sibilant clusters in Bsq. 

Typically, the resonant /l/ remains (see Bsq *balća, *eulci), shifts to /n/ (see Bsq *anci / 

*anco / *anc, *e=henśi, *ema-kunca, *Hunce), then to nasalization of a preceding vowel; or 

is otherwise altered by dissimilations (see Bsq *lincu-ra, *lisu-n, *since-ṙi, etc.). For some 

words Bsq dialects reflect several stages of these changes, e.g.  
 PEC *yä̆lcẉV ‘wedge, stake’ ~ Bsq *ulce ‘(metal) nail’: (B-Angioza, Markina) ultze, (A) 

ilze, (G) iltze (= EB iltze); with nasalization (B) untze; (from a hypothetical nasal vowel: 

*ĩce) > (AN-Esteribar, Bzt, BN, L, Z, R, Sal) itze id. (Q.40) 

 PNC *ʔV̄lc ̣́ Ĕr ‘weed’ (Karata hanč’-) ~ Bsq *hunc ‘ivy’: EB huntz (C.22) 

 PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’ ~ Bsq *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, pickax’: (AN) altzur, ailtzur, alzur, eltzur; with 

nasalization (L) haintzur, (R) aintzur; (*haĩcuṙ) > loss of nasality (BN, L) haitzur, (Z) 

háitzür, (B, G, AN) atxur, etc.; EB aitzur (Q.13)   

                                                           
2 As indicated in the etymology, there has obviously been blending with reflexes of Lat. vĕssīca ‘bladder’ (REW 

9276) and perhaps also with Lat. pustella, pustula ‘blister, bubble’ (REW 6866-6867). 
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 PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’ ~ Bsq *ailcin ‘front’: (AN) alzin, (Sal) altzin ‘front’; with 

nasalization (BN, L) aintzin, (R) antzin; with shift of nasality (Z) aitzĩ́nẽ id.: EB aitzin 

‘before, in front’, but aintzina ‘a long time ago’ (AW) (I.7) 

 PNC *ɦwVlǯĔ ‘marten, weasel, hedgehog’ (Andi onži) ~ Bsq *Hunce ‘rabbit’: EB untxi 

/unči/ (with expressive palatal) (B.8) 

 PEC *ʔēlśV ‘a bundle of sheaves’ ~ Bsq *eulci ‘heap of corn to be threshed’: (Bzt, Sal, R) 

eultzi, (AN-Auritz, BN-Orreaga) ulzi, etc.; nasalized (Bzt) untzi id. (Q.19) 

 

PSC lc:̣ 

Bsq *lincu-ra ‘marsh, bog’, *lisu-n ‘mold, mildew; moldy, musty’ (< *lincu-n) ~ Andi ɬ:ints’:u 

‘bog, marsh’ < PEC *ƛwilcẉV (E.6; R.36) 

Bsq *balća ‘pool, pond’ ~ Lak p’ạlts’u ‘rheum’, Udi p:iz ‘swamp, marsh’ < PNC *ṗɦĭlcẉǝ̆ ‘mud, 

dirt’ (E.4) 

Bsq *ulce ‘(metal) nail’ (see above) ~ Bezhta hũts’u ‘wedge, stake’ < PEC *yä̆lcẉV (Q.40) 

PSC lʒ: 

Bsq *sinca, *since-ṙi, *sinci-ɫa ‘bell, cowbell’ ~ Dargi Akusha zanzi-bul ‘buckle’ < PNC 

*ʒĭ[l]ʒV ‘brass; item made of brass’ (Q.48) 

PSC ls̆́ : 

Bsq *eulci ‘heap of grain for threshing’ ~ Hunzib ɨz̃ ‘a bundle of sheaves’ < PEC *ʔēlśV id. 

(Q.19) 

PSC lz̆́ : 

Bsq *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, pickax’ (see above) ~ Andi anži-di ‘axe’ < PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’ (Q.13) 

PSC lʒ̆́ : 

Bsq *anci, *anco, *anc ‘likeness, manner, skill’, etc. ~ Andi anži ‘mark, sign, target’ < PNC 

*ɦwǟlʒ́ĭ ‘mark, sign’ (L.12) 

PSC lč: 

Bsq *e=henśi ‘fleeing, to flee’ ~ Hunzib =ũč- ‘to run (away)’ < PNC *hilčwĒ ‘to run’ (V.21) 

PSC lč:̣ 

Bsq *ema-kunca ‘(animal’s) vulva’ ~ PEC *kħ̣ǝlčṾ ‘vulva, hole’ (A.60) 

PSC lǯ: 

Bsq *Hunce ‘rabbit’ ~ Andi onži ‘hedgehog’ < PNC *ɦwVlǯĔ ‘marten, weasel, hedgehog’ (B.8) 

Bsq *ailcin ‘front, front part’ (see variants above) ~ Lak lažin ‘face’ < PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) (I.7) 

 

To sum up the liquid + sibilant clusters, the main tendencies are: (a) if the Bsq word 

is monosyllabic, or is a monosyllabic segment preceding a cluster, both liquid and affricate 

tend to remain intact, the latter as /s/ or /c/, e.g. Bsq *horc ‘tooth’ (A.10) ~ Lak k(w):arč:i 

‘tooth’ (< PEC *gəlǯwē ‘tooth, fang’); or (b) in multisyllabic Bsq nouns there is a tendency 

for the liquid to delete, leaving only the sibilant element intact, e.g. Bsq *oćo ‘wolf’ (B.1) < 

*boćo ~ PNC *bħĕrcẹ̆ ‘wolf, jackal’; liquid deletion also in Andi bots’o ‘wolf’, Dargi bets’, 

and other NC forms. To rule (b) there is a proviso that the lateral liquid *l tends to be more 

stable in Bsq, and frequently changes to /n/ as a dissimilative change, e.g. Bsq *lincu-ra 

‘marsh, bog’ < *lilcu-ra (see above), or as a seemingly unmotivated change, e.g. Bsq *anci 
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‘likeness, manner, skill’, etc. ~ PNC *ɦwǟlʒ́ĭ ‘mark sign’, with a convergent change of *l > 

/n/ in Andi anži ‘mark, sign, target’. 

Both of these tendencies can be obscured by secondary changes, such as the Bsq 

tendency to eliminate triconsonatal clusters, so that *rsk in *hars-kone ‘badger’ (B.4, B.5) is 

retained only in (Z) harzkṹ, and everywhere else the cluster is reduced to /sk/: azkoin 

‘badger’, azkuin, azkoĩ, azkon(-ar), etc. Bsq *ls is reduced to /s/ when it would produce an 

awkward *lsk or *lst cluster: Bsq *es-kon- ‘to marry’, *es-t-ai, *es-t-egu ‘marriage, 

wedding’ (J.20) ~ Archi as ‘husband, etc. < PEC *yǝlsV ‘husband’. 

For a third type (actually a subdivision of [b]), the highly constrained development 

of *minsị, *bisị, *besị to *minhi, *bihi, *behi, thus far involving only these three words, see 

the special discussion below: The Case of Basque *minhi ‘tongue’ ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ 

‘tongue’. 

Finally, in regard to liquid+sibilant clusters, there is the interesting Bsq /rc/ ~ /śt/ 

stem alternation. As noted by Michelena (M 363-5), in a very few cases, Basque exhibits a 

stem alternation between medial/final /rc/ and /śt/, and it so happens that PNC provides a 

key, since all of them correspond to PNC clusters of *r + sibilant affricates (*c, *ć, *č):   

 Bsq *berc / *beśt ‘cauldron, pail’ ~ PEC *parćē ‘water jug’ (Q.23) 

 Bsq *borc / *bośt ‘five’, *bośte-ko ‘hand’ ~ PEC *b[ǝ][r]cV ‘paw; part of arm or 

leg’ (‘fist’ in Tsezian) (M.6)3 

 Bsq *ɦerce / *ɦeśte ‘intestine’ ~ PNC *HĂrčV (~ *rHĂčV / *čĂrHV) ‘stomach, 

abomasum’ (Avar ʕorčo ‘intestine’) (A.54)  

 Bsq *ɦorci / *ɦośti ‘sky, storm’ ~ PEC *Hǝ̄rčwVn ‘to become cloudy, gloomy’ 

(Avar róč:n-) (G.12) 

 Bsq *mucu-ṙ (< *murcu-ṙ ) / *muśtu-ṙ ‘snout; edge, extremity’ ~ PEC *mHărčwV 

‘pus; mucus, snot’ (A.19)4 

The variation of /rc/ ~ /śt/ is not regionally determined in Bsq: for example, bost ‘five’ 

prevails both in the far west (B, G) and far east (Z, R), with bortz, borz in most of the more 

central dialects; este ‘intestine’ is mostly southwestern (B, G, AN), with (h)er(t)ze 

elsewhere; the same dialect may have both variants of  *ɦorci / *ɦośti: (BN-Garazi) ortzi 

‘storm cloud’ / ostegun ‘Thursday’; (Z) ortze ‘storm’ / ostégün ‘Thursday’, etc. (See the 

long lists of these words provided by Trask: EDB 316-9; HB 278.)  

Michelena sought to explain this alternation as stemming from a sandhi feature in 

compounds, in which a multistep change of *rtz > *rzt > *rst > *st /śt/ occurred. Whatever 

the mechanism, I agree that it is likely that *berc, *borc, *ɦerce, *ɦorci, *mu(r)cu- were 

originally the free-standing words, and *best-, *bośt-, *ɦeśt-, *ɦośt-, *muśtu- were the stem 

variants used in compounds or before suffixes. Subsequently the two types were confused, 

so that the /rc/ variants were used in compounds, and /śt/ in free-standing forms. It is 

                                                           
3 Problematic: outside of Bsq the cluster *rc is supported only by Avar púrts:i ‘ham’ (which may be secondary, 

< *bVc:-ri: see NCED). 
4 The *mucu-ṙ variant, < *murcu-ṙ, is attested only in (BN, R-Uztárroz) mutzur-keta ‘rooting made by snout of a 

pig’, lit. ‘snout-activity’; cf. (B) mustur-ka with roughly the same meaning.  
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interesting that the Bsq words with this alternation all have NC cognates with the 

rhotic+sibilant clusters *rc, *rć, *rč.5 And it may be possible that this /śt/ is connected in 

some way with the st-type clusters discussed elsewhere under Sibilants. 

In the following cases Bsq has *śt or *st corresponding to a PNC *r+sibilant cluster, 

but without stem alternations: 

PSC *[r]s̆́ : Bsq *aśtun ‘heavy’ ~ PNC *=HrV̆yśĒ ‘thick, dense, fat’ > Chechen =arst-, etc. 

(R.29) 

PSC *rš: Bsq *b=uśte-l ‘rotten’ ~ Udi b=ašʕa(y) ‘rotten’ < PNC *=VršĒ ‘to rot, ferment’ 

(R.45) 

PSC *rč:̣ Bsq *ga[ś]te ‘young (person), youth’6 ~ PNC *kwɨrčẸ̆ / *kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ ‘young (of 

animals, birds)’ (R.66)

                                                           
5 Except of course *berce / *beśte ‘other’, for which a satisfactory NC cognate has not been found. 
6 The reconstruction *ga[ś]te is provisional, since dialectal evidence (/gaste/ ~ /gaśte/) is ambiguous.  
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X 
 

Euskaro-Caucasian Comparative Phonology IV: 
 “Irregular” Phonetic Changes: Metathesis, Haplology,  

Assimilation, Dissimilation, Expressive Forms, Contamination and Blending 

 

Metathesis 

Metathesis, for our purposes here, can involve the complete interchange of phonemes 

(e.g., Basque  gibel ~ (AN-Bortziriak) bigel ‘liver’ (M 260); Akhwakh reka ~ Chechen kīra 

‘belly’ (NCED 693); or just features of phonemes, such as labialization in, e.g., Avar mik: 

‘acorn, oak tree’~ Chamali nikw id., or PNC *ɦnićwV̆ ‘night, evening’ (NCED 524) [via 

*ɦnwićV̆ > *ɦmićV̆] ~ Bsq *a=meć ‘sleep, dream’ (K.14); or palatalization, as in Bsq (BN, 

L) laño ‘frank, amiable’ < Rom., cf. Castilian llano ‘frank, plain’ (EDB 261).   

Basque has many cases of metathesis, more frequently of vowels but also of 

consonants, e.g. (L) ainhara ~ (B) elai, elae ‘swallow’ (bird < *ainhala ~ *aiɫanha); (B, G) 

tximeleta ~ mitxeleta ‘butterfly’; (c) pagazi, (AN) pagaxi ~ (A) gazabi ‘beechnut’; (L) 

udagara ~ (B) ugadera ‘otter’; (B, G) euli ~ (G) elbi (< *elui) ‘fly’; (BN, L) unhide ~ (B, G) 

iñude ‘wetnurse’; (AN, BN, R) bilgor(ra) ‘tallow, fat’, ~ (B, G, AN) gilbor ‘fat, paunch’; even 

in the word for ‘Basque’: (AN) euskara ~ (BN, L) eskuara (and other variants: M 260, 297; 

EDB 417). 

Working with two or three times as many consonant phonemes as Basque,1 metathesis 

is very frequent in North Caucasian languages, even in free variation within the same dialect, 

e.g. Tindi t’uḱa ~ ḱ’uta ‘billy-goat’ (NCED 1003), Dargi Akusha mez ~ lezmi ‘tongue’ (NCED 

802), between closely related dialects, e.g. Agul bits’bits’ ~ Agul Fite ts’ipts’ip ‘eyelash’ 

(NCED 365), and even more frequently between forms in different languages: Akwakh reka 

~ Chechen kīra ‘belly’ (cited above), Karata tɬ’ʷaχa ’pus’ ~ Tsezi ħetɬ’ ‘snot’ (NCED 783), 

and many more (see Etymologies). 

It should then not be surprising that some of the Basque-North Caucasian etymologies 

proposed here involve metathesis. Table X.1 shows most of these cases. The first column 

consists of PNC or PEC reconstructions (often with metathesis between North Caucasian 

languages), the second column their general gloss; the third column shows the putative PSC 

form with metathesis that underlies the Basque form (in some cases this may have been the 

original form); the fourth and fifth columns show the Basque reconstruction and general gloss 

(if it differs from column 2). In a few cases metathetic variants of the same word are 

documented in both Basque and North Caucasian (e.g. *HāχuɫV ~ *HālχV / *heuga[l]i ~ 

*heu[l]agi): 

 

 

                                                           
1 If a language has a large number of distinct consonant phonemes, it seems that the precise order of consonants 

is of less importance than in a language with fewer consonants. 
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Table X.1: Metathesis in Euskaro-Caucasian 

PNC/PEC 

form 

Gloss Assumed PSC 

metathesized 

form 

Basque  Basque 

gloss (if 

different) 

Etymology 

number and 

additonal notes 

*ṗVħVɫV  feather, 

mane 
*ṗVɫħV *biɫho hair  A.20 

*xwōlɦV  bosom *lɦōxwV́  *lohi body A.37 

*rHĂčV ~ 

*čĂrHV ~ 

*HĂrčV  

stomach, 
abomasum 

*HĂrčV́ *ɦerce / 

*ɦeśte 

intestine A.54 

*ɦnǝ̄rkẉV̄   urine *kǝ̣́̄rnHwV̄  *gernu  A.90 

*cị̄kɨ̄ ~ *kīcɨ̣̄   puppy *cṾkṾ  
or 
*cVkṾ 

 *saku-ṙ  /  
(with 

expressive 
palatal) 

*čaku-ṙ  

dog 

 

N.2: Bsq *k requires 

glottal *k ̣in PSC. Sp. 
cachorro ‘puppy’, 

Port. cachorro ‘dog’ < 

metathesis form *kačuṙ 
(cf. Batsbi k’ats’(ĕ) 

‘puppy’, etc.) 
*darq̇wV weasel, 

marten 
*daq̇wVrV or 

*darq̇wV-rV 
(?) 

*u-dagera  otter B.6: Further metathesis 

in (B, L) ugadera, (Z) 
ügadera, (L) uhadera, 

etc. 
*ʔăyʒăɫʔV  deciduous 

tree 
*ʔăɫʔăyʒV *haraic  oak C.6 

*ƛẉɨ̆rʡV  leaf *ƛẉɨ̆ʡ(V)rV  *lahaṙ  bramble C.17 

*śwĭʔē  cereal *ʔwĭ́śē  *ɦosi  germ, sprout C.31 

*hōwɫ[ā] bean(s), 

lentil 
*ōwɫh[ā́] *iɫha-ṙ legume(s) O.8 

*cḤwekẸ̆  

~ *cḤwekĔ  

straw, 
chaff 

*kHwecẸ́̆   

~ *kwecḤÉ̆  

*a=hoc  husk, chaff C.48: Bsq *h requires 
unglottalized *k in 

PSC. Glottal in both 
consonants in PNC 

may be an innovative 

assimilation. 

*ʕämćō  apple; 
medlar 

 *mahać grape P.17 

*čHäɫu earth, 

ground, 

sand 

*čä́ɫHu *śolho field, meadow D.3 

*ʁwĭnʔV  name of a 
season  

*nʔĭʁwV́ *negu  winter G.2: Chechen ʕa- / 
ʕäna- ‘winter’, etc. 

*dwiHV  wind *HVdwí  *ɦodoe  cloud G.4 

*ɦemƛẶ  dream 

~ fog, 

cloud 

*ƛẹmɦẮ  *lainho  fog, mist G.7 

*rä̆nƛẉV̆  cloud, fog *ƛạ̈́́̆nwrV̆   

> *ƛạ̈̆mrV̆  

*lanbro  fog, mist G.8 

*HuǯV  (weather) 
clear up 

*ǯúHV  *soha-ṙ  clear (weather) G.14 

*Hćẉɨ̄lV̄ ~ 

*Hlɨ̄ćẉV̄  

heifer *ćẉɨ̄H(V)lV̄  *čahal  calf N.11 

*HoǯĂl  to milk *HolĂǯ  *ɦolaic  beestings P.4 
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PNC/PEC 

form 

Gloss Assumed PSC 

metathesized 

form 

Basque  Basque 

gloss (if 

different) 

Etymology 

number and 

additonal notes 

*čṾ̆mħV span *čṾ̆ħVmV *čehume half-span L.7 

*ɦnićwV̆ night, 

evening 
*ɦnwíćV̆   

> *ɦmíćV̆ 
(metathesis of labial) 

*a=meć sleep, dream K.14 

*śwăy(H)V last year *y(H)á̆śwV *ihas  H.3 

*ǯɦŭmV bush, tree *ǯŭmɦV́ *sumhV tree C.2 

*nHǟƛẉV̆ blue, gray *HwV́̆ƛạ̈̄n *urdin  R.3: This set and the 

next are related. 

*h-nǟƛụ̄ 

~ *h-ǟnƛẉV̆ 

iron *w=hūƛạ̈̄n *b=urdin  R.3 

*cǝ̣̆wrē 

~ *rǝ̆wcẹ̄ 

pointed 

stick 

 

*cǝ̣̆wrḗ 

~ *rǝ̆wcẹ̄́ 

1.*soṙoc 

2. *o=ṙac 

1. sharp 

2. needle, pin 
R.50 

*=ĭkwVn ~ 

*=ĭnkwV 

good, right *kwV́n(V) 
(archaic form) 

*hon good R.27 

*ɦăχE 

 

big *χăɦÉ *gehi more, most R.37 

*HāχuɫV 

~ *HālχV 

long *HuχāɫV 

~ *HulāχV 

*heuga[l]i  

~ 

*heu[l]agi 

much, 

abundant  

R.38: Metathesis of 

vowels 

*swĕrho  

~ *r(h)ĕswo 

old, year *swĕhor  *sahaṙ 

 

old R.40 

 

Haplology 

Haplology, the deletion of one of two successive similar or identical segments, is a 

well-known process in Basque. The most widely cited example (e.g., HB 183; EDB 41) is 

probably the Bsq word for ‘cider’, EB sagardo < *śagaṙ ‘apple’ (P.14) + *ardano ‘wine’ 

(P.22); here one of the “redundant” syllables /aṙ/ has been deleted. Other examples from the 

etymologies here include EB garagardo ‘beer’ < *garagaṙ ‘barley’ (O.2) + *ardano; EB 

alabatxi ‘goddaughter’ < *aɫhaba ‘daughter’ (J.15) + *biči (see J.17); EB ordots ‘boar’ < 

*urde ‘pig’ (N.21) + *oroć ‘male animal’ (N.14);  

I have hypothesized haplology in EB sarde (northern Bsq saharde) ‘fork’ < *śarha-

ɦarde < *śarha- ‘to clear land’ + *ɦarde ‘(wooden) fork’ (see Q.16, Q.17). Another possible 

case is (Bzt) zurzulo ‘nape’, if from *sirsu-suɫɦo ‘throat-tube’ (see A.30, I.12).   

 

Assimilation and Dissimilation 

Vowel assimilation (various types of umlaut) is discussed under Vowels, and is 

mentioned in notes to some of the etymologies. 
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Like metathesis, assimilation and dissimilation of consonants are very common in Bsq 

and North Caucasian languages, and many examples are found in the etymologies cited here. 

Because of these processes it is often difficult, if not impossible, to firmly establish proto-

forms. For example, the case of Bsq *(a)=hoc ‘husk, chaff’ in comparison with PNC *cḤwekẸ̆ 

/ *cḤwekĔ ‘chaff, straw’ (C.48). Even within North Caucasian it is uncertain whether both 

consonants had glottalization (as in West Caucasian and Lezgian) or just the first (as in Dargi). 

For the Bsq word *(a)=hoc to be cognate we must assume metathesis (*=hoc < *kwecḤĔ, or 

the like) and unglottalized initial *k, since PNC *k(h) corresponds to Bsq *h but glottal PNC 

*k ̣corresponds to Bsq *k (or *g under certain conditions). There is a similar situation with the 

comparison of Bsq *(bi)=hoc ‘heart’ and PNC *kẉĭcẸ̆ / *cị̆kẉĔ ‘(vital) organ’ (spleen, 

intestines)’ (A.48). Here all attested forms (in West Caucasian, Dargi, and Avar-Andian) agree 

that both consonants are glottal, but Bsq *=hoc requires a non-glottal PNC *k to correspond 

to *h. In both of these cases it is possible that Basque retains a more archaic state, with glottal 

and non-glottal allowed to coexist in the same stem, with assimilation in North Caucasian as 

an innovation. (See below, Contamination and Blending, for interactions between PNC 

*kẉĭcẸ̆ / *cị̆kẉĔ and a confusingly similar root, PEC *q̇wičṾ / *čịq̇wV.) The comparison of 

Bsq *be=ɫhaun / *be=ɫhaur- ‘knee’ (A.74) with PEC *ƛwilV ‘elbow’ (NCED 770)2 is only 

possible with some kind of dissimilation. The semantic difference is no problem,3 and Bsq 

*=ɫhaur- and PEC *ƛwilV both consist of a lateral and a resonant. Bsq intervocalic *-ɫh- 

normally corresponds either with PNC *λ = voiceless [ɬ], or PNC lateral + laryngeal. Bsq 

*=ɫhaur-could reflect a more archaic form such as *=λVrV or *=λVlV, with the first consonant 

sharpened to the affricate *ƛ in Cauc to dissimilate from the following *l. Or possibly the 

change of PNC *ƛw to the voiceless fricative λ = [ɬ] (as in PTsezian *λʷil ‘elbow’) also took 

place in pre-Bsq.  

In all discussions of assimilation and dissimilation, it is interesting that for Dene-

Caucasian words that contain two liquids, or a lateral affricate and a liquid, Basque frequently 

has the sequence LVṘV. NCauc usually, but not always, assimilates these sequence to LVLV: 

 Bsq *laṙain ‘threshing floor’ < PSC *ŁVrV́ ~ PEC *=V̄rŁV ‘to thresh’ (Q.18) 

 Bsq *laṙe ‘pasture, meadow’ < PSC *Ł(w)ĕrV́ ~ PEC *ŁwĕɫV ‘enclosure, fence’ (D.2) 

 Bsq *laṙi ‘sad, anxious, worried’, etc. ~ PEC *=VrƛṾ(r) ‘to be afraid’ (K.4) 

 Bsq *laṙi ‘big, large, voluminous (thing)’ ~ Avar tɬ’:ara ‘fat, obese, corpulent, stout’ (R.13) 

 Bsq *(be=)laṙi ‘ear’ ~ Proto-Nakh *lari- ‘ear’ (oblique stem) < PNC *ɫĕHe-rV (A.7) 

 Bsq *laṙu ‘skin, leather’ ~ PEC *Łŏli ‘skin, color’ (A.25) 

 Bsq *leṙa ‘slipping, sliding; to slip, slide’ ~ PEC *ʔVƛV(r) ‘to crawl, glide’ (V.8) 

 Bsq *leṙo ‘line, file, row’ ~ PEC *ƛẉăr(ɦ)ǝ̆ ‘boundary, row, furrow’ (I.9) 

 Bsq *luṙuin ‘steam, vapor, odor’ ~ PNC *λwǝ̄ɫʔV ‘wind; to blow’ (G.5) 

 Bsq *e=ɫhoṙi ‘thorn, spine, hawthorn’ ~ PNC *λĂl(H)V ‘arrow’ (C.20) 

                                                           
2 NCED has *ƛwilV (*HiƛwilV), but the latter, which gave rise to Akhwakh etɬelo ‘elbow’, probably represents a 

form with class prefix: *i=ƛwilV.  The Bsq word has a different prefix: *be=.   
3 Cf. Šumāštī ḍuṅgurik ‘elbow’ ~ Gawar-Bati ḍuṅgɔ́ ‘knee’, ḍuṅgī ‘elbow’ ~ Palestinian Romani dṓni ‘knee’, etc. 

(T 5605); Lezgi q’ünt ‘elbow’ ~ Khwarshi q’ontu ‘knee’, etc. (NCED 925). 
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The same sequence holds even with an intervening laryngeal as l-H-ṙ: 

 Bsq *lahaṙ ‘bramble, creeping plant’ ~ PNC *ƛẉɨ̆rʡV ‘leaf’ (C.17)  

 Bsq *leheṙ ‘pine-(tree)’ ~ PEC *λɦwĕɫū ‘a kind of tree’ (C.7) 

 Bsq *leheṙ ‘to burst’ ~ PEC *=ēƛẉV(l) ‘to burst, tear’ (V.61) 

 Bsq *luHuṙ ‘earth’ ~ PNC *lhĕmŁwɨ̆ ‘earth’ (D.1) 

Even when other consonants intervene, the sequence l-C-ṙ or l-C-r often holds: 

 Bsq *lanbro ‘fog, mist’ ~ PEC *rä̆nƛẉV̆ ‘cloud, fog’ (G.8) 

 Bsq (B, G) (suge-)lindara ‘lizard’ (*lindila) ~ PEC *λwitλwiɫV ‘lizard’ (B.25) 

It is interesting to note that languages on the Iberian peninsula prefer the liquid sequence L-R to R-L 

or R-R, in words derived from Latin: cf. Span. milagro, palabra, culantro ~ cilantro, Port. milagre, 

palavra, coentro < Lat. miraculu, parabola (παραβολᾱ́), coriandru (REW 2232; 5602; 6221; but not 

in Catalan: miracle, parola, coriandre). This seems to be a deep-seated Iberian areal tendency, 

whether the languages are Romance or Vasconic. 

Michelena (M 324-5) noticed the further dissimilations of *lahaṙ and *laṙu in Bsq 

dialects: 

 Bsq *lahaṙ ‘bramble’, etc. > (Z) nahar, (Bzt) nagar, (B-Oñate) naar, (B, R, Sal) nar, (R) 

ñar, (A) agar, (B-Zigoitia) ar (C.17) 

 Bsq *laṙu ‘skin, leather’ > (c) larru ~ (A, B) narru (A.25)  

Dissimilation of the sequence r - r in Bsq has historically been handled in two different ways: 

(a) r - r > l - r: and (b) r - r > Ø - r. For type (a) Michelena cites (L) holtzadar ‘rainbow’, (AN) 

olzadar, for *ɦorc-adaṙ, lit. ‘sky-horn’ (see G.12), and other examples, and for (b) he cites 

(B) adore ‘spirit, vital force’ < Latin ardorem ‘ardor’, etc. (M 339). In the Bsq word *mar[c]-

ɦarde ‘fork, pruning hook’ (Q.17)4 the presence of two /r/s is resolved by deleting the first in 

(L) matxarde, or the second in (BN) martxite. Both of these types of dissimilation have taken 

place in the prehistoric development of Bsq, according to this model.  

 

Type (a) r - r > l - r (also r - l): 

 Bsq *bi=lduṙ ‘fear, fright’ < *bi=rduṙ ~ PEC *=VrƛṾ(r) ‘to be afraid’ (K.4) 

 Bsq *galca-ṙ ‘arm, armpit’ < *garca-ṙ ~ PEC *qărcẉV́̆ ‘shoulder, arm’ (A.64) 

 Bsq (BN, L) helder, heldor ‘drool’ < *ɦerde-ṙ; cf. *ɦerde ‘drool’ ~ PEC *ɦămƛặ ‘sweat’ 

(A.80) 

 Bsq (BN-arc) halsarr-ak ‘entrañas’ < *ɦerce-ṙ; cf. *ɦerce / *ɦeśte ‘guts’ ~ Avar ʕorčo 

‘intestine’ < PNC *HĂrčV (~ *rHĂčV ~ *čĂrHV) ‘stomach, abomasum’ (A.54; SCG 180) 

 Bsq (G, L) sor-balda ‘shoulder’, (B) sol-barda id., (Bzt) sor-balda ‘middle part of a pig 

(loin)’ < *śor-barda : see Bsq *śoin / *śor- + *-ba[r]da (A.38, A.65) 

Type (b) r -r > Ø - r: 

 Bsq *a=daṙ ‘horn’ < *a=rdaṙ ~ Avar tɬ:ar ‘horn’ < PEC *ƛwɨ̆rV (A.4); cf. Burushaski *-ltur 

‘horn’ 

                                                           
4 Cf. PNC *mä̆rć(w)Ē ‘knife, sickle’ + *yă[l]ƛwV ‘wooden shovel’ (NCED 673, 822). 
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 Bsq *adaṙ ‘branch’ < *ardaṙ < PSC *ɦắlƛṾrV ~ Avar ʕartɬ’:él ‘branch; bough’ < PEC 

*ɦălƛṾɫV (C.39)5 

 Bsq (B) adur ‘drool, saliva’ < *Haduṙ < *ɦerdu-ṙ (cf. *ɦerde-ṙ above) ~ PNC *ɦămƛặ 

‘sweat’ (A.80) 

 Bsq *bi=deṙ ‘chin’ < *bi=rdeṙ ~ PEC *HƛǝlV ‘mouth; jaw’ (A.16) 

 Bsq *i=doṙ, *a=doṙ ‘dry, arid’, etc. < *i=rdoṙ ~ PEC *=iŁVr ‘to be hot, bitter’ (R.21) 

 Bsq *meda-ṙ ‘narrow, tight’ < *merda-ṙ ~ PEC *ɦmV̄ƛṾ̆ ‘thin, narrow’ (R.39) 

 Bsq *mucu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle’ < *murcu-ṙ / *muśtu-ṙ ~ Andi maču ‘snot’ < PEC *mHărčwV 

(A.19) 

 Bsq *muti-l ‘boy; apprentice; worker’ < *murti-l ~ PNC *mɨ̆lƛṾ̆ ‘husband, male, worker’ 

(J.4) 

 Bsq *mutu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle; end’ < *murtu-ṙ ~ Bezhta, Hunzib motɬ’o ‘beak’, etc. < PEC 

*wĕnƛṾ (A.18); cf. Burushaski *=múltu-r ‘nostril’ (SCG 216) 

Cf. also /rsVr /, /lsVr/ > /ncVr/: 

 Bsq (B, G, AN, BN, L) zintzur ‘throat’ < *sirsu-ṙ ~ PEC *ćwĭrsV ‘gullet’ (A.30) 

 Bsq (L) haintzur ‘spade’ < *hailcu-ṙ ~ PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’ (Q.13) 

 Bsq *sinca,*since-ṙi, *sinci-ɫa ‘bell, cowbell’ < *silsi- ~ PNC *ʒĭ[l]ʒV ‘brass; item made of 

brass’ (Q.48)  

 

There is a set of words, represented by EB bular ‘chest’, ilar ‘pea’, belar ‘grass’, elur ‘snow’, 

zilar ‘silver’, in which there is a sequence l - ṙ, and northern Bsq dialects tend to have an 

aspirated /lh/: bulhar, ilhar, belhar, elhur, zilhar; cf. also (BN, L) belhar ‘forehead’, bilhur 

‘tether, binding’ (B bidur). For such cases Michelena suggested original forms with r - r: 

*burar, etc., dissimilated to bular, secondarily to budar, etc. (M 315-6). Table X.2 shows the 

main Bsq dialectal variations and proposed NC cognates.6 

Because of two facts: (a) /lh/ in northern Bsq forms, and (b) laterals *l, *ɫ, *λ in all of the 

PNC cognates, in this model I have proposed that laterals are original as the first liquid in 

these words, thus *buɫha-ṙ, *iɫha-ṙ, *beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead’, *beɫha-ṙ ‘grass’,7 *e=ɫhu-ṙ, *bi=ɫhu-

ṙ. In this model Bsq intervocalic *-ɫh- and *-ɫɦ- correspond to PNC lateral + laryngeal or 

(post-)velar fricative, or to the PNC lateral fricative *λ (see Phonology: Laterals, pp. 152-58, 

for more details).  

                                                           
5 Cf. Burushaski *yáltar ‘crown of tree, upper leafy branches of a tree’ (SCG 91). 
6 There is no firm PNC cognate of Bsq *siɫhaṙ ‘silver’. The PNC word is *ɦĕrVcwĭ ‘silver’ (NCED 514), and I 

have thought about a possible metathesis, such as *cwĭrɦĕ or *cĭrɦwĕ, giving rise to the Bsq form (with the 

common suffix *-ṙ), thus *cĭrɦwĕ-ṙ, > *sirhaṙ > *siɫhaṙ, but this may be too convoluted to be plausible. NCED 

discusses the possible relationship of *ɦĕrVcwĭ with other ‘silver’ words like Kartv we(r)c1xl-, Semitic *hṛs,̣ and 

IE *Har(ǝ)ǵ-. Starostin (e.g. 2009: 99) thought the PIE word came from PNC. Trask: “Naturally, the word [zilar] 

has long been suspected of being linked to the Germanic and Balto-Slavic word represented by English ‘silver’, 

[Lith sidãbras, Polish srebro, etc.] but nothing can be established” (EDB 375). 
7 The laryngeals are reconstructed differently because in Leiçarraga’s Bible (BN: 1571) the word belar 

‘forehead’ contrasts with belhar ‘grass, hay’ (M 207, 222), thus *beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead’ vs. *beɫha-ṙ ‘grass’; but this 

is uncertain.  
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Table X.2: Basque words of the type VL(H)VR 

Proto-Basque 

(Michelena) 

Northern Bsq 

(BN, L, Z) 

Western Bsq 

(A, B) 

Central Bsq 

(G, AN) 

 

R 

 

PNC 
Etym. no. 

*burar 

chest 
bulhar bular bular 

búrar 

> búdar 

*ɢwălɦē 

udder, breast 
A.40 

*irar 

pea 
ilhar 

irar8 

> idar 
illar ilar 

*hōwɫ[ā] 

bean, pea, lentil 
O.8 

*berar 

forehead 

belhar, 

belar 

belar, 

belaar 
— — 

*bʕāɫhŏ 

edge, end9 
A.5 

*berar 

grass, herb 
belhar 

berar10 

> bedar 

berar, 

belar 

beragin11 

belarrazi12 

*u̯elɣV 

burdock, nettle 
C.21 

*erur 

snow 

elhur 

 

erur13 

> edur14 

> eur 

elur 

elur 
elur 

*yĭwλV 

snow 
G.17 

*birur 

binding 
bilhur bidur billur15 bulur 

*=VλwE 

to bind, knit, plait 
Q.31 

*sirar 

silver 

zilhar 

 

zirar16 

> zidar17 

zillar, 

zildar 

zirar 

~ zidar 

~ zillar 

— — 

 

Expressive Forms 

 

Expressive Forms: expressive (affective) palatalization:  Vasconists have 

often noted expressive forms that seem to violate the normal correspondences. For example, 

Bsq (B) txabur /čabur/ ‘short, brief’ = EB labur, Eastern llabur, (Z) llábür (with the usual 

expressive palatal form /ĺ/ of normal /l/; see R.51); (B) txagin ‘tooth’ (child speech): see 

*hagin ‘tooth’ (A.11); (G) txenara ‘swallow’ (bird): see *e=ɫanha / *e=ṅhala (B.21); (BN) 

xangio ‘pasture’: see *Hangio (D.4). Expressive *č can also be inserted into a word to replace 

another consonant, e.g. (BN, L) itxindi /ičindi/ ‘firebrand’: see *i=ɫhinti id. (F.3). Expressive 

*č appears equally well with loanwords, as (B, G, AN) txingura, txingure ‘anvil’ = EB ingude, 

                                                           
8 Mundaka, Txorierri 
9 ‘forehead’ in some Lezgian languages: Kryz bel, Budukh bel-iǯ, Lezgi p:el, Rutul bäl 
10 Mundaka, Txorierri 
11 ‘sorceror, witch’, also bedegin, belagin < *beɫha-ṙ ‘herb’ + *e=gi-n ‘to do, make’ (V.42) 
12 ‘seed of grass or herb’ < *beɫha-ṙ + *hasi ‘seed’ (V.69)  
13 Arratia, Mundaka, Orozko, Txorierri 
14 Arratia, Lekeitio, Mundaka, Mondragon, Orozko 
15 Baztanese 
16 Mundaka 
17 Ispaster, Lekeitio, Markina, Mondragon 
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ult. < Lat. incudem, and in nicknames, as Txelena for Elena, Txeru for Peru (= Pedro/Pierre), 

Txomin or Xomin for Domingo, Dominique, etc. (M 188-9; HB 256-9, 346-8; EDB 45).  

As with so many peculiarities of Bsq, North Caucasian provides a key with its 

expressive preverb *č-̣, (also unglottalized *č-), for example Hunzib č’-iχu ‘far’, Bezhta ts’-

iχo id. < PEC *=ārχV (NCED 269); Lezgi č-uχʷa- ‘to scratch, scrape’, Tabasaran ǯ̌-u=χ- ‘to 

comb’, Agul ž-irχ- id. < PNC *HĕrχwA / *HĕwχwA (NCED 562); Lezgi š-utk-, Tabasaran il-

č’i=k-, Agul ž-ik- ‘to sweep’; also in Dargi Chiragh =uš-k:- ‘to sweep’ < PEC *=VŁwV 

(NCED 1024); Lezgi č-k’i- ‘to destroy, break; to fall apart’, Kryz č’-uk’- id. < PNC *ʔăkṾ̆ ‘to 

beat; to forge’ (NCED 200); Agul č-irqʷ- ‘to bark’ vs. Rutul =erqʷa- < PNC *HelqwĀ id. 

(NCED 557). The difference is that in NC *č-̣/*č- is usually added to verbs, and in Bsq *č 

appears in nouns or adjectives.  

Another well-known tendency in Bsq is the formation of expressive (and diminutive 

and augmentative) variants by the alteration of an initial or medial coronal consonant to a 

palatal counterpart. Expressive palatalization may operate at the word level, or (especially in 

speech to children) at the utterance level:18 

Plain (unmarked)  →  Expressive (affective) 

/t/    → /ty/ [c]   or /č/ [tʃ] 

/d/    →  /dy/ [ɉ]  

/l/    →  /ly/ [ʎ] 

/r/    →  /ly/ [ʎ]   or /dy/ [ɉ] 

/ṙ/    →  /ly/ [ʎ] 

/n/    →  /ñ/ [ɲ] 

/s/    →  /š/ [ʃ] 

/ś/    →  /š/ [ʃ] 

/c/    →  /č/ [tʃ] 

/ć/    →  /č/ [tʃ] 

 

In standard Bsq orthography this produces variants such as: 

 (BN, Z, Bzt) ttipi ‘small’, (L, Z) txipi ~ (AN, L) tipi id.: cf. Archi t’i ‘small’, etc. (R.55) 

 (L) gutti ‘few, a little, not much’, (G, Bzt) gutxi ~ (EB) guti id.: cf. Dargi Kaitag kut’i-l 

‘short’, etc. (R.23) 

 (R) addar ‘devil’ (lit. ‘little horn[s]) ~ (EB) adar ‘horn’: cf. Avar tɬ:ar ‘horn’, etc. (A.4; M 

190)19 

 (R) llarne ‘threshing floor’ ~ (EB) larrain id.: cf. Archi tɬorom ‘threshing board’, etc. (Q.18) 

 (Z, R, Sal) bello ‘lukewarm’ ~ (EB) bero ‘hot’: cf. Khwarshi bobolu ‘hot’, etc. (R.61) 

 (Z) hüllan ‘near’, (R) ullan ~ (EB) hurrean id.: cf. Avar ʕagára- id. (I.15) 

 (R, Sal) ñar ‘thorn, bramble’ ~ (Z) nahar, (EB) lahar id.: cf. PEC *ƛẉɨ̆rʡV ‘leaf’ (C.17) 

                                                           
18 Thanks to Hualde (1991: 121-123); for clarity, IPA symbols such as [ʃ], etc., are added. 
19 As far as I can determine, /dy/ does not occur in initial position, except in some dialects as a phonetic palatal, 

e.g. (B) ill dda /ily dya/ for EB hil da ‘s/he has died’. 
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 (c) xexen ‘little bull’ ~ (EB) zezen ‘bull’: cf. Chamali, Bagwali zin ‘cow’, etc. (N.7) 

 (L) hexur, (Z) éxür ‘ossicle, tiny bone (as of fish)’ ~ (EB) hezur ‘bone’: cf. Hinukh žibra 

‘rib’, etc. (A.75) 

 (G, BN, Bzt) xagu /šagu/ ‘mousie’ ~ (EB) sagu ‘mouse’: cf. Adyge tsəʁwa ‘mouse’, etc. 

(B.11) 

 (Z) txákür ‘little dog, puppy’, (B) txakur ‘dog’ ~ (AN) zakur ‘dog’: cf. Rutul ts’ik’ ‘puppy’, 

etc. (N.2)  

The process of expressive palatalization varies greatly among the Bsq dialects, e.g. not at all 

in Ondarroa (Bizkaia), only with sibilants in Donostia (Gipuzkoa), but most productively in 

eastern Bsq dialects, as seen in the examples above (M 195). According to Trask,  

The modern palatal and palatal-alveolar consonants tt, dd, tx, x, ñ and ll were probably 

present in Pre-Basque, but these never occurred in ordinary lexical items: instead, they 

occurred only in expressive variants of these items (EDB 14).  

The question for us here is whether “expressive variants” arose relatively recently in Basque 

(Vasconic), or existed already in prehistoric Euskaro-Caucasian, the ancestor of Vasconic and 

North Caucasian. 

Consonant symbolism of the Basque type is virtually absent from most of Eurasia, 

with a few exceptions (see below). Productive consonant symbolism is best known to linguists 

as a widespread feature of North American languages, particularly in the Pacific Northwest, 

but extending from there as far as Canada (e.g. Cree) and Mexico (e.g. Cocopa) and at least 

nine Amerindian families.20 Nichols (1971) wrote about this diminutive consonant symbolism 

in detail, classifying the numerous types in three categories: hardness shifts, tonality shifts, or 

shifts involving dental resonants (p. 829). Of the three Nichols characterizes Basque 

diminutive shifts as of the tonality type: “In Basque, a productive diminutive shift palatalizes 

all dentals, and an unproductive augmentative shift depalatalizes ń t́ ś” (p. 831, footnote 4, 

citing Lafitte 1944). “Higher consonant tonality” in the case of Basque consists of a change 

from hissing (alveolar) to hushing (palato-alveolar), including t → č and θ → č, in Nichols’ 

scheme.21 “The locus of the second formant, the other basic perceptual cue for consonant point 

of articulation … is higher in the palato-alveolar [than in the alveolar]” (p. 830). Thus, 

typologically parallel to Bsq taka-taka ‘toddling’ → (B) txaka-txaka /čakačaka/ ‘walking 

taking baby steps’, eastern Bsq ttaka-ttaka /tyakatyaka/ ‘á paso corto’, Yurok has pontet ‘ashes’ 

→ pənčəč ‘dust’ (p. 842), and parallel to Bsq zezen /sesen/ ‘bull’ → xexen /šešen/ ‘little bull’, 

Huave, for example, has sonoŋg ‘pile up’ → šuñuŋg ‘pile up’ [diminutive], Dakota has -suza 

                                                           
20 Salish, Wakashan, Algic, Sahaptian, Penutian, Hokan, Siouan, Uto-Aztecan, Athabaskan (Na-Dene). (To J.H. 

Greenberg and followers all but the last are subdivisions of the vast Amerind family.) In Huave of Oaxaca (a 

member of Greenberg’s Mexican Penutian), s and c may change to (non-phonemic) š and č, and back vowels 

change to front vowels in diminutive forms (T.S. Kaufman, quoted by Nichols 1971: 831, footnote 4). This could 

be interpreted as an isolated development, unrelated to the more northern phenomena, or (to supporters of 

Greenberg’s Penutian) a relic. 
21 These are cover symbols, so that t → č also implies, e.g., t’ → č’ and th → čh, in languages that use these 

sounds. 
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‘a slight, single bruise; a single crack in a bone’ → -šuža ‘a bad bruise, bone and flesh crushed 

together’ (here, increasing intensity or augmentation: Nichols, p. 845), and Wiyot has lólisw- 

‘to sing’ → rórišw- ‘to hum’.22 

Note however that Wiyot has /r/ as diminutive of /l/, the reverse of (eastern) Basque, 

in which /ly/ is diminutive of /r/ (see above). Among the North American examples cited by 

Nichols there is no typological parallel to the Basque hierarchy /r/ (unmarked) → /ly/ 

(diminutive); in North America dental resonant shifts generally follow a “hierarchy of 

diminutiveness: ɬ → l → r → n → ð … most shifts move only one degree up the scale” (p. 

831), but there are some exceptions, e.g. Sahaptin and Nez Perce have /n/ (unmarked) → /l/ 

(diminutive), a two-step reversal of the usual hierarchy. But this difference between Basque 

and North American outputs is not important: all such outputs depend upon the phonological 

structure of the language concerned, and furthermore these may be obscured or reversed by 

subsequent phonological changes.23  

Nichols (p. 828) also notes that diminutive “shifts are attested in various stages: 

productive, unproductive but lexically well-preserved, or vestigial [emphasis added].” As an 

example of vestigial attestation Nichols (p. 843) cites Southern Sierra Miwok ʔesel·y ‘child’ 

→ ʔečel·y ‘baby’, pu·si ‘cat’ → pu·či ‘kitty’, mus·a → mu·ča ‘be ashamed’, relics of a process 

that is no longer productive, and in the third example the semantic distinction has apparently 

been lost (p. 843). For Basque Trask states that “today such expressive palatalization seems 

to be no longer productive, or at best only weakly productive” (HB 149).  

On the question of origins and spread of diminutive shifting, Nichols concludes: 

In summary, there are virtually no historical explanations for the rise of diminutive shifting 

within languages. … Since diminutive shifting cannot have risen internally in more than a 

very few languages, it must be an areal feature which has spread by borrowing. … The 

relative homogeneity of the American shifts and the fact that few of them are affected by 

subsequent phonological rules suggest relatively recent dispersal, although there may well 

have been earlier waves of spread responsible for vestigial and abnormal shifts, in particular 

for intensity shifts, and for the distant instances of Cree [in Canada] and Huave [in southern 

Mexico]. Pinpointing the age and origin of shifting is hardly possible, particularly since too 

many shifts will never be recorded … Geographic areas and genetic stocks may never be 

covered sufficiently to allow more than conjecture concerning the origin and spread of 

shifting. (Nichols 1971: 839-841). 

Kochetov & Alderete (2011) have also studied expressive palatalization in a more general 

sense, including babytalk registers and sound symbolism, as well as diminutive constructions. 

They discuss palatalization in babytalk in languages as geographically and genetically diverse 

                                                           
22 In these examples the symbol (→) means ‘is transformed to’ (i.e., the expressive palatal form is to the right of 

the (→). Some of the examples are drawn from Swadesh (1971, p. 151) and Kochetov & Alderete (2011, p. 2). 
23 “Decreasing markedness is associated with increasing diminutiveness among the dental resonants, with one 

deviation: l precedes r in the scale, although Chomsky & Halle … specify r as the more marked liquid” (Nichols 

1971: 831-2). 
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as Basque, Japanese, Dakota, and Warlpiri, and they cite an interesting typological parallel to 

the Basque taka-taka → /tyakatyaka/, /čakačaka/, discussed above, Japanese toko-toko 

‘trotting’ → /čokočoko/ ‘moving like a small child’. The authors find an “absolute 

implicational relation between coronals and non-coronals as targets and outputs of 

[expressive] palatalization” (p. 44). In a restricted subset of languages, including Basque and 

Georgian, non-coronals may shift to coronal place in expressive palatal outputs, for example 

Bsq konkor ~ kunkur ‘hump, bump, knob’ (A.76) → (Bzt) txuntxur /čunčur/ id.; cf. Georgian 

kunkuri ‘covering’ → čunčuri id. As I have emphasized throughout this book, I do not propose 

a genetic connection between Basque and Georgian (and its family, Kartvelian), but the latter, 

as a long-standing member of the Caucasian Sprachbund, has absorbed a number of areal 

traits, of which the Basque and Georgian non-coronal → coronal expressive shifts may be a 

relic. 

In the following we will explore whether there may be traces of expressive 

palatalization in North Caucasian. NCED, as a pioneering work of North Caucasian 

phonology, does not specifically address expressive palatalization or other “irregular” 

changes, but there are hints of it in some etymologies: 

1. In a note to PEC *ƛămVčṾ ‘saliva, pus’, a recessive etymon with only 

three reflexes (Tindi ɬats:i ‘saliva’; Tsezi ɬač’i ‘pus’, Hinukh ɬamač’i ‘pus’: tentative 

Bsq cognates are *lić ‘drop of liquid’, *liś-tu ‘saliva’, *liś-ka ‘scum, slime’, A.83, 

also with a fronted vowel), NCED (767) suggests that “this may be an expressive 

variant of PEC *lōmVʒĭ ‘dirt, pus’” [NCED 750, with reflexes such as Akhwakh 

rets’:i ‘pus’, Lak luts’ ‘slime’, etc.]. If so, there are two expressive consonantal 

changes in PEC, (a) resonant *l → affricate *ƛ, and (b) hissing *ʒ → hushing *č;̣ (a) 

is a hardness shift in Nichols’ (1971) classification, comparable with, for example, 

Coos (Penutian, Oregon) which has examples such as demiɬ ‘man’ → to·mitɬ ‘old 

man’ (Nichols, p. 843); and (b) is consistent with the tonality shifts described by 

Nichols. 

2. Note a similar relationship (*ʒ → *č)̣ between PNC *ʒimiʒĂ ‘a kind of 

stinging insect’ (NCED 823: Dargi Chiragh zimiza-l ‘ant’, Archi ts’imits’-əla 

‘butterfly’, etc.) and PEC *c ̣́ imVc ̣́ V ‘butterfly’ (NCED 379: Lak č’imuč’a-li 

‘butterfly’, etc.), though in this case the expressive output is hissing-hushing (apical) 

*c ̣́  rather than hushing (alveopalatal) *č.̣ NCED treats these two etymologies as 

separate, but does remark on the expressive character of these and other insect-

related words: “reduplication was probably favoured by the existence of several 

semantically close reduplicated insect names (see *cīmcV, *cẹ̆lcụ̆, *c ̣́ imVc ̣́ V et al.)” 

(NCED 823). In this model the Basque cognates are *siminca ‘bedbug’ and *čimiča 

‘bedbug’, respectively, the latter with the common expressive shift *s → *č.24 

                                                           
24 Here there is a complication, in that Span. chinche is alleged to come from Lat. cimex / cimicis ‘bedbug’ (Dicc, 

REW 1915) > Old Span. zisme, and Italian has cimice /čimiče/, etc. EDLI (114) declares the etymology of the 

Lat. word (used by Livius Andronicus, et al.) is unknown, from the standpoint of IE, so it is possible that it was 
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3. Along these lines consider words for ‘worm’ and ‘leech’. In the current 

analysis I have treated Bsq *sisa-li ‘worm’ (EB zizare) and *sisa-ni ‘leech’ (EB 

izain [< G]; cf. Bzt zizain ‘leech’) as related words (with different suffixes) cognate 

with PEC *sēmsā ‘a kind of insect’ (NCED 960: Chechen sēsa ‘tadpole’, Tsakhur 

semsä-lä ‘ant’, etc.); but cf. also PEC *ǯimǯV ~ ʒ́imʒ́V ‘a biting insect, leech’ 

(NCED 1109: Archi žinž-ru ‘leech’,  ‘ant’, etc.). Since PNC/PEC *s, *ʒ́, and *ǯ all 

correspond to Bsq *s, it is difficult to determine which PEC root corresponds to Bsq 

*sisa-. (PSC *m in such clusters frequently disappears in Bsq: see Phonology: *m, 

pp. 122, 180-81). 

4. In the etymology of PEC *q̇ăm[s]V ‘cartilage, gristle’ (NCED 908) the 

Lezgian forms have strange shapes, reduplicated, and with a shushing shift of the 

sibilant to /š/: Tabasaran q’ašq’aš, Agul q’alq’amaš ‘cartilage, gristle’. All other EC 

forms have the sibilant /s/. According to the usual correspondences, “PL *š cannot 

correspond to PC *s:, PD *s:, Lak. s(:).” This is typologically reminiscent of North 

American forms like Sahaptin pšwa ‘rock’ → pswapswa ‘pebble’ (cited by Nichols 

1971: 843), with the difference that in Sahaptin both /s/ → /š/ and the reverse /š/ → 

/s/ may occur in expressive diminutives. As far as I know this EC word, *q̇ăm[s]V, 

does not have a Bsq cognate. 

5. Tsezi k’itsu ‘tooth’, Hunzib k’ǝtsu ‘fang’, Dargi Akusha k’inč’ ‘gum(s)’ 

are listed under *gāmc ̣́ wV (NCED 430), with a note about expressive changes: 

“there’s an irregular vowel in PD[argi] (-i- instead of *-a-) and an irregular 

consonant in PTs[ezian] (-c- instead of *-č-̣). The Dargi change could be an example 

of expressive vowel change (fronting for diminutive) and Tsezian consonant *c = 

/ts/ could reflect the original unpalatalized state, changed to expressive shushing *-

č-̣ /č’/ in the other EC languages. 

6. There is an interesting NC bird name, reconstructed as PNC *šVnšV / 

*čVnčV ‘a kind of bird’ (NCED 987), e.g. Chechen šorša-l ‘blackbird, thrush’; 

Chamali sanča-ra ‘swallow’; Bezhta šašu ‘swallow’; Khinalug čänč ‘pigeon’; 

Abaza žʷts’ǝ ‘swallow’, etc. NCED notes “Like many birdnames, a reduplicated 

expressive root with some irregular phonetic variations.” The phoneme /š/ is favored 

in Chechen and Bezhta, /č/ in Khinalug and Akhwakh (labialized /čw/), while the 

Chamali word has both /s/ and /č/. The WC forms are “complicated” (NCED) and 

reconstructed as *čṾšʷV, with glottal /č/̣ and labialized /šw/. In this model I have 

compared the NC words with Bsq *soso (EB zozo) → [expressive] *šošo (EB xoxo) 

‘blackbird, thrush’ (cf. meanings in Chechen). OEH also reports sozoa ‘(le) merle’, 

from the lexicographer Silvain Pouvreau (ca. 1675), with two different sibilants, /ś/ 

                                                           
adopted from a rural word of substratum origin. Span. chinche is not directly derivable from Old Span. zisme, so 

at least a blend with Bsq *čimiča seems likely. 
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and /s/. If this hapax is archaic, it was later regularized by the usual Bsq process of 

sibilant harmony, in this case to /soso/.25 

7. PEC has an interesting word for ‘suck’: Chechen ts’ub-, Batsbi ts’up’-; 

Lak ts’up’; Dargi ts’up’, all reconstructible as PEC *cụṗV ‘sucking’ (NCED 367); as 

an afterthought the etymology adds some “rather distorted reflexes” from Lezgian: 

Agul sup’-, Kryz č’uw-, Budukh č’ủp-; and finally Khinalug šib- ‘to suck’. The last 

four feature various alterations of the initial *c,̣ if it was original: there is a simple 

sibilant (Agul), a shushed sibilant (Khinalug) and a shushing affricate (Kryz and 

Budukh), which look like relics of an old series of expressive changes. In this 

analysis the Bsq cognate is *čupa-tu ‘to suck’26  

8. NCED (962) remarks: “But the correspondences between [PEC] *sindV 

and [Ubykh] š́ā́ntạ are absolutely irregular; thus (unless this is a case of heavy 

irregular change in an expressive root), it should be better kept apart.” In this model 

PEC *sindV ‘a kind of insect’ (Bezhta sida ‘moth’, Akhwakh šide-tɬ:u ‘tick’, etc.) is 

compared with Bsq zeden, zeren ‘weevil, moth (larva), wood borer’, etc. (see Bsq 

*seden). Again, this could be a case of expressive hushing (Ubykh /š́/ is a “voiceless 

palatalized hushing fricative” per NCED). Strangely, Bsq apparently has no hushing 

variants of *seden, nor for *soṙi ‘louse’. 

9. PEC *ƛămcṾ ‘a biting insect’ (NCED 766), with reflexes like Akhwakh 

ɬats’:u ‘ant; bug, bed-bug’, is compared with Bsq *listo- ‘wasp, hornet’, and with a 

different formation, Bsq *e=lco ‘gnat, mosquito’. There is a similar EC word, 

differing in that the initial lateral affricate is glottalized, /ƛ/̣ = /tɬ’/, and the second 

consonant is hushed (alveopalatal), as in Avar tɬ’:ož, Karata tɬ’:ižur ‘wasp’. The 

latter word, tentatively reconstructed as PEC *ƛṾ[n]ǯV,27 is not discussed in NCED 

and is attested only in Avar-Andian and possibly Tsezian (SKJa 239), if Khwarshi 

tɬ’:ič’ar ‘wasp’ is not a loan from Andian, and is compared in this model with Bsq 

words like (Z) lózer ‘hornet’, loze-biña ‘wasp’, (BN) leizor ‘hornet’. Set side by 

side, PEC *ƛṾ[n]ǯV looks very much like an expressive variant of PEC *ƛămcṾ. 

10. In Kryz and Budukh šimit’ ‘snot’ “the root [PL *s:ʷiInt]̣ has merged 

with PL *qIomot ̣[‘snot’] … (although the initial š- is still not clear)” NCED 961. 

Here again it looks like a case of expressive shushing of the laminal *s of PEC 

*sHwintṾ ‘snuff, smell; snot’, in this model cognate with Bsq *sunda ‘sniffing, 

smelling; odor’ (L.15). 

11. In a note to PEC *=Hi[s]wVn / *=Hi[š]wVn: “The root consonant 

behaves in a somewhat irregular manner: PA[ndian], Lak. and PD[argi] point to *šw 

(with tense phonation), but Avar and PL[ezgian] have unexpected hissing reflexes” 

                                                           
25 Pouvreau attested to other cases of mixed sibilants, such as zinetsi ‘believe’ = EB sinetsi (OEH: sinetsi).  
26 See the etymology for brief discussion of the relationship, if any, of this word to Span. Port. chupar, ON súpa, 

etc. 
27 The initial could also have been *Ł or *ƛẉ (see NCED 53), and the second consonant could have been *ʒ́(w) 

(NCED 50). 
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(NCED 582). So again we see the possibility of expressive shushing.28 The 

corresponding Bsq words also show variations between /s/ (G izungi), /c/ (B 

itzungi), and /č/ (B itxungi). Based on the geographically peripheral Avar and 

Lezgian (with /s/) I suggest the original equation would be PEC *=Hi[s]wVn ‘to 

extinguish, go out (of light)’ ~ Bsq *e=sun-ki ‘to put out (light), extinguish’. 

To sum up, the question whether expressive palatalization arose relatively recently in 

Basque (Vasconic), or existed already in prehistoric Euskaro-Caucasian, will have to wait for 

a more definitive answer. The eleven NC cases cited above only give us hints of systematic 

expressive palatalization in NC languages. Whether these cases were sporadic, or relics of a 

now unproductive process, or whether expressive palatalization is still productive in any NC 

language, cannot be determined from the data available to me. However, the prefixing of a 

shushing affricate, as in Bsq (B-child) txagin ‘tooth’ (< *č-hagin), Hunzib č’-iχu ‘far’, Kryz 

č’-uk’- ‘to destroy’, etc. (see above, pp. 57, 187) seems more securely cognate. 

Another type of expressive shift, that of non-coronals to coronal place, as in Bsq 

konkor ~ kunkur ‘hump, bump, knob’ → (Bzt) txuntxur /čunčur/ id. (cf. Georgian kunkuri 

‘covering’ → čunčuri id.) may have been a pan-Caucasian areal feature, but so far I have not 

been able to find any firm examples of this in North Caucasian. 

 

Expressive Forms: Nasal infix or initial: Compared to expressive palatalization, this 

type of change is much less frequent in Basque and in North Caucasian. There are internal and 

initial examples: 

 Bsq *čičV ‘hail, sleet’: (Z) txítxer ‘sleet’, etc. ~ *činčV ‘pebble’: (Z) txintxóla, etc.: cf. PEC 

*čạ̈̆čẉV ‘small stone’: Ingush č’inž-arʁa ‘elderberry’ (D.17) 

 Bsq *[s]in[g]o > *čingo(-r) ‘snow(-flake), hail(-stone)’: cf. PEC *ʒ́igV ‘hail, rain’: Khwarshi 

zang-eru ‘hail’ (G.19) 

 Bsq *pata-ṙ ‘slope’ < ‘*side’: (Z) phantar id.: cf. Lezgi p:ad ‘side’ < PNC *ṗVdV or *bVdV 

‘side’ (D.9; SCP 30)  

 Bsq *barda ‘belly, bowels’, (Bzt) barda: (Sal) marda ‘belly, stomach’, mard-ika ‘rennet; 

stomach of a ruminant’, (Z) mã́rda ‘belly, abdomen, bowels, stomach; rennet’, etc.: cf. Bezhta 

batɬa ‘large intestine’, etc. < PEC *bɦĕrƛṾ (A.51) 

 Bsq *balća ‘pool, pond, slush’: (BN-Amikuse) maltsa ‘mud, mire’: cf. Udi p:iz ‘swamp, marsh’; 

Kabardian psǝ-p’ts’a ‘swamp’, Ubykh zʷǝ-mts’á ‘mud, silt’ < PNC *ṗɦĭlcẉǝ̆ ‘mud, dirt’ (E.4) 

 

Contamination and Blending 

Contamination, or blending, is a challenge to the etymologist. A well-known case in 

English is that of island and isle. The former (which would historically be better spelt iland 

                                                           
28 NCED offers an alternative explanation: “This [variation between hissing and shushing], together with the fact 

of variation between *-n and *-r-conjugation in PL, makes us suspect that contaminations of different roots have 

taken place. For the hissing *s (Av. s:ʷine, PL*ʔisʷVn-) cf. perhaps PEC *siHwV ‘breath, soul’ - especially 

reflexes like Kar. s:uhã- 'to get tired' (the semantic correlation ‘breath, breathe’ - ‘extinguish’ is typologically 

rather common).” 
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or yland) comes from Old English īg-land, of Germanic origin (cf. Dutch eiland), but is now 

entangled with isle < Old French ile < isle < Lat. insula (Buck 1.25). Today most English 

speakers, not knowing these etymologies, probably regard isle as a shorter variant of island.  

Contamination and blending, naturally enough, is also a challenge to the etymology 

of North Caucasian languages, both among native NC words, and between NC and foreign 

words. As an example of the former, the similar PEC roots *kẉĭcẸ̆ / *cị̆kẉĔ ‘spleen, intestines’ 

and *q̇wičṾ / *čịq̇wV (same meanings) “are constantly contaminating with each other” (NCED 

735; cf. NCED 937). Thus for example, Godoberi č:ak:ʷa ‘small intestine’ (ostensibly from 

*čịq̇wV) “has obviously contaminated, at least semantically” with derivates of PNC *cị̆kẉĔ: 

all other Andian cognates of č:ak:ʷa, such as Tindi č’iq’:i, have the meaning ‘spleen’, while 

Tindi ts:ik:wa, from *cị̆kẉĔ, means ‘small intestine’.  

North Caucasian words for ‘beard’ confused linguists for decades until they were 

finally disentangled in NCED as descending from at least two distinct noun roots, *bilʒ́V 

(NCED 303) and *mēćụri (NCED 800). So while Agul mužur ‘beard’ and Budukh mič’er 

‘beard’ look like they should be cognate, the former comes from*bilʒ́V (related, in this model, 

to Bsq *bisa-ṙ ‘beard’: see A.24) and the latter from *mēćụri. Agul also has muč’ur ’chin’, 

cognate with Budukh mič’er ‘beard’, etc. Obviously there has been some blending of the two 

roots, especially in Lezgian.  

Some Lezgian words for ‘kidney’, Archi gwat, Budukh, Rutul, Tsakhur k’ut’un, Agul 

gut’ul, Tabasaran gurdum, (with metathesis) Lezgi durk’un, etc., can reliably be derived from 

PEC *kwɨltṾ ‘organ of the body’ (NCED 711). However, Udi gurdak: ‘kidney’, though it 

strongly resembles Tabasaran gurdum, is not cognate with the other Lezgian words, according 

to NCED, but is a loan from some Iranian source: cf. Persian gurda, gurde, Avestan vərət̰ka- 

‘kidney’ < *u̯r̥tka- (T 12064; Lubotsky 2001). The phonetic form in Tabasaran, and some of 

the other words, may have been influenced by the Iranian words. (Cf. Bsq *gult-suṙin 

‘kidney’: A.56.a.) 

Another case of potential North Caucasian-Iranian contamination is Avar bečé ‘calf’, 

which strongly resembles native North Caucasian forms such as Bezhta, Hunzib biše ‘calf’, 

Lak bạrč id., etc. < PEC *wHilćV ‘calf’: NCED 1048 ~ Bsq *oroć ‘male (animal)’ (N.14), but 

the Avar word “is obviously a Persian loanword (Pers. bäčče … ”; cf. OInd vatsá- ‘calf, child’, 

Hindi bāchā m., bachiyā f. ‘calf’, etc. Buck 3.24, T 11239). 

An example of contamination in Basque, recognized by Michelena himself (M 339), 

involves the Bsq word for ‘ear’, reconstructed as *berarri by Michelena, which then 

underwent dissimilation in the southwestern dialects (B, G, AN) to belarri, but in the northeast 

changed to (BN, L, Z) beharri, by contamination with the verb *beha- ‘to pay attention’ (Z 

behá ‘to listen’: see V.6). In our analysis the word has a fossilized class prefix *be= 

(apparently cognate with NC inanimate *w=/*b=) + noun stem *=la- ‘ear’ (~ PNC *ɫĕHi ‘ear’) 

+ *-ṙi (which resembles the Nakh oblique stem marker *-ri, as in *la-ri-k ̣‘ear’. Since PNC *l 

regularly corresponds to Bsq *r between vowels anyway (see pp. 191-92), our proto-form can 

either be *be=raṙi (with Michelena) or *be=laṙi (see A.7). As we saw above (Assimilation 
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and Dissimilation) Basque has a strong tendency to make any sequence of two resonants into 

LVṘV.        

A preeminent case of contamination in Basque, from the Dene-Caucasian point of 

view, involves the words for meanings ranging from “pith of plants, to the marrow of human 

and animal bones, and to a variety of other internal substances” (EDB 292). They are 

commonly cited (as in EDB) as muin (BN), muiñ (G, AN, L), mun (G, AN, L), muña (Sal), 

fuiñ (L), huiñ (L), hun (BN), hün (Z), un (B, BN, R), gun (B), uña (Alava) ‘pith, marrow, 

medulla, inner part, whitish material inside a horn, brain’. Likewise in M (150-151) the forms 

with initial m-, h-, f-, g- and Ø- are all jumbled together, with little sense that these may 

represent more than one etymon. Nevertheless, Michelena (M 151, fn. 19) cautiously allows 

that “all this is far from certain,” and notes that the Salazarese dialect (for one) contrasts muña 

‘pith, marrow’ (< *mune) with unak ‘brains’ (< *hune). Common etymological sense would 

ordain that words with a clear initial m-, on the one hand, and words beginning with a strongly 

aspirated h as in (Z) hün, (L) huiñ (> fuiñ on the Lapurdian coast), on the other, are unlikely 

to go back to the same source. In our analysis of the North Caucasian material in connection 

with Basque, we have proposed that the Basque words of the type *mune seem to be related 

to PEC *mä̆ɦnū (~*mä̆ɦnɨ̅) ‘brain, head’ (Tabasaran maʔ ‘brain, marrow’, Akhwakh mina 

‘head’, etc. NCED 797); probably with a PSC variant with metathesis of vowels such as 

*mūɦnä̆ to account for the Basque vowels (see A.2). The words of the type *hune (see A.1), 

on the other hand, are a close phonetic match for PEC *hwĕʔnV ‘blood’ (Avar han ‘meat’, 

Akhwakh hini ‘blood’, etc. NCED 496). For the semantic typology of ‘flesh ~ blood ~ 

marrow’ cf. Dravidian: Tamil ñiṇam, niṇam ‘fat, flesh, serum’ ~ Malayalam niṇam 

‘coagulated blood’ ~ Kannada neṇa ‘fat, marrow’ (DED 2921). EC also has a similar root for 

‘brain’: *ɦwōmdV (Andi honu ‘brain’, Tindi hani, Chechen ħē, etc. NCED 539), related to 

*hwĕʔnV ‘blood’? In any case, it is apparent that two distinct etyma with similar structures 

and meanings (but different initials and origins) have contaminated each other and merged, 

more or less, in the dialects of Basque. 

The situation is similar with  words for ‘strawberry’, cited, for example, by EDB (284) 

as marrubi (G), marrobi (L-arc), marubi (AN, L), maguri (AN), maidubi (AN), ma(i)llugai 

(B), ma(i)llugi (B), ma(i)lluki (B, G), malubi (AN, Sal), maulubi (Aezc), ma(i)llubi (?), margu 

(R), maurgi (Sal), mauri (AN). Trask concludes with “Apparently from Lat. marrubium 

‘hoarhound’, even though the two plants are not similar.”29 It seems quite obvious, again, that 

there is more than one original etymon here, one (with the trilled rr /ṙ/) probably related to 

PEC *mer(ʔ)V ‘a kind of berry’ (Lak mamari ‘blackberry’, etc. NCED 804), along with 

Basque words for ‘mulberry, blackberry’ (L marzusta, etc.; see P.18, P.19). The words of the 

type maguri, malubi, ma(i)llugi, etc., with untrilled /r/ or /l/, seem to relate to a different PEC 

root, *niwɢV ‘a kind of berry’ (with metathesis of labiality in Akhvakh muq’:ali ‘blackberry’, 

etc. NCED 854). Most of these can be derived from *maguri (< *maguli) or a metathetic 

variant *malug(w)i (see P.20). Again, it is apparent from external comparison that the originally 

                                                           
29 [marrubi, etc.] “ … must surely derive from Lat MARRUBIU ‘horehound’” (Trask 1997: 309). 
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distinct etyma, approximately *maṙuhi ~ *mahuṙi (P.18) vs. *magu[l]i ~*malug(w)i (P.20), 

have contaminated each other, and apparently also with Spanish marrubio ‘horehound’ (which 

has some phonetic but not much semantic affinity with the original Bsq words). 

Basque words for ‘snout, muzzle’ are often cited together as variants of the same 

word: “mutur ~ mustur ‘extremity, snout’” (M 272, 275; MDE XII: 949; EDB 273, 277). But 

it is apparent, even without external comparison, that the forms mutur and mustur are not 

etymologically compatible, and comparison with North Caucasian (and Burushaski) provides 

the key. Bsq *mutuṙ, with likely cognates such as Bezhta, Hunzib motɬ’o  ‘beak’, Inkhokwari  

mạtɬ’u ‘mouth, lip’, Batsbi marɬŏ ‘nose’, etc. (from PEC *wĕnƛṾ: NCED 1041) and 

Burushaski *-múltur ‘nostril’, originated like them from PSC *mĕwƛṾ́-(rV)30 and went 

through dissimilation from *murtuṙ to *mutuṙ, the same kind of dissimilation (see p. 206) that 

took place historically in Bsq adore ‘courage, bravery, vitality’ < Lat. ardore- (EDB 29, 77). 

(The regular correspondence of internal PSC *-ƛ-̣ [tɬ’] with Bsq *-rt- / -rd- [variants 

conditioned by PSC accent] is described in detail in the Phonology section, pp. 154-58.) On 

the other hand, Bsq *muśtu-ṙ aligns phonetically with Andi maču ‘snot’, Chechen marš ‘snot’, 

Agul mạš ‘pus’, etc. (< PEC *mHărčwV: NCED 816), and Burushaski *-múś ‘snot’. The rather 

odd phonetic correspondence of Bsq *-śt- with PNC *-rč- is the same as in Bsq *ɦeśte 

‘intestine’ (~ *ɦerce) = PNC *HĂrčV (> Avar ʕorčo ‘intestine’) and a few other Bsq words. 

This *muśtu-ṙ also has an underlying *-rc- variant in *mucu-ṙ, dissimilated < *murcu-ṙ.31 

(These and other Bsq words with the alternation *-rc-/*-śt- are discussed in detail in the 

Phonology section, see pp. 187, 199-200.) The third root that comes into play is that of Bsq 

*mośu ‘nose, face’, Chechen, Ingush muts’ar ‘snout, muzzle, trunk’, Lezgi murz ‘blade; edge, 

verge; narrow side of an object’, etc. (< PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄: NCED 811). Then there is a series of 

Romance words that are traced back to “Late Latin” *mūsus ‘face, muzzle, snout’, etc. (REW 

5784). Tellingly, these words only appear in western Romance and very likely ultimately 

derive from Vasconic substrata. Nevertheless, all three of these words, *mutuṙ (A.18),*muśtu-

ṙ / *mucu-ṙ (A.19), and *mośu (A.17), have obviously contaminated and blended with some 

of the others.32 

The native Bsq *a=śtigaṙ ‘maple tree’ (C.12: cf. Batsbi stagar id.) has forms with 

initial /g/ in some central dialects: (L, R, Sal) gaztigar, (BN, L) gastigar, versus astigar, 

axtígar in the most peripheral dialects (B, Z). The segment *gast- comes from *gastaina 

‘chestnut tree’, from Lat. castanea.  

                                                           
30 Starostin (SCG 216, TOB) has it as *wĕnƛṾ́, but this seems to be a projection of NC features back to PSC. 

Basque, Burushaski, and peripheral NC langs (Nakh, Khinalug) all have initial /m/, with /w/ attested directly only 

in Tsakhur, and /b/, a common reflex of *w, in Avar-Andian, Tsezian, Lak, Dargi, and Udi (bul ‘head’, 

unfortunately a chance resemblance with Bsq *buru ‘head’, not a cognate).   
31 Attested only in (BN, R-Uztárroz) mutzur-keta ‘furrow, rooting made by snout of a pig’. 
32 A similar situation exists in Caucasian, e.g. Chechen marš ‘muzzle’ (< PEC *malšwV: NCED 794), 

homonymous with Chechen marš ‘snot’ (< PEC *mHărčwV: NCED 816); another homonym is Chechen marš 

‘hose, sausage’ (for expected *barš < PNC *bɨ̆nšwV: NCED 307); cf. Ingush meraž ‘nose’ (< PEC *wĕnƛṾ: 

NCED 1041), a homonym with Ingush meraž ‘snot’ (< PEC *mHărčwV: NCED 816). 
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The Basque words for ‘bladder, boil, bubble’ with initial *puś- (A.57), e.g. (B) puxika,  

pusiga, puxiga ‘bladder’, (B, G) pusla, puslo ‘blisters’, (B) puspulu, puspulo, pustilla, puxila 

‘bubble’, etc., have been compared here with reflexes of PNC *päršwA (~ *pälšwA) ‘bubble, 

bladder; to swell’: Dargi Akusha pušaʕ ‘bubble, bladder’, Kaitag puš-lik’ ‘bladder’, Kharbuk 

puš-larq’, Tsudakhar pušüʕ id.; Udi pụšpụš ‘lungs, liver’; Lak purš ‘bellows’; Batsbi puš 

‘bump, lump’, etc. (NCED 868). Obviously there has been blending in Bsq with reflexes of 

Lat. vĕssīca ‘bladder’ (REW 9276) and perhaps also with Lat. pustella, pustula ‘blister, 

bubble’ (REW 6866-6867), but there is enough similarity between Bsq *puś- and the NC 

forms that we cannot entirely exclude some degree of cognacy between them.   

Bsq *asa-l ‘skin, bark’ (A.26) and *kasa-l ‘bark, shell, scale’ (C.46) are generally 

considered variants of the same word (M 321; Trask 1995: 19), but since some dialects have 

both roots with different meanings (e.g. Z kazál-da ‘dandruff’ vs. ázal ‘rind’) it seems unlikely 

that an initial /k/ disappeared or was added willy-nilly. Once again North Caucasian provides 

the key to separating these two. The first is cognate with PNC *ʔwǟrćwǝ̆ ‘skin, color’ (NCED 

228), and the second with PEC *qHǟćwa ‘skin’ (NCED 891), both with a common *-l suffix 

in Bsq (cf. *śabe-l ‘belly’ [A.524], *maga-l ‘lap’ [A.43]). 

Another set of cross-contaminating words includes Bsq (R) aizto ‘knife’, (BN, L) 

haiztur ‘large shears’, (L) haintzur ‘hoe’, (Z) háitzür ‘pickax’, (BN) haitz ‘rock, stone’, etc. 

These are discussed below in chapter XII, The importance of external comparison (pp. 229-

30), about the well-known “aizkora controversy” (see Etymologies D.15, Q.11, Q.13 for 

details). 

The Bsq words for ‘barrel, cask’ are prime examples of extensive blending. They are 

listed by Michelena (M 253) as (B) upa, (B, G) upel, (AN, G) kupel, (R) kupa, (BN, L) 

dup(h)a, dupel. Trask (EDB 357) recites the same set of words with no further explanation. 

Clearly, from the point of view of scientific etymology, these words cannot all be reduced to 

a single origin. In my analysis we are dealing with two native Vasconic roots, *u=pel (see 

Q.29: related to PEC *HpēɫV̄ ‘pipe; vein’: NCED 601), *tupV (see Q.28: related to PNC 

*tạ̄pV ‘a kind of wooden vessel’: NCED 996), and finally Latin cūpa~ cuppa ‘cask, tub, 

barrel’ and diminutive cupella (see REW 2401, 2402; “Probably a non-IE loanword” per EDLI 

155). Possibly the west-central Bsq forms upe and upel represent old stem variants (cf. Proto-

Hunzib-Bezhta [direct] *pɨ / [oblique] *pɨlV-) or that the final /l/ was simply dropped in some 

B dialects); the /l/ remains in the derivatives upela-gile and upela-tegi (which would be normal 

for oblique stems). Since, in my model of Bsq phonology, all PSC coronals have merged 

initially as Bsq *t-, *tupV is the original form (cf. labial vowels in Tsakhur t’opi ‘jug, jar’, Udi 

t:op:i id.) and the voiced initials in Bsq dup(h)a, dupel, dipiña are secondary by voicing 

dissimilation. Of all the forms listed above only (R) kupa and (AN, G) kupel are clearly of 

pure Romance origin, from a very early period before Romance *p was voiced between 

vowels. Naturally after centuries these three original etyma have become almost hopelessly 

blended, and it is only by a very careful separation of the original strands that we can determine 

the original state. 
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XI 
  

Euskaro-Caucasian Comparative Phonology V: 
Some Special Etymological Problems 

 

Two etymologies proposed in this model have rather complicated phonetic 

developments, and therefore require more than the usual discussion. These are the cases of 

Basque *minhi ‘tongue’ ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ (see A.9), and Basque *iɫhu-n ‘dark, night’ ~ 

PNC *ʔlēƛă ‘night’ (see R.18). Because these words are part of the most basic lexicon of 

Basque, and both fall within Starostin’s “most stable 50 words” (‘tongue’ is no. 8, and ‘night’ 

is no. 50), and because the phonetic similarities involved are not transparent, I thought it 

important to present extensive arguments in favor of their validity. R.L. Trask derided such 

argumentation as “special pleading,” but in my view it is a respected tradition in historical 

linguistics: for example, the plethora of etymological notes, often about a single Indo-

European word, by Eric P. Hamp in the journal literature. 

 

The Case of Basque *minhi ‘tongue’ ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ (A.9) 

 

I was rather surprised, in the process of writing this book, to discover that I was the 

first to try to compare Basque *minhi ‘tongue’ (Michelena’s *bini) with the common North 

Caucasian word for ‘tongue’, reconstructed in NCED as *mĕlcị̆. To the best of my knowledge 

neither Trombetti, Uhlenbeck, Bouda, Lafon, nor Chirikba made this comparison, though it 

now seems so obvious, or at least has seemed so to me since I proposed the comparison in my 

first published articles about Basque and Dene-Caucasian (Bengtson 1990, 1991). Because of 

the high historical stability of words meaning ‘tongue’ (#8 in the 50-item list) I think it is 

essential to demonstration of the Basque-North Caucasian relationship, and because I am well 

aware that the comparison *minhi ~ *mĕlcị̆ seems phonetically problematic (to say the least) 

for Vasconists and historical linguists in general, it will be discussed at some length.  

Reflexes of *mĕlcị̆ provide the common word for ‘tongue’ in every North Caucasian 

language, West or East, without exception, and is sharply opposed (phonetically) to the 

common Kartvelian word *nena ‘tongue’ (NCED 802; SKJa 104). In most North Caucasian 

languages a reflex or derivative of *mĕlcị̆ is also the word for ‘language, speech’ (SKJa 303: 

‘язык, речь’). The reconstruction *mĕlcị̆, with an internal cluster of the lateral *l + tense 

glottalized affricate *c ̣is of course the proposal of S.L. Nikolayev and S.A. Starostin, and it 

was first published in 1994 in their etymological dictionary, cited here as NCED. The internal 

cluster *lc ̣ is directly attested only in Tabasaran melz ‘tongue’, and in the Karata dialects 

(Mashtada, Chabakori) marc’:i ‘tongue’, with PNC *l shifted (as normal in Andian) to /r/, and 

it can be inferred, by circumstantial evidence, from other languages, and the internal *l is also 

supported by some metathesized variants in Dargi dialects: Akusha lezmi (coexisting with  

mez), Kadar limzi, Mekeg lidzmi, Sirgokala lidzme, Kaitag luts:umi, Kharbuk limts:i, 

Tsudakhar limts:i (~ mets) ‘tongue’ (NCED 802).  
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As is well known, Michelena reconstructed the Basque word for ‘tongue’ as *bini (M 

269), and this seems to have been accepted by Vasconists ever since, though Jacobsen (1995: 

133) prefers *mini. I have modified the latter as *minhi, based first on my finding that Basque 

*h, attested in this word in the northern Bsq dialects as (BN, L) mihi and (Z) mĩ́hi,̃ is not a 

“new” phoneme but has existed for many centuries, a conclusion that also seems to be 

supported by Michelena (1961, chapter 11).1 The originality of *h in *minhi is also supported 

by the strong articulation observed by Moutard (1975: 27) in the western Low Navarrese 

dialect as [miçja] mihia ‘the tongue’, parallel with [beçja] behia ‘the cow’ and [axwa] ahoa 

‘the mouth’.2  

So how do we get from PNC *mĕlcị̆ to Basque *minhi? The answer to that requires 

some more background. The Bsq developments of PSC *RS- and *LS-type clusters have been 

discussed in detail above (pp. 187, 195-200). Some of the main tendencies will be reiterated 

here as a preliminary to the development of Bsq *minhi. As usual, full details, with Bsq 

dialectal and NC attested forms, and semantic notes, see the respective etymologies in the 

Etymology section. 

But with the Bsq words *ailcin ‘front’ (I.7) and *ulce ‘nail’ (Q.40) we find a variation 

in Bsq reflexes, from the original /lc/ cluster, to a nasal cluster /nc/, and finally to simple /c/ 

with no resonant, e.g. (AN) alzin, (Sal) altzin ‘front’ ~ (BN, L) aintzin, (R) antzin ~ (Z) aitzĩ́nẽ; 

(A) ilze ‘nail’, (G) iltze ~ (B) untze ~ (c) itze. The final stage was probably preceded by one 

with a nasalized vowel: *ãĩcin ‘front’, *ĩce ‘nail’ (cf. Bezhta hũts’u ‘wedge, stake’). For each 

word there is a slightly different geographical distribution of the most archaic forms: al(t)zin 

‘front’ has a Pyrenean  (Azk, Sal, AN) distribution, while the main locus of ultze, il(t)ze ‘nail’ 

is more  central, in Gipuzkoa and adjacent parts of Bizkaia and Alava. Standard Basque (EB) 

has inconsistently chosen aintzina ‘a long time ago’, aitzin ‘before, in front’ vs. iltze ‘nail’ 

(AW).3   

Then we have the Bsq words *lincu-ra ‘bog, marsh’ (E.6), its variant *lisu-n ‘mold; 

moldy, musty’ (R.36), and *sinca, *since-ṙi, *sinci-ɫa ‘bell’ (Q.48), in which no trace of 

original /lc/ remains in any Bsq dialects. *lincu-ra was probably dissimilated from *lilcu-ra 

(cf. the convergent change in Cauc: Godoberi ɬ:ints:u ‘bog, marsh’), and *lisu-n was a further 

dissimilation < *lincu-n < *lilcu-n. For *since-ṙi, *sinci-ɫa it seems to be the rhotic and lateral 

suffixes that precipitated the change of *silc- > *sinc-. Again we see an analogous change in 

NC: Dargi Akusha zanzi-bul ‘buckle’.4  

The point of these five Bsq-NC comparisons is to show the strong tendency in Bsq to 

change the original cluster *lc to /nc/, or simply /c/. As we have seen in the relevant words, 

                                                           
1 We both agree, of course, that in some cases Bsq /h/ is secondary or “unetymological.” 
2 Moutard actually used the transcriptions [mih(ç)ja], [beh(ç)ja], [a(x)hwa], which seem unduly influenced by the 

literary forms mihia, behia, ahoa. 
3 This is not meant as a criticism of EB. Michelena and the other scholars who had the difficult task of 

hammering out the standard language were well aware of all these local variants, but also had to deal with social 

and literary issues. Standard English has similar dialectal inconsistencies, such as fat and fox, vs. vat and vixen 

(from southern dialects).   
4 As discussed in the Etym, the original sense may have been ‘brass, things made of brass’. 
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this tendency is enabled in certain phonetic environments and resisted in certain geographic 

areas. 

At this point it is important to introduce some Bsq words that are related to *minhi, 

namely *mis-to ‘sting (of bee), bite (of snake)’ and *minco ‘speech, language’. Michelena 

derives mizto from *bini ‘tongue’ (our *minhi) + [diminutive] *-to (M 186), but this does not 

account for the sibilant.5 Clearly, then, the analysis must be *mis- + *-to, in which the first 

element is easily identifiable with some convergent North Caucasian words for ‘tongue’, e.g. 

Bezhta mits, Khinalug mits’, etc. The original form was probably *minc-to (or *mins-to) with 

subsequent elision of the *n to simplify the cluster. With some exceptions, clusters of three 

consonants are reduced to two in Bsq: cf. (B, G, AN) aaztu, aztu ‘forgotten’ < *ahans-tu (M 

368; HB 163-4).  

Basque mintzo (*minco) means ‘speech, language, faculty of speech; conversation, 

chat’ (AW), and clearly belongs to *minhi ‘tongue’ in a way analogous to Adyge bza 

‘language’ / bza-gʷǝ ‘tongue’ (a compound ‘tongue’s center’: cf. Bsq [G] min-gain ‘tongue’, 

lit. ‘tongue-top’), French langage / langue (REW 5067), and so on. Trask (EDB 289) tried to 

derive *minco from *bini ‘tongue’ + *-tzo [noun-forming suffix], though he admitted that the 

hypothetical *-tzo was “not otherwise attested.” So the theory that *minco is a composite is 

not well-founded, and indeed it seems, on the face of it, to be plausibly comparable with PNC 

*mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’, since we have seen lexical matches in which Bsq /nc/ = PEC *lc:̣ Bsq *lincu-

ra ~ PEC *ƛwilcẉV; Bsq (B) untze ~ PEC *yä̆lcẉV, above. 

For a parallel to the Bsq forms *minhi / *minco, cf. the pair *anci / *anco, attested as 

(B-Mundaka, Oñate, Otxandiano) antzi ‘likeness, appearance, skill, knack, cunning’6 / (Z) 

antzo ‘proportion, manner, measure’. The postulated NC cognate, PEC *ɦwǟlʒ́ĭ ‘mark, sign’ 

(NCED 534: cf. Andi anži ‘mark, sign, target’, etc.) recapitulates the Bsq *anci form (see 

L.12).     

So while it seems thinkable that Bsq *minco ‘speech’ and *mis-to ‘sting’ are plausibly 

relatable to PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’, what about Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’ itself? In several earlier 

articles (SF 36; BP 195-6) I have tried to show that there is a peculiar, but regular, phonetic 

change that has taken place under a restricted set of conditions: (1) the Bsq word is disyllabic, 

(2) the Bsq final vowel is /i/, and (3) the presumed North Caucasian cognate contains an 

intervocalic liquid-affricate cluster. The results under these conditions in Bsq are intervocalic 

*nh (corresponding to a PNC lateral + affricate cluster), or simply *h (corresponding to a PNC 

rhotic + affricate cluster). Because these conditions are so constrained, there are naturally, but 

unfortunately, very few examples that have been found so far. 

     

 Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’ < *minsị < *milsị ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ (A.9)   

 Bsq *bihi ‘seed, grain, fruit’ < *bisị ~ PEC *bħĕ[r]čị-nV ‘a cereal’ (O.7) 

                                                           
5 Trask (EDB 289) tries to get around this by declaring the suffix to be -zto, but if so it exists only in this word. 
6 Azkue: ‘traza, maña / apparence, ruse, habileté’. (G, AN, L) antze ‘skill, art, dexterity, craft’, with /i/ lowered to 

/e/, is apparently a variant of antzi (cf. M 129-30). 
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 Bsq *behi ‘cow’ < *besị ~ PEC *bħǝrcẉV ‘cattle’ (N.6) 

 

The stage represented by *minsị, *bisị *besị is entirely hypothetical, but the internal 

consonants of the putative forms are quite plausible as developments of the PSC clusters *-

lc-̣, *-rč-̣, *-rc-̣, respectively; and the next stage, *minhi, *bihi, *behi (actually the last stage 

before the loss of aspiration in southern Bsq), is also typologically plausible. The most familiar 

example to historical linguists is probably the change of PIE *s- > /h/ in several branches of 

the family (with some later losing the aspiration as well), e.g. Old Gk ̔επτά /heptá/ ‘seven’ > 

Modern Gk /eftá/; Persian /haft/; Armenian /ewtʽn/, etc. This example differs, of course, from 

the Bsq situation, in that the Greek, P-Celtic, Iranian, and Armenian shifts are more general 

and apply to PIE initial and intervocalic *s-, while the Bsq change I am proposing is far more 

restricted, limited to the three conditions described above.     

A typological example more germane to the Bsq situation may be the “RUKI rule,”7 

which operated in some subgroups of the Indo-European family (Indo-Iranian, Balto-Slavic, 

Albanian, Armenian: generally = satəm languages), and basically consisted of a change of PIE 

*s to a shushing sibilant /š/ when preceded by the rhotic *r, a velar, or the (semi-)vowels *i, 

*u. For example, PIE *i̯eus- (~ *i̯ous- ~ *i̯ū̆s-) ‘soup, broth’, which keeps /s/ in Latin iūs (gen. 

iūris < *i̯ūzis) and Scand ostr ‘cheese’ (Fin. juusto < Gmc), acquires a shushing sibilant in 

Lith jū́šė ‘fish soup’; in Old Indic the sibilant retracts further to a retroflex /s/̣ in yūs,̣ yūsạ- 

‘soup, broth’, and in Slavic (presumably via a retroflex /s/̣) it turns even further back to a velar 

fricative /x/, as in Ch Slav juxa, Rus uxá ‘fish soup’ (Buck 5.64, 5.88, WP I 199). In this 

connection the change of Old Spanish x /š/, as in baxo /bašo/ ‘low’ to Modern Castilian /x/, 

spelt j as in bajo /baxo/ ‘low’, is often mentioned, though the Spanish change was general and 

not positionally conditioned, but it exemplifies the successive retraction of sibilants from a 

position near the teeth (coronal) to the dorsal region.8  

So we can think of the rule operating in the change of PSC *mé̆lcị̆ ‘tongue’ > Bsq 

*minhi ‘tongue’, etc., as a kind of RUKI-like rule, though it differs from RUKI in that the 

retraction of the sibilant(-affricate) is conditioned not only by the preceding resonant (*r or 

*l) but also by the following vowel (*i). In conventional phonological notation the rule can be 

expressed as follows: 

[C’] → [h] ∕ [R] ___ [i] 

In which [C’] stands for the PSC [glottalized sibilant affricate] (*c,̣ *č)̣, [h] for the Bsq output 

*h, [R] for the PSC [liquid resonant] (*r, *l), and [i] for the Bsq [high front vowel]. The 

question remains whether [i] also stands for PSC *i. To shed light on this let us compare the 

                                                           
7 Attributed to the eminent Danish scholar Holger Pedersen (1895), thus also called “Pedersen’s Law (I).” (Much 

later he discovered another rule concerning accentuation in Balto-Slavic = “Pedersen’s Law II.”) 
8 Old Span j /ž/ was devoiced and merged with x /š/ before the change to /x/. An analogous change of *i̯ > /d́/ > 

/ǯ/ > /ž/ > /š/ > /x ~ χ/ has taken place in Basque, with the various stages still existing in different parts of Bsq 

Country, and the final stage /x ~ χ/ in Gipuzkoan and vicinity (HB 85-6). This chain of changes is apparently 

recent, and to some extent synchronous with those of neighboring Romance languages.   
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Bsq words with their putative PNC/PEC cognates and some of their reflexes in Andian 

languages: 

 

Table XI.1: Basque and Andian words for ‘tongue’, ‘grain’ (barley, rye), ‘cow’ (cattle). 

Basque Andi Akhwakh Tindi Karata Botlikh Godoberi PEC Etym. 

no. 

*minhi 

‘tongue’ 

mits’:i mits’:i mits:i mats’:i mits’:i mits:i *mĕlcị̆ A.9 

*bihi 

‘grain’9 

(burč’i-

na), 

beč’i-n 

10 

beč’i-n beč’i-n beč’i-n beč’i-n beč’i-n, 

bič’i-n 

*bħĕ[r]čị-

nV 

O.7 

*behi 

‘cow’ 

buts’:i-

r11 

bots’:i-ri bots:a-

r 

bets’:u-

r 

buts’:i purts:i *bħǝrcẉV N.6 

 

As seen in Table XI.1, Bsq final *-i is matched by PNC/PEC *-i in the first two words, but in 

the third word, attested only in Avar-Andian and Lezgian, there was not enough information 

for the NCED authors to reconstruct the final vowel, designated simply as *-V; however in 

Proto-Avar-Andian they were able to reconstruct an *i in *bic:̣ʷi(r) ‘cattle’, which has the 

reflex /a/ in Tindi and /u/ in Karata. Note that Andi, Akhwakh, Botlikh, and Godoberi, like 

Bsq, have the second vowel /i/ in all three words. 

As regards the first vowels, note that the PSC sequence *é - i corresponds to Bsq *i - 

i in *minhi, *bihi, while PSC *ǝ́ - i corresponds to Bsq *e - i in *behi. As shown elsewhere in 

the Phonology section of this book (p. 100), the PEC schwa *ǝ regularly corresponds to Bsq 

*e, and this pattern could indicate that the shift of PSC *ǝ > Bsq *e was relatively late and 

happened after the original *e - i > *i - i umlaut (see pp. 110-14) had taken place. There is a 

similar (convergent) umlaut in Godoberi mits:i, bič’i-n.  

To summarize the operation of this RUKI-like rule: 

 

 PSC *mélcị (*mélts’i) ‘tongue’ > [*milsị > *minsị] > Bsq *minhi ‘tongue’ 

 PSC *bħǝ́rc(̣w)[i] (*bħǝ́rts’(w)[i]) ‘bovine’ > [*bersị > *besị] > Bsq *behi ‘cow’ 

 PSC *bħérčị (*bħérč’i) ‘grain, cereal’ > [*birsị > *bisị] > Bsq *bihi ‘grain, seed’       

 

                                                           
9 More precisely: (BN, L) bihi ‘seed, grain; (a) little’, (Z) bíhi ‘seed, grain, fruit, (a) little’, (Bzt) bigi ‘seed, 

grain’. 
10 ‘barley’ in most of the languages, but ‘rye’ in Godoberi; Andi burč’ina is a loanword from Avar purč’ína (per 

NCED). SKJa (222-3) however cites Andi beč’in ‘barley’ (alongside burč’ina), Karata, Akhwakh, Bagwali, 

Tindi, Godoberi beč’in, all ‘barley’, Botlikh beč’in ‘barley, rye’; also Chamali beč’ĩ ‘barley’; and states that 

Bagwali beč’in and other similar Andian forms are borrowed from Andi beč’in. SKJa (219) lists Karata perč’un 

‘rye’, Botlikh beč’in, Godoberi bič’in id.     
11 In Andian languages the meaning is collective: ‘cattle’. This *-r- is cognate with Bsq *-r (see pp. 76-78). 
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As suggested above, the restricted conditions (1) disyllabic Bsq word, (2) a putative 

intervocalic liquid-affricate cluster, and (3) Bsq final vowel /i/, guarantee that there will not 

be many examples of the change. But I believe these three cognate sets are quite solid, 

phonetically and semantically, and should be enough to add to the evidence that Bsq *minhi 

may be cognate with PNC *mĕlcị̆ with the same meaning. 

I think the reason Bsq *minhi was not previously compared with North Caucasian 

words for ‘tongue’ was that the antecedent of the latter, PNC *mĕlcị̆, was not reconstructed as 

such until Nikolayev & Starostin did so, and this was not published, with full evidence, until 

1994 (NCED).12 After that it was possible to juxtapose the two reconstructions, each with five 

sequential phonemes, of which the first (*m) and last (*i) were identical, the difference of the 

second phonemes (*i ~ *ĕ) is easily explained by umlaut, and (as discussed in detail above) 

the correspondence of third and fourth phonemes (*nh ~ *lc)̣ requires more explanation but is 

typologically plausible.  

 

Basque *iɫhu-n ‘dark, night’ ~ PNC *ʔlēƛă ‘night’ (R.18) 

 

For many years I resisted the possible comparison of Bsq *iɫhu-n ‘dark, night’ with 

PNC *ʔlēƛă ‘night’ (NCED 216); in spite of the attractive presence of laterals in both words, 

I could not get them to match in terms of regular correspondences. Now, with a stimulus from 

the Master, Luis Michelena, I have tentatively found a way to derive these words from a 

common etymon. 

In his classic Fonética histórica vasca (1961, here denoted simply as M) Michelena 

gives some examples of the apparent disappearance of initial /l/ in Bsq. One example is the 

loanword (L) adarallu ‘brick’, (L, B) adrallu, adrillu id., from a Romance source similar to 

Span. ladrillo (M 323; REW 4924). Some native Bsq examples, relevant to North Caucasian 

comparisons in this book, include: 

 Bsq *laṙu ‘skin, leather’, with initial /l/ retained in (c) larru ‘skin (human); skin (of animal), 

hide, leather, pelt’, (Z) lárrü, with dissimilation to /n/ in (B) narru id. (M 324) ~ PNC *Łŏli 

‘skin, color’ (A.25) 

 Bsq *lahaṙ ‘bramble’, with initial /l/ retained in (BN, L) lahar ‘bramble’, (Bzt) lagar, (B) 

laar, (B, G, AN) lar, dissimilated to /n/ in (Z) nahar, (R) nar, ñar, lost in (A) agar, (B-

Zigoitia) ar (M 324) ~ PNC *ƛẉɨ̆rʡV ‘leaf’ (NCED 784; liquids assimilated in Karata tɬ’ale, 

Godoberi lali, etc.) (C.17) 

 Bsq *luṙuin ‘vapor’, with initial /l/ retained in (B) lurrun, llurun ‘steam, vapor’, (G) lurrun, 

lurrin id., but lost in (G, AN, BN, L) urrin ‘odor, smell’, (Z) ǘrrĩn id. (M 323) ~ PNC 

*λwǝ̄ɫʔV ‘wind’ (G.5) 

                                                           
12 The reconstruction, in a slightly different form *mē̆lc’ĭ ‘tongue’, was first published in English, though with no 

supporting evidence, in a preliminary article (NCR, 1991, p. 207), which was really just a list of reconstructions. 

It was also cited, in the form *mēlcc̣ị, in another article in the same book (Shevoroshkin 1991, p. 23). 
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 Bsq *lilsu-ra > *lincu-ra ‘marsh, bog’,
13

 with initial /l/ retained in (G-Andoain) lintzura 

‘marsh, swamp, bog, fen’, lintzuradi ‘quagmire, slough, marsh’, lost in (?) intzura, (Bzt) 

aintzira ‘swamp’, (G, L) ‘lake’, (AN) ainzira ‘marsh’;
14

 Bsq *lilsu-n > *linsu-n > *lisun 

‘moldy, mold’ ~ PEC *ƛwilcẉV ‘bog, marsh’ (E.6; R.36) 

 

Note that in all these Bsq examples we deal with an initial lateral /l/, with a trilled rhotic /ṙ/ or 

flapped rhotic /r/ in a following syllable. Elsewhere (see Assimilation and Dissimilation) I 

discuss the strong Bsq tendency to the syllabic structure LV(HV)Ṙ(V), as opposed to the 

general NC preference for LV(HV)LV.) In these sets we observe two different strategies in 

Bsq for avoiding the sequence of liquids, changing the /l/ to /n/, or simply dropping the /l/, 

and both of these tendencies are only partially carried out in the Bsq dialects. In the word for 

‘skin’ the dissimilation to /naṙu/ only took hold in the far West (Bizkaia). In the word for 

‘bramble’, on the other hand, the dissimilation to *nahaṙ only took hold in the far East (Z, R), 

while disappearance of /l/ was restricted to some areas of the Southwest, Bizkaia and Alava. 

In the word for ‘vapor’ /l/ was retained only in the West (B) and Center (G), but lost 

everywhere else.   

For our purposes here, it suffices to say that a mechanism exists in Bsq for eliminating 

initial /l/, especially when there is a rhotic or other resonant in the following syllable. (In the 

same chapter 16 Michelena mentions other apparent cases of loss of initial /l/, but some of 

these may have other interpretations.)15 

So this is the hypothesis: An original PSC *ƛēʔlV (or sim.) ‘night’:16 from this the 

initial lateral affricate *ƛ- regularly becomes Bsq initial *l- (cf. Bsq *lincu-ra ‘bog, marsh’ ~ 

PEC *ƛwilcẉV id. [E.6], and other examples cited in Phonology, pp. 142-44); the vowel *-ē- 

regularly (under certain conditions) becomes Bsq *-i- (cf. Bsq *tintV ‘gland, uvula’ ~ PEC 

*ṭēmṭV ‘freckle, spot’ [A.34], and other examples cited in Phonology, p. 95); the laryngeal-

lateral cluster *-ʔl-, which is unique in NCED, possibly yields Bsq *-ɫh- in medial position, 

like lateral-laryngeal clusters (cf. Bsq *buɫha-ṙ ‘breast, chest’ ~ PEC *ɢwălɦē ‘udder, breast’ 

[A.40], and other similar examples cited in Phonology, pp. 170-78); in sum, we end up with 

a proto-proto-Bsq *liɫhV ‘night, dark’. With the not infrequent adjective suffix *-n17 this 

becomes *liɫhu-n, and the Bsq Sprachgefühl is faced with three successive resonants. We saw 

above that *lilsu-n ‘moldy, mold’ was dissimilated to *linsun > *lisun; and *lilcu-ra (or 

*lilsu-ra) ‘marsh’ was dissimilated first to (G-Andoain) lintzura, later by dropping the initial 

                                                           
13 Phonemic contrast of /ns/:/nc/ is neutralized in most Bsq dialects, usually in favor of /nc/ (ntz) (M 290; HB 88; 

EDB 42). 
14 (MDE XX 637; EDB 226). The last three forms by dissimilatory loss of initial /l/ and blending with *Hainc- 

‘frost’ (G.15): *lincura > intzura (with fronting assimilation > *incira) > ain(t)zira.   
15 For example, I suggest the difference between Bsq (Z, Sal) auso ‘blizzard, torrent of snow and rain’ (see 

*Hauśo) and (Sal, Bzt, AN-Lezaka) lauso ‘avalanche’ does not result from loss of /l/ but that the latter is a 

compound of *e=ɫhu- ‘snow’ + *Hauśo: cf. (BN) elhauso ‘avalanche of snow’.  
16 Thus PNC *ʔlēƛă would be a metathisized form (or vice versa). Because of PST *ryak ’24 hours, day/night’ 

Starostin thought *ʔlēƛă was the original order (SCG 257). 
17 Cf. Bsq *śami-n ‘bitter’, *b=ardi-n ‘same, even’, *aśtu-n ‘heavy’, *lisu-n ‘moldy’, etc. 
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/l/ in intzura, and by a similar process *liɫhu-n could have become *iɫhu-n, but much of this 

is only conjectural. 

Another possibility is that *liɫhun was contamined by, or blended with, Bsq *hiɫe 

‘moon, month’, the latter being thought of as ‘night-sun’, in some dialects *hiɫ-argi > (BN, 

L) ilhargi, (B) iretargi < *iletargi < *hiɫe-t-argi, etc. (G.23: see M 212, 322).     
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XII 

 

Euskaro-Caucasian Etymologies: Introduction 
 

How did etymology (and the etymologists) fare under this new 
[Neogrammarian] regime? … Etymology was tolerated to the extent that it allowed 
researchers to sift out the core vocabulary of a given speech community from later 
admixtures … Within the core vocabulary, a neat distinction was to be drawn 
between such lexical units as had developed through the sheer interplay of sound 
laws, regular to the point of predictability, and those in whose growth extraneous 
forces (‘analogy’) had intervened. The latter part of the total material invited 
constant re-examination … 

Malkiel (1993: 21-22) 

 
Etymologies give us a view of a language’s history. They make more 

general statements possible, and they are historical accounts of individual items as 
well. 

Mailhammer (2014: 423) 

 

 

The following etymological sections of this book epitomize the processes outlined by 

Malkiel. During the Neogrammarian era students of the Indo-European language family were 

just beginning to utilize a new scientific tool, the concept of regular sound change, and apply 

it to the corpus of etymologies they had inherited from Rask, Bopp, and other early researchers 

in the new field of “Aryan philology” (later known as Indo-European historical linguistics). 

For example, this new methodological tool required them to dismiss some early, mistaken, 

comparisons, such as Greek θεός with Latin deus, Old Indic deváh,̣ etc. On the other hand, the 

establishment of the “correct” or “regular” correspondence, as in Greek θῡμός with Latin 

fūmus, Old Indic dhūmáh,̣ enabled the discovery of a host of new etymologies, guided by the 

rule Greek θ- = Latin f- = Old Indic dh- (Iranian, Balto-Slavic, Germanic, Celtic d-), etc.  

The second etymology mentioned also impacts another issue that will arise repeatedly 

in the etymologies below: semantic change. While the Latin and Old Indic words mean 

‘smoke’ (the usual gloss), as well as denoting related physical realities, ‘steam, vapor, fog, 

mist, cloud’, the attested meanings of the Greek word are entirely figurative: ‘soul, life; will, 

desire; spirit, passion, anger’, etc. Nevertheless, because of the close phonetic regularity of 

Greek θῡμός with Latin fūmus, Old Indic dhūmáh,̣ Slavic dymŭ, etc., virtually no one has 

questioned that the Greek word belongs with the others (Buck 1.83, 16.11; WP I 835). 

Some more precise applications of these principles and others in the etymological 

section are outlined as follows. 
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General guidelines to the Euskaro-Caucasian etymologies 

 

Phonetic change: The phonology of Euskaro-Caucasian is still in its infancy, when 

compared with other language families that have a longer history of scholarship, such as Indo-

European, Uralic, Semitic, even Bantu and Algonquian. Some clues were suggested earlier on 

by scholars such as Bouda, Lafon, and Chirikba, but none of them got to the point of proposing 

a full scheme of vowel and consonant change between phonological systems. In fact, it was 

impossible to even attempt this before the 1980s and 1990s, when Auez Abdokov, Sergei 

Nikolayev, and Sergei Starostin first laid out comprehensive sound correspondences among 

the North Caucasian languages. Chirikba (1985, p. 103) presented a brief (single page) list of 

suggested Euskaro-Caucasian phonetic rules, some of which remain valid according to the 

current model. The present writer attempted to build on Chirikba’s brief remarks a few years 

later (Bengtson 1992) and more extensively in the next decade (Bengtson 2003, 2004, 2008b, 

2008d). All of these former endeavors should be considered superseded by the current 

formulation. Nevertheless, it is emphasized that even the last is still tentative in many respects, 

and there is ample room for improvement. Some phonetic notes are provided in the individual 

etymologies, but for further details and the overall picture, the reader is referred to the 

Phonology chapter. “Irregular” changes (metathesis, assimilation, dissimilation, expressive 

forms, contamination, and blending) are also discussed in more detail in the same chapter. 

Semantic change: It has been somewhat surprising to me that a substantial number 

of Euskaro-Caucasian lexical comparisons involve identical, or nearly identical, semantic 

glosses. Among these are, e.g., Bsq *śu /*i=ću ‘fire’ ~ PNC *cặyɨ̆ /*cụ̆y- ‘fire’ (F.1); Bsq 

*hoc ‘cold’ /*hos- ‘be cold’ ~ PNC *HEčẉV /*čẉEHV ‘cold’ (R.17), and many others. 

Considering the postulated time depth of the Euskaro-Caucasian family, spanning about ten 

millennia, it should be more expected that some semantic changes would have been less exact. 

Recalling the Indo-European ‘smoke ~ steam ~ cloud ~ spirit’ etymology briefly discussed 

above, we may feel justified in considering Euskaro-Caucasian comparisons such as Basque 

*ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ Akhwakh as:i ‘breath’, Udi haso ‘cloud’, Tabasaran ams ‘rain cloud’, 

Chechen as-ar ‘inspiration’, etc. (PNC *ʡămsǝ; see G.3); and Bsq *luṙuin ‘steam, vapor, 

breath, odor’ ~ Akhwakh (Ratlub) ɬwel ‘wind, breeze’, Archi ɬul ‘hope’, Dargi xul ‘prayer’, 

etc. (PNC *λwǝ̄ɫʔV; see G.5). For these and other inexact semantic comparisons I have made 

every attempt to support them by citing typologically parallel semantic changes in other 

language families. For this purpose Buck’s (1949) dictionary has been very useful, and in 

some cases also comparative dictionaries of other families such as Indo-Aryan (Turner), Indo-

European (Walde) and Dravidian (Burrow). 

The importance of external comparison:  The “conventional wisdom” has it 

that the Basque language (apart from the ancestral or closely related ancient Aquitanian) is a 

totally isolated language. Michelena, as discussed in the introduction, was open to the 

possibility of Euskaro-Caucasian, but never felt the evidence for it was compelling (HB 394-

5). Since he and later followers such as Larry Trask and Joseba Lakarra, believe(d) that the 

Basque language has no demonstrable relatives, external comparison is by definition 
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impossible. The disadvantage of this, from a scientific viewpoint, is that an “etymologist” with 

this belief working on the origins of apparently “native” Basque words (i.e., those without any 

clear external source) can propose apparent or ostensible etymologies that could be historically 

valid, but since there are no related languages to check the etymology, any such proposals are 

untestable and unfalsifiable. This kind of “etymology” is actually conducted in a vacuum, with 

no possibility of control from related languages. It should be clear by now that this author is 

convinced that external comparison of Basque is possible, and even obligatory, and that the 

closest external relative is the North Caucasian language family. 

Let us consider, for example, the well-known “aizkora controversy” (HB 289-90; 

EDB 83), based on about six Bsq words: 

 haitz ‘rock, stone’ 

 aizkora ‘ax’  

 aitzur ‘hoe’ (L haintzur, B atxur) 

 aiztur(rak) ‘shearing scissors, shears’ (BN, L haiztur) 

 (R) ainztur ‘tongs, pincers, pliers’ 

 (R) aizto ‘knife’ (R, AN ainzto) 

The idea behind this list, attributed to L.L. Bonaparte and reiterated by many writers since, is 

to show that since the word for ‘rock, stone’ is related to the five other words for various tools, 

this proves that the tools were originally made from stone, and thus the Basque language 

shows evidence of “a terminological continuity since the stone age.”1 To his credit, Trask (HB 

290) dismissed the supposed significance of this list in his characteristic sardonic manner:  

… what interesting conclusions can we draw? That the Basques have ancestors who used 

stone tools? Everybody has ancestors who used stone tools. That the Basques must have 

been in the modern Basque Country since the Stone Age? This is a shrieking non sequitur.  

The most obvious flaw, as noted by Trask, is that the word aizkora ‘ax’ is a loanword from 

Latin asciola ‘small ax’ (M 319; REW 698; FEW 25: 417ff.: cf. Span. azuela ‘adze’, etc.). In 

my analysis external comparison with North Caucasian helps to untangle this list of words, 

and thereby demolish its supposed far-reaching conclusions:     

 Bsq *ɦaic ‘stone, rock’: (BN) haitz, etc. ~ Avar ʕuts’: ‘stone’, etc. < PNC *ɦǝ̄mVcọ̆ ‘stone’ 

(NCED 516: see D.15)  

 Bsq *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, pickax’, etc.: (AN) ailtzur, (R) aintzur, (Z) háitzür ~ Karata anži-to ‘ax’, 

Khwarshi ũž id., etc. < PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’ (NCED 533: see Q.13)2 

 Bsq *haisto, *haisto-ṙ ‘knife, shears’: (R) aizto ‘knife’, (BN, L) haiztur ‘shears’, (R) aĩnztur 

‘pincers, pliers’, etc. ~ Chechen sto ‘chisel’, Tindi aza-r id., etc. < PNC *HăyʒV̄ ‘chisel’ 

(NCED 542: see Q.11) 

                                                           
1 Wikipedia: “Origin of the Basques”, accessed May 28, 2015: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origin_of_the_Basques#The_aizkora_controversy 
2 The change of /LS/ (lateral+sibilant) > /NS/ (nasal+sibilant) is very common, both in Bsq (cf. Bsq altzin, alzin ~ 

aintzin ‘front’ ~ PEC *yɦălǯē(-nV) ‘face’, etc.) and convergently in some NC reflexes (cf. Karata anži-to ‘ax’, 

etc. < PEC *ɦwālźV): see Phonology, pp. 187, 195-200. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origin_of_the_Basques#The_aizkora_controversy
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So instead of six words of the same origin, this analysis (together with Lat. asciola) indicates 

four distinct origins. However, it is also clear that the four etyma (+ aizkora) have secondarily 

cross-contaminated with each other, thus the “unetymological” /n/ in (R) aĩnztur ‘pliers’, (R-

Uztárroz, AN) aĩnzto ‘knife’ (alongside R aizto id.), and probably the initial h- in (BN, L) 

haizkora ‘hatchet’.  

The neglect of external comparison by present day Vasconists has perhaps reached a 

pinnacle in the work of Joseba Lakarra. For example, ignoring what I regard as clear and 

straightforward NC cognates (like Andi š:imu ‘milk’, Akhwakh [Tsegob] s:in, Chamali s:īw̃ 

‘milk’, Chechen šin ‘udder’), which have been known at least since Trombetti (1925), Lakarra 

derives EB esne ‘milk’ instead from behi ‘cow’ + semi  ‘son’ + edabe ‘drink’ (!).3 Of course, 

if external comparison of Basque with cognate languages is “impossible,” as Lakarra and most 

other Vasconists believe, who can say this monstrosity of an “etymology” is wrong? (See 

etymology P.3 for the Euskaro-Caucasian alternative.) 

In my opinion this kind of “etymology” is unfalsifiable and unscientific, and is at the 

same prescientific level as, e.g., the speculations of Socrates, who explained Greek aēr (ἀήρ) 

‘air’ as coming from airei ‘it raises’, because air is “capable of ‘raising’ things like leaves and 

smoke from the ground,” or possibly from aei rhei ‘always flows’! It was only modern 

historical linguistics, and scientific etymology, beginning in the 18th century, that allowed us 

to “demonstrate quite conclusively that the phonetic similarities between aēr, airiei, and aei 

rhei are entirely fortuitous, and that none of the words is related to any of the others” (example 

quoted from Waterman 1970, p. 6). But for Lakarra’s etymologies there is no possibility of 

this kind of verification or falsification.  

It is the thesis of this book that the Basque language did not originate from some kind 

of virgin birth, that, like all other human languages, it has identifiable relatives (most 

obviously the North Caucasian languages), and that external comparison of Basque with its 

cognate languages is not only possible but mandatory. The advantages of external comparison 

with NC will be repeatly emphasized throughout the corpus of etymologies presented here. It 

is not claimed that every etymology proposed here will prove to be valid (see the discussion 

of grading, below), but that there is at least a high probability that some simple words with 

straightforward semantics and phonetic regularity, like EB esne ‘milk’ (P.3), su ‘fire (F.1: cf. 

PEC [oblique] *cụ̆y- ‘fire’), negar ‘tear(s), weeping’ (A.78: cf. PEC *nĕwq̇ŭ ‘tear(s); pus’), 

sagu ‘mouse’ (B.11: cf. PNC *cārgwV ‘mouse, weasel, marten’), and others, will withstand 

testing and remain in the corpus of Euskaro-Caucasian etymologies. 

Grading of etymologies:  It is assumed here that each etymology is a hypothesis, 

and the explanatory strength, or weakness, of each etymology may be judged separately, on 

its own terms. Generally following Mailhammer’s (2014) criteria, slightly modified to fit the 

current situation, some examples may be given here. 

                                                           
3 Lakarra’s solution is cited by Egurtzegi (2014: 263). 

Owner
Sticky Note
"semi" should be seme 'son'(autocorrected by my word processor!)
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Grade A: Exact or precise formal and semantic match, attested in several dialects 

of Basque and in more than one branch of North Caucasian (preferably, both EC and 

WC). 
A good example is the etymology mentioned a few paragraphs back: Bsq *śu /*i=ću ‘fire’ ~ 

PNC *cặyɨ̆ /*cụ̆y- ‘fire’ (F.1). The universal Bsq word for fire *śu (EB su), in all dialects; 

the NC root cited represents the universal NC root for ‘fire’, attested in all branches; the 

forms *cặyɨ̆ /*cụ̆y- represent the EC [direct / oblique] forms, respectively. It appears that Bsq 

generalized the oblique stem with a labial vowel; the prefixed form *i=ću ‘fire’ is rare and 

attested as {itsu} in an early dictionary (Landucci 1562).  

There is a regular correspondence of Bsq *ś (no prefix) / *ć (with prefix) with PNC 

*c ̣[glottalized voiceless hissing affricate]: cf. (with no prefix) Bsq *śai(e) ‘vulture’ ~ 

Botlikh ts’:ũʔi ‘vulture, eagle’, etc. < PEC *cẉämʔV̆ id. (B.13); Bsq *śapa-ṙ ‘thicket, 

bramble’ ~ Lezgi ts’p:-az ‘blackberry’, etc. < PEC *cɨ̣bV (C.19); Bsq *śoin ‘shoulder, 

(upper) back’, etc. ~ Tsakhur ts’om ‘shin-bone’, etc. < PEC *Hcẉēynǝ̆ (A.38);4 (with prefix) 

Bsq *a=ćo ‘old woman’ ~ PNC *cẉŏyV ‘woman, female’ (J.7); Bsq *e=će ‘house’ ~ PNC 

*c[̣ī]yu ‘house’ (Q.1).5  

There are also morphological connections between Bsq *śu /*i=ću ‘fire’ and PNC 

*cặyɨ̆ /*cụ̆y- ‘fire’. Many EC languages reflect an old oblique base formed with an *-rV 

suffix, e.g. Chechen ts’e ‘fire’ / [oblique stem] ts’e-ra-, used with oblique case forms, and in 

derived words, e.g. Chechen ts’e-ra-n, ts’e-ra-nig ‘fiery, burning, brilliant’, ts’e-r-kēma 

‘steamboat’ (Matsiyev 1961). The Bsq equivalent *śu-r- is found in (a) the (mainly western) 

Bsq case forms like surtan [locative] ‘in the fire’ (<*śu-r-t-an), and (b) relic lexical forms 

like (Bizkaian) surtopil ‘bread baked in embers’, tentatively analyzed as *śu-r-t-ogi-t-bil, 

with two fossilized oblique stem markers after *śu ‘fire’. Thus the morphological 

comparison is Bsq *śu-r- = Chechen ts’e-r(a)- < PEC *cặy-rV- ‘fire’ [oblique]. (See 

Morphology, pp. 72-76.)  

So in every possible way this is a model Euskaro-Caucasian etymology, and indeed 

it has been noted as such at least as early as Trombetti (1903), and by Bouda, Lafon, 

Uhlenbeck, and Chirikba since then. 

As other examples of Grade A. etymologies, with no major phonetic or semantic 

problems, cf. Bsq *nega-ṙ /*niga-ṙ ‘tears, weeping’, *nega-l ‘rash, herpes’ ~ PEC *nĕwq̣̇ ŭ / 

*nĭwq̇V̆- ‘tear(s); pus’ (A.78); Bsq *śagu ‘mouse’ ~ PNC *cārgwV ‘mouse, weasel, marten’ 

(B.11); Bsq *haice ‘tree’ ~ PNC *Hă(r)ǯwē ‘a kind of tree’ (C.1); Bsq *seɫhai ‘plain, 

prairie’, etc. ~ PEC *ʒǝlV ‘plain, plateau’ (D.5); Bsq *gari /*gal- ‘wheat’ ~ PEC *ɢōlʔe 

‘wheat’ (O.1); Bsq *e=kai /*gai ‘thing; material’ ~ PEC *q̇wăyē ‘thing(s), possession(s)’ 

(L.13); Bsq *erdi ‘middle, half’ ~ PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half’ (I.11);6 and others. 

 

 

                                                           
4 For the semantic range of this comparison we invoke the IE etymology that includes Irish coss ‘foot, leg’, Latin 

coxa ‘hip’, Old Indic kákṣa ‘armpit’ > Bengali kã̄kh ‘armpit; flank, hip, waist’, etc. (Buck 4.35, T 2588). 
5 In some instances PNC *c ̣matches instead Bsq *s. The reason for the reflex split is not entirely certain, but 

there are some signs that the reflex *ś/*ć is related to proximity with labial vowels and consonants. See 

Phonology, pp. 136-37.   
6 The correspondence of Bsq *-rd- to PNC *-ƛ-̣ and other lateral affricates is supported by many examples (see 

Phonology, pp. 154-58). 
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Grade B: Slight formal and/or semantic inexact matches between Basque and 

North Caucasian. 

An example is the comparison touched upon above: Bsq *luṙuin ‘steam, vapor, breath, odor’ 

(G.5), compared with NC forms such as Akhwakh (Ratlub) ɬwel ‘wind, breeze’, northern 

Akhwakh ɬwē (~ ɬoyi) id., Lezgi ful ‘chill’, Archi ɬul ‘hope’, Dargi xul ‘prayer’, etc., which 

reconstruct to PNC *λwǝ̄ɫʔV ‘wind’.  

Even within Bsq there are “slight” formal and semantic differences, e.g. 

southwestern Bsq has initial /l/, (B) lurrun, llurrun, (G) lurrin, with the meaning ‘steam, 

vapor, breath’, while northeastern Bsq lacks the intial /l/, i.e. urrin, (Z) ǘrrĩn, and is glossed 

as ‘odor, smell’. Nevertheless, Michelena was satisfied that all of these Bsq forms went back 

to the same original and reconstructed *lurruin (M 142, 323). He explained the eastern loss 

of initial /l/ as dissimilation of liquids, and as a seasoned historical linguist did not find the 

semantic difference between ‘vapor’ and ‘odor’ worth remarking upon.  

The semantic variation within NC is even greater than in Bsq, ranging from the 

putative original ‘wind, breeze’ to ‘cold wind’ and ‘chill’, and even ‘hope’ and ‘prayer’, the 

last two explained in NCED as via an intermediate *‘inspiration’ < ‘wind’. This is no more 

remarkable than the well-known set represented by Gk ἄνεμος ‘wind, storm’ ~ Lat anima 

‘breath’, animus ‘spirit, soul’;  OIc áss ‘(pagan) god’ < *ans-, OInd ásu-ra- ‘spirit, divine’, 

ásu- ‘breath, life, spirit’ (Buck 1.72; 4.51; 22.12; WP I 56).  

As to the phonetic match of Bsq *luṙu- with PNC *λwǝ̄ɫʔV, Bsq initial *l- = PNC 

*λ- (voiceless lateral fricative, also transcribed as /ɬ/) is a regular correspondence (cf. Bsq 

*lirdi ‘drool, saliva, slime’ ~ PEC *λwirdɨ ‘pus; dung’ (A.81), and other examples in 

Phonology). The pattern Bsq LVR (lateral-rhotic) = PNC LVL (lateral-lateral) is also 

recurrent (see Phonology: Assimilation and Dissimilation, pp. 203-07), and indeed the 

comparison of Bsq *leheṙ ‘pine (tree)’ ~ PEC *λɦwĕɫū ‘a kind of tree’ (Avar ‘yew’) (C.7) 

shows the same pattern of Bsq *l-ṙ = PNC *λ-ɫ as in the ‘vapor ~ wind’ comparison.  

This and many other etymologies postulated here require some phonetic and 

semantic explanations, but this should be expected considering about ten millennia of 

separate development. As always, random or unsystematic changes should not be accepted 

without some good typological parallels or other plausible explanations. 

 

Grade C: More serious formal or semantic problems that require additional 

assumptions. 

In this book I propose a new etymology for one of the Basque words for ‘eye-tooth, canine 

tooth’. As Standard Bsq (EB) AW cites three glosses for English ‘eyetooth’: letagin, betagin, 

and betortz. The first two are compounds with *hagin ‘tooth’ (A.11); the last with *horc 

‘tooth’ (A.10), is attested only in High Navarre (per Azkue) and will be disregarded for the 

moment. The question, then, is whether letagin or betagin was original. Most authorities 

(Michelena, Agud & Tovar, Trask) assume that betagin was original, a transparent 

compound of begi ‘eye’ + hagin ‘tooth’ and that the variant letagin arose by dissimilation 

from an intermediate form *detagin, though this last form is nowhere attested (M 257; MDE 
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XX 632; EDB 132). Since this solution requires two assumptions (the intermediate but 

unattested form *detagin, followed by sporadic “lambdacism”),7 I suggest instead a different 

solution, which also requires assumptions.  

Looking at the distribution of betagin, it is designated as “Bc” (common Bizkaian) 

by Azkue, and as also attested in one Gipuzkoan community, Hernani, discontinuous from 

Bizkaia. But almost everywhere else are forms with initial /l/: (G, AN, BN, Sal) letagin, (Z) 

letágĩn, (AN, L) litagin, (BN, L) letain, (Bzt) litain, (B-Araba, Oñate, AN-Goizueta) latagin; 

the only exception is the anomalous (G-Etxarri) matagin. So one must judge what, if 

anything, this distribution indicates. If betagin was original, it was preserved only in the far 

west (B) and in Hernani, while everywhere else betagin changed to *detagin and then to 

letagin, with the variants in lat- and lit- assimilated to either of the vowels in hagin. It may 

then seem strange that the hypothetical *detagin is not found in intermediate areas. On the 

other hand, one can propose, as I do, that letagin was original, supported by the wide spread 

of the l-forms, and the diversity of those forms, with vowels varying between /a ~ e ~ i/ and 

/g/ disappearing in some areas, indicating a long period of development. The form betagin, 

which does not vary in phonetic form, would then be a folk etymology, unconsciously 

making sense of an inexplicable word, that spread only in western Bsq and did not reach the 

northeast at all. If so, what was *let-?  

My proposal is that *le-t- is a remnant of the old Euskaro-Caucasian word for ‘eye’, 

preserved in all North Caucasian languages and reconstructed as *ʡwĭlʡi, with an oblique 

base *ʡwĭlʡi-dV- in some EC languages (NCED 250). It is hypothesized here that the original 

SC word for ‘eye’ gave way in Bsq to an innovation, *b=egi or *be=gi (orig. ‘seer’, cf. PEC 

*=agwV ‘to see’), and the truncated form *le- was only preserved in words for ‘eye-tooth’.8 

Some of the NC forms that convergently resemble Bsq *le- ‘*eye’ are Dargi Kubachi ule 

‘eye’, Chiragh ʕule, Abkhaz á-la, and Abaza la, and the Bsq formation *le-t- (with fossilized 

oblique marker) has a parallel in Lak it:a-, as in the compound it:a-ts’ani ‘eyebrow’ < PNC 

*ʡwĭlʡi-dV-cɦ̣wĕme (NCED 364), and adverbial forms like it:a-w ‘into eyes’ and it:a-

lu ‘under eyes’.9 This proposal is not so different from that of Karl Bouda, who, considering 

the various forms le-t-agin, be-t-agin, ma-t-agin (Bouda’s segmentation!), compared the 

initial elements with Caucasian forms such as Abkhaz (á-)la ‘eye’, Ubykh blä /bɮa/, 

apparently taking *bla as original, with some Bsq dialects reducing *bl to /b/, others to /l/ 

                                                           
7 This “lambdacism” of /d/ to /l/ (EDB 53; M 257) is supported by a few examples, maybe just one, N Bsq lanjer 

for danger. It is also alleged that Bsq leka ‘husk, pod’, also with the forms (BN, L) lekha, (BN) laka, leko; in (B) 

also ‘sheath (for knife)’, comes from Latin thēca ‘case, envelope’, which would seem a strange intrusion of Latin 

into rural life. Some Bsq dialects have teka (B), theka (BN, Z) ‘pod, husk’. Possibly both words, of distinct 

origins, have partially merged or blended (see C.49). 
8 G. Starostin suggested the origin of begi, and also that the old word *ʡwĭlʡi is preserved in the Bsq verb *uler-tu 

‘to understand, comprehend’ (cf. Proto-Lezgian ʔʷil-Vr ‘eyes’: see Verbs: V.14). 
9 The Lak language has severely reduced many PNC consonantal sequences. The direct form of ‘eye’ is simply 

ya (< PNC *ʡwĭlʡi), and the oblique form it:a- (< PNC *ʡwĭlʡi-dV-) is likewise severely reduced from the PNC 

state. 
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(see MDE XX 679).10 The big assumption of this etymology is that there was an old Bsq 

word *le- ‘eye’ whose only known trace is in the word *le-t-hagin ‘eye-tooth’ (see A.12), 

unless it is also found in Bsq *uler-tu ‘to understand, comprehend; foresee, suspect; feel, 

sense’ (cf. Archi lur ‘eye’ (originally plural, < Proto-Lezgian *ʔʷil-Vr ‘eyes.  

Etymologists will debate whether this, or the conventional assumption, or even 

some other assumption, is the superior explanation. 

 

Grade D:  Sparse attestation on either side, e.g. in a single dialect of Basque, or in 

one NC subgroup or even one NC language. 
Several examples could be given.  

(a) The Bsq word *śama ‘neck, throat’ (EB sama) is properly of Bizkaian origin; 

most other Bsq dialects have instead *lepo for ‘neck’, *sincuṙ, *kokoṙ, or *e=staṙi for 

‘throat’. The most likely cognate of Bsq *śama is PEC *šVmV / *mVšV ‘spine; edge’, 

supported by only two Dagestanian languages, Avar š:omé-li ‘edge, end’ and (by metathesis) 

Archi muš:u-r ‘spine, backbone’ (see A.29). The semantic difference of ‘back, spine ~ nape 

~ neck, throat’ is explained by metonymy: cf. Avestan grīvā- ‘back, neck, head’, Slavic 

griva ‘mane’, etc. (Buck 4.28). There are several other cases in which Bizkaian stands apart 

from other Bsq dialects 

(b) For Bsq *bustan ‘tail’ (EB buztan) the only precise phonetic and semantic NC 

match is the isolated Tsakhur bɨṭ / [oblique] bɨṭ:e- ‘tail’ (see A.47). According to TOB the 

Proto-Lezgian predecessor would be *p:oIc:̣- ‘tail’ (i.e., *p:oc̣:̣-, with two tense consonants 

and pharyngealized vowel), which in turn would be consistent with PNC [*bHuʒV ~ 

*bHōʒV] ‘tail’ (with tense affricate *ʒ = [dz]). I have proposed that in a small set of words 

PNC tense sibilants, *s, *c, *c,̣ *ʒ, correspond to Bsq *st (see Phonology, p. 138), so that 

Tsakhur bɨṭ / bɨṭ:e- ‘tail’ is entirely compatible with Bsq *busta-. If this Bsq-NC comparison 

is correct, it would imply an extremely recessive etymon preserved in only one NC language. 

Tsakhur apparently shares other archaisms with Bsq, for example, (a) Tsakhur is one of the 

few EC languages that preserves the 2-pers-sg pronoun ʁu ‘thou’ / yɨʁ(i)- [genitive] = Bsq 

*hi / -g(a)- ‘thou’ [familiar] (see U.3); (b) Tsakhur is the only NC language with an exact 

phonetic and semantic cognate (χʕam ‘night’) to Bsq *gaw ‘night’ (others have the meanings 

‘evening’ or ‘dimming of eyesight’; see H.5); (c) Tsakhur is the only Lezgian language with 

a cognate to Bsq *e=će ‘house’: Tsakhur yits’a ‘sty, cattle shed’ (see Q.1); (d) Tsakhur has 

the only Lezgian cognate to Bsq *ha[m]aṙ ‘worm’: Tsakhur ạbra-wuč’e ‘worm’ (otherwise 

attested only in Avar & Andi; see B.46); and (e) Tsakhur is the only NC language that has a 

formation of the word ‘sieve’ (w=ex:ʷa) analogous to Bsq *b(=)ahe ‘sieve’ (Q.21). Of 

course these are to be interpreted as convergent archaic residue, not as innovations reflecting 

a special relationship between Bsq and Tsakhur (or Bsq and Lezgian).  

Many other cases of sparse attestation will be remarked on in the notes to each 

etymology. Unfortunately this is a reality when one is dealing with ten millennia of linguistic 

divergence.11 Firmer conclusions, especially about Grade C and Grade D etymologies, may 

require many decades of study to resolve. 

 

                                                           
10 I happened upon Bouda’s idea months after I had independently formulated my solution. 
11 As argued in the early part of this book, the assumption by some that there is a 6, 8, or 10-millennium limit on 

the demonstration of genetic relationship is rejected as arbitrary and unscientific. 
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Native Basque … or Romance? 

 

In my work with the Basque-North Caucasian hypothesis over some two and one half 

decades I have frequently had to deal with the problem of determining whether or not a 

particular Basque word is native or derived (borrowed) from another language. In a study of 

comparative phonology it is necessary to distinguish native words from borrowed words, since 

only the former bear witness to the regular patterns typical of genetic relationship. Of course, 

once a loanword enters a language it thereafter undergoes the same regular changes as words 

native to the language or borrowed earlier. 

As is well known the largest group of loanwords is attributed to Latin (from the time 

of the Empire on) or one of the descendants of Latin, i.e. Romance languages. Of the roughly 

600 Basque words discussed in this book a preponderance (about 560) are indisputably of 

native Basque origin, and for these there are no serious hypotheses of borrowed origin. For a 

fraction of the total, about two or three dozen, there have been more-or-less serious 

etymological proposals deriving the words from other languages, usually Latin/Romance, but 

occasionally other (or “unknown”) sources. In each case I have carefully considered phonetic, 

semantic, and historical factors to determine whether a Basque word is most likely native or 

borrowed. 

It is undisputed that many Basque words, and even some basic ones, are loanwords. 

A clear example is the basic word luma ‘feather’, a meaning which ranks #73 in stability in 

Starostin’s (2007d) analysis of the Swadesh 100-word list. Because the Romance languages 

surrounding Basque have a similar word (Spanish, Portuguese, Provençal pluma, from Latin 

plūma: REW 6610a),12 and there are no likely candidates for cognates in Sino-Caucasian 

languages, it becomes obvious that Basque borrowed the word from Latin or a Romance 

source. Within the extended 200-word “Swadesh list” some other loanwords are Bsq lore 

‘flower’ (Lat florem), pertsona ‘person’, bultza-tu ‘to push’ (Lat pulsare), and others (see HB 

352-7). 

Other cases, in which we find likely parallels both in Latin-Romance and in North 

Caucasian, are more difficult to resolve. Some prominent examples are discussed below. 

As an example of phonetic factors the internal clusters /lh/ and /rh/ (in northern 

Basque dialects) are usually characteristic of native Basque words.13 For this reason and others 

I consider Basque words such as *biɫho ‘hair, mane’ (A.20), *muɫho ‘montoncito; heap’ 

(D.10), *śorho ‘field, meadow’ (D.3) likely to be native Basque and not borrowed as 

commonly supposed. The proposed North Caucasian cognates of these words (*ṗVħVɫV 

‘feather, mane’, *muɦalV ‘mountain’, *čHäɫu ‘earth, ground, sand’, respectively) all have 

laryngeals that account for the northern Basque /h/. As shown elsewhere in this paper, several 

                                                           
12 Technically the Span and Port words are loanwords from Occ, Prov, or Latin, since in the normal phonetic 

development they would have been *lluma, *chuma, like lluvia, chuva < pluvia ‘rain’ (REW 6620).  
13 At least in the noun stem of the type (C)VRHV. There are some loanwords of the type (Z) gelhári 

‘maidservant, governess’ (< Latin cellaria), with accent after the -lh-. 
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other (undisputed native) Basque words show the same regular correspondence: see *beɫha-ṙ 

‘grass’ (C.21), *iɫha-ṙ ‘peas, beans’ (O.8), *buɫha-ṙ ‘chest’ (A.40), *gurhi ‘butter’ (P.7), etc.  

As an example of semantic factors, there is the Basque word abere ‘domestic animal, 

cattle’ (N.4), in which I differ from most Vasconists who derive this word from Latin habere 

‘to have’. The huge semantic discrepancy is explained as the reverse of Latin pecu, pecus 

‘sheep, cattle’ > pecunia ‘property, money’, though no typological parallels for the change ‘to 

have’ > ‘animal’ have been offered. True, in Spanish the word haber may be used as ‘asset’ 

(mis haberes = ‘my assets’), usually in terms of money. But this would not explain the age-

old folk etymology of *u-dagera ‘otter’ (B.6) as (B) ugabere ‘water animal’ (ur + abere, per 

Azkue and Michelena). Surely nobody thought of an otter as anyone’s asset! In this book and 

in earlier articles I have suggested a semantically exact alternative. Because Basque abere has 

a stem variant abel- (abel-gorri ‘bovine stock’, lit. ‘cattle-red’, etc.), we posit *a=bele, which 

can be straightforwardly compared with North Caucasian words like Udi bele ‘cattle’, Hunzib 

bala ‘chamois’, Chechen bula ‘aurochs’, etc. < PNC *bü̆ɫV ‘horned animal’ (NCED 314).  

Basque *mutil ‘boy, lad, fellow, guy; servant, errand boy’, etc. (see J.4) has two major 

proposals for derivation from Romance, both of which I find improbable, when compared 

with a straightforward North Caucasian cognate. Trask (HB 271, EDB 293), following a 

proposal by Lafon (MDE XXI 947), derives this from Lat. putillus ‘little boy’ (actually ‘very 

young, tiny’: EDLI 502), though this word apparently has no Romance derivatives in Iberia 

or elsewhere. The closest approximation seems to be the hypothetical *pūtulus ‘Knäblein’, 

with derivates in Rumanian meaning ‘dirty, bleary, dirt’ (!) (REW 6889). Another proposal 

by Rohlfs (MDE XXI 947) derives Bsq *mutil from Latin mutilus ‘maimed’ (!); of this the 

only Romance reflexes cited in REW (5791) are Logudorese mudulu ‘ram’ or ‘goat without 

horns’ and Corsican motina ‘goat without horns’. In the face of these my comparison of Bsq 

*mutil with PEC *mɨ̆lƛṾ̆ ‘husband, male, worker’ (NCED 826) is semantically direct, and the 

phonetic changes are explained in Phonology: Lateral affricates, pp. 154-58. 

As an example of historical factors, it is widely supposed that Basque kaiku ‘wooden 

bowl used for milking sheep’ (Q.25) is borrowed from Latin caucus ‘drinking vessel’ (M 91; 

EDB 245). In investigating this Latin word I found it to be very obscure – it is not even cited 

in standard Latin dictionaries. In modern Romance languages its only descendant is Rumanian 

cauc ‘ladle’, with no attestation at all in Iberia (REW 1773).14 I find it highly unlikely from a 

historical standpoint that the Basque shepherds would even have heard of this arcane foreign 

word, let alone adopted it to denote a vessel they had used for untold centuries of milking 

sheep. And since North Caucasian has an etymology of suitable phonetic shape and semantic 

content, PEC *qwăqwV̄ ‘trough, basket’, I regard it as more likely that Basque has retained 

this old Euskaro-Caucasian word. 

                                                           
14 Michelena, however, mentions Alavan (Spanish dialect) cauco, canco ‘hoyo que se abre en algunas hayas para 

que conserven el agua de lluvia’ [‘hole that opens in some beech trees to conserve rainwater’], with a meaning 

that differs widely from that of Bsq kaiku. The variant canco, at least, seems more likely to be related to Span 

cuenca ‘wooden bowl, eye socket’, cuenco ‘earthen bowl’ < Lat concha ‘mussel, oyster’ (Dicc; REW 2112).  
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Another word that is disputed is Bsq *eme / *ema- ‘female’, which Trask (HB 271; 

EDB 168), accepting earlier proposals by Schuchardt, Menendez Pidal, and others, derives 

from Gascon hemne, or a similar Rom. form ult. < Lat. fēmina (MDE X 282; REW 3239). The 

historical problem with this is the fact that the change of Lat. f > /h/ in Castilian (and 

presumably also Gascon) was “late,” as argued by Trask himself, “after the period of 

Visigothic influence — that is, hardly earlier than the eighth century …” (HB 426). But by 

the sixteenth century we find this word and derivatives recorded: emazte ‘woman’ (1536), eme 

‘female’ and ema-sabel ‘womb’ (Landucci 1562).15 So within eight centuries *eme / *ema-, 

of foreign origin, has replaced some unknown native word for ‘female’, even including 

emazte, “the usual word for ‘woman’ before the 18th cent. …” (EDB). As far as I know, this 

type of borrowing is unprecedented, at least in Europe, and a native (SC) origin of *eme / 

*ema-, perhaps in ablaut variation with *ama ‘mother’, would be much more likely (see J.10).  

Basque *hobi ‘grave, tomb’ (BN, L, Z hobi, B, G, AN, R obi) is usually derived from 

Lat. fovea ‘pit’ (M133; MDE XXI 966; EDB 303). The reasons for doubting this are several. 

First, the Bsq word is usually glossed specifically as ‘grave, sepulcher, tomb’ (so in AW), and 

most derivatives refer specifically to entombment, e.g. hobiratu ‘to inter, bury’, hobitegi 

‘cemetery’. (h)obi is also the word used for the tomb of Jesus Christ in early religious texts. 

For other types of holes Bsq uses other words: *suɫɦo ‘hole’ (general), ‘cave’ (~ PEC *śwōɫV 

‘tube’), *ɦośin ‘pit, well’ (< PSC *ʔwɨ̄[c]V́ńV̆ ‘spring, source’) or *pucu ‘well, pit, hole’ (< 

Lat. puteus REW 6877). Likewise the North Caucasian word reconstructed as *fiwɨ or *fibɨ 

has no meaning other than ‘grave’ (Chamali hob, Avar χob, Karata xobo, Dargi Akusha ħạb, 

etc.).16 The similarity of Bsq hobi ‘grave’ and Avar χob ‘grave’ was noticed by Trombetti 

(1903), later also by Bouda. As to Latin fovea, its Romance descendants are far from Basque 

Country, in Lombard, Romansh, and Friulian, and the meaning of these words is ‘Grube’ / 

‘pit’, not ‘grave’ (REW 3464). Other Rom. words have been mentioned in the cited 

etymologies: Catalan obi ‘manger’, Gascon hobi (meaning not specified), but Trask adds “But 

Cat. obi ‘trough, basin’ cannot be from fovea but must be < Lat. albeum ~ alveum [‘trough’]” 

(REW 392; EDB 303). I have not been able to verify the Gascon word, but since Gascon has 

a Vasconic substratum, it could have the same origin as the Bsq word. Further, as to Latin 

fovea itself, its “etymology is unknown” (EDLI 237), and thus could come from a substratum 

language. It is phonetically and semantically similar to PEC *fiwɨ. PEC *f corresponds to Bsq 

*h in several cases (see Phonology, p. 133), and there may also be a morphological parallel 

in the NC forms with an oblique marker *-dV-, Kryz χu-d-il ‘tombstone’, Lak ħa-t:a-lu 

‘graveyard’  ~ Bsq hobitegi ‘graveyard’, which we analyze as *hobi-t-egi (see more about the 

Bsq morpheme *-t- in Morphology, pp. 72-76). In sum, the derivation of Bsq *hobi from a 

                                                           
15 Trask (EDB 169) cites emazte recorded as early as 1189, but I have not been able to confirm this. 
16 PEC *f does not survive as such in any modern Cauc language (save Adyge), having changed most commonly 

to /χ(w)/, /x(w)/, or /h/. However, several Cauc languages have developed “new” /f/s from other sounds. The 

uncertainty about *w or *b as the second consonant is the fact that reflexes of PEC *w and *b have merged in the 

languages cited.     
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SC source cognate with PEC *fiwɨ ‘grave’ seems much more likely than one from Lat. fovea 

(see L.4). 

Bsq *śolho ‘field, meadow’ (D.3) is conventionally derived from Lat. solu(m)17 

‘ground, floor, soil’ (and more meanings: see M 312; EDB 342), but I find this dubious for 

several reasons. Semantically the meanings ‘field’ and ‘meadow’ are quite far from those of 

the Romance derivatives of Latin solu, e.g., in Iberia, Sp. suelo, Port. solo ‘soil, ground, floor’ 

(see Dicc, REW 8079). Phonetically, the initial sibilant in an old loan from Latin is expected 

to be /s/ (written z), not /ś/ (written s). As stated by Michelena (M 280), “there is no doubt that 

in the most ancient loanwords the normal correspondence of Lat. s is Bsq z, that is, the Bsq 

predorsal, and this situation seems to have been well prolonged.” Trask (HB 171) similarly 

states that “the Latin sibilant /s/ is almost always borrowed as [Bsq] z.” They cite examples 

such as Bsq zeta ‘silk’ (saeta), zela ‘saddle’ (sella), gerezi ‘cherry’ (ceresia), gaztelu ‘castle’ 

(castellu), gauza ‘thing’ (causa), etc. Another phonetic anomaly is the second vowel /o/, since 

Bsq loans from Latin normally reproduce /u/ as /u/, e.g. Bsq ziku ‘dry’ (siccu), leku ‘place’ 

(locu), gertu ‘certain’ (certu), liburu ‘book’ (libru), etc. (M 51; HB 169-71). A third phonetic 

difficulty is the /h/ in Bsq *śolho (attested in L sorho, Z-arc sorho, Z sóho), which is, as far 

as I know, unprecedented in Bsq bisyllabic loans from Latin;18 in analogous cases we get Bsq 

goru ‘distaff’ (< colu), zeru ‘sky’ (< caelu), gura ‘desire’ (< gula), miru ‘goshawk’ (< miluu), 

with nary a /rh/ in any Bsq dialect (M 51, 312-3; HB 169-72). Now there is indeed a Bsq word 

that fits the expected semantic and phonetic development of Latin solu, namely (G) zoru 

‘ground, floor’, (B, G) ‘sole (of shoe)’. For these reasons I am inclined to think that the Bsq 

word *śolho is unconnected with Latin solu, and instead is cognate with PEC *čHäɫu ‘earth, 

ground, sand’ (NCED 342). This accounts for the Bsq initial /ś/ (cf. Bsq *śare / *śal- ‘net, 

grill’ ~ PEC *čɦaɫē ‘enclosure, fence’), and for the Bsq cluster /rh/ < *lh (PEC *H is reflected 

in the pharyngealized vowel /a/̣ in Lak š:ạlu ‘earth, ground’), though the Bsq word reflects a 

metathesis of the laryngeal of the type *čäɫHu vs. PEC *čHäɫu. The match of the vowels, Bsq 

CoCo ~ PNC CäCu, is unique, as far as I know, but there are some closely analogous cases 

such as Bsq *mordo ‘bunch, group’ ~ PEC *mä̆r[ƛ]o ‘handful, armful’ that suggest 

anticipatory vowel harmony in Bsq. (See Phonology, p. 111). 

Another point of contention is Bsq *mośu ‘nose, face, lip, kiss, point, tip’, etc., with 

numerous derivatives (A.17). Romance origin has often been postulated but cannot be 

substantiated. Typical is Trask’s statement (based on those of earlier scholars) that “late Latin 

MŪSU ‘muzzle’ and its diminutives are widely represented in western Romance … and it is 

difficult or impossible to trace the histories of the Basque words [musu, etc.] with confidence” 

(HB 261, 284; cf. MDE XXI 947). In fact Lat. *mūsus is only hypothetical (REW 5784), and 

Trask’s reference to “western Romance” is key: the lack of reflexes in Rumanian may indicate 

a Vasconic substratum word attested only in the West. PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ (NCED 811) offers a 

                                                           
17 In the following examples the accusative -m, no longer pronounced in Vulgar Latin, is omitted.  
18 The exceptions are a few multisyllabic cases in which the original stressed vowel follows the Bsq /h/, e.g. (Z) 

gelhá(r)i ‘valet’ (< cellárium ‘steward’), ãhã́te ‘duck’ (< anátem), etc. 
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potential cognate that is a phonetic match (see Phonology, pp. 104, 110, 119, 137, 145, etc.), 

and has reflexes with meanings precisely matching those of Bsq, specifically: 

 Bsq (G) musu ‘snout’, etc., musu-ko ‘muzzle’ ~ Chechen, Ingush muts’-ar ‘snout, muzzle, 

trunk’  

 Bsq (Sal) titi-mus-ko ‘nipple’ ~ Avar móts’:u ‘teat, nipple’, etc.; Lak mazu ‘nipple (of animal)’ 

 Bsq (G) musu ‘point, tip’, etc. ~ Avar móts’:u ‘tip’, etc.; Tabasaran murz ‘edge, verge’ 

 Bsq (Z-arc) mus-ko ‘sting’ ~ Dargi Chiragh muts:e ‘sting’ 

To sum up, I think cognation of Bsq *mośu with PEC *mħǝ̆rcụ̄ is far preferable to a derivation 

from a hypothetical Latin *mūsu, which has no Indo-European antecedents. 

In this book I compare Basque *čori / *čol- ‘bird’ (B.19) with North Caucasian words 

such as Chamali č’or ‘bird’ (dial. Gadyri č’oru ‘bird’, Gigatl č’ura ‘sparrow’), Avar č’oró-lo 

‘quail’, Tindi č’uri-ʁaʁa ‘quail’, with an etymon reconstructed as PEC *čḤwēlV ‘a small bird’ 

(NCED 388). On the other hand we have Michelena’s derivation from Bsq zori ‘luck, fortune, 

fate’ (e.g., M 180), which has been widely promoted by Trask: “It seems clear that the earliest 

(unrecorded) sense [of zori] was ‘bird’, and that the sense of the unmodified word shifted to 

‘omen’ as a result of the practice of looking for omens in the flight of birds … cf. the shift of 

Lat. *avicem ‘bird’ to old Cast. auçe ‘luck, fortune’, and note also Lat. auspex ‘augur’ from 

*avi-spek- ‘observer of birds’. The sense of ‘bird’ was shifted to the dimin. (t)xori” (M 180; 

HB 296; EDB 377-8). Buck (22.47) also explains the historical connections of ‘bird’ and 

‘omen’. One must admit that this proposal is ingenious, but I see problems with it, such as the 

fact that no dialect has preserved any trace of the original zori (*sori) with the meaning ‘bird’. 

As to Bsq zori (*sori < *soli) ‘luck, omen’, I propose it is related to North Caucasian words 

like Dargi Tsudakhar zara-se ‘healthy, whole’, Lak ts’ullu-s:a ‘healthy, whole, undamaged’, 

Avar =úts’:ala-b-go ‘wholly, entirely’, etc., reconstructed as PNC *ʒŏɫV ‘healthy, whole’ 

(NCED 1095).19 I have also suggested that these are related to *solhi ‘ripe’ (B zoli, Z zórhi, 

etc.), but this is open to question. In any case, I find it most parsimonious to connect Bsq *čori 

/ *čol- ‘bird’ with PEC *čḤwēlV ‘a small bird’, which is phonetically and semantically clear-

cut. Bsq and NC share other avian terms, e.g. Bsq *urso ‘dove’ ~ PNC *=ōrsA ‘bird; to fly’; 

Bsq *honc ‘owl’ ~ PNC *ɦnɨ̄ć(̣w)ĭ ‘small bird’; Bsq *śai ‘vulture, eagle’ ~ PEC *cẉämʔV̆ 

‘eagle, vulture’, etc. (see B.2, B.13, B.19, B.23). 

The theory that Bsq azeri ‘fox’ (in its Euskara Batua form) is derived from a personal 

name Asenarius (M 119; EDB 121) has been discussed and rejected by me in previous 

publications (BP 108, n. 208; MCG 51, n. 18). Though this solution is presented as established 

fact by Trask, I find it to be a huge jump from the mere existence of a name, of whose bearer 

nothing is known of character or personality, to the confident assertion that this is the origin 

of a name of a common animal. The derivation of French renard ‘fox’, by taboo substitution 

from the name of the hero of the Reynard folktales is well-documented (e.g., REW 7172), but 

there is nothing of the like for Bsq azeri < Asenarius. The Bsq word actually has many forms 

                                                           
19 For semantic typology, cf. Old Eng. hǣl, Old Norse heill ‘health, good luck, (good) omen’ ~ Goth. hails ‘well, 

in good health’, Eng. whole, hale, etc. (Buck 22.47). 
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in dialects old and modern: Basque (BN, L) hazeri ‘fox’, (L) azeari (Pouvreau, 17th c.), (B, L) 

azeri, (Z) axé(r)i, exé(r)i, (R, Sal) axari, (B-Arratia, Orozko, Txorierri) azegari, (B) azagari, 

(B-arc) azeari, azebari etc. In the BN and L forms there is evidence for an initial laryngeal 

(i.e. *ɦaseari, since the Z form lacks h-), while in the West there are forms that hint at internal 

*h or *ɦ, thus something like *aseɦari, or *a=seɦari if the *a- was a fossilized prefix. From 

*aseɦari, by voicing of *ɦ > /ɣ/ we get the southwestern B forms azegari, and azagari by 

vowel harmony. The Bizkaian author Micoleta (17th c.) wrote azebari, hinting at a slightly 

labialized *aseɦwari (if not just an erratic change of the continuant /ɣ/). Nevertheless, 

*a=seɦwari or *a=seɦari is remarkably close to the oldest recoverable Proto-North-Caucasian 

form *cEhwōlĕ (see NCED 324, SCG 21), and some local NC forms, especially Akhwakh 

šari, Karata sare, Tindi, Botlikh, Godoberi sari, Hinukh zeru, Khwarshi zaru ‘fox’, are 

remarkably similar to some of the Bsq forms. In the end, what is more plausible: that the Bsq 

word for ‘fox’, with numerous variations in form suggesting some antiquity, comes from a 

proper name about which nothing concrete is known other than phonetic form, or that the 

Basques preserved their age-old name *a=seɦari for the fox, just as they did for ‘wolf’ (*oćo), 

‘bear’ (*harc ), ‘otter’ (*u-dagera), and other animals? (See B.2).   

In some cases there seems to be so much blending and contamination between native 

Bsq words and phonetically similar Romance words that it is very difficult to determine for 

certain, or a high probability, which is which. I have struggled with Bsq words with the shape 

/ondo/, for which there is a bewildering array of meanings. AW, for example, list: n. side. n. 

bottom, base, foundation. adv. well. adv. very. n. root, base, foot (of a tree). n. residue, rest, 

remains, leftovers. n. proximity, closeness. Azkue listed fifteen meanings for ondo, and six 

for the suffix -ondo.  

Agud & Tovar divided some of these meanings under four headings: ondo1: ‘tronco, 

planta de árbol, cepa, tocón (parte subterránea del árbol), raíz / trunk, stem, base of tree, stump, 

root’; ondo2: ‘junto a, cerca de / beside, near’; ondo3: ‘comar, lado, costa / side, coast’; ondo4: 

‘hongo / mushroom, fungus’. For each of the four meanings a different Latin/Romance origin 

is given: ondo1  < Span. hondo ‘bottom, depth’ < Lat. fundu(m); ondo2 < Lat. junctum ‘joined, 

connected’; ondo3 < *bondo < Germanic *banda;20 ondo4 < Span. hongo ‘mushroom’ < Lat. 

fungus (MDE XXI 980-981). We can immediately dismiss ondo4 from this discussion, since 

it seems indisputable that Bsq ondo ‘mushroom’, usually cited in the palatalized form onddo 

/ondyo/, has to be a rather strange Romance development of Lat. fungus (M 190; REW 3588; 

EDB 310). In this discussion we can also ignore Bsq (B) ondo ‘well, very’ as a derivative of 

*hon ‘good’ (EDB 309). 

In addition to these /ondo/ forms there is also a different formation, recorded as (BN, 

L) hondar ‘sand’, (B, G, AN) ondar ‘sand, beach, dregs’, (Z) ṹndar ‘residue, remnant’, etc. 

At least late in his career Michelena thought that this word was not connected with /ondo/: 

                                                           
20 Cf. Span. banda ‘bank (of a river), side, edge’, and other meanings, which may be from Gothic bandwō ‘sign, 

token’ (cf. Sp. bandera ‘flag, banner’), per Dicc.  
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“No parece que (h)ondar proceda de ondo ‘fondo’, según Mich. Apellidos2 109” (MDE XXI 

980). 

Traditionally *ondo in all meanings has been derived from Castilian hondo ‘bottom’ 

(< Lat. fundum: see MDE XXI 980; EDB 310), but since the Castilian change of f > h was 

relatively recent, around the eighth century (Trask 1997: 426), it seems too late for the 

acquisition of Cast hondo to take root and become embedded so deeply in the Basque lexicon, 

in all the /ondo/ forms cited above, though since then Bsq *ondo and Cast hondo have probably 

contaminated (blended) to some extent, especially in semantics. It is also unlikely that the 

supposed loanword hondo acquired the fossilized suffix *-ṙ to produce *ɦonda-ṙ. 

A phonetic note: only *ɦonda-ṙ is securely attested with initial /h/ (but only in BN 

and L, thus the reconstruction with *ɦ), but not *ondo1 nor *ondo2. Thus Agud & Tovar state 

that “ningún dialect presenta para ondo una h” (MDE XXI 980); and Michelena, in the index 

and text of his Fonética, lists the former word as (h)ondar, (h)undar, but the latter two as 

ondo, undo (M444, 448). The early northern Bsq writers are inconsistent about whether to 

write initial /h/: the French Basques Leiçarraga (1571), Axular (1643), and Haraneder (18th c.) 

render this word with /h/: hondar, hundar, but the Low Navarrese Etxepare (1545) and the 

Lapurdian Oihenart (17th c.) wrote ondar, vndar; even the same writer (e.g. Axular) could vary 

the spelling21 (Azkue; M 56; HB 47ff.). 

From all the above I have to formulate some kind of hypothesis to account for the 

diverse meanings. At present I propose the following, subject of course to further discussion 

and testing:  

Bsq *ondo1 ‘joint’ is best compared with PEC *ʡǝmdV ‘joint, bone’ (see A.77); Bsq 

*ondo2
 ‘side; beside’ (B-arc ad-ondo ‘forehead [of cattle]’) is best compared with PEC *ʔĕndū 

‘forehead’ (probably a semantic development of ‘side’ or ‘edge’: see I.4); Bsq *ɦonda-ṙ 

‘sand, dregs, residue’ is best compared with the sparsely attested PEC *ʔantV ‘earth, ground, 

dirt, mud’ (see D.18); and all of these have contaminated and blended with Cast hondo, 

‘bottom, depth’,22 and/or related Romance derivatives of Latin fundum ‘bottom, ground’ 

(REW 3585). See the respective etymologies for more details. I admit that these proposals are 

not totally satisfactory, and I fully expect that they will be modified by future research.  

  Each of the etymologies below is a hypothesis, and as such is subject to further 

testing of the types mentioned above. If it turns out that my judgments are faulty, and any or 

all of the three dozen or so disputed words turn out to be loanwords after all, we still have 

several hundred indisputably native words as a firm basis for the phonology described above 

(chapters VII - XI). 

 

 

 

                                                           
21 Axular was born in High Navarre, a dialect that now lacks /h/, and later, while working among French 

Basques, used the literary Lapurdian. 
22 There is also a Spanish doublet fondo (from a non-Castilian dialect that did not change f >h) with similar 

meanings. 
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Winnowing, Rejection, or Acceptance of Early Euskaro-Caucasian Etymologies 

 

In the process of preparing the Euskaro-Caucasian etymologies presented below I 

actually had to reject a substantial number of the comparisons offered by my predecessors 

such as Trombetti and Bouda, even when, at first glance, they look fairly plausible. Thus any 

reader at all familiar with these earlier proposals will notice that many of them are missing 

from my collection. It would not be practical to list all of the rejected comparisons here, but a 

few examples will give the reader an idea of the procedures used. 

Uhlenbeck (U 580-581), repeated earlier proposals comparing Bsq *gau / *gab- 

‘night’ with Lak {xhhu},23 Tsakhur {xam}, Tabasaran {gef}, and Georgian {ghame} ‘night’. 

Let us take these proposed cognates one by one. Lak {xhhu} (хьхьу), now usually transcribed 

as x:u or x̄u, comes from PNC *ʔlēƛă ‘night’ (NCED 216: cf. Bsq *iɫhu-n ‘dark, night’), by a 

process described as “most probably a result of reduction < *lVx:u (*lVʎ:u), cf. the archaic 

adverb lax:u ‘yesterday’.” Since it is a cardinal rule of etymology that genuine cognates will 

become more similar the farther one traces them back to earlier proto-forms, and this has 

absolutely not happened here, we must abandon this case as a chance resemblance. Tsakhur 

{xam} = хаьм (X 97), transcribed here as χʕam (TOB χIam; SKJa χam),24 is part of a Lezgian 

etymology that also includes Tabasaran χʕab-aqʕ ‘evening’, Agul χʕaw-aqʕ id., and Archi χʕ:an-

aχʕ ‘dimming of eyesight’.25 In contrast to the Lak form, these Lezgian words have no phonetic 

impediments to comparison with Bsq *gau / *gab- (cf. especially Agul χʕaw- and Tab. χʕab- 

‘evening’),26 and these are the North Caucasian cognates I have accepted in this book for Bsq 

*gau / *gab- (H.5). Then we come to Tabasaran {gef} ‘night’. The word generally cited for 

Tabasaran ‘night’ is йишв ~ йишви (X 97), yizwi ~ yišw (SKJa), yiš (NCED), but other Lezgian 

languages have changed *š:w to /f/, as Lezgi and Kryz йиф yif ‘night’. Anyway these forms 

reflect yet another PNC root, *ɦnićwV̆ ‘night, evening’ (NCED 524: cf. Bsq *a=meć ‘dream, 

sleep’: K.14). Finally, Georgian {ghame}, i.e. ɣame, closely resembles the Lezgian forms like 

Tsakhur χʕam, and it is difficult to say with much certainty whether the word was borrowed 

by Kartvelian from North Caucasian, or vice-versa, or inherited by both from an earlier 

(“Borean”) proto-language.27 So of the four words cited by Uhlenbeck only one (Tsakhur 

χʕam) is accepted here as a genetic cognate of Bsq *gau / *gab- ‘night’.  

Both Uhlenbeck (U 583) and Trombetti (Orig 74) cite the appealing comparison of 

Bsq *buru ‘head’ + Udi bul ‘head’. However, when we do some digging we find that the shape 

of the Udi word is not quite so straightforward in origin, since it derives from earlier *buʔul < 

                                                           
23 The “curly” brackets {} are used here to designate older transcriptions that differ more or less from current 

standards.   
24 With pharyngealized voiceless uvular fricative, which is transcribed here as [χʕ] and in NCED/TOB as [χI]. 

The SKJa form does not indicate pharyngealization (typo, or dialect variant?).  
25 The Tabasaran, Agul, and Archi forms “reflect an original locative form (in the evening)” (TOB). 
26 See Phonology (pp. 167-69) for the correspondence of Bsq *g ~ PNC *χ.   
27 For the moment I prefer the last solution, since the Kartvelian words have counterparts in Nostratic (Gk ἡμέρᾱ 

‘day’, Armenian aur id.) and Sino-Caucasian (Burushaski *ɣuhá[m] ‘new moon, time without moonlight’, 

*ɣuhá-sa ‘moonless night’; PY *χoʔn- ‘dark’ > Kott hōn, etc.: see SCG 245-6), respectively.   
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PLezgian *woƛụl, a suffixed derivative of PEC *wĕnƛṾ ‘(protruding part of) head’.28 There is 

no way to phonetically reconcile Bsq *buru with PEC *wĕnƛṾ, within the phonological system 

outlined in the Phonology section of this book.29 In fact, the more likely cognate of PEC 

*wĕnƛṾ is Bsq *mutu-ṙ ‘snout, muzzle’ (A.18; possibly by way of a PSC variant *mĕwƛṾ, 

dissimilated or metathesized to PEC *wĕnƛṾ). 

Bouda’s comparison of Bsq ezko ‘wax’ and Circassian {šako} ‘wax’ (BK 9: repeating 

a comparison by Uhlenbeck [U 583])30 looks attractive at first, but when we further analyze 

the Circassian word, more accurately Adyghe šafǝ ‘wax’, Kabardian šaxʷ id. (NCED 589), 

per Kuipers, Ad. šʻaf ‘refined wax’, Kab. šax˚ = šaxʷ id. (K 77), in which it is only the initial 

ša-, from Proto-Circassian *ča- , that means ‘wax’ (lit. ‘white-wax’: *xʷǝ́ ‘white’), and in turn 

*ča- is from Proto-West Caucasian *ƛʷa, with a lateral affricate, and *ƛʷa ‘wax’ comes from 

Proto-North Caucasian *Hʎwǝ̆rV̄ ‘wax, honeycombs’ (cf. Bsq *erle ‘bee, beehive’ [B.32]). 

There is also another compound, Circassian šākʷa ‘wax waste’ (NCED) or ‘unrefined wax’ 

(K), and this may be what Bouda and Uhlenbeck had in mind. Either way, by now we can see 

that there is no longer any similarity between PNC *Hʎwǝ̆rV̄ and Bsq ezko. In this model Bsq 

ezko (*esko < *e=seko?) is matched instead with NC words like Budukh č’uq’ ‘ear-wax, 

rheum’, etc. (see A.85). 

Uhlenbeck (U 581) and Trombetti (Orig 124) offered the comparison of Basque *gari 

/ *gal- ‘wheat’ and/or *garagaṙ ‘barley’ with Agul, Tabasaran {gar-gar}, Lezgi {ger-ger}, 

Rutul {ger-gel} ‘oats’ (perhaps ‘barley’), + other North Caucasian and Semitic words. The 

comparison seems transparent, but when we investigate these words from the Lezgian 

subgroup of East Caucasian (more accurately: Agul yerg ‘oats’, Tabasaran ɣarɣar, Lezgi 

gerger, Rutul ɣarɣal ‘oats’)31 we find that they come from Proto-Lezgian *ƛ:arƛ:ar ‘oats’, a 

reduplicated reflex of PEC *rħǝƛV / *ƛħǝrV ‘a kind of cereal’ (NCED 950); thus the velars in 

the cited words are of recent origin, far later than the separation of Proto-Vasconic from Proto-

North Caucasian. Since, in our model, the PNC/PEC lateral affricate *ƛ [tɬ] never corresponds 

to Bsq *g, we must reject this part of the comparison. Instead, we see Bsq *garagaṙ as a 

compound (*gara-gaṙ) in which the first element corresponds to PEC *ɢōlʔe ‘wheat’ (NCED 

462 = Bsq *gari / *gal- ‘wheat’: see O.1), and the second to PEC *q̇[ǝ̄]rV ‘(wild) cereal; 

weed’ (NCED 915: see O.2). As it turns out, part of Trombetti’s “scatter-shot” etymology is 

correct, from my point of view, since he also included Rutul {qir} = q’ir ‘(winter) wheat’ (< 

PEC *q̇[ǝ̄]rV) and Andi {qqir} = q’:ir ‘grain’, Karata {kherv, khora} = q’:eru ‘wheat’ (< PEC 

*ɢōlʔe). 

                                                           
28 This proto-meaning better accounts for the reflexes meaning ‘nose’, ‘horn’, ‘beak ~ mouth ~ lip’, alongside the 

general ‘head’. 
29 Uhlenbeck himself said as much: “Mais on ne doit sans doute pas séparer les mots caucasiques cites de 

l’[Avar] biker [sic: should be bet’ér] et du [Khinalug mik’ir], de telle sorte que leur forme plus ancienne peut ne 

pas correspondre au basque buru.”  
30 Trombetti (Orig 347) offered a similar comparison. 
31 SKJa 217 cites some of the words slightly differently: Tabasaran ɣarɣar ~ gargar, Rutul ɣarɣalj ~ ɣẹljɣẹlj (the 

latter with pharyngeal vowels); for Agul it cites completely different words: (j)alčax, c ̣ịzmak ‘oats’. 
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In spite of the above, a sizable fraction of the Basque-North Caucasian lexical 

comparisons by earlier scholars (or parts of them) still look more or less plausible and correct, 

and fit the phonological framework of NCED and my model of Bsq phonology, and these have 

been included in the current stock of etymologies. For example, from the list of 70 lexical 

comparisons cited by Urreiztieta-Rivera (1980: pp. 67-82) only about 15 (nos. 4, 5, 13, 19, 

21, 22, 27, 30, 33, 35, 36, 37, 52, 57, 61) are in full or partial agreement with etymologies in 

this book. In the cases of agreement I have tried to give my scholarly forerunners credit by 

indicating references, with the abbreviations BK, BKE, BS, Orig, U, and the relevant 

etymology or page number. 

 

 

Etymology format  (throughout chapter XIII) 

 

 
Etymology 

number 
 

↓ 

General 
gloss of the 

Basque 
word 

↓ 

Proto-
Basque 

form (per 
the author) 

↓ 

List of attested 
North Caucasian 
forms (may be 

incomplete) 

↓ 

Proto-North Caucasian 
(usually per NCED; 
occasionally other 

sources) 

↓ 

List of attested 
Basque forms, 
and additional 

notes. 

↓ 

 

 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

A.1 marrow, 
pith, 
brain  

*mune Akhwakh mina 

‘head’, Tindi, Karata 

mina-r id.; Lak nạ ~ 

mạ ‘brain’; …. 

*mä ̆ ɦnū 
‘brain, head’ 

797 

Basque (BN-
Aldude, Sal) muin 

‘marrow, pith’, (B, 

G) ‘germ, sprout, 
shoot’,. … 
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XIII 

 

Euskaro-Caucasian Etymologies A: Anatomical Terms 
 

Anatomical Terms 1: Head and its organs:  In this section there is a clarification of the Bsq 

words for ‘brain, marrow, pith’, as two distinct etyma: (a) *mune, related to PEC *mä̆ɦnū ‘brain, 

head’, and (b) *hune, related to PEC *hwĕʔnV ‘blood’ and/or *ɦwōmdV ‘brain’. Thanks to G. 

Starostin there is a new etymology of Bsq begi (*b=egi) ‘eye’, cognate with PEC *=agwV ‘to see’. 

Bsq letagin (*le-t-hagin) ‘eyetooth’ preserves a relic (*le-) cognate with PNC *ʡwĭlʡi ‘eye’ (Dargi 

Kubachi ule, etc.: Bsq betagin is secondary, contaminated with *b=egi ‘eye’). The cognation of Bsq 

*minhi ‘tongue’, *minco ‘speech’, and *mis-to ‘sting’ with PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’ is discussed in detail 

in a separate section of the book (see: Phonology: The Case of Basque *minhi ‘tongue’ ~ PNC 

*mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’, pp. 219-24). Northern Bsq hobi ‘gum(s), mouth flesh’ (Bzt ogi) is compared with 

PNC *ɦŏmɢwĭ ‘mouth, throat’, thus distinct from Bsq hobi ‘grave’ (L.4). Two similar Bsq words for 

‘snout, muzzle’ (also ‘edge’, etc.), mutur and mustur, are definitively separated, with each having a 

different NC cognate. 

  

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

A.1 marrow, 
pith, 
brain  

*mune Akhwakh mina ‘head’, 

Tindi, Karata mina-r 

id.; Lak nạ ~ mạ 

‘brain’; Dargi Akusha 

meħe ‘brain’, Kharbuk 

meħa, Urakhi maħa, 

Kaitag maʕ id.; 

Tabasaran maʔ ‘brain, 

marrow’, Tsakhur maḥ, 

Udi mạ, Archi may, 

Rutul mayä id.; 

Chechen min-däʕaχk 

‘occipital bone, cervical 

vertebra’ (däʕaχk ‘bone’). 

*mä ̆ ɦnū 

 
‘brain, head’ 

797 

Basque (BN-Aldude, Sal) muin 

‘marrow, pith’, (B, G) ‘germ, 

sprout, shoot’, (B) min id., (G, 
L, Bzt) muiñ ‘marrow, pith’, 

(Bzt) ‘brain(s)’, (BN-Garazi) 

mun ‘marrow, pith’, (AN, G, L) 
mun ‘marrow, pith, sap’. Most 

Bsq etymologists treat this and 

*hune (see next set) as variants 
of the same word (M 150-51; 

MDE XII 942; HB 285; EDB 

292). However, since both 
words coexist in the same 

dialect with distinct meanings 

(e.g., B muin ‘germ, sprout’ vs.  
un ‘marrow, pith’) it is 

apparent that the words are of 

distinct origin, but have cross-
contaminated (blended).1  

A.2 marrow, 
pith, 
brain 

*hune 1. Avar han ‘meat’; 

Andi hin ‘blood’, 

Akhwakh hini id.; 

Hunzib hãy ‘blood’, 

Bezhta hẽ id.; Dargi ħi 

1. *hwĕʔnV 
‘blood’ 

496 

2. 

*ɦwōmdV 

‘brain’2 

Basque (L) huiñ ‘marrow, 

pith’, (L-coast) fuiñ, (BN) hun 
‘marrow, pith, brain’, (A) 

{vña} = uña id., (Z) hün 

‘marrow, brain’, (Sal) una-k 
‘brains’, (B, R) un ‘marrow’, 

                                                           
1 Another example is given by Michelena (M 151, note 19): Sal muña ‘marrow, pith’ vs. unak ‘brains’ (Azk 

muñak for the latter meaning). It appears that meanings as well as forms have blended (see pp. 214-18). 
2 There is a remarkable isogloss between Andian and Burushaski, i.e. Tindi hani ‘brain; fruit stone’, Chamali han 

‘brain’, Chamali (Upper Gakvari) han ‘fruit stone’ ~ Bur (Hunza-Nager) haní ‘kernel (of almond), stone (of fruit, 

esp. apricot)’, (Yasin) huní ‘stone (of fruit)’, i.e., from the appearance of the nut or fruit kernel that looks like the 

brain. For semantic typology, cf. Bur bal ‘marrow (of bone); kernel (of walnut)’. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

‘blood’; Agul iʔ ‘blood’, 

etc.  

2. Andi honu ‘brain’, 

Tindi hani id.; Chechen 

ħē ‘brain’, Ingush ħɔ, 

Batsbi ħad(a) id.; 

Bezhta, Hunzib ãda 

‘brain’; Agul ħüt ‘brain’, 

Rutul yüt id., etc.  

539 (B) ‘pith’, (R) ‘brain’, (B) gar-

un, gara-un ‘brain’ (*gar- 

‘head’), (Z) bür-hün ‘brain’ 
(*buru ‘head’) (M 150-1; MDE 

XXI 939; EDB 292). See the 

preceding set (*mune), with 
which it is partially merged. M, 

MDE, and EDB mention the 

traditional derivation 
(beginning from Schuchardt) 

from Lat. fūnis / fūnem ‘rope, 

cord’ (!).  

A.3 head, 
high, tall 

*gara, 

*gar- / 

*gaṙ- 

Chadakolob hʷar 

‘cock’s comb’; Dargi 

Chiragh qi ‘horn’, 

Sirgokala qe ‘horn’; Lak 

qi ‘horn’; Ubykh q́a 

‘horn’, Abkhaz a-t’ʷǝ́-

ʕʷa, Circassian bźā-

q:ʷa id., etc. 

Cf. PY *χɔʔ ‘horn’ > Ket 

qɔʔ, Kott hau, etc. (SCG 
234). 

*qwǟrhV  
‘horn’ 

903 

Basque *gar- appears in the 

noun and adjective (c) garai 

‘high, tall, prominent; height’ 
(prob. an old case form ‘at the 

head’) and in compounds such 

as *gara-hune ‘brain’ (see 
*hune), *gar-kola ‘nape’ (see 

*kola), (BN) garhondo ‘neck’ 

(Leiçarraga 1571), (L) garhaite 
‘nape’ (Axular 1643), garsoil 

‘bald’, (Z) gárkhotx ‘nape’ (M 

97, 223, 231, 331; MDE XIII 
304; HB 48).3 

A.4 horn *a=daṙ Avar, Chadakolob tɬ:ar 

‘horn’; Chechen kur 

‘horn’,4 Ingush kur 

‘arc’; Lezgi firi ‘mane’, 

Rutul xɨri id., Budukh 

fur ‘braid, plait (of 

grass)’.5 

Cf. Burushaski *=ltúr 
‘horn’ (SCG 134).6 

*ƛwɨ̆rV 
 ‘horn; braid, 
mane’ 

771 

Basque (c) adar ‘horn’, a 

homonym of *adaṙ ‘branch’ 

(C.39). An expressive palatal 
form in (BN, R) addar /adyar/ 

means ‘devil’ [‘cuernecito(s)’] 

(M 190; EDB 76). Bsq *a=daṙ 
< *a=rdaṙ; for Bsq *-rd- ~ 

PEC *ƛ [tɬ], see Phonology, 
pp. 154-58, 203-07.7 

A.5 forehead, 
side  

*beɫɦa-ṙ Kryz bel ‘forehead’, 

Budukh bel-iǯ, Lezgi 

*bʕāɫhŏ 
‘edge, end’ 

Basque (BN, L) belhar 

‘forehead’, (Z, Sal) belar id.,8 

                                                           
3 Evidence for original *gar- or *gaṙ- is ambiguous: M (331) notes also (B, AN, R) garrondo ‘nape’, with trilled 

/ṙ/, beside (L) garhondo, etc. 
4 The Chechen word specifies ‘horn of wild animals’, as opposed to maʕa, applied to domestic animals. 
5 With regular velar reflexes of PEC *ƛw in Nakh, and PLezg *λ:w > Rutul /x/, Lezgi, Budukh /f/. The peculiar 

semantic developments ‘mane’ and ‘braid’ are possibly because in some hairstyles the braids wrap around or 

across the head, like the shape of some ram’s horns. 
6 As in all Burushaski citations in this book, the symbol = denotes a noun that requires an external possessive 

prefix, in this case a=ltúr ‘my horn’, gu-ltúr ‘thy horn’, etc. In Bsq the same symbol indicates reconstructed class 

prefixes.  
7 Old Irish adarc ‘horn’ (modern adharc) is likely borrowed from Vasconic (Buck 4.17; Hub 28), possibly as 

*adaṙ-ko, with diminutive suffix. 
8 According to Azkue this word is belhar in BN, Z, and Sal (the last without /h/). belhar ‘forehead’ is attested 

several times in Duvoisin’s Lapurdian Bible and other writings, e.g. aphez-handiaren belhar aitzinean ‘upon the 

forehead of the high priest [Aaron]’ (Exodus 28: 38), but in Leiçarraga’s Bible (BN: 1571) the word belar 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

p:el, Rutul bäl id., 

Archi bat ‘horn’; Hunzib 

bil ‘lip’; Chamali, Tindi 

bala ‘edge, end, corner’, 

Avar bal ‘top, crest; 
edge, end, corner’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski bal ‘wall’ 
(< *’edge’) (SCG 20). 

285 (AN, Azk) bepelar ‘eyebrow’ 

< *begi-t-belar; (B-Ispaster, 
Markina) belaar ‘side or back 

(of mattress, pillow)’ (M 372), 

(Z) ogi-belar ‘crust (of bread)’, 
(B, G, AN) belarr-ondo 

‘cheek’. With the frequent 

fossilized plural *-ṙ, as in 
*bisa-ṙ ‘beard’, *nega-ṙ ‘tears’, 

etc. (pp. 76-78). 

Orig 56: Bsq + Rutul, Kryz, 

Budukh  

A.6 forehead, 
cheek, 
face 

*beko Rutul buk’ ‘part of the 
face’ (lips + nose), Kryz 

pek’  ‘lip’, Budukh 

pǝk’ id., Tsakhur bok’  

‘muzzle’; Batsbi bak’  

‘mouth’, Chechen baga, 

Ingush bage id. 

Cf. Burushaski *buk 

‘throat, neck’ (SCG 11).9   

*bĕḳwo 
‘part of face, 

mouth’ 
289 

Basque (BN, L) bekho, beko 

‘forehead’ (now used mainly in 
the phrase bek(h)oz-bek(h)o 

‘face to face’, per Azkue; cf. M 

82); with suffixes: (B, AN-
Oyarzun) beko-ki ‘forehead’, 

(Bzt) ‘frown (with eyebrows)’, 

(L) bekho-ki ‘forehead’, (G-
Etxarri) beko-ski id., (BN, Z) 

bekho-ki ‘cheek, audacity’, (B, 

G) beko-zko ‘frown’, (BN-
Aldude) bekho-zko ‘cheek’.10  

A.7 ear *be=ɫa-ṙi 

 
Batsbi lar-k’ ‘ear’, 

Chechen, Ingush ler-g, 

Cheberlo lari-g, Sharo 

leri-g id., Chechen la-
dīʁa/-dōʁa ‘to listen’, 

Ingush la-duwʁa id.; 

Dargi Akusha, Urakhi 

liħi ‘ear’, Tsudakhar 

laħi, Kubachi laỵ, 

Kaitag laʕ̣, Chiragh lā ̣

id.; Abkhaz a-lǝ́-mħa 

‘ear’, Abaza lǝ-mħa, 

Adyge tħā-k’ʷǝm, 

Kabardian tħa-k’ʷǝma, 

Ubykh ɮa-k’ ʷǝma id.11      

*ɫĕHi 
‘ear’12 

756 

Basque (B, G, AN) belarri 

‘ear’, (BN, L) beharri, (Z) 

behárri, (R) biárri, (Bzt, Sal) 
begarri, (AN) bearri id. 

(M 221, 339; EDB 134).  

Michelena suggested the proto-
form *berarri, with 

dissimilation to belarri, and 

northern beharri by 
contamination with the verb 

*beha- ‘to pay attention’ (V.6). 
None of this contradicts this 

analysis, so *be=ra-ṙi is also 

possible, naturally dissimilated 
to belarri in the South (west). 

                                                           
‘forehead’ contrasts with belhar ‘grass, hay’ (M 207, 222; OEH 2 belar). This discrepancy suggests the 

reconstruction *beɫɦa-ṙ ‘forehead, edge, side’ vs. *beɫha-ṙ ‘grass, hay’ (C.21), but this is uncertain.    
9 It is hard to ignore Latin bucca ‘cheek, mouth’, which has become the common Romance word for ‘mouth’ 

(REW 1357), except Rumanian, which has gură < Lat. gula (Buck 4.24). For bucca “initial b- would point to a 

non-IE substratum origin” (EDLI 76). 
10 This root is widespread in western Romance as ‘beak’, prob. < Vasconic (REW 1013). 
11 The WC forms are compounds, of which the element *k ̣̫ ǝma is obscure, but *-ħa in Abkhazian may be related 

to *ħa ‘to hear’.    
12 NCED has *łĕHłĕ ~ *łĕHłi, but since the Hurrian word leːlǝ apparently does not mean ‘ear’, as previously 

thought, and this was the only evidence of the second *ł, the PNC form should be *łĕHĕ ~ *łĕHi, based on Proto-
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A.8 eye  *b=egi Bezhta =egā- ‘to see’, 

Tsezi =ikw-, Khwarshi 

=akw- id.; Lezgi ak:wa- 

‘to see’, Agul agw-, 

Rutul h-a=gwa-, Udi 

ak:-sun id., etc.  

*=agwV 
‘to see’ 

255 

Basque (c) begi ‘eye’; takes the 

form bet- (< *b=egi-t-) in 

compounds, e.g. (c) bet-azal 
‘eyelid’, (BN, R) ‘cataract’ (< 

*begi-t-asal ‘eye-skin’), etc. 

(EDB 131). See Morphology 
(pp. 72-76) for *-t-. 

Analyzed here as fossilized 

class prefix *b= + =egi ‘see’.13 

A.9 tongue *minhi 
‘tongue’ 

 

*minco 
‘speech, 

voice’ 

 

*mis-to  
‘sting’ 

 

Andi mits’:i tongue’, 

Avar mats’:; Hunzib 

mɨts; Lak maz; Dargi 

(dial.) mets:, miʒ ~ 
(with metathesis) 

limts:i, lezmi, etc.; 

Tabasaran melz, Lezgi 

mez, Udi muz; 

Khinalug mits’; Abkhaz 

á-bz ‘tongue’, Ubykh 

bźa id.; Circassian bza 

‘language’. A universal 

NC root.14 

Cf. Burushaski *=yú-

mus- ‘tongue’ (cf. Udi 

muz) (SCG 141).15 

*mĕlcị̆ 
‘tongue’ 

802 

Basque (BN, L) mihi ‘tongue’, 

(Z) mĩ́hi,̃ (B-arc) miĩ, mi,̃ (B) 

miiñ, miñ, (AN, R) mi,̃ (B, G) 
min, (G) mii, (Bzt, G) min-gain 

‘tongue’; (AN, BN, L, Z, R) 

mintzo ‘speech, voice’, which 
seems to be a different stem 

from the same root. In most 

Cauc langs the word for 
‘tongue’ also serves as 

‘language, speech’ (SKJa 303); 

(B, G) mizto ‘sting (of bee), 
bite (of snake)’ (*mis-to ‘little 

tongue’) (M 146; MDE XXI 

925; EDB 288). For the Bsq-
Cauc phonetic correspondence 

see a special section of 

Phonology: The Case of 

Basque *minhi ‘tongue’ ~ 

PNC *mĕlcị̆ ‘tongue’, pp. 219-

24.   

A.10 tooth  *horc Lak k:arč:i ~ 

kw:arč:i ‘tooth’;16 

Akhwakh goržo ‘fang, 

canine tooth’, Avar 

gožó ’tooth, fang’, Andi 

guži ‘molar tooth’; 

Hunzib gɔž̃u ‘canine 

tooth, fang’, Tsezi gožu 

*gə[r]ǯwē 
‘fang, canine 

tooth’17 

435 
SKJa 76 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hortz 
‘(incisor) tooth, tooth 

(general)’, (G, AN, R) ortz id., 
(B) ortz ‘set of teeth’; with 

expressive palatal: (L, Z) hortx 

[horč], (L-Ainhoa, R) ortx 
‘tooth’ (EDB 316).18 

Secondarily, other meanings 

such as ‘prong, tine, tooth’ of a 

                                                           
Nakh *la, Proto-Dargi *leħi, and PWC *ŁA- / *ĺA- ‘ear; to listen’. -r- in the Nakh languages and Basque appears 

to be an oblique stem marker: PNakh *la-ri-k,̣ Basque be=la-ṙi (with diminutive suffix *-k ̣in Nakh).  
13 Thanks to G. Starostin for suggesting this etymology. 
14 See NCED, SKJa, or TOB for the complete list of NC forms. 
15 Burushaski *=yu- may be a relic of a class marker; Yasin =yúŋus by labial dissimilation. 
16 Bouda (1949: 7). For at least some Lak speakers all front velars [g, k, k:, k’, x, x:] are labialized, thus it is not 

phonemically distinctive, and not indicated in most transcriptions here.  
17 The resonant in PEC is uncertain: “We must reconstruct some medial liquid, and it is most probably *-l- (this 

conforms with PA[ndian], PTs[ezian], Lak and PL[ezgian] reflexes; however, PD has an unexpected -n- - 

probably due to the influence of PD *kịnč ̣‘gum’” (NCED 436). A PEC cluster *-rǯ- would be more compatible 

with *-rc in Bsq. But see pp. 195-96 about Bsq *-rc in *barc ‘nit’ and *horc ‘tooth’ corresponding to PNC *-lǯ-.  
18 Bsq “distinguishes this word [hortz] from hagin … ‘molar tooth’, and it commonly uses the compound hortz-

haginak … for ‘teeth’. There is no generic word for ‘tooth’, though hortz is sometimes so used …” (EDB 316). 
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‘molar’; Dargi Akusha 

ganži ‘fang, canine’; 

Agul gʷarž ‘prong (of a 

rake)’, etc. 

tool, implement (cf. Agul 

gʷarž), etc. B uses agin ‘tooth’ 
(= ‘molar’ in other dialects) for 

an individual tooth (see A.11: 

*hagin). 
U584: Bsq + Lak 

A.11 tooth  *hagin Khinalug q’ɨni ‘to eat’; 

Chamali, Tindi q’:an- 

‘to eat’, Karata q’:am- 

id., Botlikh q’:am- ‘to 

bite’; Batsbi =aq’- ‘to 

eat’, Chechen =aʔ- ‘to 

eat, gnaw’; Archi 

=eq’:a- ‘to bite’; Bezhta 

=üq- ‘to eat’, Hunzib 

=ũq- id.; Ubykh qʕ’ǝ- 

‘to bite’, etc. 

*HĕmɢĂ 
‘to bite’ 

559 

Basque (B) agin ‘tooth, incisor 

tooth’, (G, AN) ‘molar tooth’, 
(BN, L) hagin ‘molar tooth’, 

(L) hain, (Z) hágin id.; (B) 

aginka egin ‘to bite’. 

Bsq *hagin may represent an 

archaic form of the type 

*HĂɢĕmV, rebuilt in PNC as 
*HĕmɢĂ. See Phonology, pp. 

90-91, for this phenomenon, 

frequent in these etymologies;19 
cf., e.g., Bsq *laṙain ‘threshing 

floor’ ~ PEC *=V̄rŁV ‘to 

thresh’ (Q.18). 

A.12 eye-
tooth, 
fang 

*le-t-

(hagin) 
Dargi Kubachi ule ‘eye’, 

Chiragh ʕule, Akusha, 

Urakhi ħuli id; 

Tabasaran, Agul, Rutul 

ul ‘eye’, Kryz, Budukh 

ʕül, Lezgi wil, Udi pul 

id.; Abkhaz á-la, Abaza 

la, Ubykh bɮa ‘eye’, 

etc.20 

Cf. Burushaski *-́l-ći 

‘eye’, (in comp.) *il-; PY 

*de-s ‘eye’ (SCG 266). 

*ʡwĭlʡi 
‘eye’ 

[oblique base] 

*ʡwĭlʡi-dV- 

250 

 

Basque (G, AN, BN, Sal) 
letagin ‘eye-tooth, canine 

tooth, fang’, (Z) letágĩn, (AN, 

L) litagin, (BN, L) letain, (Bzt) 
litain, (B, AN) latagin; 

reanalyzed as (B, G-Ernani) 

betagin; (see *b=egi ‘eye’); cf. 
(G-Etxarri) matagin. 

Compound with *hagin ‘tooth’, 

A.11.21 See pp. 75-76. 
Cf. the Bsq verb *uler-(tu) ‘to 

understand, comprehend’ 

(V.14; cf. Archi lur ‘eye’, orig. 
plural < *ʔʷil-Vr).22 

A.13 gum(s) 
(mouth flesh) 

*hog[w]i Akhwakh oq’:o ‘throat’; 

Tsezi, Hinukh haqu 

*ɦŏmɢwĭ 
‘mouth, throat’ 

526 

Basque (Bzt) ogi, ‘gum(s), 
mouth flesh’, (Sal) oegi, (BN, 

                                                           
19 “Verbs in PNC usually have a root structure =V(R)CV(R), with = denoting the position of prefixed class 

markers. … There are many cases where we have to reconstruct verbal root structures like *CVRV or *RVCV, 

based on ST and Yenisseian evidence, while in NC their reflexes look like *=VRCV (with a reduction of the 

second vowel, and a regular development -CR- > -RC-)” (SCP 1). Bsq often exhibits the archaic form. 
20 The severely reduced Lak form ya ‘eye’ has an archaic oblique stem i-t:a-, as in it:a-w ‘into eyes’, it:a-lu 

‘under eyes’, and compounds such as it:a-ts’ani ‘eyebrow’ (NCED 250,  364). This i-t:a- corresponds to PNC 

*ʡwĭlʡi + *-dV- (‘eye’ + oblique stem marker), and also (in our analysis here) to Basque *le-t- ‘*eye’. 
21 Usually analyzed as a convoluted chain of (presumed original) *bet-agin (see ‘eye’ [1]) > (assimilated) *det-

agin > (dissimilated) *let-agin (M 257; MDE XX 632; EDB 132). However, the most widespread forms have 

let-, lit-, lat-, while the form with bet- is isolated in the west (B and part of G). Analyzed here as an archaic 

compound of *le-t- ‘eye’ (= PNC *ʡwĭlʡi-dV-) + *hagin ‘tooth’. (See Morphology, p. 72, and 207-08, for the 

analysis of the stem *le-t-.) The calque ‘eye-tooth’ is found in other European languages: e.g., Ger Augenzahn, 

Swed ögontand, Fr dent œillère, Catalan ullal ‘fang, tusk’ (< ull ‘eye’), etc. (Hellquist 1966; REW 6038; FEW 

III 42).  
22 This etymology (see V.14) was suggested by G. Starostin. 
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‘mouth (inside)’; Lak 

uṇq’u-s:urs:u ‘naso-

pharynx’ (s:urs:u ‘neck’); 

Archi hanq’ ‘throat (of 

a person)’; Circassian 

ʡʷǝ ‘mouth’, etc. 

L, Z) hobi, (B, G) oi, (B) ui id. 

(M 133; MDE XXI 967). 

The change of PSC *-mɢw- > 
Bsq -b- (but not in Bzt, Sal) is 

parallel to the change of *-

mχw- > *-b- in Bsq *ɦibai 
‘river’ (see Phonology, pp. 93-

94). Bsq *hobi ‘grave’ (L.4) is 

of distinct origin. 

A.14 cheek *a=huc 

 
Godoberi guts:u-nu 

‘chin’; Hunzib kotso-r 

‘chin’;  Lak k’ats’u 
‘chin’. 

A recessive etymon, 
attested in only three 

Dagestanian languages. 

*kVcṾ  
 ‘chin’ 

701 

Basque (L) ahutz, ahuts 

‘cheek’, (B, G, AN) autzak ‘fat 

cheeks, jowls’, (B, G) autz 
‘gullet’ (M 211). “There is 

considerable interchange 

between ‘jaw’, ‘cheek’ and 
‘chin’, notably in a widespread 

cognate group” (Buck 4.207-

209).23 

A.15 chin *o=koc 

~ 

*o=koć 

 

Rutul, Tsakhur q’ats’ 

‘chin’; Lak q’ats’ ‘bite, 

mouth’. 

Other meanings refer to 

‘bite, piece’: Tsezi 

q’its’i  ‘piece’; Dargi 

q’ats’  ‘bite; (piece of 

bread) > bread’; Lezgi 

q’ats’ ‘notch, nick’, etc. 

*q̇ăcɨ̣̆  

~ *q̇ăcụ̆ 
‘chin, mouth’ 

< ‘bite’ 

907 

Basque (B) okotz ‘chin, snout’, 
(AN) kokots ‘chin, nape’, (BN) 

kokots, kokotz ‘chin’, (L) 

kokots, kokotz ‘chin’, (Z) 
kokots ‘chin’, (R) kokots ‘chin, 

head (intelligence)’, (Bzt) 

kokots ‘nape’ (M 251). Related 

to Bsq *a=kać, *ma=keć 

‘notch, nick’ (L.1, cf. Lezgi 

q’ats’ ‘notch, nick’).24 

A.16 chin *bi=deṙ Chamali ertɬ:w ‘jaw’, 

Gigatl ertɬi, Tindi 

ertɬ:i, Godoberi elutɬ:a 
id.; (PLezgian *ƛ:al >) 

Rutul, Tsakhur ɣal 
‘mouth’. 

Cf. PY *yiĺ- ‘gills’; 

Burushaski *tal ‘palate’ 
(if not from Indic: see 
SCG 75).  

*HƛǝlV 
‘mouth; jaw’ 

589 

Basque (Z) bíder ‘chin’, (BN-
Amikuse) bidar id. Some have 

thought this northeastern word 
to be a phonetic variant of 

*bisaṙ ‘beard’ (A.24), but this 

is impossible phonetically 
(MDE VII 117). Z has bízar 

‘beard’ opposed to bíder ‘chin’. 

My analysis is *bi=rdeṙ 
dissimilated > *bi=deṙ. See 

Phonology, pp. 154-58, 203-

07. 

A.17 nose, face *mośu Chechen, Ingush muts’-
ar ‘snout, muzzle, trunk’; 

Avar móts’:u ‘teat, 

nipple; tip’, Akhwakh 

mits’:o ‘teat, nipple’; 

Lezgi murz ‘blade; 

edge, verge; narrow side 
of an object’, Tabasaran 

*mħǝ̆rcụ̄ 
‘protruding 

part, point, 

edge’ 
811 

Basque (G) musu ‘nose, snout, 
face, lip, kiss, point, tip’, (B) 

mosu ‘kiss (on face); lip’; (with 

suffix) (G) musu-ko ‘muzzle’ 
(Azkue); ‘face, facial, 

pertaining to the lower half of 

the face’ (AW); (BN) mos-ko 
‘beak’, (Z) mǘ̃s-ko id., (Z-arc) 

mus-ko ‘sting’, (B-Oñate) mus-

ki ‘snot, mucus’, (B, G) mus-kil 

                                                           
23 The conjectured derivation from Lat. faucēs ‘throat, narrow channel’ (M 211, note 16) must be rejected. 

Nearby Rom. derivatives mean ‘mouth of river’ or ‘ravine, mountain pass’, etc. (Sp. hoz, Port. foz, etc.: REW 

3225). 
24 Evidence is unclear on whether the final affricate was originally *-c (-tz) or *-ć (-ts). See Phonology, p. 144. 

The form kokotz, kokots may have blended with *kokot ‘nape, neck’ (Z.1), of distinct origin. 
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murz ‘edge, verge’; Lak 

mazu ‘nipple (of 

animal)’; Dargi Chiragh 

muts:e ‘sting’, etc. 

id., (Sal) titi-mus-ko ‘nipple’ 

(MDE XXI 936). 
See Native Basque … or 

Romance? (pp. 235-41). 

A.18 snout, 
muzzle, 
end, edge 

*mutu-ṙ Bezhta, Hunzib motɬ’o  

‘beak’, Inkhokwari 

mạtɬ’u ‘mouth, lip’; 

Batsbi marɬŏ ‘nose’, 

Chechen mara, Ingush 

meraž id.; Avar bet’é-

r ‘head’, Karata butɬ’a  

‘horn’, etc.   

Cf. Burushaski 

*=múltu-r ‘nostril’ 
(SCG 216). 

*wĕnƛṾ 
‘beak, horn, 

head’ 
1041 

 

Basque (c) mutur ‘snout, 

muzzle’, (BN, L) muthur, (Z) 

mǘ̃thür, (B, AN, BN, L) ‘end, 
edge’. Comp.: (c) titi-mutur 

‘nipple’ (M 272, 275; MDE 

XXI 948; EDB 273-77).25  

Phonetic development was 

*murtu-ṙ > *mutuṙ 

(dissimilation); cf. *murtil > 
(*multil) > *mutil ‘boy’ (J.4). 

See Phonology, pp. 154-58,  

203-07. The similar *muśtu-ṙ.is 
of distinct origin (see A.19).  

A.19 snout, 
muzzle, 
end, edge 

*muśtu-ṙ 

~ 

*mucu-ṙ 

Andi maču ‘snot’, 

Chamali maš id.; 

Chechen marš ‘snot’, 

Ingush meraž id.; Agul 

mạš ‘pus’, Tsakhur 

maš, Udi mar id. 

*mHărčwV  
‘pus; mucus, 

snot’ 
816 

Basque (B) mustur ‘snout, 

muzzle’ (Azkue); ‘corner, 
edge, extremity’ (AW); plural 

musturrak also includes ‘lips’ 

(Azkue); (B-Ispaster, Oñate) 
mustar ‘goatee under the lip, 

soul patch’; (B-Markina) 

mustur-kako ‘aquiline nose’ 
(*kako ‘hook), etc. (M 272; 

MDE XXI 948; EDB 277).26 

 

Anatomical terms 2: Hair and skin:  A familiar Bsq word, txamarra ‘(leather) jacket’, which 

has also gained currency in Spanish (zamarra and chamarra), is an expressive palatalized form of 

zamar ‘fleece, tuft of wool’, an old Euskaro-Caucasian word for ‘hair, fur, wool’;27 the PNC cognate 

*cɦ̣wĕme ‘eyebrow’ is a semantic specialization. Rather than resorting to a sporadic prefixing of k-, 

Bsq azal ‘bark, peel, skin’, etc. is separated from a partial synonym, (R) kaxal ‘bark’, (Z) kazál-da 

‘dandruff’, etc.: in this model azal is related to PNC *ʔwǟrćwǝ̆ ‘skin’, and kazal, kaxal to PEC 

*qHǟćwa ‘skin’ (see *kasa-l).   

 

                                                           
25 ? Cf. Span. morro ‘muzzle, snout (of animal); (bulging) lips (of human)’, etc. “de origen incógnito” per Dicc; 

REW (5762) cites Logudorese murru ‘Schnauze, Maul’ and other similar words, all in Iberia or SE France, from 

a hypothetical Latin *murru. 
26 Somewhat similar to the preceding (M 272, 275 and MDE XXI 948 conflate them), but the segment *muśt- 

cannot be reconciled phonetically with *mu(r)t-. The two etyma *muśtuṙ and *mutuṙ, of distinct origins, have 

blended. Cf. also (B) mustratxa ‘washcloth, scrubber’ (like a mustache?), (Bzt) mustratx ‘mustache’ (apparently 

a blend of Bsq *muśt- and French moustache). This is one of the words with *-rc- / *-śt- alternation (see pp. 187, 

199-200). The *mucu-ṙ variant, < *murcu-ṙ, is attested only in (BN, R-Uztárroz) mutzur-keta ‘rooting made by 

snout of a pig’; Bzt and AN-Arakil have instead mutur-ketan ‘hocicando, hozando / fougeant, fouillant’. 
27 Cf. Burushaski *śe[m] ‘wool’; PYeniseian *cǝŋe ‘hair’; PST *chām: Lushai sam ‘hair (of head)’, Garo mik-

sam ‘eyebrow’, Kinnauri tsam ‘wool’, etc. 
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A.20 hair *biɫho Lak p’iħulli ‘feather’; 

Dargi Akusha pạħạla 

‘feather’, Kaitag pahal, 

Kubachi p’uhạl id.; Avar 

ħúli ‘feather’; Chechen 

pēla-g ‘feather’; Abkhaz 

á-bra ‘mane’, Abaza bra 

id., etc.28 

*ṗVħVɫV 
‘feather, mane’ 

879 

Basque (BN) bilho ‘hair, 

mane’, (Z) bílho ‘cheveu’, 

(L, R, Sal, Azk) bilo, (AN) 
billo ‘hair’, (AN-Gulina) 

pilo (M 200; EDB 143). 

Not explicable as a loan 
from Latin pilum, which 

would have become *biru 

or *piru (cf. Bsq biru, 
p(h)iru ‘thread’ < filu-, 

goru ‘distaff’ < colu-: M 

264, 312); see discussion in 
MDE (VII 129).29 

A.21 hair, wool *uɫhe Rutul arχˁ ‘spring wool’, 

Tsakhur arχˁ ‘autumn 

wool’; Chechen ēχ-ang (< 

*ʔāχ-ni-ḳ) ‘woollen thread, 

yarn’, Ingush äχ-ing, 

Batsbi ayχ-nĭ id. 

*ʡālχV 
‘wool’ 

242 

Basque (Z) ílhe ‘wool, 

fleece’, (BN-Aldude, Bzt, 
Sal) ille ‘hair, wool’, (AN) 

ile, (AN-Elkano) elle, (Azk) 

eile id., (G) ille ‘hair’, (B-
arc) hule (16th c.), (A) 

{vlea, illea}, (B) ule, ulle, 

uille ‘hair’ (M 70, 73; MDE 
XV 908; EDB 222).30 

A.22 hair, fiber *čoṙu Lak č’ara ‘hair’; Tsakhur 

č’ạr ‘hair’, Lezgi, Agul 

č’ar id.; Khinalug č’ar  

id.; Hunzib č’ur ‘women’s 

hair’; Andi č’ur 

‘horsehair’; Chechen sāra 

‘long switch, long branch; 

wire’, etc.  

*ćħ̣wə̄rə 
‘hair, switch, 

long branch’ 

378 

Basque (B) txorru ‘root (of 

hair, whisker)’; (R-

Uztárroz) txorroi ‘wad or 
tuft of flax’, (BN, L) 

xorroin ‘handful of flax 

prepared for carding’, (L) 
xorroi, (BN) xorro; also in 

literature as xurroin, 

txorrai, txorroe, xerru 
(OEH). For Bsq *č = PEC 

*ć,̣ see pp. 149-50.  

A.23 wool, 
fleece, 
sheepskin 

*sama-ṙ Kryz ʕül-ts’äm 
‘eyebrow’, Tabasaran ul-

č’vim, ul-č’vam, Lezgi r-

ts’am, Rutul uli-zen id; 

Lak it:a-ts’ani ‘eyebrow’; 

Chechen ts’o-ts’q’am 

‘eyebrow’, Ingush ts’a-

ts’q’am id. Cf. 

Burushaski *śe[m] ‘wool’; 

PY *cǝŋe ‘hair’; PST 

*chām (with all the above 

*cɦ̣wĕme 
‘eyebrow’  

364 

Basque (AN, BN, Sal, Bzt) 
zamar ‘fleece, mass of wool 

shorn from a single sheep’, 

(Sal, Bzt, R) zamar = Sp. 
zamarra (‘animal hide used 

as raincoat’), (Z) zã́mãr id., 

‘long hair of animal; a kind 
of yellow grass’,32 etc.; with 

expressive palatal: (BN, L) 

xamar ‘blouse’, (B, G, Sal, 
R) txamar(ra) ‘apron worn 

by reapers’, etc. Vasconic is 

the source of Span. zamarra 
and chamarra (not vice 

                                                           
28 Cf. Burushaski *phol-ɣuy ̣‘feather’ (compound with *ɣuy ̣‘hair’; SCG 166). 
29 Trask (HB 285, following Michelena) suggests a different Lat. source: villu-s ‘hairlike projection’, or a cross 

of villu- and pilu-. Trask (1999a: 74) again cites the idea that *biɫho comes from a cross of Lat. pilum ‘single 

hair’ and villum ‘tuft of hair’, adding “don't know if this is right or not.”  The Bsq aspirated cluster -ɫh- is also 

significant: cf. the laryngeal in NCauc, with metathesis: *ṗVħVɫV ~ *ṗVɫħV = Bsq *biɫho (see pp. 201-03).   
30 Per Azkue the meaning ‘wool’ is eastern, but Michelena (M 73) indicates “Vizc. ule, ulle ‘cabello, pelo, lana’.” 
32 ‘Herbe jaunie dont on rembourre les matelas ... longs poils d’une bête de somme mal soignée’ (Larrasquet). 
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Notes 

meanings attested: see SCG 

27).31  

versa, as EDB 368 would 

have it).33  

A.24 beard *bisa-ṙ Khwarshi biša-nde 

‘beard’, Hunzib bilaž-ba 

id., Bezhta bizal-ba 

‘moustache’;34 Tindi 

miža-tu ‘beard’; 

Tabasaran muǯ-ri, Agul 

muž-ur ‘beard’; Khinalug 

mič:-äš ‘beard’, etc. 35 

*bilʒ́V 
‘beard’ 

303 

Basque (c) bizar ‘beard’, 

(Z) bízar, (AN-Olza) bizer 

id. With the frequent 

fossilized plural ending *-ṙ 

(see pp. 76-78), and 

analogous in form to Agul 

muž-ur ‘beard’. With 

expressive palatal: (Z) bíxar 

‘goatee’. For the theory of 

Sp. bizarro ‘brave’, etc. < 

Bsq bizar, cf. REW 1141; 

MDE VII 146; HB 416. 

A.25 skin, 
leather 

*laṙu Avar tɬ’:er ‘color’ (< 

*’skin’), Akhwakh tɬ’:eri, 

Karata tɬ’:ere id.; Dargi 

ɣuli ~ guli ‘skin, 

sheepskin, hide’; Agul gal 
‘bark, shell’, Tabasaran 

ɣal, Udi qˤol id.; Adyge, 

Kabardian, Ubykh ɮa- ‘to 

paint’ (< *’color’ < *’skin’), 

etc.36  

*Łŏli 
‘skin, color’37 

789  

Basque (c) larru ‘skin 
(human); skin (of animal), 

hide, leather, pelt’, (Z) 

lárrü, (with dissimilation) 
(B) narru id (M 324; MDE 

XIX 317; EDB 262).  

For ‘skin’ ~ ‘color’, cf. Gk. 

χρώς, χρῶμα ‘skin, 

complexion, color’ (Buck 

4.12, 15.61), and the next 
set. 

Orig 134; BK 86: Bsq + 

Avar 

A.26 skin, bark *asa-l Kryz, Budukh ʕič ‘skin, 

hide (of cattle)’, Kryz ʕuč 

‘color’; Ubykh tsʷa ‘skin’, 

Abkhaz a-čvá ‘skin, bark’, 

Abaza čʷa id., Adyge ša 

‘skin; exterior, color’, 

Kabardian fa id.; Avar ačú 

*ʔwǟrćwǝ̆ 
‘skin > color’ 

228 

Basque (B, G, AN, BN) 

azal ‘skin, bark’, (Z) ázal 

‘rind’, áxal ‘skin, bark, 
peel’, (B) asal ‘peel (of 

fruit)’, etc. *asal (azal) is 

original and *ašal (axal) 
the expressive form, with 

various meanings in 

dialects. Harriet (18th c.) 
distinguished (L) açala 

                                                           
31 E.g. Lushai sam ‘hair (of head)’, Garo mik-sam ‘eyebrow’, Limbu mik-sāŋ ‘eyelashes’, Kinnauri tsam ‘wool’. 

The formation of the Lezgian and Lak words (< PEC *ʡwĭlʡi-cɦ̣wĕme ‘eye hair’) is analogous to that of Garo 

mik-sam (though with different words for ‘eye’); Nakh words come from PEC *cị̆lV-cɦ̣wĕme, where *cị̆lV = 

‘eyelash’. The Bsq meanings are archaic, like Burushaski *śe[m] ‘wool’, Kinnauri tsam ‘wool’. 
33 Dicc agrees that chamarra < zamarra is from Bsq. 
34 Bezhta & Hunzib forms < PTsezian *biša-l-, with -l- suffix, metathesized in Hunzib bilaž-ba. 
35 In some NCauc langs: *bilʒ́V > *binʒ́- > *miʒ́- > *muʒ́-, etc. In NCauc this has contaminated with another 

root *mēcụri ‘beard, long hair’. Cf. Burushaski *biś-ké ‘hair, fur’ (SCG 14). 
36 With regular developments of the tense lateral fricative *Ł (see NCED 52-3, 118, 131). 
37 The gloss in NCED is ‘colour; to paint’, but obviously the oldest meaning is ‘skin’, preserved in the East 

(Dargi; ‘bark, shell’ in Lezgian), and ‘color’, and finally the verb ‘paint’, are innovations in the West (Av-And., 

WC).   
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

‘anger’, Chamali eši 
‘worry, anxiety’, etc.38  

‘écorce [bark]’ from achala 

‘croute [rind]’ (M 182).39  

For (R) kaxal ‘bark’, see 
*kasa-l (C.46), a separate 

etymon. 

A.27 pimple *čingo-ṙ 

*čingo-

la 

Avar ts’:inkír ‘wart’, 

Andi ts’:akara ‘boil, 
furuncle’; Inkhokwari 

tsek’wa ‘pimple’, Hinukh 

tsek’wa ‘abscess’, Tsezi 

tsak’wa id.; Abkhaz a-

k’ants’ǝts’ǝ́ra ‘wart’, 

Abaza ts’ǝnḱ̉ra id. 

*cṾnVkĕ 
‘wart’ 

369 

Basque (B-Gatika, 
Txorierri) txingor ‘small 

pimples (on skin)’, (Z) 

txingola ‘shingles (zona, 
herpes zoster)’, (BN, Z) 

xingola ‘impetigo, skin 

eruption in teething 
children’.40 The Bsq word 

is probably from *singo- 

with expressive palatal. 
Expressive and irregular 

changes are characteristic 

of the NC words also.41 

A.28 membrane *pinc 

 
 

Agul pints’  ‘feather’, 

bits’bits’ ‘eyelash’, Agul 

Burshag pints’  ‘eyelash’, 

Tabasaran pispis, 

Tabasaran Khiv 

mits’mits’  id., (with 

metathesis) Agul Fite 

ts’ip’ts’ip, Lezgi Khliut 

č’ep’č’ep’-ay, Kryz 

ts’äp’ ~ ts’äp ‘eyelash’. 

Proto-Lezgian 
*pinc ̣̫  
‘eyelash; 

feather’ 
365 

SKJa 95 

Basque (BN, L, Z) phintz 
‘ampulla (sac) in skin’, 

(BN) ‘egg (laid without 

shell)’, (B, G, AN, Sal, R) 
mintz ‘dermis (inner layer 

of skin), membrane 

(covering egg, nut, bone)’, 

(BN) phintz id., (R) mintzi 

id., (AN) mintz ‘husk’, etc.; 

mintza ‘hymen’; ‘cartilage’ 
in (G) sudur-pintz ‘nasal 

cartilage’, (L) sudur-phintz, 

(G, BN) sudur-mintz, (B) 
sur-mintz, (B-Gernika) 

sudu-mintz id. (MDE XXI: 
927; EDB 290).42 

 

Anatomical terms 3: Neck and torso:  A rather surprising comparison is that of Bsq eztarri 

‘throat’ and PNC *swĔri ‘throat, neck’, featuring an infrequent and little understood correspondence 

of Bsq *-st- and PNC tense *s (see Phonology, p. 138). A new solution is proposed for Bsq golko 

‘breast, bosom, space between shirt and chest’: cf. Archi χʕurχʕu ‘belly, stomach’, Lak qaṛqa-la ‘third 

stomach’, etc., as preferable to the traditional derivation from Greek κόλπος.  

  

                                                           
38 Some EC words show the strange semantic change of ‘skin’ > ‘surface, exterior, color’ > (*change of color) > 

‘anger, anxiety’. 
39 The Bsq word has a common body-part suffix *-l: cf. *śabe-l ‘belly, *maga-l ‘lap’, *nega-l ‘skin rash’. 
40 The words ending in -ola may have been influenced by (or borrowed from) Romance derivatives of Lat. 

cingula, cingulu ‘girth, belt’: cf. Prov singla, Fr sangle, etc. > Eng shingles (REW 1926); but (B) txingor, at 

least, cannot be of this origin.  
41 “An expressive root; not very widely spread (within EC present only in Av.-And.-Tsez.) and liable to irregular 

changes” (NCED). 
42 Exhibiting stages of the change *pinc > (*binc) > minc. For ‘hair ~ fur ~ membrane’, cf. Czech blana 

‘membrane, fine fur’, etc. (Buck 6.28); Lezgi ts’akul ‘feather, down’ ~ Chechen ts’ōka ‘skin’, etc. (NCED 1091). 
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A.29 neck *śama Avar š:omé-li ‘edge, 

end’; Archi muš:u-r 
‘spine, backbone’. 
A recessive etymon with 

reflexes in only two 

languages. 

*šVmV  

~ *mVšV 
‘spine; edge’ 

987 

Basque (B) sama ‘neck, throat’, 

sama-ko min ‘angina’, sama-ste 
‘gullet’ (‘beginning of the 

neck’), sama-zulo ‘gullet’ 

(‘neck hole’), etc. (EDB 336).43  
 

A.30 throat  *sirsu-  

~  

*sincu-ṙ 

~ *sinsi-l 

Dargi Tsudakhar s:urs: 

‘gullet’, Akusha surs 

‘throat’, Chiragh s:us: 

‘neck’; Godoberi čors:a 

‘gullet’; Inkhokwari zɨze 

‘inside of mouth’; Lak 

čars:a ‘necklace’ (Lak 

s:urs:u ‘neck’ < Dargi). 

*ćwĭrsV  
‘gullet’ 

337 

Basque (B, G, AN, BN, L) 

zintzur ‘throat’, (Z) züntzür, (R) 

tzuntzur, (with expressive 

palatal) txuntxur id. (M 79; 

EDB 376); (AN, Z-Maule) 

zurzuil ‘nape’, (Bzt) zurzulo id., 

(Bzt) zinzil ‘mucus’, etc. 

*sirsu-ṙ was dissimilated to 

zin(t)zur; *sirsu-lo > zurzulo, 

with rounding assimilation; or 

haplologic < *sirsu-suɫɦo 

‘throat-tube’ (see *suɫɦo: I.12). 

A.31 throat  *kor-ka 

~ *kokoṙ 
Akhwakh, Karata k’oro 
‘crop, craw’, Tindi 

k’oru id.,  Khwarshi 

q’ur-na ‘throat’, etc. 

*ḳwVrV 
‘craw, crop’ 

740 

Basque (BN, L, R) kokor 
‘throat’, (B) korka-mizta 

‘gullet’; cf. (B) kokorro-tu ‘to 

stuff oneself, gorge oneself’. 

A.32 throat  *e=staṙi Lezgi sur-lump’ 

‘throat’, Agul s:ür 

‘gullet’, Tsakhur śur-
tuli id.; (with metathesis) 

Hunzib rɨs ‘throat’, 

Bezhta yis id.; Andi 

res:i ‘throat’, Avar 

rís:-k’i ‘gullet’; (with 
fossilized class prefix 

*pǝ=) Circassian p(=)śa 

‘neck’. 

*swĔri 

~ *riswĔ   
‘throat, neck’ 

953 

Basque (B, G, AN, R) eztarri 

‘throat’, (AN, BN, R) iztarri, 
(Z) ixtárri, ixtárre, (AN-Olza) 

estarri, (B-Bergara, Salinas) 

istarri id. (MDE XII 826). 
A rare case of Bsq *-st- 

corresponding to PNC tense *s 

(see Phonology, p. 138). 

A.33 windpipe *gonga-ṙ Bagwali q’:unq’:u 
‘gullet’, Tindi 

q’:wanq’:wa-la id.; 

Chechen q’amq’a-rg 

‘throat, larynx’, etc. 

*ɢwVnɢwV 
 ‘throat, larynx’ 

473 

Basque (Bzt) gongar 

‘windpipe, trachea’, (B, G) 

gangar ‘throat, esophagus’ 
(MDE XIII 296, XIV 687). 

Probably vowel assimilation 

(umlaut) in B, G. 

A.34 uvula, 
gland 

*tintV Bezhta t’ot’i-lo 

‘pimple’; Avar t’ont’-ró 

‘freckles’; Chechen 

*tẹ̄mtṾ 
‘freckle, spot’ 

998 

Basque (BN) tintola ‘uvula’, 

(BN-Hazparren) ttinttila 

‘dangling thing, acorn, ribbon’, 
etc., (L-Ainhoa, R) tintilla 

                                                           
43 Metonymy of ‘back, spine ~ nape ~ neck, throat’ is common: cf. Avest. grīvā- ‘back, neck, head’ (Buck 4.28). 

This Bsq-NCauc comparison was suggested by P. Hrubiš. Most other Bsq dialects have *lepo for the meaning 

‘neck’. Azkue remarks that the Gipuzkoan writer Joan Antonio Mogel (Moguel, 18th c.) used this word. 
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Notes 

t’ēda ‘freckle, spot’; 

Lak t’ant’a ‘freckle’; 

Lezgi t’wet’w-el 

‘freckle’, Rutul t’it’ 
‘wart, nipple’, etc. 

‘glands (hanging from a goat); 

earring’. Note the similar 

suffixes: Cauc -lo, -ró, -el ~ 
Bsq -la (see pp. 57-58). 

A.35 nape *-koce Hunzib k’ots’u ‘back of 

the head’; Agul k’ats’ 

‘vertebra’; Tsakhur 

kɨts’a ‘upper part of 

shin’; Khinalug kɨz 

‘thigh, hip’. 

[? Chechen k’es ‘nape’ 

(SKJa 75), not in NCED.] 

*kŏcẹ 

~ *kŏcạ 
‘a kind of bone’ 

698 

Basque (Z) gár-khotx ‘nape, 

back of neck’ (Larrasquet), (Z) 

gar-kotze, gar-kotz, (BN) kar-
kotxi ‘nape’, (L) gar-khotxa-

xilo, (with haplology BN) gar-

kho-xilo ‘pit of the neck’ 
(*sulɦo ‘hole, tube’,I.12; MDE 

XIII: 319; EDB 199). Bsq 

*koce is a good semantic and 
phonetic match with Hunzib 

k’ots’u.44  

A.36 nape *-kola Tindi χolu ‘back of the 

head, occiput’; Tsakhur 

χʕow ‘collar’, Lezgi 

χʕew id.; Dargi Akusha 

qạb ‘neck’, Chiragh 

qʕwab id., etc. 

*qHwŏɫV 
‘neck, collar’ 

894 

Basque (BN-Amikuse, Garazi) 

gar-kola ‘nape’, (BN) gar-
khora id. (MDE XIII 318; EDB 

199). Comp. with *gar- ‘head’ 

(A.3). The forms seem to 
represent two stages of the 

sound change *-l- > -r-; but 

probably -l- was retained in one 

of the forms as dissimilation 

from the rhotic in *gar-.45  

A.37 body *lohi Avar ɬor ‘bosom’; 

Hinukh ɬili ‘bosom’, 

Hunzib rara id.; Lak xu 

‘bosom, cut (of dress), 

collar’; Dargi xa-n-tsara 
‘bosom’; Chechen, 

Ingush, Batsbi χa ‘side 

(of body), hip’; Archi ɬot 

‘embrace’, Rutul xɨli 
‘armpit, armful’. 

*xwōlɦV 
‘bosom’ 

1065 

Basque (Z-arc, L-arc) lohi 
‘body’, used by Basque authors 

Oihenart, Etcheberri & 

Pouvreau (17th c.), Haraneder 
(18th c.), and Duvoisin (19th c.). 

Michelena (M 323, OEH) 

seems to lump this word 
together with *lohi ‘mud’ 

(D.19), which is regarded here 

as a separate etymon 
(homonym).46 

A.38 body 
(upper), 

shoulder 

*śoin Tsakhur ts’om ‘shin-

bone’,  Lezgi, Rutul 

ts’um id., Archi 

ts’am-mul ‘ankle’; 

Bezhta õts 

‘knucklebone’; Tindi 

hints:i ‘groin (of 

animal)’; Chechen nosta 

*Hcẉēynǝ̆  

~ 

*Hcẉēymǝ̆ 
‘leg bone’ 

555 

Basque (AN, BN, L) soin 
‘shoulder (general); midsection 

(of pork)’, (B, G) soin 

‘shoulder; garment’, (Z) suñ 
‘shoulder; body (surface)’, suñ-

ẽko ‘garment’, (B, G, AN, BN, 

R) soin-buru ‘upper back’ 
(*buru ‘head’), etc.47 The 

archaic stem variant is *śor-: 

                                                           
44 Bsq *k- would normally correspond to PEC *ḳ, thus there has probably been metathesis of glottalization 

(*ḳŏce: see pp. 201-03) or assimilation (*ḳŏcẹ) as in Hunzib and Agul.    
45 The supposed derivation from Span. cola ‘tail’ (EDB 199; cf. REW 1774) is not accepted here. 
46 The Bsq word would derive from a metathesis (see pp. 201-03) of the PEC word, such as *lɦōxwV > *lohi. 

The semantic link (‘body’ ~ ‘bosom’) is rather tenuous.  
47 For semantic range, cf. the IE etymology with  Irish coss ‘foot, leg’ ~ Latin coxa ‘hip’ ~ Old Indic kákṣa 

‘armpit’ > Bengali kã̄kh ‘armpit; flank, hip, waist’, etc. (Buck 4.35, T 2588). 
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‘leg (from foot to knee)’, 

etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *=śáŋ 

‘limbs, body parts’ (SCG 
66). 

see *śor-ba[r]da, sorbalda 

‘shoulder’ (A.65), and pp. 72-
76 for the origins of stem 

variants. 

A.39 back *bi=ska- Abkhaz *zǝkʷa ‘back 

(with shoulder blades)’.48 

Cf. Burushaski *=sqa 

‘on one’s back’; PY 

*suga / *ʔuska ‘back 

(adv.), backwards’, Ket 

śuk-kɔĺ ‘back of head’ 
(TOB). 

PWC 

*zǝkʷa 
‘back’ 

TOB 

Č 74, 118, 200 

 

Basque (c) bizkar ‘back (of 

body)’, also geographical: 
‘crest, peak, high plain’; “bizkai 

‘lugar elevado y montañoso’” 

(MDE VII 148). “Commonly 
thought to be the source of the 

province name Bizkaia” (EDB 

146).49 
BS 49: Abkhaz + Bsq 

A.40 breast, 
chest 

*buɫha-ṙ Lak q:war ~ q:ar  

‘udder’, Khosrekh q:wal 

id.;50 Avar ʁwári 

‘udder’, Karata ʁori, 

Andi ʁaʔa id., Chamali 

ʁwar ‘pimple’, Tindi 

ʁwaʁwara id.;  Hunzib 

ʁeru ‘breast, udder’, 

Bezhta ʁeyo id., Tsezi 

ħiro ‘shoulder’, etc.  

*ɢwălɦē 
‘udder, breast’ 

465 

 

Basque (BN, L) bulhar, (Z) 

búlhar, (B, G, AN) bular, (R) 

búrar, búdar. Generally ‘chest’, 
but the sense of ‘female breast’ 

is evident in compounds such 

as bular-anaia ‘boys raised 
together, milk brothers’, bular-

esne ‘mother’s milk’ (AW), etc. 
(M 315; MDE VII: 178; EDB 

148). An instance of the change 

of PSC *ɢw > Bsq *b (in high 

vowel environments: see 

Phonology, pp. 93-94).  

A.41 bosom *kolko  

~ *golko 
Lak qaṛqa-la ‘third 

stomach’; Archi χʕurχʕu 

‘belly, stomach’, Lezgi 

qurq ‘inner membrane 

of stomach’; Dargi 

Akusha: q:iq:a ̣

‘stomach’.51 
A recessive etymon, 

attested in only four EC 

languages. 

*qHwilqwV 
‘part of 
stomach’ 

894 

Basque (B, G, Sal, Bzt) kolko 

‘breast, (front of) chest, bosom, 
space between shirt and chest’, 

(Z) khólko, (BN, L) golkho, 

golko, (R) golgo; (L) also golko 
‘gulf, bay’ (M 354; MDE XIV 

684; EDB 208).52 

For the semantic change 
‘stomach’ ~ ‘breast’ cf. Irish 

brú ‘belly, womb’ ~ bruinne 

‘breast’ (Buck 4.40). 

                                                           
48 Čirikba analyzes this as a derivative of PWC *kwa ‘back’ (Č 74, 118, 200). 
49 The Bsq word includes a fossilized class prefix *bi= (see Morphology, pp. 58-71). 
50 “[Lak dialect] Khosr[ekh] q:ʷal ‘udder’ indicat[es] that -r in literary Lak. is secondary (either under influence 

of words like quru ‘brisket’, qara-lu ‘on the shoulder’ or under Avar influence” (NCED). 
51 The symbols /a/̣ and /χʕ/ denote pharyngealized vowel (NCED /aI/) and uvular fricative (NCED /χI/), thus the 

PEC reconstruction *qHwilqwV.   
52 The commonly supposed derivation from Greek kólpos (or Late Lat. colpus ‘gulf’) seems unlikely, in this 

analysis, for phonetic and semantic reasons. However these may have blended with (L) golko, as in Bizkaiko 

Golkoa ‘Bay of Biscay’. The Romance words (Ital., Span. golfo, etc.) all mean only ‘gulf’ or ‘bay’ 

(geographical), and none mean ‘breast, bosom’, while the geographical meaning ‘gulf’ is restricted in Bsq to (L) 

golko (per Azkue). 
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A.42 breast, 
teat 

*ug-ac Lezgi re=ʁü ‘udder’,53 

Tabasaran χʕaw, Rutul 

χʕɨw, Tsakhur χʕu, Kryz 

ħäwi, Budukh ħawi, 

Udi χʕo id.; Tsezi 

meʁu, Hinukh ʁomo 

id.; Dargi Akusha 

burħe, Urakhi burħa, 

Tsudakhar burħi, 

Chiragh burʕa id. 

Metathesis in Lezgian and 

Hinukh. 

*wHenχe 

~ *wHenχa 
‘udder’ 

1047 

 

Basque (B, L, BN?) ugatz 

‘(female) breast, teat’, (B, G) 

‘mother’s milk’. In compounds 
(B, G, AN) ugaz-aita, ugaz-

ama, ugaz-[s]eme, ugaz-alaba 

‘step-father, -mother, -son, -
daughter’; in Z with metathesis 

of vowels: egüz-áita, egüz-ã́mã, 

egüts-[s]éme, egüz-alhába, 
etc.; (B, G) ugazaba ‘boss, 

master’ (M 83, 289; EDB 

354).54 The suffix *-ac (-atz) is 
infrequent (cf. Bsq *ard-ac 

‘axle’, Q.45).  

A.43 lap, flank *maga-l Avar bak’ʷá-li 
‘stomach’, Akhwakh 

bak’ʷa-li id., Karata, 

Bagwali bak’ʷa-l 

‘belly’, Andi bak’ʷo-
lu-las:i ‘spleen’; Abkhaz 

á-mgʷa ‘belly’, Abaza 

mgʷa, Ubykh nǝk’ʷǝ́ 

id. (SCG 18). 

*bVnkẉĂ 
‘belly, stomach’ 

 

318 

Basque magal (B, G, R) ‘lap’, 

(B, G) ‘flank (of meat)’, (B) 
‘border of garment; protection’, 

(R, Sal) ‘wing’, etc. (MDE XX 

652: EDB 162). Note similar *-
l- suffix in Bsq, Avar, and 

Andian. Magal with the 

meaning ‘wing’ may instead be 
a prefixed development of 

*e=gal ‘wing’ (A.62). EDB 

derives ‘lap’, etc. from ‘wing’. 

A.44 buttocks   *moko-ṙ Hinukh moqo-li ‘back’, 

Hunzib mɨqǝ-r, Bezhta 

miqā id.; Avar moq’: 

‘spine’; Lak muq’a-w 

‘on the back’; Dargi 

Akusha muq’  ‘back’; 

Chechen buq’ ‘back’; 

Abkhaz á-baʕʷ ‘bone’, 

etc. 

*bŏnq̇ō  
‘back’ 

310 

A western Bsq word (B, G) 

mokor ‘buttocks, backside’. 

Not to be confused with other 
words with similar shape but 

distinct origins (MDE XXI 

933), e.g. *moku-ṙ ‘tree trunk, 
log’ (C.42). 

With the usual change of PSC 

*bVnK- > Bsq *mVk- (see 
Phonology, pp. 132-33 ); note 

the convergent change in some 

NC langs. 

A.45 buttocks 
(2) 

*purdi  

~ 

*e=purdi 

Archi pạrt’i ‘one of the 

large intestines’; 

Inkhokwari put’e-ru 

‘urinary bladder’, Bezhta, 

Hunzib pɨrt’i ‘lung’; cf. 

*pHVrṭwV 
‘some inner 

organ’56 

871 

Basque (Bzt, BN-Aldude) purdi 

‘buttocks, arse’, (AN) epurdi, 

(L) iphurdi, (Z) iphürdi, (A, G, 
Sal, B-Markina, Oñate) ipurdi, 

(B-arc) ipirdi, (B) eperdi, id., 

(Bzt) purdi-konkor ‘tailbone, 

                                                           
53 Lezgi re= is a fossilized class prefix: cf. Bsq *ar= in *ar=han ‘plum’ (P.15), *ar=dano ‘wine’ (P.22), etc. 

(see pp. 58-71). 
54 The Z words have additional meanings: ‘god-(-father)’, also ‘groomsman, maid of honor’, etc. (see Azkue). 

Bsq *ug(a)- = PEC *wHenχa is quite phonetically regular: cf. Bsq *urde ‘pig’ ~ PNC *wHārƛẉǝ id. (N.21), and 

for Bsq *-g- = PNC *-nχ-, cf. Bsq *lega- ‘gravel’ (D.16) ~ PEC *ƛặnχwV ‘cobblestone(s)’ (see Phonology, pp. 

169, 184). 
56 NCED acknowledges this “word strikingly resembles PK[artv.] *pir(s̥1̇)tẉ- ‘lung’” [Geo. pilt’vi, Mgr. pirt’vi, 

Sv. peršwda id. SKJa]. Considering the depth of attestation of the word in NC, Burushaski, and Bsq, it looks like 

a loan from NC > Kartv., but it is possible that some Kartv. forms have been loaned back to NC languages. 

Trombetti (Orig 275) remarked on the similarity of this word to PIE *perd- ‘to fart’ (WP II 49).  
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Batsbi pħaytĭ ‘lung’ 
(SKJa 83).55 

Cf. Burushaski *=phát ̣ 
‘gizzard, stomach (of 
fowl)’ (SCG 160). 

coccyx’, (G) ipurt-zulo ‘anus’, 

ipur-kankar ‘hindquarter (of 
beef)’, etc. (M 367; EDB 227). 

Semantic development 

‘buttock’ < ‘*anus’ < 
‘*intestine’.57 

A.46 groin, 
thigh 

*i=sta- Adyge (Bzhadygh) śwt:ə 
‘genitals; sex-organs, 

arse’, Kabardian ftə id. 

(Kuipers 1963: 87; Č 

137). 

Cf. Burushaski *=́sṭ-̣iŋ 

‘loins, waist, kidney 

area’: (N, Y) = ́sṭ ̣iŋ, (H) 
= ́sc̣ịŋ (TOB).58 

PCircassian  

*sʷt:ǝ́ 
‘genitals’ 

Basque (B-arc) iztegi ‘groin’, 

(B) iztei, iztai id., (B, G) iztar 
‘thigh’, (B, L, Sal) izter, (Z) 

íxter id., (Sal, BN-Amikuse) 

izta-zain ‘hamstring, back of 

knee’, (Z) ixte-záñ, (R) izta-zaĩ, 

(AN) izta-tu id. (M 338; EDB 

237). An interesting 
comparison, with limited NC 

attestation, but probably 

archaic. 

A.47 tail *busta-n Tsakhur bɨṭ / bɨṭ:e- 

‘tail’. If this Bsq-NC 

comparison is correct, it 

would imply an extremely 
recessive etymon 

preserved in only one NC 

language.59 

[*bHuʒV ~ 

*bHōʒV] 
PLezg  

*p:oIc:̣- 
‘tail’60 

TOB 

Basque (c) buztan ‘tail’, (B, G) 
also ‘penis’, (A) {vuztayña} 

‘(the) tail’, {buçtaña} ‘(the) tail 

of an animal’, (Bzt) puztan, (Z) 
bǘztan id. (M 141; MDE VII 

201; EDB 150). Michelena 

thought the A forms were 
expressive.61 

 

Anatomical terms 4: Internal organs and sex organs:  The difficult Bsq word giltzurrin 

‘kidney’, which is attested with at least 29 local variants (see OEH: giltzurrin) is analyzed as an old 

compound *gult-suṙin, whose components have the NC cognates *kwɨltṾ ‘internal organ (kidney, 

bladder, stomach)’ and *ʒwĕre ‘urine’, respectively. The Bsq words motz ‘cunnus, female genitals’, 

motzak ‘male genitals’, is compared with NC words such as Bezhta müč’ ‘women’s hair, plait’; a 

remote cognate (Burushaski *=múś-ki ‘pubic hair’) provides a semantic link, and there are 

                                                           
55 “In PN[akh] and Avar, -r- [in -rT- clusters] either disappears or is preserved” (NCED 64). 
57 For semantic typology cf. OInd gudá- ‘intestine, bowels, anus’ > Pali guda ‘anus’, Sindhi g̠uī ‘anus, posterior’, 

etc. (T 4194). 
58 Bur -iŋ is a common plural suffix. The notation = indicates that a pronominal prefix is required (e.g. [N] á=sṭịŋ 

‘my loins’, gó=sṭịŋ ‘thy loins’, etc.  
59 The meaning ‘tail’ is denoted in NC by several other roots, of which the most widespread in EC is *mēʁV̆ ‘tail’ 

in Nakh, Avar, Andian, Tsezian, Lak and Dargi (NCED 801); but *q̇wĀcẶ / *cẶq̇wĀ in WC and Khinalug 

(NCED 934), and various others (see SKJa 101; NCED 529, 739).  
60 S.A. Starostin reconstructed the immediate predecessor of Tsakhur bɨṭ ‘tail’ as Proto-Lezgian *p:oIc:̣-, in 

which a pharyngealized vowel /oI/ (= /o/̣) is surrounded by two tense obstruents, /p:/ and /c:̣/. This PL *p:oIc:̣- is 

derivable in turn from PNC *bHuʒV or *bHōʒV, a perfect phonological match to Bsq *busta-n (see Phonology, 

pp. 104, 132, 139, 146).     
61 Schuchardt (1912) compared Bsq buztan with Albanian bisht ‘tail’. If valid, this would represent a trace of an 

extinct Vasconic language in the Balkans that contributed a few words to Albanian (see also Bsq *sinaguṙi ‘ant’). 

Cf. also Indo-Iranian (substratal) *pusća- ‘tail’ > OI púccha-, Late Avestan pusa- id. (Lubotsky 2001). 
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typological parallels to the semantic chain ‘sex organ’ ~ ‘pubic hair’ ~ ‘(women’s) hair, beard’ in the 

Baltic languages (see footnote to the etymology). 

 

 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

A.48 heart *bi=hoc Dargi k’ats’ ‘spleen’; 

Circassian k’wats’  

‘entrails, intestines’; 

(with metathesis) Tindi 

ts:ik:wa ‘small 

intestine’, etc. 

*kẉĭcẸ̆  

~ *cị̆kẉĔ 
‘internal organ’ 

735 

Basque (BN, L, Z) bihotz 
‘heart; pith (of plants)’, 

(Bzt, R-Uztárroz) bigotz, 

(B, G, AN, R) biotz id. Cf. 
the Aquitanian name 

BIHOXUS (MDE VII 133; 

EDB 143).1 

A.49 liver,  
back 
part 

*gibe-l 

~ *bige-l 
Rutul, Kryz beg 

‘side’, Archi bakw, 

Agul bagw, Lezgi 

p:agw id., Tabasaran 

baga-x ‘near’; Tindi 

beǵa-l ~ beǵa-w 
‘thigh, hip’ (< *bigʷa-

l); Kabardian ǯāba 

‘side’, Adyge č́āpa 

‘mountain slope’ (< 

PWC *k:ap:a). 
 

*gǝ̄bǝ̄ 

~ *bǝ̄gwǝ̄  
‘side’ 

292 

Basque (c) gibel ‘liver’, (B-
arc) {quibel} /kibel/ (RS ~ 

{guibel}) id., also (AN, BN, 

L, Z) ‘back (part, space), 
behind’, (Z) gíbel ‘derrière; 

foie;’2 with metathesis (AN-

Bortziriak) bigel ‘liver’ (M 
241, 260; MDE XIV 658; 

EDB 205; OEH). 

For ‘back ~ hind ~ side’ cf. 
Armenian thikunkh 

‘shoulders, back; hind part, 

side (of building)’, etc. ~ 
OIr tóeb, tóib ‘side’, Welsh, 

Breton tu id. (WP II 614).3  

A.50 stomach *u(=)rda(-)il Agul uray ‘rennet, 

abomasum’, Rutul 

ɣɨrɨɣ id.; (with class 

prefixes) Karata 

m=etɬ’:u  ‘stomach’, 

Andi b=otɬ’:i ‘rennet, 
abomasum’; Tsezi, 

Hinukh b=itɬ ‘rennet, 
abomasum’, Bezhta, 

Hunzib b=etɬ id.; 

Dargi Akusha d=arg, 

b=arg ‘stomach’, etc. 

*=ɨ̄r(a)ŁV 
‘stomach; 
rennet, 

abomasum’ 

670 

Basque (B, G, AN, L) 
urdail ‘stomach’, (B) also 

‘abomasum’, (B, G) 

‘womb’, (Z) urdai 
‘stomach’, urdal-min ‘gall, 

bile’. Starostin reconstructs 

PSC *=ɨ́̄rŁV ‘stomach, 
belly’ (SCG 112). Any 

association with Bsq *urde 

‘pig’ (N.21) must be 
secondary. For Bsq *-rd- = 

PNC *-Ł- see Phonology, 

pp. 154-58.4 

A.51 belly, 
bowels 

*barda Bezhta batɬa ‘large 
intestine’, Hunzib 

bɔtɬɔ id.; Avar batɬ’: 

‘intestine’, Andi 

botɬ’:i ‘large 
intestine’, Karata 

*bɦĕrƛṾ 
‘(large) 

intestine’ 
297 

Basque (AN-Lezaka, Bzt) 

barda ‘belly, abdomen, 
bowels’, (Bzt) barda-ki 

‘tripe’; (BN-Aldude) parda 

‘belly’, (Sal) marda ‘belly, 
stomach’, mard-ika ‘rennet; 

stomach of a ruminant’, (Z) 

                                                           
1 Phonetically possible (Bsq *h = PSC *k) if we posit a deglottalized initial such as PSC *kwĭcẸ̆ (cf. *a=hoc 

‘husk, chaff’ for a similar case). *bi= is a common fossilized class prefix (see pp. 58-71). 
2 The first usage is said by Larrasquet to be a euphemism for ǘzkü ‘arse’ = (c) uzki. 
3 Bouda (BK 120) tried to connect Bsq gibel with Laz (Kartvelian) k’apula ‘back’, but Lafon and Vogt pointed 

out that k’apula is a loanword from Gk (σ)καπουλα ‘back, shoulder’ < Latin scapula. (MDE XIV 658, SKJa 99). 

For ‘back ~ liver’ cf. Burmese khah ‘loins, waist, small of the back’ ~ Chinese 肝 *kān ‘liver’ (ST V 45, §165). 
4 For the fossilized class prefix *u= see pp. 58-71; the suffix -(i)l is frequent in body part terms: cf. Bsq *śabe-l 

‘belly’ (A.52), (AN) zurzu-il ‘nape’ (A.30), etc. (see pp. 57-58); thus the formation is *u=rda-il. 
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 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

batɬ’:e id.; Archi 

babtɬ’w ‘intestine(s)’, 

Udi buq:u-n ‘belly’; 

Chechen bʕara ~ 

baʕar ‘liver sausage’,  

etc.  

Cf. PY *pɨʔɨĺ 
‘intestine(s)’ (SCG 13). 

mã́rda ‘belly, abdomen, 

bowels, stomach; rennet’, 
also ‘rancor, spite’ (cf. the 

frequent change of ‘bile, 

gall’ > ‘anger, malice’); 
(BN, Z) marda-handi 

‘paunchy, potbellied’, (R) 

marda-andi id. (MDE IX 
849). The variant marda is 

secondary by expressive 

nasalization.5 

A.52 belly *śabe-l Bezhta šebo ‘liver’, 

Hunzib šebu, Tsezi 

žubi id.; Avar baʕár-

žo ‘kidney’; Chechen, 

Ingush žim (< *žib) 

‘kidney’; Ubykh ts’wa-

tsá ‘gall’, etc.  

*ǯă[b]V 
‘kidney; gall’6 

1106 

Basque (c) sabel, (Z) sábel 

‘belly’, (B, G) ema-sabel 

‘womb’, (AN, L) sabel-ki 
‘pluck, tripe’, (Z) sabel-iki 

id., sabel-ko ‘colic, 

diarrhea’, etc. With the 
frequent suffix *-l: cf. 

*maga-l ‘lap’, *asa-l ‘skin’. 

A.53 navel7 *sil 

 

(*siHil?) 

? Tabasaran ts’ul 
‘navel’ (the usually 
cited word is χut’(u) < 

PEC *qwɨ̄t ̣i); ? 

Akhwakh ts’uli- 
k’at’i id. (SKJa) (vs. 

usual ts’:un < PEC 

*ʒŏnʔŭ); ? Dargi 

č’ilič’a ‘navel’ 
(Xajdakov 1973: 41; 

the usually cited word 

is zu < PEC *ʒŏnʔŭ). 

(not in NCED) Basque (B, G) ziil ‘navel, 
umbilical cord’, (B) zil, (G, 

AN) txil-ko, (BN, L, Bzt) 

xil-ko, (BN-Amikuse) xil-
khoi, (G) txil-bor, (AN) txil-

bur ‘navel’; (B) zil-bot 

‘abdomen, paunch, (B, G) 
zil-bor, (B-Oñate) txil-bor 

id.; (G-Andoain) zil ‘penis 

(human or animal)’ (M 
296).8  

A.54 bowel, 
gut 

*ɦerce / 

*ɦeśte, 

*ɦalśa-ṙ 

Avar ʕorčo 
‘intestine’, Andi 

ručo-l id; Chechen 

čō ‘belly’, čȫ ‘in, 

inside’, čǖ-r-aš 

‘intestines’, Ingush čē 

*HĂrčV  

~ *rHĂčV  

~ *čĂrHV 
‘stomach, 

abomasum’ 
NCED 339; 

Basque (BN, L) hertze 

‘intestines, guts’, (AN, Bzt) 

ertze, (BN) herze, (L, R, 
Bzt, Sal) erze, (Z, R) érxe, 

(B, G, AN) este id. For the 

Bsq alternation of *-rc-/-śt-, 
see Phonology, pp. 187, 

                                                           
5 (BN) mardika ‘rennet’ is not connected with (R) pantika, (Z) mandika id. (EDB 326), except by blending. 
6 Problematic second consonant, *ǯăwV in NCED, but *b or *p required by other SC cognates. See note in SCG 

196, SCP 77. Also, Bsq initial *ś would be more compatible with PSC *č, *c,̣ *c ̣́ , or *č ̣than with *šd. 

Contamination, assimilation, dissimilation, and/or morphological reanalysis may explain the problems.  
7 This Bsq-NC comparison is highly problematic. When I proposed this comparison (Bengtson 1998b) S.A. 

Starostin offered the following comments: “Dargwa č’ilič’a (found only in Xajdakov … ) is a bad phonetic 

match for the Tab. [c’ul] (the opposite correspondence - Darg. ts’ : Tab. č’, is normal). … Tab. c’ul exists, and, 

as far as I know, has some parallels in Lezghian languages, but none outside … the Tsakhur word ǯil [‘navel’, 

cited by Bouda 1949: 15 and compared with Bsq zil] is a complete mystery to me … there’s the normal Tsakhur 

wuxnen dan [‘navel’ < PEC *ʒŏnʔŭ].”      
8 Several forms exhibit expressive palatalization of the initial /č/, /š/ and the diminutive suffix *-ko. Some other 

Bsq words meaning ‘paunch’ or ‘tallow’ (gilbor, bilgor, bilkor) are unrelated, but apparently have contaminated 

with zilbor, txilbor, etc.   
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 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

‘belly’, ču-r-aš 

‘offal’; Abkhaz á-tsa, 

‘abomasum, rennet’, 

etc. Cf. Burushaski 

*=rić ‘kidney; testicle’ 

(SCG 180). 

SCG 180 199-200. (BN, L) haltsar, 

halsar ‘entrails, viscera’ 

appears to be another 
permutation of this root, 

dissimilated < *ɦerce-ṙ  (M 

364-5; MDE XI 611; OEH).   

A.55 entrails, 
pluck 

*eṙai 
or 

*e=ṙai 

 

Tsezi aχʷa-reku 
‘entrails’, Khwarshi 

aχa-reke-se id. 

(comp. with *ʔaχʷa 

‘belly, stomach’); 

Akhwakh, Botlikh 

reka ‘belly’; (with 

metathesis) Chechen 

kīra, Ingush ker 

‘belly, entrails’, etc.  

*rēkV 

~ *kērV 
‘chest, belly, 

entrails’9 

693 

Basque (c) errai ‘entrails’, 

(G) arrai, (Z) errái, (G, L) 

gibel-arrai, (B, AN, BN, L, 
R) gibel-errai ‘pluck (major 

organs of an animal: heart, 

lungs, liver, spleen)’ (with 
*gibel ‘liver; back part’), 

(B) errai-ki ‘pluck’ (M 145; 

REW 7206, 7210; EDB 
176).10   

A.56.a kidney  
 

*gult(-suṙin) Dargi k’ult’a 

‘stomach, belly’; Rutul, 
Tsakhur, Budukh 

k’ut’-un ‘kidney’, 

Agul gut’-ul, 

Tabasaran gurd-um, 

Lezgi durk’-un id.; 

Chadakolob k’ut’ú-li 

‘kidney’; Bezhta kot’ 
‘(urinary) bladder’, 

Hunzib kõt’ id., etc. 

*kwɨltṾ 
‘internal organ 
(kidney, 

bladder, 

stomach)’ 
711 

Basque (B) kuntzurrun, 
guntzurrun, gultzurrun 

‘kidney’, (G) geltzurrin, 

gultzurdin, gultzurrin, 
gultzurdun, (AN) giltzurdin, 

gultxurrun, (Bzt) gultxurrin, 

(BN) giltzurdin, (L) 

geltzurrin, (Sal) giltzurrin, 

giltzurrun, giltzurdin, (Z) 

gültzürrün, (R) beltzarrun, 
beltxurrin, (R-Uztarroz) 

beltzurrin (M 75; MDE 

XIV: 661; EDB 205; OEH). 
See *suṙin ‘kidney (2)’ and 

footnote.11  

A.56.b kidney  *(gult-)suṙin Agul, Rutul zur 

‘urine’, Tabasaran 

ǯ̌ur, Kryz zɨr ~ ʒɨr, 

Budukh zire, Archi 

tsor, Lezgi ts:war, 

Tsakhur zey id.; (with 

metathesis) Dargi 

Akusha dats:i ‘urine’ 
(< *rĕʒwe). 

*ʒwĕre  

~ *rĕʒwe 
‘urine’ 

1097 

Basque (B) kuntzurrun, 

guntzurrun, gultzurrun 
‘kidney’, etc.: see ‘kidney 

(1)’.  

In this analysis this is a 
compound of *gult- 

‘internal organ’ + *suṙin 

‘urine’, i.e. ‘urinary organ’. 
 

                                                           
9 NCED cites the proto-form as *kīrV (~ -ē-), meaning that *kērV as well as *kīrV is possible, given the limited 

evidence. The metathetic variant *rēkV is supported by several Andian and Tsezian forms. 
10 The expected second consonant *h (i.e., *eṙahi) disappears in this position. Not related to Bsq errain ‘kidney, 

loin’ (< Lat. *rēn- ‘kidney’ or a Rom. reflex such as Gascon arrégne), though the words have phonetically 

merged in some dialects. 
11 A very interesting word, apparently an old compound. Our analysis finds it is most probably a first element 

*gult- (cognate with PEC *kwɨltṾ ‘internal organ’) + *suṙin (A.56.b), possibly a cognate of PEC *ʒwĕre (~ 

*rĕʒwe) ‘urine’. There are several secondary ‘folk-etymological’ associations with *urdin ‘blue, gray’, *gilc 

‘joint’, and *belc ‘black’ (R.2).    
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 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

A.57 bladder, 
bubble 

*puś- Dargi Akusha puša-ʕ 

‘bubble, bladder’, puš 

‘bellows’, Kaitag puš-
lik’ ‘bladder’, Kharbuk 

puš-larq’, Tsudakhar 

pušü-ʕ id.; Udi 

pụšpụš ‘lungs, liver’; 

Lak purš ‘bellows’; 

Batsbi puš ‘bump, 

lump’, etc. 

*päršwA 

 ~ *pälšwA 
‘bubble, 
bladder; to 

swell’ 

868 

Basque (B) puxika, pusiga, 

puxiga ‘bladder’,12 (AN) 
pisika, pixika ‘boil’ (sore), 

(B, G) pusla, puslo 

‘blisters’, (B) puxilu id., (B) 
puspulu, puspulo, pustilla, 

puxila ‘bubble’, etc. (M 77-

8). Obviously there has 
been blending with reflexes 

of Lat. vĕssīca ‘bladder’ 

(REW 9276) and perhaps 

also with Lat. pustella, 

pustula ‘blister, bubble’ 

(REW 6866-6867): see 
Blending, pp. 214-18. 

A.58 vein, 
nerve,  
root 

*sain Akhwakh s:e ‘sinew, 

muscle’, Chamali s:ē 

~ s:ey id.; Chechen 

sam-g ‘sausage made 

of a large intestine’; 

Dargi Akusha ʕems 

‘muscle’, Tsudakhar 

ʕims id., Kaitag (pl.) 

ʕims-ni ‘muscles’. 

*sēħmV  

 ~ *ħēmsV 
‘muscle, vein; 
intestine’ 

959 

Basque (c) zain ‘vein, 

nerve, root (of hair, of 
plant)’, (G, AN) zaiñ, zañ, 

(Z) zãñ ‘nerve, vein, artery; 

root’, (R) zain id., (B) zan 
‘vein’, (A) çayna ‘(the) 

nerve’ (M 143; EDB 367). 

From *sain, as opposed to 
*sanHi ‘keeper, guardian’ 

(M 143). For semantics cf. 

also Bsq *heṙo ‘root, 
nipple, udder, tentacle’, etc. 

(C.44). 

A.59 sex 
organs 

*pot- Dargi Chiragh put’e 

‘anus’, Akusha put’i 
‘chibouque’(!); 

Chechen, Ingush bud 

‘vulva’; Andi, 

Akhwakh, Tindi, 

Karata, etc. but’a 

‘vulva, vagina’; Tsezi 

bet’i ‘vagina’, Hinukh 

bet’e id.; Agul but’ 

‘penis’, Budukh bit’i 
‘vagina’, etc. 

*pūtị / *būtị 
‘genitals’ 

876 

Basque (B, L) potro 

‘testicle’, (B) potxin, potxor 
‘female genitals’, (Bzt) 

pottoin ‘ovary (of animals)’, 

(G) potra-min ‘hernia’, 
(AN, BN, L, Z) pot ‘kiss’, 

etc.; potorro ‘vulva, cunt’ 
(AW).  EDB (330 ff.) 

derives these and others as 

“probably of Rom[ance] 
origin,” but extremely 

ancient and native words of 

this type are found on every 
continent, and there is no 

reason to think Bsq had to 

acquire them from outside.13 

A.60 sex 
organs 

*kunca Akhwakh k’ač’o 

‘vulva’, Chadakolob 

kórč’u ‘hole’; 

Tsakhur k’ač’a-ni 
‘clitoris’, Archi 

k’ač’a ‘penis (of 

boy)’; Hunzib k’oč’ 

*kħ̣ǝlčṾ  
‘vulva, hole’ 

724 

Basque (Bzt) ema-kuntza 
‘vulva, exterior part of 

animal’s vagina’. Usually 

analyzed as *ema- ‘female’ 
+ *-kunca [n f s], thus 

‘femaleness, femininity’ 

(EDB 169), but this seems 
typologically unlikely, and 

Bsq *kunca is a good 

phonetic match of PEC 

                                                           
12 Cf. Alavan Spanish puchica ‘bladder’ < Bsq (M 77). 
13 See Bengtson & Ruhlen (1994: 319-321). 
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‘hole, burrow’, Bezhta 

k’öč’ö ‘window’, etc. 

*kħ̣ǝlčṾ (see Phonology, 

pp. 187, 195-200). 

A.61 sex 
organs 

*moc Bezhta müč’ 
‘women’s hair, plait’, 

Hunzib muč’ id.; 

Chechen maž ‘beard’, 

Ingush mož ~ moǯ 

id., Batsbi mač’ 

‘mustache’; Avar 

móč’o ‘strip, piece’, 

Chamali, Tindi mič’a 

‘hair’, etc. Cf. 

Burushaski *=múś-ki 
‘pubic hair’ (SCG 143). 

*mǝ̆čụ 
‘long hair; fibre, 
strip’ 

805 

Basque (c?) motz ‘cunnus, 

female genitals’, motzak 
‘male genitals’; (B, BN, L, 

Z) mutx-urdin, (Bzt) mux-

urdin, etc. ‘old maid, 
unmarried woman’ (lit. 

‘gray cunt’), also (L-Sara) 

‘old bachelor’ (solterón) (M 

65; MDE XXI 950; HB 

272, 287; EDB 291; OEH). 

{motz vrdina, mutz vrdina} 
‘fille qui viellit sans être 

mariée’ (Pouvreau: 17th 

c.).14 

 

Anatomical terms 5: Limbs and joints:  The peculiar Bsq word sorbalda ‘shoulder’ (G, L), 

with reversed liquids (B) sol-barda, is analyzed as a compound of *śor- (see Bsq *śoin) + *ba[r]da; 

the latter is deemed cognate with NC words like Batsbi bali ‘shoulders’ and Circassian p’tɬ’a ‘upper 

part of back’, etc. (PNC *bŭƛṾ).15 Along with the cognation of Bsq hatz ‘paw’ and Avar kwač’ ‘paw’, 

etc. (proposed long ago by Trombetti) there is a new analysis of Bsq atzapar ‘paw’ as a compound of 

hatz (*hac) + *taba-ṙ, the latter deemed cognate with Dargi t’up’ ‘finger’, etc. (PEC *tẉǝbi ). This is 

verified by the archaic form haztapar, by the 18th c. writer Martin Duhalde: see the full etymology for 

details. 

 

 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

A.62 arm *beśo Chechen biši ‘(child’s) 

hand’; Tsezi baša 

‘finger’. 
A severely recessive 

etymon, attested only in 

one Nakh and one 
Dagestanian language.  

*bü̆šV  
~ *wü̆šV 
‘finger, hand’ 

315 

 

Basque (c) beso ‘arm; foreleg 

(of animal); cubit’, (B, G, L, Z) 
bes-ondo ‘humerus’, (Z) besá-

pe ‘armpit’, and other 

derivatives (M 396; EDB 137). 
This root is recessive in 

NCauc, but is a perfect 

phonetic match for Bsq *beśo 
(see Phonology). 

A.63 wing *e=gal 

~ 

*ma=gal 

Lak qa ‘wing’; Lezgi, 

Agul ʁil ‘hand’, 

Tabasaran χil, Rutul, 

Tsakhur χɨl, Archi χol 

id.; Bezhta χaro 

‘elbow’. 

 

*qɨ̆lʔi  
‘elbow, arm, 

wing’ 
895 

Basque (AN) egal ‘wing, fin’, 

(BN, L) hegal, (Z) hégal, id., 
(B) egal ‘loin, flank (of cow)’; 

(R, Sal) magal ‘wing’ may be a 

cognate with fossilized *ma= 
prefix (M 272); (without final -

                                                           
14 Perhaps originally ‘pubic hair’ (cf. Burushaski) > related meanings. Steinbergs (1996, §3.2.2) provides a Baltic 

parallel to the semantic chain ‘vagina, vulva’ (Bsq) ~ ‘pubic hair’ (Bur) ~ ‘hair, beard’ (EC): Lith kūšỹs ‘female 

pubic hair; vulva’, kuškis ‘wisp, tuft, bunch, shag (of hair)’, Latv kũsis ‘pubic hair’, kušķis ‘wisp, tuft, bunch, 

shag (of hair)’, Latv (dial.) kūse ‘vulva’; cf. Persian kus ‘pubic hair’.   
15 The correspondence of Bsq *-rd- with PNC *-ƛ-̣ is well-supported (see Phonology: Laterals, pp. 154-58). 
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l) (B, G, AN) ega ~ ego 

‘wing’.16  

A.64 arm,  
armpit 

*galca-ṙ Dargi Sirgokala 

qarč’a-l ‘shoulder’, 
Akusha, Urakhi 

quts’a-r, Chiragh 

qats’a-ra id.; Lak 

qač’  ‘shoulder’; Agul 

χač’ ‘side (of body)’; 

Andi, Tindi, Karata 

ʁažu ‘arm’, Godoberi 

ʁaži id., etc. 

*qărćẉV̆ 
‘shoulder, arm’  

885 

Basque (B, G, AN, L) galtzar, 
galzar ‘arm’, (BN, L) ‘breast, 

bosom; flank, side (of body); 

lap’; ‘part of body between 
armpit and waist’ (AW); (G, 

AN) galtzar-be ‘armpit’, (B, 

BN) galtzar-pe, (B) kaltzar-pe, 
kaltzer-pe id. (with *behe 

‘below’, I.14), etc. (MDE XIII 

288; EDB 196). 

Dissimilation of *garca-ṙ > 

*galcaṙ: see Phonology, pp. 

203-07. 

A.65 shoulder *-ba[r]da  

 

Chechen bel-š 

‘shoulder’, bol-am 

‘shoulder (from neck to 

arm)’, Ingush bel-až 

‘shoulder’, bal-am id., 

Batsbi bali 
‘shoulders’; Circassian 

p’tɬ’a ‘upper part of 

back’.17  
Cf. Burushaski 

*bálbal ‘place 
between shoulders’, 

*=wálda-s ‘back’ 

(SCG 158). 

*bŭƛṾ  
‘upper part of 

body; handle’ 

313 

Basque (G, L) sor-balda 

‘shoulder’, (B) sol-barda id., 

(Bzt) sor-balda ‘middle part of 
a pig (loin)’ (EDB 340).18 

Apparently a compound of 

*śoin / *śor- ‘upper body, 
shoulder’ (A.38) + *barda, 

with the liquids dissimilated in 

two different ways to sorbalda 
and solbarda. *barda is the 

expected form per the usual 

correspondence between PNC 
*ƛ ̣and Bsq internal *-rd- (see 

Phonology, pp. 154-58).19 For 

the vowel ablaut *a / *u, see 
pp. 106-110. 

A.66 hand *eśku  
 

Khinalug čigi-n 

‘shoulder’; (with 

metathesis) Tsakhur 

guč ‘arm’; Khwarshi 

geša ‘arm, foreleg’; 

Akhwakh ʁẽča 

‘shoulder, arm’, Karata 

ʁar-ʁača-n id., etc.   

*ćəgwV  

~ *gwəćV 
‘arm’ 

448 

Basque (c) esku ‘hand’, (Z) 

éskü. Syncopation (such as 

*e=śegu > *eśku) is a regular 
pattern in Bsq: cf. Bsq *aśko 

‘many, much’ (R.34) in rel. to 
PEC *čḤəqwV ‘big’ (see 

Phonology, pp. 92-93). 

A.67 palm, 
hollow 
(of hand) 

*a=huṙ Dargi kur ‘pit’; Udi 

kur ‘pit’, Kryz, 

*kHwǝ̄rV 
‘hole, pit’ 

691 

Basque (BN, L) ahur ‘palm, 

hollow (of the hand)’, (Z) áhür 

‘hollow (of the hand)’, (R, Bzt) 

                                                           
16 MDE (VIII: 665) and EDB (162) include this word under ega ‘to fly’ (*hega-, V.43), and probably the words 

have blended. I suggest an original Bsq *e=gal ‘wing, fin, loin, flank’, corresponding to PEC *qɨ̆lʔi ‘elbow, arm, 

wing’, later contaminated with the originally distinct *hega- ‘to fly’, to produce the blended hegal. The variant 

*ma=gal blended with the etymologically distinct *maga-l ‘lap, flank’ (A.43). 
17 Elsewhere in Dagestan in the sense ‘handle’: Bezhta butɬ’o, Khwarshi bitɬ’a id.; Chamali bula ‘handle (of 

dagger)’, etc. 
18 “Documentado en todas las épocas y dialectos. Además de la forma general sorbalda, hay solbarda en algunos 

textos vizcaínos de los ss. XVIII y XIX” (OEH). 
19 PSC *=ŏƛṾ́ ‘upper part of body; handle’ (SCG 158) implies that *b- in Bsq and NCauc is a fossilized class 

prefix, thus *b=arda, *b=ŭƛṾ respectively. Cf. the similar PEC *ʕülƛẉɨ̆ ‘handle’ (NCED 238) and *ʕănƛṾ ‘detail 

of a spindle’ ((Q.45) = Bsq *ard-ac ‘spindle, axle’ (Q.45). 
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Budukh kur ‘river’; 

Lak kụru ‘nest’; 

Hunzib kuro ‘brook, 

ravine’, Hinukh koro, 

Tsezi keru, kero, 

Khwarshi kula id.; 

Chechen, Ingush, 

Batsbi kor ‘window’. 

agur, (AN) aur, (L-Bardos) 
ahur-phala id. (M 221; EDB 

117). The original root 

meaning was ‘hole, hollow’, 
specialized anatomically in 

Bsq. Perhaps also (B) aur 
‘slope’, aur gora ‘uphill’, aur 

bera ‘downhill’ (cf. Tsezian 

‘ravine’). Bsq *auṙe ‘front’ 
(I.6) is of separate origin. 

A.68 finger, 
paw 

*hac,  

*be=hac 
Dargi Kaitag kwač’a 

‘paw’, Urakhi kwač’, 

Akusha kač’a id.; 

Avar kwač’ ‘paw’, 

‘Andi, Karata kwač’a 

id.; Batsbi k’ač ‘foot, 

leg’ (a slighting 

expression); Hunzib 

kɔč’u ‘distance 

between thumb and 

forefinger = half span, 

demi-empan’, etc. 

*kwăčẹ̆ 

(*kwănVčẹ̆)20 
‘paw, knee’ 

704 

 

Basque (BN, L) hatz ‘paw’, be-

hatz ‘finger, thumb’; (B) atz 

‘finger, inch’, be-atz ‘toe’, etc., 
with many more meanings 

depending on dialect (see EDB 

114, though there it is confused 
with Bsq *hace / *hac ‘back 

part, track’ (I.8). This *hac 

must also be kept apart from 
the homonym *hac ‘breed, 

race’ (see the verb *hasi: 

V.69).21  
Orig 157: Bsq + Avar, Dargi 

A.69 finger *elhi 

 
 

Rutul χɨli-dɨ ‘mitten’, 

Lezgi χel ‘sleeve, 

branch’, Tabasaran χil 

‘sleeve’, Archi χala-

ts’i id., Agul χil 

‘wing’; Tindi kʷa-χ:al 
‘sleeve’, Avar: kʷérda-

χ:el-al ‘mittens’; Lak 

ka-χ:a ‘sleeve’, etc.22 

*χĕɫHe 
‘sleeve’ 

1070 

Basque (BN, L) erhi, (Z) 
é(r)hi, (AN, R, Sal) eri 

‘finger’. The reconstruction 

*elhi (< *helhi) is supported by 
the soft /r/ and by archaic 

compounds (B) el-aztun, el-

eztun, (G) el-aztun 
‘(finger-)ring’, (= EB eraztun) 

with *hestu-n ‘ring, link’ 
(Q.37) (M 331; MDE XI 547; 

EDB 174).23  

A.70 finger, 
hand, 
paw  

*(hac-) 

taba-ṙ 

Dargi Akusha, Kubachi 

t’up’ ‘finger’; Lezgi, 

Tabasaran, Agul, 

Tsakhur t’ub ‘finger’, 

Rutul t’ɨb-ǝʔǝl 
‘finger-ring’, Lezgi 

tup’-al, Tabasaran 

*tẉǝbi 

~ *tẉɨbi 
‘finger’ 

1007 

Basque (L-arc) haztapar ‘paw, 

claw’, (Z) aztápar ‘paw; 

(worker’s) hand [main 

d’ouvrier]’, (AN-Esteribar, 

BN, Bzt, R) aztapar ‘paw’, (G, 

AN) atzapar ‘talon, claw (of 

bird)’, (B) atzamar ‘finger’, 

                                                           
20 There is direct evidence of *n only in Tsezian, Lezgian (Rutul), and WC (Adyge), and no trace of *n in Bsq, 

making us wonder if /n/ in these languages comes from contamination with a similar root (*wēnǯV̆ ‘shin, haunch, 

knee’?). 
21 *hac / *be=hac is one of the clearest examples of the original separability of the fossilized prefix *be=/*bi= 

(see Morphology, pp. 58-71). 
22 Several of the EC words are compounds with reflexes of PEC *kwīlʡɨ ‘hand’ (NCED 706). Cf. PY *xɨre ‘arm’: 

Southern Ket ɨ̄ĺ, Northern Ket ɨ̄ĺi1, Arin karam-pat ‘elbow’ (cf. pat-as ‘knee’ = Ket baʔt; SCG 245). 
23 Initial Bsq *h < PSC *k is expected, but Bsq does not permit two aspirates in the same word (M 211-212; EDB 

16), thus *helhi > *elhi (see Phonology, pp. 169, 177). Comparison of Bsq *elhi instead with PEC *kwīlʡɨ ‘hand’ 

is also possible, since PEC *k- = Bsq *h-. 
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t’ub-lan, Agul t’ub-
al id., etc. 

This root was preserved 

only in southeastern 

Dagestan (Dargi & 
Lezgian). 

Cf. PY *tǝp-alči 
‘thimble’ (SCG 206). 

etc. (M 276; EDB 114). In this 

analysis the word is a 

compound of *hac ‘finger’ 

(A.68) + *taba-, cognate with 

PEC *tẉǝbi ‘finger’.24  

A.71 leg, foot *san-ko, 

*san-ka-ṙ 
Lak s:an ‘foreleg, 

paw’; Rutul sɨn ‘front 

part of leg’, Udi sun 

‘elbow’, Kryz sini 

‘spine’, Archi s:on 

‘back’; Chechen, 

Ingush sa ‘corner, 

border, edge’; Avar 

san ‘organ, body part’; 

Bezhta sino ‘fork, 

pitchfork’, Hunzib 

sɨnu id., etc.   

*sɨ̄nŏ ~ *sɨ̄nə̆ 

 ‘long bone’ 
963 

Basque (B) zanko ’calf (of 

leg); stalk, stem’, (Z) zã́nkho 
‘(whole) leg; stalk, stem; foot 

(of furniture)’, zãnkháka 

‘afoot, on foot’; (G) zanko, 
zango ‘calf; paw; stalk’, 

zankar, zangar ‘tibia, heel-

bone’, etc. Wide semantic 
variation in EC as well as Bsq, 

all seeming to go back to 

*‘(long) bone’, with diminutive 
suffix *-ko/*-ka in Bsq, and in 

G further extended with *-ṙ.25  

A.72 foot *hoin Lak niq:a ‘heel’ ( < 

*ʔinq:a); Avar eʁé 

‘heel’, Chadakolob 

eʁé-l id. (< 

*ʔV(n)ʁV); Chechen 

ħaqo-lg ‘ankle, ankle-

bone’, Pharcho ħaqo, 

Ingush ħaqi-ng id. Cf. 

Burushaski *-ɣā́n 
‘heel’ (SCG 265).  

*ʡä̆nɢwV̆  

~ *ʡĭnɢwV̆ 
‘heel, ankle’  

 248 

Basque (L) hoin, oin, (BN, Z) 
huin, huñ ‘foot’, (B, G, AN, L, 

R) oin, (B) oñ id.; compounds, 

e.g., (BN-Garazi) huiñ-atz 
‘pawprint’ = (B, G) oñ-atz 

‘footprint’ (with *hace 

‘track’); (BN-Garazi, Z) huin-
bulhar ‘instep’ (*buɫha-ṙ 

‘breast’), (Z) huin-pe /húimpe/ 

‘sole of foot’ (*behe ‘low’), 
etc. (M 103, 107; MDE XXI 

972; EDB 306).26 

A.73 hoof *Hapo Hinukh, Bezhta ap’a 

‘paw’, Hunzib ap’a ~ 

ɔp’ɔ id. (SKJa 82); 

*HaṗV̆ 
‘paw, extremity’ 

545, 802, 934 

Basque (B) apo ‘hoof (of 
larger animals)’, apatx ‘hoof 

(of smaller animals)’. 

                                                           
24 The difficult cluster /tst/ was simplified to /st/ in the East, /ts/ in the West, and in B folk etymology has 

changed the last two syllables to match *hamaṙ ‘ten’ (M.7). Trask (EDB 114) mentions: “… most scholars have 

followed the 18th-cent. writer Mogel in seeing this as *hatzhamarrak ‘the ten fingers’, with hamar ‘ten’. The 

problem is the order: the numeral hamar always precedes its head noun, and the order required here is 

anomalous.” Michelena (M 276) guessed that atzapar was an “expressive” form of hatzamar. I suggest instead 

*hac-taba-ṙ (matching the PEC *-b-) > haztapar in the East, atzamar in the West. Haztapar (with h-) is attested 

from the 18th c. Lapurdian writer Martin Duhalde (OEH).  
25 The supposed derivation from Old Persian zanga ‘leg’ (REW 9598; EDB 369; Dicc) is historically and 

geographically fanciful: Bsq > Span. > Ital. is much more plausible. Modern Persian zang ‘foot’ (obsolete) ~ 

Avestan zanga- ‘ankle’ < PIE *ǵhengh- > Hindi jã̄gh, jã̄g ‘thigh’, Eng. gang, etc., but how would it have become 

an everyday word in European languages? (WP I 588; Buck 4.35; T 5082). 
26 The phonetic development is not very transparent, perhaps PSC *ʡĭnɢwV́ > pre-Bsq *hoiŋ(V), with /ŋ/ 

regularly changed to /n/ in final position. The match of PNC *ʡ with Bsq *h is recurrent: see Phonology, pp. 

170-78. Starostin posited an older variant, PSC *ʡĭɢwVnV́, which could account for Bur. *-ɣā́n, with the 

transposed variant *ʡĭnɢwV́, or the like, an innovation in Euskaro-Caucasian. 
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Abkhaz a-na-p’ə́ 

‘hand’, a-š́a-p’ǝ́ 
‘foot’, Abaza na-p’ǝ 
‘hand’,  š́a-p’ǝ ‘foot’, 

Ubykh ɬā-p’á ‘foot’, 

q’ā-p’á ‘hand’, etc.   

SKJa 87, 96 A sparsely attested root on 
both sides, and a rare example 

of the correspondence of PNC 

*ṗ = Bsq *p. 

A.74 knee *be=ɫhaun  
~ 

*be=ɫhaur- 

 

Akhwakh etɬelo 

‘elbow’; Tsezi, Hinukh 

horu ‘elbow’, Hunzib 

hɔru, , Bezhta hayo, 

Khwarshi hal, 

Inkhokwari hol id.; 

(PLezg *λwil >) Agul 

q:ar-xil ‘elbow’, 

Tabasaran qur-šil, 

Rutul fil-äg id., etc. 

*(Hi)ƛwilV 
‘elbow’ 

770 

Basque (BN, L) belhaun, (Z) 
belhain, bélhañ, (R) beláin, 

beléin, (B, G, AN) belaun 

‘knee’; with variant *beɫhaur- 

in words for ‘kneel’: (L) 

belhaur-ika-, (Z) belhái-ka, 

etc. (M 309; EDB 134; OEH). 
A difficult Bsq-Cauc 

comparison: For Bsq we posit 

the fossilized prefix *be=, and 
*=ɫhaur- would correspond to 

PEC *ƛwilV by dissimilation or 

assimilation of the laterals and 
resonants (see Phonology, pp. 

203-07).27  

A.75 bone *ɦesu-ṙ Tsezi, Hinukh žibra 
‘rib’,28 Khwarshi, 

Inkhokwari žebla id., 

Bezhta šeblo ‘rib, 

side’, Hunzib šeble 

id.; Lak čul ‘side’;29 

Karata esebo ‘side’; 

Dargi šali ‘side’; 

Tsakhur siv ‘edge, 

end’, id., etc. 

*HɨśɨwVɫī 
‘rib; side’30 

584 

Basque (BN, L) hezur ‘bone’, 
(Z) ézür, (R) ẽzur, (R-Isaba) 

izur, (A, G, AN) ezur, (B) azur 

‘bone’; (diminutive Z) éxür 

‘ossicle, tiny bone (as of fish)’, 

(L) hexur id. There is evidence 

for nasal only in R, on which 
basis Michelena posited 

*enazur or *anezur (M 119; 

OEH).31  ‘side’ ~ ‘rib’ ~ ‘bone’ 
is a well-known semantic chain 

(cf. Buck 4.162; 12.36). 

A.76 joint, 
bone, 
hump 

*konko-ṙ Dargi Kadar q’unq’a 
‘knee’, Akusha, 

Chiragh q’uq’a, 

Tsudakhar q’waq’a 

id.; Tsezi q’aṇq’u 
‘tubular bone’; 

Tabasaran q’amq’  

‘knee’, Agul q’waq’w 

*q̇ămq̇(w)ă 
‘knee, leg-bone’ 

907 

Basque (c) konkor ‘hump, 
bump, knob’, (B, G) 

‘hunchbacked’, (R) kunkur 

‘joint (of bones)’, (AN, BN, Z, 
R) ‘hunchback’, (Bzt) purdi-

konkor ‘tailbone, coccyx’ (with 

*(e=)purdi, A.45), (B-
Mondragon) az-konkor ‘finger 

joints’ (with *hac, A.68), (R) 

eri-kunkur id. (with *elhi, 

                                                           
27 For semantics of ‘knee’ ~ ‘elbow’, cf. Šumāštī ḍuṅgurik ‘elbow’ ~ Gawar-Bati ḍuṅgɔ́ ‘knee’, ḍuṅgī ‘elbow’ ~ 

Palestinian Romani dṓni ‘knee’, etc. (T 5605); Lezgi q’ünt ‘elbow’ ~ Khwarshi q’ontu ‘knee’, etc. (NCED 925). 
28 The resemblance of the Tsezian words to Czech žebro, Polish żebro ‘rib’ is striking, but entirely fortuitous. 

The latter words go back to Common Slavic *reb-ro ~ OScand rif, English rib, etc. (Buck 4.162). 
29 The Lak word čul ‘side’ has an irregular initial č- rather than expected š:-. I suggest it may have been 

contaminated with Lak čurχ ‘body’ < PEC *čōrχV (NCED 346). 
30 NCED (584) cites *HɨśɨwV(-ɫī), but leaves open the possibility that the original stem was “one of several very 

rare cases of tetrasyllabic roots in PEC,” thus *HɨśɨwVɫī. 
31 It seems however that some Roncalese nasals are not necessarily related to lost nasal resonants; see 

Phonology: Nasal vowels, pp. 123-25.  
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 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

id.; Abkhaz a-

q’wáq’wa ‘hip 
bones’, etc. 

A.69), belain-kunkur ‘kneecap’ 

(see A.74), etc.32 

A.77 joint *ondo Dargi Akusha: ʕạnd 

‘knee’; Agul ad ‘shin, 

shank’, Tsakhur ad 

‘tubular bone’; Avar 

hod ‘spine, backbone’, 

Karata hidi id., 

Chadakolob hod 

‘joint’. 

Cf. PY *ʔaʔd ‘bone’ 
(SCG 265). 

*ʡǝmdV 
‘joint, bone’ 

247 

Basque *ondo- ‘joint’ in 
common words such as gar(r)-

ondo ‘nape’, bes-ondo ‘upper 

arm, humerus’ (*beśo ‘arm’), 
izterr-ondo ‘groin’ (*i=ste-ṙ 

‘thigh’), etc.; probably also 

‘trunk (of tree), stem’, as in 
sagarr-ondo ‘apple tree’, 

mahats-ondo ‘grapevine’, etc. 

(MDE XXI 980; EDB 310-11). 
Cf. (B-Markina) andui ‘tree 

stump that remains in the 

ground’, (B) andue, andube, 
andu id.33 

 

Anatomical terms 6: “Blood, sweat, and tears”: body fluids and gases - secretions 

and excretions: Basque and North Caucasian share a surprising number of words of this type, often 

with semantic shifts. For semantic typology compare the following examples from Indo-European 

languages: 

Goth. smarna ‘refuse, dung’ ~ ON smjǫr, OE smeoru, OHG smero ‘grease, fat’ ~ Irish smiur, 

Welsh mer ‘marrow’; Old Slavic gnojĭ ‘excrement (κοπρίᾱ) ~ putrefaction (σῆψις)’, Rus. gnoj ‘pus, 

matter’ ~ (dial.) ‘dung’; Rus. kal ‘faeces’ ~ Old Slavic kalŭ ‘mud, mire’ (Buck 4.66).   

OInd ślēṣmán ~ *śrēṣman ‘mucus; cord’ > Pali semha ‘phlegm’; Sindhi sīpho ‘blubber of fish’; 

West Pahāṛī (dial.) śéppe ‘lather, bubbles’; West Pahāṛī (Kocī dial.) śīmbh, śīmh ‘snot’; Nepali sep 

‘vaginal secretion of goats and cows in heat’; Assamese xep ‘spittle’; Oṛiyā chepa, chipa ‘spittle with 

phlegm’; Hindi sẽbhā ‘rheum, watery humour’; Marathi śẽb, śem ‘mucus (of nose or bowels)’, śẽbā 

‘discharge from horse's nostrils’; etc. (T 12727). 

 
 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

A.78 tear(s), 
weeping; 
rash  

*nega-ṙ 

~  

*niga-ṙ 

~ 

*nega-l 

Dargi Akusha, Chiragh 

nerʁ ‘tear’, Urakhi nirʁ, 

Kaitag nerʁ ~ merʁ, 

Tsudakhar nerʁ, Kubachi 

mēʁʷ id.; Lezgi naʁw 

‘tear’, Agul neʁʷ, Archi 

nabq, Udi neʁ, Lak 

maq’  id.; Avar máʕu 

‘tear’, Akhwakh maq’a  

*nĕwq̇ŭ  
‘tear; pus’ 

848 

Basque (B, G, AN, L, Sal) 
negar ‘tears, weeping’, 

(Sal, B-Bergara, Salinas) 

near, (BN, L, Bzt, Azk) 
nigar, (Bzt) niger, (Z) 

nĩ́gar, (R) nexar id. (MDE 
XXI 958).36 Thus, 

generally, western /e/ vs. 

                                                           
32 Obviously not related to Bsq tuntur, tontor, etc., with similar meanings (MDE XIX 280). 
33 For a discussion of the homonym *ondo ‘side, bottom’ (I.4), and of possible influence of Sp. hondo, etc., see 

Native Basque … or Romance? (pp. 235-41). 
36 Cf. also (B-Ubidea, Otxandiano) negar ‘rennet’: semantic change, or blending with Bsq *lega-ṙ ‘rennet’ 

(A.94)? 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

id.; Bezhta maq’o ‘tear’, 

Khwarshi muq’u id.;  

Chechen not’q’a ‘pus’, 

Ingush nod, Batsbi not’q’ 

‘pus’, nat’q’-ayrĭ ‘tears’, 
etc. 34 

Cf. Burushaski *[n]agéi 

‘boil, sore’; PY *dɔ(ʔ)k-ŋ 

‘pus’ (SCG 153). 35   

eastern /i/;37 cf. (BN-

Aldude, L-Ainhoa, Bzt) 

negal ‘skin rash, scurf, 
herpes’, (AN-Lezaka, BN-

Garazi, L-Gethari, Z) 

negel, (L) nagel id. The 
latter form has a different 

suffix, and the sense 

‘herpes, rash’ is similar to 
‘pus’ in Nakh.38  

Orig 249: Bsq + Udi, Agul, 

Lezgi; Bouda made a 
similar comparison (MDE 

XXI 958).39 

A.79 rheum *pista Lak pits’  ‘dew, sweat’; 

Avar pits’: ‘resin’, Andi 

pirts’:i id.; Dargi pents’ 

‘resin’; Chechen mutta 

‘juice’; Ubykh bzə ‘water’, 

etc. Cf. Burushaski *phunc 

‘dew’; PY *piʔt ‘glue’ < 
‘*resin, pitch’ (SCG 160-61). 

*pĭncẉĂ 
‘resin, juice’ 

 871 

Basque (B) pizta ‘fresh 
rheum; sleep sand, 

(secretion from eyes)’, (B, 

G) pista id. One of the rare 
Bsq *-st- correspondences 

to PNC tense *c ̣(see 

Phonology, p. 138). The 
variant pista may be 

influenced by pista 

‘waterfall’.40 
 

A.80 drool,  
slaver 

*ɦerde 

~ 

*ɦelde-ṙ  

Tindi, Bagwali, Godoberi 

hanla ‘sweat’, Karata 

hantɬ’a, Botlikh hãʔa, 

Andi hanno, Kwankhidatl 

hantɬ’o,Akhwakh ãtɬ’a, 

Tsegob ʕantɬ’a; Avar ʕet’ 

‘sweat’; Archi amk’  

‘sweat’, Kryz ʕaq’, Udi ap, 

Lezgi heq’ id., etc.  

*ɦămƛặ 
‘sweat’ 

509 

 

Simplex *ɦerde > Basque 

(BN, L) herde ‘drool(ing), 

slobber, slaver’, (AN, Bzt, 
Sal) erde id.; (with *ṙ- 

suffix and dissim.) *ɦelde-ṙ 

id. > (BN, L) helder, 
heldor, (L, BN-Baigorri, R-

Uztárroz) elder, (Z) élder 
‘drop of spittle that falls 

from the lips’; with a 

fossilized class prefix 
*bi=ɦelde-ṙ > (G-Gabiria, 

Iziar) bilder ‘drool, slobber, 

slaver’; (with dissim. loss 

                                                           
34 The internal /r/ in Dargi *nerʁw is thought to come from a former plural suffix, thus *nerʁw < *neʁw-r, parallel 

in formation to Bsq *nega-ṙ (see pp. 76-78). “The medial -r- in PD is obviously secondary, probably having 

penetrated there from an original plural form in *-r, being later substituted in PD by the *-bi-plural” (NCED). 
35 Hunza nagéi, Nager magéi; cf. the variable nasals in Dargi: Kaitag nerʁ ~ merʁ ‘tear’, etc. PY *d- is the 

regular reflex of initial PSC *n-, final *-ŋ is the plural ending. 
37 The Bsq regional split of *nega-ṙ / *niga-ṙ seems to stem from what were earlier grammatical ablaut variants, 

as in PNC *nĕwq̇ŭ / *nĭwq̇V̆- (see Ablaut, pp. 106-110). (R) nexar /nešar/ must stem from an early palatalization 

of *g: *neyar > *nežar > /nešar/. The change of historical Bsq j /y/ > /š/ is regular in R. 
38 Cf. Bsq *[ɦ]uśu ‘pus, serum’ ~ PNC *ɦ[a]mʒū ‘saliva, mucus; herpes’, below: A.93. 
39 This is one of the oldest and clearest Bsq-Cauc etymologies, phonetically and semantically perfect. 
40 The original PSC sense was evidently ‘secretion’, whether of human body (‘rheum, sweat’), trees (‘resin, gum, 

pitch’ > ‘glue’), or nature (‘dew’ > ‘water’), etc. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

of first *r) *ɦerdu-ṙ > (B) 

adur id. (MDE X 271-2).41  

A.81 drool, 
slaver 

*lirdi Bezhta ɬär ‘dung (of 

sheep)’, Hunzib ɬar id.; 

Archi ɬ:wit ‘manure, dung’ 

(erg. ɬ:ut:i), Rutul, Tsakhur 

xid, Agul furd, [oblique] 

furdi-, Lezgi fid id.; Avar 

xwerd ‘pus, matter’, etc. 

*λwirdɨ 
‘pus; dung’ 

763 

Basque (G) lirdi 
‘drool(ing), slobber, 

slaver’; (G, BN, Bzt) lerde 

‘spit(tle), drool, saliva’ 
(AW), (Sal) lerdo ‘resin’; 

cf. (G) lirdinga ‘slime (of a 
snail); sticky, slimy’, (G, 

AN) ‘sticky sap (viscin) on 

a mistletoe seed’, (with 

metathesis) lingirda, 

lingarda (G, AN, BN, L, 

Bzt) ‘stain (of mineral 
water on rocks, of milk on 

the hand of milker)’, etc.; 

(AW) ‘slime’ (MDE XIX 
332).42  

A.82 spittle, 
saliva 

*i=śtu Batsbi šatŏ ‘spittle, saliva’, 

Chechen šet, Ingush šod 

id.; Dargi Akusha šut-ri 

‘saliva’, Gapshima šaṭ-ri, 

Kaitag š:aṭ-ri, Kharbuk 

š:at-re; (with secondary 

glottalization) Kubachi 

š:uṭ’-u, Tsudakhar š:uṭ’-e 

id. 

*šHătV 
‘spittle, saliva’ 

984 

Basque (G) istu ‘spittle, 

saliva’, (AN, G?) iztu, 

(AN) ixtu id. (EDB 352). 
Has the usual syncope < 

*i=śutu, or the like (see pp. 

92-93). This and other 
similar forms (txistu, listu, 

lixtu, etc.) are the results of 

blending with Bsq *tu ‘to 
spit’ (A.84), *lić ‘saliva’ 

(A.83), etc. See also Bsq 

*i=til ‘puddle’ (E.3: istil, 
etc.). 

A.83 spittle, 
saliva 

*lić Tindi ɬats:i ‘saliva’; Tsezi 

ɬač’i ‘pus’, Hinukh 

ɬamač’i  ‘pus’. 
A recessive western 

Dagestanian etymon.43 

*ƛămVčṾ 
‘saliva, pus’ 

767 
 

Basque (AN) lits, litx 

‘small drop of liquid on the 
ground’, listu, lixtu ‘saliva’, 

(L) liska ‘small puddle; 

slime (of a slug), slime (on 
hands)’, (BN) liska ‘scum 

(on a pond); quagmire’, 

(Bzt) lixtur ‘muddy 

puddle’, etc. (M 186; MDE 

XX 639; EDB 352).44 

See the note to Bsq *i=śtu 
(A.82). 

                                                           
41 For the Bsq *-rd- ~ NC *ƛ ̣correspondence, see Phonology, pp. 154-58. Cf. the following etymon, with which 

there has evidently been some contamination / blending. 
42 M (340) and EDB (267) treat *ɦerde ~ *ɦelde-ṙ (A.80) and *lirdi as variants of the same etymon. Here they 

are considered distinct, because of their distinct NC cognates. 
43 One might suspect that this word has blended with PEC *ɫamV ‘to lick’ ~ Bsq *lami- ‘lick’ (see V.5). /m/ is 

attested only in Hinukh. NCED also suggests “This may be an expressive variant of PEC *lōmVʒĭ 'dirt, pus' q.v.” 

See Phonology: Expressive forms, pp. 207-214. 
44 It is possible that some of these words belong instead with Bsq *lincu-ra ‘marsh, bog’ (E.6) and the related 

*lisu-n ‘moldy, dirty’ (R.36). 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

A.84 spittle, 
saliva 

*tuka, 

*tu 
Ingush tug ‘spittle’, 

Chechen, Batsbi tuy id.; 

Avar tuy ‘spittle’, tuy- ‘to 

spit’, Andi toto ‘spittle’, 

tu-d- ‘to spit’; Lezgi, Agul 

tutu ‘spittle’, etc.  

Cf. Yeniseian: Kott tuk 

‘spittle, saliva’, PST *thok 
‘to spit’ (SCG 200).  

Proto-Nakh 

*tu(y)-k ̣
‘spittle’  

PEC *twǝyV 
‘to spit’ 

994 

Basque (BN, L) thuka, 

(Bzt) tuka, ttuka /tyuka/, 

(BN-Amikuse) tüka 
‘spitting’ (adv.); (A, AN) tu 

‘spittle, saliva’, (Bzt) ttu 

/tyu/, (B) txu /ču/, (BN, L) 
thu, (Z) thü id.; (G) itoi 

‘drop’ (M 121, 186; EDB 

350; OEH). This type of 
root is obviously 

onomatopoeic and quasi-

universal, though most IE 
forms hark back to *spyēu-

/*spyū- (Buck 4.56).  

A.85 wax *esko 

(*e=sko) 
Budukh č’uq’ ‘ear-wax; 

rheum; mold; fish eggs’, 

Kryz č’äq ‘rheum’, Tsakhur 

č’uq’ʕ  ‘rheum’, Rutul 

č’uq’ʕw ‘dirt (on clothes)’, 

Tabasaran čvqʕ:-ur ‘feces’; 

Ubykh ts’aq’w ‘manure, 

dung’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *ćíki ‘musk 
(from the navel of a 

mountain goat’; PY *ǯik 
‘resin, gum’ (SCG 37). 

*čḤɨ̆q̇wĂ 
‘dung, ordure, 
dirt’ 

387 

Basque (G, BN, L, Z) ezko 
‘wax, candle’ (originally 

‘beeswax’) (M 366; MDE 

XII 819). Michelena 
suggested a relationship to 

*esti ‘honey, sweet’ (P.21) 

and *erle ‘bee’ (B.32); if 
so, this is secondary in this 

model. Bsq *esko is 

syncopated in the usual 
way, from *e=Seko, or the 

like (see pp. 92-93). 

(B, G) ezko ‘damp, moist’ 
is a homonym (see *hese / 

*heśe ‘fresh, moist’: R.25). 

A.86 breath *hać Batsbi ħayč’ ‘odor, smell’, 

Ingush ħaž, Chechen ħožu 

id. (Sommerfelt (1938: 130, 

140). 

 

PNakh *ħač ̣
‘odor’ 

TOB 

Basque (L) hats ‘breath, 

breathing; stench, stink’, 
(BN, Z) hats ‘breath’, (G) 

as, asa id., (R) ats, as 
‘breath, breathing; stench, 

stink’, etc. Compounds 

*egu-r-hać ‘day breath’ > 
(B, G) egurats, eguras ‘air, 

atmosphere’; *haś-eṙe 

‘anger’ (‘hot breath’) (AW; 

EDB 113). 

A.87 life, alive *bi=si Lak s:iħ ‘breath, vapor’; 

Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi sa 

‘soul’; Karata: s:uh-an- ‘to 
get tired’; Adyge, Kabard. 

p=śǝ-n ‘to get tired’, Ubykh 

p=śá-χʷǝ- ‘to breathe’, 
etc.45 

*sĭHwV 
‘breath; to 

breathe’ 
961 

Basque (c) bizi ‘alive, 

living, lively; life’, (B-

Markina) bixi /biši/ (MDE 
VII 147; EDB 145). Bsq 

and WC preserve a 

fossilized class prefix (see 
pp. 58-71: Bsq *bi=si = 

PWC *pǝ=śʷA. 

A.88 bile, gall (*beha-) 

-s[t]un 
Chechen stim ‘gall’, Ingush 

sim, Batsbi sem id.; Andi 

s:im ‘gall, anger’ Akhwakh, 

*cwä̆ymĕ 
‘gall, anger’ 

329 

 

Basque (BN) behazun ‘bile, 

gall; hatred, bitterness’, (G, 
AN) beazun, (B-Bergara, 

Salinas, AN-Ulzama) 

                                                           
45 “The semantic developments ‘to breathe’ > ‘get tired’ … > ‘die’ are quite usual.” (NCED 961). Cf. Russ. dušá 

‘mind, soul, spirit’ : dušít’ ‘to smother’. Cf. Hurr. šeɣ-iri ‘alive’, šeɣ-ori ‘fate’ or ‘life’, Urart. šu/oχ-ori / šeχ-eri 

‘alive’ (HU: 36). 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Godoberi s:imi, Avar ts:in 

id.; Bezhta simo ‘gall’, 

Hinukh seme id.; Archi 

s:am ‘gall’; Dargi Chiragh 

sume ‘gall, anger’, Akusha 

himi; Lak s:i ‘gall, anger’; 

Lezgi, Agul seb ‘gall’; 

Abaza gʷǝ-žʷ ‘hidden 

anger, malice’ (‘heart-gall’), 

etc. 

biazun, (B) beaztun, 

biaztun id., (B-Bermeo) 
‘gall bladder (of fish)’, (B-

Bergara, Salinas) biastun, 

(L-Sara) behazuñ, beazuma 
‘bile, gall’; (L-arc) 

behazune ‘affliction (woe, 

anguish)’ (see OEH). The 
Bsq word is a compound of 

*beha- + *-s[t]un, the 

latter of which is compared 

with the EC words. For 

*beha- see Z.10.46 

A.89 sweat, sap *i=serdi Chechen, Ingush ts’iy 

‘blood’, Batsbi ts’eygĭ id,; 

Avar č’ágo- ‘alive’, Karata 

č’agu- id.; Tabasaran 

č’iwi  ‘alive, lively’. Cf. 

Hurrian zur-gi ‘blood’; PY 

*sur ‘blood’ > Ket śūĺ, Kott 

šur, etc., ‘blood’ (SCG 31; 
KHur 390).  

*cạ̄ŁwV 
‘blood; life’ 

376 

Basque (B-arc, c) izerdi, 
(B) izardi ‘sweat’, (B-

Arratia) ixerdi id.; also (R, 

Bzt, Sal, L-arc) izerdi ‘sap 
(of trees)’, (B, G) izardi id.; 

(BN-arc) izer-leka ‘sticky 

sweat’ (M 69; EDB 236).47  
For Bsq *-rd- ~ PNC *-Ł-, 

see Phonology, pp. 154-58. 

A.90 urine *gernu Godoberi hirk:u ‘urine’, 

Andi hink’:ur , Chamali 

Gigatl hink’u id.; Tsezi 

ʕaqʕu ‘urine’, Hinukh 

aqwe id.; Chechen 

ħat’q’a ‘urine’; Khinalug 

k’ä ‘urine’; Tsakhur k’ɨ-
zey ‘gall bladder’, etc. 

*ɦnǝ̄rkẉV̄ 
‘urine, bladder’ 

524 

Basque (AN, BN, L, Bzt) 

gernu ‘urine, piss’, (B) 

garnu (M 60; MDE XIV 
650; EDB 203). EDB 

remarks: “Probably native, 

with an unrecoverable 
phonological history.”48  

A.91 pus *saur-ne Hunzib sar ‘faeces’, Bezhta 

say id.; Dargi s:uri ~ 

suri ‘soot’; Tsakhur sera 

‘ashes’, etc. 

*swüre 
‘dirt, soot, 

sand’ 

971 

Basque (L-arc) zaurne, (G, 
AN, L) zorne, (B, G, AN) 

zorna ‘pus, matter’ (M 98); 

zorne ‘pus, infection’ 
(AW).  

A.92 pus, rot *hiro Dargi Akusha irh-ne ‘snot’, 

Chiragh xirix id.; Lak 

xurx ‘spittle, slime’; Agul 

xirx ‘snot’, Tsakhur xirxi-
man ‘slime’, Tabasaran 

šurš ‘spittle’, etc.  

*x[ē]rxV 
‘slime; spittle; 

snot’ 
1061 

 

 

Basque (BN, L) hiro ‘pus’, 

(Z) hí(r)o ‘pus, rottenness, 
decay’, (B, G) iro ‘tinder 

(from the interior of a 

tree)’, i.e. ‘dry rot’. PEC 
*x[ē]rxV 'slime; spittle, 

snot' seems to be a 

reduplicated form in 
comparison with Bsq *hiro, 

                                                           
46 For the correspondence of Bsq *s ~ *st with PEC tense *c, see “st-clusters,” p. 138. 
47 For the semantic typology of ‘sweat ~ blood’ cf. Icel sveiti ‘sweat; (poetic) blood’, Swed (Västerbotten dial.) 

šveitt ‘blood (of a slaughtered animal), blood (from a sore)’, OEng swǣtan ‘to sweat, to bleed’, etc. (Buck 4.55; 

Rietz 1862-67: 704). 
48 The Bsq-NC comparison looks attractive, with identical meaning and similar phonemes in transposed order. A 

metathetic form such as PSC *kǝ̣́̄rHnwV̄ could account for Bsq *gernu (see metathesis, pp. 201-03). 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

consistent with PSC 

*x[ē]ŕV́. 

A.93 pus, 
serum 

*[ɦ]uśu Lak uṇts’u ‘snot, nasal 

mucus’; Avar ħáts’:u 

‘saliva’, Bagwali hats’:w, 

Akhwakh ats’:i id.; 

Chechen ħätt ‘herpes, 

eczema’; Khwarshi yũtsu 

‘saliva’, Bezhta yäčö, 

Hunzib yɔt̃su id.; Abkhaz 

a-ž́čá ‘spittle’, etc. 

*ɦ[a]mʒū 
‘saliva, mucus; 
herpes’ 

509 

Basque (BN-Hasparren) 

usu ‘pus, matter’, (Z, BN-
Hasparren) usu ‘serum (of 

blood)’ (Z üsü?), (BN-
Aldude) usi ‘soreness, 

inflammation’, (BN-

Garazi) ‘serosity of blisters, 
serous fluid’, (Z) üsi id.; 

(B-Otxandiano) usi ‘bite of 

an insect (such as bee)’.49  

A.94 ulcer, 
rennet 

*lega-ṙ Andi loχʷo ‘pus’, Karata 

tɬ’ʷaχa id.; (with 

metathesis) Tsezi ħitɬ’, 

ħetɬ’ ‘snot’, Khwarshi 

χitɬ’, Inkhokwari χet̃ɬ’ id., 

etc. 

*ƛẉĕ[n]χV 
‘pus, snot’ 

783 

Basque (BN, L) legar 

‘ulcer (in mouth)’, (B) 

legar ‘rennet’, alegar id.; 
(B-Ubidea, Otxandiano) 

negar ‘rennet’ 

(dissimilation, or blending 
with *nega-ṙ  ‘tears’, 

A.78).50  

A.95 excrement *siri-n Akhwakh šili ‘dung (of 

sheep)’, Karata šila, Avar 

xil, Tindi hili id.; Lak 

š:ulū ‘dung (of sheep)’; 

Tabasaran ur-sil ‘dung, 
manure’. 

*śiɫɨ̄ 
‘dung (of 
sheep)’ 

973 

Basque (B, G, Bzt) zirin 

‘excrement (of birds); 
diarrhea’, (BN, L) xirin, 

(B) siriñ id., (L, Bzt, Z, R) 

zirin-eri ‘dysentery’, (AN, 
BN, L) zirin-du ‘to have 

dysentery’, (Z) zĩ́(r)ĩn-tü, 

(R) zirin-tu id. 

A.96 dung *Koroc Archi k’urč’ ‘dung (of 

sheep)’, Kryz k’äč’(e) 

‘dung (of small animals)’; 

Khinalug k’ɨč ‘faeces; bird 

excrement’; Avar k’uč’ 

‘dung (of small animals)’, 

etc. 

*k[̣u]rčṾ ~ 

*k[̣u]rc ̣́V 
‘dung, 

excrement’ 
728 

Basque (c) gorotz ‘dung (of 

livestock), manure’, (Z) 

gó(r)otz, (A, B, AN, L) 
korotz, (BN, Z) khorotz id. 

(MDE XV 827; EDB 209). 

Bsq *Koroc exhibits an 
archaic syllabic structure, 

contracted in PEC.51 

B. Fauna: (Wild; domestic animals are discussed in a different section (N).) The 

stability of names of larger mammals, especially ‘wolf’, ‘fox’, ‘bear’, ‘badger’, ‘otter’ is remarkable, 

these having been preserved recognizably for millennia by Basque and North Caucasian. When we 

look at the various words for mustelids and rodents much more semantic fluidity, even within the 

                                                           
49 A (mostly) northeastern Bsq isogloss, attested only in dialects where the aspirate *ɦ is lost, thus the tentative 

reconstruction *[ɦ]uśu. 
50 MDE (XIX: 326) lumps this word together with Bsq *lega-(ṙ) ‘pebble, gravel’ (D.16), obviously an unrelated 

homonym. 
51 I respectfully demur from the ingenious, but convoluted and implausible, derivation from Lat. croceam 

‘saffron-colored’. “[Corominas & Pascual] suggest a borrowing of Old Cast. croça ([krotsa]) ‘dun-coloured 

rustic cap or cloak’, from Lat. croceam ‘saffron-coloured’, from crocum ‘saffron’ … CP draw attention to the 

former rustic practice of covering haystacks with a yellowish mixture of cow dung and hay to keep them dry, and 

propose that the word developed in Bq. from ‘dung used to cover a haystack’ to ‘dung’ in general” (EDB 209). 
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same language, is evident in several of the NC sets.1 As Agud & Tovar remark: “Es frecuente la 

confusión popular entre ardilla, comadreja, marta y hurón” (MDE VII 197, about buxintxa ‘squirrel’ < 

*burcainc, B.7). Typologically cf. the following etymologies: 

 Lat mūs ‘mouse, rat’ ~ mūstēla ‘weasel’;  

 OHG harmo ‘ermine, stoat, weasel’, OEng hearma ‘shrew’, Latv sar̂mulis ‘Hermelin, Wiesel; Kaninchen’ 

(WP I 463);  

 MHG bilch ‘dormouse’, Rus bélka ‘squirrel’, Lat fēlēs ‘wildcat, marten, polecat’, Welsh beleu ‘marten’, etc. 

(WP II 177; Buck 3.62); 

 Avar zazí-ʕunk’:  ‘squirrel’, Chechen ts’etsa-yoqqurg ‘weasel’, Ingush tsits-χolg  ‘rat’, Lezgi ts’uts’u-l 

‘marten’, Khinalug ts’ɨza-šχer ‘hedgehog’, Ubykh ćatsa ‘beaver’, etc. (NCED 360); 

 Lezgi q’üʁür, Udi ʁʕaʁʕal ‘hedgehog’, Tsezi k’uʁ ‘badger’, Bezhta k’oh id., etc. (NCED 725);  

 OInd nakulá- ‘mongoose’ > Ḍumāki naul ‘animal like a small weasel’; Pašai (Kunar Valley) noŭl ‘otter’; 

Shina Jijelut nɔ ̄ le ‘marmot’; Sindhi noru ‘weasel, ferret, mongoose’, noriaṛu ‘squirrel’ (T 6908); 

 Lat vīverra ‘ferret’, OPrus weware ‘squirrel’, Lith vaiverìs ‘male polecat or marten’, etc. (EDLI 685).  

Words for smaller animals are subject to a great deal of phonetic irregularity, metathesis, and 

expressive changes, in Bsq including the frequent change of /s, ś, c, ć/ (spelt z, s, tz, ts) to /š, č/ (spelt 

x, tx). Thus some of these words are of little or no value in determining proto-phonology of Bsq, 

nevertheless they must be catalogued to get a true picture of Bsq vocabulary in relation to NC (and 

SC in general). 

 

Fauna 1: Mammals:  The list begins with the comparison of Bsq otso ‘wolf’ with Andi bots’o 

‘wolf’, etc., proposed decades ago by Trombetti. Michelena’s ingenious attempt to derive Bsq azeri 

‘fox’ from a personal name is disputed: NC cognates like Akhwakh šari ‘fox’, Tindi, Botlikh, 

Godoberi sari, etc., also proposed by Trombetti, are preferred. Basque hartz ‘bear’ and the first part of 

azkon(-ar) ‘badger’ (Z harz-kṹ) are compared with Dargi Akusha χạrts’ ‘marten’, etc. (see above for 

common semantic shifts). The usual interpretation of the Bsq word for otter as ‘water animal’ (*hur-

abere) is regarded here as a folk etymology, and replaced by *u-dagera < *hur-dagera (cf. Andi 

darɢwa ‘weasel, marten’). A new interpretation of Bsq erbinude ‘weasel’ is proposed, stimulated by 

the oldest recorded form ergunedi (Landucci 1562), as a compound equivalent to NC forms such as 

Godoberi ʕandi-rutɬ’:i ‘weasel’, but with reverse order.2 The section closes with the comparison of 

Bsq sagu ‘mouse’ and Circassian tsəʁwa ~ ʒǝʁʷa ‘mouse’ (PNC *cārgwV), also proposed over a 

century ago by Trombetti. 

 

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

B.1 wolf *oćo Andi bots’o ‘wolf’, Tindi, 

Karata bats’a id.; Bezhta 

*bħĕrcẹ̆  
‘wolf, jackal’ 

294 

Basque (c) otso ‘wolf’, 

(Z) ótso, (with 

expressive palatal) (c) 

                                                           
1 S.A. Starostin (pc), discussing his extensive field work in the Caucasus, remarked that it was often difficult to 

get precise meanings for words denoting animals and plants.   
2 Reversal of order of elements is not unusual between related languages, depending on the syntactic and lexical 

properties of each language (e.g. Basque is SOV, with head-final compounding). Cf. also, e.g., Bsq *egu-erdi 

‘midday, noon’ (lit. ‘day-middle’) vs. NC: Karata ratɬ’i-ɬayl ‘middle-daytime’. Chirikba (2015, p. 8, note 11) 

gives the example of Avar ʕis:in-piq: ‘damson’ ~ Abkhaz a-pħwa-sa ‘damson’, both containing the PNC 

elements *HVnśV ‘small’ (cf. Bsq *senhe) and *pĭrqwĂ ‘fruit’, with different ordering of segments. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

bats’o, Inkhokwari 

bots’o; Lak barts’; Dargi 

bets’; Batsbi bʕorts’, 

Chechen, Ingush borz 

‘wolf’;3 Abkhaz a-bgǝ́ʒ 

‘jackal, hyena’, etc.4  

Cf. PY *pe(ʔ)s-tap 

‘wolverine’ (SCG 13); Hatti 

ha-praš-un ‘leopard’ (KHat 

352).  

otxo ‘little wolf’ (> 

Basque/Spanish surname 

Ochoa) (M 50, 192, 206; 
EDB 321). Before it 

disappeared old *b 

caused labialization of 
vowels in Bsq *boćo > 

*oćo (cf. convergent 

change in Andi and 
Inkhokwari).5  

Orig 268: Bsq + Andi, 

Tsezi, Batsbi 

B.2 fox *aseɦari  

~ *ɦaseri  
Akhwakh šari ‘fox’, Tindi, 

Botlikh, Godoberi sari, 

Karata sare, Andi sor id.; 

Avar tser; Khwarshi zaru 

‘fox’, Tsezi ziru, Bezhta 

sora id.; Udi šul ‘fox’; 

Khinalug pšlä ‘fox’; Lak 

tsulč’a ‘fox’;  Budukh 

sokul id.; Chechen tsħōgal 

‘fox’; Abkhaz á-š̌a-bga id., 

etc.6 

Cf. Burushaski *hal ‘fox’ 
(SCG 21). 

*chwōlĕ 
‘fox, jackal’ 

< *cEhwōlĕ  
324 

Basque (BN, L) hazeri 

‘fox’, (B, G, AN, BN-

Baigorri) azeri, (B, G, 
AN-Larraun, Bzt) azari, 

(Z) axé(r)i, exé(r)i, (R) 

axeri, (R, Sal) axari, (B-
Arratia, Orozko, 

Txorierri) azegari, (B) 

azagari, (B-arc) azeari, 
azebari, etc.; compound: 

(B-Mondragon) axel-eme 

‘vixen’  (M 119, 418; 
EDB 121).7 

 Orig 39-40: Bsq + 

Kryz, Budukh, Batsbi, 
Chechen, Karata, Avar, 

Andi, Kabardian  

B.3 cat (wild), 

marmot 

*biśa-ṙ Tsakhur bis:i ‘cat’, Udi 

piši-k: id., Lezgi psi ‘pussy-

cat’; Chechen pisū ‘pussy-

cat’. (SKJa has Tsakhur bis̄iy, 

Udi pišik ̣‘кошка’.) 

Cf. Burushaski buś ‘cat’. 
(Similar forms are found in 

neighboring Indo-Iranian 
languages: see T 8298). 

*bĭsV 
‘pussy-cat’ 

305 

 

Basque (BN-Aldude, 

Bzt) bisar ‘a kind of very 
small wild cat’, 8 (Sal) 

muxar id., (B) mixar, 
mixu ‘marmot’, (B, G, L, 

AN-Lezaka) musar id. 

(Azkue; MDE VII 141). 
Forms with m(u)- and -x- 

/š/ have been altered by 

common expressive 
changes.9 

B.4 bear, *harc, Dargi Akusha χạrts’  

‘marten’, Dargi Chiragh 

*χHVr[c ̣́ ]V 
‘marten, otter’ 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hartz 

‘bear’, (B, G, AN, R) 

                                                           
3 Chechen national animal, pronounced bworz or bworʒ in some dialects. 
4 The Abkhaz word, and Abaza bagaʒa ‘jackal, hyena’, are contractions of a compound *bVga + *bVʒ́a, the 

second component < PNC *bħĕrcẹ̆. 
5 Subsequently *b- disappeared before labial vowels: cf. Bsq *onci ‘vessel’ (Q.27) ~ PEC *bōnʒ(w)V ‘a kind of 

vessel’ (see Phonology, pp. 131-32). 
6 Some forms are from suffixed *chwōlV-kṾ, as in Lak, further with metathesis *chwōkṾlV > Budukh and 

Chechen words, etc. Abkhaz á-š̌a-bga is a compound with PWC *bIaga (i.e. [bʕaga]), which itself means ‘fox’. 
7 The implausible theory that the Bsq word comes from a personal name, Asenarius or Acenari, is discussed in 

the section Native Basque … or Romance? (pp. 235-41). 
8 ‘Gato montés muy pequeño / chat sauvage de très petite taille’. 
9 An expressive etymon, but it could represent an archaic SC word for ‘wild cat’ or ‘marmot’. Cf. Eng. pussy, 

Rumanian pisică, etc. (Buck 3.62); Pashto pišō, Pers. pušek, etc. (T 8298); and as far away as Ojibwe piš:iw ~ 

bižiw ‘lynx’. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

badger *hars- 
(-kone) 

χʕ:arts’ ‘squirrel’; Chechen, 

Ingush χeš-t ‘otter’. 
A recessive etymon, preserved 
only in Dargi and Nakh. 

Cf. PY *χas ‘badger’ > Kott 

hāš (SCG 244).  

1073 artz ‘bear’, (A) arça 

‘(the) bear’, arç emea 
‘(the) she-bear’;10 (BN) 

az-koin ‘badger’, (AN, 

BN, Sal, Bzt, L) az-kon, 
(L) az-kuin, (Z) harz-kṹ, 

haz-kṹ, (R) az-koĩ, (B, G, 

AN) az-konar ‘badger’, 
etc. See next set for the 

element *-kone. Also 

*lu-harc ‘mole cricket’ 
(‘earth bear’) (M 66, 

147, 206, 219, 290, 363, 

368; EDB 110, 271).11 

B.5 badger *(hars-) 

*-kone 
Ubykh qʷǝnǝ́ ‘mouse, rat’, 

Abkhaz a-ħʷǝ́na-p, Abaza 

ħʷǝna-p(ǝ) id.; (with 

metathesis) Avar ʕunk’: 

‘mouse’, Botlikh hink’:ʷa 

id.; Khinalug nuk’u-r 
‘mouse’, etc. 

Cf. PY *kūń ‘wolverine’ 
(SCG 241). 

*ɦq̇wə̄nə̄ ~ 

*ɦnə̄q̇wə̄  
‘mouse, rat’ 

523 

Basque (BN) az-koin 

‘badger’, (L) az-kuin, (Z) 

harz-kṹ, haz-kṹ, (R) az-
koĩ, (B, G, AN) az-konar 

‘badger’, etc. (see 

above).12 For the first 
element *hars- see the 

previous set.13  

B.6 otter  *u-

dagera 
Andi darɢwa ‘weasel, 

marten’; Lak t:arq’a 

‘weasel, ermine’, Lak 

Khosrekh t:arq̇ʷa id.   

A recessive EC etymon, 

preserved only in Andi and 

Lak. 

Cf. PY *täχVr ‘otter’ > Kott 

thēgär, thēʔär, Ket ta:ĺ, 

Yug ta:r id. (SCG 39). 

*darq̇wV 
‘weasel, ermine’ 

399 

Basque (BN) udagara 

‘otter’, (B-Mundaka) 
uagara, (with 

metathesis): (B-Gernika, 

L-Ainhoa) ugadera, (Z) 
ügadera, (L) uhadera, 

(Bzt) ubadera, etc.; (with 

other distortions): (Azk, 
Sal) uragre, (G) igabera, 

(AN) igaraba, (B) 

igarabi, igarabire, etc. 
(M 75; EDB 357; 

OEH).14   

B.7 squirrel *burca, 

*burcainc 
Archi baṛšu ‘badger’; Tsezi, 

Hinukh birušo ‘badger’, 

Bezhta beruse, 

Hunzib miruš id.; 

*bHărVnćV Basque (Sal) urxa 

‘squirrel’, (Sal, Azk) 

burtxintx, (BN, L, Bzt) 

urtxintx, (L, Bzt) 

urtxintxa, (Z) ürxántx, 

                                                           
10 As a typological parallel to the semantics of Bsq ‘bear’ ~ EC ‘otter, marten, squirrel’, cf. this Altaic 

etymology: PAltaic *ki̯ă̆̀mŭ̀ : Tatar, Uighur, Bashkir qama ‘otter’, Chuvash xъʷma  ‘beaver, marten’; Middle 

Korean, Modern Korean kōm ’bear’; Old Japanese kuma ‘bear’, etc. (TOB). 
11 The mole cricket is a large, rather fearsome looking insect, with forelegs that resemble paws of a bear. Cf. the 

Aquitanian name HARSUS, genitive HARSI (M 206, 363). 
12 Since phonetic development is parallel to that of leone ‘lion’ (< Lat. leone-m) the proto-form was probably 

*(hars-)kone or the like (M 147); cf. (B, G, AN) leoe, leoi ‘lion’, (BN, L) lehoin, (Z) lehṹ id. 
13 Badger (Bsq) and wolverine (Yeniseian) are both mustelids, and probably the earlier meaning, shifted to 

denoting rodents in NC. 
14 All the denoted animals in NC and Bsq belong to the family Mustelidae. But contra Azkue, Michelena, and 

Trask, the presumed “original” ugabere is (in this model) a folk-etymological reshaping as ‘water-animal’ (*hur 

+ *abere) of the probable true original *u-dagera, based on external comparison. (*u- = *hur ‘water’, E.1). For 

(Z) uhain, ugain ‘otter’ see Bsq *u-hin ‘wave’ (E.9). 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Avar parč:o ‘badger’, 

Akhwakh mamats:e, 

Chamali mamaša, 

Tindi mamača id.; Lak x:u-

ways:a ‘badger’, etc. 

‘badger’15 

299 
(AN) burintxa, burintza, 

buxintxa, urxantx, (BN, 

L) urxints, (G, AN) kata-
purtxintx id. (M 293; 

MDE VII 197; EDB 

361).16  
 

B.8 rabbit *Hun[c]e Andi onži ‘hedgehog’, Avar 

ʕúž-ruq’:, Chadakolob 

ʕunž-úq’, id.; Tabasaran 

herži-l ‘marten, hamster’, 

Agul ħurča-l id.; Kabardian 

wəźa ‘weasel’, etc.  

*ɦwVlǯĔ 
‘marten, weasel, 

hedgehog’ 
540 

 

Basque (G, AN, R) untxi 

[unči] ‘rabbit’, (R) untxe, 
(AN) entxe id. Probably 

with expressive palatal < 

*Hunce (EDB 357). 
Note change of *l > /n/ 

in Andi and Chadakolob, 

as well as in Basque (see 
Phonology, pp. 187, 

195-200).  

B.9 hare, 
weasel 

*ergui, 

 

*ergu- 

(-nedi) 

Akhwakh retɬ’:u ‘squirrel’, 

Tindi retɬ’:u ‘weasel’, 

Chamali yetɬ’:w id.; 

Chechen, Ingush daχka 

‘mouse’, etc.; Ubykh dəʁwə́ 

‘mouse’; Godoberi ʕandi-

rutɬ’:i ‘weasel’, etc. (see 

next set).  

*rĭgwĂ 
‘weasel, mouse’ 

951 

Basque (c) erbi ‘hare’, 

(A) ergunedi ‘weasel’, 
etc. (see next set). 

(Occasionally herbi by 

older northern writers: 
see OEH.) 

Bsq (c) erbi ‘hare’ < 

*ergwi, with the common 
change of *gw > b before 

a high vowel (see  pp. 

93-94). Relics of older 
*ergu- remain in some of 

the Bsq words for 

‘weasel’ (see next set).17 

B.10 weasel *(ergu-) 

-nedi 
Godoberi ʕandi-rutɬ’:i  

‘weasel’, Andi hana-rotɬ’:i, 

Akhwakh Ratlub hinda-

retɬ’:u, Tindi handa-

retɬ’:u, Chamali anna-

ratɬ’:, Avar ʕondó-tɬ’: id.; 

Tsezi madu-tɬi ‘weasel’, 
Hinukh, Khwarshi, 

Inkhokwari madu-tɬa id. 

PAndian 

*handa- 

PTsezian 

*mada- 

‘weasel’ 

239 

Basque (A) ergunedi 

‘weasel’, (G) ergaiñude, 

erbiñude, erbiñure, (G-
Berastegi, Etxarri-

Aranaz) ergonei, (AN-

Arakil) erguniri, (B) 
erbiñude ‘weasel’ (MDE 

X 310).18 The oldest 

recorded form ergunedi 

(Landucci 1562) may be 

analyzed as ergu-nedi, 

                                                           
15 The PEC form *bHărVnćV closely resembles the dissimilated Bsq form (AN) burintxa /burinča/. Both recall 

PAltaic *borso(k`V) ‘badger’ > Turkish porsuk, Uighur borsuq; Middle Korean ŭ̀ sɨ̆̀rk id., etc. (TOB; Russ барсук 

‘badger’ < Turkic); possibly reflecting a very old (Borean) etymon. 
16 This etymon denotes a mustelid (badger) in NC, but a rodent (squirrel) in Bsq: cf. B.5, with the opposite. x /š/ 

and tx /č/ by expressive palatalization. Sal urxa (< *burča) is possibly a simplex form (cf. Archi baṛšu ‘badger’); 

this and other forms exhibit the incomplete Bsq change of *bu > /u/. (G, AN) kata-purtxintx has the added 

element kata- ‘cat’, like (B) kata-kuxa ‘marten’, (G, AN) kata-kuxantxa ‘squirrel’, etc.  
17 Forms like (G) ermiunide, (Azk) arminderi ‘weasel’ are contaminated with Romance words for ‘ermine’ < Lat. 

(mūs) armenius ‘Armenian mouse’ (REW 656). 
18 These are usually interpreted as erbi + unide, i.e. ‘hare’s wetnurse’ (HB 303), but this looks like a folk 

etymology; alternatively Michelena (OEH) proposed *erdi-unide ‘nodriza de parto’, dissimilated to erbinude. 

This association may have been helped along by the curious Spanish word for ‘weasel’, comadreja, related to 

comadre ‘midwife, woman friend’, comadrona ‘midwife’ (Dicc, REW 2082).   
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

(2nd element -rutɬ’:i, - tɬa, etc. 

< PNC *rĭgwĂ: see above.) 

with *nedi cognate with 

Andian *handa-, Avar 
ʕondó-, Tsezian *madu- 

in the words for ‘weasel’ 

cited.19     

B.11 hedgehog *kiriki- Agul Burshag q’iri-biri 

‘hedgehog’, Agul Burkikhan 

q’uru-bil, Agul q’ürd-

mag, q’udu-bil id.; Dargi 

Akusha q’ạd-ga, Chiragh 

q’ab-k:a, Kubachi q’int’-
q’a, etc. ‘hedgehog’. 

*q̇Hwɨr(-)dV 
‘hedgehog’ 

926 

Basque (B) kirikio, 
kirikirio, kirikiño, 

kirkiño, (G) kirikirio 
‘hedgehog’.  

Expressive words with 

irregularities. Clearly not 

derivable from Lat. 

ericius (M 252; REW 

2897).20  

B.12 mouse *śagu Adyge tsəʁwa ‘mouse’, 

Kabardian ʒǝʁʷa id.; Avar 

tsatɬ’:ú ‘weasel’, Andi 

sartɬ’:u, Karata satɬ’:u id; 

Chechen šat’q’a ‘weasel’, 

Ingush šurt’q’a  id.; 

Tsakhur sok ‘weasel’, etc.  
Cf. Burushaski *ć(h)argé 

‘flying squirrel’; PY *saʔqa 
‘squirrel’ (SCG 21). 

*cārgwV 
‘mouse, weasel, 

marten’ 

322 

Basque (c) sagu ‘mouse’, 
(Z) ságü, (AN, L, BN-

Baigorri, Azk) sabu. 

(EDB 335); compounds 
(c) sagu-zar ‘bat’ (‘old 

mouse’), sat-andere 

‘weasel’ or ‘marten’ 
(andere ‘woman, lady’), 

sat-itsu ‘shrew’ (‘blind 

mouse’), etc. Expressive 
form: (G, BN, Bzt) xagu 

/šagu/ ‘mousie’.21 

Trombetti (1903 §146), 

Orig 287; U 582: Bsq + 

Kabardian, etc. 

 

Fauna 2: Birds:  Among large birds, Bouda’s comparison of Bsq sai ‘vulture, eagle’ with Avar 

ts’:um / ts’un ‘eagle’, etc. (Tsezi tsey) is retained here. Bsq arrano ‘eagle’ is more problematic. The 

Bsq word for ‘crane’ somewhat resembles IE words, but is not derivable from them. The Pyrenean 

forms, (Sal) kurru, (R) kurri ‘crane’, look archaic and closely recapitulate some NC forms: Andi 

q’:urru ‘crane’, Karata q’:uru-n id. Castilian grulla ‘crane’ seems to be a blend of Old Span. grúa + a 

Vasconic form similar to Bsq kurillo. For the general Bsq word for ‘bird’ *čori (or *čo[l]i) we depart 

from Michelena’s ingenious, but fanciful, derivation from zori ‘luck, fortune’, finding the comparison 

with Chamali č’or ‘bird’, etc. (PEC *čḤwēlV) much more straightforward. Northern Bsq urzo ‘dove, 

pigeon’ (= EB uso) is analyzed as a specialization of the word used for ‘bird’ in some NC languages 

(Dargi artsan, Kabardian bzuw ‘bird’ < PNC *b=ōrsA, etc.). Northern Bsq huntz ‘owl’, southern ontz, 

are compared with a Dargi poetic word for ‘eagle’, hunuts’, Avar ħinč’: ‘bird’, etc. 

 

                                                           
19 The NCauc word is itself mysterious, apparently a garbled compound involving PEC *ʕwamħV ‘hyena; wolf’ 

(cf. Burushaski *ya[m] ‘bear’), thus *dVHV-ʕwamħV (Chechen daʕam ‘badger’) or *ʕwamħV-dVHV (‘small 

wolf’?) > PTsez *madu-, PAnd *handa-, Avar ʕondó- (NCED 239). 
20 There is also a form with tr-: (G, AN) triku, triko, tiriku ‘hedgehog’ (OEH). “Para sus posibles orígenes y para 

la posibilidad de que triku y kiriki(ñ)o procedan de un *trikino/-u o *krikino/-u común, v. FLV 1971, 261s.” 
21 For the stem variant *śat- < *śag-t-, see fossilized oblique stem markers, pp. 72-76.  
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

B.13 vulture *śai(e) Tsezi tsey, tse ‘eagle, vulture’, 

Hinukh tsoy ‘eagle’, Bezhta 

tsuha id,; Chamali s’ũy 

‘eagle’, Tindi ts:ū̃, Karata 

ts’:ũyi, Avar ts’:um ~ 

ts’:un id.; Andi ts’:un ‘eagle, 

vulture’, Botlikh ts’ :ũʔi, 

Godoberi ts:ũʔi id.; Khinalug 

ts’im-ir ‘small bird, sparrow’. 
(See next set.) 

*cẉämʔV̆   
‘eagle’ 

370 
also ‘vulture’ 

in several 

langs 
SKJa 227 

Basque (B, G, BN, Z) 

sai ’vulture’. Cf. saie 

‘ostrich’ (in Uriarte’s 
Bible, Lev. 11:16);22 

‘eagle’ per Voltoire (17th 
c.) (OEH).23 

BK 64: Bsq sae, sai + 

Avar ts’:um ~ ts’:un  

B.14 eagle *aṙaṅo Dargi Chiragh ʕar-č’ime 

‘eagle’; Chechen är-zū ‘eagle’, 

Ingush är-zi, Batsbi ar-ts’iw 

id.; Lak bar-zu ‘eagle’; Agul 

mar-ts’ ‘eagle’.24 

Cf. Burushaski *hár-ćimo ‘a 

kind of bird’.25 

*ʔār- 
(in *ʔār-

cẉämʔV̆ 

~ *ʔwār-

cạ̈mʔV̆ 

‘eagle’) 
370 

Basque (c) arrano 

‘eagle’, “esp. the golden 
eagle … (Aquila 

chrysaetos) … also 

applied in places to 
various vultures” (EDB 

106); (Z) arrã́nõ 

‘eagle’.26  

B.15 seagull *kaio Akhwakh qwa ‘jackdaw, rook’, 

Andi q:ommo ‘raven’; Dargi 

Akusha q:ạna ‘crow’; Udi 

ʁʕaina ‘crow’, Tsakhur qʕan 

id; Khinalug q:am-ar ‘crow’, 
etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *ɣámun ‘crow’; 

PY *qǟŋa ‘kite; owl’ (SCG 170).  

*qǝnɦǝ̄   

~ *qǝmɦǝ̄ 
‘raven, crow’ 

889 

Basque (B-Lekeitio, G-

Zumaya, AN-
Ondarrabia) kaio ‘seagull 

(large, ashy-white)’, (G) 

kaio aundi ‘a kind of 
seagull’ (*haundi ‘big’), 

(G-Donostia) kaio 

moriko ‘a seabird, skua’ 
(moriko?).27  

B.16 crow, 
raven; 
hawk 

*beɫe, 

*beɫa-c 
Avar ʁálo ‘jackdaw’, Chamali 

ʁola ‘partridge’; Dargi 

q:ulq:a ‘crow’; Adyge 

q:ʷaɮa-ź ‘crow’, Kabardian 

q:ʷaɮa-bzuw ‘wild birds 

*ɢHwV̄ɫV 
‘crow, 

jackdaw’ 

460 

Basque (Z) béle ‘raven’ 
(Corvus), belátz 

‘sparrowhawk’ 

(Accipiter), beláx ‘crow, 
rook’, (BN) belatx 

‘hawk, rook’, (B, G, AN) 

                                                           
22 Translators differ on the first bird named in Lev. 11:16. King James Version has owl; many other translations 

have ostrich, after the Septuagint’s στρουθòν.  
23 Basque has lost the nasal in a development similar to that seen in Bsq *kē ‘smoke’ ~ PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV ‘smoke’ 

(F.2) and others (see Phonology, pp. 183, 185). Deriv: (B-Ispaster) saiarre ‘vulture’, (B-Lekeitio, Markina) 

saierre id. (lit. ‘gray vulture’). 
24 SKJa (239) derives the Nakh forms from Georgian arcịvi ‘eagle’, in turn < Armenian arcịv id. On the other 

hand, Diakonoff & Starostin (1986: 45), in their entry about Urartian arcịb/wǝ ‘name of a horse = Eagle’, stated 

that Armenian arcui ~ dial. arciw ‘eagle’ was “certainly” a loan from PEC, and that the Geo. word (+ Mgr, Laz 

arcịvi, Svan ärcịw) came either from Armenian or Urartian; they add that Old Indic r̥jipya- ‘hastening forward, 

going quick’ is also from PEC, by a different route.  
25 ‘a small black and white bird with a long beak, living at the river’; if related, this would represent a semantic 

‘demotion’, like Khinalug ts’imir ‘small bird, sparrow’ (see above). 
26 Obviously similar to PIE *Hor- ‘eagle’, Hit. hara(n)- (M 220, n. 82), Gmc *ar-an-, Gk ὄρνις, etc. (WP I: 135), 

but “the proposed link … is too remote and vague to be impressive” (EDB 106). PEC has the root *ʔār- only in 

compounds with *cẉämʔV̆. If the linguistic ancestors of Bsq came from Anatolia (as seems most probable in this 

model) arrano may reflect a common origin with Hittite hara(n)-. 
27 Michelena (OEH) suggests a relationship with It. gazza ‘magpie’, Fr. geai, jai ‘jay’, etc. (REW 3640). 
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(generic)’, Ubykh qʕaɮa 

‘jackdaw’. 

Cf. PY *kɨla ‘crow’ (SCG 224). 

bela ‘crow, raven, rook’, 

(AN, BN, L) bele ‘crow, 
raven’, etc. (M 128, 223; 

EDB 134).28  

B.17 crane 
(bird) 

*kuṙu(-

ɫo) 

~  

*kuṙi(-ɫo) 

Andi q’:urru ‘crane’, Karata 

q’:uru-n; Archi q’wer-t’i; 

Adyge q:araw id., etc.; 

(with reduplication): 

Chechen ʁarʁuli; Akhwakh 

q’:uq’:ura; Tsezi qoq; Lak 

q’uruq’; Dargi q:urʁ ‘crane’, 

q’anq’ ‘heron, bustard’; Agul 

q’urq’ ‘crane’; etc. Cf. 

Burushaski *qarū́-yọ ‘heron’ 
(SCG 237).29    

*q̇wVrV  

~ (redup-

licated) 
*q̇ə̄rə̄q̇wV 
‘crane’ 

914 

Basque (Sal) kurru, 
kurro, (R) kurri ‘crane’; 

suffixed (B, G) kurrillo, 

(B) kurruillo, (B-
Ispaster) kurlo, (Z) 

khǘrlo, etc. ‘crane’ 

(MDE XIX 284; EDB 
256; OEH). Some of the 

forms resemble Romance 

(Trask 1995: Sp. grulla, 
etc.), but kurri, kurru are 

not derivable from 

Romance.30  

B.18 black-
bird 

*soso / 

*šošo 
Chechen šorša-l ‘blackbird, 

thrush’; Chamali sanča-ra 

‘swallow’; Bezhta šašu 

‘swallow’; Khinalug čänč 

‘pigeon’; Abaza žʷts’ǝ 

‘swallow’, etc. 

*šVnšV 

~ *čVnčV  
‘a kind of bird’ 

987 

Basque (c) zozo 

‘blackbird’ or ‘thrush’ 
(closely related species 

of genus Turdus), 

(expressive) xoxo 
/šošo/.31 Also (B-

Bergara, Gatzaga) soso 

/śośo/, sozo (Pouvreau). 

B.19 bird *čo[l]i Chamali č’or ‘bird’, Gadyri 

č’oru ‘bird’, Gigatl č’ura 

‘sparrow’, Avar č’oró-lo 

‘quail’, Tindi č’uri-ʁaʁa 

*čḤwēlV 
‘a small bird’32 

388 

Basque (c) txori ‘bird’, 

(Z) txó(r)i, (AN, BN, L) 

xori id.;   (M 180, 191; 
EDB 377-8); stem 

variant *čol- in (G) txol-

arre ‘sparrow’ (AW; HB 
302; OEH).33  

                                                           
28 Azkue cites (AN, B, BN, G, L, Z) bela 'raven', though Michelena (M 128) cites (B) bela as opposed to bele in 

other dialects. The idea of a root *bel ‘dark’ (EDB, et al.) is not accepted here. The change of PSC *ɢw > Bsq *b 

is regular, under certain conditions (see Phonology, pp. 93-94, 167). 
29 The Bur suffix -yọ seems to be cognate with Bsq -lo, since Bur /y/̣ is usually of lateral origin (see Bengtson & 

Blažek. 2011: 28-30), thus *qarū́-yọ is formally identical with Bsq *kuṙu-lo. 
30 On the other hand it is likely that Bsq influenced Sp., i.e. the Sp. form with ending -lla is not found in other 

Rom. languages (REW 3896). In current Spanish grúa is used for ‘mechanical crane, derrick’ and grulla for the 

bird (see Dicc). For grulla Dicc has the note “Etim. disc.” (‘etymology debatable or questionable’).  It seems to 

be a blend of Old Span. grúa + a Vasconic form similar to Bsq kurillo. 
31 Secondary meanings ‘imbecilic, stupid, foolish, idiotic’, etc. (AW): “En general, los autores septentrionales 

emplean xoxo para la primera acepción [mirlo, tordo] y zozo para la segunda [tonto, idiota, etc.] … En textos 

meridionales zozo es la forma mejor documentada en ambas acepciones” (OEH). NCED remarks on “similar 

birdnames in Georgian: šašvi ‘blackbird’, šošia ‘starling’.” 
32 The PEC reconstruction is cited as *čḤwīlV, with initial *c ̣́ - also possible, and *-ē- or -ɨ̄- also possible as the 

first vowel. It is not clear from the NCED text exactly which meanings are correct for Andian langs; as to Udi ạl 

‘partridge’: “since all weak affricates were lost in Ud. [NCED 142], this form can go back to PL[ezgian] *č ̣̫ VIl, 

and may be related to the PA and Lak. forms.” Cf. Udi in ‘flea’ < PEC *čẉɨ̆nhV ‘flea, nit’ (NCED 394); Udi ini 

‘new’ < PNC *cạ̈̆nʔV ‘new’ (NCED 357), etc. 
33 With -l- elided: (G) txoarre, (L) xoarre, xoar ‘sparrow’; and the curious (G, AN) txol-oma ‘pigeon’ is 

apparently a blend of Bsq *čo[l]i + Rom. paloma (M 188; REW 6181). Trask (1995, 1997, EDB) repeats 
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‘quail’; Lak č’ịl-mu ‘(small) 

bird’; Udi ạl ‘partridge’. 

B.20 finch, 
robin 

*čonta 

~  
*čindo-ṙ 

 

1. Budukh č’ilit’ ‘sparrow’, 

Tabasaran č’iʁlit’ ‘snipe’, Lezgi 

č’alit’ ‘partridge’, Chechen 

č’ēʁard-ig ‘swallow’, etc. 

2. Lak čit’u ‘swallow’; 

Tabasaran č’ạrt’ ‘nestling bird’, 

Tsakhur šit’ ‘bird’; Ingush 

č’q’ord ‘lark’, etc.    

*čʁ̣VliṭV  

‘a kind of bird’ 
391 

*čHwV̄r-

(V)tṾ 
‘a kind of bird’ 

343 

Basque (B) txonta ‘finch, 

chaffinch’; (B) txindor, 
txindorri ‘robin’, 

txindorri baltz ‘redstart’. 

Phonetic development 
complex and unclear.34  

B.21 swallow, 
swift 

*e=ɫanha 

~ 

*e=ṅhala 

Dargi Akusha laha ‘pigeon’, 

Urakhi lawha, Muiri lahwa, 

aitag laxʷa, Kubachi naxʷa id.; 

Rutul lirxʷay ‘pigeon’, 

Tabasaran, Agul luf id.; with 

obscure construction: Tsakhur 

(dial.) 

qʕɨnerke, Mikik qʕɨnēke 

‘pigeon’. 

*lɨ̆nƛwē 
‘pigeon’ 

750 

Basque (B-Markina) elae 
‘swallow’, (B, G) elai, 

(B, G) alae, alai id. < 

*eɫana; with metathesis: 
(L) einhara ‘swallow’, 

(Z) añhá(r)a, añhé(r)a, 

(c, EB) enara id., etc. (M 
326; MDE X 285; EDB 

170; OEH).35 

B.22 dove *urso Dargi Akusha artsa-n ‘bird’, 

urtse-s ‘to fly’; Tabasaran urs- 

‘to jump (from above)’; Abkhaz 

a=psā́(t’ ʷ) ‘bird’, Adyghe 

bzǝwǝ ‘bird, sparrow’, 

Kabardian bzuw ‘bird’.36 

*=ōrsA 
‘to fly, to jump 
(from above); 

bird’ 

863 

Basque (BN, R, Sal) urzo 

‘dove’, (Z) ǘrzo id.; (B, 
G, AN, L-Ainhoa, Azk) 

uso ‘dove’; the latter 

form has the change of 
/rs/ to /ś/ (see Phonology, 

pp. 140, 196; M 362).37  

B.23 owl *honc 

~ *hunc 
Dargi hunuts’  ‘eagle’ (poetic); 

Avar ħinč’: ‘bird’, Chadakolob 

ħints’ id.; Chechen ħōza 

‘sparrow’, Batsbi ħats’-uk  

*ɦnɨ̄ć(̣w)ĭ ~ 

*ɦć(̣w)ɨ̄nĭ 
‘small bird’ 

525 

Basque (BN-Aldude, L) 

huntz ‘owl; taciturn or 
misanthropic man’, (Z) 

hüntz, (AN, BN, Bzt, 

Azk, Sal, R) untz, (B, G, 

                                                           
Michelena’s ingenious, but fanciful, derivation of *čori from *sori ‘luck, fortune’ (R.44) from “the common 

practice of foretelling the future by observing the flight of birds.” I respectfully demur. 
34 Bsq and both PNC words have the sequence affricate + vowel + resonant + coronal. As with many faunal 

words, these have probably undergone several expressive changes. 
35 Additional forms: (B, G, AN, L) enada ‘swallow’, etc.; (Bzt) iñara ‘swift’, (R, Sal) iñar id.; compound: (AN) 

gab-enara ‘bat’ (lit. ‘night-swallow’), (Sal) kiñuri ‘swallow’, etc. (see OEH: gau-enara). A difficult Bsq-NC 

comparison. Michelena (M 326) proposed the Bsq metathetic variants *eLana ~ *eNala (in this model = *eɫana 

~ *eṅala), with the ‘strong’ (fortis) resonant first in each variant. Here Bsq *e=ɫanha is compared with PEC 

*lɨ̆nƛwē (see Phonology, p. 158). The bird species swallow and swift are superficially similar, less so the pigeon 

(dove), though as can be seen from other bird etymologies, meanings can historically vary quite widely.  
36 The West Caucasian words have a fossilized class prefix *b=, corresponding to PNC *b=ōrsA ‘bird’, and 

possibly Bsq *urso came from *b=urso, since *b deletes in this position (see Morphology, pp. 58-71; and 

Phonology, pp. 131-32). 
37 “In ornithological practice, ‘dove’ tends to be used for smaller species and ‘pigeon’ for larger ones, but this is 

in no way consistently applied, and historically, the common names for these birds involve a great deal of 

variation between the terms.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Columbidae 
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‘bird’; Archi nots’, ‘small bird, 

sparrow’; Abkhaz a-ts’ǝ́-s 
‘small bird, sparrow’, Abaza 

ts’i-s id., etc. Cf. Burushaski 

*cḥen ‘bird’ (TOB). 

AN) ontza ‘owl’; (B) 

gab-ontz ‘owl’ (‘night-
owl’) (M 57; MDE XXI 

983). 38   

 

Fauna 3: Reptiles, amphibans, arthropods, and insects:  In this section, as mentioned 

above, we encounter the greatest amount of phonetic irregularity, metathesis, and expressive changes, 

making some of the proposed etymologies a little more doubtful than those in other sections. 

Nevertheless, they are proffered here for further studies to confirm, reject, or modify. Typical of these 

words is EB sugelandara ‘lizard’, for which OEH (see sugandila) lists at least 43 local variants; in 

this analysis at least some can be derived from *śuge ‘snake’ + *-lindila (M. Harriet [19th c.] wrote 

suga-lindila), which we match with the recessive PEC word *λwitλwiɫV ‘lizard’. There is a new 

etymology for Bsq erle ‘bee’, (Bzt also ‘beehive’), matched with NC words such as Tsezi reɬ̣o ~ riɬ̣o 

‘beehive’. A mysterious element in Bsq words for wasp, -biña, -bio, -miño, -fin(a), compared here 

with PEC *pä̆nqwV ‘bee’. Bsq words for ‘wasp’ and ‘hornet’ of the types listor and leizor (lozer) are 

sorted out: the former matched with PEC *ƛămcṾ ‘a biting insect’, the latter with words like Avar 

tɬ’:ož, Karata tɬ’:ižur ‘wasp’ (not discussed in NCED: possibly an expressive variant of *ƛămcṾ).     

 

  (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

B.24 lizard  *śuś-ke-ṙ 

 

 

Lezgi, Tabasaran 

čurč-ul ‘lizard’, 

Kryz, Budukh čič 

‘worm’; Dargi  

č’ič’a-la ‘snake’; 

Abkhaz aynčvǝ́š 

‘lizard’, Abaza 

artsǝš, Ubykh 

tsantsǝ́š́, tsatsǝ́š́ 

‘lizard’.39 

*čVrčV  

~ *čṾrčṾ 
‘lizard, snake, 
worm’ 

348 

Basque (Z) sǘsker, 

süskhándera, (BN) 
suskandela. The element *-

kandela is a distorted form 

of a different word for 
‘lizard’: see lizard (2). 

Pouvreau (17th c.) recorded 

(L-arc) {xuxquerrua} 
[šuškeṙua], an expressive 

palatal form (M 62). Cf. (B, 
G) muskar ‘lizard’, (B, G, L, 

R, Sal) musker id. (with *m= 

prefix and haplology 

                                                           
38 A homonym of *hunc ‘ivy’ (C.22) in some dialects, but Pouvreau (17th c.) distinguished hontça ‘the owl’ from 

huntza ‘the ivy’, Larramendi (18th c.) wrote ontza, untza, respectively. In Lower Zuberoa the two words are 

distinguished as 1. hüntz ‘owl; fool, silly person’, 2. hüntz-òsto ‘ivy’ (lit. ‘ivy-leaf’) (Larrasquet 1938). The Bsq 

word represents a metathesis of the type PSC *ɦ(w)ɨ́̄nć(̣w)ĭ ~ vs. PNC *ɦnɨ̄ć(̣w)ĭ ~ *ɦć(̣w)ɨ̄nĭ. In general eastern 

Bsq has the vowel *u, vs. western Bsq *o (M 57); it may reflect old ablaut, analogous to that in western Bsq 

negar / eastern Bsq nigar ‘tears’ (see Phonology: Vowels: Ablaut, pp. 106-110). 
39 NCED about the WC forms: “An expressive and very irregular stem (cf. also Abkh. Bz. aʕʷǝ́nč ̣̌ ǝš, ajǝnč ̣̌ ǝš); 

details of its morphological structure and history of transformations are not clear yet, but if the root is *ča(n)čǝ- 

(as suggested by the Ub. form), it probably has some parallels in EC languages.” About PNC in general: “An 

expressive reduplicated root with many irregularities; seems, however, to be genuine (although the reconstruction 

is very uncertain).”  
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[*m(u)=śuś--ke-ṙ > musker]: 

see M 75).  

B.25 lizard  *lindila Chamali ɬoɬol ‘lizard’; 

Lezgi ftfil, Rutul 

xutxul id.  

A recessive etymon, 

attested in only three 

Dagestanian languages. 

*λwitλwiɫV 

‘lizard’ 
763 

Basque (L) suga-lindila 

‘lizard’, (B) suga-lindara, 
(B, G) suge-lindara, (B) 

suge-landara, B) suge-linda, 
(G) suga-linda, etc.40  The 

strange and unique PEC 

cluster *-tλw- is answered by 
Bsq *-nd-.  

B.26 salamander, 
scorpion 

*ɦeṙuɫi (?) Chechen läħa 

‘snake’, Ingush leħa, 

Batsbi laħ id.; Rutul, 

Kryz ɣar, Budukh 

yer id.; Khinalug 

k’az id. (< *ƛạr); 

(with fossilized class 

prefix) Circassian 

b=ɮa ‘snake’.41 

*ŁăɦrV  
‘snake’ 

787 

Basque (Z) erlú(r)i, erlustri, 

(B) elubia ‘salamander’, 

(BN, Z) harruli 
‘salamander’, (Sal, Bzt) 

arruli id., (R) arreuli 

‘salamander’, (Z) ‘scorpion’, 
(R-Uztárroz) anrori id.  

If this comparison is valid it 

requires metathesis: Bsq *ɦ - 

ṙ - ɫ ~ PNC *Ł - ɦ - r.42   

B.27 salamander, 
scorpion 

*Herug(w)i Lak uṛwa-t’i ‘frog’, 

Khosrekh uṛba-t’i 
id.; Khwarshi 

q’urq’-ač ‘lizard’; 

Andi q’:urru ‘frog’; 

Tabasaran 

q’ʕawarq’ʕ-ul 
‘tortoise’; Khinalug 

q’urq’o-r ‘frog’; 

Kabardian ħandǝr-

q:ʷāq:ʷa ‘frog’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski 

*ɣórku- ‘frog’; PY 

*xǝʔr- ‘frog’ (SCG 

243). 

*q̇wVrVq̇V̄ 
‘frog’ 

942 

Basque (B-Zornoza) eruge 
‘salamander’, (B-Lekeitio, 

Markina) erube, (AN-Irun, 

Ondarrabia) arrobio id., (G) 
arrubi ‘salamander, 

scorpion’, (L) harrubi id., 

(G-Andoain) arrobi 
‘scorpion’, (G) arrabio, 

(BN, L-Ainhoa) harrobi, (Z) 

arrogi id. (MDE XI 559; 
OEH ). Cf. Bsq *erɫuɫi 

‘salamander, scorpion’ 
(B.26), which seems to be 

partially blended with this 

word. Some forms appear to 
have been influenced by 

*haṙi ‘stone’: cf. L harrobi 

‘cavern, quarry’ < *haṙi 
(D.14) + *hobi (L.4).43 

                                                           
40 (L) suge-kandela, (L-Ainhoa) sube-kandela, (L, R) suge-kandera, (Z) süskhándera, etc.; with haplology: (BN-

Hasparren, Sal) sugandela, (AN, G-Etxarri) sugandilla, (BN-Isturitze) sugandola. At least 43 variants are listed 

in OEH (see sugandila). Compounds with *śuge ‘snake’ (Z.13), or *śuśkeṙ ‘lizard’ (B.24). The northern Bsq 

variants are blended, by folk-etymology, with *kandela ‘candle’ (< Romance). 
41 Cf. PY *yVʔra ‘insect, worm’ (spider, insect, worm, lizard) (SCG 128). [ɮ] is a voiced lateral fricative, shown 

as L in NCED & TOB. Velar reflexes of PNC *Ł are normal in Lezgian (except Archi) and Khinalug (NCED 53, 

131). 
42 There are some irregular expressive phonetic transformations, common in words for creeping animals. Some 

forms are blended with *haṙi ‘stone’ (salamanders and scorpions are ‘stone crawlers’), or *erle ‘bee’; (cf. MDE 

XI 553). 
43 There have obviously been many expressive changes, both in Bsq and NC. NC seems to have reduplicated the 

internal glottal *q̇ to initial position, with Lak uṛwa- ~ uṛba- and Bsq *Herug(w)i preserving an earlier stage with 

initial laryngeal. For Bsq *g(w) > /b/ see Phonology, pp. 93-94, 167. 
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B.28 snail,  
slug 

*barhe Lak baṛčalu ‘snail’; 

Khwarshi bečala 

‘snake’, Hunzib 

begala id.; Avar 

boróx ‘snake, worm’, 

Andi berča, 

Godoberi berḱa id.; 

Chechen bȫχal-la 
‘snake’, Ingush 

bʕeχal id., etc. 

*bHōr-  

~ *wHōr-44 

1048 

Basque (BN, L, Z) barhe, 

(Z) barhánka ‘slug’, (B, G, 
AN, L) bare, (B, G) bara, 

(AN, Azk) mare id., (G) 

bara-kuillo ‘snail’, (G, AN) 
bara-kurkullo id., (L-arc) 

{chinchinbarea} /šinšin-

barea/ ‘leech’ (see *sisa-ni 
‘leech’), and numerous 

variants with expressive 

changes and blending (see 
refs: M 292, 329, 332; MDE 

IX 842, 849; EDB 126).45 

B.29 moth *śić ~ 

*śać 
Lak suts’ ‘tick’; Rutul 

šwät ‘midge, 

mosquito’, Agul šit:-

ay, šit:-ilay, Agul 

Fite, Burkikhan šit:, 

Lezgi wet’, Lezgi 

Khliut šwet ‘midge, 

mosquito’. 

*šwĕʒV 
‘a kind of 
biting insect’ 

988 
 

Basque (B, G) sits ‘moth’, 
(AN-Lezaka, BN-Ald, G-

Etxarri-Aranaz) sats id.; (B-

Gipuzkoa) has also 
(unharmonized) sitz, zits, zitx 

(OEH). Sibilant harmony has 

operated on the expected 
original *śic ~ *śac (M 283; 

HB 88). The variation of 

vowels is unclear. Bsq *śać 
‘ordure’ is a homonym.  

B.30 butterfly *pinpilin Andi pirinpa 

‘butterfly’; Udi 

päpäläk id., Udi 

Nidzh pampaluk id; 

Hinukh, Hunzib 

papat’u ‘butterfly’; 

Abkhaz a-parpalǝ́ḱ̉ 

‘moth’; Chechen 

polla ‘butterfly’, etc. 

*părVpăɫV 
‘butterfly, 

moth’ 
867 

*pŏrV ~ 

*pŏlV 
‘butterfly, bee’ 

875 

Basque (L) pinpirina 

‘butterfly’, (AN, G, L) 

pinpilin-pauxa, (AN) 
pinpilin-poxa id. 

A worldwide word for 

butterfly, but that does not 
exclude these as genuine 

Basque-NCaucasian 

cognates.46 
 

B.31 mosquito, 
wasp, 
hornet 

*listo- 

~ *e=lco 

 

Andi ɬants’:i ‘ant’, 

Karata ɬarts’:e, 

Bagwali ħarts’:a, 

Godoberi ɬabts:a id., 

Akhwakh ɬats’:u 

*ƛămcṾ 
‘a biting insect’ 

766 

Basque (BN) listor, lixtor 

‘hornet’, listafin, liztor 

‘wasp’, (G, L) listor 
‘hornet’, liztor ‘wasp’, etc.; 

(L, BN-Baigorri) eltzo ‘gnat, 

midge, mosquito’, (BN, Sal) 

                                                           
44 In *bHōr-ƛwVɫV ~ *wHōr-ƛwVɫV ‘snake, snail, worm’. Since PNC *w is distinguished from PNC *b only in 

Lezgian, Khinalug, and WC, and there are no known reflexes of this word in those languages, the PNC initial 

could be either *w- or *b-. We cannot tell from Bsq either, since these phonemes also merge in Bsq: see also 

similar cases of Bsq *beśo ‘arm’, *beṙho ‘bramble’. The EC word looks very much like an old compound of 

*bHōr(V) + *ƛwVɫV, of which only *ƛwVɫV is properly comparable with Burushaski *tul ‘snake’, PY *ʔurol 

‘leech’ (< [class prefix] *u= + *ƛwVɫV), PST *Prūl ‘snake’ (< [class prefix] *b= + *ƛwVɫV) (see SCG 218). 
45 Here Bsq *barhe is compared only with the first PEC element, *bHōr- (~ *wHōr-); the second elements in 

NCauc and Bsq appear to be distinct. Some of the Bsq words approximate Romance forms (Sp. caracol, Fr. 

escargot, etc.), others resemble words for ‘crane’ (see *kuṙi-lo); clearly a lot of contamination and blending 

going on.   
46 Latin pāpiliō, Old Saxon vîvoldara; Hebrew parpār; Dravidian: Kodagu pa:pïli, Kurukh paplā, Naiki pipuli; 

Austronesian: Tagalog papaló ~ paparó; Andamanese: Önge bebele; Tequistlatec pápalo; Hopi pó:voli; 

Quechuan *pimpilitu, to cite only a few. The Bsq element -pauxa, -poxa resembles -posa in Spanish mariposa 

(see REW 6308). 
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‘ant; bug, bed-bug’; 

Tsezi ɬatsu ‘bug, bed-

bug’, Bezhta giʔis-

natso id.; Dargi 

Akusha ħunz, 

ħumuz ‘gadfly’. 

elzo id.; with expressive 

palatal: (B, G-Bidania, Sal) 

eltxo, (Z) éltxo, (R) eltxe id. 
(M 99; MDE X 277; EDB 

185), but not connected with 

*euɫi ‘fly’ (Z.14), except 
with blended forms like (G) 

eultxo.47  

B.32 bee *erle Tsezi reɬ̣o ~ ri ̣ɬo 
‘beehive’, Bezhta, 

Hunzib horo 

‘beehive’; Chechen, 

Ingush ulχ 

‘honeycombs’; (PWC 

*ƛʷa >) Ubykh tsʷa-

mʁ́á ‘honeycombs’, 

Abkhaz a-č̌á ‘wax’, 

etc.  

*Hλwǝ̆rV̄ 
‘honeycombs; 
wax’ 

589 

Basque (c) erle ‘bee’; (Bzt, 
Z) also ‘beehive’; (B-

Bergara, Salinas) erla ‘bee, 

beehive’; derivatives: (B, 
Sal) erlar ‘hornet’, (B, G) 

erlabio ‘wasp’, (G) erlamiño 

id., etc.; (B-Oñate) erlaita 
‘queen bee’ (lit. ‘bee-father’) 

(M 366; MDE XI 550-552; 

HB 296; EDB 175).48 
Michelena suggested origin 

< *ez-le (after ezti ‘honey’ 

and ezko ‘wax’.49  

B.33 hornet, 
wasp 

*lose-ṙ   

~ *leiso-ṙ 
Avar tɬ’:ož  ‘wasp’ 

(Žirkov 1936); 

tɬ’:užna, tɬ’:onž 

‘wasp’, Karata 

tɬ’:ižur, Bagwali 

tɬ’:izwa, tɬ’:iža, 

Chamali tɬ’:ežã, 

tɬ’:iwa, Botlikh 

tɬ’:inžuru,  

Khwarshi tɬ’:ič’ar 
‘wasp’ (SKJa 239). 

*ƛṾ[n]ǯV 

(JDB)50 

Basque (Z) lózer ‘hornet’, 
loze-biña ‘wasp’, loza-bi 

‘small wasp’, (BN) leizor 

‘hornet’, leiza-fin ‘wasp’, 
(BN-Aldude) leza-fin id. 

(MDE XX 645; HB 303).  

This root and *listo- (see 
above) have apparently 

contaminated each other, but 

phonology shows that their 
origins are distinct. 

BK 87: Bsq loz-er + Avar 
λ̣ož (= tɬ’:ož) ‘Wespe’  

B.34 wasp *-bino  

~ *-bina 
Avar púq:na 

‘drone’; Dargi Akusha 

mirqi ‘bee’, Chiragh 

murqe ‘bee’, 

Kubachi mūqe id.; 

Chechen, Ingush niq 

‘beehive’. 

Cf. Burushaski (Y) 

phen ‘fly’, (H, N) 

*pä̆nqwV  
‘bee’ 

868 

This etymon occurs only as a 

second element of 

compounds, with *listo-, 
*erle, *lose- / *leisa- (see 

above), often in a distorted 

form: (L) lixta-fina ‘wasp’, 

(BN) lista-fin, (B, G) erla-

bio, (G) erla-miño, (Z) loze-

biña, (BN) leiza-fin id., etc. 
(MDE X 277, XI 550-2, XX 

                                                           
47 In Bsq *e=lco there was syncope < *e=l[V]co (pp. 92-93). See *lose-ṙ / *leiso-ṙ (B.33), a similar but 

etymologically distinct root which has blended with this one. 
48 V. Blažek (p.c.) points out French dialect forms of possible Vasconic origin: Haute-Garonne arèl m., arèlo f. 

‘frelon’, Deux-Sèvres rǝlẽ id. and/or Centr. arsier m. ‘grand frelon’ (Wartburg FEW [1965], Bd. XXI: 

“Materialien unbekannten oder unsicheren ursprungs”, p. 270). 
49 I find Bsq *erle ~ PNC *Hrǝ̆λwV̄ / *Hλwǝ̆rV̄ more satisfactory, especially Tsezi riɬ̣o ~ reɬ̣o, with the same 

metathesis as in Bsq. As to semantics, ‘bee’ ~ ‘beehive’ is common, e.g. colmena ‘beehive’ in Castilian, ‘bee’ in 

Latin America (Buck 3.82).  
50 This word is not discussed in NCED. The initial could also have been *Ł or *ƛẉ (see NCED 53), and the third 

consonant could have been *ʒ́(w) (NCED 50). 
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phin ‘fly’ (insect) 
(SCG 159). 

639, 645; OEH).51 There is 

some similarity with IE 
forms like OHG bini, bīa 

‘bee’, etc. (Buck 3.82). 

B.35 ant *sinaguṙi Chechen zinga-t 

‘ant’, Sharo ʒinga-t, 

Itumkala ʒʕonga-t, 
Level-land Chechen 

ʒinga-t ~ ʒintag, 

Ingush zunga-t id. ; 

Ubykh źəngwá ‘ant’, 

Abkhaz a-šǝ́š-

k’amsa,  

Abaza č́-k’lams id.52 

*ʒHĔmVḳĂ 
‘ant’ 

1093 

Basque (L) zinaurri, (BN, L) 

xinaurri, (G, AN) txingurri 
‘ant’, Zingurri ‘Ant’ 

[disparaging nickname], (B, 
G) txindurri ‘ant’; (B) iñurri, 

(Z) üñhǘrri, with irregular 

loss of initial z- (M 191; 

OEH). Trask (HB 295-6) 

suggests the reconstruction 

*zinagurri = *sinaguṙi (in 
our notation). Bsq *n vs. 

PNC *m could result from 

dissimilation of the two 
labials (*m - u > *n - u).53   

Orig 80: Bsq + Chechen 

B.36 bug, 
louse,  
flea 

*kuko 

~ *kuku-

śo 

Chamali k’ak’u-ma 

‘butterfly’, Bagwali 

k’ ́ak’ ́i-ma, Tindi 

k’urk’u-la id.; 

Hunzib, Hinukh kaki 
‘small louse’, Bezhta 

käkä id.; Dargi 

k’ak’a-ri, k’ak’a-

re ‘tick’; Lezgi kk’-

la-m ‘tick’, Udi 

güge-yil ‘gadfly’, 
etc. 

*ḳăḳV 
‘a kind of 
insect’ 

715 

Basque (B) koko ‘bug, 

insect’, ‘mealy bug, small 
insect’ (AW), (B-Gernika) 

kokotxo ‘weevil’, (AN-

Iruñea) kokoso ‘flea’, (G, 
AN, BN, L) kukuso, (G) ar-

kakuso, ardi-kuso ‘flea’ 

(with *ardi ‘flea’, B.37), 
(Sal) kuku ‘flea, louse’, (Z) 

kǘkü ‘weevil’, kükǘso ‘flea’, 

kükǘs-ka ‘to look for fleas’, 
(R) kikoso ‘flea’ (M 212; 

MDE XIX: 278; EDB 102, 

255).54 
 

B.37 flea *a=rdi Avar tɬ’:itɬ’:í  
‘silkworm eggs’; Archi 

tɬ’:étɬ’:u ‘a kind of 

worm’ (двухвостка = 

earwig). 

A recessive etymon, 
preserved in only two 

languages. 

*ƛṾƛṾ  
‘a kind of 
insect, larva’  

781 

Basque (B) ardi ‘flea’, (B-

Gernika) ardi-txa ‘worm that 
eats turnips’, (G) ar-kakuso, 

ardi-kuso ‘flea’ (with *kuko-

śo, B.36) (M 61; EDB 102). 
EDB remarks that the G 

words are “a curious blend 

                                                           
51 Also in (B) kuru-bio ‘wasp’, kuru-miño, kulo-miño id., with an obscure first element. (B) kurlabio seems to 

blend *kur- + *erle + *bino. (MDE XIX 284-5). 
52 NCED remarks: “The PAT [Abkhaz, Abaza] form can be related to Ubykh if we assume a metathesis (*kạmǝśǝ 

< *śVmVkṾ) and assimilative / dissimilative processes - which is not surprising in an expressive root like this 

(cf., e.g., ‘numerous irregularities in the IE root for ‘ant' - *morm- / *morw- / *bhorm- etc.).” 
53 Schuchardt (1912) compared Bsq txingurri, etc., with Albanian thënégullë, thënégëll ‘ant’. He cited a few 

other Bsq-Albanian look-alikes and posited a third language from which Albanian would have obtained the 

words (see also Bsq *busta-n ‘tail’ ~ Albanian bisht id.) He also listed Chechen zingat ‘ant’, among a list of 

many other African and Eurasian words. 
54 Because there have been so many expressive, irregular changes on both sides, this etymology (like some of the 

others in this section) is of little value for comparative phonology, except perhaps to help establish the antiquity 

of Bsq initial *k. 
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of eastern and western words 

for flea.”55 

B.38 bedbug  *siminca Avar ts’:únts’:-ra 

‘ant’, Karata 

ts’:imts’:i-l 
‘scorpion’; Dargi 

Chiragh zimiza-l 
‘ant’; Tabasaran 

ts’imts’  ‘ant’, Archi 

ts’imits’-əla 

‘butterfly’; Abkhaz a-

máts’a ‘locust’, 

Ubykh māts’á id., 

etc. 

*ʒimiʒĂ  

~ *miʒĂ  
 ‘a kind of 
stinging insect’ 

823 

 

Basque (L-Gethari) zimintza, 

(BN-Aldude, Garazi, Bzt) 
zimitz ‘bedbug’. Without 

initial *s-: (B) imintxa, (B, 
G) imutxa ‘bedbug’ (M 78, 

EDB 224). Bsq *čimiča 

(B.39) has traditionally been 
regarded as an expressive 

variant of *simi(n)ca. If so, 

the same alternation must 
have existed already in the 

ancestor of Bsq and Cauc 

(PEC *ʒimiʒĂ / *ćịmVćṾ). 
See Phonology, pp. 207-

214. 

B.39 bedbug, 
butterfly 

*čimiča 

*čimiṙi- 

 
 

Tabasaran č’amč’ 

‘fly’, Lak č’imuč’a-
li ‘butterfly’, Dargi 

Akushi ts’its’im-
kala id., etc. 

Cf. Burushaski 

ćhumúuso ‘wool-
eating worm’.  

*ćịmVćṾ  
‘butterfly’ 

379 

Basque (B, G, Sal, R) 

tximitxa ‘bedbug’, (B, G) 
tximutxa id.; (G) tximirrika, 

tximirrita ‘butterfly’ (M 78; 

EDB 224). See note to 
*siminca, above.  

Span. chinche < Bsq or 

Vasconic substratum.56 

B.40 tick *a=kain Dargi q’i ‘nit’; 

Chechen ʁēn-ig 

‘louse’, Ingush ʁon-g 
‘louse’; Lak 

q’ˁunuq’ˁay-šat:a 

‘worm’, Khosrekh 

q’ˁunuq’ˁi ‘worm’. 
Cf. Burushaski *khen 
‘flea’, PY *qəʔń id. 

(SCG 236) 

*q̇ǟnʔV 
‘louse, nit, 

worm’ 

911 

Basque (G) akain, akaiñ, 
akañ(a), akien, (G-Goierri) 

akai, (G-Tolosa) ikain, (B) 

akan, akeen, aken, (AN) 
akein, (BN, L) lakain, (Z) 

ikhañ ‘(large) tick’; (G-

Burunda, Etxarri-Aranaz) 
ikain ‘leech’ (M 323; MDE 

XIX 298-9; EDB 84, 

OEH).57 Cf. Bsq *i=tain 
(B.41): there has been some 

blending between these two 

words.  

B.41 tick *i=tain Akhwakh t’ani ‘nit’, 

Karata t’ane, Tindi 

t’ana, Avar t’ihá 

id.; Lak t’u ‘nit’;  Udi 

t:e id.; Ubykh t’a-ḱ̉ 

‘louse’, t’a-ć̉ ‘nit’; 

*ṭaHnā 
‘nit’ 

995 

Basque (BN, L) ithain ‘tick’, 

(Z) ithã́ñ, (R) itain, (G-

Burunda, Etxarri-Aranaz) 
itain, itein, (Sal) iten id. M. 

Harriet also wrote (French 

Bsq) ithoin, ithuñ, lithoin 
‘tick’; (G-Burunda, Etxarri-

Aranaz) itain, itein ‘leech’ 

                                                           
55 For Bsq *-rd- ~ PNC *ƛ ̣see Phonology, pp. 154-58. If the comparison is valid it could represent an archaic 

word for parasite, preserved in only two Cauc langs, with reduplication, and the Bsq counterpart preserved only 

in the west (B, G). 
56 Span. chinche is alleged to come from Lat. cimex / cimicis ‘bedbug’ (Dicc, REW 1915) > Old Span. zisme, Ital. 

cimice, etc. EDLI (114) declares the etymology of the Lat. word (used by Livius Andronicus, et al.) is unknown, 

so it is possible that it was adopted from a rural word of substratum origin. Span. chinche is not directly derivable 

from Old Span. zisme, so at least a blend with Bsq *čimiča seems likely. 
57 Initial l- in L is possibly due to contamination with another word such as lapazorri ‘tick’. Similar Rom. words 

have been cited: Gasc. lagagno, Occ. laganha, but apparently these words mean ‘locust’, not ‘tick’ (REW 5098). 
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(with metathesis) Dargi 

Chiragh net’  ‘nit’; 

Lezgi net’  ‘nit’,  etc.   

(OEH). Cf. *a=kain ‘tick’ 

(B.40): there has also been 
some blending between these 

two words. 

B.42 louse *soṙi Chechen šēra, šār-
olg ‘earwig’; Lak 

š:ira ‘ascarid 

(parasitic worm)’; 

Dargi Akusha širi 
‘worm, helminth’; 

Lezgi, Agul šar 

‘worm, helminth’, etc.  

Cf. Burushaski *sị́ri 

‘locust’; PST *śar 
‘louse’ (SCG 196). 

*šǟrɨ̄  
‘worm’ 

982 

Basque (c) zorri ‘louse’, (B, 

AN) ‘aphid’, (B, G, AN) 
lapa-zorri ‘tick’ (M 223, 

327; EDB 378); zorriño ‘nit’ 
(AW); (B, G-Azpeitia) sorri 

‘louse’ (OEH). Strangely, 

there seems to be no 

expressive variant *šoṙi 

(*xorri), as one might 

expect, but the match of Bsq 
*s ~ PEC *š is irregular, so 

there has apparently been 

some expressive sound 
change on one side or the 

other.58  

B.43 nit *barc Circassian bžǝ-ʒa 

‘flea’; Bezhta birzo-
la ‘gadly’, Hunzib 

buži-lo id.; Tindi 

miš-ta ~ niš-ta 

‘gadfly, dragonfly’; 

Agul murž ‘gadfly’, 

etc. 

*bēlǯwi 
‘stinging 
insect’ 

289 

Basque (B, AN-Lezaka, R-

Uztarroz) bartz ‘nit’, (G, 
AN, Bzt) partz, (G-Andoain, 

L-Ainhoa) patz, (AN) bartz, 

partz, (L) partz, fartz, (BN) 
phartz, (Z, R) bartx [barč] 

id. (MDE IX 852).59  

B.44 mite *siga-ṙ Dargi Akusha ts’ika 

~ ts’eka ‘flea’; Lak 

č’ača ‘flea’; Bezhta 

ts’ike ‘flea’, Hunzib 

č’ige id.; Chechen, 

Ingush saga-l ‘flea’, 

Batsbi psik’ id.; 

Abkhaz a-k’ats’á 

‘bug’, Adyge ts’āč’ ́a 
‘nit’, etc. 

*ćạ̈̆kwǝ̆ 
‘a biting insect’ 

376  

Basque (B, G, L) zigar ‘itch 
mite’ (arthropod: Sarcoptes 

scabiei), (B) ziger, zier id. 

Cf. Span. cigarra ‘cicada’, 
which resembles Bsq zigar 

in form, though there is a 

vast physical difference 
between the large insect and 

the tiny arthropod. Cigarra 

is ostensibly from Lat. 
cicada or cicala, but the 

trilled /ṙ/ could indicate some 

kind of influence from the 
Bsq word. 

Orig 343: Bsq + Chechen, 

Dargi, Tsezi, Lak (+ Kartv.) 

B.45 weevil, 
caterpillar 

*čamo Hinukh č’ima ‘nit’, 

Hunzib t’ɨma id.; 

Andi č’on-ni, 

Chamali č’an, Tindi 

č’an-di ‘flea’, 

Tsakhur č’in ‘flea’, 

*čẉɨ̆nhV 
‘flea; nit’ 

394 

Basque (B) txamo 
‘caterpillar’, (G) ‘weevil’, 

(G) txamorro ‘weevil, black 
insects that live in the 

ground’, (G-Gabiria) 

samorro ‘weevil’, (AN) 
txamuru ‘weevil’.60   

                                                           
58 The ST cognate *śar ‘louse’ matches the Bsq meaning but PEC initial (SCP 63). 
59 Forms with p(h)- (> L f-) are secondary, in central dialects, by assimilation or expressive devoicing. Peripheral 

dialects (B, Z, R) preserve b-. 
60 Txamorro may be blended with (B) mamarro ‘caterpillar; bogeyman’. Any connection of (G) txamorro with 

Span. Chamorro ‘indigenous people of the Marianas Islands’, and other meanings is questionable (see Dicc). 
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Agul, Kryz č’id id., 

etc.  

B.46 worm *ha[m]aṙ Avar ħapára 
‘worm’, Andi 

habara; Tsakhur 

ạbra-wuč’e id. 

 

A recessive etymon, 
attested in only three 

languages. 

*ɦabarV  
‘worm’ 

508 

Basque (B-arc) haar ‘worm’, 

(B) aar, (L, Z) har, (G, AN) 
ar, (R) ãr id. (M 114; EDB 

99). Old B haar (1596) and 

modern B aar indicate an 
original bisyllabic shape. 

The nasal vowel in Ronc 

could indicate an earlier 
nasal. If so, Bsq *ha[m]aṙ 

matches fairly well with 

PEC *ɦabarV (expressive 
nasalization in Bsq?).61   

B.47 worm, 
leech 

*sisa-li 

*sisa-ni 
Chechen sēsa 

‘tadpole’, Cheberlo 

sāse, Level-land sēsi, 

Khildikharo sēsĕ id., 

Ingush säsa ‘water 

flea’; Avar s:ons:ó, 

s:ʷans:ʷá  ‘bug, 

bedbug’, Chamali 

susũ ‘beetle’, Gadyri 

susun id.; Tsakhur 

semsä-lä ‘ant’.62   

*sēmsā 
‘a kind of 

insect’ 
960 

Basque (G, AN, BN, L, Z, 

Bzt) zizari ‘worm’, (AN, L) 
zizare id.; (Bzt, L) zizal-kaka 

‘dung of a worm’; with 

expressive palatals: (AN, L) 
xixari, (Z) xixá(r)i, (Sal) 

xixare ‘earthworm, intestinal 

worm, angleworm’, (G) 
txitxare ‘intestinal worm, 

swamp worm’, etc.; (Bzt) 

zizain ‘leech’, (Z) zizein, 
zizeñ, (AN-Elkano, Azk) 

zirain, (B) uzan, (G, AN) 

izaiñ, izai ‘leech’ (M 74, 
292; EDB 377).63   

B.48 weevil, 
worm 

*seden Bezhta sida ‘moth’, 

Hunzib sɨdɔ, Tsezi 

zedo, Inkhokwari 

zido, Khwarshi zeda 

id.; Akhwakh šide-
tɬ:u ‘tick’, Chamali 

sina-tɬ:w id., Karata 

sinda-rtɬ’:u ‘spider’; 

Ubykh š́ā́nt’a 

‘bug’.64 

*sändV 

~ *sindV 
‘a kind of 
insect’ 

962 

Basque (B, G, L, R) zeden 

‘weevil (of wheat, maize)’, 
(G-Andoain) zeren id., (B) 

zeden ‘wood worm, wood 

borer’, (G, AN, L) zeden 
‘pork worm (Trichinella), 

(B) zeren ‘moth (larva), 

wood borer’, (B-Markina, G-
Ordizia) zegen ‘wood borer’. 

The forms zeren and zegen 

are by irregular expressive 

changes (cf. the irregular 

Ubykh š́ā́nt’a). 

 

                                                           
61 Blažek (1999: 60) suggested the progression *Habr(a) [‘the worm’] > *HaMr(a) > hãr(a). See pp. 207-214 

for expressive nasalization.  
62 Cf. also the similar PEC *ǯimǯV (~ *ʒ́imʒ́V) ‘leech; a biting insect’ (NCED 1109): expressive variant of 

*sēmsā? (see pp. 207-214). 
63 With expressive palatals: (BN, L) xixain /šišain/, (Z) xixãn-glót, (BN) itxain, (L-arc) {itchaina} /ičaina/, 

{chinchinbarea} /šinšin-barea/ ‘leech’ (Pouvreau). 
64 “But the correspondences between [PEC] *sindV and [Ubykh] š́ā́ntạ are absolutely irregular; thus (unless this 

is a case of heavy irregular change in an expressive root), it should be better kept apart” (NCED). See 

Phonology: Expressive Changes, pp. 207-214. 
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C. Flora: Basque and North Caucasian share a significant number of words involving trees, 

plants, and their parts (leaves, branches, roots, etc.). Words for parts of plants suitable for 

human food (fruits, berries) are cited under Food & Drink (P.14 - 20). Terms involving 

wood and wooden artifacts and products, ‘log, beam, board, firewood’, and the like, are 

listed under Wood(lands) & Wooden Artifacts (Q.49-67). 

 

Flora 1: Trees. 
 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

C.1 tree *haice Hinukh aže ‘tree’, Tsezi ažo, 

Khwarshi aža id.; Akhwakh 

aža ‘bush, shrub’, Tindi žwa-

la ‘birch tree’, Karata eže-la 

‘pine tree’; Adyge čə-ɣə, 

Kabardian žə-ɣ ‘tree’. 

Cf. PY *ǯiʔ ‘tree trunk’. 

*Hă(r)ǯwē 
‘a kind of tree’ 

549 

 

Basque (R-Uztárroz) atze 

‘tree’, (BN, L) zu-haitz, (Z) 
zü-haitz, (G) zu-gaitz, (B, G) 

zu-gatz, zu-atz id. (EDB 381). 

Free-standing in R, elsewhere 
this element is in a compound 

with *sul ‘wood’ (Q.51). Cf. 

*es- (a reduced form) in Bsq 
*es-pel (C.11) and *es-kuṙ 

(C.37).1  

C.2 tree *sumhV Budukh ǯum-əl ‘cornel’, 

Lezgi žum ‘quince’, č:um-al 

‘cornel’; Avar žulam ~ 

žulán ( < *žum-al) ‘cornel’, 

Hunzib šum-al ‘bushes, 

shrubs’, Chechen žʕolam 

‘small bushes, shrubs’ (< 
*ǯʡŏlVm < *ǯʡŏm-Vl), etc.  

*ǯɦŭmV 
‘bush, herb; a 
kind of fruit’ 

1107 

Basque (B) zumel ‘kermes 
oak’, (B, G, AN) zumar ‘a 

kind of elm tree’, (Z) zǘnhar, 

(BN, L) zuhar, (Sal) zugar, 
(Bzt, AN-Narbarte) zuar id., 

(Z) züme ‘a kind of willow’, 

(B) zumetz, (B, G, AN, L) 
zumalakar, (BN, L) 

zumarika, (Sal, R) basa-

zume, (Sal, R) ur-zume id., 
etc. (M 304; EDB 380). 

C.3 tree *-hamu Khwarshi ʁwan ‘tree’, 

Inkhokwari ʁon id., Hunzib 

hɔn ‘forest’, Bezhta wan id., 

Tsezi ʁun ‘tree, bush’, Ingush 

ʁän ‘elm tree’; Ubykh ʁwənə́ 

‘tree’. 

*ʁwōnV 
‘tree’ 

483 

Basque (BN, L) zu-hamu 

‘tree’, (Z) zü-hain, zü-háñ id., 

etc. (EDB 381; M 304). For 
medial -m- vs. final -n, cf. (L) 

beazuma ‘bile, gall’, (BN) 

behazun (A.88, Z.10). 
Connection with (BN, L) 

zuhai(n) ‘fodder’, (AN, Sal) 

zugai id. unclear (fodder 
from leaves? or blending with 

a distinct root?). 

C.4 tree *eṙe[s]a-

l 

 
or 

 

*e=ṙe[s]a-

l 

Andi reša ‘tree’, Karata, 

Bagwali roša, Akhwakh, 

Botlikh ruša id.; Avar rixí 

‘roof timber’; Hunzib riža 

‘roof timber’, Bezhta riza id.; 

Ingush, Batsbi dos ‘wood, 

firewood’; Abkhaz á-raš  ‘a 

*rä̆śwē 
‘tree, wood’ 

945 

Basque (A) errexal ‘tree’ 
(HB 50; OEH). A mysterious 

Bsq word, attested only in 

Landucci’s (1562) dictionary. 
3  The reconstruction shown is 

very provisional. For a 

botanical suffix -l, cf. Bsq 
(B) zume-l ‘kermes oak’ 

(C.2) ~ Budukh ǯum-əl 

                                                           
1 (Z) zü-háintze ‘tree’ seems to be a blend of *su(r)-haice and *su(r)-hamu (C.3). Cf. Bsq *haraic ‘oak’ (C.6), 

which may be blended with this in some forms. 
3 see also: http://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabako_euskara 

http://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabako_euskara
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

kind of elm (Ulmus 

campestris)’, etc.2 

‘cornel’, etc. (see pp. 57-58 

for lateral suffixes). 4   

C.5 oak  *a=mec Chechen naž ‘oak tree’, 

Ingush naž ~ nač:, 

Khildikharo naǯ id. (Lak 

maža, Andi noži id. < Nakh); 

Abkhaz á=ʒ́̌ ‘oak tree’, 

Kabardian bžey ‘plane tree’, 

etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *me[n]ṣ 

‘sapling’ (TOB). 

*nV̆čẹ̄  
 ‘oak tree’ 

857 

< PSC 

*mVnčẹ̄́ 

TOB 

 

Basque (c) ametz, ‘gall oak’, 

(BN, L) amentz, (Z) ã́mẽtz ‘a 
kind of oak’; (G) Amenabar 

(place name, surname) < 
*amec-nabaṙ ‘multicolored 

oak(s)’ (M 207, 351; EDB 

91). Defined by Azkue as 
‘carballo, melojo, quejigo’ (~ 

Quercus robur, Q. pyrenaica, 

Q. faginea). Larrasquet 
defines the Z word as ‘chêne 

tauzin’ (Q. pyrenaica); 

‘muricated oak’ (AW). 

C.6 oak *haraic Chamali., Godoberi azal 

‘rowan tree’; Khwarshi ãsa, 

Bezhta, Hunzib ãza ‘rowan’; 

Chechen stow ‘cornel tree’, 

Ingush esti id.; Abaza zarǝ́ 

‘cornel tree’, Adyghe zāyǝ id., 

etc.   

*ʔăyʒăɫʔV 
‘a kind of 

deciduous tree’ 

200 

Basque (BN, L) haritz ‘oak 
tree’, (Z) há(r)itx, (AN) aritz, 

(A, B-arc, R) aretx, (G) 

araitz, areitz, aritz id., (B) 
aritz, aritx, aretx ‘oak tree; 

tree (general)’, (B-Eibar, 

Mondragon) zul-aritz ‘wild 
tree’, etc. (M 106, 192, 206; 

EDB 105).5  

C.7 pine  *leheṙ Avar ɬ:alú ‘yew-tree’; Lak 

(standard) ħalu ‘grove’, Lak 

Arakul xwaḷu id.  

A recessive etymon attested in 

only two languages. 

*λɦwĕɫū  
 ‘a kind of tree’ 

761  

Basque (Z) leher ‘pine tree’, 
(R, Sal) ler id., (Sal) ler-do 

‘resin, pitch’, (R) ler-doi 

‘pine grove’; (with 
expressive palatal and 

diminutive suffix) (R) ller-ko 

‘little pine’ (M 195; MDE 
XIX 331).6  

C.8 birch  *burki Karata berχo-tɬ: roša ‘birch’ 

(roša ‘tree’), Akhwakh beqo-

tɬ:i ruša, Chamali beχu-tɬ: 

woha, Andi beχu id., Avar 

bihá-ro ‘poplar’; Lak buq 

‘sloe’; Bezhta biʁo-la ‘aspen’; 

*wē[r]qwV 
‘a kind of 

deciduous tree’ 
1043 

Basque (BN) burkhi ‘birch 

tree’, (Z) bǘrkhi, (G) epurki, 
(L) urkhi, (B, G, AN) urki 

id.; (B-Zigoitia) turki ‘birch’ 

(M 52, 157, 260; MDE VII 
188; EDB 359).8 The genetic 

cognacy of Bsq *burki with 

PEC *wē[r]qwV seems 

doubtful.9 For loss of initial 

                                                           
2 Cf. the strange Indo-Iranian substratal word *u̯r̥ćša- ‘tree’ > OI vr̥ksạ́-, Late Avestan varəša- id. (Lubotsky 

2001). 
4 Nevertheless, the core of the Bsq word, *eṙes- or *e=ṙes-, is semantically and phonetically a match for PNC 

*rä̆śwē. Araban x [š] would be either an expressive or phonetic palatalization of /s/.  
5 The Bsq-NC comparison implies metathesis of the PNC form such as *HăɫʔăyʒV (see pp. 201-03). 
6 “This eastern word perhaps represents the native word for ‘pine’, displaced in most varieties by the loan pinu” 

(EDB). 
8 The variant turki possibly dissimilated < an assimilated intermediate form *kurki or *gurki (M 260). 
9 From a phonetic standpoint, PSC *-rq- should yield Bsq *-k-, not *-rk-; also we would expect initial *u-, not 

*bu- (see Phonology, pp. 131-32). This word obviously resembles Indo-European words for ‘birch’, but cannot 

be derived phonetically from any actual forms. V. Blažek (p.c.) has suggested derivation from a hypothetical 

Gothic *burki or *burkja, an ablaut variant of NWGmc *berkjō(n)-. Trask however has asserted that “there is no 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Lezgi werχ ‘birch’, Rutul 

ḥuχʕ, Tsakhur woχʕ id.7 

*b- in dialects see pp. 131-

32, 194. 

Orig 73: Bsq + Lezgi, 

Tsakhur, Andi 

C.9 aspen, 
poplar 

*susun Avar saní ‘barberry’, Karata 

seni id; Hinukh zenu, Hunzib 

sɨnu id.; Lak sunū 

‘pomegranate’, sus ‘barberry’; 

Tsakhur sɨna id.; Adyge sāna 

‘grapes’, Kabardian sāna 

‘currants’, etc. 

Cf. PY *sǝ̄n- ‘rowan berry’ 
(SCG 191). 

*swɨ̆nē 
‘barberry, 
currants’ 

971 

Basque (B) zuzun, ‘aspen, 

poplar’, genus Populus (EDB 
382; HB 308). 

The Bsq-NC semantic 
commonality is ‘tree or shrub 

with berries’. Populus bears 

brown or reddish male fruit 

(catkins). To the reduplicated 

Bsq form *susun cf. Lak sus 

‘barberry’ < *suns. 

C.10 aspen *bursunc Archi bats ‘rowan’, Rutul 

(Khniukh) mez ‘rowan’, 

Lezgi marts:-ar ‘bird-

cherry’, Agul merzʷ 

‘raspberry’; 

Akhwakh muts’:o-tɬ:i ruša 

‘willow tree’, Tindi mits:u-

tɬa roha ‘willow tree’; 

Abkhaz a-mž̌á ‘mulberry 

tree’, etc. 

*ʕwmǟrcọ̆ 
‘a kind of 

deciduous tree 

or shrub’10 
241 

 

Basque (Z-arc) bürzüntz 
‘trembling aspen’,11 (R) 

buzuntz, (BN, L) busunta, 

(Sal) burtxintx, (Z) müsǘnts 
(Larrasquet), busontza 

(Oihenart), (L) burontz (M 
362; MDE VII 195; EDB 

150). Bsq *burs- is compared 

with PNC *ʕwmǟrc-̣; is Bsq 
*-unc a distorted form of 

*haice ‘tree’ (C.1)?12  

C.11 box 
(tree) 

*es-pel Dargi pạlpạl-ag ‘asp’; Tsezi 

bẹli ‘poplar, ash’, Inkhokwari 

bụle ‘asp’; Chechen bȫl-ak 

‘grove’, etc.13  

Cf. Burushaski *phal-c ‘a kind 

of large poplar’; PY *ʔɨpVl 
‘aspen tree’ (SCG 160). 

*pħīlV 
‘a kind of 

deciduous tree’ 
870 

Basque (c) ezpel ‘box tree’, 

(R, Sal) ‘broom’ 
(implement), (Z, R) ezpel-dói 

‘box scrub’ (M 107; MDE 

XII 825; EDB 155, 188).14 
This looks like a compound 

of *es- ‘tree’ (a reduced from 

of *haice ‘tree’, C.1: see HB 
304) and *-pel. Cf. *es-kuṙ 

‘acorn, beechnut’ (C.37). 

                                                           
certain case of a Germanic word taken into Bq. without Romance mediation” (EDB 359). S.A. Starostin (1988, 

2007b, 2009) thought the IE word was borrowed from North Caucasian.   
7 Both consonants in Rutul are pharyngealized, as is the final consonant in Tsakhur. 
10 The initial PNC cluster *ʕwm- is surprising and unique to this word, reconstructed to best account for the 

diverse reflexes. Here the laryngeal part of the cluster, *ʕ, may have been reduced from a prefix: “In some cases 

we can probably regard the initial *H- as a prefixed element (e.g., the noun *hwmĭʒi ‘honey’, that is probably a 

derivate from the adjective *mĭʒV ‘sweet’” (NCED 85; cf. Bsq *esti ‘honey/sweet’: P.21). As to the semantic 

match of the Bsq and NC tree names, both the trembling aspen (Bsq) and rowan (Archi, Rutul) bear fruit as 

bunches of red berries. 
11 This archaic Z form, cited by Azkue and Michelena, comes from Althabe’s Ciberouko botanika edo lantharen 

Jakitatia [Zuberoan botany or knowledge of plants] (Bayonne 1900). Other Bsq forms exhibit various 

assimilations and dissimilations.   
12 Apparent blending with Bsq *burcainc ‘squirrel’ (B.7), e.g. in Sal both ‘squirrel’ and ‘aspen’ have the same 

form, burtxintx. 
13 /ạ, ẹ, ụ/ denote pharyngealized vowels, requiring the reconstruction of PEC *ħ in this word (cf. gum). 
14 Brooms were sometimes made from box twigs. Azkue cites the Pyrenean words ezpelezko ezpela ‘broom made 

from box’, otakezpela ‘broom made from gorse’, txiniztezpel ‘broom made from juniper’, etc.  
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

C.12 maple  *a=śtigaṙ Batsbi stagar, Chechen 

stayr ‘maple’ (Acer 

platanoides). 

Cf. Hurrian tas:kar- 

‘boxwood’ (Buxus 

sempervirens) (HU: 25). 

Proto-Nakh 
*stagar 
‘maple’ 

 

Basque (B, G, AN, BN) 

astigar ‘maple tree’ 

(Acer …), (Z) axtígar, (G) 
aztigar, (L, R, Sal) gaztigar, 

(BN, L) gastigar, (B-Ermua) 

azkar id. (M 253; MDE XIII 
338).15 

C.13 maple *i=haṙ Dargi Akusha, Urakhi χur 

‘lime tree’,16 Chiragh χ:ire, 

Tsudakhar χ:ur, Kubachi χiy 

id.; Rutul χɨd ‘lime tree’ (< 

*χ:ʷar-t:), Udi χod ‘tree (in 

general)’, Tabasaran ʁʷard 

‘log, pole’, Tsakhur hala-

χ:ʷar id.; (with metathesis) 

Hunzib rɨχu ‘poplar’, etc. 

*χwārē  

~ *rāχwē  

‘a kind of 
deciduous tree’  

1079 

Basque (L?) ihar ‘maple’ 

(Acer hispanicum) (Azkue 
384; MDE XV 860; EDB 

216). This word is cited in 

Lacoizqueta’s (1888) 
dictionary of plant names, but 

otherwise seems “obscure” 

(HB 307). (L) ihar ‘dry’ (see 
*ei=haṙ) is a homonym only 

in L. 

 

 

Flora 2: Bushes and brambles: Basque and NC share several words for brambles, 

thorns, and thorny thickets: *beṙho, *śaśi, *e=ɫhoṙi, and the group including *lapa-ṙ, 

*lahaṙ, *gapa-ṙ, and *śapa-ṙ, which four are frequently jumbled together as if they were 

variants of the same word. In this analysis they are shown to be of distinct origins, with 

distinct NC cognates. 
 

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

C.14 bramble, 
thicket 

*beṙho Inkhokwari boru ‘thorn’; Lak 

bụrū ‘thistle’.  
A recessive etymon, preserved 

in only two NC languages, but 

having external cognates. 

Cf. Burushaski *búru ‘a kind 
of thorny bush’ (SCG 218).  

*wHŏrV ~ 

*bHŏrV 
 ‘a kind of 
thorny plant’ 

1049 

Basque (Z) bé(r)ho, (L) 
berho, (B, G, AN, L) 

berro ‘bramble; thicket, 

brake; hedge’, (Bzt) 
‘(newly tilled) field’, (Z) 

‘sown field’ (M 223, 327; 

EDB 137). For the 
meaning ‘field’, a 

development such as 

‘hedge > *fence > fenced 
in area, field’. 

C.15 bramble *lapa-ṙ Chamali apal ‘leaf’, Chamali 

Gadyri lapã ‘leaf’; Lak  

č’ap’i; Dargi Akusha k’api, 

Chiragh k’ap:a-ra, Urakhi 

k’ap’i id.; Adyge tħāp, 

Kabardian tħampa ‘leaf’. 

*ƛặpi 
‘leaf’ 

774 

Basque (B, BN-Aldude, 

R-Uztárroz) lapar 
‘bramble’ (MDE XIX 291, 

310). This word is usually 

jumbled together with 
*lahaṙ (C.17), but clearly 

represents a different root 

that has blended with 
*lahaṙ and *gapaṙ (see 

                                                           
15 The forms with initial g- are contaminated by *gastaina ‘chestnut tree’ (< Lat. castanea). Michelena mentions 

Sardinian costiche /kóstike/ ‘Acer monspessulanum L.’ M also suggested a compound of substratal *kast- (in 

European tree names) + ihar ‘maple’ (HB 307), but all known attestations of the longer tree name have /g/, not 

/h/.     
16 I.e., Tilia, a.k.a. ‘linden’ or ‘basswood’, not the citrus lime! 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Cf. Burushaski *[l]tap ‘leaf, 

petal’; PY *yǝ̄pe ‘leaf’; PST 

*lăp id. (SCG 136). 

MDE XIII 299; EDB 258). 

Cf. Bsq *lahaṙ, below, 
with a similar semantic 

shift.17 

C.16 thorn, 
bramble 

*śaśi 

~ *sarsi 

 

< *śarsi 

Avar zaz ‘blackthorn, thistle; 

thorn, prick’, Akhwakh žaža 

‘thorn, prick’; Hunzib zɨza id.; 

Lak ts:ats ‘sweetbrier’; Dargi 

Chiragh ts:ats:e ‘thorn, 

prick’, Kharbuk ts:ants:i, 

Akusha zanzi, Urakhi ʒanʒi 

id.; Lezgi ts:az, Agul, Rutul 

zaz, Archi, Udi tsats id.; 

Adyge tsātsa ‘spit’, 

Kabardian ʒāsa, Ubykh 

tsatsa id., etc. Cf. Burushaski 

*ćhaṣ ‘buckthorn’; PY *seʔs 

‘larch’ (cf. Chechen zez 
‘larch’) (SCG 248).  

*ʒāʒĕ  
‘thorn, prick’  

1090 

Basque (c) sasi ‘bramble, 

thorn, bramble bush, 
thicket’.  Oihenart (17th c.) 

cited (Z) {çarci} = zarzi 
/sarsi/ along with {sassi} 

/śaśi/ (M 284; EDB 337).  

Bsq (or Vasconic) is the 

likely source of Spanish 

zarza, Old Sp. sarça, Port. 

sarça. The Old Sp., Port., 
and Burushaski forms 

suggest the two sibilants 

were originally different, 
with subsequent sibilant 

assimilation in most 

languages. 
This expressive etymon 

has “staying power,” 

having been preserved in 
almost all NC languages 

and borrowed by 

surrounding languages.18 

C.17 bramble *lahaṙ Akhwakh tɬ’ã-de ‘leaf’, 

Karata tɬ’ale, Godoberi lali, 

Bagwali ḱ̉al, Botlikh ʕali, 

Tindi ali ‘leaf’; Dargi Akusha 

k’a-ri ‘leaf’; Rutul q’uruq’ 

‘leaf’, Budukh k’uruk’ 

‘bud’; Ubykh p’ć̉a-pá ‘leaf’, 

etc. 

*ƛẉɨ̆rʡV 
‘leaf’ 

784 

Basque (BN, L) lahar 
‘bramble, creeping thorn’, 

(Bzt) lagar, (B, G, Bzt) 

laar, (B, G, AN) lar, (Z) 
nahar, (R) nar, ñar, (A) 

agar, (B-Zigoitia) ar 

‘bramble’ (M 324; MDE 
XIX 291; EDB 258). 

Often jumbled together 
with *lapa-ṙ (C.15), but 

clearly of distinct origin. 

Metathesis of the 
laryngeal (see pp. 176-77) 

in PNC *-rʡ- ~ Bsq *-

haṙ-.19 

C.18 bramble, 
creeper 

*gapa-ṙ Rutul ʁwab ‘root’; Tsezi 

ʁˁab ‘stake, wooden peg’, 

Khwarshi ʁeb, Inkhokwari 

ʁib id., Bezhta biʁa 

‘foundation’, Hunzib biʁa id.; 

*ɢwābV 
‘root’ 

464 

Basque (BN-Amikuse) 
gapar ‘bramble, creeping 

plant’, (B-Oñate) kapar 

‘bush, bramble, blackberry 
plant’, (Z) khápar ‘plante 

                                                           
17 For ‘leaf’ ~ ‘thorn’ cf. Old Indic tŕ̥na- ‘grass, blade of grass, straw’, cognate with Slavic trŭnŭ, Gothic 

þaurnus, Eng. thorn, etc. (Buck 8.51). 
18 In Iberia: Span. zarza, Old Sp. sarça (“de or[igen] prerromano” Dicc; not mentioned in REW), Port. sarça 

‘briar’; in the Caucasus: PK *ʒeʒw- ‘blackthorn, thorny plant’, Ossetic zaz ‘yew’, cf. Pers. žāž ‘a kind of thorn’ 

(NCED); in the Hindu Kush region: Shina ćhã́ãṣ ‘thorny plant’ (with expressive nasalization; Berger 1998).   
19 For ‘leaf’ ~ ‘thorn’ cf. Old Indic tŕ̊ṇa- ‘grass, blade of grass, straw’, cognate with Slavic trŭnŭ, Gothic 

þaurnus, Eng. thorn, etc. (Buck 8.51). Cf. Bsq *lapa-ṙ, above, with a similar semantic shift. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Lak Khosrekh q:ubi ‘deep 
pit’.20 

épineuse’ (M 296; MDE 

XIII 299; EDB 258).21  

C.19 bramble, 
thicket 

*śapa-ṙ Rutul ts’ɨb ‘juniper’, Tsakhur 

ts’ib ‘juniper’, Lezgi ts’p:-

az ‘blackberry’; Avar ts’:ibí-

l ‘grape’, Chadakolob ts’ibí-l 
‘grape’.  

A sparsely attested (Avar, 

Lezgian) isogloss. 

*cɨ̣bV 
‘berry, plant 
with berries’22 

367 

Basque (BN) sapar 

‘thicket, bramble’, (BN-
Amikuse, L-Bardos) 

saphar ‘hedge, fence’, 

(BN) saparr-ondo 
‘thicket, bramble’; with 

expressive palatal /č/: (R) 

txapar ‘kermes oak’ 
(Quercus coccifera), 

‘scrub, brush, 

undergrowth’, (Sal) 
txaparro ‘scrub of 

evergreen oak or holm 

oak’ (M 54, 296; EDB 
258).23  

C.20 thorn, 
hawthorn 

*e=ɫhoṙi Akhwakh Ratlub ɬar-č’iyo    
‘bow’ (< *λirV-*cịnHu ‘bow’ 

+ ‘arrow’), Karata ɬeʁer 

‘bow’ (< *λir-ʁV-); Lezgi xel 

‘arrow’; Abkhaz a-χǝ́ ‘arrow’, 

Abaza χǝ, Adyghe š́a, 

Kabardian ša, Ubykh š́a id. 

Cf. PY *yēĺ ‘fish-spear’ (SCG 
131). 

*λĂl(H)V 
‘arrow’ 

758 

Basque (BN, L) elhorri 

‘hawthorn’, (Z) elhórri 
‘thorn (of tree), spine (of 

chestnut)’, (Bzt) Elgorri-

aga (place name), (B, G, 
AN) elorri ‘hawthorn’, 

(R) illurri, (Sal) illurri-tze 

id. (with *haice ‘tree’) (M 

127, 207, 224, et passim; 

MDE X 276; EDB 168).24   

 

Flora 3: Smaller plants, herbs, grass. 

 

                                                           
20 Unfortunately, the glosses of the Tsezi and Khwarshi forms are not clear from NCED. Here they are taken to 

be ‘stake, wooden peg’, as in Inkhokwari.  
21 The common semantic thread in Bsq and EC would seem to be ‘root, low part of a plant, low bush, creeping 

plant that spreads by roots’, or the like. Tentatively, the PSC form was *ɢ(w)āpV, with voicing assimilation in 

PEC *ɢwābV, and unvoicing assimilation in B and Z. Cf. Romance substratal words: Catalan gavarra ‘hedge-

rose’, Gascon gabarro ‘gorse, furze’, etc. (Hub 41). This word too is frequently jumbled together with *lahaṙ 

(C.17) and *lapa-ṙ (C.15), but its initial velar clearly indicates a different root that has secondarily blended with 

the others. 
22 NCED has the general gloss ‘a k. of berry’. The types of berries denoted are diverse (juniper, blackberry, 

grape), so the oldest meaning may have been ‘plant with (some kind of) berries’. Such plants tend to be low-lying 

bushes with a tangle of spiny branches (blackberry, juniper), thus the semantic connection with Bsq ‘bramble, 

thicket’. Avar ‘grape’ seems to be a secondary semantic development < ‘berry’. 
23 Bsq *ś ~ PNC *c ̣is a regular correspondence (in stems with a labial); Bsq *a ~ PNC *ɨ is uncommon, but also 

occurs, e.g. in Bsq *saɫhui ‘quick, nimble, flexible’, etc. ~ PNC *sɨlV ~ *sɨɫV ‘light (of weight)’ (and more 

examples: see Phonology, pp. 98-99). Bsq *čapa-ṙ is the source of Spanish chaparro ‘scrub oak’ (Dicc) > Eng. 

chaparral and chaps (leather leggings). Other Rom developments include Aragonese chaparro ‘scrub pine’; cf. 

Latin sappinus ‘fir’, of unclear origin > Fr, Prov sapin, Old Italian zappino, etc. (Hub 40-41; REW 7592).     
24 For NC ‘arrow’ ~ Bsq ‘thorn’ cf. Czech šíp ‘arrow’, šipek ‘dog-rose, hawthorn’, Rus. šip ‘thorn, prickle’ (Buck 

20.25); Telugu mulu, mullu ‘thorn, prick(le)’, etc.; muliki ‘arrow, arrowhead’, etc. DED(S) 4098. 
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C.21 grass, 
hay 

*beɫha-ṙ Lezgi werg ‘nettle’, 

Tabasaran warǯi id., 

Archi urk:i ‘burdock’, 

Tsakhur meg id. (< 

*ueng < *uelg); Lak 

ulč:a ‘burdock’; Dargi 

Akusha, Urakhi miʔa 

‘barberry’, Akusha 

musi-miʔa ‘sorrel’, 

Kadar miʔa ‘nettle’.  

*u̯elɣV 
‘burdock, 

nettle’ 
1013 

 

Basque (Z) bélhar ‘hay (first 

mowing)’, belha-gíle ‘sorcerer, 
witch’ (‘herb maker’), (R) bera-

gín id., (BN, L) belhar ’hay (first 

mowing)’, (G, AN) belar ‘grass, 
hay’, (A, B, G) berar, (B) bedar 

‘grass, hay’ (M 315, 338; EDB 

134). Analyzed here as Bsq 
*beɫha- (~ PEC *u̯elɣV) + *-ṙ 

[fossilized plural marker], with 

various dissimilations and 
assimilations in Bsq dialects. 

C.22 ivy *hunc Godoberi hanč’ir 

‘weed’,  Karata hanč’- 

‘to weed’; Hunzib 

ič̃’ur ‘weed’, 

Inkhokwari ãč’e id.; 

Lezgi eč’e- ‘to weed’, 

eč’el ‘weed’; Chechen 

āsar ‘weed’, etc. 

*ʔV̄lćẸ̆r 
‘weed’ 

223 

Basque (BN, L) huntz ‘ivy’, (Z) 

hü̃ntz, (B, G) untz, (R) untze, 
untxi id. (M 57; EDB 357). In 

some dialects this word is a 

homonym of *h[u]nc ‘owl’ 
(B.23). With a common change 

of *lc > Bsq /nc/ (see Phonology, 

pp. 187, 195-200): cf. a 
convergent change in Godoberi 

hanč’ir ‘weed’, etc. 

C.23 nettle *ɦauśin  

~ 

*ɦaśuin  

Chechen yōša ‘a kind 
of fragrant weed’; 

Hinukh üšü ‘grass’, 

Tsezi oš, Khwarshi iš, 

Inkhokwari iš̃ ‘grass’; 

Agul ħašʷ ‘caraway’, 

Tabasaran haš̌(-ar), 

Rutul heš id., 

Tabasaran Dübek haṣ̌-

am ‘weed’; Dargi 

Chiragh ʕaše 

‘caraway’; Lak yawš 
id., etc.  

*ɦwǝ̄mšwi 
‘a kind of herb 
or weed’25 

536 

Basque (BN, L) hausin ‘nettle’, 

(G) osin, (L) hasuin, (Azk) asuñ, 
(Z) ásün, (B, G) asun id., etc. (M 

107, 140; EDB 112). 

The Bsq-NC match is 
phonetically perfect (PSC *-m- in 

clusters with sibilants frequently 

drops out and creates a 
diphthong: see Phonology, pp. 

122, 180-81). For semantics, both 

nettle (Bsq) and caraway 
(meaning in E Dagestan) are 

associated with uses in food and 
folk medicines, and are believed 

to have supernatural or magical 

properties.   

C.24 rush, 
reed 

*siHi Tindi ts:ũ̄ ‘reed, cane’, 

Karata ts’:un-di id. 

(pl.), Akhwakh 

ts’:ʷani, Chamali 

s’imi, Andi ts’:uma, 

(with metathesis) Avar 

muts’:í / nuts’:í id.; 

Lezgi, Tabasaran, Rutul, 

Tsakhur nats’ ‘reed, 

cane’, etc. 

*cẉǝ̄nHē 

~ *Hnǝ̄cẉē  
‘reed, cane’ 

595 

Basque (B-Arratia, Orozko, 
Txorierri) zii ‘rush, reed’, (B-

Durango, Gernika, Mañaria) zi, 

(B-Plencia, Arratia, Orozko) ziri 
id.  

A western Bsq (Bizkaian) 

etymon. Proto-Bsq could have 
been *sinHi, but there is no 

evidence of nasal vowels in the 

extant forms (no B-arc or Z, R 
forms; see pp. 123-25). 

C.25 broom 
(plant) 

*e(=)rhac Rutul raǯ ‘stack’, 

Tabasaran raǯ ‘order, 

queue’, Lezgi raž 

‘winter stock of grain’; 

Dargi Chiragh duč: 

*HrVǯV̆ 
‘heap of grass, 

stack’ 

609 

 

Basque (BN) erhatz ‘Spanish 

broom (bot: Spartium junceum); 

a kind of small broom’, (Z) 
e(r)hátz ‘small broom’, (B, G, 

AN) erratz ‘Spanish broom 

(plant); kind of small broom’, 
etc. (M 234, 329; EDB 176). The 

                                                           
25 NCED has the general gloss ‘caraway’, but this is the meaning only in Central and Eastern Dagestan (Lak, 

Dargi, Lezgian), and the older meaning may have been more general. 
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‘heap of grass, load of 

grass’, etc.  

A recessive etymon, 
attested in four NC 

languages. 

Cf. Burushaski *hurc ̣
‘stack, sheaves put 

together’ (SCG 86). 

semantic relation of ‘heap, stack’ 

(NC) and ‘broom’ (Bsq) is 

ordinary: cf. Albanian gjeth ‘leaf, 
foliage’ ~ Middle German quast 

‘cluster, wisp (of foliage, straw)’ 

~ Swedish kvast ‘broom’, etc. 
(WP I 644; Buck 9.38).  

C.26 broom, 
sorghum 

*i=śać  

 
Chechen šač ‘sedge’, 

Ingush šarš id.; 

Tabasaran šarš 

‘garlic’, Dübek šerže 

id.; Dargi Urakhi širši 
‘onion, garlic’, Akusha 

žerši, Kaitag šerži, 

Kubachi š:eyže id.26 

*šērčV  
‘a kind of herb’  

983 

Basque (L: Axular, 17th c.) isats 

‘broom (plant: Cytisus 

scoparius); broom (implement)’, 

(L, Bzt) itsats, (BN, L) jats, (BN) 

iats, (B) gisats ‘broom’, (BN, L, 

Z) jats ‘sorghum’ (MDE XV 
865; HB 139; EDB 231). The 

forms iats, jats by sibilant 

dissimilation; gisats is more 
mysterious (contamination?)27  

C.27 straw *laś-to Akhwakh tɬ’ača ‘some 

edible plant’, Avar 

(dial.) t’amáč ‘leaf’;28 

(PLezg *ƛạčạ) > 

Budukh q’əč’ ‘straw’, 

Lezgi q’ač’ ‘stem, 

stalk’, Archi k’əč’i 
‘leaf’, etc.     

*ƛạčă 
‘leaf, plant’ 

773 

Basque (B, G, Bzt, Z, R) lasto 

‘straw’ (of various cereal plants, 
depending on dialect: see Azkue; 

MDE XIX 318).  

Analyzed here as root *laś- + 
[diminutive] -to (see p. 55: cf. 

*ɦorś-to ‘leaf’, *tor-to ‘bud’, 

*neś-ka-to ‘girl’, etc.). 

C.28 straw, 
stem 

*malka-ṙ Ingush merʁa ‘shoot, 

offspring; a single 

straw’, Chechen 

marʁa-l ‘shoot, 
offspring; twig, rod’; 

Andi moq’ ‘stem, 

stalk’, Avar maʕ ‘nail, 

peg’; Bezhta muq’o 

‘nail’; Dargi mạq’  

‘root’; Archi marq’ ̰w  

‘shoot, offspring; nail’, 

etc.  

*mħĕlq̇wV  
‘root; shoot, 

offspring’ 

809 

Basque (AN-Arakil, R, Sal) 

malkar ‘straw (of vetch); stems 

of bean plants after threshing’ 
(OEH). The internal *-l- in PEC 

was reconstructed from 

circumstantial evidence, though 
/l/ is attested as such in no 

modern language but Bsq.29 

For the interesting semantic 
change of ‘shoot, twig’ ~ 

‘(carpenter’s) nail’, cf. PEC 

*yä̆lcẉV ‘stick, branch’, etc. ~ 
Bsq *ulce ‘(metal) nail’ (Q.40). 

 

Flora 4: Parts of trees and plants: These words are quite abundant. Since they are so 

basic and rural, there was little motivation for lexical replacement over millennia. 

                                                           
26 “The semantic correlation ‘sedge’ : ‘onion, garlic’ is easily explained by external similarity of the leaves of 

these two plants” (NCED). 
27 The Bsq-NC semantic correlation may be based on ‘plant used in making brooms’: some types of sedge 

(Chechen, Ingush) are suitable for this. Broom and sedge are both under the order Poales: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poales 
28 Avar t’amáč ‘leaf’ (for the expected *t’ač) is thought to be blended with the more common Avar t’amáχ ‘leaf’. 
29 E.g., “Arch[i] -r- before a back consonant points to P[roto-]L[ezgian] *-l-” (NCED). 
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C.29 gum, 
resin  

*muki Tabasaran muk’-ruk’ 
‘fir-tree’; Lak (Arakul) 

mịk’-ịk’ịy ‘pine 

cone’;30 Avar nak’: 

‘pine tree’; Bezhta niqe 

id.; Chechen baga ‘pine 

tree’, Ingush baga 

‘resinous root of pine 
tree’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *baŋ 

‘gum, resin’ (SCG 13).  

*bħĭnḳwV  
 ‘pine-tree’ 

296 

Basque (Bzt) muki ‘gum, 

resin of trees; snot’, (B, G, 
AN, Azk, Sal) muki ’mucus, 

snot’. In some of the words 

there appears to be blending 
with muku ‘mucus, snot’ < 

Lat. mūcum (MDE XXI 940; 

EDB 292; OEH). 
With the regular change of 

*bVnk > *mVk (see 

Phonology, pp. 132-33), and 
analogous changes in some 

NCauc languages. 

C.30 bud *tor-to Lezgi t’ur ‘bud, twig, 

pimple’, Kryz t’ɨr ‘twig, 

wart’, Agul t’ur ‘tree 

knot; birthmark’; 

Chechen t’āra ‘nipple’, 

Ingush t’ar id., Batsbi 

t’ar ‘breast, nipple’; 

Tsezi tso-t’ori ‘navel’, 

Bezhta tso-t’aro id., 

etc. 

*tẉǝ̄rʔi 
‘nipple, pimple’ 

1007 

Basque (B-Markina, Bergara, 
Salinas) torto ‘bud (of 

flower)’, (B-Bergara, Salinas, 

G-Azpeitia) ‘compact bunch 
or cluster of roots or 

branches’.  

Analyzed here as a root *toṙ- 
+ [diminutive] *-to (see p. 55: 

cf. *laś(-)to ‘straw’, 

*ɦorś(-)to ‘leaf’, etc.). 

C.31 germ, 
shoot 

*ɦosi Avar š:ʷayí ‘fine chaff’; 

Lak ši ‘millet’; Khinalug 

pšä ‘bread’; Batsbi psa 

‘barley’; Abkhaz á-pš 

‘maize’, Ubykh pš́ǝ 
‘millet’. 

*śwĭʔē 
‘a kind of 
cereal’ 

977 

Basque (BN) hozi ‘germ (of 

grain), shoot (of grain)’, (G, 
Bzt, Azk) ozi, (R) ozio 

‘germ’; (L) hozi-tu ‘to 

germinate, sprout’, (G, BN, 
Bzt) ozi-tu id. The Bsq-NC 

comparison requires 

metathesis of the type *śwĭʔē 
~ *ʔwĭśē > Bsq *hosi (see pp. 

201-03). 

C.32 seed *a=ɫhe 

 ~ *a=ɫho- 
Archi ɬ:win ‘seed’, 

Lezgi fin id., Rutul xin 

‘wheat’, Kryz xin ‘flax’; 

Dargi Chiragh =axʷ(n)-/ 

=alxʷ- ‘to sow, to 

plough’; Lak hanna 

‘seed’, =uha- ‘to sow’; 

Avar xon ‘seed’, Botlikh 

xuni, Godoberi xun id.; 

Chechen hu ‘seed’ 

(oblique hüna-), Ingush 

fu (obl. funo-) id., etc. 

*=VλwVn 
‘to sow’ 

1021 

Basque (B, G, AN, Azk, Sal) 
ale ‘seed’, ale-tegi, ale-toki 

‘granary, barn’, (G-Zarauz) 

alon-tza ‘mixture of grain 
(wheat + rye)’, (BN) alhor 

‘field (prepared for sowing)’, 

(Z) álhor, (G, AN, L) alor, 
(R, Sal) alur id. (EDB 87). 

Probably also *al- in alkotz, 

algotz ‘husk, bran’ (see C.48: 
*a=hoc). All are derivates of 

an old root *=ɫhe-/*=ɫho- ‘to 

sow; seed’ = PEC *=VλwV-n. 
For Bsq *-ɫh- ~ PNC *λ = [ɬ], 

see Phonology, pp. 140 ff. 

C.33 seed, 
kernel 

*mihu-ri Akhwakh mũhi ̃‘seed, 

grain’, Andi muhu 

‘grain’, Avar muh id.; 

Bezhta miʔe ̃‘acorn’, 

*mǝ̆hwV 
‘grain, seed’ 

806 

Basque (BN) mihuri ‘seed (of 
fruit), kernel (of nut)’, (L) 

mihauri, (Bzt) miauri, (Z) 

mũhṹ(r)i id., (Sal) miuri ‘tiny 
(as of fleas)’.31  

                                                           
30 /ị/ denotes a pharyngealized vowel, requiring the reconstruction of PEC *ħ in this word (cf. C.11). 
31 OEH cites some other forms: (AN) miauli, (Bzt) minauri, minaurri, miaurri, miauldi, (G, AN) mirauli, which 

imply blending with some other root(s). 
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Hunzib moh id., Hinukh 

mu ‘oats’; Dargi 

Akusha: maħa-̣r ‘a sort 

of barley’; Rutul müʔü-

r ‘wheat’, etc. 

Cf. Bsq *maṙuhi / *mahuṙi 

‘strawberry’, which seems to 

have contaminated with this 
root. 

C.34 kernel *kankano Avar k’ork’ónu  

‘grape, berry’, Andi 

k’ork’on ‘egg’, Karata 

k’ark’an id.; Batsbi 

k’ik’el ‘fruit’; Abkhaz 

a-k’ak’án ‘nut’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski 

*khakháayo ‘walnut 
(in the shell)’ (SCG 122).   

*ḳV̆rḳV̆(-

nV) 
‘small stone, 

grain, egg’  
730 

Basque (B-Oñate) kankano 

‘large fruit-stone, kernel, 
almond’; secondarily (B-

Oñate, Bzt, Sal) kankano 

‘large awkward man’. 

If /r/ in *ḳV̆rḳV̆- was original, 

Bsq has assimilated the first 

resonant to the following /n/. 
Cf. Lat. cancer ‘crab’ < 

*karkro- (EDLI 86). 

C.35 hazelnut *huṙ Tsezi hitɬo-ri ‘nut, 

walnut’, Hinukh hitɬa-

ʁru, Khwarshi ħetɬe, 

Bezhta, Hunzib hetɬe 

id.; Chamali ts’uli-

betɬ’:a ‘nut, walnut’, 

Avar ts’ul-atɬ’:o id.; 

Chechen bʕāra ‘nut’, 

Ingush bʕar id.; Abkhaz 

a-rá ‘nut, walnut’, 

Circassian da id., etc. 

*ʔwōrŁV 
‘nut’32 

229 

Basque (BN, L) hur 
‘hazelnut’, (Z) hür, (R) ũr, 

(B, G, Bzt) ur id.33 The hazel 

tree is called: (R-Uztárroz) 
urratze, (AN, BN, G, L, Bzt) 

urritz, (Z) ǘrrütx, (Sal, R-

Vidángoz) urrutx, (B) urratx, 
urretx, etc. (see *haice 

‘tree’); cf. (A) unsaur 

‘walnut’, (B-arc) ynsaur, (Z-
arc) inzaur, (Z) intzáur, (R) 

etzagur, itzagur, (Azk) 

etxabur, (BN, L) eltzaur, 
(Sal) giltzagur id., apparently 

a compound of an obscure 
element + *huṙ (M 52, 80, 

285; EDB 225, 358). 

C.36 acorn *sini Lezgi ts’in-its’ ‘fruit’, 

Budukh ts’unu 

‘barberry’; Chechen 

stom ‘fruit’, Ingush, 

Batsbi som id.; Abkhaz 

a-č’vá ‘apple’, Abaza 

č’ʷa id. 

*cẉāynV 

~ *cẉāynV 
‘fruit’ 

370 

Basque (R) zĩ ‘acorn’, (Z-

Garazi, R-Vidángoz) ziĩ, (Sal) 
zi id., (Sal, Bzt) zii-kaxola 

‘acorn cup’, (R) arta-zĩ ‘acorn 

of holm oak (arte)’ (M 415; 
EDB 109, 374).34  

An eastern (Pyrenean) Bsq 

isogloss. 

  

C.37 acorn, 
nut 

*es-kuṙ Chadakolob k’urúk’ 

‘apricot’, Chamali 

k’:uk’:u-l id., Andi 

k’urk’u-l ‘plum, 
damson’; Khwarshi 

k’ik’arak’u ‘damson’; 

Archi k’urk’u-ni id.; 

Lak k:urk:u-l ‘a sort of 
pear’, etc.  

*kụrVkṾ 
‘a kind of fruit’ 

728 

Basque (B, G, AN, BN) ezkur 
‘acorn’, (B-arc) eskur, (L) 

hezkur, (B-Bergara, Salinas) 

ixkur id., (Z) ézkür 
‘beechnut’, (B-arc) ezkur, 

eskur ‘tree’, (R) ezkur ‘fodder 

for sheep and cattle’ (MDE 
XII 820; EDB 188). A 

compound of *es- or *hes- 

‘tree’ (= a reduced form of 

                                                           
32 NCED cites the proto-form as *ʔwǟrƛṾ (~ -ō-,-Ł-), meaning that the PSC first vowel could equally have been 

*ō, which fits better with Bsq *u in *huṙ. There is still not enough information to decide between PSC *ƛ ̣or *Ł.     
33 For the nasal vowel in R see Phonology: Nasal Vowels, pp. 123-25. 
34 For semantic typology of ‘acorn’ ~ ‘fruit’, cf. Eng. acorn ~ Old Norse akarn ‘fruit of wild trees, mast’, 

including but not restricted to acorns ~ Gothic akarn ‘fruit of the field, harvest’ (Buck 8.66). 
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*haice, C.1: see HB 304) + 

*kuṙ, i.e. ‘tree-fruit’. Cf. *es-
pel ‘box tree’ (C.11). 

C.38 shell *a=kal, 

 

*mo=kol(o) 

 

*-kol 

Tsezi q’ʕul ‘bark’, 

Hinukh q’ʷil, Khwarshi 

q’ʷel, Inkhokwari 

q’ʕʷel id., Bezhta 

q’eq’el-ba ‘birchbark’; 

Akhwakh q’oli ‘crust, 
rind’. 

*q̇wăɫV 
‘bark, crust’ 

931 

Basque (Bzt) akal ‘empty (of 

a chestnut shell)’, (B) mokol 

‘shell (of egg, nut), husk (of 
maize)’, mokolo ‘husk (of 

maize)’, (B-Zigoitia) kakol 
‘shell’, etc. (M 272; MDE 

XXI 931; EDB 276). In 

compounds: (B) *oś-kol, 

(AN) *koś-kol ‘shell, husk’, 

etc. 

C.39 branch *adaṙ Avar ʕartɬ’:él ‘branch; 

bough’; Tsezi atɬ’iru 

‘pod’, Bezhta atɬ’alo, 

Hunzib atɬ’al ‘pod’, etc.  
Cf. Burushaski *yáltar 

‘crown of tree, upper 
leafy branches of a tree’ 

(SCG 91).  

*ɦălƛṾɫV 
‘branch; pod’ 

508 

Basque (c) adar ‘branch’, (G, 

Z) ‘knot (of tree)’, (B, G, AN) 
‘leg (of chair, bed)’. In light 

of the Cauc and Bur evidence, 

this seems to be an unrelated 
homonym of *a=daṙ ‘horn’ 

(A.4), but the words are now 

effectively blended and 
merged.  

C.40 branch, 
stock 

*aihen Tindi aχin ‘ceiling beam 

(lengthwise)’, Godoberi 

aχimu ‘log’, Karata 

ahimo, Bagwali ahim 

id., Avar bal-áhin 
‘threshing shaft’; Agul 

aχun ‘beam, girder’, 
etc. 

*HăχVnV 

‘log, beam’ 

551  

Basque (BN, L, Z) aihen 
‘woody stem, vinestock, 

branch of a grapevine’, (B, G, 

AN) aien /ayen/, (Azk) ayan 

id., (BN-Heleta) aihen ‘place 

where roof-beams cross each 

other’, (L) aihen ‘stake (used 
for grapevines)’, (R) axen 

/ašen/ (< *ažen < *ayen) 

‘rustic sledge made of two 
branches in a V-shape’ (M 

175; EDB 79; OEH).35  

C.41 trunk  
(of tree) 

*moś-ko-ṙ  

~  

*mos-ko-ṙ  

 

Dargi murč’ ‘rod, 

stick’; Godoberi č’uma 

‘stick, stalk’ (metathesis); 

Abkhaz a=mč’ə́, Abaz. 

mč’ə ‘wood, firewood’, 

etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *muṣ-k 

‘wood, thicket’ (SCG 
147). 

*mučỤ̆ / 

*čụmŬ 
 ‘stick’ 

833 

Basque (B, G, AN) moskor 
‘trunk (of a tree), burl’, (G) 

mozkor ‘stout log from a tree 

trunk; burl of a tree’ (M 272; 
MDE XXI 936). With a suffix 

*-ko- (see p. 56) + fossilized 

plural *-ṙ (pp. 76-78). This 
word is often bunched 

together with Bsq *moku-ṙ 

(C.42), but the formations are 
clearly distinct. 

C.42 trunk, 
log 

*moku-ṙ Tsakhur moqʕ ‘oak tree, 

acorn’, Lezgi meʁʷ, Udi 

maqʕ ~ maχʕ id.; Avar 

mik: ‘acorn, oak tree’, 

Chamali nikw id.; Dargi 

mig id., etc.  

*mħŏqwe 
‘oak tree’ 

811 

Basque (B) mukur, mokor 

‘trunk, base of tree; thick 
branch’, (R-Uztárroz) mokor 

‘stunted, rounded tree’, (Z) 

mǘkhür ‘stout log’ (MDE 
XXI 932; EDB 276). 

Bsq *moko-ṙ ‘buttocks’ 

(A.44) is a distinct etymon. 

C.43 stem,  
tail 

*Haiɫa Chechen χal ‘stalk of 

grass’; Bezhta χalo 

*χǖɫV 

~ *χǖɫV 

Basque (B) ailla, alla, allia 

‘stem (of fruits, leaves); tail 

(of animals)’. Because of 

                                                           
35 Note especially the semantic proximity of Tindi aχin ‘ceiling beam (lengthwise)’ and Bsq (BN-Heleta) aihen 

‘place where roof-beams cross each other’. 
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‘thorn, weed’; Lak χ:ulū 

‘hay’; Budukh χala-t’ 
‘broad leaf’; Khinalug 

χala ‘burdock’, etc. 

‘stalk, grass’ 

1078 

attestation only in B, the 

initial laryngeal is uncertain. 

For semantics cf. Span. rabo 
‘tail’ < Lat. rāpum ‘turnip, 

radish’, etc. (Buck 4.18). 

C.44 root *heṙo Lak x:a ‘sinew, tendon; 

string’, Khosrekh x:wa 

id.; Chechen, Ingush, 

Batsbi pχa ‘vein’; 

Kabardian xʷa ‘vein, 

blood vessel’, Abkhaz a-

š́a-χʷá ‘marrow’; (with 

metathesis) Avar rix 

‘vein, blood vessel’, Andi 

roša-n ‘string’, Chamali 

hĩhwã id. (< *rixʷa-n), 

etc. 

*xwɨ̄ʔrV 
‘sinew, vein’ 

1064 

Basque (Z) herro ‘root (of 
tree, plant, tooth)’, (L-arc) 

erho, (c) erro id., (B, G, AN, 

L) ‘nipple (of an udder)’, (B, 
G) ‘tentacle (of octopus, 

squid)’, (Z) herrá-pe ‘udder’, 

(c) erra-pe, (R) ra-pe id. (-pe 
< *behe ‘lower’, I.14) (M 

332; MDE XI 583; EDB 179; 

OEH).  
For semantics cf. Bsq *sain 

‘vein, nerve, root’ (A.58).  

C.45 root *i=soṙo Lezgi, Agul sur 

‘ramson, ramps’, 

Burshag, Fite sür,  Rutul 

sur-käš, Tsakhur suwī 

id.; Lak sūr ‘mint’ (Old 

Lak *subra or *surba > 

Archi sarba ‘mint’); 

Chechen sōr-am ‘a kind 

of marsh plant’, etc. 

*sɨwirV 
‘a kind of 
fragrant herb’ 

964 

Basque (R) izorro ‘root’ 
(EDB 237). The Lezgian 

meaning ‘ramson, ramps’, a 

relative of garlic, is not far 
from the R meaning. For 

semantics cf. also Goth. 

waurts ‘root’, Ger. Wurzel id. 

~ Eng. wort ‘plant, herb’, 

Swed. ört id., etc. (Buck 8.53-

54).  

C.46 bark,  
shell,  
scale 

*kasa-l Bezhta χeš ‘skin, shell’; 

Andi χutsa ‘sheepskin’, 

Chamali χoša, Karata 

q:oča, Bagwali q:uča 

id.; Lak χ:ạča-ra ‘raw 

hide’; Tsakhur qošä 

‘strip of leather’. 

Cf. PY *χäʔʒ ‘upper 

clothes’ (SCG 169). 

*qHǟćwa 
‘skin’ 

891 

Basque (R-Uztárroz) kazal 
‘bark (of tree)’, (R) kaxal id., 

(Bzt) kaxal ‘cup (of acorn)’, 

(Z) kazál-da ‘dandruff’; (AN) 
az-kazal, ez-kazal ‘hoof’ 

(*hac + *kasal) (M 321; 

EDB 115, 120).36 Usually 
treated as a variant of *asal 

‘skin, bark’ (A.26), but initial 

*k- indicates separate origin, 
since Z has both roots as 

kazál-da ‘dandruff’ and ázal 

‘rind’. There has apparently 
been some blending of the 

two roots. 

C.47 pomace, 
pulp 

*pać Bezhta beš ‘bark, shell’, 

Hunzib beš ‘skin (of 

cattle)’; Lak burču 

‘skin, hide’; Lezgi p:eš 

‘leaf’, Agul p’ạž, Kryz 

beš id., Budukh beš 
‘willow button’. 

Cf. Burushaski *pis-V́k 

‘leather’ (SCG 165). 

*bHaćwe 
‘bark, skin; 
leaf’ 

297 

Basque (B, G, AN) pats 
‘marc, pomace (of apples or 

grapes), dregs’, (AN) pats 

‘pomace (of grapes)’, (L) 
phats, fats id. (MDE IX 867). 

B batz ‘pomace, dregs’ seems 

to exhibit the Bizkaian 
merger of *ć and *c, *ś and 

*s (M 282; HB 138; EDB 

                                                           
36 OEH also cites (R) ‘wooden mold for making cheese’; apparently a specialization of ‘bark’ - originally made 

of bark? 
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28),37 and voicing 

dissimilation of /p/ > /b/. 

C.48 husk, 
chaff 

*a=hoc Lezgi ts’ek’w ‘chaff’, 

Tsakhur ts’oqʕ id. Rutul 

ts’uqʕ  ‘ashes’; Dargi 

ts’uk ‘straw’; 

Kabardian s’āč’a 

‘chaff’, Adyge s’āč’́a 

‘weed’, Ubykh ć’ǝk̉́’ 

‘fruit stone’. 

*cḤwekẸ̆ ~  

*cḤwekĔ 
‘straw, chaff’ 

364 

(BN, L) ahotz ‘husk, chaff (of 
wheat)’, (Z) áhotz, (R) autz, 

(B) aotz, agotz, (Bzt) agotz 

id., (Sal, R) agotz ‘straw’ (M 
94, 340). The variants (B-

Gernika) algotz, (AN-
Oyarzun, G-Andoain) alkotz 

‘husk, chaff’ seem to be a 

compound of this root with 

Bsq *aɫhe ‘seed, grain’ 

(C.32).38  

C.49 husk, 
pod 

*leka Chechen lag ‘stone (of 

fruit)’; Tsakhur t’i-lik’ 

‘stone (of fruit)’; Lak 

lač’a ‘wheat’; Khinalug 

li ‘grain’ (pl. lik’e-bur). 

*lĕkṾ  

~ *ɫĕkṾ  
‘grain, stone (of 
fruit)’ 

744 

Basque (c) leka ‘husk, pod’, 

(BN, L) lekha, (BN) laka, 
leko, (B) also ‘sheath (for 

knife)’ (M 212, 242; MDE 

XIX 328; EDB 266).39 

C.50 leaf *Hoṙi Avar χ:er ‘grass, hay’; 

Bezhta hiχo ‘grass’ (< 

*yiχo < *rɨχ:ǝ); Lak 

χ:ara ‘thick stalk of 

herbaceous plants’, 

Tabasaran, Agul χˁar 

‘meadow’, Lezgi χir 

‘rice field’, etc. 

*χērə̆ 
‘grass’ 

1070 

Basque (L) horri, (B) orri 

‘leaf (of a tree)’, (G) orri ‘leaf 
(of maize, cabbage lettuce, 

etc.)’, (B, G, AN) or-bel 

‘(fallen, dry) leaf’ (M 368; 
EDB 316). This analysis 

separates *Hoṙi ‘leaf’ from 

*ɦorś-to ‘leaf’ (C.51). 

C.51 leaf *ɦorś-to Chechen erz ‘reed, 

cane’, Level-land 

Chechen ʔyerz, Itunkala 

ʔyerʒa id.; Bezhta ʕeč’ 
‘a kind of reed (reed-

mace, cattail)’, Khoshar-

Khota ets’ id. A severely 

recessive etymon, attested 
in only two NC 

languages. 

*ʔărćṾ 
‘a kind of reed’ 

Basque (BN, L, Z-arc) orsto 

‘leaf’. (BN, L) hosto, (Z) 

ósto, (G, AN, R, Sal, Azk) 
osto, (B, G, AN) ostro, osto, 

(AN) usto etc. ‘leaf’. Orsto 

was used by 17th c. writers, 
Oihenart and Tartas. 

Analyzed here as a root 

*ɦorś- + [diminutive] -to (see 
p. 55: cf. *laś-to ‘straw’, 

*tor-to ‘bud’).40 

 

Sections D-E-F-G: Natural Elements. Basque words for all four of the elements of the 

ancients, earth, water, fire, and air/wind, have, according to this model, North Caucasian 

cognates: 

 Bsq *luHuṙ ‘earth, ground, land’ ~ PNC *lhĕmŁwɨ̆ ‘earth’ (D.1) 

 Bsq *hur ‘water’ (< *hul), *e=uli ‘rain’ ~ PEC *ɦwɨ̆lV / *lɨ̆ɦwV ‘river, reservoir’ (E.1; G.10) 

                                                           
37 “We should be aware that some western forms recorded with the ‘wrong’ sibilant are probably only spelling 

errors resulting from the merger” (EDB 28). See also Moutard (1976: 31). 
38 The Bsq-NCauc comparison requires metathesis of the type *kHwecẸ̆ or *kwecḤĔ (see pp. 201-03). 
39 Trask (HB 308), following earlier studies, derives *leka < Lat. thēca ‘case, envelope’. Some Bsq dialects have 

teka (B), theka (BN, Z) ‘pod, husk’. Possibly both words, of distinct origins, have partially merged or blended. 
40 Michelena (M 368; OEH) analyzed this word as (h)orri ‘leaf’ (see *hoṙi) + a suffix -sto. I have not been able 

to identify such a suffix on any other Bsq words; it is not listed in Azkue’s dictionary.  
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 Bsq *śu / *i=ću ‘fire’ ~ PNC *cặyɨ̆ / *cụ̆y- ‘fire’ (F.1) 

 Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind, air’ ~ PNC *ʡămsǝ ‘breath, soul; cloud, sky; god’ (G.3) 

The following 63 etymologies explore these four major semantic realms of the 

lexicon of nature.  

 

D. Earth, Land:  Basque has many links with North Caucasian words for ‘earth’, 

‘land’ and various landforms. 
 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

D.1 earth, 
ground 

*luHuṙ Avar, Chadakolob 

ratɬ’: ‘earth, ground’; 

(Hinukh, Bezhta, Hunzib 

ratɬ’  ‘floor’ < Avar); 

Lak luχč:i ‘earth, 

land’; Chechen moχk 

‘earth, country’; Lezgi 

nik ‘field, cornfield’, 

Tsakhur nek id.; Ubykh 

yǝ-tswá ‘earth’, Adyge 

č’ǝ (< PWC *ƛ ̣wA 

‘earth’), etc.1   

*lhĕmŁwɨ̆ 
‘earth’ 

747 

Basque (c) lur ‘earth, ground, 

land’, (Z) lür, (BN-Baigorri) 
luhur, (B) luur id.; in 

compounds (c) lu-, (BN, L) luh-, 

(Z) lüh- (M 337, 417; MDE XX 
649-50). The disyllabic form 

luhur is attested from (BN-

Baigorri), and luur was used by 
several older writers, incl. 

Astarloa (b. 1752) and Mogel (b. 

1745) (OEH). Note the internal 
*-h- reconstructed for PNC. (For 

details see Assimilation and 

Dissimilation, pp. 203-07). 

D.2 meadow, 
pasture 

*laṙe Archi tɬoli ‘yard, place 
in front of the house’; 

Avar lol ‘an open 
enclosure (for sheep)’, 

Akhwakh kolo, Tindi, 

Karata koli id.; Tsezi 

kuro ‘fence’, Khwarshi 

kʷere Bezhta kalo id., 

etc.2  Cf. Burushaski 

*ter ‘seasonal mountain 

pasture’ (*t- < *lt-). 

*ŁwĕɫV 
‘enclosure, 

fence’ 

791 

Basque (G, AN, BN, L) larre 

‘meadow, pasture’, (B) larra id., 

(BN) larre ’heather, desert’, (L) 
‘uncultivated land, wasteland’, 

(Z) lárre ‘pasture, fallow land’, 

(B, R) larratz ‘fallow land’ (M 
325; MDE XIX 316; EDB 262). 

For Bsq *laṙe ~ PEC *ŁwĕɫV see 

Phonology: Assimilation and 

Dissimilation, pp. 203-07. 

Berger (1959: 26) compared Bsq 

*larre + Bur *ter. 

D.3 field, 
meadow 

*śolho Lak š:ạlu ‘earth, 

ground’, š:ạ-w ‘on the 

earth, on the ground’, 

š:ạ-bik’an ‘to sit’; 

Lezgi č:il ‘earth, floor’, 

Rutul, Tsakhur ǯil, 

Tabasaran, Agul žil id.; 

Avar š:aláy ‘silt, 

slime’; Ingush čil ‘dust, 
ashes’.3   
 

*čHäɫu 
‘earth, ground, 

sand’ 

342 

Basque (B) solo ‘field (prepared 

for sowing)’, (L) sorho 

‘meadow’, (Z) só(r)ho id., (BN) 

sorho ‘aftergrowth, second 

cutting (of hay, grass), (Bzt) 

soro id., ‘plaza where youth 
gather for dancing’, (G) soro 

‘field’, (AN-Irun) soro 

‘meadow’, (A) soro ‘estate, 
farm’, etc. This is usually 

thought to be a loanword from 

Latin solum (M 312; EDB 342), 
but this is disputed here: see 

                                                           
1 The Lak word < *luχk:i < *luk:i-χV, with an original locative suffix; Lak and some other languages exhibit 

regular velar/uvular reflexes of PNC *Łw, but sibilant affricate reflexes in WC (see NCED 53). “Despite the 

complicated pattern of resonant variation (due to interaction of *l- and *-m-), correspondences are regular and the 

etymology seems reliable” (NCED). 
2 Andian and Tsezian forms exhibit regular velar reflexes of PNC *Łw (see NCED 52).  
3 Cf. Hatti šahhu / tahhu ‘ground, bottom (e. g., of the sea)’ (KHat 355); Hurrian šal=mi ‘ashes’ (KHur 389). 
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Native Basque … or Romance? 
(pp. 235-41).    

D.4 pasture *Hangio Khinalug ɨnqa ‘field’; 

Tabasaran uχʕaw 

‘virgin soil, fallow; 

meadow’, Rutul uχʕa-l 

id.; Bezhta öʁä ‘a small 

plot of land’. 

A recessive etymon, 

attested in four scattered 

languages.  

*HēnqwV 
‘meadow, plot’ 

561 

Basque (B-Bergara, Leintza, 
Oñate) angio, angia, angi 

‘(fenced in) pasture’; toponym 

Angiozar (‘old pasture’) in 
Gipuzkoa; (BN) (expressive) 

xangio /šangio/ (EDB 94). The 
BN form contains an expressive 

prefix *č- (= PEC *č- ~ *č-̣): see 

Phonology: Expressive Forms, 

pp. 207-214).4 

D.5 plain 
  

*seɫhai Avar ts’:or ‘plain’, 

Chamali ts’:e-do 

‘plateau’; Rutul dɨl 
‘plain, plateau’, Lezgi 

t’ul, Akhty t:ɨl, Kryz 

tul id.5 

*ʒǝlV 
‘plain, plateau’ 

1092 

Basque (BN, L) zelhai ‘plain, 

flat land’, ‘flat’ (adj.), (G, Bzt) 

zelai id., (B) zelai ‘plain, 
ground’, (AN) zelai ‘plain, field’ 

(M 320; EDB 373). 

There is no laryngeal in PEC, 
but there may be a correlation of 

Bsq *H with the PEC tense *ʒ 

(see Phonology, p. 177).  

D.6 plain *ordo- Bezhta hũtɬ’tɬ’o 

‘wide, spacious’; Bezhta 

Khoshar-Khota hutɬ’-

iyo id.; Avar ʕat’í-da-

b ‘wide, spacious’, Avar 

Keger ʕilli-d- ‘wide’. 
A sparsely attested 
recessive etymon. 

*ɦwVnƛṾ 
‘wide, 

spacious’ 

541 

Basque (L) ordo ‘flat, level; 

plain’, (AN, L, Z, R) ordo-ki 

‘plain, flat ground’, (G) orde-ka 

‘plain, sown field’ (MDE XXI 

998). For Bsq *-rd- ~ Cauc *ƛ ̣

/tɬ’/, see Phonology, pp. 154-

58.6  

D.7 valley *ɦaran Chechen ārē ‘plain, 

steppe’, Ingush ara id.; 

Lak ar ‘plain’; 

Tabasaran ar ‘marsh, 

swamp’. A recessive 

etymon attested in four 
languages.7 

*ʔārV 
‘plain’ 

202 

 

Basque (BN, L) haran ‘valley’, 
(B, G, AN, Z, R) aran id.; place 

names Harana (1291 CE), 

Farana (1236 CE), (Z) 
A(r)améltze ‘black valley’ 

(*ɦaran + *b=elc [R.2]) (M 

206, 358; EDB 100). 

D.8 gully, 
ravine 

*e(=)ṙeka Tindi reḱ:a ‘gorge, 

ravine’, Karata rik’:e 

id., Godoberi rek:i-n 
‘valley’; Bezhta  

rüq’e-ro ‘mountain 

slope’, Hinukh ruqe-s 

‘plain’; Chechen duq’ 
‘mountain ridge’; Ubykh 

q’ʕwa  ‘cavern’, etc. 

*rĭq̇wă 
‘mountain, 

rock; cave’ 
953 

Basque (c) erreka ‘gully, ravine, 

riverbed, arroyo’ (M 155; MDE 

XI 571; EDB 177); ‘creek, 

brook, stream’ (AW); toponym 

Erreka (B 1093); sporadically 
written herreka or errheka 

(OEH).  

Romance forms like Gascon rèc, 
arrèc ‘brook, stream’ are 

probably from Vasconic (cf. 

REW 7299, 7312).  

                                                           
4 The PBsq form could have been *(H)ankio, but there are no eastern (Z or R) forms to confirm this, or whether 

the initial was *h or *ɦ, or neither. 
5 Attested only in Avar, Andian (PAnd *c:̣ir-dV), and Lezgian (PL *c:̣ol[a]), with stop reflexes of the tense 

affricate *c:̣.  
6 For semantic association of (NC) ‘wide’ ~ (Bsq) ‘flat’, cf. Gk πλατύς ‘wide, broad; flat, level’, from the same 

root as Lat plānus ‘level, flat; plain’, etc. (Buck 12.61, 12.71). 
7 Cf. Burushaski *har ‘small ravine, river bed’; PY *ʔ[ā]r1V ~ *h[ā]r1V ‘taiga’ (SCG 253). 
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D.9 slope *pata-ṙ Lezgi p:ad ‘side’, 

p:at:aw ‘near, beside’, 

Kryz badow ‘near’, 

Budukh bodǝ id. 

(Lezgian only). 

Cf. Urartian bedǝ ‘side; 
(postpos.) on the part of, 
by’ (HU: 17); 

Burushaski *p(h)at 
‘side’. 

*bVdV 
‘side’ 

315 

Basque (L, Z, R, Bzt, Sal) patar 

‘(rugged) slope’, (BN, L, Z) 

petar, (Z) phantar id., (AN, BN, 
L, R, Z) patar-su ‘rugged 

(terrain), hilly, steep’; with 

expressive palatal: (AN, G) 
pattar /patár/ ‘strong liquor’ (M 

185; OEH).8  

For ‘slope’ ~ ‘side’, cf. Spanish 
cuesta ‘slope’ < Latin costa ‘rib; 

side’, etc. 

D.10 hill, 
mound 

*muɫho 

 
Tsezi mạli ‘hillock, 

knoll’, Hinukh malu 

‘mountain’; Avar 

meʕér ‘mountain’; 

Archi mul ‘mountain’; 
(with metathesis) 

Chechen, Batsbi lam 

‘mountain’, Ingush lɔm 

id., etc.  

*muɦalV 
‘mountain’ 

834 

Basque (L, Z) mulho ‘small hill, 

mound, stack’, (L) mulo ‘small 
heap’, (B-Oñate) mollo ‘pellet, 

lump’ (M 307; MDE XXI 941; 

EDB 292). (L) mul-ko ‘heap, 
mound’ belongs rather with 

*mordo ‘bunch’ (L.9).9 

Metathesis of laryngeal: Bsq 
*muɫho ~ PEC *muɦalV (see pp. 

176-77). In NC the size of the 

denoted object is generally 
increased (‘mountain’), but 

decreased in Bsq. 

D.11 ridge, 
crest 

*hegi Dargi Kubachi hūqe 

‘mountains’, Akusha 

urqi id.; Avar ʕorq:í 
‘boundary’, Chadakolob 

ʕúrqi id.; Ingush arʁa 

‘low mountain ridge’; 

Tabasaran arq ‘hollow, 

ravine’.10 

*ɦwǝ̄rqē 
‘mountain 
ridge, 

boundary’ 

536 

Basque (BN, L) hegi ‘crest, 
ridge, small plateau overhanging 

a cliff’, (Z) hegi ‘crest, ridge, 

border, edge, corner’, (B, G, AN, 
R) egi ‘crest, ridge’, etc. (M 206; 

MDE VIII 667; EDB 163). This 

*hegi is identical with the 
common suffix -egi ~ -tegi ~ -

degi ‘place, house of’, as in abel-

tegi ‘stable’, and many others (M 
245; EDB 163).11  

D.12 crest, 
summit 

*kuku- Proto-Dargi *q’ˁ(w)aq’ 

‘hill’ > Akusha q’ạq’ 

id.; Chechen bʕōʁa-m 

‘pillar, post’, Ingush 

bʕɔʁa id. 

A recessive etymon, 
attested in only three 

languages, with strange, 
yet regular, changes 

especially *q̇Hw > Nakh 

*bʡ > bʕ (see NCED 58-
60). 

*q̇HwV̄q̇V 
‘hill; pillar, 

post’ 
927 

 

Basque (B-Durango) kukutz 

‘crest, top, summit’, (Sal, R) 
kukula ‘treetop’, kukil ‘peak, 

top’, (R) kukil ‘comb (of cock), 

tassel (of maize)’, (BN-

Ostibarre, R-Uztárroz) kukula 

‘cock’s comb, tuft’, (Z) küküla 

id.; (Bzt, BN, B-Gernika) kukulu 
‘top stem of maize plant’, (B-

Oñate, Bzt, AN) kukur ‘crest; 

crest of certain birds’, etc.; i.e., 
‘top’ of various things as well as 

                                                           
8 AW cite EB patar ‘slope’, patar-tasun ‘roughness; steepness’, patar-tsu ‘rough, rugged; steep’; pattar ‘rotgut, 

low-quality brandy’. 
9 Romance origin of *muɫho has been alleged, but no Latin antecedent has been found (see pp. 235-41). 
10 Cf. Burushaski (H, N) hurgó, (Y) horgó ‘up(hill), ascent’. 
11 In this analysis -tegi, -degi were originally *-t-(h)egi, *-d-(h)egi, in which the coronal element was the 

fossilized oblique stem marker of the preceding noun (see Morphology, pp. 72-76).  
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of geography (MDE XIX 

275ff.).12 

D.13 cliff, 
fissure 

*e=ṙoic Khinalug rɨts’ɨn 

‘stone’; Avar hets’ó 

‘stone’, Tindi hints’a, 

Akhwakh ič̃’a id.; Lak 

nuwts’i  ‘iron or stone 
plate for roasting grain’; 
(with metathesis) Rutul 

ts’war  ‘small stone, 
gravel’, etc. 

*hrŏmcẉe 
‘stone’ 

495 

Basque (G-Andoain, Bzt, Sal, 
BN-Aldude, L-Ainhoa) erroitz 

‘precipice, cliff’, (Sal) ‘fissure, 

abyss (between mountains and 
rocks)’, (B) errotx ‘mountain 

range’, (BN, L-Ainhoa, Bzt) 
erroiz-tu ‘to fall down, plunge’ 

(MDE XI 584; OEH). The 

meaning ‘cracks in an udder’ (G-

Iziar, Bzt) are related instead to 

Bsq *heṙo ‘root, nipple’ (C.44). 

D.14 stone *haṙi Lezgi χirχe-m  

‘gravel’; Akhwakh χaχi 
‘road metal’, Godoberi 

χuχa-b ‘gravel’; Dargi 

Akusha ħạrħạ ‘bullet’ 

(< *‘small stone’). 

*χHĕrχV 
‘small stones, 
gravel’ 

1073 

 

Basque (BN, L, Z) harri ‘stone, 

rock’ (the general word), (B, G, 
AN, R) arri id. (M 206; EDB 

108). 

Records of medieval place 
names indicate that southern 

(Spanish) Bsq dialects formerly 

had h- in this word: Harrieta, 
Harriolha, etc.13   

D.15 stone, 
rock 

*ɦaic Avar ʕuts’: ‘stone’; 

Khwarshi atsu ‘road 

metal’; Chechen ħätt 

‘avalanche’, Batsbi 

ħet’t’ id.; Adyge 

mǝža ‘stone’, 

Kabardian mǝva id., 

etc. 

*ɦǝ̄mVcọ̆  
‘stone’ 

516 

Basque (BN-Baigorri) haitz 

‘rock’, (BN-Aldude) haitz 
‘stone’, (G, AN, L) aitz ‘rock’, 

(B, Z, R) atx [ač] ‘rock’ (M 206; 

EDB 82).14 
“This word means ‘rock’ only in 

part of the French Basque 

Country; elsewhere it means 
‘mountain with a bare rocky top, 

crag’” (HB 289). 

D.16 pebble, 
gravel 

*lega- Hinukh tɬ’iχʷ-in 

‘cobblestone’; Akhwakh 

tɬ’aχa ‘ruins’, Chamali 

(ʔ)aχʷa, Tindi (ʔ)aχa 

id.15 

*ƛặnχwV 
‘cobblestones, 
ruins’ 

774 

Basque (B, G, BN, L) legar 
‘small stone, pebble, gravel, 

sand’, (L) legarri ‘pebbles’ 

(*lega- + *haṙi), (AN, L) legatx 
‘gravelly land’, (BN, L) legartsu 

id. (MDE XIX 326). Bsq *lega-ṙ 

‘ulcer, rennet’ (A.94) is a 
homonym of distinct origin. 

D.17 pebble, 
hail 

*čičV 

~ 

*činčV 

 

Lak č’uč’a ‘small 

stone’; Dargi Chiragh 

čiči-k’an id.; Andi 

č’ič’o-m ‘small stone, 

gravel’; Hinukh č’eč’a 

‘ashes, embers’; 

*čạ̈̆čẉV 
‘small stone’ 

382 

 

Basque (G) txintxor /činčor/ 

‘small stone, pebble, rubble’, (Z) 

txintxóla /činčóla/, hárri-
txintxóla (‘stone-pebble’) id. 

(Larrasquet), (L) xinxola, 

xintxola id.; (BN)-Amikuse) 
txitxar ‘hail’, (Z) txítxer ‘sleet’, 

                                                           
12 Some Bsq forms may have been influenced by Lat. cuculla ‘hood, monk's cowl’ (REW 2356: Span. cogulla, 

etc.), but this cannot account for most of the Bsq words. Cf. the apparent substratal words Sardinian kúkkuru 

‘Bergspitze, Hügel’, Asturian cuca ‘haystack’, Bergamasque cucca ‘crown, top’, etc. (see chapter XIV, below).  
13 Bsq harri is frequently compared with Old Irish carr, carric ‘rock’, Eng. crag, cairn (< Celt.), Armenian 

karkaṙ ‘cairn’, etc. (Hub 36-7; Buck 1.44); the connections between these words, if any, need to be sorted out.    
14 Cf. medieval Spanish place names Haizcoeta, Hazpurua, etc. (M 206). For a commonly assumed relationship 

between haitz and words like haitzur ‘hoe, ax’, haiztur ‘shears’, haizkola ‘ax’, etc. see The importance of 

external comparison, pp. 228-30. 
15 Chamali and Tindi exhibit the regular reduction of PAndian *ƛ ̣> (non-phonemic) /ʔ/ (see NCED 105). 
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Chechen č’iž ‘amulet 

stone’, č’iž-arʁa 

‘elderberry’, Ingush 

č’inž-arʁa id. 

Cf. Burushaski *ćhiṣ 

‘mountain’; PY *čɨʔs 

‘stone’; Hatti ziš 
‘mountain’ (KHat 368).  

(AN) txitxor, (AN-Erro) txetxor, 

(BN, L, Z) xitxer id. (‘fine hail’ 

or ‘sleet’) (OEH). Another Bsq 
word for ‘hail’ is *singo-ṙ ~ 

*čingo-ṙ (G.19), which seems to 

be partially blended with some 
of these words. The Bsq word 

for ‘bell’, *since-ṙi ~ *činče-ṙi 

(Q.48) may also have blended 
with these. 

D.18 sand *ɦonda-ṙ Khinalug ant ‘earth, 

ground’, ant:-ɨr-q’i ‘to 
lie’ (= ‘to be on the 
ground’); Tsezi, Hinukh 

atu ‘dirt, mud’. 

A recessive NC etymon, 

attested in only three 
Dagestanian languages. 

*ʔantV ~ 

*ʔamtV 
‘earth, dirt’ 

201 

Basque (BN, L) hondar, ondar 

‘sand’, (L-arc) hundar, (B, G, 
AN) ondar ‘sand, shore, beach, 

dregs’, (BN-arc) undar ‘end, 

last’, (Z) ṹndar ‘residue, 
remnant’,16 etc. (M 56; MDE 

XXI 980; EDB 310). For the 

similar words *ondo ‘joint’ 
(A.77) and *ondo ‘side, bottom’ 

(I.4), and influence of Sp. 

hondo, etc., see Native 

Basque … or Romance?, pp. 

235-41. 

D.19 mud *lohi Ingush lok ‘sediment 

(after boiling butter)’, 

Chechen yök-aš id.; 

Tabasaran luk ‘dried 

snot’, Lezgi lak ‘dung 

(of cattle)’; (with 

metathesis) Akhwakh, 

Karata, Godoberi kila 

‘dung’, Andi čil id., etc.  

*Hɫǝ̆kV̄ 

~ *Hkǝ̆ɫV̄  
‘dirt’ 

584 

Basque (BN, L) lohi ‘mud; dirty, 

impure’, (Z) lóhi, (Bzt, Sal) logi, 
(B, G, AN, R) loi id.; with 

suffix: (B-Elorrio, G) lokatza 

‘mire, slough’, (G) lokazti id., 
lokatza ‘manure’; (EB) lokatz 

‘mud, clay’; (Sal) logidoi ‘mire’ 

(M 88, 206; MDE XX 642-3). 
The suffix -atz (-katz?) is not 

explained by MDE. -doi may be 
related to the “collective NFS” 

more common in plant names 

(EDB 155). 

D.20 clay *toś-ka Chamalal tis’ʷ ‘bog, 

marsh’, Tindi tits:u, 

Karata tits’:u id.; 

Hunzib tats’ ‘bog’; 

Chechen t’q’arš 

‘slush, mire’, Ingush 

t’arš id. 

*tɦVrcẉV 
‘dirt; bog’ 

992 

Basque (c) toska, (Z) thoska 
‘kaolin (fine white clay used in 

producing porcelain)’, (G) toska 

‘tuff’, (B-Arratia) toska ‘calcite 

(of stalactites)’, (B) troska 

‘stalactite’, (G, AN) troska 

‘clay’ (EDB 348; OEH). 
With a common suffix -ka (cf. 

orde-ka ‘plain’, zilo-ka ‘cave’, 

zizor-ka ‘hail’, etc.)17 

 

E. Water, waterways, liquids 

                                                           
16 “Reste d’un quantité qui ne se compte pas, mais qui se mesure” (Larrasquet). 
17 Here we reject the proposed derivation from Lat. tuscu- ‘crude, unrefined, dissolute’ (< Tuscus ‘Tuscan, 

Etruscan’? REW 9013): the Bsq meaning is quite the opposite: ‘fine clay, porcelain, calcite’. This is probably 

another case of “etymology” based on chance resemblance to a Latin word (cf. the confusion of P.18, Bsq 

*maṙuhi / *mahuṙi ‘strawberry’, with Latin marrubium ‘horehound’). 
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E.1 water *hur Avar ʕor ‘river’; Lezgi, 

Tabasaran hül ‘sea’, Agul 

ħül, Kryz ʕil id., Archi họlo-
t:u- ‘liquid’; (with metathesis) 

Tindi reha ‘mineral spring’; 

Bezhta yuhi ‘ditch, gutter’, 

Khoshar-Khota rühi ‘artificial 
brook, flowing towards the 

house’, Tladal ruhi ‘brook’.   

*ɦwɨ̆lV ~ 

*lɨ̆ɦwV 
‘river, 
reservoir’ 

537 

Basque (c) ur ‘water’, 

(BN, Z) hur id., (Z) húr-
te ‘rainy season’, etc. (M 

52, 209,336; EDB 357; 

HB 144). This word has a 
‘soft’ (untrilled) /r/, as in 

ura, hura ‘the water’, 

consistent with derivation 
from *hul.18 See also the 

related Bsq *e=uli ‘rain’ 

(G.10). 

E.2 well, 
pool 

*ɦośin Chechen, Ingush ħast ‘spring 
(source of water)’; Tindi 

hints:i, Avar its:, Andi, 

Karata ints:i, Chamali intsw 

id.; Dargi Chiragh ʕints: 

‘spring, source’, etc. Cf. 

Urartian icǝ̣ ‘basin’ (or ‘canal’) 

(HU, 34); PY *sin- ‘spring, 
glade’ < PSC *ʔwɨ̄[c]V́ńV̆  
(SCG 261).   

*ʔwɨ̄ncV̆ 
‘spring, source’ 

232 

 
 

Basque (L) hosin, usin 

‘well, pool, deep place, 

abyss’, (B, G, AN, Z) 
osin id., also (G) 

‘whirlpool; sea’; also 

recorded with /s/ (= 
orthographic z) rather 

than /ś/: (L-arc) {ocin} = 

ozin (M 286; EDB 319; 
OEH).19   

E.3 pool, 
pond 

*i=til Tsakhur o=t’al- ‘to drip, drop; 
to pour out, drip out’, Budukh 

ʕa=t’il- ‘to drip’, Agul at’-, 

Tabasaran =i=t’- id., Lezgi 

t’il-i ‘drop, dripping thaw’, 

Kryz w=it’il, Budukh an-

t’ul- id.; Akhwakh, Tindi 

t’in- ‘to pour’, Karata t’iyã- 

id.; Tsezi et’- ‘to drip’; Ubykh 

t’ǝ ‘wet, liquid’, etc. 

*=itṾl 
‘to drip, drop, 

pour; wet’ 

659 

Basque (Bzt) itil ‘puddle, 

pool, pond’ (‘charco / 
mare’); (Bzt, AN-

Esteribar, BN, L, Z) istil 

‘small puddle’, (Bzt, AN-
Esteribar, BN, L, Z) ixtil 

id. In this analysis *i=til 

(Bzt) is original (cf. NC: 
Kryz w=it’il ‘drop, 

dripping’, etc.), and the 

variants istil, ixtil are 
contaminated by *i=śtu 

‘saliva, spittle’ (A.82). 

The Baztan dialect has 
preserved several archaic 

words.20 

E.4 
 

pool, 
pond 

*balća Udi piz ~ p:iz ‘swamp, 

marsh’; Lak p’ạlts’u 

‘rheum’; Chamali bis’a ‘dirt’, 

Akhwakh ħebets’:o ‘rheum’, 

Tindi bets:u-ra id., Avar 

*ṗɦĭlcẉǝ̆ 
‘mud, dirt’ 

878 

Basque (B, G, AN, Azk, 
Sal, R) baltsa, balsa 

‘pool, pond’, (R, Sal) 

balsa ‘clot of blood’, (B, 
G, AN) baltsa ‘pools 

between rocks, formed by 

                                                           
18 In Gipuzkoa there are some idiosyncratic pronunciations: (G-Beizama) udda /udya/ ‘the water’, (G-Etxarri) udx 

‘water’ (presumably /udž/, cited as {uds} by Azkue); see also OEH. http://www.euskarabidea.es/espanol/el-

vascuence-en-navarra/dialectos-de-navarra/guipuzcoano 

As a verb: (c) ur-tu ‘to melt, thaw’, (B) ‘to water, irrigate’, (B, G, Bzt) ‘to (s)melt, cast’, (Z) húr-tü id., formed 

like Archi họlo-t:u- ‘liquid’. 
19 The PNC form exhibits a common transposition, *ʔwɨ̄ncV̆ < PSC *ʔwɨ̄[c]V́ńV̆ , the earlier form confirmed by 

Bsq, PY, and PST evidence (see the discussion of transposition, pp. 90-91). 
20 Thanks to F. Dieterlen for calling my attention to this word, for which he has found substratum cognates in 

Sardinia. However, its reality is doubted by Michelena: “La ref. es, ciertamente dudosa, en un vocabulario 

[Vocabulario baztanés de Juan Bautista Gorosurreta (1845-1923). Ed. de A. Irigoyen, Euskera 1962, 135-193.] 

por lo demás plagado de errores; quizá se trate de errata por istil o alguna de sus variantes.” 

http://www.euskarabidea.es/espanol/el-vascuence-en-navarra/dialectos-de-navarra/guipuzcoano
http://www.euskarabidea.es/espanol/el-vascuence-en-navarra/dialectos-de-navarra/guipuzcoano
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ħebéts’: ‘ear-wax’; Chechen, 

Ingush pħaž ‘dung (of 

horse)’; Kabardian psǝ-p’ts’a 

‘swamp’, Ubykh zʷǝ-mts’á 
‘mud, silt’. 

melting snow’, (c) 

‘softened snow’, (L) 

‘mire, mud’, (Z) balxa 
‘marshy land’, (B, L-

Ainhoa) basa ‘mud, 

mire’, (Z) phaltza ‘fat; 
manure’, etc. (MDE IX 

837; OEH). Note wide 

semantic range in NC and 
Bsq. 

E.5 spring, 
fountain 

*i=tuṙi Karata t’or- ‘to drop, drip, 

flow’, t’ʷat’ʷar- ‘to drip, 

flow’, Akhwakh (Tsegob, 

Ratlub) t’or- ‘to drop, drip’, 

etc. 

*=V̄tẉV(-r-) 
‘to pour, soak’ 

1034 

Basque (B, G, Sal, Bzt) 

iturri ‘fountain’, (BN, L) 
ithurri, (Z) üthǘrri, 

üthürrü, (R) uturri id.21   

E.6 marsh, 
bog 

*lincu-ra Karata ɬits’:u ‘bog, marsh’, 

Andi ɬents’:u ~ tɬ:ets’:u 

(NCED), ɬ:ints’:u ~ 

ɬ:ents’:u (SKJa), Godoberi 

ɬ:ints:u, Akhwakh tɬits’:i 

(NCED), tɬĩts’:i (SKJa) id.; 

Lak kunts’a ‘bog, marsh.’ 

*ƛwilcẉV 
‘bog, marsh’ 

770 
SKJa 191 

Basque (G-Andoain) 

lintzura ‘marsh, swamp, 
bog, fen’, lintzuradi 

‘quagmire, slough, 

marsh’; with loss of l-: 
(AN-Larraun) intzura, 

(Bzt) aintzira ‘swamp’, 

(G, L) ‘lake’, (AN) 
ainzira ‘marsh’ (MDE 

XX 637; EDB 226; 

OEH).22 

E.7 river *ɦibai Godoberi inχ:i ‘river, brook’, 

Karata enχ:e id.; Tsezi iħu 

‘river’, Bezhta eχ̃e id.; Rutul 

yuχ ‘stream, river’, Udi oq 

id., etc. 

*yimχwĂ 
‘river’ 

683 

Basque (BN, L) hibai 
‘river’, (B, G, AN, BN, 

L, Z) ibai ‘river’; (L-arc) 

ibaso ‘river’ (Haraneder, 
18th c.) (MDE XV 870; 

EDB 217). Ibaso (*ɦiba-
śo) is a formation parallel 

to Bsq *i=ća-śo ‘sea’ 

(E.8).23 

E.8 sea *i=ća-śo Abkhaz a-ǯ́ǝ́-k’a ‘salt’, Abaza 

ǯ́-k’a; Adyge š́ǝ-ʁw, 

Kabardian šǝ-ʁw; Ubykh ǯ́ǝ 
id. 
Cf. Burushaski *sạ́o 

‘oversalted, too salty’; PY *čǝʔ 
‘salt’ (SCG 33). 

PWC  
*ǯ́ǝ ~ *č́ǝ 
‘salt’ 

Č 392 

Basque (AN, BN, L) 
itsaso ‘sea’, (B, G, Z, R) 

itxaso [ičaśo] ‘sea’, with 

other variants (M 128, 

192; EDB 232; OEH). 

Analyzed here as PSC 

‘salt’ with fossilized 
prefix *i= and suffix *-

                                                           
21 The form resembles a participle, ‘poured, gushed’. See other forms from this root in Bsq *ito ‘to drown’ 

(V.65), *i=to- ‘gutter’ (Q.3). For ‘spring, source’ the compound *ituṙ-begi ‘fountain-eye’ is used (cf. Span. ojo, 

Arabic, Hebrew ʕayin ‘eye’ with this sense), or *ituṙ-sulɦo ‘fountain-hole’ (see I.12 for the second element). 
22 Bsq *lincu-ra is an excellent phonetic and semantic match to PEC *ƛwilcẉV; it is also related to *lisun ‘moldy, 

musty’ (R.36). The last three forms by dissimilatory loss of initial /l/ (see pp. 203-07) and blending with *Hainc- 

‘frost’ (G.15): *lincura > intzura (with assimilation > *incira) > ain(t)zira. Derivation from Lat. insula ‘island’ 

(MDE, EDB; OEH) is hardly plausible. 
23 A change of PSC *-mχw- > Bsq *-b- is posited, parallel to the change of *-mɢw- > -b- in Bsq *ho[g]i > hobi 

‘gums’ (A.13): see pp. 93-94, 167. 
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śo, found also in ibaso 

‘river’ (see E.7).24   

E.9 wave *u-hain Dargi Sirgokala hin ‘water’, 

Akusha šin id.; Lak š:in 

‘water’; Tsakhur x́an ‘water’, 

Archi ɬ:an, Rutul, Kryz xäd, 

Lezgi yad id.; Chechen, Batsbi 

χi ‘water’, Ingush χiy id.; 

Khinalug xu ‘water’; Khwarshi 

ɬã ‘water’, Tsezi, Bezhta ɬi id.; 

Akhwakh, Botlikh ɬ:eni 

‘water’, Avar ɬ:im id., etc.25 

Cf. Burushaski *han-;26 PY 

*xäń ‘wave’ (SCG 220); Hatti 

han ‘sea’ (KHat 343). 

*xä̆nɦɨ̆ 
‘water’ 

1060 

Basque (L, Z) uhin ‘wave 
(in water), current’, (BN, 

L, Z) uhain, (L) auhin, 

(Z) ühaiñ, ühañ, (G) 
ugin, uin id. (OEH);27 cf. 

the verb (L) uhan-tu ‘to 
have edema, be 

edematous, become 

dropsical’, and derived 

noun uhan-tura ‘edema, 

dropsy’ (retention of 

water in tissues). The 
element *u- is a reduced 

form of *hur ‘water’ 

(E.1), which occurs in 
many compounds (see 

*u-dagara ‘otter’).28  

E.10 foam *hag(w)une 

~ *gahune 
Lak xama ‘foam’; Dargi 

Akusha xamxa ‘foam’, 

Sirgokala x:umx:a, Urakhi 

xamxa, Kubachi, Tsudakhar 

x:amx:a id.; Lezgi, 

Tabasaran xax ‘mold’, Kryz 

xäx ‘liquid’, etc. 

*xwamV ~ 

*xwamxwV 
‘foam, liquid’ 

1063 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hagun 

‘foam’, (BN-Garazi, Sal, 
R) agun, (R-Isaba) águn 

id., (Z) gahǘ̃n ‘foam 

(from a cookpot)’, (L) 
habuiñ ‘foam (of the 

mouth)’ (Axular), (L-

Ainhoa) haboin id., etc. 
(M 150; OEH).29 

E.11 dew *i=hunc Lak xunts’a ‘bog’; Avar 

xuts’: ‘bog, marsh’, Karata 

xuts’:e, Tindi hits:u id.; 

Archi ɬamts’a ‘bog’; 

Chechen χatt ‘dirt, mire’, 

Ingush χotta id.; Dargi 

Akusha xants’a ‘gray, blue’ 

(< *’dirty’ or *‘swampy’). 

*xwɨ̆mcẉɨ̄ 
‘bog; dirt’ 

1065 

Basque (L) ihintz ‘dew’, 

(Z) ĩ́hĩtz, (BN) ihitz, (G, 
AN, R, Sal, Bzt) intz, (B) 

euntz, iruntz, irauntz, 

iñontz, (A) iunz ‘dew’ (M 
80; EDB 220). B /r/ 

seems to be a hiatus-

breaker, after old /h/ was 
lost.30  

                                                           
24 Azkue cites *-so (our *-śo) only as the kinship suffix *-śo (J.13). It is not clear whether *-śo in itsaso and 

ibaso is identical with it (‘child of salt’ = ‘sea’?) or the diminutive -txo (*-čo), or neither. For ‘salt ~ sea’ cf. Gk 

ἃλς ‘salt’, poetic ‘sea’ (Buck 1.32), English salt = sailor.   
25 PEC *xä̆nɦɨ̆ represents the most widespread EC word for ‘water’, with local transformations of tense *x to x, x́, 

χ, h, š, and even lateral fricative ɬ. 
26 In Hunza án-cil, Nager hán-chil ‘water from a wound; watery (tea, soup)’ (comp. with *chel ‘water’) (SCG 

221). 
27 In this analysis the interpretation of this word as *hur ‘water’ + *gain ‘top’ is rejected. It certainly cannot 

account for uhan-tu ‘to have edema’, etc. OEH merges uhantu with uhanditu ‘acrecentar(se), hacer(se) más 

grande’: the latter is apparently contaminated with *haundi ‘big, large’ (R.12).  
28 Z uses ühain, ühañ for ‘otter’, typologically parallel to the IE connection of *ud-ro- ‘otter’ and *wed-/*wod- 

‘water’ (WP I 252). 
29 Bsq words could go back to an archaic PSC variant such as *xa(m)xúmV. M mentions Schuchardt’s idea that 

this word comes from Occitan bavün ‘slaver’ (REW 853), though from there to *haguin is not so clear. There 

may well be mutual contamination. 
30 With fossilized prefix *i=, frequent in mass nouns (see Morphology, pp. 58-71). 
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E.12 drop  *tanka 

~ *tanko 
Avar t’ink’ ‘drop (of liquid)’, 

Andi t’onk’i-l, Tindi 

t’ik’u-n id., Akhwakh 

t’ik’u-n- ‘to drip’; 31 Agul 

t’ink’ ‘drop’, Rutul t’ank’ , 

Kryz t’ɨk’ɨ-n id.; Khinalug 

t’ɨng ‘drop (of liquid)’; 

Kabardian pǝ-t’k’ʷǝ-n ‘to 

drip’, etc. 

*ṭHänḳŏ 
 ‘drop, spray’ 

1000 

Basque (Z, R-Uztárroz) 

tanka ‘drop (of liquid)’, 

(B) ‘a little (bit)’, (B-
Arratia, Orozko, 

Txorierri) tanga ‘drop’, 

(B-Arratia, Galdakano) ‘a 
moment’, (B-Arratia, 

Galdakano, Mundaka) 

tango ‘a little’ 
(poquito).32  

E.13 drop *tanta 

~ *tanto 
Lak tanta ‘body dirt’; Andi 

toto ‘saliva’, Chamali tata 

‘foam’, Akhwakh tata ‘dust’; 

Tsezi tet ‘ashes’, Tsezi, 

Hinukh tutu-ru ‘dirty’, Bezhta 

tato ‘dust, dirt’, tit ‘ashes’, 

Hunzib tɔdu ‘dust, dirt’, tɨt 
‘ashes’. 

*tĕmtV 
‘dirt, dust’ 

991 

Basque (B, G-Burunda, 
AN, L, Bzt) tanta ‘drop 

(of liquid)’, (G) tanto, 

tanton id., (BN-
Hasparren, Garazi, L-

Ainhoa, R) ‘dung pellets 

(as of goats)’,33 (AN, B, 
G) tanta-ka ‘dripping, 

drop-by-drop; gutter, 

eaves-trough’; cf. also 
(G-Burunda, Etxarri-

Aranaz) ttinttin ‘drop’ 

(OEH). 

 

F. Fire and related words. From the dispersal of Euskaro-Caucasian until recent times, the 

production and use of fire did not change much, thus it is not surprising that the Basque and 

Caucasian words in this semantic field are archaic and frequently cognate.   

  (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

F.1 fire  *śu 

~ *i=ću 

 

Lak ts’u ‘fire’, [oblique] ts’a-

ra-; Dargi ts’a; Lezgi ts’ay, 

[ergative] ts’u; Chechen, Batsbi 

ts’e, Ingush ts’i; Avar ts’a; 

Karata ts’ay, Akhwakh č’a-ri; 

Bezhta ts’o; Khinalug č’ä 

‘fire’; (with *m= prefix) Abkhaz 

á-mtsa, Adyge mās’va, 

Ubykh mǝǯ́á ‘fire’, etc. 

*cặyɨ̆ / *cụ̆y-  
‘fire’34 

354 

 

Basque (c) su ‘fire’, (Z) 

sü ‘fire’. Araban had the 

exceptional prefixed form 
itsu ‘fire’, in {isçu arri} 

‘flint’ = *i=ću haṙi ‘fire-

stone’; ‘flint’ is su(h)arri 

or sutarri in other dialects 

(M 157; EDB 342).35  

Trombetti (1903 §100), 

Orig 306; U 581: Bsq + 

Lak, etc. 

F.2 smoke *(e=)kē 

 
Avar k’:uy ‘smoke’, Andi 

k’:ʷoy, Akhwakh k’:ʷī,̃ Tindi 

*kẉɨ̆nħV 
‘smoke’ 

Basque (B, G, R-
Vidángoz) kee ‘smoke’, 

                                                           
31 Here and elsewhere in the etymology NCED has ‘to drop’, but ‘to drip’ must be meant. 
32 A relic etymon, preserved only at the western (B) and eastern (Z, R) peripheries. For the more widespread 

word, see next set. For semantics cf. Rumanian pic ‘drop; a little, a bit’, Middle Cornish banne ‘a jot, a bit’ < Old 

Cornish ‘drop’, etc. (Buck 10.24). 
33 Sp. ‘cagarruta’ / Fr. ‘crotte’ (Azkue). 
34 *cụ̆y- is the reconstructed oblique base, which became the direct stem in Lak ts’u ‘fire’. 
35 This is one of the oldest and most plausible Basque-North Caucasian etymologies. See Morphology, pp. 72-

76, for other connections. Note that Michelena (OEH: ITSU-HARRI) cited this form in isolation (not under SU 

‘fire’) and without any comment.  
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  (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

k:ʷi,̃ Karata k’:ũyi, Bagwali 

k’:ũy id.; Bezhta, Hunzib qo 

‘smoke’; Lak k’uw ‘soot’; 

Dargi k:aw ‘smoke’; Udi 

k:uin ‘smoke’; Kabardian ʡʷǝ-

ʁʷa ‘smoke’, etc. 

738 kei- (keia ‘the smoke’), 

(B, G, AN) ke ‘smoke’, 
(G, AN) ki, (BN, L, Z) 

khe ‘smoke’; a few 

dialects (AN, BN-
Baigorri, Azk, Bzt, Sal, 

R) have the prefixed 

form: eke ‘smoke’, (L) ike 
(Azkue 478; M 67, 156; 

EDB 248, 250).36  

F.3 firebrand, 
ember 

*i=ɫhinti Andi, Godoberi ɬudi ‘firewood, 

wood’, Akhwakh, Karata ɬuda, 

Chamali ɬunni, Tindi ɬuyi, 

Botlikh hudi, Bagwali hur id.; 

Tsezi redu ‘firewood, wood’, 

Hinukh rede, Khwarshi lida, 

Inkhokwari lɨdo, Bezhta hũdo, 

Hunzib hũdu id.; Lak 

Khosrekh x:undu-ti ‘a stick 
for working leather’.37 

*λwɨndV 
‘firewood, 
wood’ 

764 

Basque (Z) ilhĩ́nti 

‘firebrand, ember’, hilindi 

(Oihenart), (L) ilhendi, 

(R-Uztárroz) ilinti, (R-
Vidángoz) illindi, (B) 

ilinti, ilindi, illenti, (B, G, 

AN, L) illeti, (Sal) illendi 
id.; with expressive /č/: 

(BN-Amikuse) itxendi, 

(BN, L) itxindi id.; (AN-
Elkano, Bzt, Sal, L) ilindi 

‘dead ear of wheat’ (< 

‘dry thing’?) (M 188, 190; 
MDE XV 910; EDB 223). 

F.4 tinder *hardo Dargi Akusha ħorda 

‘henbane’; Lak urt:u ‘grass’; 

Akhvakh ʕidi-ra ‘young grass’. 

 
A scantily attested Dagestanian 

etymon. 

*HwVrdV 
‘a kind of herb’ 

623 

Basque (Z) hardo ‘tinder 

(made from amadou 

fungus)’, (L) harddo, (G-
Zegama) arda-gai, (BN, 

Z) ardai, (B-Araba) erdai 

id. (*gai ‘thing, material’, 
L.13). (M 220, 250; EDB 

103).38  

F.5 ashes, 
powder 

*hauć Udi očʕi ‘dirt’, očʕa-l ‘earth’; 

Dargi Akusha ʕạnži ‘earth’, 

Kubachi ʕanč:a; Khinalug 

inč:i id.; Batsbi yobst’ ‘earth’, 

Ingush yost ‘loose earth’, etc. 

 
A peripheral, probably archaic, 

EC root, attested in Nakh and 

eastern Dagestani languages, but 
not in Andian, Tsezian, or WC.   

*yōmćV 
‘earth’ 

684 

Basque (L) hauts, auster 
‘ashes’, herr-auts ‘dust, 

powder’, (Z) hauts, hautx 

‘ashes’, er-háuts, er-háutx 
‘powder’, (R) auts 

‘ashes’, err-áuts 

‘powder’, (B) auts ‘ashes, 
powder’, err-auts ‘ashes’, 

(G) auts ‘ashes, powder’,  

auster, austerre ‘ashes’, 
etc. (M 93; EDB 119). 

Some of the words are 

compounds with *eṙe ‘to 
burn’ (Z.21).39  

                                                           
36 A related word seems to be *kino ‘stench, odor; bad taste’ > (BN) kino, (L) khino, (Z) khíño, (R) kĩo (but not 

related to *keru, R.14). Larrasquet has (Z) khino [khíño] n. mauvais goût (et non par mauvaise odeur). For loss 

of PSC *-n- in Basque (and convergently in some NCauc langs.) see Phonology, pp. 183, 185. 
37 On the Lak word NCED comments: “A perfect phonetic match … but the meaning raises some doubts.” But it 

is not a far cry from ‘wood’ > ‘stick’. 
38 This word has secondarily been confused and blended with Bsq gardu, kardu ‘thistle’, which is distinct and a 

loanword from Romance (carduus). 
39 In an earlier analysis I proposed an element *-teṙe, but it now seems that forms such as austerre should be 

analyzed as *hauś-t-eṙe, with the fossilized oblique marker *-t- (see pp. 72-76) and verb *eṙe ‘to burn’. 
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  (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

F.6 soot *keda-ṙ Akhwakh q’:et̃’a ‘soot’, Karata 

q’:et’an id.; Lak q’it ‘soot; 

flour dust’; Hunzib ʁɨt’o 

‘mould’. 
A recessive etymon, attested in 

only four Dagestanian languages. 

*q̇idV 
‘soot, dust’ 

927 

Basque (B, G, Bzt, AN-

Esteribar, BN) kedar 

‘soot’, (B) kedarra, 
gedarra, (G) kear, kelar, 

(BN-Hasparren) keder, 

kerrada, (L) kheder, (L, 
BN) kelder, (Z) khedárre, 

kherrade, (R) gedar, (Sal) 

gedarre, etc.40  

 

G. Weather, sky. Possibly most remarkable in this group are cognate words for the opposing 

climatic forces ‘to get cloudy, stormy’ (Bsq [Z] ortze ‘storm’ ~ Karata [Anchikh, Archo] orč- ‘to 

become cloudy’, etc.) vs. ‘to clear up (of weather)’ (Bsq zohar ‘clear (sky)’ ~ Udi mu=č’:u-r ‘clear 

sky’, etc.); note also ‘lightning’ (Bsq [L-arc] oz-pirin ‘lightning [bolt], thunder [bolt]’ ~ Avar pirí 

‘lightning’, etc.). The ‘star’ etymology (Bsq izar ~ Akhwakh ts’:ʷari ‘star’, etc,) was proposed a long 

time ago by Trombetti; note also Bsq (BN, Z, R) argi-zagi ‘moon’ ~ Akhwakh ts’:waka ‘brilliance’, 

etc. 

 

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

G.1 weather, 
season 

*haro Avar hal- ‘to boil’, háli 

‘boiling’, Andi hal 

‘steam’; Archi hil ‘breath, 

steam’, Lezgi yal ‘breath, 

odor’, Tabasaran, Agul el 

‘breath’; Bezhta hel- ‘to 

boil’, Hunzib hel-ā- id., 

etc.41 

*h[ă]ɫʔa 
‘steam’ 

485 

Basque (Z) há(r)o ‘weather, 

season’; in many compound 

words, cf. (Z) ha(r)o-hún 
‘good weather’, ha(r)o-gaitz 

‘bad weather’; names of 

months: e.g. (L) ost-aro 
‘May’ (‘leaf-season’), ere-

(h)aro ‘June’ (‘sowing 
season’), etc. (M 328; HB 

280). Semantics: ‘steam, 

breath, air ~ wind, weather’ 
(cf. Buck 1.71, 1.78). 

G.2 winter *negu Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi 

ʕa ‘winter’(oblique base: 

Chech. ʕäna-, Ing. 

ʕano-); Dargi Chiragh 

ha ‘summer’, hane ‘in 

summer’, Kubachi hani-
ši ‘summer’, Kaitag 

han(a)-ši id.; Circassian 

yǝ-ʁʷa ‘time, season, 

term’, etc. 

*ʁwĭnʔV 
’name of a 

season’ 
482 

Basque (c) negu ‘winter 

(season)’, (Z) né̃gü, (G, AN) 

neu id. (M 310; MDE XXI 
958; EDB 296). (BN) 

nekaitz, (R) nekatx 

‘rainstorm’, a blend of *negu 
+ *egu-gaic ‘bad day, bad 

weather’ (see *egu- and 

*gaic); cf. (c) ekaitz, (B, L) 
ekatx ‘storm’. The Bsq-NC 

comparison requires 

                                                           
40 For similar forms (khelder, kheldar) meaning ‘bile, gall’ cf. Bsq *ke[l]ać ‘bitter, sour’, *kelu ‘stench, bad 

taste’ ~ PNC *q̇ĕɦlV (some blending is implied). Forms with g- by voicing assimilation. Any association of Bsq 

*keda-ṙ (PEC *q̇ädV) with *kē ‘smoke’ (PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV) is secondary, since original forms were quite distinct 

(contra M 255, EDB 249; cf. MDE XIII 339). 
41 Resemblance of PEC *h[ă]ɫʔa to Lat. hālitus ‘vapor, breath’, hāl- ‘exhale, be fragrant’ is fortuitous, since the 

Latin words come from PIE *h2enh1-slo- ‘breath’ (EDLI 279). 
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metathesis: PNC *ʁwĭnʔV ~ 

PSC *nʔĭʁwV > Bsq *negu.42 

G.3 wind *ɦaise Akhwakh as:i ‘breath’, 

Avar as: ‘prestige, 

dignity’; Bezhta, Hunzib 

has ‘sky, cloud, fog’; Udi 

haso ‘cloud’, Tabasaran 

ams ‘rain cloud’; 

Chechen as-ar 

‘inspiration’; Lak as 

‘nobility, conscience; a 

heathen deity’; Abkhaz a-

psǝ́ ‘soul, spirit’, etc. Cf. 

Burushaski *=́s ‘heart, 

soul’; PY *ʔes ‘sky, God’ 
(SCG 263).  

*ʡămsǝ  
‘breath, soul; 
cloud, sky; god’ 

243 

Basque (L) haize ‘wind, air’, 
(G, AN, BN, Z) aize, (B) 

aixe, (A, B) axe [aše] ‘wind’; 

(L) ‘exhalation, out-breath’ 
(M 103, 209; EDB 83). The 

synonym aire (AN, G, L, R), 

aide (G) is from Latin aerem. 
The semantic range ‘wind ~ 

breath ~ spirit ~ god’ is 

usual, cf. Gk ἄνεμος ‘wind, 
storm’ ~ Lat anima ‘breath’, 

animus ‘spirit, soul’;  OIc áss 

‘(pagan) god’ < *ans-, OInd 
ásu-ra- ‘spirit, divine’, ásu- 

‘breath, life, spirit’ (Buck 

1.72; 22.12).43 

G.4 cloud *ɦodoe Dargi Akusha dạʕ 

‘wind’, Urakhi dʷạʕ 

‘wind’; Archi di ‘odor, 
scent’. 
A recessive etymon, 

attested only in eastern 

Dagestan (Dargi and 
Archi). 

*dwiHV 
‘wind’ 

407 

Basque (BN) hodei ‘cloud, 

thunder’, (B, G) odai, odei, 

(B, AN) edoi, (B) odoi 
‘cloud’, (A) odei, (Z, R) odéi, 

(BN, L) hedoi etc. Some 
forms have changed *d > r: 

(G) orai, oroi, (B, AN) orei 

(M 397, note 28; MDE XXI 
968; EDB 303).44 

G.5 steam, 
vapor, 
odor 

*luṙuin Akhwakh ɬʷē ~ ɬoyi 
‘wind, breeze’, Tlanub, 

Tsegob ɬel, Ratlub ɬwel 

id.; Lezgi ful ‘chill’, 

Archi ɬul ‘hope’ (< 
*‘inspiration’ < ‘wind’), 

Rutul xul ‘prayer’; Dargi 

xul ‘prayer’; Lak haw 

‘cold wind’; Abkhaz a-

pšá ‘wind’, etc. Cf. PY 

*yuĺ- ‘wind, whirlwind’ 
(SCG 132). 

*λwǝ̄ɫʔV 
‘wind’ 

762 

Basque (A) lurruña ‘(the) 

vapor, breath’, (B) lurrun, 

llurrun ‘steam, vapor. odor’, 
(G) lurrin id., (G, AN-

Lezaka, BN, L, Bzt) urrin 

‘odor, smell’, (Z) ǘrrĩn id. 
Note loss of l- east of 

Gipuzkoa, by liquid 

dissimilation (M 142, 323; 
MDE XX 649; EDB 272). 

Bsq has the usual *LVṘV ~ 

NC *LVLV (see pp. 203-
07).45  

G.6 fog, mist *kain Tsezi, Hinukh qema 

‘rain’, Khwarshi qema 

‘clouds’, Bezhta qima-ro 

id.; Tsakhur gumɨ-l 
‘cloud’; Chechen, Ingush 

*ḳwɨ̆mhV 
‘cloud, fog’ 

737 

Basque (B) kain ‘fog, vapor, 
mist, storm clouds’, (B-arc) 

{cayna} (RS, 1496) (M 141; 

                                                           
42 Etymologists have liked to connect Bsq *negu with Occitan neu, IE *sneigwh- ‘snow’ (see MDE), probably a 

chance resemblance. Nostraticists derive IE *sneigwh- < *šingV (Illich-Svitych) or *šüŋU (Dolgopolsky: see 

TOB). 
43 It is tempting to compare Bsq *ɦaise, PNC *ʡămsɨ with PIE *Hans- ‘spirit, deity’, as possible borrowing in 

either direction (more likely NC > IE). 
44 The Bsq-PEC comparison requires metathesis *dwiHV ~ *HVdwi (or the like) = Bsq *ɦodoe. *ɦodoe after 

Michelena’s *odoe (M 397, note 28); Trask suggests *(h)odeCe (EDB 303). For semantic connections of ‘wind’ 

~ ‘cloud’, cf. the preceding set: Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ Akhwakh as:i ‘breath’ ~ Udi haso ‘cloud’.  
45 In the NC words, a common semantic chain ‘vapor, wind’ > ‘spirit, soul’ > ‘prayer’, etc. (cf. discussions of 

Bsq *ɦaise ‘wind’ (G.3), *ɦodoe ‘cloud’ (G.4), above). 
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t’q’ow ‘rain mixed with 
snow’; (with metathesis) 

Abkhaz á-naq’ʷa ‘fog’. 

EDB 245).46 PNC *ḳwɨ̆mhV 
‘cloud, fog’ is very similar to 

PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV ‘smoke’ (~ 

Bsq *kē, F.2), but reflexes 
are opposed in some 

languages: e.g. Bezhta qima-
ro ‘clouds’ : qo ‘smoke’; 

Abkhaz á-naq’ʷa ‘fog’: á-l-

ʕʷa ‘smoke’.  

G.7 fog *lainho Godoberi hanlu ‘fog, 

cloud’, Karata hantɬ’u 

id., Chamali hãla ‘fog’, 

Tindi hinalu ‘cloud’; 

Dargi Akusha hank’ 

‘sleep’ < *’dream’; Agul 

emḱ̉ ‘dream, sleep’; Lak 

ank’ a-t’un ‘to doze, 

slumber’, etc. 

*ɦemƛẶ  
‘dream’ 

512 

Basque (BN, L) lanho 
‘vapor’, (Z) lãnhṹ ‘mist, 

fog’, (B, G) laiño ‘mist, fog’, 

(AN, G, Sal) laño, (Azk) 

laño ~ llano, (R-Uztárroz) 

lano id., (Bzt) lano ‘cloud’, 

etc. (M 307; MDE XIX 297; 
EDB 259). The comparison 

requires metathesis (see pp. 

201-03) of the type *ɦemƛẶ 
~ *ƛẹmɦĂ > Bsq *lainho; cf. 

G.8: *lanbro.47 

G.8 fog, mist *lanbro Avar nak’:  ‘cloud’, 

Chadakolob nak’  
‘cloud’; Chechen, Ingush 

doχk ‘fog’, Batsbi 

doχk’ ‘cloud’; Khinalug 

unk’ ‘cloud’; Dargi 

Chiragh yergwa 
‘smoke’.48 

*rä̆nƛẉV̆ 
‘cloud, fog’  

947 

Basque (c) lanbro ‘fog, 
mist’, (Z) lanpu, (L) lanbo 

id.; also (B, G) ‘drizzle’, (G) 

‘cataract (in eye)’, (B, G, 
AN) ‘myopia, nearsight- 
edness’, etc. (MDE XIX 

304). There has likely been 
some blending of this word 

with *lainho (G.7).49 

G.9 drizzle *lance-ṙ Bezhta ɬatsa-ri ‘sieve’; 

Chechen, Ingush litt- ‘to 

filter’, Batsbi lit’t’- id.; 

Avar xuts’:ú- ‘to filter’; 

Lak x:its’i-n ‘to wring, 

squeeze out’; Tsakhur ǵɨ-

ts’ex:ʷa- ‘to sift’, etc. 

*λä̆[m]cṾ 

 ~ *λwä̆cṾ 
‘to filter, sift’ 

758 

Basque (BN, L) lantzer, (Z) 

lã́ntzer ‘drizzle, fine rain’, 
(Sal) lantzar id., lantzara 

‘fog’, (BN, R, Z) lantzara 

‘frost’, (R) lantxer ‘fog’, (B) 
lantxe id. (MDE XIX 309). 

For semantics, cf. Swed sil 

‘strainer’, sila ‘to strain; 
trickle, pour (of rain)’, etc. 

G.10 rain *e=uli Avar ʕor ‘river’; Lezgi, 

Tabasaran hül ‘sea’, Agul 

ħül, Kryz ʕil id., Archi 

họlo-t:u- ‘liquid’; etc. 

(See E.1: Bsq *hur 
‘water’, etc.).  

*ɦwɨ̆lV ~ 

*lɨ̆ɦwV 
‘river, reservoir’ 

537 

Basque (A, B, G, AN, BN, 

Sal, R) euri ‘rain’, (AN) auri, 

(L, Bzt) uri, (G, AN) eudi, 
(BN, Sal, Z-Garazi) ebri, (Z, 

BN-Amikuse) eüri, (Z-

Barkoxe) ébi id.; stem variant 
*eul- in (B) eul-antz ‘fine 

rain’, eul-bera ‘heavy rain’ 

                                                           
46 I strongly doubt, on phonetic grounds, any connection with Sp. garúa ‘drizzle’, “del port. dialect. caruja, 

niebla” (Dicc). 
47 Semantic development ‘dream’ > *’vision’ > ‘cloud, fog, mist’ (or vice-versa?) in Andian and Bsq: cf. Lith. 

mig-ti ‘fall asleep’ ~ miglà ‘mist’, etc. (Buck 1.74). 
48 These words have little apparent similarity, but exhibit regular changes. See Common phonetic changes in 

North Caucasian, pp. 82-86. 
49 The Bsq-NC comparison requires metathesis such as *rä̆nƛẉV̆ ~ *ƛạ̈̆nwrV̆ > *lanbro (see pp. 201-03). 
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(M 99, 318; MDE XII 808; 

EDB 185).50 

G.11 blizzard, 
torrent 

*Hauśo 

~ *Huś-in 

Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi 

=oss- ‘to descend, go 

down’; Tindi =uš:- ‘to 

scatter, strew’; Hinukh 

=iš- ‘to fall down, be 

scattered’, Bezhta, Hunzib 

=õs- id.; Dargi Akusha 

=uš-es ‘to lower, put 

down’, etc. 

*=ŭśV 
‘to descend, fall, 
be scattered’ 

1011 

Basque (Z, Sal) auso 
‘blizzard, torrent of snow and 

rain’, (Azk) ausa-doki 

‘snowdrift’; (R) usin 
‘avalanche’ (M 323; MDE 

XIX 323; EDB 119). 

In comp.: (BN) elhauso 
‘avalanche of snow’, (Sal, 

Bzt, AN-Lezaka) lauso id. 

(comp. with *e=ɫhu- ‘snow’, 
G.17).51 

G.12 sky, 
storm 

*ɦorci / 

*ɦośti / 

*ɦo(r)s- 

Karata (Anchikh, Archo) 

orč- ‘to become cloudy’, 

Karata tɬ’-orč-,52 Avar 

róč:n- id.; Chechen 

yāč- ‘to be cloudy, 

gloomy’, Ingush, Batsbi 

yač- ‘to rain’; Lak 

=aš:a-n / =aš:i-n ‘to 

become cloudy’; Archi 

da=̣šin- ‘to become 

cloudy (of sky, weather)’. 

Cf. Hurr. išena ‘rain’ ? 

(KHur 410). 

*Hǝ̄rčwVn 
‘to become 

cloudy, gloomy’ 
 565 

Basque (AN, BN) orz ‘sky’, 

(BN-arc) ‘cloud’, (L) hortz-
adar, holtz-adar ‘rainbow’, 

ihurtz-uri ‘thunder’, (Z) ortze 

‘storm’, orzantz ‘thunder’, 
(B) osti ‘storm, thunder’, 

etc.; day name (c) ost-egun 

‘Thursday’ (‘day of the 
storm-god’ = dies Iovis, etc.), 

and many more words (M 

130; EDB 316-9; HB 278). 
There is similar variation of -

rc- ~ -śt- in other Bsq words, 

e.g. *ɦerce ~ *ɦeśte 
‘intestine’ (A.54), *borc ~ 

*bośt ‘five’ (M.6), etc.: see 

Phonology, pp. 187, 199-
200. 

G.13 lightning *(ɦors-) 

piri-n 
Avar pirí ‘lightning’, 

Tindi, Godoberi piri, 

Karata pire, Akhwakh 

hiri id.; Hunzib pɨr, 

Bezhta pir id.; Lak 

para-nnu ‘lightning’; 

Dargi Akusha pạr 

‘lightning’; Archi parǝ-
la ‘lightning’, (with 
metathesis) Lezgi 

raprap id., etc.  

Cf. Hatti *paru ‘bright, 
shining’ (KHat 350).53 

*pārē 
‘lightning’ 

866 

In compounds with *ɦors- 

‘sky’ (G.12), Basque (L-arc) 

oz-pirin ‘lightning (bolt), 
thunder (bolt)’, (L) oz-priñ, 

(BN, L) orz-pin, oz-pin, (with 
assimilatory nasalization) (Z) 

oz-min, (Sal) oz-me, ox-me, 

(AN) oz-min-arri ‘thunder’ 
(with *haṙi ‘stone’?), etc. 

Traditionally the second 

element is *minhi ‘tongue’ 
(M 276; EDB 319; OEH), 

but in this analysis *-pirin is 

regarded as original and 
variants with -pin ~ -min are 

secondary.54  

                                                           
50 Apparently related to Bsq *hur ‘water’ (E.1), with prefix *e=/*i=, associated with mass nouns: cf. *e=ɫhu-ṙ 

‘snow’, *i=soc ‘frost’, *i=cal ‘shadow’, etc. 
51 Thus demurring from the proposed derivation from Lat. lapsu ‘falling’ (!). Bsq *Hauśo / *Huś-in seem to be 

related to the verb *e=auśi ‘to fall’ (V.20) 
52 Karata tɬ’- is “an expressive prefix,” lacking in the dialects Anchikh and Archo (NCED). 
53 In kašparuyah (ka-aš-paru-ya-h) ‘source of light’ or ‘luminous’, an epithet of the Sun-goddess. 
54 E.g., Haraneder ozpirin (18th c.); Etcheberri de Ziburu & Axular ozprin (17th c.). Internal Bsq clusters of three 

consonants are very unusual, and are usually resolved to two consonants (cf. *hars-kone ‘badger’, B.4-B.5). It is 

interesting to consider the Yeniseian compound, *ʔas-pVr, with a closely related meaning, ‘cloud’, and the first 
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G.14 clear 
(sky, 
weather) 

*soha-ṙ Avar r=ots’:n- ‘to clear 

up (of weather)’; Archi 

ọ=č’in- ‘to clear up (of 

weather)’, Udi mu=č’:u-
r ‘clear sky’. 
A recessive etymon 

attested in only three 

languages. Cf. PY *ʔēǯ  
‘clear, quiet (of weather)’ 

(SCG 88); Hatti eštan, 

aštan ‘sun, Sun-goddess; 

day?’ (KHat 342). 

*=HuǯVn 
‘to clear up (of 

weather)’ 

611 

Basque (Z) zohar ‘clear, 
serene’, (G) zoar, (BN, Z) 

zohar-di ‘clear sky’, (Z) 

zohar-tü ‘to clear (sky, 
weather)’. The Bsq-NC 

comparison requires 
metathesis and umlaut, such 

as PSC *HúǯV ~ *ǯóHV-r- = 

Bsq *soha-ṙ. Note similar 
rhotic suffixes in Bsq *soha-

ṙ ‘clear (sky)’ and Udi 

mu=č’:u-r ’clear sky’.55  

G.15 frost, ice *Hainc- Tindi, Botlikh, Godoberi 

anzi ‘snow’, Akhwakh 

ãži, Avar ʕázu id.; 

Khwarshi is̃a, Bezhta õz 

id.; Rutul, Tsakhur yiz 

‘snow’; Abaza aʒ ‘hoar-

frost, dew’, etc.  

*yămʒĂ 
‘snow’ 

674 

(B-Oñate) aintzigar ‘frost’: 

‘faint, almost imperceptible 

coating of frost on leaves’, 
(B, G) antzigar, (G-Andoain) 

aintzigar, (G) intziar id., (B-

Orozko) intziar ‘very strong 
ice’, (B-Galdakano) ‘very 

cold wind’, (G-Tolosa) 

antzigar ‘fine-grained snow’ 
(EDB 80; OEH).56  

G.16 frost, ice *i=soc Lak zanč ‘snow drift (in 

the mountains)’; Chechen 

darts ‘snowstorm’. 
 
A recessive etymon, 

attested in only two 

peripheral EC languages.57 

*ʒwVnć(w)V 
‘snowdrift, 

snowstorm’ 

1100 

Basque (G, Sal, L, Bzt, Z, R) 

izotz ‘frost, ice’, (R- 

Uztárroz) ‘dew, drizzle’, (L-
Ainhoa) ‘drizzle’, (L) itzotz, 

(Bzt) inzotz. It is not at all 

certain that “the word surely 
contains hotz ‘cold’; the first 

element might be ihintz 

‘dew’” (M 411; EDB 237; 
OEH).58 

G.17 snow *e=ɫhu-ṙ Chechen lō ~ lūo 

‘snow’, Ingush lɔ ~ loa, 

Batsbi law id.; Lezgi žiw 

‘snow’, Tabasaran yif, 

Agul ibx́, Agul Burshag 

yišv, Agul Burkikhan üx  

‘snow’.59 

*λĭwV 

~ *yĭwλV 
‘snow’ 

684  
SKJa 256 

Basque (BN, L) elhur 

‘snow’, (Z) élhür, (G, AN, R) 
elur, (A, B) erur, (B) edur, 

eur id.; cf. (BN) elhauso 

‘avalanche’, (AN-Lezaka, 
Bzt, Sal) lauso id. < *e=ɫhu- 

+ *Hauśo, G.11, also (Z-arc) 

elhur-auso id. (M 315; MDE 

X 279; EDB 168).60  

                                                           
element  *ʔas- = *ʔes ‘sky’; though Starostin compared PY *pVr instead with PNC *mărƛwĂ ‘(rain-)cloud’ 

(SCG 140).   

55 The latter has a fossilized class prefix mu= < PEC *w= [inanimate] (cf. Bsq *be=/*bi=, etc.: see pp. 58-71. 
56 A western Bsq isogloss. Apparently a compound of *Hainc- + *ei=haṙ ‘dry’ (R.22). 
57 In many NCauc langs the native words for ‘storm’ have been replaced by words from neighboring Turkic 

langs, e.g. Turkish bora and Azeri tufan (SKJa 252). 
58 The NC attestation of *ʒwVnć(w)V is very limited. Bsq *s = PNC *ʒ is well established (see Phonology, pp. 

145-46), but other matches of Bsq *-c ~ PNC *-nć- are so far unknown. 
59 For the strange reflexes in Lezgian languages, see Phonology: Common phonetic changes in North 

Caucasian, pp. 82-86. In more detail, see NCED, pp. 143-149. 
60 Michelena (M 315) suggested that *erur was the oldest form, variously dissimilated to el(h)ur, edur, but in this 

model the regular correspondence of Bsq *-ɫh- with the PNC voiceless lateral fricative *λ [ɬ] indicates that 

*e=ɫhu-ṙ is original, with early loss of /h/ in western Bsq, followed by the regular change of intervocalic /l/ > /r/, 

dissimilated to /d/ (see Phonology, pp. 203-07).  
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Orig 221: Bsq + Chechen, 

Batsbi 

G.18 icicle, 
hail 

*siseṙ 

*sisoṙ 

*sistoṙ 

Tsakhur śurśu-l ‘icicle’, 

Rutul sɨrsɨ-r ‘hoar-frost’; 

Dargi siris ‘hoar-frost’. 

A recessive etymon, 

attested in only three 
eastern Dagestanian 

languages. 

*sɨ̄rVsV 
‘icicle, hoar-
frost’ 

964 

Basque (Bzt) zizer-kora 
‘hail,’ (G) zizar-kora, (AN) 

zizor-ka id., (AN, BN-

Aldude, Sal) ziztor ‘icicle’. 
Phonetic development of 

ziztor seems to involve a *-

st- cluster (see p. 138), 
though the PEC sibilants are 

not tense. The Bsq forms 

may show expressive 
irregularities. 

G.19 hail, 
snow 

*[s]in[g]o Khwarshi zang-eru 

‘hail’, Tsezi zig-olu, 

Bezhta holo-šigi, Hunzib 

helu-šige id.; Lak zig 
bulun ‘to rain’.61 

*ʒ́igV 
‘hail, rain’ 

1102 

Basque (B-Gernika) txingo 

‘small dry snowflake’, edur-
txingo ‘very fine snow’, (B, 

G, AN) txingor ‘small 

hail(stones)’, (AW) txingor 
‘hail, hailstorm’, txingor egin 

‘to hail’, txingorrada, 

txingorraldi ‘hailstorm’.62 

G.20 shadow *i=cal Botlikh, Godoberi =eč’er 

‘black’, Andi =eč’e-dir, 

Avar č’eʕéra-b id.; 

Lezgi č’ulaw ‘black’; 

Chechen, Ingush ʕärža 

‘black’, Batsbi ʕarč’i ̃id., 

etc. 

*Hčọ̄lV̄ 
‘black’ 

556 

Basque (c) itzal ‘shade, 
shadow’, itzali ‘to cover, 

darken, put out (lights)’, (G, 

AN, R) itzel shade’, (B) itxal 
id., etc.; also ‘reflection, 

trace, memory’, etc. (M 97; 

EDB 234; OEH).63 
 

G.21 star *i=saṙ Akhwakh ts’:ʷari ‘star’, 

Tindi ts:aru, Karata 

ts’:ʷay, Bagwali 

ts’:ʷara id.; Dargi 

Chiragh zure ‘star’, 

Sirgokala zuri id.; Batsbi 

t’ʕejrĭ ‘star’; Ubykh 

ts’wa(n)-ḱ̉ ‘star’, etc. 

*ʒwhărī  

~  *ʒwăhrī 
 ‘star’ 

1098 

Basque (c) izar ‘star’, (B, G, 

AN, Bzt) izer, (B, G) ixar, 

ixer id.; also (B, G, BN, R) 
‘cataract (of eye)’, and other 

meanings (M 237; EDB 235; 

OEH). Another old and 
plausible Bsq-NC 

comparison. 

Orig 337: Bsq + Tindi, 
Bagwali, Dargi  

G.22 sun *eki, 

 

*egu-ski  

 

Chechen ʕǖq’ē ‘morning 

twilight’, Ingush ʕüyq’ē 

id.; Avar q’ō ‘day’, 

Karata q’:woy id.; Lak 

q’ini ‘day’ ; Lezgi yuʁ 

‘day’, Tsakhur, Budukh 

yɨʁ, Archi iq id.; 

Khinalug q’ä ‘day’.  

*Hwīq̇V 
‘day’ 

622 

Basque (Sal, R) eki ‘sun’, 

(BN-Amikuse) ekhi, (Z) ékhi, 

(R) ĩki id.;64 (R) iki-alte 

‘sunroom, solarium’, (Sal) 

eki-alde id.; (B, G, AN, L) 
egu-zki ‘sun’, (G, AN, L) 

igu-zki, (R-Uztárroz) egú-zku 

                                                           
61 Tsezian forms compounded with *helu ‘pea(s)’ (cf. Bsq *iɫha-ṙ id., O.8); Khwarshi zang-, like Bsq *[s]in[g]o, 

with an expressive -n- infix (see p. 214). 
62 With expressive palatal < *[s]in[g]o(-ṙ), and expressive /n/ (as in Khwarshi: see Phonology, p. 214). 
63 This may be a transposed cognate of Bsq *b=elc- ‘black’ (R.2): see pp. 90-91. 
64 (R) ĩki (with nasal vowel!) is from MDE; EDB adds: “The form iki, cited by A[zkue]. (1905) as R, is of 

doubtful reality: M[itxelena] (1961a: 65 fn. 12) believes it has been extracted in error from the compound ikialte 

[‘solarium, sunroom’].” Michelena (M 65) thought *eki came from *egu-ki, which is reasonable, though ekhi is 

old, used by Oihenart (1657). Otherwise we may consider ablaut variants originating from accentual differences.  
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‘sun’65 (M 65; MDE X: 263; 
EDB 165; OEH). Cf. Bsq 

*egu-n ‘day’ (H.4).  

Orig 139-140, 204: Bsq + 
many NC words 

G.23 moon,  
light, 
bright 

*argi- Lak barʁ ‘sun’; Archi 

barq, Budukh viraʁ, 

Rutul virɨʁ, Lezgi raʁ, 

Tabasaran riʁ; Khinalug 

ɨnq’; Dargi Urakhi 

barħi; Bezhta boq, 

Tsezi buq; Avar baq’; 

Abkhaz á-m-ra, 

Kabardian dǝʁa ‘sun’, 
etc.  

*wi=rǝ̄q̇Ă 
’sun’ 66  

1051 

Basque (B) il-argi, ir-argi, 

iret-argi, id-argi ‘moon’, (A) 
ir-argi, (G, Bzt, Sal, Azk) il-

argi, ill-argi, (L) il-hargi, (Z) 

argi-zági, (R) argi-zagi, 
(BN) argi-zai id.; (c) argi 

(n.) ‘light’, (adj.) ‘bright, 

clear’; (B, G, L, R, Sal) 

artizar ‘morning star, 

Venus’, (BN, Z) arthizar 

‘polar star’ (< *argi-t-isaṙ).67 
(M 199, 212; MDE XV 904; 

EDB 223).  

Orig 32: Bsq + Tabasaran, 
Lezgi, etc. 

G.24 moon, 
luminary 

*sagi Chamali ts’aka ‘star’, 

Avar ts’:wáki 
‘brilliance’, Akhwakh 

ts’:waka id., Tindi 

ts’akwa ‘spark’, etc.; 

Dargi Akusha zak ‘sky’, 

Urakhi ʒak, Kharbuk, 

Muiri ts:ak id. 

*cẉɨ̆yVkwŏ 
‘brand, spark, 

brilliance’ 
373 

Basque (BN, R) argi-zagi 

‘moon’, (Z) argi-zági, (Sal-
Otxagabia) ila-ski id., (c) 

egu-zki, igu-zki ‘sun’, (R) 

egú-zku id., etc. (see ‘sun’) 
(M 199, 295; EDB 223). In 

many old texts (Añibarro, 

etc.) the meaning is ‘candle’ 
(OEH).68 

H. Time Expressions. Probably the most remarkable in this section are common Basque-NC 

expressions for days to follow: ‘tomorrow’: Bsq bihar ~ Rutul bɨga, etc.; ‘day after tomorrow’: Bsq 

etzi: cf. Dargi ža-ʕle ‘tomorrow’, etc.; and ‘day after the day after tomorrow = three days hence’: Bsq 

(B-arc) etzi-luma ~ Batsbi lamŏ ‘day after tomorrow’, Avar lé-ze ‘two days after tomorrow, three 

days hence’, etc. 

                                                           
65 There are strange variants of the word for ‘sun’: iduzki (AN-Elkano), iruzki (G-Donostia; AN--). Changes of 

velars to dentals are found sporadically in Bsq, probably by contamination from similar words (M 65). 
66 It is difficult to reconcile PNC *wirǝ̄q̇Ă ‘sun’ with Basque *argi ‘moon, light’, unless the PNC word includes a 

class prefix (*w=), thus *wi=rǝ̄q̇Ă, of which the stem =rǝ̄q̇Ă is more compatible with Bsq *argi. This is similar 

to the solution suggested by Schulze (1992: 221), who analyzes the Lezgian word for ‘sun’ as *w/b(=)ĕrĕG. Note 

that Abkhazian reflects a nasalized prefix in *mV=rǝʁa ‘sun’. Starostin (SCG 89) suggests instead a compound, 

*hwērĭ-Hwī́xq̇V̆ ‘light + day’, to explain these forms and others.  
67 Both Michelena (M 220) and Trask (EDB 104) have remarked on the resemblance of this word to PIE *h2erg- 

(Hittite harki ‘white’, etc.). “Many have proposed a link with the PIE root *arg- or *h2erg- ‘shine, bright’, but no 

suitable source for the Bq. word is attested in any IE language known to have been in contact with Bq.” For the 

phonetic difference between Bsq *argi and PNC *=rǝ̄q̇Ă, cf. the typologically similar case of Dutch erg ‘bad, 

evil’, Germ. arg, ONorse argr ~ ragr ‘cowardly, vile’, Lith. rágana ‘witch’, etc. (Buck 16.72). Some of the 

words contain the element *hile or *hiɫe, possibly = *iɫhu-n ‘night, dark’ (R.18). 
68 Azkue’s ilazki for (Sal) ilaski is an error. Nevertheless, sibilants in clusters can vary: cf. Bsq *naś-ka 

‘aversion’ ~ dial. nazka (K.3). Unclear is the variant argi-zari: maybe -zari is related to Akhwakh s:iro, Tindi 

š:iru ‘wax’, Lak šwal ‘honeycombs’, etc. < PEC *ćwilV ~ *ćwɨ̄lV ~ *ćwǝ̄lV (NCED 337).  
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H.1 time, hour *ordu  

(*o=rdu) 
Akhwakh tɬa-lige ‘in the 

daytime’, že-tɬa ‘today’, Avar 

ɬáʕe-l ‘year’, ɬáʕi-ze ‘to live 

a year’, ɬáʕi ‘anniversary’, 

Andi ɬa-l ‘in the daytime’, že-

ɬa-l ‘today’, Karata ɬayi-l ‘in 

the daytime’, e-ɬel ‘today’, 

etc.; Abkhaz š́ǝ- ‘day’, Abaza 

š́ǝ- id., Adyge, Kabard. yǝ-ɬa-
s ‘year’.1 

*ƛăyV 
‘time, day’ 

766 

Basque (c) ordu ‘hour’, 

(Z) órdü ‘time (vez / 
fois), hour, occasion’. 

Deriv-atives ordu-an 

‘then’, ordu-ko, ordu-ka 
‘by the hour, per hour’, 

etc. Origin from Lat. 
ordō ‘line, row, series, 

order’ is problematic 

(MDE XXI 989; EDB 
313). For Bsq *-rd- ~ 

PNC *ƛ, see Phonology, 

pp. 154-58. 

H.2 year *urte 

 
Avar utɬ’i-sa ‘last year’; 

Tsezi, Hinukh etɬ’i, Bezhta 

itɬ’e ‘last year’.  

A recessive etymon, attested in 

only four western Dagestanian 
languages. 

*ʔVƛẉV 
‘last year’ 

225 

Basque (c) urte ‘year’, 
(BN, L) urthe, (Z) úrthe 

‘year’; (c) aurt(h)en 

‘this year’ < *hau-urte-n 
(EDB 360). For PEC *ƛ ̣

~ Bsq *-rt-, see 

Phonology, pp. 154-58.  

H.3 last year *ihas Chamali sas: ‘last year’, 

Karata s:a-bi, Godoberi s:a-

bu id.; Lezgi šaz ‘last year’, 

Tabasaran sač, Rutul  šäs, 

Tsakhur sača, Kryz šeš, 

Budukh šeše, Archi šʷạš id.; 

Chechen sto-χka ‘last year’, 

Ingush sɔ-χk, Batsbi st’au-

χk’ŭ id.2 

*śwăy(H)V 
‘last year’3 

975 

Basque (Z) ihaz ‘last 

year’, (B, G, AN) igaz, 

(L) iaz, (AN, Bzt) yaz, 
(B) igaz, igez, ijez, ijaz, 

(Azk, Sal, R) xaz /šas/ 

id.; an idiosyncratic ikaz 
by Lazarraga (16th c.)  

(MDE XV 887; EDB 

217; OEH).4  

H.4 day *egu-n 

 

 

Chechen ʕǖq’ē ‘morning 

twilight’, Ingush ʕüyq’ē id.; 

Avar q’ō ‘day’, Karata 

q’:woy id.; Lak q’ini ‘day’ ; 

Lezgi yuʁ ‘day’, Agul yaʁ, 

Tsakhur, Budukh yɨʁ, Archi 

iq id.; Khinalug q’ä ‘day’.  

 

Cf. PY *xiʔɢ ‘day’: Ket iʔ (pl. 

ɛk-ŋ5), Yug i:h / i: (pl. ɛk-

ŋ5), Kott īg, *īx (pl. eäk-ŋ), 

Assan i, ɨ , Arin yi, Pumpokol 

ha ‘day’ (SCG 89).  

*Hwīq̇V 
‘day’ 

622 

Basque (Azk) egu 

‘today’, (c) egun ‘day; 

today’, (Z) égün, (B, G, 
AN, BN, L) eun id., 

with stem variants 

*egu-, *egu-r-, e.g. (c) 
egu-erdi ‘midday, 

noon’, egu-r-aldi 

‘weather’, etc. (M 65; 
MDE X: 263; EDB 

165). Cf. *eki, *egu-ski 

‘sun’ (G.22).  
U 580: Bsq + Avar, Udi, 

Lezgi, etc.; Orig 139, 

204: Bsq + Lezgi, Agul, 

                                                           
1 Cf. Burushaski *ultu /*b=ultu ‘day’, *y=ult ‘right time’ (SCG 133); Hatti liš, leš ‘year’ (KHat 348). 
2 The three Nakh words come from a compound of PEC *śwăy(H)V + *HƛẉĭnV̄ ‘year’ (NCED).  
3 NCED (975) notes “The [PEC] root [*śwăyV] may have also contained a laryngeal” (cf. pharyngeal vowel [ạ] 

in Archi šʷạš) (see p. 177). Thus PEC *śwăyHV or *śwăHyV (with metathesis *yHăśwV or the like) is closer to 

Basque *ihas. 
4 The comparison involves metathesis (see pp. 201-03): *śwá̆y(H)V ~ *y(H)ăśwV, the latter > Bsq *ihas. 
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Avar, etc.; BS 86: Bsq + 

EC  

H.5 night *gau / 

*gab- 
Tabasaran χʕab-aqʕ ‘evening’, 

Agul χʕaw-aqʕ, Agul Fite 
χeb-üq id., Tsakhur χʕam 

‘night’, Archi χʕ:an-aχʕ 
‘dimming of eyesight’. 

Cf. Burushaski *ɣuhá[m] 
‘new moon, time without 

moonlight’, *ɣuhá-sa 

‘moonless night’; PY *χoʔn- 

‘dark’ > Kott hōn, etc. (SCG 
245-6). 

PLezgian 

*χI:am:  

~ *χI:an: 
‘evening, night’ 

TOB 

Basque (c) gau ‘night’, 

(B-Gernika, Bermeo) 
geu, (AN-Ulzama) gabe, 

(Z, R) gai id. Stem 
variant *gab-, as in (c) 

gab-on ‘good night!’ 

(but Z gai-hṹn), (B) 
gab-az ‘at night’, (G) 

gab-ez id., (AN) gab-

enara ‘bat’ (lit. ‘night-
swallow’), etc.5  

U 580-581: Bsq + 

Tsakhur; BS 87: Bsq + 
Tsakhur, Tabasaran  

H.6 last night *b=arda Avar notɬ’: ‘yesterday 

evening, yesterday night’; 

Chechen tχo-wsa ‘tonight’, 

se-lχa-na ‘yesterday’, taχa-

na ‘today’, Ingush tχo-wsara 

‘tonight’, se-lχa-n ‘yesterday’, 

taχa-n ‘today’, Batsbi tχa 

‘today’, tχa-bus ‘yesterday 

night’;6 Dargi Akusha dugi 

‘night’; Kabardian -śħa 

‘evening’, Ubykh šʷǝwá 

‘night’.7 

*r(=)VmƛĂ 
‘night, evening’ 

955 

Basque (western) bart, 

(eastern) barda ‘last 

night’; still bard in 
Oihenart (17th c.); (AN, 

G, B-Oñate) 

berdantza(t) ‘the night 
before last’ (M 132; 

MDE IX 847; EDB 

126). 

This fits phonetically if 

we posit a change of 

class prefix of the type 
PNC *b=VmƛĂ = Bsq 

*b=arda.8 

H.7 tomorrow *biha- Rutul  bɨga ‘tomorrow’, Agul 

baga ’tomorrow’, bagay-mi 
‘morning, dawn’, Lezgi 

p:ak:a, ‘tomorrow’, 

p:ak:a-ma ‘morning, dawn’, 

Budukh paga ‘tomorrow’, 

Kryz baga-škar ‘morning, 

dawn’, Udi begä ‘evening, 

dusk’; Khinalug p:aga 

*bǝgǝ  

~ *bǝgo 
‘morning, 
evening’ 

292 

Basque (BN, L, Z) bihar 

‘tomorrow’, (B, G) 
bigar, (B, G, R, Sal, 

Bzt) biar ‘tomorrow’; 

cf. bi(h)ar-amon ‘the 
next day’, (Bzt) 

biardamu ‘day after 

tomorrow’, (Z) bihã́men 
‘next day’, bihãmẽnã́go 

‘day after next’, etc. (M 

335; HB 276; EDB 
139). PSC *bVkV, with 

voicing assimilation in 

NCauc. 

                                                           
5 Deriv: gau-r (Bzt, BN, L, Z, R) ‘this night, tonight’, (B, G, AN) ‘today’. In eastern dialects (Bzt, BN, L, Z, R) 

the concept ‘today’ includes two periods: ‘today, during the day’, expressed by egun, and ‘today, during the 

night’, which is gaur; elsewhere gaur includes both periods (Azkue). 
6 All from a Proto-Nakh base *-lχE- < *dVlχE ‘night’ or ‘day’. 
7 With various idiosyncratic (but regular) reflexes of PNC tense lateral affricate *ƛ. PWC *š́ʷǝ-Łʷa is a much-

eroded compound of PNC *śwĔrV ‘evening’ + *rVmƛĂ, analogous to the Nakh forms (se-lχa-na, etc.). 
8 Bsq has seemed to expand the domain of the (now fossilized) PSC [inanimate] marker *b=/*w=, e.g. Bsq 

*b=ardin ‘same, equal, even’, etc. ~ PEC *=ăƛwVn ‘similar, to resemble’ (with changing class prefixes). For 

more about fossilized prefixes see Morphology, pp. 58-71. 
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‘tomorrow’; Avar bog ‘supper, 

evening meal; evening’, etc.9  

Cf. PY *pV(ʔ)k- ‘morning’ 
(SCG 11). 

Orig 62: Bsq + Rutul, 

Agul, Lezgi, etc. 

H.8 day after 
tomorrow 

*eci Dargi Chiragh ža-ʕle 

‘tomorrow’, Akusha ža-ʕaḷ 

‘today’;10 Hinukh ži-qu 

‘today’, Bezhta že-nsa id.; 

Avar žá-q’:a ‘today’, Karata 

že-li id.; Abkhaz wa-ž̌ǝ́ 

‘now’, etc. 

*ǯwĕ 
‘today, now’ 

1109 

Basque (c) etzi ‘day 
after tomorrow’, (AN) 

etsi; with compounds: 

(BN, L, Bzt) etzi-damu 
‘the day after the day 

after tomorrow, three 

days hence’, (B) etzi-
limo, etzi-lume, etc.: see 

Bsq *[lamu] (MDE XI 

621; HB 276; EDB 
185). 

H.9 three 
days 
hence 

*[lamu]11 Chechen lama ‘the day after 

tomorrow’, Ingush lomma, 

Batsbi lamŏ id.; Avar lé-ze 

‘two days after tomorrow, three 

days hence’, Tindi dan-di (< 

*lan-di), Karata la-di, Chamali 

la-du, Akhwakh la-du / lo-

da, Ratlub ro-di-li, Tsegob lo-

d-le, Bagwali ni-d ‘two days 

after tomorrow’. 

*ŁV̆mV 
‘one day (two 

days) after 
tomorrow’ 

791 

Basque (B-arc) etzi-

luma ‘the day after the 
day after tomorrow, 

three days hence’, (B) 

etzi-limo, etzi-lume, etzi-
a-ramu, (A) {esçirimu} 

/ecirimu/, (BN, L, Bzt) 

etzi-damu, (R, Sal) etzi-
damu-ago id., etc.; (B-

arc) etzi-ka-ramu ‘four 

days hence’, etc. (MDE 
XI 621; HB 276; EDB 

185). 

H.10 yesterday *aco Abkhazian *ya-ćǝ ‘yesterday’, 

*źʷa-ćǝ ‘day before 

yesterday’, Circassian *t:ǝɣʷa-

sa ‘yesterday’, *źʷa-sa ‘day 

before yesterday’; Ubykh tsa, 

wa-tsa ‘tonight’. 

PWC *ća 
‘yesterday’ 

Č 230 

BS 24 

Basque (c) atzo, (Z) átzo 
‘yesterday’. 

 

Orig 354, BK 41: Bsq + 
Abkhaz; BS 24: Bsq + 

WC 

H.11 harvest *usta Lak =utsa-n ‘to mow, break 

off, tear off’; Agul uts-as ‘to 

mow’, Udi otsa-psun id.; 

Chadakolob =oš- ‘to clip, 

shear’, Avar =ets- ‘to mow’; 

Batsbi =ats- ‘to mow’, etc. 

*=ōcV 
‘to mow’ 

859 

Basque (c) uzta 

‘harvest’, (L) usta 
(Haraneder, 17th c.), (Z) 

üsta; also (G, AN) uzta 

‘July’, (AN, BN, L) 
uztail ‘July’, (Z) üztaila 

id. (compound of *usta 

                                                           
9 Klimov & Xalilov (SKJa 375-6) regard the Lezgian words for ‘tomorrow’ as loanwords from Persian pagāh 

‘tomorrow’. I have not been able to verify this Persian word, and most dictionaries cite pardā, (ba-)fardā as the 

usual word for ‘tomorrow’. There is Kashmiri pagāh ʻon the following day, tomorrowʼ < ? OInd *prāgrāha ʻthe 

day in frontʼ (T 8917). In any case this purported loan would not explain the other Lezg. words, such as Agul 

bagay-mi ‘morning, dawn’, Lezgi p:ak:a-ma ‘morning, dawn’, Kryz baga-škar ‘morning, dawn’, Udi begä 

‘evening, dusk’.  
10 “A compound [*ža-ʕal(i)] with an unclear second part” (NCED). The other words cited here are also 

compounds of various types. 
11 Bsq reconstruction is very tentative because of the suffixed nature of the morpheme, and many expressive 

changes. Note also the initial changes in Andian languages (l- ~ r- ~ d- ~ n-).  
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+ *hil ‘month’); (L, R) 

uzta-tu ‘to harvest’ 

(EDB 363; OEH). 
BK 78: Bsq + Lak, EC 

 

I. Spatial Words:  Words in this group exhibit some interesting semantic changes over ten 

millennia. Bsq words for ‘front, in front’ have a regional distribution: *auṙe in the West, and *ailcin 

in the East. In this analysis they are cognate with different NC roots, *ʔwɨrV ‘front, in front’, and 

*yɦălǯēnV ‘face’, respectively. From a root originally denoting ‘half’, Tabasaran Dübek hats’a has 

developed to ‘upper half of body (from head to waist)’, while Bsq *Hace, like Ubykh ǯ́a, denotes 

‘back half’ > ‘back part’. It is suggested that Bsq *erdi ‘half, middle’ may originally have been an 

allomorph of Bsq *arte ‘space, interval’ and *arte-an ‘between, among’ (cf. Tsezi r=otɬo ‘middle’, 

r=otɬi-ku ‘half’, =otɬtɬo ‘between’ (see Phonology, pp. 154-58, for the correspondence of Bsq *-rd-

/*-rt- to PNC lateral affricates).  
 

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

I.1 edge, 
corner 

*baste-ṙ Kabardian pā-p’ts’a 

‘pointed’, Ubykh fa-ć̉á 

‘edge, end; nose’; Agul 

wart: ‘top’, Rutul wɨt 

‘corner, (external) angle’, 

Tsakhur wut id.; (with 

metathesis) Karata ts’:iber  

‘edge’, Akhwakh ts’:ebe  

‘edge’, etc. 

*whǝ̆rʒĭ 
‘edge, tip’ 

1045 

Basque (c) bazter ‘corner, edge, 
margin’, (Z) bázter ‘end, 

extremity, boundary; country 

(pays)’, (B, G, AN, L) baztar 
(M 62; MDE IX 870; OEH. 

Regular change of PSC *w > b, 

and Bsq *-st- = PNC tense *ʒ 
(see p. 138); suffix is the 

fossilized plural or collective *-

ṙ (pp. 76-78). 

I.2 corner *soko Tsezi ts’oq’-iyu ‘sharp’, 

Khwarshi ts’oq’q’-u 

‘sharp’; Dargi Akusha 

ts’aq’-si ‘sharp’. 
Attested in only three 

Dagestanian languages. 

*cọ̆q̇V 
‘sharp’12 

363 

Basque (c) zoko ‘corner, nook’, 

(BN, L) zokho, (Z) zókho id.; 
with expressive palatal: (AN, 

R) xoko, (BN, L) xokho, (Z) 

xókho, (B, G, AN) txoko id. 
(EDB 377; OEH).13 

I.3 corner, 
edge, 
side 

*e=rece 

 

 

Avar rots: ‘lower side, 

anus’, Chadakolob rots 

‘vagina’; Andi rus:i ‘anus, 
behind, bottom’, 

Bagwali rus: ‘tail’; Tsezi 

ros ‘foundation’; Agul ays 

‘bottom’; Chechen, Ingush 

=ist ‘edge, end’, Batsbi 

*ʔrǝycwĕ 
‘hind, bottom’ 

221 

Basque (BN, Z) eretze ‘part, 
side; site, location; position’, 

(Z) é(r)etz id., (G) ertze ‘corner, 
edge, bank, side; fringe (of 

garment); part(ing) of hair’, (B, 

G, AN) ertz id., itsas-ertz 
‘seashore’; (B-Bergara, 

Leintza) ertz ‘female genitals’ 

(‘verenda mulieris’) (M 162, 
416; MDE XI 545; EDB 180; 

                                                           
12 The reconstruction is cited as *cǝ̣q̇V (~ -ŏ-,-ĕ-), meaning that *cọ̆q̇V is equally possible as *cẹ̆q̇V or *cǝ̣q̇V, 

based on the sparse evidence (only Tsezian and Dargi).  
13 Semantics ‘corner’ ~ ‘sharp’ as with OHG ekka, ON egg ‘corner, edge, point’, Lat aciēs ‘(sharp) edge, point’, 

ācer ‘sharp’, Gk ὀξύς, ἀκμή, etc. (Buck 12.353, 12.76). 
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b=ist id., etc. Cf. PY *ŕɔs 

‘vulva’; PST *rj1ēt > 

Tib. rʒ́es ‘trace, track; hind 
part (of a thing); to follow’, 

Burm. rać ‘remaining 
behind’ (SCG 258). 

OEH ERETZE; ERTZ). For 

‘bottom’ ~ ‘end, edge’, cf. 
Nakh forms, and Ital. fondo 

‘end (of room, garden)’, as well 

as ‘bottom’, etc. (Buck 12.35).14   

I.4 side *ondo Dargi Akusha, Urakhi anda 

‘forehead’, Tsudakhar 

ant:a, Kubachi nat:a id.; 

Andi honno ‘forehead’, 

Karata handu, Avar, 

Chadakolob nodó id.15  

*ʔĕndū 
‘forehead’ 

205 

Basque (c) ondo ‘side; bottom; 

proximity, closeness’, with 
derivatives: (c) ondoan ‘next to, 

after’, ondo-ko ‘next to, 

following’, etc.; (B) ad-ondo 
‘forehead (of cattle)’ (M 54; 

MDE XXI 980; EDB 310).16  

I.5 without, 
lacking 

*bage 

~ *gabe 
Rutul bey-dɨ ‘near, at the 

side of’, Ikhrek beɣ-da id.; 

Tindi betɬ’::a-ra-q:a 
‘near’ (< ‘beside’), Botlikh 

betɬ’:a-ra id.; 

Bezhta betɬe-yo ‘part of 
the body from armpit to hip’; 

Abkhaz á-bʁa ‘waist’, 

Abaza bʁa, Adyge, 

Kabardian bɣǝ id. 

*büga 
‘side’17 

314 

Basque (B, G, R) bage 

‘without’ (prep.), ‘needy, 
lacking’ (adj.), (B) baga id; 

with metathesis: (EB, G, AN, 

BN, L, Z, Azk, Sal) gabe id.; 
also as a suffix, e.g. (B) gaz-

bage, gaz-baga, gaz-gabe, (EB) 

gaz-kabe ‘without salt, 
unsalted, insipid’ (see *gac 

/*gas- ‘salt’); also simply -ga, -

ge, -ka, -ke as (B-arc) ikuz-ka 

‘unwashed’, etc. (M 128, 254, 

260, 412; MDE IX 824; EDB 

194, 201, 221).18 

I.6 front 
part 

*auṙe Kryz ʕürü-k, ʕürä ‘front, 

in front’, Agul Burkikhan 

uri-h, Budukh ʕura, Archi 

hara-k id.;19 Bezhta ar-

*ʔwɨrV 
‘front, in front’ 

233 

Basque (B) aurre ‘front part, 

before’, (G) aurre ‘front part’, 

(B, G, AN) aurren ‘first, 
principal’, (L) aur-ka ‘front, 

front part’, (B, G) aurkez aurke 

                                                           
14 Note ‘female genitals’ in Bsq (B), NC (Chadakolob), and Yeniseian. The perceptive etymologist will notice a 

resemblance between Bsq *e=rece, PEC *ʔrǝycwĕ, and the IE set represented by Eng arse, Gk ὄρρος, Hitt 

/arras/, etc. (WP I 138). Notably, this root is absent from Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic, and TOB offers no 

remote (Nostratic/Eurasiatic) cognates, opening a possibility that some IE languages borrowed the word from 

Euskaro-Caucasian source(s), perhaps separately. 
15 Probably a specialized meaning from earlier ‘side’ or ‘end’. For the NCauc sense of ‘forehead’ cf. (B-arc) ad-

ondo ‘forehead (of cattle)’ (M 338: *adaṙ ‘horn’ + *ondo), (Sal) it-ondo ‘forehad (of cattle)’ (*idi ‘ox’), (c) bet-

ondo ‘area around the eyes, part of the forehead above the eyebrows’ (EDB 133; AW: < *begi-t-ondo). For more 

semantic typology cf. Hitt hant- ‘forehead’, OHG andi, ON enni, OIr étan id., cognate with Gk ἀντί, OInd ánti,  

ánta- ‘end’, Goth andeis, Eng. end, etc. (Buck 4.205; 12.35). S.A. Starostin (1989, no. 206) compared Nostratic 

*χant’V ‘front’ (which includes the IE forms cited here) + PEC *ʔĕndū ‘forehead’.   
16 For a discussion of the homonym *ondo ‘joint’ (A.77), and of possible influence of Sp. hondo, etc., see Native 

Basque … or Romance?, pp. 235-41. 
17 NCED cites meaning as ‘side (of the body), waist’, but the latter is only in WC and secondary. 
18 The Bsq-NC semantic connection is rather tenuous, something like ‘side > beside, aside, outside > without’. 

For typology cf. OInd sanutar [adv.] ‘away, aside’, Gothic sundro ‘apart, aside’, OHG suntar ‘without’, Latin 

sine ‘without, -less’, etc. (EDLI 565); OInd bahís ‘outside’ ~ Slav bez ‘without, -less’, etc. (WP  II 137).  
19 Lezgi wili-k ‘(in) front’, Tabasaran uli-x, Rutul uli-x-ta id., contaminated with *ʔʷile ‘eye’. 
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addā ‘in front, before’, 

Hunzib ar-t’o, ar-t’odo, 

Hinukh al-do-ʁo, Tsezi a-
dä-z id.; Chechen, Ingush 

ħa-lχa ‘in front, before’, 

Batsbi ħa-tχ(ĕ) id., etc. 

‘face to face’, (c) aur-ki 

‘obverse; soon’, (c) aur-pegi 

‘face’ (< *auṙ-t-begi [*be=gi 
‘eye’]), etc. (M 95; EDB 117).  

For this meaning *auṙe is 

preferred in western Bsq vs. 
*ailcin (I.7) in eastern Bsq.  

Orig 328: Bsq + Agul, Kryz, 

Budukh, Tabasaran 

I.7 front *ailcin Lak lažin ‘face’; Khinalug 

iži id.; Kryz, Budukh iǯin 

‘face’, Lezghi č:in ~ 

yič:in id.; Dargi lạži 

‘cheek’; Akhwakh riži 

‘face’, Avar riží ‘individual 
(in a negative sense)’, etc. 

For ‘face ~ individual’ cf. 

Russian lico ‘face’ ~ ličnost’ 
‘personality, individual’ 

(NCED). 

 

*yɦălǯē(-nV) 
‘face’ 

681 

SKJa 83 

Basque (AN) alzin, (Sal) altzin 

‘front, space in front’, (BN, L) 

aintzin, (BN) ainzin, (AN, BN, 
L) aitzin, (Z) aitzĩ́nẽ, (R) antzin 

id.; derivatives (Azk) ailtzinean 

‘before, in front’, (AN-Ulzama) 
ailziñen, (AN-Elkano, Sal) 

al(t)zinean id., etc. (M 339).20 

See Phonology, pp. 187, 195-
200, for developments of 

a(i)l(t)zin > aintzin > aitzin, 

etc. 

I.8 back 
part, 
track 

*Hace Tabasaran hats’ ‘half; body 

from head to waist’, Dübek 

hats’a id.; Inkhokwari 

hit̃s’ts’e ‘waist’, Khwarshi 

hits’i-l id; Abkhaz á-bža 

‘half, middle’, Abaza bža 

id., Ubykh ǯ́a ‘back part’, 

etc. 

*hāmcẸ̆ 
‘half, middle’ 

486 

Basque (B, G, AN) atze ‘back 
part (of house, boat, etc.)’, (BN, 

L) hatz, atz ‘track, trace, 

vestige, footprint’, (BN, L, Z) 
atze ‘stranger’, (c) ‘outsider, 

unknown to the family’. Deriv: 

(c) atzera ‘backwards, again’, 
atzeko ‘back player (in jai-

alai)’, atzelari id.; azken ‘last’ 
(M 133, 219; EDB 115; 

OEH).21 

I.9 line, 
row 

*leṙo Avar tɬ’:er ‘garden-bed; 

terrace; row, rank’; Dargi 

Chiragh yara ‘furrow’; 

Tabasaran k’ʷar ‘line, 

boundary between fields’, 

Agul k:ʷar ‘boundary 

between fields’. 

*ƛẉăr(ɦ)ǝ̆ 
‘boundary’ 
782 

Basque (B, G-Tolosa, BN, L, 

Bzt) lerro ‘line, file, row’, e.g. 
sagar-lerro ‘row of apple trees, 

lerroan ‘in a row’, (L) arto-

lerro-ka ‘row of maize plants’, 
lerrun ‘rank, file’, etc. (M 325; 

MDE XX 631). 

I.10 place, 
space 

*gune 

 
Tsezi, Bezhta, Hunzib qun 
‘farmstead’, Inkhokwari 

qon, Khwarshi qwan, 

Hinukh qʷen id.; Chechen 

pħa ‘village’ (oblique stem 

pħāna-); Abkhaz a-ʕʷnǝ́ 

 *ɢwinʡV 
‘house, village’ 

471 

Basque (BN, L, R) gune, (Z) 

gǘne, ǘne, (B, G, AN) une 

‘place, space’, also ‘situation, 
moment’. A variant -gue 

appears in place names. (M 

                                                           
20 “This spatial noun is found precisely in the regions in which the synonymous western word aurre is absent but 

ahur ‘palm of the hand’ is present” (EDB 80). In this analysis *auṙe ‘front’ (I.6) is not connected to *a=huṙ 

‘palm’ (A.67). 
21 Not to be confused with *hac ‘finger, paw’ (A.68) or *hac ‘breed, lineage’ (V.69), as some etymologists (EDB 

114). 
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‘house’, Abaza ʕʷna, 

Circassian wǝna id., etc.  

227, 305; MDE XV 840; EDB 

212).22   
Orig 142: Bsq + Circassian, 

Abkhaz 

I.11 
(a) 

middle, 
half 

*erdi Karata b=atɬ’:i ‘in the 

middle, between’, r=atɬ’:i-
ɬayl ‘midday’, Avar 

b=átɬ’:u-ɬ: ‘in the middle, 

between’, hortɬ’:ó-b 

‘inside, between’; Tsezi 

r=otɬo ‘middle’, r=otɬi-ku 

‘half’, =otɬtɬo ‘between’, 

Bezhta =atɬo ‘middle’, 

=atɬo-kos ‘half’, 

Inkhokwari =otɬo-tɬ’o 

‘between’, Hunzib =ɔtɬe-do 

id.; Lak b=ač’i, ač’i  

‘half’; Ubykh b=ɮa- 

‘between, inside’, etc.  
 

Cf. PY *ʔaʔl ‘half, mid-’; 

PST *tlăy ‘center, middle’ 

(SCG 46). 

*=ĕƛẸ̆ 
‘middle, half’ 
(with changing 

class prefixes) 

412 
SKJa 365 

Basque (c) erdi ‘middle, half’, 

with many compounds: with h- 
in (Z) gai-hérdi ‘midnight’, but 

egü-érdi ‘midday’ (M 61, 211, 
216; MDE X 311; EDB 173; 

OEH). For the correspondence 

of Bsq *-rd- / *-rt- = PNC *-ƛ-̣ 

(*-tɬ’-), see Phonology, pp. 

154-58. Note similar formation 

of Bsq (Bzt, R) erdi-ka ‘half’ ~ 
Tsezi r=otɬi-ku ‘half’, Hinukh 

r=otɬo-k’u id. 

I.11 
(b) 

space, 
interval 

*arte 
Basque (B, L, BN, Z) arte, 

(AN) erte n. ‘space, interval’;23 
prep. ‘until, between, among’, 

(c) artean prep. ‘between, 

among’, adv. ‘meanwhile’, 
(AN) ertean id. (M 70, 355; 

MDE XI 558; EDB 109).24 The 

hypothesis here is that Bsq 
*erdi and *arte are originally 

variants of the same PSC root 

(see Phonology, pp. 154-58). 

I.12 hole *suɫɦo Avar šulu ‘pipe’, Chamali 

na-s:ul ‘tubular bone’, 

Andi tom-š:il id.; Tsezi 

šilu ‘horn’, Bezhta šelo, 

Hunzib, Inkhokwari šelu, 

Khwarshi šeru id.; Lezgi 

sulu-r ‘throat’,25 Kryz sɨl 
‘top (of boot)’, (with 

metathesis) Rutul lɨs 

‘gullet’, etc.  

*śwōɫV 
‘hollow tube’ 

978 

SKJa 72 

Basque (BN, L) zulho, zilho 

‘hole, burrow’, (B, G, AN) 

zulo, (B-Orozko) zulu, (AN-
Goizueta) zolo, (B-Aulestia) 

sulo, (B, Sal, L-Ainhoa) zilo, 

zillo, (Z) zílo, xílo, (R) xillo id., 
(AN, BN, Z) zilo-ka ‘cave’, etc. 

Generally, southwestern zulo / 

northeastern zil(h)o. Also in 
compounds like (G) ipurt-zulo 

‘anus’, eztar-zulo ‘pharynx’, 

(Z) südür-xílo ‘nostril’, (B) 

sama-zulo ‘gullet’, etc. (M 77, 

320; EDB 227, 342, 380). 26 

                                                           
22 As with some other words, a change of *g > *gw > *b > 0 (before labial vowel), not completed in all dialects 

(see pp. 93-94, 167). 
23 “La forma erte se documenta desde un Avemaría de 1591 en textos alto-navarros” (OEH: ARTE). 
24 “Acaso es [erte] un derivado de erdi, más que una variante de arte2” (MDE). 
25 Lezgi sulur ‘горло / throat’ (SKJa 71-72) is not discussed in NCED, but fits this etymology phonetically 

(PLezgian *sol- ~ *s:ol-) and semantically: “the meanings ‘gullet, throat’ and ‘top of boot’ are sometimes 

interchangeable (cf., e.g. Lezg. q:uχ meaning both)” (NCED 979). Cf. Bsq (B) sama-zulo ‘gullet’, (G) eztar(ri)-

zulo ‘pharynx’. 
26 This is the likely ultimate source of Eng. silo, and surely of silhouette. Though REW (7955) derives Sp. silo, 

etc. from the unlikely Greek σῑρός ‘pit, hole’, the Real Academia (Dicc) declares this word as “de origen 

incógnito.” But it closely matches Bsq zilo, phonetically and semantically. As noted by Trask, English silhouette 

is a strangely roundabout loanword from Bsq: “The northern variant zilho takes the collective NFS -eta in the 
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Cf. Burushaski *sụ́li ‘gun 

barrel; spout (of a vessel); 
tube for blowing on fire’ 

(SCG 195).   

I.13 top,  
surface 

*gain Tsakhur q’om ‘summit, 

top’, Lezgi q’am ‘back of 

head’; Tindi ʔʷani ‘head’, 

Chamali un id., Andi ɢʷon 

‘horn’, Karata ʕon id.; 

Bezhta q’am ‘head’, 

Khwarshi q’em id.; Lak 

q’i ‘horn’, etc.; (with 

metathesis) Chechen maʕa 

‘horn’, Ingush muʕa, 

Batsbi mʕaʔŏ id.  

*hq̇wĕmV̄ 
‘head, horn’ 

494 

Basque (B) gan ‘summit, peak; 
surface, exterior’; (L) gain 

‘summit, peak; surface, 

exterior; above’, (Z) gañ id., 
(A) gaynean (loc.) ‘above’, 

etc.; also in many compounds, 

e.g. lepa-gain ‘nape’, soin-gain 

‘shoulder’, be-kain ‘eyebrow’ 

(*begi-t-gain), etc. (M 139; 

MDE XII 859; EDB 194). As is 
well known, Bsq does not 

permit final -m. 

I.14 below, 
lower 

*behe 
< *b=ehe 

Tindi b=eχ:i ‘bottom, 

buttock’, Karata r=eχ:i 
‘lower part, below’, 

Chadakolob b=oχ ‘foot’, 

Avar b=oχ: ‘leg’, aχ:á-da 

‘lower part, below’, Andi 

b=eχ:ir-q’il ‘bottom, 
buttock’; Chechen, Ingush, 

Batsbi =uχ ‘bottom, lower 

part’ (with changing class 

prefixes); Lak uχ ‘lower 

base, stump’, b=uχ-lič:a 

‘pelvic bone’, b=uχ-

č’:ins:a ‘buttock’; Ubykh 

χa ‘bottom, lower part’, etc.   

*=ǝ̆χA 
‘bottom, lower 
part’ 

(with changing 

class prefixes) 

*w=ǝ̆χA ~ 

*r=ǝ̆χA) 
423 

Basque (BN?) behe ‘bottom’, 

(B) bee ‘ground, bottom’, (B, 
G) bei, be id., (BN, L, Z) behe-

iti ‘below, down’, (Z) behé-(r)a 

‘down’, (B) bee-ra, be-ra id., 
etc. (M 110, 254, 412; EDB 

131). There are many 

compounds, often with the 
reduced form -be, -pe: etxe-be 

‘cellar, basement’ (*eće 

‘house’), lur-pe ‘underground’ 
(*luHuṙ ‘earth, ground’), etc. 

The PNC word had changing 

class prefixes (still the case in 
Chechen, etc.). Bsq lexicalized 

the form *b=ehe = PNC 

*w=ǝ̆χA (see Morphology, pp. 
58-71). 

I.15 near *huṙ- Avar ʕagára- ‘near’; 

Tsezi, Hunukh igo ‘near’, 

Khwarshi agol id.; Chechen 

gerga, Ingush garga 

‘near’; Abaza argʷa-nǝ 

‘near’, etc. 

*ɦĭgVrV 
‘near’ 

518 

Basque (BN) hurren, hur-bil 

‘near’, (BN-Garazi) hurran, 
(Bzt, Sal) urran, (L) hur-bil id., 

hur-ko ‘next’, (B) urra ‘(the) 

next’, (B) ur, urre, urren, ‘near, 
close’, (G) urren, (AN) ur-bil, 

urran, (Z) hüllan, (R) ullan 

‘near’. The last two forms show 
expressive palatalization (M 

182, 331; EDB 359).27 

I.16 far *huṙu- Rutul χɨrɨ-dɨ ‘far’, Archi 

aχ; Lak arχ-s:a ‘far’; (with 
class prefixes) Dargi Chiragh 

b=arχ-le, Lezgi y=arʁ-

*=ārχV 
‘far’ 

269 

Basque (Z) hürrün ‘far, 
distant’, (B-arc) hurrun, (B, R) 

urrin, (AN, BN, L, Sal) urrun, 

(A, G) urruti, (G-Etxarri) irruti 
‘far’, etc. (M 80; EDB 360). 

                                                           
surname Zilhoeta ~ Zilhueta ‘(place with) the holes’, which enters Fr. as Silhouette, the name of the French 

finance minister” [whose father came from Biarritz] (HB 342; EDB 380).   
27 The phonetic comparison of Bsq *huṙ- ~ PNC *ɦĭgVrV is somewhat difficult. Perhaps the Bsq form was 

contaminated by *huṙu- ‘far’ (see next set). 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

al, Kryz y=uχ-ta, etc.; 

(with expressive preverb *č-̣) 

Hunzib  č’iχu ‘far’, Bezhta 

ts’iχo id. (see Phonology: 

Expressive Forms, pp. 207-

214). 

The archaic Rutul form χɨrɨ- is 

a good phonetic match to Bsq 
*huṙu-; the other forms seem to 

reflect the common NCauc 

transposition *CVRV > 
*=VRCV, as described by 

Starostin (see pp. 90-91).    

 

 

J. Social and Kinship Terms:  This semantic realm shows much evidence of transformation 

from the postulated Proto-Euskaro-Caucasian stage, caused by the great social upheaval that must 

have occurred when a Caucasian or Anatolian language was transplanted to western Europe (whether 

by cultural or demic diffusion: see chapter XIV), and a subsequent gradual adaptation to western 

European kinship structures, e.g., merger of FB and MB as osaba ‘uncle’, and FS and MS as izeba 

‘aunt’. 

 

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

J.1 people, 
town, 
nation 

*heṙi Lak ạra-l ‘army, 

troops’;28 Abkhaz ár 

‘army, troops’, Abaza rǝ 

id.; Chechen bʕo id.; 

Avar bo, Akhwakh ih̃o, 

Andi, Tindi iha id.; 

Bezhta haz, Tsezi oz id. 

(< *ħɔ(r)-z:ʷV-).  

*ʡwə̆hri  
‘troops, army’ 

249 

Basque (BN, L) herri ‘people, 

population, nation, country; 

town, village’, etc., (Z) hérri, 
(B, G, AN) erri id. (MDE XI 

581).29 

There are some non-trivial 
phonetic developments in NC 

due to the initial and medial 

laryngeal + resonant clusters. 
BS 62: Bsq + WC + EC 

J.2 man *giso-n / 

*gisa- 

Abkhaz a-χáts’a, Abaza 

qats’a ‘man’. 

 
Apparently an archaic 

etymon preserved only in 

Abkhaz-Tapantic. 

PNC  

*ɢĀcẸ̆  > 

PWC *q:aćạ 
‘man’ 

Č 389;  

SKJa 40;  
TOB 

Basque (c) gizon ‘man’, (BN-

Amikuse, Z) gizun id., (B-
Aulestia) gison, (B) gixon 

‘husband’, etc. Stem variant (c) 

giza-, e.g. giza-igel ‘frogman’.30  

Orig 119, BS 63: Bsq + Abkhaz  

J.3 male *ɦaṙ Chechen ēra ‘ungelded’, 

i.e. ‘fully fertile’ (animal), 

*ʔɨ̄rλwV 
‘male’31 

Basque (c) ar, arr- ‘male’. Z 

and Leiçarraga (16th c.) contrast 
ar ‘male’ vs. har ‘worm’ and 

                                                           
28 Archi ạri ‘army, troops’ is an old loanword from Lak (NCED). 
29 ‘town, village; people, population, public; country, nation’, (adj.) ‘popular, regional, public, folk’ (AW). ‘town, 

city’ is generally the distinct etymon *huri (L.5). The meaning of Bsq *heṙi is broad (‘people, nation’ + the land 

they occupy), while Cauc *ʡwə̆hri is more restricted (‘part of the people who fight in war’).    
30 Roman inscriptions in Aquitania contain a proper name GISON, CIS(S)ON that seems to be cognate with this 

word (MDE XIV 670; EDB 206). 
31 According to NCED the first vowel could have been the long front-high vowel *-ī- or the long mid-high vowel 

*-ɨ̄-; the latter is more compatible with Bsq *a (see Phonology, p. 98-99). Only Batsbi preserves the original 

cluster /rɬ/, changed elsewhere to /rh/ (Chechen-Ingush), tense /ɬ:/ (Akhwakh), /rx/ (Lak), or simple /x/ (Avar).    
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Ingush ärh id., Batsbi 

ayrɬ ‘ram’, Chechen, 

Ingush urh ‘testicles’; 

(with class prefixes) Lak 

b(=)urx-ni-s:a ‘male’; 

Akhwakh b=eɬ:o ‘male’, 

Avar b=ixí-n ‘male, 

b=exé-r ‘penis’, etc. 

210 har ‘to take’ (M 207). 
Larrasquet cites only Z ar 

‘male’, but har occurs often in 

Lapurdian authors like Urte. 
The development of PSC *r + 

lateral > Bsq final *-ṙ is usual: 

cf. PNC *ʔwōrƛṾ ‘nut’ ~ Bsq 
*huṙ ‘hazelnut’ (C.35) (see pp. 

120, 154, 188). 

J.4 boy, 
servant 

*muti-l Dargi: Muiri murgu-l 
‘man, husband’, Urakhi 

murʔu-l, Akusha 

muru-l id.; Lak 

mark’u ‘poor man, 

farmhand’; Circassian 

tɬ’ə ‘man’ (SKJa ƛɨ̣). A 

recessive etymon, 
preserved in only three 

peripheral areas. In Dargi 

and Lak the original 
lateral affricate changed 

to a velar, as usual 

(NCED 52-55. 

*mɨ̆lƛṾ̆ 
‘husband, male, 

worker’ 
826; Č 389; 

 SKJa 40 

 

Basque (c) mutil, (BN, L) 

muthil, (G, AN) motil, (AN-

Bortziriak) futil, (with umlaut) 
(B-Markina, R) mitil, (Z) mĩ́thil. 

Meanings include ‘boy, lad, 

fellow, guy; servant, errand boy’ 
(AW), ‘apprentice, worker, 

artisan’ (EDB). With diminutive 

suffix: *mutil-ko > (B, G, AN) 
mutiko ‘little boy’, (BN) 

muthiko, etc. (M 76; MDE XXI 

947; EDB 293; OEH).32  

J.5 woman, 
wife 

*ema-ste Chechen zuda ‘woman, 

Chechen, Ingush zud 

‘bitch’, Level-land 

Chechen ʒʕud id.; Dargi 

Chiragh tsade 

(ts’ade ?) ‘female’. A 
recessive etymon attested 

in peripheral languages. 

Cf. Hurrian šid-u/ori 

‘maid(en)’; Urartian ašti 

~ ašta ‘woman, wife’; 

Burushaski *=st- ‘sister 
of a man; sister-in-law, 
sister of the wife’ (HU 39; 

KHur 426). 

*ʒHV̆tṾ 
‘woman, 

female’ 

1094 
or 

*cḤV̆dV 
‘woman, 

female’ 
TOB; SCG 26 

Basque (c) emazte ‘woman, 
wife’, (AN-Elkano, BN-

Amikuse) emaste, (AN-Erro, 

BN-Aldude, Baigorri, R-

Uztárroz) mazte. A compound 

of *ema- ‘female’ + *-ste. 

Meaning mainly ‘wife’ in 
western dialects, both ‘wife’ and 

‘woman’ in eastern (see OEH). 
A traditional etymology (since 

Schuchardt: see MDE X 282; 

EDB 169) derives *emaste 
instead from *ema- + *ga[ś]te 

‘young’, though the actual Bsq 

meanings do not support the 
idea of ‘young’.33  

J.6 old man *a=gure Andi =oχor ‘old (of a 

person)’, Akhwakh 

=aqaro-, Bagwali 

=aharu- id.,34 Avar 

χéra- ‘old’ (general); 

Khinalug inqer ‘old (of 

a person)’; Archi χala-
t:u- id., etc.  

*=ŏnqVlV 
 ‘old (person)’ 

862 

Basque (B, G, AN, L) agure 

‘old man’, (AN-Larraun) aure, 

(B-arc) agura, (BN, L) agude, 

id., (G, L-Donibane) agura 
‘childless married man’ (EDB 

79; OEH).35  

BK 98: Bsq + Akhwakh, Andi, 
Avar 

                                                           
32 The phonetic development was probably *murtil > *multil > mutil (assimilation, then dissimilation: see pp. 

158, 206), with the same -l suffix as Dargi. As to disputed origin see Native Basque … or Romance?, p. 236. 
33 “The original sense was probably ‘girl’ (unattested)” (EDB). For the element *ema- see *ama ‘mother’ (J.10), 

and the chapter Native Basque … or Romance?, pp. 235-41. 
34 As usual, forms with initial = may take different class prefixes. 
35 Some have sought to derive this word from Lat. avule ‘grandfather’ (vocative), though, as Trask (1995) admits, 

it should have given Bsq *abure. The change of *g > b is sporadic in Bsq dialects, but not *b > g. 
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J.7 old 
woman 

*a=ćo   

 
Lak ts:u-s:a ‘female’; 

Avar ts’:úya- ‘female’, 

č’:užu (< ts’:u-žo) 

‘woman’; Batsbi pst’u 

‘wife’, Chechen stū 

‘princess’, Ingush suw 

id.; Circassian b=zǝ 

‘female’, Ubykh b=za 

id., etc. Cf. Hatti zuwa-

tu ‘wife’ or ‘concubine’ 

(KHat 368). 

*cẉŏyV 
‘woman, 

female’ 

374 

 

Basque (c) atso ‘old woman’, 

(B-Bergara, Leintza) atzo id.; 

(Sal) atso ‘old woman, 
grandmother’. In some dialects 

‘wife’ (cf. Eng. ‘old lady’), or 

‘young childless married 
woman’, etc. (see OEH). 

 

BKE 11: Bsq + Avar ts’:o 
‘Weibchen, Frau’. 

J.8 girl,  
maiden 

*neś-ka Chechen nētsa ‘maternal 

aunt or uncle’; Avar 

ts:uná-ʕal ‘second 
cousin’, Akhwakh 

ts:ini-q’a id.; Abkhaz 

átsa ‘sister-in-law, 

daughter-in-law’, Abaza 

aytsa-la id. 

*nEcV 

~ *cEnV 
‘a relative in the 

2nd or 3rd  
generation’ 

322 

Basque (c) neska ‘girl, 

unmarried young woman’. In 

Roncalese the connotation was 
only ‘servant girl, maid’, while 

in other dialects neska has an 

unfavorable connotation that is 
avoided by using various 

suffixes: neskato, neskatilla, 

neskatxa, etc.36 

J.9 father *aita Dargi Kubachi at:a 

‘father’, Akusha, Urakhi 

ada id.; Tabasaran edey 

‘grandfather’, Lezgi, 

Budukh dide ‘mother’; 

Chechen dā ‘father’; 

Avar dada ‘daddy’; 

Khinalug dädä 

‘mother’; Adyge tāt 

‘daddy’, Ubykh dad id., 

etc. 

Cf. Hurr. at:ay, Urart. 

atǝ ‘father’ (HU 25). 

*ʔādāyV  

~ *dāyV 

~ *dādā(yV) 
‘father; mother’ 

397 

Basque (c) aita ‘father; padre, 
priest’, (B-arc) aite id., (G-

Tolosa) ‘father-in-law’;  

variously pronounced (with 
expressive palatals) aitta /aitá/, 

aitte /aité/, atta /atá/, atte /até/, 

atxa /ača/, atxe /ače/.  
This may be cognate with ATTA- 

in the Aquitanian name 

ATTACONIS (Azkue 173; M 186; 
EDB 81; OEH).37   

J.10 mother *ama Avar emé-n ‘father’, 

Akwakh, Andi, Tindi, 

Godoberi ima ‘father’; 

Tsakhur emi ‘paternal 

uncle’, Tabasaran em, 

Udi ämi-k: id. Other 

NCauc languages have 
‘father’ from other roots: 

*ʔŏbV̄(yV), *babayV, 

*(dā)dāyV (see above).  
Cf. Burushaski *=ḿi 

‘mother’; PST *mǝ̄H 

*ʔēmV 
‘father; paternal 
uncle’ 

205 

Basque (c) ama ‘mother; 
(religious) Mother’, etc. Bsq 

*ama ‘mother’ and *eme / 

*ema- ‘female’ (see above) 
seem to be old ablaut variants. 

Note the strange reversal of 

genders (NC ‘father’ ~ Bsq 
‘mother’) here and in other 

kinship roots. Here it appears 

‘mother’ is archaic and NC 
(only Avar-Andian and 

Lezgian) has innovated. Cf. 

Georgian mama ‘father’ / deda 

                                                           
36 Apparently the diminutive *neś-ka-to is attested in the Aquitanian name neskato (Azkue; MDE XXI 961; EDB 

296). 
37 The shapes TATA ~ ATA ‘father’ are widespread in many languages, so this etymology, per se, is not diagnostic 

of the Bsq-NC relationship. However the etymology should be noted. Contrary to common opinion, so called 

“nursery” kin terms are not “spontaneously generated” constantly by babbling babies; rather the evidence shows 

that they are very old in human speech and their forms are prescribed by the parents’ or caretakers’ language. See 

Bancel & Matthey (2004, 2013), Matthey & Bancel (2004). 
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‘mother’ (Tib. ma, 
Lepcha (a-)mo, Chinese 

mu2, etc.). 

‘mother’, without implying that 
this is directly related to gender 

reversals in NC (except possibly 

areally).38 

J.11 sister (of 

woman) 
*an-his-

ba 
Chechen w=aša 

‘brother’ / y=iša ‘sister’; 

Bezhta is ‘brother’, isi 

‘sister’, Khwarshi es 

‘brother, sister’; Avar 

w=ats: ‘brother’ / 

y=ats: ‘sister’; Lak 

u=s:u ‘brother’ / s:u 

‘sister’; Adyge šǝ 
‘brother’,  etc. 

*=ɨ̆ćĭ 
‘brother, sister’ 

(with changing 

class prefixes) 
669 

Basque (BN) ahizpa ‘sister (of 
woman)’, (G, AN, L, Sal) aizpa, 

(AN-Ondarrabia) aispa, (B) 

aizta, (Z) ãhĩ́zpa, (R) ãĩzpa (M 
260; HB 269; EDB 83; OEH). 

Analyzed here as *an- (see 
*aṅai- / *ne- ‘brother’) + *-his- 

(deemed cognate with PNC 

*=ɨ̆ćĭ) + *-ba (see separate 
etymology, below: J.14).  

BKE 65: Bsq + Avar, Lak 

J.12 brother *aṅai- / 

*ne-ba 
Tsezi eniyu, enyu 

‘mother’; Dargi ne-š 

‘mother’; Tabasaran ana 

‘mother’, Tsakhur anay 

‘grandmother’; Abkhaz á-

n ‘mother’, Abaza anǝ, 

Adyge nǝ, Kabardian 

āna, Ubykh na 

‘mother’. 

*ʔānV(yV)  
‘mother’ 

201 

Basque (c) anaia ‘brother (of a 
male)’,39 (B) anaie, anae, anai, 

(B-Txorierri) anaje /anaχe/ id., 

(AN, Sal) anaie ‘brother’ 
(general), (G) anai, anaie, (Z) 

ãnã́ie, (R, Sal) anaxe /anáše/ id.; 

(B) ne-ba ‘brother (of a female)’ 
(see *-ba) (M 175, 305; EDB 

93).40   

Orig 28: Bsq + Abkhaz, 
Circassian ‘mother’ 

                                                           
38 Bancel & Matthey (2013: see Table 1) found that PAPA words, which usually denote ‘father’ or ‘dad’, denote 

‘mother’ (or ‘mother’s sister’) in 6% of languages surveyed, while MAMA words denote ‘father’ (or ‘father’s 

brother’) in 26.1% of languages surveyed. 
39 The distinction anaia ‘brother (of male)’ / neba ‘brother (of female)’ is restricted to Bizkaia (except Ondárroa) 

(OEH). Elsewhere anaia (or variants thereof) serves for both meanings. 
40 *aṅai- was written with double nn in 12th and 13th c.: annaia, Annaye. For semantic typology: Bsq *aṅai- 

‘brother’ closely matches PNC *ʔānV(yV) ‘mother’ (phonetically). The explanation could be that this word was 

originally a descriptive attached to the original word for ‘brother’ (now lost), i.e. ‘brother (from the same 

mother)’, as opposed to a half-brother (brother with the same father but different mother). Cf. Greek ἀδελφός 

‘brother’ / ἀδελφή ‘sister’, orig. ‘of the same womb’ = Old Indic sa-garbhya- (Buck 2.44); typologically cf. also 

Lahndā matreā ‘half-brother’, matriā ‘half-brother or -sister’, Panjabi matreā, mateā ‘half-brother’ < OI 

*mātrēya ‘maternal’ (T 10024). 
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J.13 son, 
kin  

*śe- 

*śa-  

*-śo 

Kabardian śā-wa ‘son’, 

Adyge śā-wa ‘young 

boy, youth’, śā-ɬ(a) 

‘placenta’; Andi wo=šo 

‘son’, yo=ši ‘daughter’, 

Karata wa=ša ‘son’, 

ya=še ‘daughter’; Bezhta 

ožo ‘son, boy’; Dargi 

urši ‘boy, son’; 

Khinalug ši ‘son’, ri=ši 
‘daughter’, etc.  

Cf. Burushaski *=́s 

‘young (of animals), 

child’; PST *śū 
‘grandchild’ (SCG 113). 

*=ɨ̆šwĔ  
‘son, daughter’ 

(with changing 

class prefixes) 
671 

 

 

Basque (c) seme ‘son’, (Z) sẽ́mẽ 

id. (EDB 339). Michelena (M 

281, note 5) rejects the 
derivation from Lat. sēmen 

‘seed, offspring’, but finds the 

Aquitanian name element 
SEMBE to be a likely cognate (M 

50).41 The element *-śV- is 

found in several Bsq kin terms, 
e.g.: (c) se-me ‘son’; (B) osa-ba 

‘uncle’, gura-so ‘parent’, asa-ba 

‘ancestor’; (Z) osá-ba ‘uncle’, 
alhaba-so ‘grand-daughter’, 

sẽ́mẽ-so ‘grandson’, iloba-so 

‘grand-nephew’, bürü-so 

‘ancestor’, etc. See also *uri[ś]a 

‘female (animal)’.  

U 583: Bsq + Khinalug 

J.14 kin  *-ba  

~ *-pa 

South Abkhaz a-pá 
‘son’, Ashkharywa 

Abkhaz a-pá, Tapanta 

Abkhaz pa ‘son’. 

More remotely cf. PY 

*puʔ-n ‘daughter’; PST 

*Poy ~ *Puy ‘child, to 
bear’ (SCG 162). 

PWC  
*pa 
‘son’ 

Č 63 

The element *-ba / *-pa is 

found in several Basque kin 

terms, e.g.: Basque (c) ahiz-pa 
‘sister (of woman)’, arre-ba 

‘sister (of man)’, ize-ba ’aunt’, 

osa-ba ‘uncle’, al(h)a-ba 
‘daughter’, ilo-ba ‘nephew, 

niece’, asa-ba ‘ancestor’, (B) 

ne-ba ‘brother (of a female)’. 

BS 64: Bsq + WC 

J.15 daughter *a=ɫha-

ba 
Archi ɬ:on:-ol ‘woman’, 

Tsakhur xuna-š:e, Rutul 

xɨdɨ-ldɨ id., Udi χuni 

‘female’, χüyär  ‘girl, 

daughter’, Kryz xidi-l 

‘female’; Dargi xun-ul 
‘woman’, etc. Cf. Hatti 

nimhu-t ‘woman’ < 
*limhu-t (KHat 333). 

*λɨnɦV 
‘woman, 

female’ 
762 

Basque (Z) alhába ‘daughter’, 

(R) alába, (c) alaba id. (EDB 

86). 
A compound of *(a=)ɫha- + *-

ba (J.14), i.e. ‘female-kin’. Loss 

of nasal in Bsq, as in *kē 
‘smoke’, etc. (see Phonology, 

pp. 183, 185). 

J.16 aunt *ise- 
or  
*i=se- 

Chechen dēca (d=ēca) 

‘paternal aunt’, Avar 

ruč:á-bi (r=uč:á-bi) 

‘women’, Tsakhur iči 

‘girl’, Udi ču ‘woman’, 

etc. (Some words have the 

feminine class prefix 
*r=.)  

*=īlćwī  
‘girl; woman’ 

952 

Basque (G, AN-Lezaka, BN, 

Azk, Z) ize-ba ‘aunt (paternal or 

maternal)’, (L) iza-ba, (B, G) 

ize-ko, (B-arc) eze-ko (Micoleta, 

17th c.), (BN-Aldude) izea, (BN-
Hasparren, L-Ainhoa, Bzt, Sal) 

izoa, (Bzt) izua id. (HB 269; 

EDB 235). 

J.17 god- 
(-parent,  
-child) 

*biči Avar bečé-da= ‘rich’, 

Karata beče-do= id., 

Akhwakh mača-ɬ- ‘to 
get rich’, Godoberi 

beče-ɬ- id; Bezhta =iči-

*bīrčV 
‘rich, 

honorable’ 
305 

Basque (B, L) -bitxi, in aita-

bitxi ‘godfather’, ama-bitxi 
(‘godmother’), seme-bitxi 

‘godson’, alhaba-txi ‘god-

daughter’ (with haplology for 

                                                           
41 *śeme is possibly a compound of *śe- + *hume ‘child, baby’. Cf. also Bsq *śenhi ‘child, servant’ (M 146; EDB 

338). 
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lo ‘rich’;42 Chechen, 

Batsbi barč ‘place of 
honor (in the house)’, 

Ingush bärče id. 

*aɫhaba-biči) (AW).43 Palatal /č/ 
by expressive palatalization 

and/or position between two /i/s 

(Trask’s P30 and M9: see EDB 
30, 45).   

J.18  child *hauṙ Chechen, Ingush 

χowχa-r ‘little lamb’; 

Tsezi χeχ-bi ‘children’, 

Hinukh χeχ-be id.; 

Khwarshi hiha ‘young 

(of bird, animal)’, 

Inkhokwari huho id.; 

Rutul χɨnɨχ ‘boy’; Avar 

χ:uχ: ‘yearling lamb’, 

etc. 

*χɨnχwV 
‘child, young 

animal’44 
1076 

Basque (BN, L, Z) haur ‘child, 

baby’, (G, R, Sal, Azk, Bzt) aur; 

(G) abr- (with suffixes) (EDB 
118; OEH).  

The semantic change ‘young 
animal’ ~ ‘human child’ is 

common: cf. colloquial English 

‘kid’ or ‘pup’ for ‘child’.45   

J.19 child *niṅi Lezgi nini ‘doll’, wilin 

nini ‘pupil of the eye’ 

(wil ‘eye’), Agul neney 

‘pupil of eye’, Kryz 

nanay id.; Dargi 

Akusha nana-ħuli id. 

(ħuli ‘eye’); Bezhta, 

Hunzib nani ‘doll’; 

Karata nani-hark’a 
‘pupil of eye’ (hark’a 

‘eye’); Adyghe nānǝw 

‘child, baby’, Ubykh 

nanáw id., etc. 

*nănV 
‘child, doll’ 

844 

Basque (L, Bzt) nini ‘child, 

baby’, (Bzt) nini ‘doll’, (BN-
Baigorri) ñiñi id., (BN) nini-ka 

‘pupil of the eye’, (L) nini-ko, 

(G, AN, BN, Z, Sal) nini, (Bzt) 
niñi-riku id., (B, G, Z, R) begi-

nini ‘pupil of eye’, (L) begi-

nini-ko id. (begi- ‘eye’), etc.; 
with expressive palatalization: 

(B, G, L, Z, R) ñiñi ‘child, 

baby’, (BN, L) ñiñi-ka, ñiñi-ko 
‘pupil’ (of the eye)’ (EDB 131, 

301). A very old ‘nursery word’: 

cf. Bsq *koko ‘egg’ (P.13), *čiči 
‘flesh’ (P.10).46 The second /n/ 

is Michelena’s ‘strong’ (fortis) 

*N, shown here as *ṅ.  

J.20 marry, 
wed 

*es- Archi as ‘husband’, as-
mus deqʕes ‘to marry’, 

as:ǝ-ɫ:on:ol ‘husband 

and wife’; Tsezi is-lu 

‘male’; Lak las 

‘husband’; Avar ros: 

‘husband’. 

*yǝlsV 
‘husband’ 

680 

Basque (c) ez-kon-du ‘to get 
married, to wed’, (B, G, AN) es-

kon-du, (BN) ez-kun-du, (Z) ez-
kún-tü id.; (c) ez-tai ‘wedding, 

marriage’, (G, AN, L) ez-tei, (Z, 

R) ez-téi id.; (B) ez-tegu, ez-
kon-tza id. 

Compounds of *es- (‘husband; 

spouse’?) + *-kon- (unknown 

                                                           
42 For *biči, where the b- was interpreted as a class prefix, whence =iči, which could then take b= and other class 

markers. 
43 “Possibly calqued on Rom. formations like Fr. beaupère ‘godfather’” (MDE VII: 144; EDB 144). The second 

element has many variants: -butxi, -butxa, -gutxi, -utxi, etc. (OEH); Michelena accepted this element as bitxi = 

*biči ‘original, pretty; jewel’, etc. (R.41). 
44 NCED’s gloss is ‘lamb; young one’, but the oldest sense is clearly ‘young (human or animal)’. 
45 The development would be like that of Inkhokwari (huho), with the addition of the frequent fossilized plural 

ending *-r (cf. *-r in Nakh), thus something like *hahu-ṙ > *hauṙ, since Bsq does not permit two aspirates in the 

same word (M 211-212; EDB 16). 
46 For “nursery words,” see the note to *aita ‘father’ (J.9). Cf. also Burushaski: Yasin =níni ‘pupil of the eye’, 

Hunza-Nager nána ‘eyeball’. The idiom ‘child of the eye’ for ‘pupil’ is widespread: see the list by Vycichl (V 7). 

Spanish niño, niña ‘child’, niña del ojo ‘pupil’ have surely been influenced by, or borrowed from, Vasconic; see 

also traces in other Romance languages (REW 5817).  
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Cf. Burushaski *hilés 

‘young unmarried man’; 

PY *ʔil(V)s > Pumpokol 

ils-et ‘husband’, ils-em 

‘wife’ (with PY *keʔt 
‘man, *qVm- ‘woman’, 

resp.). 

element); *-t-ai (possibly = (c) 

jai ‘celebration, holiday’); *-t-

egu (prob. = *egun ‘day’) (M 
54, 103, 396; MDE XII 826; 

EDB 189, 190; OEH).47 

J.21 widower, 
widow 

*a=ɫhar-

gun 
Avar ɬ:ádi ‘wife’; Lak 

š:ar ‘wife’; Dargi 

Chiragh xade ‘woman’; 

Agul xir ‘woman’, 

Tsakhur xɨw-ɨĺna 

‘female’, Lezgi *ir- 

‘wife’ (in comp.). 

Cf. PY *ʔalit (< 

*ʔa=lit ?) ‘woman’ 
(SCG 132). 

*λ(w)ɨ̆r-(dV) 
‘woman, 
female’ 

764 

 

Basque (BN-arc) alhargun, 

elhargun ‘widower, widow’, (c) 
alargun id., (Z) alhárgün 

‘widower’, alhargüntsa 

‘widow’, (BN, L) alharguntsa 
‘widow’ (EDB 87). Lafon 

proposed origin from *ez-lagun 

‘no companion’ (HB 272). I 
suggest a compound of 

*a=ɫhar- ‘*wife’ + *gun 

[obscure, see footnote below].48  

J.22 neighbor *ɦauso Chechen ħāša ‘guest’, 

Ingush ħaša, Batsbi 

ħaš(ĕ); Andi ts’:e, 

Akhwakh ts’:e-we, 

Karata ts’:e-w, Chamali 

s’:e-w, Tindi ts:ē, 

Godoberi ts:eyi id.; 

Adyge ħā-č́̉a, Kabardian 

ħa-ś̉a, Ubykh p-č́̉a id..49 

*HV̄čẉĔ 
‘guest’ 

612 

Basque (BN, L) hauzo 

‘neighbor, neighborhood, 
vicinity’, (B, G) auzo, (Z, R) 

áizo id., (Bzt) auzo ‘quarter (of 
town), barrio’, (B, G, AN) auso-

tar ‘neighbor’, (G) aus-tar id., 

(L-Ainhoa) hauzo! ‘hey, man!’ 
[form of address], (L-coastal) 

auxo! id., (G, AN) auz-etxe 

‘town hall’, (Z, R) aiz-etxe id., 

(BN) auz-apez ‘mayor’, (L-

Ainhoa) hauz-aphez id. (M 93, 

209; EDB 120).50  

J.23 worker, 
agent 

*-lari 

~ 

~ *-le 

Chechen t’ema-lō 

‘warrior’, belχa-lō 

‘worker’, Ingush bolχ-lo 

id., etc.; Avar le ‘man!’ 

*lĭwŁĔ 

~ *ŁĭwlV̆ 
‘man, male’ 

749 

Basque -lari [suffix of 
profession],51 e.g. (B) atxur-lari 

‘cultivator, farmer’ (atxur 

‘hoe’), (G, L) golde-lari, (B, G, 
AN) golda-lari ‘plowman’ 

                                                           
47 For semantic typology cf. Lat. marītāre ‘to give in marriage’ < marītus ‘husband’, etc. (Buck 2.33). The 

element *-t- in *es-t-ai, *es-t-egu is the fossilized oblique marker also found in *śu-t-argi ‘firelight’, *hobi-t-egi 

‘graveyard’, etc. (see pp. 72-76). 
48 It is unclear whether the oldest meaning is ‘widow’, ‘widower’, or both. An old usage cited by Azkue (from 

RS, 1596 CE) has ‘widow’, and per Azkue alharguntegi is ‘pews in church reserved for widows’. If ‘widow’ was 

primary, *a=ɫhar-gun may have meant ‘wife abandoned (by death of husband)’: see especially the meanings 

(BN) higuin ‘(man) to put away one’s wife’, (Z-arc) higüin ‘(man) to put away one’s wife; (bird) to abandon 

one’s eggs’. See Bsq *higuni ‘to hate; hatred, hated’ (K.7). 
49 Cf. Burushaski *aúśi- ‘guest’; PY *ʔǝča ‘guest’ (SCG 83). For the Bur word Turner (T 427) posits an Indic 

derivation < unattested *apadeśya-, but SCG deems this ‘highly dubious’. Besides Burushaski, the word exists 

only in neighboring Shina (õó̃śo), which has borrowed numerous Bur words.   
50 Some of the words are suffixed or compounded: *ɦaus(o)-tar (with suffix *-ar/-tar ‘inhabitant’) *ɦaus-eće 

(*e=će ‘house’), *ɦaus(a)-apais (*apais ‘priest’). For semantics of ‘neighbor ~ guest’, cf. Lat. vīcīnus ‘neighbor’ 

(vīcus ‘village’) ~ Lett. viesis ‘guest’; Lith kaimynas ‘neighbor’ (kaimas ‘village, country’) ~ Lett. ciemiņš 

‘guest’, etc. (Buck 19.54, 19.56); Chechen lūla-χō ‘neighbor’ ~ Khwarshi tɬar ‘guest’, etc. < PEC *ŁōlV (NCED 

790). 
51 Trask (EDB 104) lumps *-lari together with the suffix -ari, claimed to be from Latin -ārium, but this does not 

account for the /l/ in the examples cited (cf. MDE XIX 315). Possibly both are native Basque. 
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(address to a man); Lak 

Lak, Lak:u 
(ethnonym < ‘man’); 

Khinalug lɨgɨld ‘man’; 

Archi tɬele ‘men’, 

Tabasaran žilir ‘man’, 

etc. 

PNakh *-law 

[suffix of 
profession] 

(golde ‘plow’), (old L) guda-
lari ‘soldier’ (gudu ‘war’), (c) 

margo-lari ‘painter’ (margo 

‘color, paint’), etc. More 
frequent in the shorter form -le, 

(B) -la, e.g. (c) egi-le ‘agent, 

creator’, entzu-le ‘listener’, 
etc.52 

J.24 thief *o=hoin Proto-Dargi *=iʕʷ(Vn)- 

‘to steal’ > Akusha =ilʕ-, 

Chiragh =iʕʷVn-/=ilʕʷ- 

‘to steal’; Bezhta =oʔ- 

‘to get lost, disappear’; 

Chechen =ā- ‘to lose’, 

Ingush =a ‘to get lost, be 

lost’, Batsbi =aw- id., 

etc. 

*=ēʕwVn 
‘to lose, get 

lost’  
(‘to steal’ in 

Dargi) 

409 

Basque (BN, L) ohoin ‘thief’, 

(BN-Amikuse, Bardos) uhuin, 
(BN-Baigorri) ogin, (L-coast) 

ogoñ, (Z) ũhúñ, (Bzt) ooin, (B-

arc) uuñ, (A) oñ id.; with stem 
marker in *-r-: (L-arc) ohorgo 

‘theft’ (M 309; MDE XXI 983; 

EDB 312; OEH). 
A derived verb is *ohoin-ś- > 

(B-arc) ons-tu, (B) oos-tu, (A, 

B, G) os-tu ‘to steal, to rob’. 

 

K. Emotions, States of Mind: For *aiheṙ ‘supposition, propensity; grudge’, see *e=heṙi 

(under Verbs: V.23). 

 

 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

K.1 curse, 
blasphemy, 
hate 

*bur(a)ho 

 

Avar ʁʷel ‘gossip, 
rumor; abuse’; Lak 

q:ạ ‘gossip, rumor’; 

Dargi Akusha ʁay 

‘rumor, news’; Lezgi 

qel ‘offence, anger’, 

Budukh qele, Agul, 

Tsakhur qạl id.; 

Chechen, Ingush qel 
‘sentence, fate’, Batsbi 

qel ‘custom, court, 
justice’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *ɣul 
‘hatred, enmity’ (SCG 

55). 

*ɢwāɫħo 
‘gossip, rumor; 
offence, anger’ 

465 

Basque (B, G) birago, birao 

‘curse, blasphemy’, (AN) 
buro, burro, (BN, L) burho, 

(Z, BN-Amikuse) burhau id., 

(Z) bürhói ‘brusque, rude’, 
(Z-arc) borho-s-tu ‘to slander’ 

(M 74, 119; MDE VII 124, 

135; EDB 148; OEH); cf. 
(with -l- preserved) (Z-arc) 

bilha-ka ‘fight, struggle’, 
bilha-kaide ‘fight, discord’; 

‘hatred, enmity, quarrel, 

argument’ (?) “The sense of 

this rare and obsolete word is 

extracted as far as possible 

from its context” (EDB 142).1  

K.2 blame, sin *ɦog(ʷ)en Lak ụk:i-s:a ‘bad’,  

kụč:a ‘left-handed’ 

(< *kwa-ụk:a ‘hand-
bad’); Hinukh 

=egʷey ‘small’; 

Ubykh agʷǝ́ ‘small’, 

etc. For typology of 

‘small’ ~ ‘bad’, cf. 

Rus. xudóy ‘bad, ill, 

*HāgwV 
’bad, small’ 

542 

Basque (BN) hoben ‘fault, 

blame, sin’, hoben-gabe 
‘innocent (without fault)’, (Z) 

ógẽn ‘wrong, harm, blame’, 

ogẽn-gábe ‘innocent’, (B-arc) 
ogen ‘fraud, deceit’, (B, G, 

AN, Bzt, Sal, R) oben ‘fault, 
blame, sin; harm, injury; 

decay, downfall’, oben-baga 

                                                           
52 See the list compiled by Trask (HB 317-20). 
1 The change of PSC *ɢw > Bsq *b is regular, under certain conditions (see Phonology, pp. 93-94, 167). 
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lean, meager, thin’, 

etc. (Buck 12.56).   

‘innocent’, etc. (MDE XXI 

966, 970; EDB 302; OEH).2  

K.3 disgust, 
revulsion 

*naś-ka Lak nač ‘shame’; 

Tabasaran nač 

‘shame’; Avar nič 

‘shame’. 

An old Daghestanian 

etymon, preserved in 
three scattered 

languages. 

Cf. Burushaski *naś 
‘blame, reproach’. 

*n[a]čV 

~ *n[a]ćV 
‘shame’ 

844 

Basque (G) naska 

‘repugnance, abomination’, 
(G, AN) nazka ‘aversion, 

revulsion, repugnance, 

disgust’ (AW), (Bzt) naskarri 
‘disgusting, abominable’, 

(with -z-) (G, AN) nazkagarri 

‘abominable, repugnant’ 
(MDE XXI 957). *naśka 

seems to be original, with 
nazka probably influenced by 

another word such as lazka-tu 

‘to loosen, unburden’ (MDE 
XIX 324).  

K.4 sadness, 
worry, fear 

A 

*laṙi 

*larde 

 

B 

*bi=lduṙ 

Avar tɬ’:er- ‘to be 

frightened’; Tsezi 

=otɬ- id.; Batsbi q-

erɬ- ‘to be afraid, 

fear’; Archi itɬ’: 

‘fright’, tɬ’:inč’:a- 

‘to fear, be scared’, 

etc. 

*=V̄rƛṾ(r) 
‘to be afraid’ 

1031 

 

A.  Basque (B) larri ‘sadness, 

anguish; anxiety, worry, 

worried; vomit’, (G, L) larri 
‘sadness, anguish’; (Z) larde 

‘apprehensive’, (BN, L, Z) 

larderia ‘intimidation, fear’ 
(MDE XIX 316).3 

B.  Basque (A, B, G) bildur 

‘fear, fright’, (G, AN, BN, L, 
Bzt, R) beldur, (Z) béldür id., 

(R) bildura ‘nervous 

trembling’ (M 63; MDE VII 
127; EDB 135; OEH).4  

BK 83: Bsq + Avar 

K.5 misery, 
unease 

*ondi- Avar únti ‘sickness, 

ailment’; Chechen ant 
‘shortcoming, defect’. 

A recessive etymon, 

attested in only two 
EC languages. 

*ʔuntV 

~ *ʡuntV 
‘defect, 

sickness’ 

221 

Basque (AN, BN, L) ondiko 
‘misery, misfortune’, (AN, L) 

ondikoz, ondikotz ‘alas! too 

bad!’, (Bzt) ondikoz id.; (Z) 
undika-tu ‘to offend, outrage, 

affront’. Ondiko gogorra 

‘malédiction; calamité, 
désastre, malheur, affliction; 

extrême infortune; infortunio, 

miseria’ (OEH). A northern 
Bsq word. 

K.6 fright, 
terror 

*isu Bezhta, Hunzib hič̃’- 

‘to fear, be afraid’; Lak 

ħuč’ ‘fright’; 

Chechen hütt-arē 

‘vexation, annoyance’; 

*ħVmćṾ 
‘fear, fright’ 

504 

Basque (B-Ispaster, Markina, 

G) izu ‘fright, terror’, (B-

Markina) uzu ‘untamed, rude, 

unsociable, shy’, (G) izu id., 

(AN, L, Z, R, Sal) izi ‘fright, 
terror’; ‘panic, horror, fright, 

                                                           
2 The supposed derivation from Lat. offendere (e.g., OEH: HOBENDU) is disputed here. This is one of the words in 

which old /g/ has regionally changed to /b/, conditioned by a labial vowel (see Phonology, pp. 93-94, 167). The 

difference in vowels, Bsq *o / PEC *a, could be due to lexicalized ablaut (see pp. 106-110).   
3 It is possible that these words, or one of them, could be related to other similar PNC roots, with lateral affricates 

and rhotics and emotional/psychological semantic content: PNC *=i(r)ŁwVr ‘to deceive’ (NCED 651) or PNC 

*Ł̲wĕrV ‘hard, severe, stern’ (NCED 792). We dismiss, for semantic reasons, the attempted derivation of Bsq 

*larde from Occitan ladre ‘leprous’ (EDB 262), ultimately from the Biblical name Lazarus (REW 4958). 
4 *bilduṙ is analyzed here as a nominal derivative with the fossilized class prefix *bi=: PNC *w=V̄rƛṾr ~ Bsq 

*bi=rduṙ > *bilduṙ by dissimilation (see Morphology, pp. 58-71, for fossilized class prefixes; Phonology, pp. 

154-58, 203-07, for phonetic development). 
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Karata: hanč’o- 

‘lie’; Ubykh mǝ=ćá 

‘lie’, etc. 

scare’ (AW) (M 80; EDB 
237; OEH). According to my 

sources no dialect has initial 

/h/ in this word. 

K.7 hate *higuni Chamali yiχan- ‘to 

hate’; Lak =aha-n ‘to 

quarrel’; Kryz =äχn 

‘to fight’, Lezgi q:-

eχün- ‘to quarrel’; 

Adyge χʷāna-n ‘to 

curse, offend’, etc. 

*=HǝχwAn 
 ‘to quarrel, 

fight’ 

565 

Basque (BN) higuin ‘hatred, 
loathing; to hate, loathe; 

(man) to put away one’s 

wife’, (Z-arc) higüin ‘(man) 
to put away one’s wife; (bird) 

to abandon one’s eggs’, (Z) 
hügǘ̃ ‘hated’, (R) ugun id., 

(B) iguin ‘hate, loathing’, 

iguin-du ‘to hate, loathe’, (B-
arc) {ygui, yguy} ‘hated, 

hatred’, etc. (M 49, 150; 

MDE XV 891; EDB 220; 
OEH). 

K.8 happy, 
content 

*boc Avar biš:í ‘god’; Lak 

bič:i ‘anxiety’. 
Very spotty evidence: 

attestation in only two 
NCauc langs. with 

quite different 

meanings.5 

 *bɨ̄čē  
‘moral 

(supernatural) 
experience; 

god’6 

303 

Basque (Z, R, Sal) botz 

‘happiness, joy, mirth’, (L, 

Bzt) boz, (B, G, AN-Lezaka, 
Bzt) poz ‘joy, happiness’; (R) 

bozkari, boztari ‘happy, 

joyful’, (B, G, AN) pozik id., 
etc. (M 289; MDE VII 169; 

EDB 148; OEH).7  

K.9 laugh(ter) *Halgara Tabasaran alqʕ- ‘to 

laugh’, Agul ilqʕ-, 

Archi χʕar-, Kryz 

qur-, Lezgi qüre- 

‘to laugh’, qwer 

‘laugh(ter)’; Lak 

=ạlaqa-n ‘to rejoice, 

have a good time’; 

Dargi Chiragh 

daqʕala ‘laugh’ (n.) 

< *d=aqʕala. 

An eastern 

Dagestanian root. 

*=HilVqVr 
‘to laugh, 
rejoice’ 

571 

Basque (B, G, AN) algara 
‘laughter, peal of laughter’; 

‘loud laughter, noisy laugh, 

guffaw’ (AW; EDB 88; 

OEH). Attested only in 

western Bsq, so we cannot tell 

whether there was initial 
aspiration (see Phonology, 

pp. 170-78). Any connection 

with Sp algara ‘cavalry troop, 
raid’, etc. (OEH), of Arabic 

origin (Dicc; REW 3679), is 

only of sound and not 
meaning. 

Orig 25: Bsq + Tabasaran, 

Agul 

K.10 laugh, 
smile 

*ɦiṙi Archi iχʕ ‘laugh, 

joke’, Agul d-ürüh-̣ 

‘to play’; Avar ħa- ‘to 

play’, Akhwakh 

=aχʷa-d-, Karata 

=ahʷ- id.; Dargi 

*=HirχwV 
‘to play’ 

581 

Basque (L) hirri, irhi ‘laugh, 

laughter, mockery’, (Z) érri 

‘laugh(ter)’, (L) hirrun-
harrun ‘hurly-burly, hubbub’, 

(B) irri ‘mockery’, irri-barre 

‘smile’, etc. (EDB 230; 
OEH). This set is very similar 

                                                           
5 NCED notes: “Precise meaning is hard to reconstruct, but the root probably denoted some kind of moral or 

supernatural experience.” NCED also cites Hurrian piʒ-, Urart. pic-̣ ‘to be glad, rejoice’ (HU 17), which closely 

matches the Bsq meaning. 
6 The reconstruction in NCED is *bi̯čē (~-ä-,-ɨ̄), meaning that the first vowel may be reconstructed as *ä or *ɨ̄, as 

well as *i (“i̯,” which otherwise represents a glide, seems to be a misprint for “i”); of the three vowels *ɨ̄ is 

historically most compatible with Bsq *o (in a labial environment). Cf. Bsq *ɦośin ‘deep water, pool, well’ ~ 

PEC *ʔwɨ̄ncV̆ ‘spring, source’; Bsq *čo[l]i ‘bird’ ~ PEC *čḤwɨ̄lV ‘a small bird’, etc.      
7 However the supposed origin from Lat gaudium ‘joy, delight’ is disputed (see REW 3705: Sp gozo, etc.). The 

p- variant poz probably by expressive devoicing. 
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Akusha =umħʷ- ‘to 

play’, etc. 

to the next, phonetically and 

semantically: originally ablaut 

or accentual variants?  

K.11 proud, bold *haṙo Lak χ:ari-s:a ‘merry, 
gay’; Dargi Chiragh 

χ:ʷare ‘joy’; Tsezi 

ʁʕaʁu ‘merry’; Avar 

=oχ:- ‘to rejoice’, 

Karata =eχ:- ‘to 

smile, laugh’, etc. 

*=irχwVr 
‘to rejoice’ 

655 

Basque (BN, L) harro ‘proud, 
haughty’, (Z) hárro ‘élégant; 

de manières libres’ 

(Larrasquet 1939), (B, G, Bzt, 
Sal, R) arro ‘proud, haughty’, 

also ‘vain, puffed up’ or 

‘bold, audacious’ in some 
dialects.8 

K.12 zeal, ardor *lehia Chechen laʔ- ‘to 

want, wish’, Ingush l-, 

Batsbi laʔ- id.; Archi 

tɬ’:an ‘to love, want’; 

Avar =otɬ’:- ‘to love, 

want, wish’, 

Chadakolob =atɬ’n-, 

Chamali =otɬ’:-id-, 

Tindi =otɬ’:-iy-, 

Godoberi =utɬ’:- id., 

etc. 

*=inŁwV 
‘to love, to 

want’ 

644 

Basque (BN, L) lehia, (B, G-

Andoain, Bzt) leia ‘wish, 
desire, zeal, eagerness; haste, 

hurry; longing; laboriousness, 

diligence; contest, debate’, 
(Z) lehía ‘zeal, haste’ (AW; 

MDE XIX 327; OEH). There 

must have been a change such 
as *ŁinHwV > PEC *=inŁwV, 

frequent in the development 

of PNC/PEC (see pp. 90-91). 
BKE 87: Bsq + Avar, Archi 

K.13 will, desire *nahi Lak nih ‘fright’; 

Lezgi neh ‘sinful, 

vicious’; Chechen eħ 

‘shame’, Ingush iħ id. 

A recessive etymon, 

attested in four EC 

languages. 

*ʔnV̄hV̄  

~ *ʔnV̄ʕV̄  
‘fright, shame’ 

216 

Basque (BN, L) nahi ‘will, 

desire, wish’, (Z) nã́hĩ, (B, G, 
AN, R) nai id., (L) nahi 

‘candidate, suitor’ (M 221; 

MDE XXI 955; EDB 295; 
OEH). For semantic typology, 

cf. Lat. cup- ‘wish, desire, 

long for’ ~ Old Indic kup- 
‘become agitated, angry’ 

(Buck 16.62). 

K.14 dream, 
sleep 
 

*a=meć Bezhta niše ‘night’, 

Tsezi neši-ru ‘night; 
at night, in the 

evening’; Agul ʕüš 

‘night’, Rutul huš, 

wɨš, Udi šü id.; 

Khinalug äč:uvi 
‘sleep’; Abaza ala-

bǝǯ ‘dusk’; (with 

metathesis) Lak 

šana-n ‘sleep’, etc.9  

*ɦnićwV̆ 
‘night, evening’ 
(Lak, Khinalug 

‘sleep’) 

524 

Basque (G, AN, L, R) amets 

‘dream, fancy’, (B, G) ames, 
(BN, L) aments, (L) amentx 

id., (BN-arc) amens ‘sleep’, 
(Z) ã́mẽts ‘dream, sleep’ (M 

289; EDB 91; OEH). 

Metathesis of labialization 
(pp. 201-03) between PNC 

*ɦnićwV̆  ~ *ɦmećV̆ = Bsq 

*(a)=meć (see also PSC *e / 

*i ablaut, pp. 107-08).  

 

K.15 sleep *lo 

 

(*lō < 

*loHo ?) 

Akhwakh tɬ’:u-nu- 

‘to sleep’, Andi tɬ’:i-, 

Avar tɬ’:í-ž-, Tindi 

tɬ’:e-, Karata tɬ’:i- 

id, etc.; Khwarshi tɬe-
s- ‘to sleep’, Hunzib 

*=HVwƛẠ̄n 
‘to sleep’ 

619 

Basque (c) lo ‘sleep’, lo egin 

‘to sleep’, lo-ti, lo-gale 
‘sleepy’, (B, G) lo egon ‘be 

asleep’, (AN-Bortziriak) lu 

‘sleep’ n. (MDE XX 641; 
EDB 269; OEH). Some older 

authors have (B-arc, L-arc) 

                                                           
8 For semantic typology of NC ‘merry, joy’ ~ Bsq ‘proud’, cf. Tamil cerukku (cerukki-) ‘to be proud, vain, self-

conceited, be elated with self-pride, be gay, lively, exult’, etc. (DED 2853). Bsq harro ‘worm-eaten’ (OEH 

harjo) is an unrelated homonym (EDB 19, 99).   
9 Cf. Yeniseian: Kott šame ‘dream’; ST: Tib m-chan ‘night’, etc. (SCG 92). 
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=ɨt̃ɬ- id., mɔtɬu 

‘dream’, Tsezi, Hinukh 

motɬu id.; Avar 

mótɬ’:u ‘dream’ , 

etc. 

loo (Micoleta 17th c.; 
Mendiburu, Larramendi, 

Zuzaeta 18th c.), suggesting 

possibly earlier *loHo, with a 
laryngeal that is initial in 

PNC. 

Orig 122: Bsq + Avar mótɬ’:u 
‘dream’ 

K.16 kiss *apa Chechen oba, uba 

‘kiss’, Batsbi p’ay 

id.; Avar ubá ‘kiss’, 

baʔ- ‘to kiss’; Lak 

p:ay ‘kiss’; Dargi 

Akusha bay id.; Lezgi 

p’ah ‘kiss’, Archi 

p’a-bos ‘to kiss’; 

Abaza ba ‘kiss’, 

Kabard. bā id., etc. 

*ṗăʔV 
‘kiss’ 

878 

Basque (B, G, AN, Sal) apa 

‘kiss’; (B) apa-ka ‘kissing’ 
(adv.). Attested since 

Lazarraga (16th c.) (OEH). 

“Imitative bu, bus, in words 
for ‘kiss’ and ‘lip’ or 

‘mouth’ … not confined to IE 

languages” (Buck 16.29), but 
the Bsq-NCauc etymon may 

nevertheless be old. 

Orig 272: Bsq + Batsbi, Lak, 
Dargi, Avar 

 

L. Social conventions / law, custom, measurements / intangibles. Nouns that are 

difficult to fit into other semantic fields. 

  

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

L.1 notch, 
nick, fault 

*a=kać 

*ma=keć 

*ma=kac 

Lezgi q’ats’ ‘notch, 

nick’, Tabasaran, Agul 

q’ats’ ‘bit, slice’; Tsezi 

q’its’i ‘piece’, Hinukh 

q’ič’i id., Khwarshi 

q’ats’a ‘slice (of 

bread)’, etc.   

*q̇ăcɨ̣̆  

~ *q̇ăcụ̆ 
‘piece, bite, 
incision’ 

907 

Basque (B, G) akats ‘cut, nick, 

notch, scratch; fault, defect’, 
(G) akets, (B-Bergara, Leintza) 

akatz, (G) makets ‘deformed or 

defective thing’, makatz ‘nick, 
scratch’, etc. (M 272; MDE 

XX 659; EDB 84, 273; 

OEH).10 

L.2 boundary *muga Avar muq: ‘line’, 

Akhwakh muq:u id., 

Chamali nuq: ‘line, 

furrow’; Chechen moʁa 

‘line, row’, Ingush muʁ 

‘line’; Lezgi marʁʷ 

‘stripe of mown grass’, 

Budukh merʁ id., etc. 

*mŏrqwV̆ 
‘line, stripe’ 

831  

Basque (c) muga ‘boundary, 
limit’, (G) mua; also (B, G, 

AN, L) ‘occasion, moment’, 

(L) ‘season’, (c) mugarri 

‘boundary stone’ (*muga + 

*haṙi ’stone’, D.14), etc. (M 

417; MDE XXI 938; OEH). 

L.3 boundary, 
marker 

*sede Dargi s:ut’a 
‘tombstone’; Tsezi, 

Khwarshi, Inkhokwari 

šud ‘grave’, Hinukh 

sud id., Bezhta, Hunzib 

šed ‘rock, cliff’. 

A recessive etymon 

restricted to Dargi and 

Tsezian. 

*śwǟdV 
‘rock, stone; 

tombstone’ 
975 

SKJa 201 

Basque (BN, L, Z) zede ‘goal, 

objective’, (BN, L, Z) zedarri 

‘boundary marker, landmark, 
cairn’, (BN) zedarre id. < 

*seda-haṙi ‘boundary-stone’; 

(with expressive palatal): (BN, 
L) xede ‘limit, end, goal’ 

(material or moral), (Z) xéde 

                                                           
10 May be related to Bsq *(k)okoć ‘chin’ (A.15); variation between Bsq *ć and *c is unclear. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

id. (M 183, 191, 416-7; EDB 

364; OEH). A northern word.11  

L.4 grave, 
tomb 

*hobi Chamali hob ‘grave’, 

Tindi hoba, Avar χob, 

Karata xobo, Godoberi 

šubu ‘grave’; Lak haw 

‘grave’; Dargi Akusha 

ħạb, etc. ‘grave’; (with 
oblique base *-dV-): 

Kryz χu-d-il 

‘tombstone’, Lak ħa-t:a-

lu ‘graveyard’.  

*fiwɨ 

~ *fibɨ 
‘grave’ 

428 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hobi ‘grave, 
tomb’, (B, G, AN, R) obi, 

(Azk) obri id. (M133; MDE 

XXI 966; OEH). On disputed 
origin see Native Basque … 

or Romance?, p. 237-38. Bsq 
*hog[w]i ‘gums’ (A.13) is a 

homonym of this word in BN, 

L, Z, but is of distinct origin. 

Trombetti (1903 §91) Avar + 

Bsq. 

L.5 village, 
town, city 

*huri Avar kulí ‘farmstead’, 

Akhwakh kila, Tindi, 

Bagwali ḱila, Karata 

kile id.; Abkhaz a-ḱála 

‘hut’, Abaza ḱala, 

Adyge č́aɮ, Kabardian 

čǝɮ id. 

*kiɫū  

~ *kiɫū 
‘farmstead, hut’ 

692 

Basque (BN, L) hiri, (Z) hí(r)i, 

(Bzt, Sal, R) iri, (R-Uztárroz) 
idi, (B, G) uri ‘village, town, 

city’. Also {huri} in old 

recordings of Bizkaian and 
Alavan (M 74; EDB 229; 

OEH).12 

L.6 work *lan Chechen =āl- ‘to 
become, get’, Ingush 

=al-, Batsbi =aɬ- id.; 

Tsezi erʷ- ‘to put’, (with 

preverb *g=) Hinukh 

g=or-, Khwarshi g=il-, 

Inkhokwari g=ul-, 

Bezhta g=il-, Hunzib 

g=ǝl- ‘to put’, etc. 

*=iŁV 
‘to put’ 

641 

Basque (c) lan ‘work, labor, 

job’, etc. (MDE XIX 303; 

EDB 260). 

 

The Bsq-NCauc semantic link 
is not very precise, but 

typologically possible: cf. Old 

Slavic dělo ‘work’ : děti ‘to 
put’ (Buck 9.13).  

L.7 half-span, 
span13 

*čehume Dargi č’im ‘span’; 

Tsakhur č’ịm / č’ụm 

‘span’, Archi č’wim id.; 

Chamali č’ibil ‘half-

span’; Tsezi t’om 

‘span’, Bezhta t’imo id.; 

*čṾ̆mħV 
‘span’ 

391 

(BN) xehume ‘half-span, little 

span’, (L-Ainhoa) xeun, (Z) 

xehǘne, (Azk) xemu, (R) xeme, 
(R-Uztárroz) txeme id.; (BN, 

L) [augmentative] zehume 

‘span, great span’, (Z) zé̃hẽ, 

(BN, L) zehe, (Bzt) zee, (R) ze 

                                                           
11 The root Proto-Euskaro-Caucasian meaning was probably ‘stone as marker’ (of boundary or grave). 
12 Possibly also Iberian {ili}, as in Illiberris, old name of Granada, etc. (with early loss of /h/ < *kh); cf. Bsq hiri 

berri ‘new town’ and many Bsq place names like Hiriberri, Uribarri, Ulibarri (see EDB). 
13 In this set ‘half-span’ = distance between thumb and forefinger (Sp. jeme, Fr. demi-empan) and ‘span’ is used 

for the longer measure: distance between thumb and little finger (Sp. palmo, Fr. empan). The Sp. jeme is usually 

attributed to Latin sēmi- ‘half’ (REW 7811), but Sp. stands alone with this meaning, and sēmi- obviously cannot 

account for the three-syllable form *čehume (with internal laryngeal) required by the northern Bsq forms. 

Azkue’s derivation from zehe ‘palmo’ + me [mehe] ‘delgado, reducido’ does not work, in my opinion, especially 

since a zehume (span) is larger than a xehume (half-span). The equation of Bsq *čehume = PNC *čṾ̆mħV is 

comparatively straightforward, and zehume represents an augmentative of it, like (AN) zakur ‘big dog’ : txakur 

‘small dog’. E Bsq *senhe may be a metathesis of *sehume, thus Bsq *senhe ‘small, tiny’ (R.56) is just a 

homonym. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Chechen ša ‘span’; 

Abkhaz á-ʒa ‘span’, etc. 

id. (M 304; EDB 372; OEH).14 

A NE Bsq isogloss. Cf. Bsq 

*senhe ‘little, tiny’, a 
homonym in some dialects.15  

L.8 measure *e=sari Lak =utsi- ‘to measure, 

weigh’; Avar =ortsn- 

‘to measure’, Akhwakh 

=ačun-, Karata =asan- 

id.; Chechen =ust- ‘to 

measure’; Abkhaz a-š̌a-

rá ‘to measure’, etc. 

*=ălcŬ-m 
‘to measure, 

weigh’ 
260 

Basque (BN, L, Z) izari 

‘measure, dimension, size’ 
(noun), (BN-Beskoitze, 

Urketa) isari id. (OEH). The 

PNC verb stem reflects a 
common transposition 

*=ălcŬ- < *=ăcVlV (> Bsq 

*e=sari, which looks like a 
participle, ‘measured’: see 

EDB 21ff.).16  

BKE 24: Bsq + Avar, Lak, 
Udi (+ Georgian) 

L.9 bunch, 
group 

*mordo Chechen mor ‘armful’, 

Ingush morh id., Batsbi 

morɬ-bar ‘to embrace’; 

Hinukh metɬu ‘handful’, 

Tsezi meru id.; Lezgi 

mekw ‘handful’, 

Tabasaran miɣ, Agul 

Burshag merš id.; (with 

metathesis) Andi ɬum-

ur ‘handful’, Tindi 

hum-ur, etc.   

*mä̆r[ƛ]o 
‘handful, 

armful’ 
798 

Basque (B, G, AN) mordo 

‘bunch (of grapes); group, 

bunch, abundance’ (AW), (B) 
morda ‘bunch, cluster’ (as of 

grapes, gorse, thorns)’, (B, 

AN, G-Andoain) mordo-illo 
‘confusion, mess’, (B, G, AN) 

mordo-ska ‘small bunch, small 

group’, etc.; with diminutive *-
ko: (Z) morkho ‘bunch of 

grapes’, mólkho ‘cluster’, (BN, 

L) molkho, (L) mulko, etc. 
(MDE XII 934; OEH).17  

For PNC *-ƛ- = Bsq 

 *-rd- : see pp. 154-58.    

L.10 name, 
word 

1. *usen 

2. *hic 
Tsezi, Hinukh =es- ‘to 

say, speak’, Khwarshi, 

Inkhokwari =is- id.; Avar 

=íts-ine ‘to say, tell’, 

Andi =osan-, Tindi 

=asin-, Karata =asan- 

id.; Chechen =īts- ‘to 

tell’, Ingush =uwts-, 

*=[ī]mcŪ 
‘to speak, tell, 

talk’ 
642 

1. Basque (B-Arratia, Bermeo, 

Orozko, Txorierri) uzen 

‘name’, (c) izen, (B) ixen id. 
(M 74; EDB 236; OEH). 

2. Basque (BN, L, Z) hitz 

‘word’, (G, AN, R) itz id.; hiz- 
or iz- in compounds such as 

(h)iz-tegi ‘dictionary’ (EDB 

233). These seem to be related 
to the Bsq verb *e=śan ‘to 

                                                           
14 The note from NCED (392) is interesting here: “In EC all forms point to a reconstruction *č ̣̫ imħV. The 

original meaning of this root was probably ‘span between the thumb and the small finger’ (cf. in Cham. the 

opposition jeƛ:̣im [‘span (betw. thumb and little finger)’] < *HrVŁV̆ : čịbil [‘span (betw. thumb and forefinger)’] 

< *č ̣̫ imħV). Outside the Andian area, however, most languages had lost the root *HrVŁV̆ and *č ̣̫ imħV obtained 

first the meaning ‘span (in general)’, and sometimes (after the penetration of new words - for the most part 

borrowed, like Turk. čejrek < Pers. čahār-yak - with the meaning ‘span between the thumb and the small finger’) 

- the meaning ‘span between the thumb and the fore-finger’.” 
15 Other pre-metric measures are (W Bsq) *aṙae ‘span’ (Z.5), and *hoin ‘foot’ (A.72: 30.48 cm = 12 inches per 

AW). 
16 This kind of transposition is seen in other verbs and nouns: see pp. 90-91.  
17 The variation between /r/ and /l/ in the suffixed forms may be explained as follows: PSC *mä̆rƛ-kṾ, with the 

resulting cluster (rhotic + lateral + velar) resolving either as *mor-ko or *mol-ko in Bsq. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Batsbi =epts- id.; 

Abkhaz a-č̌á-ž̌a-ra to 

talk’, etc. 

say’ (V.52). See pp. 90-91 

about transpositions. 
BS 60: Bsq hitz + WC + EC 

L.11 word, 
speech 

*e=ɫhe Inkhokwari loye ‘word, 

sound, voice’; Dargi 

Akusha luʕi ‘number’. A 
recessive etymon, 
preserved in only two 

languages. 

HU (53) compared this 

with Hurr. tiwe ‘word; 

thing’; Urart. ti(y)- ‘to 

say’, ti-nǝ ‘name’ .18  

*lĕHwV 

~ *ɫĕHwV 
‘word’ 

744 

Basque (BN, L) elhe ‘word, 
speech’, (Z) élhe, (AN, BN, 

Bzt, L, Azk, Sal, R) ele id., 
(Bzt) ele ‘bit of news, gossip, 

anecdote’ (M 203; MDE X 

273; OEH). A generally 
northeastern Bsq word. 

Elsewhere *hic (L.10) or 

*minco (A.9) are used for 
‘word’ or ‘speech’. 

L.12 likeness, 
manner 

*anc(i) 

*anco 

Andi, Tindi, Godoberi 

anži ‘mark, sign, target; 
mark (on sheep’s ear)’, 

Akhwakh ãži, Avar ʕuž 

id.; Bezhta ãž ‘sign, 

target; mark (on sheep’s 

ear)’, Khwarshi aše id.; 

Dargi Chiragh ʕarc:e 

‘notch, cut, mark; mark 

(on sheep’s ear)’, etc. 

*ɦwǟlʒ́ĭ 
‘mark, sign’ 

534 

Basque (B-Mundaka, Oñate, 

Otxandiano) antzi ‘likeness, 

appearance, skill, knack, 
cunning’,19 (B, G) antz 

‘likeness, resemblance’, (L, 

AN-Lezaka) ‘skill, ability’, (G, 
AN, BN, L, Bzt) antze ‘skill, 

art, dexterity, craft’, (Z) antzo 

‘proportion, manner, measure’, 
(B, G) antze-ko ‘alike, 

resembling’, antze-ra-tu ‘to 

imitate’, etc.20 

L.13 thing, 
material 

*gai 

~ *e=kai 
Avar q’:ayí ‘thing(s), 
possession(s)’, Tindi 

q’:ā, Godoberi q’:ayi 

id., Akhwakh q’:e 

‘thing(s), possession(s); 
farmstead’; Inkhokwari 

q’ay ‘pack, load’, 

Hinukh, Bezhta q’ay 

‘hut’ (< ‘possession’); 

Lak q’ay ‘thing(s), 

ware(s)’, etc. 

*q̇wăyē 
‘thing(s), 

possession(s), 

household’ 
930 

Basque (B-arc) gei ‘thing’, (B, 

Z, R) gei ‘material, subject’, 

(G, AN, BN, L) gai, (BN-
Garazi) kai, (BN-arc, L-arc) 

ekhai, ekai, (BN) ekhei, (Z) 

ekhéi id. (M 157, 251; EDB 
164, 194; OEH).21  

For the variants *gai ~ *e=kai, 

see Phonology, pp. 128, 165; 

Morphology, pp.62-63. 

L.14 noise, 
fame 

*hoć Lak kuts ‘form, 

appearance, trace, 

measure’; Ingush kust 

‘bearing, appearance, 

*kwɨ̄ycV 
‘form, 
appearance’ 

710 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hots ‘noise, 

sound; fame, reputation’, (A, 
B, G, AN, R) ots, (B, G, AN) 

otz id.; (L) hots ‘passion, 

                                                           
18 With a regular change of *l- > PHU *t-. “If this parallel is correct, then Darg. luʕi and Inkh. loje must be 

regarded as an archaism, lost in most modern EC languages” (NCED). Bsq *e=ɫhe provides further evidence of 

this. Alternatively, cf. Hurr. hil-/hill- ‘to say’, al=u- ‘to speak’; Urart. al- ‘to enunciate’ ?  (KHur 412-14). 
19 Azkue: ‘traza, maña / apparence, ruse, habileté’ 
20 There is obviously a huge semantic range, both within Bsq and NC, and between them. Between ‘appearance, 

likeness’ (> ‘mark, sign’) and ‘manner’ (> ‘skill, art’), cf. Span. forma ‘form, shape, manner’, Breton doare 

‘way, manner; appearance’, and other examples (Buck 9.992, 12.94). (B-Gernika) antzi ‘señas personales’ (OEH) 

is close in sense and form to Andi anži ‘mark, sign’, etc.  
21 Commonly used as a suffix = ‘material for, person or thing suitable or destined for’, as in (G) arda-gai ‘tinder 

material’, emazte-gai ‘fiancée’ (i.e. ‘wife material’), apaiz-gai ‘seminary student’ (‘priest material’), etc. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

figure’; Lezgi, Tabasaran, 

Agul kuts ‘appearance, 

build’, Archi kus ‘habit’. 

Cf. PY *k[uʔu]s ‘ghost, 
spirit, image’; Burushaski 

*kūs ‘wonder, sorcery’ 
(SCG 118). 

longing, mania, strong 

inclination’, etc.; (Z) hos-pe 

‘fame’ (Oihenart), (BN) os-pa, 
(B-Txorierri, AN, BN, L) os-

pe id., (B) ‘uproar, racket’ (M 

215; EDB 321; OEH). Bsq-NC 
phonetic similarity is apparent, 

but semantic correlations are 

more difficult.22  

L.15 smell, 
odor 

*sunda Avar s:únt’-ize ‘to 

smell’, s:únt’ ‘snuff’, 

s:úns:u-di-ze ‘to 

puff’, , s:ún-χ:i-ze ‘to 
blow one’s nose’, 

Chadakolob súnt’- ‘to 

smell’, Karata, Godoberi 

s:unk’- ‘to smell’; 

Tsakhur suṇt’  ‘dried 

snot in the nose’, Udi 

fiṭ’-p:un ‘snot’, Kryz, 

Budukh šimit’  ‘snot’.23 

*sHwintṾ 
‘snuff, smell; 

snot’ 

961 

Basque (B-Txorierri) zunda 

‘sniff(ing), smell(ing)’, (B) 

sunda ‘odor, stench’. The 
expected correspondence to 

PEC *s is Bsq *s (written z), 

but note that /s/ and /ś/ have 
merged in most of Bizkaia (M 

282). Azkue cites the 

compounds lizun-sunda 
‘moldy smell’ (as in a long-

closed room), izerdi-sunda 

‘odor of sweat’, gar-zunda 
‘burnt (smell and taste)’, zunda 

dabil ‘s/he goes about 

sniffing’. 

 

M. Numerals: In this analysis the Bsq words for numerals ‘1- 5’ are (probably) native Bsq (i.e., of 

SC origin), sei ‘6’ and zazpi ‘7’ are of Egyptian origin,24 and ‘10’ and ‘20’ are native Bsq (SC); ‘8’, 

‘9’ and ‘11-19’, and most of the higher numbers, are formed from native Bsq elements (see the useful 

discussion by Trask: HB 272-6); Bsq ehun ‘100’ is mysterious (Germanic origin is unlikely: HB 275; 

EDB 185),25 while mila ‘1000’ is clearly of Latin origin. 

The overall impression is that Basque and the North Caucasian languages developed most of 

their numeral words independently, probably all but ‘two’ (Bsq *bi ~ Udi p:ạ, etc. < PNC *q̇Hwǟ), 

‘four’ (Bsq *lau ~ PWC *ṗ=əƛ ̣́ ə or *p(:)=əƛə̣ ‘4’ ~ PEC *b=ǖnŁe ‘8’),26 and, rather surprisingly, 

                                                           
22 S.A. Starostin (SCG 118) reconstructed the PSC meanings ‘spirit, appearance, demon’. Note especially the 

semantic similarity of Bsq (L) hots ‘strong inclination’ and Archi kus ‘habit’.   
23 Note pharyngealized vowels in Tsakhur and Udi; in Kryz and Budukh there is merger with PLezg *qIomot ̣

‘snot’ and expressive change of *s: > /š/ (see pp. 207-214). Some of the EC forms suggest a base root *sHwin-, 

with various extensions. 
24 This is discussed in my “Egyptian Loanwords in Basque” (in process). The Egyptian origin of zazpi ‘7’ was 

mentioned in Bengtson (1994a), followed by a strong objection by Trask (1995a). 
25 I have considered Trombetti’s comparison of Bsq *ehun ‘100’ with NC forms such as Chamali b=ehan-na, 

Tindi b=ehan-da ‘100’ (Orig 111; cf. MDE XII 806; b= is a class prefix), but these are derived from PNC 

*(wV=)Hlŏšwĕ ‘100’ (NCED 587), which is difficult to relate phonetically to Bsq *ehun, not to mention the 

typological improbability of a word for ‘100’ going back ten millennia! Nevertheless, Starostin (SCG 74) 

compared PNC *Hlŏšwĕ with PST *ryā (Tib brgya ‘100’, etc.) and PY *ʔalVs-(tamsV) ‘100’. 
26 PWC reconstructions by Chirikba and Nikolayev/Starostin, respectively; the PEC form is apparently a dual of 

the WC word for ‘4’: cf. the typological parallel of PIE *oḱtō ‘8’ as dual form of *oḱto- ‘4’ (the latter borrowed 
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‘twenty’ (Bsq *hogei ~ PEC *ɢǝ̆), thus probably an original binary system (2, 22, 2x10). The dearth 

of common numerals beyond these three is consistent with other evidence that modern numeral 

systems developed no earlier than the late Paleolithic, and even today there are some languages, 

spoken by hunter-gatherer cultures, that lack numerals beyond two, or even lack numerals altogether 

(Blažek 1999; Comrie 2010). The development of Bsq *borc / *bośt ‘5’ and *hama- ‘10’ from words 

meaning ‘hand’ or ‘handful’ has typological parallels worldwide. 

Vigesimal counting, as in Bsq berrogei ‘40’,27 hirurogei ‘60’ ~ Avar k’iq’:ógo ‘40’, 

ɬábq’:ogo ‘60’,28 etc., may have been a genetic feature of Euskaro-Caucasian, though it overlaps with 

areal distributions: note vigesimal systems in some IE languages and Georgian.29 “The distribution of 

the vigesimal system is in a remarkable correlation with the existence of the non-Indo-European 

languages for which the vigesimal system is characteristic” Blažek (1999: 333-4).  

“It seems very probable that a Burushic substratum is responsible for the existence of 

vigesimal systems in the Nuristani and Dardic and Pamir languages … rarely also in Pašto (dwah-

šilah ‘40’, dre-šilah ‘60’, tsalōr-šilah ‘80’), Baluči (dō-gīst ‘20’, sī-gīst ‘60’, čyār-gīst ‘80’), and 

Asiatic Romani (turrum-wist ‘60’, turrum-wist-das ‘70’) … much as the vigesimal systems in Ossetic 

and Georgian are likely due to [North] Caucasian substratum, and those of Romance and Celtic due to 

the Basque/Aquitanian substratum” (Bengtson & Blažek 2011: 53). 

 
 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

M.1 one1 *bat 

< *bade 

 

Lak b=at’u-l-s:a ‘to 

separate’; Dargi Chiragh 

b=it’a-l ‘part’; Avar 

but’á ‘part’ (< b=ut’á, < 

[class prefix] *w- + PEC 

*=ĭtṾ ‘to cut, divide’).  

*w=ĭtṾ 

~ *w=ŭtṾ 
‘part, to 
separate’ 

660 

Basque (c) bat ‘one’; also the 

indefinite article = Eng ‘a, an’; *bed- 
in *bed-era ‘one each, one apiece’; 

*bed-era-cu ‘nine’ (= 10 minus 1? See 

M 70, 134, 235; MDE IX 864; EDB 
129). A hypothesis by S.A. Starostin 

(p.c.), i.e. ‘one’ < ‘part’.30 In this 

model PEC *=ĭtṾ ‘to cut, divide’ is 
related to Bsq *e=te-n ‘to break (off)’ 

(V.40). 

M.2 one2 *-eka Abkhaz a-k’ǝ́, ‘one’, 

Abaza za-k’ǝ ‘one’, 

PWC  

*kǝ̣ 
This occurs only in Bsq *hama-eka 
‘eleven’ (10 + 1) > (B, G, AN, L) 

                                                           
as PKartvelian *otxo- ‘4’); and another typological parallel in Uralic: Finnish neljä ‘4’, Hung négy ‘4’, nyolc ‘8’, 

etc. (Blažek 1999: 268-71, 335). The metathesis implied by Bsq *lau- ‘4’ ~ PEC *=ǖnŁe ‘8’ reflects a common 

type of Euskaro-Caucasian transposition (see pp. 90-91). 
27 Probably *bi-r-hogei. One of the oldest witnesses, a table roughly dated to the 16th c., cites the form 

{viroguey}, i.e. /birogei/ ‘2x20’. Reinterpretation as berr-ogei ‘twenty again’,‘re-twenty’ is probably secondary 

(HB 275).  
28 Of the words for ‘40’ the cognate parts are shown in bold: Bsq *bi-r-hogei ‘40’ ~ Avar k’i-q’:ó-go ‘40’ (-go is 

a suffix); of the words for ‘60’ only Bsq *hogei and Avar -q’:o-go are cognate in this analysis, since the Bsq and 

Avar (or NC) words for ‘three’ are not cognate. 
29 Within East Caucasian “some cardinal systems are vigesimally based (e.g., Lezgian, Tsez, Nakh), some are 

decimally based (Lak, Dargi, Archi, Hunzib, Godoberi, Tsakhur), some are mixed (e.g. Avar)” (ECLF 165). 
30 For semantic typology, cf. Egyptian wʕjw / wʕjt ‘one’ in relation to the verb wʕy ‘to be alone’ (cf. PEC ‘to 

separate’) and noun wʕʕw ‘Alleinsein / aloneness’ (Blažek 1999: 30). 
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mʒa-k’ǝ́ ‘edge’; Ubykh 

tsa-k’́ǝ  ‘tooth’ (< ‘a 

single tooth’), xa-n-k’́ǝ 

‘worm’ (< ‘a single 
worm’), etc. 

[singulative] 

Č 367, TOB 
amaika, (L) hameika, (BN, L) 

hameka, (Z) hãmé̃ka, (R) améka, (B) 

amaka ‘11’, etc. (M 117; EDB 91; 
OEH). But note the strong objection 

by Trask (HB 274).  

Orig pp. 23, 109; BS 19: Bsq + WC 

M.3 two 
 

*bi,  

*bi-ga, 

*bi-da 

Lak Kumukh pk’i ‘two’; 

Udi p:ạ ‘two’ (< PL 

*q̇Iʷä), Lezgi q’we-d, 

Agul q’ˁu-d, Rutul 

q’ˁwa-d, Kryz q’wa-d 

id., etc.; Avar k’i-go 

‘two’, Chadakolob k’i-
gu, Akhwakh, Karata, 

Botlikh k’e-da id.; 

Ubykh t’q’wa, 

Circassian t’wə, Abkhaz 

ʕʷ-bá ‘two’, etc.  

*q̇Hwǟ 
‘two’ 

924 

PWC *dɢwə 

‘two’ 

Č 398, 406 

 

Basque (c) bi ‘two’, (BN, L, Z) bi-ga, 

(BN-Aldude, Baigorri, L-Sara, Z, Bzt, 

Azk, Sal) bi-da id. (M 413; MDE VII 
113; HB 272ff; EDB 138; OEH). The 

northern forms with suffixes -ga, -da 

occur in noun phrases and in counting. 
Cf. similar suffixes in NCauc: -d(a), -

go, -gu. This Bsq-NC comparison 

requires a change such as *q’wi ~ 
*ɢwi > *bi (cf. the convergent change 

to labial in Udi p:ạ ‘two’),31 and see 

pp. 93-94, for other examples of the 
change of PSC *ɢw, *gw > Bsq *b. 

Orig p. 23: Bsq + NCauc 

M.4 three *hi(-)ru- Batsbi qay- ‘three’, 

Chechen qoʔ / [oblique] 

qaʔa- id. 

Cf. Hurrian kig ‘three’ (< 

redupl. *qi-qi-? HU 59; 
KHur 423). 

Proto-Nakh 

*qo 
‘three’ 

 

Basque (BN, L) hirur ‘three’, (Z) 

hí(r)u(r), (R) írur, íror, (Azk, Sal) 
irur, (B, G, AN) iru id. (OEH). Bsq 

*hiru- < *ki-ru-? This Bsq-Nakh 

comparison is dubious and 
phonetically problematic, since PNC 

*q corresponds to Bsq *k, not *h: see 

Blažek (2009, 2010); KHur 423. 

M.5 four *lau- Circassian p’tɬ’:ə ‘4’, 

Ubykh p’tɬ’:ə, Abkhaz, 

Abaza pš́ə-ba id.; Tindi 

bitɬ’::i-da ‘8’, Khwarshi 

batɬa ‘8’, Archi metɬe 

‘8’; Batsbi barɬ ‘8’; 

Lezgi müžü-d ‘8’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *alt-́ 

‘two’, *w=ált- ‘four’; 

PST *p=lĭy ‘four’ (SCG 

212). 

PWC 

*p’=ƛ̉ ́ə  

‘4’ 

 Č 406 
PWC 

 *p(:)=əƛə̣ 
 ‘4’ 

PEC *bǖnŁe  

< *b=ǖnŁe 

‘8’ 

314 

Basque (c) lau ‘four’, (BN, L, R, Sal, 

Azk) laur id., with tapped /r/, not 

trilled /ṙ/, e.g. laurak ‘all four’ (M 93; 
MDE XIX 321; EDB 263; OEH). 

Michelena compared the Aquitanian 

names LAURCO (= Lat. Quartus?) and 
LAURINA. 

All NCauc forms contain a labial 

prefix which was lexicalized, e.g. PEC 
*bǖnŁe ‘8’ < *b=ǖnŁe. Thus we can 

abstract a root *=ǖnŁe with which we 

can compare Bsq *lau-.  
Orig pp. 23, 109; BS 20: Bsq + 

NCauc 

M.6 five *borc ~ 

*bośt 
Inkhokwari buso ‘fist’, 

Tsezi besi, Hinukh beši, 

Khwarshi besa, Bezhta 

biza, Hunzib bɨza ‘fist’; 

Tabasaran bats ‘paw’, 

Lezgi p:ats id.; Avar 

púrts:i ‘ham’, Chamali 

*b[ǝ][r]cV 
‘paw; part of 
arm or leg’33 

291 

Basque (AN-south, BN-Garazi, L, R, 
Sal, Azk) bortz ‘5’, (AN-Lezaka, Bzt, 

R-Uztárroz) borz, (B, G, AN, BN, Z, 

R) bost, (AN-Larraun, G-Burunda, 
Etxarri-Aranaz) bos ‘5’; (B, G) 

bosteko ‘hand’, (L-Sara) bortzeko id. 

(M 363; MDE VII 163; EDB 147; 

                                                           
31 The Kumukh dialect of Lak has here a preocclusive labialization: pk’i ‘two’ < Standard Lak k’wi id. (Catford 

1991: 244). 
33 Outside of Bsq the cluster *rc is supported only by Avar púrts:i ‘ham’ (which may be secondary, < *bVc:-ri: 

see NCED).  
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
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Notes 

betsw ‘knee (of animal), 

thigh’, etc.32 

OEH).34 For regional variation of *-

rc- ~ *-śt- in this and other Bsq words, 
see Phonology, pp. 187, 199-200.35  

M.7 ten1 *hama- PLezgian *χ:am: > Lezgi 

ʁab ‘handful’, 

Tabasaran, Agul χab 

‘armful’, Kryz χäb 

‘hand, arm’, Budukh χab 

‘palm (of hand)’; (with 

metathesis) Udi maχʕa 

‘palm, handful’; Bezhta 

mäʁö ‘handful’, Hunzib 

mɔʁu id.36 

*χŏmHɨ  

~ *mHŏχɨ 
‘handful’ 

819 
 

Basque (BN, L) hamar ‘ten’, (Z) 

hã́mãr, (B, G, AN, R) amar id.; comb. 

form *hama- in *hama-ika ‘11’, 
*hama-bi ‘12’ (M 338; HB 272ff.; 

EDB 90). (B) atzamar ‘finger’ (as if 
*hac + *hamaṙ) is by secondary 

blending and folk-etymology: see Bsq 

*hac-taba-ṙ ‘paw, hand, finger’ 

(A.70). As with ‘5’ < ‘hand’, so is 

‘10’ < ‘hand’ or ‘fingers’ common, 

e.g. Swahili kumi ‘10’ ~ ngumi ‘fist’; 
Wolof buko ’10’ ~ Efik =bɔ́k ‘arm’, 

etc. (Bengtson 1987). 

M.8 ten2 *cu Lezgi ts’u-d ‘10’, Agul 

its’u-d; Andi hots’o-

gu, Tindi hats’a-ya; 

Inkhokwari õts’ts’o, 

Tsezi ots’i-no; Lak 

ats’; Dargi wets’-al; 

Khinalug yäʕiz; Abkhaz 

ž̌a-bá, Ubykh žwə ‘10’, 

etc. Cf. PY *tuʔ-ŋ ‘10’; 

PST *[ʒ́h]Vy ‘10’: 

Tibetan b=ću / b=ćo, etc. 

(SCG 264). 

*ʡĕncẸ̆ 
‘ten’  

245 

Basque (R) bedrátzu nine’, (Z) 

bede(r)átzü, (EB) bederatzi, (L-arc) 
bedaratzi, bedratzi, (AN, Bzt, Sal, 

Azk) bedratzi, and many other 

variants (OEH). A Bsq root *cu ‘10’ 
may possibly be extracted from 

*bede-ra-cu or *bed-era-ci, if it 

meant ’10-1’ (cf. *bat / *bed- ‘1’). 
The same element could be in *sor-ci 

‘8’, but further analysis is so far 

uncertain. Trask, however, argued 
against the analysis of *cu as ‘10’ (HB 

273f; EDB 58, 129). 

BS 21: Bsq + NCauc    

M.9 twenty *hogei Avar q’:ó-go ‘twenty’; 

Tsezi, Khwarshi qu, 

Hunzib qo-no; Lak q’u; 

Dargi Akusha ʁa-l; 

Archi q’a, Lezgi q:a-d; 

Khinalug q’a(n); 

Chechen, Batsbi t’q’a, 

*ɢǝ̆ 
‘twenty’ 

456 

Basque (L) hogei ‘20’, (BN, L) hogoi, 

(Z) hógei, (R) ógei, ogéi, (B, G, AN, 
Bzt, Azk, Sal) ogei, (AN) ogai, (AN-

Larraun, Ulzama) obei id. (M 106; 

MDE XXI 969; HB 275; EDB 304; 
OEH). Michelena correctly rejected 

the attempt to derive Bsq *hogei from 

Celtic (Welsh ugain ‘20’, etc.), since 
the Celtic forms derive from PIE 

*wikantī, and the resemblance is only 

to the modern forms. This morpheme 
is also present in the higher numerals 

                                                           
32 NCED: “In Av. -r- is probably secondary (púrc:i < *bVc:-ri with secondary assimilation *b- > p-), since no 

resonant is present in related EC forms.” On the other hand, if the -r- is a relic, the PEC form could be revised as 

*b[ǝ]rcV, thus even closer to Bsq *borc. Other putative SC cognates include Burushaski *baci-n ‘shank, hind leg 

above the hock’; PY *baʔt ‘knee’; PST *pŭt(s) ‘knee’ (SCG 19); these indicate original ‘(back-)leg, part of leg 

(knee)’. The Euskaro-Caucasian innovation is to ‘forepaw’ > ‘*arm’ > ‘hand, fist’ in Bsq and Tsezian (with 

archaic meanings ‘ham’, ‘knee’ retained in Avar and Andian). 
34 OEH specifies the meaning of bosteko as ‘hand (given in greeting)’ (‘mano [que se da para saludar]’). 
35 The numeral ‘5’ < ‘fist, hand’ is common, e.g. Beja ɛy ‘5’ ~ ɛyi ‘hand, forearm’; PIE *pénkwe ‘5’ ~ *p(e)nkw-

sti- ‘fist’; Austronesian *lima ‘5’ ~ *(qa-)lima ‘hand’, etc. (Bengtson 1987; Blažek 1999: 39, 225). 
36 Comparison of Bsq *hama- ‘10’ with PNC *mēɦwV̆ (~ *ɦwēmV̆) ‘hand, extremity’ (NCED 801: Lak k’i-yama 

‘handful’; Udi ạm ‘arm, wing’, etc.) is also phonetically possible. 
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Ingush t’q’o ‘twenty’ (< 

*d=q’a), etc.37  

Cf. PY *ʔeʔk ~ *xeʔk 

‘20’, or *χɔɢa ‘10’ 
(which is phonetically 

closer to Bsq *hogei). 

(EB) hogeitamar ‘30’ (*hogei eta 

hamaṙ ‘20+10’), berrogei ‘40’, 

hirurogei ‘60’, and laurogei ‘80’ (a 
vigesimal system). 

Orig pp. 24, 111: Bsq + Avar, Udi, 

Archi, Dargi 

 

N. Domestic animals: Some semantic fluidity is commonly observed in words for livestock, e.g. 

Latin ariēs ‘ram’, cognate with Greek ε ρ́ιφος ‘goat, kid’ (Buck 3.26); in NC, e.g., Lak ku ‘ram’ ~ 

Tsakhur kuwar ‘young goat’ (NCED 710); Bezhta bitɬ’ ‘(a) sheep’ ~ Tindi bera ‘he-goat’, Avar 

burút’ ‘kid’ ~ Andi belir ‘deer’ (NCED 293); cf. Bsq *biloć ‘lamb’ (N.20). These etymologies 

indicate that that the western Sino-Caucasian speakers of around ten millennia ago (linguistic 

ancestors of the present-day Basques and North Caucasians) already had a well-developed Neolithic 

pastoral-agricultural culture, including the husbandry of large and small cattle and the cultivation and 

milling of cereal grains and some other crops such as pulses (see chapter XIV; Bengtson 2009, 2017).  

   

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto- 
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

N.1 dog1  *hor Andi χwoy ‘dog’, Avar 

hoy, Chadakolob hʷe id.; 

Batsbi pħu ‘dog’ (pl. 

pħar-č); Khvarshi, 

Hinukh ʁʷe ‘dog’; Dargi 

Urakhi χʷi ‘dog’ (pl. 

χuri), etc.; (with 

incorporation of oblique 

marker *-rV in direct 

stem) Budukh χor ‘dog’, 

Kryz χwar; Khinalug 

pχra ‘dog’; Abkhaz a-lá, 

Abaza la, Circassian ħa, 
Ubykh wˁa, etc. 

*χHwĕye 
‘dog’ 

~ oblique base  
*χHwĕy-rV- 

1073 

Basque (Z, BN-Amikuse) 

hor ‘dog’, (BN, L) or, (A, B-

arc) or id. (M 209, 330; 
MDE XXI: 986; EDB 312; 

OEH). The word has a ‘soft’ 
(untrilled) /r/, thus /hora/, 

/ora/ ‘the dog’. *hor is 

current in northern dialects, 
also recorded in old southern 

texts; the more commonly 

used word for dog in most 
Bsq dialects is *sakuṙ ~ 

*čakuṙ (N.2). This is another 

of the oldest Bsq-NC 
comparisons.1 

Trombetti (1903 §145), 

Orig 129; U 583: Bsq + 
Budukh, etc. 

N.2 dog2 *saku-ṙ Rutul ts’ik’ ‘puppy’, 

Lezgi kits’ ‘dog’; Dargi 

kets’a ~ k’ats’a 

‘puppy’; Lak kats’a 

‘puppy’; Avar kaʕíts’ 

*cị̄kɨ̄ 

~ *kīcɨ̣̄ 
‘puppy’ 

692  

 

Basque (G, AN, BN, L, Bzt, 

Sal, Z, R) zakur ‘dog’, (AN-

Irun, L-Sara, BN-Cize) ‘big 
dog’, txakur (B) ‘dog’, (G, 

AN) ‘little dog, puppy’, (Z) 

txákür, txakhür, (AN, BN, L, 

                                                           
37 “In PN[akh] the initial dental is possibly a trace of an original class prefix (it can hardly be explained in any 

other way)” (NCED). 
1 See Morphology, pp. 72-76, for the fossilized oblique marker *-r-, and the relationship between Bsq *hor, 

Budukh χor, Kryz χwar, and Khinalug pχra ‘dog’, all with *-r- lexicalized as a nominative stem.  
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‘puppy’; Batsbi k’ats’(ĕ) 

‘puppy’, Chechen k’ēza, 

Ingush k’aza id. 

Bzt, R) xakur, xakhur id. 

(EDB 367; OEH).2 

N.3 cat *gatu Archi, Tabasaran gatu 

‘cat’, Rutul gät, Kryz 

gäč; Dargi gata ~ 

k:ata; Lak č:itu; Tsezi, 

Hinukh k’et’u, Khwarshi 

k’it’u; Batsbi k’uyt’ĭ; 

Avar kéto, Andi gedu, 

Chamali ǯedu; Ubykh 

ǵat’ǝ, Kabardian 

ǯaduw ‘cat’, etc.    

*gǟtu(yV) 

~ *gǟtụ(yV) 
‘cat’3  

433 

Basque (BN-arc) gatu 
(1657) ‘cat’ (domestic), 

(AN-Esteribar, Azk, R, Sal) 

gatu, (BN, L) gathu, (Z) 
gáthü, (A) katu (Landucci 

1562), (B, G, AN, L) katu, 

(AN-Lezaka, Bzt) kattu 
/katú/, (B-Markina) kato id. 

(MDE XIII 329; EDB 248; 

OEH). This word has usually 
been considered a loan from 

Latin cat(t)um (so EDB, 

etc.), but the story may have 
been more complex.4 

N.4 cattle, 
domestic 
animal 

*a=bele Udi bele ‘cattle’; 

Chechen bula ‘aurochs’; 

Avar bel ‘chamois’; 

Bezhta, Hunzib bala id.; 

Circassian bǝɮǝm 

‘cattle, riches’, Ubykh 

bǝyǝ́ ‘ram’. 

*bü̆ɫV 
‘horned animal’ 

314 

Basque (c) abere ‘(domestic) 

animal, cattle’,5 (Z) abé(r)e, 
(AN, R, Sal) abre, (B-

Bergara, Leintza) abera id., 

(c) abel- (in compounds): (c) 
abel-buru ‘head of cattle’, 

abel-t-egi ‘stable, sheepfold’ 

(M 161; EDB 75; OEH).6 On 

this word’s disputed origin 

                                                           
2 *čakuṙ (*šakuṙ) was originally the diminutive form, but has lost that connotation in some dialects and become 

the generic word for ‘dog’. The vowels of Bsq *saku- and PEC *cị̄kɨ̄ do not seem to match very well: however, 

there are few if any other examples of the PNC sequence *CīCɨ̄, and the two vowels resolving as CaCu is 

certainly within the realm of possibility (cf. the reflexes of the types CaCa, CeCa, CaCe in the NCauc words 

cited). Vowels can also change unexpectedly in expressive forms. Sp. cachorro ‘puppy’, Port. cachorro ‘dog’ 

come from a metathesized Vasconic form such as *kačuṙ(o) (cf. Batsbi k’ats’(ĕ) ‘puppy’, etc.). Hubschmid and 

others have called attention to Sardinian džáɣuru ‘hound’, Corsican ghiágaru ‘dog’, often in connection with 

Georgian dzaɣli ‘dog’ (Hub 29), but see the discussion in Chapter II (pp. 25-26) regarding Bsq zakur, Chechen 

žʕäla ‘dog’, etc.    
3 “The etymon is, of course a Wanderwort (cf. Kartv. *kạtụ, late Latin cattus, Slav. *kotъ, Osset. gädɨ, … Klimov 

(1967, 380-381) tried to explain its presence in the North Caucasian languages as a loan from Armenian; but the 

word no doubt existed already at least in PWC and in sub-protolanguages like PL and PA which makes this 

theory impossible. Even if the word is borrowed from some external source, the borrowing occurred so early that 

we think it justified to include the word into the common NC wordstock” (NCED). 
4 Recent findings about a deep history of cat domestication (Driscoll, et al. 2007) open the possibility that the 

domestic cat may have been known as early as ten millennia ago, and thus may have been available to the 

ancestor of Bsq and NC. See also http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/29/science/29cat.html?_r=0. Blažek (1992a) 

suggests a possibility that the direction of borrowing may have been Berber *qattus > Latin cat(t)us, rather than 

the reverse. Between eastern Bsq gat(h)u vs. western katu it is difficult to securely posit initial *g or *k (note also 

the same variation in NC). 
5 OEH defines abere as 1. ‘Mamífero mayor doméstico, especialmente el destinado al trabajo o a la producción 

de carne’; 2. ‘Animal (opuesto en muchos de los ejs. a ‘ave’ y ‘pez’; 3. (Adj.). ‘Bruto, animal. ‘Bruta cosa, gauza 

aberea’. 
6 Per Azkue the category is restricted to bovines in AN, equines in G. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/29/science/29cat.html?_r=0
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see Native Basque … or 

Romance?, pp. 235-41). 

N.5 cattle, 
herd 

*eɫhi Chechen ħēlī ‘cows’, 

Ingush ħäliy id.; Tsezi 

ʁuro ‘cows’ (collective), 

Khwarshi ʁʷalo, 

Inkhokwari ʁolo id’, 

Hinukh ʁʷero ‘cow’, 

Bezhta wara, Hunzib 

hɔrɔ id. 

*χwōlhV 

~ *χHwōlV 
‘cattle, cows’ 

1074 

Basque (L) elhi ‘cattle, 

livestock, herd, flock’, (G, 
AN, L) ele id., (c) ele-buru 

‘head of cattle’ (AW); (B-
arc) elli ‘herd of cattle; 

throng, gang, group’, (Z) 

elhi ‘throng, gang, group, 
swarm’,7 (R) eli id. (RS; 

MDE X 273; OEH). Bsq 

*heɫhi > *eɫhi by the ‘one-
aspirate’ rule: see 

Phonology, pp. 169, 177. 

N.6 cow *behi Avar bóts’:i ‘cattle’, 

Andi buts’:i-r,  Karata 

bets’:u-r,  Botlikh 

buts’:i, Godoberi 

purts:i id.; Lezgi 

barts’-ak ‘young 

buffalo’, etc. 

*bħǝrcẉV 
‘cattle’ 

296 

Basque (BN, L) behi ‘cow’, 

(Z) béhi, (B-arc) beei, (B, G, 
AN, R) bei, (G-Burunda, 

Etxarri-Aranaz) bai, (AN-

Erro, Azk) be id. (M 88, etc.; 
EDB 133; OEH). The 

correspondence of Basque *-

h- to Cauc *-rc-̣ is similar to 
that in Basque *minhi 

‘tongue’ ~ PNC *mĕlcị̆ 

‘tongue’ (see Phonology, 
pp. 219-24). 

N.7 bull *sesen Chamali, Bagwali zin 

‘cow’, Tindi, Karata, 

Botlikh, Godoberi zini, 

Akhwakh žiw̃o, Andi 

ziwu, zimu ‘cow’; Lak 

t:-izi-n ‘to milk’, etc.; 

Abkhaz á=žv, Abaza žwə 

‘cow’, Ubykh məzw-ʁə́ 
‘heifer’.8 

Proto-Avar-

Andian  

*zin-HV 
 ‘cow’ < 

*ʒVn- 

 262 
SKJa 232 

Basque (c) zezen ‘bull’, (R) 

zezeno id.;   diminutive / 
affective (G, AN, L, BN, Z, 

R) xexen /šešen/ ‘torete 

pequeño’ (M 191; EDB 374; 
OEH). Cf. the Bsq verb 

*e=aici ‘to milk (a cow)’ ~ 

PNC *=āmʒŬ ‘to milk’, 
which are thought to be 

related to these words for 

‘cow’ and ‘bull’.9 

N.8 ox *i=di Abkhaz a-tǝ́ ‘ram’, Abaza 

tǝ, Adyge, Kabardian, 

Ubykh t’ǝ id.; Lak t:a 

‘sheep, ewe’; Chechen tō 

‘ram (1 yr.old or more)’, 

Ingush tɔ, Batsbi taw-bŭ 

id.; Andi dan ‘sheep, 

ewe’. 

*dwănʔV 

~ *dwănhV 
‘sheep, ram’ 

405 

Basque (c) idi ‘ox’, (B, G, 

AN) iri id. (MDE XV 877; 

EDB 217; OEH).10 

One of the Bsq words in 

which a PSC nasal was lost 

in a nasal + laryngeal 
cluster: cf. *kē ‘smoke’, 

*śaie ‘vulture’, etc. (see 

Phonology, pp. 183, 185).11 
BS 69: Bsq + WC + EC 

                                                           
7 “Elsos ere elhia gaiz” (Oihenart 1657) = ‘Les moucherons mesmes sont fascheux, lors qu’ils sont attroupez’ = 

‘Even midges (mosquitos) are harmful, when in a swarm’. 
8 WC forms from PWC *zwə / *mə=zwə ‘cow’ (see Morphology, pp. 58-71, for the fossilized prefix *mə- = Bsq 

*ma-, *mo-). 
9 The semantic hange ‘cow’ ~ ‘bull’ is hardly remarkable: cf. Batsbi yett ‘cow’ < PEC *yǝ̄mcō ‘bull, ox’ (NCED 

680); PIE *gwou- > ‘cow’, ‘ox’, ‘bull’ in daughter languages (Buck 3.20-3.23). 
10 “La forma iri se documenta desde mediados del s. XIX en bersolaris y textos populares meridionales” (OEH).  
11 The strange vowel match (Bsq *i ~ PNC *a) is so far unexplained. For semantic change, cf. Welsh dafad 

‘sheep, ewe’ ~ OIr dam ‘ox’, Gk δαμάλης ‘young ox’ (< ‘tamed animal’: Buck 3.25; WP I 789). 
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N.9 steer, 
heifer 

*ergi Avar rexé-d ‘cattle, 

herd’; Chechen däχ-ni, 

Ingush dɔχa-n, Batsbi 

daχ-nĕ ‘cattle’; Abkhaz 

á-raχʷ, Abaza raχʷǝ 
‘cattle’. 

*rV̄xwV 

~ *rV̄xwV 
‘cattle’ 

956 

Basque (G, AN, BN, L, R, 

Azk, Sal, Z) ergi ‘steer, 
young ox, heifer’, (Sal) ergi-

zko ‘small steer’ (MDE XI 

546; OEH). For syncope 
with initial rhotics, see pp. 

92-93. 

N.10 quadruped 
(male) 

*koco Hunzib q’ɔsɔ ‘hornless 

goat’; Dargi Akusha 

q’ʕatsa ‘male goat’, 

Chiragh q’atsa id.; Lezgi 

ʁets’ ‘young goat (less 

than 2 y. old)’, Kryz ħäč’ 
id. 

*q̇HŏcV 
‘kid, hornless 
goat’ 

920 

Basque (L-arc, BN-

Amikuse) kotzo ‘male 
quadruped’ (Pouvreau, 17th 

c.), (BN-Arberoa, Garazi) 

kotxo, (BN-Amikuse) koxo, 
(BN) krotxo, (BN-Amikuse) 

khotzo, (Z) khotxo id.; 

occasionally ‘human male’ 
(gizon koxoa) (MDE XIX 

269; OEH). 

N.11 calf, 
heifer 

*čahal Avar ʕač’ár ‘heifer’, 

Andi č’ora, Chamali 

č’ā, Tindi, Karata, Botlikh 

č’ara id.; (with 

metathesis) Lezgi lɨč’ 

‘heifer’, Agul lič’ id.; 

Ingush ʕasa ‘calf’, 

Chechen ēsa id., etc. 

*Hćẉɨ̄lV̄  

~ *Hlɨ̄ćẉV̄ 
‘heifer’ 

556 

Basque (BN, L) xahal 
[šahal] ‘calf’, (Z) xáhal ‘calf, 

heifer’, (B-Markina) txaal, 

(B, G) txal [čal], (R) xãl 
[šãl], (Sal) xal (M 113, 191, 

303; EDB 350; OEH.  

For the mysterious nasal 
vowel, only in R, see 

Phonology: Nasal vowels: 
pp. 123-25.  

N.12 mare  *behoṙ Lezgi, Tabasaran, Agul, 

Rutul χʷar  ‘mare’; Avar 

xʷáni ‘horses’; Khwarshi 

χar-am ‘foal’; Adyghe 

fāra, Kabard. χʷāra 

‘(thoroughbred) horse’. 

*far-nē 
‘horse, mare’ 

425 

Basque (BN, L) behor 
‘mare’, (B, G, AN, Sal, R) 

beor, (Bzt) begor, (Z) bóhor, 

(B, G, AN) bior, (B-
Gernika) biur, (R-Uztárroz) 

beur id. (M 82, 120, 338; 
EDB 135; OEH).12  

Orig 53: Bsq + Lezgi, Agul, 

Avar, etc. 

N.13 ass, 
donkey 

*aśto 
or 

*a=śto 

Abkhaz a-čada, čadǝ 

‘ass, donkey’, Adyge š́ǝd, 

Kabardian šǝd, Ubykh 

čǝdǝ id. (Č); 

SKJa cites: Abkhaz a-

čada, a-čadhɨs, Abaza 

čada, Ubykh čɨdɨ, 

Adyge šɨdɨ, Kab. šɨd 

‘ass, donkey’ (осел). 

Cf. Burushaski *ćhardV́ 
‘stallion’. 

PWC  

*čǝdǝ 
‘ass’ 

Č 314 
SKJa 239 

Basque (R, Z-arc) arsto ‘ass, 
donkey’, (Z) ásto, (c) asto. 

Secondarily ‘ass, fool, 

dunce’ (M 368; EDB 112; 

OEH). Michelena was not 

sure whether eastern arsto 

was an archaism or 
innovation. Cf. Aquitanian 

ASTO- (in names).13  

U 583, Orig 304, BS 70: 
Bsq + WC 

N.14 male 
(animal) 

*oroć Agul urč ‘calf’, Archi 

biš id.; Lak bạrč ‘calf’; 

*wHilćV 
‘calf’ 

1048 

Basque (BN, L, Azk, R, Z) 

orots, (Z) ó(r)ots, ots ‘male 
(animal)’ (EDB 316; OEH). 

                                                           
12 Initial *be- is not likely to be a fossilized prefix (see pp. 58-71), since *be=/*bi= does not occur with animate 

beings (human or animal). In origin this latter prefix seems to be associated with PNC *w=/*b= [inanimate]. A 

compound of Bsq *behi ‘cow’ + *hoṙ ‘horse’, with haplology (see p. 203) seems more likely. 
13 This comparison is historically problematic since the domestic ass is quite recent (ca. 5000 yrs.), and it is 

uncertain whether these resemblances represent genetic inheritance or loanwords. 
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Bezhta, Hunzib biše 

‘calf’, Tsezi meši id.; 

Andi milča ‘bull-calf’, 

etc.  

For some speakers the word 

is restricted to the meaning 

‘calf’; Sal and L (Ainhoa) 
also ‘male dog’ (Azkue).14 

Orig 265: Bsq + Agul 

N.15 female 
(animal) 

*uṙi[ś]a Akwakh reša ‘heifer’; 

Bezhta, Hunzib riže 

‘heifer’; Lezgi, Agul ruš 
‘daughter’, Tabasaran, 

Kryz riš, Rutul rɨš, 

Tsakhur yɨš, Budukh riž 

id., Archi diš-du-r 

‘newborn daughter’. 

*r=ɨ̆šwĔ 
‘heifer; female 
child’15 

671 

 

Basque (B-Bergara, Leintza) 
urrusa ‘female (of animals)’, 

(G-Tolosa, AN, BN, L) 

urrixa (G, BN, L, Bzt) 
urruxa, (Z) ürrǘxa id., (L-

Ainhoa) ‘sow’, and other 

variants (see OEH).16 The 
word is used primarily to 

denote female animals, but 

also humans (women) in BN 
and Z (Azkue).17  

N.16 sheep, 
ram 

*a=hari / 

*a=hal- 
Chadakolob her ‘ewe’, 

Andi χor-ol id.; Hunzib 

χor ‘ram’, Bezhta χoy 
‘ram’; (with metathesis) 

Godoberi riχa ‘ewe, 

ram’, Botlikh riχa ‘ewe’, 

Bagwali riha id., Karata 

riha ‘ewe, ram’, etc.18 

*χ[ǝ]lV  
‘ewe, ram’19 

1071 
SKJa 223, 238 

Basque (BN, L) ahari ’ram’, 

(B, AN) aari, (B, G, Azk, 

Sal) ari, (R) ári, (Z) ãhã́(r)i 
id.;20 also ‘sheep’ (general) 

in northern dialects; 

combining form *a=hal-: 
(Bzt) aal-zain, al-zai, al-tzai 

‘shepherd (of rams)’ (M 303; 

EDB 71; OEH). (B) adari 
‘ram’ seems to be 

contaminated with adar 

‘horn’, adardun ‘horned’. 

N.17 ram, goat 
(gelded) 

*siki-ro, 

*siki-te 
Andi, Botlikh ts’:ek’ir 

‘kid’, Akhwakh č’ek’e, 

Chamali s’eč’i, Karata, 

Bagwali ts’:ik’er, 

Godoberi ts’ek’ir id.; 

Tsezi tsek’i ‘kid’, 

Hinukh tsek’e id.; Lak 

tsuk’u ‘goat’; Adyge 

č’ats’ǝ ‘kid’, Kabard. 

čǝts’ id. Cf. Burush. 

*chigír ‘(female) goat’ 
(SCG 187). 

*ʒĭkV̆  

~ *kĭʒV̆ 
‘goat, kid’ 

1094 

Basque (BN, L) zikhiro 

‘gelded ram’, (G, AN, Bzt) 

zikiro, (Z) zikhi(r)u, (AN-
Ulzama) tzikiro, (expressive) 

(BN, Bzt, Z) xikiro, (G, AN) 

txikiro; also with the 
meaning ‘eunuch’, e.g. (G) 

xikiro; (BN-Baigorri, 

Ustaritze, Hasparren) zikite 
‘gelded goat’; (Bzt, G, L) 

zikira-tu ‘to geld, castrate’, 

(Bzt, BN) zikita-tu id. 

(OEH). 

The verbs are presumably 

secondary from the nouns. 

                                                           
14 Phonetic change *wHVlVćV > *boroć > *oroć (with usual change of *bo- > *o- see Phonology, pp. 131-32, 

194). 
15 This is originally a IV-class form of the same root as PEC *u̯=ɨ̆šwĔ ‘son’ (I-class) and *y=ɨ̆šwĔ ‘daughter’ (II-

class): see Bsq *śe-me ‘son’, *śa-/*-śo [kinship elements] (J.13). 
16 The original sibilant could have been *s or *ś: the latter generally corresponds to PNC *š. The change of *ś > 

/š/ could have been either expressive or phonetic (conditioned by the preceding /i/). Cf. Hualde (1991: 108-123).  
17 Cf. the situation in EC: Western Dagestanian ‘heifer’, but Lezgian ‘female child, daughter’. 
18 Semantic glosses in NCED are unclear, so I have followed SKJa for some of them. 
19 NCED has the notation *χ[ǝ]rV (~ *-l-), indicating that the PEC liquid could have been *r or *l. Since the Bsq 

word has soft /r/ and the stem variant *a=hal- I suggest the reconstruction with *l is most likely.  
20 For the seemingly anomalous nasal vowel in Z (but not R) see Phonology: Nasal vowels, pp. 123-25. 
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N.18 goat, kid *a=hune 
‘kid’ 

 
*a=hun-c 
‘goat’ 

Andi kun ‘ram’, Karata 

kũyi, Botlikh, Bagwali 

kũʔi, Avar kuy id.; 

Batsbi komõ ‘male 

(animal)’; Dargi Chiragh 

kume ‘rams’; Lak ku 

‘ram’; Tsakhur kuwa-r 
‘young goat’, Kryz 

kʷahä-r id., etc. 

*kwɨ̄ʡnɨ̄ 
‘ram’ 

710 

Basque (BN) ahuña, auña 

‘kid’, (Z) ahǘñe, (Sal) 
aguña, auña, (R) aiña, aiñe, 

añe, (B) aume, auma id.; (L) 

ahuntz ‘goat’, (Z) ahǘntz, 
(R) aintz, (B, G, AN) auntz, 

(B-Gernika) euntz id. (M 88; 

EDB 117; OEH). With the 
regular correspondence of 

PNC *k [voiceless aspirated 

velar stop] = Bsq *h (see 
Phonology, pp. 159-60).   

N.19 goat *śega-iɫa Avar čaq:ú ‘two-year-

old sheep; sheep 

(general)’; Dargi Kharbuk 

čaq:a ‘sheep’; Chechen 

čuχa ‘lamb’, Batsbi 

čuyχĭ id.  

*čwə̆rqū 

~ *čwə̆lqū 
‘sheep, lamb’ 

350 

Basque (R, Sal) segailla 

‘(yearling) goat’, (Z) 
segeilla, segilla id.; 

(expressive) (AN-Arakil) 

xegail ‘2-year-old goat’ 
(EDB 338; M 233; OEH).21  

N.20 lamb *bil-oć Bezhta, Hunzib bitɬ’ ‘(a) 

sheep’, Khwarshi betɬ’ 

‘sheep (collective)’; Tindi 

bera ‘he-goat’, Avar 

burút’ ‘kid’, Andi beli-

r ‘deer’; Tsakhur bạk’i 
‘flock of sheep’, Archi 

bạk’ ‘ram’ etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *bél-is 

‘ewe (that has given birth)’ 

(SCG 11). 

*bhä̆ƛẉí̆ 
‘small cattle’ 

293 

Basque (c) bildots ‘lamb 

(that has begun to feed 
itself)’, bildos-ki ‘lamb 

(meat)’. Forms without /d/, 

(B) billos, billotz, billotx 
‘lamb’, (BN) bilos-tegi 

‘sheep-fold’ and (B) billos-

narru ‘lamb’s hide’ indicate 
earlier *biloć (MDE VII 

126; OEH), which could 

have been altered to *bildoć 
after *ordoć ‘boar’ (N.21), 

or the like.22  

N.21 swine,  
pig 

*urde 

*ord-oć 
Hunzib butɬu ‘boar, pig’, 

Bezhta bütɬö, Hinukh 

botɬi, Tsezi betɬo id.; 

Archi bọtɬ’: ‘boar, pig’, 

Agul, Kryz wak id.; Lak 

burk’ id.; Batsbi 

buruk’ ‘piglet’, etc.; 

Circassian ɮaw(ə) 

‘pig’.23 

*wHārƛẉǝ 
‘pig, boar’ 

1047 

Basque (c) urde, (Z) úrde 
‘swine, pig’; secondarily 

‘dirty’; also (c) ordots, 

ordotz, ordotx ‘boar’, 
probably a haplologic 

compound of *urde + *oroć 

‘male animal’ (N.14) (MDE 
XXI 988; EDB 358; OEH). 

For Bsq *-rd- ~ PNC *ƛ ̣= 

[tɬ’], see Phonology, pp. 
154-58.  

N.22 swine,  
pig 

*seṙi Chechen, Ingush žarʁa 

‘sow, pig’; Dargi žaq’a 

*ǯa[r](-)q̇V 
‘sow, pig’24 

1105 

Basque (G, AN-Goñi, Bzt, 

L, BN, Z) zerri ‘pig, hog’, 
(A) [çarrichoa} = zarri-txo 

‘piglet’; with expressive 

                                                           
21 Bsq *-iɫa is a diminutive suffix: cf. (B, Z) neskatilla (double diminutive < *neśka-t-iɫa) ‘(little) girl’, etc. Cf. 

Indo-Iranian (substratal) *sćāga-/*sćaga- ‘billy goat’ > OI chā́ga- id., Ossetic sæğ, sæğæ ‘goat’, etc. (Lubotsky 

2001). Bsq (AN, G) segail ‘slim, slender’, (BN, L) sekail id. is probably an unrelated homonym. 

22 Our analysis is then *bil-oć (cf. Bur. *bél-is ‘ewe’), with *-l- (stem-final reflex) rather than the usual 

intervocalic *-rd- (see Phonology, pp. 154-58).    
23 /ɮ/ is a voiced lateral fricative (= NCED /L/). 
24 The segmentation *ǯa[r]-q̇V is my hypothesis: possibly *ǯa[r]-q̇V represents a haplologic change of an old 

compound such as *ǯarV-q̇ōmkā ‘young pig’ (see *q̇ōmkā ‘calf’, Dargi q’aqa, etc.: NCED 928). See Bsq *oɫha 

(Q.4) ~ PEC *ɦwVla-qē < *ɦwVla-qǝ̆lV̆ (*qǝ̆lV̆ ‘house, hut’) for an analogous case. 
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‘pig, boar’; Lezgi žeq’i 
‘piglet’.  

A recessive etymon, 

attested in four scattered 
NC languages. 

palatal: (AN, BN, L, Bzt, Z, 

R) xerri /šeṙi/ ‘pig’, (c) txerri 

/čeṙi/, (B, G) txarri id.  (M 
60, 191; EDB 373; OEH).25  

N.23 boar *a=kec Lak q:ạča ‘bull-calf’; 

Dargi Akusha q:ača 

‘calf’, Kubachi, Tsudakhar 

q:ač:a id.; Khinalug 

q:ič:-ež ‘calf (less than 2 

yrs. old)’. 

*ɢǝčV 
‘calf, bull-calf’ 

453 

Basque (AN, Bzt, L, Azk, 

Sal, R) aketz ‘boar, male 
swine’, (L) akhetz, akhetx, 

(AN, BN, L) aketx, (Bzt) 

akex id. (OEH).26 
 

U 583: Bsq + Lak, Dargi 

N.24 duck *paita Chechen bad ‘duck’, 

Batsbi bat’ ‘goose’; 

Tsezi, Hinukh mat’i 
‘goose’; Dargi Akusha 

bạt’ ‘duck’; Lak dụʔla-

bat’ ‘drake’. 

Cf. PY *bǝntan ‘a kind 
of wild duck’ (SCG 165). 

*bHǝ̄mtṾ 
‘duck’27 

301 

Basque (B) paita ‘duck’, (B-
Bergara, Leintza) paitta id. 

(Other dialects have ahate < 

Lat. anatem.) This word is 
scantily attested on both 

sides (Bsq and NC), and also 

of dubious native status..28  

N.25 graze, feed *aɫha Rutul =ile ‘to eat’, Kryz 

ʕül, Budukh s-oʡul- id.; 

Hinukh hil- ‘to bite’, 

Tsezi ħan-, Khwarshi 

ħa:n- id.; Avar rehn- 

‘to feed on (something)’, 
etc. 

*=iʡwVl 
‘to feed on, eat; 

to bite’ 

625 

Basque (BN, L) alha 
‘grazing, feeding, pasture’, 

(Z) álha, (G, AN, Sal, R) ala 

id.; with derived verb al(h)a-
tu ‘to graze, to feed’ (intr.). 

An old word for ‘eat’, 

specialized in Bsq to ‘eat [by 
animals]’?29 Cf. Bsq *hel-tu 

‘to bite’ (V.2), *hali ‘meal’ 

(P.2), which seem to be 
permutations of the same 

root (see p. 91). 

 

O. Domestic plants, crops. Semantic changes among words for ‘grain’ ~ ‘millet’ ~ ‘oats’ and 

other cereal terms are well attested (cf. Buck 8.42 - 8.48). 

 

                                                           
25 Cf. Span. cerdo ‘pig, hog’, with /rd/ for Bsq /ṙ/, as in izquierdo ~ Bsq *eskeṙ ‘left (hand)’. The supposed 

derivation from Latin setŭla ‘bristle’ (Dicc) is phonetically dubious (see REW 7500: saetula).  
26 For semantics cf. Gk κάπρος ‘wild boar’ ~ Lat. caper ‘goat’; Lat. verrēs ‘boar’ ~ Lett. vērsis ‘ox’, etc. (Buck 

3.22,  3.32). 
27 “In most subgroups the word could be borrowed from Arabic batṭ ̣'duck' (since there are, of course, no 

domestic waterfowl in most modern NC communities); however, some phonetic peculiarities (especially 

nasalisation in Tsez.) make us think of the possibility of PEC reconstruction” (NCED). SKJa 227 derives the 

Batsbi and Tsezian words < Georgian bat-̣i (< Persian). 
28 Cf. Span, Port pata, pato (for the female and male resp.), regarded as a loan from Hisp. Arab. páṭṭ < Class. 

Arab. baṭṭ < Persian bat (Dicc). But the form of Bsq *paita (with the diphthong /ai/) is phonologically consistent 

with other Bsq words in which PSC *m (cf. PEC *bHǝ̄mtṾ) has disappeared, replaced by Bsq /i/, as in Bsq 

*ɦaise ‘wind’ ~ PNC *ʡămsǝ ‘breath, soul; cloud, sky; god’ (G.3) (see pp. 122, 180-81).  
29 Cf. Danish æde [archaic] ‘to eat’, ‘to eat [by animals]’; ‘to eat [by human]’ is now spise < Low German. 
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O.1 wheat *ga[l]i Tindi, Karata q’:eru 

‘wheat’, Tokita q’:eri, 

Akhwakh q’:iru, Chamali 

q’:ew id., Andi q’:ir 

‘grain’; Archi qoqol 

‘wheat’, Lezgi q:ül, Rutul 

ʁɨl id., etc. 

*ɢōlʔe 
‘wheat’ 

462 

Basque (c) gari ‘wheat’, (in 

compounds) gal-, e.g. gal-
buru ‘ear (lit. ‘head’) of 

wheat’, etc. (M 318; MDE 

XIII 314; EDB 200; OEH). 
Orig 124: Bsq + Andi, 

Karata, etc. (+ confusion with 

next set) 

O.2 barley *(gara-)gaṙ Rutul q’ir  ‘winter wheat’, 

Agul q’ir ‘grain’; Dargi 

q’ar  ‘grass’; Khwarshi 

q’uri ‘dry weeds’, etc. 
Cf. Burushaski *gur ‘wheat’ 

(SCG 243). 

*q̇[ǝ̄]rV 
‘(wild) cereal; 

weed’ 

915 

Basque (c) garagar ‘barley’, 

(A) garar (MDE XIII 302; 
EDB 200; OEH). The first 

morph seems to be the same 

as *ga[l]i ‘wheat’ (O.1); the 
second part has a trilled /ṙ/, 

and is comparable with PEC 

*q̇[ǝ̄]rV.30  

O.3 rye [*aiṅegu] Lak nịqa ‘oats’; Dargi 

Akusha niqạ ‘oats’; Lezgi 

neχʷ ‘spelt’, Rutul naχʕw 

id.; Avar níχa ‘oats’, 

Akhwakh ũqa ‘barley’; 

Circassian ħa ‘barley’, 

Abkhaz á-χʷ-ʒ ‘millet’, etc. 

*ħnǟrqwĔ 
‘a kind of cereal 

(oats, barley)’ 

502 

Basque (Azk) añegu ‘rye’, 

(Sal) ainagu, añagu, (R) 

ainai, añai, anai id.; (AN-
Erro) aiñegu ‘tie, binding 

(used for making sheaves of 

grain)’ (Sp. vencejo), (R) añai 
id. (M 88; EDB 95; OEH). A 

Pyrenean archaism, preserved 

against the innovation < Lat. 

sēcale ‘rye’ (see next set).  

O.4 rye *sikirio Rutul sɨk’ɨl ‘rye’, Tsakhur 

sɨk’ɨĺ, Budukh sɨlsɨl, Kryz 

silsil, Tabasaran sursul, 

Agul sul, Lezgi sil id.; 

Khinalug sɨlg-li; Tsezi 

sesru ‘oats’; Akhwakh šišu 

‘oats’, etc.31 

*sūli / 

*sūlsūli 
‘a kind of 

cereal’ 
964 

Basque (B, G) zikirio ‘rye’, 

(G-Burunda, Etxarri-Aranaz) 

zikiyo, (B-Bergara, Leintza) 
sikirio, txikirio id. (OEH). 

This word has a formation 

different from eastern Bsq 
zekale, zekhale (< Lat. sēcale 

‘rye’: M 314: REW 7763; 
EDB 372). An interesting and 

problematic etymology 

(Bengtson 2009).32 

O.5 oats *oɫho 

(*o=ɫho) 

 

PWC *λwǝ ‘millet’ > Abkhaz 

a-šǝ́ ‘millet’, Abaza šǝ-r-

ʒa, Adyge fǝ-ʁʷa, Kabard. 

xʷǝ id.; Rutul xɨw ‘bread’, 

Lezgi, Kryz, Budukh fu id.; 

Lak šʷa ‘mown crops’; 

*λwɨ̆ʔwV 
‘millet’ 

763 

Basque (BN) olho ‘oats’, (Z) 
ólho, (Azk) oolo, (B, G, AN, 

L, R) olo, (B-Orozko) orlo 

id.; cf. (BN, Z) olha ‘wild 
oats’, (Z) alho, (B) alo id., 

(R) olo-molo ‘a kind of oats, 

avena loca’, ola-béur id.; (A) 
olo ‘rye (harvest)’, (B) olo 

                                                           
30 In the form garragar (Micoleta, 17th c.) the two rhotics are assimilated as /ṙ/. 
31 This comparison is problematic, since NCED derives these words from PEC *sūli / *sūlsūli ‘a kind of cereal’ 

(‘rye’ in Chechen, Lak, Dargi, and Lezgian). The Rutul, Tsakhur, and Khinalug words imply the addition of a 

diminutive suffix, and then metathesis (PL *s:ol-Vḳ > *s:oḳol). For the comparison with Basque to be valid 

requires a parallel process in pre-Basque. 
32 “The root is also widely spread in Turkic, Mongolian, Fenno-Ugric and Kartvelian languages . . . Abayev . . . 

suggests that its original source was somewhere in Central Asia. However, the time of its appearance in the 

Caucasus is not clear, and correspondences between languages strongly suggest its archaic character ... Summing 

up, the root is obviously a ‘Wanderwort’; but it is evidently very ancient on Caucasian ground” (NCED 965). 

Lat. sēcale ‘rye’ is not of Indo-European origin either; cf. also Albanian thékërë ‘rye, grain’ (REW 7763). 
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Batsbi oʔ ‘grain’, Ingush 

fuʔ ‘grain, grain forage’, 

Chechen hoʔa ‘egg’, hoʔ 

‘grain forage’. 

‘barley’ (M 120, 366; MDE 

XXI 978; EDB 308; OEH). 

Probably related to Bsq 

*a=ɫhe ~ *a=ɫho- ‘seed’ 
(C.32). 

O.6 millet, 
maize 

*arto Chechen yalta ‘grain’, 

Ingush yalat id.; Chamali 

tɬ’:int’w ‘seed, flax’, Tindi 

tɬ’:et’u, Karata tɬ’:elt’u 

id.; Lak č:at:i ‘food made 
of butter, flax seeds and 

sugar’; Lezgi, Tabasaran 

gad ‘grain’.  

Cf. Hurrian kadǝ ‘barley’ 

(HU 28). 

*Łǝdwi ~ 

*ŁǝŁǝdwi 
‘grain’ 

789 

Basque (A) arto ‘millet’ 

(Landucci 1562); (B, G, AN, 

R) arto ‘maize’, (BN, L) 
artho, (Z) ártho id.; (B, G) 

arta-txiki ‘millet’, (L) arto-
xehe, arto-xe (Z) artho-xẽhẽ 

id. (EDB 110; OEH).33 

O.7 grain, 
seed 

*bihi Chamali beč’i ̃‘barley’, 

Tindi, Karata beč’in, Avar 

purč’ína id., Godoberi 

beč’in ‘rye’; Lak bụč’in 

‘dry leaves of leguminous 

plants’; Chechen božan 

‘rye’, etc. 

*bħĕ[r]čị-nV 
‘a kind of 

cereal’34 

294 

Basque (BN, L) bihi ‘seed, 
grain; (a) little’, (Z) bíhi 

‘seed, grain, fruit, (a) little’, 

(Bzt) bigi ‘seed, grain’, (AN-
Lezaka, Oyarzun) bi (M 222, 

242; MDE VII 122; EDB 142; 
OEH). For Bsq *-h- ~ PNC *-

rč-̣, see pp. 187, 195-200. 

O.8 legume *iɫha-ṙ Tsezi hil ‘pea(s)’, Hinukh 

hilu, Hunzib helu id., 

Khwarshi ħel ‘haricot bean, 

navy bean’; Avar holó 

‘bean(s)’, Andi holi, 
Akhwakh, Chamali, Tindi 

hali id., Botlikh hali 

‘pea(s)’, Godoberi hali id.; 

Lak hulū ‘lentil; birthmark’; 

Tsakhur ḥɨwa ‘lentil’, etc.  

*hōwɫ[ā] 
‘bean(s), lentil’ 

Basque (Z) ílhar ‘bean(s)’, 

ilhar-bi(r)íbil ‘pea(s)’, ilhar-
xú(r)i id., (B) idar ‘vetch’, 

irar ’pea(s)’, (AN) illar 

‘bean(s), heather’, (BN, L) 

illar ‘bean(s)’, etc., with 

many compounds (M 315; 

MDE XV 903; EDB 222; 
OEH). For historical 

discussion see Mikić (2011).35  

O.9 bread, 
wheat 

*ogi Avar ogób ‘rye’, 

Chadakolob ugúb, 

Akhwakh hagi, Tindi 

haǵib id.; Chechen, Ingush 

ʕow ‘millet; groats’; Adyge 

Shapsug baǵǝ-na ‘oats’, 

Ubykh baǵǝ́-na id. 

*ɦwVgǝbV̆ 

~ 

*ɦwVbǝgV̆ 
‘a kind of 

cereal’ 
539 

Basque (c) ogi ‘bread’, (AN, 

L, BN, Z) ‘wheat’, (AN-Irún) 

ugi, (B-Markina, AN) obi, 
(AN-Arakil) oi ‘bread’ (EDB 

304; OEH). 

Bouda compared Bsq ogi 
with Avar ogób, and other 

unrelated NC items (MDE 

XXI 970). 

 

                                                           
33 Bsq *arto originally denoted ‘millet’; after importation of maize from the Americas the former word for 

‘millet’ was applied to the new grain, and millet was then called ‘little maize’ (*čiki, *šenhe ‘small, tiny’, R.54, 

R.56). 
34 NCED has *bħĕlčịnV; there is no direct evidence of *l, as opposed to *r, but perhaps the authors saw 

circumstantial evidence of *l. Cf. the situation with Bsq *horc ‘tooth’ (A.10). 
35 The relevance of words for ‘heather’ is uncertain, since the heather plant (Erica) is so different from the pulses, 

and Bsq words for heather (ilharre, gillar, gindarra, iñarra, añara, etc.) are phonetically diverse and probably 

indicate blending of originally distinct roots. 
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P. Food / drink: Some terms relating to nuts and berries are cited under Flora (C.17 

- C.33). The Bsq words for ‘meal’ (flour) and ‘meal’ (mealtime, repast) both form parts of larger 

word families: *eihurin ‘meal, flour’ is related to *eihera ‘mill’ (see under Tools) and the verb *eiho 

‘to grind’, matched here with PNC *HĕmχwV ‘to grind’. The Nakh languages happen to have 

preserved cognates of the same words, e.g. Batsbi ħayrŭ, ħayrĭ ‘meal, flour’, ħayrĭ, ħayră ‘mill’, and 

aħ- ‘to grind’. (Bsq *orhe ‘dough’ seems to be a transposition of the same consonants: cf. Dargi 

Chiragh urχ:ʷab ‘mill, millstone’, with a similar transposition.) Bsq *-hali ‘meal, repast’, abstracted 

from words like EB gosari ‘breakfast’, bazkari ‘lunch’, bazkaldu ‘have lunch’, etc., seems to be 

related to Bsq *hel-tu ‘to bite’ ~ Hinukh hil- ‘to bite’, etc. < PEC *=iʡwVl ‘to feed on, eat, bite’ (see 

Verbs). Here too there is a transposition in Bsq *aɫha ‘feeding, grazing’. Dairy is very important in 

traditional Bsq culture, and several Bsq words in this field have NC cognates: EB esne ‘milk’ ~ PNC 

*šä̆nʔu id.; (h)oritz ‘colostrum’ ~ PNC *=HolǯĂ ‘to milk’; zen(-bera) ‘soft cheese’ ~ PEC *Hʒ́ĕmɨ̄ 

‘curds, butter’; gurin ‘butter’ ~ Lezgi ʁeri ‘butter’ < PEC *χǝrHV / *χHǝrV; etc. Bsq gazta ‘cheese’ is 

related to gatz ‘salt’ and gazi ‘salty’ (‘sour’ in some dialects) ~ (by metathesis) PEC *cạ̈̄kẉV ‘sour, 

raw’. The confusing array of Bsq words for ‘strawberry, blackberry, mulberry’, etc., is disentangled 

and matched with different NC etyma, e.g. (BN) marruhi ‘strawberry’ ~ Lezgi mere ‘blackberry’, 

etc.; but (AN) magauri, maguri ‘strawberry’ ~ Akhwakh muq’:ali ‘blackberry’, Rutul niɢɢä 

‘strawberry’, etc. (EB marrubi ‘strawberry’ is proper to Gipuzkoa, related to BN marruhi, and its 

resemblance to Lat. marrubium ‘horehound’ seems to be fortuitous.) EB masusta ‘blackberry’ is 

proper to B and G; other variants, such as (R) marzuza, give us a clue to the compound origin: *mar- 

(cognate with Tabasaran mere-r ‘blackberry’, etc.) + *susa / *susta (cognate with Tabasaran zimz-ar 

‘raspberry’, Agul ziwz-ar ‘strawberry’, etc.). 

 

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

P.1 meal 
(flour), 
dough 

*eihurin; 

*orhe 
Lezgi ʁür ‘meal, flour’, Khliut 

χür, Agul hụr, Rutul χʕur, 

Udi χari id.; Avar χ:ára-b 

‘meal, flour’; Ingush ħɔr ~ 

ħoar ‘meal, flour’, Batsbi 

ħayrŭ ~ ħayrĭ id., etc. 

*χHwVrV 
‘meal, flour’ 

559-561 

SKJa 183 

Basque (B) urun 
‘fine meal, flour’, 

(A) urun, irin, (c) 

irin, (Z) i(r)ín id. (M 
80; EDB 230); (BN-

arc) orhe ‘dough’, 
(Z) ó(r)he, (R) õre, 

(B, G, AN) ore, (G, 

Azk) orre id.; (BN, 
Z) orhantza ‘yeast, 

leaven’, (G) orrantz 

id., etc. (M 83, 331; 
EDB 314; OEH).1 

Orig 125: Bsq + 

Lezgi 

P.2 meal(-time), 
repast 

*-hali Hinukh hil- ‘to bite’, Tsezi 

ħan-, Khwarshi ħa:n- id.; 

*=iʡwVl Basque *-hali ‘meal, 
mealtime’, abstracted 

from compounds: 

                                                           
1 These forms are related to *eiho ‘to grind’ and *eihara ‘mill’ (Q.20, V.68). Apparently the awkward form 

*eihurin, with internal aspirate, was simplified to urun ~ irin (cf. *e=uri ‘rain’ in relation to *hur ‘water’). *orhe 

‘dough’ (with transposed *h) has infrequent “strengthening” of flap /r/ > trilled /ṙ/ in G, L and Azk (M 331). 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Kryz ʕül- ‘to eat’, Rutul =ile-, 

Budukh s-oʡul- id., Archi 

lah-bos ‘to get hungry’; Avar 

rehn- ‘to feed on something’; 

Batsbi q-aħ-ar ‘to bite’, l-aħ-

ar ‘to eat (together with 

something)’ [term.], l-eħ-ar id. 

[dur.], etc. Cf. PY *ʔir- ‘to 

eat’: Kott harai ‘bread, food’, 

etc. (SCG 111).  

‘to feed on, eat, 

bite’ 

625 

(B-arc) gosaari 

‘breakfast’ (< *gośa-

hali), (AN, B, G, L) 
gosari id., (AN) 

‘afternoon lunch, 

snack’ (see *gośe 
‘hunger, hungry’);2 

Cf. Bsq *aɫha 

‘feeding, grazing’ 
(N.25) and *hel-tu 

‘to bite’ (V.2) (M 

221, 246, 353; MDE 
IX 846, XV 831; HB 

314; EDB 77, 126, 

211, 341; OEH).  

P.3 milk *e=śene Andi š:imu ~ š:iw(u) 

‘milk’, Akhwakh s:ō, 

Akhwakh (Tsegob) s:in, 

Chamali s:īw̃ ~ š:iw, Botlikh 

š:iʔ̃u ~ š:iʔũ, Godoberi 

š:iw̃u, Karata š:iw ~ š:wi,̃ 

Bagwali š:ū ~ š:ī, Tindi šu 

id.; Chechen šin ‘udder’, 

Ingush šim, Batsbi ši ̃id.; 

Ubykh č́a ‘milk’, etc. (SKJa 
183). 

Cf. Burushaski *sịŋ ‘milk, 

yield of milk’, *sịŋ -̇t- ‘to 

milk’; PY *de(ʔ)n ‘nipple, 
milk’ (SCG 195). 

*šä̆mʔV 
‘milk, udder’ 

982 

*šä̆nʔu 
(Starostin 

1996a: 105) 
 

Basque (G-Burunda, 

Etxarri-Aranaz; AN-

Larraun, Ulzama, 
Erro, Olza; Bzt) 

esene ‘milk’, (B, G, 
AN, BN, L, Azk, 

Sal) esne, (A, R, Sal) 

ezne, (Z) ezné̃ (with 
voiced /z/), (B-

Aulestia, G-

Andoain) [ɛžne], etc. 
‘milk’; also (B, G, 

Sal, R) ‘sap’ (M 163-

4; MDE XII 823; 
EDB 182; OEH).3 

For Bsq zen-bera, 

etc., ‘soft cheese, 
queso fresco’, a 

distinct etymon, see 

*sen-(-bVrV), below 
(P.6). 

Orig 97: Bsq + 

Andi, Circassian, 
Abkhaz 

P.4 beestings, 
colostrum 

*ɦolaic Andi =erč’:- ‘to milk’, Avar 

=eč’:-, Tindi č:al- id.; Lak 

*=HoǯĂl 

~ *=HolǯĂ4 

Basque (BN, L) 

horitz ‘beestings, 

colostrum, first 

                                                           
2 Also: (Z-arc) barazkari ‘midday meal, lunch’, (c) bazkari, (Z) bazká(r)i, (B) beskari id. (cf. *barace ‘garden’); 

(BN) auhari ‘dinner (supper)’, (Z) aihá(r)i, (R) aigári, (B, G, BN, L) afari, (L) aphari, (B, G) apari, (Sal) abari, 

etc. (cf. *gau ‘night’?); (Z-arc) janhari ‘food, nourishment’, (c) janari id. (with jan- < *e=an ‘to eat’); old /l/ is 

retained in verbal forms: (B, G, L) gosal-du ‘eat breakfast’, (Z) bazkál-tü ‘eat lunch’, etc. Cf. also the interesting 

(L) sorgin-gosari ‘light meal eaten shortly after midnight’ (with sorgin ‘witch, wizard’: EDB 341). 
3 Bsq *ś is the expected correspondence to PNC *š, and this is attested in the trisyllabic variant esene, which is 

most frequent in northern and northwestern High Navarre communities and Baztan. The sibilant-nasal cluster in 

other dialects is resolved either as /śn/ or /sn/: “Esne es la forma mejor documentada” (OEH).  
4 The form *=HolǯĂ or *=HolĂǯ is not explicitly cited in NCED, but a metathesis is implicit in forms such as 

Andi =erč’:- ‘to milk’, Agul Burshag ʡülč:an-as ‘to wash’, Khinalug loži ‘to pour’ (matching the order of 

consonants in Bsq).     
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

ħač’a- ‘to drink’; Khinalug 

loži ‘to pour’; Dargi Akusha 

už-es ‘to drink’, Chiragh 

=erč:- /=uč:-, Urakhi =irǯ-

/=uǯ- id.; Circassian zǝ-n ‘to 

filter, strain’, Ubykh zǝ- etc. 

‘to milk; strain; 

pour; drink’ 
600 

milk’, (BN-

Hasparren) olitz, (Z) 
ó(r)itz, (AN, R) oritz, 

(B) oratz, oreitz, (B-

Elorrio) ogitz id., etc. 
(M 314; MDE XXI 

978; EDB 315; 

OEH).5  

P.5 cheese, 
whey 

*gasta-na 

*gas-hur 
Avar ts’:ék’a- ‘sour’; 

Khwarshi tsaqu; Lak 

ts:iχku- id; Dargi Akusha 

ts’ik’-si ‘sour’; Lezgi tsik’i 

‘raw’, Archi ts’ egw-du- 

‘rank, bitter’ etc. 
 

See further under Bsq *gac, 

*gasi ‘salt; salty, sour’ (P.23, 

R.57).  

*cạ̈̄kẉV 
 ‘sour, raw’  

356 

Bsq *gasta-na 

‘cheese’ > (B-arc) 

gaztaẽ, (B) gaztai, 

(AN, BN, L, R) 

gazna, (BN, L-

Ainhoa, Bzt) gasna, 
(Z) gazná, (R) gã́zta, 

(R-Uztárroz) ganzta, 

etc.; (B, G) gazur 
‘whey’, (BN, R) 

gaxur, (Z) gaxúr, (R, 

Sal) gaixur id. < 
*gas-hur ‘salty/sour 

water’; (B, G) gatzun 

‘whey’; ~ (c) gatz 
‘salt’, gazi ‘salty; 

sour’, etc., P.23, 

R.57 (M 145, 289, 
301; MDE XIII 330; 

EDB 202; OEH).6  

P.6 (soft) 
cheese 

*sen- 

[-bera] 
Hinukh tsen ‘curds’; Udi 

č:äin ‘butter’, Lezgi č’em, 

Tabasaran č:im, Agul č:aṃ 
id.; (with metathesis) Khinalug 

mic ‘butter, oil’; Chechen 

morza ‘whey, buttermilk’, 

etc.  

Cf. Burushaski *ćham- 

‘beestings; rich food, food with 
abundant butter’ (TOB). 

*Hʒ́ĕmɨ̄ 
‘curds, butter’ 

 624 

Basque (BN, Z) zen-

bera ‘soft cheese, 
cottage cheese, 

cream cheese’, (Z) 

zen-bé(r)a, (R) zén-
bra, (AN-Etxalar) 

zen-berun, (BN) zen-
borena, zen-bron, 

(BN-arc) zen-

berauen, (Bzt) zen-
deren, zen-dereben, 

etc., id. (M 164, 258; 

MDE XII 823; EDB 
373).7 

P.7 butter, 
grease 

*gurhi Lezgi ʁeri ‘butter’, Rutul 

χʕara-d, Budukh ħarǝ-ǯ id.; 

Tsezi χuri ‘piece of dry 
cheese’.  
 

*χǝrHV  

~ *χHǝrV 
‘butter, cheese’ 

1071 

Basque (Z) gu(r)hi 

‘fat, grease, butter’, 

(B-arc, BN) guri id., 
(Bzt) guri ‘butter’, 

(G, AN) gurin 

                                                           
5 The comparison requires metathesis of the type *HolĂǯ ~ *HoǯĂl (see pp. 201-03). 
6 For *gas-hur ‘whey’ see *hur ‘water’. For phonetic developments see Phonology, p. 138. For semantics cf. 

Lithuanian sūris ‘cheese’ (Russ. syr) ~ suras ‘salted’, Eng. sour, etc. (Buck 5.88). 
7 This word is not related to Bsq *e=śene ‘milk’, as some have thought. This is shown by the regular sibilant 

correspondences: PNC *ʒ́ = Bsq *s, but PNC *š = Bsq *ś (see Phonology, pp. 148, 151-52). The second 

morpheme -b(e)ra, etc. is unclear: seemingly bera ‘soft’; see M (164, note 17; 258). Cf. (B, G) gaztan-bera ‘soft 

cheese’, the western counterpart to eastern Bsq *sen-bera.  
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

A recessive etymon, attested in 

only four Dagestanian 

languages. 

‘butter; juice 

(vegetable or meat); 

custard’, (B-
Markina, Sal) guri 

‘robust, lush, soft, 

tender’, etc. (MDE 
XV 845; EDB 213).8  

U 583; Orig 145: 
Bsq + Lezgi 

P.8 tallow, 
grease 

*sinho Tindi ts’inɬu- ‘fat’ (adj.); 

Dargi Akusha ts’erx-si ‘fat’ 

(adj.), Chiragh ts’erx:-ze, 

Urakhi ts’irx id. 

A recessive etymon: Andian 
and Dargi. 

*cẹ̄nxwV 
 ‘fat’ (adj.) 

362 

Basque (BN) ziho 

‘fat, grease, tallow’, 

(Z) zího, (Bzt) zigo 
id., (BN-Bardoze) 

ziho ‘wax’; (R) ziã-

tu ‘cover oneself 
with grease, (oil) to 

coagulate’ (Jacobsen 

1995). 

P.9 grease, 
butter 

*koipe Akhwakh, Tindi k’wabi ‘sour 

cream’, Tsegob k’obo,  

Chamali k’wab id., Avar 

k’amá ‘butter’, Andi č’ami 
‘cheese’; Dargi Akusha 

k’ema ‘butter’, Chiragh 

k’ume ‘sour cream’; 

Tabasaran k’amu ‘butter’, 

Agul k’um ‘sour cream’; 

Khinalug k’en-dä ‘butter’, etc. 

*kạ̄mpǝ̄ 

~ *kạ̄mpā 
‘sour cream; 

butter’ 

716 

Basque (AN, BN-
Aldude, L) goipe 

‘butter, animal fat, 

melted fat, grease’,9 
(Z) goiphe, (B, G, 

AN, Bzt) koipe id., 

(AN, Z) ‘fat, plump’ 

(adj.). The Bsq-NC 

comparison features 

the match of Bsq *-
ip- ~ PEC *-mp-, a 

phenomenon found 

in other Bsq words: 
see Phonology, pp. 

180-81.10 goipe < 
*koipe (voicing 

dissimilation).   

P.10 meat, fish *čiči Lak č:ič:i ‘meat’ (nursery 

word); Chechen žiži-g ‘meat’. 

Cf. Burushaski *ćáća ‘meat’ 
(nursery word); transmitted to 

neighboring languages: Ossetic 

ʒīʒa ‘meat’; Shina ćáća. 

*ǯä̆ǯV 
‘meat’ 

1107 

Basque (B, G, AN, 

L, Z, R) txitxi ‘meat, 
fish’ (children’s 

word); ‘fleshiness’; 

(AN, BN) xixi, etc. 
(OEH).11  

                                                           
8 Cf. (AN, BN, L, R) urin ‘butter, grease, fat’, (Z) ú(r)in id., (AN, G) buriñ ‘custard’, assuming an early change 

of *gu > bu > u, although (Z) gurhi retains the /rh/ cluster. Thus an historical continuum *guri(n) > burin > 

urin, with dialectal words at each stage.  
9 It is unclear to what extent the Basque word refers to ‘butter’ or ‘cream’; it is often glossed as Span. ‘manteca’, 

which can mean ‘butter’, ‘cream’, or animal fat in general. AW KOIPE cites only “n. grease, animal fat. n. (fig.) 

filth, dirt, grime. n. (fig.) flattery.” 
10 “In P[roto-]A[ndian], simultaneously with denasalisation (*-mp- > -b-) the labialisation was transferred to the 

previous consonant” (NCED). Cf. Akhwakh Tsegob k’obo ‘sour cream’, with labialized first vowel, like Bsq 

*koipe. 
11 Contrary to a common belief among linguists, children’s words often have long pedigrees. Cf. Bsq *koko ‘egg’ 

(P.13), *nini ‘child, doll, pupil of eye’ (J.19). 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

BKE 23: Bsq + 

Chechen  

P.11 meat, flesh *ɦaragi Agul yaχ ‘fat (on meat)’, Kryz, 

Budukh yuχ ‘milk’; Avar naχ 

‘butter, oil, fat’; Dargi nerχ: 

‘melted butter’; Ubykh tχʷǝ 

‘fat’, etc.12  

*rĕnχwĂ 
‘fat, butter’ 

948 

Basque (BN, L) 
haragi ‘meat, flesh’, 

(A, B, G, AN, R) 

aragi id., (Z) a(r)ági 
id. (EDB 100; OEH). 

Not clear 
phonetically. Bsq *-

g- = PNC *-nχ- is 

normal (see p. 169), 

but initial *ɦ is 

puzzling.13  

P.12 beef, meat *geHeɫi 

 

~ 

*i=keɫ(a) 

 

~ *o=keɫV 

 

Dargi Chiragh, Urakhi q’ʕwal 

‘cow’, Akusha q’ʕal, Kubachi 

q’ʕul id.; Lak ụl  ‘cow’; Avar 

ʕalá ‘mare’. 14 

 

A recessive etymon, attested in 

three Dagestanian languages. 
 

*q̇ɦwĕɫV̄  

~ *q̇wĕɫɦV̄ 
‘large female 
domestic 

animal (cow, 

mare)’ 
917 

Basque (L-arc) 

geheli ‘(fresh) beef’ 
(17th c.), (B) geeli, 

geli ‘(fresh) beef, 

fresh meat’, (R, Bzt) 
geli, geli-ki ‘lean 

meat’; (with prefix 

*i=) (BN) ikhel 
‘fattened ox’, (AN) 

ikela id.; (with prefix 

*o=) (B) okela 
‘meat’, (L) okhela, 

okheli ‘meat; piece 

(of meat, cheese), 
morsel’, (Z) okela 

‘piece (of meat, 

cheese), morsel’ 
(MDE XXI 974; 

EDB 307).15  

Orig 201: Bsq + 
Dargi, Lak 

P.13 egg *koko Tsakhur q’uq’ ‘egg’, 

Tabasaran q’urq’u-r 

‘testicle’; Dargi Akusha q’ạq’ 

‘grain’; Hinukh q’aq’a-li 

‘small stone’; Andi ɢʷaɢʷa-l 
‘nut, walnut’, etc. 

*q̇wāq̇wV(-

ɫV) 
‘egg, grain, 
seed’ 

932 

Basque (B, G, BN) 

koko ‘egg’ (child’s 
word), (Sal, R) koko 

‘food (any kind)’.16  

                                                           
12 With some peculiar reflexes of the PNC resonant sequence *rĕn- (see NCED 45).  
13 Another case of archaic laryngeals, preserved in Bsq but lost in NC? See Phonology, p.177. 
14 /q’ˁ/ denotes [pharyngealized ejective uvular affricate], thus the reconstruction of PEC *q̇ɦ; /ụ/ denotes a 

pharyngealized vowel. 
15 Contra Michelena’s ingenious, but fanciful, derivation of okela < Lat. buccella ‘mouthful’, which has reflexes 

in Old Italian and in Alpine dialects (but referring to baked, dough-based foods), and none at all in Iberia (REW 

1359 ‘kleines Brot’). Besides this buccella can hardly account for the variants *i=keɫ(a) and *geHeɫi.   
16 A very old ‘nursery word’: cf. the notes to Bsq *nini ‘child, doll’ (J.19), *čiči ‘flesh’ (P.10). The ordinary 

Basque word for ‘egg’ is *aṙaulcV, so far of unknown origin. Am. Span. coca ‘eggshell; rind of fruit’, coco 

‘coconut’, etc., are traditionally derived from Lat. coccum ‘fruit stone’, of non-IE origin. This is one of many Lat. 

words that seem to come from a SC substratum, e.g. Ital. coccola ‘berry’, Neapolitan kokkolə ‘nutshell, eggshell, 

egg’, kuokkelə ‘eggshell’, etc. (REW 2009). 
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P.14 apple *śagaṙ Lezgi č:üχʷer ‘pear’, 

Tabasaran žiχir, Agul č:iχ̤ar, 

Tsakhur ǯɨχ̤ā, Kryz ǯüħür, 

Budukh čöħür.  

 

Cf. Burushaski *śuɣurí ‘pear’. 

Proto-Lezgian 

? *ǯum-

χIera 
‘pear’17 

893, 1107 

Basque (c) sagar 

‘apple’, (Z) ságar, 

(AN) saar id.; (c) 
sagardo ‘cider’ 

(contraction of 

*śagaṙ + *ardano 
‘wine’).  

U 582: Bsq + Lezgi, 

Agul, Tabasaran, 
etc.; Orig 286: Bsq 

+ Agul, Tabasaran, 

Lezgi18 

P.15 sloe, plum *ar=han Avar géni ‘pear’, Andi, 

Karata hĩhĩ id.; Bezhta, 

Hunzib hĩ ‘pear’; Chechen 
ʁam-maʁa ‘peach’, Ingush 
ʁa-maʁa  ‘apricot’, etc. 
Cf. Burushaski *ɣa-íŋ 
‘grapes’ (SCG 58: Bur *-íŋ 

[plural]).  

*ɣōnʡV 
‘pear’ 

475 

Basque (BN) arhan 

‘plum’, (Z) ã́(r)hãn, 

(B, G, AN, L, R) 
aran id., (B also) 

‘wild plum, sloe’ (M 

329; EDB 101). 
*ar= seems to be a 

rare class prefix (cf. 

*ar=dano ‘wine’, 
P.22); and see pp. 

58-71.19  

P.16 plum *ok-

(arhan) 
Andi oχi ‘sweet cherry’, 

Akhwakh aqi ‘grape’, Tindi 

aχi, Chamali aχ id., Karata 

aχe ‘garden’; Khwarshi, 

Inkhokwari oh ‘grape’; Dargi 

Chiragh aq ‘fruit(s)’, Akusha, 

Urakhi anq ‘garden’; Lak aq 

‘garden’; etc. 

*ʔĕqV 
‘grape; fruit; 

orchard, 

vineyard’ 

206 

Basque (B, G-

Etxarri-Aranaz, AN-

Arakil) ok-aran 

‘plum’, (AN-Olza) 

ok-arin, (AN-
Ilzarbe) uk-arain id., 

(B) txarri-ok-aran 

‘sloe’ (MDE XXI 
975; OEH). A 

compound with 
*ar=han, P.15.20  

P.17 grape *mahać Chechen ħamts ‘medlar’, 

Ingush ħamis-k id.; Avar ʕeč 

‘apple’, Andi inči, Akhwakh, 

Karata ʕeče id.; Tsezi heneš 

‘apple’; Lak hiwč; Dargi 

ʕints id.; Tabasaran wič 

‘apple’, Archi aṇš id.; 

*ʕämćō 
 ‘apple; medlar’ 

237 

Basque (BN, L) 

mahats ‘grape(s)’, 

(Z) mã́hãts, (B-
Bergara, Leintza) 

magats, (B, AN-

Larraun) maats, (B, 
G, AN, Bzt, Sal, R) 

mats, (B-Aulestia) 

matz id., etc. (M 113; 

                                                           
17 NCED (893) tries to explain the words with initial sibilant affricates [ǯ, ž, č:, č] “As for the strange first part 

*ǯu- … , it is most probable that we deal with a compound *ǯum-χIera ‘quince’ + ‘pear’ with the first component 

distorted.” Alternatively, a word such as *čVχʷVr ‘pear’ or ‘apple’ (supported by external comparison with Bur 

śuɣurí ‘pear’ and Bsq *śagaṙ ‘apple’) could have existed alongside *qHǖre or *qǖrʡe, was lost outside of 

Lezgian, and influence of *ǯum ‘quince’ was secondary or folk-etymological. 
18 Many scholars have remarked on Kartvelian look-alikes (Geo. (m)sχali, Mgr. sχuli, Chan. cχuli, Svan. icχi 

‘pear’), but their connection with the Bsq and Cauc words, if any, is problematic. 
19 Cf. Aragonese arañón ‘sloe’; Irish áirne, Welsh eirin, etc., probably ultimately < Vasconic (cf. REW 294). 
20 *ok-arhan may orig. have designated the cultivar plum (cf. Lak aq ‘garden’, etc.) as opposed to wild plums 

and sloes. 
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Khinalug mɨč id.; Abkhaz a-

báč̌ ‘medlar’, Adyge nāptsa 

id., etc. Cf. Burushaski 

*[m]ićí-l ‘pomegranate’ (SCG 
267). 

MDE XX 651; EDB 

278; OEH).21  

P.18 strawberry, 
blackberry, 
mulberry 

*maṙuhi  

~ *mahuṙi 
Lak mamari ’blackberry’; 

Lezgi mere ‘blackberry’, 

Tabasaran mer-er id.; Dargi 

Chiragh mimre ‘raspberry’ (< 

Lak?); Chechen mürg 

‘guelder-rose’,22 etc.  

Cf. Burushaski *mar- 
‘mulberry; grape’; PY 

*baʔr1ɨn / *banɨr1 ‘bird 
cherry’ (SCG 77). 

*mer(ʔ)V 
‘a kind of 

berry’23 

804 

Basque (BN-Aldude) 

mahurri 

‘strawberry’, (Sal) 
maurri, (G) marrubi, 

(L-arc) marrobi, etc. 

Probably of distinct 
origin from *maguli 

(P.20) due to the 

difference of *ṙ vs. 
*r. See Blending, 

pp. 214-18.24 Cf. 

*mihu-ri ‘seed, 
kernel’ for possible 

blending. 

*mar- 

~ *maṙ- 

Basque (Z) marhüga 
‘mulberry, 

blackberry’, (L) 

marzusta, (R) 
marzuza, (B, G) 

masusta, etc. (see 

P.19, below).25 

P.19 blackberry, 
mulberry 

*-susa 
 

in  

*maṙ-susa 

~ 

 *-sus(t)(r)a 

Agul ziwz-ar ‘strawberry’, 

Tabasaran zimz-ar 

‘raspberry’, Lezgi ts:emts:-er 
‘mulberry’; Dargi Kubachi 

ziza- ‘blackberry’ (< 

Lezgian?); Ingush ziza 

*ʒimʒV 
‘a kind of berry 

(or flower, 

blossom)’ 
1095 

 

Basque (L) marzusta 
‘blackberry, 

mulberry’,26 (R) 

marzuza, (Sal) 
marzoza, (BN) 

mazuzta, etc. (M 

284, 362; MDE XX 
674, 679, XXI 916; 

                                                           
21 The Bsq-NC comparison requires metathesis such as *m[a]ʕ[a]ćV > Bsq *mahać. Cf. the metathesis in Adyge 

nāptsa ‘medlar’ < *bantsa < *bVmc:ʷV (NCED). *bantsa is remarkably similar to Michelena’s *banats ‘grapes’. 

The semantic change of Bsq ‘grape’ ~ NC ‘medlar, apple’ ~ Bur. ‘pomegranate’ should not be surprising: cf. 

Rum poamă ‘fruit, apple’, dialect ‘grape’ ~ Fr pomme ‘apple’, etc. (Buck 5.71); and other ‘fruit’ etymologies in 

this section. 
22 A.k.a. ‘water elder, cramp bark, snowball tree, European cranberry bush’ (Wikipedia). 
23 Similar to the IE root *mor- ‘berry’, but since similar words are common in Eurasiatic languages (Altaic 

*méra, Uralic *marja, *mura) as well as Sino-Caucasian (Burushaski *mar-, Yeniseian *baʔr1ɨn ~ *banɨr1), it 

seems to go back to a deeper (Borean) level, and not recent borrowing.  
24 Derivation from Lat. marrubium ‘horehound’ (REW 5376) is hardly plausible semantically, as Trask admits, 

“even though the two plants are not similar” (EDB 284). Phonetic contamination between Bsq *maṙuhi and Span 

marrubio is possible.   
25 It is not entirely clear whether the individual words mean ‘mulberry’ or ‘blackberry’ (or both), since the 

Spanish gloss mora and French mûre in Azkue and other sources can include both. ‘Raspberry’ is usually 

designated with the addition of gorri ‘red’ (e.g., masustagorri in AW). 
26 As with the previous entry, it is not entirely clear whether the individual words mean ‘mulberry’ or 

‘blackberry’ (or both), given the ambiguity of Span mora, Fr mûre.  
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‘flower’, Chechen zaza 

‘blossom’, etc.  

EDB 285; OEH); 

(EB) masusta 

‘blackberry’ (AW).27 

P.20 strawberry *maguli 

~ *malugi  

 

Akhwakh muq’:ali 

‘blackberry’; Lak q’uṇuq’i 
‘strawberry’, Khosrekh 

q’ˁunuq’ˁi  'strawberry, 

raspberry'; Tabasaran niq:w ~ 

nimq: ‘strawberry’, Lezgi 

neq’i, Rutul niɢɢä, Tsakhur 

niq:äy id., etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *maɣar- 
‘mulberry’ (SCG 142). 

*niwɢV  
‘a kind of 

berry’ 

854 

Basque (AN) 
magauri, maguri, 

marauri, mauli 
‘strawberry’, (Bzt) 

mauri, (Sal) maurgi, 

(R) margu, (B) 
ma(i)llugi, (B, G) 

ma(i)lluki, (Bzt, Sal) 

malubi,  (Azk) 
maulubi, etc., id.; (R) 

mugurdi ‘raspberry’ 

(M 162; MDE XX 
653, 682, XXI 939; 

EDB 284).28 

BS 78: Bsq + EC  

P.21 honey *esti Tabasaran its:i ‘sweet’, Agul 

it:e-f, Rutul id-dɨ, Archi 

its’, its’: ‘sweet’, imts’  

‘honey’ (SKJa 182, 342) ; 

Tabasaran yič: ̌ ‘honey’, Agul 

it:ʷ, Rutul it ‘honey’; Avar 

hots’:ó ‘honey’, Andi 

hunts’:i; Akhwakh ũts’:i, 

Tindi hunts:i ‘honey’, etc. 

*mĭʒV  
‘sweet’,  
*hwmĭʒū 
‘honey’ 

824 

Basque (c) ezti 
‘honey; sweet’, also 

‘soft, meek’ in some 

dialects (MDE XII 
827; EDB 190; 

OEH).29  

BK 60: Bsq + Avar, 

Andi, etc.  

P.22 wine *ar(=)dano Tindi, Botlikh, Bagwali, 

Godoberi žana ‘wine’, Avar 

ža id., Andi žono ‘grape juice, 

syrup’; Archi čon ‘wine’; Lak 

zini ‘brewer’s yeast’; Tsezi 

*ʒ́w[ǝ̆]nʔi 
‘wine, honey’ 

1104 

*ðwǝ̄nʡi  
‘wine’ 

NCR 18530 

Basque (B-arc) 

ardão ‘wine’, (R) 
ardáũ, (Z) ardṹ ~ 

ardú, (B) ardao, 

ardau, (G, AN, Sal, 
Azk) ardo, (BN, L) 

arno, (BN-Garazi, 

                                                           
27 And more variants: (B, G) masusta, (B-Durango) masustra, (Z) masǘsa ‘mulberry’, (BN-Aldude) maxoxa 

‘mulberry’, mazura ‘blackberry’, (B?) masustra-gorri ‘raspberry’, etc. This looks like a compound of *mar-

/*maṙ- (see P.18) + *-susa, with many regular (a diminutive suffix *-ta) and irregular changes and 

contaminations, e.g. (AN-Lezaka) matsutsa (see *mahać ‘grape’). Many Romance words for ‘strawberry’, with 

shapes such as /madžusta/, /madzufo/, Lombardian magiostra, Friulian majòstre, etc. abound in French and 

northwestern Italian dialects, with no satisfactory explanation from Latin (REW 5250; Hub 27; Dieterlen & 

Bengtson 2016).  
28 Cf. Aragonese magorias ‘strawberries’ (Hub 27). *maṙuhi, above (P.18), is a distinct etymon. 
29 The Bsq phonetic development was something like *emsti > *ẽsti > *esti (cf. Archi its’ ‘sweet’, imts’ ‘honey’, 

etc.). For Bsq *-st- = PNC *-ʒ-, see Phonology: Basque “st-clusters”, p. 138. 
30 It is interesting that the older PNC reconstruction *ðwǝ̄nʡi ‘wine’ (1991) is closer to the Bsq form than the 

revised reconstruction *ʒ́w[ǝ̆]nʔi (1994). Of course both were formulated without any consideration of Bsq. 

Initial *ð occurred in only four words in the 1991 article, besides ‘wine’ there was *ðölögwV ‘alum’, *ðɔ̄ ‘I’ 

(pronoun), and *ðwĭmHV ‘thing’. The word for ‘alum’ is not found in NCED, the reconstruction for ‘I’ is now 

*zō, and ‘thing’ is a derivative of PEC *źwV ‘a pronominal (demonstr.) stem; thing’ (Tsez. šebin, Inkh. himon 

‘thing’, etc.). None of the last three words have Bsq cognates.  
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šay ‘wine’, Khwarshi ša id.; 

Ubykh sʷanǝ́ ‘honey’, Adyge 

śʷawǝ id., etc. 

 Hasparren) ano; (arc) 

{ardum} = /ardũ/ 
(Aymeric Picaud, 

12th c.) (M 127, 151; 

HB 44; EDB 102; 
OEH).31  

P.23 salt 
 
(cf. sour, 
salty, 
cheese) 

*gac 

~ *gasi 

 

Avar ts’:ék’a- ‘sour’; 

Khwarshi tsaqu; Lak 

ts:iχku- id; Dargi Akusha 

ts’ik’-si ‘sour’; Lezgi tsik’i 

‘raw’, Archi ts’ egw-du- 

‘rank, bitter’ etc. 

*cạ̈̄kẉV 
 ‘sour, raw’ 

 356 

Bsq (c) gatz ‘salt’, 

gazi ‘salty’, (AN, G) 
‘sour, acidic’, (AN-

Irun) katz ‘salt’, gatzi 

‘salty’, etc. (M 145, 

301; EDB 202; 

OEH). Cf. Bsq 

*gasta-na ‘cheese’ 
(P.5). For phonetics 

and semantics cf. 

sour, salty, under 
Adjectives (R.57).  

 

Artifacts 1: Buildings and furnishings, enclosures. Bsq-NC cognates reflect a late 

Paleolithic/early Neolithic cultural level. One of the oldest Bsq-NC comparisons (e.g., Trombetti) is 

that of Bsq etxe (older and dialectal etse) ‘house’ and PNC *c[̣ī]yu ‘house’, widely attested in Nakh 

languages (ts’a ‘house, room’), Khinalug (ts’wa), WC (Ubykh tswəyá), and in Avar, Andian, Lak, and 

Lezgian, thus virtually a pan-North Caucasian etymon. Bsq ola, olha ‘forge, cabin, cottage’, etc. is 

tentatively identified with PEC *ɦwVla-qē ‘hearth’.1 Bsq sare ‘net, web, grill’ (which is now used 

also for the World Wide Web)2 is attested in Bizkaian as sale, which has evaded the usual change of 

*-l- > /r/, and refers to a grill or fence-like structure (estacada / palissade) placed in front of a manger 

to restrict the movements of  the animals’ muzzles. This sale /śale/ is close in sound and meaning to 

NC words like Tindi čali ‘enclosure for milking sheep’, Dargi čạli ‘fence’; cf. (G, AN) saroi, saroe 

‘sheepfold, pasture’, a compound of Bsq *śale ‘net, grill’ + *ohe ‘bed’. Bsq baratze ‘garden, orchard’ 

is related to PEC *bărǯV (~ *wărǯV) ‘enclosure’. Bsq mahai(n) ‘table’ is compared with NC words 

like Bezhta maha ‘door-frame’ < PEC *mɦăʡnē, probably from a common source that meant ‘board’ 

or ‘plank’. Bsq ohe ‘bed’ is compared with NC words like Tabasaran aχi-n ‘bed’ (< aχ- ‘to sleep’). 

 

                                                           
31 The stem variant *ardan- in (B, G, L) ardan-degi ‘tavern, wine bar’, etc., supports the reconstruction *ardano. 

In haplologic compounds (c) garagardo ‘beer’ (*garagaṙ ‘barley’ + *ardano), sagardo ‘cider’ (*śagaṙ ‘apple’ + 

*ardano), etc. The phonetic match of PNC *ʒ́ = Bsq *d is unique, and Bsq *ar= may be a rare class prefix (cf. 

*ar=han ‘plum’), or an obscure compounded element. Possibly PNC *ʒ́ in this case was derived from a 

palatalized dental stop such as /dy/?  
1 See the full etymology for semantic explanations and proposed analysis of PEC *ɦwVla-qē ‘hearth’. 
2 “Internet mundu osoan zabalduta dagoen sareen sare erraldoi bat da.” [‘The Internet is a huge network of 

networks that is widespread throughout the world.’] https://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet 

https://eu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
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Q.1 house *e=će Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi 

ts’a  ‘house, room’; 

Khinalug ts’wa  ‘house’; 

Avar ts’á-ra-ki ‘house, 

household’, Andi č’a-ri-

ko id.; Tsakhur yits’a  

‘sty, cattle shed’; Lak 

ts’iya-lu ‘earthen roof’; 

Ubykh tswəyá ‘house, 

room’, Bzyb á-ću 

‘village’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *=yeéś 

‘permanent residence’. 

*c[̣ī]yu 
‘house’ 

364 

Basque (A, B, Sal, R) etse 

‘house, home’, which seems to 

be the most archaic form, (B-
Gernika, etc.) etze, elsewhere 

mainly the palatalized etxe, 

also (B, G, AN) itxe. There is 
a common derivative etxola, 

itxola (*e=će + *oɫha, Q.4) 

‘cottage, cabin’; (A, B-arc) 
etsa-jaun ‘goblin’ (lit. ‘lord of 

the house’),3 etc. (M 67, 126, 

157, 192; MDE XI 617; EDB 
184; OEH).4  

Orig 77: Bsq + Chechen, 

Batsbi, Khinalug 

Q.2 shelter *lape Chechen, Ingush laba 

‘shed; peak of cap’; Avar 

tɬ’eb ‘stone’, Chadakolob 

t’eb ‘millstone, 

whetstone’; (with 

metathesis) Khwarshi, 

Inkhokwari botɬ’o ‘stone 

plate, stone for fastening 

the roof’.  

*ƛẹ̆ṗV̄ 
‘shed, stone 
plate’ 

777 

Basque (Z) lape ‘shelter under 

the eaves of a roof’ (‘refugio 
bajo el alero de un tejado / abri 

sous un avant-toit’ (Azkue; 

MDE XIX 311; OEH). 
Apparently an isolated 

northeastern Bsq word, but a 

good phonetic and semantic 
match to the sparsely attested 

EC word. 

Q.3 gutter *i=to- Akhwakh =et’w- ‘to drip, 

flow’, Chamali t’e-d-, 

Karata t’or- id., Avar t’e- 

‘to pour’; Tsezi et’w- ‘to 

pour’, Bezhta =ot’- id.; 

Lak =u=t’i-n ‘to pour’; 

(with preverbs) Dargi 

Kubachi k-at’- / kat:-it’- 

‘to pour’; Khwarshi g-it’- 

id., etc. 

*=V̄tẉV 

‘to pour, soak’ 

1034 

Basque (G) itokin, itoki 
‘gutter’, (B-Lekeitio, Markina) 

itogin, (B) itugin, itoin, (L) 

ithoitz, (L-Ainhoa) itaitz, (L-
coast) itaitzur, (G, AN) 

itaizur, (L, BN-Aldude, Sal, 

Bzt, R) itaixur, (G) ittotti, etc. 
(M 292; EDB 232; OEH: 

ITOGIN, ITAXUR). Many 

variants, all derived from the 
same root as Bsq *ito ‘to 

drown’ (V.65), *i=tuṙi 

‘fountain, spring’ (E.7). 

Q.4 forge, 
cabin 

*oɫha Lak wilaχ ‘hearth, 

fireplace’; Rutul laχ 

‘hearth’, Tsakhur laχ:a 

‘oven (for baking bread)’; 

*ɦwVla-qē 
‘hearth’5 

540 

Basque (BN) olha ‘forge, 
foundry’, (B, G, AN) ola id., 

(Z) ólha ‘shepherd’s hut, 

cabin, cottage’, (L) olha 

                                                           
3 Cf. e.g. Swed tomte-bisse, tomte-gubbe ‘old man of the (building) lot’, now usually just tomte; Russ. domovoj 

‘brownie, goblin’ (< dom ‘house’), etc. 
4 Note the similar forms of Bsq (c) etxe-ra-ko ‘intended for the house’~ Andi č’a-ri-ko ‘house, household’. 

Etxerako seems to be the same as the Bsq destinative form (HB 93). It is not certain to what extent Bsq -ra-ko 

corresponds etymologically to Andi -ri-ko. The denominative suffixes, Bsq *-ko and Andi -ko, seem to be 

cognate.  
5 This PEC form looks like an old compound, perhaps *ɦwVla-qē < *ɦwVla-qǝ̆lV̆ (*qǝ̆lV̆ ‘house, hut’), with the 

second lateral dropped by dissimilation or haplology (see p. 203). In any case, only the PEC segment *ɦwVla- is 

compared with Bsq *oɫha. 
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Chamali, Tindi, Karata 

aq:u ‘hearth, fireplace’, 

Andi aq:i, Akhwakh 

ãq:e-lo id. (with a former 

locative suffix); Tsezi aχa 

‘hearth’, Bezhta ãχo id..  

‘country house, tent, cabin’, 

(R-Vidángoz) õla ‘cabin, 
cottage’. Ol(h)a is an element 

in numerous place names, and 

in modern Bsq the meaning 
‘forge’ has been extended to 

‘factory’ (M 207, 321; MDE 

XXI 976; HB 338; EDB 308; 
OEH).6  

Q.5 stable, 
hall, 
nook 

*o=keɫu Dargi Akusha, Urakhi qali 
‘house, room’, Akusha 

qal-č ‘roof’; Tabasaran, 

Agul, Rutul χal ‘house’, 

Archi χal ‘nest’, χali 
‘family’ (< ‘*household’), 

Kryz, Budukh χal ‘roof’; 

Avar, Chadakolob hor 

‘mow, hayloft, shed’, etc. 

*qǝ̆lV̆ 
‘house, hut’ 

889 

Basque (A) {oquelua} = 

okelu-a ‘corner, nook’, (B, G) 

okellu ‘stable, corral’, (B) 

ukullu id., (B) okolo, okolu, 

oko(i)llu ‘corner’, (G) okolu 
‘yard’, (BN-Amikuse, Z) 

okholü id., (G) okullu, okollu, 

ikullu ‘hall’ (M 83; EDB 307; 
OEH).7  

Q.6 corral, 
yard 

*lobi- Akhwakh tɬ’uhu-r ‘shed, 

barn’, Tsegob t’obo-r 

‘shed’, Tlanub t’or id.; 

Bezhta tɬ’ibe ‘shed, 

hayloft’, Hunzib tɬ’ibe-r 
id., etc. 

*ƛẉibV 
‘shed, barn, 

granary’ 
783 

Basque (BN-Amikuse) lobiro 

‘cattle yard, corral, fence’, (L, 

Z) lobio id. (Pouvreau, 17th c.; 
cf. MDE XX 641; OEH; REW 

4936). The proposed 

derivation < Germanic *laubja 
‘vine arbor’ is dubious: the 

Bsq word denotes quite a 

different kind of structure. 

Q.7 net, grill *śale 

 
Avar čalí ‘fence, wattle-
fence; enclosure’, Tindi 

čali ‘enclosure for milking 

sheep’; Dargi čạli ‘fence’; 

Tabasaran ar-čil ‘fence’, 

Udi čal id., Rutul čal 
‘enclosure for milking 

sheep’. 

*čɦaɫē 
‘enclosure, 

fence’ 

343 

Basque (c) sare ‘net, 

network’, (B) sale ‘grill in 

front of manger’,8 (AN) sare 
id., (BN) sare ‘manger’; 

compounds: (AN) saroe 

‘sheepfold, barn’, (G-
Andoain) sarobe, (G, AN, BN, 

L, Bzt) saroi, (R) saroĩ, (Sal) 

saure, (AN-Erroibar, Azk) 
sario id., etc. (< *śare + *ohe 

‘bed’), etc.; (B, G) sal-etxe 

‘sheepfold, barn’ < *śal- + 
*e=će ‘house’ (M 121, 177; 

EDB 337; OEH). 

Q.8 garden, 
orchard 

*barace Hinukh, Bezhta, Hunzib 

bež ‘enclosure (for sheep), 

*bărǯV 

~ *wărǯV 

Basque (AN, BN, Bzt, Z, R) 
baratze ‘garden, orchard’, (R-

                                                           
6 For semantic range cf. English stove ~ Norw. stova (stue) ‘cottage, hut; (living-) room’, Swed. stuga ‘cottage, 

cabin’, Ger. Stube ‘room’ (orig. ‘heated room’), etc. (Buck 7.21). So in Bsq, ‘hearth, forge’ > ‘heated room’ > 

‘cabin’, etc. 
7 The proposed derivation from Lat. locellum is highly questionable, and Bsq *o=keɫu matches PEC *qǝ̆lV̆ very 

well, phonetically and semantically. Michelena himself (M 83) remarks that the specialized meanings of the 

Romance words < locellum are quite distant from the Bsq meanings (e.g., Span. lucillo ‘burial urn’: see Dicc; 

REW 5095); and there is the phonetic assumption of dissimilation to explain loss of initial /l/ in Bsq. 
8 Azkue defines Bizkaian sale more precisely as “Estacada puesto delante de pesebre para que los animales solo 

pueden asomar el morro.” 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

sheepfold’; Chechen 

boža-l ‘stall, stable’; Avar 

bežé-n ‘corn-bin’. A 

Nakh-Western Dagestanian 
isogloss.9  

Cf. Burushaski *bac ̣‘shed 
for goats and sheep’ (SCG 

215). 

‘enclosure’10 

1039 
Uztárroz, Isaba) bartze, (G, 

AN, L, Bzt, Sal, R) baratz, (B, 

G) baratza id.; (G, AN) baratz 
‘cromlech, stone circle’ (M 

161-2; MDE IX 844; OEH).  

One of several words in which 
Bsq has preserved earlier 

*CVRVCV structure: cf. Bsq 

*Koroc ‘dung’ ~ PEC 
*k[̣u]rčṾ id.  

Q.9 table *manhai11 Bezhta maha ‘door-

frame’, Hunzib maha-χ 

id. (-χ locative); 

Avar ráhu-maħi 
‘threshold’ (ráhu ‘door’), 

Avar Keger rahu-nuħ-

bi ‘door-frame’ (-bi pl.); 

Chechen neʕ ‘door’, 

Ingush niʕ, Batsbi nʕajʔ-

sa  ‘door’. 

Cf. Burushaski *man 
‘platform for sitting (in 

house or garden)’ (SCG 

144). 

*mɦăʡnē 
‘door; part of 

door’ 
813 

Basque (BN, L, Z) mahain 

‘table’, (Z) mãhã́ñ, (BN, L) 
mahin, (BN) mahai, mahi, (G) 

maai, (A, B, G, AN, Sal, R) 

mai, (AN-Erro) mae id.; also 
‘platform’ (MDE XX 650; 

EDB 278; OEH).  

“A regular ‘table’ for serving 
meals and for other 

purposes …, was a common 

article of furniture in Greece 
and Rome,” only later in 

northern Europe (Buck 7.44). 

A {maya} ‘the table’ attested 
already in 1562 (Landucci).12 

Q.10 bed  *o=he Tabasaran aχi-n ‘bed’ 

(aχ- ‘to sleep’), Agul 

(Burshag, Fite) aχu-n 

‘bed’, Agul (Richa, 

Burkikhan) aχ-un 

‘mattress’ (Agul aχa- ‘to 

sleep’); Lak =aha-n ‘to 

fall’, etc. 

*=aχV-r 
‘to lie, fall’ 

273 

Basque (BN, L) ohe ‘bed’, (Z) 

óhe, (BN-Aldude, Baigorri) 

ofe, (B, AN) obe, (B-Bergara, 
Leintza) uge, (B, G) oge, oe, 

oi, (R) oe, oi, etc. (M 329; 

MDE XXI 969; EDB 304; 
OEH). In some dialects the *h 

after labial /o/ has changed as 

*oh(w)e > *oɣ(w)e > [oβe] 
(written obe), or *oh(w)e- > 

ofe.13  

 

                                                           
9 Internal *-r- in PEC *bărǯV is reconstructed on circumstantial evidence. The retroflex affricate in Burushaski 

*bac ̣may imply a lost *r. 
10 NCED gloss is ‘enclosure; corn-bin, shed’, of which ‘enclosure’ is primary. Initial *b ~ *w is uncertain since 

both proto-phonemes merge in the languages cited, as they also do in Bsq. 
11 Michelena proposed ‘Tal vez de *manai’ (OEH: MAHAI). Perhaps instead *mahane? (~ PEC *mɦăʡnē). 
12 For NC ‘door’ ~ Bsq ‘table’, presumably from ‘board, plank’: cf. some developments Indo-Aryan: OI 

bhitta- ‘*split timberʼ; ‘fragment; wall’ (IE *bheid- ‘bite, break’) > Kati bitíl ‘plank, roof-plank’; 

Dameli bit ‘rafter, roof-plank, table’; Pashai (Areti) bidók ‘table’; Panjabi bhitt ‘half of double door, window’, 

Panjabi (Kangra) bhittu ‘board, door, half of double door’, etc. (T 9493).  
13 Note that intervocalic plosives in Bsq are pronounced as weak continuants or approximants, i.e. written -b-, -

d-, -g- are realized as [β], [ð], [ɣ], respectively (HB 84), much as in Castilian.  
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Artifacts 2: Tools.  As discussed in detail elsewhere (“the aizkora controversy”, pp. 229-30), the 

Bsq tool terms (h)aitzur ‘hoe’,14 (h)aiztur ‘shears, scissors’,15 and (h)aizkora ‘ax’16 have nothing in 

common etymologically (except secondary contaminations), and none of them are related to Bsq haitz 

‘rock, stone’:17 see also the masterly rebuttal by Trask (HB 290). There are several remarkable 

agricultural terms: Bsq *arhe ‘harrow, rake’ ~ PEC *ʁarhV ‘harrow’; Bsq *laia ‘two-pronged fork 

for loosening soil’ ~ PEC *ƛṾχwV ‘rake’; Bsq *śa-ɦarde ‘(pitch-)fork’ ~ PEC *yă[l]ƛwV ‘wooden 

shovel’. The element *ɦarde occurs also in Bsq *mar[c]-ɦarde ‘pruning hook’, etc. (cf. PNC 

*mä̆rć(w)Ē ‘knife, sickle’. 

 

 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Q.11 knife, 
shears 

*haisto 

 

*haisto-ṙ 

Chechen sto ‘chisel’, 

Ingush osta, Batsbi 

st’o id.; Akhwakh 

aža-lo ‘chisel’, N. 

Akhwakh iži, Ratlub 

iži-n, Chamali, 

Karata aza-l, Tindi 

aza-r id; Adyge pcǝ 

‘chisel’, Kabardian 

bʒǝ id. 

*HăyʒV̄ 
‘chisel’ 

542 
SKJa 138 

Basque (R-Uztárroz, Isaba) aizto 

‘knife’, (R-Uztárroz) aixto, (R, 

AN) aĩnzto id.; (AN-Ulzama) 
aiztor ‘scissors, shears’, (BN, L) 

haiztur, (AN, BN, R, Bzt, Sal) 

aiztur, (BN, L) haixtur, aixtur, 
(Z) háxtür, (R) aĩnzter, aizter id., 

aĩnztur ‘pincers, pliers’ (HB 289; 
EDB 82-83; OEH). Apparently 

some of these words and Bsq 

*hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, axe’ (Q.13) have 
cross-contaminated with each 

other and with *ɦaic ‘rock’ 

(D.15).18 

Q.12 whetstone,  
to whet 

*labain- Adyge, Kabardian ɬǝ-
n ‘to whet’; Bezhta 

iɬo ‘flint, flint stone’, 

Hunzib ilu id.; 

Chechen älχa 

‘whetstone’, Ingush 

älχ, Batsbi atχĕ id.; 

Chamali, Tindi =āh- 

‘to whet’, etc.  

*ʔāλwE  
‘to whet, 

sweep; 

whetstone’ 
201 

 

Basque (G) laban-arri 
‘whetstone’ (*haṙi ‘stone’), (AN, 

G) labana, labaiña, labaña 

‘knife, razor’,19 (B) laban-du ‘to 
slip, slide; polish, furbish’, (A) 

labayn-du ‘to slip, slide’, etc. (M 

139, 161; EDB 258).20 
Bsq retains an archaic syllabic 

structure, *labai-n- < *λāwE-n- 

or the like, remodeled in PNC as 
*ʔāλwE (see pp. 90-91). 

Q.13 hoe, 
spade, 
pickax 

*hailcu-ṙ Andi anži-di ‘axe’, 

Avar ʕaš-t’í, Karata 

anži-to, Akhwakh 

ãži-te, Bagwali 

*ɦwālźV 
‘axe’ 

533 

Basque (AN-Bortziriak, Ulzama, 

Olza)  ailtzur ‘tool for working 
with soil’, (AN-Bortziriak, 

Arakil, Ulzama, Egüés, Artzi, 

Erro, Ilzarbe) altzur, (AN-

                                                           
14 Cognate with PEC *ɦwālźV ‘axe’. 
15 Cognate with PNC *HăyʒV̄ ‘chisel’. 
16 From Latin asciola ‘little ax’ (cf. Spanish azuela ‘adze’), with secondary blending from Bsq (h)aitzur and/or 

(h)aiztur. 
17 Cognate with PNC *ɦǝ̄mVcọ̆ ‘stone’ (see D.15). 
18 On the supposed relationship between Bsq haiztur ‘scissors’, haintzur ‘hoe’, and haitz ‘rock’, see the section 

The importance of external comparison: the “aizkora controversy,” on pp. 229-30.   
19 There may be some contamination with reflexes of Lat. novacula ‘razor’ > Cat. navalla, Port. navalha, Sp. 

navaja (REW 5965); cf. Bsq (Z) nabéla, (R) ñabla, (Sal) nabla ‘razor’ (M 161).  
20 For the semantic connection of ‘slip, slide > rub > polish, whet’ cf. German schleifen, Scheifenstein, etc. 
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 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

anži-t id.; Khwarshi 

ũž ‘axe’; Chechen 

bʕosta ‘butt (of an 

axe)’, Ingush 

bʕasta-m id. 

Ulzama, Erro) alzur, (AN-

Larraun, Arakil, Olza) eltzur, (G-

Beterri) altxur id., (L) haintzur, 
(R) aintzur, (AN-Erro) antzur, 

(BN, L) haitzur, (Z) háitzür, (B, 

G, AN) atxur, (G, Bzt, Azk, Sal) 
aitzur, etc. (HB 289; EDB 82-83; 

OEH).21 

Q.14 harrow *arhe Andi ʁari ‘harrow’, 

Avar ʁár-ize ‘to 

harrow’, ʁári 
‘wooden ladder’;22 

Lak ʁay ‘harrow’; 

Lezgi, Tabasaran 

ʁar ‘harrow’. 

A recessive etymon: 

attested only in 

Dagestan. 

*ʁarhV 
’harrow’ 

477 

Basque (BN, L) arhe ‘harrow, 
rake’, (Z) á(r)he, (B, G, AN) 

are , (G, AN, BN, L) arre id.; (B) 

ara ‘harrow (with 16, 20, or 24 
prongs)’; (B, G) esku-are, esku-

ara ‘(hand-)rake’ (M 211; EDB 

101; OEH). PSC *χarh[e] > 
*harhe > Bsq *arhe (Bsq does 

not permit two aspirates in the 

same word: pp. 169, 177). 
BKE 100: Bsq + Lezgi  

Q.15 fork, spade *lai[h]a Avar tɬ’:oχ:-órχ:o 

‘rake’, Akhwakh 

tɬ’:oχ:-oχ:or, 

Karata tɬ’:oχ:-oroχ: 

id.; Bezhta tɬaχ-

dami ‘rake’, tɬaχa 
gul- ‘to scrape, 

scratch’, tɬaχ-tɬ- ‘to 

comb’, Hunzib tɬɔχ-
tɬelaru ‘curry-

comb’.23 

*ƛṾχwV 

~ *ŁVχwV 
‘rake’  

781 

Basque (B, G, AN, L-Biriatu, R-

Uztárroz) lai ‘two-pronged fork 

used for loosening soil’, (AN-
Oyarzun) lain, (B-Eibar) laixa 

/layša/ (MDE XIX 297; HB 290, 

418; EDB 259; OEH). PSC *χ 

becomes Bsq *h initially and 

between vowels. In this case all 

attestations are from non-
aspirating dialects, so the 

reconstruction could be *laiha 

(see Phonology, p. 169). 
Borrowed in Spanish as laya.24 

Q.16 rake, fork *śa-

ɦarde 

Proto-Lezgian *yirλʷ 

‘wooden shovel’ > 
Lezgi, Tabasaran 

yirf, Rutul yif id.; 

Tsezi, Hinukh aku 

‘wooden shovel’, 

Khwarshi ãku, 

Bezhta äko, Hunzib 

eg̃u id.  

*yă[l]ƛwV 
‘wooden 

shovel’ 
673 

Basque (L) saharde ‘rake, 

harrow, pitchfork (with two 
tines)’, (Z) saharte, (L, Bzt) 

sagarde, (Sal) sardei  ’pitchfork’, 

(G, Bzt, R) sarde ‘pitchfork (with 
3 prongs)’, (B, AN, Bzt) sarda 

‘large wooden rake, harrow’, (Z) 

sárde ‘pitchfork (with three 
prongs)’, sardieta ‘dinner fork’, 

(L-Sara) saharde, sardeska 

‘dinner fork’, etc. (EDB 337; 

                                                           
21 Sorting out precise definitions of each word is bewildering, since glosses include (Sp.) ‘azada, azadón’, (Fr.) 

‘tranche, marre, bêche, pioche, houe’, (Eng.) ‘hoe, heavy hoe, mattock’, etc. The precise shape and use of the 

tool varied in different parts of Basque Country. 
22 “…the semantic shift was probably conditioned by the external similarity of the wooden harrow and the 

wooden ladder” (NCED). 
23 A western Dagestanian (Avar-Andi-Tsez) isogloss. Most of the words are compounds. 
24 “(Del vasco laia). Instrumento de hierro con cabo de madera, que sirve para labrar la tierra y revolverla. Lleva 

dos puntas, y en la parte superior del cabo tiene una manija atravesada, que se ase con ambas manos para apretar 

con ellas al mismo tiempo que se aprieta con el pie” (Dicc). 
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 (gloss) Basque North 
Caucasian 

Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Velar reflexes of PEC 

*ƛw are regular in 
Tsezian. 

OEH). See also *mar[c]-ɦarde, 

below (Q.17).25 

Q.17 fork, hook *mar[c]- 

ɦarde 
Hunzib mišu 

‘sickle’; Chamali 

mirča ‘dagger’, 

Bagwali miča  
‘dagger’; Adyge ʁʷǝ-

pč ‘sickle’, 

Kabardian ʁʷǝ-bža 

‘sickle’, Ubykh pč́a- 

‘to cut, hew down 

(trees, etc.)’. 
Cf. Burushaski 

*manc ̣‘axe, adze’ 
(SCG 142). 

*mä̆rć(w)Ē  
‘knife, sickle’26 

822 

Basque (BN) martxite ‘pruning 

hook’, matxarde ‘prop (for weak 

branches), tongs (for harvesting 
chestnuts)’, (AN, L, Bzt, BN, Z, 

R) matxarde ‘fork, prop’, (B, G) 
matxarda ‘fork for removing burr 

from chestnuts’, (G, AN, Z) 

matxite ‘machete’, etc. (M 68; 

MDE XX 674; EDB 285; 

OEH).27 Apparently an old 

compound of *marc- + *ɦarde 
(see *śa-ɦarde ‘rake, fork’, 

Q.16), with /rc/ > /rč/ by 

expressive palatalization. 

 

Artifacts 3: Tools and terms associated with processing cereal crops. 

 
 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Q.18 threshing 
floor 

*laṙain Archi tɬorom ‘threshing 

board’; Avar lol ‘threshing 

board’, Andi loli ‘threshing; 

threshing-floor’, Tindi rali 
‘grain ready for threshing’, 

Karata lale ‘threshing’; 

Tsezi reɬa-y ‘threshing’, 

Hinukh reɬa, id.; Batsbi 

arl- ‘to thresh’, 

Chechen ār-, Ingush ard-; 

Tindi =eli-̃; Bezhta =ol- ‘to 

*=V̄rŁV 
‘to thresh’ 

1031 

Basque (B, G, AN, L, Bzt, 

Z) larrain ‘threshing floor’, 
(AN) larrein, (G) larran, 

(B) larren, larrin, (A) 

larrin, (with expressive 
palatal) (R) larren, llarren, 

llarne id.; Oihenart (17th c.) 
largan(a) ‘threshing floor 

outside the house’ (M 165, 

195; MDE XIX 315, 316; 
EDB 262; OEH). The PEC 

structure *=V̄rŁV is the 

result of a common 

transposition < PSC *rVŁỺ 

~ *ŁVrỺ (see pp. 90-91). 

                                                           
25 For Bsq *-rd- < lateral affricate, see Phonology, pp. 154-58. If Bsq *-ɦarde is related to PEC *yă[l]ƛwV, the 

segment *śa- indicates some kind of compound word (there is no Bsq prefix *śa-), perhaps a haplologic 

compound (see p. 203) with Bsq *śarha-tu ‘to clear land’, i.e. *śarha-ɦarde > *śáɦarde (?), suggested by the 

meaning ‘rake’. The oldest meanings involve ‘wooden rake, harrow, fork’, and development to ‘dinner fork’ is 

presumably recent; Z sardieta was apparently blended with Rom. (cf. Fr. fourchette). 
26 According to NCED the first vowel could have been either *-i- or *-ä̆-; the latter is more compatible with the 

Bsq forms.  
27 Bsq > Span. machete, which, like the Bsq words above, is not plausibly related to Sp. macho ‘sledge hammer, 

anvil’ (REW 5347 < Lat. marculus ‘small hammer’), since there is no semantic similarity of ‘fork, hook, tong’ 

with ‘hammer’. PNC *mirć(w)Ē, with the meaning ‘sickle’ in Tsezian and Circassian, is semantically compatible 

with Bsq martxite ‘pruning hook’ and matxite ‘machete’. For the element *-arde cf. Bsq *śaɦarde ‘fork’, etc. 

(Q.16). 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

thresh’, etc.28 Cf. Burushaski 

*daltá-n- ‘to thresh’ < 

*rVŁỺ (SCG 182). 

Q.19 heap, 
stack, 
thresh 

*eulci Hunzib ɨz̃ ‘a bundle of 

sheaves’; Chechen ös 

‘bundle of (3 or 4) sheaves’ 

(oblique base ȫsa-), Ingush 

es id. (oblique base eso-). 

A recessive etymon attested 

in only three languages.29 

*ʔēlśV 
 ‘a bundle of 

sheaves’ 

208 

Basque (G, AN) eultze 
‘heap of corn to be 

threshed’,30 (Bzt, Sal, R) 

eultzi, (Azk) aultze, (G, 
AN) ultzi, (AN-Auritz, BN-

Orreaga) ulzi, (R-

Vidángoz) eltzu, (R-

Uztárroz) eltze, (Z) eltzü, 

(Bzt) untzi id. (M 99; MDE 

XII 805; EDB 185; OEH).31   

Q.20 mill *eihera Chechen ħer (ħēra-) 

‘mill’, Ingush ħayra, Batsbi 

ħayrĭ, ħayră id.; Tsezi 

aʁur, aʁuṛ ‘mill, 

millstone’; Akhwakh Tlanub 

χel-ar ‘mills’ (pl.), Karata 

Anchikh χʷar-e id., Bagwali 

hwab ‘mill’ / hʷar- 

[oblique]; Lak hara-qalu 
‘mill’, etc.   

*HĕmχwV-rV 
 ‘mill, mill-
stone’  

< *HĕmχwV ‘to 

grind’ 
559 

Basque (BN-Baigorri) 

eihara ‘mill (for grain)’, 

(L) eihera, (Z) eihé(r)a, 
(BN< L-Ainhoa) ihara, 

(AN) igara, (Sal) eiara id., 

etc. (MDE X 263; EDB 
172; OEH). A northeastern 

Bsq derivative of *eiho- ‘to 

grind’ (V.68). 
Orig 123: Bsq + Chechen, 

Batsbi 

Q.21 sieve *bahe 

< 

*b=ahe 

Tsakhur w=ex:ʷa ‘sieve’, 

Rutul s=ixw id., Lezgi s=af 

id.; Lak =ihi-n ‘to filter’; 

Ubykh =xa- ‘to sift’, Abkhaz 

a-χʷ-rá, Kabardian wǝ-xʷa-

nśʼǝ-n ‘to sift’, etc.   

*=ifV ‘to sift’ 

630 

(BN, L) bahe ‘sieve’, (Z) 
báhe, (Bzt) bage, (B, G, 

AN, R, Sal) bae, (B, G, 

AN-Ulzama) bai id. (M 
143; MDE IX 821; EDB 

123; OEH).32 Bsq *b= here 
is a postulated fossilized 

                                                           
28 EC has numerous derivatives, only some of which are cited here. Archi tɬorom, which resembles Bsq *laṙain, 

is said to be a derivative by metathesis < *ƛ:ɨroma < Proto-Lezgian *mɨƛ:o-ra (with metathesis also, *rɨƛ:oma) > 

Lezgi rugun ‘threshing board’, etc. (NCED 1031-33). 
29 Because of the paucity of attested forms the reconstruction is uncertain as to the first vowel (-ī- ~ -ē- ~-ā-) and 

the sibilant (-s- ~ -ś-). Internal *-l- is reconstructed on the basis of circumstantial evidence (nasality in Tsezian), 

but is well preserved in Bsq. 
30 ‘parva, conjunto de haces que se tienden en la era para trillarlos / airée, ensemble des gerbes que l’on écarte sur 

l’aire afin de les battre’ (Azkue, for ULZI). 
31 Secondarily, the verb (c) eultzi-tu ‘to thresh’; EB eultzi ‘faggot, bundle; thresher, instrument for threshing’ 

(AW). With different vowels, cf. (Sal) alzau ‘heap or bundle of hay or other herbs’ (M 340). This may be a 

different etymon: see OEH: AZAO.  
32 The derivation from some Rom. form of Lat. vannus ‘winnowing basket’ (REW 9144), favored by Michelena 

and Trask, is quite impossible. It requires a form like Occ. van to acquire a final -e (unattested), then change from 

*bane > *bahe. All other Bsq reflexes of Latin geminate -nn- are fortis *N (= our *ṅ: see HB 141), which is not 

deleted in Bsq. In contrast I find Bouda’s solution elegant and brilliant. Winnowing grain is an age-old process 

and Bsq did not need to borrow a Latin word for it. 
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class prefix: see pp. 58-

71.33  
BK 104: Bsq + Tsakhur 

Artifacts 4: Containers. 

 
 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Q.22 trough, 
manger 

*aśka  
<  

*a=śaka 

 

 

Abkhaz a-č́aq’ʷá 

‘wooden scoop with a 

handle’, Ubykh čaq’ 

ʷǝ́ ‘basin, tureen’; 

Bezhta čüχ-rö ‘wooden 

gutter, kennel (on roof)’; 

Avar (dial.) č’:ik’á-ro 
‘spoon’; Tabasaran 

č’aq’a ‘wooden jar’, 

Agul č’aq’  id., Archi 

č’aq’w ‘spoon; wooden 

shovel (for winnowing)’, 

etc. 

Cf. PY *sɨʔk ‘trough 
(for dough)’ (SCG 31). 

*ćä̆q̇wă ~ 

*ćạ̈̆qwă 
‘wooden vessel, 
scoop, spoon’ 

332 

Basque (B, G, AN, L) aska 

‘manger, crib, water trough’, 
(BN, R) aska ‘trough, kneading 

tray’, (Z) áska ‘trough (for pigs)’; 

(Z) eska ‘box where finished 
flour is gathered’ (OEH); (G, 

AN) seaska ‘crib (for children)’, 

(Z) sehaska ‘manger, crib’ < 
*śenhi ‘child’ + *aśka (M 368). 

(BN, L, Z) arska ‘trough, 

manger’ is attested by some 
northern witers (Oihenart 17th c.; 

Pouvreau 18th c.; Harriet 19th c.); 

the -r- in arska is mysterious: a 

fossilized class prefix *ar=śka? 

(see Morphology, pp. 58-71). 

Michelena thought the /r/ was 
etymological.1  

Q.23 pail, 
cauldron 

*berc 

~ *beśt 
Tsakhur parč ‘water 

jug’; Lak parš ‘brass 

water jug’; Avar parč:í 
‘earthenware water jug’. 

A recessive etymon, 

attested in only three 
Dagestanian languages, 

“although phonetically a 

loan is not likely” 

(NCED). 

*parćē 
‘water jug’ 

866 

Basque (G, AN) pertz ‘cauldron’ 

(Azkue), ‘bucket, pail’ (AW), 
(AN-Ulzama, Arakil) perz, (AN, 

BN, Bzt, Z, R) bertz, (Azk) berz, 

(L) phertz, (BN-ms) best id. For 
the alternation *berc / *beśt, see 

Phonology, pp. 187, 199-200.2 

(M 142; MDE IX 853; EDB 137; 
OEH).  

BKE 42: Bsq + Avar 

Q.24 bowl, 
cup 

*gopo-ṙ Chechen, Ingush giba 

‘earthenware jar with a 

wide mouth’; Avar gibí 

‘pot’; Lak k:up:i 
‘earthenware jug with a 

narrow mouth’; 

Khinalug k’ɨba ‘jug of 

medium size’ 

*gä̆ṗē 
‘a kind of 

vessel’ 
432 

Basque (BN, L) gophor, gopor 

‘small bowl (cuenco)’, (AN, BN, 

G, L, Bzt) opor ‘bowl’, (G, AN, 
Bzt, R) kopor id., (Z) khopor 

‘goblet’, etc. (MDE XIV 688; 

EDB 254; OEH). Forms with 
k(h)- underwent devoicing 

assimilation; with 0-initial, the 

                                                           
33 It is not entirely clear whether the Tsakhur prefix is the 3d class (inanimate) marker w= or a different prefix. In 

any case the stem =ex:ʷa (< PNC *=ifV) is phonetically compatible with Bsq *=ahe.  
1 “En la forma arska, es más probable que r sea etimológica, y no epentética” (OEH). 
2 (AN) bertzoin, bertzuin ‘a metal grate under the fire in a hearth or brazier’, (Bzt) berzuin, (B) bartzun, barzun, 

(A) barzuin, (G-Iziar) pertzun, a compound with *hoin ‘foot’ (A.72). 
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change *go > *bo > /o/ (see 

Phonology, pp. 131-32).3 

Q.25 bowl, 
mug 
(wooden) 

*kaiku Lezgi χʷaχ ‘trough’, 

Tabasaran χʷaχʷ, Agul 

χaχʷ, Rutul χuχuy id.; 

Avar heh ‘basket’. Cf. 

PY *qǝk- ~ *χǝk- 
‘spoon’. 

*qwăqwV̄ 
‘trough, basket’ 

899 

Basque (B, G, AN-Esteribar, L-

Ainhoa, Bzt, Sal) kaiku ‘wooden 
bowl (used for milking sheep)’ 

(AW); ‘wooden mug with a 
handle’ (EDB), (B, G) kaiko id.; 

secondarily ‘imbecile, idiot, 

stupid’ (AW) (M 91; EDB 245; 
OEH).4 

Q.26 bowl, 
vessel 

*koću Lak qʕ:ač’i ‘a flat 
earthenware vessel (for 

filtering milk)’, Lak 

Khosrekh q:ʕʷač’i ‘jar, 

jug’; Lezgi q’eč 

‘earthenware pot’, Kryz 

q’eč ‘earthenware jug 

(e.g. for milk)’; (with 
irregular velar initial) 

Khinalug k’učɨ ‘small 
jug’. 

*q̇HečwV 
‘vessel, jar’ 

920 

Basque  (BN-Aldude) kotxu 

‘large vessel for milk or water; 

wooden vessel for water and 
whetstone; vessel used by 

herdsmen’, (BN-Hasparren, R, 

Bzt, Sal) kotxu ‘wooden vessel 
for water and whetstone’, (Z) 

khotsü, khótxü ‘large vessel for 

milk or water’, kotxü-ska ‘small 
wooden bowl or basin’, (R) kotxu 

‘wooden vessel for water and 

whetstone’, etc. (MDE XIX 269; 
OEH).5 

Q.27 vessel  *onci Karata muts’:i ‘jar, 
pot’, (with metathesis) 

Akhwakh ts’:uni / 

ts’:ũ id.; Tabasaran 

muč’:vur ‘spoon’; 

Chechen batt-am 

‘brass jar for water’, etc. 
(SCG 16). 

*bōnʒ(w)V 
‘a kind of 

vessel’ 
311 

Basque (B, G, AN) ontzi ‘vessel, 

container; boat, ship’, (AN) ‘pot, 

kettle’, (BN, L, Bzt) untzi, unzi 

‘vessel’, (Z) ṹntzi ‘vessel, boat, 

ship’, (BN, L) untzi ‘vessel, 
container; boat, ship; stomach’; 

(B) erlauntz(a), erlautz ‘beehive’ 

(*erle + *onci) (M 54, 56; MDE 
XXI 983; EDB 175, 311; OEH). 

For loss of initial *b-, see 

Phonology, pp. 131-32.  

Q.28 pot, cask *tupV Hunzib t’ɨpi ‘small 

barrel’; Tsakhur t’ap-

an ‘hive’, t’opi ‘jug, 

jar’, Udi t:op:i ‘jug, 

jar’, t:ap:-an ‘trough’, 

Lezgi t’ab ‘hollow 

log’, Rutul t’ap’ ‘trap’; 

Khinalug t’ab ‘trap’; 

*tạ̄pV 
‘a kind of 

wooden vessel’ 

996 

Basque (Z) tüpa, thüpe ‘cask, 

barrel’, (G) tupi ‘pot, kettle’, (B) 

topina, (AN, BN, L, R) tupin, 
(BN, L) tupina, tupiña, id., (Z) 

thipíñã ‘pot’; (G) tupi-ki 

‘copper’; (with voiced initial) 
(BN-Baigorri, L-Ainhoa, Sal) 

dupa ‘(large) barrel’, (BN, Z) 

dupha id., (BN, L) dupel ‘cask’, 
(BN-Amikuse) dipiña ‘pot, 

kettle’ (M 77, 212, 253, 259; 

                                                           
3 With words like this (KVPV) there is the possibility of Wanderwörter (cf. Latin cuppa, cūpa, etc.), but they 

may be quite old. The Bsq ending *-ṙ makes borrowing from Latin unlikely, as does the variety of phonetic 

forms, including the change *go > *bo > /o/, indicating significant age of the word in Bsq. 
4 Regarding the supposed origin of Bsq *kaiku from Latin caucus, see Native Basque … or Romance?, p. 236. 
5 MDE is quite confident to attribute this word to “Transpyrenean Romance,” citing Sp. cuezo ‘bricklayer’s 

trough’, Occ. cosso, Béarn. cosse, but are unable to provide a credible Latin antecedent; these words are not cited 

in REW, and Dicc declares cuezo “de origen incógnito.” OEH glosses kotxu as Sp ‘cocharro’ (‘glass or cup of 

wood, more commonly of stone’), which is of unknown origin, per Dicc. As with other Bsq words of this lowly 

rural type (cf. *bahe, *gopoṙ, *kaiku) I think origins are more likely native Bsq (SC) than Romance.  
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Abkhaz a-tǝ́p ‘hut’, 

Abaza tǝp id., etc. 

EDB 350).6 Origin of this word is 

uncertain among Vasconists.7 

Q.29 barrel, 
cask 

*upel 
or  

*u=pel 

Ingush ip ‘mill gutter’,8 

Chechen āp-ari id.; 

Tindi pula ‘pipe; blood 

vessel’, Karata pule 
‘vein, blood vessel’, 

Chamali pul, Akhwakh 

huli id.; Tsezi pelu 

‘pipe, reed pipe’, Hunzib 

pǝ ‘blood vessel’, 

Bezhta pi id.; Lak 

Bartkhi p:i ̣llu ‘wooden 

part of a reed pipe’, etc. 

*HpēɫV̄ 
‘pipe; vein’ 

601 

Basque (B) upa, upe ‘barrel, 

cask, vat’, (B-Gernika, Lekeitio, 
Mondragon, G) upel, upela ‘cask, 

small barrel’; (AN-Lezaka, G) 
upela-gile ‘cooper (barrel 

maker)’, (AN-Lezaka, G-Ernani) 

upela-tegi ‘wine cellar, 
warehouse for casks’ (see AW). 

This word *upel, Bsq *tupV 

(Q.28), and Romance words 
derived from Lat. cūpa (see REW 

2401) have blended, e.g. (BN, L) 

dupel ‘cask’, (G, AN, Bzt) kupel, 
(BN, L) gupel id.: see 

Contamination, blending, pp. 

214-18.    

Q.30 spigot, 
faucet 

*soc Chechen ts’uz-am 

‘spout (of a tea-pot, jar)’; 

Lezgi ts’uts’ ‘spout (of 

a tea-pot)’, Kryz ts’ɨts’ 

‘clitoris; ring-stone’. 
A recessive etymon, 

attested in only three EC 

languages. NCED notes 

also Hurrian zizz-

u/oχχǝ, zuzz-u/oχχǝ 
‘spouted jar’ (see HU 

44). 

*cọ̆cṾ 

~ *cọ̆cṾ 
‘spout, tip’ 

367 

Basque (B, G) zotz ‘spigot, faucet 
(of cask or barrel’, (G) upa-zotz 

‘spigot, tap (on cask or barrel)’ 

(AW); (B) zotzeko sardao, 
zotzeko sardaua, [...] ‘sidra que 

se sirve directamente de la 

barrica’ (OEH); with expressive 
palatal: (G) upa-txotx ‘tap, 

spigot’; (c) zotz ‘stick, branch, 

small piece of a stick; chopstick; 
toothpick’, zoz-tu ‘to tap, put a 

faucet in’ (AW).9  

 

Artifacts 5: Miscellaneous artifacts. All are consistent with early Neolithic culture: fabrics, 

sewing materials, rings, hooks, keys, nails, pointed implements, wheels, spindles, axles, musical 

instruments, bells. 

  

                                                           
6 Note suffixes: NC -an ~ Bsq -in(a). Leiçarraga (16th c.) wrote topinagile, tupinagile ‘potter’ (with -gile [agent 

suffix]). 
7 Trask (EDB 350) has it “from Gasc. toupin id. or a related Rom. form. {Occ. topin id.}.” According to REW 

(8788) it is attested in French toupu, toupon ‘top’ (toy), Swiss-French topẽ, tupẽ ‘earthen pot; cowbell’, Prov. 

topí, Cat. tupí ‘earthen pot’. The words are cited under the heading OHG topho ‘Kreisel; Topf’, but the author 

casts doubt on High German provenance on phonetic grounds. Could it not just as likely have been a Vasconic 

word that left traces in surrounding Rom. and Gmc. languages?    
8 The NCED ‘mill kennel’ refers to ‘kennel’ = ‘channel, gutter’, not a kennel for dogs. 
9 The Bsq meaning ‘tap, spigot’ is apparently a development of ‘stick (inserted into hole of a cask)’. 
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Q.31 tether, 
ligature 

*b=iɫhu-ṙ Karata =exux- ‘to plait, 

knit’, Avar =uxn- ‘to 

bind, tie’, Andi =ošin- 

id.; Tsakhur i=xʷa- ‘to 

sew’; Abkhaz á-š:-ra ‘to 

plait’, Abaza š:-ra, Adyge 

fǝ-n, Kabardian xʷǝ-n, 

Ubykh šʷǝ- id. 

*=VλwE(n) 

~ *=VλwE(n) 
‘to bind, knit, 

plait’  
(with changing 

class prefixes) 
1021 

Basque (BN-Baigorri) bilhur 

‘tether, binding or knot, 

made with green branches’, 
(Z) bǘllhür, (AN-Erro, BN, 

L, Bzt) billur, (R) bulur id., 

(B) bidur ‘twist(ing), strap, 
binding’, etc. (M 78; MDE 

VII 131; OEH).10  

Q.32 cloth  *oi=hal Bezhta χitɬo ‘trousers, 

breeches’, Hunzib χɨtɬu, 

Tsezi, Hinukh, Khwarshi 

ʁetɬu, Inkhokwari ʁɨtɬu 

id.; Lak harč:a-la ‘cuff; 

trouser leg’;  

Agul hạk:u-l ‘fur coat, 
sheepskin coat’. 

*χw[a]lŁV11  
‘a kind of 

clothing’ 
1081 

Basque (BN, L) oihal 

‘cloth’, (Z) óihal, (BN-
Garazi) ohial, (G) oigal, 

ogal, (R) oxal /ošal/, (B, G, 

AN) oial id., (G-Zegama) 
esku-ojal /oxal/ ‘(hand-) 

towel’; also (B, G) ‘mantilla 

(scarf, shawl) for children’ 
(M 175, 194; MDE XXI 

971; EDB 305; OEH).12  

Q.33 thread, 
yarn 

*ha[l]i  Chechen χal ‘piece of 

thread’; Lak χ:al ‘thread, 

wire’; Lezgi ʁal ‘thread’; 

Tsezi χero ‘sinew’, 

Inkhokwari χɨlo, Hinukh 

χela, Khwarshi χelo , 

Bezhta χila, Hunzib χɨlǝ 

id.13  

*χāɫV  
‘thread, sinew’ 

1067 

 

Basque (BN, L) hari ‘thread, 

yarn, wire’, (Z) há(r)i, (B, G, 
AN, R) ari id.; (L) haril 

‘ball’, (B, G, AN) aril id,; 

(BN) hali-ko ‘ball of yarn or 

thread’, (Z) halli-ko, (Sal, R) 

ailli-ko, (R-Uztárroz) ali-ko, 

(AN) aril-ko id., etc. (M 
207; EDB 104; OEH: HARI, 

HARIL, HARILKO). 

Q.34 needle, 
pin, 
comb 

*o=ṙac 

*o=ṙasi 
Tsezi, Hinukh rits’u 

‘wedge’, Khwarshi 

rats’u-ts’an ‘beam’; 

Tabasaran (Kandik dial.) 

ruts’  ‘lock with a hook’, 

(with metathesis) 

Tabasaran ts’ur ‘vertical 

lock; bracelet’; Batsbi 

ts’ur ‘arrow’; Abkhaz a-

č’vǝ́ ‘thick needle, spit’, 

Abaza č’ʷǝ ‘bolt, plug, 

spigot’, etc. 

*rǝ̆wcẹ̄  

~ *cǝ̣̆wrē  
‘pointed stick’ 

363 

Basque (c) orratz ‘needle’, 
(B-Oñate) orraatz, (Z, R) 

orrátz id., (B, G, AN) ‘pin’, 

(B-Gernika) orrotz ‘pin’, 
(AN) orratz ‘fish-hook’, and 

other secondary meanings 

(fish, insect sp., etc.); 
*o=ṙasi > (A, B, G) orrazi, 

(G, AN, Sal, R) orraze 

‘comb’ (a row of pins) (M 
113, 289; EDB 316; OEH).14 

‘Pin, needle’ < ‘thorn, spit, 

stick’ is common (Buck 
6.63).15  

                                                           
10 The Bsq form < PSC *=VλwE ‘bind, plait’ with a fossilized class prefix: *w=VλwE-rV > *b=iɫhu-ṙ (see pp. 

58-71). 
11 Reconstruction of the vowel is uncertain. NCED indicates (~ -ă-, -ĭ-, -ɨ̆-, -ā-), but an [a] timbre seems likely in 

the light of external (Bsq) evidence. 
12 With fossilized prefix *o= (see pp. 58-71), modified to /oi/ before /h/ (cf. *oi=han ‘forest’). 
13 Cf. Burushaski *ɣay ̣‘thread, strand’; Bur /y/̣ corresponds to PNC *ɫ and *l (Bengtson & Blažek 2011: 28-30). 
14 “En general -e es oriental y en la mayoría de los casos parece secundario” (M 129). Bsq *-i matches PNC *-ē 

in several other cases (see Phonology, pp. 93-94, 167). 
15 Bsq *soṙoc ‘sharp, keen’ (R.50) is another configuration of the same root. 
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Q.35 shoe *ośki 

(*o=śki) 

 

Tabasaran šaq’ʕ ‘heel’, 

Khiv šaq’ʕʷ, (with 

metathesis) Agul 

q’ʕʷaš ’heel’.; Dargi 

Akusha q’ạš ‘foot, leg’; 

Lak q’ʕurš-lu ‘ankle, 

anklebone’; Inkhokwari 

qošo ‘hoof’, etc. 

*šwŏq̇HwV 
~ *q̇HwŏšwV 
‘heel, ankle’ 

926 

Basque (B-arc, BN, Z, R) 

oski ‘shoe’ (OEH).16 
Derivation from *hoin 'foot' 

is quite unlikely. Cf. PEC 

*šwŏq̣̇HwV, with syncope in 
Bsq: *š(w)ŏq̣̇ H(w)i > *ośki. 

Syncope of *ośki < *o=śoki 

is a common change: see pp. 
92-93. ‘shoe’ < ‘foot’ is 

common (Buck 6.51). 

Q.36 heel 
(of shoe) 

*tak-

(hoin) 
Lezgi t:eχʷ ‘back of 

head’, Rutul daqʕ id.; 

Adyge pśa-tǝq: ‘back of 

neck’, Kabardian pśa-

dǝq: id., Ubykh tʷǝq 

‘neck’. Cf. PY *tuɢV 

‘back, behind’; PST *tūk 
‘neck’ (SCG 39). 

*dHāqwĀ 
‘back of head, 
neck’ 

399 

 

Basque (BN, L) takoin ‘heel 

of shoe’, (B, G) takoi, (B-

Bergara, Leintza) takoe id. 

(OEH). A compound with 
*hoin ‘foot’ (A.72), thus 

originally ‘back of foot’. 

Span. tacón, Port. tacão 
‘heel of shoe’ have no Latin 

etymology and likely come 

from Vasconic.17 

Q.37 ring, link *hestu-n Khwarshi, Inkhokwari 

otsu ‘ring, hoop; buckle’; 

Archi ots’ ‘ring stone’; 

Chechen hoz ‘ring, 

hoop’. 
 

A recessive etymon, 

attested in only four EC 
languages of three 

different subgroups, 

Tsezian, Lezgian, and 
Nakh. 

*HV̆cṾ 
‘ring, bracelet’ 

612 

Basque (Sal) eztun ‘strand 
(of yarn)’, extun ‘links (of a 

chain)’, (Z) üztün id., ‘ring 

(in general), meshes (of a 
net)’, (B-Arratia, 

Otxandiano) el-eztun ‘ring, 

finger-ring’, (B, G) el-aztun, 
(BN) erhaztun, (Z) 

e(r)háztün, (B, G, AN, L, 

Bzt) eraztun, (B, R) ereztun 
id.; (with /ṙ/): (G) erraztun, 

(L) erreztun (M 331; MDE 

X 308-9; OEH).18  

Q.38 hook, 
point, 
key 

*kako 

~ *gako 
Budukh k’ek’ ‘point, 

tip’, Tabasaran k’ak’ 

‘top, edge; point, tip’, 

Lezgi k’uk’ ‘top, edge’, 

Agul k’ek’w, Rutul 

k’äʔ id.; Chamali 

k’uk’u-n ‘teat, nipple’; 

*kẉä̆kẹ̆ 
‘edge, point, 

corner’ 
733 

Basque (B, G, Bzt, R) kako 

‘hook’, (Z) kháko ‘hook; 

curved’; also (B) kako ‘two-
pronged hoe; clothes rack’, 

(R) kako ’antler point’, etc. 

With *g-: (BN, L, Z) gako, 

gakho ‘key; keystone; hook’, 

etc., with voicing 

dissimilation (M 212; MDE 
XII 863; EDB 195; OEH).20 

                                                           
16 Cf. Latin soccus ‘slipper, low-heeled, light shoe (worn by Greeks and comic actors)’, source of many 

Germanic words for ‘sock’, and some Romance words like Span. zueco; Greek (Hesychius) σύκχος, συκχάς ‘a 

kind of shoe’ (Buck 6.49, 6.51). None of these could be the source of Bsq *ośki, but the Latin and Greek words 

could reflect related SC substratal influences. 
17 These Romance words are not discussed in REW. Dicc derives tacón < taco ‘short, thick piece of wood’, etc., 

itself not of Latin origin, and I propose that Span. taco comes from Vasconic *tako (Q.55) ~ Adyghe tāq:a 

‘stump, block’, etc. < PNC *dwɨ̆q̇(w)V̄, thus *tako is unrelated to *tak-hoin. 
18 Some of these words are compounds with *elhi ‘finger’ (A.69). For Bsq *-st-, see st-clusters, p. 138. 
20 For semantics of ‘hook’ ~ ‘corner’, cf. Latin uncus ‘hook’ ~ Armenian ankiwn ‘corner’, etc. (Buck 12.76); for 

‘key ~ ‘hook’ cf. PIE *klāw- ‘key, hook, nail’ (Buck 7.24). 
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Abkhaz a-k’ʷáḱ̉ 

‘corner’.19 

Q.39 key *gilc(a) Hinukh χišu ‘key, bar, 

bolt, door-bolt’, Hunzib 

ʁõši ‘bar, bolt, door-

bolt’, Bezhta ʁeso, Tsezi 

ħišu-ni id., ħiš- ‘to 

lock’; Lak q:iča ‘bolt, 

door-bolt’; Rutul qʕʷarč 

‘stake, wedge’, etc. 

*ɢHwälćV 
‘bolt, stick, 
board’ 

459 

SKJa 113 

Basque (B-arc) {guilça} = 

gilza ‘key’, (AN, G) giltza 
id., (A) {quilçea} = kilzea 

‘the key’, (B-Bergara, 

Leintza) kiltza, (B, AN) giltz 
‘key (of a lock), keystone (of 

an arch)’, (BN, Z, R) giltz 

‘key (of a lock)’; (B, G) also 

‘nail’, etc. (M 132; MDE 

XIV 660; EDB 205; OEH).21  

Q.40 nail 
(carpenter’s) 

*ulce Bezhta hũts’u ‘wedge, 

stake’, Hunzib hũts’o 

id.; Chechen yiz ‘pestle, 

stamper’; Avar nots’: 

‘twig’, Akhwakh ruts’:e 

~ rets’:a, Chamali 

wuts’, Tindi ruts:a id.; 

Lezgi yats’ ‘stem, trunk’. 

*yä̆lcẉV 
‘stick, branch; 
wedge, stake’ 

676 

Basque (B-Angioza, 
Markina) ultze ‘nail (for 

woodworking)’, (A) {ylçea) 

= ilzea, (B-Bergara, Leintza, 
G, AN-Olza, R) iltze, (B-

Bergara, Leintza) iltza, ultz, 

(B) untze, (B-Gernika) untza, 
(AN-Ilzarbe) intze, (AN-

Esteribar, Bzt, BN, L, R) 

itze, (Z) ítze id. (M 74; EDB 
224; OEH).22 

Q.41 iron *burdina 
(*b=urdina) 

Tsezi, Hinukh hitɬu 

‘horseshoe’ (‘iron thing’), 

Hunzib, Bezhta hetɬ id.; 

Batsbi ʕayhk’ĭ ‘iron’, 

Chechen ēčig, Ingush 

äšk id.; Adyge ʁʷǝč’ǝ 

‘iron’, Kabard. ʁʷǝs’, 

Ubykh wǝč’ʷá id. 

*h-nǟƛụ̄ 

~ *h-ǟnƛẉV̆ 
‘blue thing, 

metal’ 
851 

Basque (B, AN, BN, L, Bzt, 

Azk) burdina ‘iron’, (B, AN) 

burdiña, burriña, (B-arc) 
burdĩa, (A, B, G) burnia, (Z) 

bürdǘña, (R) burduña, 

burruña, (R, Sal) burña id., 
etc. (M 53, 197; MDE VII 

185; EDB 148; OEH). 
*burdina ‘iron’ seems to be 

related to *urdin ‘blue, 

green, gray’ (R.3),23 

                                                           
19 Cf. PKartvelian: *kạk-̣ ‘hook; to bend’; and similar forms in many Eurasian languages, e.g. Germanic *xakēn, 

*xōka-z > Ger. Haken, Eng. hook, etc. (TOB). 
21 Basque (B, G, AN, BN, R) giltz ‘joint, node (of bones, plants)’, (B-Bergara, Leintza) kiltza id. is probably an 

anatomical extension of this word. 
22 This Bsq word exhibits all phonetic stages from /Vlc/ > /Vnc/ > *-V c- > /Vc/ (see Phonology, pp. 187, 195-

200). As to semantics: ‘stick ~ peg ~ nail’ is quite usual, e.g. Mod. Gk. πρόκα ‘nail, tack, peg’ < Ital. brocca 

‘forked stick’, etc. (Buck 9.50); Avar maʕ ‘nail’ ~ Andi moq’ ‘stem, stalk’, etc. (< PEC *mħĕlq̇wV; cf. Bsq 

*malka-ṙ ‘straw’, C.28). 
23 The comparison assumes metathesis: *h-nǟƛụ̄ ~ *(h)-ūƛạ̈̄nV, with class prefix *b=ūƛạ̈̄nV = Bsq *b=urdin. See 

Phonology. pp. 201-03. There is an analogous relationship between ‘iron’ and ‘blue’ in PNC; NCED notes: “The 

concept of iron being a ‘blue metal’ is by no means strange: it goes back to one of the earliest varieties of 

tempered iron (steel), which was in Greek called kúanos (cyan) and was dark-blue in colour.” The connection in 

Bsq between ‘blue’ and ‘iron’ was discussed long ago by Campión and Bouda (MDE VII 185). It is uncertain 

whether this association existed already in the language ancestral to Bsq and NC, or developed independently, 

after separation. If original, it may have referred to rare, and expensive, meteoric iron. Alternatively, note the 

possibility that *burdina could reflect a loanword or wandering word: cf. Semitic *b-r-t ‘iron’ (KHat 379).  
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Q.42 wedge, 
point, 
skewer, 
spit 

*sihi Tindi ts’ih̃u ‘arrow’, 

ts’ino-b ‘fork’, Karata 

ts’iyun ‘arrow’, Bagwali 

ts’i, Akhwakh č’iw̃o ~ 

č’ih̃o id., č’ume ‘fork’, 

Andi ts’iwu ‘bow’; 

Hinukh nits’u ‘arrow’, 

Inkhokwari ts’e ̃‘bow’; 

Abaza χri-χǝ-ts ‘arrow, 

bow’, etc. 

*cạ̈̄nHV 
‘arrow, bow’ 

358 

Basque (Z) zihi ‘point, tip’ 

(Joanes Etcheberri de 
Ziburu, 17th c.), (B-Txorierri, 

Plentzia) zii, zi ‘wedge, 

point’, (B, G) burdun-tzi 
‘iron skewer, spit’, (B) 

burrun-tzi id., bur-tzi ‘iron 

bar with a point’, (G-
Berastegi, Gaintza) burrun-

tzi ‘icicle’, etc. (M 346, 413; 

MDE VII 186; EDB 374; 

OEH).24 

Q.43 arrow, 
dart 

*gesi Chechen, Ingush gerz 

‘weapons, arms’ (dial. 

gyerts: ~ gyerʒ ~ 

gyerz), Batsbi gerts’ 

id.; Abkhaz a-k’ʷalʒǝ́ 

‘armor’, Abaza k’ʷalʒǝ 

id. A recessive etymon, 

preserved only in Nakh 
and Abkhazian. 

*kẉVlVʒV 

~ 

*gwVlVcṾ 
‘weapons, 
armor’ 

739 

Basque (AN, BN, L) gezi 

‘arrow, dart’, geza (AN, L) 

id.25 This word was used by 
Leiçarraga (1571) to render 

‘darts’ (of the wicked, in 

Ephesians 6:16). The origin 
usually proposed < Lat. 

gaesum < Gaulish gaison 

‘javelin’ (M 104; MDE XIV 
655; EDB 204; OEH) is 

dubious.26  

Q.44 wheel, 
wagon 

*gur-di, 

*gur-t-bil 

 

Karata guri ‘wheel, 

circle’, girgin ‘wheel’, 

Akhwakh goro, gor 

‘wheel, circle’, Avar gor 

‘circle’, Bagwali gor 
‘wheel, circle’, Godoberi 

gurgu-š:il ‘circle, ring, 

wheel’; Chechen gur-ma 
‘wheel for plow’; Bezhta 

ger-diyo ‘round’, 

Hunzib ger-du ‘round’; 

Dargi Akusha guru 

‘ball’; Abaza gʷǝrgʷǝr 

‘ring’, etc. 

*gwērV 
‘circle, round, 
to roll’ 

447 

*gīrgwV 
‘circle, round’ 

438 

SKJa 143 

Basque (A, B, G) gurdi 
‘wagon, cart’, (L) guurdi, (B, 

AN-Lezaka) burdi id., (G) 

gur-pil ‘wheel (of a wagon, 
cart)’, (G, AN) kur-pil, (B) 

bur-pil, (B-Eibar) burt-pil, 

(B-Gernika) bur-bil id. For 
the form of Bsq *gur-di cf. 

Hunzib ger-du ‘round’, 

Bezhta ger-diyo id. Bsq 
*gur-t-bil ‘wheel’ is a 

compound of *gur-di + *bil 

‘round’ (R.46) (M 242, 259; 
MDE VII 183; EDB 212; 

OEH). A western Bsq 

isogloss. For the change of 

*gu > /bu/, see pp. 93-94.   

BS 67: Bsq + WC + EC27 

Q.45 axle, 
spindle 

*ard-ac Bezhta, Hunzib atɬ’ 

‘spindle’, Tsezi ʕotɬ’, 

*ʕănƛṾ Basque (c) ardatz ‘axle, 
spindle’. Also in many 

                                                           
24 Unlike Michelena and Trask, I prefer to separate *sihi from *siri / *sil- (Q.57), since they are phonetically 

incompatible and are cognate (according to this model) with distinct NC words. However, it seems the two etyma 

have contaminated and blended.   
25 Michelena noted that gezi is actually common Bsq, including Spanish and French parts, and has EB status.  
26 This Gaulish word has apparently left no reflexes in Romance; and the Bsq word has /e/, not the expected 

diphthong /ai/, and the final vowel is not the expected /u/ or /o/. 
27 We reject the comparison by Trombetti & Bouda of burdi with Chechen-Ingush vuorda ‘wagon’, Abkhaz a-

wardɨn, Abaza wandɨr id., which are loanwords from Ossetic wardon (MDE VII 183; SKJa 1558). The 

borrowing by scattered Cauc langs would have had to be far later than the split of PNC from Bsq, plus the 

primary Bsq form is *gur-di, not the western burdi.   
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Hinukh, Khwarshi itɬ’ id.; 

Agul ħark’-il ‘pivot of a 
spindle’. 

A recessive EC etymon, 
found only in Tsezian and 

Lezgian (Agul). 

‘(part of) a 

spindle’ 

236 

compounds, e.g. burt-ardatz 

‘axle of a wagon’, ehun-

ardatz ‘spindle of a spinning 
wheel’, etc. (EDB 212-213, 

384; OEH). With the 

frequent correspondence of 
Bsq *-rd- = PNC *-ƛ-̣ (see 

pp. 154-58).28  

Q.46 drum *tuntun Agul damdam ‘drum’, 

Lezgi, Rutul, Budukh 

daldam id.; Dargi 

t:am ~ dam ‘drum’; 

Andi don-gudi ‘drum’, 

Chamali dā̃, Tindi dʷā̃, 

Karata dane, Bagwali 

dʷãy id.; Bezhta dibi-

t’o ‘drum’; Ubykh tʷanǝ́ 

‘(any) musical 

instrument’. 

*dwānʔV 
‘drum’29 

406 

Basque (B, G, AN, BN, L, 
Bzt, Azk) tuntun ‘small 

drum, tambourine’. 

Obviously an onomatopoeic 
word, but it does not come 

from neighboring IE langs. 

There is a similar word in 
Altaic (*tumi > Turk. dümrü 

‘drum’; Mong. düŋgür 

‘shaman’s drum’; 
*tuntumi  > Jap. tsuzumí 

‘drum’, etc. TOB). Ancient 

borrowing, or inherited from 
“Borean” (Paleolithic)?   

Q.47 bugle, 
horn, tube 

*tutu Lak dụdu ‘speaking-

tube, megaphone’; 

Chamali dudu ‘wheel’, 

Karata didu id., 

Akhwakh dadi ‘jug, 

pitcher’, Avar dad 

‘churn’; Dargi Akusha 

daḍ ‘pipe’; Lezgi t:üd 
‘throat, gullet’, Tabasaran 

düd id., etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *dọ́dọ 

‘throat’ (SCG 40). 

*dɦwōdwō 
‘tube, pipe’ 

400 

Basque (G, L, Bzt, Sal) tutu 

‘horn, trumpet, cornet, 

bugle’, (Z) tütüt ‘cow horn 
adapted as (musical) horn, 

cornet’, (B) tutu-ruta 

‘bugle’, (AN, G, R) tutu-rutu 
id., (AN) tutu ‘spout, neck 

(of jar)’, (AN, L) ‘feeding 

tube, feeding bottle’, (B) tutu 
‘anus; vulva’. As with Q.46, 

note similar forms in Altaic 
(*tū́ti ‘tube, round vessel: 

TOB); Goth. þūt-haurn 

‘trumpet’; Lith. tūtằ  
‘trumpet, shawm, flute, 

whistle’. 

Q.48 bell *sinca, 

*since-ṙi, 

*sinci-ɫa 

 

Dargi Akusha zanzi-bul 
‘buckle’, Chiragh 

ts:ats:e id., ts:ats:i-
p:ul ‘belt’; Tabasaran 

dzits:i-bul ‘belt buckle, 
fastener’, Rutul 

dzirdze-n, Rutul 

Khniukh ts:irʒ-am, 

*ʒĭ[l]ʒV 
‘brass; item 
made of brass’30 

1095 

Basque (Z) zintxa ‘(small) 

bell’, (G) zinzerri, zintzerri 
‘little bell, maize flower’, 

(AN, BN, G) zinzarri, (AN, 

G, Z, R) zintzarri ‘cattle 
bell’ (AW), (Z-arc) cinçarria 

(Sauguis, 17th c.), (Z) 

tzĩntzárri ‘cowbell’; (BN-
Ostibarre) zintzila ‘cowbell’; 

                                                           
28 The suffix -atz seems to be the same as *hace ‘back part’ (I.8). 
29 Misprinted in NCED as *dwǝ̆nʔV, corrected in SCG 43. 
30 The gloss in NCED is actually ‘hook; buckle’, but the note implies that the meaning ‘brass’ is original, and 

‘something made of brass (hook, buckle)’ is secondary. Unlike the case of iron (see *burdina, above), it is clear 

that blue and green copper ores were fashioned into ornaments and other artifacts as early as the 11th - 9th 

millennia BCE, and thus would have been known to the Anatolian speakers of Euskaro-Caucasian (Roberts et al. 

2009). See the discussion in chapter XIV.   
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Agul zaz id.; Chechen, 

Ingush ts’asta ‘brass’, 

Batsbi ts’ast’ id.; 

Abkhaz a-zarzá ‘hook’.  

(with expressive palatal) 

(AN, Sal, Z) txintxa, (BN-
Baigorri) xintxa, (G, AN, 

Bzt, R) txintxerri, (Z) 

txinxila, txintxola ‘cowbell’, 
etc. (M 69, 290; EDB 376; 

OEH).31 

Artifacts 6: Wood(land)s and wooden artifacts.  For the common semantic correlation 

‘mountain ~ forest’ cf. Slavic gora ‘mountain’ ~ Lithuanian giriằ  ’forest’, etc. (Buck 1.22, 1.41). “As 

Sarasola … points out, the defining characteristic of the baso is not so much that it has trees but that it 

is uninhabited and devoid of farmland: hence ‘wilderness’ appears to be the central sense, even 

though this has become the usual western word for ‘woods’, alongside eastern oihan (baso is sparsely 

recorded in the east but has died out there). It is merely that, in the Basque Country, which lacks 

sandy or rocky deserts, wilderness is always wooded, apart from a few bare rocky mountaintops” 

(EDB 128). The proliferation of etymologies involving wooden artifacts indicates that their 

fabrication was essential to the Neolithic culture of Euskaro-Caucasian speakers, as expected. The 

primary Bsq word for ‘wood’ (as lumber, timber) is Bsq *sur (EB zur, B zul), related in this analysis 

to Avar žul ‘besom, broom’, Andi žala ‘rod, branch’ (semantically parallel to Old Serbian gvozd 

‘woods, forest’, Swedish kvast ‘broom, besom, whisk, bunch’, kvist ‘twig, sprig, branch’, etc.: see 

Buck 9.38; WP I 644). Fire as fuel (‘firewood’) is Bsq *e=guṙ: cf. PNC *gōrV ‘pole, piece of log’. 

There are some precise parallels in formation, e.g. Bsq (L) mako-l ‘pole (with a hook at the end)’ ~ 

Andi moq’:o-l ‘ceiling (made of poles)’: cf. Bsq (AN, L) mako ‘fork, forked pole’ ~ Avar moq’: 

‘pole’;32 Bsq (B) idul-ki ‘block of wood’ ~ Ingush tälg ‘chock’ (< *tāl-ik)̣; Bsq (B) tos-ko ‘block or 

chunk of wood’ ~ Ingush daχča ‘firewood’ (< *dače-kạ).    

 

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Q.49 woods *baśo Akhwakh beča ‘mountain’, 
Tindi, Karata, Bagwali 

besa id.; Udi bu-ruχ 
‘mountain’ (-ruχ plural),33 

etc.   

*wɨ̄ce 

~ *cɨ̄we 
‘mountain’ 

1053 

Basque (B, G, AN) baso 

‘forest, wilderness, 

mountains’, (BN, L, Z, R) 

basa- ‘wild-’, (L, Z) Basa-
jaun ‘lord of the woods’, the 

Bsq sasquatch. (MDE IX 862; 

EDB 128; OEH).  

Q.50 woods *oi=han34 Chechen ħun ‘forest’, 

Ingush ħu, Batsbi ħũ id.; 

Avar xon-ɬí ‘shady side, 

*fănV 
‘mountain, hill’ 

425 

Basque (BN, L) oihan ‘forest, 

woods’, (BN-Amikuse, 

Beskoitze, Urketa) oihen, (Z) 

                                                           
31 Cf. Spanish cencerro ‘cowbell’ “de origen incógnito” (Dicc); from Bsq per REW (1919). 
32 The denotations ‘roof’ and ‘ceiling’ in Andi and Lak (vs. ‘pole, post’ in most other NC languages) indicate that 

at least some NC roofs were constructed of poles.  
33 “The Ud[i] form (with suffixed plural marker -ruχ) goes back to *wɨsa - which, in view of the external 

evidence, seems to be the most archaic variant” (NCED). The sibilants *s and *š disappear in Udi (NCED 144). 
34 Apparently a special form of the *o=/*u= fossilized class prefix before *h: cf. *oi=hal ‘cloth’ (Q.32). 
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slope’, Tindi, Karata han-

da ‘hill’; Tsezi ħon 

‘mountain’.; Lak han 

‘shady mountain slope’; 

Rutul χin ‘northern slope of 

a mountain’; Abaza χwa 

‘mountain, hill’, etc. Cf. 

Burushaski *hun ‘wood, 

timber, hewn tree’ (SCG 

232). 

óihãn, (R) oian, oixan, (R-

Uztárroz) oxan /ošan/35 id., 

(AN-arc) oian ‘mountain’, (B-
arc) ojan- ‘desert’ (M 176, 

309-10; MDE XXI 971; EDB 

305; OEH).36  
BKE 77: Bsq + Chechen, 

Khwarshi, Tsezi 

Q.51 wood, 
timber 

*sul 

 
Andi žala ‘branch, rod’, 

Avar žul ‘broom, besom’, 

Chamali zala ‘rod’; 

Tsakhur ǯoĺ ‘sheaf’, Rutul 

ǯʷäl, Agul žʷal, Lezgi 

ts:ül ~ k:ül id.; Khinalug 

ts:al ‘sheaf’; etc. Well 

attested; diverse semantics 

may stem from an original 
‘gathered vegetation’.  

*ʒ́w[ĕ]ɫɨ̄ 
‘twig, rod, 

sheaf’ 
1103 

Basque (B-Arratia, Orozko, 

Bergara, Leintza, AN-Artzi) 
zul ‘wood, timber, lumber’, (c) 

zur, (R) zũr id.; in compound 

words (c) zu-, (Z) zü-; but also 
zul- in (B-Orozko) zul-aga ‘a 

kind of pole’ (see Azkue), (B-

Eibar, Mondragon) zul-aritz 
‘wild tree’, etc. (M 336-7; 

EDB 381).37 

Q.52 twig, 
branch 

*tara 

*tali-ka 
Lezgi t’ wal ‘twig, rod’, 

Tabasaran t’ul id.; Dargi 

t’al ‘stem, trunk, post’; 

Khwarshi t’ero ‘bridge, 

stairs’; Chechen t’ay 

‘crossbeam, bridge’, etc.  

*ṭwēlʔe  
‘stick; beam, 

cross-beam’ 
1006 

Basque (BN) tara, talika 

‘twig, young branch’, (Z) 

thara id., (Z) thalíka, thailika 

‘sprout, sprig’ (OEH). 

Q.53 stick, 
pole 

*Haro Akhwakh, Tindi, Karata, 

etc. hala ‘branch’; Tsezi 

ara, Hinukh ali, Khwarshi 

ala, Bezhta äle, Hunzib 

ale id. 

*ʡăɫV  

‘branch’ 
242 

Basque *Haro *’stick, pole’ 

inferred from (B) ara-ka ‘knot 
of a tree’, (R) ara-kaldi 

‘volley of beating sticks 

(poles)’; cf. (Z) adaka ‘sprig, 
offshoot’ (OEH).38 

Q.54 stick, 
cane 

*mako 

*mak-et 
Tsezi mạq ‘short stick, 

rod’, Bezhta maq ‘stake’, 

Hunzib maq ‘pale, picket 

(of a fence)’; Avar moq’: 

‘pole’, Andi moq’:o-l 

‘ceiling’; Ingush beq’a 

‘pole’; Abkhaz a-bǝ́q’ʷ 

‘post’, etc. Cf. Burushaski 

*=pháɣo-ỵ ‘stick’; PY 

*pǝ̄q- ‘thin rods’ (SCG 14). 

*bħǝ̄nq̇V̆ 
‘pole, post’ 

295 

Basque (AN, L) mako ‘fork, 

forked pole’, (BN, L) 
‘(bishop’s) crosier, crook’, (R) 

‘(shepherd’s) crook’, (G-

Berastegi, AN-Lezaka, Bzt, L) 
‘hook’, (B) maket ‘very thick 

stick, heavy club’, (L) mako-l 

‘pole with a hook at the end, 
for cutting reeds and ferns’. 

The status of (c) makila, 

makhila ‘stick, cane’ is 

                                                           
35 *oihan > oian > *ojan > *ožan > /ošan/, a common type of change in Roncalese (M 176). 
36 There is an allomorph *oihar-, as in EB oihar-bide ‘forest road’ (see Morphology, pp. 72-76). 
37 For the nasal vowel in R see the section in Phonology: Nasal vowels, pp. 123-25. 
38 Both adaka and araka could instead be derivatives of *adaṙ ‘branch’ (C.39), or the former blended with it. 
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disputable (MDE XX 659; 

OEH).39  

Q.55 stake *tako,  

*tak-et 
Adyge tāq:a ‘stump, 

block’, Kabardian dāq:a 

id.; Chechen duq’ū ‘log, 

beam’; Dargi duk’i ‘log, 

beam’; Tabasaran duq’an 

‘pole, small beam’, etc.  

Cf. Burushaski *dạ́ko 

‘stick, post’ (SCG 44). 

*dwɨ̆q̇(w)V̄ 
‘log, stump’ 

408 

Basque (B, G, AN) taket 
‘stake, post’, (B) tako ‘circular 

piece of wood’, (B-Markina) 

‘piece’, (c) ‘wedge, block, 
chock, stopper’ (AW) (OEH). 

Probably the source of Spanish 
taco.40 

Q.56 pole *haga Karata hak’wa ‘branch’, 

Chamali, Tindi hak’u 

‘bush’; Bezhta hak’ ‘tops 

(of plants)’, Hunzib hak’ 

‘flower’.   
A sparsely attested Andian-

Tsezian isogloss.  

*hăḳwV 
‘bush, branch, 

sprout’ 

485 

Basque (BN, L) haga ‘long 

pole, rod; rod (measurement)’, 

(B, G, AN) aga id., (Z) hága 
‘perch’, orgãn-hága ‘pole 

used to hold hay or the like on 

a wagon’ (EDB 314, 384; 
OEH). 

Q.57 peg, 
wedge, 
thin 
pole 

*siri / 

*sil- 
Tsezi želi ‘wattle fence’; 

Lezgi žal-an ‘wattle fence’; 

Ingush žel ‘sheep fold’, 

Chechen žȫla id. 

 

A recessive etymon, attested 
in only four EC languages. 

*ǯīlV 
‘wattle, pen’ 

1108 

Basque (B, G, AN) ziri ‘peg, 
wedge, (wooden) pin’, (Bzt) 

‘thin pole planted in the 

ground as an axis for a pile of 
wheat’, (G-Andoain) ‘thin 

pole in the ground as a 

marker’, (B) zill-aga ‘stake, 
post, picket (used in making a 

stack of wood for charcoal)’ < 

*sil-haga (*haga ‘pole’, Q.56) 
(M 346, 413; EDB 374; 

OEH).41 

Q.58 block *i=dul-ki Lak t:ala ‘log, cudgel, 

club’; Dargi Sirgokala t:al 

‘post’; Archi dali ‘long 

stick, pole’; Avar dal 

‘stick’; Chechen tal 

‘poplar’, Ingush täl-g 

‘chock’, etc. Cf. Hurr. tali 
‘tree’ (KHur 421). 

*dwāɫɨ̄ 
‘stick’ 

405 

Basque (B) idulki ‘block of 

wood; firewood’, (G) 
‘pedestal’ (MDE XV 879; 

OEH). The formation with 

suffix *-ki is parallel to that of 
Ingush täl-g ‘chock’ < *tāl-ik.̣  

Q.59 block, 
chunk 

*toś-ko Chechen dečig ‘wood, 

firewood’, Ingush daχča 

id., Batsbi dačχ-ar ‘a small 
fragment of a branch’;42 

*dŭčV 
‘wood, 
firewood’ 

401 

Basque (B-Mundaka, Gernika) 

tosko ‘block or chunk of 
wood’ [‘zoquete, tarugo’], (B-

Ispaster, Markina) toskor id. 

(OEH). 

                                                           
39 Trask (EDB  281), Michelena (M 51) and some earlier scholars derive *makila from Latin bacilla, plural of 

bacillum ‘rod’ (MDE XX 660), but it seems just as likely to be a native development of the root *mak-, or a 

blend of Bsq *mako + Lat. bacilla. 
40 Dicc gives no etymology at all; taco is not treated in REW. 
41 The near-synonym *siHi (Q.42) is lumped together with *siri by Michelena & Trask, but it is phonetically 

impossible to regard them as variants of the same etymon. Here Bsq *siHi, which usually denotes metal artifacts, 

is compared with PNC *cạ̈̄nHV ‘arrow’.  
42 The Nakh forms come from PN *dače-k(̣a), with a frequent diminutive suffix; cf. Bsq *-ko (see p. 56). 
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Dargi Chiragh duč ‘bundle 

(of firewood, hay)’; Agul 

duč ‘bundle of firewood’. 

Q.60 beam, 
pillar 

*habe Av. ħubí ‘post, pole, 

stem’; Tsezi hibo ‘stick’, 

Hinukh hebo id.; Chechen 

bʕow ‘tower’, Ingush 

wʕow id.; Abkhaz a-bó-

ra, a-bów-ra ‘cattle-shed’, 

Abaza bo-ra, Kabardian 

bow id.43 

*hwĕbē 
‘post, pole; 
tower’ 

497 

Basque (L) habe ‘beam, 
rafter’, (Z) hábe ‘pillar (of 

stone or wood)’, (B< G, AN) 

abe ‘beam, rafter’, (B-arc) 
‘tree’, (AN) ‘beam, rafter, 

column, sticks used to prop 

plants’, etc. Some Bsq authors 

have used this word for ‘the 

Holy Cross’ (OEH). 

Q.61 beam, 
rafter 

*las Tsezi, Hinukh tɬ’iš ‘pole(s) 

for planking the ceiling’, 

Bezhta tɬ’ešä ‘board, step 

(of stairs)’; Akhwakh 

tɬ’:eč’a ’log’, Andi 

tɬ’:erč’o id., Chamali 

tɬ’:eč’a ‘thin log, pole’, 

etc.  

*ƛṾćV 
‘log, pole’ 

781 

Basque (L) laz ‘beam, rafter’; 
secondarily laz ‘tall, portly’: 

gizon laza ‘homme de haute 

taille et de forte corpulence’ 
(MDE XIX 323; OEH). 

Q.62 board, 
plank 

*o=hol Rutul χɨl ‘wooden trough’, 

Lezgi ʁul ‘wicker sledge 

body’; Hinukh χulu 
‘wooden dish’. 

A recessive etymon, attested 

in only three Dagestanian 
languages. 

*χulV 

~ *χuɫV 
‘a wooden 
vessel’ 

1078 

Basque (BN, L) ohol ‘board, 

plank, tablet’, (Z) óhol ‘board, 
shingle’, (Bzt) ogol, (B, G, 

AN, Azk, Sal) ol, (R) õl id.; 

used for ‘tablets of the law (of 
Moses)’ (M 303, 321; MDE 

XXI 984; EDB 312; OEH).44 

Q.63 plank, 
wall 
 

*holc 
(~ *hols) 

Inkhokwari hõs ‘pole’; 

Avar ħos: ‘wooden bar, 

axle, crow-bar’, Chadakolob 

ħus ‘staff’; Chechen 

ħosta-m nail, peg’; 

Tsakhur os ‘wood, timber’, 

Rutul us ‘firewood’; Lak 

Khosrekh his:-ilu ‘fork’; 

Abkhaz á-psa ‘fir tree’, etc. 

*ħwǟlsǝ̆ 
‘wood, stick, 

tree’45 
505 

Basque (Z) holtz, {holça} 

‘wall, partition made of 
planks’, (A) {olça} ‘the pillar, 

post’, (Bzt) olxa ‘wooden tiles, 

shingles’, (L) holtz ‘cupboard, 
sideboard, dresser’, holtza 

‘stack of planks’, (Sal) oltza 

‘wall of planks’, (G-arc, AN-
arc) olz ‘wall’ (MDE XXI 979; 

OEH). 

                                                           
43 “An interesting common NC root (with a recurring semantic correlation ‘pillar, tower’ : ‘cattle-shed’, due to a 

described custom to keep cattle in towers)” (NCED). 
44 For ‘board’ ~ ‘dish’ cf. Russ doská ‘board, plank’ ~ Gk δίσκος ‘disk, discus, quoit’ (> Eng. dish, etc. Buck 

5.31, 9.52). Michelena and followers derive ohol < *onol, but the only evidence for a nasal is R õl. It seems 

however that some Roncalese nasals are not necessarily related to lost nasal resonants; see Phonology: Nasal 

vowels, pp. 123-25. 
45 “Medial *-l-, although not preserved in any language, must be reconstructed to account for the PTs[ezian] 

nasalisation and the PN[akh] development *-ls- > -st- (NCED).” 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

Q.64 rudder *lema Avar tɬ’:oʕén ‘shelf’; 

Tsezi, Khwarshi tɬen 

‘shelf’, Inkhokwari tɬɨn id.; 

Lak č’amu ‘shelf’. 

A scantily attested 

Dagestanian etymon. 

*ƛṾɦVmV  

~ *ƛṾɦVnV 
‘shelf’ 

781 

Basque (B, G, AN, L) lema 

‘rudder’ (MDE XIX 330; 
OEH).46 

Q.65 shelf *Hapal Avar epel ‘lid, cover’; 

Inkhokwari apar ‘pole (for 
planking the ceiling)’.  

A recessive etymon, attested 

in only two western 
Dagestanian languages. 

*ʔapVɫV 
‘board, cover; 
pole’ 

202 

Basque (B-Bolibar, Bergara, 
Leintz, G) apal ‘shelf (of 

cupboard, cabinet), dresser, 

benchtop, platform’, etc. 

(OEH). 

Q.66 fire-
wood 

*e=guṙ Udi gor, gorgor ‘pole’; 

Khwarshi, Hinukh giri 

‘log’, Tsezi giri ‘pole’; 

Chechen gāra ‘piece of 
cloven log; block’, Ingush 

gar id.; Avar geré-lo 

‘rolling pin’.  

*gōrV  

~ *gɨ̄rV  
‘pole, piece of 

log’ 
440 

Basque (c) egur ‘firewood, 

wood for fuel’, (Z) égür, (B) 

eur id.; (B, G, AN) egur 
‘wood (for carpentry, 

building)’ (MDE X 261; EDB 

166; OEH). 

Q.67 load of 
wood 

*sendo-ṙ Avar ts’:adá-ri ‘fuel’; 

Lak ts’inna ‘fuel (of dry 

stalks)’, Lak Khosrekh 

ts’aynda ‘straw’. 

A recessive etymon, with 

attested reflexes only in Lak 
and Avar. 

*ʒändV 
‘fuel’47 

366 

Basque (G) zendor ‘load of 

firewood (for making 
charcoal)’, (B) sendor ‘load of 

wood’. Note that s [ś] and z [s] 

have merged in Bizkaian (HB 
138).  

 

Adjectives: Color terms: “Abstract color names are late in linguistic history … even in 

historical times there is still much fluctuation and overlapping in the application of color words” 

(Buck, p. 1053). For semantic fluidity of color terms, cf. Irish geal ‘white’ ~ OE geolo > Eng yellow 

(Buck 15.64); OI bradhná- ‘pale red, ruddy, yellowish’ ~ PGerm *blunda- ‘blond’; Lat. flāvus 

‘yellow’ ~ OHG blāo ‘blue’, etc. (Buck 15.69); Old Indic karká ‘white’ > Pali kakka ‘a precious stone 

of yellowish colour’; Sindhi kako ‘tawny, brown’, kakiṛo ‘reddish (of a bullock)’; Lahnda kakkā ‘fair 

(of human hair), chestnut (of horse), yellow (of sand)’, kakkṛā ʻlightish (of human hair)ʼ, Marathi 

kākḍā ʻgreen and sappy, young and succulentʼ, etc. (T 2815). 

 

                                                           
46 The Bsq-NC semantic connection is not very compelling; but both rudders and shelves, up to modern times, 

were made of large flat planks. Cf. Span., Port. leme ‘rudder’, of unknown origin, per Dicc; or from Germanic 

*lim ‘limb’ (REW 5041). Other suggestions include English/Germanic helm, and Coptic er-hemme ‘to steer’ 

(MDE XIX 330). 
47 Because of the scarce attestation this reconstruction is tentative. The first consonant could also be tense *c,̣ and 

the first vowel could also be *ɨ̄ or *i. 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

R.1 white *suri Chechen, Ingush sira ‘gray’; 

Tsezi zira, Khwarshi zara 

‘gray’. 

A sparsely attested EC etymon.1 

Cf. PY *suŕ- ‘yellow’ (SCG 

190). 

*sV̆̄rV 
‘gray’ 

966 

 

Basque (c) zuri, [diminutive / 

expressive] xuri /šuri/ ‘white’; 

in northern dialects (BN, L, Z) 
xuri is the unmarked word for 

‘white’. For Bsq (soft or 

flapped) *r, reflecting a ‘soft’ 
PSC *ŕ (cf. PY *suŕ), see 

Phonology, pp. 90, 188-89.  

R.2 black *belc 

< *b=elc 

(With changing class prefixes) 

Botlikh, Godoberi =eč’e-r  

‘black’, Andi =eč’e-dir, 

Akhwakh =ač’i-da, Chamali, 

Tindi =eč’a-t’u-b id., etc.; 

(without class prefixes) Lezgi 

č’ulaw ‘black’; Batsbi ʕarč’i ̃

‘black, Chechen, Ingush ʕärža 

id.; Avar č’eʕéra-b ‘black’, 
etc. 

*Hčọ̄lV̄ 
 ‘black’ 

556 

Basque (c) beltz ‘black’, (A) 
{balça}, (B) baltz, (G, BN, Bzt, 

L, Z, R-Uztárrotz) belz, (Z, R) 

beltx ‘black’. Z beltx, originally 
diminutive / expressive, is now 

the usual form and beltz has an 

augmentative nuance 
(Larrasquet 1939).2 Often 

compared with Aquitanian 

BELEX and Iberian BELES (in 
proper names). 

R.3 blue *urdin Archi nạɮ-du- ‘blue’, nạtɬ’:, 

nạtɬ’-as ‘to make blue’, 

nạtɬ’-kes ‘to become blue’; 

Lak nạk’-s:a ‘blue’; Hinukh 

nik-diyu ‘blue, green, gray’, 

Tsezi niga ‘blue, gray’. 

*nHǟƛẉV̆ 
‘blue’ 

851 

Basque (c) urdin ‘blue; gray 
(hair or beard)’, in some 

dialects also ‘turbid, murky 

(water)’, ‘mold, mildew’ (HB 
267-8; EDB 359; OEH).3 See 

*burdina ‘iron’ (Q.41) for a 

possible semantic link. 

R.4 yellow *hori Andi hiri ‘red’, Karata heri-, 

Avar ba=ʕára-, Kryz iri, 

Tabasaran üru id., etc.; also in 

words for ‘blood’: Tindi heri, 

Budukh ir-d, etc.4  

*ɦirV 
‘red’ 

519 

Basque (BN, L) hori ‘yellow, 

golden-hued, blond’, (B, G, 
AN) ori , (Z) hólli [hóʎi] id.; in 

Z the expressive palatal form 
hólli has become the default 

form of ‘yellow’, likewise 

xú(r)i ‘white’ for *suri (R.1) (M 
182; MDE XXI 991; EDB 314; 

OEH).5 

 

 

                                                           
1 “Although similar colour names exist in other linguistic families (cf. Russ. серый [seryj] < Slav. *xĕrъ, Mong. 

sira ‘yellow’), the EC root seems to be genuine (neither the PN nor the Tsez. form can be explained by 

borrowing)” (NCED). 
2 The Bsq-NC match requires a fossilized class prefix: PSC *w=VlčṾ̄ > Bsq *b=elc. Cf. EC changing class 

prefixes, e.g. Botlikh b=eč’er ‘black’ [3rd class inanimate], y=eč’er [2nd class human feminine], etc. Bsq *i=cal 

‘shadow’ (G.20) seems to be a different configuration of the same root, with transposition. 
3 For Bsq *-rd- = PNC *-ƛ-̣, see pp. 154-58; this comparison requires metathesis: PSC *nHǟƛẉV̆ ~ *Hūƛạ̈̄n(V) = 

Bsq *urdin (see pp. 201-03). The Bsq word for ‘iron’, *burdina (Q.41), seems to be related to *urdin ‘blue’, and 

there is a similar correlation in North Caucasian. 
4 It is hard to ignore Old Indic hári- ‘golden, yellow, green’, like Lat. heluus and Eng yellow, a reflex of PIE 

*ǵhel- (Buck 15.69), but I see no plausible indication of borrowing in either direction.  
5 “[holli] es la única forma documentada en la trad[ición] suletina” (OEH). 
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Basic descriptives (adjectives):  These are simply listed here in alphabetical order of English 

glosses. The Bsq words for ‘dry, arid, barren’ (and related meanings) require a special note: they are 

cited here as *ɦućal, *a=goṙ, *i=doṙ/*a=doṙ, and *ei=haṙ/*lei=hoṙ. As noted by Michelena: 

“Overall, agor is ‘dry’, said for example of a stream or of a container of liquid (in addition to the 

sterility of females … ); from this is agortu, roughly equivalent to ahitu, lat. exhaurire, speaking of a 

source, spring, well, etc. Originally idor, like the western lehor, siku, is opposed to busti ‘wet, moist’, 

except that lehor, a general [Bsq word], refers to ‘dry land, terra firma’; thus lehorrez eta itsasoz 

‘(dry) land and sea’. Finally, ihar refers in principle to living things (plants, limbs of animals, etc.) 

and is opposed to heze ‘green’” (OEH: AGOR).1 According to Azkue (1905), in Bizkaian (at the 

western extreme of Bsq territory) legor and idor apply to vegetation, igar to animals and their bones; 

while in Zuberoan (at the northeastern end) agor pertains to sources and streams of water, ütsal to 

foods and the ground, eihar to the human or animal body and plants, and idor to dryness in general 

(Larrasquet 1939). These patterns, in historical perspective, look very much like lexicalized relics of 

class-related oppositions. This tendency is characteristic of Dene-Caucasian languages, for example in 

Burushaski, where the verbs denoting ‘give’ and ‘eat’ have different stems determined by class of the 

object.2 

 

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

R.5 bad *čaṙ Agul (Burshag) č’ire-r 
‘bad, dirty’, Tabasaran 

č’uru ‘bad; wild (of plants), 

Lezgi č’uru ‘wild (of 

plants)’, Kryz č’ir ‘wild (of 

plants, animals); wild pear’, 

Rutul č’irɨ-dɨ ‘lame’ (< 
‘crippled, bad’), etc. Other 
cognates, like Budukh 

č’irč’ir, refer to 

‘wasteland, uncultivated 

land, meadow’, etc. 

PLezgian 

*čụrɨ-  
‘wild’  

< PEC 

*HćṾrē 

555 

 

Basque txar (BN, Z) ‘bad, 

shoddy, of poor quality, 

unsatisfactory’, (L) 
‘naughty’, (L, BN, Z, R, 

AN) ‘small’, (B, G, L, BN) 

‘delicate, weak, feeble’, (B, 
G, AN) ‘bad’. 

Augmentative tzar (L, BN, 

Z) ‘bad, perverse, wicked, 
evil’.3 The conventional 

derivation from *sahaṙ 

‘old’ (M 191; EDB 366) is 
less plausible, for phonetic 

and semantic reasons. 

R.6 bad *gaic Tindi kʷača- ‘lean’, kʷač- 

‘to become lean’, Karata 

gʷača- ‘lean’; Tsezi guš-

iyu ‘lean’; Rutul gɨči-d 

‘left’. 

*gwVćV 
‘lean, meager’ 
(‘bad’?)4 

451 

Basque (G, AN) gaitz ‘bad, 
difficult, sick’, etc. (B, BN, 

L, Z) gatx id., (c) gaizto 

‘bad, wicked, naughty’, (B) 
gaxto, gexto id. (M 103, 

192, 258; MDE XII 862; 

                                                           
1 The forms (B) siku, (G, AN) seku, seko ‘dry’ are of Latin/Romance origin (REW 7897) and are restricted to 

southwestern Bsq dialects. 
2 For details see Bengtson & Starostin (2015, pp. 11-13). 
3 Phonetic: The expressive variant of Bsq *s (written z) is /š/ (written x), not /č/ (written tx), in the Lapurdian and 

Low Navarrese dialects (M 190-91; EDB 366), but Azkue regarded txar /čaṙ/ ‘bad’ < *sahaṙ ‘old’ as the only 

exception. Semantic: the typology of the change ‘old’ > ‘bad’, also ‘wicked’ and ‘small’, is not explained.  
4 NCED notes on the EC comparison: “The root is very sparsely represented; the Rutul word may belong here if 

the original meaning was ‘lean; bad’ (with a typologically frequent change > ‘left’). Not very secure.” 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-
North 
Caucasian 

Notes 

A recessive etymon, attested 

in four Dagestanian 

languages. 

EDB 195).5 A prolific Bsq 

root: only some of many 

forms and meanings are 
shown here. 

R.7 bare, 
naked 

*haś Lak =ač’=a- ‘empty’; Dargi 

=ats’ ‘empty’; Budukh 

heč’i ‘empty’, Kryz ʕač’i, 

Lezgi ič’i id.; Karata, 

Godoberi =eč’u-da, 

Akhwakh heč’u-da 

‘empty’; Hunzib =oč’č’u 

‘empty’; Chechen, Ingush 

=ässa ‘empty, hollow’; 

Adyge na-č’́ə ‘empty, 

hollow’, Ubykh wə-č’́a id., 

etc. 

*ɦǝ̄ćẸ̆ 
‘empty, hollow’ 

515 

Basque (BN, L, Z) has 

‘naked, bare’, (R, Sal) as 
id.; in comp.: buru-has, (Z) 

bür-hás, (R) buru-as ‘bare-

headed, hatless’, etc. (M 
329; OEH). A northern Bsq 

isogloss.  

For ‘naked’ ~ ‘empty’ cf. 
Romanian gol ‘naked, 

bald; empty’ (< Slavic: 

Buck 13.22). 

R.8 bare, 
empty, 
barren 

1. *huć  

2. *ɦućal 
Tindi hints:u-raχ:u- 

‘naked, bare’, Avar ʕíts’:a- 

id.; Dargi Akusha limts’al 

‘naked’; Tsakhur ts’ele-n 

‘naked’; Khinalug  ts’i-tar 
‘naked, bare’; Batsbi 

=arts’inŏ id.; Ubykh -

p’=ts’ǝ ‘naked’, etc. 

*=HĭcẶl 

~ *=HĭlcṾ- 
‘naked, bare’ 

567 

1. Basque (BN, L) huts 

‘empty, pure, bare, mere’, 
(Z) hüts, (B, G, AN, R) uts 

id.; as a noun, ‘fault, lack, 

error, defect’, etc. (M 53; 
EDB 362). 

2. Basque (BN, L) hutsal 

‘poor, trifling; shrunken, 
shriveled’, (Z) ǘtsal ‘poor, 

dry, barren’, (R) utsal 

‘poor, trifling’.6 

R.9 barefoot *ortúć Andi =itɬ’:in- ‘to put on 

(shoes, footwear, trousers)’, 

Chamali =itɬ’:n-, Tindi 

hintɬ’:- id., Avar huntɬ’: 

‘sock, stocking’, Akhwakh 

itɬ’:e-l id.; Tsezi =itɬ- ‘to 
put on (shoes)’, Khwarshi n-

itɬ-, Inkhokwari n-etɬ- id.; 

Archi =ubtɬa-s ‘to put on 

(trousers)’. Cf. Burushaski 

*=ltá- ‘to put on (shoes, 

stockings)’, Yasin hultás,̣ 

holtás ̣‘barefoot’ (SCG 
130). 

*=ōmŁV 
‘to put on 

(trousers, 
shoes)’ 

861 

Basque (B) ortoz 

‘barefoot’, (G, AN) ortuz, 

(BN, L) orthuts, (Bzt) 
ortotz, ortox, (Z) orthǘts, 

(R) ortuts id., etc. (M 309; 

EDB 307). 
See also the Bsq verb 

*e=ortu-śi ‘to take off 

shoes, stockings’ (V.34). 
Forms such as (BN) 

ointhuts ‘barefoot’ are 

obviously secondary, from 
association with *hoin 

‘foot’ and *huć ‘bare’.7 

                                                           
5 For semantics cf. Eng slim ~ Ger schlimm ‘bad’; Rus xudoj ‘bad, ill; lean, meager’, etc. (Buck 16.72); Eng left 

(hand) < OE left, lyft ‘weak’, etc. (Buck 12.42). 
6 It is difficult to sort out the Bsq words *haś ‘bare’, *huć ‘empty, lack’, and *ɦućal ‘poor, barren’, and correlate 

them with the apparent PNC cognates: *ɦǝ̄ćẸ̆ ‘empty, hollow’ and *=HĭcẶl ‘bare’. The meanings overlap, and 

these words have probably contaminated and blended, in both Bsq and Cauc. The rounding contrast of vowels 

(Bsq *u : PNC *ĭ) is so far unexplained.  
7 Bsq has preserved only the “reversive” form ‘take off (shoes)’, also found in Yasin holtás,̣ hultás,̣ while EC 

preserves, as far as we know, only the positive form ‘put on (shoes, etc.)’.  
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Notes 

Berger (1959, p. 27, note 

35) compared Bur holtás,̣ 
hultás ̣+ Bsq *ortúć. 

R.10 bent, 
twisted 

*okeṙ Tsakhur al-i-k’ar-as ‘to 

roll, turn round’, Tabasaran 

a-k’-uz ‘to roll (dough)’, 

Rutul ɨ-rk’-as ‘to wrap’; 

Karata k’aru ‘ball’, 

Godoberi k’́ari ‘dumpling’; 

Bezhta k’öri-yä 
‘(finger-)ring’, Hunzib 

k’or-yo id.; Abkhaz á-

k’ʷǝr-ra ‘to roll’, 

Kabardian: wǝ-k’ʷǝrǝ-yǝ-

n ‘to fall, roll down’, etc. 

*=ŏkụ̆r 
‘to roll, rotate’8 

259 

Basque (B, G, AN, Sal) 

oker ‘bent, curved, twisted, 

crooked’, (AN) uker, (BN) 
okher, (Z) ókher id. (M 

208; MDE XXI 974; EDB 
307). Cf. also (B, G, AN, 

Bzt) makur ‘curved, bent, 

hunched’, etc., (BN, L) 

makhur id., possibly with 

*ma= prefix. For semantic 

typology of ‘bend ~ twist, 
turn ~ roll’, etc., cf. Irish 

fillim ‘bend, fold’ ~ Lat. 

volvere ‘roll, turn’, vallis 
‘valley’ (‘concave bend’), 

etc. (Buck 9.14, 9.15; WP 

II 539). 

R.11 better  
more 

*hobe 

*habo-ro 
Archi hiba-t:u- ‘good’, 

Agul ʕaba-ni-r ‘big’, 

Budukh boʕ-lu ‘big’, Kryz 

bu id.; Adyge ba ‘many’, 

Ubykh bʕǝ ‘thick’ etc. Cf. 

PY *bǝ(ʔ)y- ‘many, much’ 
(SCG 166).  

*HV̆bV  

~ *bV̆HV  
‘big, many’ 

316 

Basque (BN, L) hobe, 
hobe-ki ‘better’, (Z) hóbe, 

hobé-ki (AN, G, R) obe, 

(B) oba id.; (Z) habó-ro 
‘more’ (adj., adv.), (Sal) 

abo-ro,(R) ob-ro id. (M 

128, 161; EDB 302).  
BK 112: Bsq + Archi 

R.12 big, 
great 

*haundi Adyge kʷandǝ ‘much, 

many’, Kabardian kʷad, 

kwəd, kwedɨn id. 

Isolated Circassian forms.  

Proto-Circassian 

*kʷandǝ 
‘much, many’ 

Č 149; K 65, 68; 

SKJa 361 

Basque (BN, L) haundi 
‘big, great, large, much’, 

(BN, L) handi, (B, G, AN, 

Bzt) aundi, (B, G, AN, 
Azk, Sal, R) andi, (Z) 

hã́ndi id. (M 96, 356; EDB 

94; OEH).9 

R.13 big, 
large 

*laṙi Avar tɬ’:ara ‘fett, feist; 

жирный, тучный’ [‘fat, 

obese, corpulent, stout’] 

(Žirkov 1936). 
 

The existence of this etymon 

outside of Avar is unknown. 

[*ŁarV  

~ *ƛạrV]10 

Basque (B, A) lar ‘too 
much’; (G, AN, BN, L, Z, 

R) larri ‘big, large, 

voluminous’, e.g. gizon 

larri bat ‘a corpulent man’, 

bekatu larriren bat ‘a 

mortal sin’ (Azkue; MDE 
XIX 317; EDB 261; OEH).  

BK 83: Bsq + Avar 

R.14 bitter, 
sour  

*kelu, 

*ke[l]ać 
Khinalug q’al ‘bitter’, q’ 

il-ez ‘salty’, q’ä ‘salt’;  

*q̇ĕɦlV ~ 

*q̇ĕq̇ĕɦlV  

Basque (AN-Irun) kelu 
‘bad taste’, (AN-Lezaka, 

BN-Aldude, G, Bzt, Sal, R) 

                                                           
8 NCED cites the proto-form as *=akụ̆r (~ -ǝk-̣, -ŏk-̣), indicating that *=ǝkụ̆r or *=ŏkụ̆r are equally possible, 

given the evidence. The last (*=ŏkụ̆r) is most compatible with the external (Bsq) evidence. 
9 “La forma antigua es (h)andi: Andia es sobrenombre medieval corriente. Es también la más frecuente y 

extendida en los textos. Al Sur, parece que aundi no se documenta hasta Larramendi [18th c.]; … Al Norte se 

documenta haundi --junto a handi-- ya en [Liburu hau da ixasoco nabigacionecoa (1579)]” (OEH). “No hay, sin 

embargo, certidumbre de que las formas con diptongo sean siempre más arcaicas” (M 95). 
10 This etymon is not discussed in NCED: these are possible reconstructions (others are also possible). 
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Archi q’ala ‘bitter’, 

q’anq’ ‘stench’ (SKja 272), 

Lezgi, Kryz, Budukh q’el 

‘salt’; Hunzib na-q’a-ru 

‘bitter’, Tsezi me-q’aw 

id.;11 Chechen q’äħa 

‘bitter’; Ubykh q’aq’ǝ́ 

‘sweet’, Abaza qaʕa id., etc.   

‘bitter; salty; 

sweet’ 

912 

keru ‘stench’, (L) ‘grudge, 

rancor’, (L) kirats ‘bitter; 

sour; stench; to stink’, (Z) 
khá(r)ats ‘sour, bitter’, (R) 

karats ‘bitter’, (B, G) 

kirats ‘stench’, (AN-
Elkano) kerats id., etc.; (L, 

Z) khelder, kheldar ‘bile, 

gall’, etc. (M 67; EDB 250; 
OEH).12  

R.15 bitter, 
pungent 

*śami-n Avar ts’:am ‘salt’, 

Chadakolob ts’am, Andi 

ts’:on, Akhwakh ts’:ani, 

Tindi ts:ā̃, Karata ts’:ãyi, 

Botlikh, Bagwali ts’:ãʔi id.; 

Bezhta tsã ‘salt’, Khwarshi 

tsiỹo id.; Lak ts’wu ‘salt’; 

Dargi Akusha ze ‘salt’, 

Chiragh ts:e id.; Abkhaz a-

ts’ā́ ‘salty’, Abaza ts’ʕa 

id., etc. 

*cẹ̆mhV  

~ *cẉĕnhV  
‘salt’13 

371  

Basque (B, G, BN, L, Z) 

samin ‘bitter, sour’, also 
(BN, L, Z, Bzt) ‘pungent, 

piquant, spicy’, (Bzt, Sal, 

Z) ‘hot-tempered, angry’.14 
The semantic relation of 

‘salt’ ~ ‘bitter’ ~ ‘sour’ is 

common: cf. Ltv sūrs 
‘salt(y), bitter’, Lith sūrus 

‘salt(y)’ ~ Eng sour, and 

other examples (Buck 
15.36, 15.37, 15.38); and 

Khinalug q’al ‘bitter’, q’il-

ez ‘salty’ (see R.14). 

R.16 blind *iću Tindi =ets:u-b ‘blind’, 

Avar =éts:a-b id., Akhwakh 

=ets:o-da ‘blind, dark’; 

(with reduplication) 

Khwarshi saysu ‘dark’, 

Tsezi sasiyu, Inkhokwari 

sassu id.  

*=VcV  

~ *VćV  
‘blind, dark’ 

1017 

Basque (c) itsu ‘blind, 
blind person’, (B-Irun, G) 

itxu, (Z) ǘtsü, (R) utsi, (R) 

utxe, (B-Aulestia) itzu id.; 
Z also verb ‘to go blind’ 

(M 78-9; EDB 232; OEH). 

A phonetically and 
semantically precise Bsq-

NC comparison. 

R.17 cold *hoc Hinukh =oč’č’u ‘cold’ 

(adj.), Tsezi =oč’yu, 

Hunzib =ɔč’č’u id.; 

Tabasaran, Agul r(=)uč’ 

‘hoar-frost, dew’; Chechen, 

*HEčẉV 

~ *čẉEHV 
‘cold’15 

393 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hotz 
‘cold’ (n., adj.), (B, G, AN, 

R) otz id.; the 

corresponding verb is hoz-
tu, oz-tu ‘to be cold, 

chilled’, etc. (EDB 322).  

                                                           
11 “The initial nasal in [Tsezi and Hunzib] is a reflex of original class markers nasalised under the influence of 

the nasalised vowel (the changing nasalised class prefixes are still preserved in Bezht.)” (NCED). 
12 The forms meaning ‘bile, gall’ are traditionally lumped together with *keda-ṙ ‘soot’ (F.6, q.v.), but this is the 

result of blending. 
13 “The original form is probably *cẹ̆mhV (the WC form shows no trace of labialisation), but most EC languages 

reflect a form with shifted labialisation” (NCED). 
14 AW cite the meanings: “n. pain, suffering, affliction. adj. bitter, sour. adj. painful, offensive, bitter, angry.” 

Pouvreau (17th c.) wrote (L) zamin /samin/ for this word (OEH). 
15 The PNC reconstruction *čẉErHV / *rHEčẉV has been modified to *čẉEHV / *HEčẉV, since the -r- seems to 

be derived from the class prefix *r=. “It is not quite clear whether r- in PL *ruč(̣a) ( = Gunz. rɔčụ) should be 

treated as a former class prefix or as part of the root. The latter hypothesis seems preferable, because in Nakh 

languages the word has no class prefixes” (NCED). 
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Ingush ša ‘ice’; Ubykh č́ə 

‘cold’ (adj.), etc.   

R.18 dark  *iɫhu-n Chamali yeɬa ‘night’, Tindi, 

etc. reɬa id., Avar reɬé-da 

‘at night’; Tsezi ħuɬ 

‘yesterday’, Hunzib hũl id.; 

Archi ɬ:e-t:u-t ‘late’, Rutul 

ɨxǝ id., Tsakhur ex:a 

‘evening’; Lak x:u ‘night’, 

lax:u ‘yesterday’; Ubykh 

śǝśǝ́ ‘night’, etc. 

*ʔlēƛă 
‘night’ 

216 

Basque (BN) ilhun ‘night’, 
(AN, Sal) ilun id., (BN-

Aldude, L) ilhun ‘dark’ 

(adj.), ‘darkness, nightfall’ 
(n.), (Z) ǘllhün, (R) ulún, 

(AN, Azk, Sal) ilun, (B, G, 

AN) illun, (A) iluñ id., 
with many deriv. (M 78, 

203; EDB 224). Phonetic 

development is complex: 
see Basque *iɫhu-n ‘dark, 

night’ ~ PNC *ʔlēƛă 

‘night’, pp. 224-26.  

R.19 dead *hil Chechen, Ingush =al- ‘to 

die’, Batsbi =al-ar id.; 

Karata =ilʔ- ‘to die’, 

Akhwakh =itɬ’-, Avar =alʔ- 

id.; Bezhta, Hunzib =itɬ’- ‘to 

kill’; etc. Cf. Burushaski *-́l- 
‘to hit, kill’ (SCG 108).  

*=iwƛẸ̆ 
‘to die, kill’ 

661 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hil ‘to 

die; dead’, (B, G. AN, R, 

Sal) il id.; also (G, BN, L, 
R, Bzt, Sal) ‘to kill’; and 

also as a noun: ‘death; dead 

person; corpse’ (OEH).  

R.20 dry, 
barren 

*a=goṙ  

 
Avar =aq’:wara-b ‘dry’, 

Andi, Tindi, Karata =eq’:u-

b  id.; Chechen, Ingush 

=eq’a ‘dry’; Lak q’a-q’- 
‘dry’; Dargi Chiragh 

=erʁu-b-ze ‘dry’; Lezgi 

q’uray ‘dry’, Rutul 

q:uru-d, Udi q:ari id.; 

Abkhaz a=ʕwa-rá ‘dry’, 

Ubykh ʁǝ- id., etc. 

 

*=iɢwĂr 
‘dry, to dry’ 

631 

 

Basque (c) agor ‘dry, 

barren, sterile’; (B-Araba, 

Ubidea, G) ‘September’ 

(‘barren month’) (EDB 
78). One of several Basque 

words translated more or 

less as ‘dry’ depending on 
the referent.16 

See also Bsq *e=gaṙi 

‘thirsty, thirst’.  
U 585: Bsq + Crc; Orig 

131: Bsq + Lezgi, Udi, 

Abkhaz; BS 41: Bsq + WC 
+ EC 

R.21 dry, 
arid  

*i=doṙ 

*a=doṙ 

 

Avar tɬ’:er- ‘to burn 

(oneself)’, =ortɬ’ :- ‘to burn 

(oven), roast (grain)’, tɬ’:ó-
ʕa-b  ‘bitter’, Chamali 

=utɬ’:- ‘to burn, be hot’, 

=utɬ’:u- ‘bitter’, Godoberi 

b=utɬ’:ir ‘heat’; Rutul s-

iɣɨ-d ‘warm’, Kryz ɣɨr 

‘warm’ < PLezg. *ʔiƛ:Vr-. 

*=iŁVr 
‘to be hot, bitter’ 

640 

Basque (c) idor ‘dry, arid, 

barren’, (L) ador (MDE 
XV 879; EDB 78). Not to 

be conflated with *a=goṙ 

(R.20) or *ei=haṙ (R.22). 
Postulated *i=doṙ < 

*i=rdoṙ: see Phonology, 

pp. 203-07. The semantic 
differences from *a=goṙ 

and other words for ‘dry’ 

originally based on noun 
class (see preface to Basic 

Descriptives).  

                                                           
16 “The word is applied to land which does not produce crops, to springs which have ceased to flow, and to 

women or female animals that fail to produce young. It does not mean ‘dry’ (‘not wet’), and the several sources 

that give this meaning are in error” (EDB 78). 
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R.22 dry *ei=haṙ 

*lei=hoṙ 
Dargi Urakhi ħirē ‘day’, 

ħiri-li ‘by day’, Akusha 

dugi-ħeri ‘day’,17 Chiragh 

ʕara ‘day’, ʕare ‘by day’; 

Chechen ʕǖrē ‘morning’, 

Ingush ʕuyra, Batsbi ʕur-

dna id.; (with metathesis) 

Avar rohé-l ‘dawn’, 

Akhwakh ruhi id., 

Chadakolob róhu-t’a ‘in 

the morning’.18 

*hwēri 
‘morning, dawn’ 

497 

 

Bsq (L) eihar, ihar ‘dry, 

stiff (as of a hand)’,19 

leihor ‘dry; dry land (not 
sea)’, (BN) eihar, leihor, 

(BN-Amikuse) aihar, (Z) 

éihar ‘dry’ (of animate 
beings & plants), (Sal) ear, 

(R) éxar /éšaṙ/, (AN) igar, 

(B, G) igar ‘dry’ (of 
animals & bones), legor, 

lior ‘dry; dry land (not 

sea)’ (M 105, 175; MDE 
XIX 326; EDB 167, 266).20  

R.23 few, little *guti Lezgi güt’ü ‘narrow’, Kryz 

gwädä ‘short’; Lak kut’a-
s:a ‘short’; Dargi Chiragh 

kut’-ze ‘short’, Kaitag 

kut’i-l id.; Khwarshi 

k’oytu id., ‘short’, Tsezi 

k’ot’o-no, Inkhokwari 

k’ottu id.; Akhwakh 

k̉̉wat’a ‘short-eared ram’; 

Abkhaz a-gdǝ́ ‘hornless (of 
horned domestic animals)’, 

Abaza gdi id.  

*kHə̄ṭwV̄   

~ *kwHə̄ṭV̄ 
‘short, short-
eared (animal)’ 

690 

Basque (B-Gernika, AN, 

BN, L, Azk, Sal) guti ‘few, 
a little (bit), not much, not 

many’, etc.; occasionally 
‘small’, (B-Bergara, 

Leintz, AN, BN, L, Azk, 

Sal) gutti [gutí], (Sal) 
guttu, (Z) gǘti; cf. 

medieval Navarrese Gutia 

‘Small’, a common 
surname (M 77, 186; EDB 

214; OEH). The variants 

gutxi, gitxi may reflect a 
different etymon (see next 

set). 

Orig 147: Bsq + Lak; 
BKE 110: Bsq + Lezgi  

R.24 few, little *giči Lezgi ʁweč’i ~ ʁwač:i 

‘small’; Abkhaz a-χwč’́ǝ́ ~ 

a-χwɨč’́ɨ ‘small’ (SKJa 324). 
 
Isolated EC and WC forms 

that may or may not be 

connected with each other, or 

with Bsq *giči. 

_ Basque (B, G-Azpeitia) 

gitxi ‘few’, etc. [see *guti], 

(G, AN, Bzt, Azk) gutxi id. 
(M 186; EDB 214; OEH). 

Usually regarded as an 

expressive variant of *guti, 
but B gitxi is attested in the 

earliest texts (M 77; 

OEH).21  

U 584; Orig 148: Bsq + 

Lezgi, Abkhaz 

                                                           
17 Akusha dugi ‘night’ (< PNC *rVmƛĂ), thus dugi-ħeri ‘night + day’ = ‘(24-hour) day’. 
18 This proposed PEC cognate of Bsq *=har ~ *=hor is not very satisfactory semantically. It requires an 

intermediary meaning such as ‘sun’, ‘sun’s heat’ (> ‘dry, parched’), which is close to the Dargi meaning ‘day’. 

Cf. also Burushaski *yā́ri ‘first morning light; sun or moon rays’ (SCG 61). 
19 Leiçarraga (16th c.) used this word in his translation of Matthew 12:10: Zen han gizon bat eskua eihar zuenik 

‘There was a man who had a withered hand’ (as noted by Azkue). As with Z éihar and B igar ‘dry’ (of animals 

& bones), this form has a decidedly animate sense, opposed to L leihor, B ligor ‘dry (land)’.  
20 I analyze these as a root *=har ~ *=hor, with different fossilized class prefixes (see Morphology, pp. 58-71). 
21 Alternatively, this word could be derived from, or influenced by, Egyptian (Coptic): Bohairic kuǯi ‘small’, 

Sahidic, Ahmimic, Fayumic kūy id. (Militarev 1989). This is discussed in my “Egyptian Loanwords in Basque” 

(in process). 
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R.25 fresh, 
moist 

*hese 

~ *heśe 
Chamalal =its: ‘to wet’, 

Akhwakh =its:, Avar, 

Karata =ič: ‘to soak’, Tindi 

č:ab-d- ‘to splash, 

sprinkle’; Rutul =eše- ‘to 

weep’, Lezgi iše xun, Agul 

ʕaš- id.; Lak šuṣ̌i-n ‘to 

wash’; Dargi Akusha =is-es 

‘to weep’; Abkhaz: á-ǯ̌ǯ̌a-
ra ‘to wash’, etc. Cf. PY 

*ǯe-n ‘to weep, cry’: Kott 

eče-n ‘I weep’ (SCG 65).   

*=HäćwĂ 
‘to pour, wash’ 

553 

Basque (BN, Z) heze 

‘damp, moist, humid, fresh, 
wet, green’ (of plants, in 

the sense ‘unripe’, as 

opposed to ‘ripe, dry’, as 
‘green wood’), (B, G, AN, 

R) eze id.; also ‘lascivious, 

sensual’ in (B, AN); (B) 
ezo ‘moist’; with suffixes: 

(B, G) ez-ko, (BN, Z) ez-ti 

id.; with /ś/: (BN, L) hese 

‘fresh, moist, green’, (B) 

ese id. (Micoleta 17th c.)22 

(MDE XII 813; EDB 189; 
OEH). 

R.26 full *bete Chechen butū ‘hard, 

tough’, Ingush butuw id.; 

Adyge pǝta ‘hard, tough’, 

Kabardian bǝda id.  

Cf. PY *bɨd- ‘hard’ (SCG 
168). 

*bVtV̄ 
‘hard, tough’ 

320 

Basque (c) bete (v.) ‘to fill, 

fulfill, bring to 
completion’, (adj.) ‘full, 

complete’, etc. (BN) bethe, 

(Z) béthe id. (EDB 137; 
OEH). The Bsq-NC 

semantic relation is rather 

tenuous: ‘hard’ > 
‘strong’ > ‘full’? 23 

R.27 good *hon Avar kʷarána-b ‘right’, 

Chadakolob kurána-b id. 

(< *kʷVnV-r-), 

Karata inku-dotɬ’: id. 

(inku-doq per SKJa); Tsezi 

=igu ‘good’, Khwarshi 

=agu id.; Rutul yigi-d 

‘right’, Tsakhur yug-na 

‘good’, etc. Cf. Urartian 

gunǝ ‘right (not left), true’ 

(HU 32). 

*=ĭkwVn ~ 

*=ĭnkwV 
‘good, right’ 

643 

Basque (BN, Z) hon ‘good, 

kind, righteous, able’, etc. 

(Z, BN-Donibane Garazi) 
hun, (AN, BN) un, (B, G, 

AN, BN, L, R) on (M 54, 

209; MDE XXI 979; EDB 
309; OEH). The most 

archaic PSC form seems to 

be *=kun- (> PAvar-
Andian *kʷVnV-, Bsq 

*hon, Urart. gunǝ), with a 
common metathesis to 

*=ĭnkwV in EC langs.24 

R.28 hard, 
deaf 

*goṙ 

*gogoṙ 
Khwarshi, Inkhokwari ʁur 

‘stone’, Tsezi ʁʕul id.; 

Chechen qēra ‘stone’, 

Ingush qera, Batsbi qer id. 

A Tsezian-Nakh isogloss. 

Cf. Burushaski *ɣuró 

‘stones, gravel’, *qhóro 

‘small stones’; PY *Kar > 

Arin kar ‘mountain’ (SCG 
57).  

*ɢwērV 
‘stone’ 

467 

Basque (c) gogor 

‘(physically) hard, durable, 

solid; (mentally) hard, 

cruel, violent’, etc.; (B, G, 

BN, L, Z) gor ‘deaf’, (G-
Tolosa) goor id. (MDE 

XIV 676, 688; OEH). For 

the semantic relationship of 
‘deaf’ and ‘hard’ (~ PEC 

‘stone’), cf. Eng. ‘hard of 

hearing’, ‘stone deaf’, 

                                                           
22 Quoted by Azkue: eseak eta igarrak ‘verdes y secos / greens and drys’ or ‘the fresh and the withered’ (cf. Bsq 

*ei=haṙ, above). Heseak eta iharrak is a recurrent Bsq expression, meaning ‘everything’. 
23 Cf. Old Indic nirbhara- ‘excessive, violent’ > Gujarātī nĩ̄bhar, nibbhar ‘heavy, strong, full, hard, old and 

useless’; Marāṭhī nibar, nibbar ‘hard, compact, old and tough’ (T 7360). 
24 Trask (EDB 309) correctly states that there are “serious problems” with deriving Bsq *hon < Latin bonum. For 

one, there is no precedent for Bsq *ho- < Latin bo-. 
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Span. duro de oído (Hualde 

1995).25  

R.29 heavy *aśtu-n Chechen, Ingush =arst- ‘to 

fatten, become fat’, Batsbi 

=arst’- id.; Tsezi ʕašyu 

‘thick (of flat obj.)’, Hinukh 

ʕaššu id.; Chamali =es:a- 

‘fat’, Godoberi =iš:i ‘thick’; 

Tsakhur rɨš:ɨ-n id.; Abkhaz 

a-psǝ́-la ‘fat, thick’, etc. 

*=HrV̆yśĒ 
‘thick, dense, 
fat’ 

608 

Basque (B, G) astun 

‘heavy, weighty; 
important, serious’, (Bzt) 

‘stupid, clumsy, doltish, 
rude’, (B) ‘damp, murky, 

gloomy’, etc. (Azkue; 

OEH).  
For Bsq *śt ~ PNC *ś, see 

Phonology: st-clusters, p. 

138. 

R.30 hunger, 
hungry  

*gośe Dargi Akusha gaši ‘hunger’, 

guš- ‘hungry’; Lak k:aši 

‘hunger’; Lezgi k:aš 
‘hunger’, Tabasaran, Agul 

gaš, Rutul gaš, gäš, Kryz 

gäš, gaši id., Agul (Fite) 

gašin-t ‘greedy’ (< 
‘hungry’); (with metathesis 

*šēga) Abkhaz a-č́ga-rá ‘to 

starve, be hungry’, Abaza 

č́ga-ra id. 

NCED notes similar forms in 

Middle-Eastern langs: Hittite 

kast; Sem. *gŝʕ, Cush. 

*gaʔaĉ-; (with metathesis) 

Sum. šàgar ‘hunger’.   

*gašē   
‘hunger’ 

431 

SKJa 71 

Basque (c) gose ‘hunger’ 
(n.), hungry’ (adj.), gose-te 

‘famine’ (cf. Tabasaran 

gaš-ti ‘hungry’), *gośa-
hari > gosari ‘breakfast’ 

(‘hunger meal’) (M 246; 

MDE XV 831; EDB 211). 
Bsq *o ~ PNC *a could 

reflect ablaut (see pp. 106-

110); correspondences of 
the consonants and final 

vowel (Bsq *e ~ PNC *ē) 

are regular (see 

Phonology, pp. 100, 110, 

148, 162). This Bsq-NC 

comparison has been 
known for more than a 

century:   

U 583: Bsq + Lak, Lezgi, 
Rutul, Agul; Orig 135: 

Bsq + Dargi, Lezgi, Agul, 
Tabasaran; BK 65: Bsq + 

Dargi, Lak, Agul, Rutul 

R.31 lame, 
crippled 

*čank- Rutul, Tsakhur č’ank’ 

‘trap’, Lezgi č’enk’-er id.; 

Chechen č’ing ‘weir, dam’.  

A recessive etymon, attested 

in only four EC languages.  

*čạ̈̆nkṾ 
‘trap, obstacle’ 

384 

Basque (G) txanket ‘lame’, 

(B) txango, (AN) txangi, 
(AN-Elkano) txainkuru, 

(BN-Amikuse) txainkü, (Z) 

txáinkü, (BN, L) xanku id., 
(B) txangirrrinka, 

txankurrika ‘on one foot’, 

(Bzt) txangilka, (BN) 
txangarka, (Z) txainküka, 

(R) txankarka id., etc. (M 

188, 354; EDB 280; 
OEH).26 

                                                           
25 It is tempting to compare Bsq *gor ‘deaf’ with Chechen, Ingush q’ora ‘deaf’, Batsbi q’uru, Udi kar id. (so 

Trombetti, Orig §129), but apparently the Nakh words are borrowed from Kartvelian (Georg. q’ru ‘deaf’, etc. < 

PK *q̇ur- ‘ear’); while the Udi word (+ Tabasaran, Budukh kar, Agul kera ‘deaf’) are borrowed from Azeri kar 

‘deaf’, ultimately < Persian kar id. (cf. Avest. karǝna- ‘deaf’: SKJa 308-9; Buck 4.95).   
26 The semantic connection between Bsq *čank- ‘lame’ and PEC *čạ̈̆nkṾ ‘trap’ is not very straightforward, but 

cf. typological parallels such as English trip (esp. in the sense ‘stumble, make a false step’) < French < some 

Germanic source: cf. OE treppan (*trapjan) ‘to tread’ ~ trap < OE træppe = East Frisian trappe, trap id. (WP I 
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R.32 little 
 

*miko Chamali mik’u-b ‘small’, 

mač’ ‘child’, Karata 

mik’i-s: ‘small’, mak’e 

‘child’, Godoberi mik’i-si 

‘small’, mak’i ‘child’; 

Dargi Chiragh nik’a-ze 

‘small’; Budukh mik’e 
‘few; a little, small’, etc. 

*mikẉV 
‘small, young 

one’ 
821 

Basque (BN, L) miko ‘a 

little, a little bit, a pinch’, 
(AN-Irun, Bzt) miki id., 

(BN-Garazi, Sal) mikitta ‘a 

tiny bit’. This word is 
traditionally compared 

with Spanish miga 

‘crumb’, etc. < Lat. mīca; 
and/or Greek μῑκρός, but 

these do not work 

phonetically (MDE XXI 

926; OEH). 

R.33 long *luse Chechen lüsta ‘dense, 

close, thick’, Sharo luysti,̃ 

Khildikharo lwistĭ, Ingush 

lista, Batsbi yupst’i ̃id. (< 

*lyuwst ̣i- < *luyst ̣i-); Lak 

lis:u-s:a ‘narrow’; with 

metathesis: Tabasaran isel 

‘narrow’, Agul isal-f id. 

*lVysV 
‘narrow, 

dense’27 
752 

Basque (c) luze ‘long (of 

things or time); tall’, (R) 
lúze, (Z) lǘze id.; in 

compounds: (R) -lúz, (Z) -

lǘz, e.g. (R) mi-lúz, (Z) 
mihi-lǘz ‘talker, gossip’, 

lit. ‘tongue-long’; (B, G, 

BN, R) luza-bide 
‘postponement, delay’, lit. 

‘long way’, etc. (M 134, 

411; MDE XX 650; EDB 
272; OEH).28 

R.34 many,  
enough 

*aśko 

*aśki 

Andi, Botlikh, Godoberi 

=eč’uχa ‘big’, Avar 

č’aħá- ‘large, big’; Dargi 

Chiragh čaqʷ-ze ‘high’; 

Lak č’a-̣u-s:a ‘many’; Lezgi  

č’eχi ‘big’; Adyge, 

Kabardian -šxʷa ‘big, 

strong’, Ubykh šχwa 

‘strong’, etc. 

*čḤəqwV 
‘big’ 

386 

Basque (c) asko (adj., adv.) 

‘many, much, a lot’, aski 

(adv.) ‘enough’.  
Trask (EDB 110) derives 

these words from Bsq *aśe 

‘satisfy, sate; be satisfied’ 
(V.66), which could be 

possible for *aśki (*-ki is a 

common adverbial suffix: 
HB 211). *aśko exhibits a 

frequent syncope < *aśeko 
(see Phonology, pp. 92-

93). 

R.35 meek, 
mild 

*oɫhe Archi o=ɬ:a- ‘to be silent, 

listen’, Agul d=ux́- ‘be 

reconciled’, Rutul =uxʷa- 

‘to say’; Dargi =uxʷ- ‘to 

speak, say, talk’. 

A sparsely attested 

Dagestanian root. Cf. PY 

*ʔal-bǝt ‘quietly’ (SCG 
210). 

*=uλwV 
‘to be silent, 

quiet’ 

1011 

Basque (L-arc) olhe ‘meek, 

mild, gentle, peaceful’, 

olhe-ki ‘meekly, mildly’. 

Archaic word used by 

Haraneder (18th c.) and 
Pouvreau (17th c.) (MDE 

XXI 978; OEH). A good 

semantic and phonetic 
match with PEC *=uλwV, 

possibly with *o / *u 

ablaut: see Ablaut, pp. 
106-110.  

                                                           
795); Old Indic pā́śa ‘noose, snare, cord, fetter’ > Kati pōš ‘trap, net’; Hindi pāsī ‘hobble for a horse’, etc. (T 

8133).  
27 NCED notes that the first consonant could have been *ɫ-, and/or the second consonant *-cw-. Nakh forms are 

missing from the 1994 book but are present in the TOB database: http://starling.rinet.ru/ 
28 For Bsq ‘long’ ~ PEC ‘narrow’ cf. Gk μακρός ‘long, tall’, etc. ~ Lat. macer ‘lean, meager’, Ger. mager ‘lean, 

thin’, etc. (Buck 12.57). 

http://starling.rinet.ru/
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R.36 moldy, 
dirty 

*lisu-n Karata ɬits’:u ‘bog, marsh’, 

Andi ɬents’:u ~ tɬ:ets’:u 

(NCED), ɬ:ints’:u ~ 

ɬ:ents’:u (SKJa), Godoberi 

ɬ:ints:u, Akhwakh tɬits’:i 

(NCED), tɬĩts’:i (SKJa) id.; 

Lak kunts’a ‘bog, marsh.’ 

*ƛwilcẉV 
‘bog, marsh’ 

770 

SKJa 191 

Basque (B, G, AN) lizun, 

lizuin, lixun, (Bzt) lizuiñ 

‘mold, mildew; moldy, 
musty’, (B, G, AN) ‘dirty, 

filthy’, with figurative 

extensions ‘(morally) dirty, 
obscene’, etc. Related to 

*lincu-ra ‘marsh’, E.6 

(MDE XX 637; EDB 268; 
OEH). 

R.37 much 
many 
more 

*gehi Khinalug iχe-r ‘many’; 

Tabasaran aχʕu ‘big’, 

Tsakhur χʕe-r-na ‘big’, 

Archi aχʕ ‘enough’;  Lak 

ha- ‘enough’; Dargi Akusha 

aħ-si ‘good’, Chiragh aχʕ-

ze id.; Bezhta aχo ‘well’ 

(adv.); Abkhaz áy-ħa 

‘more’, Kabardian na-χ 

‘more’, etc.  

*ɦăχE 
‘big’ 

511 

Basque (BN, Z) gehi 

‘quantity, much, many’, 
(AN, B, G, L) gei id., (c) 

gehiago, gehigo, geiago 

‘more’, gehien ‘(the) most, 
best, principal, first-born, 

elder’, (BN) gaihen, (Z) 

gehién, etc. (M 104, 412; 
MDE XII 857; EDB 194; 

OEH); but in this model 

*gai / *e=kai ‘thing, 
material’ is a separate 

etymon (L.13). Note 

metathesis *χăɦE ~ *ɦăχE 
(see pp. 201-03). 

R.38 much, 
abundant 

*heugali  

~ 

*heu[l]agi 

Andi =eχ:ula ‘long’, Tindi 

=eχ:ela-; Tsezi =eχora, 

Bezhta =iχalo id.; Lak 

halχ:a- ‘tall, high’, Dargi 

Akusha χala-l ‘big’; Lezgi 

yarʁi ‘long’, Rutul χuläχ-

dɨ id., etc.  

*HāχuɫV / 

*HālχV 
‘long’ 

550 

Basque (B, G, AN) ugari, 

(L) heuragi, (Z) heuregi 

‘abundant, numerous’, with 
verbal stem (B, G) ugal-du 

‘to increase, multiply’ (M 

99; MDE XII 807; EDB 
354; OEH). Note 

metathetic variants in EC 
and Bsq (see pp. 201-03).29 

R.39 narrow, 
tight 

*meda-ṙ Chechen nilχa ‘thin, 

sparse’, Ingush nīlχa, 

Batsbi netχi ̃id.; (with 

metathesis) Bezhta tɬämmö 

‘thin, narrow’, Hunzib 

tɬamu id.; Tabasaran k:u-

ru ‘thin, narrow’, Tsakhur 

hɨḳ:e-n, Agul ik:e-f id., 

etc. 

*ɦmV̄ƛṾ̆ 
‘thin’ 

521 

Basque (G, AN) medar 

‘narrow, tight’, (B) bedar, 

berar, (G-Azpeitia, 
Goierri) melar, (BN, L, Z) 

mehar, (B, Bzt, Sal, R-

Uztárroz) mear id.; also (B, 
Bzt) ‘thin, fine’ (M 269; 

MDE XXI 917; EDB 286; 

OEH).30 

R.40 old  *sahaṙ Avar =asrá-ya- ‘old, worn 

out’, Akhwakh =aša-da- 

*swĕrho 

~ *r(h)ĕswo 

Basque (BN, L) zahar ‘old 

(human, animal, plant), old 
person’, (Z) záhar, (Bzt) 

                                                           
29 OEH brings in yet another Bsq form as related to ugari and heuragi, (AN-erro, L, Bzt, BN, Z) jori ‘abundant, 

rich; fertile, productive (of land); fat, plump (of animate beings)’, which Larramendi (18th c.) wrote as {ïori} or 

{iyori}, and Michelena reconstructs as *eauri, possibly = *ehau[l]i in the current model (cf. Tsezi =eχora ‘long’, 

etc.). 
30 In this model *medaṙ < *merda-ṙ is original, and forms of the type me(h)ar are blended with *menhe ‘thin’ 

(Z.12), of distinct origin. See Phonology (pp. 154-58; 203-07) for the difficult phonetic changes, such as the 

regular change of PNC *-ƛ-̣ > Nakh -lχ-, and Bsq development of *merda-ṙ > *meda-ṙ.     
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id.; Chechen, Ingush šira, 

‘old (of age)’, šo ‘year’, 

Batsbi širi ̃‘old’, šo (obl. 

šari-) ‘year’; Lezgi sur 

‘old’, yis ‘year’; Abkhaz á-

žv ‘old’, Abaza a-žʷǝ, 

Adyge, Kabard. źǝ, Ubykh 

žʷǝ id., etc.  

‘old; year’ 

968 
zagar, (B) zaar, zar ~ saar, 

sar, (G, AN, R) zar id. 
(EDB 366; OEH). In this 

model *sahaṙ is not related 

to *čaṙ ‘bad’ (R.5). 
Metathesis of laryngeal: 

PNC *swĕrho vs. Bsq 

*sahaṙ (see pp. 176-77).31 
BKE 48: Bsq + Circassian; 

BS 36: Bsq + WC + EC  

R.41 pretty, 
original 

*biči Avar bečé-da= ‘rich’, 

Karata beče-do= id., 

Akhwakh mača-ɬ- ‘to get 

rich’, Godoberi beče-ɬ- id; 

Bezhta =iči-lo ‘rich’; 

Chechen, Batsbi barč 
‘place of honor (in the 

house)’, Ingush bärče id. 

*bīrčV 
‘rich, honorable’ 

305 

Basque (BN, L) bitxi 

‘original, extravagant, 

funny, graceful’, (R) 

‘jewelry of metal that 
women wear on the bosom, 

brooch’, (B, G, AN) pitxi 

‘jewel, adornment’, (B) 
‘pearl’, (B, G, L) ‘pretty’ 

(child’s word), etc. The 

oldest attested uses of the 
word (15th-16th c.) refer to 

jewels of great price.32  

R.42 quick, 
nimble 

*saɫhui Archi s:ala ‘light (of 

weight)’, Rutul sɨl-dɨ, Lezgi 

q’e-zil, Agul k’i-sal-f id., 

Budukh sala-l ‘light; 
transparent, pure; liquid’, 

Kryz silä-d ‘small’; (with 

metathesis) Abkhaz á-las 

‘light (weight)’, Abaza lasǝ, 

Ubykh wasǝ́ id. 

Cf. Urart. zel(=)di ‘a little 
piece of …’ (KHur 416). 

*sɨlV  

~ *sɨɫV 
‘light (of 
weight)’ 

963 

Basque (L) zalhui ‘agile, 

quick, flexible, supple, 
nimble; quickly, promptly’, 

(BN, L) zalhu, (L) zaillhu, 

(Azk) zalui, zaloi, (AN, G, 
Sal) zaloi, (AN, G, L, Bzt) 

zauli, (Z) zálhe id., etc.; 

with expressive palatal /š/: 
(L) xalu, xaloin ‘souple, 

leste, agile’ (M 107, 198; 

EDB 368; OEH).33 
Michelena suggested a 

kinship with Bsq *sail 
(zail, zall) ‘tough, 

tenacious’.  

R.43 right 
(correct), 

true 

(1) *susen 

(2) *sin 
Chechen, Ingush ts’ena 

‘clean, pure’, Batsbi ts’ayn 

id.; Godoberi ts’in-k’i 
‘clean, pure’, Botlikh 

ts’:in-k’ir, Bagwali 

=ats’:a-ra-, Karata 

=ats’:a-do- id., Akhwakh 

=ats’:onu= ‘to clean’; 

*HăʒĔm- 
‘clean, to clean’ 

552 

1. Basque (c) zuzen, (Z) 

zǘzen ‘right, correct, 

proper, straight, honest’, 

etc.; also ‘right(s), justice’; 

with expressive /š/, /č/: 
xuxen, txuxen id.  

2. Basque zin (G, BN, L, Z, 

R) ‘oath, truth’, (BN, L, Z) 
‘true, faithful’; (BN-arc) 

zin-etsi ‘believe’, (BN, L, 

                                                           
31 “Apparently attested as Aq[uitanian] SA.HAR in the male name VMME SA.HAR on the Lerga stele” (EDB) from the 

2nd or 3rd century CE (cf. HB 402-3).  
32 bitxi ‘jewel’ and the use of *-biči in aita-bitxi ‘godfather’, etc. (J.17), match well with the Cauc meanings 

‘rich’ and ‘honor(able)’ (MDE VII 144; EDB 144). 
33 EDB lists meanings ‘supple, flexible’, ‘obedient’, ‘agile, quick’, ‘determined, spirited’; interjection (BN, L) 

zal(h)u ‘hurry up!, quickly!’. AW: zalu (adj.) ‘flexible, bendable, pliable, foldable; graceful, elegant’, (adv.) 

‘quickly, fast’. 
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Bezhta =atsō ‘clean’; 

Abkhaz a=b-zía ‘good’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *sesin- 
‘clear, clean’ (reduplicated 

like Bsq *susen). 

Z) sin-hetsi, (B, G) sin-is-

tu id. (M 283; EDB 376, 

382; OEH).34 
A semantic chain ‘clean > 

pure > good, right, true’.35  

R.44 ripe, 
mature 

*solhi Lak ts’ullu-s:a ‘healthy, 
whole, undamaged’; Avar: 

=úts’:ala-b-go ‘wholly, 
entirely’; Dargi Tsudakhar 

zara-se ‘healthy, whole’, 

Akusha ʔara-si, Urakhi 

ʔara id.;36 (with fossilized 

class prefix *b=) Abkhaz a-

bzá ‘alive, living’, Abaza 

bza id. 

Cf. Hurrian šawlǝ ‘health, 
prosperity’ (HU 38). 

*ʒŏɫV 
‘healthy, whole’ 

1095 

Basque (B) zoli ‘ripe, 

mature; nimble, agile; keen 

(sense)’, zol-du ‘to ripen 
(of fruit)’; (BN, L, Z) zorhi 

‘ripe, mature; luck, fortune, 

omen’, (B, G, AN, R) zori 
id., (Z) zó(r)hi ‘ripe, 

mature’, etc. (M 319; EDB 

377; OEH).37 Semantic 
development was possibly 

‘ripe, mature’ > ‘whole, 

healthy’ > ‘prosperous, 
happy, lucky, omen’.38 In 

this model *solhi is not 

related to Bsq *čo[l]i 
‘bird’ (B.19), a distict 

etymon. 

R.45 rotten *b=uśte-l Udi b=ašʕa(y) ‘rotten’;39 

Dargi Chiragh =arš- / 

=urš- ‘to rot’; Abkhaz a-š-

rá ‘to ferment’, Abaza ʕa-š-

ra id., Adyge ša-n ‘to soften 

(as cheese)’, Kabardian śa-n 

id. 
 

Sparsely attested, but in 

peripheral areas, indicating 
an archaic etymon. 

*=VršĒ  
‘to rot, ferment’ 

1034 

Basque (L) bustel ‘rotten’, 
phustel (d’Urte 17th c.), (c) 

ustel, (Z) üstel id.; with 

many secondary moral 
meanings: ‘impure, 

dishonest, false, corrupt’, 

etc.  (M 253; EDB 362; 
OEH). Phonetically (1) the 

common changes of /bu/ > 

/u/, (2) *b > /ph/ by 
devoicing assimilation, (3) 

the match of Bsq *-śt- = 

PNC *-rš-: see Phonology, 
pp. 148, 200.40 

R.46 rough, 
crust  

*saka-ṙ Avar, Chadakolob ts’aq’ 

‘very, strongly’; Lak ts’aq’ 

*cặq̇V Basque (L) zakhar, (B, G, 

Bzt) zakar ‘rough, coarse, 

harsh, rude’, (Bzt) ‘lewd, 

                                                           
34 The verb ‘believe’ formed from *sin ‘true’ + *eući ‘consider’ (see V.18), with sibilant assimilation to 

/śin(h)eći/ (M 283). 
35 For semantic typology cf. Old Indic accha- ʻclear, transparentʼ > Pali, Prakrit accha ʻclear, transparent, pure, 

cleanʼ; Lahnda acchā ʻclean, goodʼ; Panjabi acchā ʻgoodʼ, etc. (T 142). 
36 The change of PD *z > /ʔ/ is regular in Akusha and Urakhi (NCED 118). 
37 The meanings of zoli (and zori) vary amongst Bizkaian dialects: see Azkue and OEH for details. The identity 

of *sori ‘luck’ and *sorhi ‘ripe’ is not certain, since, as Michelena pointed out, the same writer, Oihenart (17th c.) 

distinguished them as zori and zorhi, respectively.     
38 Cf. Old Eng. hǣl, Old Norse heill ‘health, good luck, (good) omen’ ~ Goth. hails ‘well, in good health’, Eng. 

whole, hale, etc. (Buck 22.47). 
39 Udi has an unusual pharyngealized sibilant /šʕ/, and a relic of a class prefix b=: cf. Bsq *b=. 
40 A fossilized class prefix *b= is postulated; cf. Bsq *b=elc ‘black’, *b=ardin ‘same’, etc. (q.v). See 

Morphology, pp. 58-71. 
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‘strength, power’; Dargi 

ts’aq’  id.; Chechen, Batsbi 

ni-ts’q’ ‘strength, power’, 

Ingush ni-z id. Cf. PY 

*sa(ʔ)kar- ‘hard, tough’ 
(SCG 24). 

 ‘strength, 
power’ 

356 

immodest’; (Z) zákhar 

‘crust on the skin, scab’, 
(BN, L) zakhar, (AN, Bzt) 

zakar id., etc. For 

semantics cf. Gk καρτερός, 
κρατερός ‘strong, mighty’ 

~ Goth hardus, OInd 

karkara- ‘rough, hard’, etc. 
(Buck 4.81, 15.74)   

R.47 round, 
round 
thing 

*bil, 

*bil(i)bil 
Avar ber ‘wheel’, 

Chadakolob ber id.; Dargi 

Akusha ħula ‘wheel’, 

Chiragh ʕula, Urakhi, 

Tsudakhar ħüla, Kubachi 

ule id.; Lak ya; Bezhta 

örra ‘wheel’.41 

 

*ʡwilʡă 
‘wheel’ 

249 

Basque (c) biribil ‘round’, 

(R-Uztárroz) bilbil, (Z) 

bibil id., (B, G, AN, Bzt) 

borobil ’round thing, 

sphere’, (B, G) boronbil 
id.; *bil ‘round thing’ in 

*g(ʷ)ur-t-bil ‘wheel’ 

(Q.44), *baṙa-bil ‘testicle’, 
*lu(ṙ)-pil ‘heap of earth’, 

*ogi-t-pil ‘bread roll’, 

*śudu(ṙ)-pil ‘nostril’, etc. 
(MDE VII 137-8; EDB 

127, 142, 212, 272, 305, 

342, 355, etc.; OEH). Cf. 
*e=biɫi ‘to walk’.42 

R.48 same, 
even 

*b=ardi-n Andi a=ɬ:in ‘similar’, 

Akhwakh eɬ̃:e-da, Chamali 

=aɬ:una-b, Tindi =aɬ:ũ-b, 

Chadakolob r=etɬá-ra-b id., 

Karata =aɬ:an- ‘to be 

similar, resemble’, Avar 

r=étɬ:-in- id.; Tsezi =iɬa-si 

‘similar, alike’, Hinukh =eɬ-

iš, Khwarshi =aɬ, 

Inkhokwari =aɬa-q’u, 

Bezhta =eɬ̃e-rö id.; Archi 

ɬ:ʷāna-t:u- ‘similar’, etc. 

(SCG 4). 

*=ăƛwVn  
‘similar, to 

resemble’ 
(with changing 

class prefixes 

*r=, *b=, *y=, 
etc.) 

261 

Basque (A, B, AN-

Eguesibar, BN, L, R-

Uztárroz) bardin ‘same, 
equal; even, smooth, flat’, 

(Z) bárdin, (G, AN, BN, L) 

berdin id. (M 61; MDE IX 
849; EDB 135; OEH). In 

this analysis the first vowel 

*a is original (attested in 
peripheral areas) and 

association with Bsq *ber- 
‘self, same’ is secondary.43 

The initial b= is a 

fossilized class prefix (see 
Morphology, pp. 58-71). 

For Bsq -rd- ~ PNC *ƛ [tɬ], 

                                                           
41 Alternatively see S.A. Starostin’s match of Bsq *bil(ibil) with PY *puʔl- ‘round, twirl’ and PST *bhial ‘round’ 

(TOB), which he thought were not related to PEC *ʡwilʡă. “The root [*ʡwilʡă] is very close phonetically to 

*ʡwĭlʡĭ ‘eye’, and in Lak. and Avar the two words are indeed homonymous. However, reflexes differ in PD[argi] 

and Bezht[a], thus the homonymy is most probably accidental. It is interesting to note an analogous homonymy 

in Georgian (twali means both ‘eye’ and ‘wheel’) - this could be due to an influence of EC languages, where the 

two words coincided by chance” (NCED). 
42 The form bilibilea was recorded in the 11th c. (OEH). 
43 Trask remarks: “The second sense [‘smooth’] is puzzling, as is the widespread appearance of the second form 

[bardin], apparently by P59, outside B[izkaia]” (EDB 135). This is because the vowel /a/ in *b=ardin is original 

(= PEC *ă), and /e/ is secondary, after *ber-, unlike cases like *gernu ‘urine’ (A.90), where B garnu is the 

innovation. By the way, ‘same ~ smooth’ is quite ordinary: cf. Skt sama- ‘equal, even, smooth, level’, etc. (Buck 

19.91, 15.77).   
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see Phonology, pp. 154-

58.  

R.49 serious, 
powerful 

*bene, 

*ben 

Chechen mēla ‘good deed, 

good (religious)’, Ingush 

mäl id.; Avar baxí ‘luck’, 

Andi šu-b ‘good’, Akhwakh 

šo-da-be, Chamali hō-b 

id.; Adyge māfa ‘good, 

luck’, Kabardian māxʷa id. 

With regular changes of PNC 

tense lateral fricative *-λw- > 

Nakh -l-, Avar -x-, Andian *-
x- (> Andi, Akhwakh -š-), 

PWC *-λw- (> Kab. -xw-, Ad. 

-f-) (NCED 53, 105, 183). 
Initial *wēn- was resolved in 

Nakh and WC by merging 

the labial and nasal elements 
as initial /m/, in Avar and 

Andian by initial /b/ in Avar 

(NCED 42), then a 
metathesis of *bVxʷi > 

*xʷibV in Andian, whereupon 

the /b/ was reanalyzed as a 
class suffix.  

*wēnλwē 
‘luck, good’ 

1041 

Basque (AN, L, Z) mene 

‘power, authority, control’, 
(L) mein, (B, G) ben, men 

‘formal, serious, sensible’, 
(B, G, AN) men ‘meek, 

docile, obedient’, (AN, 

BN, L, Z, R) men ‘power, 
potency’, (L) ‘critical 

moment, urgency, 

compulsion’, (BN) 
‘necessity’, (AN, BN, L) 

mende ‘power, dominion; 

century’, (R) mente, (Z) 
mé̃nte id., mé̃ntez ‘a long 

time ago’, etc. (MDE XX 

918; EDB 286; OEH).44 
The semantic shifts are 

extensive, but cf. PNC 

‘luck, good’, where, e.g., 
‘luck’ may be related to 

Basque ‘critical moment, 

power’, and ‘good’ to 
Basque ‘meek, docile, 

sensible’. 

R.50 sharp *soṙoc Batsbi ts’ur ‘arrow’; 

Tabasaran ts’ur ‘vertical 

lock; bracelet’, (Kandik dial.) 

ruts’ ‘lock with a hook’; 

Tsezi, Hinukh rits’u 

‘wedge’; Abkhaz a-č’wǝ́ 

‘thick needle, spit’, etc. 

*cǝ̣̆wrē 

~ *rǝ̆wcẹ̄ 
‘pointed stick’ 

363 

Basque (c) zorrotz ‘sharp, 

whetted; shrewd, sly, keen; 

severe, exacting’, etc. Bsq 
*o=ṙac ‘needle, pin’ 

(Q.34) is another 
configuration of the same 

root. (See Transposition, 

pp. 90-91). 

R.51 short  *labu-ṙ Avar tɬ’:ab- ‘to beat, hit’, 

Chadakolob tɬ’ap’-, Tindi 

tɬ’:ʷē-, Karata tɬ’:ab-, 

Bagwali tɬ’:ʷay-la, 

Akhwakh tɬ’:ʷa-ru id.; 

Hunzib χ-atɬ- ‘to beat’; Agul 

al-ak:ʷi- ‘to butt’, etc. 

*=VƛṾw 
‘to beat, hit’ 

1023 

SKJa 389 

Basque (c) labur ‘short, 
brief’, (AN-Larraun, Bzt, 

BN-Beskoitze, Urketa) 

laur, (B-Plenzia, AN-Irun, 

Bortziriak) lagur, (Z) 

llábür, (AN, BN, Azk, Sal, 

R) llabur, (AN-Ulzama, 
Bzt) llagur, (B-Orozko, 

Markina) txabur id. (M 

188, 195; MDE XIX 295; 
EDB 258; OEH).45  

R.52 slender *lirai-n 

~ *lerde-n 
Andi =elora ‘thin’, 

Godoberi =elera, Akhwakh 

*=iƛɨ̣̆lV 
‘thin’ 

639 

Basque (B, G, AN, L-

Ainhoa) lirain ‘slim, 

slender, svelte, lithe, 

                                                           
44 Trask remarks “Lat. mentem ‘mind’ is phonologically perfect but semantically bizarre (M[itxelena] …), and 

we may suppose a native *bente, … possibly containing -te {[1]} NFS of duration attached to an unknown stem. 

M[itxelena] … takes seriously the idea that mende ‘dominion’ is the same word in origin” (EDB 286). 
45 If this comparison by K. Bouda (BK 85) is correct, ‘short’ comes from ‘beaten down’. (B) txabur /čabur/ is an 

infrequent example of the *č- expressive prefix (see pp. 56, 207-08). Cf. also (BN, L) labo ‘short-sighted, 

nearsighted, myopic’. 
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=atɬara-, Tindi =erala-, 

Karata =etɬ’ara-, Avar 

t’eréna- ‘thin’; Lak 

k’uḷa- ‘thin’; Dargi Akusha 

b=uk’ula ‘thin’; Khinalug 

k’ɨr ‘thin’; Tabasaran č’illi 
‘thin’, etc. 

graceful, agile’, (B-

Bergara, Leintza) liren, 
(Bzt) libain id.; (c) lerden 

‘straight, upright, vertical’, 

(B-Bergara, Leintza) 
lierden, lirden id., (Z) 

lérdẽn ‘standing upright’ 

(MDE XIX 332, XX 638; 
EDB 267; OEH).46 

R.53 slippery, 
moist, 
smooth 

*limu-ri Avar tɬ:amí-ya- ‘liquid’ 

(adj.), Andi λ:emi, 

Akhwakh λ:eme-da- id.; 

Lezgi žimi, Rut. xɨmi-l-dɨ 

id.; Lak xuṃu-s:a id.; 

Dargi Chiragh šaṃ-ze ‘wet, 

liquid’, etc.  

*ƛHwemV 
‘liquid’ (adj.) 

768 

Basque limuri (Z) ‘moist, 

humid’, (G, AN) ‘smooth, 

soft’, (Z, Sal) ‘slippery’, 

etc., (L, Z, Sal) linburi 

‘slippery, soft, smooth’ (M 
358; MDE XX 636; EDB 

268; OEH).47 For Bsq *i ~ 

PEC *e see Ablaut, pp. 
107-08, or Umlaut, pp. 

110-14. 

R.54 small *čiki Chamali č’ik’:u-b ‘small, 

short (in height)’; Tabasaran 

žiq:i ‘short’, Rutul ǯɨk-dɨ, 

Agul žaq:e-f id.; Abkhaz a-

ḱ̉áč’ ‘short’, etc. Cf. 

Burushaski *ćiki ‘small’; 
Yeniseian: Kott thūki 

‘short’; Hurr. zugǝ ‘small, 

short’ (HU 41); Kassian cites 

the Hurr. word as zugi ‘low 
(as rate of exchange)’ (KHur 
415-16).  

*ǯĭḳwĂ  

~ *ḳĭǯwĂ 
‘short’48 

1108 

Basque (B, G) txiki, txikar, 

txiker ‘small, little, short’, 
(AN, BN) txiki, (R-Isaba) 

txíki, (R-Uztárroz) txikin, 

(B, G, AN, L, Bzt) ttiki, (L, 
Z) txipi id. (M 186; EDB 

347). The form txipi has 

been influenced by the 
word *tipi ‘small’ (R.55), 

of distinct origin but 

eventually blended in some 
dialects with *čiki.  

R.55 small *ti-pi Archi t’i ‘small’, Lezgi t’i-
mil ‘less, smaller’); Lak 

=ịt’a- ‘small’ (in b=ịt’a-
k’is:a ‘little finger’); Avar 

hit’ína-b, ‘small’, 

Chadakolob t’iħínč’a-b, 

Chamali t’anna-b id.; 

Ubykh t’a ‘less, smaller’, 

*tịHV  

~ *HitṾ 
‘small, little’ 

1001 

Basque (L-Ainhoa, Bzt) 

tipi ‘small’, (BN, L, Bzt, Z) 
ttipi [típi], (L, Z) txipi id.; 

(B-Arratia) tin-gi ‘a little’, 

(B-Markina) tintin ‘a tiny 
bit’ (EDB 347; OEH). The 

final element *-pi is 

unexplained (expressive 
suffix?); (L, Z) txipi [čipi] 

is blended with *čiki 

(R.54).   

                                                           
46 These two adjectives (*lirai-n and *lerde-n) look like metathetic variants, also with old ablaut, i.e., *lirai-n < 

PSC *ƛɨ̣lV-n / *lerden < PSC *leƛṾ-n. See Phonology for details, pp. 107-08, 154-58. 
47 As to the form linburi, there are at least two possible explanations: (1) an excrescent /b/ before following 

liquid, typologically similar to Eng. timber, Old Saxon timber, Old High Ger. zimbar, Old Norse timbr, etc., from 

the IE root *dem- ‘build’; French chambre < Lat. camera, etc.; (2) Trask unequivocally regarded internal Bsq /m/ 

as derived from *nb (HB 133), though Michelena was somewhat more circumspect about this, discussing it at 

length (Fonética, chapter 18) and noting secondary cases of /nb/ such as (AN, B, G) ganbela ‘manger’ < Lat. 

camella (REW 1543). Some of the cases of /m/ > /nb/ may be due to folk hypercorrections. 
48 “An expressive root with two stops; in such cases metatheses and assimilations are common in NC languages” 

(NCED). 
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Adyge, Kabard. t’a-k’w 
‘few, a little’. 

R.56 small, 
tiny 

*senhe Avar ʕis:ína- ‘small’, 

Chadakolob ʕesína- id.; 

Hunzib iš̃e ‘few, little’, 

Bezhta nüš-iyö ‘small’; 

Dargi Akusha =iš-t’a-l 

‘small’, ʕạš-si ‘small, little’; 

Lak mụrš-, mụrš:i- 

‘small’; Khinalug misi 
‘small’. 

*HVnśV 
‘small’ 

614 

Basque (BN, L) zehe ‘tiny, 

small, minute’, (Z) zẽ́hẽ, 
(B, G) zee, (B, G, AN) ze; 

also in expressive form 

*šenhe: (Z) xẽ́hẽ ‘tiny, 
minute, of little 

importance’, (R) xẽ, (BN, 

L) xehe, (G, AN, Sal) xe, 

(G) txe id. (M 111, 146; 

EDB 372; OEH). 

Metathesis, frequent in 
expressive words: Bsq 

*senhe ~ PEC *HVnśV. 

R.57 sour, 
salty 
 

 

*gac 

~ *gasi 

 

Avar ts’:ék’a- ‘sour’, Andi 

ts’:ik’:u-, Godoberi 

ts:ik:u id.; Hinukh 

tseq’q’u, Khwarshi tsaqu 

id.; Lak ts:iχku- id; Dargi 

Akusha ts’ik’-si ‘sour’, 

Kharbuk ts’ak’-se; Lezgi 

tsik’i ‘raw’, Archi ts’ 

egw-du- ‘rank, bitter’ etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *sụq-úr- 

‘sour’; PST *săk ‘bitter, 

pungent’ (SCG 24). 

*cạ̈̄kẉV 
 ‘sour, raw’ 

 356 

Bsq (c) gatz ‘salt’, gazi 
‘salty; sour’, etc. (M 145, 

301; EDB 202).  

See also the related 
etymologies: Bsq *gasta-

na ‘cheese’, *gacu-n 

‘whey’, *gas-hur ‘whey’ 
(P.5), and *gac, *gasi ‘salt, 

salty’ (P.23). The Bsq 

words require metathesis < 

PSC *kạ̈̄c(̣w)V, or (without 

glottal assimilation) 

*gǟc(̣w)V (see pp. 201-03). 

R.58 strong, 
robust 

*mardo 

~ 

*mardu-l 

Archi metɬ-le ‘male’, Kryz 

miɣi-l, id., Tabasaran 

murgu-ž̌i ‘brave man, 

hero’, Rutul wɨɣ-ɨl-dɨ 

‘man’, Lezgi rug-ul id., 

Tsakhur wɨɣɨ-li-n ‘male’, 

Budukh wɨli id.; 49 Dargi 

Akusha marga ‘male’, 

Chiragh, Urakhi marɣa id. 

Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi 

mar ‘husband’, Chechen 

mayra ‘husband; brave, 

brave man’.    

*mōrŁV 
‘male’ 

830 

 

Basque (B, Z, R, Sal) 
mardo ‘robust, healthy, 

vigorous, sturdy, burly, 
plump’, (BN, Z, R, Sal) 

‘soft, smooth’; (G, B) 

mardul ‘substantial, robust, 
sturdy’, (Z) mã́rdo ‘soft; in 

fragile health’ (MDE XX 

671; Larrasquet 1939; 

OEH). Apparently a chain 

shift from ‘*male, virile > 

strong, robust > luxuriant > 
soft’.50 Note similar 

suffixes in Bsq -l ~ Archi -

le, Kryz -l, etc. For Bsq *-
rd- ~ PEC *-rŁ- see 

Phonology, pp. 154-58.  

R.59 thin  *garhi Avar q’:warí-da- ‘narrow, 

cramped’, Tindi q’:wara-, 

Karata q’:ora-  id.; Agul 

qʕ:ure- ‘thin, emaciated’; 

*q̇warHV 
‘narrow, thin’ 

933 

Basque (BN, L) garhi 

‘thin, slender, slim, slim-
waisted’, (Z) gá(r)hi id. 

(MDE XIII 316; OEH). 

Only attested in ‘French’ 
(northern) Bsq. These 

                                                           
49 These seven words come from Proto-Lezgian *morƛ:ɨl / *uorƛ:ɨl; the latter form (> Rutul, Lezgi, Tsakhur, 

Budukh) was remodeled on the analogy of the 1st class (masculine) prefix *u̯= (NCED).  
50 AW: mardo ‘luxuriant, leafy, frondose, vigorous’; mardul ‘robust, healthy, strong’. 
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Chechen =eq’a-na id.; 

(reduplicated) Bezhta 

q’aq’a-lo, q’aq’a-č’o 

‘thin, emaciated’; Dargi 

Akusha q’aq’a-si ‘narrow’, 
etc.  

dialects preserve the cluster 

*-rh- that is reconstructed 
by circumstantial evidence 

in PEC. 

R.60 thirst(y) *e=gaṙi (*Hm(=)VɢV̄ >) Hunzib 

ãq- ‘to be thirsty’, Tsezi ač-

aqʕ- id.; Akhwakh ãq’:-
ež- ‘to be thirsty’, Karata 

hanq’:-ež- id., Chamali 

hãk’-aze ‘thirst’; Lak 

mạq’ ‘thirst’, etc. 

(*ɢwVrV >) Hunzib 

(Nakhada) qor ‘drought’; 
(*r=iɢwV >) Dargi Chiragh 

deʁʷ ‘drought’, Akusha 

deʁ, Urakhi diw id.  

*Hm(=)VɢV̄ 
‘thirst, be 

thirsty’ 

593 

 

*ɢwVrV  

~ *r=iɢwV 
‘drought’ 

632 

Basque (c) egarri ‘thirst; 
thirsty’, (B) egar-bera 

‘thirsty’, (Bzt) egar-ti id.; 

otherwise ‘thirsty’ is 

expressed by egarri + ‘to 

be’, e.g. egarri naiz ‘I am 

thirsty’ (M 127; MDE VIII 
667; EDB 163; OEH). The 

Bsq & NC words for 

‘thirst’ and ‘drought’ are 
related to respective words 

for ‘dry’, Bsq *a=goṙ ~ 

PNC *=iɢwĂr (R.20), with 
different prefixes.51  

R.61 warm, 
hot 

*bero Tsezi, Hinukh boboru 

‘hot’ [горячий], Khwarshi 

bobolu id. (Bokarev 1959: 

241; SKJa 311).52 Abkhaz a-

bǝ́l-ra ‘to burn’, Abaza 

bǝl-ra id.; Adyge bɮa- ‘to 

burn, shine’ (intr.), 

Kabardian bɮa- id. Cf. 

Burushaski *bal- ‘to kindle’, 

*bulbul- ‘lukewarm, tepid’ 
(SCG 18). 

PWC 

*bǝlA 

~ *bǝŁA  
‘to burn’ 

TOB 

*bla/ǝ 
‘to burn’ 

Č 393 

Basque (c) bero ‘warm, 
hot; warmth, heat; sexual 

heat (estrus)’, (Z) bé(r)o id. 

In some dialects (L, Sal, Z, 

R) the expressive / 

diminutive is bello [beʎo] 

‘slightly warm, lukewarm’, 
or ‘warm, hot’ when 

speaking to a child (M 331; 

EDB 136; OEH). 

R.62 weak *ahul Avar ħála-tɬ: / ħáli-ts:a / 

ħáli-q:e ‘slowly, with 

effort’, Akhwakh ĩ-hãhi-

me ‘slow’; Hinukh harihu-

n ‘slow’; Lak ħurħa- 

‘slow’, Khosrekh huṛha ̣

*ħălVħV 
‘slow’ 

500 

Basque (BN, L) ahul 

‘weak, feeble, frail; insipid, 

tasteless; less fertile, 
meager (land)’, (Z) áhül, 

(B, G, AN, Bzt) aul, (G-

Azpeitia, Goierri) abol, etc. 

(R) aul-tu ‘to be weakened, 

waste away’, etc. (M 94, 

221; EDB 117; OEH). 53  

                                                           
51 For semantic typology cf. ON þorsti ‘thirst’: þurr ‘dry’, etc. (Buck 5.15, 15.84). 
52 NCED (865) cites the Tsezian words as Tsezi boboru, Hinukh bobore, Inkhokwari bobolu, and derives them 

by suffixes from PNC *pabE ‘light, soft’, etc., but alternatively they correspond formally quite well with 

Burushaski Hunza bulbūūlo, Nager bubúlo ‘lukewarm’, and the (unreduplicated) Bsq *bero. Regarding Tsezian 

/r/ ~ /l/: “In PTsKh [Western Tsezian] we observe an unmotivated variation of the liquids r and l. Strict rules of 

reflexation are not determined yet” (NCED 112).  
53 EDB (117), following M (94, 221) derives this word from Old Cast. ávol ‘low, bad’ or Old Occit. avol, aul 

‘schlecht, elend’, but REW (3960) finds any derivation of these from Lat. habilis ‘handy’, etc., or advolus 

(‘prostrate’?) doubtful. Occ.-Provençal devol ‘weak’ does come from Lat. debilis (REW 2491), but obviously 
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‘slowly’; Dargi b=ahla- 

‘slow’. 

R.63 weak, 
soft 

*maɫi-n  

~ *mal- 
Chechen mal-dan- ‘to 
weaken, loosen’, Chechen, 

Ingush mela ‘warm; weak, 

loose’,54 Chechen dial. 

(Sharo) mʕali,̃ Batsbi malĩ 

id.; Tabasaran mani 
‘warm’; Dargi Akusha 

wana-si ‘warm’. 

*mhălV-  

~ *mhănV- 
‘warm’ 

807 

Basque (BN-Amikuse) 

mali, meli-na ‘weak, 
feeble’, (L) mali-n, (BN) 

mali-no, meli-no, (Z) meli-

n id., (L) mal-ba ‘weak’, 
(L-Ainhoa, G) mal-gu 

‘flexible, springy, elastic, 

expandable; soft; docile, 

manageable’ (AW), (BN, 

G, L-Ainhoa) mal-so, mal-

tso ‘soft, mild’ (MDE XX 
661; OEH).55 

Orig 227-229: Bsq + 

Chechen, Batsbi 

R.64 well *honća Hunzib hõže ‘well, all 

right’; Tabasaran uǯu-, 

užu- ‘good’, Agul iže-f id. 

A recessive etymon, attested 

in only three languages. Cf. 

Hatti izzi ‘favorable, good’, 

also in Dizzištanu ‘god of 

the Good Day’ < izzi ‘good’ 

+ eštan ‘sun; day?’ (KHat 
375). 

*ʡV(n)ǯV 
‘good’ 

248 

SKJa 353 

Basque (Z-arc) {honsa} 

‘well, fine’ (adv.), (AN, 

BN, L) ontsa, (BN) untsa, 
(Z) ṹntsa id.; also a noun: 

‘good, justice’ (M 56; EDB 

309-10; OEH). A NE Bsq 
word, spelt {onsa} or 

{honsa} by Jean de Tartas 

(17th c.), {huntsa} by 

Bordel (19th c.) and a few 

other writers (OEH).56 

R.65 whole, 
complete 

*ośo 

 
 

Tindi =ets’u-b ‘full’; 

Bezhta =ots’- ‘be full’, 

=ots’i-ro ‘full’; Lak 

=u=ts’u-s:a  ‘full’; Dargi 

Akusha =its’i=si ‘full’; 

Tabasaran ats’u ‘full’; 

Chechen =üz-na ‘full’, 

Batsbi =uts’-inŏ id.; 

Abkhaz á-z-na ‘full’, 

Circassian yǝz id., etc.  

*=ɦŏcṾ  
‘full, fill’ 

525 

Basque (c) oso ‘whole, 

entire, complete, total, full; 
healthy’; osa-sun ‘health’, 

osa-tu ‘heal, cure, recover’, 

(Z, R) osa-gárri ‘health’, 
etc.; as adverb: ‘much, 

very, totally, completely’ 

(M 126, 245; EDB 319; 
OEH). Cf. Bsq *aśe ‘(to 

be) full, sated (V.66), an 

ablaut variant in this model 
(see pp. 106-110). 

BS 42: Bsq + WC + EC 

                                                           
cannot account for Bsq *ahul. Dicc derives obsolete Sp avol ‘vil, malo, ruin’ from Catalan àvol, without any 

further comment. In other words, probably a Vasconic substratum word that cannot be traced to Latin.  
54 Further, Chechen малдан maldan ‘ослабить, отпустить’ [‘let loose, loosen, release’]; мела mela 1) ‘теплый’ 

[‘warm’], 2) ‘слабый (физически)’ [‘(physically) weak’], 3) ‘слабый, не тугой’ [‘loose, not tight’] (Matsiyev 

1961).  
55 Bsq maltso, malso exists alongside (B-Bergara, Leintza, Z) mantso ‘gentle, peaceful, docile’, (G-Beterri) 

mantxo id. (OEH): cf. Sp manso < Lat mānsuēs ‘mild, tame’ (REW 5324); but clearly the root *mal- exists in 

Bsq, and -so or -tso is a well-known Bsq suffix; there has probably been blending between Bsq and Romance 

forms. 
56 Association with *hon 'good' (R.27), of distinct origin, is probably secondary. The supposed “adverb-forming 

suffix -sa” (EDB 310) is apparently unique to this word, casting doubt on its reality. 
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R.66 young *ga[ś]te Lak karč’ ‘puppy’; Kryz, 

Budukh kurč’ ‘puppy’, Udi 

k:uč:-an id.; Khwarshi 

k’uč’i ‘puppy’, Inkhokwari 

k’uč’e id.; Abkhaz a-

k’ʷč’́ǝ́-š́ ‘chick’, Abaza 

kʷč’́ǝ-s id., etc. Cf. PY 

*gitey ‘young’ (SCG 118). 

*kwɨrčẸ̆ 

~ *kwɨrc ̣́ Ĕ 
‘young (of 
animals, birds)’ 

712 

Basque (c) gazte ‘young; 

young person, youth’, (B, 
G-Azpeitia, Beterri, AN-

Eguesibar, Artzi, L-Sara, 

BN-Beskoitze, Urketa) 
gaste (MDE XIII 337; 

EDB 203; OEH). Another 

case of the correspondence 
of Bsq *-[ś]t- ~ PNC *-rč-̣ 

(~ -rc ̣́ -): see Phonology, 

pp. 187, 199-200. 
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U. Basque Pronouns in a Euskaro-Caucasian Perspective 

 

In this analysis the present-day Basque pronoun paradigms are the result of 

millennia of gradual linguistic change (phonetic, semantic, analogical) and reanalysis of the 

original Sino-Caucasian pronominal paradigms. Nevertheless, in many ways some of the 

original patterns are still traceable. 

Personal Pronouns: The original Sino-Caucasian first- and second-person1 

pronominal paradigms are postulated to have been suppletive, as they still are in Burushaski 

and Yeniseian, and in some East Caucasian languages. (See NCED 402, 483-4, 855, 1014-

15, 1084-85 for detailed discussions of the original NC situation; G. Starostin [2010a] and 

MCG 92-95 describe the postulated Sino-Caucasian paradigms, which are also discussed in 

SCG 156, 220, 225-6, 247-8.) To put it briefly, there has been a strong linguistic drift, 

especially in West Caucasian and Basque, to reduce the suppletion of these paradigms, with 

the result that WC has retained only one stem for each person in the singular paradigm: *sa 

‘I’ [1ps] and *wa ‘thou’ [2ps] (in Chirikba’s [1996] notation), corresponding, e.g., to 

Khinalug zɨ ‘I’ / wɨ ‘thou’; and Basque, on the other hand, has generalized two different 1ps 

and 2ps stems: *ni ‘I’ [1ps] and *hi ‘thou’ [2ps], corresponding etymologically, by chance 

convergence, to Dargi (Akusha, Urakhi) nu ‘I’ / ħu ‘thou’.  

The Bsq 1ppl *gu ‘we’ is postulated here to be a development of an original 

exclusive 1ppl pronoun (‘thou + I’), while the historical Bsq 2ppl *su ‘you’ (written zu, and 

now used as the ordinary 2ps) is a straightforward cognate of PEC *źwĕ = PWC *śwa 

(Chirikba = NCED *swV) ‘you’ 2ppl. 

Bsq historically has no third person pronouns (‘he’, ‘she’, ‘it’): demonstratives are 

used instead (see *be-r- under demonstratives). The following table displays the Bsq 

personal pronouns and their postulated North Caucasian cognates.   

 

  Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Notes 

U.1 1ps: 

I 

*ni 

~ *en- 

*n- 

Lak na ‘I’; Dargi (Akusha, 

Urakhi, Muiri) nu ‘I’, 

(Akusha, Urakhi, Muiri) nu-

ša ‘we’ [exclusive], (Chiragh) 

*nɨ̆ 

‘I’  

(1st person 

sing.)2 

Basque (c) ni ‘I’; n- [1ps 

agreement prefix] (in finite verb-

forms); *en- > ene ‘my’ 

(obsolete except in northern 

                                                           
1 Hereafter abbreviated as 1ps (first person singular), 2ps (second person singular), 1ppl (first person plural), 

2ppl (second person plural). 
2 NCED notes: “A Lak-Darg. isogloss. The etymology is not very reliable, because the forms are very isolated, 

and do not fit into the paradigm of the 1st person pronoun reconstructed on other evidence (see *zō). … An 

etymological possibility would be to consider the morpheme *nɨ̆ as originally a collective plural pronoun: cf. its 

use in PD *nu-s:a 'we' (exclusive), *nu-x:a 'we' (inclusive), *nu-š:a 'you (plur.)', quite parallel to Av. ni-ž, ni-

ƛ: and nu-ž. Its usage in the 1st person plural could have influenced the 1st person singular in Lak. and Darg., and 
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nu-s:a ‘we’ [exclusive], 

(Tsudakhar) ni-š:a, (Kaitag, 

Kubachi) ni-s:a id.  

Cf. PY *b- [1ps] (a regular 

development of initial PSC 

*ŋ-) / [1ps verbal affix] *-ŋ; 

Burushaski *a- [1ps 

pronominal prefix], < *ŋa-; 

PST *ŋā- ‘I / we’ (SCG 156).  

855 Bsq), (c) ene! ‘Oh, my!’; (Z, B-

arc) eni ‘to me’ [dative]. “This 

[*en-] must represent a remnant 

of some very ancient state of 

affairs in the pronominal system, 

perhaps a stem-alternation” 

(EDB 170).   

U.2 1ppl: 

we 

*gu 

~ (affixes) 

*g-  

/ *-gu 

? Abkhaz ħa-rá ‘we’, Abaza 

ħa-ra id. 

See text discussion below the 

table. 

? PWC  

*χa 

‘we’ 

Č 394 

Basque (c) gu ‘we, us’, (Z) gü id. 

As a verbal affix: initial *g-, 

final *-gu. (MDE XV 836; EDB 

211). 

U.3 2ps: 

thou  

(familiar) 

*hi 

~ (affixes) 

*h-  

/ *-ga- 

Chechen ħo ‘thou’ [nom.] / 

aħ [erg.] / ħa- [oblique], 

Ingush ħo / ʕa / ħa-, Batsbi 

ħo / aħ / ħa- id.; Dargi 

Akusha, Urakhi ħu ‘thou’, 

Tsudakhar ʕu,̣ Kubachi u,̣ 

Kaitag i, Sirgokala gu id.;3 

Tsakhur ʁu ‘thou’ [nom.] / 

yɨʁ-na [gen. 1-2 class], yɨʁɨ-

n [gen. 3 class], Rutul (Shinaz, 

Khnov, Ikhrek) ʁu ‘thou’, 

Udi (Nidzh) hu-n id.; 

Khinalug oχ ‘(to) thee’ 

[dative]. 

*ʁwV̄ 

‘thou’  

(2nd person 

sing.) 

483 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hi ‘thou’ 

(familiar), (R-Vidángoz) yi, (A, 

B, G, AN, R, Bzt, Azk, Sal) i id.; 

as a verbal agreement marker: 

initial *h- / final *-k ‘thou’ 

[masculine], medial -a- < *-ga- 

id. (M 210; MDE XV 851; HB 

196, 218; EDB 215).5 “It is clear 

that this [Basque hi] was once 

the only second-singular 

pronoun in the language, but its 

function has in the historical 

period been almost wholly 

usurped by the formerly plural 

zu” (EDB 215). 6 This special 

                                                           
this influence was strengthened by a chance of secondary nasalisation (e. g. PD *nu < *du-(n)).” Nevertheless, 

the possibility that PEC *nɨ̆ ‘I’ is archaic is supported by the putative Bsq, Burusho-Yeniseian, and Sino-Tibetan 

cognates (see Table). 
3 The Sirgokala form gu is phonologically anomalous and described as “inexplicable” in NCED.  
5 Agreement markers vary in form between initial, intervocalic, and final positions, e.g. (c) hator ‘you are 

coming’ [familiar] < *h-a-toṙ; duk ‘you have it’ (masc.) < *du-ga, [relative] duan ‘that you have (it)’ (masc.) < 

*du-ga-n. These agreement markers are the only occurrence of grammatical sex marking in Bsq (HB 218). 
6 “Today hi is confined to an extraordinarily limited range of functions. Though details vary somewhat from 

place to place, the general rules are roughly as follows. This pronoun is obligatory (1) between siblings, and (2) 

between close friends of the same sex and roughly the same age who grow up together. It is usual (3) in teasing 

or abusing people or animals. It is optional, but not especially usual, (4) in addressing children, one’s own or 

someone else’s, and (5) in certain styles of writing. It is never used in addressing an adult of the opposite sex, 

except a sibling (not even a lover or a spouse); it is never used in addressing animals (except when abusing 

them); it is never used in addressing a significantly older person (not even a parent); it is never used in addressing 
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  Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Notes 

An archaic NC pronominal 

stem, surviving only in 

peripheral EC languages, but 

totally lost in WC.4 

status of Basque hi is of course 

the result of the recent spread of 

a “T-V distinction” in western 

Europe.  

U.4 2pp: 

you 

(pl.) 

*su Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi šu 

‘you’ (pl.); Lak zu ‘you’ (pl.); 

Khinalug zu-r ‘you’ (pl.); 

Tsakhur šu ‘you’ (pl.), Archi 

žʷe-n, Agul ču-n, Tabasaran 

uč̌u, Lezgi kü-n, Rutul we, 

Kryz, Budukh wi-n, Udi wa-̣

n id.; Abkhaz š̌a-rá ‘you’ 

(pl.), Abaza šʷa-ra, Adyghe 

š́a, Kabardian fa, Ubykh sʷǝ-

ʁʷá id.7 

*źwĕ 

‘you’  

(2d person pl.) 

1086 

 

Basque (c) zu ‘you’, (Z) zü id. 

Formerly ‘you’ (pl.), now 

(polite) ‘you’ (sg.): see the notes 

to *hi ‘thou’. 

“It is clear that this pronoun was 

originally strictly plural, 

contrasting with singular hi” 

(EDB 379). A new plural ‘you’ 

has developed: (c) zuek, (Z, Sal) 

ziek, (R-Vidángoz) xek, etc.8 

 

Bsq *gu ‘we’ cannot be reconciled phonologically with either of the NC 1ppl pronouns, PEC *Lǟ 

‘we’ [inclusive] (NCED 786), or PNC *ži ‘we’ [exclusive] (NCED 1089). It is tempting to compare 

Bsq *gu with Nakh tχo ‘we’, Tabasaran uxu ‘we’ [inclusive], or Khinalug ki-n id., but Nikolayev & 

Starostin have demonstrated that these are all reflexes of PEC *Lǟ ‘we’ [inclusive], with an initial 

lateral, and are thus phonologically incompatible with Bsq *gu.9 

Consequently Bsq *gu ‘we’ is tentatively postulated here to be a development of an original 

inclusive 1ppl pronoun (‘thou + I’), of which the initial component was of the same origin as PEC 

*ʁwV̄ ‘thou’ and Bsq *hi ‘thou’. Subsequently, according to this hypothesis, the inclusive property of 

the pronoun *gu was lost, which must have been accompanied by the loss of an unknown exclusive 

pronoun.  

This kind of process has occurred many times, for example in Proto-Nakh the PNC stem *ži 

‘we’ [exclusive] was lost and the old PEC *Lǟ ‘we’ [inclusive] became the only 1ppl pronoun, with 

the regular phonetic changes of *Lǟ > *lχō > *tχō (Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi tχo ‘we’ [exclusive]), and 

                                                           
a person of markedly superior status; and it is never used in addressing God” (EDB 215). However, in old Bsq 

religious texts, such as Leiçarraga’s (1571) Bible, hi is used in addressing God. 
4 Cf. Burushaski *gu- / *go- ‘thou’ [oblique] and 2 pers. verbal affix; PY *kV- / *ʔVk- (~ g-, -g-) ‘your’ 

[attributive] and 2 pers. verbal affix (SCG 225). 
7 Other EC languages also have this stem, but in more complex constructions, e.g. Andi bis:il ‘you’ (pl.), Karata 

biždi, Tsezi, Hinukh meži, Dargi Chiragh nuš:a id., etc.: see NCED for analysis.  
8 Some dialects (Sal, BN-Garazi) also have a palatalized variant xu /šu/, “intermediate in familiarity between hi 

and zu” (HB 96). 
9 There is a remote possibility that PEC *L, a unique phoneme that occurs only in the pronoun *Lǟ, corresponds 

to Bsq *g. However, the evidence (as viewed in this model) shows that all other PEC/PNC laterals correspond to 

Bsq *l- in initial position (see Phonology for details, pp. 154-58), make this sole exception seem unlikely.  
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developed a new ‘we’ [inclusive] *way, apparently ‘thou + I’, from PNC *u̯ō ‘thou’ (NCED 1014). 

(There is otherwise no trace of PNC *u̯ō ‘thou’ in Nakh, where 2ps ħo reigns supreme [see table 

above].) As to the phonological contrast between 2ps *hi and 1pp *gu, it is well known that such 

anomalies frequently occur with personal pronouns: cf. the aberrant Dargi (Sirgokala) form gu ‘thou’ 

(see table above and footnote), and, for another example, the curious development of English 3pf 

she.10  

The West Caucasian subgroups each have their own words for ‘we’ (without 

inclusive/exclusive distinctions): Ubykh š̆́ ǝ-ʁwá ‘we’ < PWC *š́ǝ continues PNC *ži ‘we’ [exclusive]; 

Circassian ‘we’ (Adyge da, Kabardian ta ) comes from PWC *t:a (or possibly *ra), without any 

known EC cognates (but perhaps Bsq *-da-/*-t 1ps verbal affix?); and Abkhazian has yet another 

stem, as in Abkhaz ħa-rá ‘we’, Abaza ħa-ra id., from what would have been PWC *χa ‘we’. Of these 

three WC stems, only PWC *χa has any likelihood of being cognate with Bsq *gu, but the evidence 

for this is insufficient at this point.   

 

Interrogative Pronouns: Basque interrogative pronouns are formed from two 

major stems, *no- and *se-. Each has probable cognates in NC languages. For the element *-

r in *no-r, *se-r, see the discussion of demonstrative pronouns. 

 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Notes 

U.5 who? *no(-r) Agul Richa na ‘who?’ [erg.], 

Agul hi-na id.  

Most NC languages form 

their words for ‘who?’ from 

different interrogative roots. 

*hī-nV 

[interrogative 

pronoun]11  

493 

Basque (B, G) no ‘who?’ (in 

certain situations), (c) nor 

‘who?’, (Z) nur id. (Azkue 814; 

M 335; MDE XXI 964; HB 97-

8; EDB 297-300). 

U.6 where? *no-n Tabasaran naʔan ‘where?’, 

Agul nandi, nendi, 

Tsakhur nya, nyāne, Lezgi 

[erg.] ni id. (SKJa 373); 

Bezhta nã ‘where?’, Hunzib 

niyõ id., etc.  

Basque (B, G, AN, L, R) non 

‘where?’, (B, G-Andoain, BN, 

Z) nun id. The nasal endings in 

Lezgian and Bsq may be related 

to case markers: cf. Tab. -an 

[elative], Bsq -n [locative], 

which could be cognate.  

U.7 when? *no-is (For the Bsq morph *-is): 

Lezgi, Agul mu-s ~ mɨ-s 

‘when?’, Rutul, Kryz, 

Budukh mɨ-s, Tsakhur mu-

sa-(na) ~ mɨ-sa ~ mɨ-

Basque (c) noiz ‘when?’, (A, B) 

nox /noš/, (B) noz, nos, (Z) nuiz 

id.   

“Second element [*-is] obscure” 

(EDB 297), but cf. Bsq *se- 

‘what?’, and the Lezgian (*mo-

                                                           
10 Still disputed. The classic etymology by Skeat (1963 [1909]) has it as a development of OE sēo [demonstrative 

pronoun] (fem.) ‘that’, parallel with Dutch zij ‘she’ and German sie id. Webster's Ninth New Collegiate 

Dictionary (1991), on the other hand, has “prob. alter. of hye alter. of OE hēo she.”  
11 “The root *hī- is frequently encountered in combination with *-nV-, probably as an oblique stem construction 

*hīnV- ‘whose, which, what’” (NCED). 
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 (gloss) Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Notes 

s:ay, Archi ba-sa ‘when?’ 

(SKJa 377). 

Cf. Burushaski: (Y) be-sa, 

be-se ‘why?’, (H, N) be-sa-

n ‘what, which?’, be-se 

‘why?’; Yeniseian: Ket bi-śɛ́-

ŋ / bi-śá-ŋ ‘where?’, bi-śśe 

‘who?’ (masc.), bɛ-śa ‘who?’ 

(fem.).  

sa ‘when?’), Burushaski, and 

Yeniseian forms at left, though 

these are formed with different 

first morphs (PEC *mV 

[interrogative], denasalized in 

Archi, Bur, Yen). 

U.8 how? *no-ɫa(-

s) 

(For the Bsq morph *-ɫa-): 

Andi inna-l ‘when?’, inu-l 

‘where?’, Tindi hin-da-la 

‘when?’, ini-la ‘where?’; 

with a different interrogative 

morph: Chechen mi-la 

‘who?’, Ingush ma-la id.   

 Basque (c) nola ‘how?’, (BN-

Aldude, Bzt, Sal, R) nolaz, (Z) 

nula, nulaz, (BN, G, L) nolatan 

id.   

U.9 what? *se(-r) Dargi Akusha se ‘what?’, 

Chiragh tse id.; Lak s:a- 

‘what?’ [oblique base]; Avar 

s:u-n- ‘what?’ [obl. base], 

Akhwakh s:u-n- ‘who?, 

what’ [obl. base]; Chechen 

stē(-n)- ‘what?’, Ingush se, 

Batsbi st’e-n- id.; Adyge sǝ-

d(-ā) ‘what?’, Kabardian sǝ-

t, Ubykh sa id., etc.12 

 

*sāy 

[interrogative 

pronoun] ‘what’ 

958 

Basque (AN, B, G, Z) ze 

‘what?’, in certain situations, e.g. 

(B) ze barri?, (G) ze berri?  

‘what’s new?’ (see Azkue 422); 

otherwise (c) zer ‘what?’; 

extended as *se-r-en [genitive] > 

(c) zein ‘which?’, (B) zeñ, (AN, 

R) zoin, (Z) zeiñ, zuin, zuiñ, zuñ 

‘which?’; (B) ze-la-n ‘how’; and 

many other derivatives (see M 

81, 335; HB 97-8; EDB 370). 

 

Demonstrative pronouns:  Only some broad outlines are shown below. It seems 

obvious that various demonstrative stems have contaminated each other. In Pyrenean dialects of Bsq 

(R, Sal, Azk) reflexes often have initial velars (see below), that may suggest blending of other stems 

related to PEC *gV ‘that (below the speaker)’ > Archi gu-du ‘that (below)’, Lak ga id., Botlikh go- 

‘that’, etc. (NCED 442); cf. Burushaski *khi- ‘this’; PY *ka- / *kǝ- [demonstrative] (SCG 51); or they 

may only reflect old positional variants of *h: cf. velar reflexes of  Bsq *hali ‘meal’ (P.2) in (c) 

bazkari ‘lunch’ < *baras-hali. The suffixes *-r(i), *-ṙ of some Bsq demonstratives (and interrogatives 

*no-r ‘who?’, *se-r ‘what?’) may be related to similar NC elements seen in Chechen ha-ra ‘this’, 

Ingush ye-r id.; Budukh wo-rǝ-n ‘above, there (above the speaker)’, Kryz wa-rä id. (see below); with 

different demonstrative and interrogative stems: Chechen, Ingush dʕā-ra ‘that’ (NCED 404); Tsezi 

na-r ‘whither, to where?’ (BS 96, no. 10); Circassian mǝ-r ‘this’, mo-r ‘this (one)’ (BS 97, no. 16); 

                                                           
12 Cf. Burushaski *-sa- / *-se [interrogative morpheme]; PY *ʔas- / *sV- [interrogative stem]; PST *su ‘who?’ 

(SCG 190). 
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West Caucasian *-ra/*-rǝ  [personal pronoun suffix] in Abkhaz sa-rá ‘I’, wa-rá ‘thou’, ya-rá ‘he’, 

etc. (Č 368). 

 

  Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Notes 

U.10 this 

(proximal) 

*hau- / 

[oblique] 

*ho-n- 

Chechen ha-ra ‘this’ (near 

deixis), Ingush ya, ye-r id.; 

Avar he-, ha- ‘this’, Andi 

he-, ho-, Akhwakh, Botlikh, 

Godoberi ha-, Tindi, Bagwali 

a- id.; Lezgi ha ‘that (already 

mentioned)’, Rutul ha, he-mi 

id.; Khinalug ha / hä ‘she; 

that one (fem.)’, etc. 

*hă 

[emphatic 

demonstrative] 

486 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hau 

‘this, this one’, (BN, Z) 

haur, (Sal) kau, (R) kau, 

kaur, (Azk, AN-Elkano) 

gau, (B, G, AN, Bzt) au 

id. (M 246-7; HB 198-9; 

EDB 116). This stem 

also forms adverbs like 

*hau-en ‘here’ > (Z) 

hében, (BN, L) hemen, 

(B, G, AN) emen, etc.     

U.11 that  

(mesial) 

*ho-ri / 

[oblique] 

*ho-ṙ- 

Karata, Godoberi ho- ‘that’, 

Bagwali o-, Tindi o-, o-ya-, 

Akhwakh hu-, Andi hu-du- 

id.; Budukh u-d ‘that’, wo-rǝ-

n ‘above, there (above the 

speaker)’, Kryz wa-rä ‘above, 

there (above the speaker)’; 

Khinalug hu, hä ‘that’, wa 

‘there (above the speaker)’; 

Ubykh wa- ‘that’, etc. 

*hu ~ *ʔu 

[demonstrative 

pronoun] ‘that’ 

222 

Basque (BN, L) hori 

‘that’ (not far from 

speaker), (Z) hó(r)i, (R, 

Sal) kori, (Azk, AN-

Elkano) gori, goi, (B, G, 

AN, Bzt) ori id.; related 

to words for ‘there’: 

(BN, L, Z) hor, (R, Sal) 

kor, (Azk) gor, (B, G, 

AN, Bzt) or id. (M 246-

7; MDE XXI 990; HB 

198-9; EDB 314). 

U.12 that 

(distal) 

*hu-ra Basque (BN, L) hura 

‘that’ (far from speaker), 

also ’he/she/it’, (Z) 

hú(r)a, (R, Sal) kura, 

(Azk, AN-Elkano) gura, 

(B, G, AN, Bzt) ura id. 

(M 246-7; HB 198-9; 

EDB 358).13 

U.13 here, now *ho-na Dargi Akusha hanna ‘now’; 

Chechen hin-tsa ‘now’, 

Ingush han-z, Batsbi in-ts id.; 

Agul hin-ts ‘now’; Hunzib 

hin-čo-d ‘today’; Kabardian 

*h[ä]nV 

‘now’ 

487 

Basque (B) ona ‘now, 

here, hither’, (BN, L) 

huna, hunat ‘here, 

hither’, (AN) unat, (Z) 

huna id.; also the 

exclamation ‘here (it is)! 

                                                           
13 “It is perfectly clear that this distal demonstrative [*hu-ra] is the source of the modern ‘definite article’ 

(absolutive singular -a, absolutive plural -ak)” (HB 199). 
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  Basque North Caucasian Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Notes 

nǝ-ǯǝ ‘now’, no-ba ‘today’, 

etc.  

behold!’: (B, G) ona!, 

(BN, L, Z) huna! id.14 

U.14 intensive, 

reflexive 

*be-r- Hunzib bǝ-d (class 1/3/5) / 

bo-du (class 2/4) ‘this (near 

speaker)’, bǝ-l (class 1/3/5) / 

bo-lu (class 2/4) ‘that (near 

hearer)’; Hinukh hi-ba-go 

‘that (far deixis)’; Abkhaz a-b-

ri  ‘this, this one’, a-b-ni ‘that’, 

a-ba-r ‘here!, behold!’, u-b-ri 

‘this one’, a-b-ra-x ‘here, 

hither’, Abaza a-b-ari ‘this’, a-

b-ani ‘that’, a-b-ara-sa ‘like 

this, like so’, a-b-ara-t ‘these 

ones, they’; Kabardian ā-bǝ 

‘that’ (van den Berg 1995: 

4.2.2; BS 17).15 

*bV 

[emphatic 

deictic particle] 

321 

Basque (c) ber- ‘same, 

self’, (c) bera ‘the same’, 

(Z) bé(r)a id., (B, G) 

bera ‘he/she’, berak 

‘they’, (c) bere 

‘his/her/its own’, (Z) 

bé(r)e id., (c) bere burua 

‘himself / herself’ (lit. 

‘his/her head’) (EDB 

135; HB 97, 197; Laka 

6.2.2, 8.4). 

BS 17: Bsq beri [sic] + 

Abkhaz a-bri, etc.   

                                                           
14 These words are obviously derived from the demonstrative *ho-, with the similar extension in *-n- common to 

Bsq and NC. 
15 As a typological similarity to Bsq, “There are no separate pronouns for the third person [in Hunzib]; 

demonstrative pronouns are used instead” (van den Berg 1995, p. 60, 4.2.1). 
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V. Basque Verbs in a Euskaro-Caucasian Perspective 
 

In this book verbs are treated separately from other words, since both in Basque and 

North Caucasian their phonological patterns are somewhat different from those of nouns and 

adjectives. This is due to the archaic syllabic structures of Sino-Caucasian verbs, as 

described by S.A. Starostin: 

Verbs in PNC usually have a root structure =V(R)CV(R), with = denoting the position of 

prefixed class markers. The historical status of the initial syllable here is debatable: it may 

have been a prefix itself, especially in cases when it is not preserved in Yenisseian (in 

S[ino-]T[ibetan] it never leaves any traces). There are many cases where we have to 

reconstruct verbal root structures like *CVRV or *RVCV, based on ST and Yenisseian 

evidence, while in NC their reflexes look like *=VRCV (with a reduction of the second 

vowel, and a regular development -CR- > -RC-). But there are also rather numerous cases 

when PNC =V corresponds to PY =V- that indicate the archaic nature of this vowel (SCP 1). 

This transposition of  “-CR- > -RC-” has frequently been discussed in the etymologies in 

this book (see pp. 90-91), especially in some cases in which Basque has preserved the more 

archaic structure CVRV (consonant-vowel-resonant), which has been transposed in PNC to 

-RC-. For example, the Bsq word for ‘threshing floor’, *laṙain (Q.18), retains the CVRV 

structure, while the corresponding PEC verb, *=V̄rŁV ‘to thresh’ (e.g., Batsbi arl- id.), 

exhibits the transposed structure. Other examples include:  

 Bsq *e=sari or *i=sari ‘measure’ (L.8: noun < *=cali) vs. PNC *=ălcŬ-m ‘to 

measure, weigh’;  

 Bsq *hel-tu ‘to bite’ (V.2) and *-hali ‘meal, repast’ (P.2) ~ Hinukh hil- ‘to bite’, 

etc. < PEC *=iʡwVl ‘to feed on, eat, bite’, transposed in Bsq *aɫha ‘feeding, 

grazing’ (N.25); 

 Bsq *hagin ‘tooth’ (A.11) may represent an archaic form of the type *HĂɢĕmV, 

rebuilt in PNC as *HĕmɢĂ ‘to bite’; some NC forms such as Andi q’:am-, Tindi 

q’:an- ‘to bite’ may reflect the same transposition as in Bsq; 

 Bsq *huṙu- ‘far’ (I.16) vs. PEC *=ārχV ‘far’ (but a possibly archaic Rutul χɨrɨ-dɨ 

‘far’: cf. Bsq [A, G] urru-ti id.). 

A different kind of transposition is seen in a series of Bsq and NC verbs, in which Bsq has 

the structure UC and PNC/PEC has the structure CwV or CVw: 

 

Basque PNC / PEC semantic note NCED  

reference 

Etymology 

number  

*e=aući  

‘to go down, 

descend’ 

*=ic ̣́wĔ  

‘to come;  

return’ 

Lak, Dargi 

‘go down’ 

627 V.22 
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Basque PNC / PEC semantic note NCED  

reference 

Etymology 

number  

*e=aurti 

‘to throw, hurl, 

launch’ 

*=äƛĔw  

‘to lie; to put; 

lead’ 

cf. Lat iaceō ‘lie’, etc. ~ iaciō ‘throw’, etc.; 

OIr focerdaim ‘put’ & ‘throw’; SCr metati 

‘put, place’ ~ Rus metat’ ‘throw, fling’, etc. 

278 V.35 

*e=uci  

‘to leave, let’ 

*=ic ̣́wV  

‘to run’ 

Andian  

‘run away’ 

629 V.25 

*e=ući  

‘to consider, 

think’ 

*=īčẉĒ  

‘to count; 

understand’ 

 628 V.18 

*e=ući  

‘to take, hold, 

keep’ 

*=ăčwV̆  

‘to take, carry’ 

 253 V.33 

*e=uka-n / 

*e=uki  

‘to have’ 

*=iqwV  

‘to hold, catch’ 

 646 V.47 

*hauśi  

‘to break, 

shatter’ 

*=ičV(w)  

‘to break, hit, 

wound’ 

 626 V.59 

*Husi  

‘to divide, split’ 

*=V̄rswE  

‘to cut (in 

parts)’ 

 1033 V.64 

 

More details about these verbs are shown in the tables below.  

In a discussion between R.L. Trask and S.A. Starostin, published in the 1996 issue 

of Mother Tongue, Trask complained that the existing Vasco-Caucasian comparisons 

amounted to no more than “a handful of vague resemblances between words” and called for 

more substantive comparisons that would show that North Caucasian languages “share with 

Basque clear remnants of a single ancestral linguistic system” (Trask 1996a: 116). To that 

end Trask offered a list of seven “puzzles” that he thought these comparisons should help to 

solve. First on the list was a statement that “Pre-Basque clearly had an extraordinarily large 

proportion of lexical items beginning with a vowel, and … only a very few word-initial 

consonants. Why is this so?” (ibid., p. 115). In fact, this author had already offered an 

explanation regarding Bsq nouns, that some of the initial vowels reflected fossilized class 

prefixes, a solution that Trask repeatedly rejected (see my discussion in Morphology, pp. 

58-71).  

Sixth on Trask’s list of puzzles was “Word-forming prefixes are absolutely 

unattested in Basque. Yet all non-finite forms of ancient indigenous verbs bear a prefix *e-, 

which surfaces variously today as e-, i-, j-, or zero. … Do any other languages show 

anything similar?” (ibid., p. 116). I would call the reader’s attention to Starostin’s statement, 
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quoted above, that “verbs in PNC usually have a root structure =V(R)CV(R) … The 

historical status of the initial syllable here is debatable.” It will be seen repeatedly in the 

verbal comparisons below that Bsq *e= is frequently matched with PNC verbs with an initial 

vowel, for example Bsq *e=ući ‘to consider, think about’ ~ PNC *=īčẉĒ ‘to count; to 

understand’; Bsq *e=go-n ‘to stay; to be’ ~ PEC *=argwVn ‘to stay’, and others. In Bsq 

synthetic finite verb forms the *e= is replaced by as many as three prefixes, in the order 

ABS (pronominal subject of intransitive verb/object of transitive verb), TENSE (present -a-

/past -e- or -i-), and N (past tense), then the verb root (HB 106). In East Caucasian in general 

only a class prefix may precede the initial =V- of the verb, as stated by Starostin above. 

West Caucasian seems to preserve a more archaic stage in this respect, with a variety of 

possible prefixes (pronominal, relational, preverbal, valence-changing, etc.) preceding the 

verb root (Č 374-381). In my sketch survey of Sino-Caucasian morphology I proposed 

(following earlier scholars) that this templatic verbal structure, involving prefixes of several 

types as well as suffixes, was a feature of primitive Sino-Caucasian and Dene-Caucasian 

(MCG 95-107). This structure is most highly developed in the Burusho-Yeniseian subgroup, 

with four or five prefix positions, and Na-Dene, with four (per M. Krauss). 

So to answer Trask’s first and sixth puzzles, the Sino-Caucasian hypothesis offers an 

explanation: The Bsq prefix *e= was strictly speaking not a prefix at all, but probably just a 

remnant of a linking vowel, corresponding to PNC initial *=V- on many verbs, that 

facilitated the addition of consonantal prefixes. Sometimes these linking vowels were 

reconstructed with a laryngeal in PNC/PEC, e.g. *=HīqVr ‘to pull, take’, etc. (~ Bsq 

*e=kaṙi ‘to bring’); *=HǝχVr ‘to know, perceive’ (~ Bsq *e=heṙi ‘to find out, guess’); 

*=Hirq̇V ‘to see, find’ (Bsq *e=ku-śi ‘to see’); *=Huq̇Ŭn ‘to go, come’ (~ Bsq *e=augi-n 

‘to come’); *=Hŏq̇Ē ‘to do, make’, etc. (~ Bsq *e=gi-n id.); *=HiqĒ(n) ‘to rise, grow’ (~ 

Bsq *e=ka-n ‘to go up, climb’), and others.    

Now to the lexical comparison of verbs in Basque and North Caucasian. According 

to Trask (1990) “Basque verbs are divided into four classes, depending on the form of the 

class suffix: the -tu class, the -i class, the -n class and the zero class.” The comparative tables 

below will be arranged in the same order: 

 

The -tu class: In a 1990 article Trask was ambivalent about the origin of the Bsq participial 

suffix *-tu: 

It has usually been supposed that the suffix -tu is derived from the Latin participial suffix -

tum, the idea being that so many Latin participles were borrowed with this suffix that it came 

to be regarded as the normal marker of the perfective participle in Basque … This is 

plausible, but there is a problem with the small group of clearly ancient verbs for which no 

Latin etymology is available: hartu ‘to take’, sartu ‘to enter’, sortu ‘to be born’, galdu ‘to 

lose’, saldu ‘to sell’, heldu ‘to arrive’, and kendu ‘to remove’. These seven verbs occur in all 

dialects, and always in the -tu class (Trask 1990: 114).  
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But by 1997 Trask was more emphatic that “-tu … is of Latin origin” (HB 214). Also by that 

time he had added four more verbs to the original seven: lortu ‘achieve’, lotu ‘tie (up)’, bildu 

‘gather, collect’, and piztu ‘kindle, light’.  

I agree with one of Trask’s 1990 explanations of the seven verbs, that “pre-Basque 

did in fact contain a small class of verbs with participles in -tu, and the coincidentally similar 

form of the Latin borrowings merely served to reinforce and expand the class,” i.e., that the 

Bsq suffix *-tu may indeed be native, and it was later strongly reinforced, and made more 

productive, by many loanwords from Romance. The North Caucasian language Archi has a 

suffix -t:u /-t:i, defined as [adjective substantivator], [participial suffix] (Starostin 2002; 

TOB). Some examples of its adjectival use are: muq’:á-t:u ‘thirsty’, lak:a-t:u- ‘lame’. In the 

etymologies below there is Archi guli-t:u- ‘hidden, secret’, which, if my etymological 

proposals are valid, recapitulates Bsq *gal-tu ‘lost’; cf. also: 

 Archi χala-t:u- ‘old’ ~ Bsq *agure-tu ‘aged, having become an old man’;1  

 Archi họlo-t:u- ‘liquid’ ~ Bsq *hur-tu ‘melted, watered, poured’;  

 Archi hiba-t:u- ‘good’ ~ Bsq *hobe-tu ‘made better’.  

The Archi suffix -t:u /-t:i has abundant cognates in other Lezgian languages. In the Shah Dagh 

languages it has evolved to the genitive suffix: Budukh -d, -du, -ǯu, Kryz -dɨ, -ǯi [genitive]. 

There is an isolated parallel in the Tsezian group, Inkhokwari -t’a [emphatic adj. plur.]; but in 

the West Caucasian branch we have Abkhaz -t’w(ǝ) [denominative attributive], Abaza -č’w(ǝ) 

id., and Ubykh -dǝ [participle], the last especially supporting the case for cognacy with Bsq 

*-tu.  

In this model it is proposed that Trask’s earlier (1990) explanation was correct, and 

that Bsq *-tu [participle] is of ancient (Euskaro-Caucasian) origin. Six of Trask’s “original” 

eleven tu-verbs figure in the etymologies below, and it seems evident that there may have been 

more than eleven of them.  

                                                           
1 This is discounting the traditional derivation from Lat. (vocative) avule ‘grandpappy’ (see Etym J.6: Bsq 

*agure ~ PEC *=ŏnqVlV ‘old [person]’).  

Owner
Sticky Note
Cf. also: Archi q’ˁʷaq’ˁʷar-t:u ‘narrow’ ~ Bsq *garhi-tu ‘made (oneself) thin, slimmed down’
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V.1 bend, turn *bihuṙ-tu Karata gur- ‘to bend’, 

Andi gel-d- id., Avar 

gur- ‘to wrap, fold’, 

Chamali gur-id-, Tindi 

gur-iy- id.; Udi k:ori 

‘hooked, curved, bent’, 

Archi gʷa-s ‘to bend’; 

Dargi Akusha =argʷ- / 

rurg- ‘to wrap’; Hinukh 

ugl-iš ‘humpbacked’; 

Adyge ǯ́ǝ-n, ǯ́a-n ‘to 

twist, spin (thread)’, 

Kabardian ǯǝ-n, ǯa-n 

id., etc. Cf. PY *kǝʔr- (~ 

*gǝʔr-) ‘bent, bend; to 

wind, spool’ (SCG 102). 

*=ig(w)Vr 

‘to bend, fold’ 

631 

Basque (BN, L) bihur-tu 

‘to bend, twist, return, 

come back’, (Z) bühür-tu, 

(A, B, G, AN, R) biur-tu, 

(B) bior-tu id., (BN, L) 

bihurri ‘bent, curved’, (Z) 

bühürri, (B, G, AN, Sal, 

Bzt, R) biurri id., (G, Bzt, 

L-Ainhoa) bigurri 

‘perverse, wicked’, etc. (M 

62-3, 411; MDE VII 144; 

EDB 144). This is one of 

the words in which PSC 

*gw or *ɢw has changed to 

Bsq *b (in the environment 

of high vowels: see 

Phonology, pp. 93-94). 

V.2 bite, 

be sore 

*[h]el-tu Hinukh hil- ‘to bite’, 

Tsezi ħan-, Khwarshi 

ħa:n- id.; Kryz ʕül- ‘to 

eat’, Rutul =ile-, Budukh 

s-oʡul- id., Archi lah-

bos ‘to get hungry’; Avar 

rehn- ‘to feed on 

something’; Batsbi q-aħ-

ar ‘to bite’, l-aħ-ar ‘to 

eat (together with 

something)’ [term.], l-eħ-

ar id. [dur.], etc.1  

*=iʡwVl 

‘to feed on, eat, 

bite’ 

625 

Basque (B, G) el-du ‘to 

bite, sting, prick; fester, be 

inflamed, sore (of a 

wound)’ (MDE X 273; 

OEH). 

Etymologically distinct 

from *hel-tu ‘to come, 

arrive’ (V.4). Cf. Bsq *aɫha 

‘grazing’ (N.25), *hali 

‘meal’ (P.2), which seem to 

be permutations of the 

same root. 

V.3 catch, 

seize 

*aci-tu Lak =atsi-n ‘to steal’; 

Chechen ēts- ‘to take’, 

Ingush, Batsbi ets- id.; 

Tsezi =is- ‘to take’, 

Khwarshi =as- id.; Tindi 

=isi-̃ ‘to find’, Chamali 

=isã-, Karata =isan- id.; 

Ubykh wǝ-ć(ǝ)- ‘to 

steal’, etc. 

*=ācĒ(n) 

‘to catch, take’ 

252 

Basque (B, G) atzi-tu, atxi-

tu ‘to catch, take, seize’, 

(BN) atzi-pe ‘theft, 

stealing’, atzi-pa-tu ‘to 

steal, rob’, etc. (OEH). 

Forms of the type 

(h)atzaman, (h)atzeman ‘to 

catch, find, find out, guess’ 

are derived rather from 

*hace ‘back part, track’ + 

*e=ma-n ‘to give’ (M 70), 

                                                           
1 Cf. PY *ʔir- ‘to eat’ (SCG 111); Hurrian ul- ‘to eat’ (KHur 396). 
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but blending is not ruled 

out. 

V.4 come, 

arrive 

*hel-tu Tindi tɬ’:ä-b-d- ‘to run’, 

Avar tɬ’:ú-r-d- ‘to 

dance’, Andi tɬ’:i-b-d-, 

Karata tɬ’:e-b-, Akhwakh 

tɬ’:u-r- ‘to dance’, tɬ’:e-

r- ‘to run’, Chamali 

tɬ’:u-r-id- ‘to roll’; (with 

reduplication) Chechen 

lelχ- ‘to jump’, etc.  

*ʔīƛṾ 

‘to run, leap’ 

209 

Basque (BN, L) hel-du ‘to 

come’, (AN-Ondarrabia) 

el-du id., (Z) hél-tü ‘to 

arrive, reach, come to aid’, 

(R) el-tu ‘to arrive, reach’, 

(B, G) el-du ‘to arrive’, 

(AN, B, G, L) ‘to ripen’, 

(B, G-Andoain) ‘to grasp, 

seize’, etc. (M 214, 230; 

MDE X 272; EDB 167).2 

V.5 lick *lami- 

~ *limi- 

~ *mili- 

 

Andi, Karata lam- ‘to 

lick’, Chamali nan-, 

Tindi dan-d- id.;3 Lak 

lan-ts’a ‘licking’; Dargi 

Akusha lim-ts’i-k’es ‘to 

lick’, Chiragh lem-ts’ 

barq’ī id.; Udi lam ‘to 

lick’, Archi lam-(mus) 

id. 

*ɫamV 

‘licking, to lick’ 

754 

Basque (AN, Sal, R) lami-

ka-tu ‘to lick’, (Sal) lami-z-

ka-tu, (BN) limi-ka-tu id., 

(B-Araba, G-Bidania) lami-

z-tu ‘to taste, savor’; (with 

metathesis) (BN, L, Bzt) 

mili-ka-tu id.; in nouns: 

(AN, Sal) lami-ti ‘taster, 

gourmand’, (Bzt) limi-ti id. 

(MDE XIX 302, XX 636, 

XXI 926).4  

V.6 listen, look *b=eha-tu Bezhta häk-il- ‘to 

search, to look’, Hunzib 

hak-il- id.; (with 

preverbs) Archi sa=k:a- 

‘to look’, Agul ad-ark- 

‘to search’, Tsakhur 

ā=ke- ‘to find’, Kryz 

i=k- id., Rutul u=kwa- 

‘to ask’; Lak u=̣či-n ‘to 

*H[o]kV 

‘to look, 

search’ 

598 

Basque (BN, L) beha-tu ‘to 

look, listen, pay attention’, 

(Z) behá-tü, (AN, R) bea-tu 

id. (M 221, 339; EDB 130). 

This verb has influenced 

the form of the word for 

‘ear’ in northeastern 

dialects: *be=laṙi (A.7) > 

(BN, L) beharri, etc. In 

                                                           
2 PNC/PEC has four different verbs with internal lateral affricates and meanings ‘come, go, run’, or the like: 

*=iƛwVn ‘to run’ (run away); *ʔīƛṾ ‘to run, leap’ (walk, go); *=VmƛṾ ‘to go, come’ (go away, walk); *=ǝ̄rƛŬ 

‘to go, walk, enter’ (go out, return); and it is difficult to decide which Bsq verb is cognate with each. See also 

Bsq *e=urte-n ‘to go out, leave’; *e=ali, *e=al-ki ‘to leave, go out, remove’; *VrdV > (B) erdu ‘come!’, (Z) 

orde-zü ‘go!’. 
3 NCED explains the Chamali and Tindi forms as *lam-d- > *lan-d- > dan-d- / nan-d- (nann-). 
4 There could be some influence from Romance forms derived from Lat. lambere, but the peculiar Bsq 

formations (*lami- ~ *limi- ~ *mili-) and distribution of forms (in Pyrenean and peripheral dialects) could 

indicate survival of an archaic lexeme. Note especially the suffixes in Dargi Akusha lim-ts’i- ‘to lick’ ~ Bsq (B, 

G, Sal) lami-z- id. 
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invite’. Cf. PY *b[ǝ̄]k- 

‘to find’ (SCG 78); Hatti 

hukur ‘to see, look, 

notice’ (KHat 344). 

comparison with NC, the 

Bsq verb contains a preverb 

or fossilized class prefix 

*b= (see pp. 58-71); so also 

in PY.      

V.7 lose *gal-tu Tsakhur a=gʷal- ‘to get 

lost’, Agul gul- ‘to lose, 

get lost’, Budukh 

ʕä=gül- id., Archi guli-

t:u- ‘hidden, secret’; 

Tindi ǵala ‘thief’, 

Godoberi ǵali id.; 

Hunzib guhlaq ‘thief’ 

(< *gul-hVq), etc. 

*=igwVɫ 

‘to lose, get 

lost; steal’ 

630 

Basque (c) gal-du ‘to lose, 

misplace, get lost, 

disappear’, etc., (Z) gál-dü, 

(R) gal-tu id.; (A, R) gal-te 

‘loss’; with voicing 

assimilation: (B, G, AN, 

BN, L) kal-te ‘damage, 

harm’, (BN, L) ‘loss’; (AN-

Esteribar, G-Andoain) gal-

era ‘loss’ (M 230; MDE 

XIII 284; EDB 196). 

V.8 slip, slide, 

skid 

*leṙa-tu Chadakolob tɬur-s- ‘to 

glide’, Karata tɬ:or- ‘to 

crawl’, Gigatl tɬ:ur- id., 

Avar tɬ:urí- ‘to rub 

(against smth.)’, Chamali 

tɬ:utɬ:a-d- id.; Hunzib 

ɬaɬa-tɬ- ‘to crawl’, etc. 

*ʔVƛV(r) 

‘to crawl, glide’ 

224 

Basque (BN, L, Z) lerra 

‘slip, slide, skid’ (n.), (BN, 

L, Z, Bzt) lerra-tu ‘to slip, 

slide, skid’ (MDE XX 631). 

V.9 suck *čupa-tu Chechen ts’ub-dan ‘to 

suck, Batsbi ts’up’-dar 

id; Lak ts’up’ učin ‘to 

suck’; Dargi Chiragh 

ts’up’ barq’ī; 

Agul sup’-as, Kryz 

č’uw yeriǯ, Budukh 

č’up-; Khinalug šib-kʷi 

‘to suck’.5 

 *cụṗV 

‘sucking’ 

367 

Basque (A, B, G, AN) 

txupa-tu /čupatu/ ‘to suck’, 

(AN-Olza) txupe-tu 

/čupetu/, (N Bsq) xupa-tu 

/šupatu/ id. (Oihenart, 

Pouvreau). It is natural to 

compare Span. Port. 

chupar, with similar 

meaning, in this analysis a 

likely loanword < 

Vasconic.6  

V.10 take  *har-tu Archi kar- ‘to take with, 

provide, deliver’, 

[imperative] karaka, 

*=ikĀr 

‘to take with, 

provide’ 

Basque (BN, L) har-tu ‘to 

take, receive, accept’, (Z) 

hár-tü, (B, G, AN, Bzt, Sal, 

                                                           
5 “An expressive EC root; … there is a number of rather distorted reflexes in Lezgian languages … cf. also 

Khin. šib-kʷi” (NCED). (See Phonology: Expressive Forms, pp. 207-214.) 
6 REW (2452) unconvincingly derives these words from hypothetical *čoč, *čuč (Schallwort); Dicc has simply 

“Voz onomat.” Eng. sip, Ger. saufen, ON súpa, etc. also do not have a clear IE origin and could reflect Vasc. 

substratum (cf. Vennemann).    
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Rutul gɨrga- ‘to bring, 

lead, deliver’; Dargi 

Chiragh =erk- / =uk- 

‘to take with, provide’; 

Abkhaz a-ga-rá ‘to 

bring, carry’, etc.7 

 

632 Azk, R) ar-tu id. (M 214; 

EDB 110). 

V.11 take away, 

remove 

*e=ken-tu Kryz q:än- ‘to take’, 

Budukh q:en- id.; 

Khinalug =aq:ɨn- ‘to 

hold, keep, catch’; Avar 

q:ám- ‘to snatch, take 

away’, Karata q:am-, 

Chamali, Tindi q:an-, 

Akhwakh q:on- id., etc. 

*HVqVn- 

~ *HVqVm- 

‘to take, snatch’ 

615 

Basque (A, B, G, AN, L, 

Bzt) ken-du ‘to take away, 

remove; remove oneself, 

leave’, (Bzt, Azk, BN, AN-

Ulzama) eken-du, (BN) 

khen-du, (Z) khén-tü, (R) 

gén-tu, (Sal, Azk, AN-

Aritz) gen-du id. (M 156, 

353; EDB 249; OEH).8 

V.12 tie  *lot-tu Lezgi ilit’-iz ‘to bind 

round’, Agul Burshag 

ilt’an- ‘to bind, tie’, 

Kryz yu=t’ul, Tsakhur 

i= t’al- id.; Dargi 

Chiragh če-lt’Vn-/če-

yt’- ‘to put on (trousers, 

shoes)’ (< ‘to tie round 

(one's waist, foot’); 

Abkhaz á-t’-la-ra ‘to get 

untied’, etc.   

*yetạl- 

~ *yelat-̣9 

‘to tie, bind; 

untie’ 

679 

Basque (B, G, AN) lotu ‘to 

tie, fasten’, (AN) ‘to grasp, 

seize’, (BN, L) lothu, (Z) 

lóthü id.; (R-Uztárroz) lotu 

‘to put out (lights)’, (B) 

‘bind oneself, obligate 

oneself’, and other 

meanings; Bsq stem is *lot- 

(see Azkue; M 108; MDE 

XX 645; EDB 270). 

V.13 touch *hu[m]ki-

tu 

Bagwali hunk’a ‘fist’, 

Godoberi hunk’́a, 

Chamali hũč’a id.; 

Dargi Akusha, Urakhi 

χunk’ ‘fist’, Kharbuk 

χ:unk’ id.; Archi χ:ik’ 

‘fist’.  

A Dagestanian isogloss. 

PEC *f- and *-m- are 

reconstructed purely by 

*fimkẉV 

‘fist’ 

428 

Basque (BN, L) hunki-tu 

‘to touch, feel’, (Z) húnki-

tü, (Sal) onki-tu, ongi-tu, 

(AN, Azk, G-Andoain, L) 

uki-tu, (B) uku-tu, (B, G) 

iku-tu id.; (L-Gethari) uki 

‘touch, feeling’, (Bzt) uki-

tze id. (M 65; EDB 355). 

For the correspondence of 

PEC *f ~ Bsq *h, see also 

                                                           
7 Cf. Burushaski *gá-n- ‘to take’ (SCG 103). 
8 “The variant ekendu is perhaps conservative, with loss of initial /e/ in most varieties” (EDB). This is supported 

by the unknown vowel in PEC *HVqVn-, preserved as such in Khinalug =aq:ɨn-, and in Bezhta =ẽχ- ‘to touch’, 

Hunzib =ẽχ- ‘to get somewhere’ (with anticipatory nasalization from the former following syllable).   
9 *yelat-̣, by metathesis, implied in Lezgi ilit’-, Dargi če-lt’Vn-, and other forms. 
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circumstantial evidence 

(see NCED). 

Bsq *hobi ‘grave’, *oi-han 

‘woods’.10 

V.14 understand *uɫer-tu Archi lur ‘eye’ 

(originally plural, < Proto-

Lezgian *ʔʷil-Vr ‘eyes’); 

Tabasaran, Agul, Rutul ul 

‘eye’, Kryz, Budukh ʕül,; 

Dargi Kubachi ule ‘eye’, 

Chiragh ʕule, Akusha, 

Urakhi ħuli ‘eye’, etc.  

*ʡwĭlʡi 

‘eye’ 

[plural] 

*ʡwĭlʡi-rV- 

250 

 

Bsq (B, G) uler-tu ‘to 

understand, comprehend’, 

(B) ‘foresee, suspect’, (G) 

‘feel, sense’. 11 A derivation 

from ‘eye’, like Gk 

ὐπόψομαι ‘I shall suspect’, 

with -όψ- < PIE *okw-s- 

‘eye’ (Buck 17.44). See the 

related Bsq *le-t-(hagin) 

‘eye-tooth’ (A.12). 

 

-i class: “This is the second largest class of Bsq verbs … This class contains virtually no loanwords” 

(Trask 1990: 114-5). The three Bsq verbs meaning (roughly), ‘to sit, set, put’, *e=aṙi, *e=śeri, and 

*e=sari, are very difficult to separate at a synchronic level, and have clearly blended with each other 

to some extent. Here I have tried to distinguish them according to their proposed PNC cognates, 

*=eʔ(w)Vr, *=išA(r), and *=VmćṾr, respectively. 

 

 (general Bsq 

gloss) 

Proto-

Basque 

North Caucasian 

attested forms 

Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Basque attested forms 

and Notes 

V.15 bring *e=kaṙi Andi q:ur-d- ‘to pull, 

drag’, Gigatl q:ur- id., 

Avar =aq:- ‘to take 

away, take out’, 

=aq:árq:- ‘to take off, 

take apart’; Archi χʕa- 

‘to drag, carry’; Abkhaz 

á-χa-ra ‘to pull, drag’, 

etc. 

*=HīqVr 

‘to pull, take 

out; to drag, 

carry’ 

575 

Basque (B, G, AN, R) ekarri ‘to 

bring’, (BN, L, Z) ekharri, (Bzt, 

Azk, AN) karri id., (B) also 

‘bear fruit, produce; fruit; to 

give’, etc. (M 157; MDE X 267; 

EDB 168; OEH). 

V.16 carry, 

endure 

*e=gari 

~ 

*e=gaṙi 

Kryz i=qr- ‘to take, 

hold’, Budukh s-u=rqu 

(durative s-üqür-ǯi ) 

id., Udi aq:-sun, 

Tsakhur a=q:a-, Rutul 

*=ăɢĂr 

‘to hold, take’ 

254 

Basque (BN, L, Z, R, Sal) egari 

‘to carry, support, bear, endure’, 

(Z, R) ‘to use, avail oneself’, 

(Z) ‘to confirm’, (R) ‘to walk’; 

with an archaic variant (L) 

                                                           
10 The match of eastern Bsq /nk/ ~ western /k/ is unusual. Trask thought it had to be due to sporadic insertion of 

the nasal in the East, but other explanations are possible. PSC *m is unstable and in Bsq usually disappears in 

clusters (see Phonology, pp. 122, 180-81). I have tentatively reconstructed Bsq *hu[m]ki-, though so far I know 

of no other cases of Bsq *-mk-. 
11 The Bsq-NC comparison was suggested by G. Starostin. 
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h-a=q:a-, Lezgi q’a- 

id.; Tsezi =iq- ‘to grab, 

take’, Khwarshi aq- id.; 

Dargi Chiragh =aʁ- / 

=irʁ- ‘to find’; 

Circassian ʡǝ-ʁǝ- ‘to 

hold’, Ubykh q’a-ʁǝ- ‘to 

have’, etc. 

egarri ‘to carry, bear’ (Etxepare 

1545), and perhaps (B-arc) 

{eguarria} (RS 1596)12 (M 232; 

MDE VIII 666 ; EDB 163; 

OEH). This is one of the rare 

verbs with a variation between 

/r/ and /ṙ/. 

V.17 come *e=toṙi Avar t’ur-  ‘to run 

away’, Godoberi t’ar-  

‘to run’, Zibirkhali t’ar-

d-, Chamali t’a-d, Tindi 

t’ē- id.; Batsbi =at’- ‘to 

run’, Chechen, Ingush 

=ad- id.; (reduplicated) 

Udi t:ist:un ‘to run’ (< 

*t:it:-sun).  

*=ĭtṾr 

‘to run’ 

659 

Basque (B, G, AN, Azk, BN) 

etorri ‘to come’, (B, G) ‘get 

along, agree, adapt’, (L) ethorri 

‘to come’, (AN, Bzt) torri ‘to 

come, adapt’ (M 157; EDB 183; 

OEH). 

This verb is current in all Bsq 

dialects, except Z: see 

*e=augin (Z jin, etc.) ‘to come’ 

(HB 293-4). 

V.18 consider, 

think 

*e=ući Avar =ič’:-  ‘to 

understand’, Karata 

=its’:-Vn- ‘to count’; 

Lak =u=č’i-n-  ‘to 

understand’; Dargi =uč’-

es  ‘to read’; Chechen 

=ēš- ‘to read, learn, 

study’; Adyge p-čǝ-n ‘to 

count’, etc. 

*=īčẉĒ 

‘to count; to 

understand’13 

628 

Basque (B, G, AN, BN) etsi ‘to 

despair, be resigned, lose hope’, 

etc.;14 (Bzt, BN, Z) etsi-tu id.; 

verbal noun: (c) uste ‘opinion, 

belief, idea, plan; trust, 

confidence, faith, hope’ (AW), 

(Z) úste id. (M 53, 283; MDE 

XI 589, 618; EDB 184, 376). 

V.19 fall *e=rori Akhwakh ɬob-ey- ‘to 

fall, scatter’; Tabasaran 

a=x- ‘to fall’, Budukh 

araxa- / a=xu- id., 

Agul arx- ‘to get into’, 

ʁ-arx- ‘to lie down, to 

sleep’; Ubykh šʷa- ‘to go 

down, lower oneself’, etc.   

*HraλwE 

‘to fall, go 

down’ 

602 

Basque (B, G, AN, BN, L, Azk, 

R) erori ‘to fall, fall down, 

weaken’, (Z) é(r)or id. (MDE 

XI 555; EDB 176). 

Normally PNC *-λ- [voiceless 

lateral fricative] corresponds to 

Bsq *-ɫh- (between vowels). 

There has been assimilation 

and/or dissimilation in play; or 

early loss of /h/ in Bsq *e=roɫhi 

                                                           
12 Michelena (M 232) was uncertain of the pertinence of archaic B {eguarria}. 
13 NCED has *=īčẉĒl: -l appears to be a suffix, reflected only in Andian and Dargi. 
14 The older meaning ‘consider, think about’ is inferred from compounds: (B, G) esetsi ‘to attack, argue’ < *es 

eući ‘not think (alike)’; (Z) sínhets ‘believe’, (L) sinhets, (R) xinetsi, etc. < *sin eući ‘think truth’ (with sibilant 

assimilation); etsi is “clearly from *eutsi,” based on the noun *uś-te (EDB).  
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or *e=loɫhi > *eroli > erori? 

(see p. 153). 

V.20 fall *e=auśi Bezhta, Hunzib =õs- ‘to 

fall down, be scattered’, 

Hinukh =iš- id.; 

Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi 

=oss- ‘to descend, go 

down’; Dargi Akusha 

=uš-es ‘to lower, put 

down’; Tindi =uš:- ‘to 

scatter, strew’, etc. 

*=ŭśV 

‘to descend; to 

fall, be 

scattered’ 

1011 

 

Basque (B) jausi ‘to fall’, (B, 

G, AN-Irun) jauzi id.; a distinct 

etymon from the similar 

*e=aući ‘to go down’, (B) jatsi 

(V.22) (MDE XV 869). Other 

Bsq dialects use *e=rori (V.19) 

for ‘fall’. 

This verb is related to the nouns 

*Hauśo ‘blizzard, avalanche’, 

*Huśi-n id. (G.11). 

V.21 flee *e=henśi  Hunzib =ũč- ‘to run 

(away)’, Bezhta =öč-, 

Khwarshi ič- id.; Agul 

hiš- ‘to run (away)’, 

Archi še-̣ id., heṛša-s 

‘to run’;15 Khinalug 

čä=pi ‘to run away’; 

Adyge ča-n ‘to run’, 

Kabardian ža-n id., etc.  

*hilčwĒ 

‘to run’ 

490 

Basque (BN, L) ihesi ‘to flee’, 

ihes ‘flight, fleeing’, (Z) ĩhẽ́s, 

(B-arc, R) ĩes, (B-arc) iñes id., 

(B, G, AN) igesi ‘to flee; 

flight’, (AN) igasi, igas, (Sal) 

iesi, ies id., etc. (M 68, 304; 

MDE XV 882; EDB 218; 

OEH).16 

V.22 go down *e=aući Lak =u=č’a-n- ‘to go 

down’; Dargi Akusha 

ka=ats’-es ‘to go 

down’; Budukh ʕ-a=č’- 

‘to come down; come in, 

enter’, Rutul ä=č’ʷa- ‘to 

come in, enter’, Archi 

č’u- id.; Adyghe -ž́ǝ- ‘to 

move back, to back up’, 

etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *ʒọ́- ‘to 

come’ (SCG 101); PY 

*ʔēč- ‘to let come, let 

enter’ > Ket ɛ:te, Yug -

ɛ:ht́; Hatti aš ‘to come 

(here)’, [imp] aša ‘komm 

(herein)!’ (KHat 341). 

*=ic ̣́wĔ 

‘to come;  

to return’ 

627 

Basque (A, B, G, AN) jatsi ‘to 

go down, descend’, (G) jatxi, 

jetsi, jetxi ‘go down, throw’, 

(AN) jautsi, jatsi, jatxi, jetxi ‘go 

down’, (BN) jautsi, jeutsi, 

jeitsi, deutsi, (L) jautsi, (Z) 

jaitsi, jatsi, (R) xatxi /šači/, 

(Sal) sautsi, (Azk) sauntsi id. 

(M 94, 184, 192; MDE XV 

865; EDB 242; OEH). Pyrenean 

forms (xatxi, sautsi, sauntsi) are 

by sibilant assimilation after the 

change of /j/ > /ž/ > /š/ (> /ś/). 

This verb has contaminated in 

some dialects with *e=auśi ‘to 

fall’ (V.20) and/or *e=aici ‘to 

milk’ (V.26). 

                                                           
15 The /r/ in Archi heṛša-s is a durative infix, not a reflex of PNC *l (NCED). 
16 This radical (ihes, etc.) is now usually used as the noun ‘flight, fleeing’, and the verb ‘to flee, escape’ is 

expressed as ihes egin ‘to make flight’, ihes ibili, or ihesi joan ‘go fleeing’, or transferred to the -tu class: (L) 

ihes-tu (see EDB 218, AW; OEH IHES and IHESI).  
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V.23 guess, 

suppose, 

find out 

*e=héṙi  

~ 

 (noun) 

*áiheṙ 

Chamali =eχʷ- ‘to 

know’, eχʷn- ‘to be able; 

to be possible’, Avar 

=eh- ‘to be possible’; 

Dargi Akusha =ah-/=al- 

‘to know’; Agul aħa- ‘to 

know’, Tabasaran aʁʕu- 

id.; Abkhaz a-ħa-rá ‘to 

hear’, Abaza ħa-ra, ʕa-

ħa-ra ‘to be hear, reach 

one’s ears’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *hé-n- 

‘to know’ (TOB). 

*=HǝχVr 

‘to know, 

perceive’ 

565 

Basque (B, G, AN) igerri ‘to 

find out, guess, notice, divine’, 

(B, G) igarri id.; a related noun 

is (BN, L) aiher ‘propensity, 

inclination, penchant; rancor, 

grudge’, (Z) áiher id., (AN-

Irun, Bzt) aier ‘propensity’, 

(BN, L) aier-kunde ‘grudge, 

hatred’, etc. (M 69, 215; MDE 

XV 888; EDB 219; OEH).17 

There is a wide semantic range 

that can be distilled as ‘guess, 

suppose’ > ‘supposition (of 

wrongdoing)’ > ‘grudge’, etc.     

V.24 leave,  

go out 

*e=ali, 

*e=al-ki 

Avar tɬ:u-t- ‘to run 

(away)’; Archi ɬ:un- ‘to 

run (away)’, (with 

preverbs) Tsakhur 

a=xʷan-, Budukh 

ʕa=xa-, Kryz ʕa=f- / 

ʕa=x- id.  

Attested in Avar and 

Lezgian. 

*=iƛwVn 

‘to run 

(away)’18 

639 

Basque (L-arc, BN-Hazparne, 

Mugerre) jali ‘to go out, leave’ 

(Haraneder 18th c.); otherwise 

with the suffix *-ki: (G, AN) 

jalki ‘to go out, leave’ (intr.); 

‘to take out’ (tr.), ‘to adapt, 

comply’ (i.e. ‘go along’), (Z) 

jálkhi, élkhi,19 (Sal) elki ‘leave, 

go out’, (BN, L, Sal) ilki, (BN, 

L) ilkhi, (R) érkin, (BN) jalgi, 

jelgi id. (M 63; MDE XV 858; 

HB 227; EDB 241).20 

V.25 leave, let *e=uci Andi =uč’:in- ‘to run 

(away)’, Chamali =us’-, 

Tindi č:ʷē-, Karata 

č’:ʷar-, Godoberi č:ar- 

id.; Hunzib =ič’- ‘to 

run’. 

*=ičẉV 

~ *=ic ̣́wV 

‘to run’21 

629 

Basque (G-arc, Sal) eutzi ‘to 

leave, abandon; let, permit’, 

(AN-arc) iutzi, (G, AN, BN, L) 

utzi, (Z) ǘtzi, (R-Isaba, 

Uztárroz) útzu, (R-Vidángoz) 

eitzi, eitzu, (B-arc) {echi} /eči/, 

                                                           
17 The verb is southern Bsq (B, G, AN), attested only as igerri until the 19th c., after which both igerri and igarri 

are documented (OEH).  
18 The gloss in NCED is simply ‘to run’, but all attested forms are glossed as ‘to run (away)’. 
19 The difference between (Z) jálkhi and élkhi is that the former is intransitive ‘go out’, while the latter is both tr. 

and intr., ‘go out, leave’ and ‘take out’ (M 63, note 7). 
20 It is also possible to compare Bsq *e=alki with PNC *=ilqwĀ ‘to run’ (NCED 634). PNC/PEC has four 

different verbs with internal lateral affricates and meanings ‘come, go, run’, or the like: *=iƛwVn ‘to run’ (run 

away); *ʔīƛṾ ‘to run, leap’ (walk, go); *=VmƛṾ ‘to go, come’ (go away, walk); *=ǝ̄rƛŬ ‘to go, walk, enter’ (go 

out, return); and it is difficult to decide which Bsq verb is cognate with each. See also Bsq *e=urte-n ‘to go out, 

leave’; *hel-tu ‘to arrive, come’; *VrdV > (B) erdu ‘come!’, (Z) orde-zü ‘go!’. 
21 NCED cites the verb as *=ičẉV(r) /*=ic ̣́wV(r), but /r/ is reflected only in Andian “stem II” (NCED). 
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A western Dagestanian 

isogloss: Andian & 

Tsezian. 

(B) itxi /iči/ id. (M 100; MDE 

XII 810; EDB 362; OEH). 

V.26 milk *e=aici Archi =ats:a ‘to milk’, 

Lezgi ats:a-, Tabasaran 

az-, Agul uz-, Rutul, 

Kryz =äz- id.; Dargi 

Akusha =iz-es ‘to milk’, 

Chiragh =irts:- / its:- 

id.; Lak t:-izi-n ‘to 

milk’; Chechen =ētt- ‘to 

milk’, Ingush, Batsbi 

=ett- id.; Abkhaz á-ž̌-ra 

‘to drink’, Ubykh ʒwa- 

id., etc.22 

Cf. Burushaski *cḥáo ‘to 

milk’ (SCG 4). 

*=āmʒŬ 

‘to milk; to 

drink’ 

262 

Basque (Z) jaitzi, jaitsi, jeitsi 

‘to milk (a cow)’, (AN-

Goizueta) jetzi, (G) jetxi, (L) 

daitzi, (BN, L, Bzt) deitzi, (Sal) 

saitsi, etc. (M 184; MDE XV 

865, 880; EDB 240). The initial 

d- in some forms is thought to 

be secondary “reversal of 

palatalization.”23 Some forms 

are blended with *e=aući ‘to go 

down’ (V.22). AW cites the 

causative eraitsi ‘to milk’ (also 

‘to knock down’, etc.), which 

Azkue cited as BN-Baigorri, L-

coast.24 

V.27 put *e=meṅi Lezgi ama ‘to stay’, 

Tabasaran imi-di xuz, 

Agul ame-xis, Rutul 

ma=a, Archi imm(a)-

eχ:as id.; Khinalug =mä 

‘to be’. A recessive 

etymon, attested only in 

eastern Dagestan (Lezg., 

Khin.). Cf. Hurrian 

mann-, Urartian man- 

‘to be’; Burushaski 

*man- ‘to be, become’; 

PY *pan- ‘to sit’ 

(Diakonoff & Starostin 

1986: 21); SCG 140). 25   

*ʔima- 

‘to stay, to be’26 

210 

 

Basque (BN-arc) imeni ‘to put’ 

(Etxepare 1545), (B-arc) imini 

(Micoleta 1653), (B, BN, Sal) 

imiñi, (L-arc) ibeni, (B-arc) 

{ybini} /ibini/ (RS 1596), (B, 

G, AN) ipini, ipiñi, (G, AN) 

epeiñi, (A, B-arc) ifini, (B, AN) 

ifiñi, (G-arc) ifeñi, ifeni, (L-arc) 

ifeini id. (M 69, 275; MDE XV 

873; EDB 227; OEH).27 Since 

the 18th c. in the North, and 

since the 19th c. in AN this verb 

has been supplanted by *e=sari 

(V.31). 

                                                           
22 ‘To drink’ from this root is an innovation peculiar to West Caucasian. 
23 For the initial of Sal saitsi, see the parallel development of *e=aući ‘to go down’ in Pyrenean dialects.  
24 Bsq *sesen ‘bull’ (N.7) = Chamali, Bagwali zin ‘cow’, etc., are thought to be related to this verb. 
25 “Position of the Hurro-Urartian proto-language is not quite clear. Pace the work Diakonoff/Starostin, 1986, 

where Hurro-Urartian is traditionally included into the ECauc. stock of the NCauc. family, it is very likely that 

this cluster represents a separate branch of the SCauc. macro-family (at the beginning of the 2000s S. Starostin 

himself tended to lean towards the same conclusion)” (KHat 322, note 11). 
26 NCED cites the root as *ʔima(n)- (supported by HU), but there is no evidence of *n in PNC proper. 
27 Michelena and Trask regarded the original as *e-beNi, but they of course did not accept the existence of Proto-

Bsq *m. In fact some of the oldest recorded forms have the first consonant /m/: imeni ‘to put’ was written by 
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V.28 see *e=ku-śi Kryz, Budukh irq- to 

see’, Tabasaran raqˤ:, 

Rutul g-a=q:a- ‘to 

watch. look’; Khinalug 

zaʁi ‘to see’ (z < *r); 

Bezhta =iq̃- ‘to find’, 

Hunzib =ɨq̃- id., etc.  

Cf. Burushaski *-ɣán ‘to 

see; to seem, observe, be 

visible’ (SCG 63). 

*=Hirq̇V ~ 

*=Hārq̇V 

‘to see, to 

find’28 

547 

Basque (c) ikusi ‘to see’, (B, G, 

AN, R) ekusi, (B) ekosi, ukusi, 

(BN, L) ikhusi, (BN-Baigorri) 

khusi, (BN-Aldude, AN, Bzt) 

kusi, (Z) ikhúsi id. (M 53, 65, 

etc.; MDE XV 899; EDB 221; 

OEH). The final element *-śi 

could reflect an old 

frequentative morpheme (see 

the discussion of Other verbal 

morphemes, below). 

V.29 set, sit1 *e=aṙi Tsakhur ǵ-i-ʔar- ‘to sit, 

sit down’ (with preverb 

ǵ-), Tabasaran e-ʔ- id.; 

Chechen ʕ- / ʕē- ‘to sit, 

be in a quiet state’; Avar 

=a- ‘to hang; stay; be in 

some place’; Abkhaz a-

ya-rá ‘to lie’, Adyge -

ya-n ‘to sleep’. Cf. 

Burushaski *hur- ‘to sit’ 

(SCG 48). 

*=eʔ(w)Vr 

‘to sit, be quiet’ 

409 

Basque (B, G, AN, BN, L, Z) 

jarri ‘to place oneself, pose, sit 

(down)’, (G, L) ‘to set, put, 

place’, (BN-Baigorri, L-

Ainhoa) ‘to accommodate, 

adapt (to a way of life)’, (L) ‘to 

become, arrive, reach’, (Z) ‘to 

sit (down), settle’, (AN, Azk, 

R-Urzainki) xarri id.. (M 171, 

295; MDE XV 863; EDB 241; 

OEH). 

V.30 set, sit2 *e=śeri Kryz še-ri ‘to be, 

become’ [durative], Rutul 

w-iši-r id. [terminative], 

Lezgi že- ‘to be, 

become’, Tabasaran š- 

id.; Avar š:ʷe- ‘to come, 

reach’; Lak =ay-š:u- ‘to 

go away, retreat’; Dargi 

Akusha =aš-es ‘to 

come’; Abkhaz, Abasa -

s(ǝ)- ‘to move, pass’, 

Circassian na-sǝ-n ‘to 

come, reach’, etc.  

*=išA 

‘to move, to 

come’ 

656 

 

Basque (G, R, Sal) eseri ‘to sit; 

to become; to put, place’, (R) 

xaseri, (B) jasarri, (B-Arratia, 

Durango, Lekeitio, Markina) 

jesarri ‘to sit’ (M 168, 295; 

MDE XI 588; EDB 181). The B 

forms and R xaseri appear to be 

blended with *e=aṙi (jarri), 

V.29; cf. also (R-Uztárroz) xasi 

‘to sit, set, become’ < *e=aśi; 

perhaps this is a relic of the 

unsuffixed verb.  

V.31 set, sit3 *e=sari Andi =ič’:- ‘to stand up’, 

Tindi heč:-, Godoberi 

*=VmćṾr Basque (BN, L, Z) ezari ‘to put, 

place’, (c, EB) ezarri, (R-

                                                           
Etxepare (1545), imini by Micoleta (1653); yet some other old forms have /b/ and even /f/: ifini (1562), ibini 

(1596), ifeñi (1610), ibeni (1617), ifeni, ipini (1713), according to the handy list provided by Trask (EDB 227). 

So the evidence is not clear-cut, but external cognates favor original /m/. 
28 NCED cites the verb as *=Hārq̇V(n), with a note about the ablaut variant *=Hirq̇V(n). Forms with or without 

*-n represent two different conjugation types. 
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hič:- id., Avar č’:e- ‘to 

stand’; Bezhta, Hunzib 

=eč- ‘to stay, be 

situated’; Dargi Urakhi 

=iz(r)-/=ilz- ‘to stand 

(up)’; Tsakhur uĺ-o=zar- 

‘to stand’, o=zar- ‘to get 

tired’, Udi ayze-sun ‘to 

stand up’, etc. Cf. Hatti 

(a)nti ‘to stand, to stay’ 

(KHat 349). 

‘to stand, stand 

up’ 

1025 

Vidángoz) izari, (Sal, R) izarri, 

(R) isari id., (B) izarri ‘to sit, 

seat oneself; to give way, sag, 

be prostrate’, etc. (M 295; MDE 

XII 812; EDB 189; OEH). 

Semantically, note Bsq (B) 

izarri ‘to give way, sag, be 

prostrate’ ~ Tsakhur o=zar- ‘to 

get tired’. 

V.32 sew *e=ośi Andi =eš:- ‘to weave’, 

Tindi iš:- id.; Tsezi =iš- 

‘to weave’; Dargi Chiragh 

=erš- / ruš- ‘to weave’; 

Kryz ši-l- / šiš-l- ‘to 

spin (thread, yarn)’, Lezgi 

ruša- ‘to make a warp’; 

Circassian śa-n ‘to 

weave’, etc. Cf. 

Burushaski *g-iś- / 

*=yáś- ‘to weave’ 

(TOB). 

*=irśE 

‘to weave’29 

653 

Basque (c) josi ‘to sew’, (Z) jos 

/žoś/, (AN-Eguesibar, Sal, R-

Uztárroz) xosi /šośi/ id. (M 168; 

EDB 245; OEH). 

The semantic difference ‘sew’ ~ 

‘weave’ ~ (Kryz) ‘spin’ is 

ordinary: cf. Ger. nähen ‘to 

sew’ ~ Lith. nýtis `lever of a 

loom’, Lett. nīts ‘part of a 

loom’ ~ Gk νή- ‘to spin’, Lat. 

nē- id., etc. (Buck 6.31, 6.35; 

WP II 694). 

BS 25: Bsq + WC + EC 

V.33 take, 

hold, 

keep 

*e=ući Dargi Akusha =uč- ‘to 

gather, collect’; Udi eč-

sun ‘to bring’; Avar 

=ač:- ‘to carry’, Chamali 

=ač-id- id.; Hinukh =aš- 

‘to find’; Adyge š́a-n ‘to 

take, carry’, etc. 

Cf. Hatti tuh ‘to take, to 

keep?’ (KHat 365). 

*=ăčwV̆ 

‘to take, carry’ 

253 

Basque (A, B, G, AN) eutsi ‘to 

take hold, seize, grasp’, (B-

Arratia, G-Burunda, Etxarri-

Aranaz) autsin, (B) ‘to take’, 

(B-Arratia, Txorierri) ‘to 

maintain, to sustain, to keep’, 

(BN-Aldude) eutxi! ‘sock it, 

you!’ (between players of 

pelota)30 (MDE XII 810; OEH). 

V.34 take off 

(shoes, 

stockings) 

*e=ortu-

śi 

Andi =itɬ’:in- ‘to put on 

(shoes, footwear, 

trousers)’, Chamali 

=itɬ’:n-, Tindi hintɬ’:- 

id; Tsezi =itɬ- ‘to put on 

(shoes)’, Khwarshi n-itɬ-, 

Inkhokwari n-etɬ- id.; 

Archi =ubtɬa-s ‘to put 

*=ōmŁV 

‘to put on 

(trousers, 

shoes)’ 

861 

Basque (R, Sal) urtuxi ‘to take 

off (shoes, stockings)’; 

otherwise with -tu: (B-Bergara, 

Leintza) ortos-tu, (B-Gernika) 

ordos-tu, (BN) orthus-tu, (L, 

BN) urtus-tu, (Bzt) ortox-tu, (Z) 

orthǘs-tu, erthǘs-tu id. (OEH). 

The Bsq verb functions as 

                                                           
29 NCED cites the verb as *=irśE(l), but the /l/, apparently a suffix, is reflected only in Lezgian. 
30 Azkue has ‘¡dále tú! / tape - la, toi!’.  
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on (trousers)’. Cf. 

Burushaski *=ltá- ‘to put 

on (shoes, stockings)’, 

Yasin hultás,̣ holtás ̣

‘barefoot’ (SCG 130). 

reversive of the EC verb. Cf. 

the similar reversive meaning in 

Bur (Yasin) hultás,̣ holtás ̣

‘barefoot’, and the Bsq 

adjective *ortúć ‘barefoot’ 

(R.9).31  

V.35 throw, 

launch 

*e=aurti Chechen, Ingush, 

Batsbi  =ill ‘to put’, 

Chechen ʕ-ill- ‘to lie’, 

Ingush all- id.; Archi 

e=ɬ:a- ‘to put, to lie’, 

Rutul s-i=xʷa- ‘to fall’; 

Bezhta (Tladal) =oɬ - ‘to 

finish’, Hunzib =ol- id., 

etc. 

A prolific PNC verb with 

many derivates: see 

NCED.  

*=äƛĔw 

‘to lie; to put; to 

lead’ 

278 

Basque (B) jaurti ‘to throw, 

hurl, launch’, (B) jaurtigi, (G, 

AN) jaurtiki, (B-Arratia) jaurtin 

id.; (G, Bzt) aurtiki, (BN, L, Z) 

aurthiki id.; (L) aurdiki, (L-

Sara) aurdigi id. (M 232; EDB 

242; OEH). Leiçarraga’s Bible 

(16th c.) has forms with both 

aurthi- and aurdi-, which 

possibly reflect prosodically 

conditioned reflexes of PSC 

*ƛ.32 

V.36 turn, 

return 

*e=cuɫi Agul iltsan- ‘to turn (on 

an axis)’, Tabasaran 

ilits- ‘to turn round, 

twirl’, b=iltsun-ag 

‘whirligig, humming top’, 

Budukh w-a=lsal- ‘to 

turn round, twirl’, 

a=lsal- ‘to return’, ʕ-

a=lsal ‘to walk around, 

search’; (with preverb 

*χ-) Chechen, Ingush χ-

arts ‘to turn, overturn’ 

(intr.), Batsbi χ-arts ‘to 

change’, etc.   

*=īrcVl 

‘to twirl, turn 

round’ 

649 

Basque (B, G, AN, BN, L, Bzt, 

Azk, Sal) itzuli ‘to turn, turn 

over, return’, etc., (Z) ǘtzüli, 

(R) utzuli id.; formed with tu-

class: (B-Bergara, Leintza) 

itxuli-tu, (G-Burunda, Etxarri-

Aranaz) itzul-du, etc. (M 79; 

EDB 234; OEH). 

Other derived meanings: ‘turn 

one’s head; turn sour (milk); 

convert (religion); return, 

repay’, and many more. 

 

                                                           
31 Cf. the *-śi in Bsq *e=ku-śi ‘to see’ (V.28), and the discussion of Other verbal morphemes, below. It is clear 

from the verbal forms that forms such as (BN) ointhuts ‘barefoot’ are obviously secondary and folk-

etymological, from association with *hoin ‘foot’ (A.72) and *huć ‘bare’ (R.8). 
32 Cf. e.g. Bsq *erdi ‘middle, half’ / *arte ‘interval; between’ (AN erte) (I.11): PNC *=ĕƛẸ̆ ‘middle, half; 

between’ (see Phonology, pp. 154-58). For the semantic connection of PNC ‘put; lie’ ~ Bsq ‘throw’, cf. Lat 

iaceō ‘lie’, etc. ~ iaciō ‘throw’, etc.; OIr focerdaim ‘put’ and ‘throw’; SCr metati ‘put, place’ ~ Rus metat’ 

‘throw, fling’, etc. (Buck 10.25; 12.14); English shot-put, to put the shot, i.e. to heave or launch the heavy metal 

ball. 
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V.37 walk *e=biɫi Avar ber ‘wheel’, 

Chadakolob ber id.; 

Dargi Akusha ħula 

‘wheel’, Chiragh ʕula, 

Urakhi, Tsudakhar ħüla, 

Kubachi ule id.; Lak ya; 

Bezhta örra ‘wheel’. 

Cf. PY *ʔi(ʔ)L-tap 

‘wheel’ (SCG 266). 

*ʡwilʡă 

‘wheel’ 

249 

Basque (B-arc, R, Z) ebili ‘to 

walk, go about’, (Sal) ebli, (B, 

G, AN, BN) ibili id. (M 161; 

MDE XV 874; EDB 217). 

This verb seems to be related to 

Bsq *bil(ibil) ‘round’, 

*(gurt-)bil ‘wheel’, (Q.44, 

R.46, despite EDB). For 

typology of ‘walk’ ~ ‘round; 

wheel’ cf. Welsh rhodio ‘walk, 

stroll’ ~ rhod ‘wheel’, etc. 

(Buck 10.45, 10.76) 

 

 

-n class verbs: “… this class of verbs contains virtually no borrowed or derived verbs, though 

entzun ‘to hear’ is sometimes supposed to be a loan from Gascon” (Trask 1990: 116).33 It is curious 

that three of the most basic Bsq verbs, *e=a[n] ‘eat’, *e=da[n] ‘drink’, *e=ma-n ‘give’, belong to 

this class, and also seem to lack any North Caucasian cognates: these are found only farther afield, in 

Burushaski, Yeniseian, and Sino-Tibetan (see Z.22, 23, 24). This is true for a few basic nouns as well 

(see Bsq *a=ho ‘mouth’ [Z.4], o=dol ‘blood’ [Z.7]); it was inevitable that some archaic etyma might 

have been lost, or rendered phonetically or semantically unrecognizable, in North Caucasian, but 

preserved in Bsq and other peripheral DC languages. 
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V.38 be *e=isa-n Chechen =is- ‘to stay’; Avar 

k’-us ‘to sit down’; 

Tabasaran d-us-uz ‘to sit 

(down)’; Ubykh -s- ‘to sit, 

lie’, Circassian -sǝ-n ‘to 

sit’, etc. Cf. Hurrian aš:- ‘to 

sit’, Urartian aš- ‘to sit’ (HU 

37); Burushaski *b-as- ‘to 

sit down, sit still’, *ōs- ‘to 

put (down), place’; PY *-

Vs- ‘to be’, *sVs- ‘to sit’ 

(SCG 10, TOB). 

PNC  

*=ä̆sA 

‘to sit, stay’ 

281 

Basque (c) izan ‘to be’, (Z) 

ízãn, (B) ixan /išan/, (B-

Arratia) isin, ixin, (B, G, AN, 

Bzt) izen id.; with tu-class 

formations: (L-arc) iza-tu, (G, 

AN, Bzt, L) izan-du, (AN-

Ulzama, Olza) izen-du, etc. (M 

105; EDB 235; OEH). 

                                                           
33 This was Schuchardt’s (1923) hypothesis. Michelena (M 114) dismissed Schuchardt’s attempt to derive Bsq 

entzun from Lat. intensum as highly improbable (“no es nada verosímil …”). 
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An irregular verb with 

suppletive stems (HB 223).34 

V.39 be, stay *e=go-n Rutul a=ga- ‘to stay’, Agul 

ilgʷ- id.; Lak li=k:a-n ‘to 

stop, stand still’; Dargi 

Chiragh elg- / ulg- ‘to 

stay’.35 

An eastern Dagestanian root 

(Lak - Dargi - Lezgian). 

Cf. PY *ʔakV- /*ʔikV- ‘to 

stay, leave’ (SCG 79). 

PEC 

*=argwVn 

‘to stay’ 

266 

Basque (c) egon ‘to be, to 

consist of, to stay, to remain, to 

reside, to dwell, to inhabit, to 

live, to wait’ (AW; MDE X 

257; EDB 165; OEH); (Z) 

égõn ‘rester, habiter’ (Larr.). In 

southern (Spanish) Bsq 

“[egon] is now used in all 

circumstances in which 

Spanish uses its verb estar, 

while izan [see V.38] is used 

where Spanish uses ser” (HB 

292-3).  

V.40 break *e=te-n Tsakhur =et’a- ‘to break’, 

Tabasaran ut’- ‘to tear, cut 

in pieces’, Kryz =it’-, 

Budukh e=t’- id.; Tsezi 

=et’w- ‘to divide’, Bezhta, 

Hunzib =it’- id; Dargi 

Akusha =ut’- / =urt’- ‘to 

divide, distribute’, etc. 

PEC  

*=ĭtṾ 

‘to cut, divide’ 

660 

Basque (B, G, AN, R) eten ‘to 

break, break off, rip, tear, snap; 

to get tired, weaken’, etc., (BN, 

L) ethen, (Z) éthen id.; with tu-

class formations: (B, G) eten-

du, (BN, L, Z) ethen-du id. 

(MDE XI 616; OEH).  

V.41 come *e=augi-

n 

Chadakolob =áʕn ‘to 

come’, Andi =uɢVn- ‘to 

enter (pl.), to become’; 

Hinukh =aq’- ‘to come’, 

Hunzib =ãq’- id., Bezhta 

=õq’- ‘to come, go’; Lak 

=uq’a-n ‘to go, walk 

away; take away’; Abkhaz 

a-nǝ́-q’ʷa-ra ‘to walk’, etc. 

PNC 

*=Huq̇Ŭn 

‘to go, come’ 

611 

Basque (BN, Sal, Z, R) jaugin 

‘to come, come (to a person), 

arrive’, (L) jen, jein, (BN, L) 

jin, (Z) jin /žin/, (R, Sal) xin 

/šin/, (BN-Baigorri) gin id. 

(MDE XV 866; EDB 241; 

OEH). 

The verb jaugin is documented 

by BN and Z writers since 

Etxepare (16th c.), and a few L 

writers. In southwestern 

dialects jaugin/jin is unknown: 

                                                           
34 In northern Bsq izan is still used with the sense of Spanish estar, as well as ser. See the note to Bsq *e=go-n 

(V.39). “De uso general [= estar] en todas las épocas y dialectos, aunque menos frecuente al Sur, donde va siendo 

desplazado progresivamente por egon en determinados contextos, especialmente en autores vizcaínos” (OEH). 
35 Medial /l/ in Agul ilgw- is a modification of *r (PL *ʔark:ʷVn-) in the -n-conjugation (NCED). It is unclear 

from NCED whether the medial /l/ in Dargi is a relic of PEC *r or an infix. 
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see *e=toṙi ‘to come’ (V.17) 

(HB 293-4).36 

V.42 do, 

make 

*e=gi-n Agul aq’- ‘to do, make’; 

Dargi Urakhi =ạq’- / 

=iq’- ‘to do, make’; 

Khinalug q’i ‘to be, 

become’; Tsezi =oqˤ- ‘to 

become; to be born’, Hinukh 

=üq-, Hunzib =ɔq- id.; 

Abkhaz á-q’a-la-ra ‘to be’, 

Adyghe, Kabardian -ʡa- ‘to 

be; to have’, Ubykh q’a-ʁ- 

‘to have’.    

PNC 

*=Hŏq̇Ē 

‘to do, make; to 

be, become’ 

599 

Basque (c) egin ‘to do, make, 

create, construct, perform (an 

action); cause, produce; act, be 

active’, etc., (B-Bergara, 

Leintza) ein, (B-Arratia, 

Gernika, AN, Bzt, BN-

Amikuse) in id.; also an 

important auxiliary verb, e.g. 

(c) lo egin ‘to sleep’, (B, G, 

AN) txingor egin ‘to hail’, 

(BN) ilhaur egin ‘to abort’, 

etc. (MDE X 255; HB 232; 

EDB 163; OEH). 

V.43 fly *hega-n Dargi Chiragh iχ̰- ‘to fly’ 

(with pharyngealized /χ̰/); 

Lak li=̣χ:a-n ‘to fly’; 

Tsakhur al-iχa-s ‘to fly’, 

Agul Burshag alt-χi-s, 

Tabasaran t’-irχu-b ‘to 

fly’. (li-̣, al(t)-, and t’- are 

preverbs.) 

Cf. PY *k-ɨ̄q(V) ‘to fly’, 

*d-ōq- ‘to fly, jump’ (with 

different preverbs, cf. Lak & 

Lezgian; see SCG 88).  

PEC *=HiχV 

‘to fly’ 

582 

Basque (B, G) egan ‘flying’, 

egaatu ‘to fly’, (B-Mondragon, 

Otxandaino, Txorierri, G, AN-

Irurzun) egabanatu ‘to fly’; cf. 

(B, G, AN-Esteribar) ego 

‘wing’, (B, G) ‘fin (of fish)’, 

etc. (MDE VIII 665; EDB 

162). This root and Bsq 

*e=gal ‘wing’ (A.62) have 

blended in some forms, e.g. (L) 

hegal ‘wing’, hegaldatu ‘to 

fly’.37  

U 586, Orig 90: Bsq + Dargi 

V.44 go *e=oha-n Karata =oʔan- ‘to go’, 

Akhwakh =un-, Chamali 

=ūn- id.; Hunzib, g-uʔ- ‘to 

PNC 

*=VʔwV-n 

‘to go’39 

Basque (c) joan ‘go; go away; 

go away from, leave’, (BN, L) 

also ‘bring’ or ‘take away’; 

                                                           
36 Whether jaugin and jin represent the same etymon is not entirely clear: Michelena’s Fonética does not discuss 

either form, and OEH treats them as distinct words (JAUGIN, JIN); however Trask derives jin from jaugin “by 

irregular contraction” (EDB 241), and “there is no doubt that these [jaugin and jin] are the same verb, since no 

variety has both” (HB 294).  
37 It seems that an archaic verb *hega-n has been replaced by verb forms of other classes, e.g. hegan egin ‘to do 

flying’, (B, AN) egaz egin, (G, AN) egakatu (EB hegakatu), EB hegatu, etc. 
39 NCED cites two similar roots: *=VʔwVn ‘to go’, *=VʔwV(r) ‘to go, to come’, with the note “similar to the 

previous root [*=VʔwVn], but probably originally distinct (cf. the opposition in Lak. [ha-n (terminative) / na-n 

(durative)].” Since the vowels before suffixes are the same, I suggest the differences are simply those of different 

conjugations of the same root, analogous to Bsq examples like (c) izan ‘to be’ ~ (L-Zugarramurdi) izatu id., or 

(c) sartu ‘to enter’ ~ (Z-arc) sarri (Trask 1990: 114). 
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go, come’, nǝʔ- ‘to come’ 

(<  PTsez *=ǝʔ̃-); Batsbi ʕo- 

‘to go’ (present tense), =aʔ-

ar ‘to come’; Lak ha-n ‘to 

go’, [terminative], na-n ‘to 

go, walk’ [durative]; Abkhaz 

a-né-yra ‘to come’, etc.38 

Cf. PY *heyVŋ ‘to go’; 

Burushaski *ne- ‘walk, go’ 

(cf. Hunzib nǝʔ-, Lak na-n, 

Abkhaz -né-) (SCG 215); 

Hurr. un- ‘to come’, ? Urart. 

nun=a ‘to come arrive’ 

(KHur 392). 

1016 

 

with many local phonetic 

developments: (B-Plazenzia, 

Oñate) fuan, (B, G, AN, Azk, 

Sal, R-Vidángoz) fan, (R-

Isaba) /xwan/ ~ /šwan/, (R-

Uztárroz) /šwan/, (Z) jũn /žũn/, 

(L) goan, (Bzt, L-coast) gan, 

etc. (M 173; EDB 243). The 

presence of *h in *e=oha-n is 

supported by synthetic forms 

such as noha ‘I am going’ in 

northern dialects (Jacobsen 

1995: 132); norat oha? 

‘whither goest thou’ 

(Leiçarraga, quoted in OEH). 

V.45 go out, 

leave 

*e=urte-n Chadakolob t’ʷén- ‘to go 

away’, Andi =ulon- ‘to 

go’; Hinukh =ütɬ’- ‘to go, 

walk’, Inkhokwari, Hunzib 

=et̃ɬ’-, Tsezi =itɬ’-, 

Khwarshi =it̃ɬ’-, Bezhta 

=etɬ’- id.;  Lak =u=č’a ‘to 

come’ (< *=k’a); Dargi 

=ak’- / =ik’- ‘to come’, 

etc.40  

*=VmƛṾ 

‘to go, to come’ 

1026 

Basque (A, G) irten ‘to go out, 

leave, depart’, (G, B-Bergara, 

Leintza) erten, (B) urten id., 

also ‘get lucky, win 

(gambling)’ (M 74; EDB 230; 

OEH).41 A western Bsq word: 

see *e=ali (*e=al-ki) for an 

eastern synonym. Note the 

correspondence of Bsq *-rt- ~ 

PNC *-ƛ-̣ (see Phonology, pp. 

154-58). 

V.46 go up, 

climb 

*é=ka-n 

~ 

*e=gán 

Chamali eq:n- ‘to rise, 

grow’, Avar =aq:n- ‘to 

stand up’, Chadakolob 

t’a=oq:n- id., Akhwakh 

aq:- ‘to raise’; Archi χ:a- 

‘to stand up’; Dargi Akusha 

=uq-es ‘to grow’; Ubykh 

q’á-śa- ‘to raise, lift’, etc. 

PNC 

*=HiqĒ(n) 

‘to rise, grow’ 

575 

Basque (c) igan ‘to go up, 

ascend, climb’, (Z) igáñ, (L-

arc) ikan, (BN, L) ikhan, (AN-

Ulzama) ien, (B) igon id.; 

without -n: (A, B, G, AN) igo, 

(B, G) iyo, etc. id. (M 232; 

                                                           
38 Abkhaz *-né- comes from *na-yǝ- ‘come there’, with *na- [locative preverb] + *yǝ ‘to come’. Perhaps a 

similar process produced Burushaski *ne- ‘to go’ > Yasin né-, Hunza, Nager ní-. 
40 Dargi and Lak exhibit regular velar developments of the PNC lateral affricate *ƛ ̣(NCED 52-54).  
41 PNC/PEC has four different verbs with internal lateral affricates and meanings ‘come, go, run’, or the like: 

*=iƛwVn ‘to run’ (run away); *ʔīƛṾ ‘to run, leap’ (walk, go); *=VmƛṾ ‘to go, come’ (go away, walk); *=ǝ̄rƛŬ 

‘to go, walk, enter’ (go out, return); and it is difficult to decide which Bsq verb is cognate with each. See also 

Bsq *hel-tu ‘to arrive, come’; *e=ali, *e=al-ki ‘to leave, go out, remove’; *VrdV > (B) erdu ‘come!’, (Z) orde-zü 

‘go!’. 
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MDE XV 884; EDB 218; 

OEH).42  

V.47 have *e=uka-n Hinukh =uχ- ‘to take, hold, 

catch’, Bezhta, Hunzib =oχ- 

id.; Karata, Godoberi =ik:- 

‘to hold, catch’, Avar k:ʷe- 

id.; Dargi Chiragh =uyk:- 

‘to find’; Udi b-iq:-sun ‘to 

hold, grab’; Ubykh q’wa-  

‘to hold, catch’, etc. 

PNC  

*=iqwV 

‘to hold, catch’ 

646 

Basque (BN) ukhan, ukan ‘to 

have’, (BN-arc) ukhen, (Z) 

ǘkhen, (R) ékun id.; in -i class 

form: (B) euki ‘to have, 

possess, contain; keep (secret); 

power, property’, (A) eukaite 

‘having’ (M 83; MDE 622; 

OEH). One of several Bsq 

suppletive stems for ‘to have’ 

(EDB 161-2).  

V.48 hear *e=ncu-n Batsbi =abts’- ‘to know, 

get to know’; Andi ts’in- 

‘to know’, Chamali 

=ats’n- ‘to look’; Hunzib 

=ãts’- ‘to see’; Dargi 

Akusha umts’-es ‘to 

search’; Rutul, Tsakhur 

=ats’a- ‘to know’; Abkhaz 

a-ts’a-rá ‘to learn’, etc.  

Cf. Burushaski *=yḗts- ‘to 

see’; PY *ʔVt- ‘to know’, 

Ket, Yug ut-paŋ5 ‘blind’ 

(‘not seeing’) (SCG 4). 

PNC  

*=ămcẸ̆ 

‘to know, see’ 

262 

Basque (c) entzun ‘to hear, 

listen’, (B-Bergara, Leintza) 

entxun, (BN-Garazi) intzun, 

(BN-Amikuse) inzün; also (B, 

BN-Baigorri) ‘to smell 

(perceive odors)’, (B) 

‘famous’, (Z) ẽ́ntzün ‘to hear; 

competent’ (M 114, 157; MDE 

X 294; EDB 171; OEH). 

The semantic change ‘hear(d) 

~ know(n)’ is common: cf. Gk 

κλυτός ‘heard, known, famous’ 

(Buck 15.41), Bsq (B) entzun 

‘heard, famous’; and PNC 

*=ĭq̇Ē ‘to know, to hear’ 

(V.49).43 

V.49 know 

(saber) 

*e=aki-n Hunzib =iq’ ‘to know’, 

Hinukh =üq’- id.; 

Akhwakh =eq’ ‘to know’; 

Dargi Chiragh č’a=aq’- / 

=iq’- ‘to hear’; Lak =aya-

n ‘to hear’; Ubykh q’ʷǝ- 

‘to hear; be heard’, etc. Cf. 

Burushaski *-ki-n ‘to learn; 

to teach’ (SCG 109). 

PNC *=ĭq̇Ē 

‘to know, to 

hear’ 

646 

Basque (c) jakin ‘to know (a 

fact)’ = ‘saber / savoir’ (in 

imperfective), ‘find out’ (in 

perfective), (L-arc) {iaquin}, 

(Z) jákin /žákin/, (AN-

Eguesibar, Olza, R, Azk, Sal) 

xakin /šakin/, (Azk, Sal, R) 

sakin id. (M 119, 408; MDE 

XV 857; EDB 240; OEH). 

                                                           
42 Michelena (M 231-2) remarked on several verbs, including this one, in which voiced and voiceless consonants 

historically vary. He thought these were traces of ancient alternations, now leveled in most modern forms. Could 

this be the result of old accentual patterns (cf. Verner’s Law)? (See pp. 93, 156.) See Phonology (pp. 154-58) for 

the alternation of Bsq *-rd- / *-rt- < PSC lateral affricates, apparently conditioned by PSC accent. 
43 I agree with Michelena that Schuchardt’s attempt to derive Bsq *e=ncu-n from Lat. intensum is highly 

improbable (“no es nada verosímil …”). 
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V.50 know 

(conocer) 

e=sagu-n Avar ts’eχ:é- ‘to search, 

ask’, Tindi ts’iχ:i-̃ ‘to 

search’, Karata ts’eχ:- ‘to 

search’; Lak ts’uχ:i-n ‘to 

ask’;44 Abkhaz a-ts’ā-rá ‘to 

ask’, Abaza ts’ʕa-ra, 

Ubykh ʒʁa- id.; (with 

metathesis) Batsbi χat’t’- 

‘to ask’, Chechen, Ingush 

χatt- id. (< *χānc-̣ < 

*cạ̄nχ-). Cf. PY *saŋ- ‘to 

search’ (SCG 25). 

PEC 

*cẸnχV(n) 

‘to search, ask’ 

359 

Basque (c) ezagu-tu ‘to know, 

get to know, meet (person, 

place), recognize’ = ‘conocer / 

connaître’,45 ezagun ‘well-

known, evident, familiar’, (Z) 

ezágü-tü ‘connaître’, ezágün 

‘personne connue; evident, 

clair, - qui se reconnaît’ 

(Larrasquet), (AN, L) zagu-tu 

‘to know’, etc. (M 157; EDB 

189; OEH).46  

V.51 lie 

down, 

put 

down 

*e=ca-n Avar =ets’- ‘to 

compensate, reimburse’, 

Tindi hets’- id.; Agul ts’a- 

‘to give’, Budukh yu=ts’ 

id.; Abkhaz a-ts’a-rá ‘to 

lay (eggs)’, Kabardian č’a-

ts’ǝ-n id., etc.47 Cf. PY 

*ʔes- ‘to put’ (SCG 45); 

Hatti eš, iš ‘to put’ (KHat 

342). 

PNC *=icẶ 

‘to give, 

compensate; to 

put’ 

626   

Basque (c) etzan (intrans.) ‘to 

lie down, rest’ / (trans.) ‘to put 

down, set down’, (L-arc) 

etzain, (G, AN, Bzt, R-

Uztárroz) etzin, (B-Lekeitio, 

Markina) etzun, (B-

Otxandiano, Markina) etxun, 

(B-Arratia) itxun id. (M 80; 

MDE XI 621; EDB 184; 

OEH).  

 

V.52 say1 *e=śa-n Akhwakh =ačunu- ‘to say, 

tell’, Andi =osan-, Karata 

=asan-, Botlikh, Bagwali 

=asã-, Avar =íts-ine id.; 

Chechen =īts- ‘to tell’, 

Ingush =uwts-, Batsbi 

=epts- id.; Tsezi, Hinukh 

=es- ‘to say, speak’; Abkhaz 

a-č̌á-ž̌a-ra ‘to talk’, etc. 

PNC 

*=[ī]mcŪ 

‘to speak, tell, 

talk’ 

642 

Basque (A, B, G, AN) esan ‘to 

say, tell, narrate, relate; 

saying’, (AN-Bortziriak) etsan, 

(AN-Arakil) san id.; (B, G) 

esan ‘saying, word phrase, 

proverb’ (M 295-6; EDB 180; 

OEH). This western word for 

‘say’ is in complementary 

                                                           
44 Cited in NCED as cụ=χ:i-n, with morphological segmentation secondary (because of class markers) < Old Lak 

*cịχ:i-n (borrowed by Archi as ts’iχ:ǝ-kes ‘to ask’). 
45 More specifically: “‘know (a person or a place)’, ‘be familiar with, be acquainted with’ (in the imperfective), 

‘meet, become acquainted with, become familiar with’ (in the perfective) … It seems clear that the verb was 

originally *ezagun, with root -zagu[n]-, and that the verb has been transferred to the -tu class …, leaving the old 

participle ezagun isolated as an adjective” (EDB). 
46 For semantics of  Bsq ‘know’ ~ NC ‘search’, cf. Dargi Akusha umts’-es ‘to search’; Rutul, Tsakhur =ats’a- ‘to 

know’ ~ Bsq *e=ncu-n ‘to hear, listen, smell’ (V.48). 
47 NC semantics apparently ‘to set, put’ > ‘give, reimburse’, or (WC) ‘lay (eggs)’.  
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distribution with the eastern 

form, *e=ṙa-n (V.53).48  

V.53 say2 *e=ṙa-n Lezgi raχa- ‘to speak, say, 

tell’,49 Agul ruχ- ‘to wail, 

howl’, Tsakhur ɨ=χʕa- ‘to 

bark’; Ingush ʕaχ- ‘to howl, 

bellow, bark’; Andi =aχ- ‘to 

bark’; Hunzib =eʁ- ‘to 

bark’; Abkhaz á-ħʷħʷa-ra 

‘to shout’, etc. 

PNC *HarχU 

‘to sound, 

shout’ 

548 

Basque (AN, BN, L, Bzt, Azk, 

Sal, R, Z) erran ‘to say, tell, 

call, name; saying, proverb’ 

(M 295-6; MDE XI 562; EDB 

180; OEH). See the notes to 

Bsq *e=śa-n ‘to say’. The 

Bsq-NC semantic difference is 

quite marked: only the Lezgi 

word has a meaning close to 

that of Bsq erran. 

V.54 weave *e=hu-n Chamali χ:in- ‘to spin’; 

Lak =uχʕ:i-n ‘to spin’; 

Dargi Akusha =umχ-es ‘to 

plait, weave’, Urakhi 

=imχVr / =umχ- id.; 

Archi χ:em- ‘to knit’, Agul 

ruχ-, Rutul χɨ=rχʷa- id., 

Kryz ruʁ- ‘to sew’, etc.   

*=irχwVn 

‘to knit, weave, 

spin’ 

655 

Basque (Z) éhün ‘to weave; 

weaving (craft); cloth’, (L-arc) 

ehein ‘to weave’, (BN, L, Z) 

eho ‘to weave’, (BN, L) ehun 

‘cloth’, (Bzt, G-Burunda, 

Etxarri-Aranaz) egun cloth, 

fabric’, (B) eun ‘to weave; 

weaving (craft); cloth’, (G, 

AN, R) eo ‘to weave’ (MDE X 

295, XII 806; OEH).50  

 

-ki verbs: “The largest subclass [of Bsq verbs] consists of verbs ending in the morph -ki. … Many, 

but not all, verbs of the -ki subclass show the prefix *e-, no doubt reflecting the fact that these verbs 

were originally derived from verbs of other classes” (Trask 1990: 116-7). *-ki is a suffix “apparently 

added to a verb-stem in order to allow the addition of a dative argument to the diathesis of that verb” 

(EDB 250); see also *e=al-ki ‘to go out, leave’ (V.24 ~ *e=ali), *e=se-ki ‘to burn’ (V.60 ~ *e=seo), 

verbs that have variants without *-ki.    

  

 (general 

Bsq 

gloss) 

Proto-

Basque 

North Caucasian 

attested forms 

Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Basque attested 

forms and Notes 

V.55 bite  *auśi-ki Tsezi, Hinukh, Khwarshi, 

Inkhokwari =ats’- ‘to eat’; 

Andi ts’:a-d- ‘to drink’, 

*=VcṾ 

‘to drink; to 

gulp, to eat’ 

Basque (G, BN, L) ausiki ‘to 

bite’, (L) asiki, (G) usiki, (B-

arc) esugi, (A, B-Txorierri) 

                                                           
48 Scholars have tried to reconcile the two forms *e=śa-n and *e=ṙa-n as if they had a common origin (such as 

*esran), but I prefer to regard them as distinct etyma with different NC cognates. 
49 Lezgi raχun ‘сказать; рассказывать’ (SKJa 483). 
50 *e=hu-n seems to be the oldest form (cf. PEC *=irχw̲Vn), generally changed to e(h)o, possibly influenced by 

*eiho 'to grind' (V.68); or to e(h)un-du, egun-du (with tu-class form). 
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Akhwakh, Karata ts’:a-r-, 

Bagwali ts’:e-, Tindi ts:a- id.; 

Archi ts’a-bus ‘to drink’. 

Cf. Burushaski *śi / *sị / *sụ 

‘to eat’; PY *sī- ‘to eat’ (SCG 

209); Hatti tu ‘to eat’ (KHat 

365). 

1017 isugi, (B) usigi, (Z-arc) 

usiki, (Z) usúki, isuki, üsüki 

id.; some archaic forms have 

the affricate /ć/: (L-arc) 

autsiki ‘to bite’, (G-arc) 

utsiki id. (M 101, 286; EDB 

119; OEH).  

V.56 boil  *hera-ki Agul rux́= ‘to boil’, Burshag 

urš:a-n- ‘to burn’, urš:a- ‘to 

boil’, Tsirkhe urx:e-s ‘to boil’, 

Lezgi r(u)ga- id.; Dargi 

Akusha lux- ‘to boil’, Chiragh 

=elx:- / lux:- id.; Karata 

=eɬa-n- ‘to boil’, Avar =éɬ-ine 

id., etc.  

*=VrλĂ-n 

‘to boil’ 

1030 

Basque (Z) he(r)áki ‘to boil’ 

(trans.), (BN) herakin, 

erakin, irakitu, (R) eraki, (Z, 

Sal) iraki, (A, B, G, AN, L) 

irakin, (BN-Amikuse, R) 

erakitu id.; also ‘to ferment’ 

(M 210; MDE X 302; 

OEH).51   

V.57 put 

out 

(light) 

*e=sun-

ki 

Avar s:win- ‘to extinguish, go 

out (of light)’, Chadakolob sen-, 

Akhwakh, Chamali =is:w-, 

Karata =eš:ʷã-, Godoberi 

=iš:i-̃, Tindi =uš:- id.; Lak l-

iṣ̌:a-n id.; Dargi Chiragh =iš- / 

=ilš- id.; Budukh e=sn- ‘to 

extinguish, go out (of light)’, 

Tabasaran kt’-u=š̌-, Agul qat’-

us-, Kryz w-u=sr- id. 

*=Hi[š]wVn  

‘to extinguish, 

go out (of 

light)’52 

582 

Basque (G) izungi ‘to put 

out (light), extinguish’ 

(apagar / éteindre), (B) 

itzungi, (A) {isçaungui} = 

itzaungi, (B-Bergara, 

Leintza) itxungi id. (M 97; 

EDB 234; OEH). As 

suggested by M, the B and 

A forms seem to be blended 

with the synonyms (AN, L) 

iraungi and (AN, BN, G) 

itzali. 

BKE 55: Bsq + Avar 

 

Miscellaneous “zero class”: “The smallest class is the zero class, which consists of those verbs 

with no suffix in the perfective participle. … The class is very heterogeneous, though several 

subclasses can be recognized” (Trask 1990: 116-7). The subclasses include -ki verbs (see above), 

those ending in -o (see *e=seo ‘to burn’, *ito [or *e=to] ‘to drown’, *eiho ‘to grind’, *e=o ‘to hit’, 

*erho ‘to kill’, *e=aśo ‘to lift’); verbs identical with related adjectives (see *aśe ‘to sate; sated; 

satiation’; see also the respective adjectives or nouns: *bi=si ‘live; alive; life’ [A.87], *hil ‘die; dead; 

                                                           
51 The Bsq segment *hera- is compared with PEC *=VrλĂ- (see Phonology, p. 154). Some forms look like 

causatives, with the ancient prefix *-ra- (HB 231), but there is no agreement what the underlying verb would be, 

and the aspirated forms he(r)áki, herakin do not fit the causative pattern. 
52 The sibilant is shown as *[š] since there is evidence for hushing *š in Andian, Lak, and Dargi, but hissing *s in 

Avar and Lezgian; the latter is consistent with Bsq *s. NCED suggests the *s-forms are contaminated with PEC 

*siHwV ‘breath, soul’ (see A.87, Bsq *bi=si ‘life’).     
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death’ [R.19], *bete ‘fill; full; fullness’ [R.26]; and others that simply do not fit any other category 

(*haśi ‘to begin’, *hauśi ‘to break’, *herći ‘to close’, *Husi ‘to split’, *hasi ‘to grow’, *leheṙ ‘to 

burst’, *b=il ‘to gather’.    

 

 (general 

Bsq gloss) 

Proto-

Basque 

North Caucasian 

attested forms 

Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Basque attested 

forms and Notes 

V.58 begin *haśi Lak =ači-n ‘to go, be 

heading (somewhere)’; 

Avar =áč-ine ‘to lead’, 

Chamali =ačī-, Godoberi 

=eči-̃ id.; Chechen q-āč- 

‘to arrive’ (with preverb 

q- ); Abkhaz a-tsa-rá ‘to 

go, walk’, etc. 

Cf. PY *čāŋ- ‘to pull, 

drag’ (SCG 1). 

*=āčĂn 

‘to go, to lead’ 

253 

Basque (BN, L) hasi ‘to begin, 

start’, (Z) hási, (B, G, R, Sal) 

asi id.; (c) haste, aste 

‘beginning, start’, (BN, L, Z) 

hatse id. (EDB 111; OEH). 

For semantic connection of 

‘begin’ ~ ‘lead’, cf. Old Irish 

tossach, tuus ‘beginning’, 

tóisech ‘leader’, Welsh tywys 

‘to lead’, tywysog ‘leader’, etc. 

(Buck 10.64, 14.25). 

V.59 break *hauśi Bezhta, Hunzib =iš- ‘to 

break, be broken’, Tsezi 

=ešu-ɬ-, Khwarshi k-

ušey-ɬ- id.; Lak =i=š:u-n 

‘to hit; to wound’, š:awu 

‘wound’; Chechen, Ingush 

čow ‘wound’; Dargi 

Akusha šaẉ ‘walleye’ (< 

‘wound[ed eye]’). 

*=ičV(w) 

‘to hit, break, 

wound’ 

626 

 

Basque (BN, L) hautsi ‘to 

break, shatter, tear, rip’, (G, 

AN, Sal) autsi, (AN-Ulzama) 

autxi, (B, G) ausi, (Z) háutse, 

(R) áutse id. (M 93, 130, 289; 

HB 214; EDB 119). Most 

etymologists connect this 

word with *hauć ‘ashes, 

powder’ (F.5), but this 

association is secondary, and 

the western form ausi < *hauśi 

is probably original (cf. 

Phonology, p. 136). 

V.60 burn *e=seo 

*e=se-ki 

Rutul =isa- ‘to roast 

(grain)’, Tabasaran u=ts-, 

Agul uts-, (redupl.) Archi 

sesa-, (with preverbs) 

Tsakhur q-e=ts, Budukh 

q:-as-, Kryz ʕa-ys- id.; 

Dargi Chiragh =erts:-

/=uts:-, Urakhi =irz-

/=uz- ‘to roast (grain); 

Adyge stǝ-n ‘burn’, 

Kabardian sǝ-n id., Ubykh 

tsa- ‘burn, hot’, Abkhaz a-

tsá ‘hot’. 

Cf. Burushaski *=́ci- ‘to 

kindle’ (SCG 48). 

*=ĕrcĂ  

‘to roast 

(grain); to 

singe’ 

415 

Basque (B-Markina, Txorierri) 

izio ‘to set fire, kindle’; (G, 

AN) izeki ‘to burn’, (AN) ‘set 

fire; heat’, (G-Etxarri-Aranaz, 

AN) iziki, izigi ‘light fire, 

kindle’, (BN, R) ixeki /išeki/ 

‘to burn’, (L-arc) {iechequi} 

/yešeki/, (B-arc) {exequi} 

/ešeki/ ‘burn’, etc.; [causative] 

*e=ra-seki ‘to make burn, 

kindle, light’ > irazeki, 

iraxeki, iraxegi, etc. (M 286; 

EDB 236; OEH).  

BK 17: Bsq + Circassian sǝ 
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V.61 burst, 

explode 

*leheṙ Bezhta =ütɬ’- ‘to burst, 

tear’, Hunzib =utɬ’- id.; 

(with velar  and uvular 

reflexes of PEC *ƛẉ): 

Dargi Akusha =ik’-

/=irk’- ‘to separate’; (with 

expressive preverb *t’-): 

Tsakhur ʁu- t’o=k’al- ‘to 

burst, split’, Kryz t’o=q’l-, 

Tabasaran t’u=k’- id., etc. 

*=ēƛẉV(l) 

‘to burst, tear’ 

413 

Basque (BN, L, Z) leher ‘to 

burst, explode, smash’, leher-

tu ‘to burst, explode, smash’ 

(tr.), ‘to be burst, exploded, 

smashed’ (intr.), (Bzt, Sal) 

leer-tu, (B, G) ler-tu id. (MDE 

XIX 331).53 The radical *leheṙ 

is used with aux. verb *egin 

‘to do, make’. Secondarily 

also meanings like ‘to be 

exhausted, tired, break down’, 

etc. 

V.62 close, 

squeeze, 

press 

*herći Rutul =irič’a-, =irč’a- 

‘to press, squeeze’, Tsakhur 

ho=č’an, Archi č’aṇ- id.; 

Lak la=č’u- ‘to seize, 

clutch, cling’; Dargi =ač’- 

/ =ač̣’- ‘to press, squeeze’; 

Ubykh bǝts’(ǝ́)- ‘to press, 

be pressed’, Abkhaz a-r-

bǝts’-rá ‘to rumple, 

crumple’, etc.54 

*HičẶn  

~ *HičẶn 

‘to press, 

squeeze’ 

568 

Basque (L) hertsi ‘to close; 

tight, narrow, cramped’, (Z) 

hérsi ‘narrow, tight, cramped; 

severe, strict; miserly’, (R) 

ersi ‘narrow, tight’, (BN, L) 

hetsi ‘to close’, (A, B-arc) itsi, 

(G, AN) itxi, (AN-Elkano) 

ertxi, (Bzt) ertsi id.; also -tu 

forms: (L) hers-tu, (R) ers-tu, 

(B, G, AN) es-tu, etc. (M 192, 

210, 362; MDE XI 557; EDB 

180). 

V.63 come / 

go 

*VrdV Chamali, Tindi =etɬ:- ‘to 

go’, tɬ:e! ‘come, come 

on!’, Akwakh, Karata 

=otɬ:- ‘to go’, Andi 

=utɬ:- ‘to enter’, Avar 

=itɬ:-ín- ‘to walk’; Hinukh 

uɬ- ‘to go, walk’; Lak ulu! 

‘let’s go!’; Archi a=tɬi- ‘to 

come’; Abkhaz a-tá-la- ‘to 

enter’, etc. 

Cf. Urartian ul- ‘to go’ 

(Diakonoff & Starostin 

1986: 50; KHur 424). 

*=ǝ̄rƛŬ 

‘to go, walk, 

enter’ 

422 

Basque (B) erdu! ‘come! come 

(ye)!’ [2ps & 2ppl]; (Z) orde-

zü! ‘go!’ [2ps]; (Z, R) orde-k 

‘go (away)!’ [masc.], (R) 

orde-n id. [fem.]; (c) erdutu 

“Defective verb usually used 

in the imperative. Erdu hona! 

Come here!” (AW); “This 

strictly B form [erdu] appears 

to be only a late and secondary 

local development of common 

heldu ‘arrive’” (EDB 173; cf. 

MDE X 272; OEH). But erdu 

                                                           
53 MDE’s inclusion of Bsq le[he]r ‘pine’ is incorrect; it is simply a homonym of this verb, according to this 

model: see Bsq *leheṙ ‘pine (tree)’ (C.7), with a different NC cognate, PEC *λɦwĕɫū ‘a kind of tree’.  
54 The internal /r/ in Rutul is not explained in NCED; it may be a durative infix; Lak la= is apparently a preverb; 

WC *-bǝ- is a remnant of a former class prefix.  
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does not fit phonologically 

with *hel-tu (V.4)55  

V.64 divide *Husi Tindi =us:i-̃ ‘to cut 

(lengthwise)’, Avar s:u- 

‘to cut’, =us:- ‘to cut into 

small parts’, Karata 

=urs:-an- id.; Archi 

=ars:a- ‘to cut in pieces’, 

Tabasaran u=š̌- ‘to mow’; 

Ubykh šʷá- ‘to shave’, etc. 

*=V̄rswE 

‘to cut (in 

parts); shear, 

clip’ 

1033 

Basque (L) huzi ‘to distribute, 

divide out’, (L) huzi-tu id., (B, 

G) uzi-tu ‘to divide, split, 

separate, share’, (G) uzin-du 

id. (OEH). 

Note the “nasal conjugation” 

in (G) uzin-du, Tindi =us:i-̃, 

and Karata =urs:-an-. 

V.65 drown  *ito Akhwakh =et’w- ‘to drip, 

flow’, Chamali t’e-d-, 

Karata t’or- id., Avar t’e- 

‘to pour’; Tsezi et’w- ‘to 

pour’, Bezhta =ot’- id.; 

Lak =u=t’i-n ‘to pour’; 

(with preverbs) Dargi 

Kubachi k-at’- / kat:-it’- 

‘to pour’; Khwarshi g-it’- 

id., etc. 

*=V̄tẉV 

‘to pour, soak’ 

1034 

Basque (A, B, G, AN, R-

Uztárroz) ito ‘to drown, choke, 

suffocate, smother’ (tr./intr.), 

(B, G) itto /ityo/, (B-Bergara, 

Leintza) itxo, (BN, L) itho, (Z) 

ítho, (R-Uztárroz) ito-tu id. (M 

105; EDB 231; OEH). The 

same root is found in Bsq 

*i=tuṙi ‘fountain, spring’ 

(E.7), *i=to- ‘gutter’ (Q.3). 

V.66 full, filled 

(be) 

*aśe Batsbi =ats’i ̃‘heavy’, 

=uts’ ‘to be filled, 

satiated’, Chechen =uz-‘to 

be filled, satiated’, =eza 

‘heavy’; Andi, Chamali 

=its’ ‘to get full, satiated’, 

Tindi, Godoberi =ets’ id.; 

Tsezi =its’- ‘be full, get 

filled up’, Bezhta =ots’-, 

Hunzib =ǝts’- id., etc. 

*=ɦ[a]cṾ 

‘to be filled, 

full’56 

525 

 

Basque (c) ase (tr.) ‘to fill (of 

food or drink), sate, slake, 

satiate’, (intr.) ‘to be filled, 

full (of food or drink), sated, 

slaked, satiated’, (B) ase-tu id. 

(EDB 110; OEH). In this 

model Bsq *aśe is an ablaut 

variant of *ośo ‘whole, 

complete’ (R.65). See Ablaut, 

pp. 106-110. 

BK 63: Bsq ase + PEC *-VcṾ 

‘full’ 

V.67 gather, 

collect, 

amass 

*b=il Andi hilu-b ‘all’, Tindi 

hit̃ɬ’:u-b, Akhwakh atɬo, 

*=VnƛṾ 

~ *=VnƛṾ 

‘all’57 

Basque (BN, L, Z) bil [radical] 

‘to gather, collect, amass, 

assemble, unite’, etc.; with *-

                                                           
55 PNC/PEC has four different verbs with internal lateral affricates and meanings ‘come, go, run’, or the like: 

*=iƛwVn ‘to run’ (run away); *ʔīƛṾ ‘to run, leap’ (walk, go); *=VmƛṾ ‘to go, come’ (go away, walk); *=ǝ̄rƛŬ 

‘to go, walk, enter’ (go out, return); and it is difficult to decide which Bsq verb is cognate with each. See also 

Bsq *e=urte-n ‘to go out, leave’; *e=ali, *e=al-ki ‘to leave, go out, remove’; *hel-tu ‘to come, arrive’. 
56 The PNC form cited is *=ɦŏcṾ ‘full, to fill’, but an ablaut variant *=ɦacṾ is implied by the Proto-Nakh ablaut 

forms *=uc-̣ ‘to be filled, satiated’ / *=ac-̣i(n) ‘heavy’, corresponding to Bsq *ośo / *aśe (see pp. 106-110).    
57 This etymology is only Avar-Andian, thus not in NCED. 
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Avar t’o-l-go id. (/t’/ < 

*ƛ)̣. 

Cf. PY *bɨĺ- (< *b=ɨĺ-) 

‘all’: Ket bɨldǝ5 ‘all’, Yug 

bɨĺĺa5 id. (SSE 211). 

SCG 213  tu: (R) biltu, (c) bildu, (AN-

Bortziriak) billu, (B, G) bitu 

id. (MDE VII 123; EDB 143; 

OEH).58 

 

V.68 grind *eiho Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi 

aħ- ‘to grind’; Andi 

ʔiχʷo-qi- ‘to grind’, Tindi 

χʷan-, Avar χ:ené- id.; 

Bezhta haʔa- ‘to grind’; 

Lak ha=a-n ‘to grind’; 

Udi b-erχ-sun ‘to grind’, 

etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *=hor- ‘to 

grind’, *d=aɣó- ‘flour’ 

(SCG 71). 

*HĕmχwV 

‘to grind’ 

559 

Basque (BN, L) eho ‘to grind 

(grain, etc.)’, (Z) ého, (B, G, 

AN, Sal, R) eio, (B, G, AN-

south) igo, (A, G, AN, Sal) eo, 

(B, G) io, (B-Oñate) ixo /išo/ 

id. (M 175-6; MDE X 295; 

EDB 172; OEH). This verb is 

commonly conflated with 

*eiho ‘to weave’ (V.54), but is 

from a distinct root (the latter 

= PEC *=irχwVn). Cf. Bsq 

*eihera ‘mill’ (Q.20). 

V.69 grow *hasi Avar, Akhwakh =iž- ‘to 

grow’, Chamali =iž-in-, 

Tindi =iž-i  - id.; Bezhta 

=iž- ‘to grow’; Dargi 

Akusha =uz- ‘to grow’. 

Cf. Burushaski *=uśa- ‘to 

raise, grow, nourish, 

fatten’, etc. (TOB). 

*=Vʒ́V 

‘to grow’ 

1038 

Basque (BN, L, Z) hazi (v.i.) 

‘to grow, grow up, swell’; 

(v.t.) ‘to grow, raise, cultivate, 

breed, bring up’; (n) ‘seed, 

semen, sperm’, (B, G, AN, R) 

azi id. (M 289; (Z-Ligi) hatz 

‘lineage, breed, race’, (B-

Orozko) az id. (M 289; EDB 

115, 121).59  

V.70 hit, strike *e=o Chamali, Godoberi =uʁ 

‘to hit’, Avar ʁur- ‘to 

break up, crush’; Hunzib 

heh̃- ‘to beat, forge’; Lak 

ʁa=ʁa-n ‘to break’; 

Tabasaran: u=ʁ̰ - ‘to 

break’; Circassian wa-n 

‘to break’, etc.  

*=HiʁwE 

‘to beat’60 

569 

Basque (c) jo ‘to hit, strike, 

beat’, (Z) jo /žo/, (AN-south, 

Azk, R, Sal) xo /šo/, (Sal, R-

Uztárroz) xo-tu id. (EDB 243; 

OEH).61  

                                                           
58 This SC comparison depends on a formation with changing class prefixes + a stem *=inƛṾ ‘all’. In Bsq and 

Yen the inanimate prefix *b= was fossilized (see pp. 58-71). This *bil does not seem to be related to Bsq 

*bil(ibil) ‘round (thing)’ (see R.46) or *e=biɫi ‘to walk (round)’ (V.37, above). 
59 In this model hatz3 ‘lineage’ is distinct from hatz1 ‘paw, finger’ (A.68) and hatz2 ‘footprint’ (I.8). 
60 NCED cites *=HiʁwE(r), but -r is only found in Avar-Andian. 
61 Bsq matches with PNC voiced uvular fricative *ʁ are rare; it seems likely that PSC *ʁ disappears in final 

position in Bsq, like PSC *χ in Bsq *laia ‘fork’ ~ PEC *ƛṾχwV ‘rake’ (see Q.15 & Phonology, p. 169). 
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 (general 

Bsq gloss) 

Proto-

Basque 

North Caucasian 

attested forms 

Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Basque attested 

forms and Notes 

V.71 kill *erho Agul yarh-̣ ‘to beat, hit’,62 

Burshag yirhạ-s, Tpig 

yirħa-s, Rutul, Tsakhur 

=ɨχʕa- id.; Dargi Chiragh 

irχ- ‘to throw’; Avar =uχ- 

‘to beat, hit’; (with preverb 

t-) Chechen t-ōχ- ‘to beat, 

hit’, (with preverb d-) d-

arχ-ō ‘wounded (person)’. 

*HīrχA 

‘to beat, hit, 

throw’ 

581 

Basque (BN, L, Z-arc) erho 

‘to kill’, erhaile ‘killer, 

assassin’, (Z-modern) ého, 

eháile, (B-arc) ero ‘to kill’, 

eralle ‘killer’ (M 213, 329; 

MDE XI 554; EDB 176; 

OEH). *erhai-le ‘killer’, with 

the common agent suffix *-le 

(J.23). This is thought to be an 

archaic Bsq word for ‘kill’, 

now mostly displaced by *hil 

(R.19).  

V.72 lift, bear *e=aśo Chamali hets’- ‘to raise’, 

Akhwakh heč’- ‘to stand 

up, raise’, Tindi heč:- ‘to 

stand up’, Tindi, Chamali, 

Bagwali hets’u- ‘high’ 

(adj.), Andi hirts’i  

‘high’, hirts’- ‘to stand 

up’; Hinukh =ots’-era ‘to 

stop, detain’ (caus. ‘to 

make stand’); Lak 

=a=ts’a-n ‘to stand’, etc. 

Cf. Burushaski *ca ‘to 

stand’; PY *ta-, *pa-ta- 

id. (SCG 67) 

*HĕrcṾ- 

‘to stand up, to 

raise’ 

562 

Basque (B, G, AN) jaso ‘to 

lift, raise, support’, (B-arc) 

jauso, joso id.; with n-class 

formation: (AN, BN, L, Bzt) 

jasan ‘to carry, support, 

sustain; bear, endure’, (Sal) 

xasan, (BN) jesan id., (Z) 

jésan ‘to borrow; to wear, put 

on (clothes)’, etc. (M 92; 

MDE XV 864; OEH). Z 

‘borrow’ is a partial calque 

from Romance (cf. Catalan 

manllevar ‘borrow’ < manum 

levare ‘raise one's hand [to 

swear]’). 

 

Negation of the verb:  Trombetti (Orig 352) compared Bsq ez ‘not’ with phonetically 

similar morphemes in Chechen, Batsbi, Avar, and Lezgi (see the table, below). Dumézil 

(1933: 147) compared Bsq ez with Chechen ca- (tsa-), Ingush cə- (tsə-), and Batsbi co- 

(tso-), placed, as in Bsq, usually before the verb form.  

In Chechen tsa-, like Bsq ez-, also functions as the negative prefix (semantically = 

English un-, Russian ne-, etc.), e.g. Chechen tsa-χa[ʔ]am ‘ignorance’ (cf. Bsq ez-jakintza 

id.),63 Chechen tsa-devzarg ‘unknown’ (Bsq ez-ezagun id.), Chechen tsa-tarlo ‘impossibly’ 

(cf. Bsq ez-inez, ez-inik id.), etc. (Maciev 1961).    

                                                           
62 /h/̣ denotes here a voiceless pharyngeal fricative, notated as /X̀/ in NCED. 
63 Chechen χaʔa ‘to know’, where χ- is historically a preverb and -aʔa comes from PNC *=ĭq̇Ē ‘to know, to 

hear’, and thus cognate, in this analysis, with Bsq *e=aki-n (EB jakin) ‘to know’. 
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In Avar the negative suffix -č’o is used in the past tense, e.g. w-ač’-in.č’o [I-come-

PRT:NEG] ‘He did not come’; but other particles are used with other tenses, e.g. w-ač’-ula-

ro (I-come-PRS-NEG) ‘He does not come’ (ECLF 169).   

In Lezgi the negative morpheme -č is used with certain tenses: e.g. [imperfective] 

raxá-zwa ‘was talking’ / raxá-zwa-č ‘was not talking’; žé-zwa ‘was becoming’ / žé-zwa-č 

‘was not becoming’; [aorist] raxá-na ‘talked’ / raxá-na-č ‘did not talk’, etc. (ECLF 170). 

In this model, agreeing with Trombetti and Dumézil, Bsq *ese ‘not’ is considered 

cognate with East Caucasian *ʒ́ǝ̆ / *ćǝ̣̆ [negative particle].64 West Caucasian lacks this 

morpheme, using instead the negative/prohibitive particle *mə > Abkhazian and Circassian 

*mə, Ubykh mə- / -mā (Č 394). *ma / *mə [prohibitive particle] is also widespread in EC, 

and “its use as a general negation in some subgroups [WC, Tsezian] is probably secondary” 

(NCED 797). Apparently this *m- morpheme was lost in Bsq. 

For ‘no’ (vs. ‘yes’) there is Bsq ez, emphatic ezetz ‘no!’. Some EC languages have 

cognate formations with *ʒ́ǝ̆ / *ćǝ̣̆, always compounded with other morphemes: Chechen 

wats (vats), Ingush dats; Avar heč’o, Karata hač’e, Bagwali wač’, Botlikh guč’i ‘no’ (SKJa 

379-80).    

   

 (general 

Bsq 

gloss) 

Proto-

Basque 

North Caucasian 

attested forms 

Proto-

North 

Caucasian 

Basque attested forms 

and Notes 

V.73 not *ese Chechen, Ingush, Batsbi tsa 

‘not’ [negative particle], 

Chechen -za [negative 

participle]; Karata, Bagwali -

č’e ‘not’ [negative particle], 

Godoberi -č’i, -ič’a, 

Botlikh -č’-, Andi -č’i, Avar 

-č’o id.; Bezhta -eč’e ‘not’ 

[negative particle], Hunzib 

gɔ-č’  ‘is not’, Tsezi, 

Khwarshi -č’ ‘not’; Lezgi -č 

[negative past], Rutul ǯ- 

[negative], Archi -ču-gu 

[dubitative]. 

PEC  

*ʒ́ǝ̆ / *ćǝ̣̆ 

[negative 

particle] 

1101 

 

Basque (c) ez ‘not, no’, (B-arc) 

ze id. In common Bsq ez ‘not’ 

immediately precedes the verbal 

form. In archaic B ze was used 

when followed by subjunctive or 

imperative verb forms, e.g. {ce 

biarco echi} = ze biharko etxi 

‘don’t wait for tomorrow’ (RS 

1596). In Azkue’s time (~ 1900) 

this usage of ze was still current 

in Bermeo, Gernika, Mundaka, 

and Plentzia. Michelena 

proposed *eze (our *ese), Trask 

*eza ~ *eze, with the variants ze 

~ ez arising from different 

accentuations of phrases (M 

422; HB 110, 209; EDB 187). 

 

Other verbal morphemes: 

 

                                                           
64 The PEC variation in laryngeal features is due to the affixal nature of this morpheme. 
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Conditional *ba-: Dumézil (1933: 147) compared Bsq ba- [conditional]65 with 

Ubykh -ba and Circassian -ma “suffixé dans le même sens à la forme verbale.” In Chirikba’s 

analysis the Ubykh and Circassian forms are distinct: Ubykh -ba [hypothesis, condition], 

e.g. sə-j-k’á-ba ‘if I go’, is related to Circassian *-ba [affirmative-interrogative] and 

Abkhazian *-ba [interrogative], while Circassian *-ma [conditional] is related to Abkhazian 

*-ma [interrogative] (Č 374-5). In his analysis of NC grammatical morphemes S.A. Starostin 

(2002) connected Ubykh -ba [conditional] and Adyge -ba [affirmative] with EC *-bV 

[desiderative], attested in all the major EC subgroups (though shifted to [imperative] in 

Batsbi, [imperative intransitive] in Andian, along with [conditional] in Andian *-bV-r- / 

*bV-l-). The putative Hunzib cognate -ob is described as [optative] by (ECLF: 88): ɨs gɑ ut’-

ob əg {sibling like 1-sleep-OPT that/1} = ‘let him sleep like his brother’.66  

Causative *-ra=: Basque has a causative prefix *-ra=, now lexicalized, but 

productive in the not too distant past (Proto-Basque), since the formations are still 

transparent, e.g. EB egin ‘to do, make’ : eragin (*e=ra=gin) ‘to make someone do’; ikasi ‘to 

learn’ : irakatsi (*e=ra=kaći) ‘to teach’, ikusi ‘to see’ : erakutsi ‘to show’, etc. (M 231, 289; 

HB 114, 231). Dumézil (1933: 149) compared Basque *=ra= with the Abkhaz causative 

affix =r=. In Ubykh this affix takes the form =d=: 

Abkhaz:  i=s=də=r=b-weyt   ‘ils me font les voir’ 

Ubykh: s=u=fä=n=əm=di-q-ən ‘il ne te fait pas me couper’ 

 (Dumézil 1932: 71; Č 379)  

For our present purpose it will suffice to point out that the causative morphemes (Abkh. 

=r=, Ubykh =d=) are in position -1 before the monoconsonantal verb stems (=b- ‘see’ and 

=q- ‘cut’, respectively).67 From a wider perspective this kind of valency-changing affix, 

positioned directly left of the verbal root, seems to be a diagnostic feature of Sino-Caucasian 

(Dene-Caucasian), as described in more detail in (Bengtson 2008d, Bengtson & Starostin 

2015). 

Frequentative *-s̆́ - (?): A few Bsq verbs contain an element *-ś- or *-śi. Notably, 

the *-śi ending of Bsq *e=ku-śi ‘to see’ (V.28) is not accounted for in its putative NC 

cognates, such as Kryz irq- to see’, etc. < PEC *=Hirq̇V (see the etymology, above).  

A similar morph is found in Bsq *e=ortu-śi ‘to take off (shoes, stockings)’ (R.9, 

V.34), where the segment *=ortu- matches PEC *=ōmŁV ‘to put on (trousers, shoes)’, but 

here the sense is something like [reversive] (‘take off’ vs. ‘put on’).  

                                                           
65 E.g., Bsq naiz ‘I am’ / ba-naiz ‘if I am’; nintzen ‘I was’ / ba-nintzen ‘if I was’; dakit ‘I know it’ / ba-dakit ‘if I 

know it’. Confusingly, the prefix ba- may also express affirmation, so badakit may also mean ‘I know it’. “Most 

vasconists are satisfied that the two prefixes must share a common origin; cf. Spanish si ‘if’ and sí ‘yes’” (HB 

225-6).  
66 Here 1 refers to the noun class 1 [human-masculine]. 
67 If Bsq *-ra= and WC *-r= are indeed cognate, they would derive from PSC *ŕ=, the “soft” rhotic phoneme 

(see Phonology, pp. 90, 188-89).   
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Another occurrence is in the derived verb *ohoin-ś- in western Bsq: (B-arc) ons-tu, 

(B) oos-tu, (A, B, G) os-tu ‘to steal, to rob’ (EB ohostu); related to Bsq *o=hoin ‘thief’ 

(J.24), and putatively cognate with PEC *=ēʕwVn ‘to lose, get lost’ (‘to steal’ in Dargi).  

Starostin (2002) posited PEC *-š- or *-ś- [frequentative], but deemed it “extremely 

dubious because of quite scarce attestation,” only in Andi -š:- [frequentative], Hurrian -Vž- 

and Urartian -š- [intensive] or [iterative]. The phonetic match of PEC *-š- with Bsq *-ś- is 

perfect, but evidence is scarce on all sides. Perhaps future research can confirm, or 

disconfirm, this tentative comparison.

 

Z. Basque-Sino-Caucasian etymologies. Although in this model Vasconic and North 

Caucasian, together, form a subgroup (Euskaro-Caucasian) of the deeper Sino-Caucasian 

macrofamily, it seems evident that some Sino-Caucasian etyma were lost, or severely 

marginalized (see Bsq *a=ho ‘mouth’ [Z.4] ~ PNC *χwɨ-m(V)ṗV ‘mouthful’) in North 

Caucasian, but retained in Basque; thus isoglosses such as Bsq *a=ho ‘mouth’ ~ PY *χowe 

‘mouth’ do not represent common innovations, evidence for a Euskaro-Yeniseian subgroup, 

but common archaic residue (Bengtson 1998c). Cases like this are an inevitable result of the 

lexical attrition, or “glottochronological decay” (Starostin 2010b: 83), that is an inevitable 

byproduct of lexical change as languages diverge over time. The result is sometimes that two 

languages/clusters/ subgroups of a large language family may, by chance, retain certain 

lexemes that have been lost in all or most of the other branches of the family. An Indo-

European example is an archaic kinship term that survived only in some scantily attested 

Greek forms: ἀέλιοι / αἴλιοι / εἰλίονες ‘husbands of sisters’, and in one Germanic language, 

Icelandic svili ‘sister’s husband’, svilar ‘the husbands of two sisters’, all from PIE *su̯elo- 

or *su̯elii̯o(n)-.1 At a deeper level, according to the Russian version of the Nostratic 

hypothesis, an etymon *kụdV ‘tail’, found in Altaic *k`i̯údo(rgV) and Kartvelian *kẉad- / 

*kụd- ‘tail’ (and perhaps in Uralic *kuttV ‘back’), disappeared from the Indo-European 

languages, with the exception of one Italic language: Latin cauda ‘tail’ (> Italian coda, 

French queue, etc.).2 The hypothesis here is that lexical attrition led to the deletion (or severe 

distortion or marginalization)3 of some archaic Sino-Caucasian lexemes in the North 

                                                           
1 WP II 533; Buck 2.65; Cleasby 1874: 611; Sigurðsson 1970: 753; Beekes & van Beek 2010: 24-25; Kroonen 

2013: 498). Cleasby and Sigurðsson confirm that the usage is frequent in modern Icelandic as well. 
2 TOB: http://starling.rinet.ru/cgi-

bin/response.cgi?single=1&basename=%2fdata%2fnostr%2fnostret&text_number=+595&root=config, with 

references to work by V.M. Illič-Svityč and A.B. Dolgopolsky. 
3 By “marginalization” is meant a severe semantic specialization such that the word in question almost disappears 

from the lexicon, and may not be detected in a lexicostatistical study; for example, the familiar IE root *al- 

‘other’ (Latin alius, alter, Greek ἄλλος, etc.: WP I 84) has to all appearances disappeared from English, at least 

as the usual equivalent of ‘other’, but in fact persists in the adverb else (‘how else …?’, ‘what else …?’) or the 

relatively infrequent adjective else (‘somebody else’) < PGerm *aljis-. Another kind of marginalization is seen in 

compounding, such as PNC *χwɨ-m(V)ṗV ‘mouthful’, mentioned above, and the marginalized survival of Bsq 

*le- ‘eye’ (~ PNC *ʡwĭlʡi ‘eye’) in Bsq *le-t-hagin ‘eye tooth’ (see A.12).  

http://starling.rinet.ru/cgi-bin/response.cgi?single=1&basename=%2fdata%2fnostr%2fnostret&text_number=+595&root=config
http://starling.rinet.ru/cgi-bin/response.cgi?single=1&basename=%2fdata%2fnostr%2fnostret&text_number=+595&root=config
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Caucasian languages, while Basque as well as at least some other Sino-Caucasian languages 

retained them. The reverse must have happened as well, i.e. that Basque lost SC lexemes 

retained in NC, but an extensive list of these will not be attempted here.4 
 

 (gloss) Basque Sino Caucasian  Notes 

Z.1 nape *kokot Burushaski (Y) qoqó 

‘crop; goiter’, =xóqat ̣ 
‘gizzard’; (H, N) 

ɣuqú ’crop, goiter; 
ravine, gorge’, 

=qhóqut ̣ ‘feathered 
breast of fowl, gizzard’, 

(N) ‘(human) larynx’; 

Ket kъ̄qtɨ1, ‘neck, 

collar’, South. kъ̄qt; 

Yug kъxtɨ1 id.; Kott 

agánt-an ‘collar’. 

Bur *qoqó 

‘crop; goiter’ 

PY *kǝqǝnt- 
‘neck, collar’ 

SSЕ 237 

SCG 58 

Basque (B) kokot ‘nape, 

neck’, (G, AN-Esteribar) 

kokote id. Note the similar 
coronal suffixes in Bsq 

*koko-t(e) ~ Bur =qhóqu-t ̣

~ PY *kǝqǝ-nt-. Bsq 
*o=koc ~ *kokoć ‘chin, 

snout’ (A.15) is a distinct 

etymon, but it appears that 
it and *kokot have blended 

to some extent in eastern 

dialects.5 

Z.2 head *buru Burushaski (H N Y) 

bur ‘(single) hair’ 

(human or animal); in 

compounds: (H) =́l-pur 

‘eyelid’, (N) =́r-pur, 

(Y) =mú-r-puli-aŋ, 

=mú-l-pi-aŋ id.6   

Bur *bur 
‘hair’ 

TOB 

Basque (c) buru ‘head; top; 

tassel (of grain); ear (of 
corn)’, etc. (AW); (Z) 

bǘ(r)ü ‘head; extremity’; in 

compounds (BN) be-phuru 
‘eyebrow’, (Z) ber-phü(r)ü, 

be-phü(r)ü, (Bzt) be-puru 

id.; (B) bur-ko ‘pillow’, (Z) 
bür-gã́ñ ‘top of head’, bür-

hézür ‘skull’ (‘head-bone’), 

bür-hás ‘bareheaded’, etc. 
(M 126, 318; MDE VII 

190; EDB 148).  

Z.3 face, beak *moko Burushaski (Y) =moq-

is ̣‘face’, =moq-ot 

‘cheek’, (H, N) =moq-

is ̣‘cheek’.  

OChin 目*muk ‘eye’, 

Tibetan mig, Burmese 

myak id., etc. 

Na-Dene: Tlingit wàɢ 

[wàq] ‘eye’, PAth *-

PSC *wĕmq̇V́ 

Bur *=moq- 

‘face, cheek’ 

PST *myV̆k 
‘eye’ 

SCG 216 

Basque (BN, L) mokho 

‘beak; extremity, point; 
face; façade’, (G, Bzt) 

moko ‘beak; extremity, 

point’, (Sal) moko ‘point’, 
(BN, L) mokhoz mokho 

‘face to face’ (-z = *-s 

[instrumental / adverbial]), 
etc.; (BN) erhi mocoa 

‘point of finger’ 

                                                           
4 A few examples can be cited from S.A. Starostin’s original (1984, 1991) statement of “Sino-Caucasian”: (1) 

PNC *ɦreƛẉĕ ‘bone’ ~ PY *ʔuĺ-aʒ ‘rib’ ~ PST *rāŋ / *rāk ‘bone’ (SCG 95: no known Bsq cognate); (2) PNC 

*wǝ̆mcọ̆ ‘moon, month’ ~ PY *(ʔV)suj ‘moon’ ~ Old Chinese月 *ŋwat ‘moon’ / or PST *ʔʷăt ‘light, moon’ (see 

SCG 216-7 and TOB: no known Bsq cognate); (3) PEC *mēʁV̆ ‘tail’ ~ PY *puɢ-Vʒ ‘tail’ (with recurrent change 

of *m > *p) ~ PST *(r=)mǝ̆jH ‘tail’ (SCG 142: no known Bsq cognate); etc. Of course, it is still possible that 

Bsq cognates will eventually be found for some of these sets.   
5 Trask (1995: 49) objects and calls this “a transparent loan from the Romance word …” Span. cogote, Occitan 

cogòt, etc. But investigation of the Romance words leads to no plausible Latin antecedent (REW 2370). Since the 

word has no history in IE langs, but does in SC langs, it looks more likely that the direction of borrowing was 

rather Vasconic > Romance. 
6 Bur =́l-, =́r- represent *=l-t- ‘eye’, cognate with PNC *ʡwĭlʡi-dV- ‘eye’ (with oblique marker *-dV): see Bsq 

*le-t-hagin ‘eyetooth, fang’ (A.12); the Y forms have in addition a fossilized prefix *mu-, with assimilations and 

dissimilations. 
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 (gloss) Basque Sino Caucasian  Notes 

nə-wēɢ-əʔ id. (KL 60-

63).7 
 

(Leiçarraga 16th c.). (M 82; 
MDE XXI 931).8 

Z.4 mouth *a=ho Ket qō ‘mouth’, Yug 

xo, Kott hōpi id., 

Assan hóhuy ‘mouth, 

face’ ~ xoboy ‘mouth’. 

Old Chinese口khōʔ 

‘mouth’; Garo ku ~ 

khu, Dimasa khu id. 

Cf. also Na-Dene: 

Tlingit ʔu`χ ‘tooth’; 

Eyak -lə-χu·, χu·l 
‘tooth’, PAth 

*χu· ‘tooth’ (Bengtson 
2002b). 

PY *χowe 

‘mouth’ 

PST 

*khuā(H) id. 

 SCG 94 

PNC  

*χwɨ-m(V)ṗV 

‘mouthful’9 

1082 

Basque (BN, L) aho 

‘mouth’, (Z) áho, (B, G, 
AN, R) ago ~ ao, (Sal) ago 

/aɣo/, (B-Arratia, Orozko) 

abo /aβo/ ‘mouth’ (M 221; 
EDB 95). In Bsq dialectal 

ago and abo ‘mouth’ the 

medial consonant is, as 
usual in Bsq, a very weak 

fricative, or “voiced 

continuant” (HB 84), i.e. 

/aɣo/, /aβo/, typologically 

similar to Spanish, e.g. lago 

/laɣo/, cabo /kaβo/. These 
reflect former voiceless 

(post-)velar fricative or 

laryngeal /aho ~ axo/.10  

Z.5 palm 
(of hand), 

span 

*a=ṙae Burushaski (Y) =rén 

‘hand’, (H, N) =rī́ŋ id.  

Ket ĺɔŋ ~ ĺaʔŋ ‘hand’, 

Yug ĺɔŋ id., Arin lan-

tū́ŋ, ĺan-puy ‘wing’. 

PSC *ŕVŋHV 

Bur *=reŋ 

‘hand’ 

PY *ŕɔŋ ‘hand’ 

SCG 184 

Basque (B-Markina) arraa 

‘palm, span’, (A, G, AN) 

arra ‘span’, (Sal) esku-
arrai ‘palm’, (B, L) esku-

arre id. (M 129; EDB 106). 

A western Bsq isogloss, 
opposed to eastern *senhe 

‘span’.11  

Z.6 bone, 
joint 

*-saki Burushaski *śak: (H, 

N) =śák ‘arm’, (Y) 

=śak id., (H, N) śak 
‘one of the three parts of 

an animal’s leg’; PST 

*[ch]īk ‘joint’: 

Tibetan chig-s 

‘member between two, 

joint’, Burmese ćhać 

‘joint’, Lepcha ă-čak 

id., etc.   

PSC  

*cṾkṾ 
‘joint’12 

TOB 

Basque (B, L, Bzt) berna-

zaki ‘shin-bone, tibia’, (G, 
AN, BN, L, Bzt, Z, R) 

lepa-zaki ‘nape’, (B) 

urdan-tzaki ‘ham, upper leg 
(of animal)’, (B, G) ‘lean 

part of bacon’, etc. (M 277; 
MDE XIX 331; EDB 136, 

367). Here in compounds 

with *urde ‘pig’, (N.21), 
lepo ‘neck’, berna ‘calf (of 

leg)’ < Lat. perna. 

                                                           
7 The most archaic SC meaning seems to be ‘eye’, as in ST, ND, and PEC ‘(eye-)witness’. For ‘eye’ > ‘face’ cf. 

PIE *okw- ‘eye’ > Gk ὤψ ‘eye, face’ (Buck 4.204, 4.21). The NC cognate, PEC *wĭmq̇V, has undergone semantic 

changes of *‘eye’ > ‘eye-witness’ > ‘true’: PEC *wĭmq̇V > Avar nuʕ ‘witness’ (< *nuq̇V < *muq̇V); Dargi biq’-ri 

‘witness’; Chechen baq’ ‘true’ (adv.), Ingush boq’o ‘truth, rule’, Batsbi baq’-eʔ id., etc.  (Z.3).  
8 Bsq *moś-ko ‘beak’ (a suffixed form of *mośu, A.17) and *beko ‘forehead’ (A.6) are distinct etyma, but are 

jumbled together with *moko by Trask (EDB 133, 275). 
9 I do not agree with comparing these words with PEC *ɦŏmɢwĭ ‘mouth, throat’, which does not fit the other 

words phonetically, but goes better with Bsq *hog[w]i ‘gum(s), mouth flesh’ (A.13). I propose instead that PNC 

*χwɨ-m(V)ṗV ‘mouthful, gulp’ is a distorted compound, whose first element, *χwɨ-, agrees well phonetically with 

Bsq *a=ho, etc. It gave rise to Tabasaran χump’, Lak χ:up’, Khinalug χob ‘mouthful’, Kabardian χʷǝpǝ-n ‘to 

gulp, lap up’, etc. 
10 A strong fricative [x] was recorded by Moutard (1975) in BN dialects, e.g., [a(x)hwa] = ahoa ‘the mouth’. 
11 Michelena suggested a derivation from Arabic raħa ‘palm’, but doubted it because of the scarcity of direct 

Arabic loans in Bsq. Bsq *a=ṙae < *=ṙãe < *ŕVŋHV (see Phonology, pp. 183, 185, for loss of nasals). 
12 With uncertainty symbols: *cṾkṾ ( ~ ś-, -k-), indicating that the first consonant could have been *ś- and/or the 

second consonant could have been *-k-, based on the meager evidence, but Bsq evidence favors *c[̣a]k[̣i].  
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Z.7 blood o=dol Lushai tāl ‘flesh, 
muscle’, Old Chinese 脤 

*dǝrʔ ‘sacrificial 
meat’; cf. Bodo 

be=doʔr ‘meat’ 
(TOB). 

Cf. Na-Dene: Eyak deɬ 
‘blood’; Proto-

Athabaskan *dəɬ 

‘blood’ > Navajo dìɬ, 

Beaver dəl, Denesuline 

dὲɬ, Galice daɬ, etc. 

PST *t(h)ǝ̆lH 

‘meat, flesh’ 

ST II 158, §581 

Basque (c) odol ‘blood’. 

In the annotated reprint 

(1966) of Trombetti’s Le 
origini della lingua basca 

(1925), ad p. 139, the 

author wrote “[Bsq] odol 
sangue … Athapaska: 

Chip. [Denesuline] dαl 

blood; Buschmann.”13  
If correct, this comparison 

represents an extremely 

archaic etymon, preserved 
in Sino-Dene, but lost in 

the West (Yen, Bur, NC) 

except in Bsq.   

Z.8 red, 
bloody 

*goṙi Burushaski (N) gir 

‘water that flows from a 

wound; excretion from 

eyes in the morning, 
eye-sand, rheum’. 

PSC  

*gVrV 

~ *ɢVrV 
‘blood, wound’ 

TOB 

Basque (c) gorri ‘red; bare, 

naked’, with many 

secondary connotations; 
gor-din ‘raw; fresh, 

robust’; (B, G, AN, BN, L) 

gorringo ‘yolk of egg’, (A) 
{corrinco} (Z, R) gorrinko 

id.; (Z) górri ‘red’, górhall, 

górhats ‘reddish’ (M 241, 
255, 329; MDE XV 828; 

EDB 210).14  

Z.9 lukewarm, 
tepid 

*epe-l Kott fal, phal ‘hot, 

warm’; pala ‘heat’; 

Assan palá, pfól-tu, 

pal-tu ‘hot’ (derivatives 
of PY *ʔapV ‘heat, 
sweat’). 

PY  

*ʔapV-l 
‘warm, hot’ 

SSE 182 

SCG 85 

Basque (B, G, AN) epel 

‘lukewarm, tepid’, (BN, L, 

Z) ephel id., (B, G, L-

Ainhoa, R-Uztárroz) epel 

‘feeble, lacking energy’; 
verb: (B, G, AN) epel-du 

‘to (be) warm’, (B-arc) 

epil-du id. (M 63; MDE X 
297-8; EDB 172).15 

Z.10 gall, bile *beha- 

(-s[t]un) 
Old Chinese 脾 *bhe 

‘spleen’; Kachin 

(Jingpo) khum-

pai3 ‘the spleen’; 

Thankur =pǝy ‘liver’; 

Ket bajbuĺ5, ‘kidney’, 

Yug bajbɨl; Kott  

koipala id. (dissim. < 

*poipala); PY 

*b[a]jbVl ‘kidney’ 
looks like a compound 

*b[a]j-pɨʔɨĺ (for the 

element *pɨʔɨĺ ‘guts’ see 
Bsq *barda: A.51). 

PST *phe 

‘spleen’ 

PY *b[a]jbVl 
‘kidney’ 

Basque (BN) behazun ‘bile, 

gall; hatred, bitterness’, (G, 
AN) beazun, (B-Bergara, 

Salinas, AN-Ulzama) 

biazun, (B) beaztun, 
biaztun id., (B-Bermeo) 

‘gall bladder (of fish)’, (B-

Bergara, Salinas) biastun, 
(L-Sara) behazuñ, beazuma 

‘bile, gall’; (L-arc) 

behazune ‘affliction (woe, 
anguish)’ (Haraneder 18th 

c.), etc. (see OEH). The 

Bsq word is analyzed as a 
compound of *beha- + *-

s[t]un. For the second 

element *-s[t]un see A.88. 

Z.11 sweet, 
tasty 

*goso Burushaski *gaś-ár-

um ‘salty-sweet (of tea); 

sweet, tasty (like 

sugar)’. 

PSC 

 [*gocṾ] 
‘sweet, tasty’ 

Basque (B, G) gozo ‘sweet, 

tasty’, (BN, L, Z, R) goxo 

id., (BN, L, Z) goxo 
‘pleasant, agreeable’, (B, 

                                                           
13 Apparently a reference to Johann Karl Eduard Buschmann, Das Apache und der athapaskische Sprachstamm, 

1860–63. 
14 Cf. Aquitanian -CORRI, -CORI, -GORI in proper names. The Bsq-Bur match is rather weak. 
15 The Bsq word has semantically ‘weakened’ in comparison with Yeniseian. 
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G, AN, BN, L) gozo ‘soft, 
gentle’, etc. (M 180; MDE 

XV 833; OEH).16  

Z.12 thin *menhe 
or 

*benhe 

Burushaski (Y, H, N) 

bién-um ‘thin, slim, 

slender’. 

Bur 

*bié-n- 
‘thin, slim, 

slender’ 

TOB 

Basque (BN, L) mehe ‘thin, 

slender, narrow, tight’, etc., 
(Z) mẽ́hẽ, (B, AN, Bzt) 

mee, (B, G, AN, R, Sal) 
me, (B) mei, (A) be id. (M 

146, 269, 412; MDE XXI 

916: EDB 286; OEH).17  
Berger (1959: 26) 

compared Bsq mehe + Bur 

biénum.  

Z.13 snake *śuge Ket (South) tiɣ4  

‘snake’, u-tiɣ5,6 

‘worm’, (North) ti:ɣǝ4 

‘snake’; Yug či:hk1 

‘snake’; Kott tēg, tēx 

‘fish’; Assan tɨg, tɨk 

‘fish’; Arin íl-ti ‘fish’; 

Pumpokol híte, gíte 

‘fish’, etc. 

PY 

*c[ī]k 
‘snake, fish’ 

SSE 214 

Basque (c) suge ‘snake’, 

(G) suga , (AN, B-Lekeitio, 

Ubidea, BN-Aldude, G-

Iziar) sube id;  (B) suge-
linda, ‘lizard’, (G) suga-

linda, (B) suga-lindara, (B, 

G) suge-lindara, (B) suge-
landara, (L) suge-kandela, 

(L-Ainhoa) sube-kandela, 

(L, R) suge-kandera, etc. 
(see *lindila ‘lizard’, 

B.25);18 also Sugaar: a 

mythical serpent in Bsq 
folklore (M 259; EDB 

342). 

Z.14 fly 
(insect) 

*e=uɫi Bur *haúl-al- 
‘butterfly, moth’: (H, N) 

hoólal-as, (Y) 

haúlal ~ ahúlal id.19 

NC: ? Archi hiliku, 

hilku ‘fly’ (if < *huli-

ku). 

[*huɫi] 
‘a kind of 
insect’ 

Basque (A, B, G) euli ‘fly’, 
(B-arc) eulli, (Azk) auli, 

(G) elbi, (G-Burunda, 

Etxarri-Aranaz) yauli, (R) 
éllu, (AN, BN, L, Bzt) uli, 

(BN-Amikuse, Z) üli, (Z) 

ülli, ülü, üllü id. (M 99; 
MDE XII 623; EDB 185; 

OEH).20 

Z.15 root *śuśt(V)r(V) Burushaski *cherés ̣

‘root’: (Y) cerés ̣, (H, 

N) chirís ̣ id.;  

PY *čīǯ- ‘root’: Ket 

ti:ŕi4 , Yug ti:ht́, Kott 

ičič-an, Pumpokol 

kéd-iŋ ‘root’. 

PSC 

*[c]Vr(V)čṾ 
‘root’ 

TOB 

Basque (B, G, Bzt) sustrai 
‘root’, (B) zustrai id., (G) 

sustrai ‘foundation, origin’, 

(B) sustar, suster ‘root; 
stubble (of crops); sting, 

prick (of snake)’, (B-

Bergara, Leintza, G-
Goierri, Azpeitia) zuztar 

‘root’ ; cf. (Z) sirats 

‘nerve’, (B-Bergara, 
Leintza) ziatz, zietz 

                                                           
16 Goxo /gošo/ was originally an expressive form of *goso, now with distinct meanings. There has probably also 

been some blending with Spanish gozo 'pleasure, joy' (< Lat. gaudium). 
17 Michelena derived this word from *bene. This word has a host of secondary meanings: ‘transparent, delicate, 

soft, subtle, sharp (voice)’, etc. (see OEH). 
18 Some of the ‘lizard’ words are contaminated with Rom. candela ‘candle’, from their slender shape. 
19 The Y form ahúlal was recorded by the Russian scholar Zarubin (1927). 
20 The Bsq word, when compared with Bur (Y) ahúlal, looks like a formation with the fossilized class prefix 

*e=/*i=, which is associated with mass and uncountable nouns: cf. Bsq *e=uri ‘rain’ (G.10) in relation to *hur 

‘water’ (E.1). 
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‘tendon’ (Trask 1995: 61; 

OEH).  

Z.16 snow *bac Burushaski *bić ‘cold’ 

(n.): Hunza bić ‘Kälte’; 

PY *beʔč ‘snow 
(falling in flakes)’: Ket 

bɛʔt, Yug bɛʔt́, 

Pumpokol beč id. 

PSC  

*[b]EčṾ ~ 

*[b]EčV 
‘snow, cold’ 

TOB 

Basque (B) batz ‘wet snow, 

trampled and muddy snow’ 
(MDE IX 867; OEH). In 

some B dialects this word 

has merged phonetically 
with *pać ‘pomace, pulp’ 

(C.47), due to the B merger 
of *c and *ć.21 

Z.17 foam, wax *Hapaṙ Kott hāpar ‘foam’, pl. 

hāpar-aŋ; Yug 

xɔfɨl5; Ket qɔ:ĺ id. 

 
 

PY  

*χɔpVr 
‘foam’ 

SSE 304 

Basque (G, Bzt) apar 

‘foam, froth’, (G-Tolosa) 

afar id., (B-Araba) apar 
‘(coarse) beeswax (residue 

in a hive)’,22 (B-Aránzazu-

Oñate) apar ‘lumps of 
curdled milk; scabies that 

appears on the nose of 

sheep’ (OEH).23  

Z.18 mountain *mendi Khinalug mɨda, mda 

‘mountain’ (isolated in 

NC).24 Burushaski 

*bun[d]- ‘mountain 

pasture, mountain grove, 

boulder’: H, N bun, pl. 

bundó; Y bun, pl. 

bundó or bunʒ́ó. 

(not in NCED) 

SKJa 194 

 

Basque (c) mendi 

‘mountain’, (AN-

Bortziriak, BN-Amikuse) 
mindi id. (MDE XXI 920; 

EDB 287; OEH). Could 

this be an archaic word, 
lost in NC, except in 

Khinalug?25  

Berger (1959, p. 28, n. 41) 

compared Bsq *mendi with 

Bur *bun[d]-.26 

Z.19 top, peak *tini Burushaski *=thán 

‘point (of twig, needle); 
summit, peak; top, 

parting (of hair)’; PST 

*tēŋH ~ *dēŋH 

‘top’ > Chinese 頂 

*tēŋʔ ‘top (of head)’; 

Tibetan s-teŋ ‘top, that 

which is above’. 

PSC 

*[d]VŋwV 
‘top’ 

SCG 43 

Basque (BN) thin ‘top, 

summit (of hill, mountain)’, 
thini ‘tip, point (e.g. of 

maize)’, (BN-Amikuse) 

thini ‘top, summit’, (Z) 
thini ‘top, summit; tip, 

point; treetop’, (G) tini 
‘point’ (OEH).27 

 

Z.20 valley, 
plain 

*i=baṙ Burushaski *bar 

‘valley, ravine’: (H, N) 

bar ‘Schlucht, 

Taleinschnitt’, (Y) bar 

_ Basque (B, G, BN, L) ibar 

‘valley’, more specifically, 

“fertile low-lying land 

between mountains” (M 

                                                           
21 An isolated, but apparently archaic, Bizkaian word, to judge from cognates in Burushaski and Yeniseian. 
22 Azkue indicates Araba, OEH Arratia, for this meaning. 
23 Attested only in non-aspirating dialects, so we do not know whether the Proto-Bsq form was *Hapaṙ or *apaṙ, 

but the close Yeniseian parallel favors the former. 
24 Cf. Georgian mta ‘mountain’, also isolated in Kartvelian (borrowed < NC?). 
25 Cf. also Latin mōns, montis ‘mountain’; Welsh mynydd, Cornish meneth, Breton menez id., words found only 

in western Europe and thus possibly from Vasconic substrata. The only non-European etymon, Avestan mati- 

‘Vorsprung des Gebirges’, may or may not come from *mnṭi- (Buck 1.22; WP II 263). 
26 Since old *bVn- regularly changes to *mVn- in Bsq (see Phonology, pp. 131-32), and there is a similar change 

in Khinalug (NCED, p. 42), The Bur initial /b/ could represent the archaic state.   
27 Original vowel is unclear, but consonantalcorrespondences are regular, since all PSC coronals merge as Bsq 

*t- (initially) and PSC *ŋ and *n merge in Bsq, as they do in PNC (see Phonology, pp. 184-85). 
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‘Gebirgsschlucht, 

Klamm’.  

267; EDB 217; MDE XV 

870; OEH), (Z) íbar 

‘prairie étendue et 

plainière’ (Larrasquet). 

Connections to Bsq *ɦibai 

‘river’ (E.7) or ip(h)ar, ifar 

‘north’, if any, are unclear. 

Z.21 burn  *eṙe Lushai roʔ ‘to heat, 

roast, bake or cook in 

the fire’, Burmese 

hrǝwʔ ‘to set on fire, 

burn’, Tibetan d=ro ‘be 

warm’, s=ro ‘to warm’, 

d=ro-n ‘warm’, d=ro-

d ‘warmth, heat’, etc. 

PST *rē̆w(H) 

‘heat, burn’ 

ST II 68 §245 

Basque (c) erre ‘to burn, 

fry, bake, roast, scorch’, 

etc., (BN-arc) erra, (Z) 

érre, érra ‘brûler; se 

brûler’. This phonetic 

comparison is rather 

doubtful, based only on the 

consonant /r/. 

Z.22 drink *e=da[n] Tibetan a =thuŋ (p. 

a =thuŋ-s, i. a =thuŋ) 

‘to drink, suck, smoke’, 

Lolo-Burmese *taŋ ‘to 

drink’, Lushai dōn 

‘drink’ (poet.), Lepcha 

thăŋ, thoŋ, 

[causative] tyăn ‘to 

drink’, Kiranti *ʔtùŋ 

id., Old Chinese 吞 

*thǝ̄n ‘to swallow’. 

PST *dhɨ̄n / 

*dhɨ̄ŋ 

‘to drink’ 

ST II 9 §33 

Basque (c) edan ‘to drink’, 

(B-Eibar, Lekeitio, G-coast, 

AN-Irún, Larraun, Azk, R) 

eran id. (OEH). 

With some sporadic 

changes of /d/ > /r/. 

Root *-da[n]-, per EDB 60. 

This is one of several very 

basic Bsq verbs which 

apparently lack NC 

cognates: see also *e=a[n] 

‘to eat’ (Z.23), *e=ma-n 

‘to give’ (Z.24). 

Z.23 eat *e=a[n] Burushaski *men- ‘to 

drink’;  Old Chinese 飲 

*ʔǝmʔ ‘to drink’, 

Lushai in ‘to drink’, 

Dhimal am- ‘drink’; 

Karen *ʔam ‘to eat’, 

Rawang ǝm id.. Lepcha 

am ‘food’. 

PST *ʔiǝ̆mH 

‘to drink’ 

Bur *men- id. 

Basque (c) jan ‘to eat’, (B-

Durango, Markina) jaan, 

(Sal, Azk, R, AN-Arakil, 

etc.) xan /šan/; sometimes 

spelt ian or yan in literature 

(M 114; MDE XV 859; 

EDB 241; OEH). 

The root is *-a[n]-, per 

EDB. PSC *m > Bsq /n/ is 

normal (final /m/ is not 

permitted in Bsq). 

Z.24 give *e=ma-n  

 

Yeniseian: PY *pVn- 

‘to give’: Yug χʌd́iŋ-

fɨn, χʌd́iŋ-fan (but 

also χʌd́iŋ-fɨt)́ ‘to give; 

give away’, Kott hi-

pēn-aŋ ‘ich gebe es’, 

pret.  hili-pēn-aŋ, Arin 

koja-peńa ‘ich gebe’. 

PSC *pen- 

‘to give’ 

TOB 

 

Basque (c) eman ‘to give’, 

(Z) ẽ́mãn, (B, BN, R) 

emon, (B-Oñate) emun, (B-

Bermeo) omon, (R-Isaba) 

emen, (AN, Bzt) man id. 

(MDE X 281; OEH); other 

meanings: (v.t.) ‘to seem, 

to look like; to produce, to 

render; to transmit; to hit, 
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PY lacked initial *m, 

except in some 

expressive words, and 

*p is a recurrent reflex 

of PSC *m.28 

to beat; to loosen up; (v.i.) 

‘to devote oneself’ (AW); 

also an important auxiliary. 

Trask regarded the root as 

*-ban- (EDB 21, 384). 

Z.25 to cut *e=baki Yeniseian: Ket haɣ-ey6 

‘to cut’, Yug fag-ey6 / 

fage:y3 id., Kott ton-oo-

pa-tɨk ‘I cut’, Arin {it-

päk-uju} ‘I cut’. 

PY *pak- 

‘to cut’ 

SSE 245 

 

Basque (c) ebaki ‘to cut, 

mow, reap’, etc., (B) ebagi, 

(AN-Ulzama) baki id., (Z) 

ebáki (M 215, 231; MDE 

VIII 658; EDB 160; OEH).  

Voicing assimilation in B. 

This verb is usually 

analyzed as *e-ba-ki.29   

Z.26 forget *ahanci Ket ɛnsak5 ‘to forget’ 

(en-de-sūʁ, per 

Castrén), Yug ɛn-suk; 

Kott ēneŋaiše ‘to 

forget’ (pret. 

enuŋuiše), ēnšekŋ 

‘forgetfulness’; Arin 

anči-gɨtpuyu ‘I 

forget’.  

An “interrupted stem,” 

i.e. particles could be 

inserted between the n 

and s of PY *ʔen-sä-. 

PY 

*ʔen-sä- 

‘to forget’ 

SSE 187 

Basque (L) ahantzi ‘to 

forget’, (L-arc) ahanzi, 

ahanze, (BN) ahatzi, (Z) 

ãhã́tze, (R) ãtze, átze, (Sal) 

atze, (Bzt) anzi, antzi, (B-

Arratia) antzi-tu, (B) aaz-

tu, (B, G) az-tu id., etc. (M 

130, 303; EDB 71; OEH). 

A universal Bsq root, 

apparently with no 

cognates in NC, but only in 

the more distant Yeniseian.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
28 Cf. PY *pan ‘to sit’ ~ Bsq *e=meṅi ‘to put’, etc. (V.27). 
29 There are some indications that the root is *=ba- or *=pa: cf. (B-Markina) epai ‘to cut’, (BN, L) ephai id., (B, 

G) epai ‘cut, cutting’ (noun), etc. (see M 231), but all the forms without *-ki have the unvoiced /p/ or /ph/, 

suggesting the possibility of a different, unrelated root. 
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XIV 
 

Euskaro-Caucasian:  
Genetic Linguistics, Archaeology, and Human Genetics  

 

Some of the resistance (perhaps indeed, most of the resistance) against accepting 

demonstrable relationships between Basque and other languages is the assumption by many 

that the Basque language as we know it is a lineal descendant of the language spoken by the 

original Upper Paleolithic (Aurignacian, etc.) settlers of Iberia and Aquitania some thirty 

millennia ago (Cavalli-Sforza 1988). If this were so, one would hardly expect to find 

recognizable lexical or grammatical cognates between Basque and any other language, or at 

least not to the extent claimed here. But there is no reason to assume uncritically that the 

Basque language has to represent an unbroken tradition since Paleolithic times. We know of 

many documented examples of language replacement, for example in the Middle East, where 

many local languages (Sumerian, Semitic and other) were overlaid first by Aramaic and later 

by Arabic. In Europe many languages were submerged by Latin in a similar way, and so on. 

On Basque I follow no less an authority than René Lafon, who proposed that the people of the 

Basque Country and Aquitania adopted a foreign language from an immigrant population who 

brought a technologically superior culture.1  

Lafon identified this culture with copper-using, megalith-building immigrants near 

the end of the third millennium BCE.2 Thanks to discussions with archaeologist Peter Rowley-

Conwy, I now think that a likelier candidate is the much earlier Cardial Culture (or Impressed 

Ware Culture), which arrived on the eastern Spanish coast around 5500 BCE.3 Recent 

archaeological evidence suggests that the Cardial people, originally from Anatolia, arrived by 

boat from Italy by means of ‘leapfrog’ colonization round the South French coast. Besides the 

characteristic ceramics, the Cardial Culture included what the archaeologists call a complete 

“Neolithic package” of cultural traits, including the use of domesticated plants and animals, 

and long distance trade of obsidian and other lithic material (Price 2000; Zapata et al. 2004; 

Peña-Chocarro et al. 2005). 4  

                                                           
1 “La langue basque n’est pas une langue indigène, autochthone; c’est une langue d’origine étrangère, 

d’adoption . . . d’une civilisation supériore par certains côtés à la leur propre . . .” (Lafon 1949: 206).  
2 The date given by Lafon, late third millennium BCE, has since been revised to ca. 4000-4500 BCE (Scarre 

2010; Steelman, et al. 2005). 
3 The “Impressa,” the earliest wave of farmers getting to eastern Spain, now looks as early as 5800 BC (Vigne et 

al. 2011). 
4 Cf. the view of Václav Blažek (Masaryk University): “I think the ancestors of the Basque people were the first 

European farmers, bringing agriculture from Asia Minor. The first wave went along the north Mediterranean 

coast and I would seek its traces in Greece and Italy, plus adjacent islands. The northernmost part of this wave 

was perhaps the Alpine region, where the tribal languages Rhaetic and Camunic were located, probably related 

with Etruscan. Till the present time there are traces of Basque-like toponyms and dialect words in Sardinia. 

Concerning the IE homeland, I prefer also Asia Minor. The Indo-Europeans were only the second wave and 

could have come into Europe by two routes, through the Bosporus or through the Caucasus and along the 

northern Pontic coast (modified steppe hypothesis, formulated by Mallory in 2012). The reason for the later wave 

is chronological: the disintegration of IE around 4500 BCE according to both Sergei and George Starostin does 
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As far as I know, only Alexei Kassian has addressed the issue of a homeland of the 

Euskaro-Caucasian proto-language in terms of the Sino-Caucasian hypothesis:5  
The split of the Basque–NCauc. proto-language into the Basque and NCauc. branches 

glottochronologically occurred in the first half of the 7th millennium BC. It is hard to guess 

about the localization of the homeland of the Basque–NCauc. proto-language (South 

Anatolia or Balkans … ), but the first homeland of the NCauc. proto-language was probably 

situated in some part of the Carpatho-Balkan Metallurgical Province [now part of eastern 

Serbia] (Kassian 2010: 425). 

It has been suggested that the inhabitants of the Basque Country and Aquitania did not adopt 

the new culture and language directly from the Anatolian immigrants on the coast, but via a 

chain of several intermediate cultures, in what Rowley-Conwy (2011) calls ‘lurches of 

advance’ (rather than a ‘wave of advance’). By the time these ‘lurches of advance’ reached 

the Basque Country the Neolithic culture and its concomitant Euskaro-Caucasian language 

were acquired from neighbors who were, like them, mainly of native European genetic 

descent. 

Basque, normally regarded as unrelated to any other language, may in fact have connections 

with other linguistic isolates, including some languages spoken in the mountains of the 

Caucasus, and with Burushaski, spoken in northern Pakistan. Some of the suggested 

connections refer to domestic cattle, sheep, and goats, to cultivated cereals, and to milking 

and tillage. This could imply that Basque is Europe’s sole remnant of a pre-Indo-European 

language family that spread with the first agriculturalists. … Local hunter-gatherers provided 

the bulk of the human genes in Neolithic and later cultures but acquired the elements of 

farming from neighbors who had already “gone agricultural.” (Rowley-Conwy 2011: S433, 

citing Bengtson 2009). 

But see below for recent genetic studies. Ehret (2015, p. 90) likewise concludes:  

So who were the peoples who brought food production to western Europe in the seventh and 

sixth millennia BCE? The Basque language is the most likely candidate for a surviving 

descendant of the languages spoken by those early farmers.6 

Ehret (2015, p. 84) strongly suggests that North Caucasian languages possess agricultural 

vocabulary older than that attested in Semitic:    

                                                           
not correspond with dating of the first farmers in Europe (Greece) dated to the 7th mill. BCE or even earlier” (V. 

Blažek, p.c. 09/12-13/2015). 
5 The wider Sino-Caucasian or Dene-Caucasian hypothesis (of which Euskaro-Caucasian is proposed to be a 

branch or subgroup) is not discussed here: see Bengtson & Starostin 2015.  
6 Ehret continues: “The alternative hypothesis – that Basque is a survival of a late Palaeolithic hunter-gatherer 

language – is highly improbable, and here is why: nearly always when farmers spread into regions occupied 

previously by people who are solely gatherers and hunters, the languages of those foragers in the end die out. The 

languages die out because the incoming farmers form larger local population groups and because the intrusive 

farming populations grow more rapidly in numbers as they expand into more and more of the hunter-gatherers’ 

lands. When a language survives the spread of farming peoples, as Basque has, it is normally because the 

speakers of that surviving language were already themselves farmers. They belonged to communities that were 

already large enough and numerous enough to compete culturally and demographically with the incoming 

groups.” 
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Are there other possible linguistic resources that might carry this picture further back in 

time? The Caucasian family of languages, today restricted mostly to the areas around the 

Caucasus mountains, used to extend from the western edges of Iran through Anatolia, as the 

written records of the extinct ancient Caucasian languages, Hattic, Hurrian, and Urartian, 

reveal. Because these areas formed an important part of the originating regions of Middle 

Eastern agriculture in the early Holocene, the proto-[North-]Caucasian agricultural lexicon is 

a prime candidate for future investigation. 

The following lexical comparisons reflect a broad array of terms for domesticated animals 

(large and small cattle, and swine) shared by Basque and North Caucasian (NC). Only a 

selection of attested North Caucasian forms is cited; for fuller information (attested Bsq and 

NC forms, reconstructions, phonetic and semantic explanations) see the etymologies referred 

to by number (N.6, etc.):  
 Basque *behi ‘cow’: EB behi = NC: Avar bóc’:i ‘cattle’, Andi buc’:ir ‘cattle’, etc. (N.6)  

 Basque *i=kel ‘fattened ox or cow’, *geHeɫi ‘fresh beef’ = NC: Dargi q’ʕwal ‘cow’, etc. (P.12) 

 Basque *a=bele ‘cattle, domestic animal’: EB abere = NC: Udi bele ‘cattle’, Chechen bula 

‘aurochs’, etc. (N.4)  

 Basque *sesen ‘bull’: EB zezen = NC: Chamalal zin ‘cow’, Tindi zini ‘cow’, etc. (N.7) 

 Basque *ergi ‘steer, young ox, bull calf’ = NC: Avar rexé-d ‘cattle, herd’, Abkhaz á-raχwə 

‘cattle’, etc. (N.9)  

 Basque *čahal ‘calf, heifer’: EB txahal = NC: Avar ʕač’ár ‘heifer’, Tindi č’ara, Agul luč’ id., 

etc. (N.11)  

 Basque *koco ‘male quadruped’ = NC: Hunzib q’ɔsɔ ‘hornless goat’; Dargi q’ʕatsa ‘male goat’, 

etc. (N.10) 

 Basque *oroć ‘male animal’ (dial. ‘calf’) = NC: Agul urč ‘calf’, Lak bạrč id., etc. (N.14) 

 Basque *uṙi[ś]a ‘female animal’ (dial. ‘sow’) = NC: Akhwakh reša ‘heifer’, Hunzib riže id., etc. 

(N.15) 

 Basque *a=hune ‘kid’, *a=hun-c ‘goat’ = NC: Andi kun ‘ram’, Tsakhur kuwa-r ‘young goat’, 

etc. (N.18)  

 Basque: *bil-oć ‘lamb (that has begun to feed itself), yearling’ = NC: Bezhta bitɬ’ ‘sheep’, 

Chechen bož ‘he-goat’, etc. (N.20) 

 Basque *a=hali ‘ram’: EB ahari = NC: Hunzib χor ‘ram’, Chadokolob her ‘ewe’, etc. (N.16)   

 Basque *śega-iɫa ‘yearling goat’ = NC: Avar čaq:ú ‘two-year-old sheep; sheep (general)’, 

Chechen čuχa ‘lamb’, etc. (N.19)  

 Basque *siki-ro ‘gelded ram’; *siki-te ‘gelded goat’ = NC: Andi ts’:ek’ir ‘kid’, Lak ts’uku ‘goat’, 

etc. (N.17) 

 Basque *urde ‘pig, hog, swine’, *ord-oć ‘boar’ = NC: Hunzib butɬu ‘boar, pig’, Archi bọtɬ’: id., 

etc. (N.21) 

 Basque *a=kec ‘boar’ = NC: Lak q:ạča ‘bull-calf’, Khinalug q:ič:-ež ‘calf (less than 2 yrs. old)’, 

etc. (N.23)  

Note also the terms related to dairy: 
 Basque *e=śene ‘milk’: EB esne = NC: Godoberi š:ĩwu ‘milk’, Chechen šin ‘udder’, etc. (P.3) 

 Basque *ɦolaic ‘beestings, first milk’: EB oritz = NC: Andi =erč’:- ‘to milk’, Tindi č:al- id., etc. 

(P.4) 

 Basque *e=aici ‘to milk’: (G, AN, Z) jetzi = NC: Lezgi ats:a- ‘to milk’, Dargi =iz-es id., etc. 

(V.26) 

 Basque *gurhi ‘butter, fat, grease’, EB gurin = NC: Lezgi ʁeri ‘butter’, Tsez χuri ‘piece of dry 

cheese’, etc. (P.7) 
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 Basque *sen-(-bera) ‘soft cheese, cottage cheese, cream cheese’ = NC: Hinukh tsen ‘curds’; Udi 

č:äin ‘butter’, Lezgi č’em id., etc. (P.6) 

 Basque *koipe ‘butter, animal fat’ = NC: Akhwakh, Tindi k’wabi ‘sour cream’, Dargi Akusha 

k’ema ‘butter’, etc. (P.9)  

The prominence of dairying terms is interesting in view of the probable important role of 

dairying in the spread of agriculture to Europe. 

Analysis of lipids in ceramics has recently demonstrated the use of dairy products in 

Anatolia back to the ninth millennium cal[ibrated date] BP … Because this was the source 

area of the Cardial agricultural regime, it is likely that dairying spread with the other items 

and practices. … The presence of some lactating animals in a newly established settlement 

would be invaluable, providing food each day for several months, thus bridging the gap until 

other aspects of the economy “kicked in” (Rowley-Conwy 2011: S436). 

The following lexical comparisons attest to shared vocabulary of grain and pulse crops in 

Basque and North Caucasian:7   
 Basque *gali ‘wheat’: EB gari = NC: Tindi q’:eru, Lezgi q:ül ‘wheat’, etc. (O.1)  

 Basque *(gara-)gaṙ ‘barley’ = NC: Rutul q’ir ‘winter wheat’, Agul q’ir ~ q’ur ‘grain’, etc. (O.2) 

 Basque *bihi ‘grain, seed, kernel’ = NC: Godoberi beč’in ‘rye’, Tindi beč’in ‘barley’, etc. (O.7)   

 Basque *aiṅegu ‘rye’8 = NC: Lak nịqa ‘oats’, Lezgi neχʷ ‘spelt’, etc. (O.3) 

 Basque *sikirio ‘rye’ = NC: Rutul sɨk’ɨl ‘rye’, Khinalug sɨlg-li ‘rye’, etc. (O.4)    

 Basque *oɫho ‘oats’, *aɫho ‘wild oats’ = NC: Kabardian xwə ‘millet’, Ingush fuʔ ‘grain, grain 

forage’, etc. (O.5)   

 Basque *arto ‘maize’ (earlier ‘millet’) = NC: Chechen yalta ‘grain’, Karata tɬ’:elt’u ‘seed, flax’, 

etc. (O.6) 

 Basque *ogi ‘bread, wheat’ = NC: Avar ogób ‘rye’, Akhwakh hagi id., etc. (O.9)    

 Basque *iɫha-ṙ  ‘vetch, peas, beans’, EB ilar = NC: Tsez hil ‘pea(s)’, Avar holó ‘bean(s)’, etc. 

(O.8) 

Varieties of einkorn wheat, emmer wheat, and barley were under cultivation in Basque country 

by approximately 5300-3800 BC (calculated) (Zapata et al. 2004). Pulses and flax were not 

found at the four sites investigated (in Navarre and Bizkaia), but were extant at other nearby 

Iberian sites.9 Along with crop terms, a whole suite of Basque terms involving soil tilling and 

preparation, harvesting, threshing, sifting, and grinding, have close North Caucasian 

counterparts: 
 Basque *laia ‘two-pronged fork (used for loosening and turning soil)’ (> Spanish laya) = NC: 

Bezhta tɬaχ-dami ‘rake’, Avar tɬ’:oχ:-órχ:o id., etc. (Q.15) 

 Basque *hailcu-ṙ ‘hoe, mattock, pickaxe’:10 EB aitzur = NC: Andi anži-di ‘axe’, Karata anži-to 

id., etc. (Q.13) 

 Basque *arhe ‘harrow’ = NC: Avar ʁár-ize ‘to harrow’, Lezgi ʁar ‘harrow’, etc. (Q.14)  

                                                           
7 Semantic changes of cereal terms are quite ordinary: e.g., the use of the word corn in England vs. North 

America (‘maize’), and its IE cognates, Swedish korn (mostly) ‘barley’, German korn (mostly) ‘rye’, Lithuanian 

žìrnis ‘pea’, etc. (Buck 8.42; WP I: 599). 
8 A Pyrenean archaism (R, Sal, Azk), preserved against the loanword < Lat. sēcale ‘rye’ in most Bsq dialects. 
9 “In the case of the Cantabrian-Basque Neolithic, plant remains are so few in the cave sites that we have studied 

that it is not surprising that legumes are not represented. They will probably appear with future excavations” 

(Zapata et al. 2004: 300). 
10 AN ailtzur ‘tool for working with soil’, AN-Ulzama, Erro alzur, G-Beterri altxur, L haintzur, Z háitzür, R 

aintzur, AN G aitzur, B atxur [ačur] id., etc.  
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 Basque *eulci ‘heap of grain to be threshed’ (dial. ulzi, eltzu, etc.) = NC: Hunzib ɨz̃ ‘a bundle of 

sheaves’; Chechen ös ‘bundle of (3 or 4) sheaves’, Ingush es id. (Q.19) 

 Basque *laṙain ‘threshing floor’ = NC: Archi tɬorom ‘threshing board’, Andi loli ‘threshing, 

threshing floor’, etc. (Q.18) 

 Basque *bahe ‘sieve’ = NC: Tsakhur wex:ʷa ‘sieve’, Lak =ihi- ‘to filter’, etc. (Q.21) 

 Basque *eiho ‘to grind’ / *eihera ‘mill’ = NC: Chechen aħ- ‘to grind’ / ħer ‘mill’, Ingush ħayra 

‘mill’, Lak ha=a- ‘to grind’ / hara-qalu ‘mill’, etc. (Q.20, V.68)  

 Basque [*eihurin] ‘meal, flour’, *orhe ‘dough’ (EB irin, ore) = NC: Agul hụr ‘meal, flour’, 

Ingush ħoar id., etc. (P.1) 

The linguistic evidence presented here indicates that the Euskaro-Caucasian speakers of nine 

millennia ago (linguistic ancestors of the present-day Basques and North Caucasians)11 had a 

well-developed Neolithic pastoral-agricultural culture, including the husbandry of large and 

small cattle and the cultivation and milling of cereal grains and some other crops such as 

pulses. 

As noted by Kassian (2010: 425) Proto-North Caucasian had “probably the richest 

metallurgical terminology among other reconstructed proto-languages of comparable time 

depth,” with at least six terms for metals,12 but none of these terms has a firm Basque 

cognate.13 This is not surprising, considering the Basque-North Caucasian split was in the 7th 

millennium BCE, before the appearance of well-documented smelting sites (Roberts et al. 

2009: late 6th/early 5th mil. BCE). There is only one Euskaro-Caucasian metallurgical term 

that seems fairly firm: 

 Bsq *sinca, *since-ṙi, *sinci-ɫa ‘bell, cowbell’:  (Z) zintxa, (EB) zintzarri, (BN-Ostibarre) 

zintzila, etc. = NC: Dargi zanzi-bul ‘buckle’; Tabasaran dzits:i-bul ‘belt buckle, fastener’, Agul 

zaz, Rutul ʒirʒe-n id.; Chechen, Ingush ts’asta ‘copper, brass’; Abkhaz a-zarzá ‘hook’, etc. 

(Q.48) 

Blue and green copper ores were fashioned into ornaments and other artifacts as early as the 

11th - 9th millennia BCE, with annealing as early as 8000 BCE, and thus would have been 

known to the Anatolian speakers of Euskaro-Caucasian (Roberts et al. 2009). Copper-smelting 

technology was in use by the late 6th/early 5th mil. BCE, and reached western Europe much 

later (ca. 3000-4000 BCE). Nevertheless, copper-bronze-brass trade items would have been 

available over long distances from the smelting centers, due to demand based on esthetic or 

ritualistic desires rather than economic necessity, because the acquisitors wanted rather than 

needed the exotic items (ibid.).  

                                                           
11 “The split of the Basque–NCauc. proto-language into the Basque and NCauc. branches glottochronologically 

occurred in the first half of the 7th millennium BC” (Kassian 2010: 425, citing G. Starostin, using calculations 

based on the 50 most stable basic lexemes). 
12 “*ɦĕrVcwĭ ‘silver’, *lŏʒV̅ ‘a bright metal’, *rĕwcwi ‘red copper ; gold’, *riƛ(w)e ‘brass; gold’, *ṭɨ̆š(w)ɨ 

‘lead’, *ṭV̆tV(wV) ‘silver ; gold’. Note that none of them possesses Basque cognates.” 
13 I have considered the possibility that central/western Basque (G) tupiki, (B-Markina, Bergara, Leintza) topinki 

‘copper’ might be related somehow to NC words like Batsbi tit’be-r ‘bronze’, t’ateb ‘silver’, Ubykh twatwa ‘gold’ 

(< PNC *tṾ̆tV(wV) ‘silver, gold’ NCED 1005), but this is phonetically and semantically problematic. Cf. also 

Turkish tombak ‘bronze’, Kumyk tümpek id.; Kabardian dombəjaq’ ‘bronze’ < Turkic (SKJa 133-4). Some of 

these words were probably diffused by trade. 
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In population genetics it was formerly assumed, due to some genetic idiosyncrasies 

of the Basques, such as the world’s highest frequency of the Rh-negative blood type, that they 

are direct descendants of the original Cro-Magnon population of the region (Wells 1920, pp. 

131-144; Cavalli-Sforza 1988; Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994). More recently, studies have shown 

that the picture is more complex: the genetic distinctiveness of the Basques may be explained 

by other factors, such as genetic drift,  rather than simply Paleolithic ancestry (Semino et al. 

2000, Alonso et al. 2005). Within the past two decades genetic studies have sought to quantify 

the proportions of modern European ancestry derived from indigenous hunter-gatherers 

(“Cro-Magnon”), migrating farmers from Anatolia, and other populations (e.g., Chikhi et al. 

2002, Soares et al. 2010). 

 A recent genetic study by an international team led by researchers at Uppsala 

University reports on the first genome-wide sequence data generated from Iberian Neolithic 

farmer remains (Günther et al. 2015). The team analyzed genetic material from eight skeletons 

found in El Portalón Cavern in northern Spain, which individuals lived between 3,500 and 

5,500 years ago, after the transition to farming in southwest Europe. The team found these 

early Iberian farmers to be the closest ancestors to modern-day Basques, in contrast with 

previous hypotheses that linked Basques to earlier pre-farming groups. However it was clear 

that the immigrant farmers admixed with the local hunter-gatherer population, a process which 

continued for at least two millennia.  
One intriguing suggestion is that the Basque language exhibits similarities to the pre-Roman 

language of Sardinia (Paleosardo) … based on, for example, place-names on Sardinia. The 

number of linguistic forms is small, but this is particularly interesting given Sardinians and 

Basques are the two modern populations with the highest genetic proportion of early farmer 

ancestry. … This suggests the Basque might be the remnant of a much larger Vasconic 

speaking area, suggesting a possibility that language family spread along with the first 

farmers (Günther et al. 2015: Supplementary Information S12: Neolithization and 

Language).   

The findings of the Uppsala group are consistent with my model, in that the Basque language 

was not originally indigenous to western Europe but was a colonial language. Their 

observation about the pre-Roman language of Sardinia, and of a “much larger Vasconic 

speaking area” are also consistent with the fact that quasi-Vasconic substratal words are found 

on Sardinia, in parts of Iberia, France, the Alps, Italy, in Celtic languages,14 and even on the 

Balkan peninsula (e.g., Albanian and Greek words of non-Indo-European origin).15 As with 

the lexical comparisons cited above, for fuller information see the etymologies referred to by 

number (A.4, etc.): 
 Basque *a=daṙ ‘horn’: EB adar (NC: Avar tɬ:ar ‘horn’, etc. < PEC *ƛwɨ̆rV) ~ Irish adharc < Old 

Irish adarc ‘horn’ (< *adar-ka ?) (A.4)  

 Basque *busta-n ‘tail’ (NC: ? Tsakhur bɨṭ ‘tail’) ~ Irish bod, Old Irish bot ‘tail, penis’ (PCeltic 

**buzdo); Albanian bisht ‘tail’ (A.47) 

                                                           
14 “It is interesting that three revealed Basque-Celtic matches [‘horn’, ‘tail, ‘louse’] belong to the Swadesh [100-

word list] vocabulary. This might imply that the modern Celts are Basque-like people which have shifted to 

adstrate Celtic lects” (Kassian 2013, pp. 191-192).  
15 “Ancient Greek dialects possess a number of North Caucasian loanwords, see Николаев, 1985 (some [of] 

Nikolaev’s connections are highly questionable, but some seem probative)” (Kassian 2010: 404). 
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 Basque *čapa-ṙ ‘kermes oak, scrub oak’ (NC: Rutul ts’ɨb ‘juniper’, etc. < PEC *cɨ̣bV) ~ 

Aragonese chaparro ‘scrub pine’, Castilian chaparro ‘scrub oak’, etc. (C.19)  

 Basque *gapa-ṙ ‘bramble’ (PEC *ɢwābV ‘root’) ~ Catalan gavarra ‘hedge-rose’, Gascon 

gabarro ‘gorse, furze’, etc. (C.18) 

 Basque *haṙi ‘stone, rock’: Spanish Basque arri (NC: Lezgi χirχe-m  ‘gravel’, etc. < PEC 

*χHĕrχV) ~ Sardinian arru ‘stone, stony’ (D.14) 

 Basque *kuku-c ‘crest, top, summit’, *kuku-ɫa ‘treetop’, etc. (PEC *q̇HwV̄q̇V ‘hill; pillar, post’) ~ 

Sardinian kúkkuru ‘Bergspitze, Hügel’, Monte Cuccuruddu, (Sardinia), Monte Cucco (Umbria), 

Monte Cucco (Calabria), Asturian cuca ‘haystack’, Bergamasque cucca ‘crown, top’, etc. (D.12) 

 Basque *mar-susa / mar-susta ‘blackberry’, (B-Durango) masustra id. (NC: Tabasaran mer-er 

‘blackberry’, zimz-ar ‘raspberry’, etc.) ~ Lombardian magiostra ‘strawberry’, Friulian majòstre 

id., etc. (P.18, P.19) 

 Basque *mośu ‘nose, tip’, etc., (Sal) titi-mus-ko ‘nipple’ (NC: Avar móts’:u ‘teat, nipple, tip’, 

Lak mazu ‘nipple [of animal]’) ~ Greek μαστός (~ μαζός) ‘teat, woman’s breast’ (A.17) 

 Basque *o=keɫu ‘stable, hall, nook’, etc. (NC: Dargi qali ‘house, room’, etc. < PEC *qǝ̆lV̆ 

‘house, hut’) ~ Greek καλῑᾱ́ ‘wooden hut, cabin’ (Q.5) 

 Basque *ok-arhan ‘plum’ (NC: Andi oχi ‘sweet cherry’, etc. < PEC *ʔĕqV ‘grape; fruit; orchard, 

vineyard’) ~ Greek ὄγχνη, ὄχνη ‘pear, pear tree’ (P.16) 

 Basque *saku-ṙ ‘(big) dog’, (expressive) *čaku-ṙ ‘little dog, puppy’ (NC: Rutul ts’ik’ ‘puppy’, 

etc.) ~ Spanish cachorro ‘puppy’, Portuguese cachorro ‘dog’, Sardinian džáɣuru ‘hound’ (N.2) 

 Basque *seṙi ‘pig, hog’ (NC: Chechen, Ingush žarʁa ‘sow, pig’, etc.) ~ Sardinian zerru ‘pig’ 

(N.22) 

 Bsq *sinaguṙi ‘ant’ (insect), (G, AN) txingurri (NC: Chechen zinga-t, Ubykh źəngwá ‘ant’, etc. < 

PNC *ʒHĔmVḳĂ) ~ Albanian thënégullë, thënégëll ‘ant’ (B.35) 

 Bsq *since-ṙi ‘bell, cowbell’: (EB) zintzarri, etc. (NC: Dargi zanzi-bul ‘buckle’, Rutul ʒirʒe-n id. 

etc. [see above]) ~ Spanish cencerro ‘cowbell’ (Q.48) 

 Basque *soṙi ‘louse’: EB zorri (NC: Chechen šēra, šār-olg ‘earwig’; Dargi širi ‘worm, 

helminth’, etc.) ~ Middle Irish sor ‘louse’, Middle Welsh hor ‘animal lice’ (B.42) 

 Basque *tako ‘wedge, block, chock’ (NC: Adyge tāq:a ‘stump, block’, Chechen duq’ū ‘log, 

beam’, etc.) ~ Greek δοκός ‘wooden beam’ (Q.55) 

(Schuchardt 1912; REW 1919, 8960, 9590; Buck 4.17, 4.492; Hub 27, 35, 41; Nikolayev 

1985; Blasco Ferrer 2003, 2009, 2010; Kassian p.c.; Blažek p.c.; Dieterlen & Bengtson 

2016) 

 

In this model we see the following scenario: the Basque language, as we know it 

today, is the end result of transmission of a language that originated, most immediately, in 

Anatolia, and was most closely related to the North Caucasian languages. To what degree the 

people speaking the Proto-Basque language were biologically descended from the original 

Cro-Magnon hunter-gatherers (who adopted a new language), or from Anatolian settlers of 

the Cardial culture (by demic diffusion), has been extensively discussed; recent studies (e.g. 

Günther et al. 2015) favor a substantial proportion of ‘early European farmer’ (Cardial) 

genetic input in the physical makeup of the original Proto-Basque speakers. 

The picture that emerges from three fields of anthropology (genetic linguistics, 

archaeology, and human genetics) is of a population speaking a Euskaro-Caucasian language 

that arrived on the coast of Spain ca. 7.5 – 8 millennia ago, bearing a Neolithic culture that 

included cultivation and processing of grain and pulse crops, husbandry of small and large 
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cattle and swine, and dairying practices. The transmission of this language and culture to the 

present-day Basque Country was primarily by demic diffusion, with some secondary 

admixture with local hunter-gatherers. The evidence shows that the modern Basque language 

is not a lineal descendant of the unknown language spoken by Paleolithic hunter-gatherers, 

but the descendant of a colonial language that arrived in Iberia no more than eight thousand 

years ago. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Abbreviations: languages and dialects 
 
A  Araban: old Bsq dialect of Araba (Álava) province (= Michelena’s meridional) 

Azk  Aezkoan (Basque dialect) 

AN  Alto Navarro = High Navarrese (Basque dialect) 

arc  Archaic or obsolete form 

B  Bizkaian = Biscayan (Basque dialect) 

Bzt  Baztan (Basque dialect) 

BN  Bas-navarrais = Low Navarrese (Basque dialect) 

c  Common Basque: the form in all dialects / or the most widespread form 

Crc  Circassian = Adyge-Kabardian 

EB  Euskara Batua (standard Basque)  

G  Gipuzkoan (Basque dialect) 

L  Lapurdian = Labourdin (Basque dialect) 

PDC  Proto-Dene-Caucasian 

PEC  Proto-East Caucasian (see NCED) 

PNC  Proto-North Caucasian (see NCED) 

PWC  Proto-West Caucasian 

R  Roncalese (Basque dialect) 

Sal  Salazarese (Basque dialect)  

Z  Zuberoan = Souletin (Basque dialect) 

 

Abbreviations: bibliographical sources 

 
AW  Aulestia & White: Basque-English English-Basque Dictionary  

ASJU  Anuario del Seminario de Filologia Vasca ‘Julio de Urquijo’ 

BK  Baskisch und Kaukasisch (Bouda 1948) 

BKE  Baskisch-Kaukasische Etymologien (Bouda 1949a) 

BP  Basque Phonology (in a Dene-Caucasian Context): (Bengtson 2008b) 

BS  Baskskij i severokavkazskie … (Čirikba [Chirikba] 1985) 

Č  Chirikba [Čirikba] (1996) 

CILL  Cahiers de l’Institut de Linguistique de Louvain 

DED  Dravidian Etymological Dictionary (Burrow & Emeneau 1984) 

Dicc  Diccionario de la lengua española. Real Academia Española 

ECLF East Caucasian Language Family (van den Berg 2005)  

EDB  Etymological Dictionary of Basque (Trask 2008) 

EDLI  Etymological Dictionary of Latin and the Other Italic Languages (de Vaan 2008) 

EHL Evolution of Human Language (Project files). An International Project on the Linguistic Prehistory 

of Humanity  coordinated by the Santa Fe Institute.1  http://ehl.santafe.edu/main.html 

FLV  Fontes Linguae Vasconum 

HB  History of Basque (Trask 1997) 

HU  Hurro-Urartian (Diakonoff & Starostin 1986) 

Hub  Hubschmid (1960)   

K  Kuipers (1963) 

KHat  Kassian (Hatti 2010) 

KHur  Kassian (Hurro-Urartian 2011) 

L  Löpelmann (1968) 

M  Michelena (1961) Fonética histórica vasca 

MCG  “Materials for a Comparative Grammar ...” (Bengtson 2008d) 

MDE  Materiales para un diccionario etimológico (Agud & Tovar 1988-) 

ms  Manuscript: e.g. (B-ms) refers to a manuscript in the Bizkaian dialect (Azkue)   

NCED  North Caucasian Etymological Dictionary: (Nikolaev & Starostin 1994) 

NCR  “North Caucasian Roots” (Nikolaev & Starostin 1991) 

OEH  Orotariko Euskal Hiztegia / Diccionario General Vasco (Michelena 1987)   

Orig  Origini della lingua basca (Trombetti 1925) 

                                                           
1 In general the data obtained from EHL and TOB (see below) are equivalent. Many EHL/TOB files are available 

on the websites cited, while some others are privately used and continually edited by EHL researchers. 

http://ehl.santafe.edu/main.html
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PNAS  Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 

REW  Romanisches etymologisches Wörterbuch (Meyer-Lübke 1911) 

RIEV   Revue internationale des études basques   

RS  Refranes y sentencias (1596): see HB 47, M 33.  

RSUH Russian State University for Humanities / Rossijskij gosudarstvennyj gumanitarnyj universitet  

SCG  Sino-Caucasian Glossary (Starostin 2005b) 

SCP  Sino-Caucasian Phonology (Starostin 2005a) 

SKJa  Slovar’ kavkazskix jazykov (Klimov & Xalilov 2003)  

SF  “Some features of Dene-Caucasian phonology ...” (Bengtson 2008) 

SSE  “Sravnitel’nyj slovar’ enisejskix jazykov” (Starostin 1995b) 

ST  Sino-Tibetan (Peiros & Starostin 1996) 

T  Turner (1962-66) 

TOB  Tower of Babel: International, Web-based project on historical and comparative linguistics 

developed by S. A. Starostin & Yu. Bronnikov http://starling.rinet.ru/main.html 

U  Uhlenbeck (1924) 

Urz  Urreiztieta-Rivera (1980 

V  Vycichl (1983) 

WP  Walde (Pokorny 1927) 

X  Xajdakov (1973) 
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Guide to Phonetic Transcriptions 

 

Note:  Most of the unusual phonetic symbols found in the etymologies in this book pertain to North 

Caucasian languages. For vowels, PNC and some NC languages may have phonemic length contrasts 

(e.g. ĕ / ē), and a few have pharyngealized vowels (NCED aI, eI, iI, oI, uI, shown in etymologies in 

this work as a,̣ e,̣ i,̣ o,̣ u,̣ respectively). Some NC languages and Bsq dialects (mainly Z and R) may 

have nasal vowels (ã, ẽ, ĩ, õ, ũ, ü̃). Phonemic length contrasts are absent in Basque, except secondarily 

in some dialects (e.g. Bizkaian [śa:r] ‘old’ < *sahaṙ).  

In many of the North Caucasian languages consonants may have any of a number of 

secondary   articulations, and combinations thereof, including glottalization (e.g. c ̣= c’ or ts’); 

tenseness (a.k.a. fortis or geminate articulation: e.g., c:, c:̣, č:, etc.; in some notations shown as c̄, č̄, 

etc.); labialization (e.g., cw, čw, etc.), dentolabialization (e.g. ćv, č́:v, etc.); palatalization (e.g., č́, d́, 

etc.); pharyngealization (e.g. qʕ, χʕ, etc. = NCED qI, χI, etc.). All possible variations and combinations 

of these articulations are not shown below; however for PNC reconstructions these are all listed in 

detail in NCED, pp. 15-21.  

For more detailed information about NC phonetics, see Catford 1977: 286-95; Catford 1991: 

241-50; ECLF 151-54. Both authors cite other materials, for those who read Russian or Georgian. 

 

ʔ   glottalized laryngeal (glottal) stop (NC) 

ʕ   voiced emphatic laryngeal [pharyngeal] fricative (NC) 

ʡ   glottalized emphatic laryngeal [lower pharyngeal, or epiglottal] stop (NC) 

A  some back unrounded vowel (cover symbol used in NC reconstructions) 

β, β voiced labial fricative (continuant or approximant), as in Bsq zabal [saβal] ‘wide’, Spanish 

jabalí [xaβalˈi] ‘wild pig’ 

c  voiceless (aspirated) hissing [laminal] affricate [ts] = Basque orthographic tz 

ć  voiceless (aspirated) hissing-hushing [apical] affricate = Basque orthographic ts 

C  any consonant (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

c ̣ lax glottalized hissing [laminal] affricate [ts’] (NCED) 

č  voiceless (aspirated) hushing [palatal] affricate = Basque orthographic tx 

č ̣ lax glottalized hushing [palatal] affricate = [č’] (NCED) 

č’  lax glottalized hushing [palatal] affricate (NC) (= NCED č)̣ 

d́, dy  palatalized dental stop (NC) = Basque orthographic dd, as in onddo ‘toadstool’, also 

described as a palatal stop [Ɉ]; also a regional (BN, L) realization of Bsq j 

dɮ  voiced lateral affricate (= NCED Ł)  

δ, δ voiced dental fricative (continuant or approximant), as in Bsq bide [biδe] ‘road, path’, 

Spanish pide [piδe] ‘asks’ 

E  any front unrounded vowel (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

Ĕ  any front short unrounded vowel (cover symbol used in NC reconstructions) 
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Ē  any front long unrounded vowel (cover symbol used in NC reconstructions) 

ə  mid mid-low unrounded vowel (NC) 

ɢ   voiced uvular stop (affricate) (= NCED G) 

ɣ  voiced velar fricative (NC); for Bsq see [ɣ, ɣ] 

ɣ, ɣ  voiced velar fricative (continuant or approximant), as in Bsq ogi [oɣi] ‘bread’, Spanish fogón 

[foɣˈon] ‘hearth’  

h  voiceless laryngeal fricative (Bsq, NC); silent in southern “Spanish” Bsq 

h ̣ voiceless pharyngeal fricative (NC) = NCED [X̀]1 

ħ  voiceless emphatic laryngeal [pharyngeal] fricative (NC) 

ɦ  voiced laryngeal fricative (NC); in Bsq reconstructions, a laryngeal of uncertain quality, 

possibly voiced 

I  (палочка = ‘little stick’) after any vowel or consonant signifies pharyngealization (NCED: 

see note above) 

ɨ  mid high unrounded vowel (NC) 

j  palatal resonant (NCED); orthographic j in Bsq has various regional realizations (see chapter 

III), including [j], also written [y]2  

k  voiceless (aspirated) velar stop (Bsq, NC) 

ḳ  glottalized velar stop = [k’] (NC) 

ḳx  glottalized velar affricate (cover symbol used only in some intermediate NC reconstructions) 

K  any back (velar or uvular) consonant (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

l  lateral resonant (Bsq, NC) 

ĺ, ly  palatalized lateral resonant (see ʎ) 

ɮ  voiced lateral fricative (= NCED L) 

ɫ  lateral resonant or glide (symbol used in Bsq and NC reconstructions) 

ƛ  voiceless (aspirated) lateral affricate (NCED) = [tɬ] 

ƛ ̣ lax glottalized lateral affricate (NCED) = [tɬ’] 

Ł  voiced lateral affricate (NCED) = [dɮ] 

λ  voiceless lateral fricative (NCED) = [ɬ] 

ʎ palatalized lateral resonant = Basque orthographic ll 

L  voiced lateral fricative (NCED) = [ɮ] 

ń  palatalized dental nasal resonant (NC) 

ñ palatalized dental nasal resonant (Basque) 

ŋ  velar nasal resonant 

                                                           
1 A “lower pharyngeal raucous fricative” (Catford 1991: 247). 
2 In High Navarre and southwestern Bizkaia (HB 85-86): see also [d ́], [š], [x], [χ], [ž], [ǯ]. 
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N  any nasal resonant (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

O  any back rounded vowel (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

Ŏ  any back short rounded vowel (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

Ō  any back long rounded vowel (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

ṗ  glottalized labial stop (NCED) = [p’] 

P  any labial consonant (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

q  voiceless (aspirated) uvular affricate (NC) = [qχ] 

q:  tense (unaspirated) uvular stop (NC)3 

q’  lax glottalized uvular affricate (NC) (= NCED q̇) 

q̇  lax glottalized uvular affricate (NC) = [q’] or [qχ’] 

r  dental vibrant (NC); alveolar flap (Basque) 

ŕ  palatalized dental vibrant (NC) 

ṙ alveolar trill = Basque orthographic rr (realized as a voiced uvular trill in northwestern Bsq) 

ʁ  voiced uvular fricative 

R  any resonant (cover symbol used in reconstructions)4  

R  voiced pharyngeal fricative 

s  voiceless hissing [laminal] fricative = Basque orthographic z 

ś  voiceless hissing-hushing [apical] fricative = Basque orthographic s 

š  voiceless hushing [palatal] fricative = Basque orthographic x 

t  voiceless (aspirated) dental stop (NC); in Basque aspiration varies among dialects (HB 83-

84) 

t  palatalized dental stop = Basque orthographic tt, as in ttantta ‘tiny drop, little bit’  

ṭ  glottalized dental stop 

T  any coronal consonant (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

tɬ voiceless (aspirated) lateral affricate (= NCED ƛ) 

tɬ’ lax glottalized lateral affricate (= NCED ƛ)̣ 

ts’ lax glottalized hissing [laminal] affricate (= NCED c ̣) 

ü  front high rounded vowel (NC); regional (northeastern) variant of Basque *u, usually realized 

as [ʏ] or [ø] 

u̯  labial glide (PNC) 

V  any vowel (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

V̆  any short vowel (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

                                                           
3 “But in Avaro-Andian – tense uvular affricate; in some Lezghian languages (Rutul, Shakhdagh) it is 

functionally not tense, but voiced, because they lack other tense consonants – but actually pronounced as 

voiceless tense unaspirated” (NCED 19). 
4 “In ProtoTsezi-Khvarshi it denotes ‘either *r or *l’” (NCED 19). 
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V̄  any long vowel (cover symbol used in reconstructions) 

w  labial resonant (NC) 

x  voiceless velar fricative (NC); [x ~ χ] is a regional (mainly Gipuzkoan) realization of Bsq j 

(cf. Castilian jota) 

χ  voiceless uvular fricative (NC); see [x] for regional Bsq realization 

X̀  voiceless pharyngeal fricative: see [h]̣ 

z  voiced hissing [laminal] fricative (NC); Bsq orthographic z is a voiceless laminal [s] 

ź  voiced hissing-hushing [apical] fricative (NC) 

ž  voiced hushing [palatal] fricative = IPA [ʒ] (NC); also a regional (Zuberoan) realization of 

Bsq j 

ʒ  voiced hissing [laminal] affricate [dz]; exists in Bsq only in western expressive utterances 

like dzast! ‘bang!’ 

ʒ́  voiced hissing-hushing [apical] affricate (NC) 

ǯ  voiced hushing [palatal] affricate (NC) = [dž]; also a regional (Bizkaian) realization of Bsq j 
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Appendix A: 

Rosters of the most historically stable lexicon 

 
The following comparison shows the agreements and discrepancies among the three lists of most stable 

vocabulary discussed in the Introduction:1 

 

Table A. Rosters of historically stable lexicon. 

Dolgopolsky  
List 

Yakhontov  
List 

Starostin 
50-item  
list 

Rank 
(on 50-item list) 

  we   1 
 two/pair  two two  2 
 I/me  I I 3 
 eye  eye eye  4 
 you 
 (singular, informal)  

you 
(singular) 

thou  5 

who/what who who 6 

 fire fire 7 

tongue  tongue tongue 8 
 stone stone 9 
name  name name 10 
 hand hand 11 
who/what what what 12 
dead die die 13 
    heart 14 
  drink 15 
 dog dog 16 

louse/nit  louse 
louse 
(head) 

17 

 moon moon 18 
nail   fingernail 19 
 blood blood 20 
 one one 21 
tooth  tooth tooth 22 
   new new 23 

  
dry (e.g.  
of clothes) 

24 

  eat 25 
 tail tail 26 

  
hair 
(of head) 

27 

water  water water 28 
 nose nose 29 
no/not  not 30 
  mouth 31 
 ear ear 32 
  bird 33 

                                                           
1 In the interest of keeping the table as brief as possible, some of Yakhontov’s items that do not appear on the 50-

item list have been omitted, namely ‘fish, full, give, horn, know, salt, this, wind, year’. 
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Dolgopolsky  
List 

Yakhontov  
List 

Starostin 
50-item  
list 

Rank 
(on 50-item list) 

 bone bone 34 
 sun sun 35 
  smoke 36 
  tree 37 
  ashes 38 
  rain 39 
  star 40 
  leaf 41 
  kill 42 
  foot 43 
  horn 44 
hear  hear 45 

  
meat 
(as food) 

46 

 egg egg 47 
  black 48 
  head 49 
  night 50 
tear (-drop)       
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Appendix B: The Position of Kartvelian 

 

In the earlier (pre-1980s) comparative studies of Basque with Caucasian languages it was 

unclear whether the South Caucasian languages (later known as Kartvelian) were closer to, or farther 

from, Basque than the othe major groups of indigenous Caucasian languages, the Northwest (or West) 

and the Northeast (or East) Caucasian tongues. Over time, especially in the latter half of the twentieth 

century, it became more apparent that the Northwest and Northeast groups belonged together, as “North 

Caucasian,” and that Kartvelian was quite distinct from the two northern groups. (See Introduction 

and Phonology).  

 

Table B: Comparison of Basque with (North) Caucasian vs. Kartvelian (“South 

Caucasian”). All items are drawn from the Swadesh 100-word list of basic vocabulary. 
(gloss) Basque Caucasian (North) 

selected comparanda 

Proto-(North) 
Caucasian 

Proto-Kartvelian 

die  *hil Avar =al’̉- 

Chechen =al- 

*=iwƛẸ̆ *k’wed-, 

*ɣar- 

dog  *hor Avar hoy 

Budukh χor 

*χHwĕy-rV- *ʒ́aɣl- 

dry  *agoṙ Avar =aq’wara 

Lak q’uray 

*=iɢwĂr *qmel-, 

*šwer- / šwr- 

ear  *be=la-ṙi Chechen ler-g 

Dargi liħi 

*ɫĕHi *q’̉ur-, 

*śtum- 

fire  *śu Avar ts’a  

Lak ts’u 

*cặyɨ̆ *ʒecx- 

 

horn *a=daṙ Avar tɬ:ar 

Chechen kur 

*ƛwɨ̆rV *kra- 

I  *ni Lak na 

Dargi nu 

*nɨ̆ *me(n)- 

know  *e=akin Akhwakh =eq ̉- 

Khwarshi =iq ̉- 

*=ĭq̇Ē *k(a)b-, 

*cn- 

old *sahaṙ Avar =asrá-ya- 

Chechen šira 

*swĕrho 

~ *r(h)ĕswo 

*ʒ́w-, 

*meć- 

smoke  *(e=)kē Avar k’:uy 

Lak k:aw 
*kẉɨ̆nħV *k’wam- 

thou  *hi Chechen ħo 

Dargi ħu 

*ʁwV̄ *sen- 

tongue  *minhi Andi mits’:i 

Tabasaran melz 

*mĕlcị̆ *nena 

tooth  *horc Lak k:arč: *gərǯwē *k’bil- 

what?  *se-r Dargi s:e 

Avar s:u-n- 

*sāy *ma- 

 

In this book (and in my model of Basque-Caucasian comparisons over more than two decades) 

the Basque language is related to North Caucasian and not Kartvelian (see Table B). In these sets the 

only strong resemblance between PNC and PK is the word for ‘smoke’ (PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV ~ PK *k’wam-). 

This resemblance has at least three possible explanations: (1) borrowing by Kartvelian < N. Caucasian; 
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(2) PK *k’wam- from a distinct Nostratic etymon = Altaic *kʻŏ̀ lmV ‘cloud, shadow’ (cf. Manchu xelme 

‘shadow’, Korean kurɨm ‘cloud’, Japanese kúmo ‘cloud’, etc.); (3) Bsq *kē, PNC *kẉɨ̆nħV and PK 

*k’wam- may be related at a deep ‘Borean’ level (cf. Finnish kumuri ‘cloudlet’, Komi ki̮me̮r, ki̮me̮.r 

‘cloud’, Telugu kummu ‘smoldering ashes’, etc.).1 

There are only vague and less convincing resemblances between few other words: Bsq *śu, 

PNC *cặyɨ̆ ~ PK *ʒecx- ‘fire’; Bsq *sahaṙ, PNC *swĕrho ~ PK *ʒ́w- ‘old’, but these do not seem to 

have any time depth, and other PNC-Kartvelian lexical sets do not corroborate the same phonological 

matches.  

For these reasons linguists of the Moscow Circle classify these language families in two 

distinct, but remotely related, macrofamilies: Basque + North Caucasian in Sino-Caucasian (Dene-

Caucasian) and Kartvelian in Nostratic. The American Nostraticist Allan Bomhard also includes 

Kartvelian, but not North Caucasian, in his model of Nostratic. Joseph Greenberg (2000) considered 

Kartvelian closer than Dravidian and Afro-Asiatic to his postulated Eurasiatic macrofamily, but not a 

proper member, and North Caucasian is not mentioned at all. 

 

*   *   *  

                                                           
1 These remote cognates are according to the Nostratic Etymology Database. http://starling.rinet.ru/ 

http://starling.rinet.ru/
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Appendix C: 

A Discussion of the Lexicostatistical Study by Tovar, et al. (1961) 

 

As described by Urreiztieta-Rivera (1980; henceforth Urz), this study was conducted by 

Antonio Tovar, a prominent figure in Hispanic and Basque linguistics, in collaboration with Karl 

Bouda, René Lafon, Luis Michelena, Werner Vycichl, and Morris Swadesh.2  

As already mentioned in this book, Bouda was “the most enthusiastic of all the proponents of 

a Basque-Caucasian link” and proposed nearly 500 putative cognates (HB 393). Lafon was a well-

respected authority on Basque; Trask described him as a “distinguished vasconist” who was “cautious 

almost to a fault” and who analyzed Basque with “clarity and scrupulousness” (HB, 55, 65); and 

Lafon was also a proponent of what he called “Euscaro-Caucasian,” though in a more restrained and 

circumspect manner than Bouda. Unfortunately, from the point of view of the model argued here, 

both Bouda and Lafon included Kartvelian as well as North Caucasian material in their lexical and 

grammatical comparisons (see Introduction, chapter VI, and Appendix B).  

Michelena, as discussed throughout this book, was the greatest of Basque historical linguists, 

though he ultimately was not convinced of a Basque-Caucasian link. Vycichl was an eminent 

authority on Ancient Egyptian and Coptic. Swadesh was well-known as an anthropological linguist 

and the founding father of lexicostatistics, which had been unveiled less than a decade earlier 

(Swadesh 1951, 1952, 1955), so this was one of its earliest applications.   

The lexicostatistical study used 215 English glosses (assembled from Swadesh’s 

lexicostatistical lists) and juxtaposed them with their synonyms in Basque and several other 

languages. Bouda provided the data on Chukchi, Avar, and Circassian; Lafon contributed the 

Georgian synonyms; Michelena the Basque, and Vychichl the Egyptian, Coptic, and Arabic data. 

Swadesh offered advice and comments on the project.  

Since, as stated in the Introduction, I do not work with lexicostatistics, the main concern here 

will be an etymological analysis of the results of the Basque and North Caucasian lexical comparisons 

by Tovar, et al. And because of the more transparent similarities between Basque and Avar-Andian 

putative cognates (see chapters VI and VII), the focus here will be on the Basque – Avar comparisons. 

This does not necessarily mean that Avar is more closely related to Basque than Circassian is, only 

that Circassian, and West Caucasian in general, have undergone some radical phonetic changes that 

make cognates more difficult to identify and verify.3 For example, Avar ʕorčo ‘intestines, guts’, with 

its disyllabic form, is more transparently similar to Bsq *ɦerce / *ɦeśte (classical Northern Bsq 

hertze),4 with the same meaning, than is Abkhaz (á-)tsa ‘abomasum, rennet’, where the shape has 

been reduced to one syllable, and the meaning is also slightly different; nevertheless, these Avar and 

                                                           
2 As of this writing, the author did not have access to the 1961 article, and relied on the superb analysis by Urz.  
3 “The comparison of PWC with EC languages suggests that late PWC underwent a fundamental restructuring of 

its phonological, morphological and syntactic systems” (Chirikba 2015: 19). 
4 For the match of Bsq *h / *ɦ = Avar /ʕ/, cf. also: Bsq *hegi ‘ridge, crest; border’, etc. ~ Avar ʕorq:í ‘boundary’ 

(D.11); Bsq *hur ‘water’ ~ Avar ʕor ‘river’ (E.1); Bsq *ɦaic ‘stone, rock’ ~ Avar ʕuts’: ‘stone’ (D.15); Bsq 

*ɦerde ‘drool’ ~ Avar ʕet’ ‘sweat’ (A.80); Bsq *huć ‘empty, bare’ ~ Avar ʕíts’:a- ‘bare, naked’ (R.8); etc. 
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Abkhaz words are equally cognate with Bsq *ɦerce, and both are derivable from the same PNC proto-

form, according to NCED (see Table C.2, no. 142).5 

In Table C.1 the author (JDB) analyzes the Basque–Avar matches found by Tovar, et al. 

Column 1 indicates the row on the original table, followed by column 2, the English gloss; column 3 

consists of the Basque synonym of the canonic gloss, as provided by Michelena;6 column 4 shows the 

corresponding Proto-Basque reconstruction (by JDB, if any) as shown in the etymology number in 

column 5; column 6 is the Avar word as provided by Bouda; column 7, the Avar word as found in 

NCED; column 8, the Proto-East Caucasian reconstruction of the foregoing Avar word, according to 

NCED; 9th column is the judgment whether the Basque–Avar matches are genetic cognates (+), or not 

(–), or undetermined (?), in the opinion of the author (JDB); and the final 10th column consists of 

additional notes, if any, about the Basque–Avar comparisons. 

 

Table C.1: Basque–Avar comparisons by Tovar, et al. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 English 
gloss 

Basque 
(Michelena) 

Proto-
Basque 
(JDB) 

Etym. 
No. 

Avar 
(Bouda) 

Avar 
(NCED) 

PEC 
(NCED) 

Cogna-
tion 

+ / – 

Evaluation / 
notes  

9 what zer *se-r U.9 ši-b  š:i- *ši 

? 

Cognation 
depends on 
whether PEC 
*ši is simply 
an 
expressive 
variant of 
PEC *sāy 
(see Table 
C.2 and 
chapter X: 
Expressive 
Forms).  

17 with -kin — — -gun — — 

? 

Comitative 
case, not 
otherwise 
discussed in 
this book.7 

24 this au *hau- U.10 a-  
 

ha-, 
he- 

*hă 
+ 

See 
complete 

                                                           
5 This is not always the case, for example Circassian (Adyge) tsəʁwa ‘mouse’ is more semantically similar to Bsq 

*śagu ‘mouse’, and a little more phonetically similar to the common Bsq pronunciation [śaɣu] than the Avar 

cognate tsatɬ’:ú ‘weasel’ (cf. Bsq sat-andere ‘weasel’: see Etymology B.12). 
6 “In general, Michelena's dialect here is a combination of a predominant Guipuzcoan one with influences from 

High-Navarrese” (Urz 112). Michelena was a native of Renteria in Gipuzkoa. 
7 The comitative (Lafon’s “unitive”) is generally considered a late addition to the case system, composed of 

genitive -e + noun kide ‘fellow, mate’ + locative -n (Lafon 1968: 1761; HB 201). If so, it is unlikely that Avar -

gun is etymologically related to the Bsq form, but derived from the PNC [locative series marker] *-k- / *-g- 

(Starostin 2002); cf. Hunzib -go / -g [adessive] (van den Berg 1995: 44-46); Akhwakh beča-g-e ‘on the 

mountain’, beča-g-u ‘from the mountain’, etc. (HU 75, 79-80). See also MDE X 269: -KI(N) ‘con’. Bizkaian has 

instead -gaz, plural -kaz [comitative]: see the discussion in HB 201-203; MDE XIII 335. Cognation between Bsq 

*-e-ki-n and/or *-ga-s and PNC *-k- / *-g- still seems possible to this author (JDB).  
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 English 
gloss 

Basque 
(Michelena) 

Proto-
Basque 
(JDB) 

Etym. 
No. 

Avar 
(Bouda) 

Avar 
(NCED) 

PEC 
(NCED) 

Cogna-
tion 

+ / – 

Evaluation / 
notes  

etymology: 
U.10. 

27 sit eseri *e=sé-ri V.30 čč?e  
 

č’:e- *=Vmc V́r 

_ 

Avar č’:e- 
cognate 
instead with 
Bsq *e=sari 
‘sit, set’ 
(V.31). 

32 fall erori *e=rori V.19 -orti  =ort- *=ǟtwV 

– 

No known 
Bsq cognate 
of PEC 
*=ǟtwV ‘to 
beat, hit’. 

89 smoke kee *(e=)kē F.2 kk?uj  k’:uy *k wɨn̆ħV 

+ 

See 
complete 
etymology: 
F.2. 

94 ashes (err)auts *hauc ́ F.5 raqu raq:ú *laqū 

– 

No known 
Bsq cognate 
of PNC *laqū 
‘ashes, dust’. 

111 worm ar *ha[m]aṙ B.46 hapara, 
habara  

ħapára *ɦabarV 
+ See 

complete 
etymologies 
referenced 

in column 5. 

185 wet eze *hese R.25 -ičči 
(verb)  

=ič:- *=HäcẃĂ 
+ 

209 not ez *ese V.73 heč?o  he-č’o *ʒ́ǝ̆ / *ć ǝ̆ + 

 
Comments on Table C.1:  In Tovar’s judgment, there are only 10 Basque – Avar matches; note that 

he put a query or doubt (?) on two of them, 27 and 111. As discussed by Urz (pp. 109-117) some of 

Tovar’s matches were questioned by Swadesh and Michelena. Swadesh remarked that his cognate 

percentages were much higher than Tovar’s. Michelena commented that, unlike Tovar, he would have 

matched Bsq su [śu] ‘fire’ with Georgian c?v- [ts’u / ts’v-] ‘to burn’ (and, presumably, also Avar c?a 

[ts’a] ‘fire’): see Table C.2, #100.8 

According to the model proposed in this book, with its tighter taxonomic focus, greater 

phonetic exactitude, and a more critical examination of etymologies, only five of Tovar’s ten matches 

are considered genetic cognates (with two others still doubtful). However, in addition to the five 

cognates in Table C.1, in this model we propose 21 additional Basque–Avar cognates, with exact 

semantic matches: see Table C.2. In addition to these, one can add at least 19 “oblique cognates” 

(those with less exact semantics): see Table C.3.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8 The match of Kartvelian *c ̣́ w- ‘burn, roast’ and PNC *cặjɨ̆ ‘fire’ has sometimes been adduced as evidence for 

“Ibero-Caucasian,” i.e. North Caucasian + Kartvelian (Tuite 2008): see Foreword and Appendix B. 
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Table C.2: Additional Basque–Avar cognates from the Tovar, et al. list. The content of 

columns is the same as in Table C.1, except column 9 (cognation), since all matches are deemed 

cognate. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 English 
gloss 

Basque 
(Michelena) 

Proto-
Basque 
(JDB) 

Etym. 
No. 

Avar 
(Bouda) 

Avar 
(NCED) 

PEC 
(NCED) 

Evaluation / 
notes  

5 ye 
[2ppl.] 

zuek *su-ek U.4 nuz n-už  
 

*w=izẃV-  PEC *w=izẃV- 
was oblique, 
with class 
marker *w=; 
direct form 
was *zẃe.̆ 

9 what zer *se-r U.9  s:u-n- *sāy Avar s:u-n- is 
oblique base. 

20 near urbil *huṙ- + 
*bil 

I.15, 
R.46 

?agar  ʕagára- *ɦiğVrV 

See the 
respective  

 
etymologies,  

 
referenced in  

 
column 5, for  

 
additional 

notes  
 

and other 
details. 

22 here emen *hau-
en 

U.10 hani- [hani-] *hă + *nV 

53 day egun *egu-n G.22, 
H.4 

q?o q’ō  
 

*Hwīq̇V 

56 two bi *bi M.3 k?i k’i-go *q̇Hwǟ 

65 twenty ogei *hogei M.9 q?o q’:ó-go *ɢǝ̆ 
 

77 little [txiki] *ti-pi R.55 hit?in hit’ína- *t  iHV 
~ *Hit  V 

81 star izar *i=saṙ G.21 cc?va ts’:wa 
 

*ʒwhărī / 
*ʒwăhrī 

95 earth lur *luHuṙ D.1 raλ? ratɬ’: *lhĕmŁwɨ ̆

100 fire su *śu 
~ *i=cú 

F.1 c?a ts’a 
 

*c ăyɨ ̆/ 
*c ŭy-9 

115 dog [zakur] *hor N.1 hvej hoy 
 

*χHwĕye / 
*χHwĕy-rV10 

Northern Bsq 
hor ~ or ‘dog’.11 

125 tongue mingain *minhi 
+ *gain 

 macc? mats’: *mĕlc i ̆ EB mihi. 
mingain is 
properly G and 
Bzt 

142 guts este *ɦerce 
/ 
*ɦeśte 

A.54 ?orčo ʕorčo *HĂrčV EB heste, (BN, 
L) hertze, etc.: 
see A.54. 

152 sleep lo [egin] *lo K.15 λ?iži tɬ’:í-ž- *=HVwƛ Ān  

                                                           
9 Direct / oblique stems, respectively. It seems that Bsq has generalized the old oblique stem. (See also 115 

‘dog’.) 
10 direct / oblique. Apparently Bsq has generalized the old oblique stem, also, convergently, in Budukh χor ‘dog’, 

Kryz χwar; Khinalug pχra ‘dog’ (see N.1).  
11 Tovar et al. selected zakur (~ txakur), the most common word for ‘dog’ in Bsq dialects. However northern 

dialects have hor or or ‘dog’, a word also recorded in old old southern Bsq texts (see etymology N.1). 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 English 
gloss 

Basque 
(Michelena) 

Proto-
Basque 
(JDB) 

Etym. 
No. 

Avar 
(Bouda) 

Avar 
(NCED) 

PEC 
(NCED) 

Evaluation / 
notes  

166 spit  ixtua 
[bota] (v.) 

*tu A.84 tve tuy (n.) 
tuy- (v.) 

*twǝyV  

167 talk 
(v.) 

[mintzatu] *hic 
[egin] 

L.10 -ici =íts-ine *=[ī]mcŪ EB hitz egin ‘to 
talk’ 
(synonym 
choice) 

168 black beltz *b=elc R.2 [č?e?er] č’eʕéra- *Hč ōlV̄  

173 old zaar *sahar ̇ R.40  asrá-ya-  *swĕrho 

174 dry [legor] *agor ̇ R.20 -aq?va =aq’:ʷara- *=iɢwĂr EB agor ‘dry, 
sterile’ 
(synonym 
choice) 

189 sister aizpa *an-
his-ba 

J.11 jacc y=ats: *=ɨć̆ĭ  

 
Table C.3: Basque–Avar “oblique cognates.” The following matches are also cognates, 

according to model followed in this book. The semantic matches are not exact, but typologically 

common or plausible, in my opinion. See the etymologies, referenced in column 6, for details.  

 Avar word 
NCED [Bouda] 

gloss Basque word gloss Etymology 
No. 

73    χ:alá-ta- 
[χχalat]  

 ‘long’    *heugali / 
*heu[l]agi  

 ‘abundant, numerous’   R.38 

75   q’:warí-da- 
[q?varid]  

 ‘narrow’    *garhi   ‘thin, slender’   R.59  

80    ts’:am [cc?an]   ‘salt’    *sámi-n   ‘bitter, sour, pungent’   R 15  

82    baq’: [baq?]   ‘sun’12    *hil-argi   ‘moon’   G.23  

85    nak’: [nakk?]   ‘cloud’ (PEC 
*rä̆nƛ̣wV̆)  

  *lanbro   ‘fog, mist’   G.8  

87    ɬ:im [LLin]   ‘water’ (PEC *xä̆nɦɨ)̆    *u-hain   ‘wave’   E.9  

90    ʕázu [?azo]   ‘snow’    *Hainc-   ‘frost’ (cf. G-Tolosa 

antzigar ‘fine-grained 
snow’)  

 G.15 

99    ʕor [?or]   ‘river’    *hur   ‘water’   E.1  

112    boróx [borox]   ‘snake’13    *barhe   ‘slug, snail’   B.28  

117    ħinč’: [hinčč?]   ‘bird’    *hunc / 
*honc  

 ‘owl’   B.23  

119    č’:užu [čč?užu]   ‘woman’ (< ts’:u-žo)    *a=ćo   ‘old woman’   J.7  

131    han [han]   ‘meat’    *hune   ‘marrow, pith, brain’   A.2  

136    bet’ér [bet?er]   ‘head’    *mutu-r ̇  ‘snout, muzzle, end’   A.18  

147    boχ: [boχχ]   ‘leg’    *b=ehe   ‘bottom, ground, 
below’  

 I.14  

                                                           
12 Avar baq’:, etc. < PNC *wi=rǝ̄q̇Ă ‘sun’ (NCED 1051; with class prefix *w-: see Schulze 1992: 221). 
13 Cf. Lak (Vikhli dial.) laχ̣ča-baṛčalu ‘a petrified snail’ (laχ̣ča- = literary Lak luχč:i ‘earth’ = Bsq *luHuŕ id.). 
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153    č’ágo- [č?ago]   ‘live’ [alive] (< PEC 

*ćạ̄ŁwV ‘blood; life’)  
  *i=serdi   ‘sweat; sap’   A.89  

157    tɬ’:er- [λ?eri]   ‘fear’    *laṙi   ‘sadness, worry’   K.4  

161    s:únt’-ize 
[ssunt?i, 
ssent?e]  

 ‘to smell’    *sunda   ‘smell, odor’   L.15  

170    ba=ʕára- 
[ba?ar]  

 ‘red’    *hori   ‘yellow’   R.4  

173    χéra- [χer]   ‘old’    *a=gure   ‘old man’   J.6  
 

In Table C.4 the Basque–Circassian matches by Tovar, et al., are analyzed in a manner analogous to 

the Basque–Avar matches in Table C.1.  

 

Table C.4: Basque–Circassian comparisons by Tovar, et al. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 English 
gloss 

Basque 
(Miche-
lena) 

Proto-
Basque 
(JDB) 

Etym. 
No. 

Circassian 
(Bouda) 

Circassian 
(NCED) 
A = Adyge 
K = 
Kabardian 

PWC 
 
N = NCED 
Č = 
Chirikba 

Cogna-
tion 

+ / – 

Evaluation / 
notes  

9 what zer *se-r U.9 səd   A sǝd(ā)  
K sət   

*sA N 

+ 

Bsq *se- = Crc 
*sǝ- (with 
different 
suffixes). 

20 near urbil *huṙ- + 
*bil 

I.15, 
R.46 

ble bɮā-ʁa *bǝLá N 
*bLá Č  

– 

Crc bɮā- is 
related instead 
to Bsq *erdi 
‘middle, half’ 
(see I.11).14 

22 here emen *hau-en U.10 məŝ — *mǝ- 

– 

Bsq /m/ is 
secondary, not 
related to PWC 
*mǝ-.15 

24? this au *hau- U.10 a ā *a   

< PNC  *ʔŏ ? 

Bsq *ha- = PNC 
*hă, possibly 
an allomorph of 
PNC *ʔŏ. 

27 sit eseri *e=sé-ri V.30 sə  -sə-n *sǝ- N 

*t’oa-
sǝ- Č 
 

– 

Bsq *e=sé-ri is 
related instead 
to Crc na-sǝ-n 
‘come’; Crc -sə-
n ‘sit’ is related 
to Bsq *e=isa-n 
‘be’ (V.38). 

58 four lau *lau M.5 pλ?ə  p’ƛ’ə *p(:)ǝƛ ́ǝ 
N 

*p’ƛ’́ǝ Č 
+ 

WC has a 
fossilized prefix 
*P- (absent in 
Bsq). 

                                                           
14 In Crc, ‘between, inside’ > ‘near’ (NCED). 
15 emen ‘here’ is southern Bsq = literary northern Bsq hemen; other dialects have intermediate forms like heben, 

eben, all from *hau- ‘this’ + locative *-n (see chapter XIII: U [Pronouns]; M 177; EDB 116). 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 English 
gloss 

Basque 
(Miche-
lena) 

Proto-
Basque 
(JDB) 

Etym. 
No. 

Circassian 
(Bouda) 

Circassian 
(NCED) 
A = Adyge 
K = 
Kabardian 

PWC 
 
N = NCED 
Č = 
Chirikba 

Cogna-
tion 

+ / – 

Evaluation / 
notes  

76 big andi *haundi R.12 jən A yǝnǝ 
K yǝn 

*jǝnǝ 
(*yǝnǝ) 
N 
 

– 

Bsq *haundi is 
related instead 
to PCrc 
*kʷandǝ ‘much, 
many’; PWC 
*yǝnǝ is of 
unclear origin. 

83? wind aize *ɦaise G.3 zə̂  žǝ́ *ɣǝ́ N 

– 

Bsq *ɦaise is 
related instead 
to Crc psa ‘soul, 
spirit’; PWC *ɣ́ǝ 
of unclear 
origin. 

89 smoke kee *kē 
~ 
*(e=)kē 

F.2 ?oəɣoə  A ʡʷǝ-
ʁʷ 
K ʡʷǝ-
ʁʷa 

*ʁʷV N 
*ʕoa Č 

+ 

Both Bsq *kē 
and Circ *ʁʷV 
are reduced 
forms: cf. PEC 
*ḳwɨn̆ħV 
‘smoke’.  

100 fire su *śu 
~ *i=cú 

F.1 maso?ə  A 
māš’va 
K māf’a 

*mAc ̫ a 
N 
 *mǝć’oa 
Č 

+ 

“The PWC form 
has a prefixed 
*ma- of 
somewhat 
obscure origin” 
(NCED). 

104 tree zugaitz *sul + 
*haice 

C.1, 
Q.51 

čəGə  
 

A čǝ-ɣǝ 
K žǝ-ɣ 

*č:́ʷǝ N 

< PNC 

*Hă(r)ǯwē  (+) 

Partial 
cognates: Crc 
čǝ- = Bsq *haice 
‘tree’: (R) atze 
‘tree’. 

137 mouth ao *a=ho Z.4 ?oə   ʡʷǝ *q́̇ʷǝ N 

< PNC 

*ɦŏmɢwĭ 
– 

Crc ʡʷǝ is 
related instead 
to Bsq *hog[w]i 
‘gums’ A.13  

149 die il *hil R.19 λ?e ƛ’a-n *ƛ ǝ-
/*ƛ a- N 

*ƛ’́ǝ Č 
+ 

PNC *=iwƛ̣E ̆
‘die; kill’. 

173 old zaar *sahar ̇ R.40 źə źə *ž̫́ ǝ N 
*žóǝ Č + 

The PWC form 
is severely 
reduced from 
PNC *swer̆ho. 

185 wet eze *hese R.25 soə 
(verb) 

 ? *sV́ ‘to 
swim’ > 
Crc ya-sǝ-n 
(N) 

– 

The Crc 
cognate of Bsq 
*hese is instead 
ʒ́ʷa- ‘to dam, 
cut off (water)’ 

190 father aita *aita J.9 ate A tǝ  
K āda 

*(a)ṕ:ǝ N 

*(a)toǝ Č ? 
Cognation 
depends on 
which PWC 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 English 
gloss 

Basque 
(Miche-
lena) 

Proto-
Basque 
(JDB) 

Etym. 
No. 

Circassian 
(Bouda) 

Circassian 
(NCED) 
A = Adyge 
K = 
Kabardian 

PWC 
 
N = NCED 
Č = 
Chirikba 

Cogna-
tion 

+ / – 

Evaluation / 
notes  

reconstruction 
one accepts.16 

191 mother ama *ama J.10 ane A nǝ 
K āna 

*(a)nǝ N 
*(a)na/ǝ 
Č – 

The Crc word is 
related instead 
to Bsq *aṅai- / 
*ne-ba 
‘brother’ J.12. 

197 hunt eizean 
[ibilli] 

[*e=hisa-
] 

— še A ša̅-
k’oă 
K śa-
k’oă 
 

*š̫́ V N 
*šoa Č 

? 

NCED relates 
the PWC word 
to PNC 
*wħɨs̄we 
‘mountain goat, 
deer’.17 

 
Comments on Table C.4:  It is interesting that Tovar found only 10 Basque–Avar matches, but 

almost twice as many (18) Basque–Circassian matches, though four of these were marked as 

questionable (?), as two of the Basque–Avar matches were. Perhaps this is because so many 

Circassian words are monosyllabic and easy to match with either syllable of disyllabic Bsq words. 

The downside of this is that it also multiplies the possibilities of chance resemblances.  

So, as ever, only serious etymological analysis can be decisive, and according to the model 

proposed in this book only seven of Tovar’s eighteen Basque–Circassian matches (9, 58, 89, 100, 

104, 149, 173) are considered firm genetic cognates, with three others doubtful. It is also clear that 

some of Tovar’s matches seem arbitrary, for example the Bsq and Crc words for ‘fire’ were matched 

(see no. 100), but the more similar, and equally cognate, Avar word c?a [ts’a] ‘fire’ was not (see 

Table C.2). 

It is likely that one could go on and find additional Basque–Circassian cognates, both 

semantically exact and oblique, as was done for Basque–Avar in Tables C.2 and C.3, but that step will 

not be pursued here, beyond these two examples:  

Tovar no. 125 ‘tongue’: Crc bze [NCED bza-gwə ‘tongue’, bza ‘language’ < PNC *mĕlcị̆] = 

Bsq *minhi;  

Tovar no. 80 ‘salt’: Crc ŝəɣo [š́ǝʁw < *č̆́ǝ-ʁʷǝ́, possibly ‘salt-dry’ NCED] = Bsq EB itsaso 

‘sea’ < *i=c̆́ a-śo (see E.8).  

Some other Bsq–Crc cognates are also mentioned in column 10 of Table C.4 (see nos. 20, 

27, 76, 83, 137, 185, 191).  

                                                           
16 Chirikba (Č 189) offers three possibilities: (1) Ubykh toǝ (twǝ), PCirc *(a)t̅ǝ (*(a)t:ǝ) and PAbkhazian *abǝ 

‘father’ come from the same root, with Abkhazian altered by “baby talk”; (2) the Abkhazian *b is original > 

Ubykh *to (*tw) > PCirc *t̅ (*t:); (3) reconstruct two PWC roots, *abǝ ‘father’ and *(a)toǝ/a (*(a)twǝ/a) ‘father’. 

Chirikba finds PWC *(a)ṕ:ǝ (NCED 217) “not quite plausible phonetically.” I (JDB) prefer solution (3): both 

BABA and TATA are well-known globally distributed roots (especially ABA and ATA in Eurasia), sometimes both in 

the same language family (Bancel & Matthey de l’Etang 2004, Matthey de l’Etang & Bancel 2004). 
17 The PNC form looks, possibly, like *w=ħɨ̄swe, with a class prefix. If so, the segment *=ħɨ̄swe is phonetically 

compatible with Bsq *ehisa- ‘hunt’ (EB ehiza, ehiza-keta [n], ehiza-tu [v], ehizan ebili [v] ‘to go hunting’, etc. 

AW); also, especially in northern Bsq, referring to ‘(wild) animal, game’ (OEH: EHIZA); but nasal vowels in 

(Z) ĩhĩze may require *enhis- or *ehins- (see chapter VIII: Nasal vowels, pp. 123-25). This word is not otherwise 

discussed in the etymologies in this book. 
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Index I: Basque to English 

 

Most of the Basque words are listed in standard (euskara batua) form, more occasionally in a literary 

northern Basque form (Lapurdian, Low-Navarrese, or Zuberoan), rarely in other dialectal forms. If 

you do not see the desired word, because of variations in dialectal use of /h/, look for an added initial 

/h/ (such as hur for ur), or intervocalic /h/ (such as aihen for aien), etc. Or try the semantic index 

(Index II). Letter-number references to etymologies in chapter XIII.

A 
abere ‘cattle, (domestic) 

animal’ N.4 

adar1 ‘horn’ A.4 

adar2 ‘branch, knot’ C.39 

afari, apari, auhari ‘dinner, 

supper’ P.2 

agor ‘dry, barren, sterile’ R.20 

agure ‘old man’ J.6 

ahantzi, ahaztu ‘to forget’ Z.26 

ahari ‘ram, sheep’ N.16 

ahizpa ‘sister’ J.11, J.14 

aho, ao ‘mouth’ Z.4 

ahotz, aotz, autz ‘husk, chaff, 

straw’ C.48 

ahul, aul ‘weak, feeble, 

meager’ R.62 

ahuna, ahuña ‘kid (goat)’ N.18 

ahuntz ‘goat’ N.18 

ahur ‘palm (of hand), hollow 

(of hand)’ A.67 

ahutz ‘cheek’ A.14 

aihen, aien ‘branch, vinestock’ 

C.40 

aiher, aier ‘propensity, 

inclination, rancor, 

grudge’, etc. V.23 

ailla ‘stem; tail’ C.43 

ainegu ‘rye’ O.3 

aintzin, aitzin ‘front, in front, 

before’, etc. I.7 

aintzira: see lintzura 

aita ‘father’ J.9 

aitzur, hai(n)tzur ‘hoe, 

mattock, spade, pickax’ 

Q.13 

aize, axe: see haize 

aizpa, aizta: see ahizpa 

aizto, ainzto ‘knife’ Q.11 

aiztur, haiztur, (h)aizturrak 

‘scissors, shears’ Q.11  

akain ‘tick’ B.40 

akal ‘empty (shell)’ C.38 

akats, akatz, akets ‘cut, nick, 

fault’, etc. L.1 

aketz, aketx ‘boar’ N.23 

ala, alha ‘grazing, feeding, 

pasture’ N.25 

alaba, alhaba ‘daughter’ J.15 

alabaso ‘granddaughter’ J.13, 

J.15 

ale ‘seed, grain’ C.32 

algara ‘laugh, laughter’ K.9 

alhargun, alargun ‘widow, 

widower’ J.21 

alhor, alor ‘field (prepared for 

sowing)’ C.32  

algotz, alkotz ‘bran, husk’ 

C.32 

ama ‘mother’ J.10 

amets ‘dream, sleep’ K.14 

ametz ‘oak’ C.5 

anaia ‘brother’ J.12 

angio, angi ‘pasture’ D.4 

antz, antzi, antzo ‘likeness, 

similarity’ L.12 

antze, antzo ‘way, manner, 

skill’, etc. L.12  

apa ‘kiss’, apaka ‘kissing’ 

K.16 

apal ‘shelf, platform, dresser’, 

etc. Q.65 

apar ‘foam, froth, residue’ 

Z.17  

apo, apatx ‘hoof’ A.73 

ar ‘male’ J.3 

aragi: see haragi 

araka ‘knot (in tree)’ Q.53 

arakaldi ‘volley of beating 

sticks (poles)’ Q.53 

aran, arhan ‘plum, sloe’ P.15 

ardai: see hardo 

ardatz ‘spindle, axle’ Q.45 

ardi ‘flea’ B.37 

ardo, arno ‘wine’ P.22 

are, arhe ‘harrow, rake’ Q.14 

argi ‘light, bright’ G.23 

argi-zagi ‘moon’ G.23, G.24 

aro: see haro 

arra, arrai, arre ‘palm (of 

hand), span’ Z.5 

arrano ‘eagle’ B.14 

arreba ‘sister’ J.14 

arrubio: see harrubi 

arte ‘space, interval’ I.11 

artean ‘between, among’ I.11 

arto ‘millet, maize’ O.6 

asaba ‘ancestor’ J.13, J.14 

ase, asetu ‘to be full, sated’, 

etc. V.66 

aska ‘trough, manger, crib’ 

Q.22 

aski ‘enough’ R.34 

asko ‘many, much, a lot’ R.34 

astigar, aztigar, axtigar 

‘maple’ C.12 

asto ‘ass, donkey’ N.13 

astun ‘heavy, important, 

serious’ R.29 

asun: see hausin 

atso ‘old woman’ J.7  

atta: see aita 

atzamar: see atzapar 
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atzapar, aztapar ‘paw, claw, 

finger, hand’ A.68, A.70 

atze ‘back’, etc.: see hatze, 

hatz 

atze ‘tree’: see zuhaitz 

atzitu, atxitu ‘to catch, seize, 

take’ V.3 

atzo ‘yesterday’ H.10 

aurre ‘front (part), before, 

ahead’, etc. I.6  

aurtiki, aurdigi: see jaurti 

ausiki ‘to bite’ V.55 

auso ‘blizzard, torrent’ G.11 

auzo, hauzo ‘neighbor, 

neighborhood’ J.22 

azal ‘skin, bark, peel’ A.26 

azeri, azari, azegari, etc.: see 

hazeri 

azkon, azkonar, azkoin, etc. 

‘badger’ B.4, B.5  

 

B 
bage: see gabe 

bahe, bae ‘sieve, sifter’ Q.21 

balsa, baltsa ‘pool, pond, 

slush’, etc. E.4 

baratze ‘garden, orchard’ Q.8  

barda1 ‘belly, bowels, 

stomach’ A.51 

barda2, bart ‘last night’ H.6 

bardin ‘same, equal, even, 

smooth, flat’ R.48 

bar(h)e ‘slug’, bar(h)a- ‘snail’ 

B.28 

barrabil ‘testicle’ R.46 

barraskilo, barakuillo: see 

bar(h)e 

bartz, p(h)artz ‘nit’ B.43 

basa- ‘wild’ Q.49 

baso ‘forest, woods, 

wilderness, mountain’ 

Q.49 

bat ‘one’ M.1 

batz ‘wet snow, trampled 

snow’ Z.16 

bazkari ‘lunch’ P.2 

bazter ‘edge, corner’, etc. I.1 

bederatzi ‘nine’ M.1, M.8 

begi ‘eye’ A.8 

beharri: see belarri 

behatu ‘to look, listen’ V.6 

behatz ‘finger, thumb, toe, 

nail’ A.68 

behatzazal ‘toenail’ A.26, 

A.68 

behazun ‘bile, gall’ A.88, Z.10 

behe ‘bottom, floor, ground, 

lower part’ I.14 

behi, bei ‘cow’ N.6 

behor, beor ‘mare’ N.12 

beko(-ki) ‘forehead, cheek, 

face’ A.6 

belarri ‘ear’ A.7 

belatz ‘hawk’ B.16 

belaun, belhaun ‘knee’ A.74 

beldur, bildur ‘fear, fright’ K.4 

bele, bela ‘crow, raven, rook’ 

B.16 

belhar1 ‘forehead; side’ A.5 

belhar2 ‘grass, hay, herb’ C.21  

bello: see bero 

beltz, baltz ‘black’ R.2 

ben: see mene 

bepuru ‘eyebrow’ A.8, Z.2 

ber-, bera, bere (deictic stem) 

‘same, self, he/she/it, 

his/her/ its, they’, etc. 

U.14 

berdin: see bardin 

berho, berro ‘bramble, thicket, 

bush’ C.14 

bero ‘warm, hot; warmth, heat’ 

R.61 

bertz ‘cauldron, kettle, pail, 

bucket’ Q.23 

beso ‘arm, foreleg, cubit’ A.62 

betagin: see letagin 

bete, bethe ‘to fill, fulfill; full, 

complete’ R.26 

bi, biga, bida ‘two’ M.3 

bider ‘chin’ A.16 

bihar ‘tomorrow’ H.7 

bihi ‘seed, grain, fruit’ O.7 

bihotz ‘heart’ A.48 

bihurri, bihurtu ‘to bend, twist, 

return, come back’ V.1 

*-bil ‘round, round thing’ R.47 

bil, bildu ‘to gather, collect, 

unite’ V.67 

bildots ‘lamb’ N.20 

bildur: see beldur 

bilhaka ‘fight’ K.1 

bilo, bilho ‘hair’ A.20 

bilur, bilhur ‘tether, binding, 

strap’, etc. Q.31 

birao, burhau, etc. ‘blasphemy, 

curse’ K.1 

biribil, borobil ‘round, round 

thing, sphere’ R.47 

bisar ‘wild cat’ B.3 

bitxi ‘jewel, brooch, pretty, 

original’, etc. R.41 

-bitxi (in ‘godfather’, etc.) J.17 

bizar ‘beard’ A.24 

bizi ‘life, living, alive’, etc. 

A.87 

bizkar ‘back; high place, crest’ 

A.39 

borobil: see biribil 

bortz, bost ‘five’ M.6 

bortzeko, bosteko ‘hand’ M.6 

botz, boz, poz ‘happiness, joy’ 

K.8 

bular, bulhar ‘chest, breast’ 

A.40 

burdi, burpil: see gurdi, gurpil 

burdina ‘iron’ Q.41 

burho, burhau, etc.: see birao 

burin, buriñ: see gurin 

burki, burkhi ‘birch’ C.8  

burtxinx, etc.: see urtxintxa 

buru ‘head; extremity’ Z.2 

burzuntz, burtxintx ‘aspen’ 

C.10 

bustel ‘rotten, corrupt, false, 

impure’ R.45  

buztan ‘tail’ A.47 

 

E 
ebaki ‘to cut, mow, reap’ Z.25 

ebili: see ibili 
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edan ‘to drink’ Z.22 

edur: see elur 

egan, egatu: see hegan 

egari, egarri ‘to carry, support, 

bear, endure’, etc. V.16 

egarbera, egarri, egartsu 

‘thirst, thirsty’ R.60 

egin ‘to do, make, perform, 

act’, etc. V.42 

egon ‘to be stay, remain’, etc. 

V.39 

egun ‘day’ H.4 

eguzki ‘sun’ G.22 

egur ‘firewood, fuel, wood’ 

Q.66 

eho1: see ehun 

eho2 ‘to grind (grain)’ V.68 

ehun ‘to weave; weaving, 

cloth’ V.54 

eihar: see ihar2 

eihera, eihara ‘mill’ Q.20 

ekai, ekei: see gai 

ekarri ‘to bring, bear, produce’ 

V.15 

ekendu: see kendu 

ekhi, eki: see eguzki  

elder, helder, herde ‘drool, 

slobber, slaver, spittle’, 

etc. A.80 

ele, elhe ‘word, speech’ L.11 

eleztun, elaztun: see eraztun 

eli, elhi ‘cattle, herd, flock, 

gang’ N.5 

elorri, elhorri ‘thorn, 

hawthorn’ C.20 

eltxo, eltzo ‘gnat, mosquito’ 

B.31 

elur, elhur ‘snow’ G.17 

emakuntza ‘vulva’ A.60 

eman ‘to give’, etc. Z.24  

emazte ‘woman, wife’ J.5 

eme, ema- ‘female’ J.10 

enara, einhara ‘swallow, swift’ 

(bird) B.21 

ene, eni ‘my, to me’ U.1 

entzun ‘to hear, listen; smell’ 

V.48 

epel ‘lukewarm, tepid, warm; 

feeble’ Z.9  

eperdi, epurdi: see ipurdi 

eraile, erhaile ‘killer, assassin’ 

V.71 

eraitsi: see jaitzi 

eraztun ‘ring’ A.69, Q.37 

erbi ‘hare’ B.9 

erbinude ‘weasel’ B.9, B.10 

erdi ‘half, middle’ I.11 

erdu! ‘come (ye)’! V.63 

eretze, eretz, ertz ‘edge, shore, 

side’, etc. I.3 

ergi ‘steer, heifer’ N.9 

erhatz, erratz ‘broom’ (plant & 

implement) C.25 

eri, erhi ‘finger’ A.69 

erlabio ‘wasp’ B.32, B.34  

erle ‘bee, beehive’ B.32 

ero, erho ‘to kill’ V.71 

erori ‘to fall, fall down, 

weaken’ V.19 

errai ‘entrails, pluck’ A.55 

erran ‘to say, tell, call, name; 

saying, proverb’ V.53 

erratz: see erhatz 

erre ‘to burn, fry, bake, roast’, 

etc. Z.21 

erreka ‘gully, ravine’, etc. D.8 

errexal ‘tree’ C.4 

erro: see herro 

erroitz ‘crack, fissure, 

precipice’, etc. D.13  

ertz: see eretz(e) 

esan ‘to say, tell’ V.52 

eseri ‘to set, sit, put, place, 

become’ V.30  

esetsi ‘to argue, object, attack’ 

V.18 

esku ‘hand’ A.66 

esne ‘milk’ P.3 

eten, ethen ‘to break, tear; 

weaken’, etc. V.40 

etorri ‘to come, get along, 

adapt, agree’ V.17 

etsi, etsitu ‘to despair, be 

resigned, lose hope’ (< 

‘think, consider’) V.18 

etxe, etse ‘house, home’ Q.1 

etzan ‘to lie down, rest; put 

down’, etc. V.51  

etzi ‘day after tomorrow’ H.8 

etzidamu ‘day after the day 

after tomorrow, three 

days hence’ H.9 

euli ‘fly’ (insect) Z.14 

eultzi ‘thresh(ing), stack, 

bundle’ Q.19 

euri ‘rain’ G.10 

eutsi ‘to take, hold, keep’, etc. 

V.33 

ez, ze ‘not, no, un-’ [negative 

morpheme] V.73 

ezagun ‘known’, ezagutu ‘to 

know’ V.50 

ezari, ezarri, izari, etc. ‘to put, 

place, sit’, etc. V.31 

ezko ‘wax’ A.85 

ezkondu ‘marry, wed’ J.20 

ezkur ‘acorn, beechnut’ C.37 

ezne: see esne 

ezpel ‘box’ (tree, shrub) C.11 

eztarri ‘throat’ A.32 

eztei ‘wedding’ J.20 

ezti ‘honey; sweet’ P.21 

eztun, üztün ‘link, strand, ring’ 

Q.37 

 

G 
gabe / bage ‘without, lacking’ 

I.5 

gai, gei ‘thing; material, 

subject’, etc. L.13 

gain ‘top, summit, peak, 

surface’ I.13 

gaitz, gaizto ‘bad, difficult, 

sick’, etc. R.6 

gako ‘hook, point’, etc. Q.38 

galdu, galtu ‘to lose, get lost, 

disappear’ V.7 
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galtzar ‘arm; part of body 

between armpit and 

waist’ A.64 

gangar: see gongar 

gapar ‘bramble, creeping 

thorn, bush’ C.18 

garagar ‘barley’ O.2 

garagardo ‘beer’ O.2, P.22 

garai ‘high, tall; head’ A.3 

garhi ‘thin, slender, slim’ R.59 

gari ‘wheat’ O.1 

garkhora, garkola: see *-kola 

garkhotx, garkotze: see *-koce 

gaste: see gazte 

gastigar, gaztigar: see astigar  

gatu, katu ‘cat’ N.3 

gatz ‘salt’, gazi ‘salty, sour’ 

P.23, R.57 

gau ‘night’ H.5 

gauhontza: see hontz(a) 

gazna, gazta ‘cheese’ P.5 

gazte, gaste ‘young, youth’ 

R.66 

gazur ‘whey’ P.5 

gedar: see kedar 

geheli ‘beef’ P.12 

gehi ‘much, many, quantity’ 

R.37 

gehiago ‘more’, gehien ‘most, 

best’ R.37 

gendu, gentu: see kentu 

gernu, garnu ‘urine, piss’ A.90 

gezi, geza ‘arrow, dart’ Q.43 

gibel ‘liver; back part, behind’ 

A.49 

giltza ‘key, keystone, nail; 

joint’ Q.39 

giltzurrun ‘kidney’ A.56.a, 

A.56.b  

gitxi, gutxi ‘few, a little (bit), 

not much, not many, 

small’ R.24 

gizon ‘man, husband’ J.2 

gogor ‘hard, solid; cruel, 

violent’, etc. R.28  

goipe: see koipe 

golko: see kolko 

gongar ‘windpipe’ A.33 

gopor ‘bowl, cup, goblet’ Q.24 

gor ‘deaf’ R.28 

gordin ‘raw, cruel’, etc. Z.8 

gorotz ‘dung, manure’ A.96 

gorri ‘red, bare, naked’, etc. 

Z.8 

gorringo ‘yolk’ Z.8 

gose ‘hunger; hungry’ R.30 

gosari ‘breakfast’ P.2, R.30 

goxo, gozo ‘sweet, tasty; 

candy’, etc. Z.11 

gu ‘we, us’ (1st person plural 

pronoun) U.2 

gune, une ‘place, space, 

moment’, etc. I.10 

guraso ‘parent’ J.13 

gurdi ‘wagon, cart’ Q.44 

gurin, gurhi ‘butter, fat, 

grease’ P.7 

gurpil ‘wheel’ Q.44, R.46 

guti ‘few, a little (bit), not 

much, not many, small’ 

R.23 

gutxi: see gitxi 

 

H 
ha- [demonstrative], -a 

[article] U.10  

habe, abe ‘beam, rafter, pillar’ 

Q.60 

haboro ‘more’ R.11 

haga ‘pole, rod, perch’ Q.56 

hagin ‘tooth’ A.11 

haginoi: see hobi2 

hagun ‘foam, froth’ E.10 

haitz, aitz ‘stone, rock’ D.15 

haize ‘wind, breath’ G.3 

*hali ‘meal, repast’ P.2 

hamaika ‘eleven’ M.2, M.7 

hamar ‘ten’ M.7 

handi, haundi ‘big, great, 

large, much’ R.12 

har, ar ‘worm’ B.46 

haragi ‘flesh, meat’ P.11 

haraitz, haritz ‘oak’ C.6 

haran, aran ‘valley’ D.7 

hardo, ardagai, ardai ‘tinder’ 

F.4  

hari ‘thread, yarn, wire’ Q.33 

harilko, haliko ‘ball (of yarn)’ 

Q.33 

haro ‘weather, season’ G.1 

harri ‘stone’ D.14 

harro ‘proud, bold’, etc. K.11 

harrubi, eruge, etc. 

‘salamander, scorpion’ 

B.27 

harruli, erluri ‘salamander, 

scorpion’ B.26  

hartu ‘to take, receive, accept’ 

V.10 

hartz ‘bear’ B.4 

harzkṹ: see azkon(ar) 

has, as ‘bare, naked’ R.7 

hasi ‘to begin, start, 

commence’ V.58 

haste ‘beginning, start, 

commencement’ V.58 

hats ‘breath(ing), stench, stink’ 

A.86 

hatse: see haste 

hatz1 ‘paw, finger, thumb, 

inch’ A.68 

hatz2 ‘track, footprint’, etc. I.8 

hatz3 ‘breed, race’ V.69 

hatze, atze ‘back (part); 

outsider’ I.8  

hau, haur ‘this’ (proximal) 

U.10 

haur, aur ‘child, baby’ J.18 

hausin, hasuin, asun ‘nettle’ 

C.23 

hauts, hausterre ‘ashes, dust, 

powder’ F.5 

hautsi, hausi ‘to break, shatter, 

tear, rip’ V.59 

hazeri ‘fox’ B.2 

hazi ‘to grow, raise; seed’ 

V.69 

hegal, egal ‘wing, fin, loin’ 

A.62 

hegan ‘flying’, hegatu ‘to fly’ 

V.43 
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hegi ‘crest, ridge, edge’, etc. 

D.11 

hego ‘wing, fin’ V.43 

heldu1 ‘to bite, sting, prick, 

fester’ V.2 

heldu2, heltu ‘to come, arrive, 

reach’ V.4  

hemen, heben ‘here’ U.10 

heraki(n), eraki(n): see irakin 

herde, erde: see elder 

herri ‘people, nation, country, 

town’, etc. J.1 

herro ‘root, nipple, teat, 

tentacle’ C.44 

hertsi ‘to close; tight, narrow’, 

etc. V.62 

hertze, heste ‘intestine, gut, 

bowel’ A.54 

*heugali / *heulagi: heuragi 

‘much, a lot, numerous’, 

etc. R.38 

heze ‘damp, moist, fresh, 

green’, etc. R.25 

hezur ‘bone’ A.75 

hi ‘thou, you’ (2nd person 

singular familiar 

pronoun) U.3 

hibai ‘river’ E.7 

higuin ‘loathe, hate, hatred’ 

K.7  

hil, il ‘die, dead, kill’ R.19  

hiri ‘village, town, city’ L.5 

hiro ‘pus, rot’ A.92 

hirri, irri ‘laugh, laughter, 

mockery’ K.10 

hiru, hirur ‘three’ M.4 

hitz ‘word’ L.10 

hobe, hobeki ‘better’ R.11 

hoben, oben, ogen ‘fault, 

blame, sin’, etc. K.2  

hobi1 ‘gum(s)’ (mouth flesh) 

A.13 

hobi2 ‘grave, tomb’ L.4 

hodei ‘cloud, thunder’ G.4 

hogei, hogoi ‘twenty’ M.9 

hoin, oin ‘foot’ A.72 

holtz, holz ‘plank, wall, 

shingle’, etc. Q.63 

hon, on ‘good, kind, righteous, 

able’ R.27 

hona ‘here, now’ U.13 

hondar ‘sand, residue’, etc. 

D.18 

hontsa, ontsa ‘well, fine’ 

(adv.), ‘good, justice’ 

(n.) R.64   

hontz(a), huntz ‘owl’ B.23 

hor1 ‘there’ U.11 

hor2, or ‘dog’ N.1 

hori1 ‘that’ (mesial) U.11 

hori2, ori ‘yellow, golden-

hued, blond’ R.4 

horitz, oritz ‘beestings, 

colostrum’ P.4 

horri ‘leaf’ C.50 

*ɦors-pirin ‘lightning, 

thunder’ G.13 

hortz, ortz ‘tooth’ A.10 

hortze, hortzi ‘sky, cloud, 

storm’, etc, G.12 

hosin ‘well, pool, abyss’, etc. 

E.2 

hosto, osto, ostro, orsto ‘leaf’ 

C.51 

hots ‘noise, sound, fame’, etc. 

L.14 

hotz ‘cold, chill’ R.17  

hozi ‘germ, shoot, sprout’ 

C.31 

huiñ: see *hune 

*hune ‘marrow, pith, brain’ 

A.2 

hunkitu, ukitu ‘to touch, feel’ 

V.13 

huntz, untz ‘ivy’ C.22 

*hur (hur, ur) ‘water’ E.1 

*huṙ (hur, ur) ‘hazelnut’ C.35 

hura ‘that’ (distal), ‘he, she, it’ 

U.12  

hurrean ‘near(by), close’ I.15 

hurrun: see urrun 

huts ‘bare, empty; fault, error’, 

etc. R.8 

hutsal ‘barren, dry, poor’, etc. 

R.8 

huzi, huzitu ‘to divide, 

separate, distribute’ 

V.64 

 

I 
iaz: see ihaz 

ibai: see hibai 

ibar ‘valley, fertile lowland’ 

Z.20 

ibili ‘walk, go’ R.47, V.37 

idi ‘ox’ N.8 

idor ‘dry, arid, barren, sterile’ 

R.21 

idulki ‘block, pedestal, 

firewood’ Q.58 

igan, ikan, ikhan, igo ‘to go 

up, ascend, climb’ V.46 

igaz: see ihaz 

igarri, igerri ‘to find out, 

guess, notice, divine’, 

etc. V.23 

igo: see igan 

ihar1 ‘maple’ C.13 

ihar2 ‘dry, dry land, stiff’ R.22 

ihaz ‘last year’ H.3 

ihesi, ihes ‘to flee, escape; 

flight, fleeing’ V.21 

ihintz ‘dew’ E.11 

ikela: see geheli 

ikusi ‘to see, look, view’ V.28 

ilar, ilhar, idar ‘legume, bean, 

pea, vetch’ O.8 

ilargi, ilhargi ‘moon’ G.23  

ilaski: see argizagi 

ile, ilhe, ule ‘hair, wool’ A.21 

ilinti, ilhinti ‘firebrand, ember’ 

F.3 

iloba ‘nephew, niece’ J.14 

ilobaso ‘grand-nephew’ J.13 

ilun, ilhun ‘dark, darkness, 

night’ R.18; see also pp. 

224-26 

imeni, imini: see ipini 

intxaur ‘walnut’ C.35 
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intzigar ‘frost, ice, cold wind’ 

G.15 

inurri, iñurri: see zinaurri  

ipini, ibeni, imini, etc. ‘to put, 

place’ V.27 

ipurdi ‘buttocks, arse’ A.45 

irakin, iraki, irakitu ‘to boil, 

ferment’ V.56 

irin ‘meal, flour’ P.1 

irri: see hirri 

irten, urten ‘to go out, leave, 

depart’ V.45 

isats ‘broom’ (plant & 

implement) C.26 

istil: see itil 

istu, ixtu ‘spittle, saliva’ A.82 

itain, ithain ‘tick’ B.41 

itaizur, itaxur ‘gutter’ Q.3 

itil ‘puddle, pool, pond’ E.3 

ito, itho ‘to drown, suffocate, 

smother’ V.65  

itogin, itoki, etc. ‘gutter’ Q.3 

itsaso, itxaso ‘sea’ E.8 

itsu ‘blind, blind person’ R.16 

iturri, ithurri ‘fountain, spring’ 

E.5 

itxi: see utzi 

itxungi: see izungi 

itzal ‘shade, shadow’ G.20 

itze, iltze, ultze, untze 

‘(carpenter’s) nail’ Q.40 

itzuli ‘to turn, return, go back’, 

etc. V.36  

itzungi: see izungi 

izain: see zizain 

izan ‘to be, exist’ V.38 

izar ‘star’ G.21 

izari ‘measure, dimension, 

size’ L.8 

izarri: see ezari 

izeba, izeko ‘aunt’ J.14, J.16 

izeki ‘to burn, set fire, kindle, 

light fire’ V.60 

izen ‘name’ L.10 

izeo: see izeki 

izerdi, izardi ‘sweat, sap’ A.89 

izorro ‘root’ C.45 

izotz ‘frost, ice, drizzle, dew’ 

G.16 

iztai, iztegi ‘groin’ A.46 

iztar, izter ‘thigh’ A.46  

iztarri: see eztarri 

izu, izi ‘fright, terror’, etc. K.6 

izungi ‘to extinguish, put out 

(light)’ V.57 

 

J 
jaitsi: see jaitzi or jautsi 

jaitzi, jetzi, jetxi ‘to milk (a 

cow)’ V.26 

jakin ‘to know, find out’ V.49  

jali, jalgi, jalki ‘to go out, 

leave’ V.24 

jan, yan, ian ‘to eat’ Z.23 

jarri ‘to put, place, set, sit’, etc. 

V.29 

jaso, jasan ‘to lift, raise, bear’, 

etc. V.72 

jaugin, jein, jin ‘to come, 

arrive’ V.41 

jaurti, jaurtiki, jaurtigi ‘to 

throw, hurl, launch, toss’ 

V.35 

jausi ‘to fall’ V.20 

jautsi, jaitsi, jatsi, etc. ‘to go 

down, descent; take 

down, lower’ V.22 

jesarri: see eseri 

jetzi, jetxi: see jaitzi 

jin: see jaugin 

jo ‘to hit, strike, beat’, etc. 

V.70 

joan ‘to go, go away, leave’ 

V.44 

josi ‘to sew’ V.32 

 

K 
kaiku, kaiko ‘bowl, mug’ Q.25 

kain ‘fog, vapor, mist’ G.6 

kaio ‘seagull’ B.15 

kako: see gako 

kakol ‘shell’ C.38 

kankano ‘kernel, stone (of 

fruit) C.34 

kapar: see gapar 

katu: see gatu 

kaxal, kazal ‘bark (tree), 

dandruff, hoof’ C.46 

ke, khe, kee, eke ‘smoke’ F.2 

kedar, gedar, khedar ‘soot’ F.6 

kelder ‘bile, gall’ R.14 

kendu, khendu, khentu ‘to take 

away, remove; remove 

oneself, leave’ V.11 

keru ‘(bad) odor, stench, bad 

taste’ R.14 

kino, khino ‘stench, odor, bad 

taste’ F.2 

kirats, kerats, karats ‘bitter, 

sour, stench’ R.14  

kirikiño ‘hedgehog’ B.11 

*-koce ‘nape’ A.35 

koipe ‘fat, grease’ P.9 

koko1, kokotxo ‘bug, insect, 

weevil’ B.36 

koko2 ‘egg, food’ P.13 

kokor, korka ‘throat’ A.31 

kokot ‘nape of neck, back of 

neck’ Z.1 

kokots, kokotz ‘chin’ A.15 

*-kola ‘nape’ A.36 

kolko ‘bosom, breast’ A.41 

konkor ‘hump, bump, knob, 

hunchbacked, joint’ 

A.76 

korka: see kokor 

korotz: see gorotz 

kotsu, kotxu ‘bowl, vessel’ 

Q.26 

kotzo ‘male (quadruped)’ N.10 

kukula, kuku- ‘crest, top, 

summit’, etc. D.12 

kurrilo ‘crane’ (bird) B.17 

 

L 
labain, laban ‘slip, slide, 

slippery’ Q.12 

labaina ‘knife, razor’ Q.12 

labur ‘short, brief’ R.51 

lahar, lagar, laar ‘bramble, 

creeping thorn’ C.17 
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laia ‘fork, pitchfork, spade’ 

Q.15 

laino, lanho ‘mist, fog, vapor’ 

G.7  

lakain: see akain 

lamikatu, lamiztu, limikatu ‘to 

lick, taste’ V.5 

lan ‘work, labor, job’ L.6 

lanbro ‘fog, mist, drizzle’ G.8 

lantzer, lantzar(a) ‘drizzle, 

fog’ G.9 

lapar ‘bramble’ C.15 

lapazorri: see zorri 

lape ‘shelter’ Q.2 

lar ‘too much’ R.13 

-lari, -le [suffix of profession 

or agent] J.23  

larrain ‘threshing floor’ Q.18 

larre ‘meadow, pasture, fallow 

land’, etc. D.2 

larri1 ‘sadness, worry, fear’, 

etc. K.4 

larri2 ‘big, large, much’ R.13 

larru ‘skin, hide, leather, pelt’ 

A.25 

lasto ‘straw’ C.27 

lau, laur ‘four’ M.5 

laz ‘beam, rafter’ Q.61 

-le: see -lari 

legar1 ‘ulcer, rennet’ A.94 

legar2 ‘pebble, gravel’ D.16 

leher1, ler ‘pine’ (tree) C.7 

leher2, lehertu ‘to burst, 

explode, smash’ V.61 

lehia ‘wish, desire, zeal’, etc. 

K.12 

leizafin, lezafin ‘wasp’ B.33, 

B.34 

leizor ‘hornet’ B.33 

leka ‘husk, pod, sheath’ C.49  

lema ‘rudder’ Q.64 

lerde: see lirdi 

lerden ‘svelte, lithe, straight, 

upright’, etc. R.52 

lerra, lerratu ‘slip, slide, skid’ 

V.8 

lerro ‘line, file, row’ I.9 

letagin ‘eye-tooth, fang’ A.12 

limuri, linburi ‘slippery, 

smooth, moist’, etc. R.53 

lintzura ‘marsh, swamp, bog’, 

etc. E.6 

lirain ‘slender, lithe, agile’, 

etc. R.52 

lirdi, lerde ‘drool, slave, 

slobber, saliva’, etc. 

A.81 

liska ‘slime, scum’ A.83 

listafin ‘wasp’ B.34 

listor, liztor ‘hornet, wasp’ 

B.31 

lits, listu, lixtu ‘saliva, spittle’ 

A.83 

lizun ‘mold, mildew, moldy, 

musty’, etc. R.36 

lo ‘sleep’ K.15 

lobiro ‘cattle yard, corral, 

fence’ Q.6 

lohi1 ‘body’ A.37 

lohi2 ‘mud, mire, dirty’, etc. 

D.19 

lotu ‘to tie, fasten; grasp, 

seize’ V.12 

lozer, lozebiña ‘hornet, wasp’ 

B.33, B.34 

lur, lur, luhur ‘earth, ground, 

land’ D.1 

lurrin ‘vapor, steam, odor’, etc. 

G.5 

luze ‘long, tall’ R.33 

 

M 
magal1 ‘lap, flank’ A.43 

magal2 ‘wing’ A.62 

magauri, maguri, malubi 

‘strawberry’ P.20 

mahai, mahain ‘table, 

platform’ Q.9 

mahats, maats, mats ‘grape(s)’ 

P.17 

mahurri, marrubi, etc. 

‘strawberry’ P.18 

makatz, makets ‘nick, scratch’ 

L.1 

maket, mako, makila ‘stick, 

club, crook’, etc. Q.54 

makur ‘curved, bent, hunched’ 

R.10 

malin, malino, melina ‘weak, 

feeble’ R.63 

malgu ‘flexible, soft, docile’ 

R.63  

malkar ‘straw’ C.28 

maltso, malso ‘soft, mild’ R.63 

marda: see barda 

mardo ‘robust, vigorous, 

plump’, etc. R.58 

mardul ‘strong, robust, 

healthy’, etc. R.58 

marhuga ‘blackberry, 

mulberry’ P.18 

marrubi: see mahurri 

martxite, matxite: see 

matxarde 

marzuza, marzusta, masusta 

‘blackberry, mulberry’ 

P.18, P.19 

matxarde ‘fork, pruning hook’, 

etc. Q.17 

medar, mehar ‘narrow, tight, 

thin’ R.39 

mehar: see medar 

mehe, mee, me ‘thin, slender, 

narrow’, etc. Z.12 

mendi ‘mountain’ Z.18 

mene, men, ben ‘power; 

serious; meek’, etc. R.49 

mihi ‘tongue’ A.9; see also pp. 

219-24 

mihuri ‘kernel, seed’ C.33 

miko ‘a little, little bit, tiny bit’ 

R.32 

milikatu: see lamikatu 

mintz ‘membrane, skin’ A.28 

mintzo ‘speech’ A.9 ; see also 

pp. 219-24 

mixer, musar ‘marmot’ B.3 

mizto ‘sting’ A.9; see also pp. 

219-24 

moko ‘beak; extremity, point; 

face’, etc. Z.3 
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mokol, mokolo ‘shell, husk’ 

C.38 

mokor1 ‘buttocks, backside’ 

A.44 

mokor2 ‘trunk, branch, log’ 

C.42  

molko, mulko ‘bunch, cluster, 

group’ L.9 

mordo ‘bunch, cluster, group’ 

L.9 

mosko ‘beak’ A.17 

moskor ‘trunk (of tree), burl, 

log’ C.41 

mosu: see musu 

motz ‘cunt; male genitals’ 

A.61 

muga ‘border, limit; moment’, 

etc. L.2 

muin ‘marrow, pith, brain’ A.1 

muki ‘gum, resin, snot’ C.29 

mukur, mǘkhür: see mokor2 

mulho, mulo ‘small hill, 

mound, stack’, etc. D.10 

musker: see susker 

mustur ‘snout, muzzle; edge’ 

A.19  

musu ‘nose, face, kiss’ A.17 

mutil ‘boy, guy, servant’, etc. 

J.4 

mutur ‘snout, muzzle; end, 

edge’ A.18  

mutxurdin ‘old maid’ A.61 

 

N 
nahi, nai ‘will, desire, wish’ 

K.13 

naska, nazka ‘disgust, 

abomination’, etc. K.3 

neba ‘brother’ J.12 

*-nedi ‘weasel’ B.10 

negal ‘scurf, herpes, (skin) 

rash’ A.78 

negar, nigar ‘tear(s), weeping, 

crying’ A.78  

negu ‘winter’ G.2 

neska ‘girl, maiden’ J.8 

ni ‘I’ (1st person singular 

pronoun) U.1 

nini, ñiñi ‘child; doll; pupil (of 

eye)’ J.19 

noiz, nuiz, noz, nos, nox 

‘when’ U.7 

nola, nolaz, nula, nulaz ‘how’ 

U.8 

non, nun ‘where’ U.6 

nor, no, nur ‘who’ U.5 

 

O 
odol ‘blood’ Z.7 

ogi ‘bread, wheat’ O.9 

ohe, oe, oi ‘bed’ Q.10 

ohoin, oin ‘thief’ J.24 

ohol ‘board, plank, tablet, 

shingle’ Q.62 

ohostu, ostu ‘to steal, rob’ J.24 

oihal, oial ‘cloth, fabric, 

towel’, etc. Q.32 

oihan, oian ‘woods, forest, 

mountain, desert’ Q.50 

oin: see hoin, ohoin 

oinuts: see orthuts 

okaran ‘plum’ P.16 

okela: see geheli 

okelu ‘nook, hall, corral, 

stable’ Q.5 

oker ‘bent, crooked, curved, 

twisted’ R.10 

okotz: see kokots 

ola, olha ‘forge, cabin, 

cottage’ Q.4 

olhe ‘meek, mild, gentle’ R.35 

olo, olho ‘oats, rye, barley’ 

O.5 

on: see hon 

ondar: see hondar 

ondiko ‘misery, misfortune’ 

K.5 

ondo1 ‘joint, trunk, stem’ A.77 

ondo2 ‘side, bottom, after, 

near’, etc. I.4  

ontza: see hontz(a) 

ontzi ‘vessel, kettle, boat, ship’ 

Q.27 

or: see hor 

orantza, orhantza ‘yeast’ P.1 

ordek, orden, ordezu ‘go 

(away)!’ V.63 

ordo, ordoki ‘plain, flat 

ground; flat, level’ D.6 

ordots, ordotx ‘boar’ N.21 

ordu ‘hour, time’ H.1 

ore, orhe ‘dough’ P.1 

oritz: see horitz 

orots ‘male (animal)’ N.14 

orratz ‘needle, pin, fishhook’ 

Q.34 

orrazi, orraze ‘comb’ Q.34 

orri: see horri 

ortostu, orthustu, ortoztu ‘to 

take off (shoes, 

stockings)’ R.9, V.34 

orthuts, ortoz(ik) ‘barefoot’ 

R.9, V.34 

osaba ‘uncle’ J.13 

osin: see hosin 

oski ‘shoe’ Q.35 

oskol ‘shell’ C.38 

oso ‘whole, entire, healthy; 

much, very’, etc. R.65 

oste: see hortze 

osto, ostro: see hosto 

otso ‘wolf’ B.1 

ozpirin, ozpin, ozmin 

‘lightning, thunder’ G.13 

 

P 
paita ‘duck’ N.24 

patar ‘(rugged) slope, rugged, 

steep’ D.9 

pats, phats ‘pomace, marc’ 

C.47 

pertz, phertz: see bertz 

phintz: see mintz 

pinpilin, pinpirin ‘butterfly’ 

B.30 

pitxi: see bitxi 

pizta ‘rheum, sleep sand’ A.79 

poz: see botz 
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pot, potra, potro, potorro, etc. 

‘kiss, testicle, cunt’, etc. 

A.59  

puspulu ‘bubble’ A.57 

pustel, phustel: see bustel 

puxika ‘bladder’ A.57 

 

S 
sabel ‘belly, stomach’ A.52 

sagar ‘apple’ P.14 

sagardo ‘cider’ P.14, P.22 

sagu ‘mouse’ B.11 

saharde: see sarde 

sai, saie ‘vulture’ B.13 

sale: see sare 

sama ‘neck, throat’ A.29 

samin ‘bitter, sour, spicy, 

angry’, etc. R.15 

sapar ‘bramble, thicket’ C.19 

sarde, saharde ‘fork, pitchfork, 

harrow’, etc. Q.16 

sardeska, sardexka ‘fork, 

(table) fork’ Q.16 

sare, sale ‘net, grill, manger’ 

Q.7 

sasi ‘bramble, thorn, thicket’ 

C.16 

sats: see sits 

segaila, segila ‘goat (yearling)’ 

N.19 

seme ‘son’ J.13 

semeso ‘grandson’ J.13 

sendor: see zendor 

sinetsi, sinistu ‘believe’ (< zin-

esti) R.43, V.18 

sirats ‘nerve’ Z.15 

sits ‘moth’ B.29 

soin ‘(upper) body, shoulder’ 

A.38 

sorbalda, solbarda ‘shoulder, 

loin’ A.38, A.65 

sorho, soro, solo ‘field, 

meadow, farm’, etc. D.3  

su ‘fire’ F.1 

suge ‘snake, serpent’ Z.13 

sugelandara, sugelindara 

‘lizard’ B.25, Z.13 

sunda: see zunda 

susker, suskandela ‘lizard’ 

B.24 

sustrai, sustar, suster ‘root’, 

etc. Z.15 

 

T 
taket ‘stake, wedge, block, 

chock’, etc. Q.55 

tako ‘circular piece of wood, 

wedge, block, chock’, 

etc. Q.55 

takoi, takoin ‘heel (of shoe)’ 

Q.36 

talika, thalika: see tara 

tanka, tanko ‘drop (of liquid)’ 

E.12 

tanta, tanto ‘drop (of liquid)’ 

E.13 

tara, thara ‘twig, young 

branch’ Q.52 

tini, thini ‘top, summit, point’ 

Z.19 

tintilla, tintola ‘gland, uvula’ 

A.34 

tipi, ttipi ‘small, little’ R.55 

torto ‘bud, bunch’ C.30 

toska ‘clay, tuff, calcite’ D.20 

tosko ‘block, chunk, chock’ 

Q.59 

tu, tuka ‘spittle, saliva’ A.84 

tuntun ‘drum, tambourine’ 

Q.46 

tupi, tupina ‘cask, barrel, pot, 

kettle’, etc. Q.28 

tutu ‘horn (musical), bugle, 

tube’, etc. Q.47 

 

TX  [č] 
txabur: see labur 

txahal, txaal, txal ‘calf, heifer’ 

N.11 

txakur: see zakur 

txamarra: see zamar 

txamo, txamorro ‘caterpillar, 

weevil’ B.45 

txanket, txanku ‘lame, 

crippled’ R.31 

txapar, txaparro: see sapar 

txar ‘bad’ R.5 

txiki ‘small, little, short’ R.54 

txilko: see zil 

tximirrika, tximirrita 

‘butterfly’ B.39 

tximitxa ‘bedbug’ B.39 

txindor ‘robin’ B.20 

txingo ‘snow, snowflake’ G.19 

txingola, txingor ‘pimple, 

herpes’, etc. A.27 

txingor ‘hail, hailstorm’ G.19 

txingurri: see zinaurri  

txintxerri, txintxarri: see 

zintzarri 

txintxor, txintxola ‘small 

stone, pebble’ D.17  

txipi: see txiki, tipi 

txitxar, txitxer ‘hail, sleet’ 

D.17 

txitxi ‘meat, flesh, fish’ P.10 

txonta ‘finch, chaffinch’ B.20 

txori ‘bird’ B.19 

txorroi, txorru ‘hair (root), 

fiber’ A.22 

txotx: see zotz 

txupatu, xupatu ‘to suck’ V.9 

 

TZ 
tzar ‘bad, evil’ R.5 

 

U 
udagara ‘otter’ B.6 

ugabere: see udagara 

ugaldu, ugari: see *heugali / 

*heulagi 

ugatz ‘breast, teat’ A.42 

uhain, uhin ‘wave, current’ E.9 

ukan, ukhan ‘to have’ V.47 

ukitu: see hunkitu 

ukullu: see okelu 

ule: see ile 

ulertu ‘to understand, 

comprehend’, etc. V.14 

ultze, untze: see itze 
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un, garun ‘brain’: see *hune 

une: see gune 

untxi ‘rabbit’ B.8 

upel, upe, upa ‘barrel, cask, 

vat’ Q.29  

ur ‘hazelnut’: see *huṙ 

ur ‘water’: see *hur 

urdail ‘stomach’ A.50 

urde ‘pig, swine’ N.21 

urdin ‘blue, gray’ R.3 

urin: see gurin 

urki, urkhi: see burki 

urretxa ‘hazel’ (tree) C.35 

urrin: see lurrin  

urrixa ‘female (animal)’ N.15 

urrun, urruti ‘far, distant’ I.16 

urte ‘year’ H.2 

urten: see irten 

urtxintxa ‘squirrel’ B.7 

urzo ‘dove, pigeon’ B.22 

usin ‘avalanche’ G.11 

uso: see urzo 

ustel: see bustel 

usu ‘pus, serum’ A.93 

utzi, eutzi, itxi ‘to leave, 

abandon; let, permit’ 

V.25 

uzta ‘harvest; July’ H.11 

 

X  [š] 
xahal, xal: see txahal 

xakur: see zakur 

xanku: see txanket 

xede: see zede 

xehe: see zehe 

xehume ‘half-span’ (measure) 

L.7 

xerri: see zerri 

xikiro: see zikiro 

xilko: see zil 

xinaurri: see zinaurri 

xixare, xixari: see zizare 

xixi: see txitxi 

xori: see txori 

xorroin: see *čoṙu 

xoxo: see zozo 

xupatu: see txupatu 

xuri: see zuri 

 

Y 
yan: see jan 

 

Z 
zahar ‘old, old person’ R.40 

zain ‘vein, nerve, tendon, root’ 

A.58 

zakar, zakhar ‘rough, coarse; 

scab’, etc. R.46 

-zaki ‘bone, joint’ Z.6 

zakur ‘dog’ N.2 

zalu, zalhu, zalhui ‘flexible, 

nimble, quick’, etc. R.42 

zamar ‘fleece, wool’ A.23 

zango, zanko ‘leg, foot, calf 

(of leg), paw, stalk, 

stem’, etc. A.71 

zankar, zangar ‘tibia, heel 

bone’ A.71  

zarzi: see sasi 

zaurne: see zorne 

ze: see zer 

zede ‘goal, end, limit’, etc. L.3 

zeden ‘weevil, wood worm’ 

B.48 

zehe1, zehume ‘span’ 

(measure) L.7 

zehe2 ‘small, tiny, minute’ 

R.56 

zelhai, zelai ‘plain, prairie, 

flat’ D.5 

zenbera ‘soft cheese, cottage 

cheese, cream cheese’ 

P.6 

zendor ‘load of wood’ Q.67 

zer, ze ‘what’ U.9 

zerri ‘pig, hog, swine’ N.22  

zezen ‘bull’ N.7 

ziatz, zietz: see sirats 

zigar ‘mite, itch mite’ B.44 

ziho ‘grease, tallow’ P.8 

zihi, zii, zii ‘wedge, point, spit, 

skewer’, etc. Q.42 

zii, zi ‘reed, rush’ C.24 

ziĩ, zĩ, zi ‘acorn’ C.36 

zikirio ‘rye’ O.4 

zikiro ‘ram, goat (gelded)’ 

N.17 

zil, zilbor ‘navel; penis’ A.53 

zilo, zilho: see zulo 

zimitz, zimintza ‘bedbug’ B.38 

zin ‘oath, truth, true, faithful’ 

R.43 

zinaurri ‘ant’ B.35 

zintzarri, zintzerri ‘bell, 

cowbell’ Q.48 

zintzur ‘throat’ A.30 

ziri ‘peg, wedge, pin’, etc. 

Q.57 

zirin ‘excrement, shit, 

diarrhea’ A.95 

zizain, izain, uzain ‘leech’ 

B.47 

zizare, zizari ‘worm, 

earthworm’ B.47 

zizerkora, zizorka ‘hail’ G.18 

ziztor ‘icicle’ G.18 

zohar, zohardi ‘clear, clear 

sky’ G.14  

zoko ‘corner, nook’ I.2 

zoli: see zori 

zori, zorhi, zoli ‘ripe, mature; 

nimble; luck, omen’, etc. 

R.44 

zorne ‘pus’ A.91 

zorri ‘louse’, zorriño ‘nit’ B.42 

zorrotz ‘sharp, whetted, keen’, 

etc. R.50 

zortzi ‘eight’ M.8 

zotz, txotx ‘faucet, spigot, 

stick, tap’ Q.30  

zozo, xoxo ‘blackbird’ B.18 

zu ‘you’ (2nd person singular 

pronoun) U.4 

zuek ‘you’ (2nd person plural 

pronoun) U.4 

zuhaitz ‘tree’ C.1, Q.51 

zuhamu, zuhain ‘tree’ C.3, 

Q.51 

zul: see zur 

zulo, zulho ‘hole, burrow, 

cave’ I.12 
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zumar ‘elm tree’ C.2 

zume ‘osier willow’ C.2 

zumel ‘holm oak’ C.2 

zunda ‘sniff(ing), smell(ing), 

odor’ L.15 

zur ‘wood’ C.1, C.3, Q.51 

zuri ‘white’ R.1 

zurzuil, zurzulo: see zintzur 

zuzen ‘right, correct, proper, 

straight, honest’, etc. 

R.43 

zuztar: see sustrai 

zuzun ‘aspen, poplar’ C.9 

The glosses cited are mainly the most primary meanings. Naturally, many Bsq words have 

figurative meanings that are not included here. 

 

Index II: English (semantic) 

 

The glosses cited are mainly the most primary meanings. Naturally, many Bsq words have 

figurative meanings that are not included here. 

 
 
A 
abandon V.25 

ability L.12 

able R.27 

abomasum A.50 

abomination K.3 

above I.13 

abundant R.38 

abyss D.13, E.2 

accept V.10 

acorn C.36, C.37 

act, perform action V.42 

adapt V.17, V.29 

adornment R.41 

after I.4 

agile R.42, R.44, R.52 

agree V.17 

agreeable Z.11 

ahead I.6, I.7 

air A.86 

alive A.87 

amass V.67 

among I.11 

ancestor J.13, J.14 

angry R.15 

animal (domestic) N.4 

ant B.35 

anus I.12, Q.47 

appearance, likeness L.12 

apple P.14 

argue V.18 

arid R.21 

arm A.62, A.64, A.77 

armpit A.64 

arrive V.4, V.29, V.41 

arrow Q.43 

arse A.44, A.45, Q.47 

art L.12 

ascend V.46 

ashes F.5 

aspen C.9, C.10 

ass (donkey) N.13 

assassin V.71 

assemble V.67 

attack V.18 

aunt J.14, J.16 

authority R.49 

auxiliary (verb) V.42, V.47 

avalanche G.11, G.17 

aware (be, become) V.23 

axle, axis Q.45 

 
B 
baby J.18, J.19 

back A.39 

back part A.49, I.8 

backside A.44, A.45 

bad R.5, R.6 

badger B.4, B.5 

bake Z.21 

ball (of yarn) Q.33 

bank (river, etc.) I.3 

bare R.7, R.8, Z.8 

barefoot R.9, V.34 

bark (of tree) A.26, C.46 

barley O.2, O.5 

barn owl B.23 

barrel Q.28, Q.29 

barren R.8, R.20, R.21 

bat (animal) B.11 

be V.38, V.39 

beach D.18 

beak Z.3 

beam Q.60, Q.61 

bean O.8 

bear (animal) B.4 

bear (v.) V.15, V.16, V.72 

beard A.24 

beat V.70 

become V.29, V.30 

bed Q.10 

bedbug B.38, B.39 

bee, beehive B.32 

beechnut C.37 

beef P.12 

beer P.22 

beestings P.4 

before I.6, I.7 

begin, beginning V.58 

behind A.49 

believe, belief R.43, V.18 

bell Q.48 

belly A.51, A.52 

below I.14 

benchtop Q.65 

bend, bent R.10, V.1 
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best R.37 

between I.11 

big R.12, R.13 

bile A.88, R.14, Z.10 

bind, binding Q.31, V.12 

birch C.8 

bird B.19 

bit (little bit, tiny bit) R.32 

bite V.2, V.55 

bitter, bitterness A.88, R.14, 

R.15, Z.10 

black R.2 

blackberry C.18, P.18, P.19 

blackbird B.18 

bladder A.57 

blame K.2 

blasphemy K.1 

blind R.16 

blizzard G.11 

block (of wood) Q.55, Q.58, 

Q.59 

blond R.4 

blood Z.7 

blue R.3 

boar N.21, N.23 

board Q.62 

boat Q.27 

body A.37, A.38 

bog E.6 

boil (v.) V.56 

bold K.11 

bone A.75, Z.6 

border D.11, I.1, L.2 

borrow V.72 

bosom A.41, A.64 

bottom I.4, I.14 

boundary L.2, L.3 

bowel(s) A.51, A.54 

bowl Q.24, Q.25, Q.26 

box (tree, shrub) C.11 

boy J.4 

brain A.1, A.2 

bramble C.14, C.15, C.16, 

C.17, C.18, C.19 

bran C.32 

branch C.39, C.40, C.42, Q.52 

bread O.9 

break V.40, V.59 

breakfast P.2, R.30 

breast A.40, A.41, A.42, A.64 

breath, breathing A.86, G.3, 

G.5 

breed V.69 

brief R.51 

bright G.23 

bring V.15, V.44 

bring up, raise V.69 

brooch (ornament) R.41 

broom (plant & implement) 

C.25, C.26 

brother J.12, J.14 

brush (thicket) C.19 

bubble A.57 

bucket Q.23 

bud C.30 

bug B.36 

bugle Q.47 

bull N.7 

bump A.76 

bunch C.30, L.9 

bundle Q.19 

burl C.41 

burly R.58 

burn V.60, Z.21 

burrow I.12 

burst V.61 

bush C.14, C.16, C.18, C.19 

butter P.7 

butterfly B.30, B.39 

buttocks A.44, A.45 

 

C 
cabin (cottage) Q.4 

calcite D.20 

calf (of leg) A.71 

calf (of livestock) N.11 

call (name) V.53 

candy Z.11 

cane Q.54 

canine (tooth) A.12 

carry V.16, V.72 

cart Q.44 

cask Q.28, Q.29 

castrate N.17 

cat (domestic) N.3 

cat (wild) B.3 

cataract (eye) G.8, G.21 

catch V.3 

caterpillar B.45 

cattle N.4, N.5 

cauldron Q.23 

cause V.42 

cave I.12 

chaff C.48 

chaffinch B.20 

charcoal Q.67 

cheek A.6, A.14 

cheese P.5, P.6, P.12 

chest (of body) A.40 

child J.18, J.19 

chill R.17 

chin A.15, A.16 

chock Q.55, Q.59 

choke V.65 

cider P.22 

city L.5 

claw A.70 

clay D.19, D.20 

clear (sky) G.14 

cliff D.13 

climb V.46 

close (near) I.4, I.15 

close (v.) V.62 

cloth Q.32, V.54 

cloud G.4, G.6, G.7, G.12 

club Q.54 

cluster L.9 

coarse R.46 

cold R.17 

collect V.67 

colostrum P.4 

comb (cock’s) D.12 

comb (for hair) Q.34 

come V.4, V.17, V.41, V.63 

come (back) V.1 

commence V.58 

complete(ly) R.26, R.65 

comprehend V.14 

confidence V.18 

consider V.18 

consist (of) V.39 
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construct V.42 

control R.49 

convert V.36 

corner A.18, A.19, D.11, I.1, 

I.2, Q.5 

corral Q.5, Q.6 

correct R.43 

corrupt R.45 

cottage Q.4 

country (nation) J.1 

cow N.6  

cowbell Q.48 

craft (skill) L.12 

cramp, cramped V.62 

crane (bird) B.17 

create V.42 

crest A.39, D.11, D.12 

crib Q.22 

cripple, crippled R.31 

crook, crosier (of shepherd, 

bishop) Q.54 

crooked R.10 

cross (of Christ) Q.60 

crow B.16 

cruel R.28 

crush V.61 

crust (on skin) R.46 

crying (weeping) A.78 

cubit A.62 

cultivate V.69 

cunt A.59, A.61 

cup Q.24 

cupboard Q.63, Q.65 

cure R.65 

current E.9 

curse K.1 

curve, curved R.10, V.1 

custard P.7 

cut (n.) L.1 

cut (v.) Z.25 

 

D 
damp R.25, R.29 

dandruff C.46 

dark, darkness R.18 

dart Q.43 

day H.4 

daughter J.14, J.15 

day (next day, day after 

tomorrow, three days 

hence) H.8, H.9 

dead, death R.19 

deaf R.28 

deep place, depth E.2 

defect, defective, deformed 

(thing) L.1, R.8 

depart V.45 

descend V.22 

desert Q.50 

desire K.12, K.13, R.30 

despair, desperate V.18 

dew E.11, G.16 

dexterity L.12 

diarrhea A.94 

die R.19 

difficult R.6 

dimension L.8 

dinner P.2 

dirt, dirty D.19, R.36 

disappear V.7 

disgust K.3 

dishonest R.45 

distant I.16 

distribute V.64 

divide V.64 

dog N.1, N.2 

doll J.19 

dominion R.49 

donkey N.13 

dough P.1 

dove B.22 

down (low) I.14 

dream K.14 

dregs D.18 

dresser (cupboard) Q.63, Q.65 

drink Z.22 

drizzle G.8, G.9, G.16 

drool A.80, A.81 

drop (of liquid) E.12, E.13 

drown V.65 

drum Q.46 

dry R.8, R.20, R.21, R.22 

duck N.24 

dung A.96, E.13 

durable R.28 

dust F.5 

dwell V.39 

 

E 
eagle B.14 

ear A.7 

earth D.1 

eat Z.23 

edge A.18, A.19, D.11, I.1, I.3 

egg P.13 

eight M.8 

elder R.37 

eleven M.2, M.7 

elm C.2 

ember(s) F.3 

empty, empty (shell) C.38, R.8 

end A.18, D.18, I.1, L.3  

endure V.16, V.72 

enough R.34 

entire R.65 

entrails A.55 

equal R.48 

error R.8 

escape V.21 

esophagus A.33 

estrus R.61 

eunuch N.17 

even (equal) R.48 

evil R.5, R.6 

excrement A.94, A.96 

exist V.38 

explode V.61 

extinguish V.57 

extravagant R.41  

extremity Z.2, Z.3 

eye A.8, J.19 

eyebrow Z.2 

eye-tooth A.12 

 

F 
fabric Q.32, V.54 

face A.6, A.17, Z.3 

faggot (bundle) Q.19 

faith, faithful R.43, V.18 

fall, fall down V.19, V.20 

fallow (land) D.2 
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false R.45 

fame L.14 

famine R.30 

famous V.48 

fang A.12 

far, far away I.16  

farm, estate D.3 

fasten V.12 

fat P.7, P.8. P.9 

father J.9 

faucet Q.30 

fault K.2, L.1, R.8 

fear K.4 

feeble R.62 

feed(ing) (animals) N.25 

feel V.13, V.14 

fellow J.4 

female N.15 

fen E.6 

fence C.19, Q.6 

ferment V.56 

fester V.2 

few R.23, R.24 

fiber A.22 

field C.14, C.32, D.3 

fight K.1 

file (line, row) I.9 

fill, full R.26, V.66 

fin A.62, V.43 

finch B.20 

find out V.23, V.49 

fine (thin) R.39 

fine (adv.) R.64 

finger A.68, A.69, A.70 

fire, set fire, light fire F.1, 

V.60 

firebrand F.3 

firewood Q.58, Q.66, Q.67 

first I.6 

first-born R.37 

fish P.10 

fishhook Q.34 

fissure D.13 

five M.6 

flank A.43, A.64, A.65 

flat, flat land D.5, D.6, R.48 

flea B.37 

flee, fleeing V.21 

fleece A.21, A.23 

flesh P.10, P.11 

flexible R.42 

flint F.1 

flock N.5 

floor I.14 

flour P.1 

fly (n.) Z.14 

fly (v.) V.43 

foam E.10, Z.17 

fog G.6, G.7, G.8, G.9 

food P.13 

foot A.71, A.72 

footprint I.8 

forehead A.5, A.6, I.4 

foreleg A.62 

foresee V.14 

forest Q.49, Q.50 

forge, foundry Q.4 

forget Z.26 

fork, pitchfork Q.15, Q.16, 

Q.17, Q.54 

formal R.49 

fortune R.44 

foundation Z.15 

fountain E.5 

four M.5 

fox B.2 

frail R.62 

fraud K.2 

fresh R.25, Z.8 

fright K.4, K.6 

front (part), in front I.6, I.7 

frost G.9, G.15, G.16 

froth E.10, Z.17 

fruit O.7, V.15 

fry Z.21 

fuel (wood) Q.66, Q.67 

fulfill, full R.26, R.65, V.66 

funny R.41 

 

G 
gall (bile) A.88, R.14, Z.10 

gang N.5 

garden Q.8 

gather V.67 

geld N.17 

genital(s) A.59, A.60, A.61, 

I.3, Q.47 

gentle R.35, Z.11 

germ (of seed), germinate C.31 

get along, agree V.17 

girl J.8 

give Z.24 

gland A.34 

glass (goblet) Q.24 

gnat B.31 

go V.37, V.44, V.45, V.63 

go back V.36 

go down V.22 

go out V.24, V.45 

go up V.46 

goal L.3 

goat N.17, N.18, N.19 

goblet Q.24 

god-(father, -son, etc.) J.17 

golden (hued) R.4 

good R.27, R.64 

graceful R.41, R.52 

grain C.32, O.7 

granddaughter J.13, J.15 

grandmother J.7 

grand-nephew J.13 

grape(s) P.17 

grasp V.4, V.12, V.33 

grass C.21 

grave L.4 

gravel D.16 

graze, grazing N.25 

gray R.3 

grease P.7, P.8. P.9 

great R.12 

green (unripe) R.25 

grill(e) Q.7 

grind (grain), mill Q.20, V.68 

groin A.46, A.77 

ground (earth, land) D.1, I.14 

group L.9 

grow V.69 

grudge V.23 

guess V.23 

gullet A.14, A.29, A.31, I.12 

gully D.8 
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gum (resin) C.29 

gum(s) A.13 

gut(s) A.51, A.54 

gutter Q.3 

guy (fellow) J.4 

 

H 
hail (weather) D.17, G.18, 

G.19 

hair A.20, A.21 

half I.11 

half-span (measure) L.7 

hall Q.5 

ham Z.6 

hand A.66, A.70, M.6 

hand (measure) L.7 

happy, happiness K.8 

hard R.28 

hare B.9 

harm K.2 

harrow Q.14, Q.16 

harsh R.46 

harvest H.11 

haste, hurry K.12 

hate, hatred K.7, V.23 

haughty K.11 

have V.47 

hawk B.16 

hawthorn C.20 

hay C.21 

hazel (nut, tree) C.35 

he U.12, U.14 

head A.3, Z.2 

heal, health, healthy R.58, 

R.65 

heap D.10, Q.19 

hear V.48 

heart A.48 

heat R.61 

heather D.2 

heavy R.29 

hedge C.14 

hedgehog B.11 

heel (of foot) A.71 

heel (of shoe) Q.36 

heifer N.9, N.11 

herb C.21 

here U.10, U.13 

herpes A.27, A.78 

hide A.25 

high A.3 

high place A.39 

hill D.10 

hit V.70 

hoe Q.13, Q.38 

hog N.21, N.22, N.23 

hold V.33 

hole I.12 

hollow (of hand) A.67 

holm oak C.2 

home Q.1 

honest R.43 

honey P.21 

hoof A.73, C.46 

hook Q.34, Q.38, Q.54 

hope V.18 

horn (animal’s) A.4 

horn (music) Q.47 

hornet B.31, B.32, B.33, B.34 

hot R.61 

hour H.1 

house Q.1 

how U.8 

humid R.25 

hump A.76 

hunched, hunchbacked A.76, 

R.10 

hunger, hungry R.30 

hurl V.35 

hurry K.12 

husband J.2 

husk C.32, C.38, C.48, C.49 

hut Q.4 

 

I 
I / me / my (1st person singular 

pronoun) U.1 

ice G.15, G.16, G.18 

icicle G.18 

idea V.18 

ill R.6 

important R.29 

impure R.45 

inch A.68 

inclination V.23 

increase R.38 

inhabit V.39 

insect B.36 

intestine(s) A.51, A.54 

iron Q.41, Q.42 

it U.12, U.14 

ivy C.22 

 

J 
jewel, jewelry R.41 

job L.6 

joint A.76, A.77, Q.39, Z.6 

joy K.8 

July H.11 

justice R.43, R.64 

 

K 
kaolin D.20 

keen (sense, mind) R.44, R.50  

keep V.33 

kernel C.33, C.34 

kettle Q.23, Q.27, Q.28 

key, keystone Q.38, Q.39 

kid (goat) N.18, N.19 

kidney A.56.a, A.56.b 

kill, killer R.19, V.71 

kind (good) R.27 

kindle V.60 

kiss A.17, A.59, K.16 

knack L.12 

knee A.74 

knife Q.11, Q.12 

knot (of tree) C.39, Q.53 

knot (tied, bound) Q.31 

know, known V.49, V.50 

 

L 
labor L.6 

lack, lacking I.5, R.8 

lamb N.20 

lame R.31 

land D.1, R.22 

lap A.43, A.64 

large R.12, R.13 

lascivious R.25 

last night H.6 
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last year H.3 

laugh, laughter K.9, K.10 

launch V.35 

leaf C.50, C.51 

leather A.25 

leave V.11, V.24, V.25, V.44, 

V.45 

leech B.47 

leg A.71, Z.6 

legume O.8 

let V.25 

level (land, surface) D.6, R.48 

lewd R.46 

lick V.5 

lie (down) V.51 

life, living A.87 

lift V.72 

ligature Q.31 

light (lumen) G.23 

light (v.), light fire V.60 

lightning G.13 

likeness, alike L.12 

limit L.2, L.3 

line I.9 

lineage V.69 

link Q.37 

listen V.6, V.48 

lithe R.52 

little R.23, R.24, R.32, R.54, 

R.55 

live (dwell) V.39 

liver A.49 

lizard B.24, B.25, Z.13 

load (of wood) Q.67 

loathe, loathing K.7 

log C.41, C.42 

loin A.62, A.65 

long R.33 

look V.6, V.28 

lose, loss, lost V.7 

lose hope V.18 

lot (a lot = much, many) R.12, 

R.34, R.37, R.38 

louse B.42 

lower part I.14 

lowland Z.20 

luck, lucky R.44, V.45 

lukewarm R.61, Z.9 

lumber Q.51 

lump A.76 

lunch P.2 

 

M 
machete Q.17 

maid(en) J.8 

maize O.6 

male J.3, N.10, N.14 

man J.2 

man (old, childless) J.6 

manger Q.7, Q.22 

mania L.14 

manner L.12 

manure A.96 

many R.34, R.37, R.38 

maple C.12, C.13 

marc (dregs) C.47 

mare N.12 

marker L.3 

marmot B.3 

marrow A.1, A.2 

marry J.20 

marsh E.4, E.6 

material L.13, Q.32 

mattock Q.13 

mature R.44 

me, my (1st person singular) 

U.1 

meadow D.2, D.3 

meager R.62 

meal (flour) P.1 

meal (repast) P.2 

measure L.8, L.12 

meat P.10, P.11, P.12 

meek R.35, R.49 

meet (get to know) V.50 

membrane A.28 

mere R.8 

mesh Q.37 

middle I.11 

mild R.35 

mildew R.36 

milk P.3, P.4, V.26 

mill Q.20, V.68 

millet O.6 

mire D.19, E.4 

misery, misfortune K.5 

mist G.6, G.7, G.8 

mite B.44 

mock, mockery K.10 

moist R.25, R.53 

mold, moldy R.36 

moment I.10, L.2 

month G.1 

moon G.23, G.24 

more R.11, R.37 

morsel P.12 

mosquito B.31 

most R.37 

moth B.29 

mother J.10 

mound D.10 

mountain Q.49, Q.50, Z.18 

mouse B.11 

mouth Z.4 

mow Z.25 

much R.12, R.13, R.34, R.37, 

R.38, R.65 

mud D.19, E.4 

mug Q.25 

mulberry P.18, P.19 

multiply R.38 

murder, murderer V.71 

musty R.36 

muzzle A.18, A.19 

my, mine (1st person singular) 

U.1 

 

N 
nail (finger-, toe-) A.68 

nail (carpenter’s) Q.39, Q.40 

naked R.7, Z.8 

name L.10, V.53 

nape A.35, A.36, A.77, Z.1, 

Z.6 

narrow R.39, V.62, Z.12 

nation J.1 

navel A.53 

near, nearby I.4, I.15 

neck A.29, A.35, A.36, Z.1 

needle Q.34 

neighbor(-hood) J.22 
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nephew J.14 

nerve A.58, Z.15 

net, network Q.7 

nettle C.23 

next (to) I.4, I.15 

nice (kind) R.27 

nick L.1 

niece J.14 

night H.5, H.6, R.18 

nimble R.42, R.44 

nine M.1, M.8 

nipple A.42, C.44 

nit B.42, B.43 

no V.73 

noise L.14 

nook I.2, Q.5 

nose A.17 

nostril I.12, R.46 

not V.73 

notch L.1 

notice V.23 

now U.13 

numerous R.38 

nut C.35, C.36, C.37 

 

O 
oak C.2, C.5, C.6 

oath R.43 

oats O.5 

odor A.86, F.2, G.5, L.15 

old R.40 

old man J.6 

old woman J.7 

omen R.44 

one M.1 

opinion V.18 

orchard Q.8 

origin Z.15 

original R.41 

osier C.2 

ostrich B.13 

otter B.6 

outsider I.8 

owl B.23 

ox N.8, N.9, P.12 

 

P 

pail Q.23 

palm (of hand) A.67, Z.5 

parent J.13 

part I.3 

partition, wall Q.63 

passion L.14 

pasture D.2, D.4, N.25 

paw A.68, A.70, A.71 

pea(s) O.8 

peaceful R.35 

peak D.12, I.13 

pearl R.41 

pebble D.16, D.17 

pedestal Q.58 

peel A.26 

peg Q.57 

pelt A.25 

penchant V.23 

penis A.53, A.61 

people J.1 

perceive V.23 

perch (rod) Q.56 

perform V.42 

permit V.25 

pickax Q.13 

pig N.21, N.22, N.23 

pigeon B.19, B.22 

pillar Q.60, Q.63 

pimple A.27 

pin Q.34, Q.57 

pine (tree) C.7 

piss A.90 

pitchfork Q.15, Q.16 

pith A.1, A.2 

place (n.) D.11, I.1, I.3, I.10 

place, put (v.) V.27, V.29, 

V.30, V.31 

plain (flat land) D.5, D.6, Z.20 

plank Q.62, Q.63 

platform Q.9, Q.65 

pluck (entrails) A.55 

plum P.15, P.16 

plump R.58 

pod C.49 

point Q.38, Q.42, Z.3 

pole Q.53, Q.54, Q.56, Q.57 

pomace C.47 

pond E.3, E.4 

pool E.2, E.3, E.4 

poor R.8 

poplar C.9 

post Q.55, Q.57, Q.63 

pot Q.27, Q.28 

powder F.5 

power R.49 

prairie D.5, Z.20 

precipice D.13 

pretty R.41 

prick V.2, Z.15 

principal R.37 

produce (v.) V.15, V.42, Z.24 

prompt(ly) R.42 

prop (hook) Q.17 

propensity V.23 

proper R.43 

proud K.11 

proverb V.52, V.53 

pruning tool Q.17 

puddle E.3 

pungent R.15 

pupil (of eye) J.19 

puppy N.2 

pure R.8 

pus A.91, A.92, A.93 

put, place V.27, V.29, V.30, 

V.31 

put down V.51 

put on (clothes) V.72 

put out (lights) V.12, V.57 

 

Q 
quadruped (male) N.10 

quantity R.37 

quick, quickly R.42 

 

R 
rabbit B.8 

race (lineage) V.69 

rafter Q.60, Q.61 

rain G.9, G.10, G.11 

raise, bring up V.69, V.72 

rake Q.14, Q.16 

ram (sheep) N.16, N.17 

rancor V.23 
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rash (scurf) A.78 

raspberry P.19, P.20 

raven B.16 

ravine D.8 

raw Z.8 

razor Q.12 

reach V.4 

reap Z.25 

receive V.10 

recognize V.50 

red Z.8 

reed C.24 

remain V.39 

remnant D.18 

remove, remove oneself V.11 

rennet A.51, A.94 

reproduce R.38 

resemblance L.12 

reside V.39 

residue D.18, Z.17 

resign (be resigned) V.18 

resin C.29 

rest V.51 

return V.36 

rheum A.79 

ridge D.11 

right (correct, proper) R.43 

righteous R.27 

rights (justice) R.43 

rind A.26 

ring A.69, Q.37 

rip V.40, V.59 

ripe, ripen R.44 

river E.7 

riverbed D.8 

roast Z.21 

rob V.3, J.24 

robin B.20 

robust R.58, Z.8 

rock (stone) D.14, D.15, D.16, 

D.17 

rod Q.56 

rook (bird) B.16 

root A.22, A.58, C.44, C.45, 

Z.15 

rot, rotten, -ness A.92, R.45 

rough R.46 

round R.47 

row (line) I.9  

rude R.46 

rugged (slope) D.9 

rush (plant) C.24 

rye O.3, O.4, O.5 

 

S 
sad, sadness K.4 

salamander B.26, B.27 

saliva A.80, A.81, A.82, A.83, 

A.84 

salt, salty P.23, R.57 

same R.48, U.14 

sand D.16, D.18 

sap A.89 

sate(d), satiate(d) V.66 

say, saying V.52, V.53 

scab, scabies R.46, Z.17 

scarf Q.32 

scissors Q.11 

scorch Z.21 

scorpion B.26, B.27 

scratch (n.) L.1 

scrub (brush, thicket) C.19   

scum A.83 

scurf A.78 

sea E.2, E.8 

seagull B.15 

season (weather) G.1, L.2 

see V.28 

seed C.32, C.33, O.7, V.69 

seize V.3, V.4, V.12, V.33 

self U.14 

semen V.69 

sense (feel) V.14 

separate V.64 

September R.20 

serious R.29, R.49 

serpent Z.13 

serum (of blood) A.93 

servant (boy) J.4 

set, settle V.29, V.30, V.31 

set down V.51 

sew V.32 

shade, shadow G.20 

share V.64 

sharp R.50 

shatter V.59 

shawl Q.32 

she U.12, U.14 

shears Q.11 

sheath C.49 

sheep N.16 

shelf Q.65 

shell C.38 

shelter Q.2 

shingle Q.62, Q.63 

ship Q.27 

shit A.94, A.96 

shoe Q.35 

shoot (sprout) C.31 

shore I.3, R.51 

short R.54 

shoulder A.38, A.65 

shrew B.11 

shrewd R.50 

shriveled, shrunken R.8 

sick R.6 

side A.5, A.64, I.3, I.4 

sideboard (cupboard) Q.63 

sieve, sifter Q.21 

similarity L.12 

sin K.2 

sister J.11, J.14 

sit, sit down V.29, V.30, V.31  

situation I.10 

size L.8 

skewer Q.42 

skid V.8 

skill L.12 

skin A.25, A.26, A.28 

sky G.12 

slake V.66 

slaver A.80, A.81 

sleep K.14, K.15 

sleep ‘sand’ A.79 

sleet D.17 

slender, slim R.52, R.59, Z.12 

slide Q.12, V.8 

slime A.83 

slip, slippery Q.12, R.53, V.8 

slobber A.80, A.81 

sloe P.15, P.16 
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slope D.9 

slug (animal) B.28 

slush E.4 

sly R.50 

small R.23, R.24, R.54, R.55, 

R.56 

smash V.61 

smell L.15, V.48 

smile K.10 

smoke F.2 

smooth R.48, R.53, R.58 

smother V.65 

snail B.28 

snake Z.13 

snap V.40 

sniff L.15 

snot C.29 

snout A.18, A.19 

snow E.4, G.11, G.17, G.19, 

Z.16 

soft R.53, R.58, Z.11 

solid R.28 

son J.13 

soot F.6 

sound (noise) L.14 

sour R.14, R.15, R.57 

space I.10, I.11 

spade Q.13, Q.15 

span (measure) L.7, Z.5 

sparrow B.19 

speech A.9, L.11 

sperm V.69 

sphere R.46 

spicy, piquant R.15 

spigot Q.30 

spindle Q.45 

spit (skewer) Q.42 

spittle, spit A.80, A.81, A.82, 

A.83, A.84 

split V.64 

spout Q.47 

spring (source) E.5 

sprout C.31, Q.52, Q.53 

squirrel B.7 

stack D.10, Q.19 

stake  Q.55, Q.57 

stalk A.71 

star G.21, G.23 

start (begin) V.58 

stay V.39 

steal V.3, J.24 

steam G.5 

steep D.9 

steer N.9 

stem A.71, A.77, C.43 

stench A.86, G.5, L.15, R.14 

sterile R.20, R.21 

stick Q.30, Q.53, Q.54, Q.56, 

Q.60 

stiff R.22 

sting A.9, V.2, Z.15 

stink A.86, R.14 

stomach A.50, A.51, A.52 

stone (rock) D.14, D.15, D.16, 

D.17 

stone (of fruit) C.34 

stopper Q.55 

storm G.12 

stout R.58 

straight R.43, R.52 

strand (fiber) Q.37 

stranger I.8 

strap Q.31 

straw C.27, C.28, C.48 

strawberry P.18, P.20 

stream D.8 

strict V.62 

strike V.70 

strong R.58 

stubble Z.15 

sturdy R.58 

subject (topic) L.13 

substance L.13 

suck V.9 

suffocate V.65 

summit D.12, I.13, Z.19 

sun G.22, G.24 

supper P.2 

supple R.42 

support V.16, V.72 

surface I.13 

suspect V.14 

svelte R.52 

swallow (bird) B.21 

swamp E.6 

sweat A.89 

sweet, sweetness, sweets P.21, 

Z.11 

swell V.69 

swift (bird) B.21 

swine N.21, N.22, N.23 

 

T 
table Q.9 

tablet (wooden) Q.62 

tail A.47, C.43 

take V.3, V.10, V.33 

take (away) V.11, V.44 

take off (shoes, stockings) R.9, 

V.34  

take out V.24 

tall A.3, R.33 

tallow P.8 

tambourine Q.46 

tap (spigot) Q.30 

taste V.5 

taste (bad) F.2, R.14 

tasteless R.62 

tear (v.) V.40, V.59 

tear(s) A.78 

teat A.42, C.44 

tell V.52, V.53 

ten M.7, M.8 

tendon A.58, Z.15 

tentacle C.44 

tepid Z.9 

terror K.6 

testicle A.59, A.61, R.46 

tether Q.31 

that (mesial) U.11 

that (distal) U.12 

theft V.3 

there U.11 

they U.14 

thicket C.14, C.16, C.19 

thief J.24 

thigh A.46 

thin R.39, R.59, Z.12 

thing L.13 

think V.18 

thirst, thirsty R.60 
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this (proximal) U.10 

thorn C.16, C.17, C.18, C.20 

thou, you (2nd person singular 

familiar pronoun) U.3 

thou, you (2nd person singular 

pronoun) U.4 

thread Q.33 

three M.4 

thresh, threshing, thresher 

Q.19 

threshing floor Q.18 

throat A.29, A.30, A.31, A.32, 

A.33, I.12 

throw V.22, V.35 

thumb A.68 

thunder G.4, G.12, G.13 

Thursday G.12 

tibia A.71 

tick B.40, B.41, B.42 

tie V.12 

tight R.39, V.62, Z.12 

tile (wooden) Q.63 

timber Q.51 

time H.1 

tinder F.4 

tiny R.32, R.55, R.56 

tip, point Q.42, Z.19 

tire, get tired V.40 

today H.4, H.5 

toe A.68 

tomb L.4 

tomorrow H.7 

tomorrow, day after H.7, H.8, 

H.9 

tongs Q.17 

tongue A.9 

tonight H.5 

tooth A.10, A.11, A.12 

top D.12, I.13, Z.19 

torrent G.11 

toss V.35 

total, totally R.65 

touch V.13 

towel Q.32 

town J.1, L.5 

track I.8 

translate V.36 

tray Q.22 

tree (general) A.77, C.1, C.3, 

C.4, C.37 

tree (species): see C.2 — C.13, 

C.19, C.35 

trifle, trifling R.8 

trough Q.22 

true, truth R.43 

trunk (of tree) A.77, C.41, 

C.42 

trust V.18 

tube Q.47 

tuff D.20 

turn, turn over V.1, V.36 

turn off (lights) V.12, V.57 

twenty M.9 

twig Q.52 

twist, twisted R.10, V.1 

two M.3 

 

U 
ulcer A.94 

uncle J.13, J.14 

understand V.14 

unite V.67 

upright R.52 

urine A.90 

us (1st person plural pronoun) 

U.2 

use V.16 

uvula A.34 

 

V 
vain K.11  

valley D.7, Z.20 

vapor G.5, G.6, G.7 

vat Q.29 

vein A.58 

vertical R.52 

very R.65 

vessel, container Q.22 - Q.30 

vetch O.8 

view V.28 

vigorous R.58 

village J.1, L.5 

vine, vinestock C.40 

violent R.28 

vixen B.2 

vulture B.13 

vulva A.60, Q.47 

 

W 
wagon Q.44 

wait V.39 

walk R.46, V.37 

wall Q.63 

walnut C.35 

warm, warmth R.61, Z.9 

wasp B.31, B.32, B.33, B.34 

water E.1 

wave (water) E.9 

wax A.85, Z.17 

way (manner) L.12 

we, us (1st person plural 

pronoun) U.2 

weak, weaken R.62, V.19, 

V.40 

wear V.72 

weasel B.9, B.10 

weather G.1 

weave, weaving V.54 

web Q.7 

wed, wedding J.20 

wedge Q.42, Q.55, Q.57 

weeping A.78 

weevil B.36, B.45, B.48 

weighty R.29 

well (water) E.2 

well (adv.) R.64 

well-known V.50 

wet R.25 

what U.9 

wheat O.1, O.9 

wheel Q.44, R.46 

when U.7 

where U.6 

whet, whetted Q.12, R.50 

whey P.5 

whirlpool E.2 

white R.1 

who U.5 

whole R.65 

wicked R.5, R.6 

widow(er) J.21 
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wife J.5 

wild, wilderness Q.49, Q.50 

will K.13 

willow C.2 

win V.45 

wind G.3, G.15 

windpipe A.33 

wine P.22 

wing A.62, V.43 

winter G.2 

wire Q.33 

wish K.12, K.13 

without I.5 

wolf B.1 

woman J.5 

woman (old) J.7 

womb A.50, A.52 

wood Q.51, Q.66 

woods Q.49, Q.50 

wool A.21, A.23 

word L.10, L.11, V.52 

work L.6 

worker J.4 

worm B.46, B.47, B.48 

worry K.4 

 

Y 
yard Q.5, Q.6 

yarn Q.33 

year H.2, H.3 

yellow R.4 

yesterday H.10 

yolk Z.8 

you (thou) (2nd person singular 

familiar pronoun) U.3 

you (2nd person singular 

pronoun) U.4 

you (2nd person plural 

pronoun) U.4 

young, youth R.66 

 

Z 
zeal K.12 
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